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that radio has“gone sloppy.”
manifested, go
particularly
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making pre-produc-

Aft Linkletter

they're dedicated to the perpetuation pf radio as a still-major force
in the World of entertainment, and
to convincing the agencies and the
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investments that

iri

them back

into legit
It is just a ma;tter of
financing.
That
the; right play cortiing along.
-‘right play” angle, however, is
what makes the Situation consider-

Dallas, Apjrn 4.

'

j

decorate a shelf for years.
Par currently is in preliminary
negotiation for ^'Q^tlemen Prefer
Blondes.” A tentaitive price of better than $250,000 has been set on
the screen rights to the musical,
Since Par already owiis the straight
play Version (it filmed it in 1927),
it, has first; refusal rights on the
current property.
^Ufider terms of Par*s coritract,
the authors must set a price within
two years of tfie Broadway opening,
alley have already submitted the
tles.to

tentative figure. Now being drawn
Up is a formal submission includitig release date, percentages, etc.
Par gets
pf the money for

1^4%
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NBC SOAPER

,

already given

with'lL
‘“p>o!rom

Nftcth^t

If th^

C

Bailey‘‘Thanks for Tomorrow.”
NBC tried out for a short

Then^

scripted

;

Ex- ABC Page She Aided
^
Now Director of Dinah

'

'

:

.Histmy repeats; itself in strange
almost exactly 10 years to
rthe date, on the ABC radio program, ‘‘Strictly Froni Dixie/’ when,
Dinah Shore guests with; Henry
Levine’s band next
(Hot' laps)
A decade /ago she
Monday, (10).
made her ABC debut with this
same group, under the sanie inaes;

^

RCA

Victor may never ”get
‘‘get
even” on the $600,000 it has invested to tlansmute
tbansrhute some of the
old “red seal”
seal’’ masters for 33Mv
33th
Tpin
rpm reissue;
reissue,
RCA ,prexy
but
biit
proxy
Frank M, Folsom feels that" the
artists and
aud their works are too
valuable not
Valuable
not. to Warrant
warrant It. He is
TCferring, particularly, to some of
the old Caruso, Chaliapinv Lauder,

'

j

and; with many of the same
musicians in the baud. Only difference is that 10 years ago slie Introduced a new song,“Mad Abput
tbo blues.’’ Written by ABC page
boy pick Charles, and in 1950 that
Sanie ex-page, boy is now directing
McCorinack and kindred artists,
McCormack
Many ante-date the electrical re- thi.s Dixieland program,
Mony
cording tecbnique, and there are
Just to complete the cycle
scores of masters*
another hew
masters, done under the Shore
introduces
blq horn and acbusticon recording song, ‘.Tinker Toys,” by another
old
systems, that ’‘blasted”
’‘blasted*’ and would page boy, Sam Zabka, on Mbnda.v-s
only be accented in their short- show, Charles meantime, besides
comings under today’s high fidelity being /senior director at; ABC,
recording advanOes.
^^^ording
advances. But those that makes periodic trips to Wafner
RCA will niarket under the ‘‘Long Bros, every J une^July to write
Playing’V label have
Playing’v
haye been 'skillfully songs at the studio. “Along the
switched from their
tfieir original 78 NavajD Trail” has become his bigTpm
irmtoLP,
to LPi
gest hit in the interim.
tio,

4.

has under, consideration a
crossrthe-board soap opera
with Charles Boyer as the star. It
be a taped show from the

will be sent to any producer
period (minus names) last sunirequesting them.
mer. It was taken off when SealAs a result, Selznick s exec aide,
bought the morning time for
Offer of $350,000 for the single Lewis
Stone, queried Horwits on
Le
Dorothy Dix show, which ha.!
performance television rights to wJ
whether Hemingway w'ould enter- since been cancelled,
‘‘South Pacific” was refused last tain
an offer for Jmmediate sale of
ta
Mso on the NBC program front,
week by the show’s management, th
the property, without Waiting Until joel McCres’s “Texas Rangers”,
Although the identity of the pro- other
studios got a chance to read ghew has been cut and is set for
ot
posed sponsor was not revealed, it
(Continued on page 63)
an early preem.
to have been Nais understpocl
The bidder is .said i*
tional Lead.
to have indicated a willingneiss to
pay as high a.s $500,000 to dose the

Of ‘South Pacific’
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Splznirk was interested In at"
the rf/ht^at once to nroVide a%bmcle®^ an
ment on the services of Gregory

peti-

tion, object of the shoestring was
to swap it, and eventually build it
i^to a .sum that would make WilHams rich for the rest of his nife.

j

(Gontinued on page 63)
.

According to the damage

single-

(Continued
63>j
Continued on page 63
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for

tainin

TV

RGA’s

the

tertained.

Single Full

of

system, theatre TV must come
tints or else take a chance

yp with

j

niaw nnvpl
Kiv new
novel,
his
River and Into the
Trees,” killed an unusual proposal
by David O, Selznick last week for
sight-unseen purchase of screen
DOS; was informef by At
rights.
Horwits, Universal s studio publicity chief, who is agenting the
sale for Hemingway, that no offer
of less than $250;000 would be en-

Hemingway
('“Across
'

week

veiling last

High price demanded by Ernest

'

i

U

Too Rich for Selznick“a.^"”

/
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filed

shortly after Linkletter arrived
here. The petitipn charges that
Linkletter, the show’s producer,
and its sponsor, promised to make
Williams rich \yith a shoestring.
Williams took the actual shoestring
and posed a.*? a destitute vet of
World War 11 during a six-week’s
(tour of the country.

tP^tlUjVVv

I

j
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)
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sponsors that a toprated comedian
is still playing to. audiences of 25,000,000 and 30,000,000.
The clients are sore because
they’re still plunking down top
coin—anywhere from $15,000 to
$25,000 a week—-for comic-spearheaded packages. And the audiehrees resent it, because the indif(Cpntinued on page 53)

Linkletter; rn.c.
m.c. of “People
Art Linkletter,
“People
Are Fur riyy” arrived in Dallas for
a. show at the State Fair Grounds
ably diderent from four or five and found that a local filling staNo company is inters tipn employee and former program
years ago;
ested in any play unless it is cer- contestant had filed a $126;000
tain there i$ a definite desire by a damage suit in the local district
producer On its lot: to film, it, There court agaiiist him arid the show’s
Will be no investments in proper- sponsor.

Paramount
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^
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S
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Margaret Truman will make t Wo Television Productions prez Paul
outdoor appearances with symthis week that
phony orchestras this summof, par now- has two different color
Robin/
the
with
singing as; soloist
igygtems ready for its theatre TV
Hood Dell concerts ill PhiUy July process arid it has also been dis27 and with the N; Y. Philhar- pjosed that 20th-Fox is working
‘mbriic Symphony in Lewisohn Stabig-screen tinted video. While
dium, N. Y., also late in July.- Defi- both the Par and 20th Systema
-nite date has not yet been set. jyiigbl; be- applicable to home video,
Stadium stint will mark Miss “hey also may influence production
Truman’s first N. Y,* appearance of color features in Hollywood,
Importance of color tb theatre
as longhair soloist with a symph
group, although she appeared here wle planning was emphasized this
as a soloist on the Amoeb-spon- Week by industry spokesmen. They
sored radio program, ‘‘Carnegie fitressed that use of video in theHall,” before an iudience last win- '/atres, to be successful, must offer
more than the public can get on its
ter.
j
home sets. With color for regular
commercial broadcasting looming
aA/v n* 1
IT
closer, especially following the uniMifl SlBnf Ilnsfifill
:

;

interested in
tion deals or

Theatre televisloh may jump the
gup on Tegular commercial
video broadcasting by providing
big-screen color before it is availcolor

i.
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Complaints have been mouhtihg
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^

maestro Meyer. Davis has squawks, in; the bigtime comedy
bid to conduct the long- shows, notably in slip$hod producfor story material.
hair
San
Francisco Syihphony Or- tion, hit-br-miss scripting and in
plan lulling out more pictures, and
April
chestra
17, HeMl conduct the the overall casual and often carepretty
/Weil
they’Ye,
used up the
stocks Of appropriate properties oh second half of the concert, with less demeanor of the performers.
Arthur
Fiedler,
of the Boston Pops
Some, say the comics themselves'
their Shelves
guest-batpriing the first are mostly to blame; that too many
MoM encouragirig^^^^^^ Broadwayare
taking the position that with
ites Is the fact ihat both Paramount ^
* special concert in television audiences making a noand Metro wOre interested in the
4?
past ^ew weeks in making an in- honor of the 75th birthday of the ticeable dent in the major cities
vestment in Clifford Odets’ VCoun- Frisco symph’s regular conductor, where the AM-TV competitibn is
Davis is Moh- bn the upswing, the tendency
try Oirl,” Whicb "will bO produced Pierre Mortteux.
among comics is to accept the sitby ..;Q;wight/ Deere WIman in the Zeuxis brother-in-law.
uation with a ‘‘what’s-the-use?^
fair.
Both studios flnRUy nixed the
resignation and a ‘‘we’re-playing^todeal, but in both cases it was for
•
pi
Pi
the-Dakbtas”. attitude.
“
reasons other Jhan reW^
ICXaS ShOeStnilg StUllt
The network chieftains don’t like
return to the Broadway play field,
T
it
because first and foremost,
being renewed

5,

—

'

IndiGatiohs are being seen cur^^rentiy of reV^ying^ Hollywood
terest in acquilfing Broadway plays.
Studio .activity in the New York
legit^deld waned under the strains
of edoiioihy three years ago. It is

Slnglef copies. 25 cents
Y*,' b y Variety, jhd.r Annual subscription. $10.
the Post Office at New York, N. Y., under the act oi March 3* 1879
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Aecording

to

thb

proposition,

have
the
telecast, would
been
scheduled for next winter; with a
huge publicity campaign until then
I

to
draw a maximum audience,
With an ..estimated. 4,000,000 video

LOS ANGELES. CALIF.
:

WORLD

FAMOUS COCOANUT GROVE

sets in bperation now, it’s expected
that there will be about double
by the prothat number in U 5

Presents

—

|§;^

On/
posed date of the program.
that basis, it was figured that
there might be at least 30,000,000
individual viewers of the telecast.
Richard
cb-authors
Although
HammerOscar
and
Rodgers
stein 2 d, and their co-produeers
Joshua
and
Hayward
Leland
Logan, did not discuss the propo -

•

;
'

sition

.

I

OrchRsfra and Choir

Und*r Ihr Dirtctibn of

PHIL SPITALNY

enough

;

the

All Girl

plan

is

to get all the details,
understood to have
the musical as a live

been to do
(Continued

on.

page 54)
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4^
Cecil Bv DeMille, as spokesman
for the .Screen Directors Guild, re-*
asserted yesterday. (Tues.) SDG's
claims of jurisdiction over all directors of both live and filmed video
showsi
He claimed TV directors,

motlori picture industry v^ll
be asked to set up a machinery to

But Not as

as

i.

in working with ^'actiori moving
actually provide
across a screen,

In line With the current i3|ixieland jazz revival, the “Voice of
America” is giving the two^beat
rhythin a strong overseas push
via shortwave broadcasts to Europe, Latin Airierica arid the Far

Hollywood, April
Al JolsOn will sing again for Cor
;

j

'

-OuUlJS^SliG'^at.anent

,

i

;

'

1
‘

ing Jolson,

;

.

'

WILL MAHONEY

Now With

the jazz rhythm gettirig
Johnson arid Eric Johnston,
a big play in the U, Sv, “Voice” is prexy of the Motion Picture Assn,
pickihg up Various Dixieland conof America, secretly met iri WashTV last night (Tues;) oh Hie
and tape-recording them for ington, away .from
“CAVALCADE OF BANDSV With certs
Capitol Hill,
airing abroad.
Cavroeh Cavallaro. \
about two weeks ago> the Senator
Thank you.' Mr, Dumont and
is Uriderstood to have made his po;

The INIMITABLE
.

.

Ward

TV Ideas; 1-Man Shoiv

.

,

for a loVely evening.
Booked By.

sition

,

Jphri-

:

i

I

TV

William Morris, Jr;, - has been
huddling With Eddie Cantor on a
aeries of concerts at the Mosque,
Newark; Orchestr^ Hall, Chicago;
^^''hapnionic Anditoriurn, Los Ange'e;''- and. the like.s^mcludmg armoties and large school^ auditorlums. Jhe chek of Cgntor s ope-

.

;

,

at

New Yorks

.Carnegie

the comedian
‘The statement has been made,” he P^il»
interested^ in confining ;his personadded, “that we can expect the as^
Hpgets
to
that,
Pf
tour,
,-|als
kind,
tronomical total of more than 20
William
000,000 TV receivers in American $2,500 from cplleges like
Oklahoma
A&M, NwverMary.
homes. This is a staggering figure
like,
chdrgpf
Arizona,
fhe
and
because of the potential it creates 'f'ty
students 75c ^top, and doing
for the motion picture industry.”
He emphisized, however, that two shows if necessary, where the
nothing in his statement "is meant capacities are overtaxed. He would
rather play Hpnter College or
to suggest or indicate or prophesy
CCNY.jn New York than Broad(Continued on page 54)
w^ay.
The idea of doing a Maurice Ghevfilier,” that is, a run at a
Broadway legit house as. the
INKS
i French star did three years ago,
been proposed to Cantor but
IH?!!
I171I T
.

,

.

Television Authority will ask
the board of directors of the Assoeiated Actors^ and Artistes of
America for power to negotiate
wages aiid working conditions for
the entire Video field if the Screen
Actors Guild does .hot agree in the
,

next (week to compromise its position of exclusive Control aver vidpix.
George/ Heller, TVA national
exec secretary, said since TVA's
membership had already agreed
on the board^s wages and hours
Llrb Uf rlllX KUllCKiJ ^he discarded it as too strenuous.
proposals, the next step was to
He winds up for Eversharp- launch negotiations.
Hollywood, April 4.
Schick June 1, as emcee of the
Warners inked deal with mem “Take It or Leave It” radio show,
With the possibility of SAG
bers of his family to screen the and will bear down on his tele- yielding its stand remote. TVA’s
Whll Rogers Stoij, based on an
contract with NBC in the move towards a bargaining posiorigmal by the widow which Studio fall
jje prefers to alternate with tion with video outlets threatens
one or two other comedians on a to touch off a hot jurisdictional
1950-51 prod^uct schedule. Deal de- sg.^eek schedule, doing
only 13 war between the east arid west
tails^ are not divulged hut it s un^f the cycle. Paul Warwick guilds. Presently, TVA has no au^
derstood to include a heavy ad- (& Legier) has been talking to him, thority to negotiate pacts with any
yance payment plus percentage of
behalf of Pabst, who long want- network, iridie station or video
^^htor .for TV, hut resulting in producer. The 4A’s however, will play. However* it was merely a
u 11 rr
ru
«
u
u
Hamilburg,
who
MitphelL
has the comedian refusing to accede to undoubtedly grant TVA such pow- gesture, as he had stipulated when
sponsor’s idea of a weekly er in view of the fact that the he joined the Circle that he should
of the Rogers estate for the last g^i-tes
4A’s board comprises reps of five “naturally be disqualified from
montha, conducted negotiating
cantor accents that If sponsors Out of the seven guilds supporting voting” for any show with which
he might be associated.
the TVA setup.
Continued on page 52)
years ago, and took an option. DurSAG has alreadj) warned TVA Formal presentation of the
ing interim, Will Rogers, Jr., testthat any move to take over jurist awards, with a performance of a
ed for the role but Warners finally p i
vidpix scene from the winning play, Will
diction
over actors in
kVJQ kP k til
let the option lapse.
Hamilbiirg l.uAKRl 1/AVliJ
“would be a declaration of you be broadcast Sunday evening* 6:45took over four months ago to re(TVA) of jurisdictional war against 7:46 over WJZ* New York.
viVe deal, and sWuhg It.
the film guilds.” Coast guild fur--]
ther stressed that film actors “will
Garry Davis, 28-year-old son of never accept any condition which
bandleader Meyer Davis, got the would allow preformers primarily
Mitchdl Bill Extends
call of Broadway quick.
Delayed
Provisions bn Obscenity at Ellis Island since Thursday (30) interested in the live field to have
a controlling vote on the problems
New discussion-type program, in
Albany, April 4.
night, and spending the entire of
actors in motion pictures howwhich a guest husband-wife team
The
twice-amended
Mitchell weekend at the Government deten- ever
exhibited.” TVA spokesmen,
bill, now. before Governor Dewey, tion
pen for immigrants, the however, declared that SAG's Te- each week will compete with a
would include wire recordings, native-born, song-and-dance man
regular panel comprising two other
fusal to mediate its position was
phonograph records and motion finally cleared psychiatric, physical
teams, has been set by NBC-TV for
primarily responsible for creating
pictures in the provisions of the and loyalty tests late Monday (3)
the Sunday night at 10:30 slot
the current impasse,
penal law prohibiting sale or dis- afternoon. That night he spent
SAG, meantime, is stepping up j starting April 16 or 23. Title is
tribution of obscene prints, news- backstage with Ray Bolger, an old
“Answer Yes or No.”
its negotiating activity with vidpix
papers, magazines, pamphlets and friend,
Permanent panel will irtclude
at
the star’s “Where’s producers in
order to be in a solid
articles.
Charley?” He didn’t go elseWhere position
Moss
Hart and his wife, Kitty
if arid when the present
The Brook measure, also sent to except “drink in Broadway at
Carlisle, and Arlene Francis and
“cold” jurisdictional battle turns
»
the Governor for. action, ’covers
Quentin
Reynolds. (Latter two are
«=7-T
into a “hot war.’* SAG is attemptonly phonograph records, photonot husband and wife. Miss Fraricis
His maestro-father rah an unofgraphs and films, an exception on ficial nitery Thursday night at the ing to establish an industry pat- being married to actor-manager
the .latter-being: for motion pic- Davis’ 270 Park avenue home in tern in its bargaining with Hal Martin, Gabel' and Reynolds to
tures licensed by the State Educa- New York, when some 30 press Roach studios on the Coast. Wil- actress Virginia Peine.) The Predric
liam Holden, SAG exec, is due in
tion Dept.
(Continued oil page 60)
(Florence Eldridge) will
New York April 10 to explore the Marches
gue$t on the initialer. Harts, plus.
eastern video pix situation.
Reynolds
and Miss Ffancis, as co4;'5'.
partners in the packiige, will Ciit in
on the profits on a percentage
|

WB

clear at that time.

ston .apparently brought the story
to /the Cohst with him. last week
Isf Choice of
and it was the basic reason for a
projected trip of company and film
labor toppers to Washirigtbh for
meetings with Johnson, chairman
“Member of the Wedding,” Car- of the Senate Interstate and Foison McCullefs’ dramatizatiori of
eigri Gbmmerce Committee.
her own novel, has woh the N. Y.
Other developments:
V
Drama Critics- Circle award for
Senator Johnson flatly denied
the best play of the Broadway season. The $electiori Was voted yesterday (Tiles.), The Robert Whitehead* Oliver Rea and Stanley MarjoKnston pit
17
production
received
tirieau
Washingtbn, April 4.
votes, with Wiliiam Inge’s “Come
Eric Johnstbi^, Motiori ;PicBack*. Little Sheba” getting foiir,
Gian-Carlo Menotti’s “The Consul”
tiire Assn, of America prexy,
will ask to testify for the inthree arid thO Wili^bi Archibalddustry as soon as a date is
Heriry Jame^ “The Innocents” one.
definitely set for hearings on
“The Consul,” produced by
the film licensing bill proChandler Cowles and Efrem Zimposed by Seriatpr Edwin C.
balist, Jr., was chosdn trie best muJohnson of Colorado; Johnsical, getting 20 votes, whilo Marc
ston denied published stories
Blitzsteiii's “Regina” and the Maxthat Hollywood would send a
well Aridersori^Kurt Weill “Lost in
delegation to the hearing. He
the Stars” received two each. For
has no plans to talk personally
the best foreign play of the season*
withi Sen. Johnson;
T. S. Eliot’s “Cocktail Party,” presented by Gilbert Miller arid
Film industry canriot use
Henry Sherek, was the winner with
organized baseball’s system of
20
votes,
Maurice
the
while
fining or suspending errant
Valency-Jean Giradoux “The Enplayers because the U. S. Suchanted” received four. Two critpreme Court in 1922 ruled
ics registered no vote for the best
that baseball, unlike films, is
foreign play.
riot interstate commerce, JohnHarold Clurman, critic of the
ston said.
Such a system
New Republic, turned in a ballot
would violate anti-trust laws.
for “Member of the Wedding,”
MPAA prez flew to New
which he directed, as the best
Y^oirk today (Tries.) but Will re-

ASSOejAtED BOOKING CORP»

,

of

policy at a press conference In the
Hotef Plaza; N. Y., DeSHlle said
the Guild Will include In its memdtpecbership screen directors,
tors; assistants and floor managers,

son Sings Again,
Project calls for a (Tontiniiation
of Jolson’s life story with Larry
This time
parks starring again.
Jolson will appear on the. screen,
but not as- himself. He will- play a
ch aracter part While Parks is pi ay-

police its personalities, along th^
linos of the system prevailiiig in
org^ized baseball, if and wiien an

industry gimup ^eets here with
Senator Edwin C. Johnson, of Colorado, ThiSr it is- uriderstppri* is the
price Johrison wiU ask in exchange
East.-'-’
for dropping his film licensing bill,
The State Dept.’s propaganda
arm'' in the past few years has re- hi$ public hearings and the furceived rilimerous requests frorii ther attacks which he plarfs .to inake
abroad for the Dixieland musiC; on Hollywood morals.

Buchmaii

the SDjGr will invoke Section 9 of
the Labor Management Relations
Act of 1947, which he described as
the clause originally set up to provide for such a move.
CSpokesmen for the Radio-Television Directors Guild labeled the
DeMilie statement as pa^^ of a
mammoth publicity barrage being
laid down by the SDG to ease its
way into video. Presaging a jurisdictional battle, RTDG Claimed it
aiready has contracts* personnel
and jii)risdictidh over videp, directors, While the SDG i.s not certified,
RTDG asserted \it has contracts,
with the four mkjor TV networks
in New York and that 36 of 45 directors on the Coast are niemberS

4,
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this evening.
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that his blast against Roberto Rossellini, Ingrid Bergman and RKO
was inspired by a desire to curb
a gubernatorial boom for Frank

'

j

,

nnv

;

H. Ricketson, Jr., of Denver, a
Republican, who is president of
Fox Inter-Mountain T
a t res.
Johnson is a Derilocrat; “There is

AuAIN

.

1

!

no basis of truth in that

.WIVESUT

ARGUMENTS PAY OFF

,

*•

.•

,

MPA

he

Apparently, even if Senator Johnson goes ahead with his
plans for a hearing to begin April
17, there Will be no further atr
tacks Aipon the Motion Picture
.Assn, topper,
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Montreal, April 4.
first court
.

•

round

.

Nanie)

•

,

Friday (31) wheri Justice Pierre Casgrairi granted him
a reprieve relieving him of any
obligation to appear in Montreal
for questioning by the superior
last

.

Zone.

.

.

.

RtQuIar Sui>$eriptieii Rcit«s

One

Yfiiir— $10.00

TW»

Yt«rs..-$18.00

Cotiadp and Forci 9 n-f.$1 Addifional p«r Year
154 W«sf 4«th Street

New

Yerk

If, N. V.

iiri.'1

:

;

A judgment for $3*432 is
currently racked up against Hope
for failing to answer a summons
wheri he played Montreal last year.
Hope waiits to clear up his connection with the' case but he wants
to do it through Hyman Baker, his
Montreal lawyer.
Original suit >vas started by!
Harry Holmok against orch leader
Ina Ray Hutton a couple of years’
ago when he suffered what was
termed an urisatisfactory. perform(Continued on page 41)

is

derstood to believe that an a 1Teams will aip their views bn iridustry committee---perhap.V including members of the studio
curreiit general topics in a general
unions— could be set up io keep,
discussioh format. NBC plans to
the Hollywood personalities in line
sell the program to affiliate Stain their private lives. In baseba 1,
tions on a co-op basis, with Emerthe league head can fine or sussori Radio having pacted for it over,
WNBT, the web’s. New York flag- pend a player who goes off the
reservation.
This can be done
sriip.
Kinescope of the show for^
audition purposes was lensed in \\‘ithout blackballing, firing or abro^
the studios _9f WJZ-TV (ABC, N.Y;) gating a contract. Johnson thinks
but the show was subsequently it carl also be set up to operate
for the motion picture industry.
sold to NBC.
Fear of the’ Fedex'al labor laws
and of the studio unions has caused
Publicity?
{the studios to keep as far as posParis, April 4.
sible from any appearance of poA i
Actress Nicole Richard has con- licing morals. They haye deciared
fessed that her manager faked her they want no part of it. Last week
kidnapping during: a recent inter- on the Coast, Eric Joh nston a so
mission of the Grand Guignol, as a made his position clear. He said
publicity stunt.
the last thing In the World he wantrne police have charged her with ed was to become a Czar over the
complicity in the hoax,
morals of actors and actresses.
,

j

Inc.

solon, president of

Western League*

1

court.

.

The Colorado
baseball’s

.

Bob Hope won the

Two Years

liked.

basis..

In Morttr^l Judjgfment

One Year

for

to Say that I hope he
much of me as I do

together.*'
The 'senator described the
president as “an
able man with a fine mind” whom

I

VARIETY

want

visit

:

Please send

I

Johnson said he was awaiting
Johnston’s return froni the Coast,
so that they might “have a little

;

Enclosed find check for $

To prove how friendly
we are, he refused to run for. the
Senate in 1948 when I was up for
re-electibrii
There is no feud at
all.

.

Bob Hope Gets Delay

very fond
top mart.

thinks half as
of him.”

1

Order Form

at all.”
‘‘Hick Ricketson
friends.
1 am
of hirii.and he is a real

said the senator.

and r are personal

.

.

i

i

j

;

.

j
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Qnce again showmen are being enlisted by our poyernment
annual U. S. Savings Bond drive,
4 n cottnectipn w
drice again it Will evidence the responsibility of showmen in
in
relation to the broader panorama
communities
their local
df a civic and patriotic
•

^

this is a great privilege as well as a great responslbiilty
goes ;Withdut saying. It comes at a time when/
is a chance to dramatize the Plpse tie between theatreowner
and his cbmmunlty. This may be a golden opportunity for the
theatres to get closer to their customers with an eye to a possi-bly beneficial conclusion as regards the state of the bOxoffice.
Arid they deserve something out of lib, They haWe long been
unselfish In undertakings of this nature.

Financial plan which Would call

•

Boldest
yet devised

That

finaiicing
:

•

’

extensive plain
piost of the

ifibst

fpr^

'

Brevity's Virtue

i

probi^mS bfWeputable

Mahchesteri N. H.,
4,
The ediidrial published by
the Morning Union here oh
the Oscar aWards simply read:
^“Let Hollywood care less
about Oscar wihnirt’,
“And concentrate more pii

In-

die producer^ ih' one iell swoop is
being, talked with several major

New York

financial institutions

by

Ellis G. Afnall, prez of the Society
of: Independent
Motion Incture
producersy'.;'

This has nothing to do with what influence this liaison wiU
have bn kayoing the 20% amusement taxes; or getting an idea
of what is in storer tax-wise/ on the local level. This should bev
bypassed In favor of pulse-feelihg: and ear-groiiriding^direct
what’s wrong with the b.o..
front the customer’s \m
perhaps the U. S. Bond sales: themselves may be ah answer, in
part; for if the theatres’ audiences are reduced^ that many less
people are exposed to the salesmahship and virtue^s of buying
Government bonds.

This intimate relatiphship between customers (whether for
bonds or bbxofflce) and the theatres’, staffs may weil result in
some Vivid, conciusions on the state of the nation iii more Ways
than one. There is ho question about the great responsibility
given show business to do its share— as alWays--in furthering
a Goyernmehtai project. That job Will be done, And if history
is any barometer it will be well done; by all and sundry in show
business. But here is an opportunity to do somb peftinerit pulseAbel.
feeling for ourselves, for a change.

.

:

;

i

Reps oi the money outfits Will
accompany Arhall to thTe Coast at
the end of this month to lay the

cuttin’,

out sinninV!

;

;

Worked outi

y^

to

Albert Warner. The debenturesi in addition to theatre stock,
would be prprrated to all Warner
stpckholders who would also receive proportionate stock certifi-

would be aimed mainly toward
easing the almost prohibitive hurdle which now blPcks the efforts of
the Warner trio to sell their cohtrpUirig stpck interest in the Warr
ner theatre circuit. It may require
the approval by the Government
during the current anti-trust settlement talks, although some insiders
believe that the plan could be effected without a speci fie greenlight
from Tlib Dept; of Justice,
The plan is simple hut ingenious
in its effects. Since the three Warners own approximately 1,000,0^
shares of common, their, cpnti’ol of
the theatre chain has been valued
in the neighborhood of $20, 000, 009.
it

.

details

:

Ma j or

cates in the studio company.
If such a plan is finally adopted,

idea before the producers.
Session first .Will be held with niem-:
hers of SIMPP and the f oUpWihg
day with any indies who Want to
attend, whether affiliated With the
Arnall association dr not.
Plan is far from a reality, with

many major

for the issuance of $56, 000, 000 in
longterm debentures to Warner
Bros; stbckholders as part of the
splitup of the major into production-distribution and theatre companies is reliably reported under
consideration by Harry, Jack and

be

Washington, Aptil 4.
known, however,
Current attempts by indie proup of a
ducers to solve their financing
(Continued on page 22)
woes via. the Reconitruction Finance Coi-p. are viewed by insiders
It is

to contemplate the setting

.

here as certain to fail.
RFC is
frightened tp death of the idea of
angeling filmmaking because of
the potential propaganda power of
the medium.
Nevertheless, a strong effort to
interest t h e
Government loan
agency is being made by former A number of deals fpr sale of this
Georgia Governor Ellis G. Aniall,
Continued on page 26)
prez of tile Spciety of Independent
Motion Picture Producers. He huddled last week with Harley Hise,
RFC^ board chairman, and Chauncey Y. Dodds, loan director. He’s
to haive another session with ofRKO prexy Ned F- Depinet reficers of. the agency next. week.
RFC directors shudder at the turned to 3)his desk in New York
Monday
following about a
thought of what they might be
dragged through on Capitol Hill month at the studio and vacationing in Phoenix.
With his return,
Continued on page 24)
action is expected this week in setting a date for the next session of
the Council of Motion Picture. Or:

Formal appeal to the U.

S.

Su-

(

preme Court from the Government
anti-trUst

requiring divbrcemeht of its theatres was filed
yesterday (Tues.) by Metro in the
New York Federal district court.
Included with the. appeal is a listing of 80 counts ifi which Metro
claims the decree to be in error.
.

de-cree

,

DEPINET BACK. COMPO

MEET SEATED FDR 0.a

Removal of residential rent eon-'f
trols has had far more effect than
Company must still get petmiss'ion
on film boxbff ices, a study by
Ivan from the high court before it can
Again, Off
one of the major distribs has dishave its case heard,
Louis Kanturek, Motion Picture
(
closed. Trying to put its statistical
Metro is the first major to take
finger on the reason for the soft- Assn, of America rep, Will attempt the step. It is expected
that
bo^’i
ness of film grosses during the past to tevive the dormant negotiations, .20th-Fox and Warner Bros.
Wtil
year, company has discovered ai to sell Amencan films to the Rus- also ask to be
heard although
Understood Soviets have
close correlation between declines sians.
neither major, may push its appeal
in theatre income and the lifting renewed request to see additional if settlement talks
are successful.
product.
of rent curbs in certain key cities.
Metro, however, intends following
Chicagp, April 4.
official will meet Rus^ Same
company, which prefers
through in its second appeal to the
Television will never drive films
not to be identified since its studies sians in Moscow in May. He Will High Court,
the
background,
Louis B. Mayinto
were made by its statistical departr take 25 new films from a list now
In its statement, of jurisdiction,
ment for its own use, said that its in preparation. Russians have al- accompanying the notice of appeal, er, Metro head, declared here yessurveys show key city grosses off ready looked over sojne 200, out Metro asks to be considered apart terday ($). He was en route to New
Yprk.
as much as 25% to 30% from a of which they say they can’t find from the other majors.
It claims
He said that video has a long
year ago, but that smaller, towns 2() satisfactory ones.
the lower court erred in not treat- way to go before it can become a
were down only about 5%,
ing it so. An integrated company threat to films. But when the threat
Reason for this big differential
such as Paramount, before divorce- comes, he added, the filni industry
It is believed,
isn’t wholly clear.
ment of its 1,395 houses, Metro will know how to meet it.
however, to reflect lower admission
declares* “would have far greater
prices, lower cost of living, which
power In dealing with competitors
IViayer, Schenk Huddle

TV

Oh

Again

LB.

‘

MPAA

,

.

(

,

ganizations.

COMPO meeting was anticipated for early March, but has
been held up by delays in ratification of plans by the constituent
groups;
Suggestion is under consideration for holding the meeting
Washington week after hext,
when Senator Edwin C; Johnson of
Goloradp holds hearings dh his bill
for Federal licensing of film industry workers and corporations.
in

^

j

leaves

more income

amusepressure from comf or

both on the exhibition and distribuBefore returning to His desk,
ments and less
tion leVel, than a company such as April IT. Nicholas M. Schenck,
peting forms of entertainment.
Loew’s, operating less than l/lOth Metro’s prez, will huddle in Miami
In the meantime, Paramount,
that number of theatres (131 the- Beach, with Louis B. Mayer, conilike most other majors, also has
Twentieth-Fox may boost its pro(COntinued on page 26)
iContinued on page 22)
had Its pencil-wielders at work in
an effort to find a correlation be- duction even more than the 30 featween TV areas and twxoffice de- tures originally set as the goal this
clines.
Distrib’s effpfts follow a year.
Prez Spyros P. Skouras
similar survey made by another flew to the Coast Sunday (2). for a
company, as reported in Variety Series of huddles, with production
Pre-Easter Bops Trade; ^Cinderella’ Baclc in First
two weeks ago.
veepee Darryl F. Zanuck and. other
Par drew the same' blank as the studio execs to determine the posWith Trancis’ Second; ‘Barricade’ Ups to 3d
other

.

Wh ile neither doubts
rtia j or,
(Continued on page 24)

j

sihility of raising the total to 36,

Holy while “King’s Men” (Col) is sevWe*(Bk are putting the skids under enth.
“East Side” (M-G), “Key to
ing 1949.
business generally
ffenerallv in kev
cities
Key ciiieS
j^^y,,
Goes to
SkoUras reportedly decided pn
A
Variety
this week;
covered
by
Hio”
(M-G round out the Big 10
the need for more top feature prodlist in that sequence.
by
the
favored
being
Runnerup
few
spots
are
diminof
the
steadily
because
uct

which would represent an increase
of 12 over the 24 turned out dur-

Sprihglike

weather

and

i

i

i

IN

4 fix TO

ishing number of features that are fact that current session takes in
Walter Wanger^^h^ sold his in- able to hold out; for two Weeks or Easter Sunday while some are bereleased longer in the key city first ruris. ing helped by juvenile attendance.
terest
in
four
films
through Universal to Jacques Grin- Situation is grad ually reaching the Blit in many others, exhibitors are
according to c o
ieff for a sum equivalent to just unr stage,
p a n y merely marking, time With filLin
product, reissues and dualing, op;der $300,000. Heaviest portion of
(Continued on page 24)
ening top pix for Easter .upbeat.
the eoin is being paid, the producTo take advantage of kids being
er in dollars, wi th the rest going
out of .schbol soon for their Easter
to him in several foreign currehfifltDWYN
is currehtly launchvacation,
cies.
ing “(Cinderella” in more than
The four films, ail released be-

TO
2
PREEM SIDE BT
PIX

'

-

tween 1942 and 1945, are ‘‘Arabian
Nights,” “Eagle Squadron,” ‘^SaUnique booking how being set
lome, Where She Danced” and will see two Samuel Goldwyn pro“Gung Ho.” They were inade by ductions preeihing side-by-side bn
Wanger with coin provided by tf Broadway at. the end of July. They
under a plan: where the producer will go into the Astpr and Vicand the studio each owned a 50% toria simultaneously. Times Square
Interest.
houses, are next door to each other
Grinieff 's
World and both are owned by City InTrains
firm,
.

*

Goldwyn formerly
Films, has acquired Wainger’s 50% vesting Cp.
owhership of the negatives.
will leased the Astor.
retain its share and continue hanPix are “Our Very Own,” with
dling the plx for reissue, foreign; Ann Blythe. Farley Granger, Jane
television, Ifim, and any other auxr Wyatt and Joa n EyRns, and “Edge

U

iliary source.S'bf coin.

Wanger

is

understood planning

.

of Doom,” with
Fariftv Granger,

Dana AndreWs,
Joan Eyans and

believed
is
It
Paul " Stewart.
production.
Over the past few “Doom” will go into the Astor,
and
“Own”
years he has sold outright his in- which has 1 300 seats,
terest -in virtually all of his films,
into the Vitv which has 1,100.
to use the Grihieff foreign coin for

RKO

,,

Sid Silverman, President

#
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“Tight

‘‘Foolish

Little

J

‘‘12

OUlbck High”

rsland’V

(RKO) and

Ileart’’

.(20th)

in

that

,
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With trade so. generally slow.
new pix undoubtedly .are not measuring up to their full Potential this
“esiiion.
However. “Daughter of
Rosie O’Grady” CWB' and “Cheapo
cr by Dozen”
(20th
fared so
strongly that both seem assured of
.
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seven keys Covered by Variety, future prosperity. Same is true to
This plus ektended-run dates will le.sser degree of “Wabash Avenue”
push the Walt Disney cartoon into (20th). Which is big in Chicago
stage, layout and great in
first spot, being tops in three cities wit/i
and uniformly good to .srtiash; Ap-. Philadelphia.
pears likely to go over $235,000 “Under; My Skin” (20th) is doing
this frame, far outdistancing its little better in K, C^, Cincy and
L/ A. than in N. Y;
Also new,
closest competitors bn week.
“Francis” (U), leader for last “Capt. Carey. U.S. A.” (Par) shape.S
twb weeks in succession, is drop-; up disappointingly on initial playping batk to second. Coniedv is date; “Cargo to Capetown” (GpD,
nearly 100% holdover or extended With Broderick Crawford, Oscar
“Barricade” (WB), so far a winner, Ls good in N. Y, and nice
run.
bit spotty, shows enough to cop in Toronto
Stage Fright” (WB) loprns good,
third while “Conspirator” IM-G) is
“South- Sea Sinner” (U
in L, A.
Winding; up fourth.
is
doing
okay in Montreal. ’‘Dear
Third Man” (SAO) is pushing
Wife”
(Par)
is nice in same city,
cursurmounting
up to fifth spot,
rent offish trend; ‘^Perfect Strang- (Gpnrplete Bo.toffipe Reports on
Pages 10*11)
ers” (WB) is landing sixth money
j
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IftSO

Holly WQod,

VAWErv:
Domingo Olesa

Editor,
.

"With the “f uiriiiterition of waiting out the h^rd times that have
now hit British production, J.
Arthur Rank, chief British fiimmaicer currently visiting the U. S.,
has fixed a course of limited production fdr the next two years. It
Is designed to cut the dra^in on his
cofters to a minimum. Entire film

output

Rank Mpvct

made

brackets, those

building.

U

.

the

in

‘

:

Tishmaii

avenue

Park

Hollywood, April f.
Theii a momentous thing hap^
Screen Actors Guild is sending a
delegation of top e.xeCutives east pened to Domingo Gless. He was
irito going to a double
dragooned
the
anthis Week to take part* in
nual membership meeting of the feature by some frierids he didn’t
Guild’s New York branch at the know very well.. You can understand it was a difficult task getting
^
Hotel'Astor, April 14. ?
Delegates are Ronald Reagan, Mr; Gless to break a habit of suhh
SAG prexyl WiRiani HoldCn< first lengthy stariding.
But go he did' arid he was amazed
veepee* and George Murphy, secby what he saw. The pictures he
ond veepee.
saw were, not airiong the top. 10 ini
current boxoffice draw, blit Mr.
Gless erijoyed them. He enjoyed
them so 'much that in the last two
weeks Mr. .Gless has gone, to the
movies every riight except one. He
is firmly back in the habit of going; to riiovies again after a 20ryear
'

and

.

,

.

'

.

;

on the seventh
occupancy
floor in rooms cleared by con-

'

'hfatus;
-.r-.
after re^
So this occurs to
fiecting upon the success of one
double bill in getting Mir. Gless

is

,

i

pix will be
jointly with U. 3/ majors to
the financial brunt off the

'

Rank Organization. By so doing,
Rank can get the needed AA: prod-

I

uct to head theatre programs and
at the same tinie halve the cost to
Rank will
his production units.
contribute 50% of the negative nut
American
the
grant
turn,
iU:
and,
:

major Western Hemisphere

dis-

tribution rights while retaining the
eastern half of the world.
No Yen for Big Names
British producer is hot interested
stars, directors and
American
In
other personnel for these films, although he has nO objection to them
if his Yank parti-er wants them.
Since his distribution extends to

the Eastern Hemisphere only, he is
not particularly concerned with
the b.o. appeal of these films in the
Ui S. What he does want is a 50his organization but by indie producers. These indies would make
thO pix on the Rank lot, usihg as

many Rank

studioites; as possible.

(Continued on page 24)

U’ s

mx

to

Co. Aims to Sell Rank’ s

Pix on a Volume

Bash

Ditching by Universal of its
Prestige Pictures unit which pre^
viouSly handled J; Arthur Rank’-s
product on an art-house basis is
aimed at a drive to Widen the
bookings of the British^made features. XJ will campaign to slot the

Anglo

iittports

into

and

circuits

conventional houses wherever possible with the idea of copping
volume playdates and boosting retums on Bank’s features. CuiTCntly in the Xi. S., Rank is reported
still dissatisfied with the revenues
which his films are obtaining in
this copntfy.
Rank is urging both U and Eagle
Uion, his two distribs, to heighten
their Hrive for complete acceptance of British films on the same
.

level as Hollywood output. He has
also
griped about the returns
which his films are getting from

Chicagb, April

4.

Paramount proposes to follow
through on the enthusiasm raised
by the 20th-Fox Showmanship
meets and wants the bther distribs
to ‘’put iip inoney, riien and materiaF’ for the same al industry

^
back into the theatre:
There are 17,500 motion picture
theatres in the United States.
Surely they Win average six employees per theatre. If every em-

ployee of evei*y theatre was to give
a pass every day to Someone who
had been broken of the movie
purpose, Max E. Youngstein, Par’s
yesterday habit, it would expose 105,000 new,
said
chief,
ad-pub
potential moviegoers to pictures
(Tues,), Youngstein outlined a
every day, 735,000 per Week;
three-point plan Which his comIf the Inoculation were to take
pany will plug and at the same
in 50% of the cases, more than
tiriie expressed fear that ‘‘the encould be brought back
18,000,000
thusiasm may be dissipated unless
into the miOtion picture fold as regan overall iridustry job is done,”
moviegoers.
ular
That would be a
Twentieth, he declared, should not
real job.
be left to carry the ball alone.
Should anythin g ever come of
“Our job is to get exhibitor cothis,. I think theatres ought to have
operation in specific areas on the
an
ariniial observance of Domingo
basis of promotion and increase
Gless Day in his honor. The wonthat cooperation beyond good inderful thing about it is that it’s
tentions,” Youngstein said.“We
,

Possibility of experimenting in;
Chicago with special showings, of
children’s films was discussed here
yesterday (Monday) by L Arthur
Rank with Elmer Balaban and
Harold Butchin. Balaban may try
some of Rank’s moppet pix in one
or more houses to get reaction.
Rank ha$ taken a special interest
in jkid pix and has made them and
used them iii his theatres in England. idea of testing them in Chi
was conceived by Butchin, erst- think 20th-F6x did a wonderful job
while Universal arid Eagle; Lion
requiring courage and foresight.
exploitation man here, who was reThere were some people who hung
sponrible for the Rahk-Balaban; back.
We must not let that harmful
confab.
tongue-in-cheek attitude hurt the
British film tycoon today went to
industry.”
Kansas City, where he’s the guest
To push showmanship along, Par
of Fox-Midwesl Theatres topper
will place greater emphasis on coElmer Rhoden. Rank will Stay in operative ads, Youngstein conPresident Truman’s suite at the tinued. List of cities where co-op
Muehlbach hotel. He had lunch ads are used has already been
with a representation of local ex- upped from a previous 55 to 150„
bibs today and will Visit milling For “Samson and Delilah” over
companies in the K.C. area tomor- 1,000 situations are earmarked.
row. Rank is England’s biggest
Youngsteiri -complained that less
miller.
than 26% of exhibs give a distrib
Tomorrow he goes to Denver as
^Continued on page 24)
guest of another 20th-Fox theatre
exec, Frank R. (Rick) Ricketspn,
Jr.,
head of Fox-intermoimtain.
Saturday (8) the British film exCC
goes to Hollywood, where he’ll reWashington, April 4.
main until April 22. Officially he
Howard Lane, director of broadhas no appointments there and. will casting Tor the Marshall Field Enstay with his son-in-law arid daugh- terprises, Chicago, has been apter, Mr. and Mrs, Fred Packard.
pointed co-chairman for the NaNate J. Blumberg, prexy of Uni- tional Assn. of Broadcasters of the
versal, in which Rank is a large joint NAB-MPAA committee
to
stockholder, flies to the Coast this combat trends toward censorship.
week to join Rank there. Robert
Joseph Hazen, of Hazen-Wallis
M. Benjamin, prez of Rank’s U. S. ProdUctioris, heads the MPAA secsetup, joins Rank in K.C. tomor- tion of the joint group.
Commitrow and travels to the Coast with tee has held no meetings as yet.
him* Jerry Dale, assistant to Rank Hazen will contact Larie shortly to
(Continued on page 20)
set Up a session.

sir Alexander Korda won a dual
vietbry this week in preliminary

skirmishing with David O. Selzrtick
over “Gone ta Earth,” the Jenifer Jones-starrer they jointly produced* DOS lost but in both. New
York and London In efforts; to ototain an injunction against exhibition of the film in Its present vCr- >
siori in the eastern hemisphere;
Iri the U, S., Robert P. Patterson
submitted a report as special master recomriiending to the court that
Selznick.be denied a temporary restrainer.
In
England,
Justice
Lloydr Jacobs dismissed a motion
by Selznick asking aii order against
Korda’s London Films. ?
In both cases Selznick asked for
the injunction on the basis that the
version of the filiri Korda proposed
showing abroad would be damaging.
Judged Patterson stated that
Urider the written agreement between Selznick rind Korda, the version of “Gone” to be released by
Lbndori Filiris was to be slightly
diffm*ent than that to be released in
the western hemisphere by the
Selznick Releasing Organization. It.
was also understood, Patterson
said, that the eastern version might
not correspond in eyery respect to
the novel on which the story was
based or to the script and story
*

;

line.

’

.

Special master concluded that
Selznick had not shown that exhibit
by Korda outside

tion of “Gone*'

,the western hemisphere would violate his contractual rights. Patterson will hold further hearings next

week on thq basic dispute, which
resolves itself irito whether Korda
or Selznick Is going to pay for retakes.
Korda may be in the U.S.
by that time to testify in arbitration proceedings before Patterson
in this matter and a concurrent bat-

really true.

.

Colin Miller.

>

tle

U.S. Fix Coil

exists of

arbitration.

removing all currency reHolland within a few

strictions in

Margaret Barinerman
Beverly Barnett

Frank Capra

Owen Crump

.

jumped

to

100%.

Robert Cummings
Roy Del Ruth
Buddy De Sylva
Irene Dunne

-

Gerald Mayer, MPAA’s Continental rep, returned to Paris this
week fplloWing huddles in Amsterdam ori the problem. He’ll be
I'eturning in a few weeks for what

Jose Ferrer

Joan Fontaine
Harry Goetz
Nathan L. Halpern
Courtney Haslam
Hugh Herbert

hoped wiil be final talks with
Ministries of Finance and
Economics and bankers.
Screen quota of 12 weeks a
yea r for domestic product continiies.
There appears to be little
chance of removing that.
is

!

also,

'

'

tige label is dropped. Soc^^^ is to
stress hew outlets for the films.
Jeff Livingrton vvili act as exec in
charge of the division’s ad-public-^
.

ity activities.

“Tight Little; Island,:’ “The As- tage of major affiliated circuit
tonished Heart.” VA Run for Your houses
Money’’ and .“Rocking Horse Win“Cinderella,’. Which likely will
r
four pix slotted |je heard frorii much in the future,
"
to the new division.
naturally ^as a strong second-place
winner.
Reports from Variety
correspondents iri some 24 key
cities revealed, that the, AValt DisCharles M. Reagan. Metro’s as^’t ney color cartoon riot only was
general sales chief, takes on the drawing great kid patronage, but
added chores of directing the film was surprisirigly big at riight. Pic
Industry’s participatiori in the 1950 won two first places, the same as
U. S. Savings Bond drive’ Reagan “Francis.”
was tapped by Samuel Pinariski,
Taking third place is “Young
Boston circuit op and Theatre Mari With Horn" :(WB), which is
Owners of America prez, who heads proving remarkably stout around
the. industry’s committee.
the keys despite its iukewarm
Reagan will serve as chairman, of showing^ in N.~^
the distribs’ committee and will co- Rio” (M-G), riding along on the
ordinate efforts with'exhib group.s. current yen for light fare and muDrive begins May 15 and ends sicals, pushed up to fourth slot,
being third one week and holding

T.--‘T’rarieis”
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
'9.

i-i.

,

,

,

i

i

i

“Cinderella” (RKO).
“Man With Horn” WB).
"Nancy To Rio” M-G
“key To City” (M-Q).
)

“12 O’clock High” (20th )i
“Samsori-Delllah” (Par).
“The Outlaw’’ (RKO)
“Red Shoes” (EL).

Home”

“Third Man” ( SRO)

12.

“Dear Wife”

to fourth position

.Herb Gordon
Al liorwits
,

(20th )

11.

another f i‘om
Metro, wound up fifth, measuring
up to the promise showed in final
days of February. This is another
pic which did not do well in New
York but went big around the na“12 O’clock High” (2()th),
tion.
third in February, held siirpri.singly well for a sdebrid month to
finish just behlrtd “Key.”
Seventh money w goiri g to “ Sa m(Coritiniied bn page 24)
to

City/'

Wynn Rocariiora
Tom Rbckwell

1

Bo Roos

Larriarr

Irving Lesser

I

Sam Marx
I

Norman

Siegel

N, Y. to Europe
ses-

.sions.;,

“Key

Hedy

Ben Edwards
Forrest C. Haring
S. Jay Kaufmari
Peter La wford
Harold Mirisch

Mervyn LeRoy

David Rose
Jack Rose
Jonas Rosenfield,
Mel Shavelson
J. S. Scidmari
Dinah Shore
Dimitri Tiomkin

Flbrerice AqUirio

Lewis Blumberg
Virginia Bolen
Harold Clurnian

Herschel McCoy
Buddy Morris
George 0 ’Hanlon
Ella Raines

I

j

1

Spyros Pv Skouras

(Par);

two other

James Mason
Loiiis R. Mayer

i

Mrs. Meyer Davis
Dorothy Fields

(

10. “Willie

-

-

Bob Hope
Al Jolson
Evelyn Knight
iRlchard Krakeur
Leo Lefcourt
Don Loper

Anthony Bartley
Nate J. Blumberg

'.(tJ);-

(

the

N. Y. to L. A.

March Golden Dozen

A. to N. Y.

L.

weeks.
Dutch, after the war, imposed a
regulation permitting remittance
to the U. S. of only 60% of earnings of Yank films.
This was
upped to 70% this year and the
prospects are now that U will be

,

Nationai boxoffice sM'eepstakes
last morith wound. Up in a photofinish for first money, with “FranGinderella”
CIS” (U) nosing out
(RKO) for top position 'The two
pictures ran neck-and-neck most of
March, with “Francis”, landirig the
most coin and being geheraJ.ly big
to sbek despite having rid advan-

producers

over

Constant .progress being made
by the American industry in chip- nick accepted as final. DOS claimed
ping away restrictions imposed by six variations between the book and
various countries during the past the film and one completely-ruined
few years is •xemplified in reports dramatic effect.
Selznick returned to New York
this Week frorii the Netherlands. Saturday
(1) from a vacation in
It v^as learned by the Motion Pic;- Puerto Rico.
His plans for going
ture Assn, of America in New to Europe are indefinite as yet,
pending
outcome
of- the present
York that a very good possibility

;

Henceforth. Rank’s films will he
bandied by U-s $alesmen in the
same manner as the company’s
U. Sr product. Irving Sochin, formerly head of Pveitige, takes over
a new special films division concentrating bn .British pix.
Pres

between the

terms' on “Third" Man,’’ another
joint production.
In London, Justice Lloyd- Jacobs
ill
rendering judgment said he
couldn’t see why Korda should be
penalized when the filrii corresponded with the script which Selz-

Coase Being in Dutch

;

other Western Hemisphere coun-:
tries, particularly Latin America.
U and EL distribute his pix there

,

me

y

solidation of U’s personnel.

British films.
All big-budgeted
:

itK

57th street, to take smaller
quarters with tlniversal at^ the
same, address. Move was made
as an economy measure since
Rank haS cut down on his production activities and independent promotion: of British
films in the U. S;
Previous offices" were occupied Under sublease from U,
since that company priglnally
contracted for the space, Offices are being leased to an
New Rank
outside company.

to two
jointly with

theatre interests. This policy will
stand unless the British government: slashes- the entertainment
taxes which Rank contends are
weighing heavily against possibilK
ties of squeezing: profits out of

take

offices

its

American. majors and a program of
niodeSt-budgeters backed solely by
Indie producers, without the use of
Rank’s coin. \
Within the limits of these two
brackets, Rank hopes to have 1520 films yearly available as neces^
sary fodder for his tremendous

made

W

Arthur Rank’s American
wing, headed by, Robert
Benjamin, this week vacated
J.

be corifined

will

in

55 years old

Is

and retired. In the last 20 years
he has 'seen only one moyie^
That is he had
^‘Snow White.”
seen only one movie up until two
weeks ago.

i
'

Richard Todd
Hal Wallis
J ohnny
eisstnuller
Emlyn Williams

W

.

Europe to N* Y.
Peter Foy

.

Malcolm Goodwin
Gene Paiito
Frank Phillips
Gregory Ratoff
,

William B. Levy
Roland Petit
Robert E, Sherwood
Jose 'Torres
Robert Whitfehead

Richard Rossen

Leah Salisbury
Al SculatU
Cliff Whitley
.

.

Apiril S,

Major

distribs

are

IPiCtURCS

19S0

neglecting^

their best bet for improved industry public relationsrra broad campaign to $et the widest possible

bookings on top entertainment pix>
That belief is expressed by Wilbur
Snkper, prex of New Jersey Allied,
who is convinced that distribs are
not doing enough to See that their
•good films are booked in every
town and hamlet in the country.
“Eveiw good picture helps the
industry to win back customers
frdrii television and other Competition that has weaned them away,"

No

That

Here

antl-trus;>

litigation
against the major companies in
behalf of exhibs can pay off in

spades to the lawyer clan was
demonstrated again last week
when Thomas McConnell, Chi-;
cago attorney for the Towne
theatre, Minneapolis,^ ^^W^
handed a $235,000 fee by the
Federal district court. Sum is
probably the top amount yet
aiwarded to an exhib attorney
by a court in an anti-trust Case.
It must be paid by the majors
unless the decision is upset in

*

'

Sttaper declared. ‘-The distributors
that fact as well as We do,
but they^ are not doing anything
about it. Instead of boosting their
terms bn a good film past the point
where many independent exhibitors
can afford to buy, they should be
concentrating on playing films as
widely as possible."
Shaper contends that distribs are;
frequently ignoring the little theatres that can do much to improve
the public’s regard for filmSr More
often than not^ he asserts, distribs
have been standing on a "take-itrorleave-it” policy bn their best ‘films.
"That sort of policy, especially now
when things are ,tough, overlooks
the fact that many thatres are just
on the edge of going under."
Jersey Allied topper believes
that "murderous terms" on many
big films have restricted their

Blacicstoho Blues

know

ah appeal.

m
Kyah m

Largest a
o
previously was

ti

n

t

awarded

$100,000 to
George
Boston following his successful prosecution

;

of a series of anti-trusters in

theHub.

WilliamGrayjlaw-

;yer for William Goldman, was
given $75,000 in the first Gbldr

man

action against the majors.

bookings and thereby Injured the
industry’s case with the public;
Distribs have formed a habit, .he
Philadelphia, April 4.
said, of being content if they can
book their product in the big cir^iillam Goldman, Philadelphia
cuits,
Once they do so, they are, circuit operator, has won what is
no longer concerned with whether
probably the biggest anti-trust setthe big films get into indie houses,
tlement in the history of the filih
(Continued bn page 20)
industry as the price for dropping
his $8,400,000 treblerdamage action
Goldagainst the eight majors.
man is to be paid $1,050,000 in cash

by the defendants. In addition, he
now bids to become the largest cir-

'Snow White* Reissue;

operator in the Philly area

cuit

$8,000,000 Gross

Latter's

Warner Bros, has agreed to
him a number of theatres as

since
sell

Business being racked up by part of tile settlement.
"Cinderella" has Disneyites and.
Number of houses involved has
RKO prepping to reissue "Snow not been disclosed as yet but it is
White" next Christmas. Vic has believed to be a half-dozen includbeen re-released only once, in 1944, ing several Warner first runs.
which will mean the passage of Goldman now operates 10 Philly
seven years before it makes the theatres plus three in the suburbs.
rounds again.
Several of the houses are firstDisney sales chief William B. runs,
Levy figures the birth rate since
Repoftedlyi Goldman is getting
that time has averaged about 3,- the Warner theatres at an advan000,000 annually, which would pro- tageous price to induce him to
vide a brand new audience of drop his suit,
Warners, for its
about 20, 000, Oho kids for the film.
part, is thereby opening competi‘‘-Snow
White,"
the
highest- tion still further In Philly and can
grossing cartoon to date, took in probably forestall divestiture in
$4,000,000 domestically on its first the area uncler the Government
time out. In a reprise immediately anti-trust decree. Goldman at one
after the original release it garr time was a top exec in the Warner
nered about $200,000 moi«. The chain before he went out on his
1914 reissue added another $1.- own.
600,000, to provide a total of alExhib previously hit the majors
most $6,000,000. Foreign revenue hard in a suit which resulted in
has accounted for another $2,- $375,000 triple-damages covering
.

000,000.

While

it

is

(Continued oh page 20)

actually too early to

make any wide comparison between
"Cinderella" and "Snow White,"
former Is running somewhat ahead
of its predecessor on the first
That’s partially due to the
difference in admission prices beHal Wallis, partner, with Joseph
tween 1937 and the present. Sec- H. Hazert, indie producing unit that
ond highest Disney grosser, “Song
releases through Paramount, planes
of the South,"'? took in $3,600,000
to the Coast Monday (10) following
domestically.
a week’s vacation in New York.
Wallis immediately gets going on
the unit’s seventh pic for Par un-.
der a fenev.'ed' distribution pact

START 7TH FOR PAR

found.

Drive-in season about to get under way throughout, the natiom
giyes eVery indication of, triggering
the heaviest; battling over film

terms in the history Of the biz.
Opeii-air ops who’ve made overtures to distribs for product haVe
walked away shocked and bitter,
With biz In standard hOuSes off,
and drive-ins now out of the

TweritiethrFox took its first step
towards reviving group sellii;ig pf

Qua

Status

Vigorous^

^

films this Weiek when it offered exhibitors throughout the country a
chance to buy eight films at the
same time, Move Was described by
company sales execs as an experiment, with 20th attempting to ascertain how feasible group sellirig
is.
They emphasized there will be;
nip conditioning of one picture oh

/ Washihgtdn, April 4*
Lack of progress in the ef'

^

.

/

forts to

work out

k decibe be-:

twedn ;20th-FOx and the

antitrust division of the. Dept, of
Justice wks described this way.

/

week by pnC discpufaged
pepar tment spokesman: "^
last

J ustice

'

'

/

‘‘The

quo

status

another.;;;

being

is

.

;;
:

Ft.

CHISELING SUITS

their .bookings far enough in ad^
vance to map out more all-embrac-i
ing exploitatibn campaigns.
Despite, exhibs’ insistence that
the GOyerriment has laid down no
law against group selling, the distribs contend the Government is
still the big problem in the move.
Even though they toe the line as
far as respectihg the Government’s
ban against conditioning the book'*
ing of one picture on that of another, they pointed put that the
basic power inherent in selling a
number of top features at the same
time would lead the Government
But,
to question their intentions.
according to 20th, Sales veepee
Andy W. Smith, Jr«» promised exhibs ait the showmanship meets to

work out the problem and the company

Pending Divorcement

self with Elmer
of Fox Midwest
manded that Par

i

exhib Conclaves, lies in competitive
(Continued on page 26)

Includes a Ripley: Also

\

on

Major has also ironed out anTwentieth-Fox scored a big gain
other squabble via the opening of
competitive negotiations for its for the final quarter of 1949 to ring
product in Memphis. *M. A. Light- up a net of $12,415,146 during the
man, erstwhile Paramount theatre year. By coming through with a
partner, was, tiffing in that sector fast fourth quarter In which 20th
with United Paramount over Par earned $4,215,133, company came
product.
Lightman as topper in Within a hair of equalling •the 1948
the Malco circuit had been buying take of $12,509,265. Fourth-quaraway from Par f6r a number of ter net in ’48 was $3,389,652.
Big improvement was shown in
months because he contended he
was not getting an even break gross: revehue$ / during the ‘12
against UP.
Competitive selling months of ’49. Fllni rentals and
!

theatre receipts totalled $169,518,-

ends the gripe

mpnihs since 727 for the past year against $163,divorcement Was finalized, Par has 395,878 in the semester before.
been adding a number of .competi- While the report does not disclose
it, understood that the major gain
(Continued pn page 24)
stenimed from distribution where
20th has succeeded in pushing up
system and
rentals by some $7;worldwide
KRAMER’S 3
YEAR,
.

an arbitration
whether a Sufficient area of agreement can be reached on what
sires

In the past three

A

oOo.ooo.

Although the major portion of
gross gains came from distribution,
Hollywood, Apdl 4.
2dth's big net ^ was again derived
Stanley Kramer is speeding pro- from exhibition, No figures are
duction with the idea of turning avaiiable but reliable reports piit
out three pictures a year; at the the theatre net at about $l(),Gp(),rate of biie film every fbiir months, 000 with the balance coming, from
aU to he budgeted under $750,000. the. sale of pix.^ Under present
With a steady flow of piroduction, Conditions, earning of any' net in
Kramer explainedl, it will be posr distribution is regarded as an
This fact was fursible to maintain a permanent key achievement.
tiler highlighted last week when
staff at top efficiency.
genera 1 /
4 J/; Robert Rubin, Metro’s
couhsel, disclosed that M-G lost
PROBE ALASKA EXHIBS
.$1,000,Q()0 on distribution last year.
Anchofage, Alaska, April 4,
After deduction of dividends on
•rx
^
i
ft Y
of Justice is investi-.| preferred stock, equivalent earnDepartment
gating the Lathrop Co., owner of a ings for common amounted to $4.28
chain of six film .housed in Alaska pei’ share on the 2,760,1 37 shares

ALL UNDER 1750,000

points the systcnri should cover.
Arbitration on a voluntary basis
has been authorized by the Federal
district court in the anti-trust de-

,

;

•fee-'--'

To illustrate the problems that
can be solved by arbitration,
Brandt cited 20th’s current pi^actice
of forcing subsequent nabe houses
In New York to book the same
double bills that RKO and Loew’s,
(Continued bn page 26)
.

i

,

j

inked December,
tion will

4.

,

,

j

!

j

1

This compares with
for the year previpreferred dividends amount
Qjjg
to $559,258 against $608,592 in ’48.

'

1

$L29 per share

1

j

[

..

:

.

[

.

.

[
r

'

keeping that promise with

Another problem cited by 20th
ej^^ecs, which was not raised at the

C. Rhoden, head
chain, who dedisclose competi-

tive bids.

is

the current test.

May

’48. New producbe "Dark City," starring
Dodge, la., April
Lizabeth Scott, Viveca Lindfors, Robbins May Recreate
Federal judge Henry N. Graven Wendell Corey and Charlton Heshas granted four distribs a sweepton, latter a new personality.
‘Look Ma’ at Paramount
ing lO-y ear inspection pfivilege oh
Wallis completed “My Friend
Paramouht is talking a deal in toi
theatre records of R. M; Bernau, Irma Gofes West" last week /before
for alleged vioiaiion^
violations ot
Of uie^^^^
tJ.e Sherwith jerome Robbins to j
operating the Iowa theatre, Lake piahing east.
Par tieiip calls fOr New York
man. anti-trust IMv, Company deals
.‘‘Look
of
filmizatiorv
its
on
wbi
k
City^ la.
Four maiorsT-r-Warner completipn of 1 2 films for delivery
He Was re- in shipping, fishery; wholesale grp;Ma, I'm Dahcing."
Bros., Uhi versa!, RKO and Metro
to the major;
sponsible for the Broadway legit- cedes and coal in addition to its
-^ai'e plaintiffs in separate perer's choreography and was also theatre
interests
th^tre^^nt
s
centage-chiselling actions against
TECHNrS 50c Divr^^
given program credit as haying
Bernau.
Gareth Neville, of^ ^the ^Washings
Technicolor’s board of directors ‘‘Conceived’’ the show,
Frevious decision several weeks
ton antirtru^t dwision, is studying
Pai‘: deal Would likewise call for
back denied an application of Ber- has declared a regular fipc. per
nau to dismiss the suits for lack of share dividend to all holders Of his devising of the dance routines records of purcha.se Or; rental of
and for doing work on the screen-; films shown in the circuit’s houses
juriscliction.
Bernau also lost a common xStock,
plea to strike out parts of the cOihMelon is payable April 24 to play with Ian Hunter, who is writ- in Arichbrage, Fairbanks, Cordova
and Seward.
ing it. Betty Hutton will stari
10.
April
stockholders of record
Plaints.

ON

panies for the last several years,

they are forced to spend almost all
their time arranging bookings at
the exchanges. Group selling, they
pointed out, would permit that time
to be spent better in fiallyhoo efforts. In addition, they said, under
group selling they could line up

,

Indie exhibitors and circuit
operators. Unwilling to wait for divorcement to solve some Of their
most pressing film-buying problems, are turning to arbitration as
the best alternate method of
achieving their aims. Circuit chief
Harry Brandt declared this week
that the Independent Theatre Owners of America, which he heads up
as prexy, is already working on a
format for arbitration with 20thFOX and expressed the hope that
the system would receive nationwide acceptance.
Disclosure of the ITOA-20th
talks follows news that the Theatre Owners of America has set in
motion plans for an all-industry
system. TO A last week wrote all
major company presidents to ascertain whether the industry de-

•

Twentieth was urged; by exhibs
at its recent Chicago showmanship
meet and the. regional conclaves
to open up more than one picture;
at a time/ Exhibs complained that
under the system of single selling
followed by most Of the major com-

novelty olass, distributing commaintained vigorously by both
panies apparently have made up
.sides.""
their minds to gCt from the ozoners
Meanwhile, some headway is
more neaiiy what the traffic .will
being made witlv Waimer Bros.,
bear.
although nobody here expects
Terms being asked, the fresh air
a sudden^ break. HaiTy KaleXhibs state, are in many cases
mine led one comp^^y delega*double what they were last season
tion into Washington for hudObviously, the theatre operators
dles last Week,
have no intention Of making such
concessions Without battle
Equally significant in making the
drive-ins a focal; point for bitter
intra-industry feuding this year are
the demands, for moving up runs.
These requests Started on a gradual
scale several seasons back and haVe
inevitably become a bone of Irir
creasing contention as the ozoners
gained importance In the overall
exhibition scene.
The outdoorers began strictly as
a novelty item that accepted lastliuns as nOrmalr Their owners reParamount has mended its disquested or desired little better, be- tribution fences on three mOre
ing satisfied with the biz they did fronts in its drive to win friends
at the meager prices they were pay- among balky exhibs.
Celebrated
ing for product.
feud with Bennie Berger, head of
As Competition developed be- North Central Allied and bigtime
tween drive-ins and between drive- booking-buying combo chief in
ins and standard theatres, h,owever, Minneapolis, has been ended in a
the dtiver’s-delights naturally be- deal struck last week. After two
gan seeking better runs to improve years; Berger will again buy Par
With product following an agreement
their competitive position.
hundreds of new ramp-houses hav- made with J. J. Dohohue, Par’s
ing been built during the past year, midwest divisional chief after pro1950 is certain to mark the battle tracted powwows.
(Continued pn page 20)
Par is also smoking the peaceArthur, head of
the big St. Louis Amusement Co.
Major has closed with Arthur to
Set
Brandt-2Qth
book its pix down-the-iine after
several years in which the duo
Pattern for Arbitration
failed to agfee on nabe rental
terms. Arthur had also allied him-

J

due to 20th’s pblicy
preferred stock after
purchase bn the open market.
- Provision for Federal taxes
amounted to $7,225,000 against
'1948’s figure of $7,800,000, Minority interests get $1,067,563 out of
the company’s gross net compared
to $1,274,888 last year.
’Action

is
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(SONGS-COLOE)

RKO

Twentieth-Fox veleaie ot William Periherg production, SUra Betty Grahle.^V^tor Mature, Phil Harris; featurea Reginald Gardlnen James Barton. Barry KelJacqu^ne
f^, Margaret Hamilton,
Robin Raymond. Directed by
ter. Screenplay. Harry vTugend, .ChariM
Ledererf camera (Technicolor), Arthur e.
Arling: editor. Robert Simpson; new mu^
Josef MyGordon, Jesef
lyrics, Mack Gordon,
and ivTlcs.
sic »nA
row; musical direction, Liortel Newman;
dancesi BUly Daniel. Tradecj^Jl’'» March
20, *50. Running time, fp MINS,
He^y ^rabl*
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Tobin
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William ^Bakewell
Milton Parsons
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Capture” is an offbeat
with psych^pgical Gyer^
off- ^against the
‘n?SS
Alexander
xander Pope raw and rugged background :Oi

K^iSIlSS drama,
tones;

Hemy

..

;

Kulky

jiietto

.

.

, .

.

•

i

^

is played light and easy by .te
cast and geheraily proves to be a
diveiting .90 miriiites of song and

.dance.''

Plot Of the Harry: TugendGharles Lederer script is a satisfactory backdrop for .the deluge
of tunes that' run through the footage. There’s nothing in the writing to tax the drafnatic skill of the
they romp along
players; and
neatly iii delivering everything
Koster’s direction,
Henry
asked by
Miss Grabie’s bicture. viewed
ttrictlf from thi'anSe rf phyS^
attractions which: .she uses to the
but she is abetted by
fullest,
some strong personalities in. the
Victor Mature,
departmerit:
male
Phil Harris and James Barton.
What’s ahead in the footage Is cued
by Miss Grabie’s opening shimmy
dance to “I Wish 1 Could Shimmy
Like My Sister Kate.” That bawdy
but delightful flayor is sustained
throughout.
•

.

4

,

[

i

a

knockdown

fight

with

rivals,

best A of

between fhe two

Ireland

gettiiig

:

the

irianticaily.
violerit storm

He goes back over the
covers a now-respectable busine^
man is the real culprit, Latter is

•

•

• •

•; •>

• ‘

•

Mary,....,...;..,

®‘jSck^^i ®i
Aiyn Lockwood

, ,

-Emory

Herb WcPdicy
Harriet. Woodley.
^

^

^

^

» . » > ,

^

»;»,^.lsabcrw^ithers

Danny Mummert

,

^

.

Crawford - plays experlly
is sifnilar

“Beware

lets the

,

.

;

——

Good performmantic interest.
AjTes and Miss Wrigbt are. very
turned in by Edgar
ances are also turried
capable in the lead characters, add- Biiri'honnn.
Tpfi de
He .CorCorBuchanan,
as
mate;
Ted
a
totals
Background music score
ing; to the general realism given
26 oldies, some of which Gate the story because of the locales, sia, as a shifty sailor: and Robert
the
Espinoza,
as
boy.
featured Spots for song and dance, used. John Sturges’ direction deProduction dress Is solid, with
like Miss Grabie’s opening stint. velops many irioments of suspense
“I’ve Been Floating .Down the Old and honest drama that could have the pic having a genuine shipboaird
Green River” and “Harrigan,” had added forcefulriess had not the atmosphere. Good process lensboth smartly and effectively done story been tefid in flashback. Ed- irig, smooth editing arid suitable
by James Barton; “My Little win Rand appears briefly as the b a c kg r o ii n d score serve to
Lovin’. .Honey Man,” ‘T Reirieriiber fugitive Ayres kills, arid the vari- strengthen the entertainment valHerm.
You” and “Billy” are also among ous facets of his character are told ues.
Miss Grabie’s fetching contribu- by dialog in subsequent events
in
tions.:
appearance
his
rather thari by
CDijttaiiehe TerrUary
Jimmy Hunt does excelr
Additionally^ Mack Gordon and them.
(COLOR-SONG)
Josef Myrow cleffed five hew pries lently by a moppet spot, and VicUniversal release of Leonard Goldstein
that fit handily into the rriusical tor Jory handles the priest assign- production. Stars Maureen O’Hara. Macproceedings. “Clean Up Chicago,” ment well. Barry Kelley, Duneari Donald Carey; features Will Geer, Charles
Pedro De Cordoba. Directed by
the strongly plugged “Wilhelmina,” Renaldo, William Bakewell, Jac- Drake,
George Sherman. Screenplay by Oscar
“Baby, Won’t You Say You Love queline AVhite, Milton Parsons, Brodhey, Lewis Meltzer,. from story
by
are
Turich
Meltzer:
camera, (Technicolor), Maury
Me,” “May I Tempt You With a Frank Matts and Felipe
editor. Frank Gross: special efBig Red Rosy Apple?” and“Down among the others performing capa- Gertsman:
fects, David S. Horsley. Tradeshown N.Y.,
On Wabash Avenue.” Ace musical bly,
March 31, *50. Running time, 74 MINS.
One of the iriterestirig touches to Katie
.... ....
Maureeh O’Hara
directiori by Lionel Newman with
Bovi*ie.......... Macdonald Carey
vocal directicin by Ken Darby; the the film is the music, ririt the gen- James
Dan’l Sceger
Will Geer
inwhich
score,
orchestrations by Herbert Spencer eral background
Stacey Howard
Charles Drake
and Earle Hagen, and the dance trudes too often, but the Incidental Quislma ............ Pedro De.- Cordoba
Walsh
Ian
MacDonald
staging by Billy Daniel, all serve njatiye music hauntingly spotted Pakanah
Rick Vallin
to sharpen the eye arid efar treat with the appearance of a blind Boozer ..................... Parley Baer
The fine, realistic Sam
.Tames Best
guitar player.
that backs lip the story.
Ed ... .... .......
Edmund
Cobb
locales
Mexican
the
of
lensing
Quite a bit of Phil Harris’ radio
Big Joe
.... ...
...
.Glenn Strange
chr:racter gets into the StoiY, arid rates Edward Crohjager a credit.
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. . . .
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Fred Kohler,

.

.

.

Blake
Bartender

Herichman

: .

.

Jr.

Edward Keane
. . .......
...... , . .House Peters, Jr.

Judge Wiggins
Williams.

.

.'

.

. ;.

.

..

.

A

Pierce Lyden

..
'.

.lUon .Frost

.

....

...

Ufarriage

]|fofl<^rp

Joseph A. Garro;

.

:
Hollywood, April I.
Wm,’ Lester
Monogram release of David Diamond
Foy Willing and
Themselves
production. Feature! Reed Hadley, MarThe Riders of the Purple Sage
garet Field, Robert Clarke. Nana Bryant.
Directed by Paul Landres. Screenplay^
“Twilight in the Sierras” is a Sam Roeca, George Wallace Sayre; camera, William Sickner? editor; Philip Cahn,
staridard Roy Rogers pic slanted Previewed March 31, *50. Running time,
All the 44 MINS.
at the juVe action trade.
Dr. Donald Andrews....... Reed Hadley
in
familiar ingredients are used
Evelyn BrowU ......
.Margai'et Field
this datuner, which boasts it. bet- BUI. Burke.
Robert Clarke
., ....
terithari-usual score. But the kid- Mrs. Browii
Nana Bryant
Charles Smith
dies will go for the hard-riding, Jiihmy Watson
Mr.
Biirke. ............. ...... Dick Elliott
rootin’-tootin’ yarn which keeps Mrs. Burke
.Lelah Tyler
;> ......
from Mary ...
galloping
characters
the
Pattee Chapman
^
.
Frank Fciiton
Trucolor tinting Mr. Brown.
start to finish.
Dn Connors ... ... ..... Edward Keane
to the production values de“Comanche Territory” is a big adds
spite the overall untrue reproducoutdoor Indian picture somewhat
Modern "Marriage” has spme
tipn of facial and landscape hues.
in the manner of “Stagecoach” and
exploitation value, but in the overPlot is a curious mixture of all release outlook it is a second
“Ft. Apache.”
Film has no big
western riame players but Maureen riiodern gangsterism in wild west feature for lowercase bookings.
G’Hafa and Macdonald Carey dress which the kids most likely
Marital problem deals with a
should suffice for marquee decora- won’t mind dr even notice. Roy young girl’s fixation that prevents a
tion. It is a production that lends Rogers plays a marshal in a ter- normal consummation of marriage.
itself to smart bally. . A pleasing ritory where a gang, of counter- There’s nothing particularly excitvehicle
mainly
because
deftly feiters is planning dperations. To ing in ^ the way it has been posed
directed, “Comanche” shapes as carry through their scheme, the or resolved, scripters and producer
varmints kidnap an ex-convict pi'eseriting it with a hands-off atnice wampum in most 'keys.
Done in bright Techriicolor,
fuUTechriicolof, pic- who’s going straight frOiri a neigh- titude that mitigates against fullture does not look too expensive bPririg ranch with the idea of mak- fledged ballyhoo. The idea in itLepriard Goldstein’s production ap- mfl him turn out the^ plates.; But
though,; can be iised as a
pears an instance of getting the Rogers gets on their trail and gimniick in the 'exploitation house,
most value oiit of the coin spent, rounds them up in short order. EnAside from the Gommercial asit is an actioriful story, naturally, ’‘•’oute, thCre’i a good sequence biiilt pects^ picture has been nicely turn-"
around
a
lion
mountain
hunt:
fprevyord
yet there are few costly (and sb
often meariingless)
outdoor seRogers is as rtandard as the lists the typos of problems eriebunquences. The average patron will script, getting a good assist from tered by clinics in solving iiyarital
not miss such costly scenes bcr- Dale EVaris, as the daughter of the urihappiness and then takes up .tlie
cause the production crew has re- local sheriff; his boss, Trigger, arid story of Margaret Field and Rpbert
tairied the fpei of the big outdoors the Riders of. the Purple Sage yo- Clarke,, newlyweds.
Mis.s Field’s
yia tome Very dramatic open-air cal group.
Top songs include .problem is a dominatirig. rnother
Sequences.
whose own unhappy riiairiage has
Central theme for “Comanche” is “Rootin’, Tootin’ Cbwboy” With Ifed
instill fear in her daughIbd her to iristiU
the usual squabble between red- Estelita Rodriguez, as a Visitirig ter. Wise counseling of Reed HadHa dskiri residents in the Indian Terri- Cuban gal. neatly handling “Pan- ley,
ley.
medico psychiatrist, finally
tdry. Carey, frontiersman and de- cho’s Rancho.’’
tory.
tOry.
overcomes ail
all difficiulties and the
Herhi,
signer of the bowie kriife, is out
sigm
newlyweds get back together, the
West to make a pact with the tribe
mother sees the light and the d()Cpem
peiTTiitting
the U. $. GOverriment
tor; writes off ariother successful
to ir
mine silver bn their land. He
treatmerit.
Hollywood, April 4.
Will Geer, a politico and
iriect
irieots
Film serves as an introduction
Paramourit lot, dark since the
limits
crael rifle shot, Who had been sent cbmpletion of
crack
‘‘My Friend Irma of Miss Field and; within the
okay.
with signed papers Goes West” more than two
by Washington
\
weeks Of the role, she comes off
rene
renewing
the Government pact ago, resumes
is good as her avou) d-he
Clarke
activity this Week,
milks
with the Indians which would bar with
husband, and Nana 31 3 ant
two films before the lenses.
whit settlers
wniie
white
seiners from
irom the land.
lana.
her mother role, even lliough
of this vitalvital paper. Qeer
Robbed of
Oeer
later diseovrir$
discovers that Miss O’Hara,
Q’Hara, returned to_ the home stud to after
lace Sayre failed to give thfe
bank head arid owner of the town’s location shots in Arizona. In ad- character any unusual twists. ITaddition,
Hal
Wallis
is
starting
his
saloon, has thefted the document.
ley supplies assurance to the doc-^
document
Lifting of the dbeumerit is part of “Dark City” with William Dicterle tor role, arid others live up to the
“
i
(Continued on page 22)
a plan by her and brother Charles directing.
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you know Mature
Barton

is

will win.

wonderful as

•
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’
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-

Johnny. Phelan. .... .Broderick Crawford
.

John Ireland
top Kitty MeUar .... .. ..
Ellen Drew
sequence is his jigging to “Harri- Sam Bennett
.... .Edgar Buchanan
Ted de Corsia
......
gan” and his use of “Green River’’ Rhys ...
Robert Esrtnoza
Ilik
as a diverter while he swipes un- Singh
Leonard Strong
King Donovan
attended drinks, Reginald Gardi- Sparks
Gregory Gay
............
KrOll
ner has his riiomerits as Mature.’s Golmez ................ Peter
Mamakos
handiriian, and also showing up Jujge Van Meeger. ... .Frank Reicher
- Tom Ste'venson
Wejl are Barry Kelley, Margaret Cariday

drunk

arid

di;:ink-cadger.
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.
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Hamilton and Robin Raymond.
Miss Hamilton’s crusading reform-

. .

;

diidtlon. Stars Broderick Crawford, Ellen
Drew, John Irolaiid; features Edgar Buchanan, 'Fed de. Corsia. Robert Espinoza,
Leonard Strong. Directed by Earl McEvoy.
Screenplay, Houser; camera, Charles Lawton; editor, William Lyon; score, George
Dunin.g; musical director, Morris Stoloff.At Palace, N. Y., March 30, *50. Running

10 .MINS,

. . .

.

.

“A

i^rgaioCHpetoWn

Steve Conway,

.

:

. .

Columbia release bf Lionel Houser pro-

time,

aii Irish

.

.

.

to the good. He and Mature
portray friendly enemies, out to
beat each other with a smUe. It’s
all good fun as long as they cheat
each other at cards, win arid lose
their various business enterprises.
It’s a more serious thing, though.
When they cpriipete for Miss
Grabie and skullduggery runs
high.
Before it’s over, however,

A

•

'

.

“Cargo To Gapetowri”

;

a fair

Is

er figures hilariously in a saloon- shipboaM meller Slated for moderWrecking and Irish wake sequence; ate action at the b.o. A lot more
aster’s direction supplies the Could have been rriade out of the
pivtiire with a snappy pace en- pic’s fine casti but uneveri scriptin Geeping with the quifck- ihg robs the 'yarn of sustained
bawdy implications and' dramatic impact. Marquee values
Wiiliam Perlberg splashes the pro- are mainly supplied by this year’s
duction values with all the glitter Academy Award winner, Broderick
that color and scanty costumes can Crawford,
who, 7 unfortunately,
mii.ster.
These physical factors 4oe.sn’t get much of a chance in a
commonplace
ai'e .elegantly displayed by
Tole:
Arthur
Screenplay as a whole is marred
E. Arlirig s lensing.

.

.

by

cliches

arid

^

^

.

over-sentirtiental

passages which slow down several
poWertuiiy violent sequences. Rbmantic triarigle, involving CrawHollywood, April 4,
Five pictures get the gqn at Re- ford and John Ireland in a ebritest
public this month, with three hold- for Ellen Drew, is also forced into
.strictly convenuonai
conventional cnanneis.
channels. Perrerovers from Mfirph
+i7« siricuy
however, are excellent
studio’s souriH tsifliTPc to
Standout
cairiera
work
lencling
Starter*! are
an important asrist in giving the
“qnricr *sf f»,f
some weight.
in Petticoats
Locale of the yam is a battered
ana Hit 'PatadC; of 1950.
oil tanker Which Irelarid is captainr

*

'

1

;

j

me

{

;

{

i

*

.

.

in, a
to the ones he
“All
The
Kirig-s
appeared in before
accideritaliy killed, and Ayres flees.
Men,” which won him the OsCar.
AVindup has hirii captured and There’s no opening for any deep
that
evenindiciition
there is some
characterization. Ireland also does
tually things will work out so that
well as the captain while Miss
he and Teresa Wright can fulfill Drew regirters nicely as the rotheir marriage.

it’s all

,

Adoiph ............... Douglas Fowiey
Samuel F, Dutton. -William E, Green

.

role that

Brpg.

,

-*

,

neck.'

trail,; dis-

•

-

which kills a native
cabin boy. Pic winds up in a shipboard fire, with Ireland rescuirig
Crawford while risking his own

makes

•

;

pugilistlcally and rpEn route, there’s a

it,

-

-

.

•

.

ihg ori his first trip in many years.
arid tricka ,
After
* T.®
P* crew
r shanghaiing
—
ing his pal, Crawford, into serving
Gets
Ireland
engineer,
chief
his
as
involved with Miss Drew in ri 'love
affair while she’s supposed to be
Blowoff is
aff lanced to Crawford.
...i

gitS?**..'.'.'.V.'.'.V.V.V.'.’.itor5S4,®*KS5'

Toby cufton v....,,,,,....A^e Jergeng

’

Leisurely-told British
corps.

.

, .

.

•'

“they Were Not Divided”

j

.

of Blondie” neither
long Series, down, rior does
it starid out as anything more unusual than its celluloid predeces^
sors, That means the standard set,
“Blondie-Dagwood”
physical
of
twist.7;'-"
..7,
Carey makes a surprisingly con- gags that have featured the Chic
and
previous
comic
sttip
Young’
Bowie
Jim
type
as
pioneer
vincing
while Mias O-Hara fits nicely as a Columbia entries, all cut to the
rugged outdoor femme. She sings familiar patterri that has kept the
one tune, apparently a folk song, series alive and kicking over the
pest years.
.V'
iri acceptable manner but is
This time DagwOod’s. boss goes
while carrying Gut the role of
headstrorig western gal. ; She is a away on a trip, leaves the hapless
moving figure iji the tough bar- character in charge of the business.
room brawl. Geer thrifts several Such a situation sets up the old
scenes, providing coiriedy reUef., bridger game, wU^ a beautiful
Pedro De. Cordoba, as the Go- blorid the principal “ bait> in the
manChe chief, contributes an out- Swindling game. DagWood is seen
W““® in the company of Adele Jergeris,
characterization
standing
Drake is! okay as the conniving believes, her story of busiriess
Ian MacDonald, Rick trarisactions with the boss, gets
brother.
Vallin and Edmund Gobb are riice- hiriiself involved in a hotel robra
iy cast in priricipal supporting and with a supposedly infuriated
husband: Blondie to the rescue
parts.
_ "
George Sherman’s direction is pulls Dagwood out 'of ariother
always pointed and forward-mdv- mess, arid the family Grade will
Oscar Brpdriey and Lewis chuckle and Oheer.
irig.
Meltzer deserve credit for WhipEdward Bemds’ directiori and
ping Up a sturdy screenplay from the script by Jack Henley are
the latter’s original. Frank Gross’ frankly hokum. Story spends quite
editing is one of the better things a bit of time iri $tandard Blbridieabout. the fllrii.* Maury Gertsmari s Dagwood antics before the plot
lensing is satisfactory, with William comes in, but followers of the
Fritzsche takirig a bow for Tech- series have come to expect all the
liicolor color consultant job.; Spe- familiar doings to pad put a yarn
cial camera effects, which -play a th6t could have been told in less
vital part iri trimming coists on this than 66 minutes. It’s stock fun for
production, are superbly flo*ie by the series arid; diverting for the
Wear.
David S. Horsley,
family trade.
—
pienriy
Arthur
Sirigleton and
SlerraB
Lake are up to all demands of .the
Rlie
:
played
have
so
characters
they
--.A*
(SONGo-CUIjOK;
long, as are Lariy Simms' and
Repubiic production' and release. Stars
Marjorie
mopKent,
Bloridie;
the
Roy Rogers; features Dale Evans. DlMiss
ets, and Dgisy the
dbg.
retted by William Witney. Associate proEdward J. White; screenplay, S ergens’ physical appurtenances
ducer,
Sloan Nibley; songs, Sid Robin, Foy WlUr
lend belief to the shakedown role,
irig; camera (Trucolbr), John MacBurhie;
editor, Tony Martinelli: music, Stanley and she also has the ability to sell
Wilson. Tradeshown, N. Y., March 29, *50. it histrionically, even though deRunning time, 47 MINS.
...
Roy Rogers mands aren’t heavy, in that departRoy Rogers
....
Dale Evans ment. Others come-through okay.
Pat Callahan
Estelita Rodriguez
Lola Chavez
Milton Feldirian produced and
Pat Brady
Sparrbw Biffle
Buss Vincent supplied acceptable physical values.
Ricardo Chavez
George Meeker Technical credits are aill gpbd.
Matt BrUnner..
.

^

war drama about a tank

photography,
photography.-^

fine

Picture kicks off with a wallop,
w
aViqco fnar
depicting a desperate chase that,
storyWise, sets up the plot’s fifiale.
Mexican
the
Lew Ayres is fleeing
Turales, wanted on a charge of
murder. He hotos up in a priest’s
cabiii and begins to disclose his
story, A year before he had Itilled
a fugitive; Wanted for an Oilfield
payroll robbery. The act and the
possibility of the niOn’s innocence
haunted him, and Ayres sought put
the widow. They fall in love,:are
toafried, but^his guilty .conscience

;

^

(GFD).

.

'

situations.

‘

u

. . .Fenny
singleton
. . ... . , .
Blondie
DjOTood^^i.... ............. -^Ojur^k,

.

“tarnished” (Rep). Feeble
yarn of boy who makes good
in home town. For supporting

l

March

.

Mo

.

,

'

Richard Fantl. Frevlewed
Rnning umo,
min$.

editor*
so, *5o,

J

'

In the Bleiras”
(Sohgs-Color) (Rep). Standard
Roy Rogers oatuiier for juve
arid action market. ,
;
“Beware of /Blondie” (Cpl).
Standard entry in Columbia's
“Blondie” series for family
trade and secondary bookings,
v “A
d e r n Marriage”
(Mono). Marital problem melosome exploitation
with:
drama
value for smaller situations,
,

Aiyn Lockwood. Diractfd by Edward Berndi. Stwy and tgroenplay. jack
Henley? camera, HonmFreuUch, Vincent

^

,

RKO

•

-

Territory” (Col-

•

that plays

Biyant
Marie. Bixant

•>,

•

.

.

.

BBwkre

Carey and Mto O’Hara, soon
develops into a romance, with the
latter agreeing to play ball with
unm a new
Indians
inclians, until
the -Tndiiinc'Dntil
Carey and fhaa
pact can be rushed from Washingdoubleis the usual double*There Is
ton.
Vrlth his gang
cross
erbss by the brother With
settlera. This band
sllver-hnngry settlei’s.
of silver-hungry
newcomers in
jot .trigger-happy
A}f
turn cross up the Indians until
Carey and Geer take over. ,
^
Instead of the U, S. Cavalry to
instead
fhp plot
nlnt “has
~has Miss
I^iss
miss
-has
rescue,^ the
the rescue,
tho
PIJJ
with a wagonO Hara escaping wUh
O’Hara
nilfered riftesrand
riflesrand rushing
Ihnil
of pilfered
load nf
them to the besieged redskins, with
the expected payoff This is one of
the few recent screen vehicles in
which the Indians are never cast
Spotting of the
as the villains,
lawless white settlers in sUch role
gives V not unfamiliar plot a

“Twilight

,

.

:

.

twwn

or-Song) (U). Maureen O’Hara,
Macdonald Carey ; and Will
Geer in thriller; nice b,o.

•

... ‘ .

•

Betty
.

“Comanche

. .

.

.

.

costume musical in
good b,o. oiitlook.
^
‘‘The Capture” (RKO).
Drama with Mexican we^eirn
Lew Ayres, Teresa
setting.
Wright. Moderate b.b.,
“Cargo to Capetown” (Gol).
Moderate meller starring Broderick. Crawford; average b.o,

v* v*

.

.

.

*.

.

. . .

.

;

.:.

(pi Blomdif®
to move In and grab the
thereby giving the redsM^^
Hollywood, March 30.
the runaround,
raloasia al MUtpn Feldman
Foldman
Columbia releag#'
..
What starts out as hitter feud be- production.^ Faaturaa P«nny^ SingHtom

Grabie

Father Gomez

v^nt
.^)\arle8.
Charies .-^^r
* •
<
. ..? <.«
Crockett
Dick Prockett
^tek
, . . ... •
......
. •

,

..

silver,

(Songs)

Gay

color,

*

’

i

.

......

—
..

.

'

Avenue’’

-

(20th).

(Color)

Lyons wrote and produced', iiidependentrelease, doing an inly fpr
k
Bartender
Long tteresting job. but the b.o.: possiwSuer “on*
.... Walter
............
Dancer
Marshall hilities .are not strong.
non Marshy
Manon
Chorus Girl
-v i
Miller
Skins’*
John
gdus” Miller
.. ... ...
Drunk
eommercial aspects might have
f®rc^ Helton
Ship Captain .
v . dre^-^jartetSS
Carleton been .strengthened: h^^^
Claire
......
Te^e : ... y
proached his story on a straight
line instead of
befiiniiiing-.to.-erid
,1,
ther
irts like heir
Betty Grabie as her fans
flashbacks that keep the plot
smai
a smart
to .a
would seem to point to
forwards and backwards
t
Genb.6. futiire for “Wabash Avenue.”, from one phase to another.
I
for Ropr
ts
pop-^
It has ail the ingredients
eraj audiences Will ftnd it hard to
nmem, is follow despite extremely interestmusical entertainment,
iilar
decked out in a flashy- colpr garb, ing -performances, unusual settings
.

Beulah

.
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EuSS
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.

•

Joe
Elsa

..

Drake
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time “Properties, IncO- production. Blars'
JLew Ayres, Teresa Wright; features Victor .Tory, Jacqueline Wldte. Jtomy HuhJ>
Edwin Rand. Directed by ^hn Sturges.
Written- by Busch; ^camera, ^Edward Crom
e^-,
iager; musdc, Danlele Amfttheatrof,
tor, George Amy^ Trades|mwn March 27,

Hollywood, March 91*
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Wednesday^ April'

1950

Considerable sdul^searching byfilm men currently in \efforts to
place a linger oh “what's Wrong
with the b.o.'' has stirred some interest in a “Pick-Your-Picture’^ in-

campaigh suggested by
Bosley Growther. New York Times
Gritic, in two talks at recent 20thT
Fox showmanship meetings, has
pleaded that distribs drop their
jstitutional

4,:

RepV New M.O,

.

yesterday’s (Tues;) /stockholder nieeting. Rental is $89,000
yearly represfenting a considerable boost ever, the present
rate at Rep’s offices now located Several blocks further

each picture is abdut.
Simultaneously, he suggests, they
should get together to sell in a
series of institntional ads the idea
that films should be chosen in the
same Way a patron picks books,
plays or a new necktie.
Admen pretty; mUch agree that

Rep

will take over

two com-

Hazen

campaigns which

every picture to
type theatregoer may be
harmful in the long run. But they
arfe of ho mind tp attempt anything
more restrictive at the moment;
Pressure for getting as much coin
over the b.o, till for each film as
it comes along is ;sp great, the ad
execs say they haven’t much time
to worry about long-range effects.
Let someohe else try it is the gen-

tertairirtient
:

:

.

systems.

For Rep^s first quarter of fiscal
1950 (November- January) profits
“shape up as equal or a little
better than a year ago,’’ company
exec said. Comparative figure in
’49
Was $414,000 before taxes.
Overseas front has' improved too,
Grainger added> with both the sales
and outlook brighter,
Foreign
returns are considerably ahead of
1949 and both the lira and fraiic
“are firming

up.’’

Grainger pooh-poohed television.
He Contended that “in his personal
opinion’’ he would not be surprised
“if

the film industry eventually
(Continued on page 24)

EXHIBS KEY TO

HtH

Washington, April

Keynote of motion
in

4.

picture’s role

the forthcoming Independence

Loan

cariipaign will be local exhibi-

aimed back as many of his staff of voluribeating the usual summer ^ox- teer§ from that drive as are available;.

are

MGA

i

cause of the TV' availability.
Although nq comments were
asked, many respondents said
“poor movies’’ were responsible foi, their drop in attendance,, while others indicated
they have not left radio for

"

:

’

that level.

.

reaped more billings for
Latter has been
downbeatirig in the band field for
some time, concentrating on other
fields. 'Feldman also has grown no-

year,

TV viewing.

However, his main squawk is
that the big chains do not give
pix long enough playing time to

it

work than MCA.

ticeably, especially in “bread-andbiitter” clients such as cameramen,
directors,
character aetprs, etc*.
Previously it leaned more to top
star names. Although FA has a

warrant production, risks.
The Hazen plan is as follows:
First: Provide that kind of film
entertainment
which
TV can
.

neither qualitatively hot physically
produce. Overwhelmirigly superior
entertairiment is the fundamental
answer.

N. Y. office, it has never done any
vaude or other' flesh bookings,
chiefly servicing its people on ra-

Second: Films must be brought
Within the economic reach of
everyone. Gap must be narrowed

Pk

Test
t.

and television.
Arrangement is believed to be a
split commission deal. If Feldman

dio

‘Secret’
'

Chicago, April

%

4.

Corndr. Eugene
Jr.,
president of

F. McDonald,
Zenith, today
(Tuesdays disclosed that hri has
promised producers with whom he^
has firm; commitments for use of
their piX in Phoneyision tests this
fall that producer, distributor, or
picture Would not bri named until
a week prior to film’s showirig on
test.
He made this statehient fol-

Kettle,’ ‘Samson’

GAC

clients any film deals
they’ll divvy commissions, ditto if
cracks live jobs for Feldman

gets

between free (TV) films and pix
fpr. which an admission is charged.
Repeal of the 20
admission tax
(Continued on page 22)

GAC

names.

Some of the top showbiz names
are involved in this deal.
Feldman’s clients include Tyrone Power, Marlene Dietrich, Louis Jourdan,
Fred MacMurray, Milton
Krlms, Randolph Scott, Ida Lu,

pino,
ning,

Howard Hawks, Bruce Man-

Ediriund
Gbulding,
Sam
lowing meeting last night between Marx, George /Raft, Seton Miller,
(Continued on page 22)
himself arid British producer J.
Arthur Rank.
Phorieyisiori tests
are scheduled for early fall,

Ne w epidemic of blitz hookings
In metropolitan New York, which
junk traditional clearances between houses in different nabes, is
‘

White meeting was

psterisibly to

discuss Raularid Co., Zeiiith TV
springing up. Latest to get tube
manufacturing subsidiary for
Address EasterD P.A.’s
the mass-dating treatment is Uni- which Rank has European
outlet,
versal’s “Ma and Pa Kettle Go to McDonald
said the two did discuss
Town” which hits 32 RKb houses, Phoneyision and its possibilities in
Better Press Co-op
day-and-date, AprU 16. Film will England and Canada.
Fast and "West Coast publicity
But to query
skirt an Ordinary first-run opening on whether Rank
had decided to chiefs for the major companies
on Broadway for the faster form pf sell him pix for tests, he gave what will coordinate practices regardpreem.
is now his stock answer: “Ask Gael ing reviews arid other matters at
Wide blitz dates are also slated
(Continued on page 26)
a session in New Yprk tomorrow
for Paramount’s “Samson and De(Thursday).
Meeting was schedlilah” With pic tenanting 47 Loew’s
uled to take advantage of the preshouses and 10 Ceritury fiickeries
ence in the east of Norman Siegel,
during the last week of April and
chairman of the studio publicity
the first of May. Ending its run at
directors’
committee and Parathe RlvOli theatre, Broadway showB.O. in punt’s# top Coast flack, and
case, “Samson” kicks off at Loew’s
Howard Sirickliiig, Metro’s HollyMinneapolis,
April
4.
Paradise, Bronx, and Valencia,
The boxoffice experience 6f Ha- wood publicity chief.
Jamaica, April 26.
The p:a. toppers have put on
exhibitors. Whose business
Same sort of wide bookings was waiian
is off although there’s no TV, is paper a body of practices to' genhanded “Stroniboli” by RKO when
being duplicated in this territory, erally improve; press relatioris.
it opened without Broadway preat least as far as the Minnesota Among the items is one guaranteeliminaries in almost every RKO
Amus.
Go. (Paramount theatre cir- ing that tradepapers will get first
house in the metropolitan area. Mri
crack at reviewirig pix.
Another
cuit) situations are concerned.
the case of “StromboU,” however,
Harry B. French, the circuit’s is that every company will make
RKO Was intent on a fast payoff president,
every
film
for
available
review.
has revealed that grosses
on the controversial Aspects of the
are as much off in towns untouched Some have been showing only
•film.^:'
as they are in the those they want seen. All studios
To help “Kettle” along, Marjorie by television
Twin City and surrounding areas will adopt the same practices, as
Main, P ere y Kilbride, Richard
where there are now more than well as having these practices
Long and Meg Randall, stars in 100,000 sets, not counting those
in parallel on thri two coasts.
the pic, will tour a dozen RKO
Siegel,
who arrived in New
taverns; fed by two Minneapplis“Kettle” is
bouses, April 16-17.
Monday (3l with Bing
St. Paul stations.
Iri fact, some of York
booked In a package with U’S the towns riot getting teievlsiori Grpsby, returns to. the Coast; at
for four-day
“Womap in Hidi
show a larger decline than the the end of the Week. He has been
erigagements in thC metropolitah Twin Cities.
confabbing with Par pub-ad topper
houses.
On the other hand, in Stillwater, Max E. youngstein and other Par
Miriri., a town of 10,000 population execs on “Sunset Boulevard” camiO miles east of St; Paul, E. L. paign.
LipiitU to Distribiute
Peaslee, cp-owrier of the two theIndie Producers’ Output atres there largely blariies television, particulariy the TV of MinneHollywood, April 4>
Xlppbrt Productioris, hitherto apolis Lakers' prof essional basketdrpp
confined to releasing its own prod- ball team: games, for a 20%

now

On

TOWNS UNtOUCflED BY
TV ALSO NTT AT

lay topping $8,000,000, are

Quartet

arid

•

Sam Pinanski,
claims that RCA is also tor participation:
using a report of SMPE, which prominent Boston theatre topper,
committee
heads
the
industry
who
“while seemingly Objective in its
approach,’’ actually sets out to for the drive> outlined tentative
prove that only RCA equipment plans for his program in an in^
is practical.
Fact that Skiatron Su- formal meeting with Secretary of
Treasury John Snyder past week.
(Cpntinued on page 22)
Pinanski, who attended Snyder’s
dinner for campaigri leaders from
all parts of the country, plans to
crystallize the industry’s strategy
at a meeting in New York around
Ftr
Siiiiiiiier B,0. April 17.
'The theatre exec, who
headed the indtistry committee for
Hollywood, April 4.
Metro quartet 6f top musicals, the dramatic: “iwb Jima” driye, the
with a total production cost out- ,7th’ war loan in 1945, plans to call

:

'

;

,

“Annie Get Your

Gun,’’ ‘^Duchess of Idaho,’’ “Three
Little
Words”^
“Summer
arid
Stock,” all in TechnicblOr.
They
boast talent lineup Including Judy

be,

come oiit on top. Mediocre pix and
programmers are gohers, he claims,
because tele Can equal them on

/

Company

at
ofCice luU.

.

-

filmeries less than before they
bought their sets, while 80%
of the tion-set owners reported
attending just as often as before TV.;
Cowan la?t year installed a
TV lounge in thO: Alhambra.
Poil sbowed 50% Of the'' filmgoers attending the theatre be-

can-

als.

.

.

it

•

/sets.
Of those,
ihree-foUrtbs said they attend

ing video

plan is possible, Hazen conunless the circuits play
along to make better films a good
risk. Circuit cooperation is essential even if it leads to higher rent-

claVes.

'

though

arid resources which
coordinate the talent rosters of
into one big list.
organizations
both
Deal, revealed by FA prexy Charles
K. Feldman arid GAG topper
Thomas G. Rockwell, has FA making its film agenting facilities avail-;
able to GAG, with latter providing
services for FA clients in personal
appearances, radio and television..
Combination places the two prganizatibris high iri the agency
field, with possibility they may be
on par with both Music Gorp; pf
and William MorAtrierica
ris on talent pools. GAG, strongly
entrenched .in New York for many
years, obviously will attempt to
hypo A. prestige while the Feldman office will spearhead a similar
drive in the motion picture field
on behalf of GAC talent. Both
agencies have grown rapidly iri last
two years, with GAG expanding its
barid bookings to a point Where, last

taken here by Merrll Gowarij:
manager of the, Alharribra theatre.
Of 2,000 replies to an
audience poll and a door^'to-.
door check, 710 reported^ own-

No

When broached to Leonard poldehson, prez of the United. Paracircuit recently, he pointed
out; however, that it is not entirely
a visionary plan. He said there
were evidences that audiences
Bright prospects fpr both Rewere already categorizing them^
selves and didn’t often cross public and the film business as a
whole
was predicted yesterday
boundary lines from.ohe type product to another; so that the “Pick- (Tees.) by James R. Grainger, disYour-Picture’’ advertising might tribution chief, at the company’s
annual stockholdeirt meet. Refus(Gontinued. on page 22)
ing to see a bugaboo in television,
Grainger declared that a recentlycompleted swing through all exchanges indicated that TV “generally has not hurt, business,” Meet
was a routine affair with none of
the minority stockholder Clashes
that had marked previous conSkiatron Cbrp., which has acquired certain patents formerly
owned by Scophony, has advised
the FCC that a reasonably priced
theatre television projector is necessary if the average exhibitor is
to be permitted to enter the field.
Charging that RCA is attempting to monopolize the development
by Seeking to restrain operation of
its
competitive theatre TV pro-:
jeetor, the company last week solicited the Commission’s aid in its
effort “against heavy odds,’’ to
bring competition to the field.
In a memorandum filed with the
agency,
Skiatron declared that
Charles R. Dehny, NBC veepee, is
“intensively cultivating the motion
picture theatre owner’’ to convince
him that RCA has the only efficient
equipment which will be available
in the near future.
RCA prombtional literature, it added, is making inaccurate statemehts concerning Skiatron Supersonic theatre TV

TV

manpower

out irito the film boxoffice was revealed in a survey
siori’s

tends,

mduht

4.

that

:

eral
'

centrates on this quest, he asserts,
it can take on television, cuff o en-

eral aUitudei.

Washington, April

is corivlnced

Famouji Artists CPrp, /and GenAmus; Cprp. have coriibined

BlRmed-^ga.iii

Uleyeland> April 4,
Further evidence of televi-

not turn out programs, comparable
with big films. If the industry con-

;

new

building. Company moves within a
few months;
Disclosure of
terms caused the only flurry
at the stockholders’ conclave
when one dissident objected
to the rental.

every

TV

sible.:;

north.;.

plete fipofs in the

Six-point plan which the film industry can carry out a$ an overall
project to meet the threat of television is currently being proposed
by Joiiepb H. Hazeh, iiidie film
producer, who partriers Hal Wallis.
Hazen sees ai need to concentrate
on big quality pix even though it
may mieari a boost in the level of
prodUctiOri costs. At the same time
the producer wants the big circuits to play along so that the
project becomes economically fea.

Bepubiic- recently signed a
,
iO-year lease to move its h.O;
to the hew Mutual Life Insurance Go. •building now Under
construction on Broadway between 55th and 56th streets.
New York, it was disclosed at

catch-all 'approach In advertising in
order to give a better idea of what

traditional-style
attempt to sCll

HQ

,

Pigney East, Levy Sails

Roy b. Disney, prez of Walt
Disriey Productions, arrives in New
Garland, G ene Kelly, Betty Hut- York tomorrow (Thursday) from
ton, Fred^ Astaire, Vera-EIleri, Red the Coast for, honieOffice huddles
Skelton, Van Johnspn, Esther Wil- ori distribution Of “Cinderella’’ and

V

in his theatres’ Sunday business.
its distribution fafprmerly was the
consisting of 34 exchanges, Sunday, which
Robert L. week’s best fbr the showhouses, is
to outside producers.
the poorest, he says.
liams, Eleanor Powell and Lena the company’s upcoming live-ac- Lippert announced that the com- now among
W, F. Rpdgets, Metro distribuHorrie..
pany can handle the product of six
tioner, “Treasure Island.”
tipn veepee queried by Vari6ty
Rough cut of “Stock” was shown
Meanwhile, the firm’s worldwide indies/'
L B. Mayer before his departure salbs supervisor, William B, Levy,
Last year Lippert turned Out 33 regarding his TV views upon his
Honolulu,
®a$t,
and will be one of top sails Friday (7) On the Queen Mary pictures; This year the program recent return from
matters on agenda at homebffice to set Up European distributioii Will be increased by six high-bud- called attentiori to what’s happening
Hawaii
without
TV.
in
talks.
geters.
plgns for “Island” and “Cindy/'
'

uct, is

cilities,

Opening

Hollywood, April

,

4;

Ethel. Barrymore wins top-star
billihg for tlie first time in her
;

talking picture career In Metro’s

“Kind Lady.»
Although A top name for years,
ber best previous credit has been

.

.

third except for solo starring stint
in A silent film some 30 years ago.

April 5, 19«?0
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‘Cargo’. Nice

lOne’s Men’ Fat

t2G, Toronto

Toronto, April 4.
With the seasonal Holy Week
slump plus plethora of holdovers*
business is only so-so here this
week.
Among newcomers, “Perfect Strangers” and “Glass MpUhtain” are garnering nice returns
and “Barricade” is fair. “Francis”
is hplding a third week at Up-

Estimates for This

'

'

..

two .houses.

.

'
•

:

Estimated Total Gross
$488,000
This Week
(Based on 19 theatres. )
$511,000
Last Year
(Based on to theatres.):
.

.

.

.

.

.

’

000 in five spots. "Sundowners,
two Paramounts, both with
stagebills, is sighting $24,000, not
"All King’s Men" is picking
big.

up a pleasant $23,000 in five smallBeaters bn strength of Academy
acclaim.
;

“Cinderella" is still very strong^
with nearly $39*000 in two sites,
With ho school and three kidsecond frame,
appeal pix in town, biz is on upEstimates for This Week
Brandpis, with
beat currently.
Downtown, Hollywood* Beverly “Cinderella,” is packing kids and
Hills, Hawaii, Forum Music Halls adults
in playing solo, and doing
(Prin-Cor) (902; 512; 834; 1,106; sock week.
Orpheum also looks
“All King’s Men"
2,100; 55-$l)
okay with “Ambush.”
(Col) and “Traveling Saleswoman”
Estimates for This Week
Nice $23,000. Last week,
(Col).
Brahdeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
"(jrreat Rupert" (EL) and “Killer
“Cinderella" (RKQ). Terrific $15,Shark" (Mono), $15,600,
Doing eight shows dally.
000.
LOs Angeles, Chinese* Uptown, Holds. Last week, “Navadah" (Col)
2,(FWG)
Wilshire
(2,097;
Loyola,
and “Blondie’s Hero" (Colo), good
:

(Based

(Rep), $13,000.
Eglinton* Victoria
1,140;

—

,

Okay $8,000. Last week,
“Mother Didn’t TeU Me" (20th)
(WB).

.

(2d wk), $9,000.

Odeon (Rank)

(2,390; 50-$l. 20)—

Nice
M^^
Last week, San Carlo
Opera Co.
Shea’s (FP) (2^386; 40r70)—“BarLast
ricade" (WB).
Fair $8,000.
week, “Paid in Full" (Par), $9,500.
^ Uptown (Loew) (2j’743; 40-70)^
Holding
“Francis" (U) (3d wk).
at $6,000 afer last week’s fine
‘‘Glass
$9,000.

•

My

,

We

State, Egyptian
(2,404; 1,538; 60-$l)-^“BIaCk

Hand" (Mono),

^

mounts (F&M) (3,398; 1,451; 40-$l)
•—"Sundowners" (EL) With Toni
Harper, Tennessee Ernie, onstage
at L. A.; Herb Jeffries, Dick Wes-

Medium

son at Hollywood.

$24,-

”House By River"
(Rep) with Wesson, Gil Lamb at
L. Ai Jeffries, Bedell dc Mattson
at Holly wood, $19,000.
United Artists, Ritz, Vogue,
Studio City, Culver (UA-FWC) (2,100; 1,370; 885; 880; 1,145; 60-$l)—
“Kid From Texas" (U) and “Western Pacific Agent" (Lip) (2d wk).
OOO. Last week,

Down to $14,000.
$29,000.

and

(UA) (UA)

(M-G) and "Conspirator" (M-G).
Okay $27,000; Last week* “Nancy
To Rio" <M-G), $24,300,
Hllistreet, Pantages^ (RKO) (2,“Cinderella”
890; 2,818; 50-$l)
(RKQ) (2d wk), Sturdy $39,00().
sockp
week,
$47,0(10.
Last
Los Angeles, Hollywood Para-

Last week, nice

Orpheum

(D'town) (2,210; 50-95)
--"Palomino” (Col) (2d run) with
“Fun On Wheels" revue, others,
onstage. Thin $11,5Q0. Last week,

“Brother Jonathan" (Mono) (2d
run) with eight acts vaude, $13,100.
Four Star (UA) (900; 60-$!)—
“Gay Lady" (EL). Light $2,500.
Last Week, “Vicious Years” (FC)
(3d wk-5 days), $1,300,
Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 85-$1.25)
"11. TroVatbre" (Indie) (3d wk).
Slow $2^000. Last week, $2,90O.

—

-

Buffalo, April 4.
“The Conspiratpr" lopihs as the
best of lightweight newcomers this
session. It ig only fair.
Reissues
are playing two spots and doing
about as well as new product.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,500; 40-70)—.

“ForgPtten

Women"

$9,000.

(Goldberg) (865; 16-65)^
"Challenge to Lassie” (M-G) and
Twilight on Sahara” (Rep). Nice
Last week, “Cover Girl”
$5,000.
(Col) and “Never Lovelier" v(Col)
State

,

cluding N. Y. )
Total Gross Same

Last Year
(Based on 25

.

.

.

(reissues), $4,500.

'CINDEItElU'

SMASH

San Francisco, April 4.
Summer weather is being blamed
here for manner in which biz has
sluffed off for this stanza.
“Cinderella" is outstanding, beating the
sluggish trend, with sock session at

Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 5984)--“Franeis" (U) and “Molly X"
(U) (m.o.). Fourth week downtown.
Big $5,000: Last week, “Act of
Murder" (U) (2d wk) and “Outside
Wall" (U), nifty $3,000.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,877; 59-J
84)—“Father Is BaGhelor" (20th)
and “Palomino" (Goli Okay $7,000. Last week, “Nevadan” (Col)
and “Mark of Gorilla" (Col) (2d
^

the Golden Gate. It was backed by wk), $6,100.;
a Contest in one of dailies and exFihh Avenue (Evergreen) (2,349;
cellent bally.
“Tight Little Is- 59-84)—“Paid In Full" (Par) and
land" looms trim at United Art- “Blonde Dynamite" (Mono). Dim
ists While “Francis” continues big $6,500.
Last week, “Red Shoes"
in sixth week at Esquire.
Else- (EL) (3d wk), good $6,600.
where takings are mild to slim.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 59-84)
''
Estimates for This Week
-^“East Side" (M-G). Mild $9,000.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60- Last week, “Crockett"
(UA) and
85)—"Cinderella” (RKO).
Sock “Federal
Agent”
(Rep),
good
$32,000 or hear. Last week, “Eiffel
Tower" (RKO) and "Sariimba" (EL) $9,400.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 59disappointing $12,000.
“Cinderella” (RKO). NorthFox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)-^“Sing- 84)
ing Guns" (Rep) and “Tarnished" west preem. Scale for Children
lifted
to 34c, which helps to land
(Rep).
Only $12,000. Last week,
Guilty Bystander” (FC) and “Four terrific $20,000. Last week, “Malaya’’ (M-G) (2d wk), $6,300.
Days Leave" (FC), mild $16,500.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 60-85)
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,600; 59“East Side" (M-G) (2d wk). Okay 84)—“Man With Horn” (WB): Oke
$9,000 lil 3 days. Last WCek, big $10,000
or close.
Last week,
“FMncis” (U) and “Molly X" (U)
$20,000.
Paramouilt (Par) (2,646; (60-85)— (3d wk), great $9,800.
“Barricade" (WB) and "Cry MurPalomar (Sterling) (1,350; 40^60)
der" (FC). Oke $20,000 in 10 days. --7“Dumbo" (RKO) (reissue)
plus
Last week, “Perfect Strangers" Dailey’s Circus onstage.
Great
(WB) and “The Marauders" (UA), $10,000. Last week, “Big Wheel"
$16,500.
(UA), (2d run), plus stage, fair
St Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)-— $5,000,
“Conspirator" (M-G) (2d wk). Fair
Paramount (Evergreen) (3 ,039;
$10,000 in 9 days.. Last w^eek, big
® 59-84)
“Outlaw" (RKO) and
$18,000.
“Traveling
Saleswoman" (Col) (3d
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 55wk). Fancy $7,000 after $9>600 last

—

—

’

(Continued on page 26)

week.'

^

;

and “Cinderella”

stanza,

still

play-

202

ment

theatres.)

at the Stanton.
Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)—
“Guilty V Bystander" (FC).
Weak
$8,000. Last week, “Never Fear"

(EL), $7,500.

Boyd

(WB)

—

50-99)

(2;360;

“Nancy To Rio" (M-G) (3d wk). Fair
$14,000; Last week, okay $18,000.
Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)^“Side
Street" (M-G) with Erskine Hawktns orch. Erroll Garner trio, SaMinneapolis, April 4.
vannah Churchill
Fine
Major new fare is limited this $25,000. Last week,onstage.
‘’Samson ahd
boxoffice
week but it curries
Delilah” (Par). (8tK wk), $12*000.
Weight. Mogt important entry that
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)^“ Wahas turnstiles clicking is “Gindepbash Avenue" (20th). Getting good
ella."
It did biggest two days biz
lay fojr great $25,000' on week,
for any straight film here SaturE.ast week,“Three Game Home"
day-Sunday. Other good grossers
(20th) (2d wk), $16,000.
IncludeTiAmbush" and “Backfire.”
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; '50Second loop week for “Francis" on 99)— ‘Conspirator" (M-G)
(2d wk).
moveover to RKO-Paii is smUsh af- Okay
$10,500 after solidr $14,000
Bad
ter nine days at Orpheum.
for opener:
weather and Lent continue to hurt,
Karltbn (Goldman) (1,000; 50-99)
Estimates for This Week
•^“Black Hand" (M-G) (2d wk).
Neat $8,000 after nice $12,6O0 for
Century (Par) (i, 600; 50-70)
/
“12 O’clock High" (20th) (m.o:>. tee-off.:
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—
Big $8,000. Last week, “Whirlpool”
“Perfect Strangers” (WB) (2d wk).
(20th), light $4,500,
I

.

—

—

—

(500;
for contestants particularly
“Cinderella" (RKO) (2d wk). Only
noteworthy. Terrific $20,000. Last size
of house holding down total,
week, “Francis” (U)* $18,000’ in
giant $16,000. or near. Last Week*
nine days.

ball

RKO-Pan (RKO)

(1,600;

wow

50-70)—

“Francis" (U) (m.o ).
Still going
strong after, nine big days at Orpheum. Fancy $9,000, Last week,
With Horn" (WB) (2d wk),

$16,500.

‘Conspirator’ Nice 161G,

’

%an

okay $7,500.
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)— “Ambush" (M-G). Okay $11,000. Last
week, “Hasty Heart" (WB), light

‘Crockett’ Dull

$7,500

PrQvidence, April 4.
Holy. Week is being observed
World (Mann) (400; 50-85) -fairly
closely
hereabouts with all
“Tight Little Island" (U) (3d wk).
Has made a profitable run of it. stands, off. Best of the lot is
State’s“Conspirator’’ but it will
Fine $2,000. Last week, $3,200,
not be big. “Outside Wall" shapes
fairish at Albee.
Estimates for This Week
$8,500.'

‘Mike’

$15,000

in petayer;

Albee (RKO)

:

(2,200;

—

44-65)

“Outside Wall" (U) and “Square

Wham 25G

‘Cindereila’

Denver, April 4.
“Cinderella" is way out in front
this stanza with packed Orpheum
houses spelling smash total. “Key
To City" also very big at Broadway. Both hold. “Jeepers Creepers
”

Dance Jubilee”

(Lip), Fairish $10,-

000 for 8-day stand. “Buccaneer’s
Girl" (U) opens Wednesday.
Fay’s (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— “Yel(reissue) and vaUde on-

low Sky"

Fair $6,000.

stage.

Last week.

Whole Town’s Talking" (Col) (reand vaude onstage, $6,200.

—

issue)

is fair at Rialto.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)
“Perfect
Estimates for This Week
Strangers"
(WB) and
“Western
Pacific Agent"
(Lip).
35Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,500;
74)—“Key To City" (M-G)' Big Slow $9,000. Last week, “Three
Came
Home”
(20th)
nice
wk),
(2d
Last week,
$13,0()0, and holding.
“Ambush" (M-G) (2d wk), $7,500. $ 10 000
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70) 65)—
“Davy Crockett” (UA) and
—“Proudly We Hail" (Par). Poor “Guilty
Bystander" (FC). Dull $7,Last Week, VDear Wife"
$6,000.
000 in 8 days. Last week, “G.T.
(Par), (2d wk); fair $9,000,
Joe"
(EL) and “Change of Heart
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74) -- (Rep)
(reissues)* $6,200.
“Mrs. Mike” (UA) and “KUler
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)
Shark” (Mono), day^atc with Es“Conspirator” (M-G) and “Mark
quire, Webber. Fair $12*000. Last
Gferilla” (Col).
Fairly steady at
week, “Man With Horn" (WB)^and
$16,500.
Last week, “Naiicy To
‘Tarnished" (Rep), $13,000.
Rio" (M-G) and “Girl San Lorenzo"
V Esquire .(Fox) (742; 35-74)
(Col), $18,000 in 9-day run.
“Mrs. Mike” (UA). and “Killer
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
Shark" (Mono), also Denver, Web-^“Song
To Rememher'V.(Col) (reber, Mild $1,600^ Last week, “Man
issue). Started Monday (3). Last
With Horn" (WB) and “Tarnished" week,
‘’Father Is Bachelor" (Col
(Rep), $2,000.
,

.

"

—

(Par) (3,()00; 40-70)r^-

“Monkey

Business"
(P a r)
and
VHorse Feathers" (Par) (reissues)
Mild $8,000, Last week, “Davy
Crockett" (UA) and "Guilty By-

^

Orpheum (RKO)

(2,600; 35-74)—
(RKO). Smash $25,000. Holds over. Last w^eek, “Black
Last week, “Mother Didn’t Hand" (M-G) and “Daring Cabal-

and “Palomino"

(Col), light $9,000.

“Cinderell^’

Cincinnati, April 4.
$7,000.
Pre-Easter week is sans usual Tell iyi6!’ (20th), $8,500.
lero” (UA), $10,500.
(Par)
40-70) —.
(2,100;
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—
“Dakota Lil" (2Gth) and "Cry Mur- egg-laying at downtown cages hath
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)^
Nice $9,000. “Baron of Arizona" (Lip) and
der" (FC). Modest / $8,500. Last extra help from five new bills. “Barricade” (WB).
La.st week, ‘.‘Nancy to Rio” (M-G) “Everybody’s
week, “Perfect Strangers" (WB),
Dancing” (Lip). Light
“East Side, West Side,” in nine (2d wk), $7,000.
$9>500.
$7,000, Last week, ^Backfire" (WB)
Keith’s (Mid-States) (1 ,542 55- and “Blue Grass Kentucky’* (Mono),
days at big Albee, is several paces
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
75)—"Backfire" (WB). So-so $5,- SdIX10
“Buccaneer’s Girl" (U) and “Body- ahead of “Perfect Strangers" for 500.
Last week, "Guilty BystandRialto (Fox) (8’78; 35-74)— “Jeephold” (Col). Light $10,500. Last front money. "Barricade" is nice
er"
(FC). $4,500.
ers Creepers” (Rep) and “Joan of.
week, ‘‘Johnny Holiday" (UA) and at Grand.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)-^ Ozark” (Rep); Fair $2,500 or near.
“Mark Gorilla" (Col), good $14,000.
Estimates for This Week
"Perfect Strangers" (WB).
Gke Last week, on reissues.
Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40Albee (RKO) (3*100; 55-75)— $10,000.
Last Week, “Man With
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)— “Mrs,
70)—

stander" |FC), slow $10,500.

Center

Earle.

ing to standees at the Trans-Lux
on second round* “The Nevadan’’
was way below par at Stanley.
‘‘Gun Gr8zy” created little excite-

$2,670*000

cities and,

at

” Wabash Avenue’* with great Fox

Week

.

session

Other exceptions to downbeat are

203

—

(20th), $11,500.

Paramount

Street’^ to fine

.$$,156*000
cities,

—

“Conspirator" (M-G) and “Great
Plane Robbery^’ (UA). Fair $12,500
Last week, "Mother Didn’t Tell

Me"

;

Randolph (Goldman) (2,5()0; 50week, “Dakota Lil" (2()th), $4,200.
Radio City (Par) (4*000; 50-70)— 99)—“Foolish Heart” (RKO) (3d
wk).
Holding nice pace at $11,000.
“Perfect Strangers" (WB). iMild
Last week, “12 O’ClOck Last week, $15*000.
$12,000.
Seattle, April 4.
Stanley
(WB) (2,950; 50-99) -High" (20th), big $l7>8p().
Big noise here this week is
“Neyadan” (Col).
Dull $14,000.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50- Last
“Cinderella," doing terrific biz at
week, “Buccaneer’s Girl" (U),
“Cinderella" (RKO), Ideal
Music Hali, being northwest preeih 70)
$13,000.
Chilfor Disney opus. ElsWhere it is not Easter yacation attraction.
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99)
so good excepting some of hold- dren’s admissions upped to 25c for “Gun Crazy" (UA). Real blank at
this.
Good
exploitation
and
big
ad
overs.
“Francis” still is big on
Last week, “Barricade"
$7,500.
Tie-up with
canipaigh helping.
fourth week downtown,
$8,000.
WLOL on “Cinderella" contest and (WB),
Trans-Lux (T-L)
Estimates for This Week
50-99)

’

In Buff, Modest $1 2,500

.

.

Down to $12,000. Last week, slim
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-70)
“Backfire" (WB). Fair $5,000. Last $18,000.

.

‘Conspirator’ Best Bet

;

intheatres, chiefly first runs,
‘

(1,()80;

Good $9,000 after last
(2d wk);
week’s $13,500.
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 40-70)—
“Chain Lightning” (WB) (2d wk).
last
week’s
Fair
after
$8,500
$ia,ooo.>-'v
Loew’s. (LPew) (2,Q96; 40-70)
“Key To City” (M-G) (2d wk),.
week's
last
Fair $8,500
after
. ^
$10,000.
Kortown* University (FP) (959:
1,556; 40-'70)— Ferfect Strangers’*

.

on 22

;

(FP)

40-70)—“Hasty Heart" (WB)

1,719; 1,248; 2,296; 60^1)
$6,700.
Skin" (20th) and“Tar“Under
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16- $8,500.,
nished” (Rep). Disappointing; $24,- 65)—“Ambush” (M-G) and “Treas000. Last week, “Four Day Leave" ure Monte Cristo" (Indie).
Okay
(FC) and “Guilty Bystander" (FC), $11,000.
Last week, "Blue Grass
$23;800.
Kentucky" (Mono) and “Girl In
Hollywood, Downtown, Wilterh Heart" (MPho) , drab $9,000.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65)
(WB) (2,756; 1*757; 2,944; 60-$l)-^
‘‘Stage Fright" (WB). Good $35,000. —-"Wake Island" (Par) artd“PrpudHail" (Har) (reissues). Light
Last week, "Barricade" (WB), $24,- ly
$8,000.
Last week, “Big Wheel”
000 . ;

Loew's

Week

This

35-60)— “Cargp Capetown” (Col)
and “Crime Doctor’s Diary” (Col);
Nice. $12,000.
Last week, “Backfire" (WB) and “Alias Champ”

'

in

048;

Estimated Total Gross

State (20th) (1,059; 955; 698; 694;

.

‘^Under My Skin!' look s very
disappointing with less than $24,-

:

Week

DoWhtoWn* Glendale* Scarboro*

4.

proving a real tonic, despite
generally bearish trend of preEasten
Ersklne Hawkins band
topping stagebill will boost “Side

town.,,

First-runs continue at a moderate pace here although several sit^
nations are picking up with new
feUls and Easter school holiday.
‘-Stage Fright”-*l0Dfcs good $35,000
Or oyer in three theatres While
combo of ‘.‘Black Hand- and “GOhspirator". shapes okay $27,000 in

Philadelphia,^ April

^

Return of stageshows to the Earle
is

IN

>

>V VVJ

'

,

;

"Back Bataan" (RKO) and “East Side” (M-G). Bright $15^00 Horn" (WB), pleasing $12,000.
“Marine Haiders” (HKO) (reissues). in 9 days. Last week,“Cinderella"
Shubert (Mid-States) (2,100; 55Fair $10,000. Last Week, “Great (RKO) (2d wk), fancy $14,000.
75)
"Mother Didn’t Tell Me”
Rupert” (EL) and “Kill or Be
Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55- (20th) .(m.o.). Fairish $4,500. Last
Killed”^} tEL), luggjjish, $9^599,;
75)H‘Vhc|pr
(jl0th)/^4
week,
“Dakota Lil" (20th)i $fi,6904g
f
.

—

Louisville, April

4.

Moderate business

is on tap this
week. .New entry, “Big Wheel,” at
Loew’s State is shaping fairly
good, as is holdover of “Samson

and Delilah”

at Rialto.

Two weeks

a rather stiff assignment for that
big house, but “Samson" looks to
is

justify its

remaining bver.

Mike" (UA) and “Killer Shark”
Estimates for This Week
(Mono), also Denver, Esquire. Slow
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;
45->85)$1,400.
Last week* “Man With
“Barricade" (WB): PerkHorn”
(WB) and “Tarnished" ing somewhat, to $7,500, okay.
(Rep), $1,700.
v
8
(C;
(Continued on pugle, 26)
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1930

MCtiriltB

GROSSES

11

Piltii

But ‘CUy’ TaB 18iC
April 4.;
about what
with one ex-

Pittsburi^hy

Boost ‘Wabash’ to

Week.

;

is

jrirt

was expected here
ception.
That is “Cinderella’.’
i.

at

sooko, being; spurred on
by pheriomehal kid trade over
weekend. Otherwise, however, the
town is limp... “Corispifator” is
Stanley,

way

Chidagb, April 4.

rEstimates

Ihg here, took off to a big start
with Dean Mariin and Jerry Lewis
onstage at Chicago giving it a big
Prime $60,000 expected*
bbost;
but bi? elsewhere is sluggish for

most
.

thah-aVerage trade are three long-

Oriental

down

is

to

,

parenthetic admission
prices, however; as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
;tax.-\'^

.

•

$21,5QQ.

“Third Man” is maintaining pace,
seventh week at Selwyn, being
O’clock
$11,500 or near.
High,” in its; fifth at Woods, should
trim
$13,500,
do
Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 50-98)—
“WabaSh Aventie” .(20th) and Deaii
Martin and Jerry Lewis onstage.
Building to big $60,000. Last week,
“Man; with Horn” (WB) .with Irik
Spots (2d wk), nice $40*000.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)—
“The Killers” (U> and “Brute
Force” (U) (reissues). Nice $6,000.
Last week, “Blossoms in Dust”
(M-G) and “Johnny Eager” (M-G)
(reissues) (2d wk), $3,500.

“12

Bostoh, April

Observaiice of Holy Week is. cutiir deeply on biz hereabouts
with turnstile activity ver^ slow.
Most major houses brought in new
product for Saturday. (1) opening
to catch shoppers but it was not

Fenway (NET)

(1,373;

Nine new

China” (Par) and “Bells
Coronado” (Rep).
Slim $5,000.
Last week, “Three Came Home”
.(20th) and “Western Pacific Agent”

:

All-day

(2d wk), only $7,500 in

Orpheum (Lpew)

(3,000;

40-35)—

(F&M)
—Ambassador
“Cinderella” (RKO),

"N a

rt c y
to
Rib’,’
(M-G) arid
“Blondie’s Hero” (Col). Fair $17
000. Last week, “East Side’’ (M-G)
and “Girls’ Schooi” (Col), $23,000
for 10 days.

Coronado”

(Rep).

Last week, “Three

Mild $10,000.

(3,000; 50-7$)

United Artists (UD) (2.000; 70-

?5W‘Cargo Capetown” (Col) and
‘Military Academy” (Cbl).
Poor
week,

Last

Strangers’v (WB)
and
Agent’? (Rep), $12,000.

“Perfect
“Federal

JWadison (UD) (li800; ;70-95)—
“Outside the Wall’* (U) and ‘‘Trav^
ehng Saleswoman” (UL Slim $8,ObO.
Last week, “Great Rupert”
JLV and “Fighting Redhead”

W

|

,

!

session.

ties”

(Mono), $6, $00.
^Adams (Balaban) 0.700; 70-95)—
polish Heart” (RKO). Okay $9,.000.
Last week, “East Side” (M-G)
and 'Leave to Henry” (Mono) <2d
wk), $8,000.
Bowntowii (Balaban) (2,900; 7095;)— “Conspirator”
;

m’

HmVI

(M-G) and “PaI2S ® Meets Humphrey” (Mono)
(2d wk);
Uninspiring $5,000. Last
week,a^.0a0i no

•

—

.

)

;

,

,

j

,

i

i

^

Inv.)

(589;

(8):

$1;20-

$2.40)

day

(7).

Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
“Fallen Idol” (SRO) (21st Wk), The
20th stanza ended Monday (3) held
up very strongly at $6,006 after
$6,400 for 19th week.
Stays on,
with "Winslow Boy” (EL) coming
in next.

TransTLiix 66th St. (T-L) (453;
74-$1.50)— “Tight Little Island” (U)
(15th wk). Fourteenth round ended last Saturday (1) was $5,006,
very fine fbr this stage of run,
after $5,500 for 13th week.
Victoria

(City

Inv.)

95-

(1,060;

$1.50)—“Third Man’f (SRO) (9th
wk).
Holding up surprisingly
strong in face of downbeat with
rousing $24*006 in current stanza
ending today (Wed.) after $25;260
week. Stays on iqdef

f or ypighth

.

Wife,” nice at Palace.
only fair.
Estimates for This Week
Estimates for This Week;
Loew’s (CTI (2.855; 40^65)
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2, 800; 50- “Inspector General” (WB) (2d AVk).
9())-r“Square DariCe Katy” (Mbrio) Still big $19,000 followirig sock
^
with Vaughn Monroe orch, others first at $25*000,
Capitol (C.T.) (2,412;. 34-60)-4
Sockeroo $24,000. Last
onstage.
weekt “Holiday Affair” (RKQ) and “King’s Men’’ (Gol) (2d wk). Okay
“Federal Agent” (Rep), tepid $7,- $8,000 after good $14,500 for
second.
600 at 44-65C scale.
Palace (C.T.) (2,625; 34-60)^
Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65)—
“Dear Wife” (Par). Nice $16,000
Home’’
(20th)
arid
“Willie Comes,
“Fighting Stallion” (Indie). Thin or near. Last week, “Key to City”
Last week, “Chain Light- (M-G), $15,500.
$8,500.
Imperial (G.T.) (1,839; 26^45)—
ning” (WB) and “Palooka Meets
and
Sea Sinner” (tJ)
(Mono),
modest “South
“Black
Midnight’^ iU) ,(2d wk).
$10,000.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2;427| 44-65)— Okay $7.Gb() after neat $9,500
“CpriSpii’ator’V CM-G) and “Palo- opening sessionV
34-60)—
Princess (C.T.) (2.131
mino” (Gol). Fairish $10, 000. Last
Trim $9,000.
week, “Nancy To Rio” (M-G) arid “Backfire” (WB).
(M-G),
Hand”
Last
week,
“Black
bke
(Col),
$11,500.
“Bodyhold”
44-65)— $7,000.
(1,600;
(G-D)
Lyric
34-60'^
(1
040;
Orpheum (C.T.)
"Proudiy We Hail” (Par) and
“Wake Island” (Par) (reissues). “Carnegie Hall” U A an(l “FabuOke
Last Week, “Young ;lous Joe” (UA) (reissues’.
Fair $5,000.
“Tension”
week.
Last
Daniel Boone” (Mono) arid “(jrand $6,000.
Gld Opry” onstage, modest $11,- ;rM-G) and “Shamrock”.., (M-G),
<
t
000 at. 50-85C scale,
i

.

— (City
“Red

Shoes” (EL) (76th
wk).
Continues surprisingly firm
Firte I«C,
in view of conditibns with $7,500
4'.
Montreal, April
or near for current session after
Plenty of holdovers here cur$8,000 for 74th *frame.
Continues
rently and nearly all are doing
well.
Top riewcoirier is “Dear onv

;

^

(RKO) opens Saturday

Bijou

,

^

80-$1.75)

(5,886;

week, “Under My Skin” (20th) and
China Doll Revue onstage (2d Wk),
slow $40,000.
TwenState (LoeW's) (3,450; 55-$1.50)—
“Golden
Saturday
bn
(8),
ties” goes into Astor, “City Lights” ^Outriders” (M-G) (4th-final wk).
Down
to thin $7,000 or near foi" 8
into Globe, and “Reformer and
Redhead” plus Sammy Kaye band days ^after $9,000 last week. “Nancy
and Naricy Walker start at CSpitol. Goes To Rib” (M-G) opens tomorThe Mayfair is holding “Cinde- row (Thurs.).
Strand ( WB) i2,776; 55-$2)— “Barrella” over Easter Sunday, with
“Guilty pf Treasbri” starting Mon- ricade” (WB) plus Count Basie
Paramourit brings in, orch, Billie Holiday topping stage
day (10).
its Easter bill Wednesday (12)* be- bill (2d-final wk);
Down to around
ing topped by “Riding High” and $21,000 after mild $34,000 opener.
Billy Eckstine, Heririy Youngman “Damned Don’t Cry” (WB) with
Peter Lind Hayes, Mary Healy,
onstage:
Miguelito Valdes orch arid PanEstimates for This Week
70- Americari revue .onstage opens FriAmbassador (Sirftiky^)

^

Humphrey”

!

(20th)

abouts, biggest' initial session here
i|^ many weeks.
Holds indef. Last

—

'

wk), $12,000.

Roxy

“Cheaper By Dozen” (20th) plus
Fran Warren topping stageshow.
Hitting smash J115,000 or there-

Faricy $18,Last week, “Singing Guns”
(Rep)
and “12 O'Clock High”
(20th) (2d wk); $7,500.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)— “Tarzan and Slave Girl’’ (RKO) and
vaude. Mild $16,000. Last w^eek,
“The Outlaw” (RKO) and vaude,
sock $22,000.
(1.100;
Loew’s (Loev^ (3,172; 50-75)—
“Scandals of Clochemerle”
“Big Wheel” (UA) and“Bodyhold” $1)
(Gol)'.
Mild $14,000. Last week, (Siritzky) (2d wk). Wound up ini“Conspirator” (M-G) and ^‘Kazan’’ tial week last Monday (3) with very
big $9,500, best here iri many
(Col), $15,000.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)— weeks. Looks in for run. Previ“Perfect
Strangers”
( WB)
and ously used second-runs and oldies.
“They Live By Night” (RKO) (2d
Astor (City Iriv.) (1,300; 6Q-$1.50)
wk).
Down to $6,000 following —“Three Game Home” (20th) (7thlight $7,000 initial stanza.
final wk).
Limping along, With
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)— only $9,500 for si^th week ended
J
“Francis” (U) and “Blondie’s Hero” Monday (3) after slow $13,000 forj
(Col) (3d wk).
Off to $7,000, rtill week ahead. Stays only four days
oke,
after big $12,000
second! of seventh round. “Golden Twen-

<

70-95)^

regular 14th week.
“Comanche
Territory” (U) opens Friday (8).

i

,

“Barricade” (WB) and “Tyrant of
Sea” (Mono). Okay $16,000. Last
week, “Black Hand” (M-C) (2d

(Par)

Park Ave*

i

Came Home”
.

fine $24,500.

“Samson and Delilah”

(15th-final wk). Modest $10,500 in
8 days after okay $12,500 for

final

.

(1,700; 40-85)

MONROE HELPS

—

bd launched

tory” at Rivoli; “Love Happy” at
Criterion; and “Run for Money’’ at

000,

(20th) and “Western Pacific Agent”
(Lip) (2d wk-10 days), $14*000,
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)—
“N a n c y to Rio” (M-G) and

Obe $16,000;

—

.

.

during the next few days to take
advantage of the Easter upswing.
“Nancy Goes to Rio’’ opens tomprrPw (ThUrs.) at the State.
Friday openings are “Damned
Don?t Cry” with Peter Lind Hayes,
Mary Healy* Miguelito Valdes
band at Strand; “Comanche Terri-

St. Louis, April 4.
Tain, vvith intermittent

10 hail, ushered in Holy Week here
in this heavily populated Catholic
Memorial (RKO) (3,500; 40-85)— city, with more followirig yesterday
(Mon.). This combo is not doing
“Francis” (U) arid “Black Shadows”
(EL). Down to $16,000 for second mainstem theatres any good. “Cinstanza after okay $21,500 in first. derella,” with seldom-used' 8:30
.Metropolitan (NET) (3,500; 40- a.ni, opening, is on its way to fancy
85)— “perfect Strangers” (WB) and session at tbe Ambassador but it
“Killer Shark” (Mono).
Opened is the sole new entry to do much.
slowly Saturday (1);
Lart week, “Francis” still is doing okay in
“Paid in Full” (Par) and “Federal third week at the "St;' Louis,
Agent” (Rep), neat $24,000.
Estimates for This Week

98)—

bills will

^

(Mage)

(594; 44-98)
"Without Pity” (indie) (4th wk).
Third round ended lart night
(Tubs.) heltf strongly at around
$8,000 after fast $10,000 for second week: Excellent ballyhoo is
going far in putting over Italianmade pic.
jHvbll (UAT-Par) (2,092; 90-$1.8b>

,

“Capt.

(Lip)
days*

$94,000.
Rialto

w h i I e “Ciriderella” continues
smash with $25,000 for sixth
frame. “Cargo to Capetown,” with
vaude, is good $18,000 at Palace.
Most other spots are very light.

40-85)r-r

“Blondie’s Hero” (Col). Fair $11
000. Last week, “East Side” (M-G)
“Girls’ School” (Col), $17,000
and
the
Holy week combined with
Chrysler strike is cutting the take in IQ days.
here to lowest point this year,
“Barricade” at the Palms, “Key to
City” at .Michigan and “Foolish
Heart” at the Adams are okay to
fair.
The rest are slim to poor.
L0FTYS24,0(I0,|NDPLS.
Estimates for This Week
Indianapolis, April 4.
Fox (Fox-Mich) (5.000; 70-95)—
Holy Week biz is resultirig in
“South Sea Sinner” (U) and “Tight
Little Island” (U).
Slim $18,000.; sub-par grosses at most deluxers
Last week, “Mother Didn’t Tell here this stanza. But “Square Dance
Me” (20th) plus Jack Carson show Katy,” sparked by Vaughn Monroe
band onstage, is riding out the lull
onstage, good $34,000.
in big style at Circle to lead city
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
by wide margin. “Gorispirator” at
70-95)^“Key to City” (M-G) (2d Loew’s and “When Willie Comes
wk).
Fair $15,000.
Last week, Marching Home” at Indiana are

$10,000.

'

Paramount.
Only other Substantial business
is being done, by “Third Mari” at
the Victoria and “Cinderella’^ at
Former may reach
the Mayfair.
sock $24,000 in current (9th) round

.

Detroit, April 4.

^

(3) was down to $3,700 after
$4,200 last week. "Run For Your
Money” (U) opens Saturday (8).
yKadio City Music Hall (RockeMlers) (5,946; 80-$2.40)-^‘ -Daughter of Rosie O’Crady”. (WB) with
Easter holiday show, “Glory of
Easter,?’ onstage.
Soaring to big

:

Slow Albeit

(2;900;

day

help.

Paramount (NET)

(UD)

Holding only 4 extra
round ended Mon-

days. Seventh

:

•^“Capt; China” (Par) aind “Bells

Palms

wk).

final

,

Dull. $6,500.
Thief” at Beacon Hill are fair on “Barricade** (WB).
Last week, “Guilty Bystander”
holdovers.
(FC) and “Four Days Leave” (FO*
Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jay cox) (1,200; 56-95)— ditto.
44
Winslow Boy” (EL) (2d wk).
Slumped to $6,500 after fair $9,000

“12 O’clock High” (20th) (5th wk).
Nice $13,500. Last week, $17,00(j.
World (Indie) (587; 80)—“Bicycle
Thief” (Indie) (7th wk). Smart
Last week, $5,000.
$4,500;

^

'

$61,000. “Riding High” fPar) and
Billy Eckstine, Henny Youngman,
Pete Rugolo orch operi April 12;
Park Avenue (U) (583; 90-$l:50)
—“Astonished Heart” (U) (8th-

at State

Rooseveii (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)—
“Wake Island” (Par) and “Proudly
We Hail” (Par) (reissues) (2d wk).
Mild $7,000. Last week, $10,000.
SelWyn (Shubert) (1,000; 98$1.20)—“Third Man” (SRO) (7th
wk). Still great at $11,500 or near.
Last week, $12,500.
State-Lake (BgcK) (2.700; 50-98)
—“Perfect Strangers’’ (WB). Light
$15,000. blast week, “Black Hand”
(M-G) (2d wk), $10,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 5098)—“Paid in Full” (Par) and “Unmasked” (Rep) (2d wk). Drab $6,000 or close. Last week, $9,000.

’Barricade’

McKinley

“Nancy Goes to Rio” real action in town, sock $18,500. is headed: for $115,000 initial
“Capt: Carey* $144,000* ibest opening frame here
and Oipheum looks best Holds for Easter Week. Last week, stanza, also big.
with “Captain China” at P^a- “Perfect Strangers” (WB); dim U. S. A.,” With Mel Torrtie, EUa in some time. Holds, natch! Last
mount arid Fenway mild. “Wins- $8,500.
Fitzgerald, Sam Donahue band, week,
“Woriian of Distinction”
Wariier (WB) (2,000; 45-80)-^ looks Only fair at
low Boy” at Astor and. “Bicycle
$60 >000 ih the (CoJ) and stageshow (2d wk);
much

$18,000.

Still

$60,000 or near. In ahead, “Franwith lUng .Cble Trio; Ray
orch (2d wk); fancy

cis” (U)

'

4.

ting

,

Dei.

Mel Torme,. Ella Fitzgerald, Sani
Donahue orch, Johnny Morgan onstage (2d-firial wk)i
First week
ended last night (Tues.) was fair

.

^

(1,073;

Paramount (Par) (3*664; 55-$1.50)
—“Capt. Carey; U.S.A.’’ (Par), plus

.

Oriental (Booth) (3,400; 50-98)—
“Golden Gloves Story” (EL) with
M;argaret O’Brien and Buddy Rog^
Looks
ers orch onstage (2d wk).
slow $21,500. Last week, $37,000. for first.
Palace
(RKO) (2,500; 98)
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (780;
“Mother Didn’t Tell Me” (20th). 40-95)—“Bicycle Thief” (Indie) (7tb
Last week, “Cin- wk).
Light $12,0d().
Oke $5,000.
Last week,
derella”
(RKO) (5th wk), big $ 6 000

(Essaness)

-

-

Grand (RKO) (1,500; 98)-:-“Outside the Wall” (U) (2d wk). Looks
sluggish $6,000. Last week, $8,000.

Woods

over, ;with pic’s Starr’ Broderick
Crawford* plugged for hhs Academy
awa^d. Last week* “Side Street”
(M-Gi plus vaude, solid, $21,500,
over hopes.

-

The

'

;

'

..come.:..•..:-

“Golden Gloves Story,” with
Margaret. O’Brien and Buddy Rogers band in person in second week
at

week, ’vGuilty. of Treason’*
(EL) opens Monday (10).
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 55-$L20)^
"Car^o To Capetown’’ (Col) and
vaude. Looks good $18,00(1 or a bit
fifth

'

Film gtosS estimates as reported herewith from the Varicities* are net, i.e„
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net ln•

run holdovers. "Perfect Strangers,”
at State-Lake, is mild $1 5,000. Only
other newcomer in town, “Mother
Didn’t Tell Me,” is only $12,000 at
palacei

Are Net

ous key

pics doing better-

Only

part*

off at Pehn, arid only Fulton
Broadway first-run bpxoffice is
showing a faintly respectable trend followirig the usrial Holy Week
on holdover of “Three Came pattern this session, with the
.Home.”'bright spots an exception. ^Hdwever, two new bills are registering
Estimates for This
smash
totals and hinting that bet^
'Barry (SkirbaH) (1,100; 45-80 )t“Port New York” (EL) and VBloride tev trade may develop With the arrival
of
new, stroriger product arid
Dynamite” (Morio).
No action
The way that
with $4,000* Last week, “Pirates Easter" Suriday,;
crowds poured in at the Muric
Caprf’ (FC), $4,500.
"
Hall
there’s
and
Roxy
indicated
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 45-80)—
“Three Game Home”^ (20th) (2d business around wheft the public
the
certairi
has
yen
shows.
to
see
wk).
Holding up * fairly well at
Aside from laying out coin for
around $8,000 on top of nice $12*000 last week. Hangs around ex- Easter outfits* the final week pi
tra 3 days to give “Wabash Ave- Lent arid admittedly sluggish econue” (20th) an Easter opening nomic conditions, big N. Y. deSaturday (8)*
luxers had to contend with modHarris (Harris) (2,200; 45-80)— erate to springlike Weather much
Opening of the
“Nevadan” (Col). Fair $8,000 or of the week.
near.
Lart week, “Baby Makes Ringlirig circus today (Wed.) is riot
Three” ( Col) yanked after 5 slim viewed as helping either.
days at $5,000.
Annual Easter show oil the
Penn (Loew’s) (3*300; 45-80)— stage, with “Daughter
Rosie
“Conspirator” (M-G). ^Orily $11,- O’Grady,” is bririgirig the Music
000 looms, light.
Last .week, Hall a big $144,000 opening week.
“Nancy to Rio” (M-G), average Per usual, it is the “Glory of
$18,000 in 10 days.
Easter” pageant that is provirig a
Staiite^ (WB) (3,800; 45-80)— big magnet. Hall starts giving ex<” (RKQ),
“Cinder*
Crlx clasped tta shows Friday (7).
this one co their .bosoms and so
;“Gheaper by Dozen,” With a
apparently is everybody else. Only stagebill headed by Fran Warren,
;

Wabash Avenue,” world preem-

'

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 55-$1.50)
plus
George Paxton orch, Artie Dann,
Sylvia Froos (2d-firial wk). Down
to $25,000 or Close, dull after light
Sylvia Firoos re$33,000 opener.
placed Toni Arden, who left because of illnessi in second week.

—“Yellow Gab Man” (M-G)

“Reformer
With

Walker topping stage
(8).

bill

'

opens comers hardest hit. Sturdy holdovers, like “Third Man” at Play-

On

abbreviated holdover
round looks like only $7,500 after
lightweight $12,000 Opener. “LoYe
Happy.” (UA) opens Friday (7).
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$L20)
“Outlaw” (RKO) (7th-fihal wk).
0.fr to $7,000 or under in final
frame, but okay fbr sevehth week^
Sixth w'as $9,500. making highly
sUcces.sful run. “City Lights” (UA)
(rei.^.'iue). opens Saturday (8\
Mayfair (Brandt) a.73G: 50-$1.20)
“Ginderella” (RKO' (7th-firial
Still hording up at around
wk).
$25,000 fo]|’ sixth §tan?a jnciy la^t

—

—

Island* 9(|* 2d
Washington April 4.
*

Criterion (Mo.ss) (1*700; 50-$l,75)
—“Buccaneer’s GirT* (U). (2d Wk-6
day.*;).

Nai2G,

Redhead” (M-(j)
Holy Week promises to take its
Kaye orch, Nancy usual toll of towri’s b.o,; with new-

arid

Sammy

Saturday

uim D C.;

In

.

:

house,

“Tight

Little

Island” Vat

and Duppnt, and “Red
Shoes” at Trans-Lux, seem to be

Little

‘Ginderella”
holding their oytti.
tapering off; but may build during schobl holiday if hel dover.
Of newcofners, *' Yellow Cab Man”
at Loew’s Capitol seems best bet.
is

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s)’ (2,434; 44-74)^
Cab Mari
(M-G ) pliii
vaude. Good $23,000. Last week,
“Key to City” (M-G) (2d wk) plui
vaude, nice $17,000.
Dupont (Lopert) (386; 50-85)—*
“Tight Little Island” (U) (2d
“ Yell ovv

’

’

(fconftfivieid 'oh^

page
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Bonn,' Germany, March 28.
Follbwini? months of inaction,
the Council of the Allied High

:

'

London^ April

:

Gpmmission

this

inachinery

for

Vienna; March

=

UFA

f erring

!

American

the

officials over,

means

’

i

.

m

Which the human ear*has ever been
exposed.
Programs in some 40
languages battle for supremacy on

j

of executing the terms of the decartelizatipn law.
tiffing of the British and; American occupation toppers was highlighted by a variety ..of charges,
Chief of the U. S, officials’ assri'-.
tions was the claim that the British
deliberately used dilatory tactics to
It
sabotage the entire program.
Was also said that the British were
hoping for an Allied deadlock as
an excuse for turning back the dissolution program to the Germahs.
Vaiiks naturally feOl that if the
.

;

Bonrt;

UFA

government were tossed the
it would

decarteiizatlon reins,

go about its chore in a decided halfhearted manner.
'

:

:

recalled, had a virtually complete film monopoly during

UFA,

it’s

Since 1945 the
combine’s holdings jhave been conby agencies of Military Government and the Commission.
Total assets of the various properties are now estimated to be Worth
between 40 to 50,000,000 Deusche
the Nazi regime,

;

trolled

Marks ($12^$15;000,006
cial rate of

exchange )

thU offiHowever,

at
.

this estimate doesn’t include the oi'
ganization’s liabilities,
in its heyday had
While

UFA

:

producing companies, bnly
one, Munich’s Bavaria Filmkunst,
Filmkunst is
is no w in bperation.
said to hold 50% of western Germany’s feature film Capacity, Also
still functioning is Mars Film in
Berlin’s British sector. Other UFA

nine

.

.

•

’

include Universum Film,
owner Of studios leased by UFA’S
producers, as well as some
assets

.

affiliated

40 firstruh film theatres, laboratories. muric publishing houses, etc,
Tobis Tonbild Syndikat; a patent
h olding company, rounds ou^ U FA.

Lima, Peru, March 28.
Although the 756 feature films
Imported in 1949 was ah increase
over the preceding year’s total,
the American share of the market
The U. S.
dipped considerably.
sent 380 films into the country In
Mexir no alternati've.
1 948 and only 295 last year;
Even the last-minute scramble by
cb, England, Spain, Italy and Argentiha all increased their pprtloh the Assn, of Cine Techniclaris, who
sent theii menibbrs lobbying to the
of the market,
This was described as partly dub House of Goiriinoris to get support
tp imprpyed product from the com- from Members bf Parliament ip fapeting nations and partly because ybr of retaining the pr^
quota
they otter cheaper terms.
of 40%, produebd hothing more
than an odd ^speech or two during
the debate.; This was a last-minutb desperate endeavbr to setui^
;

,

Industrial Decohcentration Group
(DIDEG); Commissl6n-s decision
Is retroactive to Sept. 21, ’4d.
Ip the past, no means existed for
the dissolution of UFA within the
scope of existing Allied military
government legislation. Originally, the occup^ying powers; voted to
turn over administration of the

,

FRENC» PIX

Zuricb, April 4,
For the first time Zurich has had
• film festival of its own, March
27 to 31, devoted entirely to the
first presentation of several important new French-made pix. The
following were selected for the occasion
“La Beaute du piable”
“Beauty of the Pevil” ) by Bene
Clair* “Un Homme Marche .Pans
;

(

,

’‘A Man Marches Through
Town”) by Marcel Pagliero; “Nous

la Vil le ”

(

,

Irons

,

a
Parish’);

Paris ’

(

“We’ll

Go

to

by Jean Boyer; “Rehclezvous Avec la Chance” (“Pate Wi
Luck”) by E. E* Relnert; “La
Souriciere;’ by Henri Calef; “La
Marie du Port” (“Marie pf the
Harbour’’), by .Marcel Carne; “Miquette eU sa Mere” (“Miquelte aud
Her Mother”), by H. G- Clouzot|
,

i

;

;

;

A

when he

'^'previouslyi

said his

own

would make 60 pix
Had that been
during 1948-49.
forthCbming, said the Board of
Trade prexy, the quota they would
have been asked to approve that,
evening would have been well over
•50%,
Wilson charged the industry, with
having ‘’let dowri” the government
over the last two or three years
and claimed it had not fully seized
the opportunities provided for it^
From all sides of the house
speakers blamed the high tax level
as a contributory factorln the production decline. Principal opposi(Coritinued on page 18)
organization

^

,

‘Home of Brave’

Still

On

•

;

UA

‘ANNIE,’

'

‘SALESMAN’

W

September, the Minister of the
Interior hasn’t yet given his decir
Sion.
“Intruder in the Diist”
(M-G), which also has an anti-Negro theme, has. strahgely enough,
been passed by the Censor Board
for exhibition to European adults
only.
Legit production bf “Hbme of
the Brave” is to he produced at
Labia theatre, Cape Town, by Leonlast

the Danish legit scene, with
two newe.st arrivals, “Annie,
Your Gun,” at the Nbrrebro,
“Death bt‘ a* Salesman,” at
Kpngelige
teater,
getting

the

Get
and

the
tbp
honors.
After the surprisingly weak busines.s “Show Boat” did
at the
Norrebro, this popular operetta
theatre scored a bullseye with
Gtete Thoridahl as An“Annie.”
This
nie shows plerity of talent.
young peasant girl from Jylland is
only In her early 20's, but in little
over, a year she has become a star
Her
in revue, radio and operetta.
first big break came early last year

:

;

ard Schach. Censor Board has no
juriSdicUpn over legit shows in any
event, but play is about .anti-'Seinitism, whereas the screen version
has an anti-Negro theme, which is
generally taboo in South Africa,
and ..everi more so today with the
color phobia of the present government.

“Oklahoma!” and now
shown that she
has voice, vitality and acting abilEthel Merni an
big
the
to
tackle
ty

as

Addie

in

as Annie she has.

)

AIR ACES FOR ‘HELIZ’

;

“El

is

28.

Soviet film exhibitors h a ve
bought the Italian film, ‘Xadri di
Biciclette” (“Bicycle Thieves” ) for
showing Iri Moscow, accord ing to
pix authorities herCi
The Soviet exhibitors previouriv
bought Rossellini’s “Open; City”
and another Italian film, “Favorite

picked best film for 1949.
“Best
Years of Our Lives” (RKO’ and
Gteen Dolphin Street” (M-G) also
Ari-aj’
were high on the list.

;

V

role..

Sydney, March

28.,

there were
Harry Wren, head of Celebri ty
getting “Sales- Theatre, Lid,, ah indie unit run-;
many
man” ready for the premiere’. ning revues around the VAu.s.sie
Denmark’s most famous character zones, has lined up Roy Rene
and Hal Lashwopd for hjs
actor. Foul Beumert, gave Up the ( “Mo”
role during the first rehearsals. “Hellzappppiri’" •shPw, timed to
He’s in hi$ middle 60’s, and felt he debut at the Empire / here,, Easter
strength for thb Willy Monday, in .association with J. C.
lacked
Loman role. Other actors also [Williamson; The air comedians
come in “ia deal with Colgalegave up .their, parts in the play.
But with Johannes Meyer as Falmolr’Cv
Cast includes “Snowball” Whithero
operetta:
famed
Lohian and
Poul BeichaAlt as Biff, the Arthur tier, Dorothy Jean, Maurice & MarMiller play got a top reception: lene, A I Thomas; David Hogarth,
Now the press ;i.s severely: criticiz- Frof. Mattison, Alby Franks, Reg
ing the state-supported Kpngelige i Thorpe, Bqzp Hayes and Billie
At

the

Kohgelige

difficulties

:

Amo

OK

Cape Town, March 22.
“Horiie of the Brave”
(UA)|
which was banned last July by the
South African Boatd of Film Censors, is sti 11 i n the can.
Although
an appeal was lodged and heard

Copenhagen, March 28.
American plays are dominating

'

South Africa Ban List
While ‘Intruder’ is

HITS IN

m

.

'

have long been sought by J, Arthur
Rank, who in the past has been
Britain’s most prolific producer;

Lovers,” with Claudette Colbert
and Joel McCrea, Mary Astor and
Rudy Vallee, issued by Transpcean,
is grossing big, although obviously
Very tniich “datbd.”
Madrid, March 28.
After being held up by censorFrench producer George Lass ship for almost two jjears, RKO has
has been in Spain for the last two at last been able to arrange for
weeks discussing the pbssi bilities “Mburning Becomes Electra” to go
of making Frahco-Spanish pix in on at the Broadway arid Liixor thecolor using the Cinefotocolbr sys- atres siniultaneously this week.
temi of Mangrane and Fernando
There is even the first postwar
Granada.
This system has been Austrian picture on the Radar
evolved in Spain vuth the help screen, distributed by Monitor.
of German technicians, who have
This is. “Per Hbfrat Geiger,” a mubeen working in the film industry sical coiriedy reriiiniscent of “White
since before the W'ar, and has been Horse Inn,” with Maria Andergast,
used with a certain success for the Waltraut Haas, Paul Hoerberger
last 12 months;.
and Hans Moser.
This is ano tiler step towards a
“Stairway to Heaven” has been
closer collaboratibn between the
the firstrun Ideal;simulind ii s- reissued at
French and Spanish fil
“The Dead of
taneously With
tries, in which the French seem
pix
moment pariicularly iriter- Night,” arid both these British air^
at; the
together go to make a f
running
ested-;
Aires
Madri4 studios are busy. At the ly attractive bill in a Buenos
local productions
G.E A, studios the Fenin^uia Films which has more
its screens than ever
appearing
oh
ha.s
Completed the interiors of
history.
“Cueritos de la Alhambra (.“Al- before in it’s
“Aimafuerte” (Argentino Sonb
and the troupe,
hambra Tales”
under director Florian Rey, is go- Film) wound up at the AmbaSsadbr
ing to Granada on location. The after a record 14'Week run, with
Maria Felix sfarrer, ‘'Saturday “La Barca Sin Fescadbr” (Emelco).
night,” wiir be; ready by the end following;: “Nacha ’Begules’Ms in
its fifth week at the Gran Rex, and
of.. April.',Ropteuce has started prepara- looks likely to continue at least urir
tory. 'Work fpr “Wolfram,’’ the Mur til aftef Eastes.
Oti opus that will have Tilda Thamar as femme lead. At the same
Eire Rc- Pacts Abbey Graht
preparing

Producers

Rome, March
21.

That tome^'pibg next October.
output, he pointed out when'
winding up the debate, wais equal
to ;the guarantee which j. Arthur
.Rank^himself had given two years
tal

.

the shows.

March

riew huota percentage, Wilson told the Commons in opening
the debate, had been based on an
assumption that betwben 50-60 pix
W'ould be available in the year coin-

'

U

.

The

..

)

Pub^

‘

;

Tel-Aviv,

a reprieve for uhemploybd filni,
workers. Who were doomed from
.the start.'

°

ciatipn p.f all French produciers. Alcade de Zalamba.”
Abput a dozen top person alities of
tlve French screen made
‘BICYCLES’ TO MOSCOW;
p a ’s at

Foil of readers by Kolnpa. only
cinema mag in Israel, resulted in
Johnny Belinda” (WB> being

'

,

closely adjacent or Often simultaneous channels. General effect in
most locations has been improvement of distant receptipn, in which
-Goihparatively few listeners are intereMed, and definite deterioration
in listenabiiity of home stations, in
Mexico City; April 4.
Fix biz Is to get ah impottant which most families are most ihtmv
ested,:;'
artistic and coin hypo; this year
'The hassle has endless ijacets.
London, April 4.
with the production in; Mexico pf
at least IQO pix, represeiiting an ex- One of niost importarit is the fact
another criris,
Squeezed by
penditure of $20-$30, 000,000, by that the' Gopenhagen meet failed British filmmakers last webk apto
take
into
account
S.-oper ated pealed to the Treasury for a subtop U. S. and European prpducers,
according to Andres Serra Rojas, army transmitters and “Voice of sidy to help them beat bff Cl5mpe-“
prez of the Mexican film industry’s A merica” relay stations, some of tition from Americari pictures.
own bank, the Banco Naciorial which slam it out onVchoice dial delegation which represerited hotli
Cihematografico, after a Ipngthy Spots with huge power, up to 100 the British Film Producers A^sn,
talk with President - Miguel Ale- kw in Individual cases, " Th®breti- and the Cihematograpli Exhibitprs
man.(Continiied On page 18)
Assn, outlined the industry’s probBanker said all top U. S. and
lems to Financial Secretary
Epropean companies have applied
las.- Jay.
to the Mexican government for
Nothirig short of £3,000,000 to
permits to make pix in Mexico,
£ 3,500,000 ($8,400,00b-$%800,000),
during the year. Cheap peso, curthe delegation emphasized,, would
rently 11.58c per dollaif; good
U.S. FiIdis in Buenos Aires; rescue the industry from its
studios and help-^playei’S and techplight.
As a means bf financing
nicians— as Well as climate are big
the subsidy It was suggested that
draws for the foreign producers,
the government hand producers a
Buenos Aires, April 4.
he .said. He assorted fullest facilione-eighth rebate from gross film
ties are allowed Ml who want to
Aithbugh no U. SV films have earnings.
make pix in Mexico and the phly been imported into Argentina since
under the proposal subriiitted to
demand on them is that they obey March of last year, distributors in the. Treasury, the boxbttige rebate
Mexican law which makes a must Buenos Aires still manage to scrape would be extracted from the govof Mexican help dominating in the up a few pictures for release every ernment’s 40% entertainments tax,
making Pf each such pix, thbugh now. and then and the past Week which amounted to £38,000,00()
some imported stars, directors and has usherbd in ihore of these than (.$106,400,000) last year. Moreover,
technicians Me allpwed.
for^ a long time past. /
benefits would be awarded film'has just released “Don’t makers only when they actually
Trust Your Husband” at the Opera, place a picture in production. Reand at the Suipacha “My Wife’s bates from the eritertainments tax

Fest was organized by UhifranceFllm, Paris, recently-founded asso- studios Del

Israelites Pick ^Belinda.’

:

,

.

FEST; ALL

debate reseiBbled a funeral braThe spirit appeared to have
been knocked but of the prbtagonists of a high quota and from every
part of the House there was a seribns realization that the British
filiri industry was In great difficulties. The fact that Harold Wilson’s order was accepted without
a divisibn, indicated that there was
tion. ,

Riih

:

Reich-owned motioh picture property will be the IJocartelization and

Sli^nf Id

hew IfR. FOihs

at laM -year’s Copenhagen convention went into effect^ European
Glasgow, April 4.
radio reception; has been in the
Scotland’s most successful legit
wilderi mess in broadcariing hisrevue in years, ‘‘The Tintock Cup,” tory. An eyenirig
ramble up and
originally skedded for a fbur^week
dp wn the dials sounds like a Chistint, closed here Saturday (1) at
nese fire drill, with scarcely any
Gitizens thpatre after 15, weeks and single
station enjoying a really
1 16 performances; ;
clear
channel.
Virtually every
it brought $66;6 o 6 to th e bojctransmitter, on the Continent and
pffice, bdoriing considerably' the
British Isles was switched a few
ftnahces of this longhair theatre.
kilocycles pne way or another.
Tyrone Guthrie’s -Top of the
Net result has been the most
Ladder” preemed Monday (3).
onumental j amming carnival to

tijans-

breakup vto the German states but
never carried out their plan. Since
UFA 's liquidation was decreed
more than six months ago, the long
delay has been marked by constant
squabbling between British ahd

the

frequency assignments agreed Upon

OK

After

film corhbine by
its assets to private Ownership; Agency Which will 'be respoiisible for disposal of former

giant

when

Since March 15,

week lirtally set up
hreaking up the

4.

The speeches riaafie in the House
of Con|mons during the 30% quota

2i8.

The Irish government Is to continue its £ 8,400 a year subsidy to
the Abbey 'iheatre during 1950-51.
li will also make grants totalling
£19,480 to other organizations in
Ireland to assist the production of
plays in the Irish language.

,

]

I

.

l

Other Foreign News
On Fage 15

1

:

1

Gould is producing,
done top biz in Meh
and New Zea-i
tor Wren.

theatre, because “Salesman’V only (Porids. David
“Hellz” has
gets a few performances this month,

while

live

ballets

theatre

and

is

playing operas,

classical

plays.

;

bourne,

jlarid

Ta.smania

;

Wcdiie0jiiy« April 5,
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Trafalgar Squara

What’s In a Name?
Komei Mgrch

28.

"Home of the Brave,’V being
distributed by United Artists
here in Italy, has become
Odio” ("1 Hate”). Bob Hope
and Madeleine Garroll in ’My
Favqrite Blonde’* is khpwn
here :a$ “Lo Sjedrpione d’oro-’
’

.Sydney, Match 28
Many toj^ exhibs in the Aussie
zoiie have expressed grave concern
in recent weeks at the handling of
general newspaper criticism of pix.
Exhibs say that every inihiite d^,^
.

Proposed meashre. whereby

all

Paris, April 4.

Arthur

productipn of
“Nihotchka," at the Gymnase, starring .SQphle DesmafetS; if a smash,
good for. a year •$ run: Play opened

w

more important
World events are played down in

Picture Export Assh; The impost,
according to MPEA veepee and
general manager Irving A. Maas,
would be used to: subsidize Ausr
trian producers^
Maas feels that such a tax would
also eventually bring about a cut
in the number Of U. S. pictures released ih the Austrian market. Me

comparison,
Exhibs are also peeved at the
way pie critics attached to the
major dailies and weeklies are
slapping most of the pix from both
the U S. and England. They say
it's time something was done to
bring these critics “doiyn to earth"
from their self-imposed high place
in the celluloid sun.
Belief is held here that the film
industry will set; up its own comv
mittee within the next few weeks
to offset unfair piC criticising figuring being that it is tinie something
Was done to k.o; the knOckers/

;

Ronie, March 28.
Although the“ Italian ifilhl and
.^htertainment .business has been
buildihg rapidiy [ during thb past
few months, it’s still necessary for
those in this business to carbfully

“

MPEA

way

feql their

along, to see just

26.^^^“;
[;
industry* ineluding. chiefs of the
followed
iLesser says he’s using Paris to [hiajor trade erganizatm
try out his play, before loosing it jEinfeld’s address with a Uhgj^j^Q^
oil [BroadWay/
Though, the play appeal for a trade get-together to
had to be translated intq FrehGh, deyeldp the "hack to the filmf"
Lesser’s reasons for this unortho- drive: In Britain, and the issue Will
dqx opehihg are manifold. He fays be raised by exhibitors, distribs
that in NeW York it would cost and producers at meetings of their
$60,000 to launch' his show, where- respecUVe. associations;
as in Paris it only came to $12;0Q0,
Explaining that 2bth-Fox had
Sets and costumes can be trans; been motivated in taking the iriitiaferired; to New Yofk under bohdi tive iri this drive because they felt
|
and they, are phehomerially cheaper there w^ a slaekenihg of the boxhere. With the added prestige of office, Einfeld emphasized that the
thei “made in Paris" label.
Stage- experiehce in the States was that
hands are fewer and cheaper here, big pictures were still taking as
as are trucking fafes.;
much as ever they had done. But
The play Ras' been adapted by if Was the iliie“A’’ picture, whieb
Melchior Lengyel from his own Was virtually the bread and butter
script of the Eriist Lubitsch pic of of the industry. Which was not doT937;French adaptation is by Marc- jng the business, v
I

What the. post war aUdiehces. care to
any have; and can pay for.
case a minimum oJj 10,000 schiliirigs: [ Motion pictures under recentiymiist be paid on each pic up to a made legislation have an extensiveKerr*^ -e Slaps Back ^
maximum of 25,0fi0 schillings. program [for the 1950 season, with
WeUihgton, March^^^
After heatedly asserting before Similar measure Was proposed over 100 films on the foster. Money
Iii

;

;

a meeting pf key New Zealand pic
exhibitors last week that the pic

:

March

said ih New York that his brganiza^'
tlbn will ’'vigqrously oppose” the
bite in every way possible;
Suggested levy, the
revealed, calls for a tax of 25% on
the first 100,000 schillings of an ihfilm’s /billings^

Lesser’s

.

.

diyidual,

agroadway ‘Tr^

*fiil,

ert”)V:''

film imported into Austria would
be taxed heavil:
a s rapped
seyerely this week by the Motion

alism here, while

Lessor Paris

’jNinotcbka>’

"Trespass,^* at the Sstirl, is
called "Prespass.’* .^‘Sword ih
Desert” is "Spade nel
Deserto’* ( "Spade in the Des-

the

cases are
of sensation-

tail of. Hollywood d^^
played to the liniit

Tax Plan on Pix

London, April 4.
Leaders of the British motion
industry acclaimed the
picture
showmanship campaign initiated by
20th-FQX in Chicago and elaborated
at a Lonefon luheheon last Friday
(3i)\by Charles Einfeld, veepee in
charge of adyertising and publicity*
given uiiddf the auspices of the
company,
Top ranking spbkesmejn of the

^

"The Golden Scorpioh”)

(

Austria

strvit(5to

about a year^ ago, but the MPEA’s has been tight at thp banks for the
quick prdtesl reportedly nipped it past couple months ;bn these, as
the banks are waiting for the good
industry had experienced intensb in the bud.
weather and
outdoor shooting Gilbert Sauvajon. Mme. Desmarets
fied criticism for a; long span,
scheduled ihfiriitely less expehsive has the Greta Garbo rble, and
Hobert Herridge, chief of the powthan studio rental fates.
erful Kerridge loop Of Cinemas OpGonir Henri Guisol is in the Mcivyn
pahies are " busy making plans, Douglas part. Lesser says he plans
erating throughout the i)oniinion
readying
dther
scripts,
that
casting parts, [get- to have a simultaneous New Yorkof New Zealand, said
ho
ting ready for a starting date in London ppening in October.;
industry was hit so often below the
;[
[
April[ they hope,
belt as the pic industry.
[
The fox'eign market for Italian rt
He said it was time that a strongr
Transmitter for
i
•Hi
K*
films has risen high in a[ short RlTAIIPn KITAII rhiriXA Ri(f
er defense was put up by aill those,
riClltll iJliCU
DIS
Vienna, March 28.
.time, and is buildiiiig constantly! It
connected with piic to oust the'
The four-power AIlied Cominis- isn’t, just a fkd in inany- epuntfies
brick throwers.
Rim
PrniliirftAric
In ^
rillll T IUUUvlIUUo
KeiTidge said that the industry sion occupied much of its last meet- to see aii. Italian picture, but they
"
^1
as a whole welcomed fust criticism irtg with question of the hew Rayag are Well /liked,- and local tradevolor r rocess
but was 'solidly against- criticism transmitter just opened at 35 kW papers ^show that they dq a good
born of ignorance. It’s understood Capacity oii Bisamberg mduntain business ip Oiher countries. For
PariQ Mgrch
Marrh ;!28.
9R
Paris!
that Kerridge Will ask for the. set- just outside Vienna, in the Russ instance, Holland Had five Italian,
big productiort pix will
Three ii.
Ra vag, although technical pictures during the past month, all
ting up of a special industry public zone.
Eyen Italian dpeu- soon be.on the floors to b.e shot in
relations department to offset un- ly ah Austrian government radio doing well.
fa ir criticism how being leveled at monopoly^ is under Soviet control, ttientaries afe being made in. great^
and the Kremlin has consistently er quantity "with a rCasPnable mafthe industry generally.
than its predecessors Ahscoeolor,
refused to ioosen its cliitches; even ket lnyiewv
Hfluxcblor
and Afffacolor T>auU
though U. S. and British dcciipiers
For the Eastef w^k, however,
oechaSne holds
offered to do likewise in caserof stu<Ros- wiR maintain only ^ skele^
j

-

*

|

Ih a detailed anaiysis, of the ebntehts bl a "ShoWnaan's; G^

j
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;
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.

new

^

;
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"

Better Business," which had been
prepared as ah industry aid by
20th-FoX, .Einfeld agreed that many
of the proposals contained therein
Would nof be suitable for Britain.
Many, hoWever, might readily be
adapted, and in all there was the
which might be:
developed to attract to the bqxoffice more, and more new patrons.
Free passes for new residents
which might yield lO Gustemers in
a Week, Would mean 500 in
Was one of the many ways
that might be considered for building. up theatre rbeeiptSi
The speeches that followed by

%e

:

2NEWPIAYS,

their nets here.

ton

and pf dducejrs’

crew,

offices
will be quiet.
It is ifadifional to
make few appointments for this
time of year, with many Pf the

The big transmitter Was built and
opened on Russian orders Withipiit

be the fimt time^that color Wilt

Edinburgh, March 28. s the necessafy consent of the foiir
powers repped in the Allied Coun- pppulatipn taking a week cr two
The Old Vic Theatre Co. will cil. Geo. Geoffrey
Keyes, the tJ.S. vacation.
give the first public performance
High Commissioner^ attempted to
There should be plenty dping
in 220 •yeai'S of Ben JonsOn's
bring the Soviets to task for doing after the Easter season, and warm“Bartholomew Fair” at this yearns so,
but got nowhere, for the pres- er w;eather has set in. One Lux
Edinburgh Intern atiohal Festival ent at
least, when the Red commis- film was sent to Sicily to evade tfie
of Music and Drama,.skedded for
sioner depied having anything to March winds, but instead ran into
A u g. 20-Sept. 9.
do with: the Bisamberg project, de- snowstorms and heavy rains> an
Lord Provost Sir Andrew Mur^
’

Cinematograph Exhibitoi;s Assn.; D.

EdS

•

^niatograph

Sir

Renters Society;

|

^To Gover^ V
V
producers atrical and Kine Employees; Sir.
^have picked themselves;
three of France’s im- Alexander B. King, and Sam Ecktary of the National As.sn. of The-

’

,

portant meggers tq direct the first
l^ree hojpefuls with star appqal.
ThCy are Yves Allegret,; noted for
^^P® Clement of
Baftle of the vRails" fame,^ ^nd
Chnstian-Jaque, who did
Gar-:

Jr.i local Metro topper; struck
complete, note of imaniini1y. Einaddress was described as
stimulating and novel and a ehalienge to all section.s of the industrycollectively, they
:ijjUiViduM^^

man,

feld’s

.

.

i

;

spite
letter to the Commission .unheard of thing that far south,
from Austrian Chancellor Figl say- but this served as example to other [ The first pie, to be directed by Ienge Would be niet and that they
ing "special Russian orders had -studios,'-'
Yves Allegret, is "Nez De ''Cuir" would work together in concert to
been issued for the buildihg and
("Wax Nose”),; which is to; be a fo- pfepaf b a ‘‘back to the films’’ caihjunket-^three presented by Glas-

ray. cliairmah Of the Festival Spciety, announced that there Will be
four plays at the 1950 lohghair

.

j

dperatiori of the station;
Keyes stated he had no speciar
beef bn Bisamberg’s; operation as
such. Just Wanted the Russians to

gow Citizens Theatre with specially
augmented casts, ahd^one by the

mantic swashbuckler [and stars [ paign in[ Britain.
Jean Marais ari^ Brigette Auber:
..Clepient Will - do
^Iclla,’
Witten by ^Ai^re^aul Antoine^
SET
the story of an idealistic young

|

-.'

Old. Vic.
New plays will; be

"The Queen’s
Comedy," by James Bridie, in
Which femme lead will go to Sonia
Dresdel, and "The Atom Doctor,”
by Eric LinklateT, based on a
theme by Ben Jonson and with a
modern setting in a Scottish city.
Both these dramas will be produced by Tyrone Guthrie.

admit

if it

it,

were a Russian

.

II A

:
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tion, or close it if it’s an Austrian
Mexico City, April 4.
girl who devotes herself to easing
one constructed Without the necesA Spanish pic, CIJIFSA’s "Ldcu- the lives of the soldiers during the.
sary four-power permission. That’s ra de Ainor" (“Love Madness”), a war. This to feature Nicqle GourLondon! April 4!
the way it how stands and it’s un- costume drama, was the bpxoffice cel, a new French star. Christianr
Stanley French, and pan O’Neil’s
likely anything more will be dohe. champ- here last year, grossing
"The Platinuiri
of
Presentari^^^
A
[$147,575 in 105 days, according to of Blue Beard; With Micher Si - gg^<» by Reginald Denham and
exhibitors’ figures.
nion _ in the^ title role.
His rcM A^ary Oi'fv b
Warm audience
Runnerup was "Joan of Arc” beard wiU be dyed for the part, j-ggeption at the Saville theatre last
Mex Cify Deluxe Filmer,
(RKQ), which grossed $68,935 in The curious girl wiU be played by Thursday (30). Show is slicklv di35 days. Others Were: "El Mago" Cecile Aubry before she leave.s for rected by Roy Rich, With attracCoding $1,500,000, in Bo
(“The Magician")' (Mexican) $62,- ber first Hollywood stint.
live Settings by George Ramon.
Mexico City, March 28.
785 in 63 days; “Johnny Belinda"
Elspeth March and Patrick Barr
Swank Cine Roble, 4,OO0-seat cin- (WB), $60,985 in 42 days; "Cafe de AmIit b aIiai AO a Piv
head the cast as Ihe miilioiiaire
‘Chinese
Restaurant") Uniy iXCIIglOSO rix
ema; is skedded to open here April Chinos"
coUple around whorii all the blackRoble, costing $1,500,000—3 (Mexican), $50,955 in 46 d$ys;
8.
0 mkUirig, self-seeking charactoi s rq.

;

Scot classic this, year is to be
‘‘Douglas, *’ for Which Sir
Lewis Casson and Dame Sybil
Thorndike have tentatively agreed
to take leading roles. Johii Casson;
their son, and director-producer at
Glasgow Citizens Theatre, wilL
produce.

[

Home’s

w

j

:

!

!

(

I

r

I

new high here—will bring to 124 ^‘Hamlel’’ (Rank-Ul);
the number of loeal cinemas. Roble 28 days; “Las Taindas

‘

i

$5(),385

in

TOr

P

1

1j«

IflulRn iyiuS.

J*

V* J

Patricia Jee^el is moving as
the mistress who unwittiHgly ends.

tate.

del Princiys
T,r
u
Calciitta, March 21.
is owned by the Banco Gapitalaza- pal”
at the Principal”)
( ‘ShoWs
Uiii
•
and
pioneer
largest
dor de Ahbrrps,
(Mexican), $50,165 in 42 days;
Indian /.film Industry is UP in
into Shbrts
savings bank in Mexico. It is under ‘•Prince Of Foxe$" (20th), $47[855 in [arms over a new provincial tegul alease to the big chain that Manuel 28 days; -‘Gorinsario en Turno’’ tioriAWhich goes to .absurd leiigths
New Government Film yriit, has and Ernesto Espinosa Iglesias op- ("Police: Judge") (Mexican), $27,I
the legislature bl Mad.by
975 in 28 days, and " AfGh pf Tristarted operations making shorts ;'erate.
opening pic is the Mexican;.
umph’’ (M-Q), $24,635 in 46 day$.
of strictly local interest.
^ province in Central
There is
(
"On Your Way,
India, this, proviso prqhihUs attendno: production of features.
Ideai is Volvar; Joven
in theatres unles
tMario
'Mochildren
of
‘^Cantinfias"
ahee
pf
Kid“)
to lend tiiev first six to seleGted theCarlos Niebla, Metro man- ThreR Glasgbiy^
jihe fiiin is a religious .or educaatres to build up a demand. Theie- reno)
moppet, de:
after, terms for renting Film Unit ager. has booked 12 pix into the
drehs JSack AfiteF Strike tibnai picture; If the between
the
•fined as any pe.isori
pictures will be worked out With [Roble.
|[:.' ;.
Glasgow; April .4. / ages; qf five and 16. breaks, this:
the^ theatres;
Orchestfas at three city theatres
[law, a fine, of 20 TLipees can be
There are 82 film houses, with a
for Italy here— Pa viliqn Metropole and Em- levied against trie
U.S.
child.'
the criiia.'
^tal seating capacity of 46,078, In
presST^-feturned to their musicians’
Exhib admitting the child can be
March
Rome,'
Ceylon;
2^^^^
During 1949, abdiit 200
pits qn settlement of strike for ini- fihed up to 200 rupees or sentenced
Two operas based on American
films were imported.
Of these, 73
in salary;;-,, [[ f •[;- [
to ope month in the local cala-.
came irom the tJ., S: and 71 Trom life will be performed in Italy in "crease
Ah organist had filled in at Glas- boose. Indian film repa have; proIndia,
tlie near future. "Emperor Jones,"
Britain supplied 56.
of pahtor tested both to theicentral and prorun
during
;gow
Pavilion
’the Gruenberg opera based on Eu,

Film

^cr lover’s life; and supporting
Cast is
eiiaraeters are excellent.
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thoroughly English,
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gbow must

starid solely bn piay’.s
liavlhg no; rnarciucC: names
Press reaction
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Paris;
Paris;;

April
April

4.

strike; in
ih the. naThe five-week strike
(ipbal theatres came to art end fol-

'

I

lovving an agi’eenient of the elecipigians and stagehands union.s ib.
Accept the government proposals

j

'

4-.
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mi ^
Sctt.Iccl
ThcatrCS Settled
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Nati Theatres
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Paris^
Strike in
iu JrariR
eeK DtriKe
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Wages and working! condilionk
mime;
Standby rion-uniott musiigene G'Neiirs play, will be doue
at other halls.
cians
helped
out
ihe Rome Opera Mouse next
iat
Strike Was settle^ after mattef subject, there is not much chance
1^®
Madras, March 28.
Xall, and will tour ptlicr citie.s of
J‘1
tyrtb’
was r.(^f erred to National Arbi traRita Pandit, daughter of India's Italy arid Europe.
of
Ministry
of
Britain’s
tion
Board
[;
Ainbassador in YVashington, Mme.
An opera based on Edgar Lee
Labqf,
-/
Ukase by Madhyabharat (*omc.s
[
Vijaya LakshnVi Pandit, is reported
a s e r.s
S pooh River Anthology
A. R. Garcia, formeiiy United
after a series of Crippling jWstrioto have signed a contract to act in will ha v^ its: first stage [performprovince^!
Jt
nianagef in Puerto
Indian
assistant
Arti.sts'
ot
her
tion.s
by
a film based on Kalhana’s Sanskrit ance at La Scala in Milan in May.
Other [ Foreign Newi
ha,s been upped to, acting
iliu.slralo.s how far cerisorship can Bico,
work; ‘:Raja Tarin"ini."
It was written by Mario Reragallp
go \vlir'iv if>gislatures are given a manager, following the resignation
On Page 18
Her father, H. S. Pandit, trans- and was done ill concert form in
of Jack Odell. [
free liaiid.
la led it into EngUsli.
V'^enice in 1947.
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Ce\ the |ust-i$sued press sheet that tells how to
make ‘'Dear Wife’* Day in your town as big an
occasion as Mbther’s pay or Father s Day ; . .

‘•Dear Wife”,

is

the

first

benefit of Pararnount’s

picture to get the
trertierrdous

na-

tional radio tierup with the Chesterfield
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I St. Marttn^i Flaca# Tjraftlfi^

Union Snarl

Brit.

Stuart

Eased On

Is

Tandpra* Filming in Spain
London, April-4i
Threat ta the production of the
Grardtibr-James Masori starrer,
“Pandora and the Flying DutchTrouble
man,” has blown over.

Ava
Loridonv April
the budget fixed for April
18 hearing, the British motion picture industry is intensifying its

wUh

ByOntano:(iOft.lol54

f

Toronto, April 4^
merit are being bombarded on all
sides and ail all-industry deputaLong campaign waged by the
t ion stated the case for relief when Motion Picture Theatres Assn, of
they were received last Friday (31) Qiitatio to win a pix admission tax
by Douglas Jay, Financial Secre* reduction paid off last week when
Sir Staf- the Ohtaria government cut the
triry to the Treasur^^
ford Cripp’s No. 2 man*
former 20% bite to 15% as of Sat-*
cpm - urday (l). In addition, the slice
industry-has
the
Although
biried in a concerted can^aign for gives coniplete tax exemption to

,

t

.

.

.

*

r

T
To

;

tion crew iu Spain at the end of
April objected to having to work
With noh-unionist Spaniards.
senave had
naa a se^
Unions
involved have
unions mvoiveq
ries of meetings at the studio during the' past few days, but have
decided - against an .official directive.
Instead, it is being left to
the individual conscience and the
icrew conCernedi has now cbnsehted
to the location,
- heiriff Produced add di-

elded to help the legit theatre with
further subsidy of 1,256,000
pesetas (about $32, OOQ at free mar-

a

.

ri#/

.

'

.

Madridr March 28;
The Spanish government has de^

when a number of craftsmen who win be joining the locastarted

j

Buenos Aires, March 28,
ket rate ) in anhUai prizes.
The
Argentina Sphp Film which Ims
(966,000: pesetas) will
he^year
go to operetta and zarzuela comPduies which produce Spanish oiv
L
are the mp^t
with Spanish singers; :^50;.
iglnals
J?
construpHon of
OOO pesetas will be ^vided between
dips at its plant in^Spn Isidro, a ^ legit company touring the provBuenos Aires^Suburh
iriCes and one in Madrid, which
\
Hitherto A^S®htine eoqnd^fi]^^^^^^ present the biggest numer bf Spahhppto ish plays. The rest ’Will be dishave been, put together
rerted, by^ Al^ Lev^n for John ard fashion,
.^hc je^lt.
trlbuted to artists for the best, per-:
wooM's new. outfit, Roiiiulus Films. the^ sound track has had mapy de- fUrmahees Pf the year,
The
fects.
above suih is in additiPn to
In
lery, which will bp ?0xI7
the already estahlished Various
measuremeuts, will
subsidies and prizejs distributed
la^test recording gadgets. Forntmrly. yearly by the Ministry of
National
the major producers have had to
appeal.to locril radio oUt^tsf^^ tl^
the 2 r theatres open at the
loan^pf studios and rec<ndiug e^ipih Madrid only two don’t
meiit for: theii* sound recording
^ Spanish play. They are the
purppses.
COihedia,
presenting G^B; Shaw’s
^
^
“)PygmaIiori,’V Starring
v:Gatalto^^
.'V
Washington
Anril 4.^
4
yvasnmgion, Apia
„
Barcepa, and the Fuencaralj with
iri v
ri
i
The British,
whose scheme to tfc s* i n*i
Argehtme comic Tranquillino and
ease Anierican. pte out of their i>rinsn f llin OSIlk nit
his revue cpriapany. On the ;Pther
1
111
>1 II A ii*
hand, of the 70 picture houses opAc
Wlicfpnir
1
1 S
rir
prb»n;;fl<^^d,Ae alsp^tokelating in Madrid, of which 29 can
mg the belated discovery that they
he Cohsidered firstrun at least durilAfnin^iiAn nprripA
are hot even making enough films
uecriefl ing the ^winte^, 75
of the pix
to Supply /^heir owh colonial marAmerican and the re.st
Shown are Am^ican
i e.st
^h?wn^
London! March 28.
London,
ts.
Hence they are beirig forced
kets.
to let doWm
down the bars to Hollywood
Hdllywobd
Ex-Uireetbr ot the National Film
to provide enough
for the
enbughAprpduct
t^^ Piriance Corp., financial expert
.product for
eatres in put'-pf-the^way corners Nicholas Davenport, has hit Out at Uhe, r renen ana iiaiian pix.
j
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lyiPTAP

grant aU that Ihe trade is^ask-

In,

notes

cureent

its

Wpul^^PUt^an nnprec^e^r^
satisfied with, the ainount of reed burden ph the Exchequer. There
However, it expresses
have been heavy demands hF
gratification that consideration was
of supplementary
given its request and feels that fuing: for;

,

the health and military services
Anil require several hunwhicly '/Avill
wbicli
dfed riiillion dollars during the

representations will lead to
further relief.
As a timely kdmortitipn to its

^

i

.

still

Irauh

SSi

H

f
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^

will cost the ExcheqUey. ap^
proximately $17,006,000 annually.
The producers are asking for what
is virtually a straightforward subsidy out of the tax fund, which
piui^Mcu back into BritcouKi be ploughed
coiild
o 1 i 1 V
-fir t
envisages
Their
ish studios.
Are
grant of $11,000,000. ;
R.i^™^ntS'Sr$ii.Mo,M(v
a government
a
the globe.:
Jn addition, there have been alZurich, March 28.
thk accordexariiple of this,
Latest
latest example
;
teiniative
tci native proposals, including the
after
Having come to a standstill 5Si.>
in^
D Golden,
Natham p.
Gold^^^^^ chief
urnuen,
of
pt
cniet pf
^^^han
ll
g to Nathan
Plant recommendation for a dis- last year’s Successful Cornel Wilde 1!:®
^2
e Gomriierce Pept, mbtiori pic^
re-photographic branch has been

Which

uw

Two (A

SchiA

,

.

“tv
ffiuf.Ei'SJt,'

s;"s'Sir,SK"‘&»
mb,l»

Slumdv,

^

;

jhemW
^Vhile^ Acting in concert, protfie
Premier Frost has
ducers and exhibitors are putting that
are granted on the disreductions
fnrvvarrt <priarate relief schemes to
tinct understanding that the beneihe
passM. on. in total, to
aSu irXcat- fit tfsl

'S’
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%
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th® activities and riiethpds of the
state Film Bank in a feature page
published by the Daily
article

a^SsasMTSiS:

Mail.-

"

after

Edinburgh^ April

!

I

Warning the Goverftment

»

bf the

-“The <iaYnn ^taint

’»
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natreani

bad when the NFF^
is again to be perforriied
Dunc^ers to be replenished, Da^^^
Abbey duririg
Edin^
^^ the
"
concludes his attack by vigenport
ruled that no dollars would be
p^tival
made available for the rental of OTcnis^ averting that
be
Matthew
another $14,- Forsyth, former director
American films. Then, when there
of Glas000,006 of public moneys
was a shortage of BritishAlmprod- nnn'jJrWh
gow Citizens theatre, who headed
uct, the Board announced that it
coh
from
“What the NFFC saved
north this week is to discuss the
would allow about $60,0^ a year lapse,” says Davenport, “is not the 1950 presentation with the Carfor American pictures/ but on a film production Industry, but Bnt- negie Trust authorities. Piece was
strictly temporary pasis, Now the ish Lion—a laudable objective, no produced last year by John Casison.
has d®cia®cl
decided doubt, but expensively and clumsi- son of Sir Lewis Casson and Dame
to continue the allocation policy pn ly achieved. It has financed some Sybil Thorndike.
producers who; were not in danger
a ^ulan basis.^
of collapse,* and others who should
If wasthe “abiUty of Brto
„reenstar Hans Moser
have been allowed to collapse,”
producers
to
adequate
supply
an
^and' comedienne Lucie Englisch,
Recalling Harold Wilson’s first
Plc wUl be “nmber oi films which^braught
both from Vienna.
assuvance at the. House of ComContiiLiied from page 13
mons when the corporation Was set

m

conjuniEtion pix have been scheduled, one Of
mitted by producers
trade unions based primarily which a Swiss-Austrian collab proon the Italian scheme, which gives duction, is slated to start rolling
preferential treatment to native juiv
_ J 20 at MuenChenstein Studio,
product.
Basle.
T(m general view, however, is -„^®Utatively
TjxiitaHvpiv titled^^ “Per
pe Hochthat all will go by the board, and
.j^
that there will be no relief this
a
from
^
If the financial situation J^medy,
year.
improves, admis$ion tax will be
prtfetentlal
list for preferential]
hi^
high on the Hst
treatment, in 1951. That seems to
be !^b«t the trade can hope to
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up thaVthe Advance .was
sidy but. to be repaid in self Uqutdating, loans,” Davenport quotes
from the recent Gator. rePOrt ^on
which declared
fVioT /rA/^oirkTC ii7At*o noirav* cnfri/vtonr
that hbout 170 of these will be from that receipts were never sufficient
^ s and the remainder from oyer a period to ^oyer costs.
“If Parliament had realized that
{fitunita
®
the bulk of its capital would be
jpL
lost,
it
is
doubtful,” He said,
“wliether it would have sanctioned
j,
t
of
the NFFC,”
the.
creation
FlirOnfi
S ChdnilfilS
1-Ulvpv Q
yilClllllvlO

is expected to be
two versions: one in Swiss

Bernhard’s, part
iriade in

Corp ^ai^tfoh^o^ia^iniwia^
Soutlf“S<S
German
land one
aUlwm^^
go IntoproAnother
m. have
time
l

in

annhunces'rhm

Swiss pic to
auction this year is called Eme
Frau kaempft fuer die Freiheit”.
(“A Wom$ri Fights for Freedom’’),
treating the story of Mine. Germaine de Stael in the time of NaMost of the shooting is
poleon.
planried to be done at Coppet on
the Iiake of Geneva, where Mme.
de Stael’s famous castle, called
"The Inn of Europe” at that time, -®*®

to closing

at ,11 p.
been booked solid for one year on
due to start
Radio,
Springbok
their

May

broadcasting

1.

Commercial

station will at first operate in Jo^
hahnesburg arid Pretoria only, later
extending to all centers.
So far the SABCi doesn’t seem
to have experienced any difficulty
in getting program, techiiical er ad-

.

"C” Statlons, .although thia. had been ex- U
pected to be one; of their major human mteiests^^^^^^

iir

War
War
To

and against Napoleon’s
fnffa^Mpol^^S

,

It

^

^

x
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/o cive the same
®A|y -to
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^
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outfit in Novosibirsk:

Ser

rbpean stations haye already been
forced to retune a second time to

Get Gun/' Gol’s’m (148.
“Beau Strategem/’ Lyric (49 v.

“Anriie

j

Black Chiffon,” West’ster
MBortaventiire/*
‘(BonaYenture,”

Vaude

(49).

(17).
(17),

[
i

“Brigadoon,”
“Brigadoon/* Majesty’s
Majej5ty’s‘(2i).
‘(21).
Air ” Adelphi (17).
“Castle
“Castle Air,”

:

:

f

i

^
ment, Thornton lays the blame to
the lack of parental control brought
about by the war years, and to. th.e
general lowering of standards of
morality as an inevitable ^•P^.od-

J

try

and

-

uct ot war He also^ deMs effective- j
ly with ^arges- leveled at the
grandmotherly Hays^office/’ wm^^
ing up his observation with the
comment, /’it
Comment,
“it seerris.
seems yem
yOu (^nnot
cannot/
please the critics
criUcs any of the
the time.”
time.
j
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thriller,
is titled -'Son (jopain.’’
toraier,:is)itlef%pGopal
“Murder at
Vic,” Playhouse
Vic/’
(16)
akV^/VPlay
n.’/
(16). run m
house (16'
t OWa^ma!” Drury
“Oklahoma!’*
l^ury Lane (148).
Another beadache is that most
ARRFV
ixrAiffTQ
pa
v
ttpppd
ABBEY
UrrED
European receivers dials are call^ WAJMIS rAY UPPED
[

^NTSJ^y

;

Thornton concludes his letter by
suggesting tliat
that the basic cause of
of;
clelinciuency
delinciuency is that “family group
living is
IS one of the casualties of
modern life. :By
By reconstituting
recGnstituting itj
on a firm Ghristian basis we shall
:give strength to our children in
meeting.' the hazards of life, and
there wiil be no need or tempLntion then to blame the films and/or
the radio oueven the comic strips.”

make

ni’8^nizattou

:

l

to

'

i

j

^

W.. S. Shepherd said Wilson had
been less thap. fair, to
an^vas

(2)
“Detective
Story/’ Princes
“toJtecVvi'Wry?Princess (2).
Co, in Can. Prod.
BS?!“Elii Slept Here/’ Strand (23 ).
newly
opened
sph®
35
kw
transf’’ Ambass
k
“Fallen Anrels
(17)
Angels/’ Ambass. flU.
Quebec Prbducu/ns
'mitter.
The U. S.-operated Red“Folies B^mre
“Foils
Bergere/’ Hipp t26K
(26|.
’’
:<*
Harvey
aryey,”
“H
Prince of
6f Wales (66)
(66 '^^ii®'^®6i ^^®nna outlet had a 'lObattle with a powerful Italian
“Heiress/* Haymarket (62).
.^‘Heiress’;”
/
to ptoduce a bi-lingual film; With
signal, which drowned it complete“Hpriie.at Sev'eii,” W'ltiam s ( 4 ).
ly in some sections of its home |^g;Xbffed:to rqll May 15; in
“King Rhapsody,” Palace (29).
“Knights Madness/’ Vic. Pal. (3). town ori the Danube. Within a week
“Lady Mislaid/’ St. Mart (10). . after the: ^ift to Copenhagen
“Larger Than Life/’
Life,” Vprk
Vork (8).
7 waves the
bosses had crawled
1950,” Casino (3),
Qt. 1956,”
“Latiiv
“Latin f$t.
(3).
another few points along the dial Filiris, which he founded a year
ago.
The script, described as a
“Mr. Gillie,” Garrick (4).
to try ;and get clear, but only to

”^np

|

pperi

between signals,
Local situation

i

.

j

.

way

,

imppssibIe,andbothU;S.andEu-

:

,

“®

orphan trausmitters.
Few were
successfui.
In almost every case
reception has become difficult or

Pinnranf
I ftnilAII ullvffo
vUriClll LlllIUUII
{Figures show weeks of run)
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hot the

,

neers did the best they could to
undisturbed spots for their

i

—

flourishing, and merely to reduce
the quota
filrther and further was
7t

mistaking cause for effect.. That
had not sought to feMeantime, a warning of another
pfoduction out of “soirie discharacter was given to Wilson by
independent producer Jill Craigie l®ste for the president of the Board
in an open letter published in Rey-, of Trade” but was a victim of the
nolds 'News, a London Sunday La- economic circumstances of the industry;
bor sheet.
Trade union leader, Tom O’Brien
Miss Craigie, who recently wed*
was
confident that the 30% quota
Labor M.P: Michael Foot, doubts
If the workers of any other irtdus- would not be attained, as there was
try “are more afraid of American no money anywhere to back it: in
financial domination than we are. his view there was not even money
Yet we go on spending $17,006,600 1®TI' I® back a 5% quota. Sonrie
g year on Hollywood films while way must be evolved to iiisure that
our studios remain idle, our work- money going into the boxoffice
ers are uriemplbyed and some of could be plouged back into product
Meantime, he urged all
our best known talent is unused.” tipn.
She also takes the Film Finance parties, irrespective of political cblCorp. to task, aUeging that they or; to cooperate in inducing finanrefused to grant loans to indie pro- cial houses and industrialists to
ducers unless thejir secured a dis- display more confidehce in the in:tribution contract from one of the dustry.
major circuits.
Earl Winterton, who is on the
board of; Gdeori Theatres, hoped
7

firid-

-'

the present tax would never; allow
the industry to become strong and

i

continued from page 13
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Blaine for Grime Wave
London, March 28.

Reply to charges In the British
Medical J ournal by Dr. Clifford
Allen, a psychiatrist, that sadism
on the screen was largely to blame
for the present-day crime-wave has
tieen made in the same journal by
been
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cities

This

habits established
ioycr years Obsolete. Manufacturers
(26).
“Traveller's Jov ” Criterion (95) hesitate to print up hew dial cards
rfor either old or new sets, lest they
“Treasure Hunt,” Apollo (29).
too become usele.ss iri new wave
“Venus Obs’ved/’ St. James
changes. Set retailers Complained.
“Way Things Go,” Phoenix (.5).
‘‘Worm’.s View/’ Whitehall (154). bitterly that saleis have practicany
•’Voung IViyes Tale/’ Savriy (38). Come to a standstill.
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“Streetcar” Aldwych
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Abbey Theatre have

failed to sebetter pay and conditions
through negotiations made by Irish
Actors Equity. Their case is now
being reviewed by the Congress of
Irish Unions With a view to bringing the matter before the Irish

'

cure

Labor Court,

-Malls. He thought the. best sciwas to invite Americans over
here to make their films with British and American technicians.
He also thought that the introductiort of the 36% quota was an^
other step towards the American-

lutiori

:

Dublin, April 4.
Players arid stage technicians in
V

of the British film industry;
to which he was as mucli opposed
as he would be to an American
dominated tadio or newspapei' inizatioii
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In his latest swing around the country, Gael Sullivan, exec director
of the Theatre Owners of Americaj is pushing a proposal that TOA’s
units ea^^ name sU “young-men’^ committees to carry on top
regional
f
Sullivan is telling local orgs
priority work of these theatre groups.
that the young blood is needed to keep things moving and that the
exhibg.
neophite
the
in
draw
committee work will
New committees Sullivan is^lugging would cover operational costs
C^nfiitns Campbell
and economies in theatres, merchandising and concessions, publicity
Ctti.
and public reUtipnS, theatte television fair trade practices, and taxes
April
and legislation. In each instance, he has asked that 5-6 week studies
Toronto,
4,
Huddling in a series of busi- be undertaken by each group and that their reports be circulated

:•
t 1 «
f
T
pubrelatjons chief
who had beon traveling with
Briton> returns to New Yojrk^

Par was well pleased
week by the number of dates
with extended playing time that
came in from- the area as a result
of the heavy publicity for the piC:
Gompaiiy.is planning to follow Up
by attempting a “shdwmartship”
preem of sOme kind—-althpugh not
necessarily bn such an extensive
scale—-for every picture.
Par’a assistant
.;JerJi^’ Pickman,
handled the
chief,
ad-publieity
shindig here while Norman Bioflol*
Par studio press chief,, personally
shbpherded Crosby across the

By HERB GOLDEN

tibns aspects,
this

Front Royali Va., April

4.

of industry public
relations carried to a grass roots
level wai sberi in personal appe^ances here of Bing GrOsby last
Ail^eek for. World preeni of his ‘Rid*
ing High,” Aside from singing,

Tbp example

in parades, judging cakebaking contests, kissing old ladies
and joshing with kids, Crosby personally donated $3,600 to a fund
for completing a recreation arena

riding

'here.

About 50 news and radio people | country,.
brought in by Paramount to coyer
the event-^which. was the celebration in the town of ‘‘Bingsday”—
Ogured that if Crosby could liye
of this
through a national t^
soft, the industry's public relations
*‘The
problem might be splvcd.
Groaner” stopped at: nothing to
yin friends and influence everybody from washroom jockeys to
Vice President and Mrs.; Alben
W; Barkley.
Shindi'^ drew about 20;0p0 people into this town Of 9,000 that
marks the entrance tp Virginia’s
Skyline drive. Spot was selected
because of C r o s b y’s personal
friendship with State Senator Raymond R. Guest, Who lives nearby.
While visiting a coUple years back,
'

.Continued from page S
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ury rthat an exhibitor; Cannot afford,
to book these big films at the terms
frequently demanded.
“This is all wrong.
A distrihulbr should go put of his way to
on a
profit
?i
exhibitor
assure an
Guest told him of efforts to raise good film. That film helps all along
and the line. It is that more imporcoin for Che athl^
Crosby donated $1,000 to get it tant that it be played widely.
“Let’s" take One picture now that
started, ‘‘Bingsday” last Saturday
inarked the dedication of the is a particularly big grosser and is
(1
attracting children back to the the
arena as “Bing Crosby Stadium.”
The further donation by the Par atres and away f rom. their television
came late Saturday night sets. The price on that picture is
Sljar
when officials of thie committee too high./ The fllm should be
announced that events that day^ booked in every theatre in Ameriincluding the $5 a ticket world ca, barring those, of course, that
are competitive in any particuiar
preem at the Park theatre
At least, the film Would
brought in $11,400. Crosby stepped town.
1941lip and* said he'd make it $15,000, bring back the kids. Then, maybe^
He later explained he “doesn’t like We could follow through with
them
others of the same kind to
odd numbers.”
:

;

:

:

)

.
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1942in
the filmgbing habit again.
least, it’s worth the trial”

Rank
As New

1

Odeop Head

:

^

,

among Bther

ness conferences here with Ganadian a^ociates and unavaUable to
even tlie trade press, J. Arthur
Rank has; come out With only. Qiie
official^ announcement; A. F. Dv
(Desmond) Gampbell is now the
comptroller of pdeon Theatres
(Canada) Ltd., 'Rank’$ 120 pix
house chain in this country, and
that he ( Rank) approves; of Cana^
dian amusement tax reductions. He

TOA

regionals.

Both Kansas-MissOurl Theatre Owners Assh. and the Theatre Owners
of Oklahoma have already acted Oh: the proposal, Sullivan said. During his peregrinations for the next few months, TOAer will pitch for
the same plan to be adopted by other groups.
Sullivan heads for Dallas, Saturday (8), to huddle with Robert
O’Donnell, interstate circuit exec, on converitlon arrangements in the
Texas city. He will also Speak at a fourrday confab of Interstate man9
agers slated for Dallas next >veek.
;

Registration Bureau of the Motion Picture Assn, of America
A prez Eric Johnston that 119
by John pavis. disclosed in its annual repoj^ to
is -accompanied
World managing director of the non-ihember producers and distributors were using the bureau’s; faciliThis
ties at the end of 1949, in addition to 20 member companies.
Rank organization.
Camp^ll has resigned from the marks a jump of 57% over 1948, when only 70 hoh-members registered
Young
reported
Aiin
titles
.4,418
MLafgaret
chifef
Bureail
titles.'.
their
ternational Refugee
Refugee- Organiza
OrganizaInternational
Of these, 3,887 were
tion of the United Nations to take submitted last year, highest to^^^^^ since 1942,
over the appointment of financial accepted for re^stration,
of
prior
registrations toduplication
6f
because
down
Titles turned
comptroller of Odebn theatres iii
Canada and associated compahies taled 250, while 61 Were rejected as, “unsuitable,” an In.ccease of five
here involvitfg British film distri- over the preceding year; Number of protests over the bureau’s interbution and projection equipment pretatibn of titles deemed “harmfully” similar to those on record came
sales.
Expediency of the appoint to 528—35 less than in 1948. All but 11 were settled between the
ment has arisen from the continued^ companies 'Concerned, via mutual, agreement. With the II submitted for
Title bureau celebrates its silver
arbiti'atioii to the MPAA’s board.
illness of Hbn. Earl Lawson, presi
'ritle

MPA

i

Or at least not cbncerned to the
degree of making thb terms profitable for the smaller fry.
“The small theatre owner must
make some profit on the big films/’
Snaper said, “He most certainly
does not bn the smaller pictures
that fail to gross. But it is a lux-

Crosby arrived Friday r31 ) and
immediately got underway by taping recordings for a dozen radio
stations in the area. Early Satur-I
day he rode through tovvn in a!
parade in his honor
which im
eluded a line of kids each carrying
a sign with the title of a Crosby
picture).
Few minutes later he
rpde into, the neW stadium on a
fire engine. He accepted gifts (including a live turkey) from about
everyone in town; quipped and

IMO
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'

’

i
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dent of the J. Arthur Rank prg:anL anniversary this year.
zatioh in Canada, plus the recent
Paramount drew over 2,000 Answers ;iri response to two; ohe-mmute
appointment of David Griesdorf as
general manager of Odeon in Can- radio spot annoimcements offering 150 listeners cuffo; admittahce to a
screening of company’s “Sunset /Boulevard.” Pitch, made Over
special
ada.-;
disk jock show last week, notified dialers that
Said Rank in a press release Jerry Marshali’s
reaction, ahd requested
after
a
clbsed-doof conference; screening Was being held to 'get their critical
send in postcards, with admittance going to
to
to
wanting,
attend
those
“What has impressed me on this
are
still being checked.
Postmarks
first 150 received.
the
visit is the enlightehed attitude of
According to a Paramount spokesuian, reaction to the two pne(Canadian governments toward entertainment taxes. Having studied niinute shots wan greater than that accorded three days of plugging
along
similar lines on “Samsop and Delilah.” Spokesman also noted
the damsifliug effects, the governr
ments of Ontario and British Gor that a surprisingly large percentage of the cards came from outside of
liimbia have taken prompt action Manhattan. “Boulevard” ^kars Gloria Swanson and William Holden.

WNEW

"‘

\

.

;

reduce the rates (froip 20% to
)
Previously, the ( Federal

to

15%

.

government at Ottawa had, at the
end of the war period, withdrihvn
voluntarily from this tax field, recognizing that the revenues it had
At secured froih this source were
emergency revenues.
“‘What also appeals greatly to

A suiwey shows, that relatively few theatres in the N. Y. city limits
will find it necessary "to change their aii>conditioning systems to comply with a water-saving dictum, issued by Stephen J. Gamey, CommisLoew chain is installing
Electricity.
sioner of Water Supply, Gais
cooling towers which re-drculate water in about six of its houses, including the suite on Broadway. Similar, installations in other loops
will be comparatively meagre. RKO, for example, isn’t affected at all,
Under the Commissioner’s ukase, cooling
according to a spokesman
;

&

;

plants of three tons or more must be adapted with water-savers by
June 1, Modern refrigeration systems^ a Loew official explained, air
which do have an entertainment ready have re-circulating devices, and only older-type equipment larks
(
tax, seek to be. fair; to avoid dis* that feature;
Continiied from page $
Crimination or to tax one section
Greater percentage of color pix in past Were turned put by majors
losses to his Erlanger theatre in of the entertainments industries
that could well afford to absorb extra cost without feeling it. Indies
42 because of claimed in- more heavily than others.”
(In the United Kingdom, where how, however, have turned to pigments with a vengeance, and current
ability to obtain fifst-run product.
lineup is strongest ever aligned for color production.
Second suit, now settled, covered the entertainment tax on film
It’s nothing hew, of course, for indie producers J:o Utilize color, but
house
admissions is approximately
the same flipkefy for the years
instances have been comparatively remote, in overall indie setup. Cost
Since Goldman had al- 40%, the taxation burden has had
46.
sang.
of
colorhas been major factor in keeping more compahies from using
ready established the principle of a crippling effect on film producit, but now smaller indiex are jumping into the puddle. Need for color
Short jump from there took him
trade restraint, his chances of tion, due to the degree in which
to attract more audiences into theatres is motivating impetus in indies
to a cake-baking contest where he
winning a second verdict were re- this has reduced the proportion of
Technicolor in particular is getting a
provided kicks for some 75 en- garded
boxoffice receipts that motion pic- getting color commitments.
as better than even.
terrific play from indies.
trants by tasting their offerings and
tures
can
earii,)
Settlement "^as reached after,
tossing kisses aroiind. Contest was
Despite
uncertainties
the
of
the
earlier attempts broke down and
Castigation by New York critics of the French import, “Scandals of
a Par tieup with SwansdOwn Flbur,
British outlook. Rank said that his
the, trial of the case had already
which is po.sting 250,000 grocery started in the Federal district own studios are presently continu- Clochemerle,” as something resembling a “feelthy” postcard, had the
b.o. effect-^for the time being, at least—at the Ambassador ther
stores with a picture of the warusual
ing
a
limited
program
of
profilm
Ordiriarily,
court before a jury.
bler planting a big smacker on the
Warners would foot over half the duction, but placing great emphasis atre, N. Y. It sent the house gross up to about $9,500 for the initial
week.
That’s best stanza the Siritzky operation has rackied for months.
face of the winner, a little old lady
on
the
quality and entertainmeh
$1,050,000 bilL since the majors I
.
,
^
Only difficulty the pic has fun into, so far wqs refusal last week by
froni Manassas, Va.
of the IndividuM^ production.
apportion costs so that the chief
Next stop was the theatre, where affiliated circuit involved in any Ref erring to some Of his films now the N. Y. Times to accept advertising. Ads were but for m couple days,
550 kids had been invited to a for- sectqr pays half the judgment Or showing in the United States suc- but rekored later in the week with the copy toned down.
free showing of ‘‘Riding High.” settlement tab, while the balance cessfully—-“Tight Little Island,”
Inclusion of Dennis James in the cast of the forthcoming Laurel
When it turned Out that there were is divided among the major dis- “Blue Lamp,” “Morning Departure” and “They Were Not Divid- Films productioh, “Mr. Universe,” resulted from a suggestion from the
1,600 moppets crowding the street, tribs.
TV
wrestling commentator’s pressagent, David Tebet. Latter, learning
ed”-Rank
deplored
the
fact
that
a second theatre was pressed intd
7
there cannot be assurance under oi Laurel’s plans to make a film about wrestling, figured the project
service.
Crosby did a 52-mirtute
present conditions, including that might offer a possible publicity hook for his cnertt.
Gets
His idea was
show for the first group and then Towne,
40% amusement tax in Britain, that enthusiastically accepted by the company, which
the scenario reone of exactly the same length for
$225,000 Legal Costs “these films will recover their orig- written to provide a principal role for James. Ithad
will be the latter’s
the second;
Chicago, April 4.
inal cost at home.”
first screen appearance.
Poilowing that was more tapeTowne theatre of Milwaukee last
recording and pictu re taking for
Freelance film players; who have been making as much as $1,000 a
attorney
week
awarded
fees
was
tie-ins with the N. Y. Herald Tribweek on the major lots are taking, television jobs for $25 to $50 a day
une Fresh Air Fund and the Sun- and court costs amounting to $225,when not working in the picture kudibs. Actors are taking these rOIes
000 by Chi federal district Judge
shine Biscuit Co.
Evening; found
at cutrates to attract the attention of film producers, practically all of
Bing (in standard Hollywood infor- John P. Barrtes. Indie downtown
Continued :froin pase' S
whom have TV sets at home. Thesps figlire vit Is easier to draw notice
been
awarded
had
triple
house
mal dress and joshing about his redamages of $1,295,878 last Feb, 7 of the bulge in the drive for earlier on the video screen, where even bit players have closeups, than it is in
fusal to don. his dome doily) at. the
/’
big productions on the lots,
in its ariti-trUst suit against major runs.'
world preem, doing ah hour’s show
Some of the ozoners are begiiifor an audience which included distribs and;the Warner and 20thning to seek ipitial-run product
Arth ur. Cantor and Sanford
einer, ops of a recently-:Qrganized film
The Veep and \Yife, Secretary of Fqx theatre circuits.
;
time
At
same
the
argumehts On and many more bf. them want sec- importing outfit in New York, think, they got the bad break of the ceri-.
the ..Army Gordon Gray and his
fees
were
heard
by
Judge
Barnes,
ond
playoff
tHry.
One.
of
their
after:,
first
midtown
shorts,
“Van
Gogh,”; vvon an Oscar as the best twoWife, Senator and Mrs. Harry Byrd
and the governors of Virginia and Towiie attorney Thomas C. McCon- date; Under the new coniditions— reeler at the recent Academy preseata tiotts, but they got ad credit for
hell filed his proposed equity de- legal and otherwise—-prevailing in it. Via a.-mixup da the part of the Acad,^filia was listed as being hanWest Virginia and their families.
cree offering relief for Towrie from distribution and exhibition, there’s dled by Cinema Distributors. That’s the. Ganton-Weiner sub-distrib; on
’That over, he rushed to a teeh- alleged
“mohopolistic”
situation kittle reason why they Can’t get the-Goast.-,
agers’ barn dance in the high found to exist
in Milwaukee. Pro- these favored runs; if they’re willschool auditorium, Where he did an posed decree asks
Mykery surrounding the departure Of Several department heads from
divestiture of ing to pay fOr them.
appearance on ABIC’ s “Night Shift” seven affiliated houses, t h r
a major film lot has been cleaned up.
Their cases caused a lot of
e e
Free io Bid
disk jockey show With Gene Rayguessiag,
as spnjebf them had been with the studio for years. Answer
Warners and four FOX. Hearings
Since the drive-ins virtually can
burn and Dee Finch. Next was an were to
is that all of them were conducting private business on
the outside and
be held bn decree that day, force distribs into offering product
adult square dance sponsored by
March 27, but weib postponed un- for coriipkltive bidding, just as in- doing well. They were given their ;chOice of abandoning their off-lhethe Textile Workefs’^ Union at its til
lot
activities
or
resigning
their
studio
jobs.
All
but
one,
resigned.
T
April 10.
door theatres Cam th^ moying up
hall.
Songs and patter there ’rah
Kimbark :theatre, southside film of runs resolves itself, to a degree,
,25 minutes. Midnight took him to house,
has arrived T at out-of-court merely to a willingness to make an Pk'ing to take full advantage, of conditions this sUtnmer; If things
a party at Senator Guest’s home settlement
with Balaban & Katz; adequate bid.
the situation.
are bad, operators of staridaicl
for the major celebs.
Warner Theatres and major disWhat has been an equally-im'Cries from the regular theatres houses:; with rigid outdoor competiSomewhere in between all this, tributors ih its anti-trust equity ac- portant factor in the past in keep- as they see their runs and clear- tion are foreseen being forced into
the Par .star also stopped by the tioh against them, plaintiff attor- ing early-run pix Off open-air ances evaporate
in favor of their shuttering during the hot weat Tier.
local hospital for a bit of enter- ney Seymour ;Sim0n announced to- screens has been the distribs’ pro- fresh-air coHipetition are
bound to As a matter of fact, for this reason
tainidg and chatting and held up bay (A).';
clivity for favoring 01 d customers; be
highly fortissimo. / Distribs, and a combination of other cirthe movement of his auto caravan
Kimbark has been suing for The courts have ruled against that however, can point to their clear t;umkances, it is believed inore tlielong enough to get his picture tak- prior-run privilege. Case had been practice, however, so the standard legal obligation, and say they can’t atres
will be shut down during the
en Avith the flock of State Troop- pending in Chi Federal district houses are going to have to up do a thing about it.
dog days than ih any other year
ers cpnstitiifing his escort.
court since early 1948. Terms of their ante or boW to the drive-irts.
How tough the fight really gets since airconditioning was generally
Aside from the overall pubrela- setUemfek Were not disclosed.
Needless to say, distribs are pre- will largely depend oh business introduced.

the British business man is to see
that those
Canadian provinces,
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YOU

KfifOW ABOUT,
INCLUOINGt
SPORTS

Babe Ruth

Jack Dempsey

Gene Tunney

Knute Rockne

Bobby Jones

'"MW

Albie Booth

Red Grange

Poavo Nurmi

Johnny Weissmuller

Helen Wills

BillTjlden

Mollo Mallory

Suzanne Lenglen

John

Frankie Frisch

lock Wheat

w

McGrow

Gertrude Ederle

:

Walter Johnsoii

f

J.

Wilbert Robinson

Col.

Joke Ruppert

Judge Landis

Sonde

Eorle

Ralph DePalma

StAGE, SCREEN. B'WAY

;4t

AUolson

m

Irving Berlin

Whiteman

RudyVallee

Charlie Chaplin

Oouglos Foirbanks

Paul

Will Rogers

John Borrymore

Rudolph Valentino

Greta Gofho

John Gilbert

Vilmo Banky

Swanson

Gloria

Helen Morgan

Polo Negri

Irene Castle

Flo Ziegfeld

YHE

Texas Guinan

Shean

St.

Denis

Harry Lauder

Ruth

Lillian Russell

Aniio Pavlovo

Chos. A. Lindbergh
Sgt. Alvin

York

Gen. John

J.

m

Eddie Rickenbacker
Bert Acosta

Wm

Adm.

Pershing

Sims

Beatty of England

MUSIC

TWENTI E$

George Gershwin

Lawrence Tibbett

Grace Moore

Enrico Caruso

Rosa Ponseile

Mme. Schumann-Heink

Rachmaninoff

Paderewski

Feodor Chaliapin

FULL-LENGTH FEATURE
Prodttcii iv

Burke

&

HEROES

GOLDEM
ft

Billie

Gallagher

Scotti

Gatti-casazza

'm

The March Of Tims

Marion Talley

SCIENCE
Madame

'V''

A INVENTION
.

Henry Ford

r

Thomas Edison

Curie

Dr. Adolf Lorenz

MISCELLANEOUS
Prince of
Al

Wales Qjieen Marie of Romania

Capone

Hall-Mills

Murder

Michael Arlen
H.

G Wells

John Golsworthy

Carrie Nation

Billy

Chapman

Gerald

Principals

Joseph Conrod

SS5$fiS

Wm.

Sunday

Jennings Bryan

POLITICS
Woodrow Wilson

Franklin D^ Roosevelt
Al Smith

/
ff

.n

S.

Calvin Coolidge

Worren

Herbert Hoover

/

Mayor Jimmy Walker
Chos.

E.

Big

Hughes

Bill

G. Harding

Thompson

Sacco BVanzetti

Eugene Debs

>

seeo

LABOR
Samuel Gompers
••

,

John

L.

Lewis

Williom Green
Phil

SW:;::*!;:::::;;

V .AJV

FREDERICK

1.

Awv'

S"'-'

ALLEN

Manners and Customs

RICHARD

•

ROBERT

Q.

LEWIS

Stage, Screen. B'way

de

ROCHEMONT.

Producer

•

•

ALLEN PRESCOTT
Lighter

Distributed by

•

'

RKO RADIO PICTURES,

Sports

INC

Murray

'

RED BARBER

Moments

''Mother'' Jones

•

ELMER DAVIS
Politics

CnHrther’s Pitch

.,

Washington, April 4.
Natibhal AUied wiU launch a neW
campaign during this month in an
attempt to widen the number of
indie houses that can buy product

GoL HarrM.

ta?flat

Api^

;;Wifidne8diiy5

PICTURES

Coie,

head of the Texas Allied groOp,
will Chairmah the new committee
beinc formed for the drive. Among

others on the commitiee, it has
been learned, will be Sidney E.
Samaelsoh, general manager of Ah

ROltIHe

ReWeWS

Film

THB MOKTH

5, 1.9^50

Continuod from pago « wmasKm^Bmasssasi
ILbbb conttnufd from page t BS=ii
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L *.Group will converge on New declared.
‘‘There wasn’t a dime's difference
York within a few weeks. It will
as-

topper
then delegate reps to call on sales at our hoxoffice,
patrons of
heads Of all major companies, serted. “Apparently the
liked
house
me acVisits are similar to those made the opposition
and nothj
entertainment
toppers
tion^ype
iast year when distrib
a system for ing else. When the theatre closed
„ — - out
vv work
promised to
going to pictures
greater; sale Of pix on a flat: basis, they Just stormed
rather
Cole’s committee is expected to altogether until itreopened,
the general tsrpe
cite the bad beating that many in- than patronizing
dies have taken since Hhe last visit, pf product wc^offere^^
ia
Growthers thesis is that people
in playing lip the need for cutting
Some, majors are going to the wrong pictures for
hereentace films.
probably will hear the plea symps- their tastes because they’re misled
by the advertising. When they
thitlMlW oarticularly siMe k
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is the prelude to further
experiment
the
if
shutterings
works out with iio damage to film
grosses in the New Haven area,
ultimately, company may slash the
number of exchanges to 25 or so.
Economy drive is figured to save
EL some $20,0.00 yearly from the
closing of the New Haven office,

see

it;

it

fi:>om

Js At a theatre here in
,

deal of time lecture-teurlng the
country, told the exhibs he teels
that better advertising And Aelling.
will thus bring In a found audience,’Mn conteaBt to the •‘lostAudience’*—-the vast segment of ttie
Salesmen wiU he kept on but all population which patronizes the-,
bookatres infrequently^^ if at ^all.
administration, bookkeeping,
^

an

jUcording to

EL

spokesman,

to cut opas $200,eliminagradual
OQO throuj& the
tlon of exchanges if the test waFrants it.
,
^
Extension of the move depends
on the reaction of exhibs and pro-*'
ducers releasing through EL. If
the. film grosses in the New Haven
sector hold and the same service
can be maintained,' plan will be
carried Out further. United Artists
recently shuttered its exchange in
Checkup pt
the. same territory.
other distrlbs indicates that none
©ther contemplates the same sort

company may he able

much
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who become

Jewish mechanic
an underground

on the smuegies food^ intu the ghetto;
for Franz, and James Lydon,
doctor who has concealed his
ne’er-do-well son .of FranZ’ em- Hebrew ancestry but goes to the
ployer, are* well played.
ghetto anyway; the arrogant Nazi
is given rouUne ®irBcfi®H
.
an^ iheir children. The
Keller, although a^Pahr
camera is focused chiefly on the
kids, from the regimented fascist
e
Sefs ana music are adequate.
youngsters to the brave Polish and
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dramatic

conflicts between traipatriots, the horror of

Written and direeted
dirwted by Terence
Te^nce Young;
camera. Hany
KfJT? Waxman: editors, Ralph
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DUlldmgS ana
ors; bomhed-OUt
BrS;
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all
It’s
final
guerilla Warfare.
warfare.
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mEdward underdovm

Ingly by some top Polish and Czech
Bctors (because Poland’s studios
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Dick Powell, Jean Negulesco, Su- jane ..... ...'.V.V.’.V.’.V.'SteUa Andrews tion was shot in Czechoslovakia).
sah Hayward. Otto Preminger. Ava
Gardner. EUa Haines. Ann Sotherl,. :f^ J^*.
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skiatron claims its projectors are
the only ones easily adaptable to
eoior television up to theatre
s^een size, whether the CBS or
gyg^ejn IS used.
^ Company declares that only the
i*ii.gest theatre chains could con-

RCA

gj^^^

installations,

which

cost $25,000 or more. Skiatron equipment, it. asserts, should
satisfy requirements of a cbmpeUt
ti vft fncthod Irt regard to both price
and -performance.
Unlike 'the cathode ray miethod;
which utilizes a standard carbon
arc lamp as a light soiirce, Skiatron
says its system requires no costly
installation, can be set up in a few
hours, Can be operated by the average projectionist, and requires
only
safe low voltage.
Paramount, Scophony, Ltd Seephoiiy Corp. of America and General Precision Corp. ((then
then largest
stockholder In
20th-Fox)
were
charged in an anti-trust suit in 1945
with forming an internatiortaL cartel to delay “an important advance
in tfie television art.’*
A consent
decree was assigned in Januaryj
1949, requiring the motiori picture

^ould
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Mayer
chief.
hany’s production chi^,
pany’s
intends sandwiching the Florida
trek between two. guest tetes _in
New York, one slated for- today
(Wed.) and the^other the following
Mayer is not
Wednesday (12).
return to the
awaiting Schenck s returh
h. 0. because he intends taking off
for the Coast shortly after the
second affair,
Mayer, his ^wife, Lorena, and

A

,

.

head Howard
publicity
studio
Strickling pulled into_ Gotham yesterday (Tues.)> Studio topper addresses a luncheon of the Brand companies to divest themselves of
Names Foundatiph today and will their stock and withdraw from Scobe guest-of-honor and recipient of phony Gorp. of America. Last July
the annual Americahism Award the British company, Scophony,
ifrom the Jewish War Veterans at Ltd., also signed a consent decree
i banquet on the 12th.
to divest itself of its stock.
.
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Irene Dunne, Robert Fellows, Jules
Furthman, Jane Greer. Sir Cedric humor and drama in the storv but
Hardwicke.
GAG list includes it“^°tno“V™“?„ t-,5®
“Chesterfield Supper Club’-for ra- pares
Hrt
dio and television, “Lone Ranger” wood productions on
similar
telefilm series in which the outfit theme, which must affect its prosis associated With Jack Chertok pects both in the home and foreign
prodtictions; Perry Como, Frankie markets.
^
Laihe, Jo Stafford, Peggy Lee,
The sto^ Spotlights the adVen^
Mindy Carson, Kay Starr, Mel tures of two Tank Corps officers,
Torme, pesl Arnaz, Sammy Kaye, one British and the other AmeiiFrankie CJarle, Jimmiy Dorscy, cafi, from the Aay th®y j®iB aa raw
fearsome
f®^l^®<? by
Artie Shaw and others.
It was stressed that the compa- sergeant-major, until they are killnies wiU hot merge but Will retain
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own offices, with Feldmah
spearheading/ ^operations picturehere and GAG radio-teeveeradln-teAvepwise here,
wise both here ancT in N. Y. GAG
employs about 150, Feldman, 50.
Feldman previpusly maintained a
radio office. ::Mosr of air; deals '^.f^
cUents will now be handled by
GAC, although Feldman will retain
Tommy Greehhaugh to coordinate
these deals.
The mutual representation pact
is the second agreement of its type
entered into by GAO within recent
months. Sometime ago,, GAC tnade
a deal with the Lew Jc Leslie Grade
agency of London to represent
GAC talent abroad. Seal Also follows a pattern in effect for some
Many indie eastern offices
years.
have long had representation deals
with Coas^ percenters.
their
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iVAvhpndbd bik/“x.
terk
althoueh the buildup will have undoubted reminiscent appeal it reduces the overall tempo. The battle
Scenes-—when they are reached—
are vivid without being spectacular,
and have the authentic touch,
Characters are drawn well, if a
little cihviously, and pi^Vide a
Hiixed bunch of officers
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tastes

There jg a* commendable allround standard of actine. Edward
Underdowh arid Ralph Clanton, as
the two riiain characters, stelke a

some

over-dramatized segments, such as
a Jewish girl bemending a Ger-

man

officer’s dog, which later defends her against its master. But
overall it is k hardhitting docuBril.
Bril,
ment.
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xx^tw, Wil.fxaa«4^x.avrxi, uua*«
June Havoc,
«**,** Anderson,
dith
*>««rinegi;.
Regt. sgt.
sjgi. Major
j»ajor.,.,...,ii.
M. Brittain
...r. s.
5 m.
Ram Holden, Lauren Bacall, Leon
personic projector operated sue- liam
;
The journey froni
froili Dunkirk to
cessfully in tests in London and in Shamroy, George Waggoner, Claude
t^e Rialto theatre in New York, Binyon, Ann Blyth, George Stev- Falalse took a long time, and it
company says, “is completely Ig- ens, Charles Boyer, Norman Tail- was a period of great frustration
nored by the SMPE committee, rog, Hoagy Carmichael, Ted Tetz- tor the troops bottled up in Britgo-sign,
^hose members ate all employees laff, Norman Corwin, John Wayne, SS?. ®
companies found to be habitual Richard Conte, Claude Dauphin, They Were Not Divided recounts
the
experiences during this time of
Tr;..v
offenders.”
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taking reps
q£ the institutions to the Coast to
the plart to the indies. It
will hecessitate.acceptanceby'them
of certain principles before any effoii: .will he made to set lt up. Posgibiiity is seen that not enough
ibdies-^r not enough of the right
ones ^wlU be willing to pledge adberence to the rules set up to send
the scheme into operation.
Arnall is understood to have
been working with the financial organizatldns for several months to
bring the plan to its present stage

—

©f action.
^
^
Step is the second to be taken
by EL in its drive to reach the
black-ink end of the ledger. Frank
Soule, exchange suwwsoL
rently on a tour of all brarwhes to
study other cost-saving devices.
Soule, ^wh6® has now hit ttoee exchanges, is seeking to eliminate
surplus personnel and alsa ®Bt
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Franz does well evert though he aArm«Ti-hnm

:

"That’S why ArnaU

conclaved by 20th in
New York several months ago. His HI
talk proved such a hit, 20th beaked
him for a repeat at the Chi rtational exhib session,

of a few clerical aides in the Hub. licity-ad
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But they jqst don t know.
Times critic, who spends a good
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“Tar- houies. VFactThat it won^ t^^
gished” further lacks any mwquee isjer’a Council prlae at the Venice
liiasmuch as the cast line- international Film Festival in 1948
should help it get bookings in the
up isn’t known widely.
There are only some occasional jatter spots. Plc also will have a
moments of excitement in this foreword by Quentin Reynolds,
story, which has Arthur Franz re- but this had not yet been added
turning to a small Mairie_ town, to the tradeshowh print,
after discharge from the Marines,
John Hersey’s bestseller,
in an effort to establish himself, «The
with
deals
film
Wall,”
Because of tbe family gackground, the thousands of JeWs forced; into
and boyhood escapades, Franz is » ghetto where starvation: and
disease decimated them. It is the
There s some rough sledding in his giojy
Iheir courageous struggle
particular situation wmich he oven- against overwhelming odds. It also
tua^ overcomes with display of
t^e Uve^

tniri

on a cautious exhibs at 20th s Chicago meet last
I ask them if.
test of how far it can cut below the month. “And when
picture
traditional 31 exchanges in the they would Uke to see a
that wWchJs c^this
srwhhout dampening the do-^
they
they
and
showing,
to
rently
mestic take on pix. Decision
bluntly
close the New Haven exchange and would, I Wt them quite
can
switch its functions to the Boston with the. statement that they
office
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involved would pro- stev® Barron ............
heroic. -fiiSht of the Jews in the
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Warsaw
This yarij of B
Most significant aspect of the
owreoma the prejudices of hw war.. It should do 'well in some
'n is Tenorted ^s' the calibre

bank that
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the: initial approach to Arnall,
courage pptenUal tlcket puyers wnq rather than he to them. This is
might well like the particular picthat fi^
ture.
on a well established basis through
^
piien
so
been^itten
Patrons havp
regular channels is not entirely a
On the catch-all ads, Crowther feels, thing Of the pa$ti Many indies
that they keep away frpm pix .ai- bave come^^ t^ the belief that such
They thus miss fiHB| sources of coin are gone forevor,
together.
which they would like and would ^^d the only, chances left are to
their series of personal calls.
->
go to if the ad copy made^clear interest a rich oil man or some
thJit it was the type product that other outsider with a spare vaultri Til
II
11...:^.,.
suited their taste*.
niveil
llatei
full ef risk money.
ClosiM
EL CI0S6S
Et
^
.«
“I just can’t tell you how often
jMany Strings to It
,
monotonously people say
hew
and
scheme is reportedly nd bonanza
KrJIlirn
in
Tesb
Branch
Draaco in
.1
to movies beCawa 9Anr IIIltinolAIlf cause there’s just» nothing worth reoulio manv concessions bv them
...

•

j^an pool in excess of $2,000;000,
::::::::::
flotation by a Wall sheriff McBrid# ........
used
This would be
i<*‘»*^^P®®A‘***’V******
street firm.
for Second- and ehdrmoney, while ida^Baker^r.
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many instances of
table
fry customers.
that the Cole group
expected
It is
will also discuss general exhib^distrib relations; formation of an arbliratioh system asked by Theatre
Owners of America; television iiiroads and other exhib problems in
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step in that direction.
Exhib organizations, labor unions
and guilds must hammer away to
secure repeal of the tax in the
face of competition from free home
is

the

films.

first

..

Third: Exhibs must eiicourage
and give tangible support to the
production of important and largescale films. Producers must hot be
assume all the risks
Involved Ih costly productions,
develooFoiipth ? ^echnologiOal
Teohnnloeieal develppFourth:

ments must be pushed oh all fronts
the maldng of films, including
such developments as third dimen-

:in

sional pix, If we can achieve third
dimen.slonal films in color we may
again have a rehaissaribe
rehaissarice in the
industry comparable to the revolution of sound,
Fifth: Cooperation of all uhions
and guilds in an- effort to increase
pj.p|jy0£[Q^ efficiency and lower
the costs of production,
Sixth: Unfaltering faith by all
branches Of the industry that our
talent, ability and experience will
be equal to the challenge; W^ith a
spirit of cooperation arid mutiiai
aid, motion pictures cari continue
to be your best entertairiment.
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Chi Ist-Run Wbile
Hollywood, April

4.

Tod Andrewii drew the top male
spot in “Pior’s Ertd;’V Ida Lupino's
third production for RfCO release
“Pride of Maryland” the re-‘
.
,
» feffrev

veteran Metro prostumping for pew pro-

Sam Marx,
ducer,

I5

i

ducer and director bipod at the studios even

if it means risking bis
Ih
in the proceedings,

Alfred W. Schwalberg, Paramount’s distribution v^epee, has
New York over the weekend, Marx been
named chaiimian of a special
declared: “It’s time for a change at'
eomuiittee formed to hypo film inthe studios arid for the men Inactivities iri- behalf Of a $5,,^
dustry
volved there. The studio needs a
raising drive by
000,000 fund
lot of new blood and I think Dore
United Cerebral Palsy Assns. Leori-'
Schary ( Metro prriduetion yriepeei
United ParaGolderison,
H,
ard;
Is the mah to See to it.
mount prez, heads UCP A.
‘‘(Changes Such as that are inevicampaign
national
Bob Hope is
tabie,’’ Marx said, “it’s part of the chairman arid Max E. Youngstein,
I’ve been with the
cycle of life.
‘Par’s ad-piib chief, tops the public
studio for 20 years, and I’d like relatidns cominittee with an assist
to stay, but if I were involved from Nick john .Matsoukas of the
that Would be all right; too, After Skouras circuit.
V
all, the studios must look for fresh
l^aS, .
“I’m not itrying to slur the old
producers and; directors,” Marx,
added “Their experience counts.
Cpritiiiued irpm page 4
The best thing would be to have
both the experience and the fresh In return; his sales companies will
ideas. But if there isn’t room for handle distribution, thereby guarboth, the studio should take the anteeing to these, indies a complete playoff in the hundreds of
iieW imen and let the old go.”
Rank-affiliated theatres.
Regardless of. his Sentiments,
Ceiling will be fixed on these
Marx’s future is far frOni dubious, pix to assure
the producer of a
prbdueer has already been assigned profit on his films. In workirig out
“Ground for Marriage” as his next these deails Rank Will attemipt to
Katha-

own neck

,

;

Mono^^^
Pro^ctlon^at
at Monograip
Rernerd a prpducuon

Sam

,

.

,

Bischoff

‘‘Father’s Day',”

readying

is

based .bn a

script'

Watners^
by Richard Landau
shifted titles from “The AU Amencan“ to “Jim Thorpe—All Ameri-^
can.” ... Carl Esmond drew a featured role in “The Desert Hawk”
at UI
/ , A. Pam Blumenthal in
town for pre-production huddles
on “Girl on the Run,” Alin Sheridan starrer to be filmed by
with .Norman
Fidelity. Pictures
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““‘SHaSnica BiU’* ind “I’m
songs,
Telling Myself I Ain’t Afraid,” in
Columbia’s “Across the Badlands”
Kay Buckley signed 0 player
.
contract at Coluiribia arid will make
hCr screen bow in “Lfist Stage
VaUey,” a Harry Joe Brown proCollette Lyons and
duction
Don Otis joined the “When You’re
Smiling” cast at Coluiribia.
/
.
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Film
Metro opus,
get qvihality films wherever possible
Roberta Jonay arid Paul Lees
rine Grayson and Van J ohnson and but at budgets in the neighborhood
obtained releases from their Parawill roll iate in May or early in
of $5b0,000-$800,000. He is not tak- mount player contracts .
Josejpih
Marx
While in Gotham,
June.
ing the risk but :he Wants the indie
looked over several legit actor pos- to come out on top as a factor in Gershenson succeeded the late
^Uon
chief
(cf the
Schwarzu^ld
as
aibilities for the hlriit
promoting a further supply of UI music department
Juaim
.
.
Under the Schary regime, Marx films; to his circuits. Rarik be- Hernandez and his son, Juan, 9,
laid, there, must always be four^ lieves a distribution pact from his will play father-son roles in “The
five films in Work on the lot. Pol- org can be converted into financial Breaking Point” at Warners .
icy has been set to cut the costs backing from the banks if the indie Frederick Brisson moved his Inand assure distribution of a steady keeps his budget within limits.
dependent Artists organization Into
aupply of product. Because; the lot
20th-Fox
Rank, himself, has told American the California Studios
has upped its production, per-pic- industryites on his present trip completed “My Blue Heaven,” in
ture fixed overhead has been sliced that he does not intend to launch production since Dec. 5 with Betty
J
from over 40% to a. present 25% into a bigger program so long as Grable "and Dari Dailey starred
Columbia lined Up two songs,
or thereabouts.
present entertainment taxes stand.
Marx was ift town also in an at- He has quoted figures to demon- “Ghattanoogie Shoe Shine Boy’’
and
tempt to. collect on one song that strate that a British producer cari Low “When the Campfire Burns
on the Prairie,” for Gene
Richard Rodgers-Oscar Hammer- only obtain 23% of theatre grosses Autry in
“Indian Territory.”
itein 2d owe him for several years. on a top film played in England.
Tune was promised to the Metroite On lesser films, he said, only 13%
by Jerome Kern and Hammerstein, of the gross is available to pay the
and thein taken over by the present negative nut and get a profit.
Upped Rents
team When Kerri died.. If the duo
By launching into- these two
Continued, from page 3
baa the tihiOf Marx said, they Will brackets of pix. Rank hopes to keep
tneet the r.Q.U. with a song for his production personnel intact.
that tele, is having; its effect; it is
“Grounds for Marriage.”
While in New York, Britisher con- not
disclosed by a comparison of
Producer has just wrapped up fabbed with both Barney Balaban,
between TV and non-TV
“A Lady Without Passport,” star- Paramount prez, and Nate J. Blum- income;
areas. Paramount figure
exchange
ring Hedy Lairiarr. He plaried back berg, head of Universal, to explore
boys
didn’t
have to go beyond the
to the Coast yesterday (Tues.) future picture
deals.
Toppers
three top: television territories to
agreed to study story properties
after a few days in New York.
find that there seemed to be no
with an eye towards British prodirect ratio between the number of
duction.
Rank will alsd meet with Harry TV sets and the boxoffice slippage.
Biggest TV Areaii
Par
Cohn, Columbia prez, and Howard
The three big tele areas first
Hughes, RKO’s controlling stockContinued irpm page 4
holder and production chief, When graphed by Par were New York,
• fair shake oil house budgets and he reaches the Coast next week. Chicago and Los Angeles. New
are then willing to split costs above He hopes for six-to-lO jointly- York biz, it Wats discovered, was up
percentagewise above the national
the budget. “In anj^ town of 50,000 produced films yearly,;
average, while the Chi and L.A.
or more, no house budget should
exchanges collected rentals during
be less than 600 lines Of advertis1949 that were about equal to the
ing.” he asserted.
countrywide meam
Aiming at increased exploitation,
Par is iriapping a policy of adding
On the other hand, some cities
Continued from page 7
under
20 junior, fieldmen to work
without TV stations or with comsold
televisiori.”
Rep
has
over
took
Par
members.
permanent
the 11
paratively few receivers had fallen
said,
is now using an added 20, mainly no pictures for video, he
considerably below the national
As for exploitation although frequently approached average of decrease,. That’s preoil ‘'Samson.”
destroy
because
“it
not
Want
to
did
was
previously
mistake
tieups,
cisely the same resultv
stars

.
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last week SRO; general sales manager, Sidney Deneau closed deal
Whereby film' would continue on iiidefinite run in Selv^B While play.

ing the nabes,
Prices were lowered from 98c.
$1,25 to regular Loop fitst-run scale
pf 50c.-98c; for simultaneous runs;

Hahe maximum

will

he

72c.-85c.

•

to stop after national tieups in MS
through.
put
were*
magazines
Henceforth, Par wdll also stress local exploitation along the lines of
store cards, Irtterior placards, etc.
Star tours are in for a big up-

relations with fijm theatres.”
Just as radio helped films, so he
believes television will ultimately
worl^ out as an asset
Grainger opined on business that
“there Is too mu^h cry ing- wolf iu
Youngstein this country.” “A lot of exhibitors
its

^

at Paramount,
Next in the hopper is one think business should reiriain !at
for Gloria Swanson who will coyer the wartime peak. I think it now
the 31 exchanges following a.sixr compares very favorably with that
Week press-radio stint in New done in 1943 and 1944.”

swing

said.

Consblidated Molded Products
Rep’s SUbsid in the plastic
field, lost $18,000 last year against
a I948 net of $168,000, it Was disclosed. Substantial outlay of $300,000 must he made in the next
three-five years, it was Said, but
rising profits would probably; carry
that charge;
Directors Arthur j. Miller, Harry
actress
backing the screenings C.; Mills,' John J. O’Connell, Leon
Wilcoxon sWing A. Swirbul and Walter L. Titus,
With lectures.
paid off ill hypoed grosses in every Jr., were reelected for new threeTheir election was
city where he appeared, Young- year terms.
Without opposition.
stein said.
Subsequently, at the meeting of
Frarik Gapra, producer of “Riding High;” is slated in N, Y. nekt the board, the current slate of of-

ballying “Sunset Boulevard.”
Miss Swanson will concenftate^not
only on radio and newspapers iri
her countrywide swing but also
civic groups, clubs and other orgs.
Her tour is pattenied on the recent successful trek Of Herbert
Wilcoxon for “Samson.” “Sunset”
Will be sneak previewed for ^exhibs
in every exchange center with the

York

Co.,

.

«

'

:

Week to pitch for his piCi Both ficers were re-elected; It includes:
Bob Hope and Bing Grosby are Herbert J. Vates, president; James
ready to throw their weight behind R. Grainger, executive Vice-president; Edward L. Walton, Walter L.
Norman Siegel,: Par’s studio pub Titus* Jr., Arthur J. Miller, John J.
licity chief sat in on the Young- O’Cdnnell,
vice-presidents; John
stein interview. Siegel stressed Petrauskas, Jr., treasurer; Joseph E.
the importance of tieups and star McMahon, ^secretary; Albert E.
tours.
Screen personalities, he Schiller, Ira M. Johnson, Robert* V.
said, are changing their attitude, Newman, assistant secretaries and
recognizing the need to help sell N, K. Lpder, Richard Rodgers;
pix.
Siegel returns to the Gbast Robert Vi NeWmari, assistant treaeover the weekend.
urers.
star junkets.

.

:

,

.

,

2Qth'Eyes BiDost
Continued froin page
C,

.

initial stanza.

.

Skouras announced several
months ago his company’s intentions to increase the number of releases ‘gradually during the next
several years, sighting for a goal
of 36 by 1951. In line with that,
is

,

.

“Cheaper Hy Dozen” (20th)
looms a potentially great hoxoffiGe
bet bn the basis Of its opening at
N. Y. Roxy. “Great Rupert” (EL)
also shapes up as a fairly good
grosser judged by the few initial
engagements.
“The Conspirator”
(Robert Taylor ) finished off
( M-G)
some nice datek before the end of
the month.
(RKO) had
“Eiffel Tower”
enough favorable dates to wind
up high on one week’s runnenip
list, “Paid In Full” (Par) did a bit
better in March but still proved
highly disappointing in view of the
cast. “Kid From Texas” (U ) started
out stoutly.

“Yellow Cab Man” (M-G), latest
reconverting and expanding Red Skelton comedy, did not fare

studio facilities at a cost of $5,006,000-$6,000,000.
But, With no
signs ’of a' boxoifice pickup arid
its

With the summer dogdays looming,
Skouras reportedly' felt the company must boost its production immediately.
Move is believed all
the more significant in view Pf
Zanuck’s constant urging of exhibl
tors to milk every picture for as
iPng a run as possible,

well on initial date in N. Y. but
hinted it would dp better around
the keys.
Balarice of his supply will bb allBritish pix at .moderate costs with,
the financial risk, assumed not by
50 split on costs to slash his outAdditionally, he wants the
lay.
assurance of this product for his
circuits, located in bulk in the
eastern half of the globe.

*

Twentieth is dead set against reentering
film production, brilieVing current market conditions call
for more pictures of better quality,
As a result, if the company finds it
is not yet ready to turn out the
requisite number of features bn Its
own, it is expected to turn to indie
that the producers to fill in the to^l.
previous company had got in its Whether 20th will help finance any
survey.
indie production is do^^^
cbiripany reportedly will he
Statistical experts fori both coM-^ :^^
panies agree that there are too niore prone In the future to offer
its
distribution
facilities to the inmany other factors which influence
the. b.oi to be dble to tell yet jiist dies.
what effect tele is having. The
rent control angle wes discovered,
in going over the various factors
that might be accounting for the

R

ContlBiied from

p.'ige;

5

tive selling spots wherever indies
insist on bidding against UP. One

of these recently put through was
in New Orleans. However, in most
cases, indies have not demanded
first-run product against UP’S big
deluxers.

Berger’s

New Par

Deal

Chicago, April

Paramount bas concluded

4.

a (deal

with Theatre -vAssociafes of Minnesota, cbriiprising some 50 theatres,
for 10 to 12 current releases playCoiitinued ifroin; page 3
Most
ing each of the houses.
houses are beginnliig with “Tlie
shoiild some congressman find a
does not inDeal
Great
Lover.”
taint of what he supposes to be
which
propaganda in any picture the clude “Samson arid Delilah,”
according to Paramount central diagency

Li^in^

RFC

slippage.

ber of runrier-up. productions, several of Which hint the likelihood
that they; will go higher.
These
runner-up pik are “Three c^me
Home” (20th), “Mhlaya” (M-G),
“Loye Happy” (UA) “King’s Men”
“'The Heiress” .(Par ) , “East
( Col);
Side” (M-G), “IwO; Jima“ (Rep)
and “Mother Didn^t Tell Me”
f26th).
There was an exceptionally big
number of new films started out
with spbtty results in March.
“Daughter of R o s i e O ’Grady”
(WB) was launched, with big returns at' N. Y. Music HMl the final
days of the month. “Singing Guns”
(Rep) started put smash in St.
(UA)
Louis. “Johnny Holiday”
showed enough oil a few scattered
playdates to fit the category of a
“sieeper’* and has been going great
gUris on initial showings.
,

3^

spokesmen, where the Bi’oadway
‘DrkWf 2pth’s
OOfVi’o top; deluxe
«1 a1iiva
Vl AnMa « A*.
Roxy,
showca^er,
may need 36 or more featured a
year. •Because of the dwindling
boxoifice, it has been found that a
feature at the key city first runs
usually does well the first week,
breaks about even for a second hiit,
if it’s held for a third, loses most
of the profits earned, during the

20th

Golden Dozen list in March.
Because so niaiiy pictures were
playing in key cities last month,
there iare more than the usual num-

.

who

control the
Selwyn, former legit house, seeing
increasing grosses, wanted tO coiitinue imn indefinitely, but found
that film was already booked. But
officials,,

.

,

B.p. Leader

son and Delilah” (Par), boxoffice
champ the preceding month. Fine
Chicago, April 4.
showing was made despite the fact
Unusual situation Of a pic con* that it did not have many new
tinuing its Loop first-run while pperiings in March.
playing in nalm imuses w^l take
“The Outlaw” (RKO), fifth-^plact
here April 14 when Selznick
winner in February, was in eighth
e
Organization’s
Releasing
slot last month, being again sock
gjarts subsequent runs
in most of the few places playing.
^ indefibitely
i
j
at the
“Red Shoeei’ (EL), with a batch of
Selwyn.
new bookings, is taking over ninth
^
Pic Is scheduled for “A” release
“Willie Gomes Marching
spot;
in 27 houses, some breaking it on
ninth the pibceding
April 21. Home” (2bth),
April 14; the
month;
took
lOth-place coin. “Third
Meanwhile, it starts its ninth Week
Man” (SRO), playing only, a few
at the Selw^n; “Third Man” was
houses and often in Small-seaters,
originally set at 45elwyn for eight
nevettheless
showed
sufficient
weeks. Grosses followed ;t^^ nofstrength to wind tip 11th riationally.
declining pattern up to fourth
’•Dear Wife” (Par) finished out the
week, where it reached its lov^

"

.

-

ivContlnued irom pagc 4

Foster dlrecting^^.
Priiht--but exceptionally high for
sell signed with the William Morris
.fourth week in the 1,0.00-seat
ag^cy,
_
^
x i
V houser^f $10,000. By this time
Clare Booth Luce sold A Spark
guljs^q^uept runs had already
a co"- been booked. In fifth week pic
yarn
in the Night,
gressman, tcr20th;?o^^^^ for prpduc-. climbed to $12,100. In sixth' week
again, to $12,500. Estimate
Burnette wlSwarWe Iwo' of hisown ^
®

'

'
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PICTURES

1

Taking a list of areas where rent
curbs have been femoved under the
local option laws adopted by Congress a year ago, close parallel was
found between those cities where
finances. And It is figured
there are no loiiger restrictions and that there’s no picture possible to
make on any subject whatsoever
whete biz Is off the most; V^^
versa, it is off least iii controlled that
some page-one-wise Solon
areas.
couldn’t set his inicroscbpe ph and
up with a holler,
That is Seen as explainihg why
the New York exchange area hasn’t
In that case, the RFC! execs figfallen as mtich percentagewise as ure there’s only one thing to do-—
the average for the country. New keep out of loans to pictures or
York has had strong curbs supple- atiy other medium of an; informamehting the national laws.
tionril nature.
So they’re listening
Arnall, as they did to I. E. Ghad^
Rent situation is also 'seeh as poswick,
prez
of
the Independent Moslbly ekplairiing in part the fact
Picture Producers Assn,; a
that small town theatres have been
hit much less hard than those In couple of months ago, but no one
major cities. While housing short- Wccts anything to result,
ages still exist in most big municlThere’s no law ag’in such loans
palities and thus there’s pressure as the indie organizations Want, but
on rents, little towns have no acute the RFC board has set a policy
housing problem and rents are which its members are open in adlower, in addition to which there’s mitting they don’t propose to
a higher percentage of home own- change. Aniall has been seeking
ership. Rents thus chop a smaller second** and ehd-money for his
piece out of the money available iriembers, with banks expected to
for entertainment.
put up the first-money*
.

,

.

visioii
is not
time..

manager James J. Donohue,,
available to them at this

Deal

i$ significant in light of fact

‘

^

that one of the circuits which The^
atre Asspciateii represente(d in ner
gptiations is the Bergpr Amiis. GO;
of Minneapolis. President of Berger Amus. ik Bennie Berger, presideiit of North Central Allied, and
one who has repeatedly voiced opposition to percentage-rental deals.
Donohue said that some';'«f the pictures were on a flat rental basis
arid others on percentage deal s.
Only a month ago. North Central
Allied let Ipose a blast at Metrp
for putting “Baftleground” up for
While
sale ori a: percentage basis.
the Allied blast concentrated on
Metro’s action specifically, it took
a swipe at percentage deals in general, declariiig that it is “opposed
to forced percentage in the smaller situaUoris bn principle;”

W50
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Showmen

acclaims 20th

•.r'M'M'l'l'I'l'i'i'.'.S'S'.V.'.'

Century-Fox,
flight

.

,

»

Executives and top-

Its

Manpower

,

for their great

contribution to the cause of Show-

manship

.

as evidenced by their

down'to-bedrrock Chicago Conclave
and Regional Showmanship meetings which followed.

i^'

. . .

Itwasaroll^up-your-sleeves.and-goto- work effort... to which America's

Box-Office trumpeters flocked

. . .

to

join a "Back-To-The-Box-Office" cruA1

Il

sade.. .that will arouse patrons to the

BETTER ENTER
by the MOVIES .. .keep them
...and KEEP 'EM COMING!

interested

The PRIZE BABY joins the s welling d
of p
great /pb. .. WELL
’Tktif 'iti

SiAttad
4t S

DQNE.. -and adds

ihtt

BALL ROLLIP

keea

it terllinf

. •

iiTL^ L

'pmifBmr or mmousmv
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Warners’ issue

ca -s

Ameriadvisory unit for foreign Alms
Pictui'e Assn, of

apparently has won its Arst convert in Dr. Renato Gualino, prez
of the Italian Film Producers Assii;
and head of Liix Films of Italy.
Following several weeks* stay in
the U; Si as guest of the unit, he
laned homeward Sunday (2) via

? aris Where

he sold skeptical
French industryites on the unit's

.program.
Gualino's Paris stopover preceded by hours the election of delegates to the unit by French Alminakers. Named as reps are J. P.
Frogereais, who/heads the French

1950

Heat on UJS. to Call OA

Continued from page 3

Motion

JSy

large block of stock have stumbled
over the need for a syndicate to
raise a tremendous sum of cash
Cash reto. Aoat the transaction.
quirement alone has been the mafar.
so
impediment
jor
However, if some 70% or so of
the value of the stock is fepresentT
ed by non-voting debentures, the
balance of the value in stock is
reduced to 30% of the overaU total
or some $6,000,000. Warner freres
could either hold on to the debehtures or sell them Separately while
transferring voting control throiugh
the $6,000^000 stock transactioh.

Italy, Mexico, Germany and several other Aim-producing countries
are applying the heat to the U.S*
to calV off its 30% withholding tax.
Regulation requires U, S. distributors to withhold and send to tbe
U. S; treasuiy 30% of all earnings
of foreign pictures here (as assur-

WASHINGTON

Loadd With Di^k,

K.C.

(Continued from page 11)
Very steady $5,500, almost up to
last week’s solid $6,000. Still dsydating with Little.

Oldies for Holy

Week;

Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 44-80)—
“CindereUa” (RKO) (6th wW. SlipKansas City, April 4.
ping noticeably mid-week, but
Pre-Easter week has raft of
Weekend
biz
strong
shapes
to
duals
and
lightweight
bills to tide
ance th^jt overseas Aim-makers
good $9,000. Last week, $12,000. over until Lenten season is ended.
don't get away without paying the
Little
(Lopert) (285; 5()-85)-r- Two major situatioris, Paramourit
bite.)
Requirement doesn’t apply “Tight Little Island (U) (2d wk);
and the three Fox Midwest hbuses,
to nations such as France, Britain Hep
$3,500.
Last weqk, stout
and Sweden, with Which the U, S* $4,000. Digs in for indeAnite stay./ are dualing in contrast to usual
policy.
Neither Is much, With
has certaia trade accords.,
Metropolliaii
(Warner)
(1,163; "Captain China” and “Backfire’' at
Meantime,
44r74)^"Barricade”
the
Italian
goyeni(WB).
Good
Par
for modbrate take rind "Under
This reduced sum makes the propment arid/the U. S. State Depit. In $7,000 ill 9 days.
Last Week, My Skin” and “Dakota LiT* In
osition comparatively simple.
“Father is Bachelbr” (Col) arid Tower-Uptown-Fairway combo for
Understood that the; Warners conjunction with the Treasw, are ''Palomino”
disappointing slow sessioii,
(Gol),
Gtherwise trade is
issuing working out a tax treaty to adjust
contemplated
originally
$4,500.
tpuchlrig riottoin.
common and preferred stbek as a the 30% impost, it was revealed
Palace
(Loew’s)
44-74)—
(2,370;
in New York last week by Dr. ReriEstimates
lor
This Week
the
of
reducing
the
value
of
means
(20th) (2d
ato. Gualino, prez of the Italian "Three Came Hbriie"
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45theatre, common. Idea of preferred
'Wk).; Down to mild $10,000 after
' The
Film
Producers
Asm,
up65)"-- “Dlllinger”
Was vetoed in favor of debentures
(Mono)
and
coming agreement, he said. Would Ahe $18,000 last week.
because pay merits of interest bn
Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 50-90) “Mutiny Big House” (Mono) (re^
similar to one which already
the bonds could be deducted from be
“Thifd Man” (SRO) (3d wk); issues). Fair $2,800. ^ Last week;
has been signed between the U; S;
(U)
(m.6.)
(2d
wk)*
net proAts, thereby reducing tax
Still going strong at big $9,000. “Francis”
arid France.
However, it*s antici- Last Week, hot $llj000,
charges, while no such privilege
but some- fourth week Of first-run lasted two
extra days for great $4,500 In 9
accrues to dividends on preferred pated that widespread tax reforms what less than expected.
Warner (WB) (2,164; 44-74)— 4ays:
stock.
Both Parambiirit and RKO now underway in Italy will likely
kiiiio (Dickinson) (550; 55^75)—
‘^Perfect Strangers” ( WB).
So-so
considered prefeired stock issues, hold up inking uritil 195 1
A sped Ac coriventioh between $12,000 for 9-day run; kept for ex- “Miranda” (EL).; Moderate $2,000.
it is said/ but later dropped the
the U; S. and the countries involved tra
days to accominodate re- Last week, "Carnegie Hall” (UA)
proposal;
The big factor which inakes the is required before the 30% levy is vamped holiday schedule," Last (reissue), oke. $2,200,
Midland (Loew’s) (J^SOd; 45-65)
plan feasible is that there are pres- removed. U. S. Treasury, it’s un- week, “Paid in Full*! (Par), $11 ,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (654; 44-86)— -^‘*AU King’s Men** (Col): and
ently rio. longterm charges against derstood, has no objection to reci“Red
Shoes”
(EL)
(4th
wk).
Steady
“Girls* School” (Col)
(2d wk-5
the Warrier theatre .fealty such as procal deals with other nations, but
Last week; $9,000. Hplds days).
.$7,000.
Nice $16,000. Last week,
exists in the case of the RKO and negotiations leading up to the
again. :/
big $21,000.
General bank agreements take considerable time.
iioew’s circriits.
Missouri (RKO) (2,660; 45r65)-^
loan of some $12,000,000 is out- An Interested party in the situa“Back to Bataan” (RKO) and
standing against the company as a tion is the Motion Picture Assn, of
'‘Marine
Raiders”
(RKO) .(re(Continued from page IJ)
whole, but this Is a comparatively America, which is acting in a liaismall amount considering the tre- son capacity between the Treasury Last week, “Perfect Strangers” issues). So-so $8,500. Last Week*
“Tarzan
and
Girl”
Slave
(RKO)
mendous circuit involved, More- and Aim-making countries in an (WB), $6,000.
and “Savage Splendor” (RKO),
over, part of this charge could be effort to set up the necessary conRialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
ditto.
ventions.
assumed by the studio company.
75-90)
“Samson and Delilah”
Paramount (Par) (i;900; 45-65)-^
(Par) (2d wk). Holding up well at
Reportedly, Major Warner, wboSe
fair $12,000 after last week’s tef- "Capt. China” (Par) and “Backtfemendous 438,800 block of stock
fire!*
(WB).
Infrequent double
riAc $20,000.
represents the biggest interest, may
State (Loew’s) (3,000; 45-65)— bill here, mild $9,000. Lqst week,
turn over his production-distributo Apiieal
“Perfect
Btrartgers”
(WB), average
''Big
Wheel!’;
(DA) end "intruder
tion stock to his two brothers in
Continued from page 3
in Dust” (M-G)/ J ust okay $1 1,000. $10,000.
exchange for a good part o^ their
*
Tower Uptown Fairway (F o x
debentures. The plan, however, is atres, none of which involved any Last week, “Nancy to Rio” (M-G)
on the draftirig board, but could be ‘closed towns’ or even any closed and "Reckless Moment” (Gol), Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; 7Jttp; 45-65)
-^“Under
My Skin” (ioth) and
about
same.
dropped if a deal for the outright Arst-run situatioris);*’
Strand (FA) (L200; 45-65) •— “Dakota Lil” (20th). Slow $12,000.
sale of Warner stock, |ri theatres
In, another paragraph,
Metro “Pirates Capfi” (FC) and “Flying Last Week, ”12 O’clock High’*
should crop up.
claims that the district court over- Saucer” (FC).
Sluggish $3,000. (26th) (2d wk), still high at $14,000.
Syndicates are Still actively seek- looked the Supreme Court’s ruling Last
week, “Outside Wall” (U) and
ing the necessary capital in Wall “that to strike dowp a vertically "Act of /Murder *
(U), $3,50P.
street, reliable reports indicate. integrated enterprise it must be
(Continued from page 11)
Several biggies in the industry shown that it is the integration itwere approached as recently aS last self which creates the monopoly Sues Barger for $2,500
85)
“Davy/ Crockett” (UA) and
week with proposals that they join power to exclude competition and
Chi Theatre Claims “Military Academy** (Col). Thin
$12,000. Last week, “Borderline”
one or anotlwr syndicate seeking that there is a purpose or intent
Chicago, April 4.
and **Girl San Lorenzo” (UA),
the Warner theatre control.
to do so.”
Since the Supreme
An Unusual claim has been Aled $(U)
12 000
While Warner stock boomed on Court refused to declare that the in Chicago
municipal court by
the New Y6rk exchange last Week majors’ vertical Integration created
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,Martin Licht, head of International
55-85)--“Tlght Little Island’*
on Arst reports of the deal, no a monopoly power and also held Pictures; Inc.,
New York, against 207;
(U). Trim $8,000. Last week, "Red
such activity was apparent this this integration was not illegal as
S, Barger; former operator of
N.
Shoes” (EL) Uth wk), oke $5,500.
week. WB common has levelled such, a question is raised whether
the Rialto theatre, a Aim house
off, several Insiders said, because
Stagedoor
(Ackerman-Rosener)
the district court violated the Sur which converted to burlesque in
“The Guinea Pig”
there is still considerable uncer- preme Court’s mandate, Metro con(370; 85-$l)
January, \
(Indie):
Gbod $5,000. Last Week,
tainty whether the new Anancial tends.
Among
the iteriis which Licht “Pygmalion** (Indie) (reissue) (4th
plan is actually put into Operation.
Error is also claimed because the claims Barger failed to pay for un- wk), $5,000.
Warners hjave changed their minds
lower court, overlooked the effect der a contract agreement for a
several tiiries in the past.
Esquire (No. Coast) (955; 55-85)
of the Paramount and RKO con^ roadshow featuring the Alitt, "Be“Fraricls** (U) and “Bodyhold”
Both Harry and Jack. Warner
cause of Eye,” are cost and prpAts
(Col) (6th wk). Still big at $5,000 or
were in N. Y. last week to push sent decrees, Divorcement in these
cases, Metro said, halved the num- on books bn sex hygiene which close. Last week, $6,500.
talks on settlement with the Govwere sold during performances.
ernment. It is believed agreement ber Of affiliate houses arid changed
Geary (Indie) (1,550; 6()-$1.80)—
Licht is suing for $2;500 through
It
"Bicycle Thief” (Indie) (3d wk).
on the big questions has already the national theatre setup.
the
Chicago law Arm of Cohon & Okay $7,500. Last week, Atie $8,been reached but that, a number of made Andings covering conditions
1943-44 Obsolete and required Goldstein.
He claims the show, 000
smaller problems must Still be in
to re-examine the situa- which featured the picture and a
ironed. Harry planed to the Coast the court
lecture by Alexander Leeds bn sex
over the weekend after suddenly tioh.
Metro also argues that ordering hygiene, played for two weeks at
becoming ill in the course of talks.
.
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Assn., and Robert
Grayenne, exCc-director of TJriir
France Films. Latter out At is a

Film Producers

recently formed organizatioh which
embraces all branches of the Gallic pic industry.

France has now

become the second foreign Aim
producing: country to ..send eniis-.
garies to the IJ. S. as the MPAA’s
.

guests;-

Both Frogereais and Crayenne
are scheduled to arrive in New
York at the ehd of the month to
Btudy the functions ahd scope of
the advisory program. Reportedly
they may be accompanied by M.
Fourre-Gormeray, French government’s Minister of Cinematography.
Until Gualino stepped into brief
the French on the aims of the
Unit’s setup, Gallic producers had
considerable misgivings, as do pfoduCers in other, countries, as to the
MPAA’s good faith in showing
them how to win greater income in
the American market.
.

TAMOIIS OUTUWS’ fix
EXCUISnaY FOR TELE
Hollywood, April

4.

Ron Ormond, indie producer
who has been making six “Lash**
La Rue oaters annually for Lip^

pert Productions, will turn out a
series of 52 television gallopers,
each running 15 minutes.
TV series Will hear the general
title, “Tales of Famous Outlaws,**
each a complete story with LaRue
tarring. Six have been completed
and Ormond is working on seven
more, to mehc a package of 13 for
presentation to sponsors.

—
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.
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DOUISVILtE

—

Mdro

SAN FRANCI$CO

—

On

.

,
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RKO

Holding the Line

—

Despite the tremendous squeeze
on shorta from tapering b.o. returns, RKO is holding the line on
the number of releases. Company
has set. 87 brieAes for 1950-51, the
same total as in previous postwar
years. Of these, 14 shorts will be
reissues of oldtime Walt Disney,
Fdgar Kennedy and Clark & Mc-

Cullough series.
Included in 37 twp-reelers are 13
•'This Is America'* issues; six Leon
Errol shorts and six Comedy Spe-

Heading Up the one-reel

cials.

bracket are 18 Disney Technicolor
cartoons.

Reming^it Band Niked

On

Gen’l Aniline Control

Washington, April 4.
Drive Of Remington Rand, Inc.,
to obtain control of General Aniline Film Gprp. was nixed last
Week by the U. S, district court,
which ruled that the company had
•'failed to establish, by a preponderance of .evidence,** that it held
an agreement with Interhandel,
Swiss corporation, to putdhase
controlling
block of stock for
$25,00()ib00.

General

Aniline mahufactures
Aim, among other prodiicts.
Alien Property Custodian
eized it during the war as a subsidiary of the I. G, Ferben caftel.
The Government still holds the
control, and the Swiss Arm ifs trying tq get it, oh the contention
that itr-^and not a German Arni-^r

ANSCO

Was

real controlling interest.

tile

—

.

.

complete divorcement is using a
blunderbuss instead of a rifle.
Court erred in believing that the
only alternative lb competitive
bidding was complete divorcement.
Philadelphia, April 4.
Cutting down of the number of theJack Walston Whitney, 38, man- atres via divestiture would: have
ager of the Eddy theatre. Eddy- brought a company’s activities
stone, Pa., was found shot to death within the range of legality under
early yesterday (3) in the the- the
Supreme Court’s decision,
Delaware county authorities Metro declared.
atre.
wouldn't state whether the case
was' suicide or murder;
A cleaning woman discovered the
manager's body behind the last
row of seats. 'The pistol, believed to
Continued froiif page 5
be owned by Whitney, lay just beyond his outstretched right hand. the key nabe circuits, play, in an
Therp were nO powder burns, the swer to complaints from the sub
sequent theatre pperatofs, 20tl
coroner reported.
Weekerid boxoffice receipts wer'e sales execk have claimed the sit
Intact -in office safe /Whitney was uatibn oAefs a terriAc problen
also a director of the Chester City which cannot be easily solved
Twentieth suggested it might; b(
School Board.
best to await the Anal decree ii
divorcemeht cases against the tw<
FRENCH ATTy;*S N-t. MEET major
afLiiiated chains, but Brand
Pierre Gide, French attorney, ar- declared the problem
could b<

Probe Shwting Death
Of Theatre Manager

;

.

rived in the U. S; this

week

for

General Aniline, has Ueen esti- talks with John G. Mcdarthy, dimated to be worth upwards of rector of the interriatiohal division
of the Motion Picture Assn, of.
$ 100 000 000
America. They confabbed Monday
(3) arid will contiriue talks today
(Wednesday),
Cooperstowri Fire
Gide has a plan for representing
Cooperstdwii, N. Y, April 4.
central
offices
_ The
the the MPA A Or individual member
of
Smalley Theatres were wrecked companies on special problems, inMarch 29 at night by Are of un- cluding public relation.s.
Plan
determined origin.
the theatre would not overlap the activities bi
audience left the building quietly MPAA’s Continental rep, Gerald
Jiriijiifwt;
Mhyaiki » fi;
t ; «
,

,

.

m

solved easily via arbitration.
While ITO A hopes itsvsystem wil
set a ribttern for other exhibitor!
and distribs, Brandt ^emrihasized i
miist be worked out locally in eacl

'

territory.
He
arbitration, to

insisted

also

tha'

be equitable, mus
be based on a “biU of rights” giv
ing fair play to the exhibs* prbb
lems, not ori“coinmon usage.” H<
noted that 20th sales yeepee Andj
W. Smith, Jr;, promised recenth
to work out a plan with ITOA fo
the N. Y. area*
•

.

«

-i'

'

the Rialto starting Nov. 7, 1949,
and that Barger refused to pay for
rental and other obligations for the
second week’s showing. Items include rental fee, cost of books, international's share of the pro At On
books, lecture fees and freight arid

Mc6mald-Rank

i

.

In competitive situations,
exhibs bid against each
other fpr product; it: is vUcually
impossible ;to offer eight pictures

where

same time.

according

situations,

7

he’s
out.”

ssa
been

(Sullivan is executive director of

what pix Phonevisiori would

use for the test.)
Rank, prior to meeting with McDonald, asserted he **kne w nothing” about Phonevision. He said
video rights to pix now distributed
by Eagle Lion arid Universal were
held by those companies. He added, however, that he would retain
rikrits to 20 pix being bought by
Lopert Filins for reissue here.
When asked if he would sell those

bidding:

such

what

Theatre Owners of Ariierica. Ha
has denied any interest in Anding
lout

for availability at the

that’s

commissioned to And

trucking charges on books.

In

Continued from page

Sulllvam

to
the system of single selling
will probably have to continue.
Company spokesmen alsp ;jpointed
to the difficulties of selling a Rroiip
of pictures simultaneously at different terrris.

/

,

for Phorievlsion, he again, replied
he knew nothlrig about the irie-

2()th,

,

dium.
Producer-exhibitor believes t eleyision Will ultimately beneAt Aim
industry in England through theSpeciAcs of the group selling ex- atre TV, Nuinber of his British
perimerit will still have exhibs buy- theatres have
already installed
ing the pictures one at a time. large screen receivers and are
Where previously they could pact awriltiug expiration of British
for only One or two at each session Broadcasting Corp. monopoly on
at
exchanges, however, they telecasting in 1951. At that lime,
^
will’ now be able to contract for they will apply for licenses for exthe group of eight.^ Move, 20th clusive showing of special events
emphasized, is entirely different Iri theatres.
frorn the old system of block bookRank feels producers will also
ing, now outlawed by the courts beneAt.
They can handle producbecause distribs could allegedly tion erid of special theatre-videor
force the theatre operators to buy cast everits, he believes, And can
second-quality pictures in order to even stage special events of their
obtain the best onesi i v;
i
owm for theatre Don9umptioni' « - - j

^

,

'

i

1

;

S

.

A^rfl

4

f # »

nonntBS'
»» » »4

\P

f4

1^50;

14

iri

I
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exchange areas.

PI’n’SBURGH
city sales-

for liA in Qincinnati, appointed bead of company’s exchange

man

tJnited^.

ALBANY

,

here; replaces I^eonard Mintz, returnirig to Rbiiadelphia office as
:

.

manager.

,

Hayman, West Virginia
owner and tJniontowni, Ra.>

G.

newspaperman,

Coast to

for,

left

handle radio campaign on twoweek date of Clyde Beatty’s Circus
in

M»r

m

T

Mannie Trautenberg,

theatre

r » » »i t »

'

Hollywood
to' company’s
and western and southern

Hon

» I

'

NEW YORK

sales

4

Fl»l

sales chief, returned to the iibmeoffice last Week after a four-week

studio

»

Detroit pabe houses in^
Yolved in the Goverrimept’s consent decree, may soon be taken
over by. Jack Goldhar, Chrysler
dealer and former manager of
United Artists office here.
New Wyandotte the a t r e, In
by Mrs; A. W, McCormick to nearby Wyandotte,’ will operate as
George C. Davis and Joseph Sferra, a second-run house, the first in
who^ also operate the Liberty at the downriver area. George BremMidland, Pa.
r
Mrs. MdCormick en is managing director,
has been running the house since
the death of her husband two
months ago
auto crash at Mel,
bourne, Fla.
Leasing of Colonial at PoughBob Ferber resigned his sales keepsie and sale of the Paramount
^
berth" with
Universal.
Jimmy in PeekskiU to Harry L. Royster,
Coyne, head booker, moves up into district manager of United Parahis spot,
Jimmy Ley takes over mount Theatres revealed her£. UP
in Coyne’s old post;
said Royster would begin Operation
Harris circuit’s Fourth St. the- pf the two houses April 9. Paraatre in Jeannette, Pa., acquired by hiout has not announced a succesMahos interests and closed, thus sor to Royster, affiliated with the
eliminating some competition.
organization for 24 years.
New 824-seat Key theatre at
Eugene W. Street, of Rochester,
Doylestdwh, Pa., will be opened appointed district manager of ParMay 25 for Key Theatre Corp.
amount Theatres for Hudson ValJoe Mazzei, oh staff of Art Cin- ley area.
ema, will handle publicity for SenHe succeeds Harry L. Royster
ator when that house starts vaude
who bought the Paramount house
shortly;
in PeekskiU and leased the Poughkeepsie Colonial from Paramount.
With Paramount and: its affiliates
One more step has .been taken for 20 years, he managed Par
houses
in North and South Caroby Minnesota Amus. Co; (Paramount theatre circuit) toward ful- ihia and recently in. Rochester,
ffllmeht of the Paramount consent
decree with disposal of one of its
v-,,';hALLAs’'";lv-;^\
two Huron, S. D., theatres. The
John Callahan named city manState, 446-seat “B” house there,
has been sold to March Bros, who ager at Oak Cliff for Robb &. Rowhave other theatres at Vermillihn, ley Circuit. He comes here from
Building Waxahachie, replacing Lloyd Pulgf. D., and Wayne, Neb.
and fee are included in the transact len, tranferred to Little Rock, Ark;
J. L; True picked ak manager Of
tion.
The< Minnesota Amus. Co.
retains the larger Huron theatres. Robb Sc Rowley Theatres at WaxaIn accordance with the decree, hachie; was manager fOr Taylor
the MAC also has sold one. thea- Amus. Co., Taylor, Tex.
H. C,
tre here, the. Gopher, and several Dean, of Corpus Christ!, replaces
other out-of-town houses.
Mote him at Taylor;
deals are pending.
Northwest Variety club, which
has raised $402,000; for its heart
Reverting to Inactive reserve
hospital project, on way to raising additional $100,000 through status after heading Air Forces
Motion picture ahd Entertainmeht
Safety slogan contest.
Highland, ihdependent theatre, Sectiph in -Washington for the last
first nabe house to show “Hamlet.” two
years as lieutenaht-colOiiOl,
Truman Rembiisch, national Al- Joe Goetz last week joined Mid-

'*

-)

James R, Grainger; .Republic's
junket

1;,.

;

Hollywood

Tom Cappuzzi; owner of Princess
theatre in Republic, Pa., acquired
the Roosevelt there, too. He purchased unexpired lease from Laskey Bros. Enterprises.
Joe Callahan,, from New Haven,
is new Main Line salesman for
UA, joining Jack Bellman, newlyappointed rep for company in West
Virginia area.
,
^
Beaver, Pa., theatre transferred

MINNEAPOLIS

•

.

I

,

eLIFTON WIBB

JlANNI CgAIN

•

MYANA LOY

'^Cheaper by the Dozen
Mth Fox— Color by
On ftag»—FRAN

-

Ift

//

Todhnicolor

CINCINNATI

WARREN

and Othnri
lih Av0.

A

,

ootb at.

States president, coming to States theatre Interests as mahager
North Central Allied annual con- of Capitol and Shubert here, revention here May :3-4 to give low- cently leased from RKQ Theatres.

lied

down on TV

coitipetitlon.

Pat Halloran, Universal city
salesman, ill with flu;
Loiiis OrloVe, Metro exploiteer,

DENVER

'

in from Milwaukee to bally .“The
Conspirator.’*

RADIO CITT MUSIC

tion Set for May 16-17 at Cosmo^
politan hotel here. John Wolfbbrg,
president, will preside.
Several
si;
national officers and board memFrank Roller, o wher-maihager of hers of Allied will be principal
American; WentzviUe; Mo., and speakers.
who also is town’s police judge, refused to run for mayor although

HAU

RMktftiitr CMttf

LOUIS

"THI DAUGHTER OR
ROSIE O’GRAPY"
^Nirrlfifl

Juht NtvDr - Oordon MdcRrg
Colar by TECHNICOLOR
Brpf. Pictur*

A Wamof

promised no opposition

"x
FlUi
Th« Mud* Hairt draat latter ttait ih«w
•

4,

'

if

.

Theodore

Dendlnger, local
businessman, elected president of
Poche Theatre, Inc., at meeting of
executive
committee;
succeeds
Irwin F. Poche, who resigned tb
reenter promotion of theatrical
productions. John A; Roberts was

'

MPT^A

Q]
'»0

TH ftO U 0 M TAU SI O’S D O O R

SHQW BUSINESS
Wc fiovd ftrVGd.

THE TOPS IN

.

DANNY KAYE
OLSEN & JOHNSON
WILLIAM MORRIS, Jr.

<5

MARX

mi

BROS.

s sp,

IflIltllO

company In Kansas City.
Commonwealth Amus.

h

jump on many

Olficid

& Bonded Aoenhi

n WEST 46th St

-

NEW YORK

director.

MONTREAL

FEE

Orpheum, old-time deluxer ih
Consolidated Theatres chain, will

AND HOTEL RESERVATIONS WITH-

OUT BELAY.

be demolished to make way for
new house to seat 1,600. Work
starts on tearing down May 1.

Consolidated is alsb considering
plans to build another house bn
got site of old Jardin de Danse.
.

outstate drive-ins

LOS ANGELES

Fee for Men; $35
Ladies:

$15

Film was made in England
about a year ago with Edward

GHICAQO

Dmytryk directing.
Frank, former assistant
of the Oriental, purchased
the north side Rivoliv
Total of $1,808 turned oyer to
Paramount flack Bob Kaufman
in to plug “Samson and Delilah,” Boys’ Estate, this being the net
opening April 13 at State-Lake. from sneak preview at the Fox,
Par exploitation head Sid Mesibov Georgia Theatre’s ace house here.
was here last week to map cam- William K; Jenkins, head of Georgia Theatres, co-Chairman of drive
Greaf States circuit has dis- to raise $15b,000 for Boys’ Estate.
posed of the third of six houses to
be sold by next March under the
Paramount consent decree, Rialto
Hippodrome in Pottsville, near
theatre, Pekin, 111., was sold to
Kenneth Wilcox, Pekin business^ here, one of two Comerford houses
Poor
there, will shutter Shortly.
man, for an uridisclosed price.
Sale followed disposal of two of biz is given fiS reason for shut-

'

Hdlel Reservaliohi

RANNINC TO ATTEND

THIS OUTSTANDING GET-TOGETHER ARE

;

named managing

IN-

crete.”

&

•

fiUSTRY PEOPLE

Eagle Lion took over distribuLouis sales staff of United Artists. tion of “Salt to the Devil,” formerly
titled “Give Us This Day” and
His father is manager of K, C.
based on the novel, ‘•Christ in ConUniversal branch.

lit.

$1900111140 line*

A.

,

by lighting ozoner on outskirts of
Columbia, Mo., March 3.
Ralph A. Morrow, Jr:, joined St.

Our Spth Yoar as Specialists in
World Travtl for the EwtGrlainm Gnt Wo rld
for oil Afr

Co.,,

BARKERS OF VARIETY CLUBS AND

NEWGRLEANS

he would

accept nomination.
Charles
Goldman elected to
Board of Directors of
of
Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois; takes place of Sam Levine,
resigned.
Sam Nieburg, president of Sun
Amus. Co., said that the Sun, 1,SOO-seater in midtown St. Louis,
will cater solely to Nt\gro trade.
Cliff Mantle relighted his Pocohontas, a 300-seater, Piocohohtas,
111., for weekend biz.
House was
shuttered for several months.
H. W. Carnes, manager of Macon, Macon, Mo., unit of Dickinson
Circuit, resigned to join another
,

s

Rocky

Mouhtain Independent Theatres annual convenAllied

Alvin

19, hT Y.

manager

Tfliphontst LURtiokuri 2-4611, 12, 13, 14

ATLANTA

Fee covers complete ehtertathment jprogram

;

NAPA VALLEY
CABERNET SAUVIQNON

for four solid

nianitqrian

days including mdghifisent Hu^

Award Banquet on Saturday

night.

READING, PA.

|
i

.

houses bn Mairch 14 to former down; House has bben on
Universal sales chief E. T. Gortier- vaudfilm basis.
Gomersall purchased the
sall.
Grove in Elgin, 111., and the Luna,

tlie

from

'‘Beoulieu"... the

de

Letoiir

•state In Napa Valley, California,

eome

several of the world’s fine

wines. Try this

BV

c|aret

from

Kankakee,

rare Cabernef Sauvignon grapes.

Beaulieu Vlnoyard

•

Dodge

OUTDOOR

NOW SPECIALIZING
IN REFRESHMENT

O vm

,

CINTURY

REGINA, SASK.
W

ni.

eyburn, Sask,,
Hi-art theatre,
opera ted. by R. C. Sutherland for
by
Phil Bodnoff,
bought
30 ybarS)
Regina, who also, operates the Soo,
Weyburn. The Hi-art has been af-

DETROIT

Rutherford, Calif.

REFRESHMENT
CONCESSIONAIRES
moM coAs- ro Coast

Division

of

Chr.V.sler

Corp: awarded Freedom’s Fouhdation gold plaque for its presenta- filiated with
tibn of, American free enterprise
*

,

'

combo

i

.

.

Famous

Players.,

i

system in: domumentary film, “Our
America.” Pic originally was reG> P. Price, United Arti.sts’
tTRIVE-IN TIRATRES|| leased in 1939 as “Land of Free”
being revised in 1945 to ”Qur branch mahager here, resigned to
It was produced by be general manager of Glen Echo
America.”
Amusement park on the outskirts
Wilding Picture Productions.
V. fr li
'S
r
lOf city.
Alger, A n n- e xj and ‘
i

WASHINGTON

SERVICE FOR

I

[

I

I

;

,

;

PLEASE RUSH YbUR
RESERVATIONS TO
VARIEtY slurs
INTERNATIONAL
mercantile BANK BLDG.

Vcdttesdayt;

Washington, April
of Examiner
in rebessirig the

Action

Johnson

G.

A.

Bichards hearings in LOs Angeles
be
until September is expected to
general
strongly opposed by
counsel, Benedict Gottorie. It 5 understood that Gottone IS waiting
V
r
iocf Qatnrdflv’s
announcement bf adjournment^ by
Johnson before filing an appeal, to
the Gomrnission to resume the pro•

days;
X
,
Gommission advised J ohnson last
Friday that it was phay to c^l^ a
recess after conclusion of FCC S
direct testimony, but indicated that
priority -Should .be given the L; A.

ceedings in

30;

•

Cks.

Baltin

Now

no

|

eral

po.sts,

rector

and

ittcluding
assistant:

Lake and TV, and is the local NBC outat
has purchased
Worth, Fla., for a reported price of let. > Constitutibh’s station is
$60,000;
Sale of the station, a fulltime
250-watter, formerly owned :by R.
W. RbUnsaville, is subject to approval by the FGG.

program digeneral man-

is considered
an Unreasonable prolongamean
that hearwould
which
tion
ings bn KMPC :in L. A; would not
be conciuded before the end of the
year, and that proceedings on operJR in Detroit and
ations of
WGAR in Gieveland couldn’t begin
Such a prospect, it
before 1951
was learhed, goes far beyond the.
agency’s intentions to proceed with
the already longrdelayed case as

if correctly reported,

FGG

W

:

.

LEE FONDREN
KLZ

.

.

National

Lansing, April

.

John; B.
.

new

:

show

Situation at WINS, N. Y., which
early this Week dismissed its studio orchestra of eight men, is
viewed in the trade as crucial in
determining whether the number
of musicians employed by Gotham
stations-^aiid eventually the net- aired by

tack” on Republican legislators.
Martin demanded that the Governor’s speeches be “paid political

.

;

advertisements” or that Republicans be given “equal free radio
works— goes down, ;
time for answei^.”
FGG
Martin said he had received .no
proceeding.
According to an official of Crosing out the
which
Cbrp,,
Broadcasting
Johnson’s reported announce- aiiswer from Harry Wismer, execu- ley
ment that he must get back to take tive assistant to the preMdent of owns WINS, the decision to drop
exIWJR.
chief
live music was “based upon the
over his hew duties as
aminer, to whleh he was appointed
The Republican senator intro- realiziation that for its type of op^
since the hearings began, ahd to duced a resolution in the Senate eratioii there was not sufficient
preside at other proceedings, are censoring the Governor for launch- public interest or advertiser acceptnot considered sufficiently valid to ing a political attack on the ma- ance or preference to justify” keepjustify a five-month tecess. Com- jority Republicans in the Degisla- ing an orch. At the same time that
mission has told Johnson his other ture under the guise Of “a public WINS informed the American Fedassignments can he postponed.
eration of Musicians Local 802 of
service program.”
At a pre-hearing conference in
The Governor’^ press secretary, its move it offered to negotiate an
Washington early last month John- Paul W. Weber, insisted that the agreement to fill any future needs
son said he intended to go ahead governor's speech had' “nothing for musicians with union members.
with" the L. A. hearings as expedi- partisan or derogatory” in it.
Terming the WINS action a
tiously as possible and to move on to Weber said it simply explained “lockout,” a union official said he
Detroit and Cleveland with a mini- that there Was a difference Oyer had placed pickets in front of the
“taxes and the Governor explained 50 kw. indie because WINS was the
mum of delay.
his stand:”
only metropolitan station to discharge its musical staff ers. /Pacts
Suspend Hearings to Sept, 23
are or will be inked by the end of
Hollywood, April 4.
the week with WQXR, WMGM,
hearing into application for

is set

nights per week
be sponsored by, the
Frahbb-Amefican division of Campbell Soups/ Talent and production
budget bn the package, Mrhich will
run 15 minutes nightly, is $10,000
per week.
Shbivvis now seeking name talent
to play both tHe V.’Dayid” and
“Claudia” characters, with possibility that David Niven may be
pacted for the husband role,' Network to carry the show has hot
been determined. ”Claudia” was
sponsored as a daytime series bn
Mutual last year by local Coca-Cola
distributbrs, but the show was hot

•

A

Rbsb Franken’s “Claudia”

for a
r^dio

political propaganda.’’

fast as possible.
delay of five months would
also give Hugh Fulton, counsel for
Richards, plenty of time to line up
an array of witnesses in defense of
charges, thus further stretch-

five

to;

WOR; Mutual’s

N. Y, out-

While considerable interest has
also been shown in “Claudia” by
television broadcasters, Miss Franken is holding off oh TV until the
new radio show gets under way.
Franco-American now sponsors
CBS newscaster Edward R. Murlet.

-

j

witnesses, who put into
list of examples
of alleged “slanting” of newscasts
by station owner G. A. Richards,
who also owns WJR, Detrbit, and
WGAR, Cleveland. Hearings ex-

ernmenL

the record a long

aminer J. Fred Johnson, overruling
a motion by chief FCC attorney
Frederick Ford that the adjournment be for. a maximum of 30 days,’
annouheed he will resume hearing
testimony during the first week in
(Continued on page 42)

ARIZONA GOING FM

for an additional half-hour of -’Dou-r
ble or Nothing” bn NBC. F‘A also
recently sought to buy Eddie Anderson, ‘“Rochester” bn the Jack
Benny show, for a, daytime serial,
but. Lucky Strike, which sponsors,

3

WHOM, WOV, WNEW, WBNX
and WMCA, the union said, while

t

Dailies

Re-discover Radio, TV;

Opening Up News, Ads
Cleveland, April 4.
.
This city’s three dailies have re
discovered radio and television;
The Cleveland News set the new
note with a revitalized radio-tele-

under editor Elmore
Bacon
Dressed Up in new type
and new format, the paper gave
Bacon an additional three-quarters
of a column space to broaden put
the log. At the same time, by us-

vision page
.

April

Ariz.,

the contract with

4.

•

KTYL, which

recently received

outlets-^WNEW coming down

sealed

signed,

and de-

WSB has filed a. request with the
FCC to permit it to organize as
Atlanta Newspapers, Inc., new corporation formed to produce both
newspapers. (Sheets, according to
announcement, are to retain status
quo except ior consolidation of
both their Sunday papers and
merging departihents/—except news

.

.

—

^for

tion

economy
is

reasons).

expected

.to

he

A

petifiled this

week with FGC seeking transfer
WCON’s wave 1 e h g t h (550)

WAGA, CBS

outlet

of
to

which

here,

now

operates at 590 and undergoes
a nightly hassle w^th Cuban stations. In view 6£ this dismemberment, WGON’s number seems to be
up and in due course of time it will
likely disappear from the Atlanta
radio scene.
In view oi the fact that
is not going to be sold, speculation
hereabouts is that ABC affiliation
will go to WGST, Georgia Tech
station now tied (up with Mutual.
Latter web Will probably work out
a deal with WATL, which was oh
its chain until.
got CBS

WCON

WAGA

Benny, nixed the deal.

“might as well look for
other jobs.” Station has been enjoying a good Hooperating and, up
to the present, has lost no business
despite the fact that clients realize
that it is going to be allowed to die
on the ;Vine.
e a n w h i 1 e, construction of
WCON’s TV tower continues apiace,
.

Barry’s AM-TVSehizo

NBC

finds itself in the unusual
situa\ion of helving skedded one
to play
Jack Barry
performer
and TV. in two different
on

—

—

M

A lordly structure,
850<€oot

it is now around
mark and when completed

will reach almost 1,100 feet into
the sky. It’s going to cost some-

body $190,000. WCON’s TV prelims have been going forward under a construction permit.
Present plans call for WSB to
use the new tower, using its present 600-footer for relay purposes
and emergencies. WSB pioneered
television in Atlanta and has been
iiito the web's teevee lineup pre- on
the air nearly 18 months.
ceding the “NBC Saturday Revue”
is Atlanta’s second station
at 7:30 p.m. On the same night, in and
was supposed to ittilize
the same slot, .‘’DiMaggio” starts the' third chahhel.
In view of
net, vi a tape, freeze, there is no
its run on the
telling when city
6 v e d over from will get more video outlets.
from after having

WEVD has been
extended through April 30 because
Application fof 50,000-watt FM of the manager’s illness.
All stations have agreed to establicense will be filed with the FCC
iish a welfare fund of a 3% conthis week by Sun Valley Broadcasttribution by the employers, which
ing Co., which operates KTYL Will go for health and hospital inhere.
If deal goes through, new surance; and to continue the mustation will be the first FM outfit sicians at pay scales in effect for
the past year. However, reductions
to operate in Arizona, where aptentatively
personnel
were
proximately 25,000 FM sets have in
agreed to by the union for several
been gathering dust.
Mesa,

AM

shows at the same time. Stanzas
are “Life Begins At 80” and “Joe
DiMaggio Show,” on both of which
Barry is emcee/
Starting April 15, “Life” (now
heard alternate Fridays) >Will go

WAGA
WCON
-

AM

.

m

CBS.

(Continued on page 40)

Latest estimates indicate there
programmers are cutting are now
31,000 TV sqts operating
Barry’s role in the DiMaggio in Atlanta,
with dealers said to be
and
and plans to use
airer and have built up the base- way
behind in their orders. That
separate facilities for
outlet.
Burnett Nabs Another
baller’s participation to get him video
is
popular
here is Indicated
Latter will follow the physical patThe two by the fact that Atlanta
Chicago, April 4.
off the schizo hook.
is No, 2 in
tern of sistbr station, which identiseries
are Barry-(Dan)
Enright percentage of
Leo
The
Burnett
continagency
night audiences in
fies itself as “the drive-in station of
its upsurge with the acquisition productions.
ues
towns
with
TV
and hot on netthe nation.”
Black (Kenlast week of Bauer
works.
LONE STAR CHAIN ELECTS
account. The billing
dall
Co.)
Folds FMer
American
Telephone ana Telelast
year
around
which
ran
Fort Worth, April 4.
Cleveland, April 4,
graph Co, expects to link Atlanta
$500,000 previously had/ been hanNew officers of the LOne Star into coaxial cable around Sept.
Glevelaiid’s second
station dled by Henri, Hurst & McDonald.
15,
Chain, a 16-station regional state but the networks have
has retired from the field.
hot, as yet,
No. immediate plans have been web, include Harold Hough of put in their orders for service.
is
WEWS, following
Latest
^
WLAL. fitill remaining as strictly set for radio or TV, according to WBAP^ here, as prez; Charles D.
B advertising Lutz, manager pf :KT$A, San Anoutlets are W.CUO and WBOE. George Percy, B
The company has used tonio, and Fred Nahas, KXYZ,
continues, of course, to manager.
sonic radio spot campaigns.
Houston, secretary-treasurer.
keep its TV.

FCC

jump from 250 to
will build new studio

sanction to

X, 000

Cleveland’s

A TREND,

REVERSING

.

.

.

FGG

FM, and was

fow five times weekly, but there is away from WGST.
some question whether the firm
Another indication that WCON is
will pick up its optioh oh that one. to be
folded instead of sold stems
In addition, the parent Campbell from fact that
personnel have been
Soup company last week negotiated told they

i

renewal of HMPG license recessed
here Saturday (1) after three weeks
of testimony by a parade of 23 goy-

.

livered,

4.

Martin, Jr.; of
Grand Rapids, notified the station;
that Williams’ weekly broadcast
was a“hitter, partisan political at-

and

scheduled to go on the air with TV
within 90 days Upon completion of
thieir tower on Forrest Road.
A
little over two years old, WCON is
the ABC mouthpiece, an affiliation
it latched into when
gave
the erstwhile Blue net under the
impressibn it had the CBS it noW
possesses

Michigan Republicans accused
WJR, the George A> Richards station in Detroit, of permitting Gov.
G. Mennen Winiams; a Democrat,
to use radio time for “Democratic
Sen.

AM

WCON,

WAGA

Manager

Sales

Radio .time buyers know Dee
Fondren, KDE National Salea Manager, as the man who gets 'em reHooper
sults on Denver’s No.
Station-^KLZ.

ailterna-

>

^

FM

ager/:''

tive to a five-month recess, it’s cer^
tain Gottone will file a vigorous
objection.
/
Johnso'n’s postponement action,

by

Bo,

WDNH
WEAT

sey-r

heatings to wind them up as soon
as possible. If it’s clear from the
left

Mudfiled radio

.

In the past he has served in

1950

.

'

record that Johnson

W

WEAr,

ai

Charles Baltin has been upped
td yeepee at WHOM, N. y>, multilingual indie. Baltin, who Has tieeh
with the Geheroso PoperOWned sta^
wm. supervise Us
yvmo, will
xv years,
for 10
tion lor
won
.

I

,5V

Atlanta, April 4.
situation here,
due to merger Of Atlanta Journal
(p.m.) and Constitution (morning)
Lahonia, N. H., April 4,;
into one operating company, is beWarren H. Brewster, former gen•^ ginning to c6me into focus. Jbiirnal
in thiis city owns and operates WSB, AM,
era! manager of

4-

4;

T'red

J.

ApfH

NBC

watts,
transmitter,

down

FM

&

WEWS

FM

,

&

FM
WEWS

,

ing bigger type, eight-point Corbna, and by putting the houVs in
big type, in the middle of tfie log,
the News expedited finding pro'

grams.
Within a day, the other two pa*
peas followed the News’ style of using one large figure to highlight
the hour, instead of the conyentibnal qUarter-hour breakdown.
In still another respect, the papers have yielded to radio.
Previously, it had been almost impossible for k sponsor to get his name
in a radio advertisement.
Papers
believed this constituted a free
plug for the product. Now, however, a sponsor’s name can be seen
^Iqng with the paid advertisement
of radio program, Finally, agencies placing ads report they are
getting “better breaks” in advertising bn the radio page when they
so request.
••

pamages

-•

^

(First 15

Ali HOMES
Sponsored Network
Milton Berle /
Godfrey's Scouts
Toast ;Q£ the Town.
.

;

.

.

,

;

Programs
.28,7 TV:

20.7
18.3
...17,9
.

,

New York

Ratings For March)

‘RADIO^ONEY’
TV
TV
TV
TV

HOMES

Sponsbred Network Programs
Godfrey’s Talent Scouts

.22.3

jack Benny
..,
Lux Radio Theatre
My Friend Irma
Bing Crosby
i

.

2i.8

20.7
.19,9
The Goldbergs
.. .16.8
.18.8
. .
Jack Benny
/. .14.7 Radio Groucho Marx ...
. .
.16.5
14.7 Radio Mr. Keen .......
Godfrey’s Scouts
15.7
, .
Friend Irma
13.6 Radio Suspense
• « 4 • •
. .
.15,4
Studio One
13.2
Waiter Winchell
15i3
hux Radio Theatre
13.2 Radib Mystery Theatre
14*5
• • • • •
Bing Crosby, . /;
13.0. Radio Crime Photographer
.....
14.1
Walter Wlnchell
, . ; i2:9
Itadlo Life With Luigi .....
. ....
13.9
Cavalbade Of Sports /12.7
Allen
Burns
.... 13.6
Godfrey
Friends. .12.1
Phil Harris-Allce Faye .... .13.2
Phllco
PlayhoUSb 11. 8
.
Louelia 'Parsons
:13.1

Lights put

t

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

,

•

.

.

.

.

,«

4

^

.

.

.

.

'

:

.

•

.

«.

•'

ft-

t.

.

.

.

.

TV

.

TV

.

.

.

My

•

;

...

,

TV
TV
TV

&

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

,

.

.

.

asked in a monopoly suit in United
States District Court here brought
by Sindlinger & Co., Inc of Pliila-

TV HOMES

,

^Sponsbred Network Programs
Milton Beiie
.66.4
Podfrey’s Talent Scouts,
.49.7
Toast Of the Tbwh/
.45.9
The Goldbergs
.43.2
Lights Out w
.41.4
Studio One
.93.4
Philco TV Playhouse
.31.3
Godfrey &; Friends
.30.4
Cavalcade Of Sports
30.1
Silver Theatre
28.9
.26.8
Mafi Against Grime
Suspense
,26.5
^
Kraft TV Theatre
.26.4
.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

••

•

•

«

<

•

•

•

.

.

•

•

•

'

•

4

.

.

,

•

•

•

.

.

/;

.

Break the Bank
Lone Ranger
.

Philadelphia, Api’il 4.
were
of
$2,500,000

.25.3

25fi

delphia,
ahd Electronic
Corp., of New York, who
.

Radox
employ

the eovering device for audience
listening
-known
“Radox,'*
as
against the natioh’s two largest
radio and TV. pollsters—A. C.
Nielson, of Chicago, and C. E.

Hooper,

New

York/;

Attomeys for the plaintiffs, Albert Sindlinger, president of the
firm bearing his name, and Harold
Reiss, an eleetronlc engineer and
president of the Badox tJorp.;
sought $500, 000 on each of three
counts and $1,000,000 treble dam-^
.

(Contintiedon page

-42)

W<e<lneBd»ir, ApiHl 5,

WSO

29

of activity sending ABC
In thci wajte of thft W611 Street
network stocks upwards, reports Were current thii Week that
Howard Hughes is dickering to buy the network. Such a move
would give his BKO pix operation a hrm fbothold into the TV
fiweepstakesr ABC having already invested upwards of
200, 000 in
its

coast-to-coast video empire.

*
:

=

Sunday

what

nightv pro-

8—

j

'

’

NBC

g)fam foster should be restored next
season to its onetime state of high
esteem, with the scorecard readInto miorning
ing Jack Benny at 7, Phil Karris
at 7:30 and Edgar Bergen at
Whitehall, one of the bigtiirie
thus feversirig the cards—there drug spenders in f adio, is buying
are those close to the picture who a morning crbss-the-board strip on
are. willing to accept the possibili- NBC, effective May 15.
ty as something closer to reality
Spot is being reserved fbr a
“personality” show, with a Bob
than a mirage.
chafactef , aithdugh prbSmith-type
That; thefe’s a definite “we’re bn
has yet to be selected;
biir way arid watch our speed'* un-! grarii
d ercufr ent of enthusiasm arid ex^ Neither has the exact time segment
;
citement prevailing at NBC at the been cleared as yet.;
Whitehall is also represerited bn
momerit, 'is. apparent iri

:

'

the

If

About a year ago 20th-Fox had been negotiating with ABC's
Ed Noble for the pic company's acquisition of the. AM-T V network,
presumably oyer Noble's asking price.
but thertalks feU thrpu
Fact that ABC issues have been reacting favorably would appear
to lend credence to the: report that a sales talk is in the works,
although ABC prexy Eobert Kintner's: only comment was “no
commeht.”'
Despite the fact that ABC billings are down in comparison with
last year, the network is stiil playing around with $40,000,000 a
year in gross time sales, indicating that Noble's faiAung property,
including fiVe o A o TV stations, is still an upper bracket pfopoi-

The newest Nielsefts point to
CBS concedes is the iriajpr,
victoiT of the seas6n> or, for fhat
It (doesn’t
riiatter, several seasons.
lie in the fact that (^lumbia has
copped all Top 10 shows, or 14 but
of the first 15, biit rather in tlie
saga of what ‘-Life With Luigi” has

4-

^

'

.

been doing to Bob Hope.
“Luigi” is currently in' thb No.
lO Nielsen spot. Hope doesri’t even
show in the first 20. It marks the
second time this spaspri that the
Nielsens have projected the “Luigi”
audience into the bigtiirie at the
expense .bi h i$ NBC competitor;
CBS regards the Nielsen payoff

;

siiion^V’.'

watching

the current administratiYe jockey- NBG daytime with a brace of lateing.
The deterniination of Frank aftbfrioon soap: operas.

as doubly

sigiiificarit, since it .d),
marks the first time in a decade
that the; Tuesday night NBC comedy fortress of Hope arid Fibber

Folsom- Joe McConnell &-Cb. to
vest the progi^iri departirient with
a new dignity by bfiriging in a
creative veepee, whatever the cost,
is seen as but one in the series of
;

Emergence
ager of

York
lights

Ted Cott as man-'f
and WNBT in New

(see

separate

the

NBC

-

vs.

story)
;

CBS

Jekyllhyclish Cott

high-

Ted Cott grabbed himself a
poser in movirig frpm WNEW,
N. Y. to manage WNBC-WNBt
in N. Y.
As program veepee
and chief indie
of
spokesman for NAB, Cott Was
lined up to spearhead Independents Day on April 16 in
connection With the NAB convention in Chi—a session designed to chart future patterns
for the nation’s indies.
But that’s the same week
that Cott moves to key flagship statioris of NBC^ where, in
essence he’ll be in direct com^
petition with “indie thinking”

‘Tittle

supremacy^
Followers of the Pulse ratings
trends are of the opinion that a major factor in bringing in a hep program developer designed for local
audiences is to get WNBC off the
daytinie hook, particularly in view
of the hew billings record chalked
up by Dick Swift’s competitive
WCBS operation for the first three

WNEW

months of 1950, which finds business lO^/o up in comparison With
’49.;

..

Fact that WCBS’ Jack Sterling is
completely sold but six days a week
M'ith 21 sponsors and emerged diiriug '49 as the highest rated early
man, apparently doesn’t rest
too well with the NBC factotums.
Seen as a disturbing factor, too,
are the Top 10 average Pulse rat:'
ings for 1949 among daytime par-

vs. “affiliate

Cott’s still

[

deal at a reported $1,000,000.
!

Fact that CBS’s comparatively
low-bud geted“Luigi” has been able
to break the Tuesday night HopeFibber audience stranglehold has

But paiticulafly provocative at
the momerit are the hush-hu^h nia:neuvefs going on to recapture soirie
of the stars Who deserted, the NBG
fold arid played such a dominarit
role in spiraling Bill Paley’s kilor
cycles into the No. 1 program spot.

,

j

AM

speculation on Hope's future sponsor and the NBC clincher of nailing
the comic down to an exciusiVe

.

feud” on a local level as an offshoot to the two-network battle for

Big duns

oil

some quar“Why go out on a $1,000,000
limb for someone who’s been halfnelsohed by a Nielsen ?”
expenditure by CampbeU Spup,
The“LUigi” topper also epmes
Longines-Wittnauer, Whitbhall and at a Time when CBS is making
Colgate, threw .into sharp focus a elaborate thbugh hush-hush plans
prevailing trend in radio, which to solidify the Tuesday night picfinds practically all of daytime ture, now that Sunday, Monday,
radio flaunting the SRO sign, while Wednesday and Thur§(day rule the
nighttime segments gOAbeggirig;
rating roost. Just what the ColumCampbeirs purchase of an addi- bia scheme embraces the web isn’t
for
tipping, but it’s known that the
daytirne
half-hour
tional
“Double or Nothing’s doublerplay; network is setting its ’50-’51 season
re-purchase sights bri a big Tuesday splash to
Longines-Wittriauer’s
of a full hour of Sunday afternpon back u pi “Luigi.”
raised the question in

The sudden burst of sales aptivir
and CBS last week,
ty around
involvirig a several inilhon dollar

Bergen, Benny

'

,

the Chi m€?et issue.

j

TegaL masteririinding. bn CBS; Whitehall’s upcoming
something else again, NBC morning strip for a “personthe switchover to the CBS camp be- ality’’ show, and Colgate’s expancuiTicular

Benny

|

I

I

•

,

found!
which
shows
copping six of the programs
and WNBQ but one (Mary Marga-

WCBS

j

WOR

is

ing predicated on a capital gains
Paley acquisition of the comic’s
Amusement Enterprises package.
But there are those close to the
scene who a rgue that -the legalistics
involved are sufficiently flexible
for the FblsomrMcConnell artillery
to penetrate.
If it works, NBC,
obviousljV will be on the way, for

'

ticipation

In
ret McBride in ninth place).
placed
contrast to WNBC,

ters;

NBG

At the moment the big guns are
being trained bn Bergen and Benny, and it’s reported that negotiati pns looking toward the return of
the prodigal Bergen to the NBC
roster are well under way. In the
case of Bergen, there are no “hidden clauses” committing him to the
Paley ridei since he’s working on
a straight 52-week deal fbr CocaCola, thus eliminating any extra^

thinking.”
trying to resolve

j

three— “Dorothy & Dick” in the
2 spot; Martha Deane in
seventli place, arid “Answer Man”

No.

sion to full web facilities bri its
“Strike It Rich” afternoon CBS
quizzer, point up anew that, while
.

TV competition continues to
make inroads on the nighttime
the

AM

commercial picture, morning and

afternoori radio sporisbrship is ac-r
CBS got a billings shot-in*thetually on the upbeat with practi- arm last week W'hen Longines-Wittfcally all of CBS and NBC’s cream nauer, the wa tch manuf actu rers, reebup-’in-revefse timie segments in the bankrolled captured two Sunday afternoon
-

Benny-Bergen
have sufficient momentum columns.
'50, Pulse figures
*u<^uce the ‘Tong voyage home”
York Is ouittina
WCBS
«re equally aa .revealing,
effective April 20, to ^^ere other top program-personal
„
grabbing five.orthe First 10. WOR. become manager of NBC’s radio
af® concerned,
fac
four and WNBC but one— “Tex & and
generally known is the fact
j video flagship
Not generally
floacViin stations
efoHon. in
in New
Jinx” in the No. 8 spot.
York, WNBC and WNBT. He sucr that Manle Sachs, ex-Columbia
the
in
now
entrenched
SUB FOR'
Records
arid
ceeds Tom McFadden, who this
Guy Lombardo has been set by
week moves to the Coast to head ^^A hier^chy, played a key role
up the web's o & o TV bperatioii in as one of Paley’s top emissaries m Lucky Strike as the summer reinviting Benny, Bergen, et al., into piaceriient for Jack Benny’s SunHollywood^ KNBH.
a

in 10th position.

mi
The

Ted

U
March,

with

penetrated

telling effect, and (2), comes at the
height bf the “open season” of

counterTthrusts to restore NBC to
its previbus sphere of influence by
“whittling down to size” the CBS
boys on Madisori avenue, N. Y.

of

WNBC

&

Molly has been

.

n/r

Cott,

.

>'’Ould

programming, veepee

half-hours,; representing an annual
web intake of approximateiy $1,000,000 a year gross.
Deal is for 52 w.eeks, w’ith Longines taking over the 2 to 2 :30 period for a return of the Mlshel
Piastrb Symphonette, and Wittnauer moy ing into the 4:30 to 5
tirrie for a
revival of the “Choraleers” show, L-W sponsored the
brace of shows previously, but cancelled out spine months back.
With Wittnaiier going into the
4:30 time, it will require a shift of
the Columbia Records halfTiour
LP showcase to 1:30. Latter has
been renewetd for art additional 10

j

:

;

.

—

.

.

i

“

'

the CBS fold. And today it’s the day CBS show. He goes in for 17
selfsame Manie Sachs who, enjoy- weeks, starting June 4.
jj^g an equal sphere of influence
Lombardo got the hod from
the Folsom-McConnell banBBD&O; agency on the tobacco acrepresents a^rnajoi step in NBC s
^ major factor in the “come
counter-maneuvering count. Last summer he was also
cui>
Block
(Amm-i-dentl,
Co,
the choice of BBD&O as the sumstatio*ns an^ establish a'^m'^^dunp-^
rentlv programming .^S’ Burns
mer fill-in for the Phil Harris-Alice
initiated me
already
.
& Allen on a nine-week extension
j.
Faye RexaJl show, also handled by
Drooramming in orepara- S
“**''*•
onts original 26-week pact, looks
the agency.
set to cancel out on the comedy
returns
It Will give Lombardo a three..
team,
company still has a few
. ,
Dl.
way su m mer ai r spread, the band^
weeks on making definite commitVrtll iUCIIIIIClo I lajf
Jeader also continuing with his
the past seven years, Cott brought
ment one way or the other, but
'‘Lombardo-land” Saturday show
the station a sphere of influence
CBS is pretty well resigned to the to -setting
on Mutual, and his traniscribed
a pattern for indie stain
Tiinket Blues’;
fact that B &
wiU be.pri the tion programming in the country—
package, which Ziv has peddled to
open sponsorship matket for next
a feat that brought him industry
Accoininodatibns se vera 1 h u rtd red sta tion s.
Get
.season.'
recognition and the principar inBracketed at the tail end of the
Some of the members of thC;
die spokesman within the NAB,

neered by James Gaines, head pf^
the network s o & o oper^ion^
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Crosby and Groucho Marx

Of Cott i; keyed to
Appnintment
‘
concept-foi-theNBG-Gairies cOncept-for-thethe 'NBC^Galnes
future that one of tne majoi com-

NpC' Synjphony

have

Ov(:hestra

pjif-

blues.”
“junket blues,”
been singing the “jiiinket
•
.
complaining .out loud over the fact
Gommercials; Joe Moran
(Continued on page 40)
groucho combo, have failed to
that they’ve been left to shift for
Chicago^ April 4.
oiitstri
rip Hie NBC competition, on
themselves in finding hotel accomand.
Radio
TV commerdah
the basis of the current Nielsens,
upcomon
the
symph’s
modations
mild be
he Jinked
enterlinked .with the enter
.should
Major factor in Amimi-derit’s ex-'
Shifts East
Gruskin
“uhPh
v/hf»n
will
which
wnen
tour,
possiDle,
V hen possible,
ing crossTCountiT
tainment “when
peeled bowout, however, is the desix
for
of
N.
in
good
taste,”
Y.
when
.them
put
and
keep
natural
4.
ApxMl
Hollywood,
sire to go TV.
Cprripany has been
Joseph A. Moran,; Young & Eubi:shovyirig soriie interest in NBC'
George druskiri, of the Holly.
...
While they have the privilege' of can veepee. told the Prehriium AdSaturday Night Revue arid has just wood, office of William Morris,
America here
pacted Robc'rt Q. Lewis for a new Agenev, is slated to shift to New returning to their H-ain for the vertising Assn, of
week. The four-day premium
IS-minute CBS video show:
York Shortly, where he will Work riight, the only alternative they ye last
rec:
Dale for his been given is an advance list of expositipn broke all previous
'in radio and video.
Orels, indicating that the bpxtop
“departure to thp, east hasn’t beeri hotel accommodatipris, necessitatdid
(which
industry
coupori
'and
The;
muadvance.
writirig in
set as yet.
| ing
d-i AAA rtrtrt Ann
in >4.0
well over $1,000,000,000 in ’49)
Bot any Mills has bought a 1 .5Gruskin will make up. the
year,
this
might set a new high
minute show on ABC, to start in ficiency in manpower caused
“Successful show €)em<?nts tan
them^of the burden,
mid-September in thP 10:15 p m. the recent rieslgnatiori of William
elecommercial
succe.s.sful
be
They’re particularly resentful in
slot on Sundays.
Show will be a Multin and Stanley Halpern. L^
He also
ments,” Moran said.
musical featuring Ginny
arid TV
charged that agency
Airer, the sporiisprs’ first
copywriters have' forgotten, one pf
the essentials of good radio copy
Brand” suit. Agency is Alfred J; charge of sales. He was with the his own special .tram decked out
Mo^yls office for 12
* vyn I
•>.o j
}'7V'

CBS’’*revitaUied“wedn^^^^^
B & A; unlike the Bingo-

Jineiip

Colgate, which latched on to
sp^sorship of the CBS; half-hour^
erpss-the-board “Strike It Rich”
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show; effective
has also; placed
network for an
|Of 18 stattons in

last

Monday

(3),.

an order with the
additional pickup
the, Mountain and
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william Esly
Falv
placed by William
Biz was
wliich handles the account
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Cleve. Meet’s Theijie
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CJeveland,
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Of

April

4.

Womeri Br^

is

Eleanor Hanson, WHK,
Groupis
convention chairman.

stariding committee will meet June
4> day after the convention cioaes.
Theme of this years’s get-tPFeralnirie
is ; “Radio’s
gether

'

,

'

1

s; A.s.sri.

casters will hold its seyenlh annual
convention June 1-3 at the Hotel

.
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RADIO WEVIEWS

so

LET YOURSELF GO

STRIKE IT RICH

,

.

;

THE WALL -

Pew

Ann Wtth MelrjsrBnwIas.
Hull* emoee; audi- WMIi Allyii Edwards,
Megeraiia,
Edythe
Ellis. Teddy Wilson* Roy Rosa Producers:
ence participants
Milton E. Kreiiis*
orcb
Producer-director: Walt Framer
Bower
Roger
Director:
Cott
Ted
Producer:
Writer: JToe Gottlieb
30 Mins., Mon.-tbni-Frl„ 12 noon Writer: Morton Wishenfrad
SO Mins., Mon.-thni-Fri., 4 p.m,
30 Ming.;' Thurs* <30). 9:30 p.iiii,
BORDEN MILK
COLGATE
SuritolAlng
New York ^
WNEW,
York
from' New

Wlih Warren

.

,
,
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CBS,

MBS, from New York
{Young & RubiCam)
its switch from netJohn Hersc^y’s new best-seller^
work to local radio, Borden Co. <‘The Wall,” last Thursday (3()> got
builtWNEW
hew
preemed its
what will probably b? ^Its ^ly
and-produced variety show, “Let radio adaption for some time; The
ProYourself Go,” Monday (3).
'American Jewish Committee and
gram is the only regular show Mutual secured the rights for a
bought by Borden’s ih New Y6rk, Passover eve broadcast of WalL
either radio, buys in the metropoll- before the property was bought
ian area, being announcements oii for Tilmization by David. O. Sdzvarious local participating stanzas, nick and taken off the AM-TV
Promise oif speed and zing held market. It makes ah impressive
bruforth by its title wa^’t fulfilled vehicle, the story of the Nazi
oh the starting half-hour of the tality which forced a half-million
across-the-board series. Show cen- Jews into the Warsaw ghetto,
ters largely, arbuhd emcee Allyn. where they were killed by hunger,
time network picture, The impli- Edwards in an obvious attempt at typhos and torture, and from
cations are obviouSi backing up the an Arthur, Godfrey approach to an where they were taken to exter-

(Esty)
Colgate’s fiye-times-a-week purRich" for
It
“Strike?
chase of
afternooii showcasing, which lathtune of
the
ers up CBS’ coffers to
nearly $2,000,000. a year, is indeed
Like the Campbell
significant.
Soup purchase of an additional
daytime half-hour on, NBC to
double^spread “Double o.r Nothr
ing,’’ it represents a: major thrust
on the part of the big radio spenders who are not firmly entrenched
on the soap opera kilocycles
(R & G, Leyer, General Foods, et
ai.), to clairii a stake in the day-
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60 Mins., Mon. (3), lO p-m. EST
Sustaining
NBC, from N.y. and Hollywood
Probably the ideal program to
tee' off A natipiial drive Tor cancer
funds would be a serious ddeUmentary, in keeping with the,
sombre side of the crusade inyolved. But probably not as many
people would listen (or be persuaded to contribute funds), as
would tune in for a gay variety
show. So that though there might

be some qualms about the seemshow plumping
for cancer aid, there should be
nothing but praise for the talent
that spread itself over an hour’s
entertainment Monday night (3) on

lihess of a gag-filled

start off the American
Cancer Society’s annual drive for

NBC, ’’to
funds;

seemed a

guests interrujptiiig at intervals
with questions; pertinent to the

item being spieled.
Most of Miss Sergio’s material
dealt with the international scene.
Jury, which: consisted of two educators and a member of Columbia
University’s student council, threw
such queries as “ha^ Sen. McCarthy
damaged our foreign policy?” and
“have we done anything to halt
inflation?”
major handicap in the path
toward developing listener interest
is the short time allotment, After
announcer John Bradford intdnes
three plugs for the Workmen’s
Mutual Fire Insurance Go. and
introes the stanza’s participants,
there is scant time left for Miss
Sergio to interpret world problems.
in emceeing the session, Miss
Sergio did fairly well in coping
with the jury’s interrogations. Her
answers were logical and lucid.
Prizes for the best questions on
the inaugural included a pen arid
pencil set among other things.
Dialers are eligible to submit their
own queries by mail. Reportedly
the grand prize for the person submitting the “most intelligent questipn” during; the first six weeks of
the show is a trip to Europe al.

A

,

incongruous
for Bob Hope to be punching gags
one minute tO a .panicked studio
audience, and swing immediately
into a serious pitch for cancer aid,
but the overall effect was commendable.
The show, as a vatiety pffering,
wasn’t one of the best, although
it did hold to a fairly good level, though
It

little,

;

^

rip:

announcement was made

Ffrst half-hour was aired from to that effect,
N.Y., with cartoonist Al Capp as
emcee: Capp, though a little stiff,
dateline
was homey and entertaining, and
ith' Len O’Connor
brought the talent oh fast, with Producer: William Ray;
brief intros. Eve Young, Jeff Clark Director: Larry Ouerbach

Gilb^

Downey sang com-

-solos; Rufe Davis did a
bit, and Martha Lipton,
a sterling job with the; Haba-

hillbilly

did
nera from “Garmen.” Ezio Pinza
had a transcribed bit, in a brief,
movihg pitch for the drive.
Show picked up sharply -in its
sCcohd half.; when it switched to
the Coast, and Hope started: in
with his gags. He kidded with
Rosalind Russell, Broderick Crawford arid Jo Stafford; let Miss
Stafford sing a solo, and dueted
with her amusingly on “Dearie.”
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Show, Saturday

.•''
(I),.'..'

WSTC,

Stamford, incepting a series, “Let’s Read/’ as an answer to
teevee’s “threat to literature” ... John Clcair* producer of “Duffy ’s
Tavern,”; due in town later this week to recruit thespers ‘‘who want a
furlpugh in sunny Puerto Ribo” ... Peg Lynch, scripter-star of ABC’s
“Ethel arid Albert,” celebrates the show’s. 12th anni April 11.
WMGM’s Hal Tunis to discuss disk jockeying at Jo Rartson’s: CCNY
class this week
Alfred SIriion, WQXR’s light music director, and
Wills HollirigsWorth/ Of indie’s continuity dept., cleffing a song kudosing
Louis B. Mayer to be performed at Jewish War Vets* dinner for the
Metro topper April 12.
Syd Eiges, NBC’s press veepee, lectures at Boston Univ, tomorrow
Dick Spittel has switched from NBC guest telations to
(Thurs.)
V.I.P, Service as account exec
Howard Morgens, Procter & Gamble
veep, guest-speaks at Radio ExeCs Clup tomorrow (Thiirs.)
Edward
G. Robihsori stars in Allan E* Sloane’s United Jewish Appeal documentary on ABC rifext Wednesday (12).
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m HOLLYWOOD

Carl Brown of Sherman 3c Marquette came to town, had the recording of “Satan’s Waitin’” played for him and bought it as a summer
irbplacement. It’s a psychological drama and may fill the dog-day span
for “Mr. and Mrs. Nbtth’*.
.Roilo ;Hunt€r, KE<CA’s* program director,
became a papa last Week
ABC’s publicity on Edward Arnold (“Mr.
President”)
backfired
wbek,
last
the radip eds being miffed at the
NEXT, DAVE GARROWAY
With Connie Rrisseli, Jack Haskell, annpuncemeni of Arnold’s candidacy fpr the U. S. Senate orily. to be
C h a r 1 i e Andrews, Art Van repudiated three -days later. Eddie Stanley started a midnight giveaway on KECA sponsored by ^ ballroom five nights a Week
K. T.
Damme Quintet; others
Stevens dropped off “Junior Miss” after eight months to take a picture
Director: Parker Gibb^
30 Mins.; Mon.-Fri.> 10:30
job
CBS will cut record, of a family Comedy starring Don Amecbe.
m.
Sustaining
It’s called “Count Your Blessings” rind has tp dP with a .breadwiriner
NBC, from Chicago
and h is brood of 10 kids. Anpther Cplumbia summer filler; got the wa x
Dave Garroway’s format, clicko works last week when Gale Gordon thundered thrpugh “Granby's
on video, makes for equally pleas- Green Acres,” a Jay Sommers comedy creation ... F^^
ant listening on radio. The off-the- started her 10th year of “Star Gazing” bn KECA. She’s pne fashipri
cuff delivery and easy-going type epmmentator who looks the part ^
Norman Corwin taking the. desert
of entertainment comeb off neatly cure after, putting the acetate to his United Nations dbcumentary for
in his new morning (opposite God- Don Lee-MutUal,
.Y & R’s Ev Meade around for a week
Benton
frey) show, ^‘Next, Dave Garroway” & Bowles may ship
either Ted Steele or Al Kaye to the N. Y. office,
which will be aired for. 20 stanzas. there riot beirig enough
Hollywood activity for two veepees
Art
It’s apparent that NBC is at- Bailey hauled east after
interviewing candidates for Diana Bourbon’s
tempting to slot Garroway in as job as Hollywood head of Ward Wheelock
.Edward
R, Morrow
many shows as he can take with- around for a few days and lunched by’ the
Radio News club.
put wearing but himself or his listening' audience. This is his third
radio show, two of which are on
an across-therboard basis and the
Ruth Crane, women’s director for WMAL-ABC, is a nominee for
third on Monday evenings.
“Advertising Woman of the Year,” to be named at the Advertising
In this show, he’s using Connie ;Federatiori of America confab in Detroit May
31-June 2, Miss Crane,
Russell and Jack Haskell as reg- incidentally, interviewed legit
star Judith Evelyn, here in “Street Car
ulars and writer Charlie Andrews
Named
Desire,” on her radio program
George
Greely, who has been
who will assist the Cpnferencier on administrative assistant to the
newsmaking Sen. Joseph McCarthy (R.,
audience participation .stunts. LatWis.) since January, Was formerly manager of WOSH, Oshkosh, Wis.
ter is a comparatiYely simple stunt.
A femme, frpm the audience is se- ... Walter Compton, general manager for WTTG-DuMont, proud ly
lected to answer a simple question hung an SRO sign on station’s new daytime prpgram ”TV Disk Jockey;”
for a prize comprising either $1 or featuring Art Lamb, and at the same time extended program an ad ditional; half-hour to accommodate, clamoring clients.
four bales of alfalfa hay.
Ross H. Beville,
The sonig, talk and question pe- chief erigineer for WWDC, was elected mayor of Takoma Park, 'Md
past
riod makes fPr a good allrbund
week
John F. Trimble, ex of WBT-CBS, Charlotte, N. C:, ha?
show especially in the morning pe- joined announcing staff of WTOP-CBS;
.Hazel Markel,
pmriod when his easy type of deliv- gram director, scored a coup when she nabbed Bing
Crosby during hi?
ery comes off well.
brief D.C. stopover en route to Front Royal, Va., for a taped interview
The Art Van Damme instrumen- for her “People in Town” airer
Frank Harden debuted a new di.sk
tal quiptet showbacks nicely. Jose, jockey
show, “Mr. Music,”: over WMAL-ABC past Monday
WASHFM, Continental FM Network, celebrated its third birthday past Sunday
with
a
special
musical program.
WASHINGTON REPORT
With Joseph C. Harsch, Marquis
Childs; Cy Harrice, announcer
Producer: Theo Gannon
Virgil Reiter, Jr., has joined Mutual’s Central bivision sales staff
15 Mins.; Mon.ithru-Fri.; 7;30 p.m.
as an account exec.
Formerly iriidwest office manager for WCAU,
KAISER-FRAZER
Labor-Liberal N.et, from Washing- Philadelphia, he recently headed the New Business dept, in Chi office
of Ruthrauff and Ryan
ton
Danny O’Neil, in town only five Weeks has
'-V
snagged two of thp top video network shows, “Windy City Jamboree”
(Weintraub)
on
DuMont
and
“Little
Revue” on ABC.
“Washington Report” is ah unStirtbn, ABC’s Cenusual venture, representing the tral Division sales manager, in New York this week huddling with
sponsorship by an auto manufac- net toppers,
Cloyd Head,
gabber, off April 14 for an eightturer of a stanza bn the labor- month tour of Europe and Middle East. He is skedded to feiurn to air
liberal rietwork of six cooperative bver
ip February
John Blair, prez of John Blair & Co,, anand union-backed
statloris. nriunced appointment of William P, Pcavey as account, exec iri San
Talent iis Marquis (ilhilds, United Francisco office of station rep firm... George
Crandall, direelor of
Features syndicated columriist, and CBS press information in N; Y.,
visited
.Tommy
last week
Jpseph C. Harsch, Washirigton bu- Bartlett, “Welcome Travelers”
emcee hedgehopped his own plbne. last
»
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his wire- recorded roundup_ Of local news highlights succeeds in capturirig a good
bit of the flavbi* of the week’s
events.
The taped on-the-scenes
events.
The taped on-the-scene
stones, effectively edited and wov-

en together by

.

.

Chicago

Len O'CPnnor and

commentary

highly in listener interest.
Orr show caught (2) listeners
heard first hand accounts of two
holdups, an interview with area
Then Jimmy Durante came on to census director and wholesaler and
steal the show with the evening's retailer comments on Lenten-inbrightest moments as “Durante, spired rise in fish prices.
Good
the Patron of the Arts.” Signoff public service touch was taped
had Hope serious for the moment, comments by fireriian whose rig
singing a pitch for the cancer was hit on way to call by car which
drive and adding a few well-chosen refused to yield right-of-way.
words in addition.
Bron,
Dave,
sc

.

.

Writer: O’Coniior
15 Milts;; Sun., 10:15 p. m.:

WMAQ,

.

.

W

miCndable
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and Morton

.
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Charlea pertny, exec veepee oil NBC, off to the Coast to take up
where prexy Joe McConnell and board chairmarii Nilea Trammell left
off in reappraising the Holly wbod setup, rib w. undergoing an adminisBob Colwell (SSG&B agenby) off on an extended
trative overhaul
cruise with the missus following, his recent Office accident which cost
William A| Bchudt and Ned Midgley
him c^ islderable loss, of blood
Niagara Falls meeting of
of CBp back last week after fbu^^^^^
John C. Turner* ABC script mari*^
Canadian; Assn* of; Broadcasters*.
It’s also a daughter fbr
ager has titled his new daughter Coburri
Albls HavrilIa* WNJR newscaster, doing
Chuck Millci of
Maggy FlsheG of ABC’s “Piano Playnewsreel stints for Metro
house,” skedded to land here after European junket: on Friday (7)
WHLi; iauiichirig a series on jocal school problems April 12,
M^G-M
Radio Attractions has inked Marlene ;Dlctrich for '‘Camille” on “M-G-M
Theatre.” Miriam Hopkins will do •Young Ideas” in the series,
CBS sports topper Ited Barber due back at his. Gotham desk after
Max Ehrlich and fr^ boated: to
six weeks with Dodgers in Fla
Europe Wednesday (29) for JO-week Vacation '. pave Elton rejoined
Robert Q. Lewis
YbUrig & Rubicarn to handle Borden radio activity
Frederic W- ZiV Co. has sold
wound up 10 days’ jury duty last: Week
“Cisco Kid” to Coast Fishing Go. for airing; oh Don Lee outlets in
Johii Daly to pirichhit for Martin Agronsky
Oregon and Washirigton;
.Gene Pattersori^
bn the ABC newscaster’s vacatibn..week of April 17
after
producing "Welcome Travelers” in Chi
who Tesigried last month
Pat Sweeney* former Dancerfor two years, now back in New York
Fitzgera Id-Sample flack chief, ribw ;ad-mahager for Claude Neon, Iric.
Richard" Seff and Dolores Sutton star in reprise of “Sibling” oh
WNVC tonight (5) ... Program will be directed by Suzaniie O’Cbnnell
of Young & Rubicarn
Richard Janaver new to “Romance bf Helen
Trent”
Peggy Stanley and 'Ivor Francis join .“Our Gal Sunday”
Shirley Blanc hew to “Backstage Wife”
TeSs Sheehan added to “Just
Phil Dean of the, NBC press dept, on Caribbean vacation.
.Johnny
Olsen taking bis ABC “Ladies Be iSeated” troupe to Springfield, Mo.*
for week of April 10
Scripter Irvin Graham, In from Coast to work
on NBC-TV’s “Saturday Night Revue,” tb teach songsmithing at Amerlean Theatre Wing. ...Brad Phillips guest announcer ori WINS’ Earl
.

.

But* more than
Voice and;; delivery mihation camps.
accepted premise that while TV
audience.
roads will inyite an inevitable strongly reflect the Godfrey m- that it is the epic of the struggle
sluffoff of riighttime commercial fluence, with the commercials in of the few who escaped death to
radio, there will 'always be a; vast particular handled in the same Ih-, fight the Germans—with a mere
homedaytime AM audience.
timatei wheedling style,. Shonsor, 350 revolvers, grenades andi
bombs against
But that eplgate, like Ca^pbeU however; doesn’t take a beating made incendiary
heavy-calibre
and
tanks
Nazis*
the
perlatteh;.
the
for
,the.
on
Soupy should settle
^apons;
petuation ef the quiz cycle as longEdwards’ patter, jokes’ Shd reMorton Wishengrad’s- script exrange program fare; whatever the partee with chiripier Peggy Ann
merits of “Strike It Rich,” carries Ellis were, on the show caught, tracted some moving highlights of
Oh considerably less than scintillating. the courageous story of 45 undersome disturbing overtones,
the one hand, Colgate expresses If Edwards wasn’t able to Conie up ground soldiers (men and women)
its faith in the future of daytime with any brighter chatter for the hidden in a subterranean bunker.
radio to the tuhe of $2,000,000 a opener, portents for the future are There was The birth of a baby,
year, yet conversely is- willing to hone top happy.
His * “honsehse with the laboring, ihother forbiddeq
settle for ah oldhat formula that hews items” really had the initial to make a sound because noise
injectmight betray them-^and later the
toward
coheessiort
makes no
stanza on the ropes.
ing an element of freshness into
Miss Ellis sings an adequate infant’s walling as a Gernian brithe AM program structure.
ballad or rhythm tune, and a small gade passed overhead;. With the
As quiz shows go, “Strike It” has house crew under Roy Ross’ baton partisans having to smother it to
gome points in its fayor, notably does a good job of backing and in prevent detection. It was a teremcee Warren Hull’s capacities^ in a couple of solo sp^ts. Program’s rifyirig, significant riipinent. The
over the Jews’
sparking it. With a, spontaneity. outstanding talent is Teddy Wil- broadcast also got
of culture despite their sufToo, the format strives for a son, more or less buried, unfor- love
have 15 minr
the
vote
fering—
to
maxibrings
tunately, with only two numbers
human equation that
of a concertina musicale, even
mum sympathy and frequent “I- during the 30 minutes. If the rest utes
the air
tlpsirig
meant
it
though
hope-he-makes-it” suspense:—from of the proceedings achieved only
ended with the
the listener. But in: its desire to half the level of the brilliant ducts,. And it
Hitlerite
attackers
the
against
fight
project the so-called “human” as- Vyilson jazz pisnistics; show would
that death was
pects Of the quizzer, it too often have the bounce that it needs to, —the knowledge
winds iip exploiting a. participant’s sell itself and the Borden product. certain biit that first “we must
little.”
thetn
a
punish
Three commercials oh the openhardship and penury.
talky
or
two
one
Despite
“Strike It” would hardly seem ing session were a bit overlong
Rich,
stretches “Wall” made a jgripping
repetitious.
and
long
a
to
answer
the $2i000,000
conDouglas
Melvyn
was
stanza.
and merry daytiine AM life. Rose,
vincing ""as the archivist who kept
STOP THE NEWS
With Lisa Sergio, emcee; James the d i ary of the underground
H. Sheldon, Eleanor Rbon, Dick group, and added some bumorous
1950 CANCER CRUSADE
Ajalat, guest panel
touches with his difficulties in
With Bob Hope, Al Capp, Eve
Roy
Downey,
Producer:
Jacques Fefraiid
learning the art of War. The epnMorton
Young;
certina^ provided bdth a musical
Shield orch, Rufc Davis, Ezio 15 Mins.; Sat., 9:30 p.m.
baCkground for some scenes arid a
Pinza, Jeff Clark, Martha Lipton, WORKMEN’S MUTUAL FIRE
the Hebrew
INSURANCE CO.
dramatic d e v i c e
Rosalind Russell, Jimmy Dufighters following its sound as they
rante, Broderick Crawford, Jo WINS, N.Y.
Robert
Starlighters,
News analyst and lecturer Lisa moved through the sewers under
StaRoird,
Armbruster and orch, Maj. Gen* Sergio has a' novel 15-minute airer the Ghetto to erigage the Nazis.
William J. Domovan, others; Ed in “Stop the News,” a combined Special riiusic by Elliot Jacoby,
Herlihy, Hy Averbach, announc- quizzer and commehtatof show played by the Emerson ‘Buckley
which started Saturday (1) on orch, added to. the total impact of
ers'
Bril.
Marry Juhkih; Bob WINS, N.Y. Format haa her read- a provocative show.
Producers:
ing news briefs with a jury of three
Forward'

ivEr YriRK eiTv
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.
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Old Standbys

SM

has lately been bemoaning what they call
the “short-^ightedn^s’' of sponsors and agencies in givipg the
cold shoulder to fresh programming ideas at a time when, they
feeii radid needs it more than ever, if it is to survive hi era of
videQ- s ascendancy, developments over the past couple of -’weeks
have apparently given these .^‘viewers with alarm'- hew ammunition
spehders/^^^
•to-hurlat the
They particularly point to" the perpetuation of the old standby
the pacting of radio’s two most requiz format, aS' exemplified
cent major deals, in preference to injecting an element of fresh^
ness into the daytime program sweepstakes.
Campbell Soup’s willingriess to plunk down $3,6o6,0()() ahnuaUy
to give the “Double Or Nothing'^ ouiz show a twice-'a'-day ride, on
top of Colgate’s $2, OOOyQOO investment for a reprise of “Strike It
Rich,” are the chief targets of the eyebrow-raisers.
Similar complaints have .been coming reCehtly from the package
producers who maintain that the networks and "agencies aren’t
interested in looking at -hew things.”
critical. fraternity

The

'

.
.

.

1^50

W^dnesdii^f

"

.

.

:

V

AM

,

;

Md

.

,

„

?

.

.

WGAR

general manager and
vice president John Patt issued the

denied by Sid Andorh, consulting
affiliate:

_

WNVC

;

AM

Andprn, are now at
In each instance, however,
the four left to take
b managerial post, Keith Baldwin
switched from salesman to head
the sales department; Bob Neal,

WERE.

each; of

WGN

AM

pianist,

and

WGAR

special events, now is in charge
of WERE,
in each of the above
instances,
feted departing
.

WGAR

members.
In the

WGAR

Mayer
charged

incident, however,
the disk jockey

was being “bought.” Mayer has a
5 to 10 a.m; “Mayer of the Morning” disk show.
Andorh, however, denied the
charges of luring Mayer to his station with higher Contract offer. He
said Mayer spught the transfer and
ihade
a , verbal
agreement to
change. Later, Mayer, after consulting with Patt, said he was remaining at the CBS affiliate. M^yer
also said he did not appfpach
(Continued bn page 40>

-

mem-

Period of tighter competition for
advertisers’ dollar has the webs
searching for more effective sales
techniques.
One approach being

^

® u
I
stations
nad

tried at

ABC

is to

move some

sales-

press picked UP. the inference and men into the program department,
earned it as a fact he reportedly which will give^cliehts closer liaistated,
son with the creative setup, and
,
, ,
,
.
sadlng pruducer-directors to the
\?5^® '9,?®. i®P°*^®^, ‘s i?'’?
nab ejected that an m- sales force. Latter policy wilt pay
dividual formal hearing should off. it’s reasoned, in creative, program-wise salesmanship.
which might be affected, white the
Meanwhile, The ABC flagship—
negptiaUons were in progress.
WJZ-^and presumably all the o.&o.
9,<>™n“ssioner reportedly so- operations this week took its
,.
hcited “concrete aid” from the in- gnd TV salesmen off the salaried
f
dustry regarding their views on payroll, placing them on a straight
RGA’s Thesaurus, transcribed
proposals and counter-proposals. 214% commission basis, as an inprogram service for indie station*
He
also was said to haye^asked for centlve move.
Instead
of
their
.
Which was moved but of NBC’s juregular paychecks the sales force risdiction last September, has been
In a unique program deal. Camp- S”
refurbished with a $250,000 outlay
bell Soup has bought an additional a pwspJSwe^bt least a
commissions will be for new talent and promotion since
rmet thP hnard daynf crMsthe-board
figured.
New
policy,
considit’s
becoming a solo operation. Simulf
radio on NRG in order to dividual ox from being even slightv ered, may give some drummers iot taneously
with expanding its talent
ly
sw’atched
sciaicaea
wunoui
giving
any
without
creased
earnings
if
le.s.s
Security.
double up on its “Double or Nothroster, the unit has stepped up iU
.• V
V
consideration to the slaughter of ; 4150 in t^e works is a revamp’
sales
activity
with a buildup of its
ing” quiz show.
mg
the rest of the herd.”
field staff.
(Continued on page 40)
The move is particularly signifidelegation, Hyde was
The U. S. delegation.
In the last couple of months,
cant at this time, since it repre- reported as saying, wouldn’t buy
Bert Wood, Thesaurus artist and
sents the soup company's staMng Cuban demands that the U. S. unrepertory head, has inked Tex
of a major claim in radio at a time der write any channel losses which
Beneke, Fran Warren, Claude
when more and more big-league might be suffered by Cuba in its
Thornhill, June Christy, Ray McMexico
at
NIX
with
BID Kinley,
sponsors are exiting the medium, oekotlations
Jimmy Lytell and Artie
The additional gross billings ac- NARBA by a repayment fqom
Washington, April 4.
Shaw. Each of the names are waxAmerican, frequencies; that the
The Administrator of Civil Aero- ing new material for programs
S l-A clear channels be^ fur- „,i ics“ur^d torFCC Yesterday Which are constructed out
Already showcased at
250’“®®of yaiy-

and TV bs sistgr operations.
With Single promotion
I
9
|1 ri
and publicity depaiiments grinding /t
out sales pitches and copy for both f Jimnlllkll
C
ValllvUCIl
sid3s, the situation borders on the
“
».
schizophrenic.
But it does show
ii|4
that after the past year’s heavy
nr*
I
emphasis on* TV, joint station top- \1 /Hlllllll I
pers are putting radio back in its -VieCMlVavUv lall III
proper perspective In operational

tween

WERE

became

Andprn, himself, head of

W

circulating aniong_its

sports direc-

Grant Wilson, on the music

tor;
staff,

Miller,
see fit to participate or give apy reason for not
doing^so, thjpugh he did send a represeiitative who was subsequently
consultation,

NAB

became

sportscaster,

at Havana had responded except

P®

WERE

indluding

tion in negotiating a new NARBA.
He Is reported to have said that
eyeg^body
everybody invited to. join with hini
him

,

WGAR

WERE.
is a CBS
is ah irndependent,.
Four, f ormer employees of WGAR,

direetbr of

.

.

AM

which were immediately

charges,

.

’

Chicago, April 4. 4An unlamented casualty of the
television era is the complacency
operators whose sales, proof
.^George Wallach,
p^omotion and programming methods,
prior to video, had shown signs of gram and operations directors, has
municipal
staresigned
from
the
becoming nit-fast. A recent flurry
bf new sales and programming tihn to return to commercial radio
techniques set in niotion by several and Ty. He leaiyes today (Wed.)
major Chi radio stations indicate *P>- * short vacation.
Wallach previousily was a *staff
coheern over the blooming new
medium and a determination to re- producer-director for WNEW. He
vitalize
operations in terms of also produced “Inside Photoplay
with WendyTBarrie” for DuMont.
both audience and advertiser.
In the case of network outlets. He is currently teaching radio aiid
and
and its tele plant, the teevee at New York University and
stepped-up radio activities serve to is arranging a TV workshop fdr
highlight the internal conflict
conHict be- the American Theatre Wing.

.

WGAR’s

,

.

.

4.

Charges of “raiding” and a cry
of i’talent war” were both raised
in Cleveland (luring the past we®k
when announcer Bill Mayer ;was
reported to have left
for
WERE.,-':

,

;

;

Cleveland, April

’

n

.Washington, April 4.
Hffnn t
i
•
prexy Justin
5 LOIlgterni PaClS
of a. second attack last week by
_.
Three Mutual newscasters, Cea: meniber of the FCC, pulled In
hls horns yesterday (3) with a dnc Foster, Bill Cunningham and
“iio comment” to charges by Com- FuKpn Lewis, Jr., Have been signed
new longterm pacts, ^indicating
missioner Kosel Hyde that he failed
to codpcrate with tlid U. S. deld the continued strength of the web’s
gatidn in Its recent efforts in Ha- news Jineup. Frank: Edwards has
bought by the American Fedyana to negotiate a new North
an additional
Am.ericah ftegional Broadcasting
Agreement. Miller got ’”hurned’' ,®,.J®?,- ,®„9°^ :, „
,
,
several months ago When he tam
!l?*»*^*^*p
to
"Straight
its
Arrow”
statics
gled: with
Commissioner Robert
Other new business for the
Joiies on the subject of color television;
Jones said Miller’s attiW"® °"«-st'ots for
dormg. the past forttude gave support to charges that three renewals,
NAB Is cOhtfolled by the big broadMail .Pouch Tobacco (“Sports For
casters.
Phai^acaT
C Gabriel
Hyde, in addressing a "ciosed
V
‘he First Church of
meeting Friday of tlie Federal
Communications Bar Assn., reportedly singled MUler but for failing
to cooperate with the U. S. delega-

NAB

^

-

-

-

'

.

Nmln
UUUU a

RCA’s Thesaurus

ah In

plans.

Hrogram-wise, there is a definite
trend toward creating house-built
packages that will l)^ attractive to
listeners and clients.
Using: staff
iistenei-s
cllehls. Using
talent for the most part the new
programs in several instances are
laudable attempts to hypo interest
Vronfiniipfi
(Continued, on
V

m
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ON WOR

ASKS

First

the

fullscale

^

1. I

rating

cirmSket

study of

harLS

-

L'ncl«d^y“‘L"c*2ley“orgi«i"
ration for Mutual.
The special
Studv,

which

started

Sundav

’^boye

V
urtherKiCfrom

tSSnal

®

aRplicationVwOR" ing the niimbers
’.*° «o“ftruct

higher towers

(21

i Jrii

—

-

wi«

each perforiii-

(Continued on page 40)

ACA

WCOl
?h!
‘''® P''®''^°“® ®**®™°°" ®**®'^’
move “would menace air navigation.”
In
econoi
1“ an apparent economy
^TL^^Jie*^ markets hr dl^stetes
WOR’s proposal to install special
A1 Albinger
AlWnger resigned his post
were
were selected from the nearly 800 ^Campbell Soup Is also represent- Ar
^
lighting
WCOL,
manager
atioaio^vi
and painting to warn
full
xuii
hour
aivrui.
of
cross-thcas
no
station
oi/nvavia
of
T>*aAii
cd
With
8
a
ivyri.fiioi
irt
ie
colo
nof.
in WlliCll
ID
which Mutual
iVLUtU&I is tllG
sole, DCt**
netthe sole
work vnicp according to citv si/e board programming on CBS, with ABC Columbus affiliate, and Lloyd pilots of the towers, document says,
15” ana
Pix- 1 would still not remove the hazard
of
president
Pixley,
^luo^io
and j^a
Ed Murrow,
iviurr
lat- A..
and geographic distribution.
in its “Club
In
distribution,
the company s leys. Inc., operators of the station, to safety of aircraft using airports
each area 5,000, Calls will he made,
manager.
in the vicinity.
general
over
as
took
FrancorAmerican
spaghetti,
or a total of more than 575,000. On
the basis of 5c, per call, plus costs
of field workers and handling, the
study will cost MBS upwards of
i *|J|
I
$35,000.
Researchers point out
that vHooper’s national report wa^ b?ised on approximately 296,000

in

er’s backlog.
All the Thesaurus
material is supplied to outlets wlvo

th®'^i}?.?rt^
restricrions'^^Se
.7
® * oer^
^
?‘®® 199''®, *"‘9.‘'?.®.‘®
®®‘‘}.
at Its transmitter site in Carteret,
t“8 slots for a full-hour dally ride, mltted to other countries.
N. J. The proposed TlO-foot strucBoth shows will be taped, with
7
tures,
stated in a lengthy docEXIT
the morning stanza a reprise of
AIBINGER’S
ument of its findings on the case,

Diamond Horseshoe Show
»

^

[

1

Rose Likely

!
:

^

to Sunervise

[

'

Disk and'interview stanza being
planned from Billy Rose’s Diamond
Horseshoe, N. Y., may end up bn
OR, Mutuars (Grotham key. Ne-

i

W

|

VM*

j

:CallSv

.

-“—-Current Rating
Koines
Homes
( 000

Current Previou*

Rank
2
3

Contest Getting 0.0; Of

-4

9

8
5
6

10

19

7

8
:

11
12
13

10

16
17

7
17’

25
12
21

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

Peace and Wa r CBS)
Amos ’n* Andy (CBS) v
My Friend Irma (QBS)
Edgar Bergen (CBS)
Life With Luigi (CBS)
Fibber & Molly (NBO
(

.

.

.

.

.

.

^

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

;

.

.

,

.

.

.

:

Red Skelton (CBS);
You Bet Your Life (CBS)
Bing Urosby Show (CBS)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Mr. Chamelbh (CBS) .....
...
Walter Winchell ABC)
Inner Sahetum (CBS)
Faniiy Brice (NBC)
>.
Dr. .Christian (CBS)
> v
...
Suspense (CBS)
v
.

,

.

i

.

.

.

.

.

>

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

^

.

.

^
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.
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noon lineup,

;

4

-

1

.

3
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.-- 1.6
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0.4

,^.

4ti .2

—

1.4

4
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its

booking

WOR

;

i

!

last,

;

month

Rudy Vallee, with a transcribed
half-hbur strip at 11:15 a.m.. boosted the outlet’s T 1 am. to noon rata full point and hiked tire ra t
i ng
ing of Kate Smith, who follows
That
Vallee, more than a point.
programmers
has convinced
that names like Vallee ’s are still a
big
draw and the st ation is
now on the prowl lor more of the

of

1.9

15.9
15.9
15.8
1 5 7
.

2 2V

-+-

i 6 :o

:

0.6

+

-^ 0.4

17.7
17.1
17.0
16,5
V 16.3
16.2

6..481

6 403 ^
6,364
6,285
6,246
6,246
6,206
6,167

- 0:3

21.
19.9

,

.

-

Points

Change

)

.

F,B.I.^in

18

15

;

.

•.4-.

14

18
19

.

,

13
22

20

.

9
i4'

,5
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Chicago, April 4.
Ihspeetors of the U. S, Post Office .launched an inyestigatioh last
week into the operations of the National Radio Program Agency headquartering here.
The agency is
reported to be conducting, through
the mails, a letter-writing contest,
with winners being brought to Chicago, with all expenses paid, to
appear oh a radio quiz show, Using
(Continued on page 42)

profffam
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
Godfrey’s Talent Scouts iCBS)
Jack Benny (CBS)
Mr. Keen (CBS);
Mystery Theatre IGBS)

1
3
2
11

i;

V

Rank

in prpgres.s be-

the station’s artist bureau.
Gross-the-board airer would start,
at 11:30 p.m> or midnight and run
Talent' i.sn’t .set
through 2 a.m.
but it's thought likely Rosewould
be on hand, for the first rhorillV at
lea.st,
to supervi.se the operation
and perhaps take a hand at the
mike;
Among those being considered for the stint are Cyp.^v
Rose Lee and Faye Em e rsQh
WOR,. mean while, is looking for
a strong name to run in its, at'ler-

.

tele-

now

tween Rose and Nat Abiamson. of

(Feb. 19-25)

I

.;

Data from the coincidental
(Gontihued oh page 42)

gotiations are

on

i

AM

'same.

^Wcdinesday^ April

1950

->

i

JACE BERCH, Prudentials Singing

Star, is

perched on a mountain

of mail— proof of the power of mdio in moving people to action.

used Christmas cards. She wanted the cards for scrapbooks which
are sent to African leper colonies.
Berch’s brief, ‘one-time stirring appeal on his morning

NBC

pro-

X

More than

5,000,000 Christmas cards were contributed by over
e

half-a-mMUon

people.

•

The cards arrived via 370 bags of mail and

w
mail

Such

is still

is

the

coming at the rate of 6 to 8 bags

POWER AND APPEAL

daily.

of network radio today. Such

is

ft'

America's No.

I

Advertising

Medium

The National Broadcasting Company
•
i

A service of Radio

Corporat ion (f America

TELE>l[SIOX
CBS-TV's Late Sponsor

DuMont’s

Washington, April 4.
f
The Allen B. DuMont television
broadcasting operations ran $2 ,564,491 in the red last year, DuMont;
has reported to the Securities and
Exchange Commission. However,
the loss was partially offset by “a
Sedit br^^.597 received from f

-

a
a
4,
Washington, Aj^il
Arthur G(^fre5% peU^ed
one of the targets ^of, FGC
chairman Wayne Goy’s recent
blast at ‘mcolor’^ TV. is geU
ting a chance to square, hiniself with the government. The
C,B$ star today <Tues,) ae-.
an invitation from
cepted
Treasury; Secretary John Snyder to emcee the video show
which will kick off the Savings

^

.

DuMont

tising ”

said.

•

Company

^

operates TV stations
Hew York; WTTG, WashPittsburgh.
WDTV,
inctbhv and
‘rk
Tv/r;^
are

owns

’

*1

,

:

the television receiver division of
the company for television adVer-

.

Hn/lfrev fiondedl

;

!

*

“-7:“

-

'

and

WABD

f

Bond

drive

May

15,

In anbther move to expand its
late evening programming, WCBSTV, key CBS video outlet in N. Y.,
this week signed Amalie Motor Oil
to sponsor the “Amalie Magic
Theatre” Tuesday nights from 11
to 11:15, starting next week (ID*
Agency is Hicks & Qreist.^
.
Show will feature magico Burling Hull, billed as ^The Gteat
Volta.” He’ll be assisted by former-film actress Linda Steyens, with
Guy Wallace ^npuncing.

to
The Better Business Bureau of
N. Y., aroused by a flood of com-

f

Taking No Ghances

.

plain^ on television servicing, is
mulling ways of getting service organizations to set up a code of
standards which the BBB can police.
Also' being considered is

Production staff on NBGTV’s ^^Philco Playhouse” finally
found: a black pig to play the
-

role

title

ih

Sunday

;

night’s

(91 adaptation of L u dwT g
BeihelmansV ‘Dirty Ed d i e.”
But to avoid ah^ embarrassing
sitiiatiohs, they .declde.d to put
on film the sequences featurAnimal* after
ipg the pig,
over a week Of searchingj was
obtained from aTarmer ,in New
"
Jersey:.
J o h n Buckrhaster, Joseph
Buloff, Vinton Hayworth and
judy Farrish have the leads in
the, show. David Shaw scripted

.

‘

initiation ’of legislatioh to require
thp repair outfits to place in escrow
part Of the money received for

service

.

''

Hwr-long

'

.

Wcmld

W

jlie

biocK
othei corpoiate purposes.
lias a par of 10 cents^pec shate, but^^
presumably would be sold for a
The
great deal -more than that.

are under wav
way ThisTs the first
time
TV
t[me“a®Sork'
meiworK^^^
TVahdw
will
show
.snow_wru
“hm a ;network
incept the Bond
be used to meept

,,

arh' to

am

an

f

SEC

be su pplied to

;

campaign.

in

•

•

.

_

puMon't net sales ior the
ainounted to $44,642,087, of which
nearly $33,500,000

cam^

TV

receivers, ^On the oyersale of
year’s business
all
reported a net mcOme of $3.269,880, despite the heavy loss in tele.casting.
The time sales and Other income
from telecasting came to $2,435,966.
Thus, DuMont and its three-station
Web pQured approximately $5,000i006 into video broadcasting actiyir
ties during the year.
DuMont disclosed also in the
prospectus that it is. dickering with
Paramount Pictures Corp. for the:

^

will p^inate
originate from
C^frey ^U1
Godfrey
fijm
^
N. Y.v With Secretary Snyder
being picked up from the Libpeil in Independehce Hall,
erty Pell
Philadelphia,
and President
Truman from Washingtfon.
Washington,
Dayid Levy was Tent
lenl to the
Treasury by Youmg
Yoiing At Rubicam
Kubicam
to handle the show.

;

.

Plans for

gramming
week with

summer

hit ;ah

television pro-

!

..

•

by NBC that
top network shows

disclosure

five sponsors of

currently bn the air plan to stick
through the warm weather without
the customary eightweek hiatus.
Web .is currently dickenng with, a
group of other current bankroLlers,
and is confident it will have at leaStr
hine more wrapped up foi* the suinr

mer months by

ft
Tf
IrQ I ilATH HflllCP
ftlv \f vf ll^ llvlldv
li

’

g^lSiClldSC J/fiDl
Decision of the sponsors to re^
on the air through the summer was made on the basis of the
35% discount offered on its rate
Card by NBC as ah “incentive plan:”
Under the plan, any. banl^Uer bypassing the hiatus will get a 35%
knockdown on his time charges,
with the total kickback dependent
on how many stations are ordered
for the summer runthrough. Other
'’'^®bs ®ffer discounts aver^g*ng 10-121^ % to sponsors buying
buj
52^week basis* and
time on a full 52iweek
^^®
enow
”ow
wow huddling with
witii their
With
them^^^^^^
clients
take advantage
offer
advaritage of that offer.'
“Kraft
Set to remain on NBC are “K
(Continued on page, 41)
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of t)umon’t class B common stock
^
»
—a total of 560,000 shares. This is
important because the FGC has
Dbubledav is puttingnuttins- up
un the
thri
boubleday
ruled that 'Paramount is iii effect ['“heln wanted” sirin for a new*' kind
the controlling force Iri DuMont
teleVisiqn talent—the expert
and that the two, between them, ^ho fign teach a subject and write
can therefore own no more than a bof^on it which can be spld
i

=

|

^

;

4f Parairipunt^should get outj.so^^fob ^e publJher^s^^tere^T^^ 16,000,000 Viewers Seen
from under, DuMont coum apply this kind of performer is the sue«
•
if
j
n*
for two more stations to build its
has had with Jon Gnagy and
fOt
SUIldaY PlC!
web. up to five Melons. Par, wRh
Fray, who penned “how

—

While

NBC

,

*

\

:

still work^^^
working

out
plans
lahs to hypo its creative programprogramming
lirig departmeni
department, WNBT, the web’s
N. Y. flagship video station, has
'

is

liTa
go out aftei three mpre licences,
t®
,

mi

ABC

AM

.
,

:

.

many

i

'

Network

‘e®VOe
Therefore tele shows Doubleday
.®®bntry to a possible
backs must; be self -liquidating and
I0«000,000
viewers, only ABC not
produce mail order sales for the
I
lUI 1 I volume plugged. Programs arc
1
^
iIa+a
day and date
Thumbed
planned not. to be entertaining as ,
Group of over 1,000 old “Sound- such, but to convince viewers that
u
hallyhooed will hehp
ies” films has been bought up by the book
^its o and o
*
so»>ethmg worth- aotsnrhaw
outfit h®ad^ up by^ Aaron Katz
„
x
warrant the booking, and doesn’t
„
Tto Ja
Cecil Hog^
Hoge, of the Huber
and Isaac M. Lev^
Levy, for rental to
Hubw Hoge
chow’ fh^
to show
>vant Vn
the film a day after
television broadcasters and
and. spoil- agency which places Doubledap
Doubleday’s 0*1,^;.
Prod?i%d «n
other webs had it
it.
Produced
unsors. Films, which run about three accounts, said that TY entertain- (jgr
sors
dor «?nnnsor«;h^
sponsorship of ‘‘Famiiv
“Family ThP
Theminutes each and feature name ment is more or less full blown, ati'e”
atre” at Jeriw^Fairhank^
Jerry Fairbanks Prndiie
Producbands and vocalists, are being However, he feels, the medium has tions here fiS will have a musical
packaged by Official into five-min- much to learn In developing serv- soundtrack Okaved bv James C
ute,
15-miriute,
half-hour
and ice* programs of sufficient, value to petrillo followirie direct nifch
maintain audience interest and on from Fairbanks and Fafhpr Patrirk
hour shows.
“Soundics” were turned out
(Continued ori page 41)
Peyton.
ori'^irially by Mills Novelty Co and
used by James Roosevelt and Sam
A,
,,
,
Coslow for Dlav in coin machines
1 *
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TV films in
1946.
Pix, featuring such artists
as Doris Day Louis Armstrong and
others are Scheduled to start on
CBS in July arid will also get local
bookings in Baltimore arid Philadelphia.
Katz rind Levy hope to have
sponsors buy the films in package
form for use with spot commercials: Thus, one of the ‘‘Soundies”
cotild be bperi-ehded for a fiveirdnute show, or the spots could be
inserted between several of the pix
for loriger programs; Films might
also be utilized for video disk
jockey programs.
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T

^

DPA
KI.A

'

RCA
RC A

^

six days

WABD

.

studios of

while the film

is

(DuMont, NY.)
projected.

$per

cial

’’

tube here last week, its down to the question of RCA’S
board chairman, David
Dalvid Sarnoff,
Sarnoff. Compatibility with black and White
CBS’ convertibility for colwent to great lengths to blast the
CBS system, and, if thCi'e was Only dr. RCA has been plugging the
compatibility
of its system* which
one side to the question, one could
almo.st be persuaded that all tlie enables the color pictures to be
dlack and white with-,
Fee has to db noW is to follow
iSariiQff’s recommendations ahd let oiR any ehange in the receiver, for
all
(In some respects,
it’s
worth.
color television come in RCA’s own
the coriipatibllity almost stole the
good time.
There’s np doubt that RCA put show .away from the colrir at last
on an impressive demonstration week s demonstration. Never was
^
and that Sarnoff, with his straightBut as FGC Chairman Wayne
from-lhe-shoulder,
strictly
nonobserved in Jiis recent keepr
on ‘Ue facts of

j

1

!

.

;

•

asking $1,250 for a single spot
a week.
Half-hour show comprises film
lensed each day at the various N.Y.
race tracks. Eilm is edited at the
track, with Clein McCarthy or Fred
Capossella, official track announca live narration in the
is

PDC
K\

V

color

1

Won’t Be Rescheduled
Despite protests of the Aineri«
can
Civil Liberties, Union of “cen_
sorship by private pressure,” the
I
*
cancelled show with Paul Robeson
Tie rescheduled
^Tth Mrs^
Ttoosevelt” series. Martin Jones, coP*^o0^cer with Elliott Roosevelt of
The scDes, said the decision to canPrompted by ‘‘a^ publkation,” adding the two of them “did
To sth; up^
kill riot.”
While he did not name

LOtnOatlDUllV Vl

-.—a

use of live music in

Robeson TVer

Another entry for small-spending advertisers into television was
opened this week when KRC, Inc.,
indie package firm, decided to sell
Its^ “Today’s Racing” series on a
participation basis. Film show, to
be aired at 7:30 p. m: Monday
through Saturday, will have five
spots available each evening. KtlC

added feature is art interview
by BilD
which is filmed in advance with ils
own soundtrack and edited in each
a
day. New seyies follows “Todays
which
Hialeah,”
OUSfUlB*
ill
^ 1 VUglllVa
the N. Y. Journal-Amencan, which WABD aired oh a three-week susled the attacks against Robeson's talnlng basis from Feb. 13 to
.
-e.
. .
part*c*P*t>on in the program fol- Marches, when the films were flow ii
**f * 1*«
xf I
®"
I
.All
VPlTt
Inlllf
At
ImVi* VS,
fv* VVII f VI 4 IRJIIIC f VI Vl/k/ would appear.
According to Joe Roberts, exec
Show was to have been a discus- Veepee of KRC, spine sponsors will
Washington, April 4.
the issues in the present contro- sion on “The Position of the Negro be able to get in pri a three times
showed its
its mew
-new single tritrL versy might well be narrowed’ in American Political Life AGLU, a week basis, if they cannot afford
-

dukng the earlyW years. Allof
them consequently were produced •
before the American Federation, of
Musicians imposed its ban on the

Protest,

Sgb

•

'a

on

.

,

A/lll
l«UvV
'

period last year— and it’s mostly
because of tele*
Complaints cover two areas: (IV
misrepresentation or inisirilerpietation of set model, .wdiere the custOmer winds up with a different
receiver from the one he wanted;
and (2) misrepresentatiori or misunderstanding of service contracts.
One frequent cbmplaint is that

,

-

WCI

AM

taken The bull by the. horns, to set:
up its own house package department. Working under the superof
vision
prograiri' chief
Jack some outfits’ repairmen fail to
Reber; the group will attempt to cOirie, even after six arid seven reline up. a series of shows grooved quests, and when they do they are
Other complaints
specifically for local N, Y. adver- inexperienced.
tisers, both as to their products and hinge on the fact that some dealers
their potential video budgets.
ate having purchasers sign conHeading the new department is tracts with Tepair
repair firms that aren’t
Alan Handley, as assistant to properly equipped to install and
Rehei*. Working with him will be service sets.
Ivan' Reiner, B ill Warwick and AlTwo years ago the so-called “l aTo slot the new
fred M. Scott.
(Oontinued on page 4D'
programs as closely as it can to the
needs of the advertisers,: the station has hired two statisticians to
break down into categories as

potential local clients as pos^
Lists will then be turned
t
r to the creative group, which
Only
to
sMef^rvidlo
will separate their program formats
Hollywood, AprU.
April 4.
t<:.Charles Sherman.
those which might appe^ to
,
Lai'gest potential video
- audience thi* WMlthiVr sponsors
uouDieaay
Qoubieday V.p.
In cnarge
v.p. in
charge Ol
of AlVl .- Largest
tHnca
cnnn«;nr« ana tnose
date
is
expected
for
“The Tn- Jbe
To
and TV advertising the book biz
Tor
for
client^
Clients
with less money to
umphant Hour.” vidfilm' which
rnneiste
CAllintf nav'firiiilfi'r
consists nf
of seliing
particular i'il-lac'
tlties^
'jl'W spend.
Group
plans
to
work
teletriwop networta, NBG
which change from month to
(Continued on page 41)
month, rather than a brand naine. 2®? *2^ . DuMont, .ivni beam

-

would

AM

;T

.

which

contracts,

prevent fly-by-nighters from skipping tovm or defaulting on service.
The bureau, which is maintained
by private industry* reports tlh. t
complaints from the publib' regarding radio, aiid televisiori Jsales
arid service are increasing in <ar
greater proportion than in any
other merchiandise fieid.
During
Jariiiary and February, 150. BBB
handled 766 actions in
and TV
—the highest for any class of product and riiore thari a T00<^fc increase
over same period in ’49. Althouclv
and TV accounted for 9<lc< of
the BBB; merchandise activity in ’49
they now constitute
pf ^BBB
work. Complaints about Aivr arid
TV in the first two months of this
year are up 289% over the same

of this

mam

IvlJ
Kv
Of
1#Y

,

the adaptation.^
.

upbeat trend this

'

declaring it recognized the right of
protest, averred: “We deplore in
this case what those who protested
meant to accomplish, and what
they did accomplish, namely, the
suppression of ideas repugnant to
tbemselves. This is not ceixsorship
in the i^ual ^ense by public aut^rr
iTy>‘ but it is censorship n.pnethev
less by private pressure.^
;

CpriljCI

pYpC
OrrilVIlL ElfiJ

.

DifTlIBN
llLiUan

the full six-day schedule. Metiiod
of selling is similar to that attem pi
ed by NBC-TV with its two-and-ahalf hour “Saturday Night Revue”
in which orie-minute spots were
available at $6,000
000 each.
V
'

rr

—

V
^

nlUo
Cleve.
vIvtv* llOlIIttnCvS
Roinaiites Kids
^

two

of the Citv^s three t^evisiou
stations are moVirie irito the Sal-

^

Ti

mi.M

1

.

,

Roach
A^WiHa
noacn Olt
on NAB
inad Agenda

w

h nof
A
d
;Washington,
April
4.
Hollywood produce]
i

^

I

lelations

I

Hat
H^i Pna
Rorich,
xA'iirin?a^ af
ia ai

me

®

Stevens hotel in Chicago. Roach’s
topic will be“WelGDme
Welcome to Show

:

;

the

^

m

but

ri

for
Tor

,^Tbmi,c
atomic
“benevolent
benevolerit pur-

.

.

*ad died away, the

.
*
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(Continued on page 41)

WXEL
an^hoUr4ong"^Uer

radip-TV programming, but which does the Kbusih Kay’s “MeiTy-GoRound,” was pacted to a year-contract after bowing out at WJW.
WEWS starts its Saturday festivities at 10 a m. with a disk show
featuring Barbara Page and Bob
Dale This is followed bv an hour-

^
>

i

the Idddies

Speidel, the watch band Outfit Kay stanza at il, foUovving an
^hich spiraled into bigtime with its hour-long feature film. Kay, Wlvo

Tias been airiong the recent neta poweriui arguab^entP^ Ti^s
ha? notified
nftHfirid the
ment for
compatibility when he
fpr compatibihty
he webs it is interested in
in a ?ix
six to 10said that this
advantage of the
^
Return to TV
^P^Td, protect some ig
^® T)eing 3
angled towar^^^
5,000,000 sets against obsolescence
000 by the time
CompanV recently switched to
color could be authorized.
How- SidiSltaifte
Ba^
FCC ers are wondering
agenev

omnon naa

in achievement to

irhA has
li
K
ri
Roach, who
was still the same--compatibility7
been
producing
video shows, may suggest a workIf.
the FCC were to accept
jng arrangement between moUon (which many people don’t) RCiVs
picjures_and TV for the benefit of contention that its color hues are
Doth media.
as good or better than Columbia’s,
.

Is

.

development of the

bomb

'

V

com

selling his

the firamatics
unveilmg (which Sar-

non
off compared

jNAji convention at the

Job
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around

GoS&
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.for

and latter is
a siritable showcase^^
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sign off is kt 4, with a

on schedule at
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returri-

coming back
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In the h'^yday of vaudeville; one of the best protections pejiormers
had viras ah unAvritten vigilante system which the stagehands policed the
best. The ^*boys” had a most uhsubtle way of telling. a pilfering comic
that -‘we saw Frank Fay do that bit here three weeks ago, arid better!”
And if the larcenous act didn’t get the idea, and persisted doing a ”copy
act,’^ somehow or other he’d find scenery get in his way while making
entrances and exits, curtains drop disconcertingly while he was bowing
off, and the convincer usually had something to do with counterweights
and things like that falling suddenly in his, path, and somewhat uncomfortably close*
This was in additioh to the traditional Protective Material Dept.,
ihaiigurated by Varietv, and endorsed by the Vaudeville
Protective Assn, in case there was a priority claim on a bit of business
gagi.song, scene and the like.
Subsequently, Variety essayed . a Radio Prbtective Material Dept.i
along the lines of Vaudeville; but it was principally a depository for
mss,, with a view to establishing priority, chiefly by registration, but
little guarantee that whoever registered it first might not have swiped

M

.

.

from somebody

else. It was abandoned for that reasom
Teievisibn and, being the electronic show business that it
a blend of vaudeyille and audio plus, the visiiai factor; the vRudeb
aspects have assumed ,a sameness and a monotbny that mey undermine a vast new form of entertainment, just as it is starting to achieve

it

Now comes

is,

its.'fuller'fruition..

As a matter

of fact, as much to be abhorred as the larceny of mathe general sameness of the variety show patterns. This is a,
problem all itself, hilt beiongs in this exposition on sameness of majterlal-r-whether swiped or unimaginatively projected.
Already too many comments are being heard on fl); the downbeat
of certain programs, and (2), the sameriess in pattern or patter.
Video, quite obviously, is one form of show business which has kbpt
pace with the atomic era. It has grown in such gargantuan proportions
that the “noVelty” appeal has already disappeared for hundreds of
thousands of lookers. Just seeing objects animate in one’s living. room
no longer is unusual; The valhes have asserted themselves,
Just because certain comics or people are wedded to orie or another
network, because of sponsorial contractual commitmentSj is no excuse
for the continuous blind spot conditioned by these immediate economic
advantages. The status quo will boomerang if the networks. Who have
the overall stake in; the ^future of a potent new industry, don’t assert
themselves aggressively bn an improved standard of shows and showr
mahship.''

terial, is

Tel evisioii network advertisers
are in for another bobst in card
With set salcis
rates next fall.
looking as though they’ll continue
booming indefinitely, the major
webs are sighting fpr a general
rate hike of 25'%-40% about liext
Nov, I, on the theory that the inr
crease in receiver* circuiation will
still provide for a lower cost to
advertisers per thousand viewers*
iiiove will probably be led by
NBC, which is reportedly mullihg
the: feasibiUty
upping rates, on
its five owried-and-operated, stations an average 40%. That would
bring the ebst of an hour of Class
A time on WNBT, N. Y., flagship
station, from its present $2,000 to
Sales execs of CBS and
$2,800.
ABC said they probably would hot
institute such a move but * intimated any boost by NBC would
virtually force them to follow ^uit.
.

,

^

;

DuMont spokesman
;

web

Levenspni

Who switched

reasons for the
hiis guest stint
the People”
simulcast Friday, night ($1),
but Gulf Oil, the show’s .sponsor, nixed the statennient. Leyeiisbh planhed to reveal that
he is now inaking $4,000 per
week as a cbmic, as cbmpared
to the $4i0G0 per year he
earhbd as a teacher in Samuel
Tildeh highsChool, Brooklyn,
While he was^^^h^^
to give out with the figures,
Leyehson nonetheless cited the
difficulties of the; teaching professibh via low salaries.
His
script was to have dwelt on
“whether it’s more important
to tell jokes or to teach our

to

giye; the

change during
bn NBC's

tremendous defor TV story properties Is
the fact that the; combined output
Illustratihg the

mand
of

too much compromise with convenience of sponsorship and
the existing talent pool, and not enough concern for long-rahge attitudes.
It behooves the vested interests to catch these shortcomings
before the publie catches up with them. There; is a deadly parallel
right now in the picture businless.
Like the old gag, ”it’s the only
crap game in town,” the war years made everything in celluloid ac-ceptable, but when the chips are down, as now, the truer Values are
Television’s future ie a glowing
very, much the determining factor.
Spectrum as .color video looms closer, but no amount of Technicolbr will
be kble to becloud the fbndam.ental showmanship shortcomings. It’s
a sorry note, therefore, to spotlight such possibility so early in the
career of a vast new industry.

networks. Thus, any time the web
owning such a station boosts its
card rate, other webs utilizing the
outlet must ask the same charges.
Talk of the TV rate, boost comes
at a time when some,;, sponsors are
pressing for a .commensurate lower rate In radio, on the assumption
that the larger TV audience is
cutting into the available
audiThe Shakespearean crack about the play’s the- thing goes for tele- ence.
Spokesmen for. all the
vision.
The material is too much under microscope for leisurely di- webs, however,
u na n im o u s1y
gestion in the undistracting confines of the home for comfort Ab'cl.
agreed there would be ho such Ciit
in
charges^ contending the
audience is still a good buy for the
Masquers Romance
money.
They pointed out that
WFlL, Philadelphia, first
staHolly wood, April 4.
lion
lower
to
its rates., i^actually
The Masquers have paclmged a
show for teievisibn and“^Bernie merely switched .emphasis bn Its
Schubert i.s presenting it for spon- rate card from evenihg io daytime
sorship back east; Theatrical club shows and that WFItr^TV; morewill have more than 40 members over, is rapidly nearing a black
,

AM

•

AM

AM

film producers, is
V

;

/

:

“Mama,” “Goldbebgs,^’ etc. Situation was pointed Up by Winston
O’Keefe, producef of CBS-TV’s
“Ford Theatre,”

children.”

ac-^

in their parlicuiar localities and
so might carry shows of competing

B

about 400 ;'features yearly
Four
TV networks alone feqtiire
over 800 half<-h6ur and hour Scripts,
for a normal 39-‘.week cyclei Figure does not include shows pror
duced by local video stations, nor
Serial
the
programs^
such
as

major

adaptations

of

show emphasizes
former Broadway

legiters, but, because of the topical
factor, the number available is limited.
Ahdv according to O’Keefe,

because; of story content or diffiin clearing rights, Only
10% of those remaining; can
;be used.'"

While the, nets cannot get together on a general rate hike because violations of the anti-triist
laws, if was pointed out that intraindustry economics would force
such a move to he unaninious.
Certain of the varipus o.&o. sta-:
tions are the only ones operating

is

Hollywood studios; iricluding

all

the lowrbudget

of its competitors hut conceded it Would .follow through if it
epul d decrease the .cost-per-thotisand.' .

;

.

Sam

from teaching school to telling
jokes for a living, was slated

tiori

'

.

said his-

would not be influenced by the

.

Thbre

Shortage of television
story
properties is still the No. 1 problem confronting video producers,
despite an influx of top-name film
and legit writers and novelists.
Script shortage is acute, according
to one network story editor, and
aside frbm doing eveipdhing possible to acquaint experienced writ-!ef s with the medium, the webs see
no; solution to the problem.

Jokes Vsi Tutoring

culties

;

about

On
ture

the brighter side of thd^ picthe number of experienecd
writers who are how.; show-

is

name

ing interest In TV. While a good
half-hour script will now pay up to

$500 and an hour show may pay
the author up to $1,500, it’s the
the Yahkee, Dodger and Giant fact that TV has proved itself,
games this year, if plans now being rather than the money which is reworked out by \ the remote pickup sponsible, according to Arthur
Heineman,
CBS story editoiv
directors who will handle the
games materialize. On tap are such Heineman cited Edwin Justus
(Continued on> page 42)
improvements as closer position of
the cameras to the playing field;
addition of .a fourth camera to the
three previpusly Used, and the use
of trick .Shots, such as the superImpositioh featured In coverage of
Tele visiph ba,seball fans in N.Y.
will get much better coverage of
;

the World Series last

fall;

covering the Yankee
games for the fourth consecutive
year via WABD, will operate from
a hew radio-TV-press box on the
mezzanine level at Yankee Stadium. Two Of WABD’s cameras will
be located in the box, five to 10
feet to the right of home plate.
Third will be stationed alpng the
third-base
line to cover the infield
'ink operation.
That is something
to draw on.
According to remote chief
action.
which
no
.video network can yet
Format will be flexible enough
Harry Coyle, the super-impositipi^
for any type of show, with the em- boast,
runner over the
phasis bn dramatic and variety.
Iri
explaining the thinking be- shot of a base
pitcher-batter-catcher .shot
usual
.
—
hind the contemplated boost in TV
will be used as much as possible,
time charges, the web exeCs also
whether
A BD wi 11
pointed out that more, streamlined Coyle doubled
use another camera shooting from
produclipn facilities recently inthe outfield toward home plate, exstituted by all networks are savplaining thi.s^ would necessitate viring advertisers considerable money*
CBS, for example, through re-us- tually a second camera erfw.
Plans for coverage of the Giant
ing sets and props, is now able
to quote production prices about games by WPTX and those of the
25% below last year. On 18. spon- Dodgers by WOR-TV are not yet
Houston Anril 4
sored programs, the web claims it complete. Latter statioh, which
_ ,
takes oVer the Dodgers for the first
« saves the bankrollers over $750,000, compared to what the same time their year, following inability
(Continued on page; 42)
programs cost (hem last year.
Albert Lee. The

DUMPrit,

TV

AM

Philadelphia, April 4.
adherence to the
Television
principles of the motion picture
production code was ordered for

From

.

W

!

WFIL-TV by Walter

H. Annenberg,
and publisher of the Philadelphia Inquirer, which owns and
operates the station.
In direct instructions issued to
Roger 'iV, Clipp, general manager
of WFIL-TV and WFIL, Annenberg
specifically called attejition to the
referred
regulations
which
crime,
vulgarity
and
costumes. The order became immediately effective.
Annenberg also urged the nets
editor

EEE-TV, DaDas

j

.

..

|

,

i

Lee, local hotel owner has been
operating the TV outlet more than
a year in conjunction with his
stai^dard broadcast outlet KLEF
For; the time being, Lee will continue to operate KLEE-TV. oPbst
Dlficials said, however, the TV out-

/-r,
j
(Continued on page 42)
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Ammi-dent prbduct,

its

'

-

^

all

“open season” for Robert Q. Lewi.s
jji
the commercial Video sweepstakes. A week aHer CBS lined up
Col iinibia Records as sponsor for
30 minutes of the Lewis-emceed
“The Show. Goes On,” the network
over the weekend negotiated a fast
deal with Block Co., on behalf of
for a

new

Robert Q. showcase, With plans for
expansion in the fall.
Amnii-dent will pick Up the tab
once- weekly (Friday) from 7:45 to
8

p.m.i

a casual, off-the-cuff:

for

LeWik gab stanza, with a trio acepmpaniment and Occasional guests.
It will ride for 10 weeks and in the
the client will extend it to
also, with possibi 1 ity of
Wednesday pickup as well if the

fall

M ondays,
a

time

is

available.

New Lewis show

will be

pro-

duced by Barry Wood.
Meanwhile CBS looks set to latch
on to additional bankrolling of
“Show Goes On” for the first. 30minute TV portion.

,

i

FLOCK OF SPONSORS

;

I

RIDE

let

Occasional pickups of s
cveuts. Such as N. Y.'s Easter Pa
rade Sunday (9), are providing a

would

KPRC-TV

if

known

become
the

FCe

NBC'

as

approves the

sale.;

Jack Harris, general manager of
televisipn
to
lucrative
sideline
the Post’s KPRG, then would asbroadcasters; NBC, CBS, DuMont sume
of
KPRC-TV.
direclibn
^
^
have sold the parade 9p ji^pRC observed its 25th anni this
Fifth avenue to bankrollers hoping

•

I

BBP&O,

will have

.pick-

1

1

1

>

fxelaxea acneau

t

K

,

;

NBC

tele vers ioii of

“The Quiz

Kids,” sponsored by Miles Labbratories, goes on an alternating week

[

schedule June 9.
return to weekly
Stint will
schedule Sept. 1. With three staadded, “Kids” are
recently
tions
now caiTied on 22 NBC TV aff ill*
ateSi;-.'

tile tab.
f-

1

j

th^ CBS

i

<

J

i

)

criticallyracclainned

two-and-a-half-hour

summer— which will
The New York orig-

i

j

NBC has until April 20 to pick up its option on the Liebman
90-minute reviit (which follows the hour Jack Carter program from
Chicago), but has already committed itself to a new pact with the;
talent intact,

;

Since .the show has, been hailed as unque.slionably the most potent
entertainment package to hit. the TV screens to date, the laet that;
it becomes a casualty (even though a summer PU.e) presents something Of a major video Ripley, accenting aiiew the “high co.st of
TV living.” NBC reportedly wants $19,000 per halfWhour, which,
would fetch $ 95,060 for the five 30-mihute segments. Thus far
there are no takers, although Buick is said tc be eyeing a 00'minute pickuic under proper financial terms.
;

%mwiZ6r
Washington, April 4

NBG

its

Liebman, producer of 90-minute New York-drigihating “Show of
Shows,” to ease off during the TV dog days and save some bi the
Sid Gaesar-lmogene Coca talent ammunitioh for the fall.,

j

up, to be aired from noon to 2 p.m.
Banson Hosiery Mi 1 is pacted 1 ast
week to bankroll NBC’s pickup,
while local Chevrolet Dealers will
sponsor the show 6n WABD, DuMont’s N.Y. outlet, and the Friendly Frost Stores will spbnsor the
WpIX coverage. Latter station a so
carried the St. Patrick’s Day parade, with R&.H Beeb picking up

its

getting off the deep end fiiiancially. in
case of
inability to carry Ihrough on the participation sale
scheme (thus far the three sponsor pariicipahts rhake up but $18,000
of the $50,000 weekly tab). Plus the fact that, it will permit Max
It’s strictly a

festiyities.

j?”
Governor W. P. Hobby is
with iin
NBC and CBS having their
of the Post, with Mrs, Oveta
sponsors on a network basis.
Culp Hobby as executive v.p.
through
Co,,
United
Fruit
4

scrapping

set Sept. 9 as the return date, giving the web several mpriths in which to line up
sponsors either for half-hour or full hour segments, in addition to
announcement sales. The Ch^originating Jack Cafter show may
remain bn into June under a pro-tern ^sponsorship deal.

view of

!

^^•

is

“Salurday Night Rt'vue”-r-at least for the
effect a network .saving of close to $700,000.
inating show goes off May 20 and NBC has

Practrcaily:

:

:

all

teievisibn

.

sot

now being produced have scjeens
of 12 Inches or larger, accordihg to
a report of the Radio Mfrs. Assn.
.

picture tube sales to equipment
producers during February. Some
96% were 12 inches or over and
were 14 inches or more.
35
ot‘

.

%

.

Month’s

sales

to

set

makers

427,600 units, valued at
,$10;68.*i.000j a slight decrease in
tot a) ed

volume frOrn January, but a 7%
decrease in’ value, refleciing continued drop in tube prices. Sales
(3 dealers for renewals totaled 16;700 valued at approximalely $390,000, Or an average of abbut $22
per lube,
(

:

1!;

,

;

.

-

;

;

tTednesdlfiyf

8,

84

In another
late evening

TV, key
this

1950

move to expand its
programming, WCBS-

CBS

video outlet in N. Y*»

week signed Atnaiie Motor

Gil

sponsor the “Anialic Magic
Theatre” Tuesday nigthts from 11
to 11:15, starting next week (11),
Agency is Hicks & Greist.^

to

Washington, April 4.
the Alien B. DujVIont television
broa(|casting operations ran $2,564,491 in the red last year, DuMont
has reported to the Securities and
Exchange Comrhission. However,
the loss was partially offset by ‘^a
credit of $535,597 neceived

Godfrey Bonded

DuMont

said.

eompaiiy

[

.

Bond

[
i

.

NBC-TV

;

i

i

tb $44,842,()87> of

nearly $33,50p,0()0

-

..Phtairied' f

is

rom a farmer

in

New

.

;

.

J p h n Buckmaster, Jpseph
Buipff, Viriton Haywprth and
Judy Parrisli have the leads in
the shew. David $haw sci'ipted
the adaptatipm^
•

television pro-

;

hit

the: eustoriiary

Web

eight- week

hiatus.

currently dickering with a
group of other current bankrollers,
and is confident it wiir have at least
hine more wrapped up for the sunimer morifhs by the arid of this

'

is

Week.]':

Decision Of the sponsors to reon; the air through the srinir

i

.

j

*

casting.:

d i e.”

an ripbeat trend this
disclosure by NBC that
of
top network shows
five sponsors
currently on the air plan tri stick
through the warm weather withbut

'Truman
frorti’
,Wa^^^^
David Levy was len^ to the
Treasury by Young & JRUbicam
to handle the show.

:

summer

Plans for

gramming
week with

.

the

sale of TV receivers, ph the overalt year’s business, the company
reported a. net income Of $3,269,880, despite the heavy loss in tele-

Ed

•.Jersey.'"

May

Godfre
originate from
N. .Y^ with Secretary Snyder
being picked up froni; the Liberty Bell in Independence Hall;
Philadelphia,
and President

which

came from

night’s

Lu dw1g

;

;

|’

amounted

,

.

;

:

Sunday

to avoid ari^ embarrassing
situations; they decided to prit
on film the sequeripes f eaturAnimal, after
ing the pig.
over a week of searching, was

already cbmniit,ted to take the airer and negotiations with the pthfer webs
a re under way This .Is the fifat;
time a network TV shpAy will
be used to incept tjhe Bond
campaign.,
-v;."

[

.

drive

:

standards Whibh the BBB can police.
Also] being considered is
initiation of legislation to require
thp repair outfits tp plape in escrow
part of the money recei^
foi^
coritracts,
service
which .would
prevent lly-by-nighters from skip^
ping town or defaulting on service.
The bui’eau. Which is maintained

But

15. •Hour-iong
all star show will be beamed at
10';p;;Tn.,--EDT.

j

rpla, in

.

adaptation of
(9)
BeIrielIria^'s^ “Dirty

'

[

*

plaints on television servicing, is
niulling Ways of getting service organizations to set up a code of

Production staff' on NBCj*
TV’s ‘Philpo Playhouse” finally
found a black pig to play the
title

Guy Wallace i^hpuncihg;

;

operates TV stations
WABD, New York, WTTG, V^ash-]
ingtoh; and WOTV, Pittsburgh
DuMont’s financial figures are ineluded in a prospectus for permis*
siOn to register' for sale- 250,000
shares of class A common stoclv..
The proceeds would pay for adfii*
tibnal facilities and be used ipr
Stock
other corporate purposes.
has a par of 10 cents per Share, biit
presumably^ wpuid be sold ior A
^
The
great deal more than that.
public offering and Underwriting
tenns are to be supplied to SEC in
ah ainehdnVent,
V
Duiviont net sales for the year

and

owns

Taking No ChancM

ing

;

the television receive!* division of
the company for television advertising,”

will feature magico BurlHuli, hilled as “The Great
Volta.!’
He’ll; be assisted by former film actress Linda Steyeris, with

Show

Washington, April 4.
believed
Arthur. Godfrey,
one of the targets of FCC
chairman Wayne l!!;5oy’s recent
blast at “off-color” TVi is getting a chance to square hto
self with the government.' The
CBS star today (TueS.) acfrom
invitation
cepted an
Treasury Secretary Johp Snyder to emcee the video show
which will kick off the Savings

The Better Business Bureau of
N. Y., aroused fiy a flood of com-

iriain

While

NBC

is

still

wprking put

The time sales and other inconie
from telecasting came to $2 ,435,966;

mer was made on the basis of the’ plans tp hypp its creative prpgram35% discount offered on its rate ming department, WNBT, the web’s

Thus; DuMont and its three-statioh
web poured approxiniateiy $5,000,r

card by

000 into video broadcasting
ties during the year.

activi-

DuMpht

disclosed also in the
prospectus that it is dicKering with
Paramount Pictures Cbrp. for the
latter to unload its 100%* control
of Duinoh’t class B common stock
-—^a total of 560,000 shares. This is
important because the FGC has
ruled that Paramount is in effect
the controlling force in DuMont
and that the two, between them,
can therefore own no more than

!

1

Doubleday is putting- up the
“help wanted” sign for a new^kind
of television talent—the expert
who
teach a subject arid write
a bopx

on it which can be sold
through liis own TV stanza, Riea^
should get out^ son for the publisher’s
interest in
from under, DuMont could apply this kind of performer is the sucfor two more stations to build its cess it has had withlSkxn Gnagy arid
web up to five stations. Par, with Jacques Fray, who penned “how
its subsidiairy, KTLA In Los Anto” tomes specifically designed for
geles, and the Balaban & Katz sta- sales via
video.
tions in Chicago, would be eligible
According to^Charles Sherman,
to go out. after three niore licenses.
Dbubleday v.p. in charge of
and TV advertising, the hopk. biz

five
olf

TV

NBC as

an“inc:entive plan.’* N. Y. fi^ship video station, has
plan; any bankroller by- taken "the bull by the horns to set
passing the hiatus Will get a 35% up its own' house package departknockdown bn his time charges, ment. Working under the superwith the total kickback dependent vision Pf pibgrarii' chief Jack
on how rtiariy stations are ordered Reber; the group will attempt to
for the summer- runthrough. Other line up a series of sholvs grobVed
inajbr Webs offer discounts aver- specifically for local N. Y. advert'
aging i0rl2i^% to sponsors bujdrig tisers, both as to their produbts and
tinie on a full 52^Week basis, and their poteridal Video budgets.
are now huddling With their clients
Heading the new department is
to take advantage of that offer.'
Aian Haridley, as assistant tp
Set to remain on NBC aTe “Kraft Reber. Wptking] with him will be
Ivan' Reiner, Bill Warwick arid Al(Coritinued on page 41)
fred M. Scott.
To slot the new
programs as closely as it can to the
needs
of. the advertisers, the staViewers Seen
16,(100,
tion has hired two statisticians to
break doWn into categories as
For Easter Skinny ic;
many potential Ipcal clients as pose^ Lists will then be turned
\
r to the creative group, which
will separate their program formats
Hollywood, April 4;
Largest potential video audience into those which might appeal to
to date is expected for “The Tri- the wealthier spprisors and those
uinphant Hour.” vidfilm Which fpr clients, with less mpney tP
Grpup plans tp wprk
three television networks, NBC, spend,

Under the

Stations.

Paraitiount
;

‘

AM

.

;

’

and DuMont, will beam
month, rather than a
Therefore tele shows Doubleday Easter Sunday into every teevee
backs iriust be self-liquidating and city in the country to a possible
produce mail ordei* sales for the 16,000,000 Viewers, only ABC not
volume plugged.
Programs are carrying.
ABC thuinbed day and date
planned not to be entertaining as
such, but to convince viewers that booking Mondai^ (3) after once
okaying
beaming.
Web feels it
the hook being ballyhdoed will help
them achieve something worth-' doesn’t have enougb of its o. and o.
affiliated
stations beaming Sunday
while,
to Warrant the booking, and doesn’t
Cecil Hoge, of the Huber Hoge
want to show the film a day. after
agency which places Doubleday’s other
Webs had it. Produced unaccounts, said that TV entertain^
der sponsorship
ment is more or less full blown. atie”: at Jerry of “Family TheFairbanks ProducHowever, he feels, the medium has tions
here, filrii will have a musical
much to learn in deyelopihg serv- soundtrack okayed
by James C.
ice' program^
;

Pix, featuring; such artists
poris Day, Louis Armstrong and

194.6,
avS

RCA

showed

its

new

4,

single tri-

tube here last Week, its
board chairman, David Sarrioff,
went to great lengths to blast the
CBS systeiri; and, if there was only
one side lb the question, one could
almost be persuaded that all the
FCC has to do now is to follow

color

Phila!-

delphia.

Katz and Levy hope to have
sponsors buy the films in package
form for use with spot commer'cials.
Thus, one] of the “Soundies”
Could be open-ended for a fi vexniriute sho\y,
the spots could be

]

;

Sarnoff’s recommendations and let
betweeri several of the pi.x color tblevision coriie in RCA’s own
for longer programs. Films miglit good time.
.also
"There’s, no doubt that RCA put
he utilized for video, disk

.'in!5erted

;

i

jockey programs.

Won’t Be Resclreduled
Despite protests of the Ameri.cart Civil Liberties^ Union Of “censorship by private pressure,” the
cancelled show With Paul Robeson
will probably not be rescheduled
in NBC-TV’s “Today with Mrs.
Roosevelt” series. Martin Jones, coprpducer with Elliott Roosevelt of
the series, said the decision to cancel was prom pted by
publication,” adding the two of theni. “did
not want to stir up another Peekskill riot.”
While he did nPt name
the publicationr it supposedly is
the N. Y. Journal-American, which
led the: attacks against Robeson’s
participation in the program following ah announcement that he
would appear.
•

;

“a

Show was
Washington, April

others, are' spheduled to stairt on
CBS in July and will also get local

bookings in Baltimore and

(Continued on page 41)

•

headed up by Aaron Katz
and Isaac M, Levy, fpr rental to
television broadcasters and sponsors. Films, which run about three
minutes each ahd feature naine
bands and vocalists, are being
packaged by Official into five-minute,
of sufficient, value to
15-mihute,
half-hour
and
Petrilio
following
direct
pitch
maintain audience interest and on from
hour shoves.
Fairbanks and Father Patrick
“Soundies” were tux'ned out
(Continued on page 41)
Peyton.
originally by Mills. Novelty Co; arid
used by Jarixes Roosevelt and Sam
eo.sloW for. play, in coin machines
during the early war years. All of
them, consequently, were produced
before the American Federation of
Musicians imposed its ban on the
use of live music in TV films in
outfit

On

impressive demonstration
Sainbff; WU^^ his straightfrom-the-shoulder,
strictly
nonconfidehtial talk On “the facts of
on Air&y ng^llUO
life’
of color video, did a good
Public relations jori in. selling his
Washington, April 4.
Roach, Hollywood producer. system.
But 'orice the dramatibs
will speak at the TV sessions April pf the tube’s unyeUing (which Sar1 9 at the NAB ebnverition at the
noff compared in achievement to
Stevens hotel in. Chicago. Roach’s the development of the atomic
topic Will be “Welcome to Show bomb but for “faeneyolent pur^
Biisiness.’’^^^^
poses”) had died away, the story
Roach, who has been producing was stilT the sariie— cbrtipatibilityT
video shows, may suggest a workIf the FCC were to accept
ing arrangement between motion (which many people don’t)
RCA’sl
piclures and TV for the beriefil of contention that its color hues are
both media.
as good or better than Columbia’s'
i

.!

thivt

and service are increasing

in rfar

greater proportipn than in any
other merchandise field.
During
January arid February, ’50.] BB3
handled 766 actions in AM and TV
-^the highest for any class of prbcluct and more than a 100% increase
over same period in ’49, Althouch
AM and TV. accounted for 9^c of
the BBB merchandise activity in ’49
they now constitute 15.6^f) of^BBB
work, Complaints about AM and
TV in the first two m pritlis of th Ls
year are up 289% over the same
period last year^arid It’s mostly
"
because of tele,
Complairits cover two areas: (D
misrepresentation or mlsirilerpretatioh of set model, w'here the customer] wirids up with a different
receiver from the one he wanted;
and (2) iriisrepresentation or jriisunderstandirig Of service con tract.s.
One frequent coinplairit is that

some outfits’ Tepairmen fail to
come, even after six and seven requests, arid When they do they are
inexperiericed.
Other complain ts
hinge oh the fact that soirie dealeis
are having purchasers sign contracts With repair firms that aren't
properly equipped to iristall and
,

:

service sets.'

.]

Two

years ago the so-called
(Continued on page 4l
('

f

brand name. CBS

Group of over 1,000 old “Soundles” filins has been bpught up by
Official Films, indie distribution

Industi’y,'. reports

complaints from the public re*
garding radio and. television sales

000

;

consists of selling particular titles,
which change from month to

by private

an.

and th$t

'

j

'
i

!

:

i

•

‘

!

i

the issues in the present controversy riiight Well be harrowed
down to the question of RCA’s
tbmpatibility with black and white
versus CBS’ conyertibiUty for color,
RCA has been plugging the
compatibility of it$ system, which
enables the doiot pictures to be
Teceived in black arid white with
out any change in the receiver, for
all it’s worth.
(In- some respects,
the compatibility almost stole the
shbw away from the color at last
week’s denaoristration. Never was
black and white so good )
But as FCC Ghaitriian Wayne
Coy observed in his recerit keepvideo-clean speech at the University of Gklahpnia, compatibility is
not color television.
‘Protection Vs. Obsolei^erice’
Sarnoff had a powerful argumerit fpr compatibility when he
said that this advantage of the
RCA system would, protect some
5,000, ()00 sets against obsole'sccnce
and riiaybe_ 10,000,000 by the time
^^^bi' could be authorized,
HoWf
®vfev,
FCC’ers
are
wondering
.

(Continue

.

to

have been a discus-

sion on “Tlie Position of the
.

in

American

Political Life'v”

Negro

ACLU,

Another entry for small-spendadvertisers into television w^s
opened this week when KRG; Inc.;
indie package firm, decided to sell
its; “Today’s Racing” series on a
participation basis. Film sliow; to
be aired it 7:30 p, m. Monday
through Saturday, will have five
irig

spots availabR; each evening. KRG
is asking $1,250 for a single spot
six days a Week;

Half-hour show comprises film
lensed each day at the various N Y.

Film is edited at the
McCarthy or Fred
Capossella, official track announcer, doing a live narration in the
studios of
(DuMont, N.Y.)
while the film is projected. Special added feature is an interview

race tracks.

track, with Cleiri

WABD

by Bill Corum with guest celebs,
which is filmed in advance with its
own soundtrack and edited in each
day.

New

series follows “Today’s
from
which
Hialeah,”
aired on a three-week sustainirig basis from
Feb. 13 to
March 3, when the filrris were flown
to. N. Y. daily from Florida.
According to Joe Roberts, exec
veepee of KRC, some sponsors will
be able to grt in bn a three times
a week basis, if they cannbL afford
the full six-day schedule. Method
of selling is similar to that attempted by NBC-TV with its tWo:arid-a-

Racing

WA,BD

declaring it recognized the right of
prptest, averred; “We deplore in
this case what those who protested
meant to accomplish, and what half hour “Saturday Night Reviie.”
they did accomplish, namely the in which one-miriute spots were
suppTessiori of ideas repugiiant to available at $6,000 Cach.
themselves Thi s is not censorship
in the lisiial sense by public authprr
Ity; but it is censorship nondtheIriss by private pressure,’’
Cleveland, April 4.
Two of the city’s three televisioti
stations are mbving into the Saturday morning field to captivate
the kiddies. ,WXEL announced the
signing of ari hour-long WaUei*
Speidel, the watch band outfit Kay stanza at 11, following an
which spiraled into bistime with its hour-long feature film
Kay, who
radio-TV prograinming, but which does the Kousin Kay's “Merry-Go^
has been among the recent net- Bound,” was pacted to a year-conwork absentees, has notified the tract after bowing out at WJW.
webs it is interested in a six to 10stairts its Saturday fesshow
week .video spread. R'^turn to TV tiyities;at 10 a ril, with a
is being angled toward the pre- featuring Barbara Page and Bob
giaduation* gift season.
Dale. This is followed by an houi*Company recently switched to long film at 11, with statibn return
WXEL’.<
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bay- irig to the air at 6:30,
les agency and latter is shopping sign off is at 4, with a comi rig back,
around for a suitable showcase.
on schedule at 7.
,

.

;

.

WEWS

:

;

;

April 5, 1950

as

rams
In the heyday pf vaudevill.e, oite of the best protections performers
had was an unSVrltten vigilante system which the stagehands policed the
bast The “boys’* had a most unsubtle way of telling.a pilfering comic
that '*we saw Frank Fay do that hit here three weeks ago, and better!”
And 1^ the larcenous apt didn’t get the idea, and persisted doing a “copy
act,” jiomehow or other he’d find scenery get in his way while making
entrances and exits,Jcurtaihs drop disconcertingly while he was bowing
Television v network advertisers
off, and the cortvincer usually had something to do with counterweights are in for another boost in card
falling
in
suddenly
his path, and somewhat un- rates next fall.
and things like that
With set sales
.cdnifprtably close.
looking as though they’ll continue
booming
ihdefluitely,
the major
the
traditional
addition
to
in
Protective
was
Material
Pepit.,
This
inaugurated by Variety, add endorsed by the Vaudeville Managers webs are sighting for a general
protective Asshi in case there was a priority claim on a bit of business rate hike of 25%-40% about next
'Nov. 1- on the theory that the ingag, -song, scend- and the like.
crease in received circulation will
S^ubSequently; Variety essayed a; Radio Protective Material Dept.,
still provide for a lower cost to
along the lines of Vaudevilie; but it was principally a depository for
advertisers per thousand viewers.
mss., with a view to estabiishing •priority, chiefly by registration, but
Move will probably be led by
little guarantee that whoever registered it first might not have swiped
NBC, which is reportediy mulling,
it was abandoned for that reason.
It from somebody else,
feasibility of upping rates on
Now comes Television and, being the electronic show business that it the
its five oWned-and^bperated stais, a blend of vaudeville, and audio plus the visual factor, the vaudeo
tions an average 40%
That Would
aspects have assumed jk sameness and a monotony that may undermine a vast new form of entertainmenti just as it. is starting, to achieve bring the ebst of an hour of Class
A
time Oh WNBT; N. Y;, flagship
fruition.
fuller
its
station, from its present $2,000 to
As a matter of fact, as much to be abhorred as the larceny of ma- $2,800. Sales execs of CBS and
terial, is the general sameness of the variety show patterns, This is a ABC said they’
probably would riot
problem all Itself, but belongs in this exposition on sameness of ma- institute such a move but * intiterial—whether swiped or unimaginatively projected.
mated any boost by NBC would'
Already too many comments are being heard on (1), the downbeat virtually force them to follow suit.
of certain programs, and (2), the sameness in pattern or patter.
DuMont spokesmari said his web
Video, quite obviously, is one form of show business which has kept would not be influenced by the acpace with the atomic era. It has grown in such gargantuan proportions tion of its competitors but concedthat the “noVeity” appeal has already disappeared for hundreds of ed it would follow through if it
thousands of lookers. Just seeing objects animate in one’s living roomi could, decrease the cost-per-thOusarid.,no longer is unUsual. The values have asserted themselves.
While the. nets cannot get tOr
Just because certain comics or people are wedded to one dr another
network,; because of spoUsorial contractual commitments, is no excuse gether on a general rate hike befor the continuous blind spot conditioned by these immediate economic oausie violations of the anti-trust
advantages. The status qiio will boomerang if the networks, who have laws, it was pointed out that iritrar
the overall stake in the future of a poient new industry, don't assert industry economics would force
themselves aggressively on an improved standard of shows and show- such a move to be unanimous.
Certain of the various o,&o. stamanship.^
tions are the only ones operating
Thdre is too much cbmpromiSe With convenience of sponsorship and

Shortage q£ television
story
properties is still the No. 1 probebrifronting yideb producers,,
despite an influx of top-name film
and. legit /Writers and noyelists;
Script Shortage is acute, according
tO/ brie rietWork story editor, and
aside from doing everything possir
ble to acquaint experienced writers with the medium, the webs see
nb solution to the problem.

“t

.

Jokes Vs.
Sam

I'litbring

leiri

LeVenson, who switched

from teaching school to telling
jokes for a living) was slated

:

.

;

in their particular localises and
so might carry shows of competing

the Existing talent pool, and not enough concern for long-range attiIt behooves the vested interests to catch these shortcomings
tudes.
before the public catches up With them. There is a deadly parallel
right now in the picture business. Xiike the old gag, “it’s the only
crap game in town,” the war years made everything in celluloid acceptable, but when the chips are down, as noW, the truer values are
Very much the determining factor. Television’s future
a glowing
spectrum as color video looms closer, but no amount of Technicolor Will
be hble to becloud the fundamental showmanship shortcomings. It’s
a sorry note, therefore, to spotlight such possibility sO early in the
career^ of a vast new industry.

networks. Thus, any time the web
Owriing such a station boosts its
card rate, other webs utilizing the
outlet must ask the same charges.
Talk of the TV rate boost comes
at a time when so irie,^ sponsors are
pressing for a commensurate Ibwer rate in radio, on the assumption
that the larger TV audience is
cutting into the available
audir
ence.
Spokesmen for all the
webs, however, unanimously
agreed there would be no such ciit
in
charges, contendirig tke
audience is still a good buy for the
money.
They pointed out that
WFIL, Philadelphia, first
station to lower its rates, .actually
merely .switched emphasis on its
rate card from evenijng 1o daytime

m

.

AM

The* Shakespearean crack about the play’s the- thing goes for teleThe material is too much under microscope for leisurely di-

vision.

gestion in the undistracting confines of the

home

for comfort.

Abel.

AM

Masquers Romance TV
Hollywood, April

Annenberg

al^o

(Continued

urged the nets
page 42)
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FLOCK OF SPONSORS
RIDE EASTER PARADE
Occasional picKups of special
events, such as N. Y.’s Easter Par
fade Sunday (9), are providing a
lucrative
television
sideline -to
broadcasters, NBC, CBS, DuMont
and WPIX have sold the parade up
Fifth avenue to bankrollefsf hoping
to tie in on the holiday festivities,
with NBC and CBS having theii
sponsors, on a network basis.

United
Co.,
Fruit
through
will have th^ CBS pickup, to be aired from noon to 2 p.m,
Sanson Hosiery MiTls pacted last
Week to bankroll NBC’S pickup,

BBD&O,

while local Chevrolet Dealers will
sponsor the show on WABD, iDiiMont’s N.Y: outlet, and the Friendly Frost Stores will spbnspr the
WPIX coverage. Lattfer station also
carried the St. Patrick’s Day paradte, wth R&H Beer picking up
the tab.
>
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Iliustratihg the tremendous defor TV story properties is
the fact that the combined output
of all Hollywood studios, iricluding
the low-budget B filiri producers, is
about 400 features yearly.
Four
major TV networks alone require
over 800 half-hour arid hour scripts
for a normal 39-week cycle. Figure does not iriclude shows produced by local video stations, nor
the
serial
programs,
such
as
^‘Mama,” “Goldbergs/’ etc^ Situatibn was pointed up by Winston
G’Keefe, producer of CBS-TV’S
“Ford Theatre.’/ Show emphasizes
adaptations of former Broadway
I egiters, but, because of the
topical
factor, the number available is limited.
And, according to G’Keefe,.
because of story ebritent or difficulties in clearirig rights, obly
about 10% .of those temaini rig can

mand
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While he was

permitted

riot

to give out with the figures,
Levenson rinnetheless cited the
difficulties of the teaching proHis
fessipri via low saiaries.
script was to have dwelt on;

“whether; it’s more important^
to tell jpkes or to teach our
children. ’V

,

X

be used.

On

the brighter side of thd' picthe number of .experiericed
name writers who are rio w showing interest in TV, While a good
half-hour script will now pay up to

ture

Television baseball fans in N.Y. $500 and an hour show may pay
much better coverage of the author up to $1,500, it’s the
the Yankee, Dodger and Giant fact that TV has proved itself,
games this year, if plans now being rather thari the money which is reworked out by \ the remote pickup sponsible; according to Arthur
CBS story editoi,
directors who will handle the Heinerrian,
games materialize; On tap are such Heineman cited Edwin Justus

(Continued on- page 42)

improvements as closer position of
the cameras to the playing field;
addition of a fourth camera to the
three previously used, and the use
of trick shots, sUch as the superimposition featu red i n coverage of
the World Series last fall.
DuMont, covering the Yankee
games for the fourth consecutive
year via WABD, will operate from
a new. radio TV-press box on the
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A week

after

CBs

lined up
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companiment and occasional guests.
It will ride for ,10 weeks arid in the
the client will extend it to
also, with possibility of
a Wednesday pickup as well if the
fall

Mondays,

I

!

time

is available.

New Lewis show

j

will

duced by Barry Wood.
Meanwhile CBS looks
Qri

to

additiorial

be pro-

set to iatch

bankrolling

'

of

“Show Goes Gn”
xninute

TV

for the first 30pdrtion.

96% Now 12 or Bete
Washington, A piril
Practically

4.

sets

television

all

now being produced have

screens
of 12 inches or larger, according to
a report of the Radio MfrS. A«sn,
of picture tube salesvto equipment
producers during February, Some
96% Were 12 inches or over arid
35% were 14 inches or more,

,

I
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;
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indications

Columbia Records as sponsor for
30 minutes of the Lewis-emceed
“The Shbw Goes On,” the rietWork
over the weekend negotiated a fa.st.
deal with Block Co on behalf of
its Ammi-derit product, for a new
Robert Q. showcase, with plans lor
expansion in the fall.
Ammi-dent will pick up the, tab
once- weekly (Friday) from 7:45 to
8 p m., for a casual, bff'the'CUff
Le^ft gab stanza, with a trio ac-

\

W

k

all

“open season” for Robert Q. Lewis
the commercial video sweep-

in

;

EEE-TV,

is

will get

mezzanine level at Yankee Stadium. Two of WABD’s cameras will
and"*Bernie
be located in the box, five to 10
Schubert is presenting it for sponsorship back east. Theatrical club shows arid that WFIL-TV, more- feet to the right of home plate.
Third
will be stationed along the
over,
is
rapidly
nearing
a
black
will have more than 40 members
ink operation. That is Something third ba.se line to cover the infield
to draw on.
Format will be flexible enough Which rio video network can yet action. According to remote chief
Harry Coyle, the super-impositioi;^
for any type of show, with the ern- boast.
of a base runner over the
phasis on dramatic and variety.
In explaining the thinking be- shot
pitcber-batter-catcher
.shot
usual
- > .hirid the contemplated boost in TV
will he used as much as possible.
lime charges, (he web execs al.so
WABD
will.
Coyle
doubted
whether
pointed out that more streamlined
another camera shooting from
production facilities recently in- Use
the outfield toward home plate, ex.stituted by all networks are savplaining this would neces.sitate viring adverti.sers eorisjdorable money.
CBs, for example, through re-us- tually a second cairiera crew.
Plans for Coverage of the Giant
ing sets and props, is now able
to quote production prices about games by WPIX and those of the
Dodgers
by WOR-TV are not yet
25% below last year. On 18 sponHouston, April 4.
sored programs, the web clainfis it corriplete. Latter station; which
Houston Post Co. has filed a saves the bankroMers oyer $750,- takes over the Dodgers for the first
Washington application seeking
compared to what the same time their year, following inability
FCC authority to purchase KLEE- 000,
(Continued on page 42)
programs cost them last year.
TV here from W. Albert Lee. The
application is for outright purchase at a price of $743,000.
Lee, local hotel owner has been
operating tbe TV outlet more than
a year in conjunctibn With his
standard broadcast putlet KLEE
NBC is scrapping its critically-acclairned Iwo-arid-a-half-hour
For the tinrie being, Lee will con“Saturday Night Revue”— at least for the sufnmer— which will
tinue to operate KLEE-TV. Qpost
effect a network saving of close to $700,000. The; New York origofficials said, however, the TV outiriating show goes off May 20 and NBC has set Sept. 9 as the rebecome known as
Would
let
turn dale, giving the web several months in which to line up
KPRC-TV if |he FCC approves the
sponsors either for half-hour or full hour segments, in addition to
'sale.’
announcement sales. The Chi-originating Jack Carter show may
Jack Harris, general managef of
remain on into J une under a prortem^sponsorship deal.
the Post’s KPRC, then, would asIt’s .stricliy a case of NBC; getting off the deep end financially, in
sume difectioh of KPRC-TV.
view of its inabiUty to carry through on the participation sale
KPRC observed its 25th annl this
scheme (thus far the threb sponsor participants make up but $I8;000
\year,of the $50,000 weekly tab). Plus the fact that if Will permit jvlax
P. Hobby is
Former Governor
Liebmari, producer of 90-mihute New York-originating “Show of
prez of the Post, With Mrs. Oveta
Shows,” to /base off during the TV dog days and save .some of (he
Culp Hobby as executive v!p.
Sid Caesar-lmbgene Coca talent ammunition for the fall.
NBC has until April 20 to pick; up its option on 1 he Liebman
‘Kids Relaxed Schedule90-minute revue (which follows the hour Jack Carter progt'am frorri
committed itself to a new pact with the
Chicago, April 4.
; Chicago); but has already
NBC tele version of “The Quiz •talent intact.-'
Since the show has been hailed a>s unquestionably (he most potent
Kids,’;’ .sponsored by Miles Laboraentertainment package to hit the TV screens to date, the (act that
tories, goes on ari alterriating week
it becomes a casualty (even though a' summer one) pre.sents .some^
schedule June 9,
thing of a major video Ripley, accenting anew the “high cost of
relurn to weekly
will
Stint
TV living'” NBC reportedly Wants $19,000 per half-hour, which
schedule Sbpt. 1. With three stawould fetch $95,000 for the five 30-minute segments; Thus fax
tions recently added, “Kids” arc
Ihere are no takers^, although Buick is said tc be eyeing ii (lOnow carried on 22 NBC ’LV affili'rifiiriute pickup under proper firiariclal terms.
ates.

show

mediately effective.

AM

4.

The Masquers have packaged

Philadelphia, April 4.
Television
adherence to the
principles’ of the motion picture
production code was ordered for
WPIL-TV by- ‘Walter H. Annenberg,
editor and publisher of the Philadelphia Inquirer, which owns and
operates the station.
In direct instructions issued to
Roger 'W. Clipp, general manager
of WFIL-TV and WFIL, Annenbeig
specificany called attention to the
to
which refeiTed
regulations
crime,
and improper
vulgarity
costumes. The order became im-

AM

to give the. reasons for the
chaiige during ]his guest stint
on NBC’s “Wa, the People”
simulcast Friday riight, (31),
but CrUlf Oil, the show’s sponr
sor, riixed the statement. Levensori planned to reveal that
he is rio w making $4,000 per
week as a comic, as compared
to the $4,000 per year he
earned as a teacher in Samuel
Tilden high school, Brooklyn.

!

Mbrith’s sales to set iriakers
427,000 units, valued at
$10,6)85,000, a slight decrease in
.

;

lot aled

volume from January, but

a,

7%

decrease in value, reflecting continued drop in tube prices. Sales
to dealers for renewals totaled 16;700 val ucd at apprdxiinately $390,boo, or an average of about $23
per lube.
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KlBKWObD AND
SHOW

ARNOLD CONSTABLE SHOW

With Jim Hlrkwood, Let Goodman
Director:, Mtnde Brown
30 Mins.; Sat., 7:30 p. m.
Siistalhinf

others

fltttcliiDSQn,

Diskiu
p,m.

'roducer-diirector: Marshall

f0 Mins., Wed,

(2»), 4:30

WOIl-TV,N.Y.

AUNOLD CONSTABLE
WJZ*TV, N. Y.
Hailed by

WJZ-TV

as a

new

another
bnow anomer
rUQ
Muuay Show'*
Ken Murray
s “Ken
CBS-TV

con-

punched

m

store advertisi^iinMn dpoartment
departmem stoit
cept

problem

foiv the

neUer^han^
cafnrHnv

.

YiV

-

JinTKirkwood and Lee Goodman
previous shqwj.
Jtjt. in this
instance a new and sock ingredient are affable buO ineffectual comics.
was added from the New York Carrying their own video show for
locf SfltiirHflv in the nerson th(» first time, the two vminiyo*o.,o
of

,

with some amusing

talking

were

they

a

across

techirical

Merchandise Hopkins

performers.

tyro

GOODMAN

•

With Frances McGuire, Mary Leu

meinOr under the videb camera’s co-starred in a diie-act comedy, sufficiently interesting to dispel
Godfrey’s cast of
which had that feeling,
n Srnihc eve was amateur to the “FareWeU^^
incould regulars was rfandbut
in their halting talk; fsome pleasant nioments. b
eitieme
Janette paLawrence,
with the resultant slow pace, lay ^ have achieved more laughs. George eluding Bill
and
Chordettes
the
Mariners,
the
achieves
vis,
who
difficulty.
Martiii;
Andre
chief
the Tirofirants
orch. The
nihWrTviiP thi^ format based on' effect of tiny dancers with his fin- Archie Bleyer and his
gew, made an interesting novelty surprise ukulele humbe in which
I

Preem

paying brackets,
The Chicago end of the show
continues to show; sharp improvement in manher of talent presentatibn and camerawork. Jack Garter is consequently Working in an
atmosphere in wkieff his personal

session

(1)

was marked by

some repetitious; ribbing of
show’s budget (which would have
been left unmentiohed) and
some immature attempts at humor
*via a longand extremely dulltakebetteiv

off on a, juve Show,
Best portion
good one; act---although extreme closeups eveiyone stnimtiied one of the little improvertient shows up better, of the show was some fflm clipfe
busiOldtime
vaudeyille
this
session
on
bit
of
nice
acts and a
talent
Carter used less
mer- derfroyed some of the^ illusion instruments, was a
Srin^pc
Frances MCtrUire,_DHiea as a luei
a,iocfpf1 with
WapItc Kpp»ii«:p nf snlid vopal hv Mimi KpIU/ /Ponl

miffht he

a

,

•

.

finer points

m

prsyed. Chance to use live
was also wisely taken adVantage^of

m

the
They mannequlnned. capably
storeys salon, thereby bring ng. a
ditom
fashion show and shoppmg
rectly into the hausteaus hying
room. Shopper was then proyided

Answer

discovered, the medium’s ability to
provide a home demonstration tops
magazines or any
newspapers,
other advertising outlet for selling
power. Thus, except for the abscence of color and the fact- that
the viewer could not test a fabric s
feel, the show was as good as going
to the store in pefson. ^Production
and camera direction by Maphail,
Diskiri, except for a couple ot
preem-show miscues, was okny.
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in- then-
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On

^

it

p^rpem (zoh.Fred Kelleiva^

moderator handled things, in deft
Moppets^were completely at

was

First probKeller.
*n by.a »'orned sixyear-old w'ho Wanted to know wh at

ease, as

lem was sent

At

to2''rivaHv‘bltw^n
sirfers for the aff ectinn of their

“wn

anrterand*Action“Mlm' inSCTS®S

h^r
Miss Brook promptly ad-

age.

lona&“m^“ttectin|

_-

,

^

this

lyatcning

.

_

|

on the Ed
-votf *^*®*'®
SfAiio

^Uvan
ifViilAlr
(baiik

baric viiiousnesrot the
TXifiAi'i'in:
in
through in
Hitlerian idea nama
came fhrAiicTh
the person of the die-hard lieutenaht.

vocalizing,

«

•

_

_••

"

:

who WOnts^tb risC^^^

Sb^^^

uel

Tilden school— didn't do too
else^ except^ look glum as

lx all to

respbndoes an
to their

nloddine

William Kendall Clarke’s adaptswhile ending on a happier
Swinnerton’s
Tton’s -novel,
.novel,
caueht the oathos inrth
the
sitiiAfinh
e situation
with life and
S7eopi^steuI^ini^W^th
begging for love.
Sets by Otis
Riges. which included the sisters’
Riggs,
run-dbwn Jiuiiie,
iun-uMwii
home, the
uie lush
lusn yaciit
vacht a
oa.iii- streri and
gaslit
a corner of a
theatre, were expertly designed
Direction and editing
were also on
® ^eie
a
” high level.
k^^i^h
l" ve"
””
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much

Levenson drew

of stones about, the kids
to

1

he used
It was
Levenson

good,

clean

.

fun,

1
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Cats
(4)
CataU)"”

Prodmier Mori Dank

iYii Robb
wiJfu
Director: Bill
in Mine Sat

KEYL, San

-7^ T

j

new
w audience
aupienc^^

This

,

.a-

each Saturday night and
offers local viewers a vast variety
Of entertainers in a highly eniei -

~—
“

^

'''*!**

participation

*'?i*
cameras, program should smooth

stararnedt&kffiS^ek'^i/S

^

O’Conner

entertaining arid serve’s the piirpose of finding but
tage of viewers are tuned to the

I

:

«;
u
and des- others in the cast: An brigiriai for
vi
’’problem
TV, Levinson’s ’’Voice’’ was tightly
on its
.TJjis Is Show Business,
arid
scripted
With
the
Was
Verfed
The format
the program is
sert specially
siiecialtV was_iviargueiiueh.^
was “Marguerites’’
sen
debut
CBS
show
over
for
a new /
imual Chevvv nroduH ion values
cimnip'
^
touted 'vh^PPed egg
sponsor, Lucky Strike, was wheth^
vS^NBC^TV
soda crackers^ Menu&^ a^^
TV
going
er
was
to riiake rimsical
geared to middle class pocketbooks,
.
comedy extinct. Co-moderator Rise
Show lends self to product iden“Arthur Godfrey & Friends’’ put Stevens, on the permanent panel
tification.
Four items handled, on a pleasant and relaxed show via with George S. Kaufman, Abe
rp^pivi
thrip vIipv
thAv rpppivp
Irench^ Instant Potato,
Fotato, Pompem^^ GBS-TV:
Wedriesday night (29), Burrows and Clifton Fadiman,
GBS-TV Wednesday
an tibum
Soan: Midvly
Mulvlv s Rolls
Rolls' and Statlei*
Siatler despite
rtpcnifA the
fhP fact
faof that
fhaf flnrffrpv
oo eiivimct vi «*n aiDum oi recoras in. any
Spap;^
Godfrey was “spHIpH**
“settled” PTrprivfKiiYCf
everything Kvf
by assuring
tf fKpv arp*im?hip +?ihp«
onpprf
Towels all became strong part of working frora' a studio in Chicago the coriiedienne that she has nothtifV ^ii of
?aravpH
®
half-hour segment. Use^of WBAL- and the rest of the Cast VyaS iri N.Y, ing to fear because niusicals, legit
TV’s, new electronic “honzonUl since CBS had the easbourid cable and even the opera will survive i.pgp:®g
i^uQ^nick
JJn Mt
^hp
up
ai
ine
siuaios.
R
P
^PPhed to ^strengthe
only for the second halt-hour of television; but she Waxed positive
the sell. Gal also makes much of the program, Godfrey, was heard oh what it will do to films. EmMerick. has an easy-going style
p®ps the phone calls placed
latest kitchen gimmicks to lessen but not seen during the first pari, cee Fadiman hastened to throw in
chores of housewife.
®
Pa®®,. even giving out with
Then, however, through conrfant that pix talent will always be WeiKitchen looks good at this end, cutting from Chi to N. Y. and back come on televirion. Sam Levenson the hints so th®^- viewer may win.
i*

»

.u

•

pfKEYL

taining program slanted to all
members of the family. ^Program
Bill Geyer
has several rough spote, but as the
Producer-Director:
Ptedneer-Direetpr: Tom Maloney
20 Mui.,
Min., Wed..
Wed., Sat..
Sat., 6:40 p.m. GS
CST Staff and cameramen become more
acquainted with thctequipment and
KEYL, San Antonio

.

ffot rolls'

nm

I’-™v'

Antonio’

.

With Bob Meiick,
Merick,

|

:

With Harry O'Conner,
(F(
Sid PcarL
man,
man. Frances King, Emilio Gaceres, Jack Tom and TV Tom

1

MUSI-CALLS

_

»orV

ANIMAL FAIR

tion,

|

yW^^

with
former superior giving it
and his former
a semi-senoso teeotf by citing the
2
iTtron IKnndli talk anfi kitchen ca- X
,
""X’
fore. •not
exDlained.
Instead
the low pay
fore,
Slot explained.
oav and other difticultics
diflieiiltie.i cure„rnenteSId •rnnSd
the 05 sier. camera gave her generous embonround tne^
neis centered
rently confronting the teaching
impression
the
Miss Landis jaye
everything.
the
worst
of
profession.
Hjan do jus.
10 Sr »’
that
that she could more than
______
Show otherwise followed the
or
fish, fowl or.;
Brki “Pppntp’'
'ID A
tice to any form of fish;
_
aicioi
mnfif
oiripH I%«*
ki,
,
motif aided
usual
“PeoDle’’
bv Kp
the
^®®
Ghevtolct Tele-Theatre^ Monday
Chevrolet
meat dish. She’s the same gal who
smooth^work
of Daii Sevmou^r^ as
featured Arlene Whelan in a
wias
first to cook an ostrich egg (3) featured
was first
Imcee^ Some of the Dci^onSies^^
neat .parage of .suspen^^^
viewere.
ior
for her viewers.
llii
incidents described were te
Wtte". bY and
she. al- t voice_ In The NighL
Reality lies in fact that^ sbe.
tevesting,
ternsting, others not so much. Pror
PrOr
L^inson ^ As_a
As a te^^^
I'tgbt HeonaTa Levinsom_
refers to studio as, fright
ways
lys reters
a good use of intcown kit<*en ’X Makes
here in
In my own.
the guests tell
off froih
stones
change shuLOff
from aid in
10 stoH^^
onefeelaVhonie. particularlv.when
jc
oi a
the 30-minute period ends and "igh^ within t®®
^ ^ ^
^
tempting dishes are
serened
m^rihl
formally featured on the
^hefr^^^inkfee Gv^s^ter® Pie^ tolmed pi’bper^^h ^strionic® nuUcL, and
* simulcast, it’s okay.
good; support from the

whSS

_

“Wp

See"

,

i

The camera work is fine
l®vel;
unim^^
gam Levenson, onetime school tive suitor who woos the vivacious
teacher, ha
highschool Jenny and ends up with her soberprincipal to introduce hint on minded sister Emmy. Hole of the
nr^-tV's
thp Ppnnip” Frida v dashincr vapht cantairi whni marrips sneaked is painlessly, with young-

in

•

aj

fatter as^the^^

the

babyish^voice con-

with_het plump figure, jos
lensed.
The loud tapping
Km main dish.
accompanied herself at the^
she
b^rier^W-'^" re'erpe t®
keyboard
_came
through the mike,
Irish sea* capoy «
uh bran
aieameu
dreamed up
v ^ut
put ner
her loot
foot was out ot
of camera
tain.
range and the sound was, there^

.

IQ, Quiz Kid, iypesrwhlch
J?Aftd.
TCpIIpT. who
wllA is
the good.
Keller,
sible: for the whble thing,
excellent job of keeping

sh^'warfiaf- mbnts thV

Viici sixth
fAi* his
civfli chore
AlHArA
for

^a^er s

etc

life of

sauced on?^ns

it s a^

oS&rttleffeld ’s“S^s! efe It
?ete
they put oyer handily. Ken Whit- sustained 1^
throughout; pjay) ‘ajthou^ one that * steessed
reprised
his
familiar
but
However, the airer seemed to have hmotlhnal ouaiities rathor than ae- friads so*^Sat ’SetoW wSuld^be
oioTsi
slantThe ^^othefS always CDncHnt with the sninnihEf leaned over haolrwards in its fenx
_

should ^suffer .pangs
HftGr

rim and^ the-^bther the
Productionwise -Bunker’’ inade
“Cow,
V® " Plow/ Frai^* number from excellent viewing, with an ef- two

_ BtaSburh^wSis dld’'“coup^^
tong-&ante ^ teUtiU'

^^

format,

m^aii

NBC^

she vividly covered
an ovstS for her vita^
min viewers and outlined its par-

tim

hlLSftU

jjjssmn, paper type sunrjnade^ iej

^

fhnd f
former dietair^expert^^flavoi food
who pleased with a
ajragrance^p^^
^*^®8rance po- bit oii taking his wife to a restau
confab^ with ®
and confab
and
restaumalw a kme electo make
tent enough Jo
Encore .stint, for; the behe
behetrbn. beam take on new life.
audience.
8®®®^® in the audience,
fit of GI guests
caucht Marv was a .welcome compendium of
Show^scbnned (24), c^|h^^^^
P
Landis delving into
some of his best ^rmy material.
a_mear ip 30 mmut s.^ ^
cial,
Rbundinc out the bill were the

washer

jnilk^4air5^,^^ i^^^

'

,

A
WITH MARY
Lridoh

This mid-aftcmoon

clibnt

.

:

Hen^raon
Dave Hendcreon

(Barlow)

^
quarter-^our
stint was
a happy choice by the sponsoring

,

j

1

•...

CmDtV DUrSG
empty

*

'

Stal.

l?aS»/thlr^
Wtimore
WBAL^TV,
Tv

No

Buffalo

us^

,

Cotiboy
Producer. Anita Conboy
Director:
Director:'

Chrlstianb, guests
u*
PToduccr; Jolin
Producer:
John Hutchmson
Hutchinson
jg Mins., Sun.. 3:«5 .p.m.

.

problem of the

to the

buyers might lie in giving them a
training course for the TV wo fk,
of else in using professional talent
As
to detail the merchandise:
countless video advertisers have

HALF PINTS
Keller. Dbii^
With Fred Keller,
Donha Brook,.
Brook,
^^1*
Stephe*
Triyers.
Trlvers,
Rosemary

.

,

with the necessary telephone numr
bers and, with the prices given, had
only to pick up her phone to order
anything displayed on the program.

^^

wh«^
ton Square’^ number,
jjBC - TV’s ‘TIfeside Theatre”
the Enchanters presented
parla Ho^^^
drama,
unusual
an
Upon the
depe^ed^^
tob smooth and depended
did the old song, .seguemg^
“The Btoker,’* on Tuesday <2?), comedic ability of tlie princip^^^^^
P
Georg^e^^^^p^
dealing with Adolf Hitler’s last for effectiveness.
V
ner Concerto,” which was played hours. Produced by Bing Crosby
AiA an_artistic tap
Betty Bruce did
by harmonica^ yirtuosO John Se. Enterprises In Hal Hoach’s Hollyand the
this - program
bastiari -and dahceff by * group >yyobd studios, the vidpic was a jpb pn
typical
Greenwich slick offering that recreated what Florida Tno. did very weU with ^a:
representing
Villagers. While some of the chai- might
transpired in the pmiiwog bit. Lina Romay is.
have'
acters were stock types, terping Fuehrer’s underground headquar- an effective singer, but didiit mt
\vas exciting and Sebastian’s per- ters as the Riissian forces ham- her usual mark, Parf of the. blame
formance Of Kleinringer’s, modern mered at Berlin. It detailed the was the attempt xt kaleidoscopicto simul^b^mbtion. It looked
harmonies was topflight. A play- breakup in communications ahd
ful encorg by Sebastian consisted the breakup of personalities— as hke visual static
of doing a short piece on a tiny some of the ‘’supermen’’ came" to
New York contribution probably
Ex- realize the completeness of their hit its largest peak to date. The
harmpnica without hands.
change of gags between Murray debacle. There was the lieulehant talent and skits were on the highand Oswald (Tony Labriola) was -y^bo refused to surrender,; the gen- est level and entire show captured
Jack era! who shot him, the weakling a stride that will be difficult to
on the nsflal corny level.
Mulhall’s commercials wath Mur- who drank himself
a stupor, top. Sid Caesir and Imogene Coca
ray consisted of reading newspaper the Christian who had hid a white jointly and severally hit their
and magazihe stories on An- flag, the femme soldier who tried mark in the sketches, Robert Merheuser-Busch’s
nev\f
$20,000,()00 to get herself and her sweetie out rill registered in the “Largo a
Newark plant, for an effective of the besieged bunker, and Eva Factotum’’ and Margaret Piazza
“sell.”
The
Braun (cocky as she announced her hit With a pop mffnber.
impending wedding to Hitler and Hamiltoh Trio and the Billy WiiGebfges Guctary, French singing broken when she learned of the jjams Quartet also scored in their
Hitler was spots.
Production was excellent,
and the imminent disaster^.
V
Girl,” On Broadway, clicked in his never shown, but his presence in
video debut on CBS-TV’s “Toast the other room was constantly alnn
™>®o
of the Town” Sunday (2). The per- luded: to-and at the climax two
Bnndajr® offwed a mo^^
sonaWe Gallic import socked across shots conveyed his and Eva’s mg adaptionof
bwmnertons
Frank
two times one th A hit from his suicide.

l>rograins

sertl^c^es

is

m,^ and

keeps

u;^er

:
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Featured
Featufed
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of the

WBAL-TV

'

main afterno'm
Can

be crechl
only daily kitchen, show.in

.

6^

>

D

'

iv;i
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Only trouble result- unordiriately uriopinioriate^
There is a display of record albums
that, split-second blank
from wdiicii
wilich
the wiriner.s
winner
may
as the cable was switched
NBC’s Saturday night lineup make their clfolcb.
Lighting is
on the same hig/,t, jl^v^|als0 ,§d^iaua^^^^
rD^Gt^i^'^.Mthackylijd forth, which po
.with his staff/

'

lli

V

>.

ed

from

.screen

•

—

.

the
on th«
Frances King, who is

distaff vocalist
.distaff

Tom i.s on the electric giiii a r,
Chester Meintire at the piano. Mel

h^s.

m''ke
up the
-- vocar trio,
_
Frogram^ moves aloiiis
Program
along at n
-

I

fast pace^ 'showing

'

.

is

arid
telegenic rind
arid easy on the eyes aiid
pvp/i,;/.f 4 Aiy Kjf
bit built around
Pi’oductibh
one of her numbers on each telecast is very outstanding.
Jack Tom and the TV Tom Cats
are a new combo and lerid them
selves weli to the program, botli as
iristrumcrttalists and in vocal corn-

I

•

i

program

S

'

f

two

comic touch with his pantomine
and comical Versions of ^ngs. Hi*
Costumes lend: themselves well lo

|

an|l: 4^|^o(i|ju^Ji^igL<y

.

^alrl.v

good IV'^Hrig

.
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TELEVISION ilRVlKWS

1950
St AELIGHT THEATRE

Rendezvous

bamboo

«

With Meg Mundy, Barry Nelson* With

Eileen 0*Coi|nell, femcee;
Patricia Coffin* Al Sohacht, Joey
Faye,' guests

Larry Fletoher, others
Producer: Robert Stevens
Director: John Peyser
Writer: True Boardman
30 Mins,, Sun,, 7 p.m.

and clear as to arouse comment.
* The answer to the superior picture
Warner, Da*yr
^ Hig Latin American trio, Marna seen seems to be in the ideal
Maria Carlos, Jerry studio cohditidns and the skill of
paljiB.
Dr. Engstrom, who tuned in the
show. That the receiver used was
Produceri Vance
^ ^
a standard RCA table model was
WbC-NBC, Washington, D. C.

H»w

,

^ncA.

in

its'

own

giant tashion.

definitely shown.

Studio lighting, incidentally, was
by standard incandescent lamps.
Slightly less bright than normally
"gain ” in its third ^tab at tinted used for black aiid white cameras:
TV and its initial press unveiling Gen/ Sarnoff's bbservation that the
singe tube final answer to color torie may lie
of ’the long Waited
ivstem, Gen. David Sarnoff’s boys in studio lighting is a valid one.
for This ha$^ been; demonstrated here
gaVre their rivals real cause
time and time again during the
hair tearing and nail chewing.
After one abortive attempt, and past few months,
‘

.

;;

one mildly
cartie

RCA

successful test,

through

Variety’s usual pattern in review^
ing- color TV, of cbmparing the:
^

Wednesday

last

(2?)

.

impressive color. systems, becomes iiicreasingly diffir
Gompany execs are reasonable in cult as the gap between the canto ‘forget what didates narrows.
press
the
With the time
asking
went pefore.- This latest showing element between tests, plus the fine
indicates the 'outfit may have at differences now existing between
Certainly the the various systems, no comparilast hit the jackpot.
color forrhula presented in WRG’s son w»ould be fair that was not
one, made at a simultaneous dembhstra^
workable
happy,
itudio is a
worthy Of the atterition it is cur^ tibp. it seems likely, in view of
^.^^
the improved, new RCA system,
rcntly getting hiere.
Physical setup for the demon- that FCG vvill order another com-,
with true to

life,

^

.

.

WINSTON

.

.

m

;

WMGM,

W

-

.

but they’ll be the subject
experimentatiori before they
rnake Iheir demise: Naturally, in
disebvering each other, they’d like
to change the Original plon.
The
parative test.
Certainly, the hew payoff comes when it’s revealed
RGA-NBC entry is of sufficient that a psychiatrist runs this resbrt
stature to rate another try side by for the benefit of what might be
hopeless cases.
side with its competitbrs. Lowe.
On the initial stanza, there were
as many
suspense as rOmaritlc
overtones, but implausability of
RANGER
ROUNDUP
With Boyd Heath, Floyd Buckley, the yarn militated against it. When
the story level reaches those of
others'.:
the performers, this Can be a good
Producer: Nat Lewis
sessiori.
joy?.
Director: A1 Davidson
30 Mins., Sun. 12 (Nooiih
miriatfed,

of

;

;

RANCH

GENE AUTRY WATCHES

BOTH SIDES OF THE NEWS

WJZ-tV; N.

T.. .:•:•;;:?
childfen’s hour with western
dressing is theoretically excellent
f are for juyehile audiences.
Such
a show capitalizes oh the terrific

N. y.

30 Minst: Fri * It P.m.
(Lester Wolff)
STOEES-PHILCO
in retitling “Theatre of Ro-,
This ^^J^bw introduced something
iriance” into “Starlight '^Theatre” rie
WCBS-TV* New York
|:he dialojgw
(StemfieldrGodlevy
has allowed itself a greater degree
of freedom in the selection of yarns of what might have been an iriter“Bamboo” is a local stanza that
for this show. Generally, “Starlight estirig interview td^ bring in a high-; shows grCat promise. Concept is
theatre’’ indicates that it is capable y uninteresting commercial. Other- to provide a tropicana* variety
of providing .a good half-hour’s em Wise,
Latin-Aflierlca*
embrricilrig
it was a dull affair, offering show,
tejrtainnient. While the accent is still
Africa, Java, Bali and all the lands
nothing
new,
in
inforthe
of
way
bri boy-and-girj stuff, the title is
where the bamboo grows, Music is
such that it won’t chase an unsus- mal, interview-type shows. WGBS- provided by Esy Morales' orch; a
pecting vie we r who cares- for TV Will appareritly have to cbme neat combo that offers authentic
sterner fare.
up with something bcttel’ to fill torrid rhythms. Rble of emcee is
Nairie performers combined with
played by At Thaler, as a perspirthat
late evening spot.
good production and direction in
ing, rum-soakedi sun-helmeted travEileen O'CpnneU, who for the eler sitting: in a riative saloon and
the first installment. Had the story
been on the level of 'the bther in-^ last toVeral years has been dbing reminiscing about the esoteric*
jiive show, ‘‘For Children Only,’’ erotic dances and music of the hpt
gredients, it would haye made forj
excellent d'r a
Meg via
N: Y., radio indie, climes. It’s an effective device,
a t i c fate.
for; a pert and pretty femcee. although it would, register better
made;
Mundy and Barry Nelson essayed
ith a little more TV experience
the leads in a yarn in which both
if handled rnpre tongue-in-cheek.
are anxious to cbmimit suicide. she could become an okay personph the preem Friday (31) stanza
They, are picked up by some mys- alty for video.
But, impressed
opened with a dramatic shot of a
terious characters aind left to con- either with the cameras peeririg primitive
African mask that untemplaite in a cell.
They’re sub- down her throat or by her guests, derlined the tropical theme.- Acts
sequently told that they’ll be exter-^ she let the 15 minutes drag. Guestdrawn chiefly
Carib-

CBS

;:

stration i in the studio of WRC,
web’s local outlet, was a weU cour
Two color
trived, successful one.
receivers flanked a .St'>hdard, coniT
inch screen RCA
mercial 1 2
black and white receiver, all three
dimensions.
identical
of
being
First surprise of the show was. the
size of the cOiOr sets, modif icastandard table models,
tioris oif
and the first seen here which were
of practical proportions for even
the smallest home.
The two color receivers differed
In construction and in .reccfption.
Each one had a direct view screen
about 9x12 inches, but one contained the single tricolor kinescope
tube with “one gun,“ the other
the single tube with ‘’three guns.’’
The latter in ‘addition, had been
adapted for color with the addition
of 19 extra standard radio tubes
as contrasted with 10 radio tubes
in the single tube, one gun model.
RGA chief engineer Engstrom explaihed the difference in reception
due to the difference in complexity of eciuipment, and that the
tubes were interchangeable. Leaving a discussion of the technical
merits Of both types of construction to another portion of this
issue, the visible results indicated
RGA’s greatest success to date

AI

^ ^

Ford Bond* Alberf
Prod.uoers:
Black* Ken Hart .
^
Director: Leonard Valcnta

SUPERIOR television
WCBS-TV,

Pimento;

Princess Orelie,
thaler* eiricee

;

Sustaining
CBS-TV, N. y.

V

—

WiOi Eny Morales Orch* Abbey Lee*
Norma Siran* Horacio arid Dana*

Producer: Lester Wolff
15 Mins,; Thurs.* 11 p. m.

.

wrA-NBC BBMONSTHATION

^

St

A

.

from the
were
bean and included a provocative
rhumba vocal by hip-and-maracashaking Abbey Lee. Leo Colertian
(who was the deaf mute in“The
Medium” oh Broadway) and Ted
Barnett did a muscular dance in

ers, too, were weak,
Joey Faye
did little but plug his oWn CBS
video program; Al Schacht plugged
his baseball clowning and his Manhattan eatery, and Patricia Coffin,
Look magazine’s persbrtalities editbr, seemed too austere for the TV
intimacy.

.which they fought over Senorita
Lee, accompanied by. a pair of
Haitian drummers silhouetted behind a translucent screen.
The
terperS,
LaVlnia Hamilton and

Commercials, besidesv hitting a
new low in poor taste by cutting into
the middle of an interview, were
delivered dully > by an announcer
reading the copy in full view of
the lenses. They plugged TV set
servicing by Superior Television.
•

•.-

’v;-'

Mary Ann Norton

"

from

(all

Dunham

Katherine

school)

-the

alsd

scored in a violent Haitian routine.
Princess Orelie and Pimento
put oyer janother West indiah
dance, “Shoeing the Mare,” which
had some earthy bits. Skedded at

Sidl.

,

SPANISH VARfriES
an earlier time it might have
With Manual Leal, Emilio Caceres drawn hluenose fire, but in the
and his orch, Lupita Valero, after-il p.m, segmeht and beamed
:

With' Walter Williams
15 Mins., Mon.-Wed.-Fri.; 10 to
10:15 p.m.
Sustaining
WDSU-TV, New Orleans
TelevisiPn here has come up
with a news stanza that shows
creativeness. Walter Williams, who
has been spotlighted ori local radio
shows, not only airs the top news
of the day but takes viewers to
the places where the news is hap-^
pening through the medium of
maps and news photos. Kickoff
Monday (27) was competent job
and he did it with analytic sharpness .and with commendable boldness sans any. attempt at sensa
;

Miquleto Charo, Shirley Steele, only. to. the metropolitan area a
others
turn of this kind can probably get
Producer-director: Mbrt Dank
by. Attempt to tone down the s.a.
telb. impact made by the Hopalong
30 mins., Thurs., 9:30 p.m.
nature of the Latino acts was eviCassidy fiimis as Well as the standParticipating
dent in the rhumbaing of Horacio
ard response for kids given by
KEYL, San Antonio
and Lana, which although slick
such sundry shows as the Horn .&
To promote international good Was a pale carbon Of the Cuban
Hsirdart Children’s Hour:
It’s a
will
among
and tolerance
racial article.
combine that should build a steady
Commercials for Philco were on
groups, KEYL has began the first
audience for the youngsters.
f
egularly
scheduled Spanish TV the high-pressure side and could
“Ranger Ranch Roundup,” ABC’s
have
used more intimacy. Intershow in the U. S.
bid for juvenile attention, on the
esting angle, was the offer of a
Sunday noon spot, makes for please
The series should do just that, .Ronson lighter to all viewers who
ittg viewing.
Boyd .Heath, nitery
if the first several telecasts bear renewed their
TV service contracts
and vaude singer who has been
any iridicaton of others to follow with Winston Stores for another
Seen on several video programs,
in the series. Programs present the year.
Bril;
tionalism.
>
puts a talented group of youngsters
-X
Williams was visibly nervous at music and. dances of old Mexicoi.
through some song and dance
Even
those
have
no
knowledge
who
work, which generally Comes off start but soon warmed up to job’s- of the language will enjoy the JOHNNY DUGAN’S TREE HOUSE
requirements. He has in his favOr
well..-music and native dances in full With Bud Vinson, Dick Perry, Mela listenable voice and a simple,
‘three
vin Winters V
M'lth the more complex,
Gne happy feature for the stray easy
costume by the various entertainStyle of delivery that holds
’The other set showed adults who may tune in is the fact
ers.
Program wiH also present, Producers: Hull Youngblood, Ed
gun” set.
Most
vie wer inter eSt thrbughbut.
Hyman
warm, natural color which closely that the entertainment isn’t entire- of material is ad libbed, spieler from time to time', various artists
Heath also referring only bbcasionally to from ;Mexico when they visit here* 'Director: J. R. Duncan
crowded, if it did not quite equal, ly up to the ju VOS.
30
Min., Tiles.* Thurs., 6 p.iri.
the highly successful CBS system. loioWs his way around a praiie- notes'.;
Manual Leal, m.c., has an ea.sy
The simpler model displayed cOlor paean, aiid in addition, an adult
Studio set is designed to resem- style and in many instances will Participating
that w^as Obviously not faithful to trio took some of the entertain- ble news room With desk, globe, give the English translation of the WOAI-TV, Sari Antonio
Twice each week, WOAI-TV
the original, had a color fringe ment load from the mites.
typewriter, teletype and wall maps: selection or type of dance.
and an unnatural fuzziness and
Initially, the show is attempting News photos which illustrate epmMusic and background accorii- studios are turned over to the
youngsters
for their own program,
darkness of tone.
audience
via
contests.
vofor
the
and
dancers
to build ah
meritary. are supplied by The New paniment
The 17-minutc variety show, A Shetland pony and a /Vacation at Orleans Item, affiliate of WDSU- calists is ably provided by Emilio in which they participate as contestants
and
performers as potenoriginating in the company’s local a Jersey resort are; being awarded TV.
Transition from Williams to Caceres arid his band. Typical inThe program is cur- photos .and maps is done by clever struirients are highlighted by the tial “Stars of Tomorrow.’’
video station, WNBW, three airline for letters.
Program
features “Uhcle” Dick
in various instrumental
niiles. frorn the receiving studio, rently executing some sound theory fades. Camera woi’k is professional camera
Group is dressed Perry as m:C. and general handyand transmitted over the regular which should pay off spbnsorwise. job, several cameras being used presentations.
man in person, as Vvell as the voices
The western selling is good arid for medium, clpseup and long in traditional costumes.
NBC channel, waS pleasantly
Jose.
varied and conventional in nature. camera work is okay.
shots of. Williams, at desk and
Featured vocalists include Lu- of two puppets. Bud Vinson has an
engaging style with his dummy
Emphasis was naturally bri color,
standing at maps.
pita Valero and Miquelto Charo.
He make.s the
rather than on production, and for
While stanza is ciirrently un- lii solo arid.duet, the pair make a Johnny Dugan.
I.SPY.:.transition, well from radio to TV;
motif
American
this rea.soii, Laitin
sponspred, from show vieiyed it handsome couple in native cosJan Tyroler, LlvVinsoii shows good voice control
was used. Though there was plenty With Bob Kay,
ripe for Commercial slbtting. tume. Charo is also seen with his
looks
iiigston Gilbert, Walter WitherLinz,
of color both: in cpstumes and
Each week various local and Works: Well With the dummy,
guitar.
allowing the youngsters to come
bee, Virginia Edelen, Dick Jackbackdrop, it might have beep
On telecast and
artists are presentea.
Smith,
Joyce
Gladdeii;
Bill
son,
shake hands with him. He also
Steel,
young
wiser, and certainly more practiHELPING HAND
Shirley
caught,
Ben
Elyerman,
Bonner,
Bob
Cari
is heard in a song in each telecast,
objects
cal, to use more familiar
With Dee Caristrom
dancer, was presented, in a group
with Dugan chiming in now and
Ewing
Barry McKinley
to demonstrate, beyond question,
of native dances.
Burt Director.
then. He is also spotlighted doing
Writer - Director: - Producer:
color values.
30 Mins.; Wed*, 1:30 p. m.
There are several short commer- a bit of magic which he explains.
Blackweli
SON
A
KRAVIT
H.
FRANK
This reyiew'er was thoroughly 30 Mins., Fri. (31), 9:30 p.m.
cials for .Lone Star Bee, all done in
The kids participate in games
WGN-TV, Chicago
Cohyiriced of the fidelity of color Sustaining
good taste and, of course, in Span- with prizes going to the winner and
(Charles Edson Rose)
reproduction by two props, a test WAVE-TV, LoRisVille
ish.
consolation prizes to the others. All
Heavily laden with human interpattern of revolving vari-colored
All in all it measiUJCs up to good visitors are given an opportunity
There’s a big need in this mmv
have
RCA vihyUte disks, and a bunch of ket for live studio shows, tb bal- est, “Helping Hanid”: should
entertainment as well as pro- to participate some way. Each opiis
TV
femme
for
interest
strong
fairly
red roses. The color, on the better ance: the film and sport stuff, and
better understanding of also features a youngster vyho, is
Show’s weakness is a moting a
viewers.
of the two test receivers, was rich
the peoples of-Latin America. Good selected for their talent and pireBurt Blackwell has come up with
and deep, sans color fringe or an idea that has possibilities. tendency toward excessive morbid- lighting and production smooth- serited as an entertainer of today,
w^avihess.f
Detail was sharp, Whipping up a whodunit script, ity iii both editorial and commer- nes.s adds to the performance the ‘‘Star of Tomorrow.’’
though not yet perfect. Skin tones assembling some interior sets and
There is a brief commercial for
were hatural, though imprpyement films of city traffic scenes, plus
Hoffman radios with everyone getlems, mostly financial and illness,
via makeup is indicated.^
Andy.
ting into the act, including the kids
a cast of station actors and a few and guests are given gifts designed
itsed w'^as- heavier than that empresent. Show is rather fast nioVlocal amateurs. Blackvyell turned to ease their troubles.
Oh show
ployed for black and white video,
ing and well produced. Mel Winvery creditable job on this caught (29) this prepccupatiOii With
more closely approximating techni- in, a
SHOWCASE
TV
ters, aithough not seen; provides
prietime shpt.
sickness was further empha.sized by With Garry Stevens, GOrdie Rancolor technique; Experimentatiori
the
piano background for the songs
Biackweirs script followed the frequent commercials for sponaor'.s
^
along these lines will- come, of
dell’s. Heptet, Guests
arid introductions to the telecast.
partjcul
arty
A
Director: Dnrt Brown
course, With the Commercial use usual whoduriit line. The original health . insurance. ,,
Andy.
TV whodunit fit: well for TV pur- discordant element was hitch-nik- oq xiins. Thurs.. 6:30 p.m.
of .-color,;suPPiy4*L7E^^^
Jean Warner, local chantoosey, poses. Pace was well maintained, ing Plugs giv^n local, fitm
this -segment;, at
LATE NEWS ROUNDUI*
WRGB-TV, Schenectady
made a very satisfactory and bye and suspense was heightened by ing gifts. On
plugs seemed too blatant
filling emcee and added a tune, some scuffling bn the part of some least,
‘‘Showcase,’’ cut to 20 minutes With Frank Frediics
of. human troucommercialization
‘Night ilas a Thousand Eye.s,’’ as of the principal male characters,
and shifted to follow NBC’s “Gac- 5 Mins,; Mon*-thru-Sat., 11:15 i>.ni.
bles.
frosting. Jerry Shorn contributed which was well handled.
tus Jiiri,’’ now displays its wares pn GENERAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY
Miss Carlstrom’s major: a^^et
Result was a credit to producr
Mr£
a song, “Enjoy Yourself,’’ and the
.guests
in
sincerity
obvious
her
conactors,
arid
paryl Harpa Latin American en- tibrt, technicians
Noddle Soup, Mrs. Filbert’s Mar- WBEN-TV, Buffalo
problems and in delivery of script- garine and We.ston Biscuits, VisU'
visu(Bowman & Block)
semble, garbed in colorful native sidering that this town does riot urobleiris
Camera action
This brief news .summary is a new
dress, supplied .the background have access to network produetibri ed commercials.
ally and vocally, the advertising is
static arid dff^range
practically
Was
such,
and
AFR
actors,
A
facilities,
a
on
should have tendency
strongest
which
feature
the
music, in addition to a novelty Singr
Miss Carl- probably
weak.
Studio \vall and bandstands to keep viewers hanging on to the
local.
ing-instrumental
number called but must assemble sets, actors, and 'direction was
her
of
each
open-cue
to
stroni
had
limited
a
are decorated, with sponsors post- [ end each evening. The exact time
‘‘Guadalajara.’^ Show ran smoothly, technical facilities on
frame.
but, of course, the assemblage of budget. “I Spy” was a good effort, guests into
will vary, depending on the slgners.
Program needs some sort of a
about 50 reporters w;ere all eyes, and initial venture might be the
Garry Stevens, former vocalist off time. Frank Fredrics delivers
somber
aUeviate
to
touch
light
TV
regular
a
of
beginnirig
rather than ears.
has improved the news in a pleasing straightformood. By restricting hitch-hikers with Tex Benecke,
to p re s e n t pr:
If there remained any questiDii in company
manner and succeeds in givside his television technique, although ward
technical
the
smoothing
and
some
he is not reading
Impression
anybody’s mind about the compu- dramas as W'ell as perfprm
ing Irin
_
camera action and still oh the shy side when speaking |
tability of the RCA system, it was of the, better known legit plays, de- With freerer
very Wf'H. all the time,
directidn, stint should alone. He sings ballads
does fill a»
of
program
definitely retolved at this show. pending of opiir.se on performing stronger
type
Thi.s
'"nplay.
group
Randell’s
’on Gordie
emerge as an effective ptese"'
•The image seen bn the black and
important need In local tceyee.
fdrciicnt;‘
’pecciYer w’as
aharp$ steady
;
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III

For ‘Rosey’

N. Y. Diily News/ WPIX hit

Pittsburgh, April 4:

Hollywood; April 4.
sconting every available
in town, CBS has hnally
site
decided on Warners’ old Sunset
Boulevard, studio for the concentration of its Coast television activi^

After

Only a few minor ^ details
remain tP be ironed out before tlie
ties.

contracts are sigried'^ transferring
o>vnership to Columbia.,
•

will w^t^
big a Chech
but
for the takeover is conjectural

Ho^

known that last year .Warn^s
turned down. ABC’s bid of
000,000 for the square block, a
short cry down Sunset Blyd. from
Cdlumbia Square. Best guess is

It is

swung the deal.
Only comment by Howard IVIeighan,

that

$2,750,000

CBS veep in HollySvood, was:
“negotiations have not been concluded for the purchase or lease
^
of any slte/^
;

Warners

put

abandoned

the

studio on the block in line with
its policy to liquidate all properties
hot directly connected with picture
reduction. .On their recent visit
S ere both William S. Paley and

Frank Stanton inspected the

site,

A. K; (Rosey) Rpwswell, veteran
baseplay-by-play caller of
ball games, will be one of the
busiest guys in local radio when
National League race opens. In
‘Frolics’ in Wed.
addition .to his daily accounts of
what’s doing; with the local entry
and a regional netover
CBB-TV’s “Joey Faye Frolics,” work, he’s also been tabbed for a
Sunday bight
originally scheduled to alternate qUarter-hour every
over WJAS for the Morry Hoffman
in the. Saturday night 3 to 9 slot
tabbed^
It’s
Insurance Agency.
with the ‘Hen Murray Show,” has “Rosey Goes to Bat” and will
instead beeii compressed into a feature sports figures: as guest
half-hour format and will hold ,sta:rs..
down the Wednesday night at, 9:30
For last few months; RoWswell
period starting this week (5). Faye has likei^se been doing a daily
show is an adaptation of CBS’ for- morriirig program for an hour,
mer “54th Street Revue” and, with “Rosey Bits,” over WJAS, but it
been determined
the comedian a,s emcee, /^ll incor- still
hasn’t
porate much of the talent ot its whether he’ll continue With this
show when“Play Ball” sings out.
Now scheduled to alternate with In the trade, it’s figured this might
the Murray stanza is “Beat the be too much even for RowsWell and
Clock,” Mark GoodsoriBill TOdman that he will likely forget the a.m.
package, Quizzer, a TV version of show until fall.
he former CBS .radio airer, teed
off several Weeks ago in the Thursday night 9:45 to 10 period. That
slot is how to be filled by “Winner Students Reaj,

WWSW
.

.

'

All,” which will be expanded
its former half-hour riinnihg
ime to 45 .minutes. CBS plans to

Take

WB

'

acres,

now known ah

Center.

Television

aired."

•

That cost them less than

called the largest and most modern
bowling alley in the world; Warners radio station KFWB; sports
center (badminton/ archery, ping
pong, etc.); roller rink, Owned by^
the late Sid Grauman, and “Looney
Tunes.” Latter will be moved to
the Warners plant in Burbank apd
will be given a sub-lease of
five years or time, enough to find

pteyoRs,. V
Wpix execs attribritri part of the new business to the station’s new
rate card; which reduces charges to sponsors buying time on a longterm basis/ Basic rates reiriain the same, starting with $1,200 for an
time, but the card includes a new scale of frequency
hour of Class
discounts, Hme classifications and weekly strip ratris. Frequency discounts, for example, include .!2H% for 13 times, 5% fop 26 times, 10%
for 104 times arid 20% for 2fi0 times.
for 52 times;
,

A

12^%

device to conyert the iriiage from a standard siriall-screen teievisiori set to a 3x4-foOt projected picture has been developed by North
American philips Co, arid goes on the market this week. Labeled the
Duo-Vue, the unit utilizes tim firm’s Frotelgram optical system, and is
placed underneath the standard set; It’s designed to sell for about
$200 and; according to the manufacturer, approximately 99% of present 10; i2Vri arid 16-lnch direct view-table models have chassis With
sufficient power to operate the iw
Setowner can change from.4iirect-view to projection with a. throw of
a switch, focusing by adjusting the distarice from the wall as the pic^
ture is projected from the bacR of the unit. Philips is offering the
system as the “practical solution” to group viewing In churches, schools,
bars; etc,/ and also suggests it may. be the dealer’s solution to the
trade-iii problem when customers tire of their small picture sets,

New

Teleparericles, manufacturers of a Tear-screen film system for television; has developed a new short-throw lens which will teportedly

make it possible to- move the film projector within a few feet of the
Colunubus, April 4.
backdrop screen. Manufacturers claim this can solve the problem of
South High School hero took a rear-screOn projection In small studios, which heretofore could riot
survey of 1,()22 students on the employ the system since the wide-angle lenses in Use created distortion
,

-

$500,000.

Before CBS can move in, there
will have to be considerable clearance made. On the site is what is

Hockey

from

with many others. When
feature film oldies, at-least
turned down ABC’s offer, the ransmit
or the time being, at 9:30 Saturalternative buy was made of War“Winner” was formerly,
when
days,
ners’ old Vitagraph plant of 22

along

,

.

its peak monthly billings to date during
for programs, participations arid spOts^
Total tops the Februaiw mai^^ largest previous month, by 18. Among
the new program bankrollOrs are Howard Clothes,; takirig the Jimmy
Powers show Monday througR Friday; Friendly Frost Stores, picking up
the tab on a fworhour pickup of the Easter Parade (9); Eureka Williams; for Telenews Weekly on Sundays; Colonial Candy, for oiie-half
of “Six Griii Playhouse” on Fridays; Shop By Television, for one-half
Of “Little Old New York/’ and Studebaker Dealers for the Stariley Cup

47. advertisers

March, Inkirig

WPTZ,PHIttYySETSUP

LARGER HtM
Philadelphia, April

4.

effects of television oil youth; and
found that those whose families
own sets stay hoiiie; more but do

H moved

in too. riose.

/

;

New

lens was developed by Lars Moen, chief optical engineer at the
Uriiv. of Southern California. Teleparencies bought the original rriolris
less reading arid grit less sleep, from use and have exclusive rights to the process.
System is now
While students don’t study as much being used by a number of locally-produced TV shows on the Coast
at home/ or change study tiriie to
agencies are dickering with
,

arid the

Kudner

arid

Young

&

Rubicam

and Associated Artists avoid conflict with teievisiori.
Teleparericles reps In K. Y/ for a i3-week
productions have inked the largest
At South, 4&3 said they watched programs.

WPTZ

locally,

With

for

tele-

television film deal
station 'purchasing

TV regularly (399. via sets in their
own homes) and 529 said they did
npt. Nearly 50% of the 399 stay
home more; one-third of them do
less reading and a few more than
films less frequently.
that see
Niiiety^three had cut down their

trial in their

hpuserprOduced

DuMontrireb, after talks With the, Radio-^Televislon Directors Guild, has
decided to call for a National Labor Relations Board election to determine whether its directors and associate directors wiU be represented by.
the RTDG or the Internatiorial Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees.
KFWB
The films 'originally represented a
However, since RTDG and lATSE are both in the American Federation
production cost 6f over $100,of Labor, talks between the two unioris may settle the matter. RTDG
another location.
and
activities
reported
outdoor
436
be000,000.
has the AFL’s jurisdiction in f he tele directors field, and has contracts
Warner studio was chosen
^
Holland V. Took, WPTZ, assist^'l no change, but 126 students said with ABC-TV, NBC-TV and CBS-TV. Local 794 Of lATSE represents
cause it fits best into Columbia’s
long range plan of ample space for ant general manager who fepped they attended sports events less technical workers at DuMont.
TV production 10 years in the station in deal,' said tho transac- than before the advent of TV in
NBC-TV's “Leave It to the Girls” added four eartem network outfuture. A spokesman for CBS said; tion insured the station an Unin- their lives.
All additional survey on time lets, which Will carry the Sunday night show under sponsorship of
“we don’t Want to make the same terrupted flow of films for its daily
shown
Playhouse”
mistake as With our radio building “Hollywood
Spent and programs watched re- Regent cigarets. New markets now getting the show in addition to
(Columbia Square).” It is recalled Monday through Friday, 2 to 3 vealed the largest number of stu- N.Y. are Syracuse, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Wilmington.
Program, featuring a panel of femme lookers moderated by Maggi
dents, 163, averaging 114 hours
that soon after erecting its. own p.m.
Station is working its “slx-for- viewing a day; 126 estimated two McNellis, is packaged by Martha Rountree. Other stations on NBC’s
building the network Was cramped
“Hollywood
plan
on
coverage
one”
out
to
half-hour
or
less;
eastern
farm
8(),
web either carry the program via kinescope recording or are
for space and had
hours; 109,
shows to -rental studios. Three Playhouse” to give patrons hour- three hours; fid, one hour and a prevented from airing it through coriflicts with local show's.
one
outside sites are now being used, long coverage for the price of
few as high as five to seven hours,
including Don Lee’s, (Mutual) participation. Eleven of the 20 pos
Don .Fedderson, of Los Angeles’ KLAC-TV and AAcS Lyons agency
Rating the programs, they liked
sible participation periods for thfe good musical and variety shows have called off their negotiations for the cinemascoping of 26 Coast
studios.
week have already been sold. Sta- best, sports and wrestling next and television programs. Lyons agency had planned to use the Cinemation has been receiving heavy mail then drariiatic programs,
news, scope, process in place of filming the programs because it was felt that
pull on “Playhouse’’ and is 55% -youth and talent search shows In end result would be comparable, to film and yet could be wrapped up
sold, although show has only been third place- Those who put wres- on a much cheaper budget.
Pix were to be rolled at Motion Picture
offered among agencies for three tling last corisidered it “the most Center. Deal fell through W'hen KLAC and the agency couldn’t get.
weeks.
together
terms.
on
boring.” The students didn’t like
Pittsburgh, April 4.
puppet shows and thought there
Pittsburgh advertisers hfeive just
were too many cooking programs.
about gobbled up all the option
NBG-WiGets ‘Studs’
A$
C. L. Dumaree, South High printime on WDTV, toWn’s only video
cipal, after allowing “a margin for
Chicago, April 4.
outlet; looking to the day in the
error,” found the survey signifiStuds Place,” WNBQ weekly 15TIME
near future when the station can
carit. He thought TV is definitely minute
sustainer, is riated for a
Albany, April 4.
televise local programs. Although
Emerson Radio this week pacted
affecting classwork, especially in move to the NBG-TV net April 13.
manager pf the “borderline” student who once
WDTV went into operation in JanRv: Ripley,
Web sustained, featuring Studs to sponsor NBC-TV’s “The Clock,”
uary, 1949, it has only carried cable WPTR since last fall, resigned got a C or D, but now, with less
shows since then with the excep- Thursday (27).. His duties are be- time for homework, gets a D or an Terkel, will originate from Chi on less than a week after the halftion of a few Ipcally-produced on ing assumed byi W. Russell David, E. “Our good students don’t show ail exparided half-hour weekly for- hbur mystery series was dropped
film.
who has served as vice-president the effects so much,” he said, “be- mat, Thursdays, 7-7 30 p.m. ( CST ) by Lever Bros. Show is to be
according to preserit plans.
Station, however, recently leased in charge of advertising since the cause they still
moved from its current Wednesdo their lessons
space in the Chamber of Commerce 5p,000^watt station went on the aiir first.”
day night slotting into the Friday
Bldg, to put Up its own studios. in August, 1946. David, associated
night at 9:30 period, starting
“Television is a; wonderful thing,”
It immediately notified agencies it With General Electric Co. for 29
April 21 where it will alternate
Would be accepting local programs years, before joining Patropn he continued, “and has fascinating
each week with Pall Mall’s “Big
In the evenings up until 7:30 Broadcasting Corp., as- national possibilities for use in schools.
INDIE
PGM. Story,” Both will run through the
(After that the DuMont web has sales manager of broadcast equip- Every time we see a good program
Emily Kimbrough, author of summer.
the Not-%1 call, and other hetworks ment, will handle both jobs at we. sit down and write a letter ** pur Hearts Were Young and Gay”
“Clock” is the first video show
to the network, but, for our. purare involved; too, since they all WPTR.
and other books, has been signed to be bankrolled by Emerson since
use WDTV as an outlet) just as
Ripley came here from the mahr poses they have to conie in school by Charles Adams Productions, In- it bovted off CBS-TV’s “Toast of
Soon as cDnStructiOii has been com- agership of a Cleveland station, time, (South has a giant-size TV die package firiri, ip script “Penny,”
the Town” and the buy is seen
set for' in-schbol Use,)
>can
pleted, which should tike only a succeeding
Asefi.
L.;
Leoriard
new series bf television dramatic consistent with the current emfewmonths.:
Asch, who put WPTR into oper- make a recording of a good radio shows based on the teeriage cartoon
phasis on video dramatic shoWs as
but we can’t do that with
Managemeht was imrnjediately ation^ quit to return to WBCA, progrand,
n
Character created by Harry Haenig- against variety programs. Friday
flooded with option requests, and Schenectady. Ripley also had been TV.
sen.
Program is currently being night slot to be taken oyer is curhas had^ practically all availabilities manager of WPRO, Providence;
peddled to agencies arid prospec- rently bccupied by various NBC
claimed already.
was associated W^^^ WTYR when
tive bankrollers.
sustairiers, with no feplaeement set
It started broadcasting in 1940, and
Adariis,
who formerly staged yet for the Wednesday riight pehad been connected with Cbl. Harry
legiters for the Detroit Drama riod being: vacated. Foote, Cone &
-liV
Wilder at WSYR, Syracuse; for 13
Guild, also directed fbr the XJ; of Belding handles the Emerson ab*
years,,.
Columbus, April 4.
Michigan’s annual drama festival at count.
Dallas, April 4.
WLWrC, first television station
Ann Arbor. He's dickering with
“The Early Birds,” radio’s old- Alex North, who composed the inin bperatiori here arid third link 1st K,C. Cohsecrajtioit
est continuous early morning show; cidental
in the Crosley Video net, celebrated
muric for the “Death of a
Its first birthday Monday night (3)
To
Aired 'April 19 has passed the 20-year mark.
Salesman” production on BroadThe show; heard six mornings a way, to cleff the score for “Penny.”
With an hour-long program featurKansas City, April 4.
Lou Dahlman, teevee producer,
studio talent.
Show Was an
„ lng
AF-T V, Kansas City Star week, Monday through Saturday,
has fornled a new type organization
Informal ‘‘rememher-when” affair video station, has set plans to cover over WFAA, starting at 7: 15 a. m.,
St. Louis-^G. W. Dbebler, who devoted to servicing televirion proemceed by Tom Gleba, program the consecratioh of Dean Edward is a liv6 talent show, arid has a cast was Mes promotion and retail adducers, with the accent oh consuldirector, who first appeared before R. Welles as bishop of the Episco-. of more than 25,
vertising manager of
from tation and ready availability of all
WLW-C cameras a year ago to in- pal area here April 19.
Program currently features Billy 1945 to 1946 and resigned to start their needs under one roof.
troduce the station to its viewers.
Work has already begun on Mayo and his orch,; vocalists Terry his own advertising agency, has reDahlman, Whose offices are in
Sally Flowers, Billy Scott, Dorothy setting up extra power lines and Lea and Johnny Mack; the hap- turned to his old stint. Doebler’s
N. Y., offers such production servMoore, Shirley Huntsberi^,. jpe other special equipment needed penings at Hack Berry Hotel with radio, career began at KTBS about
as makeup, costumes, films,
25 years ago
KXOK has copped ices
Hill, Rod Altmeyer and Bernie for the telecast, Fitzer said. It will a cast including Hack Berry,
played
etc.
Even specific animals will be
Barron were on the program. be the first time such a religious by Elmer Baughman arid his help- a certificate of qommendarion from
supplied,
aU bn 24-h6ur notice.
James Leonard, station general crirtriiony will be telecast in this er, Little Willie; played by Ben Me- the Natibnal Guard of the United
Associated with Hahlman are
States. Award ^ds giveri “In Recmanager, made a short speech.
part of the country', although con- Clesky, Norv ell Slater and Bob ognition
pi Patriotic Service to the Stanley Phillips, Arthuf Cooper
Staff numbered 19 persons a secrations in the east already have Shelton are other regulars ori the
National Gtpard of the United Edward J. Berson and Howard
year ago and: now totals 43.
been broadcast.
airings.
States during 1949.”
Martin,
the

showing more than 200 features,
largely made by Monogram and
Eagle Lioii between 1938 and 1946.
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coUgh, he said, is always a ‘deep
burple“^the cue 'for the song.
Messages for Ben Tucker Furs are
Glib.
more than ample.

/

Radio Reviews
= Continued

froiii

'Talent War'

reau chief of the Christian Science TOMORROW FOR TWO
With Herbert Marshall, narrator;
Monitor, with Childs a iring on
John Draiiiie, Diann^ Foster
Monday's, Wednesdays and Fridays Producer: Gerald Kean
Those a.m. disk jockey shows,
aiid Harsch on the alternate eve- Director: Mayor Moore
like the post-midnight programs,
Writer: Allan Sloane;
..nings;
.

am

are starting, to sound alike, especially
around the metropolitan
Dee
Gene Rayburn
N.; Y. belt.
Finch set a patterh for kidding the
Commercials, excerpting lyric lines
or song titles as cues for- the plugs,
and liow the others ire; dittoing.

p.m.

30 Mins.i, Wed. (29) j 8:30
Both commentators give spberr Sustaining
generally db jectiye views of politic WNYC, K. Y.
Another airer spotlighting United
cal affairs, preferring to deal wth
only one nr two subject^ on each Nations activities, this half-hour
spot concerned itself
transcribed
itan^> This approach allows foiv with the work of the International
ah extended essay type pf report, Refugee Organization, Role played
rather than the iiigh-pressure, itir by IRO in finding homes for Diswas .effectively
side stuff kind of gab Nyhich scat- placed Persons
brought to the fore via a cbm-

&

y

.

AM

.

Sale!

•

at .WERE.-;:-- •-•

:

,

^^eeks:of participations in the Mary
Margaret McBride show acfoss-thebbard, and Borden’s and WhitehaU
Pharmacal, both of w^hich signed
for ispbts bn the Bob Smith show
Monday through Friday. In addiPhilip Morris and Crpsley
tiorii
both signed for a series of station

;•/

Aiidorn pointed out thrit the only
reason WERE did not enter into
the prombtibn was that plaririing
was well under way before his statibri bowed into the talks, WERE
at tl\e time was undergoing drastic
,

,

;

?
'

reorganisation. Andorn
felt that certain
not have been effected
for the film, so station
tb enter.;-

WERE

said it was
ideas could

breaks;.'.

New WNBT billings are all for
Bankrbilers sign-*
decided not station breaks.
Ing bn for the first time include
However, other
spokesmen Gampana Sales Co„ Eversharp,
puffy Mott, Hoffman Beverage and
iridicate that WERE should have
entered into the. “spirit of the oc- Borden’s. Benewals include Chicr
lets, Lainont Corliss, Castro Decocasion, ’* and they point out that
rators,
Saks Fifth Avenue and
WDOK, Which is scheduled to go Bulova.
•
bn the air this month, entered into
in planning

AM

,

•

.

'

AM

.

.

,

,

WAr-WE&E

nocturnal dee jays
seeiningly book the same peopje-^
or vice vefsa-r^n viifualiy every
program,
At the Gopa, certain
ters its fire over many fieldsV On
pasSionate dramatizatibn describ- “guests^* Virtually play stbbk enshow cahght Thursday (30) Harsch ing the rehabilitation of a, refugee gagements With Jack Eigeri,
.discussed the possibilities of Gehv coiipie brought ifitp Canada to
Eisenhower or Sen. Taft '^getting .start f i;fe';ariew.the RcpubUcan homihatidn in -52,
Prbgi;!am, fpllowirig a flashback
with an analysis of their positions technique,, was: sincere, and under-,
Ghi
oh domestic; and fbreigh issues. standing in relating the Various
Contltiued f rpm page 31
Foilowitig day, Friday (31), Childs’ reaetibns of the couple to their
talk covered the incipient move^ new - found freedom,
Herbert with iiew formulas and formats.
nient within the GOP for a “Re- Marshall, in the role of an IR(3
publicans for Progressive Action,
drama added Arid to peddle the frequently rathofficial, gave the
similar to the Americans for Demo- force Via his 'f irstrate narration. er liigh-budgeted local shows, they
cratic Action which is inpre or
John Drainie and Dianne Foster as are being pitched strongly: to adless linked to the administration
the refugee couple turned in a yeftisers bn a participation basis.
party. He; went on to a critique of
•capable Assistr
ADA bn the eve of its convention
Busy In Production
Show finished off with an inofin D.G.-,.'
WGN, which, earlier launched a
public that
Avoiding sensationalism, Childs fensive reminder to the
IRQ. erbss-the-board a.m. stint featuring
and Harsch offer a mature view of they as individuals could help
homes for Europe s Tom Moorej with a generous mush
the capital scene. Their recorded in finding he\y
persons,
displaced
stints are happily not interrupted thousarids, of
cal budget and a Weekly half-hour
by middle commercials. Pitches for
live evening music program,; last
the Kaisef-Frazer line are .neatly
ladies: I
THOSE
LOVE
put across by Cy Harfice;
Bril.;
With Ken Heady> Jiito Lant*, Anri week announced the scheduling of
four Ziy productions totaling 2,45
.’..Hayes
Ziv iranscriptions
hours weekly.
Producer: Heady
Mori.-Wed.will be offered on either a period
Mins.;
3:30
30
Fri.'
or pafticipatibn deal:
STOKELY'S foods
WLS is busy prompting its “Beat
KCMO, Kansas City
Our ^Band” half-hpur, cross^the(Gardner)
afternoon spread Using Na-^
bbard
participation and giyeLikewise, the

;

BJIUNGS

Underlining the fact that radio
WERE. Andorn declared he is BOt and television outlets, operated
nor
war;
1$ side by side, can both do good
engaged iri any talent
busihe raiding. He said that Mayer, ness, NBC's key N. Y. stations.
who had jworked with sportscaster WNBC and WNBT, this week
Neal, desli^d to keep up his sports- latched oiito a number of program
casting work and effect; a change. and spot advertisers in a flurry of
WERE will now handle both the spring billings,
station tiame
Cleveland Indians and the Browns, up with three feriewals and five
the
gridiron
with Neal slated to do
new accounts, while WNBT tied
broadcast
down five renewals and seven hew
‘Lightning* Hassle
accbUntSv
blowup also
Topping the WNfiCi sales are
The
brought: to light the recent WERE Italian Swiss Colony, which repactother
the
refusal tp; Join with
ed for 13 weeks on the 6 p. in;
stations in premotihg “Lightriing “News with Kenneth Barighart’’ for
That Talks.**
Tuesdays arid Thursdays, and Mari*
radio: ufactUi^rs Trust Co., which reMembers of the city’s
fratef riity maintain that WERE’s newed for 32 weeks as sponsor of
action is a typical Ray T. Miller the 8:05 to 8: 15 a. rii. portion Tqesbperation of “either you play ball days and Thursdays of the Bob
Other billings inwith me or else we don’t plriy in Smith Show.
the same league.” Miller is dem- clude Planters Peanut (^il arid
ocritic political boss, and top man General Foods, signing for 52

P^se SO

;

me

OF

Continued fiom page II

.

:

cost-sharing of the, film presentation even though the station would
hot realize any immediate gain
frorir the prbhtotibnal venture.
Audience
WERE’s failure to enter into
:CoiitlAued from page 3i
tiohal Barn Dance stars. WBBMaways are the ingredieiits by which
venture,
they add, marred
CBS
is showcasing staff music and
ladies.
to the service on a fee
subscribe
the
attracts
half-hour
this
from having a 100% enrollment in
acting talent on its weekly experibasis determined by the size of
It originates from the tearoom of
showing of the film.
mental 30-minute
I

.

AM

the new Macy store,, arid provides
both a place to drop in and rest
and entertainment to the down towh shoppers in mld-aftemobn
Show (‘ombines quizzes, contests
arid interviews, all with prizes,
All
with other regular features.
are aimed at femipe and homemakirig interests, soriie for the
show participants, soirte for listen-:
ers. With the Stokely sponsorship
these also veer intor food lines, one
feature being an interview with
the best cook of the week, and another beirig a weekly recipe contest with wiiuiers arinounced on
the Friday show.

1

evening show,
“Cloud Nine.’V Plans are also Underway to offer a weekly local documentary series during “Lux The
atre” hiatus., WMAQ, NBC o. and o.,
debuted a weekly local news roundup last week. “National Home In-

each station.

Under the previous NBC regime,
the Thesaurus was more of less

ABG Pot Simmers

brushed

quarter-hour live chatter ing of the network TV sales setup.
offered for participation and In the radio sales department Wilaired 12 times weekly, bowed April liam H! Erisign, previously eastern
sales manager for Transit Radio,
18 with heavy promotion.
and before that with CBS
WGFL, 50,00Q-watt maie
indie ow^
owned Inc.,
.
Ghi Federation of Labor, is and the old Blue Network, has
been
added as ah account exec^
'using a promotional campaign to
Ensign will work under Charles T,
“sell” the putlet to its 500,000
eastern radio sales manager,
Ayres,
union: member “owners.” A SpeakClarence L. Doty, sales manager
Ken Heady and Jim Laritz team ers’ bureau has been set. up to of WJZ, the web’s N.Y. flagship,
up to carry off the quizzes and tell the station’s story to meriibers, has been
upped to manager of
contests, with Heady as m. c. and with special emphasis on broad-,
Lantz handling commercials in casts of ;Vic Barnes, local com- WJZ and WJZ-TV. a post which
vacant rince Murray
addition. Ann Hayes, Station’s di- mentatbr, and Frank Edwards’ na- has been
rector of women’s activities, is on tional newscast picked up from Grabhorn became v.p; and manager of owned and operated stafor the interviews and recipe con- Mutual.
tioris. Dbty's proniotlbn points up
Bolr Jones at the tea robm
tests.
a hypoed campaign in local and
organ furnishes music for backgrounds and incidental breaks.
spot sales at the network keys.
Shapes up as a major entry
Staff reshuffle also included the
among local audience participation
shift, of Leonard (Buzz) Blair, dishbws, and is well spotted as the
Continued from page 39
rector of “Greatest Story EVer
only Show of its type here all afterTold” and “Buddy Rogers Show,”
“Simplicity is still
noon: Formula is one which Stoke- ---simplicity.
to Chicago, where he will be proly’s has tried out In other iriarkets, the key to a payoff on commergram manager of the net’s central
and entry here is on the basis of cials," Mbran declared:
division. He’ll head up all
proa 52-week contract. Show actualDiscussing whether TV commer- gramming in the midwest, and for
ly is aired daily, and Macy’s comes cials
should be on .film or live, Mo- WENR, ABC’s o-and-b outlet in
in for sponsorship on Tuesdays and
ran said that question was deter- Ghi, succeeding Harold Stokes,
Thursdays. Store also contributes
mined by the product. One advan- who resigned.
prizes given on the show.
tage
of film, he cited, Is that “misABC’s Chi sales department also
Like most a.p. shows, this one
is better to watch than to hear, but takes are left on the Cutting room added AvJ* (Tony) Koelker as an
floor—
not in the living roorii.” account executive.
nevertheless has plenty for the
He had predialer! and likely Will improve in However, he added, “where elahoiv viously served a stint with the net
this department as promotions bn ate demonstration is not a factor as manager of central division pro“best Cook” and recipe of the week carefully rehearsed,; live commer- gram sales developmerit.
take hold. Iri the production and cials are just as effective as film.”
airing show is well handled, and
James Jefferies, of Brown & .Wilgets across both fun and interest liamson,
reported bn Raleigh clgfor both audiences. That there is
arets’ experiencing with resumpa spot for a show like this one on
tion
of
couponing
after the war. He
the afternoon schedule is evident
Contliuied from page. 28 255
from the nearly 300 feriimes. who said that Consumers have a generdropped in to catch this one in ally favorable attitude to coupofr 12 to 10, 'VVMQM from 15 to 13 and
iiig; but their attitudes depend on
only its third session.
Quin.
ff pin 12 to nine.
worries about the effect of couponReason for the staff cuts, a union
ing on product quality.
When
spokesman
explained, was the fact
LITTLE band,
eouporis were resumed for Raleighs that the
permitted WINS to
With R: D. WUber orch; annibunc- Feb. 22, *49, the brand
picked
up reduce its orch from 10 tb eight
ers, John Bradford, Paul Sher1,000,000; new customers.
men
last
year^n
man.

off

because

It

was com-

petitive with the packages supplied
by the networks to its affiliates.

Cdntlhued from page 31

Currently the unit
on its own both

stitute,”

is

stepping out

progfam and
Many of the names re-

stint,

talentwise.
cently inked are outside the
Victor repertory of recording

RCA

artists.,

:

Sales staff was recently augmented With the addition of three
fieW reps to cOvef the major geographical sectors.
Henry A. Gillespie Will handle the southwest
region, David B. Rogers, the north
centra^ and William Davis, the
southwest. Donald J. Mercer heads
the Thesaurus with Jim Davis diectly managing the operation.

.

.

.

|

For th* Bosf

AM

In 1887 Heinrich Hef'tz first

proved that electroniaghetic waves could be sent

space.

'O

Blair-TV Inc, was the first
exclusive representative of
television ttationsSHe first

company to

recognize and

Admiral Records,
701 7th

Avmm

WMGA

^

hit ting^ single

ARNOLD STANG

minded, ex*

WHAT NOW?

elusive representation.

Inc.

N. Y. C.

.

^

act Oil the television stations* real need for h^^

Fn

Kiddio Disci

AFM

WINS* claim

’

Writer: Irwin Lewis
Producer: Ed Bender
15 Mins.; TUes.-thru-Fri., 6:15

BEN Tucker furs
WINS N Y
- Format of “Little

that

was losing heayily and in
the' process of sellirig. .However,
the union charged, WINS was riot
sold arid, instead “was demanding
it

;

p,

m.

'

BOB BIXON
of CBS-TV

"CHUCK WAGON"

Authentic w;«5t«rh Stories arid Songs

Admiral Records,
(701

7th Avenue

Ine.

N. Y. C.

'

-

aEsaisENriNG
Cwlumbui V

Pnioh®
aJthmphd
Salt Lcilcw

is

bative riieasures in the TV era lies
in low-cost progf anis with a showmanly flair, particularly bn a local
level—a sphere in which Cott
played a domiriant role among indie operations. As such he’ll also
be “on loan” to the web’s other
0
0 operations in formulating lo-

best

!..;.KT$t

.y^DSU-TV
:.M....,.WOW-W

tlly.,..,;......,.

...KDYi-TV

I

number tries hard to be different,
it nevertheless is a bit too
strained
to be effective.
Tune “Deep purple,” for example, was preceded by
a self-answered query from anmouricei John Bradford.

A

;

special privileges” not granted to
stations witli less power and less
airtime.

WINS* answer is. that most stations in the U. S. “have already
elected not to avail themselves of
live, mysic.^*
Unibri retort is that
stations outside; the big production
^

.

ceiiters lack the big market, as well
as the musical talent, available to
That NBC re- Clotham'i broadcasters.
gards the move as important is atFor several hours on Monday
tested by the $30,000-a-year-deal,
engineers in the Internatibnal
making Cott top coin man on the ^),
Brotherhood bf Electrical Wbrkers,
0 8? 0 bandwagori.
Local 1212, refused to cross the
Bernice Jiidis, general manager AFM picket lines. However, they
of WNEWi is currently on a prowl later retumed to Work.
Operations
iov a aUceessor to Cott,
were norriiaL

&

m

-

Us Answlws
NwwOriwans

Contihriea from page 29

Band, Vyhat
described by the
show’s own intro phrase— “a little
bit of this and that but all; adding
up to a lot of music.'^ Latter is
R. D. Wilber and the
WINS, N. Y. Little Band. With
an instrumeritation of four rhythm,
two reed and two brass, the outhas a style that*s more spirited
than most house combos.
While the Copy prefacing each

Now?”

cal

:

FREDDIE

programming.

•

BARTNOUHIIEW
Clcissic fairy Tofai

Admirol Records^
701

7tli

Avenue

InCe

N. Y. C.

1

April 5r 1950^

^^11^4^79
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Better Biz Bureau
One Worl4 Award Committee

$1,580 in prizes for 30minute radio scripts promoting the one world objective. , Contest,
which closes June 15, is open to professionals, students and the gen^
erai public. Prizes consist of trips to Europe and the One World MeetPurpose of the
ing, Which will be held in $an Remo next August.
contest is for fu^er utilization of radio to advance the cause of world
scripts
get
will
extensive
airing here and abroad.
peace. Winning
Members of the judging board include: Ted Cott, new general manager of WNBC; Norman Corwin, United Nations Radio; Arthur Feld^
v.p.; Sig
man, MBS special events director; Leori Goldstein,
Mickelson, CBS public affairs director; Gerald Kean,
Radio; John
Neal, WINS program manager; Frank Papp, NBC; Morris Novik; Victor
George Roseri, radio editor.
Uiehm, WAZL; Jo Ranson,
Shirer; Dr.
Variety^ Seymour Siegel, WNfYC; Lisa Sergio; William
Henry Singer, Cornell U and Sam J. Slate, British Broadcasting Corp.
One World Committee is at 12 East 46th street. New York

WMCA
UN

WMGM;

;

The American Cancer Society’s 1950 Campaign; which kicked off
Monday (3) with a star-studded Hollywood and N. V hour-long NBC
*

ABC

will carry an adaptashow, will include airers on all four webs,
tion of John Gunther’s best-seller, “Death Be Not Proud,” on April 17
as a half*rhour documentary. Mutual will air a variety show bn April
28 and CBS will beam on April 30 a neWs report by EdWard R. Murrow
on the status Of cancer control.
Indie stations will get a 3Q-minute waxer with Dick HaymeS, Jackie
GleasoUj Sieve Allen, the Andrews Sisters and the Les Brown orch.
ACS radio kit this year is an impressive book that includes tailor
made scripts and announcements for a yariety of shows, including
homemaker* sports, gossip reporter^ farm, hews, aftemoon music and
longhair concert programs. Announcements in nine foreign languages
are included, in addition, five-minute musical programs, 15-minute
dramas, one-mihute “name” appeals, station breaks and open-intervieWs
are available on disks.

—

Contihtied (rom page 34

ie offering

Coliimbus
WOSU, Ohio State 1st at Gimbels, have announced
University station^ has coipe up their engagement . , . Elaine, Bevwith a sock program idea based erly, featured singer on “Brunch”
squarely on me public’s appetite "and “Memory Time” programs on
and curiosity about the atom bomb, KDKA, and her husband, Joe
V.
and has put the program in charge Mann, former announces at
of one of the men who was at are making their debut as a night"
Bikini for the big blasts. The new club act at Jackie Heller’s Curbuprogram, a part of the new Spring sel.
quarter schedule, u^ses a CBS title
Phil Reilly, vet radio
Sc)ittle
“You and the A-Boinb” and features Dr. William G., Myers, Julius jerformer and salesman here, has
Stone research professor of bio- ^eft KIRO, where he was an
physics at the university, who has account "exec to gb into business
won fame for his development of for himself.
radioactive cobalt and other radio
Boston— Irving E. Rogers, prez
isotopes for cancer therapy.
Dr.
Myers served as monitor for the and treasurer of WLaAW in nearby
RadiolOgicar Safety Section at Bi- Lawrence, has been named presiof newly-formed
Greater
kini in 1946, and is also member of dent
a group appointed by Goy. Frank Lawrence Industrial Cbrp>, an organization set up to aid Greater
J, Lausche assigned with the responsibility of instructing Ohioans Lawrence Ghamher of Commerce
in treatment of injuries and ill- in promotion of economic, finannesses resulting in event of an cial and Industrial welfare of citiatpmifc attack.
zens in the community.

dio jepair racket” was exposed in
the press.
At that time the insurance plan, whieh allows the repair company to work with a known
annual income, was offered as one
solution.
Pi’esent problem, however, indicates that the insurance
-

KQ

may not be enough. Another
outgrowth of the previous rash of
complaints was the establishment
in New York of Associated Radio
Servicemen, ai group which set up
its own standards arid polices its

setup

members.

However,

t

group

this

has only *a relatively small percentage of all metropolitan repairmen.
Repairmen claim that there are,
only a few gyps in their field, and
np more than: in /any other trade.
Some also charge that blamC can
be laid at the feet of some manufacturers, who are turning put
shoddy Sets, both
and TV.
When these “dpgs” go badj they
the servicemen gets the
say,
blame. One Tepairman suggested
that
the
Radio Manufacturers
Assn, and the Television Broadcasters Assri- take up the question
of low-quality sets. /

:

AM

:

7:15 p.

Bob Hope

Chicago—William G. RambeaU,
head of station rep outfit of same
Continued from page 3
nanie and currently nianager of
Ghi office, is reported to be plan- ance by the Hutton combo at Holning to make his headquarters in mok’s terp joint, the Aiidtorium.
company’s New York office in
When Hope played Montreal last
near future.
Increased activity summer on a one-nighter, he was
out of eastern office is said to be hit with a summons because he
reason for- the move.
was employing the Hutton organ»

:

top echelon including board yice-chairmaii
for the Radio Registry

Mark Woods and prexy Bob Kintner turned out

masque costume ball at the Waldorf-Astoria,
Friday night (31)
Continued from page 34
for benefit of the Runyon Cancer Fuhd. Walter Winchell got back from
the summer in order to
through
in
winter
Miami
annual
Beach
just
in
time
for
the
event
a
his
and
special ABC broadcast, honoring the columnist for his efforts in con- have the new shows ready for submission
September.
by
nection with Cancer research.
Since WNBT is limited by the
.Incidentally, Winchell again is under Abc and Hudnut pressure for
simulcast television with his aircasts. The columnist’s chief concern network as to the amount of local
is the winter schedule since TV might anchor him to New York more time it can have, the hew stress bn
creative programming Is believed
than he personally favors.
Effect of some .sponsors* move into network shows, and away from
spot radio, is showing up in Colgate’s recent shift.
With the soap
outfit starting to bankroll “Strike It Rich” on GBS this week, Colgate
pulled four daily spots out of “This Is. New York” on WCBS, the web’s
Gotham outlet. Complaint of station reps and some affiliates has been
that when the networks offer limited hpokups and other enticements
to advertisers, local stations* biz suffers. Trend hurts, it’s pointed out,
because stations make more bn local and spot billings than they do on
,

network Shows.

is

;

'

ABC

:

heard on Mondays at
m, through June 5,

Program

:

Almost the entire

—

lawyer

•

used

.

to presage a wide expansion, into
daytime TV. Station launches its
revised daytime formkt early next
month with a series of shows running Monday through Friday from
10 a. m. till about 2 p.m. Addition
of the new shows, by next fall is
expected to carry the Station
through the afternoon.

NBC

Holmbk’s

ization.

Pittsburgh^ Success of KDKA’s
this employer-employee angle to
telephone quiz " show, Tello-Test,
which goes on for 15 minutes six place a seizure on any money bwevenings a week at 6:15, has ing to her by Hope and ordered
prompted local Westinghouse sta- him to appear and declare if action to put on a daytime duplicate tually he had any such funds. Ho
as well.
It’s
starting this week defaulted and judgment was rendaily at 12:45, following the pop- dered against him.
Case has now resolved itself into
ular “Brunch” program, and will
be handled by Bob Powell, new- what exactly is the interpretation
comer; to the announcing staff. of the Quebec code of procedure.
Evening TellorTest is in charge ^f Isidore Poliger, who represents
Jim Westover.
Holmok, claims he will not be, satisfied with any statement his conMinneapoliS-^Charles H. Smith frere Will make as pinch-hitter for
has joined WCCO sales depart- Hope. He intends to take full adment, moving from BBD&O, for
vantage of-the law and insist that
whose western offices he had been
.

radio

and

television counsel.

^

Seattle network stations have been trying to sell a newscast strip to a
big pil epmpany and the oil company asked for a well-known news
.name for the show. Three biggest network stations, feeling they did
not have newscasters that were well enough known to cany the show,
called in a W.k. freelance newscaster to audition for the program.
Snapper on the story is that each of the three stations, iinimown to
the others, called in the same guy.

.

Pittsburgh^Harriet Lingo, formerly promotion manager of
A
in Shenandoah, la., has joined the
Wasser, Kay & Phillips agency a&
Ralph Fallert,
account exec
.
chief announcer at WCAE, and

KM

Discount

Continued from page 34

.

TV

.

Hope come to Montreal for crossexamination in connection with
any statement his lawyer will make.
Baker remains firm with his interpretation of the law, which
states that Hope need not rnake a
personal appearance but that his
evidence may be taken by a com-

Theatre,” Gulf Oil with its
“We, the People.” simulcast and Betty Jane Leister, fabric fashion- mission.
three top-spending eigaret outfits.
Web declined to identify the ciggie
WQXRj New York Times-owned indie, will move to its new studios companies for the time being, but
and Offices in the Times Building bn West 43d street April 15. First it is believed they are Camels, for
the cross-th e-hoard “News Carabroadcast from the new site will be at 8 a.m. Sunday, April 16.
van”; Old ;Gold, with the “Original
Station is at present headquartered at 730 Fifth avenue.

—

./

Amateur Hour,” and

-fl

Harwood
KYW

Philadelphia—-Cris
and Jerry Warren, with
and
WJMJ, have also been signed to
Continued from page 34
do a special production record
show for WHAT. Their “The Night whether the owners bf these sets
Watch” will be heard from 9:05
would prefer to spend $50 to $75
p.m- to 11 p.m. nightly.
for converters to get CBS colof
rather than to merely receive RCA
color

transmissions

FILim

FOR LOW

BUDGET ACCOUNTS
ONI MINUfI

^

on

f

In deciding on compatibility Of
versus convertibility of CBS,
the Commission will have a tough
nut to crack. From a pure dollars and cents question it will have
to consider whether it would be
better for the 5,000,000 or 10,000,000 set owners to invest in converters now or pay more for new
color sets later but not be required in the interim to buy/ attachments to receive the color pro•

RCA

A

C

SEf

'111 SOUTH

WABAbM AVf

CHICAGO
7

Robert

soring

Montgomery’s

“Lucky Strike Theatre,” is bcr
iieved definitely to be taking an
eight-week vacation^
With indications how pointing to
more top-budgeted programs remaining on the air this summer
than ever before in TV’s short history, web execs are looking forward
to the coming months to prove exactly how large an audience TV
can muster during the traditional
dog days.. Advertisers heretofore
have bypassed Sunirrter video on the
assumption that, with no portable
receivers and none in cars, the
available audience Is cut too thin
to

make

summer

programming

worth While.

CHARLES

Continued from page 34

Which the commercials arc related
to the program itselfi An example

of the kind of alrer Hqge feels
in monochrome.
television should create is a decthe FCC shoifld license the
orating
show, on which Doubleday’s
CBS system, the transition to color books on
decoration could be merwould be both throug^h purchase
conversion of exist- chandised.

9 5

J :

RCA color. He said
RCA would now give at-

tention to that problem.

WM

FILMACK

HA

mono-

vert sets for

only that

V^ K

in

chrome. Sarnoff was rather vague
about the use of the tube to con-

TV

Pall Mail, fof

“Big Story,” aired alternate Friday
nights.
American Tobacco, spon-

grams
If

,

pf new sets and
ing sets (through Use of the rotating
disk). But in order to receive CBS
color in black and white, existing

owners would haye to purchase
adapters costing about $20 (provid-

set

j

ihg cbmb^tibility).
Although there has been much
bickering between the rival color
developers about systems, with
Sarnoff claiming that CBS efforts
to make its system more acceptable is a departure from its original concept, it isn’t likely that
such arguments will haVe much
weight with the FCG. The agency
Is primarily interested iri getting
color television, if the time is
ripe and the public wants it, and
doesn’t care who gets the glory.
Commissioner Frieda Hennock has
asked industry witnesses to work
together toward developing a system that meets all the needs. As
far as she is concerned, it could he
called the Samoff-Paley system.
.

Courtosy of M>0*M

GREAT RUPERT*

‘THE

For Georgo PaK Prodi.

THt CAMEL SHOW

Every Friday Hitt, 9:30 C.S.T.,

MRt.:

IF
Call

NBC

LOU CIAYTON

YOU WANT PUBLICITY
that PAYS OFF BIG
the

agency that pro*
mtrchandlsas Ha cllantB.

publicity

mofaB and

SAUL KRIEG ASSOCIATES
124

New York

Waif 44th Straat

Cl?ir*

LU

2*1 IIS

In, its

hunt for

talent.

]

Doubleday

has found good material in the lecture bureau and demonstration circuits. “People who have talked to
large groups, who have made the
rounds of the wom^en’s clubs, who
know their subjects and can demonstrate them, are what we’re lookThe radio
ing for,” Hoge saidi
type of femme commehtator, who
cultivated the neighborly personal^
ity, is not enough for video, he
believes. Besides having the friend-;
ly .approach, Sherman added, the
video gabber must b^ an expert in
a particular field and able to teach
with a showmanship flair.
Doubleday has been testing pror
and TV at varigrams in both
ous tithes arid 6n different net-

AM

works and

local outlets.

SANFORD
Musical Director
it

ji

NB6-TV^ Sdturdoysi t to

10:310

f,M.

/cmd.-
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StamnG BOB HOPE
Sund 0 y AprU
0

'

Whr JOv

NBC-TY, 5;30-7

Both Ttlevisloii Shows

Produetd by

MAX LIEBMAH

Its test-

ing will probably be accelerated on
TV and the Warren Hull and Ben
Grauer shows now on may be maintained during the summer.

frgst RgprgMntatIvgi:

SIDNEY ASCHER ASSOCIATES

WIUIAM MORRIS AOENCY

'Wedfi^sday, April 5,

BADltf^TELEVISiaiV

1950

Arena Sendoff
At that time, defehse
witnesses will be called.
Final FCC witness Jol^n Dehner,
a foriner news editor and newscaster, occupied the chair all day
Saturday to wind up the current
phase of the hearings, which lasted
16 days.
^
^
Dehner, now a Iqng-sideburned
screen and radio thesp, calmly
identified a score pf articles from
the Lris Angeles Examiner, the
local Hearst morriing paper, which
he said Richards had instructed
him to read over the air at various

September*
is being written by Ben Aronin . ,
Phil Shukeit, producer of “Pardon
signed
has
Robert Montgomery
My Pinky,” Coast video show, in
Rlla Baines to repeat the starring
week i « Frank “Bud”
role she had in the Universal him, town last
Paliiier^ up front WGN-Ty facili‘‘Phantom Lady/'
^‘Lucky Strike Theatre'' April 24. ties staff is new iele director at
Buraess. Meredith and Jean
same station . > , Harry Alter,
pie have the leads in ‘'Our ToAvn,
the next show in th^se- chairman of Third Annual Nation,

New York

.

.

,

slated as

Baltimore, April 4.
RUthrauff & Ryart arranged a
last Week which
sport
trial ballbon
may provide TV a new craze» It
was a scavenger hunt which had
results a bit iriore than astonishing.
During the Gunter (brewery)
Sports Show at WAAM-’TVt et
.

which

gabber

Nick

Campoffeda

,

Milwaukee, April 4.
Milwaukee brewing companies
are bringing in a bevy of radio
stars for a serief of shows April
9-15 for the opening week of the
receiitly
completed Arena. The
shows will be telecast oh WTMJ-

TV, including a simulcast April

1

of Pabst’s NBC “Life of Riley/'
featuring William Bendix, which
will be his first appearance on
/ ./
video:
“Salute to Milwaukee” pro.
seiited by Schlitz Brewing Go.
April 10 Will include such headlinere as Dick Haymes, Georgia Gibbs,
Dehner worked at
times.
Tony and Sally DeMarco, Don
from April, 1042^ to November, Graig Glee Club, Paul Whiteman
1943.
arid 42-piece, orch, and: Art Link^
Robert Fulton, Richards* at- letter as emcee. /
torney, attempted to develop the
bn April 12 the “High Life Reidea that, at the time Dehne,r was
had rinly the vue” with Lriwrehce Welk and
ab the station,
band, sponsored by Miller Brewiiig
wire facilities of AP and UP, and
Examiner matefial was Co. bn arc, will be aired from the
since
,

,

^

does a Ted Husing, prizes were ofA
rieS next Monday (10)
al Television and Electrica
who could turn
sports chief Red Barber guests on Show tb be held here Sept,' 30 fered fbr anybody
1921
with
ri
.next
itmriiing
the
Friends
next
up
&
Godfrey
“Arthur
repbrts space sales to silver dollar, a 1940 Maryland liWednesday night (12) to traile^ze thru Oct. 8,
exhibitors has already passed last cense plate, the froiit page of a
KMPG
the new baseball seaSpn
Scott Keck, Henri, local ttewspaper more than a year
Leirby, Maurice Roccp ^nu the Jack yea’r’s total
arid
to
radio
Chi
added
Hurst & McDbnald,
old and a suds bottle with the origCole Dancers have been
Bob Hope's Easter Sunday show TV director, in New York this iriai label ;of the brewery.
Frigidaire Week Winding up details of Weath(9), being sponsored by
Instead of half a dozen scavenged
on NBC. Dinah Shore and Beatrice erbird Shoes’ entry into ABC’s hunters turning up next day, which
“Miss
Lillie had previously been setjpr “Super Circus” April 23
KMPC
cold and rainy, there came a
was
MilW.
Contest,’''
Harry
Beauty
Tavern Pale
the holiday one-shot
the
boHand named technical operations B; Doner ad agency 'production, mob which had to. be housed in
in
most
which
is
engineer for DuMont’s WABDi re- expands from quarter-hoUr to Mf- lobby of the plant,
Arena and siihulcast ori WMTJ-TV.
station
placing Henry Fraser, who’s taken hoiir on WGN-TV April 6 ... Hob suburban Baltimote. All the things INS, it was natural that the
Ethel Smith is scheduled
k up news material frjom an- Organist
a leave of absence because of ill- Zelens, radio and teevee director asked for turned up, There Were
to appear at the Afreha the. entire
Milholland will continue to of John W. Shaw Adv. Inc,, is su- 20 guys with 1921 silver cartwheels, other service to aiisment its own opening week.
ness.
'
supervise the teletranscriptloh eii- pervising production of WBKB’s about 40 front pages from old news- sources.
Dean “Five Star Final” .Norman Ross papers, a dozen license plates.
Dehner opined that the pickups,
gineeri^ department
Martin and Jerry Lewis scheduled is being tested for teeyee on a
Ryan and Richards* frequent injunctions
Ob j ect of the Buthrauff
to launch a series of guest shots Week-to-Week 15-minUte stint on
against Hem^y Walto test the pull of day? to “slant'! copy
stunt
was
the
with
via
Fischer
bows
Lois
shows
NBC-TV
WNBQ
on various
TV. Now the public response lace, Helen Qahagari Douglas/ the
•‘Jack Carter Show” from Chicago a new show, on WENR-TV April light
administrations arid Jews, wPfe
Continued from page 38
April 15 ... Three CBS-TV strip 15 . Jules Herbuveaux, Chi NBC has. diverted the experimenters’ simply to “further his pwn attitude
shows have been given new time TV chief, is vacationing in Phoe- atteritioh to the potential appeal of and that In my opinion is incom- ages under the Sherman AntiThey haye news
/ Jim Ameche will emcee scavenger hunts.
slots. “Life with Snarky Parker” nix
principles
of Trust_ ActL;
‘Follbw the Show/’ half-hour va^ arid picture possibilities, and bring patible with the
is now aired from 6:15 to 6:30 p. m.;
Sindlinger’s company is licensed
“Chuck Wagon/' from 5:15 to 6:15, rlety show debuting on WBKB all kinds of characters to the TV journalism.”
Dehner also testified that Rich- by Electronic Radox to use Radox,
and the;. “Ted Steele Show” from April 12/
studios.
ards frequently called him on the
Kyle MacDonneli set
5 to 5:15 .
Agency was very surprised at telephone to deliver orders on how an electronic device attached to rafor four successive giiest shots on
the bulk of reaction. Odds in tbe
London
‘‘Gavalnight
wcasts should be handled, some dio and TV sets in a group of samSaturday
DuMont’s
20 ne
Grade Fields will launch the R&R office were that less than 82 of the telephoue conversations run- ple homes, connected by special
cade of Stars,” starting this week
respond.
Abont
would
people
now
until
Ethel Gilchrist,
new “Lucky Dip” series which
(8)
ning as long aS 100 minutes.
telephone lines to a local exchange
grit
advertising-sales promotion chief features Duggie Wakefield and the showed up, arid everybody
‘For Good of Industry*
and thence to a central monitorr
for KNBC, NBC’s San Francisco Nat. Allen orch. She Will be guest prizes, which mearit the
Preceding Dehner to the stand, ing agency^'
station, named a writer in the web’s star on the initial program April boysTiad to go out and dig up the
homeoffice TV ad-prOmotion de- 12 and subsequently the show will extra radio sets, clothing arid other as the hearing heared its final
According tb the bill bf corii-^
phase for the time being, Eddie
“
items offered.
.
partment.
be on the air fortnightly
plaint,; Sihdlinger ran into interLyon; another former KMPC news
Charles Singer and N, F. Smith, Ronnie Waldman, Who introduced
ference from the paterit office,
director and arinpunceF,. provided
of WOR's engineering staff, to “Puzzle Corner” to video from
when .he attempted to increase the
speak April 25 at American In- radio, is producing a hew “Kaleifireworks when, he iriterrupted
financial structure of his firm. One
stitute of Electrical Engineers in doscope” series beginning April 14,
Fulton’s scorching cross-examinaof the defendants, Heniy A. RahN-.Y.
with MacDonald Hobley again
tion to exclaim:
mel, v.p/ of the A; C; Nielsen Co.,
Continued from page 35
Dennis James pacted to play eniceeing
Masefield’s
John
*T
want
oiie
ma^e
thing
clear.
to
was said to have filed 10 applicahimself as a wrestling announcer 'verse play, “Good Friday,” wdll be
serving WFIL-T'V, ABC and Du- I am not here to hurt ariyone.
tions for patents covering much
in the hew Jack Carson film, “Mr. shown April 7. It was first aired
the am not here out of friendship for
Universe,” now being, shot in N.Y. over TV two years back, arid Mont, to consider adopting
the same grbund aS Radox, the patby Laurel Films ... Baritone producer Douglas Allen has reas- code for all #eb programs. Owners anybody. KMPC is but one tiny ent application for which had been
Johnny Thompson prepping a show sembled most of the original cast, of nets and all stations were UTged segment of a vast industry to Which filed by Reiss.
for WOR-TV.
including Margaretta ScOtt and to set up srime self-imposed regula- I have devoted 21 years. I am here
Sindliriger charged the patent
NBC-TV p r o du c e r Caroline Clement McCallin /. Jack Hulbert tion to obviate threat of Fedefa for the good of that iridustry.”
Burke and Jerry Danzig, associate and Bobbie Howes will be in the censorship.
There were frequent clashes be- litigation was a deliberate attempt
CBS-TV prograni director, speak- ex-West End hiusicak “Here Come
“As a piublisher I am firmly tweeh Fulton and Ford, with Ford to force him and Radox out of bustNeilsen and Hooper, the
ing before the “Woman Pays” the Boys,” April 8 and 11
Last opposed^ to any frirm of censorship charging attempted intimidation of ness.
complaint states, handle 75% of
club next Tuesday (11). ... Three night (4) Gordon Harker starred that might be ,imposedv on a me- witriesj^s.
money spent on radio research surradio soap opera mothers appear- in “The Poltergeist”
Terry dium of information,” said AnnenAt one point, Fulton pressed veys. Ai C. Nielsen, another of
ing oh Sydney Smith's afternoon Thomas begins a new “How Do You berg. “It is obvious, however, that
Lyon to specify KMPG scripts the defendants and president of.
DuMont shqw Friday (7), includ- View” series tonight (5).
unless the television industry exer- which were “false and deceitful.”
ing Florence Freeinan
(Young
the Nielsen Cb., after agreeing to
cises self-epritrol theye will soon Lyon snapped:
Widder Brown), Katherine Raht
permit the Sindliriger Co. to conbe a demand for; censorship by the
“There are none that were false. tinue operations, regardless of
(Henry Aldrich’s mother)
and
Federal government; Self-imposed But when you go bn the air and
Marion Barney (Pepper Young’s
litigation, revoked that depending
control as: practiced by the riiotion say, ‘Here is the latest news,* and
mother).
Life magazine plancision In a letter; two weeks later.
picture industry, is preferable to then read an item from the Read
Continued from page 35
ning a picture layout on TV’s con^
As result of the Nielsen letter,
government censorship/
trovefsial plunging neckline prober’s Digest or from a newspaper
Sindlinger said his company has
lem,
To be included are Maggl Mayer, Robert Tallman, Charles
“Since television employs the that is two or three days old, when
McNeills, Pegeeh Fitzgerald, Rob- Robinson, Thomas Sugrue and same basic principles as the filfns you call that the latest news, I discontinued its services to customers and is operating on a standerta Quinlan and others.
Bill Maurice Valency as among the lesight and sound—and since*' the would say it was deceitful.**
by basis only.
Warwick assigned to direct the upmotion picture code has proved
George Lewin, another In the
coming WNBT daytime .participa^ git or film writers wko have done successful during the past 20
The plaintiffs also contend th«
parade of former newstneh on the defendants circulated false and
tion show from the Tavern on the work for CBS recently.
years, it is reasonable that the stand, testified
for
a
surprisingiy
Green in Manhattan’s Central
Coheessto^
same code should apply to both short time. He had been expected damaging rumors about them and
Park, which is being produced by
their business was adversely afWebs are doing whatever possi- mediums.”
Martin Stone. Associates/
Ed
to be second only to Clete Roberts fected.
They asked the court to
Evans, WPIX film programs chief, ble to attract more writers into
in the Government’s heavy artiilery enjoin the defendants froin conresigned to rejoin RKO Pathe.
section. Roberts spent eight days tinuing
TV. CBS, of course, is currently
such actions and to declare
on the stand during the early part invalid contracts between the decoriducting a Criritejst in association
of the hearing. Lewin, however, fendant firms
Hollywood
with World Video/ indie package
and their eustomers
merely told of orders from Rich- since January, 1 946.
Continued from page 35
Hal Hudson, manager of CBS agency, for the best original
ards coricerning treatment of news.
television department in Holly- scripts subriiitted by college stu- of CBS
carry all night games beAfter being queried about accuNBC story editor Maeve cause ofto network
wood, has made several staff dents.
contracual com- sations of “editorial policy” on the
changes to meet the needs of in- Southgate polrited out that, as far
mitments, this week named Ralph part of Richards, Lewin interrupted
creased programming. Ralph Nor
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as scripts for the NBC house-proas associate direc- duced dramatic shows go, the autor of the Alan Young show“,Leo thor regains full rights eight weeks
Pepin gets the new post of show after the show is produced live.
manager; Kenneth MacClelland Eight-week period was established
will supervise all set construction
to provide for the time lag on staand design the scenes for the tions carrying the show
via kineYoung and Ed Wynn shows, and scope.
Question pf rights is imLeonard Auerbach is stage manato the author, Miss Southportant
for
ger
both lietwork productions
... WendeH Niles, long time an- gate priinted put, since many video
nouncer for Bob Hope, will be shows can be restaged after, sevback with the comedian in that eral months.
capacity bii the Frigidaire Easter
toss Southgate also stressed the
TV special
“The Adventures importance of acquainting authors
of Otis Beagle”: will be kinnied at with the medium, declaring NBC
April 19. Bill Williams and how grants permission for writers
Fred Clark will handle lead roles to attend, rehearsals and, wherever
Wiillaitf F. Sheehan will produce
possible, to follow a script through
the program
.
Hoot Gibson has
.
been set to do a three times the various stages of production to
its final airing.
She recently inweekly show over KLACrTV. Gib
$on will be encased in a 30rminute stituted the practice of .gathering a
group
of
^Writers
together once a
program each Tuesday,
ednesday
arid
Thursday.
Cowpoke Will month to haye them read a script
handle first 10 minutes of ;shbw frQjtri a current “Chevrolet TeleW’itb I’emaining 20 miriUtes being Theatre” show and then watch its
devoted to a serialized version of production from the studio control
his old cha^e westerns ;
KLAf- room. Then Garry Simpson, one
TV has picked up the options bn of the directors for the, show,
Jim Hawthpriie and Joe Graydbn.. meets with them to answer qurisHawthorne show is sold out.
.tioris.
Iff addition, NBC gives out
sample scripts for writers to study
TV formats/.

man moves up

^

.

.

.

.

KNBH

.

W

.

.

Chi<^ag6

.

.

Both Heineman and Miss SouthE. Jonny Graffs newly appointed
Veepee in charge of radio and TV gate declared they’re interested in
at Kaufman & Associates, will su- helping writers whenever possible
pervise telecast of “Festival of and will huddle with anyone who
Freedom,” story of Passover, on has a story^not an idea—to subWBNQ April 5/ Script for show mit.

Giffen to supervise its baseball the cross-examination to declare
pickups. Giffen worked the Boston his belief that “riewspapers have a
Braves and Red Sox games last perfect right to editorialize any
year via WBZ-TV, Boston, and way they see fit But, radio staplans to' survey Ebbets Field thor- tions and radio networks
do not
oughly before deciding on his cam- .have that right; they’re supposed
era positions.
to play it right down the middle.”

Jack Murphy, WPlX remote director, also wants to case the Polo

phone survey

will be used to determine ratings, share of audienct
arid sets-in-use figures for all pro-

grams

week

Continued froni page 31
at Phoenix, Ariz.> said he
the
“your
name has been suggested
would endeavor to jockey his camera positions to provide for more to Us” device, organization’s literature .asks entrants to tell in 50
color in the criverage. He’ll use two
cameras behind the plate, another words or less why they would like
on the first base line and probably to appear on show, with the stipua fourth for commercials exclusive- lation they serfd along $2 as entry
". ..
fee.
ly.
also plans to repeat with
Postal inspectors: are said to. be
Its extensive use of the Zoomar
trying to locate the 0uiz show and
lens.
The situation was
Yankee games are to be spon- its sponsor.
sored by Ballantine’^, with Dizzy brought to the attention of the post
Dean, Mel Allen arid Curt Gowdy office department by Chi radio Stahandling the narratiori:. Dean will tions who,..1iaving no kribwledge of
also do a 10-mlnute pre-gairie and the agency, began feceiving letters
post-game iriterview show with from listeners asking about the
players; and guest celebs, which “contest.” The outfit, using a Loop
will be bankrolled, by Philip Mor- addrbss, has no telephone listing.

camp

WPIX
•'

;

:

;

ris.
Schaefer's Beer sponsors the
Dodgers, with Red Barber, Connie
Bbstoh
Joseph F. Dlnneen,
Desmorid and Vince Scully calling author of “Purple Shamrock,” has
the plays. Ernie Harwell and Russ joined WBMS as news commeh
Hodges will double ori the Giant tator. The Boston Globe coluriinist
games, to be bankrolled by Ches- will be sporisored six days weekly
terfields.
by a Hub brokerage firm.

—

,

Study

fjroni page, si

arid

time periods,

Reports
,

will be issued weekly, for the four-

Grounds more thoroughly before
changing any' of the camera Sites
he iisCd last year. .Murphy, recently returned from the Giarits’ training

MBS

continued

stretch.

In addition

to the

national study, Grossley field workers will also prepare local repbrlt
arialyzing audience habits. Break-,
down of the ratings will be; by twoperiods, Monday througii

hour

Friday, plus afternoon and evening

Saturday and Sunday.
MBS hopes to get valuable ammunition from the study to back
up its claim as the “grass rooti
Iti addition, the report ii
web,’*
expected to prove helpful in pro-

ratirigs fpr

viding affiliated stations with evidence to use in gernerlng local and
national spot business. Indications
are, MBS researchers feel, that
Hooper ratings failed to give the
chain the full measure of its pulling power/ particularly where it
was the Only station in town.
Grossley data may also be used as
an answer to Broadcast Measurement Bureau, whose Study No. 2
Mutual failed to back, because
BMB tended, in tbo MBS view, to
overemphasize •webs With popular
programs and high-priced stars.
:

i

.,
'

1

Tony

Martin’s

kCA

Waxings Pre-London
Tony Martin, who is booked for
a Lohdon Palladium date starting
April 24, will stop in ISFew York
en route from Hollywood for two
RCA Victor recording sessions
April 19-20.

A few more newly ‘developed
percenter
hands are needed to trim
agency
expenses, according to talent
The;.20% increase in onereos
last
year
niehter business over
contributed materially in

Framcit

Bobert Music’s

You Were

St
hew
men,

'

pppiilarity,
ita biggest

to agency
guarantees
neither the

,

first call.

If

piq draWs

end

:

:

,

B

Which have lagged behind sales in
the 12-inch pop and Masterworks
division. It’s also hoped that the
campaign’s momentum will help
counter the onset of the summer
Decca’s recent release of ah al- slump felt generally by the disk
bum of tunes from the current industry since the end of the war.
Broadway musical, “Arms and the

COMPETITION ON DISKS

has put Pearl Bailey into
almost direct competition with herGirl,”

self.

Songstress Who as a

of show’s cast recorded

in 1st

member

size preferably.:

duced an unprecedented number
of shifts between the two. labels,
with additional switches expected

near future.
Columbia scored the

in the

— Ibhg

ho other charge.
Minheapolis, April

As

far as Spike Jones

4.

was con-

cerned at aiiy fate, Minneapolis
proved a great two-week stand, his
“Depreciation Revue” pulling a
hefty $43, pop for the fortnight and
an additional Sunday with two
more perfbrmahces at $3 top in

coup

latest

and Leohard Bernsteiii went in
In the same

the same directipn.

period,
however* yietpr pulled
from Columbia siich liames as
Frankie Carle, Gene Krupa, Helen
Traubel and Gregor Piatigofsky.
A major tiff over talent between
the two leading diskeries is slated
to take place in about five months
when. Dinah Shore’s pact with Columbia runs out;
The top 'name
Amer ioan Society of Composers, in the latter’s pop diyisipn, Miss
Shore
is reportedly divided in alAuthors and Publishers board of
directors met yesterday (Tues.) legiance between the two comafternoon to prelimiharly discuss panies. While Columbia has done
Some of the Society’s new problems, right by her in giy ing her first
as posed by the recent consent de- crack at hit material, the singer
cree.
Prominent among the ques- has clpse friendship tm^ With
tions mulled was the iriterrial re- Manie $acks, Victor director of
constructioh of ASCAP, with par- artists relations, who helped deticular reference tp the decree's velop MisS Shore when he served
atipulation that an ehtire board be in the same post- bt Columbia.
Current
elected for a two-year term, in
outbreak
of
talent
place of the present system of an- rivalry in the disk field is gennual elections of eight members of erally ascribed as the reflection of
the 24-hian board for a three-year the jpckeying for top names by
CBS and NBC in radio and teleperiod.
Also under discussion at yester- vision. Disk company; execs, howday's confab were ways and moans eyer, declare that the talent bidfor working out a new writers’ ding is an outgrowth of the highly
classificatioh system, plus neces- competitive state of the industry
sary changes in the Society’s by- and the ; need for an aggressive
laws to conform with the provisions talent and repertory policy
of the consent decree.
These
changes will be an important part
of the agenda at the annual ASCAP
membership meeting, to be held in
New York the end of this month,
with each change calling for ratlft:

the l,9P()-Seat Lyceum. Attraction
started slowly, but built, and the
second" week, hitting $21,000, was
better than the first.
Total per^
forihahees were 18.

.

Two-Week bobking had been looked upon With astonishment in local
theatrical circles with wiseacres
predicting theatre and show would
take a big beating.
The results
not only dembhstrated Jones’ pulling power, but also what big league
exploitation
can accomplish. A
record sum for the theatre^ $3,000,
was spent :on advertising, and Jones
himself, appearing bh every disk
jockey show at all hours of the day
and night and pulling all sorts of
other stunts, garnered an amazing
amount of newspaper and other

.

,

:

,

;

publicity;

Following his Lyceum bate,
Jones racked up $4,200 in a onenite stand in Duluth March 27
despite the worst blizzard in 40
years, with streetcars and taxis at
a virtual standstill. In Rochester,
Jones
Minn., the night after,
played to a capacity house in the
local auditorium with a gross of
'

.

;

In Eau Claire and Racine,
Wisconsin, J ones grossed catioh by ballot vote.
$4,500 and $4,100 over the weekBoard meet yesterday also covend (29-3Q).
ered the subject of the continuation as Society prexy of Fred E.
Ahlert, now ending his second oneyear term in office. If Ahlert is
elected for a third year, it would
hecessifate the rescinding of a rule
established four years ago to the
effect that a president cannot sucChicago, April 4.
Frankie Carle will definitely fulfill ceed himself more than once. Rule
was set up during Deems Taylor’s
all commitments for his bne-rtighttenure as headmari, and was hot
er tour in the midwest during April jput to any test when Ahlert sucand May, General Artists Gorp. ceeded, him after his second term.
spokesmen announced here lasjt
week. Tour starts April 8 at Club
36, Marysvillei Kans.
Reports that Carle would be out J.D.’sN.Y. Residence
seven or eight months loosed a
to Riifine vs. M-Gflood of calls from midWestern opy.
-j
-r*
1
eratbrs to GAC here.
Jimmy
is a resident of
Dorsey
$7,200.

both

;

with the snarliig of Met opera star
Dorothy Kirsten from Victor’s
liheup this week along with pop:
singer Bill Lawrence/ Previously,
Sir Thomas BeeGham; Pablo Casals

There will be

.

RCA

111

.

;

Broadcast Music«
this

CARLE TO KEEP DATES

inc.,

executives

week are putting the

finishing

touches to preparations for the celebratipn on. BMI’s lOth anniversary
at the 28th ariiiuSi' National Assn,
of Broadcasters convention which
starts April 12 in (Chicago.
Whereas in past years BMI has
brought to NAB conventions a variety of exhibits calling attention
to the programmihg services offered its. broadcast licensees, the
emphasis at next week’s coUfab will
be pn the BMI product Itself. Organization will accent the music
repertoire, which started in 1940
with very few items and has grown
in the past decade to a catalog cbvering several hundred thousand
New York state, Supreme Court eopyrights, representing the
comJustme ,„WorHs Eder ^agreed last bined publishing efforts of BMI itPact
Polly Bergen’s
week. The jurist s ruling automa-: self and 1,362 affiliated publishing
tically freed the bandleader from firms*
Hinges on No. of Sides a warrant of attachment by which
A number of BMI publishers are
Lbew’s, iric., as parent company
Polly Bergen, Coast singer untrek to Chicago for the
R^c(^s' naa tied up Ws
itecpras.
der contract to Columbia Pictures, ot
which will cover a full
may close a disking pact with RCA, salary at the Hotel Statler, N. Y.
week. Among BMI’s plans for its
In vacating the Warrant, Justice own celebration is the ho.sting pf
of
her cut
following
Victor
“Honky-Tonkin’ ” for the Kern Eder held that “it is clear from the these pubs at a special luncheon on
cases on the subject that the test April 18.
label.
Inking of the pact has been of residence is whether the defendstalled by insistence of Miss Ber- ant had a place of abode in this
gen’s agents, Marty Melcher and state, temporary or permanent, at
FINDS IT
Dick Dorso, for 12 sides. RGA the time of the issuance of the at^
Victor’s Manle Sacks wants to give tachmerit.” The record, the court
added, shows that Dorsey had met
the singer four sides initially.
that requirement.
Capitol Records is having a
Loew’s Unayailingly argued that, tough job finding buyers for its.
Holler Gufe 4
mere temporary physical presence kiddie sheilac album.s. Ou tfit is
Himself in the state Is npt of itself suffi- currently offering record dealers
Markets
cierit ground for denial of the atPittsburgh, April 4.
twp juve 78 rprrt sets for the price
Eager to cash in on his local tacliment. Legal skirrriishing grew of one. Situation, however, does
jocks out of M-CJ-M: Records* claim that riot reflect a slide in the kiddie
popularity with town’s
and jukebox operatprs arid unwill- Dorsey 6wes it $15,000 under agree- niarketj biit rather a shying -away
ing to wait for an offer from an merits inked in 1946 and H7.
on the part of the cpnsumer from
established firm, Jackie Heller, lothe breakable shellac.
cal cafe entertainer and owner,
(Company, which has all its ciiildWallerstcin to Europe
climbed pri the bandwagon himself
reri albums available on npn-breakI
bia
last week and cut four sides which
C
u
m
WallCrstein,
Ted
p
able 45 rpm, is finding sales in this
he’ll put pri the market with his Records prexy, leaves for Europe categpry still favorabie.
Dealers
own colri. Platters were waxed in Apfil 7 on a combined business- note that parent.s: don’t particularly
8
.

!

•

.

.

RCA

|

.

MUM

^

CAR

TOUGH

*

two sides

Tharpp, gospel
for the Decca albuin, has also put
singer inked to a hew four-year
out the saime two numbers for Cprecording pact by Decca last week,
lurnbia. She’s contracted to latter.
for the Golden
Tunes are ‘‘Nothin’ For Nothin^” has been booked
and “There Miist Be .Something Gate Ballrpbm in Harlem May 14
Latter num- for her first date in New York in
Better Than Love.”
ber in the Decca album is included over five years. “'She will get 60%
in a medley of songs.
Dickers are also on
of the gate.
for the singer to appear at Bop
City on Broadway.
Siiira 2 Bandleaders For
Sister Tharpe, who has been pilr
churches,
Lifts from Levenson Tonie ing Up heavy grosses in
auditoriums and ball fields through
Citadel Press, publishers of a
the Philat
appear
the South, will
book written by comedian Sain harmonic hall, Hollywood, July 17
Joe
Levenson, filed an infringement on a flat $2,000 guarantee.
booking.
suit in N. y. Federal court last Glaser made the
week against bandleaders Jack
Ramon and Bert Wayiie.
According to the complaint,^ the
music publisher Reg
defendants infringed by publishing
British
a pamphlet which contained ma- Connelly and his wife are en route
tefial allegedly lifted from Leven- from Loiidbn aboard the Caroriia.
soh’s “Meet the Folks.”
His Ainericari visit is in connecAn injunction and a c c o u n 1 1 n g are tion With his Campbell Connelly
Sister

Rosetta

.

,

Sought.

self-addressed envelope

but last year

it

.

ASCAP

m

scale promotiohal drive at the

last,

After slugglhg

Victor and Cbltimbia are intensifying their taleiit war. Gross-bidding for artists haa already pro-

Variety

will
distribute gratis a digest reprint of salient
stories,
attendant to the recent Con-,
sent Decree, including the full
text of the Decree itself, with
interbretiye paragraph by paragraph analysis of same. Send^

one of

promoter buys a few other crews of this month. Scojpe of the camto get a crack at the orch most paign and the budget outlay for
likely to bring in a healthy return. it are likely to par the offensive
Thus a few hot bands will lower staged by RCA Victor oh behalf of
overhead for the percenters. tTnits 45 rpnni platters, estimated at
fortunately for them, there aren’t
enough hew bands or outfits in der over $2,000,000.
mand because of best-selling disks
Largest; single chunk of Colunito put the agencies in the driver’s bia coin, around $500,000, will be
Consequently, selling exseat.
ba nkroll the GB S yideb
penses reinain almost as high this used to
show, “The Show 'Goes On,” on a
year as they were last season.
nine-station hookup. While the record cbmpany is a subsidiary of
CBB, payment for the video show,
especially to the affiliate stations,
will be piade in hard cash which
will show up in the record company’s anitual profit-and4oss statement. Disk company was inked to
bankroll the show starting April
20, and will again pick up the tab
RCA Victor is stepping up its next fall after the summer hiatus.
83 rpm releases , with 25 more Uhderstood, however, that if CBS
numbers slated to be added to its can line up another sponsor, the
present catalog within two weeks. record subsid will bow out.
Campaign will alsO: cover the naNew numbers wiU include hew
pressings as well as several trans- tional magSt hewspapers, radio,
In display and point-of-sale proihofers froni the old 78 catalog.
addition, Victor is preparing a spcr- tional materiaL Almost $100,000
clal repertory of long-playing disks will be, shelled out for doubleTpage
which will be released simulta- spreads In three mags, Life, Look
neously with the start of Arturo and the Saturday Evening Post,
Toscanihi’s concert tour st the end to be run during May. Full-page
ads in the same mags will be run
of this month.
dealVictor distribs, at the same time, subsequently. Co-bp ads with
local dailies
have completed stocking retailers ers will be run in
throughout*
the
country
with the initial slate of 25 longTarget of the drive, which was
play disks. Unexpectedly heavy demand caused shortages ;^in many putlined to the company's district
at a special meeting in
areas and delayed the start of Vic- managers
Last Bridgeport last Friday (28) , will
tor’s promotional campaign.
Week, however, Victor began plug- be to give added impetus to the
of the company 33^/^ disks,
ging its 33’s via radio, video and sales
in both the pop and longhair
daily newspaper ads.
Special attention will be
fields.
given to the seven-inch disks,

Releases on

While they

numbers ducted with Fran Warren.

yocks When the lomule, unexpectedly

quacious
point where
visited by s o
to
e notables,
maestro nor the promoter can be
brays, ;“If I’d have known you
hurt badily if there^S a flopppla.
were coinihg T^d have baked a
There’s a greater tendency among
;Cake.”
some offices, Associated Booking
Cbrpi particularly, to trim guarantees and uPped percentages so that
both promoter and bandleader will
gamble on the ultimate return.
A new band ban provide the
agencies With a setling point Which
unload less-desirable
will heip
properties. This is a return to the
whereby a ballrooin
selling
type of
operator had to buy several outfits in order to get a band that can
up the gross.
The bhe-hlghter departments are
how Using bands with currently
In its second major push since
hot records as wedges to move
bands which have been static. Any its introduction of the long-playing
dperator calling for a particular disks over two years ago, Columbia
orch is told that the agency’s reg- Records is slated to launch a largeular customers have

eight sides in addition to several

.

in theV“battle of the speeds,’*

ASGAP Decr^

.

Universal filmj “Francis.”
~ In view of the tune’s current

,

the orch, is sufficiently desirable,

:

Fd Have

^

Martin has been scheduled for

is getting a
cujffo publicity ride via Francis, the '“talkiiig’’ mule in the

crews,* according
is the dropping of

the

!

Soyry
“If I Knew

Cornin’

Baked a Cake’’

Agencies
lowering selling costs.
more growing
fAel that a few
to
they-re
if
needed
maestri are
SSlf costs to any degree.
Alternative to the grooming of
;
,

Is

company. Pub arrives A^il

10,

!

’Em

m

.

I

KDKA studios under supervision of
Bill Brant*
ner.

station’s

:

vacation trip.

platter spin-

care to shell

oil t*

dough for the

7

’s

company’s talent ac- i.n view Qf the short life it could
op the have in the hapds of the kids.
tivities; in .England and
Iferman
by
Heller was backed
Though the standard speed albums
Continent.
Middleman’s band, which plays at
arc cheaper, the difference is so
singer's downtown nitery, the Carcomparatiyeiy .slight, that the buySisKinder
OLSEN SET FOR CAR^ N. Y.
ousel, as well as three
ers would rather pay a little more
Pittsburgh
all
Aston;
Buzz
and
ters
Bandleader -George Olsen and for the npmbreakable sets.
radio personalities.
Y.
N.
first
will
play
their
orche.Stra
Before the introduction of the
th'eatre date in many years, in May, slower speed, Capitol did phenomAbart Music Inc. chartered to at the Capitol thcatrev
enal business with a number of the
conduct a music publishing busiAssociated albums currently included in the
of
Yates
Charlie
ness In New York. Capital stock
list of poor shellac sellers.
Booking Corp. set the deal.
no par value.
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British Sheet Sellers
(Week ending' March 25
Lohdon, March 28.

SCnOENFELD
Gum’V
> Ing Wtrumental
‘‘Ghoo’h uum
"cnoon
By

HEIRT^l

v^i-esa BrewerJ
(London). .Miss
«Honky Tonkin'
Brewer is figured to do for “^Gum”
sh^ did for "Music. Muric.
happen in the
Miisic” and it could
state of the disk .market
novelty has:
Ihei-e virtually any
potential of. becoming an epi"Gum,” which is taken
somic
tune,
from ah Sd stdewalk-folk lyric
cleverness In its
some
s
meiodyr but Miss Brewer
with; a fiivedresses It UP brightly
and a solid. Dixie back-:.
vocal
like
combo.
tytell’s
Ground by Jimmy
MaVtln's cut fw Capitol is
sounds even
okay, but the number,
his male and
Sllier than it is with
Martin does much
msiture pipes.
T Don’t
better with the reverse,
Care If the Sun Don’t, Shine,” with
Eight acPaiil Weston’s Dixieland
is
“Honky. TonkinJ ”
comping.
renraucously
and
rhythmic
rapid;
dered - in Miss Brewer’s tricky

SS
Snt

Z

w

&

:

If

SS

'istyle.''

Dinah Shore-Dnsty Walker; “Ask
Me NO Questions”-** You’ve Been
(Columbia).
Checkers”
Playing
is getting plenty of
this duet by Miss Shore

“Questions”
play

and

and Walker should multiply the
number of spins. Number hns a
good beat and cute lyric that’s
salably done on this side .with
some playful detuning in the vo-

Flipover has equally strong
cal.
chances for a jock and juke ride.
A fresh pop,“Checkers” gets the
benefit Of a highly appealing workout by this nicely balanced duo.

Worko^

of

Harry Lime Theme Chappell
Down, in the Glen.
Wright
Bunch of Coconuts Box & Cox
''
Garden of Weeds Box St Cox
is It True About Dixie
Wood
>

the

fifte..oldie.

.

;

Marie

Khiffht: “Seal of Heaven“‘‘JLive^The Life”- (Decca). These
.

Music, Music ......... Leeds
Jealous Heart ..i. New World
Dear Hearts
......
Morris

^

^

.

sides by Marie Knight are among
Hop Scotch Polka
Leeds
the best examples of a class of
Can-Can Polka
Connelly
superb vocals which, Tor some reaChatanoogie
Boy
Musie
Pic
son, are ignored except for specialSong In Our Heart 20th-C3eht.
ized-audiences. Jocks with a taste
for the unusual will find this disk
Second
sui^ble for a big play. Miss
who is in the Sister Ros^
Best of Aiiv
Connelly
Sharpe genre, has a powerful
ITl string Along
.Feldman
oldtime blues style which, for its
Clear Blue Sky
Dreyer
dramatic, moying .quality, would 0 Breaking My Heart
Sterling
be difficult to Iniatch in; the pop
When World Forgotten Carolih
field. Themes of both humbers are
My Thanks To Ypii ; Noel Gay
gospel revivalist, but Miss Knight
;
.Cinephbnic
Why Is It
handles them, with a terrific lowOur Love Story ;
CArolin
down rhythiTi> The contrast is
Mule Train
.Chappell
striking. Sam Price Trio dishes out
Someday My Heart Chappell
a solid jazx beat in the background.
Forever arid Ever :. ;F.D. & H.

The pop

.

:

.

.

.

;

ON TUNE AUTHORSHIP

.

.

Jacquet is currently
squabbling with Advance Music
over outfit’s publication of the
Jimmy MundyrAl Stillman tuhe,
Illinois

.

12

.

.

.

.

;

.

.-

“Dbncha Go Away Mad;” Jacquet’a

.

that the number is nothing
ihore than a lyrical version of the
iristrum>jntal ‘‘Black Velvet,” which
;he clainis he vvrote in collaboration
with Mundy.“Velvet” was also pub:
lished by Advance.
Jacquet, who recorded the riumber for, RCA yirtor, was lirted as
co-writer on the initial platter A reI Need You
his naine has
Victoria
leased.
since been removed froiri the label
as collaborator, According to ah
.Capitol is reissuing a flock of
Advance spokesman, the writer
Stan Kenton disks, including siich
status only pertained to the Victor
standout jock items as “Peaniit
diskirig and was probabiy the reyendor’’
and ‘'How High the
“
on
sult of a special personal deal beMoon with june Christy yocalliug
•
Mercury has waxed ah
Natiottal Records, ctirreritly hit- tvveeri Mundy and Jacquet. Number
unusual album with the top bop ting the best seller lists with its is registered in the files of the
biXophohist, Charlie Parker, hew- Eileen Barton recording of “Baked American Society of Composers,
ing to the melodic line against a
a Cake,” is trying its luck with an Authors and Publishers as being
string aind woodwind background.
uriknown.
Compahy has pitched a Mundy creation.
“Charlie Parker with Strings” is
Lynrie
Howard against Teresa
a solid three-disk set thatTl proT
plattef
vide good materiai for jock pror Brewer arid other w.k.
artists iri tlie “Choo’n
raOe,
.

*

.

.

beef

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

frohit-running- click last Christ-

a:

-

:

.

.other/'

Gene

'

:

.

.

,

.

,

.

.
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Shirter’s

Luther’s diskihgs of
“Peter GOttontaU” are hiirdl Ing the
mpppet barrier and heading for
general hifddm. “Floppy, ” Luther’s
kiddie-slanted backing on his "Cottontail’’ platter is also startirig to
attract adult jukebox arid; disk-jockey Attention. V Theri there is.
the upcomirig Teresa Brewer London waxing of “Chbo'n Gum” With

.

s

Mefvin

Autry’s,

Frank

arid

.

.

for; the 8*‘ave»

mas, there has beeii: an increasing
procession of ditties with a juvenile angle in one di^octioh Or ah-

is

.

:

be

mtisle business

according to
the moist pessimistic of its observers,* but the current output of
tunes would seem: to indicate just
the reverse^that it’s going back
to The cradle. Since “Rudolph the
Red-Nosed Reindeer” captivated
not only the small fpr but enough
of the aduhi population to make it

heading

.

;

“my mama gave me

elementary

its

.

.

age arid time

;

.

.

Gum”

Mills Music has an item called
Found My Mama,’’: cut by Floyd
“Salty” Holmes for London, with
a definite slaht toward the short-,
pants .set via the lyi’ics and the;
simulation on harmonica of a

i

.

.

accordiri.g to a Natioiriat
Motion Baby” (Capitol) although rep, marks Miss Howard’s prof es-^
it’s not rougher than some of the sionai debut, except for some ap“Be- Bessie Smith numbers reissued by pearances at army camps durihg
Gordon Jenkins Orch;
witehed”-'*Where In the World” Columbia several years ago.
But the recent war.
(Decca).
Two fine standards with the bluenoses are tougher today
Miss Howard has backed “Gum”
melodic patterns woven and it could produce a reaction with a reridition of ‘‘Cry, Cry; Gry.”
lovely
Jan.
the
.
Garber
by
has
tastefully
come
and
up with
simply
Jenkins Orch and Chorus. Revival a neat version of “Old Piano Roll
,

“or EC A^chopin

Sales

pianist-conductor Jose j ous ^talking” ii^truriients.
get gold disfc today
While the lyric is not particufrom
RCA Victor prexy larly kiddie rtuff, the melocly of “If
(WedA;
Frank“^ Folsom in ceremonies I Knew Yoii Were Comingv I’d’ve
marking the record-breaking lorig- Baked a Cake” steins froin a fA-T
hair sales of Iturbi’s C h o p i ri miliar nursery-rhyrrie tune, arid
‘^Polonaise, which has topped the the mouth-watering titular appeal
1,300,000 mark since its release in to the youngsters of “Gandy and
Iturbi, who just Completed Cake” IS undeniable.
1945.
a concert tour of the British Isles
Pickwick Music, newly aetivateef*
and the Continent With the Va- Leeds Music sUbsid, is reviving ai
lencia orch. planed to New York 20-year-old song, “Stars Are the
yesterday (Tues.) to receive the Windows of Heaven,” title being
award. It. will be the first time a One child’s answer :,to another’s
gold-plated 45 rpm master hax been query about the Stars, Ariother
presented to a Red Seal artist,
current lyric with the accent on
preseritatipn, youth is “Scarlet Ribbons” while
Followirig
t h e

Concert

Iturbi

.

.

'

.

Gold Disk

Itqrbi Gets

jlrigle.

“i

.

gramming
Tihiy Brown goes
Way off grounds with her “Slowr Waxing,

buy some, ;etc.“ word-

a nickel to

‘

.

;

will

'

;

’’

(Columbia)
be abetted by Blues”
Eddy
arrangement, Howard does another firstrate job
Hal Davis’
:
opening with that haunting, one- on “Wilhelmina” (Mercury)
Pittsburgh, April 4.
April
Stevens
is late with ‘Black
ifingcred keybqgrd strain, and feaHal Davis, recently re-elected
turing Bonnie Lou Williams- warm Lace” but her rendition On the
60 of the MusiLocal
of
president
Jenkins is launching the Castle label is standout
In the
vocal.
comeback of “World” with another rhythm instrumental field, Dave cians Union for second straight
ifirstrate choral
and instrumental Brubeck Trio shows great form year, was painfully injured in a
interpretation.
Don Burke neatly 6n two disks issued by Fantasy freak accident last week. At local’s
Kay Armen has a good jock headquarters, ia fellow-musician at
bandies the solo chores on this
and juke item on “Sure Thing” his table was telling a story with
side.
Nat, “King” Cole all the gestures when he accident- iturbi will leave for Cincinnati to
(London)
Spike Jones:
“Chinese Miile
Train”-*‘Riders In the Sky” (Vic- gives a solid beat to “Calypso ally knocked a cup of burriirig cpf- begin a three-week tour of the U.S.
Alan Holmes fee out of a waitress’ hands, and He will be soloist with the Cihtor).
Both of these numbers, Blues” (Capitol)
which w'ere topping the hit lists has a cute number in the bang- the scalding java went down Davis’ ; cinnati :symph orch on April 9,
several months ago, are no wgettirtg tail novelty, “Citation” (Columbia) back,
which he will appear in 13
I aftet
Ditto for Peter Donald’s vei>
that murderous Spike Jones burHe was removed to the hospital cities, in solo and in joirit recitals
lesque treatment. Jones has to be sion of “A Paper Full of Fish and suffering second degree burns.
with his sister, Amparo Iturbi.
appreciated as ihore than an or- Chips” (Columbia) which Danny
While abroad, Iturbi made a numchestrated coniic; he’s also a dev- Kaye did originally for Decca ...
of recordings With the Valencia
ber
Echo Recording chartered in
astating critic who ciits up hi$ pop London has waxed a fine tribute
shares, orch which will be released shortly
musical, victims with the sharp to Bill Robinson in Anita O^Day’s New York; capital stock 200
:by victor’s Red Seal division.
ho par value/
No wonder “Blues for. Bbjangles” (London),
edge of his parodies.
these sides were held in check un-,
til both numbers dirooped and died.
Week of April 1
The original versions might have
withered under these hashed-up
Now these tunes could
takeoffs.
.4'
Londoiir
\:.Teresa Brewer.
come back for a laugh.
/I,
MUSIC,MUSIC* MUSIC |ip), (Cromwell); ...
*
.Rainbow
I Eddie Miller.
Lorry Raine: “Music, Maestro,
Decca I
Red Foley,
•Please”-“Where Can I Go?” (UniCHATTANOOGIE SHOESHINE BOV (*) (Acufl-Rose)
».
Decca
versal).
Miss Raine, who stirred ^ ^
I Bing Crosby/: ...
up some excitement with ‘Tt’s Too
Mercury
....
\ Eileen Barton
3/ IF I KNEW YOU WfiRE COMING (3) (Robert)
Late Now” last year, has A strong J
.Coral
....
Georgia Gibbs
chance With this material. “Music”
Decca
Guy Lombardo ...
Is a solid torch piece handled feel4.
ENJOY YOURSELF (4) (Morris). . . , . . . , . . .> . .
Colv^nbia
Doris Day ...
.
Ihgly by Miss Raine and followed
up with a straight reel tatioh by an
Coral
\Aines Bros. .......
RAG MOP (10) (Hill & Range)
5.
unbilled male voice.
Solid for
... .Victor
j jidipii Flanagan
of “Bewitched” will
this side’s excellent

.

.

.

:

;

,

.

,

.

.

.

'

:

,

.

I

:

“Daddy’s Little Girl” is the 1950
distaff answer for the small fry to

.

j

t

,

.

“Sonny Boy.”

>

.

^

It’s po.ssible to make out a case
for “Rag Mop” as: a ditty with considerably more appeal to^ yourigstera than the ayerage because of
its jingly alphabet wordage, and a
good deal of the success of “Bibbidi-Bobbidi-Boo” has been due to
the
juvenile
attractidn
of
its.
lilting tune-and-lyric welding.

.
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.
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.

to revive

.

Dangerous,

.

.

.

.

i

.

.

.

I

>

.

«

and jukes:

“Where Can

usual
style.

usual

item for Mercury in topflight
Whether it; can buck the
you-gotta-be-happy customer

taste is

DEARIE

«.

(4)

(Laurel)

7.

IT ISN'T FAIR

«.

r

0.

'

SAID

(Words-Music) ....
(ID (Leeds)

(2)

.

.

.

.

i

Capitol

Sammy Kaye

.Victor

.

t

10.

THIRD MAN THEME

.

Anton Kdras
Guy: Lombardo

\

(Chappell)

•

w

•

t

(

Decca

Mercury J

.

David; Despite plugging, the tune
refused to step out at the tiriie, but
mbrtths after Harms had given up
on it several records—- Victor
A'oung bn Decca, Paul Weston on

Capitol

.

.London
Decca

.

(1)

I

Day; “Marriage Ties”'Hopp-Dee-Doo” (Columbia). Two
cute sides that could catch On. Miss
pay, with an a.ssist from the Melmmen, gets a lot out of “Marriage
Ties,” with a light; bouncy noVelty
With A “Don’t Fence Me In” idea.
Vocal is done with a bright and

.

.

Victor

Ldi ne
Ten ncssee Ernie

Frankie

\
j

doubtful.

.

Mariin-Warren

(American)

(5)

.

.

Staff or d~MdcRae

.

CRY OF THE WILD GOOSE

.

Merm a n-Bolger

;

.

,

Doris

natural

rhythm that

T SENTIMENTAL ME

DADDY’S LITTLE GIRL

.

f

.

•

•

«.

f

MY

FOOLISH HEART

.

over,

in the polka vein, also has a
potential with Miss Day givmg out in a freewheeling, inf ecuoiis style.
George Wylie’s orch
'

Found

C’EST SI

is

My

j

uhdistinctive
;

stuff,
^

QUICKSILVER

(I?) (Paxtph)

;

..

.

; .

,

/.

'/.

.

Tony Martin
Alan Dale
•/;
Johnny Desmond:

(6)

(

(Disney)

./peced

.

.

WINDOW

.

.
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.
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1

vocalist Claire; HbganV Latter
Works over the cute lyrie with neat
rnythmie stops against a grpWh
trumpet pbbiigato that: could push
tnKVnumher high in juke and jock
preferences.
Turnover is a

OLD MASTER painter (16) (Robbins)
MAN AROUND--’ THE HOUSE. (M.prr|s);-,
WE’LL BUILD A BUNGAjLbW

.

.

(Algpnquiri)

.

e

4

*

•

,

i

i*

f

t

.

4

44 »» >
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.

M

.

.
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.

.

.

.
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.

.

Ipvlrig her

'

Columbia
// LoiUdon
Columbia
...\,Kvng,

.

.

•

»

.

.

.

•

•

:

;

,

.

;

Columbia

.

,

Cdtunibid:

.

.

I

in the

Top

number ih several engagements
the Vefsailles, sriiart East Side

N.

Y.:’

;

nitery.

Music

:'
,

the numbei: is
with nb American

of

Louiguy,

Victor

.

at:

the

:

.

.

:.

I

,

...

...

44

to

j.

f

t

by
re-

vision in that department.

i

10.1
4.

4

by David

;

.

.

Snobky /Lanson
Dindh Shore
Johnny Long
Mi nd y Carson
Arthur GqdRey.
Gene Atiiry

weeks song has been

writteri

use of the original
a colloquialism which
Victor i approximates the Ameriean expfes.Columbia
/
j Sion “a rosy world.”
Decca
Also partly responsible for re»
newed interest in the ditty is its
Columbia
wax interpretation, by Edith Piaf^
. Mercury
Freiich ehanteuse who. vvrote the
.M-GM-:
Gallic lyric and vyhbse French
Columbia
platter of it has gotten around folDecca,
repeated plugging of

I

number

[Tiqvres im Vdjrcim^
If

I

was

lyric

!

;

....

.

.

CANDY AND CAKE (Oxford)
PETER COTTONt ail (Hill-Range)

.

.

j

•

:

.

,

!

M-G M 4 New
I

.

in with
fit
Decca 1
4 French title,

:

.

.

Harmohl/ J
"

/.

.':

.

\

/

•

.

...
Bing Crosby
SinatraModernaires

i

(

...

Calls for the song have now led
to reissue it as a iprthcofh-^,
ing plug tune for the second time.

Harms

^

«

•

.

Billy /Dekstihe

‘
:

.

Day.

.

.

..

.

:Damone

.

.

.

/Dinah Sh ore

.

(15) (Morris)

\;Vic

''(

.

r--'

Como

0(5m

•

:

(ShapHo-B)

strumehtai.

Victor

;

PiliRy

:

.

.

Holiday .....

Dinah Shore
\ Crqsby-Andrews
.

v

Billie

i

,

Victor

.

.

.

(Massey)

(Merris)'

.

.

Decca
Decca

,

'

\

i)EAR hearts, GENTLE PEOPLE

hillbilly

\
;

(Leeds):.-.

SITTING BY THE

.Bmmy Dbrsey Orch; “Kiss Me”- T
Sweet Georgia Brown” (GoliimDia).
“Kiss Me” is a firstrate side
Py the rejuvenated Dorsey orch

^

BON

f BIBBIDI BOBBIDI BOO

r

straight

TOMORROW

CRAZY HE CALLS ME

Your Tears
I'm Gone” (London): “Mama-^
a
novelty that’s pegged onto a
Js
talking harmonica.
That’s all but
H could be bnough to make a dent.
Holmes, a hillbilly mouth organ
virtupsp, gets the seript across expertly; but the lineA could have
peen much better.; Bottom deck
.

.

.

'

THERE’S NO

solid

backs up cleanly,
Salty Holmes:
“I
”7**DDh't Shed

•;

\ Mills Bros/
Phil Regan
Gordon Jenkins

(Beacon)

(Saiitly-joy)

Coral

Bros.

Russ Morgan

/(

I

Flip-

sells;

arid

/Ames

(Knickerbocker)

Moirbw bn M-G-M
Hairy James oh Columbia-—
began to create a demand for the
number. With: the exception of the
James platter, which boasts the
French, lyric, waxings were ail in-

Capitol, Mariclin

Group

Secbiid

“You’re Too
with a ‘ new

as a result of unexpected reaction
on the number after it had quietly
been interred, last .j^ear.
Song, the“Stardust” of France
since its publication in 1947 by
Editions Arpege, Paris, had been
incorporated iri a Warner film as
“Dangerousi Cherie,” \y |t h an
American set of words by Mack

;

I
.

MY PAJAMAS

.

.

.

I

Go?” is a worthwhile, but extrememelancholy number with a
ly
refugee theme that Miss Raine vocals
wtih appropriate restraint,
Vic. Damone also sliced this un-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. ,

.

,

.

;

jocks

:

.

.

.

Cherie”

American lyric and under its briginal French title of “La Vie eh
Rose’’ will be made by Harms, Inc.,

.

.

.

.

I

,

TO GET NEW

‘lA VIE’

.

4-M>444.44444444444.4*»44
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Sta rgen Music chartered to cbnr
duct a rnu.sic arid theatrical bu.siness In New York, with capital
stock bf 200 shares, no par value.
,
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retail disk best sellers

ray ANTHONY ORGH
Rbnnte

!

I

1

Sufvey of retail disk best
sellers, based on reports ob
tairied from leading Stores iti
IZ cities and sfioicing comparatwe sales rating for this
and last week.
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National
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war.in any complete resurgence of
the band business, Anthony will
be one of its top names. He has
an aggregation which lacks only
the inspirational spark that shot
Goodman', M.iller and one or two
others to the heights a dozen years
ago-^and quibbling about that lack
[is captious in the face of art allaround orch perforniance.
Former sidetrtart with, among
others, Miller and jintmy Dorsey,
Anthony fronts an instrumentation
down into four
breaks
that
trumpets, three trombones, five
reed and three rhythm. With the
leader’s
horn making a fifth
trumpet and Eddie Butterfield
(Billy’s cousin, incidentally) doub-

.

,

I i
Thw

I

.Last.

wk.

Artii^, Label. Title

Aivk.

1

ANTON KARAS

ANOTHER

“Music, Music, Music”—*604

.SAMMY KAYE
'6

.5..\

“Go

to

•

2

3

1

3 /'•S’;.

.

.

3

..4^

-

;

6

*

.

19'

6

3

3
/

8

.

,

83

-I

6'

2

'^A.'

76

;^’2.

•

V

67

•

.

.

5'"

A-

9

8

8

'

5

5.

2

,

•V*

A

3

6

19

39

.

I

5

7

9 .."5

9

\V

9

’.3'.
.

:v?:-

;

,

ling on trumpet and trombone,
there’s a flexibility to the brass
that lends added Impetus and color
to a string of smart arrangements
which emphasize entire sections,

•

. 1

.

—

j

20-3 582

MERMAN-R. BOLGER

“Dearie’^24$73.

2

.a;.

i

Sleep’^38744

No Tomorrow*

“There’s

10

3

t

:”i

TONY; MARTIN; (Vietpr).^

5''
.

E.
•

Go

to Sleep,

-2-

(Victor)

.

7

7

.

.

BILLY ECKSTINE (M-G-M)
‘My FooUsh Heart”--1()623A
M. MARTIN-A. GODFREY (Col

:

;

6

4

2.’

'

. 2;:

.(Mercury)

“It Isn’t Fair”/-20-3609

i'"

'"i;

I

.

‘‘Knew You ’WcYe Goiriing”— 5392

....

1

.

EILEEN BARTON
..3

o)

(London)

“Third

"I;-

.2

^

a
US

Q

:

Man Tlieme“^536
TERESA brewer (London)

•

'2

1

(16)

UeauVllle,

Betty
Holliday
Hotel Statler/ New York
C)pehing Monday (3) for his
second stand in the Statler's Cafe
Rouge within a year, Ray Anthony
smartly^
paraded ^ some
styled
dansapatlon before a trade audience increasingly interested in
ogling any and all bands capable
of leading the whole dance or^
chestra field out of the wilderness
in Which it> been lost since the
lYltti

^

6

10

/24

10

3

•

(Decca)

I

V.

7

.

.

$

’

19

2

:

MERVIN SHINER

^

(Decca)

“Peter Cottontan:^—46221

8

AMES BROS.
10

BING CROSBY

;

.

6

.

.

2

8

;’.';.7’’

5

9

.7

4;

.

,17

.

JO STAFFORD-G. MacRAE
“Dearie”^858

12

13

ORIGINAL

.is.’;

8

.

14

SHOW

2

<

•

•

«

i2

*

:

(Cap;).

9

8

(Columbia)
“Candy and Cake”—38721

14B

“third

11

15 A

10

11

e

_

.

.

“My
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i

10

/9

7

V

-

.

A

7

io

9

W

.

9

7.

•

,

3

.

8

....

(M-G-M)

I

Bon”—10613 V.
P. WARREN & T. MARTIN (Vic
“I Said My pajamas”—20-3616;
DICK TODD (kainboW)

16C

10

•

'

(Decca)
Foolish Heart”^2483()

“C’est Si

''

.

1

.

GORDON JENKINS
16B 17

*

-

16A

17

"

(Decca)

15a 13
;

•

.

.

.

.

6

.

.

"

*

•

.

•

¥

*

•

»

•

8

8

4

8

i

1

)
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.
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'
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’
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“Daddy’s Little Girl”— 80088
B. CROSBY-ANDRE WS SIS. (Dec
‘^tluiicksilver”—24827
13
LAWRENCE COOK (Abbey)
“Old Piano Roll Blues’*— 15003

16D

.

16E

.

•

.

1

19

A-

•.

8

4

'

)

»

•

.

16F

.

i

>
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“Chattanoogie Shine Boy”—46205
DINAH SHORE (Columbia)
“So Nice to Have a Man”—38689

10

•

.

Theme”—24839

Mail

RED FOLEY

6

(Decca)

JOHNNY DESMOND

AIRDII

.«

*

’•

GUY LOMBARDO

CAST

:

8

ARTHUR GODFREY
14A' 14

•

8"

A

10

,

I

I

^

j

4

.

8

3

*

4

1

,

I

JIMMY WAKELY

IVlenbtti's

17A

„

(Capitol)

Cottoniail”^929
(Columbia)

“Peter

than

.

8

DORIS DAY
12

rather

:

;

(Decca)

‘Ghaitanoogie Shine Boy”—24863
(Columbia)
“Enjoy Your^lf”—38709

11

muted,

or

Librairy runs the gamut from
pops and standards through Dixie
land to rhumbas and sambas.
Typical of the superior job done
by this outfit are the Spirit arid
drive it brings to the Latin departI
ment, so often cohsidered only as
a; necessary evil and played perfunctorily as a chore by bands Of
this type. For the ballad and jump
items the accent Is on a strong
dance beat behind colorful, .varied,
and well-reheat$ed scoring;
Vocal contingent is not quite up
to the high level Of the instrumental performance, but no real
fault can be found With Ronnie
Deauville’s romantic balladeering
and Betty Holliday's rhythm chirpGal singer is marking her
ing.
'first time with a band; and will
no doubt improve, considerably as
gains experience and con.Shef
Skyliners, comprised of
.fidence.
Miss Holliday, Deauville and three
of the band boys, cop the honors
sorne agreeable
with
vocally
rhythmic harmonizing.
Anthony has come a long way
since he came out of Cleveland to
iplay his first N. Y. date at Roseland Ballroom almost four years
ago.
How a Capitol recording
artist, he reflects in every departmusicianship, showmanment
ship, appearance'-^the class ossenRich.
|tial to any bigtime band.
i

;

.

soloists/

’(Coral) y'

“Sentimental Me*’— 60i40
GENE AIJTRY (Columbia)
“Peter Cottontail— 38750)

9B

Open
j

17

3

2

.

4’

7
i

AL TRACE

“Knew You Were Coming”—38707
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New

.

.

Musical
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.
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•
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Issues

FqirdsnRPM

1

11

.

'

Phono Corp., whose
catalog contains numbers in 20 difStandard

FIVE TOP

SOUTH PACIFIC

ALBUMS

GENTIEMEN PREFER DIXIE BY DORSEY
BLONDES

TEXAS

'

Li'L

DARLIN'

RALPH FLAN AOAN
PLAYS

ferent languages, issued its first 45
'

Dortoy

Broadway G»t

CoH

Columbia

Columbia

Broadway Cast

,

Columbia

^
Ralph Flanagan
!

Decca

Victor

Disk Best Seliers by Compahies

i

..

(Based on Points Earned)

No.of
Records

.Label

London

2
3

Victor

Decca
Columbia

...

.

Meircury

k

*

"i ¥

4

»

•

•

•

»

.

.

,

7

8

Points
159
97
85
79'
79
67

Label

•MGM
MGM

No.of
Records
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—

..................
..........

Capitol
Coral

..

!

2.

...

I
1
.

.V;

noted

move was made

BILLY

Now on One
lyiusic

Gambridge,: Mass., publisher WilWarner Bros, music grOu^ last liam Schwann filed in N. Y. Fedweek moved its executive and pro- eral court last month against a
Y. record dealer was dropped
fessional offices into new quarters
last week when
the defendaht,
that bring the whole, .organization
Herman lAemberg, Agreed to.a contogether on one floor- in one build- sent order signed
by Federal
ing for the first time.
Judge John M^^
It
was
MPHC, which includes Harms> charged that' L'e^mberg unfairly
competed
with Schwann by giving
Remick, Witmark; T; B. Harms/
Advance, etc., is liow located on away a free long playing disk catathe fifth floor, of .the new and not log.
Schwann, according to his comr
quite Completed building at 48B
Madison avenue; N. Y.
Firms plaint, published a long playing bimonthly
catalog which- he copypreviously had been Occupying
space for some years on a couple righted in 1949. In that year he
assertedty sold about 45,000 copies
of floors at 1256 Sixth avenu®^
to some- 125 dealers at $10 per 100.
Later, he claimed,. Lemberg’s RecGallic Music chartered to con^ ord Collectors Exchange popped up
duct a music ptiblishihg; tadio and with a cuffo catalog which was altheatrical business in New York, legedly similar to his. tTniJer the
With a capital stock of 100 shares* consent order Lemberg agrees to
no par value. stop the practice.
I

'

'

Vienna, March 28.
same day when the news
Emmerich Kalman’s refusal to

On
of

rejoiii

the

AKM

Authors,

(Austrian Society of

and

COinposers

../Doced
.

..Hoidt

HONEYDREAMERS .. ..RCA Viclor
.........Capitol
dean martin
EDDIE TIANd’ MILLER Roinbow
FRANK PETTY TRID ....M-G-M
..Cdpitol
PAUL YYESTOH
/
DENE WILLIAMS ........ ..Mdreury
-and fflloro coming
.

.

:

MILLER

MUSK CORPORATION

Music

Publishers) reached the city, Autorenzeitung,
official
organ
of
AKM, announced, that Robert Stolz
had signed up with them.

NKW NOyetTY

»>

HIT

» »»

tWEePINO ACROSS THE NATIQN

Stolz had returned from London,
his operetta, V Wild Violets,”

'

•

t::;:

AKHI

But Kalman
ban Bows Out
^

where

.

DECCA

.London

..

Publishers Holding Corp.,

satisfy

Columbio

COnON

LARRY FOTINE
DAVE HAMILTDN

Austria

to

raeonfaefbx

TON! ARDEN

Wills Irifringetnerit Suit,
Consent ycm LP Catalog;
Floor
An infringement suit which

which

RAIN

8

l’-

Outfit,

customer demand.
Records in the 45 rpm catalog
are mostly in the polka vein.

8
’•

week.

last

American market that
Germans,
includes
Bohemians,
Poles, Sloveniahs, Italians, Scandinavians and Latin Americans,

Points
47
18
: 17

....... 2

Rainbow
Abbey

rpms

caters to an

is

running.

He

directed the lOOtli

performance of his ‘‘Carnival

in

Vienna,” at the Stadtheatre. It’s
skedded for London COlisCUm this
year.
Stolz then left for Nuremberg to direct the Gibr man proem
of the same operetta.

Music Associates* inc. chartered
to ^conduct ar music pubMshing
•

business in New York. Capital
stock is 20(1 shares, no par value.

MVIIUMA
Raeord^ Rninasod
o

—

MILLS MUSIC. INC.
HIP Broadway, Nuw York
,
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h

;.

1950

5y

47

NOTE: AH

records In this panel are listed alphabetically by
aonc

title.
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,

,

indicates records whicht

.

according to actual sales, are
recognized
to keep

The trade

hits,

is

urged

ample stocks of these records

on handt or

to reorder 'f^omptlu

mhen

current stocks begin to approach the
*-SQld-out** stage.

Cjon

©

designates that record is

;

one of

RCA Victor- s
— among, the

.

'*Certdin

leading
numbers on the trade paper best sellytiig retail sales, charts.
Obmously, surC
Seijen’-

-

things!

RELEASE 50-14

IM
X'l'Xv'-

and Cake
Mindy Cai^oh
PERftir GOMO
Hoop-^Dee-Doo
Oh the Outgoing Tide 20-3747—^47^3747 )*?

20-3681— (47-3204)*

tanooj

;

Phil Harris

20vl685— (47.32IF8)*

tei
HERE COME THE DANCE BANDS AGAIN

,

FJRfiDDY MARTIN
knees Up, Mother Brown
20-3748—^47-3748)*
Did a Tear Fall

Pajamas

Tony Martin-Fran Warren
ft

20-3680— (47-3204)*

Kirk

Lisa,

:

1 Said My

IRVINCS FIELDS' TRIO
The Scottish Samba
Take Her to Jamaica
(Where the Rum Come From)
20-3746— (47-3748)*

DON CORNELL

Fran Warren and

I*

20-36l3--(47-3119)*

...

-lii.

lsn't Pair
Sammy Kaye

20-3609— (47-3115)*

.

Music, Music, Music
Freddy Martin

.

.

...

.

.

11

e

.

.

.

.•

•

•

'

*

20-3693— (47-3217)*

-

;

Stay with the Happy People

(From the niusical production
chael Todd’s Peep Show”)

‘‘Mi-

Are You Lonesome Tonight?

Kiwi You

A

A

mm

20-0157— (48-0168)*

Ralph Flanagan

Q

MILTON BERLE
T Found My Mama
I’ll

Ros^ )i e

Rag Mop

20-3740-:-(47-3749)*

/

&

Eltoii Britt

Miwl-Yun Times
20-3750— (47-3750)*

•

•

•

30-0025— (54-0020)*

•

0

No Tomorrow

There’s

Tony Martin
f

pf

.

EDDIE CANTOR, LISA KIRK AND THE

mm

20-3680— (47-3203)*

Sammy Kaye

SAMMY KAYE ORCHESTRA

'mm

Tha Old Piano Roll Blues
Juke Box Annie (Doodle-Oodle-Oo)
2b-3751— (47^3751)*

•mm
... indicates records which
have enjoyed better than
average initial consumer acceptance
and stand an excellent chance of enter-

€0 UN TRY
homer AND JETHRO
You

l»l

Tell Her, I Stutter

Poes the Spearmint Lose Its Flavor
(On the Bedpost Over Night)
21-0308— (48-0308)*

ing the top-selling hit category. The
trade is advised to watch these records

MMS:
y^:

carefully in order to maintain stocks
consistent with demand.

mm
HERE COME THE DANCE BANDS AGAIN

SPADE COOLEY

Angel With the Dirty Face
21-0300— (48-0300)*
Eddy'ArnolcI

Count Every Star

Me

pretty JPlease Love
Texas Star

21-0309—148-0309)*

.

Victor 20-3697— >47-3221)*

.

disking for Victor is
It's a lovely
ork setting of a beautiful, ballad with a
choral VQcal.) Billboard Possibility April 1.
T

Winterhalter’s

first

.

("Number eight, Couhtrv and Western
Disk Jockeys Pick, Billboard, Af>ril 1.)

m
mm

showing winner's ss'mptoms.
'

CRUDUP

ARTHUR “BIG BOY’'^
Dust My Broom
You Know That

Peter Cottontail
21-0173— (48-0207)*
Roy Rogers
(Number nine. Country and- Western Disk

Go to Sleep
Don Cornell and Mindy Carson

Love You
22-0074— (50-0074)*

I

.

.

.

Jockeys Pick Billboard, April

l.>

20-3718— <47-3718)*
<

Number

The Disk Jockeys Pick The

one.

Billboard, April l.>

Headin' Home
Ernie Lee. .... 21-0170— .'48-0170)*
(Number seven, Country and Western

LAWRENCE DUCHOW

;

.

,

Disk Jockeys Pick, Billboard, April

The Hay ride Walti
Hih Hm A-Ha-Polka
25-1155— (51-0063)*;

Dennis Day

.

.

;

.

;

,

20-3707— >47-3240)*

(Number •five. The Disk Jockeys

Walking Blues
Johnny Moore’s Three Blazers
22-:0042— (50-0026)*
(Number

seven,. Best Selling Rhythm and
Blues Records, Billboard, April 1.)

1;>

Me

The Horse Told

Pick*

The

Billboard# AP.rUi !•>

Why

Should

I

Cry Over You
.21-0300— (48-0300)*

Eddy Arnold

.

,

(Nurhber three. Folk and Western Disk
JoCkeys; Pick, The Billboard, April-. 1.)

“ANDRE PREVIN BY REQUEST”
P-262— (WP-262)’)^
*41
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Little

Hugo Winterhalter

Records
CAA^DEN, .NEW JERSEY
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April 5,

First wartn breezes bf. spring have started to thaw the chill that
existed between Decca Coast director Sonny Burke and personal nianager Carlos Gastel. It started over a tune, ’‘El Miunbo/' which Burke
heard while touring Mexico; He decided to have it plattered for Pecc«i
and sent it back north, of the border with Oastel’s wife, Joan, who- wa,,S
Gastel heard it before it
also vacationing in old Mexico .at the lirhe.
was turned over to a Decca arranger, got it tb one of his clients,
Dave Barbour, and the latter, via his Capitol platter, beat Burke into

release with
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and showing comparative sales
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PfenficerHall, InCv will publish the cornplete,
Hi^tprical

Song Cavalcade

lator this

(price will :be determined later)
with VARIETY, blew York
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hereby called to the fact thot
he reproduced either wholly dr in port.
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gangs regroup- Ambassador to Moscow, stated before the House Committee oh iJnMargaret Truman, daughter of American Activities that “if Russia
the President, made her profes- had the atomic bomb, it would
sional singing debut with the De- already have been dropped on the
troit Symphony Orchestra,.
United States;”
Charles (^Xucky”) Luciano, forMore than 306,900 telephone
mer New York racketeer, was de- workers in 39 states Walked out in
ported from Cuba to his native the first country-wide strike in the

conviction of evading $6,000,000 pgkrently,

its

i

in Federal

income taxes.

"

“old

to

ing.”''

Members of Local 180, United
Automobile Workers, C.I.O., voted
to end their 440-day sti'ike against
the Jv I. Case Co,, of Racine, Wise.;'
termiriating one of the longest
walkouts in American labor history.
J. Edgar Hoover, director of the
FBI, reported that crime had

,

:

.

Italy.-'

reached a lO-year peak, owing, ap- ^ William C, Bullitt, former U.

industry’s history.
Long distance
service was cut 80%, but local
service was almost normal on dial,
phones.
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brought but this fall by Pfeh-

1947.

Your Wedding, w,,
Herb Magidson. m., Ben Oakland.
George Siihori, Inc., cop. 1947i
I Wish I Didn’t Love You Sb
(film: The Perils of Pauline), w.,
m Frank Lpessef; Susan Publica-

Dance

10

11 A

f

copyrighted and .may not

Cavalcade Info Book

Oscar Hanimerstein, 2d.
m., Richard Rodgers.
Williamsoh

10

14

There have been so many
inquiries about Variety’s Musical-Histofical Cavalcade being piublished in book form
that such a volume will be

legro). W.,

11

3

•

:

(m).

•

o-

S'

year at around $4 a copy
Orders mdy be placed now

'

.1947,

9

13

^

(1947— Continued)
Feudin" and Fighting W., Ai Dubin and Burton Ljaine. m., Burton
Lane. GhappeM & Co.; Inc., Cop.'
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“Dearie” (Laurel)
‘1 Said My Pajamas” (Leeds)
“Daddy^s Little Girl” (Beacon
“My Foolish Heart” (Santly-Jpy)
“There -s No Tomorrow” (Paxton)
“Peter Cottontail” (HillrRange)
,,
“Candy and Cake” (Oxford)
“It IshT Fair” (Wbrds-Music)
^‘Dear Hearts, People” (Morris)
“Third Man ThemeV (Chappell)
“Enjoy Yourself” (Morfis)
UNice to Have a Man” (Morris)
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Mills Music, has jiist, brought out a new series of /Dixieland brehestrabns designed tp be played by any band, regardless of instruinehtatiort.
Two-beat a rrahgemefrts were authored by Zep Meissner, f of mer^r^
man with Charlie Barnet and Bob Crosby His methbd employs tricks
of doubling whereby almost any combinatibn of instfuments can be
tailored to Dixieland style.
For example;, when a band lacks a tehOr,
a second trumpet takes the part:
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1958

}

on its bid to rep Jerry Gray orch j
Geherat Artists Gorp.^^1^
because agency is already handling Ralph Flanagan creW. Berle Adams
nixed the offer because he felt GAC would, if it handled Gray, be in
the position of booking tWo stiffly-eompeting bands. Both use the old
Glenn Miller: arrangements; Music Corp. of America, Willard Alex-.;
ander and the Joe Glaser office also are; dickering with Adams for
handling of Ot'ay’s band dates, and the William Morris office, which
lias dropped its band department, has pitched to handle Gray for theatre

tTl

'
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Henry Ford

It can be ordered
through yARIETY,

advance

in

fortune— es-

left his

timated between 500 and 700 mU*
lions— to his widow,. Mrs. Clara
Bryant Fold, his four grandchildren, and the Ford Foiindation.
In New: York City, more than
58,000 fans roared a tribute to Babe
Ruth; retired “Sultan of Swat” at
Yankee Stadium in ceremonies attened by Francis Cardinal Spelt*
man and Baseball Commissioner
A,: B, (“Happy”) Chandler.
President Truman signed a bill
changing the name of Boulder Dam

•

]

.

’

Richard Himber’s new development in logging broadcast perform
ances lists tunes in the survey, based on four niajor network schedules.
tions, Inc., cop. 1947.
(Successor
Papa, Won’t You 'Dance With They are compiled oii. the basis of 1 point for sustaining instrumental
Piib., Paramount Music Corp.),
Me? (High Button Shoes). W„ Sam- 2 points for sustaining vocals 3 for commercial instrumental, 4 for
Ivy; w., m., Hoagy Carmichael,
Burke & Van HeuSCh, Inc:, cop, my Cahn. m., Jule Styne: Edwin commercial vocal, respectively, in each of tjie 3 major territories. New
H./MdiTis & Go., Inc^. cop. 1947.
1947.
So Far (Allegro), w., Oscar Ham- York, Chicago and Coast. Ror example, d commercial vocal in all three
11
«
Mam selle_
(filnK
The Razor
s Berstein, 2d^ m., Richard Rodgers
territbries counts 12.
Added to these totals is the listener ratings of
WilUamson Music, Inc., cop. 1947. commercial shows. The first groups jeonsists
of the top 30 songs.
The Stanley Steamer (film: Sumtd Hoover banv in honor of excop. 1947.
mer;lIoliday). w., Ralph Blane. m;,
Week of March 24 to March 30, 1950
Presldcht Herbert Hoover.
'i
Open the. Door, Richard, w,, Harry Warren. Harry Warren MiiFirst Group
(Continued Next Week)
,
“Dusty” Fletcher and John Mason. sic, Inc., cop. 1947.
Songs
Publishers
There But For You Go 1 (Bfiga
A
Dream
Is
a
\Vish
Your
Heart
Makes-r-l
“Cinder
ella”
Disney
doOjn).
Alan Jay Lerner; m.,
Remick
Frederick Loewc. Sam Fox Pub. As We Are Teday^t“Daughter of Rosie O’Grady”.
’^‘“Gentlemen Prefer Blohdes”
Go., cop, 1947 by Alan Jay Lerner Bye Bye Baby
J. Robbins
and Frederick Lbewe.
Candy and Cake
Oxford
There! I’ve Said it Again, w., m., Ghattanoogie Shoe •Shine Boy
Acuff-Riose
Redd Evans and Dave Mann. Radio Cross Your Heart
....
Harms
Tunes, Inc., cop. 1941. (Successor baddy’s Little Girl
...
...
Beacon
Pub Valiant Music Co.; popular- Dearie
For tho Best in
;
;LaureI
• « O
ized in 1947.).
Enjoy Yourself
Morris
Kiddie Disc5
Too Fat Polite, w., m., Ross If I Knew You Were
I’d’ve Baked a Cake
Robert
;
MacLean and A'rthur Richardson 1 Gotta Have My BabyComing
Back
...
\ ....
Peer
Shapiro, Bernstein &.Co., Inc., cop.
1 Said My Pajamas
...
...
Leeds
1947.
...
.....
...
.Words 6c Music
. . .
Woody Woodpecker, w., m., It Isn’t Fair
To Have a M^n Around the House.
Morris
George Tibbies and Ramey Tdriss. It’s So Nice
j
'.ir
j
^
Monday,
Tuesday,
Wednesday
Leeds
Leeds
Music
Cofp., cop., 1947.
Admiral Records, Inc.
Members of the first Republican- Music, Music, Music
Cromwell
controlled Congress in 14 years or- My Foolish neart-^i“My Foolish Heart*
SHAPlRO-BERNSTIEilNI
701 71h AvehMe
Santly
N. V. C.
ganized for the opening of the 80th Peter Cottontail
.......
.HiU & Range
i
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The Court

of Appeals in Washington affirmed, 2-lj the conviction
of James M. Curley, Mayor of Boston, of mail fraud charges arid
sentenced him to 6rl8 months in

;

.

.

.

,

v..

.

Ilain.

.
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..

Rain Or Shine
SitUng By The Window
...
Sunshine Cake— i “Riding High”
There’s An X iri the Middle of Texas.
.

.

,

.

prison.;

,

.

.

Rag Mop

session.
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.

•

.Hill 6c Rnrige
... : M;iller

V
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Lombardo

THE EVER POPULAR

Shapiro-B
Burke- VH

standard

....

.

.

.

.

.

Simon House

.

[There’s No Tomorrow
G
Grrice Moprer American Opera,
Third Mfn Theme— f “Third Man”
radio and screen star, and Prince
We’ll Build ai Bungalow
Gustaf Adolf, seednd in line of
Wilhelmina-— ^‘Wabash Avenue”
.... :•"•;*'••
successiori to the throne of Sweden.
:
wifu Twr»*
.•
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0
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Paxton
Chappell

...

.

.
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BOB DIXON

;

"CHUCK WAGON"

Auth'eritic vVestern

Sfories and. Songs

•

701 7th Aveiiue

N; Y. C.

•

•
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DEED

DO

r

^ ^ Dreaming.
were among 22 killed when a KLM
Cri
Crawford
Royal Dutch airliner.. crashed and You re Wonderful--t“Paid In Full”
Para
Paramount
exploded outside Copenbagen. Den:mark:
Second Group
Rocky Graziano, middleweight
prizeaghter, tpld a N: Y. County Baby, Won’t Y;ou Say You Love Me- t“ Wabash Avenue”:,
.Fei.St
grand jury that he had been offered :.Bevvi(cihed
Chappell
$100,600 to “throw a fight.
But Me, I Love You
Gampbeli
Dr. A. S. W.^ Roseribach, rare Charley My £by
...
Bourne
book dealer, paid $151,000 for a Copper eari^ri—1“(:iopper Canyon;’*
.Famous
copy of the “Bay Psalni Book;” Did Anyone Ever Tell
Yoii Mrs. Murphy
Jphnstone-M
first, book printed in the, English
Dbn’tcha Go Way Mad
Advanced
colonies in America.
Don’t Dp .Sometbing Tp Someone Else
Fisher
Newspapers, radio and, magazine
Get
Your
Gun”.
......
[
:Berlin
correspondents in Washington pro^
Love You? ....
tested to Secretary of State George
Duchess
Marshall that the. Soviet’s proposai I^Don t Know Whether To Laugh Or Cry Over You.
Porgie
Im
m Gonna Paper All My Walls
Wails With Your
Your Love Letters. ... r Goday
to admit only 20 American news- I
Ofxdav
....
men to the Moscow Peace Confer- Johnson Rag ..
^'o .Miller
^^0
ence was “shockingly inadequate.” •Marta
..Mark,
Rear Admiral Richard Byrd, Quicksilyer ... ...
Morris
making his second flight over the Save a Little Sunbeam
Capitot
South Pole, dropped the flags of Sentimental Me
Knickerbocker
all the United Nations.
(He made They Say It’s Wonderful— i “Arinie Get Vouir Cun’’
...
Berlin
,
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AdmirdI Records,
701 7th Aveiiu*

Iric.

N. Y. C.

his first fight in 1929):
$25,600,000
Longchairips

_ The

Restaurant chain in
its

;

New York

.

Wedding Samba
Why Remind Me
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Duchess
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Sinatra

(Words

&

Music, Inc.)
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Wedneectay; April 5;
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Marks on Infringement
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Jiiiie I

for a
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weeks

three

for
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Paramount N.
j

summer with
3 a rah

new

a

Muehlebach; hotel beginning its
new- twin-band policy With the'
Gardner Benedict and Pancho
orchs taking turns in. the Terrace
Grill
they’re in for a four-week
stand
Leo, Pieper, orch play-,

Y,, date this
15-piece band

:

Yaughan

back to
N. Y. from the Coast for an April
Jimmy
12 opening at Bop City
weekend
dates
in
the
Horsey begins name band policy ing
at Steel Pier, Atlantic City, Easter Pla-Mor ballroom for first lime in
three
years.
one
joe
'Oliver
orch,
with
8*fi
New
April
weekend,
,
by Terry Gilkyson,. '‘Cry of Ahe Carmen Velez, wound up a three.Wild Goose” composer, is “The mbnth stand at Eddy’s restaurant
Bachelor’s Life,” Burl Ives, M'axed here and moyes to the Washington-Urie hotel, Shreyeporf, La.
it for Columbia,
.
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;

Pierson Thai orch into Eddy’s
currently on a i^turn engagement
... Red Welch orch, with Kenny
Chicago
Field vocailing, has the Crown
Tiny Hiir set for one-nigh ter Room assignment in the La Salle
hotel
eurrehtly.
April
8
in
Coloma,
tour starting
Mich:, that^ will haye him playing
40 dates in 44 days, with four
E.A.R. theatre,
.Mondays off
Gleyeland
south side film house, will begin
Frankie Yankovic orch due back
weekly series of recorded one-hour
disk jockey from tour May 5 for one-month run
jazz concerts, with
Al Mor- at Skyway Club, following which
Ernie Simon emceeing
gan set for matinee and evening they head for West Gogst. Red
concert at* Memorial Hall, Go- Ingle’s Band also movihg into
lumbus, O., April 30 ... Jimmy Skyway April 14 for four-week
Dorsey to play Iowa State U. stay, after Heiilry George crew
annual spring dance May 11-13 closes ;
Hank Broze’s polkateers
George Towne cut four sides for Columbia
at Ames, Ta.
and vocalist Patti Page combining Woody Chapek, trumpeter, profor series of pne-nighters for serv- moted to leadership of Alpine
ice camps
Jimmy Painter to Village’s
orehestra,
succeeding
Casino, Quincy, 111., for two vveeks Frankie Sirasek
Hal Morgan;
starting April 5. and then to Cladee jay, did dramatic recitafidge hotel, Memphisj for two more tions to back two numbers waxed
stanzas April 21
Mills Bros, to by the Mai Fitch-Jackie Lynn
Trocadero, Henderson, Ky., April combo at the new Mood Record
15 for two weeks ... Lawrence Studio organized here.
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Cpluinbia.

Although realizing that an in- V
(Los Angeles)
..
fririgement suit could be launched
Harry Owens-Nick Stuart (Aragon, ^anta Monica). Good 8,000 admisagainst Guski and Martinp, Mgrks sions:
decided it would be only fair 'to
Claude Thornhill (Palladium B., Hollywood). Pallid 9,000 admissions.
cut theni in on the number fpr
...

.

..

-

:

having brpdghl

it

light.

to

Robbins does Plugging

Original ‘‘Tik-a-tee” melody was
penned by Gaetano Lama with
Italian words by F. Feala and Eng-

Glga Paul.
the whole thing

,

.week.
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WALTER WINCHELL SAYS

* J

Music, Autry’s pubbery, on a term
deal that became operative last

With the exception Of a Bing
In line with the continued hot Crosby waxing, tune was recorded
and sung only by western artists
songs and
interest in
hillbilly
like Autry,* Roy Acuff,
a
etc.,
Singers, J.
Robbins & Sons is decade ago, that having _been a
starting to work on the 10-year-old time when pop music was pop
had been hidden in a standard Gene Autry nurnber, “Be Honest music and hillbillies were hillsong folio and that emerged only With Me.” Robbins acquired the billies, and never the twain, it was
via the infringenient route.
song last November ff-om Western thought, would meet.
text

1950's Sensational
^

I

by

Ironic
twist to
is that
Marks now finds itself with several, disks on, and increasing interest in, a number that for years
lish

.

^

j

,

.

;

.

Tony Martin

Jimmy Featherstbiie (TrianOn; $I-$1.15:adm.). Droopy 3,500 dancers.
Sherman Hayes (Blackhawk, 500; $2.50 min.-80c; cover). Biz poor;
1,000 diners.
Teddy Phillips (Aragon; $1-$1.15 adm.). Dreary 4,000 dancers.

,

j

.

WGAR

different,

okay 4,000 covers:

[

.

;

is

( Chicago i
560; $3.50 min.-$V cover).
,

Cee Davidson (Chez Paree,

.

.

.

:

however) Dana
stopped publication and is now
paying Marks regulation disk royalties on the song, as are Victor

lyric

.

.

:

shovv.

.

:

.

Ice

assuniption that it was
public domain. When Marks pointed put the note-f or-note similarity
between th e tunes (“Tic-Tock”

I
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.
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.
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starting

Jacquet slated

Illinois

.

Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room, Stevens, 720; $3.56 min. -$1 cover).
show still in doldrums; wateflsh; 2,740 coiners.
George Olsen (Marine Room, Edgewater; 706; $1.20). Biz down to
and R. J. Martino called ‘‘Tic-Tock crawl;
1,000 customers. V
Polka” Ditty w^s picked up from
Eddie O’Neal (Empire Room, Palmer House, 500; $2.50 min.-$l cover).
the Dana disk by Cbluitibia. and Victor
V
Bofge show pulling fair 3,051 patrons.
Victor, former recording it with
Bill Snyder (College Inn, Sherman, 500; $3.5,0 min.). Biz moderate;
Frankie YenkoVic and his Yanks*
1,400 napkins.
latter with Eraie .Bcnedi^
PqlkaTeers. Dana platter had! been cut
by Gene Wisniewski.
Los Angeles
Identical Tnelody line ^f the
Jan Garber (Ambassador, 900; $1,50). With Evelyn Knight, fourth
Marks tune, publ ished in -k f 61 io and^ final week; islumped to 1,900. Phil Spitalny. and All-Girl Orch
titled ‘‘Mempfies of Italy,” and the .open; tonight: (4).-:.'
Guski-Martino
composition
was
Paiir Neighbors (Biltiiiore, 900; $L50). SO-so 2,000 ebyers.
called to Marks’ attention by VicPhil. Ohman (Beverly Hills, 300; $4 niiri ). .'.tip to 2,100 covers.
tor.
Subsequent checkihg revealed that Dana had accepted the
song for recording and pubbing
Location Jobs^ Not in Holds
the

;

.

,

,

Marks in 1939, came to light
when Dana Records waxed and
published,^ a number by S. Guskl

.

.

.

.

to

:

.

•

.

Pittsburgh sohgsmiths as to whether they will accept an offer made
them by the music pub following * New Yorker has Connie. Haines; Waldorf, Dorothy Shay^
discovery of an infringement of a
Marks copyright by the writing
Chicago
duo.
Johnny Aladdin (Swiss Ghalet, Bismarck, 250; $2 min>-8()e. cover).
Pirating of an old Italian song
Holy week denting Noble & King drawing power; slow 1 ,000 labs.
titled “Tik-a-tee, Tik-a-tay,” copyDick LaSalle (Mayfair Boonri, Blaickstone, 350; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
righted originally by the Italian
Andy Williams opened Friday (31), picking traffic up to fair 1,500
Book Co. in 1920, and transferred :eovers.'-V

.

.

HCeeka

.

“Music, Music, Music”
Music pubs “Music, Music,
Music," left last week for a swing
Lou Levy.
around Coast cities
Lee^s Music head, in N.Y. from Welk will play the auto show at
Rock Island, 111., from April 25-30.
the Coast for several weeks.
Ray Robbins to Casa Loma ballJuanita Hall si^ed by Langworth Transcriptions; first sides room, St. Louis, April 7 for a week
Indiana U. School of Music
Herb
May
in
to he cut
short
for instituting danceband lab course.
a
do
to
Jeffries
School
asked to borrow some
Universal in a couple of weeks ;
Gene Williaihs orch plays a New Frankie Masters arrangements for
York U. dance at the Hotel Astor, course, which will teach arrangevocal ments, perfotmante and directiori
K Y., April 21 N; Y.Orioles,
debvit April
quintet, making
Ray Anthony
7 at Birdland
into Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove,
Kansas City
.

B.O.’s

Covera
Total
I'liHt
Covera
Flayed Week On
Hotel
9,665
2,520
4
.
Eddy Duebin*
Waldorf (400; |2)
2,150 70,700
Guy Lombardo ..... Roosevelt (450; $1.50-$2) , . 27
12,950
8
.....
1,620
Jimmy Dorsey,
. Statfer
(450; $i.50-$2)
1,000
4,000
Tony Pastor’*'
4
New Yorker (400; $l-$1.50)

Italian Song
Edward B. Marks Music Co. is
currently awaiting word from two

well

.

Hotel

Band

Of Old

Seller on Coin .Machines
“Music,: Music, Music”
Best Bntish Seiler

,

at

t

Knew You Were Coming”

I

Horan
Richmond^ whose Crom-

thrush, replacing Claire

Howard

‘If

,

Bands

Compromise Offer By

“Third Man Theme”
Retail Sheet Musie Seller
“Music, Music, Music”
“Most Requested” Disk

“Kinf” Cole and hip Trio
4
r Pat Goninto Bop City May
poraey
nora is the new Jimmy
:

the Tops

Retail bisk Best Seller

:0

OHCWIBSTRAS^IUJSW;

^
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"IT'S

New

Hit

CLICKING"

S

A

^

'

i

Recorded by

V

LAWRENCE COOK

RUGOLO'S RAGTIMERS

Abbey

Capitol

CLIFF

Columbia

ROMANO

MELODEONS

STEWARD

MGM

Coral

ALSO BEING RECORDED

ON

and BRADFORD
Victor

MERCURY, DECCA

STASNY MUSIC CO.
1619 Broadway,

BEATRICE KAY

N6w

York

AND LONDON

:

A

V

^

.
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Wednesday, ApHI

VAVDEVILLB
Name Vaude
For

S,

1950

Unit S*t

Nabes
S&k ChiApril
Chicago,

4.

& Katz will bring in a
top name package for its Paradise
and Norshore theatres for EJaster
week, with Ginhy Powell, Gil
Lamb, and Boyd Raeburti orch.
Unit will plfiy A week at the Paradise and three days at the NorBoth houses have not
shore,
played vaude in the last decade.
Balaban

Other Actors’

4

.

the anti-bertefit campaign by the
American Guild of Variety Artists j
expected to make a st?;ong dent
in revenue of welfare and relief
funds Of affiliates of the Associated
Actors and Artistes of America, ais
well as the various thes^trical
guilds.
All such organizations are
expected to feel the pinch in curUnder
tailment of cuffp; shows.
present, setup, Theatre Authority
beneall
on
gets 15% of the gross
Since the nuinbet* of gratis
fits.
displays has diminished this year,
TA take will be smaller.j Gdnse
quently, the Welfare funds or tfi®
various unions Will get a small slice
Of the TA melon.
Just what wi^^^ be done to bolster
the loss hasn’t been decided by the
4A’s. Henry puhn,. AGVA national

Mklds Fight tO Retain

is

Jobs in A.G. Saloons
Atlantic City, April

to again storm city hall Thursday
(6 ) to battle ah ordinance which,
prohibit them
if Adopted, would
from Working as bar mgffds.
'

proposed law is being
by the local bartenders^
union, which claims that many jobs
being held by Women should be
Both sides have
by men. ^
filled

The

backed

I

Chicago, April, 4.
Phil Tyrrell, Chi agent, Wst week
suit against Dean
flted $25,0b0
of spotting occasional vaude units.
Murphy in the municipal courti
Circuit had three name shows
Booker claims he had a 10-year
Working the nabe house's during the contract With the impressionist.
Xmas holidays;
Which still has a year to go, He
also alleges, that under the contract, he was to receive commis-sion oh ail bboklngs during tenure
of contract, and that Murphy has
Daiice Kale? iu
Jailed to remit.
Action Was filed the lari: day of
Sindios Murphy’s engagement at. the ChiOperating

4.
This is a continuation of test
bartenders here~are setj policy of Nate Platt, B&K booker,

Femme

..

..

Dean Murphy Tagged By
Agent in 25G Breach Suit

.

B^en

;

.

.

kicked up so much controversy that
ordinance, scheduled for a piib^
Hc hearing two weeks agOj was
Thursday (30).
tabled by City Commissioners so
Paralleling the more extensive cago theatre,
that Controversy might settle down business done by such retired or
a b^
semi-retiredr professionar dancers,
A number of small spots Use as yeloz & Yolanda and -Fred
administrative Secretary, has. proit’s
h
o
w
Madison
bartenders,
at
benefit
women
ah
annual
posed
Astaire, with elaborate teaching
Square Garden; N. V;., fpr the beii- ciaimedV work for less than the studios on the order of Arthur
efit of the various’ relief funds. It’s union scale,
Murray, more dance teams have
r ./
;
figured since TA’s dividendsii are
gone into this phase of late^ Renee
about $70,000 annually and divided
& Root have had their own studios Worcester
among 14 organizations, such an afat the Martinique and NeW Surf
Worcester, Mass April 4
TA
loss.
fair could make up for the
hotels in Miami Beach, and this
The. influx of female impersona
However, it’s doubtful that the 4A's
Winter at the Sea Isle and Surfside
in Massachusetts nightWill go for this idea.
in the Florida resort; Gomez Sc tor shows
}
For thA past yeair, AGVA lias
Beatrice have had the President clubs Was halted When state police
in suburban: Sterling,
Lunt’s
raided
past
two:
been campaigning for the eliminaMadison hotel, MB? the,
Buffalo, April 4.
tion of the benefits, claiming the
years; and this year Tony & Sally and arrested the owner arid five
Roberto Zaiccini, the “Hums’'^; DeMarco have had the Boca Baton, performers,
free shows militate against clubdate employment for many acts Cannonball” who was injured while Rohey-Plaza and Sah Souci hotels
In District court, W. Joseph Lunt
and that performers are the only being sfiot from a cannon during in Florida.
Was fined $250 for promoting an
ones not paid at such affairs. It’s the Shrine Circus here in March,
He jap’There is a long list of lesser immoral entertainmerit.
pointed oiit that musicians, stager 194)8, has filed suit against the teans who, similarly^ segued into pealed. The five entertainers, fined
dance
promoters,
of
hall,
caterers,
Circus
for
the
Hamid-Morton
$100,000 the tutbring phase
hands,
$50 each with the provision that
etc., are paid and it’s been union’s damages at Tampa, Florida: Zac- business. Many of them, like Addi- they stay out of th« Ipwu in the
feeling that talent should also be cini claims that while catapulting son (Jack) Fowler and his late future, Were Joseph McGrath, alias
paid. Under AG VA proposals, ben- from the cannon he saw a Wire in partner-wife, Florenz Tamaira, h®(i Jay
Vigeant
Richard
Sunday
efits would be limited to organiza- his path and in order to avoid it he headed Arthur Murray studios all
(Dickie Starr), Iran Riggs (Dale
tions such 'as the American and was forced to. twist in such a man- over the country, Fowler still re- Leslie), John
Harrison (Jackie
New York Heart Assn.; Cancer ner that in landing in the net he taining his own spot in Providence. Kays) and Ernest DiStefano (BunFunds, etc.
was permanently disabled. He con- Many ballroomologists follow the ny Day),./Under present TA distribution, tends the Circus is responsible for seasons, with summer and winter
Sterling officials then revoked
charitable theatrical guilds such as failing to maintain a clear trajec- rescM-t studios, Such as Renee Sc food and liquor licenses of the
Maythe
tory
path.
to*
July
1
Root returning
Jewish Theatrical Guild, Negro Acclub.
At the time both Zaccini and his flower Hotel, Plymouth, Mass.
tors Guild, Episcopdl Actors Guild
Simultaneously, Shrewsbury poand others get the first 25% of the sister Sylvia were in the act. At (Cape God.)
ordered a similar type of show
R&R had a variation on the idea lice
TA take; after expenses, .divided the time of the accident the sister
The club
at the Frolics closed.
among them, AGVA gets 25% of made a successful landing biit Zac- by doing their act at the Sea Isle booked Phil Allen and an all-girl
cini was rushed to the Deaconess Hotel, with supplementary private
the remainder and the other 4
The Northboro Manor,
revue.
hospital here, where he was foUti
units split the rest.
lessons following. It .was because
which has been using these type
to be suffering from a “fracture
of this combination professional
is up for auction.
shbys,
dislocation of the neck.
and amateur routine that some
Lolita 8t Ardo, dance team, curBritish VIPs, visiting Sea Isle,
rently at the Early Birds Club,
interested London manager-booker
Bpokane^ were mistakenly IdentiJack Hylton in Renee & Root, with Nelson’s Musical Tab
Audieac^
Vaude
Scot
fied as Melita 8c Arnow in a reresult he Jias booked them to open
cent issue of Variety when reat the* Baccara, Paris, May 12; the
viewed ,at the Palomar, Seattle.
Baur-au-Lac IJqtel, Zurich* June
Glasgow, April 4.
Herbert Nelson, who produced
i-15, with dates in Italy and on
for
Scot
audiences
are
going
..
the Riviera, to follow. This meank snniaU theatre-cafe revues on the
Highlight of that the R&R studio at their annual Continent some years ago, will atU. S. performersDerek Roy show at Glasgow Em- Plymouth hotel stand Will reopen tempt. to bring this idea into a
pire recently was appearance of without them personally, although Greenwich Village, N. Y., cafe late
Johii and Rene Arhaut in their they’ll return later in the summer. summer or efliriy fall. Format was
w.k. whistling bit.
Act sails April I'T on the Volendam. tried out for three days last wOek
Next Americans due arc the This Is’ the team’s first booking at Adelphi College, Garden City,
Mack 'Triplets, who’ve been scor- abroad but Eddie Root’s fourth,
ing in London niteries. They play having made three. European tours
Same show, “Nuts arid Peanuts”
Glasgow, April 17.
when of Minor ;& Root.
which played the college will probThe miining Bernard Bros., held
ably be repeated in the Village.
ovejf’ from panto to support Danny
Program M'ill have a cast of eight
Thomas in opening variety week
Saranac Lake
with two -pianos shOwbacking.
at London Palladium, make an-;
There Will be one performance
By Happy Benway
other return to the Glasgow Emnightly. Staging will be by Hedley
Saranac Lake, N.Y.;, April 4.
!
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Riley’s also is expected to expand budget for its shows; lUs
probable that the Harold Miiisky

j

.

.

i

;

.

.
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Saratoga is^ expected to have a
better season this year than in previous annums; Major problem of
gaming isn’t expected to crop tip
this year.
Businessmen of resort
expect, a green light on gaming
without any difficulties, also allout heavier exploitation for tlie
racing meet and generally lower
prices in hotels and cafes to give
the necessary impetus to what’s
hoped Will be a big Season,
As a result, cafemeri are already
riarting work on heavy-budgeted
shows for the season, starting July
31.
Lou Walters, of -the Latin
Quarter, N. Y., will produce the
shows; at. the Piping Rock for second consecutive year. He’s already
dickering f dr either Jimmy, Durarite or Tony Martin for a twoweek stand to open, the season, arid
expects to pact Joe E, Lewis for the
remaining fortnight,

,

ForlOOGm*

j

cafe unit,, which did well at that
spot last season, will play a repeat
there; In addition, it’s likely that
a headliner such as Gypsy Rose
Lee will also be pacted.

Other

'

expected to open for

caffi

the bangtail season ik the Brook
club, formerly Outh Waite’s.
This
cafe didn’t do' too well lari year,
in the face of heavy name competition from the other two clubs. As
a result, it also may go in for top
talent.

,

,

,•

One major

lesson that the bistros learned last year is the imlines.
This year
of
gal
portance
all will shell out heavily on productions. The Piping Bock, for example, started last sea.son sans the
cheesecake display, but had to add
one hurriedly in midseason. Riley’s
is 4ilso expected to put in a large
production unit.

;

:

RqIU’ European Tour
Roily Rolls will make his first
appieararice in Paris in many years
when he opens at the ABC theatre,
there, for eight weeks on the bill
with Edith Piaf, April 8. He follows With a stand at the Palladium,
June 8
It will be Rolls’ first date as a
comic In that city. His foririer appearance there was as a concert

i

.

May

m

HAVE YOU SEEN

pianist.

RKO PALACE

;

JACKIE

THI& WEEK

RUFE DAVIS

;

FREDA WING

KANNON

pire,

mmmi

mm

May

8,
Victor (lATSE) Gamba, elated
Val Parnell has promised more over latest clinic report, which ups
Americans for Scots vaude houses. him for mild exercise and picture
privileges twice weekly. His frau,
Esther Morrisette, is a daily Visitor,
Dr. William Stern, Variety Clubs
hospital medico, off to Miami;

mm
The Theatres of tHe Stars

for a month's* holiday.
Forrest (Slim) Glenn, former
patient and now on hospital’s personnel, to N;Y;,C. on a vacation.
Birthday greetings are in order

Helen PeleOhowicz and Ted
(Akron) Hopper; both at the hilltop
hospital and on the improved list.
John N. Garwood, sports ahr

to

Gordon Graham and

NEXT WEEK
DIRICTION:

KALCHEIM & SMITH

cast will in-

R. K. O. ildf.,

JUdian

Nelson, early this season, queried

American Giiild of Variety Artists
and Actors Equity anent jurisdiction and Wage scale for i)erformers.
Since the query came at the
time AGVA was battling Equity on
the jurisdiction over tha Brandt
legit showings in vaude houses,
Nelson added fuel f o a controversy
which caused. AGVA, at One point,
to accuse Equity of encroaching on
the nitery field. It was Equity’s
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Edwin (lATSE) Gaiser recuping
from thoracoplasty operation and
doing okay.
Morris
Dworski,
analyst
of
Variety Clubs hospital research
laboratory, elected president of
the Jewish Cdmmuriity Center.
Virginia
Godwin* Who cured
here, in for a vacation in the downtown colony. Ditto for Bryce LaVigne, former orch leader.
Spring is surely here!
Ben
Schaffer went downtown and got
.

his fishing license.
Write to those who are

ill.

Caveli cancelled out at’
the Colonial theatre^ Albany* last
week; with - Elaine Bradley reLilliari

placing.

»•«» eaoM

rbu MUST VISIT
RAltWAY LOST PROPERTY
,

Kains,

nice progress;

City

4-3345

Remsin,

aiid

MARCUS iOEW

N«w York

*

houncer of local Station WNBZ
Joyce Xalris daughter of Louis contention that they have jurisdicmusical director of Deer^ tion over legit shows ho matter
Wood Musical Center were married where shown, while AOVA claimed
recenty arid Will reside in the control over nitery shows.
downtown colony upon retiirn from
Whether Nelson will play under
their hpneympOri.
Mary Lou Weaver (Warners), Equity or AGVA isn’t known as
yet,
received a top report, Which means
(

CLIFFORD and M ARION

clude Sylvia Grayson, June GruBilly Beckham
and Bert

well,

;

LONDON for largalni in
Far Coatt, liiggagt. Trovtl
and Spisrtf beodf:-->Can at 1 Partman Street (carnar af Oxfard
Straat), Marble Atch. Landan. VY-T-

wbtn
Fart.

j

I

I

IR

,

V^hesday, April

5^

•

:

1950

51
Heniny’s $ TWowawayt
Hepiiy Youngman is sending
.

novel promotion pieces.
is enclosing a dollar
biU in an envelope advising
recipient to hold on to the Certific 4 te-^*‘Some day, it might
out

Comic

Minneapdlisf April 4.
Hotel Nicpllct Minnesota Terrace,
Club Carnival, one of the top which also has been playing names
also is dropping its $1-$1.50 covis
eliminating
its
niterleis,
local
er charge,, inauguratfd last October
$1 cover charge starting with the
Peggy Lee erigagement Thursday after Club Carnival paved the way
Management, how(6) and will drop big name floor by a half-year.
show policy, too, after completion •ever, intends reinstating it When,
of piresent booking commitments, following Lent, more big names
will be brought in.
Trade here,
Including a return Mel Tprme^^^
gagement, carrying into .late May. too; has. been iii a sharp dpwn<‘
Sharp decline in busines$ since last trend in recent weeks.
Third of the "’Big three" of
mid -December is reason for
abandonment of cotivert and for local supper clubs, the Hotel Badisson Flame Room, has never had: a
slash in talent budget,
Since cover charge went in more cover charge. It uses mostly perthan a year ago, Carnival has been sonalities and medium names, but
Annong others, dccasionally brings in a big name
using top names,
Abe Burrows, Larry Adler,
it has had Sophie Tucker and Mar- like
Lena Horne, Burl Ives, Dorothy Shay and Carl
tha Raye twice,
Brissoii.
Prankie Laihe, the Mills Bros,; Cab
Calloway, King Cole Trio, Carmen
Miranda, Connee Boswell (twice)

he worth a dollar. Use this
buck to see me at the Paramouht, N. Y., April 12/
Trade thinks he must have bad
a good Season.

pecember,

,

etc.

nifery

Until early last
attracted con*

'I

sistentiy large crowds.

3dup; $1 Maximuin Bite
Toronto, April 4.
Patrons of cocktail bars where
music is provided will now have to
pay a 15% tax on drinks; but patrons of night clubs get a break in
that their former 20% tax has been
reduced to 15%, with a maximum
tax of $1 when an individuars tab
exceeds $6.60.
New amusement tax amend*
ments, with all proceeds to go to
hospitals, becomes effective April
accordihg to Premier Leslie
1,
Frost. The 15% tax will also apply
for the first time to dance spots
Where neither liquor nor food is
served.

by eliminating intermissions and
the recitative. It has been booked
for the Astor theatre, North Ber-;
gen, N. j.i for two days, April 14-

Lenny Ditspn

Nitery operations in Cpy|ngton
»nd Newport, Ky., are expected to

...

I

^

I

f^

week, followed a raid on one of the
cafes With a gaming caSino. This

;

Indicated that the political
pressure was on and nearly every
raid

i

cafe in the area curtailed operatlohs.'.,-

;

;

most wBl resume.

This area, across the river from
Cincinnati, is. one of the heavtesi
liSerS of name talent in the country.
In many respects, the cliibs

i
’

buy more headliners than
Bridgeport, April

4.

.York;,-'

's'

Lookout
Glen’s Rendezpreemed last year, will be annual vous, Newport; La: i Quarter, Covevent, with second edition sliited ington, arid
Beverly Hills Country
for weekend of June 10.
Club, Newport, have talent budgets
Herman W. Steinkraus, president exceeding $5,000 weekly.
Cafe
of U. S; Chamber of Commerce, operations, for the most part, are
and head of Bridgeport brass, who run at a loss with gaming activities
sparkplugged original festivai, will depended upon for the profits.
as the

•

Street parade June 12 will clithree-day celebratioh dedicatto: memory of showmah; who

made Bridgeport

etoed
8 Bill
Albany, April 4.
Governor Dewey vetoed the Condori bill permitting employment of
children under 16 as acrobatic
dancers in New York With consent
of local authorities.

"Aqua

Parade,’’

which may become

American Humane Assn., Children’s Aid Society and other organizations Opposed.

an annual event. As a Ghristmas
attraction, there is to be a skating
pantomime, "Dick Whittington On
Ice,” for an eight weeks’ season,
Homer and Jethro set for the with which Torn Arnold is associRoosevelt hotel,
New Crlean.s, ated; This will also become an annual attraction,
April 8.

his Circus’ winter

quarters.

Los Aiigeles,: April 4.
eiyde Beatty Circus performers
The Gale agency is hypoing its were unionized by representatives
disk jockey relations yia a special of AGVA, the, first time any tent
service
to
the platter-spiririers. show had ever been induced to join
Outfit’s flack department is send- the Organized labor ranks on the:
ing a bi-monthly release to the West Coast.
jocks offering timely program sugMiriimum union scale is $100
gestions in addition to the regular weekly for singles; $|75 for doubiographical material on records bles; $250 for trios; $325 for fourand artists.
somes, plus $45 weekly for any addAgency has approximately 800 led performer. Production clowns
jocks on its rnailirig list. Al Wilde, draw $125, assistant cloWns, $85,
Gale publicist, dreamed up the and chorines $50. All salaries inv.:.-idea.
clude maintenance.

Gale’s D. J; Tieups
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"YOU^RE

IN

LOVE WITH EVERYONE''
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(But the 6ii« Vyhe's in Love With You)
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^
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SEE Y^U AFTEII CHURCH’’

(On Sunday)

Vefy on
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Personal

Management:

PRANK COOPER
521.

PIfth

New
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York, N. Y.

Booked by:

WILLIAM morris;
INC.
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Barnum Festival, which P. T:
Most spots, such
Barnum ’s home town successfully House, Covington;

'X

Latest

weeic.

*

police headquarters arid eonfessed operations Without aid froih;: the
the stabbing. Cabness, who hails green-felt tables, the bOnifaces feltfrom California, is alleged to have it would be best to; close down her
a police record in half a dozen fore losses on cafes became heavy.
However, Insi
that
cities, according to local authori.
the situation is being eased and
;
ties...

ed

London, April 4.
"Skating Vahities" comes back
to the Wembley Stadiun) May 26.
Last year the skating show played
the stadium for a nine weeks’ season to capacity business.
Another Americain venture to
play the Stadium in August and
September will be Buster Crabbe’s

V

;

max

of the Miles In-

M inor

I

be this year’s chairman.

15;'

galls office is ageniihg.

-

’

^

Chicago, April 4.
Crackdown by police has several
strip joints shuttering aind others
operating under wraps. Capt. Pat
Crowdy of the first district,, which
takes in lower end of the Loop,
hajs clamped down,
resulting in
the closing of the Pink Poodle, the
Kitten: and the TrOcadero.;
The
606 club has Instalie.d vaude acts.
Mac’s Burlesque club has matinee
perf ormances-^but With more cov-

In recent
months, however, it's reportedly
A one-hpur version of Verdi's erup bn gals;
losing nearly $150,000 a year. Ted
"La traviata’* by the New York
However, bn north Clark street
Cook, its manager, blames cover
Pop Opera Co,, designed for vaud- shows are running Wide open, even
charge in part for declining, supper
ers, is being produced by George
more so than the more well known
show trade.
Lee Marks.
He’s a brother of locations .on
Madison st.
For its current attraction, Harry
Sherman Marks, who produced the Heat, which was on in Caiumet
Carroll and Polly Baker, who have
cOniposer salute series at the Col- City, nearby
Chi siibsurb, was
played spot a half dozen or more lege Inn, Chi., and other spots.
lifted last week when a grand
times before without couvert; the
Marks is condensing the opera jury refused to indict the sheriff.

Toronto Revises Cafe lax

-

Hemprial hospital from 17 stab
Inasmuch a$. the niteries in this
wounds.
Cabness appeared at the Falls area cannot support big talent

,

Dean Murphy

•

Buffala Abril 4
Leonard Cabness, 26, nightclub
entertainer, is being held at Niagara Falls on a charge that he
24-year-old
fatally
stabbed
his
estranged wife Lorraine. Following the death of Mrs. Cabness in

;

•

'
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Nightclub PerformersHelij
In Fatal Knifing of Wife
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Steel Pier

1950

5,,

Again Will
A pHl

Atlantic City>

Chicago, April

4.

4.

.

Angelo
Pier again will try legit
ton Holt* and jPierre
Hotel, Mpls.,
this summer, The. Surf Playhouse, set for the Hicollet
Backwards
ProfcMor
American Guild of Variety Arwhich will Occupy the same theatre April 20
the Shamrock
tists is clamping down oh blanket
as vyras used last year, will open opens tonight (4) at
Houston
under
Hotel,
June
contracts now in effect in some
about the middle of
heon Miller* Pj^ncess CMo ^ded
iisuH.
Gail Hillson.
Union
the
Steel

:

'

Public resistance to the\ Federal. >
20% amusement tax Was blained in
the announced closing of the Terrace. Room Of the Hotel New
Yorker, N. Y., to the floorshow
type of entertainment .Frank L.

.
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Sydney, March 28.

—

David N. Martin, head of the
Tivoli loop, presents the Joan Davis
reVUe, “Here From There,” at

for the f’Mickey

.

Saturday
sentences

,

Olivers

j

The

i

urged mandatory jail’
B-girls uhd taxi

(I)

for

who

solicit) for

prostitution,

heard Thomas C.

coriimitfee

Schheideau, member of the Louisiana ABC' Board, who promised
that his investigators would confiscate lewd displays in front of

...
I

Bourbon

St.

honky

tbhks.

.

Arena Managers Assn, last week
added foul new members to the
organization. Board approyed the
.

-

Sports Arenn, Toledo; William Neal
Reynolds Coliseum of the Univ. of
North Garoliha, Raleigh; Arena,
San Bernardino, Calif., and the
Windsor Arena, Windsor, Gan.
s
New admissions bring up ^
total menibership, to 25 arenas
througheut the country.

off.

.

.

paid

got

stipulate performers as
employees Instead of indepeiideht

&

In

Music Hall To
Milwaukee, April 4.
Plethora of names will be feaon Union Pact
Confab
Arena
Milwaukee
new
the
tured at
American Guild of Variety Artin the week starting Sunday (9\
start talks with
Dicks Haymes, Frances Langford, ists is slated to
Music Hall, N. Y.,
Ethel Smith and Dennis Morgan, the Radio City
(Wed.) on a union agreea native son, will show. Arena has today
for that house. Music Hall
a 11,000' capacity and some 52,000 ment
N. Y. variety house that
sole
is
the
for
sold
seats already have been
does not have an AGVA contract.
the week-long festival.
Music Hall is AGyA's latest tarCommittee is receiving fine
drive.
cooperation from local brewers. get in its unionization
Pabst Beer is bringing in its“Life
of Riley" radio show as is MiUer
MATERIAL
High Life Beer with Lawrence
For all brahehat of fhaatricala
Welk’s band. Producer Cy Howard,
FUN-MASTER
another local boy, is slated to
«'Th« ORIGINAL Show-BIx Gag Rla"
present his CBS show, “Life With
• NOS. 1 thru 35 « $1.00 aa. •
(Ordar in Saquanca Only)
LuigL” Miss Smith, incidentally,
SRECIAL: First 13 Bias for $1B
for
booked
performer
only
the
is
All 35 Bias for $30
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, par book. $10 •
the entire week. Others are only
MINSTREL BUDGET .. ..;. $25 •
•
one-nigbt appearances'.
• HUMOR-DOR FOR EMCIES $25 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., aa. bk. $25 •
—^>r all 4 diff. Vols. for $$$—
• ,''HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES" (ra-Jssua)

AGVA,

.

Dallas, April

4^

I

The State Fair

of

Texa s

will suf

secopd loss of a key official.
cj^arles R. Meeker, Jr., manager
of the Casino musical shows and
the State Fair Auditoiium \Vill
leave on Npy. 1 to become director of the Toledo Civic Light

fer; its

AMA

{

-^$2.00 par copy —
NO C.O.D/a
FAU LA SMITH

s

;

COMEPIENNI

Burns Cincy Promoter

W. H. Hitzelberger, v.p. and general mahagCir of the State Fair,
also announced his resignation re-

9

are willing to pay fabulous fees for
sporadic TV engagements on spe-

W.

200

Cincinnati, ApriV 4.

Cincy’s Variety Club Tent has
cently.
Meeker will manage the comr Jack Benny show booked for May
and
Xmas
Thanksgiving,
28, and now is negotiatirig for ;the.
. ^
Easter programs, then certainly
and will remain on duty through 12,000-seat Cincinnati Garden in'
the theory of “continuity of perTo close the deal
the next State ‘Fair. He was for which to spot it.
formance” is mythical, since there
merly with the Interstate Theatres Chief Barker Vance Schwartz and
is nothing continupus by these anihust
soothe Edward
committee
circuit as theatre manager and his
nual Pr semi-annual gala shows.
Schott, Garden /manager, who is
publicity man.
bumed because he claims he was
Cantor doesn’t think any comethe first io dicker for the Benny
dian can do justice to TV on a;;
radio
troupe’s appearance here.
weekly basis and, for that reason,
IT
1 -Niter
Starr’s
*
^
Also that, he was figuring on the
nixed Pabst’s bid last year. NBC’s
a
rT
Hpiiywoodj
Apni
4,
Music Corp; of America asking
Niles Trammell agrees with the cor
Kay Starr, spngstress, played a $10,000 guarantee against 60% of
median and will follow that patone-niter at Balboa Beach ball- the gate.
tern.
If Schott refuses to rent the
‘‘Producers never die; it’s the room Saturday (1) giving spot
exiting with Garden, the Benny Show may be
actor who gets killed off by wear- year’s best biz, and
ing out his welcome,” says Cantor. $ 1 ,91 7 as her share. In at $1 ,250 staged by the Variety Clulr in the
3,967 Xavier University’s 5,000-seat fieldAnd for that reason I feel that it
admissions.
house, Schwartz said.
is smart not to kill off your value
Ballroom
paid
Dick
Pierce
band
by appearing too often in so eyeabsorbing a medium as teleyisipii. a flat $400 to back the chirp.
What’s, worse, if you appear often
and don’t click that’s gotta be proL^venson’s Hub Date
fessional suicide.
So. if a star is
of any value to his sponsor, isn’t
Sam Levenson will play his first
Vic Damone slated for the Click
it smarter to preserye it for, as long Boston cafe date at the Latin Quarclub, Philadelphia, starting April
as possible?
I certainly feel that ter starting May 14.
I
10
way, and now the sponsors and the
He’s reportedly getting $4,000
Edith Fellowes and Tommy Dix
networks are coming around to see weekly;
will make their N; Y. cafe bow as
it my way also."
;
a team at the Latin Quarter,
Cantor is breaking , his jump

CM

theatres.

tracts to

.

Opera Co.
Continued from paf e

stipulated

at

Union has also ordered the con-

.

COMEDY

1

.

.

,

j

vestigate conditions in the Vieux
Carre district at its first ;ineetmg^

;

weekly matipees.
Lineup includes Max & Barry
Nesbitt, Robert Lamouret & Dudule, Gus Brox & Myrna, Nancy
Brown, Eugene's Flying Ballet,
Shirley, Sharon & Wanda, Alice
Broeninann, George Nicholls, Ormonde DougleS, Helen Bobinina
Show is
and Marcus & Famili^.
produced by Miss Davis.

.

in*^

In the meantime, a’ :Committ^
appointed by city officials to in-

March 31. it’s the bigr
gest live show yet handled by Martin and Will play nightly, with two

the Tivoli,

formers and each house is to pay
Under the former method, acts

.

tour.

thea-

city

BIGGER AUSSIE

(1)

•

;

^th

;

last. irtonth.^:-;,

Roxy owner, Paul Cardinaii
has eight days th appeal to the
on the cahcellation notice.
Closing eliminateb all vaude offeriiigs here excepting occasiohal onenight attr.actions.
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Currantly.
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THE NATION'S
LEADING CONTROL ARTIST

i

H. KING

.

I

,

I

202S N. Argylt Av«.

;

Httilywoed 28. Calif.

.

j

j

j

I

WHITlY ROBERtS
ALWAYS working

t

PALACE, Cleveland,
PALACE, Ail»ahy, N. V.
PALACE, Rockford, III.
PALACE, Mancha$ter, N. H:
PALACE HOTEL, S. F.
PALACE HOTEL, Denver, Col.
PALACE, NeW Britain, Conn.
But Not the PALACE, N. Y.

P layed the

i

1

back to BeyeTly Hills with These
cpl lege edncerts and charity dates.
Hte returns to the Coast April 20
and will continue tape-recordihg
the“$64 question” program until
his contract expires, having refused to' renew v/ith the Blow

agency.

!

|

July

Blues

[

So

the

year.
stymied in

far,

i

Your Figure and Health That Oounts
You can aat, drink and laugh and not gra.w
you taka VNURITABS."

fat

if

Th# |ngredi#nts in combination with Vitamin B eontainad In "NURITABS" tpna up tha systam, as w«ll
as improya fht Bgura, Guarantaed tafa and pura.

Upon racaipt of ONE U. S. A. DOLLAR, Wa will
dispatch a full thraa weak! couraa, postaga prapaid;

AXAi

LTD., 17/21, Emerald StrRtf

Londoa, W« C. 1, England
WELCOMB trade ENQUIRIES

m

mrrr

rM

too

or the shore, and besides
too hot for nightclubbing.

i t

r

I* J ir

i f

) n-i

P«r. Mgt.:

l^ildred
Jocelyn
and Larry
Douglas,
both
singing
singles,
have paited into a new act,
Myron Cohen, who recently returned from Florida, is slated to
open at the Vine Gardens, Chicago, April 21;

BERT COLLINS

Agent Leon Newman leaving this
week for a talent hunt that will
take him to Hollywood and San
Francisco.

faRodi es, special songs
1950 CATALOG FREE
target S*lcctlon of Comody Matorjal
In

Showbizl

'

Wo

alio writ# matariai

to '-ordar.

H. KLEINMAN
514«-K Sirohm, North Hollywood,,
J.

&

Tolaphon#: Hillxjd# $141

.

In

•l.-lv'

,

ACTS. GAGS* SCRIPTS.

it’s

September,
the
customers
aren’t back yet.
Christmas
shopping explains the December decline,
There’S still no
alibi ifor.,Oct. -Noy>,
tf.l

OAKLAND

tieups.,

;

1

soon
after New Year’s.
In February and March; the income tax
and Lenten season interferes
with grosses.. In April and
May, the weather is too nice
for indoor recreation; In June,
people start thinking pf vaca^
tions.July and August; the
Gustomers are at the mountains
it’s

16

ORPHEUM THEATRE

;

endorsement

away

:

January,

WEEK APRIl

j

two months—^October and November.
Otherwise, they’re
In

HURLEY

Henrichs, first-sacker of
the N, y. Yanks, signed by agent
Jack Davies. Latter will rep him
for personal appearances and bh'

they’re

explaining

(

2.

Tommy

Cafe operators are still to
coine lip with adequate excuses
for offish biz every month of

covered. ^

It’s

.

week

last

forced revision of such methods on
performer contracts; in the A1 Ac
Belle Dow Agency, N. Y;, aiid the
Irving ‘Grossman agency
Dei
Moines.;
union's
administraHenry Dunn,
tive secretary* has informed the
poW office that henceforth no
blanket contracts coyering several
theatres ate to be issued. All talent
pacts must be issued indlviduaH>\
Thus in fhe Schine route of seven
houses covering about 18 days,
seven contracts must be given; per-

contractors.
In the GCossMan office,’ guild
7 and Billy Grant the. followthe Orleans Parish grand jury
Mary
David. Street
ordered the booker who sets talent
ing week.
ter ah albniglit session before Beih Hughes headline at the Ra- for Intematiohal Harvester Shows
Judge George Platt of criminal cine theatre, Racine, WiSc., April 7. playing rural areas in connection
district court. Platt ordered Quai*witii Exhibits of farm machinerJ^ to
tararo and the worhan to be held
pay acts salaries weekly. It was
Indictment
without bail.
Grossman’s custoin to pay the perdeath
was caused by
formers $75 weekly and hold the
jjj;.0pg given hini in tlie
remainder until: the end of the
Advance Sale
nitery last New Year’s eve

[

;

*1

6

dropping acts and
Silver Ft Plcentrate on bands >
ies brings in the Selma M«>fJ®w®
Dick
chorus^ April 8, along
.
Hyde as production vocaUsL
'
s,
Eddy
at
clowns
Amei
Jimmy
Turm Inn, Sioux
K. C., April 8
City,' has inked Neal JStrade^^^^^^

murder of Robert Dunn.
The indictments were returned by April
sf-

j

last year,
"

May

booking offices.

Isbell’s

,

Finn"

-

........ .......I

4.

were

at the: club,

dieted Saturday

i

'

,

Orleans, April

Carlo Quartararo, Owner of the
Latin Quarter, and Lucille Carobrunet
23-year-old
line
Cotta,
party, girl

•

•

.

Waitohs and Biith^Day,
the Club Hollywood, Apnl Jl

In

[

.

theatre, St. Louis,

i

|

|
.

.

featunng
>;
expanding budget
name acts and ban^.
top
^so^^rmgipg
nitery,
nearby
Dick Drake in^
acts
SSJ

:

Room Sunday,
As a resulti the
Hal; Zeiger, producer,, got tire
change its format to ah alb
band under direction Of Ving okay from the stagehand and rnu-^
after
day
April
13,
unions, but Shuberts irisisb
sician
Merlin startihg
Tony Pastor band and Cpnnie eu pn playing the days. While
Haines Close current run. With there w>^as practically no business
that type of band entertainment at all Saturday night, Sunday eveforniat comes under the heading of ning was surprisingly good.
‘incidental entertainnient-’ and no
tax is required. With the change
of policy, room's emphasis will be
on dining. It will open for lunch,
reopen at 6:30 p ni. for the dinner
trade, and close at 10 P^wi*
Terrace; Room had been operating as an entertainment spot for
about 20 years, during Which time
Mnnfrttnl Anril
Montreal,
p
,
talent budget averaged $5;000j
theatre, last vauder
-Boxy
spokesr
....
V., •inn’s
weekly, according to
.
^ j
lost its license today tor
rpr mahy years, a hanie Montr^^
man
was in running midnight shows- oil Sunband and ice show policy
w:.
iG
cimilar to
similar
Cancellation ^is
effect. Rlhk displays were dropped day.

.

Giis Vail pacted for the
Sm?ator theatre. Pitt, .^riL2X. ,
Trocadet’o* BWansville, Ihd*;, is
line

,

will
girl

,

!to Bonnie Baker Reyu# for R®y^J
a
ishnvuv. whjchvopens
which, opens at
Shows,
American
the Cotton Carnival, .Memphis*
May 8; also Claude
girl
Sechrist and Isaibella, and^ii -16

was too ^hiuch

SioinSumte,
Terrace

.

I

up
declared that the tax Yiddish playgoers, who make
due
of a handicap to the majority of the attendees,
to Passover holidays Saturday and

Motel Assn

,

.

I

SATIRICAL dance IMPRESSIQNISTS

Currency CHASE HOTEL.
Dir.:

!

St. Louis,

William' MORRIS AGENCY

Mo.

Cal,

M

April
Palmer

Tony Martin

1950

Hoiisii

Joey Bishop
Victor Jiorge
Betty A Jgne Ktsn David Powell
^Siocardl.A Brenda
.Raymond Chase
jAl Wallis
Abbott Dcra
Adorables <111
Eddie O’Neil Oro
i Ce«
Davidson Org
Shirmen Hotoi
Chico Bd
,

;

-

M

’

OF APRIL

WEJlit

Ralph Lewis

'

c.

Clhet ftoble

1

balow Indkata apanliit day of show

Numtralk In conriacHon with bills
wbathar full or split waak
tattar In paranthasas Indleatos circuit (FM Fanehon .Marepjv tiJ IndapaPdaht;.
RKO; <t) Stall; (Wl Warnarr
(L) Uoew; (M) MoSs; <P) Paramount; (R)

Mary P Kincaid

I

Jerry Marchand
Billy' Chandler Oro
Hbtol Bismarck

}

YORK'fCITY

Capitol

:

»

(Li:

Sammy Kaye

Oio

Phillips

MOsIc Hall

I'.

I

(1)

Vivian Marshall
Brother Bones
Gifford Sc-. Pearl

.

May el’

Crane
tettiha Dearborn
Ronnie Ronal.de
Jaywalkers
Alphonse Berga
Helan Dodge
eaii

0

MIAMI

Olympia.
Brick Bros,

.

Bockettes

Til

.

.

Gene Baylos

&

Carman

:

S

<P)

.

Billy Eckstine

Henny Younsman
Lane A Claire

Callahan

Elsa & Waldo
Strand (W) 7

Valdes Ore
Sc Healy

Hoffman

Johnny AUadin
Nathahe Bros.
••

M A M

Viera
Alan Carney
Sallci Puppets

’

.f-ll"-

Haynes & Perry
LRlian Halpert

Henny Nadel
Clem Belling Co

.

Towers

7-f

(I)

J A E Hayden
Senor Cortez
Jimraie Jiniae
Havel
A* Sc

M

N Toomey

:F0X

Chicago

Johnnie Rairisell
Pat Revere

Savoy

Alwhite A Blue
Prof ISpector
Ruth Nichols
Serge Flash

(P) .7

Dean Martin

'

Jerry Lewis
Dick Stabile Oro
Step Bros
.

Carllyn Grey
Oriental (I)

Kay A Kay
5 Amandis
SPRINGFIELD

7.

Stan Getz
Blue Angel
Chas. Trenet
Stuart Ross
Eadie A Rack
Naricy Andrews
John Kelly. Jr

WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) •

Kay De Witt
BelatKremb

HARTFORD
(1)

Charlie Parker

Frank Keenan
Lott A Anders

S U Lamb
State

Birdland

Burinell Sis

Paradise (P) 7

Bernle George

O

tos ANGELES
Orphoum (I) 9

A Ann

Mervyn Nelson
Thelma Carpenter

BBITAIN
Hippodrome

t

(I)

MUler

realize that

we

good possibilities for the
General
small hotels and cafes.
costumirig^ is fair but femme half

have

13 Mins.; Full
.

.

Man Is of the Joe Jackson school, could use a more effective makeup
but he lacks the mastery of timing, and still mafaitairi fresh appeartouch arid business for rirhlch the ance;-'
Newt,
late pantomimist-bicylist

A

Oscar

.

Jackson
CepacaBailo

:

Frank Sinatra
Larry Storch
'Fred A Sledge
Patricia Adair
Lorna Lynri
RUss Eriiery

Karina
Peter Webster
Vadio A Hertz
Sweet Serenaders

Cecil Sheridan
Joy Brennan

.Mickey Reid
Billy

Cliff

Sandy Powell
Albert Burdon

ASTON

O

George Shearing
Cafe Society *

'

Billy

we now

.

H Chittison 3
Portia Nelson
Bop City
Lionel Hamptbri

.

Howard (I) 7
Shaw Ore.
Hadda Brooks
John Mason Co
Artie

Wally Brown

However,;

NEW tOKK

-

Ink Spots
Boyd Raeburn Ora
Ginny Powell
eiro Bros

to effect an understanding; MARK jk LUClLLE
They were; none too' successful. Bicycling

.

.

Court Sg (I) 4-9
Lena Horne
Condo's & Brandow Laine A Crawford
Rosemarie King
George De 'Witt
Nichols A Haley
Carl Sands Ore

Xavier Cugat
Tato Sc Julia

Jarrett

Keye Luke

^

Dorvilles

Earl

3:

(I)

.

has shown good taste in music.
With a little more polish couple

was celebrated and for which his sbri is
well known. Funniest part is the
Claiming that TV directors are routine with audience stooges. Two
Margo Doherty
Ada Hanson
fellow craftsmen to SDG members, men or boys are inveigled to the
DeMille said the video meii “are stage by his partner, a inature
working under the handicap of a blond in abbreviated ^ costume.
system of captive cameras and lim- Mark switches character for. this,
ited space which affords no oppor- talking and even pulling off his
tunity for retakes of Scenes that wig (to place on the head of one
fall below the standards of direc- of the volunteers).
CITY
He “reassembles” the bicycle for
torial excellence.” He eniphasized
Eddy Marison
the SDG's belief that TV and films the first bit, in which the rieophyte
Marjery Welles
tries
to: ride.
The second stunt
“are two ends of the same stick
Paul VUlard
Cy Coleman
,
which is a system of releasing pics has the pair going two-high, the
Hotel .;Statlor
climax of which brings a fall thatJimmy Dorsey Oro tures that move aerbss a screen.” ends with a mounter’s leg: stuck in
Hotel Taft
Foin that reason: and since “many
Mark's baggy trousers. This proLopez Ore
Of Us realize that we have access duces
Motel Warwick
a big laugh.
to the world's largest single audiJohnny Thompson
The pantomiriie portion has moAirline Trio
said, “we must safe- riients of comedy,
ence,”
’DeMille
but its possibiliHotel .Waylln
guard -the ideals and standarils of ties are never fully realizeili The
Rudy Barron Ore
Latin Quarter
the American home and the Amer- approach is tob fast; even the muRussel Swann
ican family through the manner in sic seems bri the quick tempo for
VU^gs
Linda Lombard
which the material is directed,”
the situations developed. Straight
Francis A Grey
Ernestine Mercer
He 'also cited what he clainied is riding is fair; lady joins. Turn
took
Luclenne A Ashour
two bows In No. 1 spot when
the
advertiser,
obligation
to
ah
Buster Shaver
Jaco,
averring the St>G has set prodUc- seen.
Art Waner Ore
Lo Coq Rouge-'
tmn standards “that the world recOscar Calvet ^Oro
technical
ognizes for
excellence OIVENA
Jack Towrie Oro
Ken

George GiVbt

Co

CHICAGO

Shannon

Les:

Ken Flower

Joy Nichols
Dick Bentley
Wallas Eiaton

,,

tried

tion of the TV screeni the Direct
tors Guild; must embrace a hew
medium as it has embraced others
in the past and. will embrace them
in the future,”

.

(I) -3

Wh

must work together. With the addi- Colonial, Albany

Jimmy Edwards.

Woods A

(FM).'

.

Hazel Wilson.

SCUNTHORPE

ST LOUIS

Co

.

•

N

YORKHr,
Empire (1) 3
Davey Kaye

;Peter Raiyrior
Prince of Walei

Laurenler Twins
Jack Montez Co
2 LesselU
Marionettes
Joe Termini
4 Befredys
^

•

.

CAMDEN

Hilliard

.

7-»

(1)

3

(8)
.

Linda A Lane
Freddie Harrison

ROCKFORD

Palace

Empire

.

’
Plddingtons
Lale< Andersen
Peter Sellers
Eddie Gordon A
Revel A Fields
Playboys
Marie de .Vere 8

-

Rex Weber

'

Tp

WOOD GREEN

SteUa Marie A P
Jose Moreno Co
Mena Minzi A F; \
3 Robertis

Think-Drink

4-S

(I)

unny Dae Co

f red Werner

A

Payne

.

.

Felix Burns
Dick Day
Lana Crawford
Girls

that TV will supplant the motion
picture theatre.”
of 20,d00j000
sets is reached, DeMille said v “the
pageant of entertainment tequired
conjures. up a spectacle beyond the
dreams of a Jules Verne. But we
believe it is coming. Until recent
months there was no common meeting ground for Hollywood and the
TV industry; Fbresighted men

:

.

.3

.

.

.

Karina

Leslie Lester

PORTSMOUTH

D A D Workman

BALTIMORI

A

Derick Donn
Rhona Roland

.

.

:

1

(1)

'

—

BOY

Control

Continued from page

'Teddy RUey

Royal (Ml 3
Frankie Hbwerd

Palace (R> 9
Roulettes

Hayea

SDG

V

Ken Roberts
A Keen

Kenton

Ronald!

Cooper Twins
Bartlett A Massey

P Rugolb Ore
ROCHESTER

DiGitanos

Hippodrome

’

O'Shea
Billy Cotton Bd
3 .Hellos
Arthur DoWler
George Meaton
Tessie

Arden A Hartman
Tawar (P) 10 Only

Sonny Howard

A
WOiVER-

niouth-organ at opening.
vocal hall. They imptess as being able
in which she leads with “Beguirie” to hold down a spot of their own
Is followed by trumpet work; given as wbll as provide backihg for
a coraedy to]Lich at fUiale when some ;Of the acts on the show.
femme comes back on the stage
Their twin-Steinway offerings
"with a toy instrument to blow sev- verge bn the classlcai, Pieces siich
eral notes,: More, harriionica play- as “Slaughter on Tenth Avenue”
ing and then a harniony number and “Waltz in Swirigtime” have
“Temptatibn”
nicely .done.
On depth arid color. They weave some
show caught, trip offered five se- excellent musical figures and emlections, ineliiding an encore.
bellish their numbersvwith excelIt’S
a clean, wholesome tuiTii lent arrangements.
They’re exwhich has nightclub possibilities. cellent bets for class rooiris and
The harmonica arrangements are lounges.
Jos^.
not uniisual hut they are Interpreted skillfully. ;Taller chap plays
Ab EMILY
a f ast-tempped: solo. Shorter boy
hit a clinker in the riot-easy switch Dance
Mins.
12
from harmonica to trumpet. Young
lady, dressed in • elose fitting BudiaresL Montreal
Roy arid Emily, personable
green gown, does not possess a biff
or great voice;: she does use it young hoofers, have a self-effacing
smoothly, however. Might iriake a manner With their ballet-terping
costume change; men are, neatly that is clicking in this intime boite.
Team shows more than usual care
attired in tuxedos.
with routines, and occasional rough
Threesonie was well received in
Spots are Covered by youthful
the fifth spot on a poorly balanceil
and obvious efforts to
manner
bill-^heavy on iriusic and novelties,
Challenge arid
please patrons.
light on comedy.
Jaco.
teairi numbersv rire okay and duo
-

HAMPTOH
,

Empire (M) 3

.

.

Mel Cole Oro
Pancho Ore

Frank Masters. Oro

Gloria
Coiircy
Lee.

Davif

.

NOTTINGHAM

-

•

;

Max WaU
E Arriley A

Vee Suzette

D A D Remy

>

Howard de

.

10 Adoreables
Fred Renwick
Matt Lamar

.

SHEPHERDS
BUSH

Gordon Jones

-

Lew Saxon
Adams Bros

Jack Raffloer
.

Empire (Si 3
Dlxey

Strickland

Noel Talbot
Jackie Crosby

Anita..

Robt Alda
Tbmmy Wells -

£ armphicata

State

.

Janls Paige

Roxy (I) 7
rart Warren

:

9

(I)

BarU (W) 7
jack Carson ReV

Vic & Adio
Rafael Meiidez

M

A

Juanita

Ma

Fitrgerald
Sara Donahue Oro
Johnny' Morgan-

Bill

Phil

Skating Blvdeora

Evans

Phyllis

3

(I)

Joanne Gaye
Johnnie- Laycock
3 Lamarres

Joyce A Selderi
Jack Sob
Freddie Stritt

Bubbles
& Betty

Paramount
Mel Tonne

Buddy Rust
Jerry Mapes

A

.

Fitzgerald

Albany
Blue Angel, N. V,
Eadie and Rack, man-and-woman
Three C’S hit a reasonably high
level of entertainment in..a turn piano duo, have appeared in the
that blends. Jiarmonica and. trufrir Blue Angel lounge for a sustained
At- run, '-but for the first time they’ve
pet-playing with vocalizmg»
tractive girl and two young men been promoted to duty in the main

.

.

Bud Prentiss Ore
Pou; Pedro Bd
Vino Qardeiig
Adeline Nelcei

-Duffy

Harper Flaherty

Kay Cavendish

Fayne

(3)

Stone A Shine
Ginger Kinney
Kay Kentori

Morgan 3

Dpu^as

A

Bob

NORWICH

Hippodrome

PHILADELPHIA

Bari, Jack

A Wenman

Sllvor Frbilce

Nov-Elites

Arnpld Shoda

Gladys
Johnny Lawson 3

12 Tiller Girls

Eileen O'Dare

.

.

Cyntlila:

Brahms
Gene Anderson
Harry Richards

9

(I),

Robb Wuton

'Grip-' 4.".

SHEFFIELD'
Empire. (M). 3

5

;

Morales Ore
4 Airies Bros
GUy Rayriiond

Gautier's
Bricklayers-

Buck

Adams

N

Creblb Steppers

Donald B Stuart
5 smith Bros
Chris ^ndsK>

Manotti

.

.

NEWARK

.4

King Bros
Freda Wing
Leonard Sues
Clifford Si Maripn
Lee Sullivan
.

Moore

Sc

Freddie. Stewart

.

Glee Club
Palace (R)

G

Tories

De May

'

(P) - 9
St

Empire (M) 3
Cheerful C Chester
Ken Morris
Fred Ferrari
Arthur Hayes
Edwlna .Carol
v
Leri Marten

.

Jeffreys

.

.

.Corps de Ballet

;

.

Hlld Ders (12V
Bernie Cummins
Hotai stovons
Joan Hyldoft

8 Mins*

A

.

D

M

Dursb Ore
Loon B Eddie's
Alvaree Ore
Eddie Davis
Diamoiid Horsethoo Jean Gary
Jean
Mason
Walter Dare Wahl

and artistry.” SDG, he said, will Novelty
uphold those standards— “and do 10 Mins.
It at a cost that can be afforded Mickey's Theatre Club, Chicago
Bella Smaro
While business generally, has
Gloria Leroy
by the advwtiser,” peMllle conLyda A Yannl
W. C. Handy
been off In the smaller bistros In
Johnny 47rawford
cliidedi
BlUy Banks
Nemacs A Violet
Macombe
the
Chi area, here is a spot, which
B
Brown
B
Girls
Moxan
A
Noble Slssle Ore
May
“If the predictions for the future
Ba'br A. Rosenbloom
Jon Pertwee
BLACKPOOL
is even packed during the middle
Chic Mbrrison Ore
Roy Sedley
of TV are true, then the TV me- of -the week.
Kermond Bros
Palace (I) 9
RlgOletto Bros
Boylan
King
Draw is the newest
A
George Prentice
Anona Wlrin
Jack Spoons
dium will demand even greater ef- twist, in one of the oldest forms
Gordon Andrews
Iris Sadler
Ray Ellington 4
of
Frank Evans
" Monte Carlo
forts than any bf- the motion pic- show business.
GRIMSBY
Hamilton A VaSSi
Tommy King
It’s a strip—hut
Dick Gaspare Oro
Palace (I) I
Harry Meehan
4 Bbtonds
ture Industry’s boom times. This under water.
La
Playa
6
Peculi^ly
enough,
Co
Jane
Aimee Foritenay
Billy Banks
No 1 Fifth Avo will include the skills and talents although working in the aqua
Joyce Golding
Freddie Sales
Harry Armstrong
surWalling A McHugh
Flying Comets
Cleef A Moroney
El Chico
gal
pert
does the
Downey A Fonville of many directors and assistants roundings,
Roger Carrie
Henry Neuvy Co
Rosita Rios
now working in TV, and who are smoothest and most unusual strip
Hazel Webster
Harry Shells
Calienta A Lolita
Lbs Gitanos
Old Knick
Tower* Circus (1) 7 Delmonlca Dcre
now being Included into Guild that wouW make some of her sisPilarln Tavlrs
Billy Bryarit
Brown
BABHACKNEY
Charlie CairOll
Sarita Herrera
membership.
From these will ters ‘in the trade envious^
Paul Kllliam
Paul Co,
Alonso.
Ore
D’
Janie Stevbns
Empire (S) 3,
Ernie's Sealions
Swimmer - peeler works in a
come the Capras, Marshalls, Fords
Frank Wayne
Havaha-Madrid
Gilbert Houcke
Leo Fuld
and Leo McCareys of tomorrow.” 5x4x4 foot tank with a plexiglass
Charlotte Ray
Trlrii Reyes
Pierre Alizes
A1 Burnett
front.
Bob Gallagher
She does front and back
San Juan 3
Jacques' A Maryse
4 Catrons
Al Cbbper Ore
Glavel A Farrar
George Williame
7 Ashtons
dolphins with ease as she doffs her
Old Roumahlsn
Fausto Ore
Roberto Ghiesa Co Aerial Kenways
evening
gown and then works
Shane Sis
Pupl Campo Ore
Sadie Banks
3 Peters
Percy Edwards
Hotoi Ambassador
Bandy's Animals
Steve Murray.
down to her ff-string. All through
DIM) Bid
$350,
Skating Typhoons
Knic’s Horses
Jule^ Lande Ore
Gerri Gale
the
lO-mlnute
peel, young merLEEDS
Joanne Florlo
3 Goetachis
Hotel Biltmoro
Continued from page 1
maid acts as if she’s on a lark;
Empire- (M) 3
Dbrehesters
Joe. LaPorte Oro
Harold Nagel Oro
Laconas
Ryan A McDonald
D'Aquila Ore
which places the stint out of ^ind
Hetol Edison
Jiinmy Scott
Maurice French Co
TV show, setting up the equipment and sexy class. She blows hubhlesv
Park Avo
Heriry Jerome Ore
Annettes
D A J Q’Goi man
Hotel New. Yorker Del Ca.sinb \
in the Majestic theatre, N. Y., arid laughs and
Circusettbs
Rei<J Twins
kicks her heels as she
Ruth Davis
Tony Pastor Orb
alcombes
Boris
playing a! slightly revised perform'- throws each garment surfaceward.
Glenn
AbbvTtt
Connie Haines
S Ittle Jimmy
A A L Ward
Penthouse
Adele Castle
ance on a Sunday night. It is asWhile perhaps not suitable, for
BRADFORD
Bobble Kimber
John
Conte
Peter Kent Ore
LEICESTER
Alhambra (M) I.
sumed that the $350;000 price family; fare this should be a sbek
Dorothy ^rih
Hotel Piorro
Palace (S) 3
Martell Sis
Noreen Ttate
\vould have inclrided payment of a stint for late-hour spots.
Jitnmy Carroll
Zabe.,
Lee Lawrence.
Alfred Marks

GLASGOW

Joe O’ReiUy

Jimmy

Empire

Inglis

3

(M)

.

Rex Roper A Pat
Monte Rey
Kemble Bros A C
Jimmy James Co
Levanda A- Van

Cass A Keegan
2 -M's
Irene Dickson
-Terry O'Brien

’

.

,

•

.

,

^

.

,

,

.

,

v

:

'

.
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'

.

.

.
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& BACK

Piano

.

Colonial,

'

.

.

-

Nelson

ChrlNtirib:

Carmen Albino
Norman Fields
Frank Wagtter

.

'

NEWBASTLE

Lee Dorin ...

,

.

:argery

Sally

Steve*

Nancy Walker
Bay Malone

4 Tune Tellers
Eddie Emerson

'Alan Clive
Sheridan Bros
20 Palladiuiri Girls
Skyrockets Ore

Dale Sis

Johnny Dugan

,

11 Min8.^0iie

Pep Graham
Eddie WllUams
Shorty Mounsey

(WR) Waltar Raada

NIW

miislcal

Don WeIZmnuer

.

EABIE

C’S

PhyUla Gehrig

Noble A King
Ward Gamer
Joe Isbell
Johnny Alladln Ore Kenneth Remo
Eileen Green
H Edgewater Beach Cliff
Norton
Thbrson
Eric
Carolyn Gilbert
Ruth Chib
Weinrott
Les
Charles Sheldon
-Vera
Gbhari
Lathrop A Lee
Bill Snyder Oro

,

THE ZHBEi;

*

^'College Inri
Story^^

Hilslngs

6

.

.

PORTIA NELSON
d Mins.

Blue Arigcl, N. Y.
Portia Nelson puts a wealth of
feeling Into ball^ deliveries. She
gives an assortni%it of torchants a
maturity and excellent interpretations :^at make her eli^ble for the
.

inlnric

Tnnm<!

Miss Nelson impresses with the
She
good texture of her pipes.
knows how to: color a number and
what to do to infuse variety in her
tunes despite concentration bn the,
slow chants. Also gives her tunes
a good sense of drama. Not the
least of her assets is the fact that
she looks well on the floor. Jose.
.

KURT JONS

ft

DANCERS

(6)

Oriental Dance
9 Mins.; Full
Palace, N; Y.
This troupe of dancers is bit loo
esoteric for the average/ vaude
house. Comprising a male and six
gals, this turn specializes in hokey
versions of authentic east Indian,
Trouble is, however,
folk tunes.
that it isn’t hokey enough to make
a dent on the average patriori.
Routines are all very miich alike
to the untrained eye with heavy
accent on those strange heail and

neck moveirierits.
firstrate
but the
needs more flash.

THE

Costuming is
choreography
Hcrm.

TWO ADAMS

Bicyclists
9 Mths,: Full
Palace,
N. Y.
-This Circus turn is a

opener.

good vaude

Two Adams, Danish

Im-

have an Unusual bag of
working various types of
wheels solo and together.
Male
member of the team is particularly
pprts,
stunts,

adept in the saddle with a flashy
array of hicycle-spinhing and assorted handstands while in motion.
Act closes strongly as the duo
ride two miniature machines, one
of them being a one-cylindered

Herm,

iriotprcycle.

.

.

.

.

'

2 Valettos

-Finlay Bros
Willie Carlisle
Victoria Palace Gls

Terry Hall
Dick Henderson
Don' Saunders

Harmony 4

.

,

.

,

.

A

Royal

•

3

(I)

Edwlna Walton

(I) 9
;Lane

Neal
Paul Newington
Avril .A Grant

David AshleyBernadette Mills.
•Van Boolen
Mariville Tarrant

-

.Toriy Jennings

EDINBURGH

Empire
Dergk Roy

Lillian

Hotel St Regis
Julie Wilson

Harrison

Milt

A M

La.szlo

A

Pepito

Shaw Ore

.

Eriksori

Hotel

A Doyle
LONDON

Palladium <M)
Danriy Thbinas

.
,

FINSBURY

,

3

[

The irianagerifient’s decision to
turn down the offer was pririiarily
based on the possibility that a
Kay Thompson
telecast of “South Pacific,” parLee Scott
Buzz Miller
tiGularly
after such a long and InGeorge Martin
tensive buildup as. that proposed,
Emile Petti Oro
Parichitb Ore
might take the edge off the .unVillage Barn
precedented public derpand to see
.f.llliari .Lee
J. Kirk A Madeline
the legit priginal.
As it is, the
Fletcher 3
stage prpductioh is a kh()wn value
David Blight
Bobby Myers
and there’s no indication of any
-

.

Vanguard

Village

-Weavers.Clarence Williams

Dorothy Shay

Eddy Ditchin Ore

Mtscha Borr Oro

Blackstone Hotel.

Andy

Joyce Harley
Jejn, Stanley

Shore
Hayes Ore

Sherirrian

;

William.s

Dick LaSalle
9

-J

slacikening of public interest in the
Broadway edition or the forthcoining road company. Therefore, the

management would have no
pective

advantage

from the

ploitation involved.

Sammy

Biackhawk

•

<

;

CHICAGO

Jaii?k Tygettn
G A B Bernard
Cass Owen A Topsy Janet Campbell
Ross A Llpietre
Deon Sherman

Jimmy Wheeler

rules,

•

Waldorf-Astoria

ShelboUrne
Monica Boyar
PhU Leeds

Tp

.

Estelle Loring
Rorinie Graham
Julius Monk
Noririan Paris 3
VtrsBilios

'

5

Hackford

Ladies

;

Moritz

E va A

Tovarich
3 Cottas

Volants
Rona Ricardo
Charles Stephen

pApir
Empire (M) 3
Joser
j

St.

:

Zlo 3

?

Sophisticated.

LIVERPOOL

Empire (M). 3
Jean Sablori
a

(M) 3

J A R Arriaut
Nino Rialtor
Winifred' Atwell
3 Jokers
opper Martyn

8.

Hotel

Roberta Welch
Leo Pleskow
Erwin TKent
Ramoni Oi’c

'•

.

,

,

Larry Green Ore
Phelan 3

David Johnston

-

Deutscli

Hotel Roosevelt
Rudy Vallee

.

Mickey Roiiton
Roy Lee

.

.

~

'

Moffat
Charles Carter

-

:

Bergere

Emery

Jariet

.'(S)-

Daphrie .Heilman-

Mark Monte Ore

M
..

Tommy Dee
B Granville-Barker
Boil Soir Mesdames Elizabeth .llisse
DERBY 1'
Daphne Jonathan
Orarid

Plaze

Evelyn Knight
Beatrice Kraft
Bob Grant Ore

LINCOLN

BRISTOL

Empire
bodes

g orothi

Hotel

:

week's Salary fbr the cast, about
$14,000, according to Actors Equity

Goodman

Ralph Lane Ore
Ralph Tefer teller

Chevalier. Bros

-

Rubin Bleu
Kirkwood A

TalboLS
Stanley Melba Ore

Freddie Frinton

..

Wood A Harmer
Morecambe A Wise
Manley A Austin

'

(^rc-

On

the

about

tlie

prosex-

duction has reached an all-time
record high of over $800,000, while
the iriail orders for the schecluled
road engagements show signs of
going several times capacity.
Refusal Of the TV offer for
“South Pacific” is consistent with
the regular policy of Rodgers and
Hammersteiri not to sell the film
rights, at least for many years, to
any bf the musicals on which
they’ve collaborated.:
Their idea
isTihat “Oklahoma!,” which is currently touring,; as well as ”parousel” and ‘*Allegrp,” are prbperUes
for the road and subsequently .for
stock.
In the case of “South
Pacific,” the hiige amount offered
for a single .telecast raises speculation hdw much the screen rights

FOUR

WALLABIES

Acrobatic
8 Mins.; Full
Palace, N. Y.

Four gals in thi$ English troupe
have a good tumbling routine suitable for opening or closing spots.
They work on a narrow mat
stretched the length of the stage,
giving out with a series Of fast
and cartwheels.
Turn, however, could usb more
variety.
All the gals terid to repeat the same stunts. Finale is a
well-executed human pyramid.
flips

•

Herm.

SPIC &
Dance

SPAN

8 Mins.; One
Palace, f.-N.-. Y.

,

,

Spic and Span are a fair hoofing
duo with average routines. Young
Negro;team lacl^ sufficient novelty
to offset it from others in this

the publicity
.crimp to the; show might bring.
It’s
class.
the public demand for the stage blso seen as an indication
of the
Team^ has a* fast tap specially
version.
At the mciment, the ad- potential revenue to 'he derived
which they Use withbut a change
ccintrary,

TV show might

H

1

rt

: rj'

J

1

9^5

:?

<

£ f 8

> t )

t

V

;

,

Vedneijwy^ April

5»

1950

Y«

Paraiiiomty

“>«Wet*ns.
He toain’t
in uveral yean

UiU homw

Met Tornit, ISlia !Fitxgeralf3ff Sam
Donahue Orch (li), Jahnny. MotRafael Mendez, Vic k Adio;

&

*•”**“8 * welcome.
Gile,

femme

‘

Crete

Ai^her Orch,

singers, effectively
Trio,

warble their way through four
times, “Love Is Sweeping the
viewed in Vawetv Feh, 22, 'JK)*
Country,”^ “Best Things in Life Are
Frw,” “l‘m in Love with a WonVaramoantV current bill Is a derful Guy" and “Dry Bones,"
talent
that
assorted
Johnson & Diehl open the bill
melange el
adds up to generally commendable with a hat-juggling routine that
Tyler & St. Clair folfare. Lineup is Standard stuff lor sells nicely.
a presentation house, with the sin- low wi^ xylophone stint, using
ale exception of trumpet virtuoso puppets’ feet to hit the notes, a
Balael Mendez, who produced :the novelty twist that earns fair reBrno..
closest thing to a showstop at the turns.
performance caught.
Mendez
Ralph
as
who
(
V
Mendez
Musie Hall, N, Y.
has recorded for Decca) is an outinstrumentalist
whose, r - Glory of Easter** & •*Springiidstanding
horn technique and tone rate no ihflfs," produced by Leon Lcoriidoff;
less an adjective than superlative. settings; Bruno Maine; costurnes,
His valve fingering on the intri- James Steuidrt Morcom, executed
cate 32nd-arid 64th-notp melodic by Fiorerice Rogge; lighting, Eulines of numbers like -‘Flight of gene Braun; special lyrics, Albert
the Bumble Bee" and "Tico Tico’V Stillman; Corps de Ballet choreogimpressed the pewholders to the raphy, Florence Rogge; Rockettes
audible gasps, Mendez’s'
of class calibre with mass
appeal, due to the sheer spectacularity of his brilliant musicianship.
Odd routining brings Ella Fitzgerald oh third, after the band
opener and Vic and Adio’s aero
turn, with lesser marquee names
point of
is

,

.

;

^

;

29, ’50.

a
overall selling, however, seems a
perfunctory and listless, although a good imitation of Louis
Armstrong tonsilling “Basin Street"
gets her off to a strong hand.
Torme wisely refrains from try.Ing to, sell himself solely as a singr
er, for the valid reason that he
can't really sing. Only ballad blanketed by the “velvet fog" at the
show caught was “Blue Moom" rest
of the Torme turn being taken up
with a jump “Oh, You Beautiful
Doll" opener; a ditty about Brooklyn^ complete with accent and comedy patter; and a closing session
at the drums, plenty good.
Johnny Morgan is a personable,

production and 'meticulous staging
bring out the always, reverent quality in this number, and the colorful ^proceedings provide an ample
reason Why there’s tremendous repeat patronage for this spec. The
choral work, with Margery Mayer
in the solo spot, is excellent. The
traditional music, Rubihstein’s “Kamenol Ostrow,’’ adds dignity to the

:

if

his

The rest of the show is light and
colorful, in keeping with the spring
'The show achieves a good
tempo and a strong novelty note.

m^^

Opening of the regular portion Of
the display is in fashion show vein,
with Alphonse Berge doing his.
usual coutouriering turn. His rapid
draping loses much of the effect in
this structure. He’s given a Workable and imaginative setting, which
somewhat has the effect of dimming his contributions! One thing
is certain alway$ with Berge’s turn.
His bows are Unique this facet

ma-

now, he

needs a completely rewritten routine to bolster his natural comedic
talent and personality.
Vic and

—

suave* of his work comes across more
strongly than the rest of his act.
Except for the fast-tempoed
The Corps de Ballet continues
Opener which displays his trumpet the colorful mien of this show with
and sax capabilities, Sam Donahue a well-staged demonstration in
has little to do other than an? which the coryphees make excelnouhee each turn and lend it ade- lent use of their costumes to transquate musical backing. Band has form the stage Into a flower-bed.
ho Vocalists of its own for this en- The novelty and dancing are pleasRich.
gagement.
ing.
The Lane Bros. (2) provide a
good change of pace with their
Orpheiiuif L* A.
hoyelty acros. There’s good comedy
Los Angeles, March 29.
and speed to get them across.
Johnson tc Diehl, Tyler & St;
Other Outside turn in the shbW
Clair, Archer St Gile, Amazing Mr. is by Ronnie Ronalde, an English
Balleniine, **Fun on Wheels" ( 27 )
import making his second visit to
Rene Williams House Orch (9) this stage; He gives an okay dem?
“The Palomino" (Col).
onstration.
The Choral Ensemble, with
Dodge in the solo spot, proHelen
“Fun On Wheels," organization
of paraplegics from Birmingham vides some vocal dressing during
for good results.
sequence
this
hospital;, is playing Us first comThe Rockettes, as always, promercial Dooking oh the Orpheum
stage this week. Revue, condensed vide their brand of high-powered
from the version that has been entertainment, 'This hlOck of prevery successful in special engage- cision-milled cheesecake contribJose.
ments locally, is aimed for audi- utes a hearty curtain.
torium and theatre dates across
country if this booking goes over.
It is not ready for the road, if
Miami, April 2,
to be sold strictly on a commerGloria J eaii, Pat Rooney, Sti,
cial entertainment ba sis.
Barney Grant, BHsy Ross & HighCatherine Nesburn originated
Bros.; Frank Cole Sc Co„\Les
aero lifts with

humor and

ness.

.

F0X9

St* JLop

St. Louis,

\

April

George Givot, Key e Luke, Prof.
Spector, Alwhite Si Blue,

Irving

Ruth Nichols, Joe Schirmer, Frank
Panus Orch; **Tarzan and the Slave
GirV* (RKO).
Although George Givot and Keye
Luke, Chinese filmster, share top
billing in the current layout it is
the latter who is copping the heavy
yocks along with Prof. Irving Spec^
tor, socko With his trickery on vio^
Givot, who also emcees,
lin stuff.
is still sticking to the stuff he used
in radio and some hew gags that
little sapblio for vaude audiences. He redeems himself, however, bn“Without a Song’* and
cops a swell hand.
Ill addition to mimicking of Barryridbrie,
Colman, Charlie Chari,
Lorre and himself in a murder mystery skit, Luke unleashes neat bari-

tone pipes and jackpots with “Becahse” arid Irish lullaby.
Spector, in misfit evening attire,
wins the mob with recitation of
“Mary Had A Little Lamb" on the
violin, a musical burlesk of “The
Old Gray Mare’’ and a swell interp of ‘-Hungarian Rhapsody.”
Alwhite and Blue, mixed team of
youngsters, offer unusual hand balancing act for solid returns.
Another who gamers plenty

;

palm-pounding is Ruth Nichols,
brunet looker who socks over a
medley of “I Want a (lirl," “When
You Wore a Tulip," “Put On Your
Old Gray Bonnet," “Man of Mine,"
“Old Man River" and “Some of
Chain Light- These Days.”’
Paul Stanis, ,;orch pianist scores

Olympiav Miami

ladium

aiidienceri responded,

went bn: “I wouldn’t be

in

.

and
your

shpes tonight.
You’ve really got
to mbke good/*
From that point
on there was ho holdirig him. His
mariner arid technique was soiriethirig new and he appeared, in ari>
effortless way to be following* his
owri advice: be calm, be casual*
relax.

The Palladiumites gave ThDma$
a sock ovation and kept him on
for the best part of an hour, bverplaying his skedded time by 20
minutes.
As other artists know
only too well, this gbnerous welcome is not lightly given, but in
this- case it was a genuine tribute
and appreciation to the work of a
master raconteur, whose philosqphy arid sentiirient are effectively
balanced arid whose iBongs are new,
original and rich in comedy. "His
final numbeT, “A Letter to
Mother” was *a perfect ending to
a sock act.

^George & Bert Bernard, who are
almost regulars at this house, are
back with new material added to
their repertoire.
It’s a split-secortd timing act which never fails
to succeed. Tbelr new numbers in-

sody," give the act a hew nbte of
freshness -and makes it one of the
hits of the bill,
Opening are the Palladium TiL
ler Girls with a brisk display of
hillbilly-type.
number
‘Deep perfectly timed tapping The
Freeze Dinah,” for a strong audi- Sheridan Bros, follow with a
hnique display of dancing oh a
J
ii
Other st^dards
on 41
the u
bill in-, fi^ht-wire. followed by ingeriious
elude ^Martha King, an attractive balancing. Weakest spot is Jimmy
brunet soprano, and Senator Mur- wheeler, who is handicapped by
parodist.
Miss poor material. His gags might be
does nicely with a brace of okay for the Provinces, but
lack
delivered in powerful oper- ^be snap for sophisticated
West
atic sty e. She runs through brief End audiences
choruses on about a dozen numbers
Frank Ross
Anita La Pierre
.for ^a strong finale.
Senator Mur- click in their stanza. Ross^impresphy, a vet ^uder* still scores fairly sions of Harry James
and a Texas
strong with his soapbox routine Cowboy go over big,
partner pro-

&

.

.

He®'"*®’
New Acts.

reviewed under

Tiller Girls open second half
with another briefie giving way to

Herm.:

•.

Alan Clive; recently back froih his
Canadian and American four with

Cfrcte, IndplS
Indianapolis, April

2.

pi.iHinS

Vaughn Monroe Orch, with Ziggy Talent, Jay Lawrence, Dick Hayman, Moonmdids, MoOnmen, Earle 5^®
Hummel, June Hiett, Joan Holloway; "Smre Dance aty- (Memo).

Gostellc^

are authentic. JThe
the Jour

K

Vaughn

making

Monroe,

first

bid here since his rise to top
ranks, is pleasing Circle customers this week in a balanced show
that goes well with spring. It has

perform acro-

S;®#?®

^®t‘

in

of youth and talent.
While if«hf
emphasis is on musiev i^specially c/,f

opening
\^11 do
Myro.

lots

assures

Monroe features a nice
pace and the supporting

the band’s,

change of

most.

a

-

it

^

,

acts

'

'

.
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Earle, Philly

Whiterhaired vet Pat Rooney, via
slick hoOfery and sock ihipresh of
Joe Frisco, walked off with top

my

applause.

;

,

'

,

“Anything You Can Do/’
“McDonald’s Farm',’’ a “Can-Can"
the“Hungarian Rhap-

elude

.

,

-

My

•

Philadelphia, April 1.
Erskine Hawkins Orch, with JimMitcheil, Madeline Green, ErMiss Jeaii, beautifully gOAvned; roll Garner Trio, Savannah Churchand coiffed, couldn’t seem to get ill, Derby Wilson; *-Side Street**
cular and wheel skill.
ReVue her voice adjusted tb the large con- iM^G).
She seems
breaks up into 10 spots; using 16 fines of this house.'
Stage shows are back at the
vets and 11 femmes, who aid the more suitable for intimate rooms.
again and there’s, good
hoys in maneuvering on stage. At Arrangements^ arid songs are okay. Earle
show caught, revue was ragged but
Barney Grant emcees glibly and rockiri* with Erskine Hawkiiis and
*’®“£puting helped at subsequent expands his familiar arid corn- his orch blasting away on the
performances.
Musical direction filled routines in own spot for neat brass, arid the smooth Erroll Garner combo and. lush Savannah
by Bob Keith and wheelchair- laugh returns.
choreography by Patty Kinney are
Legerdemain of Frank Cole is Churchill in for a change of pace.
Judgirig by the turnpUt at the
g^ood and the vets are willing, So okay.
Uses three femmes as. aides
U s up to Miss NesbUrh and Castle and for top trick to nice plaudits; opening shows, there’s a local marHawkins, his
to come up With fresher ideas if Adagio-style terps of Betsy Ross ket for bandshows.
revue Is to click commercially.
and Hightower Bros, tee off Show trumpet arid his showy music had
arid
them
stomping,
whistling
Four Standard vaude turns launch at nifty pace. Gars backbend to
thC; bill.
Climaxing the quartet snag a ’kerchief is tops, Les Rhode clapping out the beat,
Band riumbefs include “St. Louis
is the very funny Amazing and house orch are adequate oh
Mr,< Bhllentine and his fiisli lkifl- backgroundings*
Blues; “Tiilpln’' tlVef,*’ 4 'solid’fie'sLdty.'

be stronger.
“Ballet to Wheeltime’’ and “The
Regatta" and the finale, “Day On
the Midway,” giyes the best idea
of* what the vets can do with muSr

^

.

‘

make their chances count.
Paramouiit^
Monroe does, his singing leader
Los Angeles, March 30.
tower
stint to advantage, getting warmer
Toni Harper, Tennessee Ernie 5
Rhode House Orch;
response for himself and his gang Taylors; Don Cory, Fanchoneties
(WB).
with a Liszt classic in boogie beat. in “Mtile Train," “With My Eyes (20), Rube W6lf. Orch (li ); **SwhJoe Schirmer and a Dixieland jazz Wide Open I’m Dreaming," “Bam- doianers" (EL),
v
There’s a fair measure of enter- band made up of the house tootets boo/’ “Cool Water" and other
tainment in current lineup, though also gamer a fine mitt for “Jazz click furies, while makingr light of
j* a^
j
filmster, Blues."
his forlhconiing movie debut in a
Jean,
Gloria
topliner,
Saha.
downtown
musical western. His glee club efdoesn’t quite come up to expecta-

gests no originality or taste.
Better that vets show Off their wheel-;
chair maiieuverability wearing uniforms or civvies. Both entertain- tions in her vocals.

ment and sympathy appeal would

‘

heed a

:

and produced with Nick Castle,
also staged;
They have not
done Tight by the vets. Idea of
wigging, frocking and rouging the
poys for most of the numbers sug-

audiences,
British
mo disk sales of
his songs. hi$ film work was mote
or less negligible, but a well
planned advance » publicity campaign, including press arid radio
helped to make him a household
name before opehihg riight
it did not take him more than a
few minutes >to establish himself
as a comedian of depth and intelligerice.
As an intro to his act, he
his
Hollywood
describes , how
friends raved at the Way the Palto

There had been

'

1.

,

j

who

.

.

season.

way he

to the

.

occasion;

good4ooking young comedian who
It stands

V

;

bit

As

"

.•

-..

:

it.

‘

:

*

measured up

.

A

;

could register strongly

unknown

Dand:^’’^

RCA Victor recording artist easily fbt ovations. The Trio joins with
sells her pops. Miss Warren has heat H^klns ptch for a smash finale,
production backgrounding, natnely^ .^Featured chirper is Savannah
stranger to the
in the Rpxyettes, and she’s an apt Churchill,^^ no
closer of the show With a varied clubs ^ in this area and very, well
Miss Churchill
repertoire, that includes such num- .regarded here.
bers as “Envy You,” “Take Me contribs neat versions of “Don* t
Take
Your Love from Me,” “I
put to the Ball Game" (neatly ar*^
ranged),“Want Sunday Kind of WaiU to Be Xioved’* arid *’Tiirie Out
Love" and “Over the 'Rainbow." fpr Tears.’’
weleoirie arid amusAdditionally, Miss Warren is taste- irig dance interlude is set up by
fully gowned. The customers like Derby Wilson, Who makes with
the soft shoe and is reminiscent of
her,
Bill Callahari, miisicomedy Sing- the late Bill Robinsori, hot only
er-hoofer (with the accent on the because
he impersonates “Boterps ) gets over in the first slot jangles," but because he can also
with his looks and imaginative extract laughs with his deft hooftaps. Those twirls are still among ing:
Gagh.
his stocks in trade,
V V
The Stagg McMann Trio, harVhlsiRgA IV
mbhica turn, are three males who
TwQ 0rAdams,^SptC Sc Span, Wilhe
go over with the vari-sized instruments. They’re a neat pace^hanger West Sc McGinty, Martha .King;
from the opener. They were re- Senator Murphy, Kurt Joris Danplaced by the Harmonicats after cers (6), Rufe Davis, 4 Wallabies;
the; first few days, the latter Orig- yargo /o (Capetown** (Col), reinally being set for the date but meioed in this issue of Variety,
couldn’t get into towri for the
~
;
^
^
,
Current layout at the Palace is
opening Friday (31).
moderately
good
overall show with
Soriny Howard is plenty sock
With his vocal imitations of name two standout turns as the main
singers, and he has a good voice on pillars for the; 70-minute session,
his own. He Opens legit, then into Aside from Willie West and MeHayis, biU has a
such warblers as Frankie Laine,
Tony Martin, RosO Murphy, and routine look.
^
,
even the operatic Jan Peercci all ^ Running through their standard
to powerful results.
He got. top bricklaying act, Willie West and
McGinty punch across their cpnapplause when caught.
Elsa and Waldo, the ludicrously Struotiom mayhem .with faultless
timing.
It’s Still a topflight laughcomedy
with
their
pair,
costumed
furiny panto stuff, also click. But winner after many years of being
around
the vaude circuit. The
they’re bn a bit too. long; otherwise
propf and the pratfalls have been
they’re as funny as ever.
The Roxyettes are back' to their
,
, ,
.
Rufe Davis holds down the nextstandard balancihg-on-rubberballs
routine, with the larighs, as usual, to-closing spot with .an equally
coming frorii the single girl who .standard iptrumental
constantly loses her balance (as if Rigged /with an imusual larynx,
she weren’t the most expert 'of the Davis does remarkable impre$?ions
of airplanes,, motorboats, musical
Kahn.
balancers! ) .
instruments, foghorns, badly tuned
,

Mendez and comic Johnny Morgan

delivers

Am

Lov^ »d

;

following. Miss Fitzgerald’s rated
The Radio City Music Hail tradispot would seem to be next to co- tional Easter spectacle is
probably
headliner Mel Torme, Par manage-, one of the strongest
show business,
ment apparently figuring, however, lures in New York. In many housethat two successive vocal artists holds it’s a show to
which the vaWould be unwise show pacing. Nev- cationing youngsters must be taken,
ertheless, sepia star could have
one that’s a inUst for many adults
been moved up at least One slot as well. The reserved-seat section
to give her a more deseired posi- dUiring this holiday
season is sold
tion on the bill.
but well in advance.
Singer starts poorly with a weak
This colorful spectacle remains
ihythm tune, but hits her stride
with “Man Around the House" and one of the more eloquent tributes
“Baked
Cake," among Others, to the Hall’s staff. Leon Leonidoff ’s

terial

Bert
George It BeH
ThMms, Geoirge
panni/^
Pnnm Thbiriw.
MtteJeU. with ‘pirfr. Bernard, Ron# * ta Pierte,
Madoltoe Gtwn ricane,.
Clive. Co»», Owen k
TOat 1 Need You,’’ with Topw, Jlmmv WHeaier, Sheridan
the^band bacl^g up glfl yopally. Broa, (2), PoHodtuw THler Girl#,
More in the progressive )ezz jsikyrockets Orch.
groove is the Garner Trio (piano,
^
dniin and b^), with the goateed
xho triumph of Dandy Thoriias
Gamer coaxing some jmusual in- is remarkable. Unlike other Pallateresting chords and rhythms but dium headliners from the U. S.
of the Jceybpard,. while keeping up ^ho came here, he was virtually

weU-^lm^y

Wal-

The Roxy show currently, with
an Easter backgrounding and neatly staged by Gae Foster, meets all
the entertainment demands. It has
ample dashes, of comedy, .novelty,
dancing and s.a. o.
Heading the layout is Fran Warren with her vocallstics, and the Ws Fine and

choreography. Gene: Snyder; choral
ensemble: direction, Kay Holly;
principals include Alphonse Berge,
Bettina Dearborn, Dean Crane',
Lane Bros. (2), Helen Dodge; Ronnie Ronalde; ^The Daughter of
Rosie 0*Grady** (WB) reviewed in

Variety March

*

Sonny Howardr

do; **Cheaperhy the Dozen** (20th) le*s
reviewed tn Variety March 29, ’50. In “Now

,

work

sioh called ^Hawk'i" Boogie" and
Roxyeites, House, the more modut^tecl ^fAlter Houira/
Thevpimd's
The
band^i aingera
slhgera are.
apottighm
arf, ipot^hted
Bill Callahan, StMg McMann

ToUer

j

Names

add

distinctive
touch to
arrarigernents.
Ziggy
Talent wins a hand for himself in
fects

of

pleasing

j j ®j

1

his. oldie, “Maharajah Of Magador,"
and a couple of rioveltics and June

®^

v
^clui^^da}^

imHiett of Moonmaids solos
pressively in “My Foolish Heart" f«iT®"?®5®®f„
'

Is
.

tne Easter
:

,

-

and
Boy."

“ChattanoQgie Shoe Shine
Earl Huriirnel scores with

hi«! «?harn ticmiing
fiddliriff ot
of “Horn
^^^riarp
Bora Stac-

area,

|

c/l*J®!®Ai 15
On strength
of Jr*?
his waxing
of “Mule Train" and /’Cry of the

;

Dick Hayman adds to the musiJ®
cal varieties with some harmonica
wizardy on light classics, followed whether straight on Wild. Goose
*
by first rate imitaflori of Spike
presence that is helpJones band, complete with props.
;

'

™

Bill’s

main comedy punch

vided bv

JflV

LciwrGncG

is

‘\\'hd

pro^i
nfls

Duts

s city^^slickGr. dppGdrsLiiCG

averts

of show biz and political biggies ^P®®®^ }®*®^
with a good line of chatter. ]

^®

I

.

.

Shapely Joan Holloway displays
plenty pf class in several fast and
routine!.
trldi^^ tdtf
C&rhJ i
,

-

^his .early\ a.m.^ Yadio
J:®*»
fully coriifed, followed
record stmt

j

(Oontihued on pagi

•61)’'

*

.

'

^
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Molly Picon, who

Tour

to

concluding

ii

a successful feason at the Second
Ave. theatro, N. Y», this Sunday
(9) right in “Sadie Is a Lady/* has
been booked for a tour of the leading cities in the U. S. and Canada.
Comedienne will go on tour with

Mihlinum
^ommended

contractual terms recby the Dramatista
Guild are reportedly being increasignored by various produ(Wed,) for further discussion Of the
ing at the Shubert, Philadelphia,
Theatre ingly
For
cers. A number of such instances
oh Monday (IQ).
managerial group’s proposed setup
Boston, April 4,
Peter Bronte has beep signed
are believed to have occuried re*
of salary cuts for higher-bracket
A drive is currently being car- cently, but Guild Tepreseritatives
players during “'losing pre-Broad by J. C* Williamson Theatres^ Ltd;,
ried on. here to raise $120,000 for are reticent on the
way tryouts. The uiiiOh has thus to direct tfie Australian production
situation and
the construction of a new 750-seat individual managements
far not accepted the plan,, first sug- of “Song of Norway,” opening July
to
summer theatre at Cohasset, Mass. confirm actual instances refuse
gested by the Gl'P two months ago. 1 in Melbourne. He will fiy to Ausof modi*
The fund-raising campaign Is be- fled terms,
While endorsing the CTP aim tp tralia, with stopovers in Hawaii
ing sponsored by the South Shore
lower tryout costs, Equity bbuncU and the Fijis, arriving ahout lVfay 1.
The Guild’s mininlum royalty
Playhouse Associates, which up to
members have expressed reservaproduction
manager
dfonte
was
have been using the CohasSet scale has apparently not yet been
now
tions about the form of the pro-:
affected,
;but there have reportedly
“Song of Norway” for the Bi’oadTown Hall as a sumnief playhouse. been Several
posed economies. AS one union of
cases In which auway run and two-year tour, and
Over one third of the needed coin
member expressed it, We’re tired for
thprs of borderline shows have
the Edwin Lester production
has already been raised by cohtriof allowing Equity to be the stalkbeen
asked
by producers to accept
of “Magdalena.”
butiohs or investments.
ing horse’’ for every move to get
cuts under conditions that the
Plans for financing bf the theatre
the; various
concessions from
Guild
would
not have permitted
Equity
Actors
is
insisting
oh
a
call for investors to receive
unions and guilds. He added that
hearing by ah ;vimpartlal” board 20-year bonds. - Uj?on completion, formerly. Also, some attenipts are
he believed the actor organization
understood
have been made to
to
oh charges of ticket irregularities the theatre would he offered to a
wouid enthusiastically sUpportr any
in connection with the recent man- producer at a minimum reiital to modify clauses relating to film and
comprehensive plan to put thO thePoficy
()n Opbatinf
In
agement of “DanCe Me a Song,” cover all carrying charges. In ad- other subsidiary rights.
atre in a healthier condition, bUt,
Entire situation stems from the
On Broadway.
The union holds dition the lease would provide for
that “piecemeal solutions’’ are imGuOl
takepyer
Ik^tre
League of N. Y* Theatres a sharing of the profits on a per- Guild’s uncertain legal status Unthat
practical;
communication
der
the court ruling in the “Ring
the
on
subject
is
cbntage basis.
The American National Theatfe
It’s indicated that in reserying
“not acceptable,” and will press
case.”
That decision, which the
final decision on the GTP’s 'pro- & Academy, having taken formal
Guild Intends to appeal, was that
posal on tryouts, Equity recently title last week to the Gu^lld ther its demand for an investigation.
reply
In
to
Equity’s
requert
for
the
organization’s
minimum basic
asked the managerial outfit to atre,
to
N. Y.i will decide in the next
Contract with the managers Is an
bring forward an alternate sugges- couple of weeks On a general op- a probe of the alleged ticket mixr
illegal restraint of trade. As a reApparently the union wasn’t erating policy for the house. ’Ten- up, James Fi Reilly, executive dition.
rector of the League, wrote that
sult, the Guild is prevented froM
entirely satisfied about the protative plans are to make it the
enforcing the contract terms, but
posed new bookkeeping setup, headquarters of a revived! Experir his organi^tioh had investigated
Other Strawliat News may merely Tecommerid them to
which would be a vital matter in mental Theatre, possibly offer all- the coniplaints of meinbers of the
members for inclusiori In individudetermining w h eh salary cuts star fevivals of distinguished plays “Dance” company and found them
Washington, April 4.
^
al deals.
Would be due and when and if for limited runs, rent the house for "totally groundless.” Forrest C.
Plans for a May 26 unisbuttering
Haring,
gen.
for
Dwight
manager
Additional
repaid.
One provision of the. old minithey might be
Concert dates and lease it for use Deefe Wiman, producer of the re- for ah 18-week season for Olhey
mum basic contract was that royaP
material is said to have been sub- as a TV studio one or two days
a Vue,' informed Equity that the latr theatre, nearby strawhat at Qlney,
mitted by CTP on that subject.
Md., were unfolded here this week ties could not be cut within the
week.ter
knows
nothing
of
irthe!
ticket
Basically, however/ Equity reby Richard Skinner, producer and first three Weeks of a Broadway
General policy for the property regularities alleged, but “would
portedly wants the’ CTP to offer
run, during which the management
manager for the country legit.
some yincentiye’’ for approval of will probably be set by a commit- welcome a hearing” on the subject.
Though still looking for a sock establishes its right to share in the
tee
headed
producer
Cheryl
by
Situation stems from 'letters of
the proposed tryout economies.
proceeds of a film scale. In several
and ANTA executive protest written by members of the Membrial Day weekend opening to recent instances such cuts are said
Specifically, it asks some assurance Crawford
match last year’s big b.o. “Private
that, ini return for approving a secretary Robert Breen, with other “Dance” troupe, claiming that they Lives/’ with Tallulah Bankhead, to. have been requested by the proformula for tryout salary slices, members still to be appointed.' and their friends who tried to buy Skinner already has commitments ducer and, against the advice of
there will be a corresponding in- Milton Weintraub, secretary-treas- tickets were told by the boxoffice which
prbniise
another good the Guild, granted by the author/
crease in the number of produc- urer of the Assn, of Theatrical that the shbw^' was sold out, but season. Booked to date are Brian At least one established managePress AgCnts & Managers, may be that they subsequently noted that Aherne in “Dear Brutus,” Edward ment has
tions.
reportedly had differMore important, certain council offered the assignment of supervis- the house was only partly filled at Everett Horton in “On Approval” ences with an author and the Guild
members want the CTP to Come up ing manager of the house, with a the performances involved. Argu- and Basil Rathborte In an opus yet over the question of submitting
with some brpader-scale, long-term full-time manager to be. selected. ing that musical’s run had thereby to be chosen.
production and operating? figures
plans for expanding legit. Their Meantime, a superintendent is con- been shortened^ they asked Equity
Skinner leaves as company man- to substantiate a request for a,
attitude is that mere economies are tinuing to take cafe of the prem- to take action. 'The union, on the ager for Maurice Evans’ “Devil’s royalty waiver.
ground that possible violations of Disciple,” current Broadway hit.
of isolated, temporary value at ises.
Can Resist Clause
According to rough estimates, it the theatre ticket code had oc- May 1 to tackle the Olney job.
best. They’d like, to have the CTP
With the basic contract outmake at least a start toward some will cost ANTA about $36,000 a curred, asked the League to have Barnhouse resumes operation this
sort of system for insuring a year to operate the spot. Interest, the code committee investigate. year With Evelyn Freyman as lawed, the Guild can no longer regrowth of production and, above carrying charges, etc., are tenta- Equity and the League are associ- president of the operating corpora- quire immediate payment of roytion and G. Y. Stevens as veepee. alties on new productions, with
all, an expansion of the road. They tively figured at $22,000, while the ated in the
the Guild as collection agency, unhope the CTP will work out a plan basic operating expenses are set at
Hearing Delayed
less such a proviso is specifically
Pitt Playhouse’s *50 Grand’
for organizing audiences, possibly about $14,000. However, both figWhen
Equity
the
request
rewas
included In the production conon a subscription basis, both in ures may have to be revised conPittsburgh, April 4.
by the League, the latter’s
Pittsburgh Playhouse’s annual tract. And since the Guild cannot
New York and on the roafl. The siderably. In the case of the in- ceived
president, the late Brock Pember- original
musical, tagged “Fifty insist oii it, the management can
phion would be eager to cooperate terest and carrying charges, the
hearing. Lee Shu- Grand” this year, has been written successfully resist insertion of the
bn any such projects, and would amount will depend on what terms ton, ordered a the
Royale theatre, by Ken Welch and David Crantz. clause.
Nor caii the Guild now
make drastic concessions toward can be worked out with the Shu- bert. owner of
N. Y., where “Dance” was playing, Former did the miusic and lyrics force a producer to post a bond
carrying them but, It’s predicted. berts, who hold the mortgage, for
asked
to attend, but sent an and latter, who is also p.a. for the covering
was
which they paid $380,000.
royalties.
angry refusal. With the death of local community theatre, the
Consequently, there reportedly
If ANTA can reach a satisfactory
Pemberton before an investigation sketches.
have
been
a. few cases this season
agreement with the Shuberts, it could be carried out, Equity has.
It’s in rehearsal now and opens
of defaulted royalties. One such inhopes to pay off the mortgage with been asking that a successor be ap- a month’s run May 6.
stance is said to involve the prosmoney borrowed from several in- pointed to take charge of the matpect bf legal action althou gh the
dividuals, to be amortized over a •ter.;
New Kennebunkpori Theatre
Dario Soria, president of Cetra- period of years. Cither without inproducers concerned are underKennebUnkport, Me., April 4.
Representatives of the union
Soria Becords, flies to Italy May terest or at nominal rates. It’s exhew
456-Seat theatre complete stood to be without recoverable
5 for two months to map out reperi pected that the property can be concede that there’s little chance with air conditioning and
There are believed to be
a revolv- assets.
teire for the coming year In con- piit on a self-liquidating basis by of clearing up the situation, since ing stage Is being
built here to re- disputes in oVier cases of royalty
sultation with Cetra’s director, Ed- renting' the theatre for use as a the players who wrote the protest place the 200-year-old playhouse payments dr fhe amount of royalgardo Trinelli. Plans are under radio or Ty studio, plus letting It letters apparently have no proof which Went up in flames last Sep- ties due.
way to mark the 50th anniversary for morning, afternoon or dinner- of their charges. However, it’s tember. At a reported cost of
With the minimum basic agreeof the death of Verdi (who died hour concert dates.
The M;alin figured that Equity is obligated to $50,000, an old barn located in ment now legally outlawed, the
do
the
utmost
to
get
to
the
bottom
series
2*7,
a
gala
with
1901)
Jan.
North Kennebunkport was dis- Guild no longer has any enforceStudios, currently occupying part
of Verdi operas to be released on of the building, will vacate as soon of it, on the ground that members mantled and trucked here to pro- ment power. It cannot force manhave brought the complaint and vide the foundation for the new
the Cetra-Soria long-playing cata- as it finds other quarters.
agers to deal only with member
that the League-Equity code is in- theatre.
log during 1951. “Fbrza del Desplaywrights, it can't check a proAlthough the ANTA board has volved.
Work
is scheduled for June 1 ducer’s
tino’’ and “Falstaif” are already rer
credit, it cannot force aunot considered the matter, it’s exAlthough the gross for “Dance” completion.
leased.
thors to join or prevent them from
pected that the property, called the
Soria is now in Hollywood as Guild theatre since it
resigning.; Its power is thus merely
Was opened was above the $15, OOQ stop clause
the D’Arcy agency rep on the Coca- by the 'theatre Guild in 1925, will only one of the four-and-a-half
explicit through the name dramaprleans’ Poche
Cola Edgar Bergen show. He takes be renamed the ANTA playhouse^ weeks of its run, it was near
tists in its ranks.
a three-months leave from .D’Arcy In casual ® conversations, Vinton enough bn two other Weeks to have
Pending appeal of the decision
Will
Renamed
made the alleged ticket irregularibeginning May 1. Flying with Soria Ffeedley, ANTA president,
in the “Ring case” and perhaps uland
New Oheans, April 4.
ties a. possible factor.
Is bis wife, Dorie.Jarmel, press rep Helen
Gross
for
Hayes, vic^presideiit, are alith the retirement of Erwin timately modification of the existthe first half-week was $12,100,
of the N. Y. Philharmonic-Sym- ready referring to' it
ing anti-trust laws to cover such
as that. Miss
bony and Columbia Artists Mgt. Hay.es did so publicly last Friday that for the second week was $17,- Poche as president bf Poche Enter- orgahizations, the Guild must
prises,
and as general man5 hey ’ll return by steamer July 7 (31) iji accepting title to- the prem- 900 and the figure for the third ager of Inc.,
the Poche theatre here, the evolve some formula for making
week, when the .erronebusly “sold
ises in behalf of ANTA.
Mean- its membership essential to active
put” statements are claimed to house is to be renamed.
Signef$ of th'e liote oh which have been made,
while, PocHe has gbiie into concert playwrights/ and; work out some
was
^2,100:
Bowl Opbras
ANTA raised; the necessary $7.0,- Fourth week grossed just under management, his first booking be- acceptable agreement with the proing dose Itutbi in a recital late ducers.
Hollywood, April 4.
POQ to take, title to the house were $ 10,000 and the fifth
and final
this spring at the New Orleans
Art intermittent season of two Bleyiris Davi^,
George Somnes, stanri skidded to about
$7,000,
Auditorium.
light and two grand operas will be Helen Bohfils, C. Lawton CampWhile
-Dance”
was
still
playing
New name for the Poche will
offered at the Hollywood Bowl this bell, Gilbert Miller,; Clat*ence Der-.
Summer. Presentations will be un- went, George Freedley, Vinton the RoyMe, the Shuberts off e.red probably be decided some time in
Brenda- Lewis, who sang Birdie
der the auspices of James A, DOO- Freedley,, T. Edward Hambleton, the hbiise tb Aldrich & Myers for May, but it’s expected that the in the legit “Regina’- last fall, will
their “Devil’s Disciple” revival, house
llttle, who put on “La Traviata’’ George
Brandt, Howafd Teichwill be called the Ponce. It sing the leading role iii “Madahve:
which they were taking over from will continue
at the Bowl for two performances manri/ Leo G.
Garroil, Dwight
its present policy of Butterfly” at this summer’s Central
the N. Y. City Center.
Despite class pictuTeis and occasional tbur- City, Col., Eestival
last season.
Initial production^ Deere !Wiman, Roger Stevens, Elia
juliaiia
which will probably be either Kazan, N. William Fitelson, Sher- the pc)^b^ “D^nce’^ grosses, Wiman ing legits. John A. .Rbbbrts is now Larson. Will sing the role of .Luwanted,
to
keep
the
show
running,
•‘Pagliacci** or “La Boheme,’’ will man Ewing, Mrs. Winthrop Palmer,
general manager and the staff in- cinda in. the world premiere of
but the Shuberts invoked the stop cludes
bow around; July 11 and play for and Mrs, Robinson Locke.
Frank Trojack, assistant Bernard Rogers oiie-act opera,
clause.
“Disciple” subsequently general manager;
three performances.
Show will
Paul Stbney night ^he Veil,” at the U. of Indiana,
Also katharine CorneU, Vincent moved into
the
house
and
is
still manager; Mrs. Iva Aucoin
then make a four-engagement tour. Sardi, Peggy Wood, Walter Huston,
and An- Bloomington, Ind., May 18.
for
Jascha Heifetz
“The Vagabond King,” with Na- Actors Equity, Moss Hart, William running there.
gelina Cassaro, in charge of ticket
dine Conner, will play a five-day Morris, Robert Whitehead, Beardsreservations; James McKearan, of- Israel May 4 to appear in nine
concerts
PhilharWith
Israel
the
stand during August.
;75-year-old actor in fice secretary, and Joseph Meyer,
The re- ley Ruml, Jens Frederick Larson^ .. J?'®™
maining two presentations, which Rosamond Gilder, John Byram, “Kiss Me, Kate” (Century, N Y,), building superintendent and stage monic In Tel Aviv, Jerusalem and
Haifa.
In addition, he'll give a
haven’t been decided on' yet, will Warner Watson^ John Stuart Dudr is composer of the tune, “DonT managerV
series of recitals throughout Israel.
be offered during September. Doo- ley> Ruth Bedford, William Zecl^en- Bite the Hand,” in RKO’s pic,
Edmund Kurtz will set a record
’The Golden Twenties,” Opening
.Igor Biiketdff^ appointed musical this season
little expects to put on ah addltlon- dorf, Jacob Schwab, A.
Conger at the Astor, N. Y., Saturday (8).
for cellists by playing
director of thp young people’s con- 112 concerts
el four productions during the sum
Goodyear, Lelartd Hayward and Hoier says he made
on five continents,
$15,000 out certs ^pf the N Y; Philharmonic•toer -of TfiSL;
i :) «
U.S.,
Europe,
Australia^ Indonesia
Brandt
jlepresentatives of Actors Equity^
of Theatripal

and the Committee
Producers will meet

this moriiing

“Abl Gezunt,” the star’s first Yid4ish musical hit this season, open-

Peter Bronte to Direct
Aussie ‘Song: of Norway’

$120,000 Cohasset Drive
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’Sky’ Coast Debut
Hollywood; April 4.
Jean Parker and Guy Madison
head the cast of “Light Up the
Sky,” which makes its locul bow
Actors Equity yesterday iTuesJ-f^ Regular sirite, aririounced yesternext Wednesday (12) at Las Palmas
reversed Its recently adopted fiveday (Tues. ) for the Actors Equity
theatre for - a three-week stand.
day rehearsal rule for summer
annual election, apparently repire**
Michael Cisney will direct the
Fo^lo^^ng the appearance
stock.
serits an attempt to forestall the
Moss Hart comedy.
of a group of strawhat managers
entry of ah independent ticket.
Mrs.
Already
inked are Benay Venuta,
to Make Award
in
to argue against the longer reThat is ,seen by the presence Of
Helen Hayes was elected presi- Florence Bates, Tom. Powers, Fred
hearsal requiremeni; the union’s
Katharine Cornell is reported several liberals/ amon^ the nomiClark, Hayden Rorke, Mutiel Madcouncil backtracked oii its action dent bf the American Theatre Wing
heading an unofficial group that’s nees. However, the situation may
The former yesterday (Tues.), replacing the re- dox and Frank Cady.
of two weeks ago.
raising
$25,000 to underwrite an he borripUcaited by the absence, aspractice of requiring only 24 hours’ tiring
Rachel Crbthers.
i s s
appearance of Martha Graham and sertedly at; their own request, of
Crothers was hahied president
rehearsal is thus resume^.
her modern dance group in Paris Sam Jalie and Philip Lpeb frpni
emeritus. Added to ATW’s board
tri tossing oiit its previous apthis summer, it would mark; Miss the regular slate. The electipri will
proval of its summer stock eom- were Richard Rodgers, Louis
Graham’s Parisian bow. Another take place Junie 2 /at the annual
mittee’s recommehdation^he coun- Simon, Anthony j. Farrell, Henry
$10,000 needed to complete the meriibership meeting,;
/
cil ahnouhced that it has under Dunn, Leland Hayward and Hanton
project has beeh promised bF Mrs/!
Ao npiriinating committee stateconsideration “disciplinary meas- Walker.
Donald BlObitiingdale (the former ment, accpnipanying the official
Miss Hayes, former se^
veeures by which existing rehearsal
Bethsabee de Rothschild), whosb slate, was seemingL^ aimed to spike
requirements can be more strictly pee of ATW* will make the presenhusband, one of the N. Y. depart- possible criticism because Jaffe
was
immetations
not
But
it
at
the
fburth ahnual
enforced”
ment store clan, is attache to the and Loeb are not candidates for
diately clear Just what that state- Antoinette Perry Awards dinner
U. S; Embassy in! Paris.
re-electipn to the council. There
ment meant, particularly in the Sunday (9) In the Waldprf-Astoria,
Miss Corriell has ;be;^ed Miss had been rumbrs within the uhipn
absence of managerial complaints N. Y., Grand Ballroom. A special
,

FDR

M

,

:

;

,

Graham

against failure of stars to fulfill
contractual requiremehts covering
rehearsals/"
Prior to the appearance of the

in

masons

previous'

in that the committee, composed entirely of conservatiyes, might not
name Jaffe and; Loeb, both long
identified with the liberal element
;in. 'Equity.

award, in addition tp the 15 to be
The London production of “Mis- America; contributirig as much as
handed out by Miss Hayes, Will be ter Roberts,” .'to open this slimmer $25,000 annually over a! threeryeaf
presented by Mrs. Eleanor Roose- with Tyrone Power
as star, will bb period.
velt.,considerably larger thaii the origmanagerid group before the couninal Broadway, or road editions of
cil, it had been expected that the
the play; It will have about 50

;

'

^

would be retained; as
it had been recomniended by the
union’s stock committee only after
long consideration and numerous
confabs with representative man-

additional actiprs and a more elaborate Setting by Jb Mielziher, accordihg to director and co-author
Joshua Logaii.
lii revealing the
plans Monday (3) at the monthly
luncheon meeting of the Drama

five-day riile

agers. Moreover, with the exception of a few letters from strawhat
operators and agents, virtually all

the
the

ttiail

on the subject had favored

new

/
rule.
The *delegiation Which appeared
yesterdaj^ to protest the five-day
requirement included: Milton Stie•

;

president of the Stock Managers Assn, and operator of the
lyoryton (Gonh.) playhouse; Therbn
Bamberger, of the Bucks County
playhouse. New Hope, Pa.; Guy
Palmerton, of the Worcester (Mass.)
Drama Festival and Lake Whalon
playhouse, Fitchburg, Mass.; Sara
Stamm, of the Newport Casino;
Harold J. Kennedy, of the McCarter, Princeton, and John Huntington, of the Spa theatre, Saratoga,
n, y:
fel,

,

Howeyer, Loeb for piore than
year has been telling friends that j
after being a council riieinber for
16 years, he was determined hot to
be a candidate for re-election. Various professional and persohal reasons motivated the decision, he
has said, Jaffe is. also known to.
have expressed a desire hot to
serve another term, chiefly for reasons of health/
The statement said that the committee “recognizes the long and

Desk, N. Y;, legit reporter group,
Interim program of about a
he explained that loWer production
Patricia Morispn, who quits her
costs in London make possible the dozen immediate steps will be sugco-starririg role in the Broadway
gested by, the Assii/ of Theatrical
more
cbmpany of “Kiss Me; Kate” at the there. ambitious production setup Press Agents Ac Managers tomorend of the current season. May 31
row
(Thurs;) as' a forerunner of
Discussing his future activities,
will prohably play the same role in
Logan declared he Would like to the broad public relations cam- able service of Loeh and Jaffe and
regrets their decision not to run
the London edition of the show,
cdncentrate On writing in the fu- paign being drafted for. the League
for re-election.” Vera Allen/ Leo
tentatiyely slated to open next winture, leaving the difection of his of N. Y. Theatres. Understood one
G. Carroll; Alexander Clark, Frank
ter.
Exact date foFthe West End plays to others; “I
think Elia Kazan iteni of the interim plan would inFay arid Ruth Hammond are other
premiere is uncertain, us the musi- is a great directbr/’
he said, “and volve the hiring of a pressagent council
incumbents not named by
cal is slated to go into a currently
to carry out
I’d lOve to see what he’d do with member of ATP
occupied theatre.
However, it's any play I wrote. Everything he the vm:ioUs imiiiediate steps; Wolfe the committee for re-electiPn,
expected that Subber & Ayers will does is fascinating and exciting;”
Kaufman is chairman of the
Case' of Faymake the British: presentation in
When “Streetcar Nanied Desire” A'TPAM committee preparing the
In the case of Fay, it has been
association with H. M. Tennent
proposed
program.
Was first announced for production,
taken for granted, ever since he
(Hugh Beaumont).
The New York pressagent chap- Was the center of a bitter factional
Logan recalled, he was eager to
Between her departure from the stage the play, feeling that his ter, met last night (Tues.) to nomi- row in the liniori several years ago,
original “Kate’’ production and the
Louisiana background gave him a nate Candidates for representatives and was officially reprimanded by
opening of tfie London version, uniqbe understanding of the char- on the union’s board of governors.
the Council, that he would not be
Miss Morison will probably make acters and situation. “Biiit When Two Will be elected, Ballots list(Cpntinued on page 60)
at least one picture.
One possi- I saw it j thought Kazan had doiie ing those named will be sent to
bility is a Mexican production of
the chapter membership, to be re(Continued
page
60)
on
“Taming Of the Shrew,” on which
turned April 14.
The generjjil
“Kate” is based, with /both Engmembership meeting, at which re- N.Y. Bd; of EducaHon
lish and Spanish-language editions.
suits of the various chapter elecAzteca Films plans to shbot the Workshop/Theatre,
tions will be ahhounced, will be
Would Sponsor Circuit
picture in Mexico City, with Pedro
April 20.
Armendariz mentioned for the cpr
Talent,
Gandidates for representatives of
Conserve
Of Comuiunity Theatres
starring role of Petnichio.
Miss
the managers on the board of govMorison ’s decision on doing the
There’s a strong possibility that
ernors
include
Saul
'Abrahams,
Seen i^tal
film may depend on the script and
Max Allehtuck, Raymorid Broeder, next season will see the inauguraA “must” on Broadway today is Carl Fisher; Mack
choice of director,
Hilliard, Morris tion of a community theatre circuit
if she does not accept the the need to develop and' conserve Jacobs,
Warren O’Hara, Harry throughput four bf New York’s five
Azteca offer, the actress-singer new talent, according to Jay Goiv Shapiro arid Lodewick Vropm. boroughs. Project would be under
figures oii taking one. of several ney, composer of this season’s mu- Four are to be elected, Jacobs is the sponsorship of the Board of
Hollywood one-picture deals. She sical; VTouch and Go.” If it sticks unopposed as chairman of the Education and would be ah exteridoes not- intend to sign a termer solely to stars, and neglects' poten- managers’ chapter. Nominees for siori of the riecently introduced
with any studio. In any case, she’ll tial new material, he says, the the- representatives of the
road press- Equity Community Theatre weektake a vacation of about a month atre will be dead in 1 0 years.
agents, two to be eieCted, are Lou end offerings at the Clinton Comafter leaving “Kate,” since she has
Gorney sees it crying need for Cline, Edgar Wallach arid William munity theatre, Bronx.
Circuit
played 65 weeks in the musical a coinbinatiori workshop-theatre, Roddy. .Nominees for
the Yiddish Would coyer all boroughs except;
without missing a performance.
run by the producers, to settle the group, two to be elected, are Joe Staten Island.
Anne Jeffreys, star of the tour- talent problem. Most people on Bustin, Ben Chasen and Williain
The last of the Clinton prod ucing edition Of “Kate,” will take Broadway between assignments do Rolland.
tioris, offered at an admission fee
over the part in the Broadway com- nothing, he says, and it’s e mistake;
bf 50c plus 10c, tax, vrill be given
pany June 1, When Miss Morison' Somebody has to pick up and. conthe weekend bf April 14-16. Projleaves.
The successor for Alfred serve the raw material available
ect;
which began in February,
Drake, who withdraws from the today, or there’ll be no talent tooffered the public a series pf four
male lead at the same time, is not morrow.
plays at a total charge of $2.40
It
set.
including fbx. Cost of all four
It’s the responsibility of producNew York’s subway circuit, presentations will total around
ers, he says-:-as well as good business—to insure enough raw mate- which includes two houses in $ 6 000 ^
Judging by the coin taken in
rial to fill Up the theatres, and he Brooklyn and one in the Bronx,
can’t see why the Shiiberis, the may extend tP New Jersey, Geprge on the three ishows already offered
Brandt, whp pperates the summer and the, advance interest in the
Theatres
or
the
N,
Y.
League
of
15
Committee of Theatrical Producers legit string, may add .the Central f prthcoming productlori, EGT exAnn Arbor, Mich., April 4*
don’t subsidize a workshop-theatre. theatre, Passaic, to the chain. Ne- pects to end up in the black with
U. of Michigah’s legit season on This setup would train talent and gotiations are purreritly in prog- a little over $6,000 In the till. The
the Ahh Arbor caihpus Will open present shows; giving talent in be- ress.
$6,000 Cost covers payment to all
May 15, continuing through June tween Broadway, jobs a chance to
The Flatbush, one of the Brook- ECT participants of the basic
17, but. name$ of plays and players work. The Equity Library Theatre lyn houses, will offer a pre-sUm- minimrim
rates asked by their
have not been announced yet. The is doing something along these mer presentation of Tallulah Bank- respective unions. It permits the:
plays will be presented in the lilies, but it’s not on a big-scale, head in “Private Lives.” Comedy actors to take home $40 for each
Lydia Mendelssohn theatre. Com- business-like basis.
will be put ori fpr two Weeks be- weekend’s work.
mittee of |)ubUc-3pirited members
Net receipts on the three shows
Gomey, who takes credit for dis- ginning April 25. Follpwing the
and
faculty
of
Micbigan
the
Flatbush
of
U.
engageriieht, “Lives” will already produced total over $4,400,
covering Shirley Temple, Nanette
Ann Ai-bor busiriessmen under- Fabray, June Haver and others, go to the Gayety, Washingtori, for
write the season each year.
sees no place for talent to develop two weeks, after which it will reThe drama series was founded in now, as used to he the case with turn to Brandt’s Bronx! flagship, Slavengka Leg Injury
the 1920s by Robert Henderson, vaude or burlesque. Nightclubs are the Windsor, for one or two weeks.
Caiidel^ Caribbean Tour
actor- and director, and was con- no place for it.
A Broadway pro-, The Bronx stand, which will begin
Caribbean four-week tour of Mia
tinued annually on the cariipus un- fessiphal workshop-tb.eatre is the May 22, will officially mark the Slavenska and troupe, set for April,
til 1942, When the war interfered;
answer, subsidized by the trade, Opening of the subway season.
has been cancelled by Columbia
Following the Windsor engage- Artists Mgt. due to leg injury susLast year the! plays were resumed. not the government, he says. Some
Since 1940, Prof. Valentine Vindt, plahnihg is necessary, accbrding to ment, “Lives” would either, go to tained by the ballerina. Miss: Siadirector of dramatics at the uni- Gorney, and management is short- the circuit’s Brighton theatre, yenska strained a ligament lart
versity, has been in charge.
month in York, Pa., While on tour,
sighted if It doesn’t recognize this. Brooklyn, or the Passaic hpuse.
Former stars at Ann Arbor inand for remainder of her U. S enGorney, who is chairman of the
r, (
clude many Broadway names.
gagement she did parito mostly*
musical play department of the
doing one fple; in “Salome,” while
N. y. Dramatic Workshop, is iioing
Slicing Nixes Hardies, ..in fSky'
Muriich,
titled
April
revue,
Anna Istomina replaced iri other
4.
the hiusic for another
Albany, April 4.
Oskar Straus’ “Her First Waltz,” parts.
“These Are ^he Times.” Sketches
An emergency appendectomy are by Ira Wallach, Joe Darion, his 48th operetta, won its author
Slavehska troupe of 12 has been
(29) forced Ellen Hardies out of
Norman Franklin and Les Pine. enthusiastic, ovation at the musical’s doing a six-month tour/of the U. S,
the leading role in “Light Up the
will be tried out by the preem here last week.
Numerous
Revue
this
season. The Caribbean bookSky” at the Playhouse, Doris
President theatre, curtain calls were required befpre ing will be filled next year, followBauer being engaged as substitute. Workshop at the
the audience left the theatre.
ing ariother American tour. Mis$
Miss Bauer arrived Friday from N; Y May .4, Wltb Herbert RosS
Interest in “Waltz” is reported Slavenska will also rejoin the BalNew York to commence prepara- doihg the choreography, Edmund strong
for
directing
Arthur
Lief
a
Morris
and
Broadway
presentation
let Russe de Monte Carlo next fall
10.
April
preniiere
tions for the
next season.
as musical directori
as guest strir during its N, Y. run.
House is closed Holy Week.
;
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McClintic to Test

TV As

,

To

Via IS^Min. Balto Airer
Test whether television can

sell

be tried Sunday
night (9) when producer Guthrie
McClintic makes an experimental
Straight plug for Katharine CornelVs drama, “That Lady/’ in Haitimore on WMAR-TV;
legit tickets will

McClintic will offer special inducements to his TV audience to
tend their mail orders direct to him
care of the station for s^ats to the

engagement of '‘That Lady” at
Ford’s theatre week of April 17.
Special inducements ated), promise to give best seat locations in
the house to those responding with
mail orders care of the TV station;
and (2), offer to send autographed
photograph of Miss Cornell with
the tickets.
By this means the actual effectiveness of the telecast can be
Judged, It won’t be a niere interview but a straight-out sales pitch.
.

McClintic will be the Only “live’’
element of the show. He’ll address
the TV audience for 15 minutes
while the cameras switch from him
to some 35 stilis and signs and
props from the show. He’ll show
the audience a replica of the eyepatch Miss Cornell Wears in the
show, as well as photos of her wearing the patch. Other “visuals” will
be posters, blowups pf ads, scene
photos, photos of ^rehearsals and
other production shots, closeups of
the actual tickets and sortie of the
reviews that greeted the play when
It opened: in New. York, and of the
entry in an encyclopedia on the
Princess of Eboli,
Most Of the 15 minutes bought
for the telecast will be given to
anecdotes about the play, its star,
“ If
author and s uppor ting cast,
the response is really big in the
lorm of mail-orders sent to the
station instead of to the boxoffice,”
jays McClintic, “then we will have
found out soniething Important
Jbput how to publicize ail plays in
luture. This could really be a key
factor In restoring the rbad”
_ Suggestioh for the telecast came
ni’st froni Donald
Klrkley, drama
critic of the Baltimore
Sun, who
.

.

,

TV

his

bwn

television'

show on

WmAR, made to Bernard Simon,
savance agent for ' “That Lpdy/’
JJb^orwarded the suggestion to
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XBGITIMATB

of tliree acts, but with the modern
poetic overtones in dialog that, de"

The Sen
Hollywood. Marc*

^

|

.

aupervised^ by, Jerry
Holly w^od*

prodnction

Surns;

fipstein. " At Circle theatre.
March 30, "50; $2.40 top.

j

|

I

Forr^ei^^.

Kathleen Douglas

the^SUi^^

LeUnd Hayward & Joshua Logan >res-ftreetcar” and “Glass
entatioh of .drama 'In three Acts' Sour
based, on Anton
jjagerie” Commercial SUCCesseS;. jn scenes) hy Joshua -Logan, Orchard."
Stars
Chekhov's *'The Cherry
the theatre. Not that 'MorleyA Gal- Helen Hayes; features Kent Smith, ^Walthe Tehnesse/ Wll- ter Abel. Peggy Conklin. Directed by
laghart
^ Home
ti
Jo
lighting,
and
‘
setting
Logan:
iJoshua
Going
liams Style; his
Mielzlneri costumes^ Lucinda Ballard; musimply falls within this invigoi^^ sical arrangements, Lehman Engel. At
'50;
that:
$4.80
Martin Beck, N.Y •> March 29,:
ing new genre in the theatre
adopted by younger top weeknlghts, $6 weekends ($7 .20 open-

Adi

St

Saroyan.- Directed by Boss Bagdirector,
technical
dasarian;

WllUam

•91

,

Nurse

Leonora George
Frank Borginan] jg ^Q.^y being
Sydney ^haphn
Barry McCornitck writers
...Naomi Stevens
Briefly, the
:

waUs

Dr,

Scott.....

Stephen Gregory
Jesse Rexford (Aged
Ann' Rexford
Mark Bexford

•

•

•

•

;

iO)

.

.Clarke <*ordjjn

.

j

^

^

.

Vlnie Burrows
...
>
i
j
,
t*;u
- Doliy Mdy
... Peggy ConkUn
plot deals with a Martha
Arthur Henry. .. vMaurlce Ellis
who leaved home be- HOnry
Kent Smith
.
Yancy Loper
AlOnzp Bosan
.... ...
...
Scott
Hayes:
IS attending his invalid mother has Lucy Andree' Ransdell.. ... Helen
Leslie
Bethel
...
Antoinette
become his banker-father’s inis Cassle!
Georgia Burke
...
.
Walter Abel ;c()nformity with/ poli(iy.;
tress. When the mother is sent to Gavin Loon Andree
a mental hospital on the. claims Bowman Wltherspdoh.;; G. Albert. S^lth
Ossie Davis
...
JacQues
Relatively feW recognizable names Are among the 69 ilsted backers
of the husband that she is de- Peter Whitfield ....
Douglas Watson
......... Maude Simmons of “Great to Be Alive,” musical comedy presented by Vinton Freedley,
ranged, the threat of inherited in- Solo Singer,
Irene
servants;
Aarty
guests,
Children,
sanity VoVers over the young hero
Anderson Lawler arid Russell Markert, at the WinRalph Robertson^ Jr.; Patsy in association with
The subsequent Treadwell,.
and his sister.
included are attorney Sairiuel Becker> $1,750; reCarol, Mary Vallee; Ellen. Cobb Hill; Kitty ter Garden, N. Y.
death of the mother brings the hoy Snapper,, Patricia deCoursey; Elisa, Toca, tired Admiral J. W, Bunkley, $500; radio scripter Elaine Carnrigtbri,
WaUace, Emory S. Richardson,
home later to discover that, the Bentley
$1,750; Gordon Cramer, assistant treasurer of the Alyin theatre, N: Y.,
Reri Grist, Duke Williams.
nurse is now his father’s Avi^'e.
$3,500; Marguerite (Mrs. HpwArd) Gullman, $3,500; Mrs. Charles Edison,
That she, too; has a son whem she
of New Jersey and ex-secretary of the Navy,
“The Wisteria Trees” is absorb- wife of the ex-governor
wishes to inherit the family estate;
Freedley, $1,333; Mrs. Elearibr F. Johnson, the producer’s daugh^
$3,500;
Despite its
this coupled with her resentment ing but uhexciting.
producer Vinton, Jr., $1,750; attorney Walter F.
at the return of her stepson to his distinguished authorship, stunning ter, $1,750;" his son,
rightful heritage, produces the ma-: productiori, Superb directibn and Liebmari, $3,500; Gladys Markert, sister of the co-producer, $l,417i)
Polari,
Barron
$1,000; actress Helen Menken, $3,500; proagent
hoys
talent
the
V^en
tWo
conflict,
jor
persuasive porformarice, it remains
quarrel over the attentlbris being curiously uhtheatrical.
Although ducer Dwight Deere Wimari, $3,500. Proiductiori was financed at
paid to the hero’s sister by his it should have a reasonably good $1.75,000.“'
now-stepbrother, the resulting fisti- run, it is oiily ah outside prospect
cuffs on the dock of the summer to repay its investment, at least
Unlike most theatre profeSsibrials, Richard Rodgers avoids first-riights
home ends with the new Mrs. Aik- oh the Broadway engagement.
as much as possible. The composer-prbdiKjer has found that even when
enhead’s soil being knocked into
The work is .billed aS "a new it’s not one of his own shows, the nerVbus. tension makes the occasion an
the waiter; “to cocil off.” However, American play” by Joshua Logan,
he attends only his own premieres and the few
when the boy’s body is recovered based on Ghekhbv’s “The Cherry ordeal. Consequently,
becAuse of frieridship with those irivblved, he cannot avoid.
the following morning^ the second Orchard.” Despite liberal adapta- others that,
week or so after the opening, when the
Mrs. Aikenhead accuses heT hus- tion here and there, if retains the Instead, he sees most shows a
band of miirder and the banker’s essential outline and quality of the atmosphere is relaxed.
tries
to avoid the critics at the few. openRodgers
always
Siriiilarly,
father
he
son
the
own
perMts
to
Original.
The locale is changed ings he does attend. He figures that the aisle-sitters are bn a spot, so
arrested in reveiige for infidelity
turn-of-the-century Russia to
from
position
their
any more difficult by talking to
he doesn’t want to make
apd their mutual sense of guilt.
south of approximately the
The younger >/\ikenhead tries to the
He makes a particular point of that pdllcy at his own shows, of
period, but the basic .situation them.
same
crush his own conscience and redecaying Aristocracy and threat course.
morse by going on a bender and of
of impending loss of the ancestral
in attempted rape in a hotel room
estate is similar. And, like^ Chekof a girl he really loves. Symbolihov, the new version, relies bn
cally, the girl is his own conscience
speaking when she talks him out character and liniood rather than
actibnl
lust
of
bis
;
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Avondale Muggeridge
Kerry ...
v.
John Forrester ....
.
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Gittlngs

George Crionas
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.Dickie LeRoy
Douglas (Aged 10)
Jean Rexford (Aged 7> .... Isa Ashdown
Jesse Rexford (Aged 17). Ronald. Munns
.Bernard HaniiUton
Dewey \
George Crionas
ThirdrBase
.Herman Schornstem,
Birmingham ^
...... Frank Borgman
...
Uncle
William Schailert
Douglas. (Aged. 17).:
Miss williams .............. Jean SiroC;
Pat Walter
Pauline Palmer Forrester
Frederick Forrester ..... Eugene. Bauman.
...
... Patrick Miller
Donald Lucag
Erik Nielsen
Gordon Lucas
...
Robert Sherman
Henry Lucas
Delo.res: Dahl
J eah Rexford Lucas
.

'

.

.
Keith McCOnhell
.Charles Bianco
.Francis E. Williams

.

Mary

.

.

.

i

.

.

,

.

:

JPrat,

BerSchornstein.

..Gittings,

.

Regarding the recent .Variety survey of the frequency with which
drama critics of the New Y'ork dallies use the flrst:person singular
pronoun in their reviews, Brooks Atkinson, of the Times, explains that
his practice of not doing so is primarily a matter of the paper’s policy.
Use of the first-person pronoun indicates that the views expressed in
a review are merely the personal opinions of the critic rather than
official judgments o’f the paper.. On that basis, he feels, the 'T” pronoun is not an indication of ego on the part of the Writer, but oh the
contrary, tends to be ah expression of riiodesty.
Before the war, when the supply of newsprint permitted British
papers to run larger editions, he wrote a Sunday column on the Broadway theatre for the London Telegraph, Atkinsoh recalls. In those
pieces, he frequently used, the fitst-person pronoun, since Telegraph
policy permitted it. Mbreover, he occasionally uses *T” in his Sunday
articles for the Times, since there is more latitude in that edition. But
in his reviews in the weekday editions, he avoids the: first-person, in
the
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Remember^;

the

Joe,

barside
of Your

philosopher in “The Time
If you’ve ever wondered
tife”?
what chain of circuhistances led
;him to Nick's waterfront saloon in

here

.Frisco,

your

is

arisweij.

This new; William Sar()yan script
is the story of Joe’s life, from his
birth (out of wedlock) to the day
he wandered into Nick’s to dispense hi$ (and Saroyan’s) philosophy aiid biighten the sombre lives

EmbatCadero

*

'

characters
Nick’s their headquar*^
It is a story of a man’s conters.
stant groping for an unattainable
something, of frustriatioh; of heartThrough it runs the rebreak.
current Saroyan theme that most
people do not live, they merely exhis
and exhausts all
bitr
ist, but that the potentialities of a
terness and ihalice tbwafd his
great life are available to; those
The boy, next morning,
who reach out for something bet^ father.
confesses the details of the fatal
•ter.
fight to the police, and the curtain
As is to be expected, the. char- goes down on father, and, son, now
acters are finely etched and the
joined in their individual, guilts,
writing is excellent.
It is not a
blit prepared to put their past mis
great play, but it has a capacity for deeds behind and look
to the fugreatness.
In its present state it ture.
is purely experimental theatre; cerGerry Sarracini, as the verigeful
tainly
commercial
production son, gives a strong portrayal, but
would be prohibitive because of an must play the role with greater
abnormally large cast ajnd numer- speed. Toby Robins, as the girl,
ous set changes. But the elements gives a splendid and poignant perof another ‘-Time of Your Life” are formance; arid Dori Harron, as the
here. Elimination of tbe many ex- drowned stepson, does an admira^
general ble job of acting. Robert Christie,
a
traneous characters,
tightening imd a rewrite of a weak as the haunted husband and father,
third act could make this a Broad- turns in his usual fine work; and

of

the

who made

,'

way

,

possibility.

In giving the script to the Circle Players, Coast little theatre
group; Saroyan has again expressed
his belief that this is one of the
finest acting
companies In the
country. The cast more than lives
up to his expectationSi As ai^psemble job of acting, It is excellent,
Virtually eveiy meinber of
the company deserves credit. Special standouts are William Schailert
in the title role; Sydney Chaplin,
Who has gained in acting stature
in the last year, as the real father;
.

'

'

Jack Medhurst has a brief bit as a
wandering hotel-lobby wolf that
Could be pointed up. Pegi Brown

'

i-'-

The

result is steadily interesting,

but somewhat static and, in spite
of Logan’s expressive staging and
the generally brilliant performances, oddly remote. Y et* “The
Wisteria
Trees”
is
agreeable
enough, At times oven fairly tOuchirig.
It is a compassionate tale,

hero’s, sister

'

Home
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Going

sustained a

Me

;

the feel bf the role as the
but this could be obviated by si bit bf not-tob-dif ficuit
rewriting on the author’s part. In
what- shotuld be a haunted, poetic
figure in the tragedierine tradition,
the usually capable Margot Christie gives an interpretation of a
venoihous
harridan
devoid
of
charm and entirely lacking in au-^ is somewhat indefinite.
Peggy
dience sympathy in a role that Conklin is quietly poignant as
the
should be marked by poetic gran- spinster poor relation.
and Clarke Gordon, Naomi Stevens deur, dignity arid a haunting qualOf
the non-featured players.
and Francis E; Williams, in the ity. With greater directiorial speed
larger supporting foies, and Frank and some recasting, “Going Homie” Bethel Leslie contributes a moving
Borgman, Charles Bianco, Delores has fine Broadway possibilities. portrait of the confused but deterDahl, Tudor Owen, Keith McCon- Herbert Whittaker’s sets are neatly mined daughter, Douglas Watson
looks somewhat athletic and seems
nell and moppets Dickie LeRoy, imaginative and effective.
a bit too forthright as the rebelIsa Ashdown and B^fy McCorMcStay.
lious poet, but Ossie Davis, Alonza
mick in lesser parts;
Bbsan^ Georgia Burke; G. Albert
Playwright’s cousin, Ross BagAll Flags Flying
Smith and. Vihie Burrows are
dsisarian, rates a handi for his first
strikingly effective in supporting
Philadelphia, March 30.
directorial job, made more difAmerican FoundaUoh -of Dramatic Arts roles. Jo Mielziner’s atmospheric,
ficult by the fact that the produc- production of Bessie: V... Hicks Players
tion is in the traditional; central in drama in three acts by Martha Pit- Skillfully detailed setting is enorstaging technique of the Circle tenger. Directed by Hale McKeen. At the iribusly helpful, Lucinda Ballard’s
Plays and Players Clubhouse; Philadel- costumes are
a valuable contribuKdp,
theatre.
phia; March 30, '50.
tion, and the musical accompariiment
arranged
by Lehman Engel
Author Of this new play, given
also adds to the mood.
its world preeiri here by the Bessie
Toronto; Mar^
Not so many years ago, “The
New Play Society production of drania V. Hicks Players, One of the bestIn tliree acts (six scenes) by Morley known and most experienced of Wisteria Trees”, might have been
Callaghan. Directed and staged by J. local little theatre groups, has Aiaau
a goldmine. But with a $22, OOO
had
Mavhr Mriort.- qefq Herbert
experience, operating nut and a capacity of
Museuii thea: con
Sting.^Tom'
NtAL- RdyS
^
-having had plays produced during $33,000, the production can net a
tre, Toronto, March .30, '50; $3 top.
Andrew Aikenhead ..... .Robert Christie the last 14 years in Pasadena; maximum of only about $6,000 a
...
Toby Robins
Anna
“All week. That means it will take 15
Michael Aikenhead .. ... .Geiry Sarracini Miami and on Cape God.
Dave
Don Harron Flags Flying” deals with members weeks of sellout business, to get
..
Nathaniel
Beh Gans. of a band. The setting of
... .;
the play, but of the red. With summer, and
Shlela Aikenhead
....
Peg! Brown
Marthe Aikenhead. ....
Margot Christie is the.“green room,” headquaiters its usual boxoffice lull, only
Huck Farr.
... ...
Jack Medhurst arid rehearsal hall in downtown couple of months away,
that’s
Bill Johnson
.... Calvin. Whitehead
New York, of Garrigan’s band, a tough; outlook..
name
But
the
top
Outfit
$225,000
advance
sale,
In now devoting his energies to
Miss Pittenger has unusual tal- plus the powerful Hayes draw,
the play form after his success as
ents
at
characterization
promises
and
dialeast
at
a
moderate
run,
a novelist and magazine short-story
log, and her deft combiriatiori of with a couple of months of top
writer, Morley Callaghan is progressively
developing a writing the two gifts gives ‘‘All Flags Fly- grosses. That brings sizable returns
career that now finds the spoken ing” its distinctive touch, Whether for the star, who gets 10% of the
word and visual action bn stage a the play has enough sinbws or gross; the alithpr-director, who gets
meaty substance to make it suit- a total of 13%, and the theatre.
definite challenge Rs a further litEverything considered, it seems
erary medium. In his seebnd .play able material for commercial presentation
is something else again. likely that a major share of the
to be prbdUced, he uses the classic
theme bf guilt and, in “Gbirig Preem hbre was watched by a iriveStment may be earned back bn
Home,” there is a bit of Hamlet number bf scouts from Broadway Broadway, with a possibility that
and the mythology bf Oedipus ReX and representatives of both stage the balance might be regained bn
in Callaghan^s modern story of a and screen producers, and what a subsequent tour (if the operating
they, saw was an unusually smooth expense can be reduced) and a
wife and son rejected.
The play is poetic in its writing and 'Wbiicmanllke peiTbrmance by possible film sale. If soirie of the
offstage in(iiderits of the play could
and divorcied from the current ra^ the Hicks Players.
Under the knowing and -able di- be Written into the scenario
dio technique in the theatre of
short scenes of culminating action. rection of Hale McKeen, this little ^Wisteria” might become an enthralling picture^ (Cbiitinued on page 6Q>
This is a: play in the bid tradition
lacks,

Hope Miller has taken over the Reginald Denhami Who

ingenue lead, with featured billing, broken leg when he was struck by
Down to Sleep,”^ ail auto last summer, is getting
in “Now I Lay
succeecling Jacqueline Dalya^ who around on crutches. His and Mary
the
cast Saturday Orr^s (Mrs. Denham) “The Platifrom,
withdrew
Set” recently
opened a
night (1). Miss Milled had previ- rium
ously played/ a siriall part . . . provincial tryout in England
Robert E. Sherwood sails Friday Pressagent Anthony Buttita goes
retaining much of Chekhov’s gentle, (7) on the Queeii Mary to spend the to the Coast this weekend to start
rueful humorr But like the doomed spring arid early summer at his his season with the Los Angeles
characters with whom it deals, it place in Surrey, Englandr WWle and Sari Fraricisco Civic Light
seems a bit anemic, ineffectual and, abroad he will complete his new Opera . . . Harold Cllirman will
in the end, disappointing.
play with an early western locale stage the Louis Calhern revival of
As the devoted, impractical, . . V Celeste Holm signed to Star in “King Lear,” to be presented next,
pathetic mistress of the plantation, Louis Vetneuirs “Affairs of State,” season by llobert L* Joseph.
Helen Hayes gives an expert. which Richard Krakeiir has schedRussell George is. understudy for
Winning,
affecting
performance, uled for fall production, possibly Cornell MacNeil, male lead in
with several heart-wringirig mo- with Richard Whorf featured and “The Consul,” and continues as a
Anii member of the vocal chorus of
.
ments. But virtuoso actress though designing the scenery. .
she is, she Is unbelievable as the Crowley will succeed Allyii McLer- “Lost in the Stars” . . . Hassard
irresistible Louisiana siren with a ie for the rbaii tour of “Miss Short will stage the musical verlurid Parisian past. Kent Smith is Liberty.”
sibri of Booth Tarklngton’s “Sevencqnyinciiigly vigorous and blunt as
Carl Fisher, house manager of teen,” adapted by John Cecil Holm
the new-rich “turkey-neck” who the Hudson, N. Y., Is on jury duty and Stella Unger, with lyrics by
buys the estate and, when the this week arid next. . . . Madeleine Miss Unger and music by Aleo
mistress refuses to marry him in C^arroU has taken a summer place Templeton, which Sammy Lamorder to save it; orders the wisteria in Connecticut. . . Michael Todd’s bert has scheduled for early fall
trees chopped down and the old “Peep Show’’ will be staged by production
. . Shirley Potash, secmansion razed; Walter Abel is Hassard Short, with scenery by retary to\ Oscar Hammersteln, II,
deftly fumbling as the heroine’s Howard Bay arid costumes by Irene will
Accompany the •Hammei;Rtein$
inept brother, although the part Sharaiff.
.
Louis Calta, of the to London for the presentation of
.
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N. Y. Times drama staff, is due
back on the job riext week after
minor surgery. ... Producer Herbert J. Freezer due back today
(Wed.) frpmi South Carolina^
.
Robert Ross will direct the nineweek operetta seasori this summer
in the Municipal stadium, Houston,
with Vivian Altfeld as choreographer, Robert Scheerer associate
.

.

“Carousel”
.
.
Sturit pressagent
Saul Richman, working with Joseph
Heidt on the Theatre Guild’s
“Arms arid the Girl” production
Harry Kline is company man. . ,
.

Leo Freedman pressagent,
Abner D. Kiipstein associate arid

ager,

.

Alan Ariderson and Robert Linden
stage m ana g e r s qf “Wisteria
Trees,”

choreographer and Jay Blaekton
Legit producer-pressagent Jean
musical director.
Sam Zolotow Dalrymple sustained a severe head
.

Was

re-elected

.

.

president

Drama Desk, Broadway

of

legit

the injury last week in a fall in bathre- tub
Celeste Holm signed by
.
Richard Krakeur to star on Broadway next fall in “Affairs of State,”
by Louis -Yerneuil
Film dance
director Busby Berkeley plans to
produce-direct “It’s an Old Kansas
Ciistom” on Broadway in the fall.,
The show will be a musical, with
book by Paul Wellman, score by
.

porter group, at its morithly meet*
ing Monday (3). Also renamed
were Vernon Rice as vice-president, Mar^ Torre, treasurer, and
Leo, Shull, secretary.
Forrest
C. diaririg, general riiariager for
Dwight Deere Wiman arid operator
of the John Drew theatre, East
Hampton, L. I., sails today (Wed.)
bn the Mauretania to visit Dublin,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Walter G. Samuels and lyrics by
Charles Newman
The new Elmer Rice play, slated for Play_ LiteraiY: and play agent Leah wrights’ Co. preseritation next seaSalisbury due on the Queeri Mary son, is titled “Love Among the
today (Wed.) f roiri England
^
Ruins“ and may star Betty Field,
Alfred de Liagrei, JrV, is not con-^ the author’s wife. Rice’s revised
siderihg a productiori of Michael “Not for Childreri,” is still held up
Linenthal’s “Facade,” but is con- by casUrig difficulties; The Rices
centrating on plans for; a fall pre- sail April 18 for a two-morith Visit
sentation, possibly in associatibn to the Near East.
with the Playwrights’ Co., of

London and

Paris.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Philip Barry’s posthumous “Second Threshold,’* which Robert E.
Mi* Playhouse Season
Sherwood has revised . . . Willard:
Pittsburgh, April 4,
Swire, Actors Equity assistant secMountain Playhouse, Jennersretary, planes April 19 to EriglArid,
town. Pa., the oldest stlrawhat in
to be gone five weeks . . . “South
this area, opens for 1950 on June 3v
Pacific,” after a year’s run, now
Camhas a record advance sale of over with “Bom Yesterday.” John
$800,000.
The Damon Runyon eron has heeft engaged as direcitor
which
for
the
warin^weather
lineup^
Fund has sold 2,379 tickets at A
gross price of $65,162 arid a profit will run through middle of October.
to the charity of $55,399.
.

Roger L/ Stevens, cb-producer
with Peter Lawrence of the forthcoming “peter Pan” revival costarririg Jean Arthur arid Boris
Karloff, returned Friday (31 ) from
a Florida VAcation * . . Playwright

James Stoughton and Louise
Maust are the owners and producers nf the Mountain Playhouse,
which is situated on Lincdln Highway about 70 miles from Pitts-:

^edn«Bday« April S, 1950

In

the comparative figures based oh VARiETY'i
week (the 44th week of the season)
week of last season:
corresponding
and the
This
Last

The following

tir§

BROAPWAT
.

by

shows.

all

Number of new productions so

—

28
951

.

1.017
$640^200
$625,700
$28,646,600 $24,207,900

.

Total season's gross so far

..

far. ......

.ROAP

Season
29

Srasoii

.... .... ...
Number of shows current
Tbtpl weeks played so far by all shows /.
current
shows
last week
all
for
Total gross

49

:

62

(Excluding Stock)
,

Season’s total road gross so far.

,

,

.

.

.19

25

849

1,003

.

in South

ing Saturday (1). This marks the
third time in less than two years
Broadway^ now in the depth of
that Atlantans have seen the niu- the annual pre-Easter slump, gets
Sical.
Top price was $3.60^ with a welcome lift hext week with the
taXi"
traditional
Easter
week zooni.
iVIusical took in $2,600 at the Thereafter, business will .probably
26.'
taper off steadily through the balPpche, New Orleans, March
Katharine Cornell will open to- ance of the spring; and into the, fir.%t
night (Tuesday) in three-day, four-^ half of the summer, with the seashow stand at Tower in '.-That sonal upturn due in midrAugust.
Attendance, which had bounced
Susan Peters generated Such en- upward the preceding week,; fell
back
last week,
Receipts
; again
thusiasm, at Penthouse theatre in
“Glass Menagerie” last week that Were down, all week, but hit bottom
with
the
Jewish
holiday
Satur-'
management announced that season Would be extended one more day (1). This (Holy) week will deweek and Miss Peters would re- press takings even further,, with the
turn in “Menagerie.” “Menagerie” usual cOmoback starting Friday
night (7).
The total grOss last
grossed $7,400.
Current at the Penthouse is .week for all 28 shows was 71.69%
‘The Philadelphia Story,” ^tarring Of capacity a drop of 6.07% from
Sai;ah Churchill, her second Ap- the preceding week.
At least two closings are due
pearance at the Penthouse.
Meanwhile, Penthouse Theatre this week and one more next week.
Estimates for Last IVeek
No. 2, in ballroom of Roosevelt
Keys: C (Comedy ^ D (Drania),
hotel, Jacksonville, continues to
fare Well, Kay Francis did $5,500 CD iComedy-Drdmd) R (Revue )
(Musical),: O (Operetta).
in “Let Us Be Gay,” which closed
Other parenthetic figures refer,
Saturday (1) night.
respectively, to top price, number
of seats and capacity gross. Price
includes 20% amusement tat, but
grosses are net: i.e., exclusive of

$320,400
$538,000
$17,252,744 $20,751,000

“The

Chicago, April
tinie until the
next- week.: V

4.

still marking
Lenten season ends

Monte Carlo

Ballet Hear
$28,000 in Montreal

.-i

of Chaiilot” ends its
Guild subscription and should top
“Ear” is getting
previous take.
some party trade and should build.
hoping for the
is
Kate”
“Kiss Me
return of conventions after 'Easter.
“Private Lives” dropped a bit from
last week and exits April 8. Pass-

“Madwoman

wk)

from $4.
Next few weeks for Montreal’s

“Velvet Glove,” Golden ( 14th
wk) (eDr$4A0; 769; $18,127). Also
felt the downbeat, biit is continuing indefinitely; around $6,600.
“•Where's Charley?” St, James
(76th wk) (M-6; 1,509; $37,800).

Topped

i

I

;

'

.

-

-

-

.

Detroit, April 4.

Trees,” Martin Beck
wk) (p-$4.80-$6; 1,214; $33,Helen Hayes starrer premiered Wednesday hight (29) to four
favorable notices, two pahs and
two straddles; show .has over
$200,000 advance sale, and got
(1st

OOO).

)

M

.

away

with the first five performances grossing almost capacity

ending Saturday (1). The
2,000-seater is dark until Sunday
(9) when Margaret Webster’s repertory comes in for a week. Mae
West’s “Diamond Lil” is scheduled
for the following week. She opened
ances,

at $20,000.

Opening
“Cry of the Peacock,” Mansfield
(D-$4.80; 1,041; $26,0OO). Play by
(Mr$6;
Dipped a bit with the general Jean An6uilh> adapted by Cecil
Robson, presented by Don Medtrend, to $34,700.
“As You Like It” Cort (10th ford 6c James Colligan; productioil
wk) (C-$4.80-$6; 1,064; $27,000), was financed at $65,00(), cost about
” Arms
(9th wk)

and the

Girl,” 46th St.
1,319; $42,000).

,

Boston, April 4.
Metropolitan Opera Co in for a Also felt the. Offish conditions;
nine-performance s t a h d at the $23,100.
“Caesar and Cleopatra/’ National
Opera House last week at $8.40
top, wound up with a smash take (l5th wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,172; $30,000).
Shaiw revival sagged to
in the neighborhood of $130,500.
All nine performances, with the $17,300.
(1 7th
“Clutterbuck,”
SAGGING LA, exception of “Die Walkuere,” went wk) (C-$4.80; 920; Biltmore
$22,600). Eased
clean; the Wagnerian production
field;
$11,000.
about
failed to fill up about 50 of the a bit with the
“Cocktail Party/' Miller (11th
$8.40 seats.
Despite the take, .a
substantial deficit will have to fall wk) (C-$4.80; 940; $21,600); Wasn’t
back on the guarantors, chief rea- affected by the prevailing downson being the large number of very drift; went clean again; almost
heavy productions scheduled here $21,600.
“Come Back, Little Sheba,”
with commensurate stagehand outBooth (7th wk) (D-$4.80; 712; $20,put;.
Dropped to nearly $8,000.
000).
“Mister Roberts,” still wowing at
“Death of a Salesman,” Morosco
the Coloniail in its fourth week,
(D-$4.80; 914; $23,800).
Wk)
(60th
took in almost $30,000 with few vacant seats at matinee Saturday (1), Also reacted to the downbeat;
“Riverside
Drive” opened last $16,700.
“Detective Story/' Hudson (54th
night at the Plymouth for one
$23,675).
1,016;
week. Plenty of prospects are in wk) / (D-$4.80;
Eased with the field; $14,700.
sight now to keep the
Below hopes but plenty profitable. strong through May. season going
“Devil’s Disciple” Royale (6th
“Of All Things.” Century (2d
Wk) (C-$4.80-$6; 1,035; $27,500).
wk) ($3.60; 382), Slipped badly on
Also felt the general slowdown;
first full frame, $2,500 take being
$22,400.
below operating cost.
Emerson-'Goodbye’ 18G
“(Jentlemen
Prefer Blondes/'
“Strange
Bedfellows/'
Las
Ziegfeld (17th Wk) (M-$6; 1,628;
Palmas (2d wk) ($3.60; 388). Be$48,244). Sold out again at all per2d Week,
low expectations at $4,900 for full,
formances; over $48,200.
Washington, April 4.
week but profitable.
“Great to Be Alive/' Winter
“Goodb5'e, My Fancy,” Faye Em- Garden (2d wk) (M-$6; 1,510; $42,“The Banker's Daughter,” New
Globe
(8th
299)^ erson starrer at the Gayety built OOO); Theatre parties are helping
wk)
($2.40;
Slipped further into the red with in its second and final stanza to a this new musical get going in the
$3,600.
near $18,000, with SRO over the face of mixed notices and unfavorweekend. Comedy chaiked up an able general conditions; no clear
Impressive $34,500, at $3 60 top, In indication as yet as to its ultimate
its fortnight; stint at town’s newly chances, but first full week’s gross
converted 1,500-seat legit. Unusual was profitable $29,900.
“Happy Time,” Plymouth (10th
pattern of Sunday, instead of MonInPi
wk) (C-$4.80; 1,063; $29,019). Reday, performance, because of star’s
acted to the general trend; $27,-

The Cass reopened Monday (3)
second presentation this
“Death of Salesihan.”

in

(iricluding

(ID.-

Future Dates
“With a Silk Thread/’ April 12
at Lyceum; “P.etcr Pan,” April 24
Imperial;
“Tickets,
Please/*
April 27 ait Coronet; “Phoenix Too
Freuuent’l and “rreight/* April 29
at Fulton; “Brigadoon,” May 2 at
City Center; “The Liar,'' May 10 at
Broadhurst; “Streeteax. Named Desire/' May 23 at City Center.
at

Peacock’ Poor

Philadelphia, April 4.
sans legit this week,
and the prospects for the rest or
the season are very bleak.
Molly Picon opens a singlo
Pliilly

Wask

is

week’s engagement at the^Shubeht
next Mo.nday (10) in the" Yiddish
musical, “Abi Geziint.”
The Locust will relight April 17, with a
world preem of the comedy, “House
on the Cliff,” with Fay Baintcr and
Ernest Truex, and on the 241;h,
the Forrest gets the musical, “The
Liar,” also a world preem.
Both
these last two are skedded for twoweefc bookings. Mike Todd’s nevir
revue, “Peep Show/* is mentioned
for early or middle May.
“Cry of the Peacock,” which got
decidedly mixed notices---ohe pan,
one rave and one fairly good
took in about $8,0()0 in its single
week at the Locust lit a $3.90 top;:
Cutrate First Nighters’ Club wai
used Monday and Tuesday.

,

,

for' its

bring

to

and will break even at
around $15,000; scheduled to bpeii
tomorrow night (Thu r ), but may
be postponed until next Tuesday

bonds)

,

season of

.

$75,000

,

.

the Shubert’js season.

fast;

tax.

h

The Shubert- s presentation of

“Streetcar Named Desire” hit a
poor $18,000 in nine perform-^

$3i^,200.

“Wisteria

.

'

1 5jel* .-xi/iSialr

.

LEADS

;

(D-$4.80;. 819; $18,740). Chiller
slightly, but contihues: to

ail operating profit; $11,200.
“The Man/* Fulton (11th wk)
(p-$4,80; 966; $23,000). Suspense
meller closes Saturday (8); $4,800

IWX

[

(3d

$28,200);

make

:

big legit house should be busiest
of season. “There Goes Yesterday/’ Canadian revue, opens April
;.take.
10 after a cross-couhtry tour;
Nothing has been added to the “Streetcar” is slated for May 1,
sparse incoming schedule except a to be followed by Mae West in
possible fO-day or two-Week stay “Diamond Lil.’’ The Ballet Thea“Miss Lib- tre is tentatively, set for a May 22
of Maurice Schwartz.
erty” still is hovering around, but opening but final contracts have
if business picks up; it looks as if yet to be signed,
there won’t be an available house
for some time.
Estima^s for Last Week
‘LADIES’
17,000
“Borschtcapades,” RlaCkstone (2d
Passover
$4.40)),
week)
(1,358;
holiday hit weekehd take with
Los, Angeles, AprU 4.
bright $20,600 for the rest of the
Local legiters staggered last
week.
week,
and
current Holy. Week is
“Kiss Mey- Kate/' Shubert (28tlt
expected to supply another Slash.
week) (2,100; $6.18). Dropped to
[Pair of record heat days and ad^ /
$26,000,
vent of Passover generally were
“Lend an Ear,” Great Northern. blamed for sluhip.
First week regis(1,500; $4.94).
Current frama finds five houses
tered slim $18,500.
alight, Biltmore having rekindled
ErChaiilot,”
of
“Madwoman
last night (3) -with “The Silver
langer (3d week) (1,334; $4.33). Whistle,” starring Lloyd Nolan.
Last Guild week rolled in $1940Q.
Estimates for Last Week
”GQod Night, Ladies/' El Capi“Private Lives/' Harris. (2d week)
tan (lst*Wk) ($2.40; 1,142). Drew
(1,000; $4.33). Leah $13,900,
\
good notices on Monday (27) opening and hit nice $7,000 for frame.
over holiday, Saturday and Sunday
and 2), didn’t help weekend
(1

1,066

dipped

;

•

Barrymore
'

•

Montreal;
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo did
a hear $28,000 for eight performances last week at His Majesty’s,
with prices scaled
1 ,579rseater,

Consul/'

(M-$4.80-$6;

wk)

GiahrCarlp Menptti opera has gotten away to a strong start; SRO
again at $28,200.
“The Iniioeenis/' Playhouse (8th

-

Legit business here

but eased with the pack

profit,

$22,400,

.

•

Number of current touring shows reported
total weeks played so far by air shows.
total road gross reported last week ......

2 Dates

Atlanta^ April 4.
Theatre Guild's national company of “Oklahoma!’', with Ridge
Bond as Curley and Patricia Northrop as Laurie, did a tremendous
$25,000 in five-day, seven-perfotmance stand at Tower theatre clos-

hoxoffice eStinmtes for last

•

Pittsburgh^ April 4.
TV commitment, hurt the first 800.
Les Ballets de Paris wound up Week.
”Howdy* Mr, Ice of 1960/' CenMitcheli-'Sdesman'
first U. S. toiir last week at Nixon
A solid $21,000 .advance for
with a disappointing take. French Judith Evelyn in “Streetcar Named ter (45th wk) (R-$2.88-$3; 2,964;
Closes next week; eased'
Strong $24,900, Clove. company got only $16,500 at $3.50 Desire” indicates the prizewinner $58,000).
to $16,300.
Altop, way under expectations.
hurdle the $4.20 tab, w^hich is
“I Know My Love,” Shubert (22d
Cleveland, April 4.
though biz started slowly, history may
“Death of a Salesman” topped of Les Ballets has been a big pick- Unusually high for this town. Show wk) (CD-$4.80; 1,391; $33,000). Also
$24,900 Iri its second Week at the
felt the heavier going; $18,400.
following the notices. In Pitts- bowed in last night for a threeHanna here ending Saturday (1). up
“Kiss Me, Kate,” Century (65th
burgh, critics were just as kind week run.
...
Gross for the eight-pertormance
(M-$6; 1,645; $46,650), Ebbed
wk)
as they were everywhere else, but
stand

j

—

1

j

!

|

j

|

'

•

.

bettered

previous

Week’s

$39,000 in Toronto
Toronto, April 4^
- First venture into legit of the
Odeqn^ plush showcase of ,J. Atthur Riank’s trans-Gaiiada chain of
to houses, saw the San Carlo
Opera Co; racking up a smash
$39,000, with 2^313-seater scaled at
•.$4;20.top.

somewhat

anticipated lift after the reviews
didn’t materiaUze;
Parisian troupe flew home after
the Nixon engagement to prepare
for the annual season in Paris but
returns in the fall, again under
management of Shuberts, for a
much more extensive itinerary.
Nixon is currently dark again, and
will stay so until April 17 when
“Brlgadoon,” briginally here in
babk
eomes
1948,
September,
again. Following week house gets

strong $23,400.
Play, starring Thomas Mitchell,
is current at the Cass, Detroit.

Mae-‘Lir Di^ppoints
$20,000 in Split
St. Paul,

4,

,

:

Columbus, p., April 4.
f
“Brigadoon” grossed about $28,000 last week in eight perfoririances evenly split between the
Hartman here and the Victory,
Musical played former
Dayton.
Monday-Wedriesday (27-29), epming here Thursday (30) and running
Take fpr
through Saturday
at the International Cinema here.
was near
Show, gave one performance' at the Dayton engagement registered
here
While
stand
$14,200,
the Juniof high school auditorium,
around
$13,800.
Monday
C.,
B,
New Westminsicr,
Shttw i^5 at the Royal Alexandra,
(27), coming here Tuesday (28) and
Toronto, this week.
playing through Saturday (1).
'

Wk,

I

I

I

«

Civie Light

Opera Assn, since

mception locally,

isn’t feturning
this
summer.
gqirig to St; Louis instead to
the ballets for the Mtiny
Opera
that city.
?r

^^^oreographer

1

s

m

;

[

d

1

).

.

$29,100; laying off this week.
“Now I Lay M<B Down to Sleep/'
Broadhurst (5th wk) (CD-$4.80; $6;
Continuing On
$29,500).
1.160;
week-to-week basis at reduced nut;
$l5vl00.
“Soiiih Pacific,” Majestic (52d
wk) (M-$6; 1,659; $50,186). Nothing
affects the standee-limit attendanee of this ^Mary Martin-Ezio
steamroller;
Pinza
as
always
over $50,600; lays off this week.
"Texas, Lir Darlin'/’ Hellinger
(l9th wk) (M-$6; 1,543; $42J»00).
Anthony Brady Farrell production
getting
a steady operating
ia
.

.

$24^00
New

in

3 Stands

Orleans, April 4.

“That Lady/' with Katharine
few Cbrnell, took a yigoroiis $24,300

nitches

•

JVvih

ja.

'

“Carmen,” “Madame Butterfly” ill May 1 and building comes down
and “Aida’* savv standees turned
for Aluminum Go, of America’s
away at $1.50. Other near-capacity new skyscraper.
audiences turned Out for ‘Xa
Traviata,” “Faust” and “11 Trovabut less audience-response to Wopiley-'Dinner’
Pagliacci,” “Barber of Seville”
$18,200 in Split
and ‘Cavalleria Rusticana.”
Vancouver, April 4.
Monty WOoTley in “The Man
NEILE'S
Who Came to Dinner” drew a fair
Pittsburgh, April 4.
$18,200 in eight performances last
Nelle, one of fixtures
week, seven of which were played
.

downward

(

be the finale for historic
playhouse. Wrecking crews move

S^TCH

Moved

OOQ)-

to $22,300.
engagements last week.
Show
“Miss Liberty/' Imperial (38th
played the Orpheu m, Kansas City, wk)
$44,500).
1,400;
(M-$6,60;
Sunday <26); the Stuart, Lincdlh, Irving Berlih-Robert
E. Sherwood
Nebraska, Mondai'-Tuesday <27-28); mu.sicai closes
iicxt, Saturday (8)
the KRNT theatre, pes Moines,
and goes oil the road; off to about
Thursday-Friday 30-31) and the
$ 20 000
Auditorium here Saturday d).,
“ivilster Roberic/' Alvin (lllth
Show is current at the Lyceum> wk) feD-$4.80; 1,360; $34,276).
Minneapolis.
Holdover smash goes on setting
straight-play boxoffice records and
amassing dividends; rose a little to

that’ll

;

April

i

Mae iVest |rt “Diamond LH” took
in a disappointing $20,000 in four

Mae West ih“Diamond LH” and

.

We^

to $44,500.

“Lost in the Stars/' Music Box
(22d Wk) (M-$5.40; 1,012; •$26,600).
Also off sflightly to almo.st $22,000.
“Member of the Wedding,’' Empire (13th wk) (D-$4.80; 1,082; $24,-

for seven performaiices in three

week.
BhbW
last
played the Texas, San Antonio,
the Metropolitan,
(27);
Houston, Tuesday-Wednesday (2829) and the Poche here FrldaySatUrday (31-1).
Show is playing a trid of engage^
^
meiits again this week.

engagements

:

Monday

'

^

Shows

in Rehearsal

Keys: C ('Cmnedi//,
CD (Comedy-Drama),
(

M

(Musical) y

j

O

P
R

(Drama),
(Revue),

(Operetta).

“House oh the Clift” (O^Peggy
Wood, Joseph. Moon and Roger
Stearns; Leo Mittler, director;
“peter Pan” <C-D)—Peter: Lawrence; John Burrell, director.
“Phoenix Too Freciuent”
j

—

:

“Freight” (DoUbla-BHi) (D)
phen Scheur.

—

— Ste^

Dorothy Wil^
Liar’* (M)
Thomas Hammbhd; NorHoughton, director.
“ With a Silk Thread” (D)—Irving
Kaye^Davls; Elsa Shelley, director

“The

lard and
ris

WediteaJay, April 5, 1950

with

Flr«?-Weed
London, March
»‘ci"

'30.

28,

Jan

theatre.

...

.

Niiia Marriott

.

.Anton Bruckner
Nicolai

•.

..

.

.V.".

mad and

Doonan
Kenneth Law

.

Benjamin

,

.Mary Morris

,

,

,

,

.

.

Gordon Tanner

,

....... .David MarkhaiiY
........... Harold Lang

Gladys Boot

a problem play of
war conditions, from the angle of
the. sNyarms of lost and orphaned
children running wild in enemy-occupied territory. It has sincere appeal to Avorld conscience and is an
interesUng study of thn humanithis

Off^B’way

Alarlc Cotter

;

Bilinsky
Dr. Waldoh
VJashek: ....
Mrs. Petry ,.

panning*

[

.Patrlc

.

Jarmila Petry

.

gone

Kow,

,

Katerina
.

29.

is

tariaii methods of rehabilitation,,
audiences
it will attract specialized
but is unlikely to be popular box•office.'
.

'

Anton Bruckner heads a group
of children who haye lived in the
mountains (loCaie unspecified) foir
four years, living by dodging police
and welfare authorities, killing
game and stealing the; bare necesJarmila Petry, an
rsitjes of life.
adolescent, has been living with
him as his wife, aiways hoping one
day. she may be restored to her
mother. Finally the orgahization
for reuniting lost families tracks
them; down and, jn Anton’s absence, Jarmila is persuaded to go
the communal headquarters
to
with the youngsters, and is i^When she
storedi to her mother;
.

.

to

^a

t

theatre group, which recently won
recognition here by its capital
Happy
his;^ dead- presentation of Anita. Lops
Mosk:
Birthday r” has done a swell Job by
the Pittenger opus so the Gotham
scouts had a chance to get a. fair
slant on the play’s ultimate poShows

some

rib-

.

tentialities.

.

,

“Flags** are either

The Hedgerow Theotre

open its Moylan-Rose Valley playhouse Saturday night (8) aftet being dark jsince New Yearis Eve.
First show will be Goldsmith’s
>‘She Stoops to Conquer,” which
group added to its repertoire two
seasons ago,

.

:

.

'

:

,

considering

the

limited rigan

Warren Coleman and Frank

did an okay job of ditecMary Morris makes a tough, self- Wilson
Amazon and Patric tion.
suspicious
broody,
Doonan
a
ypimg outlaw. Of the children,
Once
a Lifetime
Alaric Cotter, a diminutive 12(CARNEGIE RECilT AL H ALL; ^
reliant yoiiiig

m

year-pld, gives a Inemdrable pei>
YORK)
formance as a Jewish orphan,
“Once in a Lifetime'* had betshowing uniisual self-possessipn on ter look to its laqrels. Originally
Much of the offered On Broadway in 1930, show
his rtage debut.
credit of the production goes to fails to derive any hew blood from
direction.
her
Chloe Gibson for
this musicalized version, currently
Clem.
being presented^ by the newly-

NEW

fprmed off-Broadway group. The

Branquignol

Fifty.
Two decades have taken a
lot of the bite out of this Moss
15.
Hart and George S. Kaufman saRobert Dhery production of revue in tire on Hollywood.
Besides; the
two parts, by Dhery. Staged by Dhery.
Francis music, ^though interesting in spots,
lyrics.
Calvi;
Gerald
Music.
Blanche. Features Colette Brosset. Chris- does little to give the comedy addtian Duvaleix, Dhery, Roslne Luguet, ed zest.
Jean Carmet, Rene Dupuy,. Les SockWords and music for the show,
ettes (3), Henri Ferrari and daughter,
Jacques Emmanuel. Sets by Yves Corbas-. Which finishes a nine-day run at
siere and Henri Pennec. At theatre La Carnegie
Recital Hall, Saturday
Bruyere, Paris.
:

.

.

were written by Julie Mandel
“Branquignol,” the French Hellz- Of the numbers,. “You Learn About
Life
in the Movies” offers some
an
enorapoppin type revue, is
mously funny, high-spirited show. catchy lyrics, while “Take He^rt”
(8),

the audience plants, is standout in the ballad class, Latter is given a sock rendition by
a chairacter rdaming around with
Vivian Smith’s
a Henri IV getup, a woman who Gilbert Adkins.
choreography
is tops for an offplumber
left her stove on and a
looking iSt a leaky faucet, Then Broadway presentation, especially
ill the. “By a Bubbling Brook” sea group of chuckle-producing acts
quence,
Don Earn worth aind the
and sketches which break into the other
dancers turn in some okay
yok. area with the appearance of
footwork
Christian Duvaleix, and stays there
the rest of the evening,
Built about the vague^ idea of
presenting a high brow show under'
the auspices of a mythical mar-'
e.
Continued
quise,; the mbnacled, dandy
2
gets kicked about and involved in
Show people, including Paraindunt News,
the hilarious carryings-on.
vvaited in vain.
They were well
Is well paced, and interspersed in
supplied with refreshments' until
the madcap goings-on are some
word
came
that
the
“citiizen of the
specialacts
and
firstrate variety
ties. Henri Ferrari, ex-strong man, world,” whbm they had come to interview,
would
probably
spend the
twists his daughter into horrifying
knots, and Rosine Luguet does long weekend at Ellis Island.
The former “Let’s Face It” hoofsome nice tight rope stuff. Robert
Dhery contribs a Chaplinesque er—he was also understudy to
skit replete with dream sequence, Danny Kaye in that Broadway legit
the enemy cOp wearing wings and musical—has been a stateless resifihdin g the girl of his dreams. The dent of France for 23 months. He
standout is Christian Duvaleix, had renounced his American, citiIt starts with,

content to confine hi$ ac- deadline for filing, A^iother pos-.
conducting the boys in sibility is a write-in campaign,
their dance routines.
similar to that ebnd ucted unsucThe atmosphere and lingo of cessfully last year by the conservadance band world both seem plaus- tives, after the preponderantly
ible and authentic.
Miss PittenI i b e r a 1
nominating committee
ger, who has been ah educator and
lecturer prior to and since her named an all-liberai slate..
This
year’s
regular siate inservice in the Navy in World War
II, seems to know her people and cludes Matt Briggs, an incumbent
council meinber, as carididate fori
their ways of living.
Mary MCars; who plays Ellen fourth vlcepf esident, to succeed
Irish and who recently won plenty Augustiri Duncan, who recently reof local attention by hep work in signed (his son, Angus Duncahv
the Helen Hayes* role ini “Happy continues as assistant executiveBirthday,*’ should be watched close- secretary); Edwin Clay, Florida
iy by commercial talent scouts* Friebus, Neil Hamilton, Jane SeyShe has What it takes. Don Dub- mour And Jack Sheehan, all incumbins and Val Avery merit praise. bents, to serve regular five-year
Martha Pittenger may not have council tertns; Vicki Cummings,
rung the success bell too conclus- John G. Cairipbell,
John Effrat,
ively here but she has proved she
Maurice Evaiis and Emory Richardhas a keen sense of the theatre.
son,
newcomers,
aU
to
serve fiveWaters.:
year teriris; Beatrice Straight and
Mark Dawson, to serve a two-year
term as replaceirients, arid Earl
Current Road Shows
Mcponald, as a one-year replacemerit.
(April 3-15)
The nominating comiriUtee inBlackstorie,
“Borschtcapadcs^*
cluded. Dennis King, chairman;
GhL-(3-i5),.;Robbins^
and
Loring
“Brigadoori”
Royal Alexandra, Barbara
Smith, representing the council,
Toronto ,(3-15).
and Walter Hampden, Gene Lock“Death of a Salesman”— Cass,
hart, Lee Tracy, Conrad Nagel,
Detroit (3-8); Murat, Indianapolis
Edith King and William Tabberit,
(lQ-15);:
from the membership.
.

tivities to
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“Diamond

apolis

(3-8) ;

LU”—Lyceum, Minne

Davidson, Milwaukee

(10-15):

,

Haven, March 29

kS
•

Walter Boughtbn, Elliot Siiv(*r
Robert Wechsler, Jose Angel Diaz'
Patricia Cole, WUUam DueU. H;
Whipple, Carol Hope Hallock, ThbiTiaB
Hill, Aubrey Moores Ellen Langdon; Sul
Aim Young, James MlUer, Tom Walker
Georgia Aune; James W. Andrews, Tom’
Cast;

stein,

Tyrrell, Elizabeth

Lyman.

This latest output of Eli’s drama
plant discloses a production more
:

interesting from its staging arid
dialog-writing angles than from its
actual story content.
Wiriner of
last; year's Department play writing
prize of $500, script tells the tale
of a pair of high-schOol teen-agers
enmeshed in a brief romance
which has;br6Ught them to a point
of unwed impending parenthood.
Boy’s brother, a tavern-keeper who
has been supporting him, forsakes
him, and the girl’s mother, a widow with a gentleman friend, drives
her daughter away after telling her
she was never wanl^fi in the first
place. Climax is the girl's siiieide
and the boy’s unsolved problem of
where to go friom there on:
Play opens in flashback manrier,
a factor- which dissipates possibie
suspense regardirig the boy, iriasmuch as audience knows at the
outset that he will be on hand at
the end.; Aside from this, technique of unfolding action is absorbingly handled via a four-segment’ setting adroitly;, lighted to
emphasize a bar, a flat, a bridge,
or a doctor’s office as needed.
Several well-written scenes pose
such interestirig questions as, how
far can a doctor help in stich situations?; is society at fault in not
givirig proper education as to consequences? is there an Out for
;

:

;

;

youngsters tangled up in this web
of circuriistances?
Ellen Langdon gives a good reading of the girl role, and Elliot Silverstein is competently bitter and
bewildered as the boy. Other players range ; from okay to merely
adequate. Staging has combined
dramatic values and, theatricar
tricks to mairitain bverall good auBone.
dience response.

L Muny Completes

St.

Summer

Schedule for
St

.
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Louis, April

4.

selection Of “Robin Hood,”

“Pink Lady” and “Whoopee” completes the sked for the 1950 season of the Municipal Theatre Assn.,
which tees off its 32d consecutive
season in the al fresco playhouse

in Forest park June 8 with an 11night starid of "Brigadoon;.” The
season will Wind up wlth 'irtwoweeker 6f the Rodgers-Hammerstein musical, “Carousel.”
Sandwiched In the repertory are
“Rosalie,”
“Of Thee I Sing:”
“Lady in the Dark,” “Desert Song,”
Wind’V
“Fast
and a special “Rodg.

'

ers and. Haiririierstein

“Harvey” —- Paramount, Austin
(3); Texas, San Antonio (4); Music
Hall,
Houston (5); Aud., Lake

Week.”
-

'SHOES’ FOR DALLAS
Continued from pake ST
H, S.
Dallas, April 4.
a
wonderful
job,
My
criticism
only
(8); Poche, N. O.
The 1950 State Fait* Casino
was of the southern accent 'used.
(10-15^.
Operetta
season
will open with (^on“House on the Cliff” ^^Shubert, On the other hand, Kazan prob- stance Moore and Eddie Foy in
ably wouldn’t approve of the southN.H.U3-i5).
11-1 5.
ern accents in. my ‘Wisteria Trees’;” “High Button Shoes,” June
.“Julius Caesar”
Shubert, Dehe
added.
troit (10-15).
Logan told reporters of a new
“Kiss Me, Kate”— Shubert, Chi: line of dialog recently inserted in
is
:(3-15).
“Mister Roberts” at the insistence
“Lend An Ear”^-Great North- of the censor in Boston, where the
Ey p. H. bartz
ern, Chi, (0-15).
touring edition of the show is now
A musical (riram«f S-act aduR play,
^‘Madwoman of Chaillot”
Er- playing.
When the crew returns oHt scanty 30 ckaractara, Available
(3-15).
langer, Chi.
from its long-awaited shore leave,
in bound coplal.
Contains words and
“Mari /Who Came to Dinner”— one of the men is asked, “Hello,
music of MY HEART IS YOURS bv
Capitol, Yakima; Wash. (3); Post, Frank, how was your liberty?” By
Ed Ball
which stoppid show ovary
Spokane (4); Aud., St. Paul (7-8); way of answer, the aetbi' playing
timo If was playod at Kitty Davis Njta
Lyceum, Minneapolis (10-15)*
ClMbi.
Ensign Frank Pulveri, formerly
Tha.so copioi/. for roading purMaurice Schwartz
Plymouth, j ust held up seven fingers. Bepesos only* are $3* Send your name
Bost. (3-9).:
and addrosft and wo will mail C.O.D.,
cause of the Boston cerisor’s obi^ec‘Miss Liberty”— Shubert, Bost. tions, Pulver now merely
$3:00 plus postage. Monty back guarreplies,

Murphy

Charles, La. ( 6);
Aiid. Mobile, Ala.

—

•

—

.

My

—

Heart

Yours^

,

zenship and was admitted by U. S,
authorities as. an “emigrant” under
the French quota. His official dossier listed him as a “citizen of the
planet Earth.”
Reticent: on any further press
statemehts; Davis told Variety
(10-15).that “the street naturally gave him
“Mister
Roberts”
Colonial,
a kick”; that he “hevef had left Bost.'(3rl51
show business,” arid that “perhaps
“Oklahoma!”
Bijou,
ChattaI have been doing niy stuff only oh nooga (3-5); Ryman Aud., Nasha bigger stage and to a bigger au- ville (6) Coliseum, Evansville,, Ind.
dience.”
This refers to his one- (7-8); AitiOricari, St. Louis hO-15).
mail cry against war and warmoriMolly; Picon
Shubert, Phila.
geririg, bvit he is vocal on the fact (10-14).
'
that yi don’t feel as if I have done
“Private Lives”
Harris, Chi*
anything personally; after all, this (3-8). \
“Silver
Whistle”
Biltmore,
is not an original idea; it has been
"-.^-':
in young people’s minds of all na- L. A.-(3-15).
^^Streetcar
a
N
e d Desire^*'—
tions for a long time.”
Reports of a mail-order romance Gayety, Wash. (3-15).

DJINC^

New

Vale Drama Dept, produttlon of drama
in two acts, 15 scenes, by Robert
^
Leod. Dliected by Frank McMullatt;BeV
tlnf, Lawrence. S. Klein; costumes,
Hofin; lighting, Robert Thayer; incidSl
music. Stahley Glowacki. At Yale Uni.
veraity Theatre, March 28-31, '50.

,

.

m

Hlbiioii How
(YALE DRAMA DEPT.)

4.

will rer

;

space.

(Crazy Show)
Paris, March

Philadelphia, April

Alt Flag« JTlylng

phony

Character? in
First novelty to be offered this
ihembers of the Garrigan band or,:
season by Hedgerow will icome
The« Greeher Grass
those directly connected, with it
Femmp lead along Tuesday (11) with “Nathan,
(Actors studio^ n. y.)
in a business way.
Occasional snappy dialog and is Elieii Irish, vocalist with the the .Wise,” drama of the Crqsades
fail
known as by Gotthold Lessing; written in
generally
characterizations
outfit; who is
some sharp
to elevate this play from medioc- Gatrigan’s girl although there is 1779. Max Fischer, well-knoWn in
need
no affair— as yet. Principal male Europe,. Will be the guest director
rity. Major fault lies in its
for judicious, editing.: As it stands, characters are Garrigan, who, ; on fop this Lessing play; Hedgerow’s
yarn about a Negro film actress occasioh, has wolfish tendeheies; 27th birthday will be marked bn
who passes for white, and kills her- Rube, fct trumpeter who is in April 21 with presentation of Jan
self when found Out, lacks any love with Ellen, and Jeeter, ah“ De Hartog’s “Skipper Next to God.:ff.
emotional impact. Plaj? also loses Other trumpeter who is married to
effeetiveness through its tendency Evelyhj the band’s stenog, and who
to lean a little too heavily On soap- is fanatically jealous of her. He’s
a nervershockTO war Case, and Miss
box oratory;
,
^
Written by Edward Davidson, Pittenger Has striven mightily—
by
offered
and for the most part with success
play is currently being
Contiiiiied from' page 5T
Actors Studio, off-Broadway Har- ^to explain and make plausible
In Miss
lem Operation. Grbup*s policy of his inordinate j ealpusy of his fel- renominated this year.
using mixed casts tends..to become low bandmeh, all of whom he siis- Allen’s case, hoWeyer, she reportbonf using in this initial producects of being on the make for edly has sought to resign from
tion, where the motiyiation reShe, true to him at thh council several times in recent
Ivelyhvolves around Negro discrimina- beginning but possessed of a roy- mrpriths, on personal grounds; but
Top performance is turned ing eye, has a yen for Garrigah was dissuaded.
tion,
She had served
in by Glaudia McNeill, who appears and they have a rendezvous set notice
some time ago that she
as a manicurist in a comparatively which' is discovered by Rube, who,
would not be available: for re-:
short sequence* Rest of the casL in trying to be a good Samaritan,
elOctiohv
for the most part, also register, gets placed in a false position and
With the regular slate Iricluding
good portrayals, with WilUaih incurs Jeeter’s suspicion. The latHairston as an unscirupuluous Ne- ter commits suicide back of the several candidates regarded as
gro, Kenneth Hibbert Jas a hep bar in the rehearsal hali*
For a moderate iiberals. ijt’s figured the
Greg
\Vhile it looks as if the ^vhole band liberal elements in the rinioh may
Zaida Coles makes a pert ap- ihight break up but affairs are not enter an independent ticket in
pearance ais the lead fenimei finally rtraightened, with Riibe the election. However, they may
Manhert Hubern's sets are ex- and Ellen Irish pairing and Gar- decide to do so before the May 1

lOver she refuses to go, and a tus-.
ensues between her rlewsle
iound happiness in belonging to
someone and her loyalty to her cellent,
.

Continued ttbm palfe 38

hilarious spoofing and
of a symphonic accpm-

fgy ^ype and gets
with
effects
John Charlesworth Lichling

Gibson. At

by
March

his

miming

.
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0.0

;

WILLIAM

ST.

NEW YORK

7, N. Y.
Bewling Greeii .9-4.42d

—

'

“I broke my record.” That gets a
bigger laugh than the old visual
gag, so it has been substituted in
;

the Broadway production, too.
Other guests at the luncheon included Loiiis Lotito, president of
Dity Playhouses, Inc., and manager
of the Martin Beck theatre, TN. Y.,
and Morris Jacobs, general manager for Rodgers
Hammerstein.
Lotito told about probleiris of theatre iriartagement and outlined the
activities of. the new Convention
Ticket Service cooperatively spon“That
Lady”
Lanifer
Aud.
Montgoinery, Ala. (3); Tower, At- sored by the Committee of Thelanta
(4-6);
Bijou,
Birriiingham atrical Producers arid the League
N. Y. Theatres. Jacobs ex(7-0); Hartman; Columbus (10-12); of
plained the activifies of the genPlayhouse, Wilmington (14-15).
eral
managers’ group which Is pre“Tickets Please”— Shubert, N. H.
paririg recomrneridations for pos(6-8); Plymouth, Bost. (10-15).
Webster - Shakespeare
Murat, sible revision of the basic contract
Indianapolis (7-8); Shubert, -De- between the League and Actors
troit (1045).
) Equity.

'antiat.

.

'

P. H. BartZ/ 11 B. kinzio Straaf
Chicago 11, Illinois

.

.

;

SAMUEL FRENCH
-

SINCE

1830.
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Audrey

Peters,

25-year-old

Los Angeles daricii^ teacher, aire
not eritirtly dismiss^ by the Davi.s
family. He has never met her persbnaliy but his sister, Majorie, did
meet her on the Coast.
Davis heads to Maine for a “rest”
at the family’s summer home in
Bar Harbor.

Ponna.-^IOO Milos from

New

FOR RENT

-

—

;

25 West 45th Stteetr New York
7623 Sunset Blyd./; Hollywood 4 >, Cal.

SUMMER THEATRE
York
Completely Equipped

&

AIR CONDITIONED
Drawing from 3 largo industrial
numerous smaller communities.

cities/

Phone; Phila.r Locust 7-1351

—

—

Tallulah
Bankhead# Of rtrudo Lawrenco, Noel Coward# Judith Anderson,
Chevoiior# prod and Adolo Astaire,

Harlow# Jbhii OieJOudr Dennis
end hundreds of other RARE
Stage- arid Screen Star Recordings for
sale; 12.50:13.50 each.

Jean
King

—

BOX
154

W.

V-100*# VARIETY
46th St# Now Yprk If# N. Y.

/

.

April S*
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some snappy dance arrangements this week as well as

tribute

expert backings for the acts.

,
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»
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I
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;

The

Fanchbiieftes have two ^production
numbers, opening with “Springtime Fantasy/’ to which Aladdin;
.

profile

History” at the Lyceum, N. Y., in
1938, which she alsa directed, and
authored a play for Maude Adams
in 1935 which John Golden produceil.
Author has played stock,
written and directed one-acters for
Frank Keenan, Loii Tellegen and
Vivian Tobin; when they essayed
flyers into vaudeville in the golden
era of the bigtime, and latterly has
.

Hadio City MUde
iMue of PopuWoflled Itt the April
Hall, _N.

Y.,

C Mechanic*
a Thousand

Illusions,’* is
of
eastern editor Bichard F. DemIt goes extensively into
nfiwolff;
of the Rockefeller
thS mechanics
ihowcase’s backstage operation.
f'rfflll

vjV

a cutaway drawing
the hydraulic stage system, plus
plx and four in
four pages of color
Mag did .e hlaCkrand-white.
including
ordiiiotion on the yarn,
Slacing wraiipers around each copy
it.
plugging

-xJSded

is

L

'

'..'.

survive..-/
;

if

some

dialog like this isn’t worth

ment,

sort of reciprocal trade agree-

•

what'/is?'

Rochester: Where’s ybur Westinghouse electric blanket," b

;

:

;

Benny.Wedbn’thaveanelectficbianket,-

RochestcriWedonoW.^;
Bciiny:AWestinghouse?

•

'

v;

Kpehester; Oh-^h, now we have t^
as
Twenty odd years ago i reihember Watching the late Sam W^
he walked into a country store.ih Oracle, Ariz., and tobk a lot of mer^chandise off a. shelf. He ^put: the products into a: miarket basket and
had Dorothy Mbckaill walk but into the sunshine registering pleasure
(20th).
V at the thought of a full larder after years of hard prospecting in nearby
Gougeye. He made no eHort td conceal labels of the merchandise. Qn
Although there are only four acts the cbiitrary he played them up to give beKevability to the' scene bf a
here, ihcluding a sax sblo by band- •dream .•come true.
Today phoney labels would be put on the merchandise lest picture^
leader Dick Stabile, hour long
show is well paced. Stint of Dean goers should bolt the house, At least that’s what major producers,
Martin and Jerry Lewis, While well distributors and exhibitors would have you believe is behind their
received, might be trimmed fbr bet- adamant attitude toward no advertising on the screen.;
“
ter effect, since they do about 35
Newspapers (Which live by advertising and hate to give it away) once
minutes;:
held a similar view, but today il a plug gets in a still, editbrs feel it
After fast' number by the house isn’t adding to the documentary character of tlielr biz to blot it out.
orch, Carolyn Gray steps out to But-pix/still. say, nix;-'/;-.
maintain the pace. Blonde songThe only persistent exception is Variety. Any timb a director isn’t
stress whips through “Just One of
quite sure that the; public believes his $5,000-a-week star is the lowly
Those Things” with a sexy %eat
hoofer he is portraying on the. screen, he sticks a copy Of yARiETY in
and repeats with “Boogie Woogie
the actor’s hand and, voila, everybody believes he is the mccoy. FrankBlues,” which, While good, could
have been replaced by a stronger ly, I anti always pleased at the appearance of such an authentic iiamer
number. Dick StabilCr who fronts brand, though I haiyb yet tb see a ham insisi that if he must be photothe house orch and picks up graphed reading Variety, that; at least he' have it open at “Scully’s
well above 102;
chuckles straightihg for
& L, Scrapbook” as proof that, his i;Q. Wasmost
name brands in pix become
But beyond this intra-trade plug
does neat saxing on“The Man 1
a blur; Either that or phoney newspapers with mastheads I never have
Love.”:-Four Step Bros, sew things up seen before are flashed on the screen bearing eighLeolumn streamers
with their remarkable unison, and i never have read; either. Together they seal off all human juices that
solo tap work.
After seating to might have been flowing between me and the actor up to that mohient;
“Russian Lullaby” tehtpo picks up The New York Globe is not a paper to me. “rhe New York Times is.
with gusto.
Splits; spread eagles
If while viewing a Metro picture a taxi in the scene turns from 42nd
and triple taps gb over for a beg- street .up Broadway and a marquee appears -to be advertising a Paraoff.
mount picture as “the best show in town,” or if a shot of Hollywood
Martin; and Lewis have sapolied and Vine shows Miller’s High Life beer flashing on and oft vvh ere
their bistro act, and retain just a flying saucers normally would be jockeying for position, I’d be the last
few swish quickies. Which they to get up in a theatre and heckle the operator for Corrupting pure art
could dispense with.
Act seems with a beaker of hock.
fine for theatres of the faimily type
Ted Lewis, the Old Bantamweight?
such as this. Duo get hefty laughs
On a few independent productions I have run into a realist in this
throughout long routine. ^ While it’s
mostly Lewis’ facial and; body field Who shares my views. Ih fact he makes money at it, and he is in
no sense a grifter, grafter or a barnacle on show bix. His name is Ted
posturing, plus his quivering voice,
Martin also gets some punchy stuff Lewis, the same as the owner of the battered high hat (Stetson?) and
sometimes confused with Joe Lewis because they share a sallow comacross.
After a feW bits by Lewis, Mar- •plexibn and both came out of purple niteries in the hinterland.
I met him mpseying around a set on the “Jackie Robinson Stoi’y,”
tin coritribs a f astie, “Darktown
Strutters’ Ball,” and then switches He Was turning a; prop so that the label faced the, cameras instead of
mood with “There’s No Tomorrow,” some grip far piftscene. He had a vested interest in audience idenfificafirst in English and then in Italian. tioh of that products.
Naturally he hoped the shot would not land on
His Jolsbn impresh in “Rock-a-Bye the cutting room floor.
My Baby” goes a bit deep. Singer
Once a client seeing him do this; sent Lewis a check the next day.
heats up again on “Take the ‘A’ Lewis sent it back, explaining that shooting such scenes means nothing.
Traih” which brings back Lewis in “If you eventually see the shot in your neighborhood theatre,” he wrote,
a hilarious bandleading session as “then send me the check.” His buriness, you see, since it deals with
Martin tries to warble “Old Man standard-brands, has standards.
River,” beset the constant heckling
Anything left on a set after a picture is shot is for those who want
of Lewis.
Latter’s Ezio Pinza in- the stuff,
as far as Lewis is concerned. AH he wants returned are the
terpretation is rib-tickling.
Pair dummy cartoris, prop bottles
and things like that They’re hard to get.
segue into “Sabre Dance” and “Tea
But the gift oF: grift
;

:

;

.

••

Family group of 10 is leaving
(10) for a three-month
tour of South America, its first
.

Monday

-

foreign

jaunt

sinbe

arrival

in

America from Austria in 1938. It
will
return mid-summer for a
fortnight siiigfest in
Vermont,
then go to Europe for a lengthy
:

tour.

,

Only one award wss made in ra-

.

dio, that to Merrill “Red’’ Mueller,
CHATTER
of NBG, for consistently outstandGypsy Rose Lee doing an article
ing foreign news broadcasts from
the
including
for
'issue bf Flair.
June
1949,
during
London
aeven exclusive world hews stories.
”The Circle bf the Day,” third

A posthumous award was voted
for Lew Lehr, late of Fox Movietone News, as a '^commentator and
perfdrmer without a peer in the
newsreel industry, who contributed
much to portraying the lighter side

novel by mbnbiogist-author Helen
Howe, to be published by Simon
& Schuster May 22.
Manchester Bbddy’s Los Angfeles
Daily 'News dropped its mbrning
edition but will continue to pubof the hews oh film.”
lish as a p.tn. ^heet.^^^
The award for outstanding cov“Jackie Robinson,” Bill Roeder’s
erage of a news event went to Warbibg of the Brooklyn Dodger and
ner-Pathe for its dramatic presenABG
commentator, due off A; ,S.
tation of the return of the body of
B arnes presses April 25,
Private Rodger Young, backed by
Robei*t StrunSky, copy chief for
the ballad written about him;
The Public Service by a news- CBS from 1945 until his resignapaper award went to the Chicago tion last month, joined Simon Ac
Daily .News for, its consistently Schuster as directbr of advertising,
outatahding public service in genLangston Hughes’ “Simple
eral. but specifically for its Expose Speaks His Mind,” based on his
of “Skid Raw” conditions in Chi- Chicago Defender series, due for
cago, with special awards to re- publication by Simon & Schuster
porters William F. Mooney and April 14.
Frederick H. Bird, jr.
Donald Windham, who with TenMurray Becker, AP photo gra- nessee .Williams co-authored the
plierj won the best sports action 1945 Broadway play, “You Touched
Domenic Ligato, Me,” has written; a novel, “The Dog
picture award.
Philadelphia Bulletin, drew the Star,” which Douhleday is publishhuman interest ing April 20.
best
award for the
picture.Jaras W.; Baldwin, of the
Aberdeen (Scotland) U. will hold
Des Moines Register, won the
special graduation may 1 to confer
award for the best spot news story
honorary
degree of LL.D. on
picture.
Andre Siegfried, noted French
Two awards went to the Gom- writer.
,Prof.
Was unable to accept
mcrcial Appeal of Memphis. Lydel
honor ten years ago owing to war;
Sims got one for outstanding feacolumn writing and Ellis
ture
William Wiegand, 2I-year-6ld U.
Moore got the second for a series
student^ won
the
of stories written on the planned of Michigan
Mary Roberts Rinehart
amputation of Betty Lou Mar- fourth
mystery
contest,
“At
novel
His'
bury’S infected hand.
A1 Gai*t\vright,' of the Wilmihg- Last,. Mr. Tolliver," awarded $2,by
ton, Del., News-Jourhal. won the 000 prize, will be published
The exclu- Rinehart Sept. 22.
sports column award.
sive domestic story award went to
W. A. Darlington, drama critic
Dick Hyer, of the San Francisco of the London Telegraph and regChronicle for “The. G.oheh Revela- ular contribto the N. Y. Times, has
tions,” the story of the recorded tiirrted but; “The World of Gilbert
reports bn Mickey Cohen,
& Sullivan” (Crowell; A3.50), with
The excluMve major foreign an introduction by Brooks Atkinhews stories award went to Kings- son, the Timeg^jj-^j^
bury Smith Of International News
Maurice .O’Sullivan, who * 811 Service for his two exclusive ih- thored the 1934 bestseller, “Twenterviews with Stalin in 1949., Dpr- ty Years A-Growing,” while servinan H. Smith, of N. E. A., won the ing -with the Irish Police Force-—
award for outstanding editorial Garda Siochana—has returned to
cartoons.
duty with the police from which
he retired some years ago. He is
Fiction Writers Conference
to
currently
writing a
sequel
Iviarlboro- Fiction Writers Con- “A-Growing,” provisionally titled
ference will hold its second session “Twenty Years in Blossom.!’
Aug. 16-30 at Marlboro, Vt., with
Dorothy Thompson, Ely Culbertson, Hemy Beston/ Elizabeth Page
and* Elizabeth Coats worth added
to the list of lecturers. Among the
49 lecturers who Will be reprised
Continued from page
are
Ludwi g
Charles
Jackson,
RarHJitouHt9
A.
Lewisohn, Dorothy CanAeld Fisher
and Shirley Jackson.
by a straight newscast as Ernie
:
Conference is directed by Dr. Ford). Both his regular fans and
Walter Hendricks, Marlboro Col- those new to his type of humor
lege prexy; John Farrar, of Farrar,
and .song are finding he is stageAtraus; and critic-novelist Edmund wise and capable of selling an inFUiler; Latter will teach the novel person
ret ur ns,
to
solid
tu rn
*nd Mavis Mclntosb will prof the “Ghattanoogie Shoe Shine
Boy” and
short story course.
“Anticipation Blues” are his bther
,

.
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two vocal offerings.
Toni Harper, the I2-y ear-old
bleater of blues, has appeared locally a number of times and capher
audience
with
the
tures
rhythm ability and showmanly deStandouts are “It’s a Good
livery.
Day,” “Candy Store Blues.” “Rocka-Bve Baby” and “Get Up, Get
Hp,”
Added on the bill are Don Cory
and the Five Taylors. Former is a
smooth-working comic who enterAdeiyn Bushnell’s 3d Novel
jtained for 20 minutes at show
Adelyir BushneU, Vet legit ac- caught
and funny
fresh
with
yyess and playwright, has had her mimicking bf w.k. personalities.
impresh
is the
“Pay the Pipei'/’ just His Frankie Laine
Ji novel,
PODJished by Cbward-McCann at cleverest and a strong seller. Five

S. Africa Ban On Maff
Recent issue of the London
Weekly, :Sunday Pictorial; has been
banned in South Africa by the
Ml nister of the Interior, because
or a photograph showing
.a European boxer, Dick Matson, being
Kaypedi by a Negro, George Washington, during a bout in England,
Present government considers
such treatment of a white man by
a Negro taboo;
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is for tho.se who find a peculiar pleasure in a.
giveaway, a pass or a bonus.
He got into the biz from the top down. He once owned a nitriy
ritBino9 Toronto
called Backstage.
It was next to the Avenue theatre, a burlesque
house, on Woodward avenue, Detroit.
Everybody dropped in there
Toronto, March 31.
Vic Damone, Paul Rich, Hanlon] after the show. He became particularly clubby with Abbott; and Cos-

for

Two”

for strong closer. Zabc;

;

j

& Murphy,

•,
Frisky, Jimmie^ Came- fello.
ron- Charles Gregory Girts (18)
His health went to pot some years ago and he; took up the pieces,
Afcfiie Stone House Orch; ‘'Blondie including a comppund fracture, and repaired to Galifpmia.
Among
Hits JackpqV* (Col). :
the. mistakes, he made was to take up picture production as a sort of
occupational therapy; He had Barry Fitzgerald, Walter Huston, Louis
Vic Damone session looms as Hayward and Agatha Christie’s “Ten Little Indians,” biit practically
one of the biggest here in many no money. He changed the title to “And Then There Were Norie.” It
weeks, with the squealing and/or turned out to be bitterly prophetic.
moaning teenagers packing theatre
When picked out of the cooperative' wreckage, Lewis had practically
for all performances.. Riotous dem- nothing left except his sallow Syrian complexion.
Watching Abbott
onstration commences as soon as and Costello going through birth pangs with
“Africa Screams” one day,
the singer steps bn stage. How- he heard somebody
scream, “Where are the peanuts?”
ever, Damone puts on a great show
It .seems Costello wa.s gdirtg to feed some crocodiles with peanuts
and was
particularly
generous'
and somebody had .slipped up on the prop. No peanuts, no scene.
when caught.
Backed by piano,
Lewis
said that if they’d shoot around the scene he'd get tjiem enough
ba.ss
and drums, he opens with
“Wiiat Is Thii Thing Called Love?” sacks of peanuts to dam a river. Costello wanted to know quanto costa.
Lewis
assured
they would co.st nothing, provided Costello’s director
and then into a reprise of such
of his recordings as “Little Girl,” wouldn't remove the labels and that Lewis could send the peanuts,
“This Couldn’t Happen Again,” after the shooting was over, to St. Mary’s Orphanage in Detroit. “You
“My Bolero,” “Too Marvellous for get the peanuts, arid I’ll deliver the scene your way/’ said Costello,,
That started Lewis, He moved into Costello’s building on the. Strip.
Words” and a wham finish with'
“Why Was I Born?” Whether in He became the unbilled half of Adolphe Weniaiid Enterpx'ises. Wenland
robust delivery or sotto voce style, was the giveaway king of radio. Ted Lewis became the prop boy-with-;
Damone scores, for a rousing ova- a-purpose of pix, Ih; a year Lewis; got products' into 37 picture.s. He
tion.;'
moved lip from peahuts to airplanes. He now represents 94 products..
Customers are also getting their Levvis’ biz climbed the more the picture biz felt the pinch of economy.
money’.s worth ffoni the supporting This iyas particularly true; of the indies. The majors
have most of the
hill, with every act clicking. Held
props needed for a picture, but none has all; By hoW they know that
over is Paul Rich for his harmonica
of
guy.s like Lewis can supply anything needed-for-f ree provided
act and showing nice vibrato work
to the well.
and double-tongueing in hiS blue.s course, the label is not turned
He
into footing the bill,
has
conditioned
The
manufacturer
been
medleys for sustained high notes
and diapa.son finishes, with “In the will pay Lewis anything from 200 bucks to lOG, depending how much
Mood” particularly notable for ter- the exposure of the manufactured produejL might be expected to increase sales in those theatres where the product might be seen coyly
rific tremolo effects.
On the novelty side, Frisky does peeking from behind the hero’s left arm.
I.iewjs even moved in Rmpng the majors with “Sunset Boulevard”’
his standard juggling act with tennis racquets, hats and balls; plus Par wanted to shoot Schwab’s drugstore, but the place wRs too narrow
the sock finish of manipulating for a camera setup and, besides, it> in biz. So Lewis offered to repfo-:
lighted torches oh a dark stage. diice the shop on one of Par’.s stage.s--bottle for bottle— everything
His dexterity earns enthusiastic re- from Mr. Phillip’s milk of mag to old man Zymole’s trokeys. He got
sponse. Tommy Hanlon and Mur- paid by the drug houses. The shot didn’t even cost Par a sales tax.
phy on the comedy end contrib
All this may come under the gift of grift to actors and, writers; hut
their usual clever clowning and
to Lewis it’s a living. Lewis’s own estimate of the amount of advertishave no trouble getting over.; ing their clients get in pix and on mikes would run as high as $20,Gregory line girls have two plea!5000,000 a year, in good years, and if he nets onR-tenth of 1% of that
ing numbers/ With Jimmie CarneJiimself, it ceriainiy is a modest charge; for such a big operation
ron and Thelma Frechette on for for
the vocals and Minib Elhlq doing After all, benzoate, of soda has been charging ketchup that much for
.
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has a show biz backgi’oimd Taylors are youthful apros with
5 singer is the central char- pleasing routines that sold, nicely
Mias Bushnell, now a Holly- at opening show.
wood resident, co-authored “Case
Rube Wrbif and his orch con- a nice toe specialty.
i

•

HoUywood, April

Neither among thb special awards nor the awards for special ;bffecti
has there ever, beehr an Oscar presented for; wAat Don .Quinn calls*
(with displeasure, I suspect) the “gift 'of grift.” Yet here Is an industry-*
within-an-industiy worthy of recognition if the natiQn’s economy’s
emphasis bn brand’names is to ^et the sort of. nourishment it needs to

‘

.

Headliners Awards Go On
While the Headliners’ Frolic,
which has brought some 2pQ newsv
naper, newsreel and photographers
here as guests of the city in midJune for the past 14 years, seems,
» thing of the past, the annual
Announcement
awards Continuei
of the' awards; came from city pub^
Saturday ( 1).
Dpdsoii
licist Mai
Tom iPaprocki, Associated Press
cartoonist, is chairman of the 1950
judging committee. ;
,

..-.j.

By Frunk SCGtty

first Addle, sings “Younger Than
Springtime^”
and closing with
“Pbwder Puff precision.”
Missing from the usual down-<
town lineup this week i$. Ronnie
Gibson, band chirp. Throaty vocalist has moved out to the Hollywood Paramount, along with Dick
Wesson, for a Week, Holding over
in Hollywood is Herb Jeffries. Extension gives singer his third lop^yed in pictures.^
cal week on the Paramount stages.
Musical support is being supplied
Lippiiibbtt Re-pacis Trapp
h a s ;sighed Mrs. by Dick Hazard’s four-piece comLippiiicott
Maria Augusta Trapp for a second bination.
book, this one bn religibh, as result
of success of her first tome, •‘Story
€hicag09
of ’Trapp Family Singers.” Bobk,
Chicago, March 3L
bibg of the famed folksinging
Dick Stabile, Carolyn Gray, 4
group, pubiishe d last November,
Step Bros., Dean Ma
& Jerfy
has sold over 29,000 copies, and Lewis,
HousO Orch; **Wdhash Ave.gone into its fifth: edition.
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Wednesday, ApHl

producer

English

ilated to visit the

Tom

XJ. S>

this

Arnold
month.

weeks^Paramount making sciences for “My Friend Irma Goes
RKO Lou
West,” and “Dark City.”
picking up scenes for “Jet Pilot major

Macwell Jo Adams and Richard’‘TimNamara in Evelyn Williams’
pass’' this week.

Kennedy apReported Joseph
proached to. huy into the Brooklyn
,

John Ware appointed director of
publicity for 20th-Fox.
during
Estate of Sid Field, after income I
tax daims bad bbenduced to* around $19,600, ^
ByAbeBci^er
six-week season of .internaDorsey booked in for one tional ballet opens at the Coliseum

gunner, meet,

Jimmy

podgieri^:

A

nighter at Louanhs April 30,
May 4, with Mona ingiesby headLOuanns Danceatorium nearly ing the big cast of .dan^rs.
have bought
sold but advance for Gene Krupa
By the time “Annie Get Your
v orch April 16v
White Plains;
Coliseum, May 1,
.
^ Gun” folds at the
the
Wilbur Evans IS booked for, lead it will have played 1,303 perfprmEverett. B. Birch h«s left,
at
Broadway
“Desert
Song’’
the
topping
ahees,
show bii law firm of O Brien, in Romberg’s
figure:
..
Lawler to open Gasino bh June 12,
j
u
Driscoll, Raftery
James Dunn, of “Harvey,” tourPatricia Burke and Abraham
his own office.
ing Children’s Hospital with myth- Sofaer to costar in revival of
Al Margolies, who has l^een ical biinny as well as rear rabbits “Trilby” at Bedford theatre, Cam“East
for for Easter Week;
succeeding
den; Town,
handling publicity in England
/.
Kiddie show census shows that
Warner Bros., flies back to New 13 Dallas theatres playing to Sat- •Lynne.’’
Hilda Simms, last seen here In
York'. April- :15., v/';':
urday morning and matinee shows “Anna Lucasta,” to star in “The
When Sylvia Lyons returns vdth serial, Westerns and live ama- (lentle People” by Irwin Shaw,
year teur performers are pulling in due at the Embassy, Swiss Cottage,
from Rorne with', their 121^
Le^aTd Lyons some 34,000 kids each week. has April 13.
old! son, columnist
AI Margolies, who has been here
pappy’s Shqwland night club
plans to quickie abroad,
turned Tuesday nights into wres- since the New Year handling
Lewis Bliimberg, Universai exec tling, booking top grunt andXroan American publicity, for “Captain
and son of U prCxy Nate Blum- men from Coast. Arena and legit Horatio Hornhlower,” plahes hack
beefing, tb New York, April; 15.
berg fiies to Switzerland tomor- wrestling operators are .
acts
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., returnrow (Thursday) for a skiing vaca- and threaten .to start bookingbohts.
between
spots
ing to Britain to star with Yplaride
wrestling
into
tion,'
Donlbn ih “Mrs;« Drake’s Duck,” a
TV coverJaffes (Jean Muirl
a 10-acre estate at
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Clayton

1950

recovering

from

surgery.

Vincent Frice off to Chicago for
radio and teie^sion stints.
Irving Mills returned from a
two-week Honoltilu VaeaUon.
:

.

’

The Henry

Force

Air

S,

.

Johnny Burke home after three
weeks in hospital with Spinal in.
V

N. V. EsWat

By

/
plana are currently in the works juty:
Leon Hart of Notre Dame takinii
for the establishment of a Techniscreen tests at Universal-Internacolor laboratory in India,
,.
cehtral film library, to be tional;
Ann Sotherh recovering froni
located* in New Delhi, is beihg
formed by the' Indian government. major surgery, second operation in
'

A

shortage

Product

has

hypoed recent weeks.

John Charles Thoinas will sing
of foreign films with
English subtitles in purely Indian Easter morning at Motion Picture
exhibition
theatireSi

-

Country; Home.

•

Billy Daniels shifting from the
Afrahgements are being made
by the British Council in India to Las V egas Flaming to tlie Mabes
^
brihg in a troupe of 35 Shakes- Hotel in Reno;
Jerry Bressler to Washington to
pearean actors, this year.
brass about'
“The Man Whp Came To huddle with NaVy
“
be presented in ^‘The Flying Fish
Dinner’’, will
Jack Wratlier and Robert GoldBombay by the Women’s Section
of the British Assn, for Six per- en deebrated With the Gold Star
Award by Sbuthern Calif brnia Moformances durihg April.
P. C. Barua; onetime film direc- tion Picture Council.
Burglars
prowled the David
tor with Calcutta’s NeW” Theatres,
has come out of temporary retire- Brian hbme and got away with
ment and will produce a techni- $6,800 worth of furs belonging to
color film for Metro, built around his wife, Adrian Booth.
That P. 1 itern about
new Daniel M. Angel production the wild life of Assam.
Co.
A
McNeliis
A film ptodiictioh stand-still has
up on Maggi
which Val Guest is to direct.
Campbell Dixon, Daily Tele- beeii threatened by a number of
(“Meet the Giijs”), etc.^ got Life
S. Lowe
By^Flbrence
Indian producers .if the
leading
Critics
video
elected
critic,
film
graph
the
doing a spread on
bean Murphy current attraction Circle president, with Robert Hull central government doesn’t liberWilliam Katzell, “Lend an Ear”
cheesecake phased
control and generally producer, plahes to London
footage
alize
alprig
nitery
Orleans
New
and
Old
A. E. Wilson
at
as vice-prexy,
aiid
The Mervyh LeRdys took a With the Dairy Harpa rhumba Johh Parker continue as treasurer reduce the taxes bbing imposed; on also to Israel for possible picture
all branches of the industry.
production.
and Mcretary:
deep-freeze and aii electrical re-, troupe.
Bing Crosby press conferenced
LaTry Adler lectured Friday (31)
beriniS: Price is going to South
feigerator to Rome; with them for
before Northwestern U Semantics
during liis brief stopover on way Africa to star in a new film about
their sumijier-long sojourn abroad to Front Royal, Va., for “Bing
* Producer Aubrey BarSociety
on the harmonica, despite
the Unibn,
shooting ‘'Quo Vadisv-^^^:
opposition of Veterans of Foreign
Crosby Day” and his “Riding ing, his associate Alex Bryce and
;^
By Les Rees
formerly
Hi^gh’^ preem. N
scripter Robert Westerby planed
Iha Kiirland, dancer,
Rosalyh Tureck here for concert. Wars, and the Hearst paper here.
Film producer Walter Wariger,
Burl Ives, in town for his Gon- out last weekend on a location
Club Carniyal has Peggy Lee
with ‘Make Mine Manhattan’’ and
stltutioh Hall concert last Saturday hunt.-speaking at 175th William Vaughn
underlihedi
jPaul Whiteman’s TV show, and (1), sported a beard for his “Man
Lawrence Welk into Prom Ball- Moody lecture at Chicago U ThursEddie Phillips, of ‘^Miss LibertyV Wild Came to DinnerV role due
day (30), declared American films
room for one-nightei*.
next in Jacksonville, Fla.
are dated for a June wedding.
Harry Carroll & Polly Baker are giving foreign countries a true
of the town past week was
Talk
follow Frances Langford into Hotel picture of U;S: life.
By Bill Conlan
Maurice Abravanel, conductor of party tossed by Blevins Davis for
Disk jockey Rosemary Wayne
Walt Disney's “Snow White and Nicollet Minnesota Terrace.
the Utah Symphony Grehestra; ar- Ballet Theatre troupe, with a guest
Bob Hanhbn and Johnny Ryan presented sihger Perry Como and
the Seven Dwarfs’’ setting new
rived in N. Y. Monday (3) follow- list topped by Mrs. Harry S. Tru- boxoffice records.
come into Hotel Radisson Flame Cardinal Stritch with citations,
man and incTUding such show peoharning
the
I a t .t e r
honorary
iiig season’s close, to line up plans
American-Controlled. German Room April 7 for a week.
ple as Faye Emerson, Ezra (“Henry
“Ice Follies” has 26 perform- chaplain and the former honorary
for a surnmer music festival in Aldrich”) Stone, Jackie Kelk and radio station BIAS has introduced
director of Hearts, Inc;, charity
ances
April
scheduled^
for
Arena
the quiz program to Berliners, The
Salt Lake City.
Rosa Pdnselle.
19-May 8, including six matinees; group currently in dx'ive for the
program is on twice a month.
U.
Bing Crosby embarks for Britain
of Minnesbta, April
18 Italian Boys Town.
Fernac FrieSay, conductor of the
April 13, accompanied by Frank
through
May 29, will offer a course
symphony orchestra, will
RIAS
British
in
the
play
Coleman, to
Australia
tour the States at the end of this in the American motion picture’s
Amateur Golf championships with
Twelve concerts aVe sched- development.
year^
By Eric Gorrick
',
a vacation tour of the Continent
Jack Mann after engagement at
Champs Elysees Ballet will open uled.
By Gordon Irving
on tap afterwards.
The Bonn government has voted Alvin, burlesque, departed for
in Sydney in July for the Fullers.
Americans Jack Billings and
New
York to start rehearsals in
Roland- Petit’s Les Ballets de
Berlin
moving
financial aid for the
EmBritish
Ellis,
g.m.
Gordon
D.
wife
Plana, dancing duo, booked
Paris company of -SO fleW to Paris
Sixteen films Mike Todd’s “Peep Show.”
picture business.
Marie Gale, widow of late A. G. for summer stint in Glasgow.
The Shuberts pire Films, planes back f torn Lon- are scheduled for production here
yesterday (Tues.).
powwows.
/
Janet Brown, Scots girl now in
Bainbridge, long-time local draand Arthur Lesser will bring the. don
this
year.
“Prince of Foxes” (20th). has
stock impresario,
joined James Bridie’s laffist, “Mr. Gillie,”
troupe back to the U. S. for a secWhen AFN (Armed Forces Ra-, matic
been set for Easter release at Re“Silver Whistle” company bn the with Alastair Sim, ihulling revue
ond season in October.
dio) stopped receiving daily trangent, Sydney, for Hoyts.
offers.
Coast.
Alexandre de Manziarly, French
Reginald Armour, Far East, Au- scriptions of the Fred Waring
Gladys Cooper to have lead in
consul general in L. A., named stralasia and Asia rep for Republic, show, they discontinued the pronew Thomas Browne comedy “The
new head of the French National will stay additional time in Aussie. gram which was on every morning
Hat
Trick,” opening in Edinburgh
Worce$ler
Tourist Office here. He succeeds
“Streetcar. Named Desire” has raised such an uproar that AFN
May 1.
Philippe de Croisset, who goes caught the fancy of Melbourne legit reinstated the show, using old
Eddie Sham’s band will open at
Annual
strawhat seas o n of
May 1 to Condc Nast as assistant to payees bn fifth stanza for J. C. transcriptions which they collected Coronhdo Hotel here April 8.
Eight,”
with comic
at 7 :30.
The occupation people
Jimmy Rivers’ trio smashed up “Half -Past
the president,
Williamson.
Willis, opens in Glasgow,
Dave
source.
from
possible
every
in
Chester
way
to
(jasa
on
Blanca,
Clifford Mollisdn will do “The
An anonymous patron of a
Aprii 28.
Albailly, N. Y., and completed the
young artist, Robert Garrataho, Girl Who Couldn’t Quite” for the
“The Gorbals Story,” play of
last 60 miles by cab.
commissioned him to have Eddie FulleVs at Princess, Melbourne,
Glasgow slum life, goes into GorCharlie Ventura’s new band in
which
painting,
Saturday.
for
a
Easter
Cantor sit
bals district of Glasgow for first
latest jazz concert in suburban MilJohn Evans, director of Greater
the comedian has been doing for
By Hal Cohen
time, at Metropole
t h e a 1 1 e,
several hours daily during his re- Union Theatres, and William TinkJohnny Harris to Coast for ford, where Boots Mussulli, ex- April 17.
Stan Kenton, is running a series.
ler, assistant to Ted Lane on the about three months.
cent N.Y. visits.
To
mark
of
lOOth
anniversary
Westboro Red Barn, which set a
Frank Libiise
has
Carousel
Jonas Rosenfield, 20th-Fox ad theatre side ,of unit’s operations,
irth of Robert Louis Steyensoni
world’s record last year by openmahagei', and art' chief Victor Sed- plane to the U. S, in May as guests booked for date in May.
Perth Repertory Theatre is preBert Lang here beating drums ing its summer season early In senting a dramatization of “Treasdow due back this weekend after of Hallmark Productions.
for Spike Jon^es, and Jack Toohey April, has pushed baqk the 1950 ure Island.”
a week’s huddles with studio execs
preem to May 16.
for “Brigadoon.”
ditto
While
plans.
on forthcoming^ ad
American composer Karel BoleAdelaide Lasner Sachs, radio acon the Coast, they also yiewed sevslav Jirak, of Chicago, won second
tress, had her appendix removed
eral films set for release during
By Geeno Garr
award of $225 for a symphonic
at Montefiore Hospital.
the next six months.
work In competitloh by Edinburgh
Singing film star Edmundo Clari,
Terrace' Room, where George
By Jerry Gaghan
Nick Kenny, radio columnist, to at present at the Martin theatre,
International Festival of Music
Jessica DragOnette will top the and Drama.
chairman special committee of Madrid, is going to do two pix in Gobel is topper for two weeks, gets
an
ice
show
bn
April
17.
honor
Augustinian
formed
to
Seminary
Guild
show
Youth United
Mexico in May,
Alvin
Zeidman, who studied at Villanova (College, April 18.
Jackie Robinson. Committee will
The International Congress of
Lillian Gisfi was guest of honor
sponsor world preerii of Eagle Magicians Will be held in Madrid drama at Carnegie Tech, directing
“The Jackie Robinson in September. Magicians of 15 na- Little Theatre of Wheeling, W. Va. at the fashion Show and luncheon
Lion’s
Raul and Eva Reyes returning to given for Cancer Crusade at WarBy Joe W. Walker
Story, opening at the Astor* May tionalities; Includihg many AmeriHotel Coheord, N. Y., this Summer wick.
16.
Dick Thomas in for three-day
cans, will be present.
to be in charge of resort inn’s
Theron Bamberger announces stand at Clock Club.
Folksinger Angel Romero is undance studio.
that Bucks County Playhouse will
Pianist Robert Goldsand here
der Contract to Sol Filmes to apSam Fineberg but of Lebanon, open hew season at New Hope, March 30 for Center concert.
pear in “Sacromonte,” directed by
Mo., hospital after auto craCk-up June 2.
Rome
Nat Cohen at Lamb's club did
Troupe at present
Luis Benitez.
and convalescing at family home
Bosh Pritchard, Philly Eagles’ such nice weekend biz with Sarah
is on location In Granada.
By Helen McGilt Tubbs
in Phoenix, Ariz.
sj;ar halfback and off-seasQh disk Churchill
a week ago that he
J.
Hay
nitery
The
has
produced
a
Marta Abba is in Milan bn
jockey at WDAS, goes to; Virginia brought in Ray Eberle ;f6r four
hew floor show, called ‘‘BrpadWay
ness..
Military Institute for ceremonies days starting Thursday (30).
in Madrid,” starring Brazilian sorigThe Peter Moores are back from stress Alzira Camargo, Spanish danVegas
attending selection of VMI’s allWhole city turned but to welLondbm
cbme Sid Hartfield Wedhesd3y (^9^
cer Raquel de Montenegro and the
Wiere Bros., Nilsson Twins: and time football greats.
Dorothy Allen, Hollywood sihger, Manolo Bel and Fernando Garcia George Moro Dancprs drawing at
when his new Boardwalk restauat the Bernini BrisiOL
rant opened. Hartfield sold out
orchestras.
Ei Rancho Vegas.
rnidtown spot, went, to Miami and
Last Frontier featuring tenor
Juiie Richmond left Rome for an
, Ore.
to
Bob Parish With Buster West &
engagement in Brussels,
Leighton Noble orch at Jantzen did well there, hut came back
the
resort city.
Lucille Page and juggler Rudy Beach Ballroom
Alan Curtis has returned to
last Saturday.
Cardenas.:*
Rome from a winter in Egypt.
Jantzen Beach Ballroom conBy Lary Solloway
Mindy Carson, in first Las Vbgas
R,ita Goiton here froih New York
Harry James due for May 3 Urii appearance, at Thunderbird. Others ducting a search for a girl singer.
Dick Coiitind Show tentatively
to make some television shbrts.
versity of Miami date.
oh bill include Frank Marlowe and set by Ed Cheney for Civic Aud
Actor-producer Tony Centa back
Gregory Peck in town ahd on Max & Gang.
By Maxwell Sweeney
early
in April.
from Lbndbn Romulus Pictures fishing trip With Leslie (the Saint)
Matty Malneck’s ork new at FlaBernard Markey, Capitol, Dublin,
“Francis,” the “talking” mule,
business:
0 li 0 i*i s
mingo with headliners Marge &
nominated prexy. of Irish Theatre
Bud Abbott (& Costello) here Gower Champion, plus Sunny Sky- plugging film “Francis,” guested ahd Cinema Assn.
Danielle Darrieux and Rossano
at Chamber of Commerce.
Brazzi will star in a LUx film to for business confabs with local lar, songwriter-singer.
Chinese Soprano Lian Sin Yang
With Desert Ihri comprising fifth
here for concert series in Northern
be made in Italy sometime in manufacturer on setting up chain
of video and radio shops'.
Las Vegas hotel featuring class
Ireland situations.
April,. Gene Baylos closed 14th week at floor shows, future competition for
James E. Perkins, Paratnbunt
Italian branch, of United Artists
Kelly’s and
went into top; acts here ^expected to be terBy Joe Hanson ;
managing-director, to London after,
moved into its new offices at Mother
Olympia for week before heading rific. Shows go on seven days a
Michael Balcon; reported planv brief vacation in County Kerry;
Palazzo Brancacio, a 17th century
for Silver Frolics Club in Chi.
week, 365 days a year.
ning color film oh wild life, to be
Finance Minister Patrick McGu^palace.,
Martini, vet maitre d’ for BeachEdgar Bergen set for Wilbur made in Kenya.
ligan has nixed proposals for enterWriter Michael Burke and his comber, will run his own spot at Clark’s Desert Inn April
Jose Iturbi due here early May tainment tax rebate for cine-vaude
24, with
family now reside in, Rome to Virginia Beach this summer. Pact- Pat Patrick (“Ersil Twing”
of the for concert tour under direction of houses presenting 51% live shov%
script film stories for pix made ing acts, among them Lind Bros.
Bergen radio show), Vivian Blaine, African Theatres.
Two Dublin nabe houses leased
in Italy.
The Harry Richmans cocktail Les Charlivels, a French importaPortuguese film company, Ar- by Odeon (Ireland ) to new setup
Rome Theatre Guild’s cupreht partied by. Ned Schuyler before tion and Ray Noble’s band.
mando de Miranda Film Produc- headed by Harry G. Brown, hitherproduction at the Teatro del Satiri, headihg to. Nevada and new ranchThree motion picture location tions, of Lisbon, surveying South to an but-of-towh exhibitor. D®*!
features Hollywood’s Lois Max- home. Rtchman sold estate here.
units in town during, past two Africa for a permanent s'^up here. effective April 8.
.
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April 5y j^50^,

6$
T-rr

fought

for good taste,

bongtfiritl^

interest arid honesty in radio Advertising.
Surviyed by wife,
'

BRITON

RGSCH

N.

Briton Niven Buscli, 76, one of
td^this country iri his infancy and film industry’s pioneer execs, died
became a child actor in a New of cerebral hemorrhage April 2 in
York stock cohipbriy; later touririg Burbank, Calif, He was associthe sticks iri^siich melodramas as ated; with World Film Gorp.^ and
“Child Slaves of New York,” “The Lewis J. Selzniqk Enterprises 35.
Ninety and Nine” and “The Volun- years ago, heading distribution for
both^ companies.
teer Organist.”
Later he operated as a member
After serving in World War Ik
Yule went Into burlesque and of N, Y. Stock Exchange, and went
to
the Coast in 1930 to dabble in
the
toured
cpuri try until 1,932 when

and Goldman bands, died March
29 in New York*
*
Miss Daniell," who,- iif private !
life,
was the widow of Daniel
Levy, was a former president of
the Singing, Teachers Assn.
.

'

'

KURt
WelU,

TVEILL

Kurt
everal

50,

Broadway

S
SX

conmppsef of
mustcals and

•,

.

•

who did

Germany, Weill

in Hollywood arid, be- ipal estate and radio:
fixture in Main Street five years ago.

he landed

fled the

^*^Bo^n^ln
bamie a
Hitler regime in the early 1930’s
America shows. In 1938 he signed his first
arid finally was brought to
film contract with Metro and apcomto
Reinhardt
Max
by
in 1935
peared as a comic in such produc^‘lirrL!^
f«.v»‘xhe Eternal Road,
ose score for
tions as “Sudden Money,’’ ‘.‘Idiotis
pageant.
Biblical
*'ranz Wetfel- s

Subseauentlyj he wrote the music
Holiday/’
for ^“Knickerbocker
"Lady In the Bark;*’ “Johnny Johnr
“
“One Touch of Venus,” “A
son
flag Is Born,” “Street Scene” and
:

Winthrop,
April

.

1.

After a long c a r e e t on >thc
stage, she later appeared in flliris,
mostly in Character roles.
.

,

and

actor

director,

^

.

;

,

'

::

“MARRIAGES

;

Clarence Erickson,

65,

once an

associate of Douglas Fairbanks,
and later a partner of Douglas,
visited. .
former
Florence Nash, 60,
come-* Jr,, died March 31 in Hollywood
Weill w^as banned from Germany
and
sister of May Nash, a after ai heart attack. :
dienne
in 1933 soon after the Nazis carrie
former Broadway legit star, died
Erickson helped the elder Fairto power and shut down “The
April 2 in Holly wood. She had been banks to. organize United Artists in
$ilver Lake,” his last piece Staged
till with a heart ailment for three 1919 and served for yefirs as ari
During the next
in Germany.
years.
In
executive with "that coiripariy.
couple of years, he' lived in
Miss Nash:, who, had lived with recent years he was a partner of
Austria; Italy, Frahcj? and England,
Douglas; Jr., in the fouriding of the
finally coming to
America and her sister since her arrival in Hoi
becoming a citizen in 1943. At the ly wood 12 years ago, was bbrn in, Fairbanks Co: at UhiversalrlriterY. She Scored her first natibnal.
Trby,
time bf his death, Weill was workbig hit in 1912, as the wise-cracking on a score for a musical version
irig Aggie Lynch in VWithin the
of
Mark Twain’s “Huckleberry 'Law.”,
Ada > Brown, 59,? Negro songHe had .completed five
Finn.”
Other successes followed. “The stress, died in Kansas City March
songs fpr it. Play wrights Company
of
Free”
in 1917, “The 31.
the
Land
She had been a singer in
have planiied it for production
Mirage” in 192() and“Merton of Vaude for more than 20 years.
next fail.-'
in 1922.
Movies”
the
She
began and ended her career
Weill wrote the musical backOn the screen she appeared in in Kansas City... She first appeared
grounds for such film^ as “You iand
made
from
‘The
the
Women,”
play
on the: stage in 1909 at the old
Me” and “ here Do We, Go From
Gillis theatre, but in more recerit
Here?”. He also composed a folk by cure Boothe Luce:
daughter of Philip Nash, thb- years was a regular bn bills at the
opera, “Down In the Valley,” with
atrical booking agent and stock Tower theatre in its heyday of
Arnold Sundgaard. He was a memcompany owner, Miss Nash made vaude. Her last appearance at the
ber of the Playwrights Company
her New York stage debut in 1907 Tower was in 1947.
arid was on the councU of the
at the Lyceum Theatre in “The
Dramatists Guild.
LYNNvSTEVENS.V
He is survived by his wife, the Boys of Company B.”
In 1908 slie toured with De Wolf
actor,
Feeney,
Franklin
52,
former Lotte, Lenya Blaumauer,
German concert star, and his Hopper: in “The Pied Piper,” leav- known professionally as Lynn Steving
to
support
the
cast
Nance
ens; died March 28 in Worcester,
parents, now living in Israel.
O’Neill in “The Lily.” Later canie Mass. As a youth he appeared in
a succes.sful Chicago run in “When stock there, later going to New
JULIA
Sweet Sixteen,” a season with York, where he was in “Apple
Mrs. BenjanViu^_^P. Cheney, 81, Thomas W. Ross^ a flier in vaude- Blossoms,”
with
John Charles
knowii professibnmTy as Julia Ar- ville and ari appearance with her Thomas, and “Attiber Epipre-ss.”
thur to theatM audiences of a sister, in 1925-26, in “A Lady’s
Among films in which he apgeneration ago, died at her home Virtue,” by* Rachel Crbthers, She peared were “Men of Steel” and
was last seen on Broadway iri “Clothes Make the Worn jn.”
in Boston,. March 28,
After stage appearances in Can- “Lady Clara” at the Booth Theatre.
ada, she scored one of her earliest
M. FLOTTE
successes in “The Black Masque”
Bernard M. Flbtte, 84, a muREGINALD
in 1891 at the Union Square theaReginald Allen. 40, radio an- sician in St. Louis for 65 years,
tre in New York, and the next year
died of a heart ailment at his home
achieved similar distinction in the nouncer, actor, $et designer and March'30.
play
producer, was buried April 3
play/ “The Broken Seal,” at the
Flotte conducted: or played at
at the! D. S, military cemetery at
Palmer' Theatre.
Arlington. Va., with full military the St. Louis World’s Fair, opening
A.S a young actress, she attained
of the Municipal Opera and nota-*
critical
acclaim
“Hamlet.” honors. Allen, w'ho succumbed to bie functions during his long ca-!
in
“Romeo and Juliet,” “The Mer- cancer March 29, had been an an- reer.
1939
at
WTOP,
nouncer
since
CBS
chant of Venice,” “Richard HI”
Wife, three sons and two daughand “As You Like It.” She also outlet in Washington; D. C.
1
Allen, a veteran of World War ters survive.
appeared in “Ingomar,”
,

Sr.,

:

'

•

ADA BROWN

Bambi Linn to Rod Alexander;
New York, April 2. Both are featured in the Brokdway musical,
“Great to Be Alive.”
Betty. Jo Daniels to Belmont J.
Sanchez, LoS
April 1.
Bride is a screen actress.
.

am

Peggy Ayleswprth to
S
Schultz, Beverly Hills, March 28.
Bride is an agency secretary; he's
a radio writer.
Patti Lydon tfi Johriny Meyer,
Las Vegas, March' 27. / He’s a perr
sorial rep for Howard Hughes.
Gheri Lee - to Thomas Welch,
Pittsburgh, March 31.; Bride is a
riitery

A

,

.

;

ARTHUR

BERNARD

ALLEN

'

.“Mercedes,” “Pygmalion and Galatea”

II;

,

and Glenn Taylor both used

“A Lady of .Quality.” She was their G. l! business loans to team
constaint demand by such noted with Evelyn Freymah after the

arid

HAL GIBSON

Donald Grace, 48, vaude pefprofessionally as
war, and to rebpeii the defunct foriner known
Gibson, died in Patton, Cdlif.,
Hal
Olney summer theatre, now a
having appeared
major stand on the Strawhat Cir- March 22. After
in vaude dancing acts for seveijal
cuit.
he became associated wifh
A native of Hartford, Conn., Al- year^,
late Earl Carroll and appeared
len began his radio and stage ca- the
in
several
editions of the latter’s
reer in New York City. Then he
and “Sketch Book.”
w^nt to radio stations in Charlotte, “Vanities’’
by wife and a sister.
Survived
Winstori-Salem and Durham, N. G.,
working, as both ari atipr and anE.

producers as Charles
Frohman, A. M. Palmer, J. M. Hill
and Augustus Pitou.
Miss Arthur went to Europe,
and appeared under the banner of
Sir Henry Irving in “King Arthur,”
Olivia,” “Richard III,” “Becket,”
Cymbeline” and “Sahs Gene.*”
She played leading roles in about

theatrical

'

-

'

200 plays, including “The Lady of
VAN
Lyons, “East Lynne,” “Don Caesar noiihcer. He moved on to
Roy E. Van, 5h, former burlesque
He also held operator;
de Bazan,” “The Corsicaii Broth- iri Washingtori,
Buffalo
last week.
in
died
ws,” “The Galley Slave,” “Called acting berths Aylth Bailey’s CrossVan leased and operated the
“The Two Orphans,” “Wonl- roads (Va.); theatre: He was first Garden aiid the Gayety theatres
an Against
Woman,” “Captain treasurer of the D. C. chapter of there for several years. He was at
“The
Colleen
Bawn,” Americari Federation of Radio Art- one time purchasing agent for the
Na Pogue,” “Jim the Pen- ists.'
Buffalo Tirhes and at the time
Survived by his p'arents, * broth!San/’ “The
Silver King” and
his death was salesman for
Lncle Tom’s Cabi^^^^
er and sister, v
Spprtservice, Inc.
In 1897, she was married to
genjamin Pierce Cheney, noted
ROY C. WITMER
DELSON
gostpn yachtsman and railroad
Harry Adelsori, 62, former vaudeRoy C. Wilmer. 63. former vice
financier, whose father, Berijaimin
of the Nationa I Broad- ville actor whose stage name wa.s
president
rjCrce Cheney, was founder of
Co died at his home in Harry Delson, waft found dead iri
j^heney’s Express, a forerunner of casting
his New York apartment. April 2.
April 1.
me American Express COi Cheney \VestpprL ,G6nn.,. in
cjiarge of sales Police said he had hanged him.self.
Vice-president
died in 1942.
A note said he was sorry for
in 1948, Witmer
Miss Arthur retired from the at his retirement
leader in network what he was about to do but that
stage in 1899, blit returned in 1914 was an early
he was ill and that this was the
the playi “Mereedes,” at the brbadcasSiing.
Witmer joined NBC as. a sales- “best way out.”
Boston theatre. Her last appear*was promoted to
He
in 1927.
man
in the 1924-25 season in.
STA ATS
HERBERT
,as.sistant sales manager in 1928,
company of Shaw’s sales manager in 1930 arid viceStaats, 61, former
Herbert
Joan.”
In. the latter manager of th4 royalty .section of
president in 1931.
died
post, he became chiefly responsible the Radio Gorp. of America,
JOE YULE
for changing the form of radio at his home in Audubon, N. J.,
/
<30).
Thursday
Stage and screen commercials, insistirig that to be efHis wife, sOrt and daughter surfather of Mickey fective coirimcrcials shoiiid be as
aftSt a entertairiing as the rest of the pro- vive.
aftdt
-fieait
attack in his Hollywood gram.
.
DANiELL
Hd had spent 46 years in
“Tire.soine advertising has killed
uow Dusiries.s,
Madge Dariiell, 69; dramatic
tadio program.s than, bad acA native of Scotland, Yule came more
tort and musicians,” he said, and soprano* Who .sang with the Sousa

WTOP

’

ROY

.

.

,

^

.

HARI^

.

'

m

.

'

;

W

,

W

‘

MADGE

'

lower

Dore Schary but jvere
finally kayoed by prexy Nicnolas
Mi Schenck for extraneous reasons:
par is showing preference tor
studio chief

,

straight* investments rather
pre-production setups.
It
feels that the Irivestments put it
a
friendly
with
basis
author^
on
and producers,^ and give it. a stf on
in on screen fights if it wants them.

the

.

Ghicago,
March 27.
daughter,
Father is a: Chi agent.
Mr. and Mrs. Wynn Nathan,
daughter, Hollywood, March 25.
Father is a talent agent.
Howeyef, it is not stuck with them
"
Mr. and Mrs. Tex Wierier, son, if it
doesn’t want them, which
New York, March 29. Father is might
happen because of the long
a T V-radio writer; mother is the
former Peggy Lubetkin, radio pro- time inlervenirig between the making
of
the
deal and the final availduction assistant.
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Nasis, daugh- ability of the property for filmizater, Los Angeles, March 29^ Father tiori,'
!

Paramourit’s last straight invest-

a riitery operator.

Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Anderson,
daughter, Honywood, March
Mother Is Jacqeline White
stage and screen.

inent

was

,$12,000 in

“Years Ago,”

the Ruth Gordoii play produced in
Company canie out .about
even on it. Tts last pre-production

31.

of

1946.

Mr. arid Mrs. Lou Hart, daughter, deal Was on Elmer Rice’s ‘‘Drefirn
Albany, N. Y,, March 28. Father Giil” in 194.5. It put up $60fi00
manager of the Colonial and showed a net profit of about
a.sst.
theatre there.
$50,000 on the legit aspects.
It
Mr. and Mrs. Lebri^d L. Rosen1^230,000 for screen rights,
^
thal, son, Albany, N, Y., March 28.
Father is counsel for the Albany

is

;

[

;

unit of .Theatre Owners of America and attorney
for Upstate The"
atres, Inc.-'
!

Continued frbm page .1
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Monroe,
daughter, Hollywood, March 31. broadca.sting In color would be
Child is the granddaughter of Wil- her« within a year and said Par
iiam Bendix; radio-screen star.
wa^ts to bb ready foF it. lie de®
elaborate on llie teehniso^*^Ch5aK^ March^M
Fa\hef*^^
-iS- i^ather
aspects of t'ar’s systems but
a Chbboolir
could
operate wUli rejgu-:
Mr, and Mrs. Jack Overman,
other
daughter, New Yofki March 31i
require
special stock.
Since
Child’s father, an actor, died in
Par’s big-screen process Involves
Hollywood Dec. 24.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ross, son, filniing the TV image off the face
New York, Murch 31. Mother is of a receivirig tube, it is believed
Mary Lou Forster, radio actress. the company would have to wait
JMt; and Mrs. E. Gilbert Golden, for commercial colorcasting before
son,
Norwalk, Conn., April ^ 4. it could take a show off the air
Father is exec assistant to Mort from a regular broadcaster and
Blurnenstock, Warner Br0.s, pub- throw it on a screen in color.
If
ad vice-prexy.
Par can pick uP and transmit a
show in color, however, it eoiild do
it.s own tcleca.sting for theatre TV.
Twentieth is maintaining: an
r
equally hush-hush attitude on
color video but it is believed to be
Cohtinued from page 1
Horwits, following con- alsSo a film System. It was rt* veal ed
it and bid:
several years ago that 2()(h i-eEarl I. Sponable is dethat an Offer from Selznick would ,

X

'

,

I

i

;

.

f

:

|

I

j

j

;

I

I

'

;

;

be acebptM
ono
^

now

If

in excess of

regularfilm making.

DOS

felt the; figure too high on j
Ail be had
a sight-unseen basis.
to judge ori were three installmerits

Its

i (

color the!>«; » bs-

system,

i

^

j

which have appeal ed
Cosmopolitan mag to date. He
the property because a
quick scripting job would be necessary and he felt that the Hernirigway dialog would simplify that as-

of the novel

;

in

Tintfilni Coilllliercials

PoT Color

wanted

TV

Tests

Hollywood, April 4,
Fir.st spot commercials on color
film to be made exclusively for
video color test broadcasts are bepect.
Incideritallyi Selzniek-s deal for ihg
produced here at General
John Hersey’s “The Wall” last Service Studios by United Producweek called for a guarantee of lions of Ariierica for Ford Motor
Thi^ is brOken down Co.
$1 00,000.
into two $50,000 segments. Ilersey
UFA is hiaking 10 90-second spot
gets 5% of the prod acer’s net dri commercials for Ford, half of which
the film,; blit with the ftecond $50,- will be lensed on 35m Ansco Colpr.
000 against this. This gives Selz- Schedule provides for four days of
nick serpen rights for 15 years, interior shooting arid one day of
There are t.v additional five-year exterior shooting for the seriet.
.

'

'

:^

option periods at $10,000 each.

;

prqduce.
Metro’s interest was a pre-production deal. It is understood that
the arrangements with Wiman had
won approval all the way up to

BIRTHS

is

'

theme, ‘‘Born in a
Trunk,” which Leo McCarey will

Mr: and Mrs. Reginald Voothees, than

!

I

.

lar backstage

dancer;

'•

W

a

'

,

composed “MahagOny,^ an operatic jadopted: childreri. V “
of the history of an
town which he never
FLORENCE NASH

accept

.

;

;

Alabama

Iri

New

died: in

;

CLARENCE ERICKSON

much

itself.

.

“ ALLAN L. MURNANE
Allan Loui^ Murnane,. 67, retired

retired

.

Weill also

them

Authors 'Can’t

,

,

1

price than Uiey submit to Par without giving the company another
chance to l)uy» Studio wants it ai
a Betty Hutton starrer if an acceptable deal can he worked out.
Par’s Deals
Par has parallel deals on “Arms
arid the. Girl/' which it^filmed from
the straight play version, “pursuit
of riapiiiness”; on Samniy Lambert’s forthcomirig musical adap*
tatioii of Booth Tarkingtori’s “Seyeriteen? (tunes by Alec Templeton)
and on ;**Guys and Dolls,” to be
produced-^Jtoitt a Damori Runyon
yarri .by ^Gy Feufer and Ernest
Martiii./
20th-Fox. likewise 'will hold a
large stake on Broadway via musicalizatioris of “ Anna and the King
of Siam/’ to be produced by
arid
Rodgers
Haminersteiri,
(&
“Tree Grows in Brbokiyri/’ which
is a George Abbott yehturb.
Both
have already, been filmed in nonmusical versions by ;20th, which is
making deals on screen rights si m^
ilar to Par’s bn, “Blondes.”
Piramourit’s deal on “Country
Girl’’ contemplated a straight investment rather than a pre-production arrangemeiiti
Under the latter method, the film cbmpany automatically gets screen rights under a formula Of payrnents baSed
on the play’s length of run. Stu-;
dio finally niked the deal because
it has ariother property with a simi-

professionally as Joy
died
in
Hollywood,

!;•

composed music
Hollywood films.
Weiirs first opera, “The Protagoftist,” was produced, in Germany at the State opera in Dresden
His initial hit was a
in 1926.
comedy, “The Czar Photographs
played throughwhich
Himself,^’
Sbon after, he
out the Reich
revised “The Beggar’s Opera” into
a new stage piece, “The Three^
Penny Opera,” which was among
version

Imovm

tress

,

also

his standout successes,-

He

if it bjuys

“

Survived by his second wif e, th e Rochelle, N.Y., April 2. /
former June Elvidge, actress; son
He had .appeared in dramatic
Niven; producer-writer; son Noel stock and road shows.
F., senior editor of Life mag, and
Delight” and ‘‘Fast and Furious.” a daughter; Mrs. Winston Miller.
Jatnes W. Harris, technician bh
Statibri
In “Judge Hardy arid Son,” on the
WCAU's^.^^^^^t^^^
at
'TED
Metro Jot, he appeared with his
MQoresto'wri, N. J., died in xnat city
Ted
Snow,
publisher
of
the
68;
March 30. Wife, son and three
son, Mickey, for the first time since
the kid was four years old. V .He Chicago Radio Checking Service daughters, survive.
later- appeared on Broadway in and former vaude performer, died
March 24 in Chicago. SnoW’s servAndrew Smith;“73, stagehand at
VFirtian's Rainbow.”
During the last four -years he ice is used by song pluggers and the Paramount theatre, Youngsmusicians/-/.."
town, O., and a founder -of the
starred as Jiggs in Monogram’s
For the 25 years prior to estabr stagehands local in that city,; died*
“Bririging Up Father” series, based
on the newspaper strip of George lishinK the checking service in there March 29.
McManus.
He recently finished 1930, Snow operated a booking
He played the
Mother of W. E, Horsefield
the, fifth picture of the series arid agency in Chicago.
was preparirig to return to the vaude circuits in the act bf Snow owner of film theatres in Ken^
died
iri
Mo.,
Union,
stage iri a tour with;“Finiari’s:Rairi^ 8c Rudy and as a riiember of the tucky,
Criterion Quartet.
/
March 17.
bow” when stricken.
Survived by wife and daughter.
Surviving, in addition to Mickey
Rooriey, are Mrs. Yule and two

I

others. .Jle
for several

.

,

WlNTWOP

Josephine Williams, 86, an ac-

.

fonghair works, died in New York
3 in tiife Flower-Yiftn Avenue
illness. Wdill
"rtosDital after a
the score for current “Lost
in collaboration
}n the Stars,”

With Maxwell Anderson,

JOY

from pane

CoiiitlAiied

screen rights or saves that

*

/Gunther Fritsch

directs,

,

,

finierea
Enterea

secQna class matter December 22,
^
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cession of ditties with strong leaning§ musically and lyrically toward
the nursery; the pop music pendulunT continues to swing away from
the" established' formula and to

•

'

I

Laurel

I

Hollywood, 'April

j

^

i

palpitating

public

will

11.

shell

1 cf

191

approximately $250,000,000 this

At its present boxoffice pace, year to obtain a Hollywood glamor
“The Gonsur* will have earned rub-ofT from thousands of items
veei* even more toward the un-i back its production cost by mid- ranging
from apparel to appleusual..
Newest trend in tunes is May.
The Gian - Carlo Menotti sauce, from soap to spaghetti,
the- cornball number,
with the opera played to the absolute limit
In a campaign of unprecedented
melodic line, the honky-tonk style of standees at all performances impact, virtually every man, woand: beat of the early 1900’s.
last week, grossing $29,100, for ani-man and child in the U. S. will be
Pop music’s latest cycle is at- operating profit of about $6,500. brought into almost daily contact
tributable to the current top hit, When the Chandler Cowles-Efrem with at least one item that carries
“Dearie,
and to another tune, Zimbalist, Jr., production settles a 'Hollywood connotation as a re“The Old Piano Roll Blues,” which down it is figured likely to net suit of the snowballing practice of
is climbing
fast into the upper around $8,000-$9, 000 a week.
licensing, for commercial use, the
brackets.
“Dearie,” written by
Financed at $100,000, “The Con- names and faces of' motion picture
Dave Mann and Bob Hilliard and sp|»» ^ost approximately $53,000 to personalities and characters. Only
puhiished by Laurel Music, caught bring in, excluding $15,000 in such heavy industries as automopublic attention with a two-step union
bile manufacturing seem to have
bonds and deposits.
beat and a nostalgic lyric, while
been by-passed in the scurry to
“Piano Roll,” a Leeds number,! '
saturate a glamor-conscious public
goes all-out* on the razz-ma-tazz pL!|I-# AwiirA Iha Maee*
with items that have been comnrivP-FlIQ
NaW
l/riVe“inS
lllo IlUff
IlOW
style that came Out of every pian- rHlliy 1/llfC
merciaily kissed by screen heroes
dla before ’the hi'St World War.
^ i w
p
Latter tune started via a Lawrence
DHCK
ck L1V6
Merchandise experts believe that
Live ACtS rOV
For
Cook piano platter for Abbey Recthe practice of “name licensing,”
i J1 J Ji A
a
A
J*
I
ords with other diskeries Jumping
begun a score of year,s ago an an
Added
Aoded Audience
«
I
AudieUCe Lure
on the number, notably Victor with
infinitesiriial
way, will hit the
J
I.A
M
Philadelphia, April 11.
Philadelphia,
a Sanimy Kaye-Eddie Cantor-Lisa
$250,000,000
retail sales volume figTV*
Drive
Dnve
by the drive-in theatres
the;
Kirk pressing.
ure this year, with tremendous
Stasny Music also has a Cook- to book, live acts as added audience benefits accruing to Hollywood in
Abbey disk, as well as several] lure has reached such an extent the forni of free publicity and exothers, op its unabashedly corny that the “Sleepy Hollow Gang,”, a pioitation.
Department and chain
“Why Do' They Always Say No?”, six-person unit, is- slated to play stores all over the country are
While the flipover of Teresa Brew- two ozoners a night in the Phila(Continued on page 18)
area
on two separate!
er’s London
platter of “Choo’n delphia
I
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Gum”

reveals a ditty straightfor- nights n^xt week.
Unit, recently featured on the
wardly tagged “Honky Tonkin’.”
Hopping on the cornball band- ABC network radio show, “Hayloft
wagon, Don Raye has written a Hoedown,” has been booked for
new version of Jiis “Down the Road the Family. Drive-In in the Philly
a Piece,” a successful Ella Mae suburbs next Wednesday (19) at
Morse accord for Capitol 10 years 7:30 p.m. Tw(f hours later, it will
ago. Raye rewrite, to be waxed by appear at the Chester Drive-In,
'Then two
Victor, Columbia and Decca at; about 12 miles away.
present deliberately stresses the nights later (21), the unit will play
honky-tonk piano style and rhythm, two drive-ins in neighboring New
Raye also has given the same treat- Jersey.. .G^'OUP stages a half-hour
ment to an old Louis Armstrong show, which; gives them a chance
from one ozoner to the
original, “Struttin’ with Some Bar- to drive irom

]
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of his.cro.ss-the-bbard CBS stanzas
Period is one
for Minute Maid.
of the heaviest recording mara-

any

top

performer
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Washington, April

;

11.

House Ways
Committee may not

other.

Possibility that the

I
|

'

atres.

j

j

niAM TV

.

,

j

|

and Means
headquartering in Philly, give nightclubs the benefits of any
has
been
promoting
booking
the
of
tax reduction it reports to the
llK Nl
vvnuA. il
If,,
V14U1A
live talent as an aid to better busi-j House is being talked about here,
although this is not definite. It is
Al I Cr'Ii C 7A^' P ATI? ftIP
——
-T
iiA«L£iUCii3
Uiil£i
h'eported that the committee is goalong on an across-the-board
.ing
•
Hollywood, April 11.
«
,.^
,
,
.Hollywood Legion Htadium will
Laurm 38 Comedy. Czar ? Slv^'eyeVything'TuT

inAST

!

leprising tne years
vear% top
torT‘A‘^
ed demand for zithers at
tunes.
To tape addffional Minute Vienna -Spring Fair and that the
the
in
and
England
shows
Maid
in.strument-makers there have alF ranee, Crosby and his producei- ready booked
enough new business
writer Bill Morrow are taking ,o keep them rolling
» at top speed
i
^
Ampex machine. for months
along a portable
and tape will be flown back until
fn addition, the seven inslrucCrosby returns in mid-June.
tors who teach zither playing at
On the junket Crosby will play Vienna’s municipal music schools
chamBi.itish
amateur
golf
the
in
have been completely swamped by
pionship tourney at St. Andrews, the .sharp increase in student regisScotland, on May 22.
trations.
/

i
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National Assn; of Drive-In The-
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^

musical
muttal
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Curtain during the past year. MoPicture Export Assn., co-op

Guests on four ot the 30-minute
he1nife‘
airers are Bea Lillie, Fred Allen,
n^t
Mary Martin and Al Jol.son and
Fifth show, re- Austrian
Ella Fitzgerald.
officials In

'

(Continued on page 50)
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Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy, U. S. sales agency, is trying
off the screen for five years, are valiantly to keep some vestige of
returning to the medium in an un- Hollywood's flag flying under the
titled pic to be. produced by Fran* hammer-and-sickL but admits to
co-London Film Productions. Prior ah almost impossible upstream
to sailing from New York last week struggle in face of present political
on the Queen Mary, Laurel re- currents.
Yugoslavia’s defection from the
vealed that the projected film is
due to go before the camera in Stalin axis is the only bright spot
in the picture.
It resulted last
Paris June 3,
picture will be made in English, week in extension for another year
said Laurel, and other cast mem- from next June of the current pact
bers will include Fernandel, Si- for exhibition of U. S. films there,
mohe Simon and Italian comic Otherwise, the story is one of a
Hardy will head for Paris constantly tightening squeeze in
Toto.
the Russe-cohtrolled territories
around the end of May.
Poland, Hungary, Rumania, CzechoSlovakia, Bulgaria and the Soviet
1 1
zones of Germany and Austria,
Gotham
LrOSOy S 1I 1l"l/3y
Crosby's
-Day uOtMlIl
Aside from the obvious advan•
nff
iL
ht
of spreading evidences of
Idpin^ ZD
25
ludrmnon, Taping
Marathon,
American culture in these counn f
o
via
motion pictures, the
.ShnW.<
RpfftrP Sailing
.Sailing
Shows Before
-D squeezeout is a costly one finanleaves
tomoiwho
cia*lly
Bing Cro.sby,
for the U. S. industry. The
row. (Thu rs.) on the Queen Eliza- eastern European territories probeth for England, will have wound
(Continued on page 26)
up a busy 11 days in Gotham diiring which he taped five of )iis
IT^I I
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American filihs> last tie ^ith the
west in most of the Soviet ®rbit
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Legion

in

May

.

,

I

^

Smith, Legion manager,
saicl'tn^ boxoffice receipts on boxng nights^ are off a full 70% conSiaering^the average receipts oyer
of the past 10 years.
tnith stated that it was all right
.wo year$ ago when there were
ry tew television sets in the terlory but with Close to
500,00()
instaHed locally, the gate
aropped to almpst nothing.
Smith said the board of directoi’s can’t
be sure that television
the sole cause of the b.o. drop
put it is going to black the
cam®ras to find out.

of

Lambs Club and

9nd television comedy.

ot

1947

Jesse

A number

1

‘

,

:

'

liquor aiid ga.sbline.
,
In the case; of general admissions on pix, etc., this would be
a reduction from 20% to
10?^.
However, some of the excises
the one.s with the least pressure
for them inside the committee—
may be passed oyer. For the time
being, at least, the 20
nitery
bite is in that group, according to
some membeTs of the Ways and

Friars Club comedians and other
showmen have suggested that Joe
Laurie, Jr., become “czar” of radio

As

a forehistorian of the theatre, and
with his vast knowledge' and backg^^ound as a name comic and
writer, the idea is for Laurie to
serve as impartial arbiter not only
for feuding comedians but as a
general monitor for the entire talent industry on the subject of gags,
bits, jokes, comedy style, etc.
The advent of television and the
growing arguments, within actors’
clubs and in the Radio City belt

anent “stealing” make the post important.
The impartial ;umpire
role is likened to the one the late
ex-Mayor James J. Walker held for
the garment industry in relation to
style piracy, and the like.

—

i

LOS ANGELES, CALIF
i

WORLD FAMOUS COCOANUT GROVE
Presents —

.

%

;

The flour

Means Committee.
Meantime, the committee is
making steady progress on legislation to shut tax loopholes.
By
the time it returns to work on
18, it expects to have legislation to outlaw the collapsible corporations. This means that Hollywood’s single-picture corporations
would be subject to regular ihcome tax and not to the much
lower capital gains tax.

All Girl

'

.

]

Charm

Und«r tb« Direction of

April
;

of

Orchestra and Choir

'

PHIL SPITALNY

NIGHTLY

a \

It'S never less than amazing that
the giant Ringling Bros, & Barnurii

Mayo
Virginia
and Bailey show gets through open^,
ing night at Madison Square Gar- O’Shea arrived in
den, N. Y., in any shape at alL It
probably t h e world’s most
Is
highly-touted extravaganza to, go
before the public at a $6 top without even ever haying all the acts in
the building before light-up time.
Situation at the; current year’s
^

preem
.

last

Wednesday

.

(5)

was no
.

difTerent from usual. Most serious
item, in thrbwirti off calculation^^ of

Ringling

John

producer
stager

Washington, A#ilu.
The Supreme Court slammed the
door bn Hollywood’s “UnfiTendly
It iheans they
lb’/ yesterday (10).
Paris, Apr U 11.
will all probably go “to jail for a
Rita Hayworth, who hasn’t
a
and
pay
year
$1,000 fine lor cona.*film since she became Mrs; Aly tempt ol Congrbas.
Khan, reportedly is mulling a reBy a 6-tQ^2 vote the High Court
turn to the caine^^
hear an appeal from the
^
^

GOLDEN

By 0ERB

jNfbrth,

John Murray Anderson

arid

generai director Pat Valdp was the
grounding of a Dutch ship, the
Hurricane^ off of Fire Island, N. Y,,
in a fog early Wednesday. It just
happened to. have bn board the
baggage of hve first-time-in-America acts. Needless to report, some
quick re4*outining was necessary. Otherwise there were only the
normal delays. Confusion a nd
nervousness, rUnhing the opening
hight s playing time to^ three hours
and 20 minutes. By the weekend
Valdo and Anderson had that down
•to two hours and 40 minutes; at
Which length the North cohepetioh
will play through the season.
There are a number of fine new
acts, although seemingly hot so
,

.

:

many

first-timers
as last year.
circus was really just
getting in gear foilbwing the war*

Then the

and North had sent back from
Eiu-ope a flock of turns; that had
develpped in the lO-year interim
forced, on the world by a bad performer named Adolph* This year,
there’s been more selectivity with
many of the top acts being held
oyer and a limited number of new
,

ones added.
Overall emphasis, however, as it
was last year; is on a; new type show
that gives the Old rudiments pf the
circus no better than even billing
with the general atmosphere of extravaganza.
Costumes and float
decorations
provided by Miles
White are more elaborate and eyefilling than ever before and again
there’s lavish use of femme s.a.
Pop will find a lot more to look at
than the elephants.
Sartorial Binge
Point of diminishing returns -has
Just about been reached, though, On
the costumes.
They’ve become
such an end in themiselves that
they are starting to distract from
circus basics;
There are just sp
many gals in such elaborate cosV
tumes in one scene, for instance,
that spectators on lower rows
actually can’t see the ririgs. That’s
the step too far,
Costumes, float decorations and
general dress of the show is. said
to have cost better than $500,000.
Allowing even for the circus man’s
expansiveness in such arithmetic,
that’s a lot of green sawdust.
Brooks and Eaves did the job, with
some excellent plastic portrait
masks for the specs by Doane
Powell.
There are four big, specs done
to music by Henry Sullivah and

Tuesday)

and

Michael

New York

yes-

on the Queen

terday
Elizabeth after two months in Britain where the actress appeard in
Warners’ “Captain : Horatio Horm
Couple trained for the
blower.”
Coast immediately after debarking^
Among other passengers were
(

.

j

here this week for the and Dalton Trumbp,
sereenu'rlters
Riviera to confer with Miss; Hay- corivicted .for refusing
to tell the
worth to map out a schedule for H o use Un-AmeriPan activities
her*
He Recently took oyer from Committee whether they were, or
film producer Sir Alexander Korda,
Johnny Hyde as the actress’ rep.
actor Walter Pidgeon,: Peggy Guihr
ever had been, naembers of the
mins, British comedian Tommy
Coihinunist party.
Their convicTrindef and conductor Nikolai
tion was upheld by the U. S. Court
British music puhlishe^
Sokploff
of Appeals for the District of CoReg Connelly arrived earlier in the
lumbia.
the INIMITABLIE
V
day bn the Caronia:
Fifty
The other eight defendants never
•Currently iarid indef) the
15 Hearing on Bill
Rod and Gun .Club, M ilf ord. Fa,, for
went tb trial;
However, they
the opening of the trout .season.;
agreed to waive a jury trial and to
'
Represented By
let their cases stand Pr fall on the

man,

left

WILL MAHONEY

.

;

;

May

.

:

.

,

Associated BOOKi no cqrp.

Major Hitch ta

Washirigton, ^April 11.
,

Following another secret meeting with Erie Johnstpn, Senator
Edwin G. Johnson; of /Colorado,
has postponed untiLMay 15 hearing on his bill to license motion

‘

Demand for right of final approval of screenplay and casting is
holding up sale of screen rights to
“Death of a Salesman,” author
Arthur Miller said in New York
Writejr
(Tuesd^iyl
yesterday
bf
the hit legitbr declared that price
block
has hot proved a stumbling
“since we never get that far^^^

Hollywood, April

II;

inonth of negotiation,
Abbott and Costello settled differences with UI and woii a new contract, most important part of which
is reportedly granting to comics
.the right to Work in video starting
in 1952. It is the first ihstarice in
which any large studio has giyeh a
performer the contract right to appear regularly in televisipn.; It’s
understood they can even make

After a

TEEOf F

to-

gether late Friday^ On Saturday
the senator: chairnian of the potent
Interstate Commerce Committee,
announced his postponeinent*
It could not .be learned here
what cpiineetipn there was between
the lUeeting and the statement.
However, there Is some belief that
the delay will allow more time for
dickering between the solon and
the industry toward a voluntary
policing of Hollywood’s morals, jt
would also permit the senator to
swing' another verbal roundhouse
or two at the industry, if no prog*

,

damage

suits

by several

filed

of

the 10 against the studiPs which

dropped them after their
for Qphten^t of Congress.

citation

The twoTjustices who voted to
review the convictions .were Hugo
L. Black and William 0. Douglas;
Justice Tom G, Giark, who was attqrriey general at the time of the

Lawson and Trumbo, look
no part in the ruling.

trials of

19 Subpoenaed
The VHbilywood Bed hearings’*
were eondiicted by the V n - A me rican Activities Committee in October, 1947. Nineteen writers, actors,
ress is made.
Johnson am directors and producers were subYesterday
(10),
nounced the appointment of Stm poenaed but not all were called as
phen S. Jackson as technical con- witnesses. The 10 refused Id ansultant to the Senate Commerce swer the “$64 Question”-*-whether
Committee iii connection with^ the they were or ever had been memsenator's bill. Jackson, fprinerly in
charge Pf the Productipn Code for
the industry in Hollywood, leaves
for the Coast to investigate the
situation at first hand; Jackson was
for 10 years a judge in juvenile
court in New York City.
He is
now, a special assistant to the Federal Security -Administrator and
has been lent to Senator Johnson.

Washin^pn, April 11.
Hot potato of the past week was
to be held
the Spanish “Oscar” which .tlie
in the^ Capitol Plaza j ust' O u tside
Spanish magazine Triunfo shipped
the nation’s Capitol buildihg,^ will
to the State Department to deliver
have George, Murphy reciting exto Ingrid Bergmari, along with one
cerpts from. Thoihas Jefferson’s
for Ray Milland.
The rtatuettes,
‘Bights of B r i t i s h America”
bronze, winged figux^es, were for
speech, and Edward Arnold readoutstanding acting in 1949.
ing from one of the great Daniel
State Department , handed the
Webstey speeches. Gladys Swarthstatuettes
to
Herbert Edwards,
out will appear as the Goddess of
chief of its Diyisipn of InternaFreedom and sing “Bless This
Land,” and Ann Crowley of the tional Mption Pictures. In view of
..

and radio.
The two-hour pageant,

.

,

field.

,

The

America and Johnson got

of

'

April 19 looks like the blowpff
date in the jurisdiction battle for
televisipn.
There’a a
talent in
strong possibility that Televisipn
Authority will ask for an Associated Actors and Artists pf America
board meeting on that date, at
which it will press fob power to
negotiate wages and working conditions for the entire video talent

'

.

sie, Herbert Biberihan and Ring
Lardnqr, Jr.
pictures and their
Action of the Supreme Court Is
prexy of the Mption .Picture A?sn. “
expected to affpet adversely the

actors.

His principal interest, he assertwas “guaranteeing the integrity
of the picture version.”.. In any
event, he said he Wasn’t anxious
for a sale now since the pic couldn’t
he made Until completion of the
Broadway run, which he expects
will last at least another year.
Columbia and a number of other
'
studios have at various times been 'telepix.
in negotiation with his agency,
Comics’ deal is a flat $200,000
Miller
Music Corp. of America,
per film plus 50% of all net profits.
said, but .all have balked at the Ticket covers films to he rhade
stringent script and casting de- within the next three y earb. First,
mands. Playwright istated he has “in the Foreign Legion,” rolls late
no one special in mind to play the this month, with Charles .Lampnt,
“Saiesman” screen role, since pro- who directed them i n “ Hit th e Ice
duction is so far off ahy actor com- during the war,.- directing.
Eddie
mitment* would be impossible. Sherman ^set bpth A&C and LaMiller said he would consider of- mont deals.
^
fers to do the screenplay'" himself.
Regarding screen rights, writer
declared: “Sometimes I think we
have a deal and then the next day D.{.
1 think weTl never have one.” He
THIS SAT.
said many different types of payment for rights have been disWashington, April 1 1.
cussed dn percentage and outright
sesqulcentenhial
Washingtoh’s
bases.
ceiebratioH opens Saturday (15)
with a “Salute to Freedom” pageant whose cast: will include some
top names of stage; /screen, opera
ed,

appeals, of Lawson, and Trumbo.
The eight are Albprt Maltz, Samuel
Ornitz, A(lrian S e o 1 1
Edward
Dmytryk, Lester Cole, Alyah Bes-

;

;

bers of the Communist party. Sev-;
eral also refused to say whether
they Were members of the Bci’een
Writers Guild. Lawson .answered
that question but ’Tr umbo refused
‘

do

to

On

so.

November

the

1947,

24,

House overwhelmingly voted contempt citations for the 10, Trumbo
ind Lawson were tried and convicted in May, 1948, and appealed
t heir conviction and sente nee of
$l,o6o fine and a ^ear in jail, The
U. S: Court of Appeals upheld the
trial court. After a number of legal
maneuvers, the case was finally
,

taken to the $upreme Court oh
Aug. 11, 1949. The tribunal has
been a long time in making ,;up its
mind. However, there were several

cases ahead of it, in which similar
were involved and the actions
on these created precedents which
set the pattern for today’s action.
For example, in June, 1948, even
before the first appeal, the court
of appeals upheld the conviction
of Gerhardt Eisler for contempt of
epngress because he refused to
Irving Berlin musical, “Miss Lib- recent developments State Depart* testify before the Un-American Acment wanted no part of making the
erty” will sing “Give Me Your
tivities Committee. The same day,
Tired, Your Poor.” Among others presentation to Miss Bftrgman.
Court refused to reSO Herb Edwards took the mat- the Supreme
will be Lucille Manners and Irra
view the conviction of II leader.s
Petina of the Metropolitan Opera ter up with the Mption Picture of the Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee
Assn, of America.
He suggested Committee/ This Organization reand Lanny Ross.
President T r u man, still in hopefully that it would be ap- fused its books and records to the
Florida, is unlikely to attend but propriate for that organization to Un-American Activities Committee.
there will be a cplleGtion of Gov- do the honors for both Milland and
Only a fortnight igo, the High
AA Court
ernment brass topped off by Su- Miss Bergman. The guy at
demolished another major
preme. Court justices and inembers listened carefully, and then started ppint in the appeal by ruling in
of the'Cabinet. While an extensive to duck newspapermen who kept another
Government
case
that
sesqui prograrh is planned for this calling on the matter.
workers coiild sit on juries a rid
Finally
suggested to Herb
year,; the Freedom Fair,^ with its
give honest verdicts in idcolpgieal
•big entertainment niiclway, will not Edwards that he ship the -‘Oscars”
to the studios of the respective cases involving the Government.
be built before 1951.
have
issues

'

,

With the Screen Actors Guild
adamant in refusing to com-

still

lyrics by John Murray Anderson. promise its stand for exclusive conThey show less pretentiou$ness and trol over films produced for video,
niore humor thatn last year’s, which a jurisdictional battle is apparentall
to the good.
Opener is ly in the offing. It’s considered
“Wheh Dreams Come likely that the 4A’s will give TV A
True”, and runs through a flock; of the greenlight to proceed, since
comic strip characters such as Pop- five of the seven uniohs in the 4A’s
eye, Li’l Abner, The Schmob, etc: support the TVA.
Latter group
It includes a “nightmare’’ ballet wants to get going on negotiations
and winds up with' “Dream of because its membership has alDemocracyi’’ in Which Washington, ready agreed oii wages and hours
(Continued on page 54)
proposals.

is

labeled

;

A

.

MP

•

MPAA

V

While LaWson and Trumbo
let them worry about
right to ask the Supreme Court
There was a sigh of relief from the
to reconsider its action of today,
the State Department as it: rushedl
the bronzes down to its mailing and doubtless will take the step;
the High Court virtually ne\'er reroom.
winners and

12

it,
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Hamburg, March 30.
Nazi Germany’s top motion pic*
ture director, Veit Harlan, went on
here for the sCcorid ^.time,
charged with committing crimes
against humanity. Harlan is director of the anti-Semitic Nazi film
“Jud Suess” (“The Jew SUess”),.
Harlan was acquitted at his first
trial
but the Cologne Supreme
Court ruled that he be retried.Harlan claimed that the picture,
while anti-Semitic, did not aim to
stir up racial hatred.
He further
said that he had to do it under
pressure from Nazi propaganda
minister Josef GoebbelS; FrPsecution has some 20 witnesses lined
up in the trialv which is expected
to last three weeks.
trial

N.'im.c)

Slreet
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j

Regular Subseriptidn RoftB

One Year—$1 6.00
Two Yeors— $1 8.00
Canado giid Foreign—$1 Addlt^onol per Year
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Street

New

itself, after deciding
p
Another International crisis ha <1
hear art appeal*
been successfully pyercome.
Robert W. Keiiny, attorney for

York

riot

l

;

To
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,

verses

One Year

for

;

i?, N. Y.

Leo Genn’s Fast Whirl
Lep Genn traversed 12,000 air
miles in about a week, flying in
from. London to New York and
Washington last week in connection
with some .BBC transcriptions he
had made on the EGA, thence to
Hollywood for “Snake Pit” on Lux
Theatre of the Air, and back to

London yesterday (Tuesday). He
has remakes Pn “The WPoden
Horse”

(Korda)

Metro’s

“Quo

and thence into
91

filming

in

the “Ten,” said a petition for a
rehearing on constitutional grou nds
would be filed within 30 days.
Trumbo and Lawson will not go
to jail immediately to begi n serving sentenees, a stay of execution
is in effect until the High C>urt
has decided the petition for rehearing. Court hearings for other eight
also will await that decision.
.

CAKEY WIDGW^S COMERACK
Hollywood, April

,11.

Rome;
Olive Garey. widow of Hiirry
The BBC platters cover 12 sid*es, Carey, is returning to the screen
and NEfC is spotting the EGA disks after more than a 30-year absence,
in sundry of its outlets on vai‘y“
She will play wife of VVard Bond
ing schedulejS;
rin RKO’s ”Mad With Much Heart.”

y

.

W^ti^Bday^ April 129 1950

legisiatioh

in

He was accompanied on

field.

rf

Washington, April 11.
Samuel Goldwyri, leaving

i

the
;

;

'

.ducers^,

Goldwyri arid ArrialL^ also met
with Attorney General Howard
McGrath and Herbert Bergson, assistant attorriey general in charge

.

Senator Ed Johnson, who is
pushing a film licerising bill.
‘T don’t knpw,
replied:
there are so many Johnsons.”
That led to a query as to
whether he preferred Eric

He

company

like that

best,’*

.

,

.

.

!

!

:

pointing to

;

lars.

——

;filni.

eludes about $6,000,000 in England,
Most, if not all, of that coin will
eventually be trairislated into dol!•

..

Even more important,

it

was said

by k top Motion Picture Assn, of
America exec this week; is the fact
“that we have beeri able to bring
the deluge of crippling restrictions
overseas f b a point of control. In-

sible conspiracy ampng exhibs and
suggested inciusiori in future decrees of a specific clause outlaw-

'

stead of just fighting to stay alive,

ing product-splitting. He said that
agreements among theatres for the
divvy of films of various compariies
eliminated competition arid thus
prevented producers from getting
Siritzky organization, which disfair market prices for their films.
Goldwyn told the ^President, Mc- tributes foreign films in the U. S.
Grath arid Bergson that the prOb-. and has been operating art theatres
lem of which he complained threat- in New York, Brooklyn and Boston,
withdrawing from
eried the majors equally; as much reportedly is
It’s understood that
as the iridies. He pointed out that those fields..
with divorcernent at hand all Pro- a desire to concentrate upon producers would shortly be in the role diictipn and exhibition in France,
is behind the Siritzky move in disOf independents.
Making an equally strong pitch solving its American, interests.
First indication that the bulfit
on the public relations front. Goldwyrt lunehed yesterday with all but was mulling such a -step was seen
its^ action of last week when the
in
(Continued on page 15)
firm tuvried over some 26 foreign
pix to Irvin Shapiro’s Films Interriational of America on' a sub-disAgreement takes
tribution deal.
in all Siritzky imports prior to and
including 1949.
But
Drag Ih
For the time being, however,
Siritzky maintains that it will continue handling fresh foreign prodWalt Disney, Who has repeatedly uct through its own distribution
refused to sell his theatrical prod- facilities, At present its release
uct to tele, is reportedly working
of
comprises
“Scaridais
on a new, cheaper process for mak(Coritiriued on page 20)
ing eartooris for TV. It is underof the
stood to be ah adaptaH^^
combination live action and story

TV

.

.

i

:

Secretary of Defense i:,ouis
Johnson, who was entering the
President’s office.

to

j

i

:

we c^n now change bur

production

tactics to

distribution

-

rietted $1,406,000 during
its first quairter is held by,: fllmites:

^

j

Or

ope

the

abroad into hard American
cash has reduced ^^he tpreign situation”-^which‘ threatened to spell
complete disaster for •Hollywood
three years agor-^to the size of an
everyday trade problejm. The days
of :i947, when loss of overseas im

Ed (Johnson).
“Frankly,” he came back, “X
(Johnstori)

Barney Balaban’s disclosure to

divorced

Dore Schary; Metro’s pfoduOtmn
,
bg^d, is slated to trek east May 8
with a print of ‘‘Next Voice You
Hear.”/He wantk to bring the first
print of the film personally to New
prelimiYork aind ship in on the
.
,
come led to a drastic economy nary bally. .‘-V oicp,*^ a low-budgetwith a religious tbeme, is the
wave and dire talk of inevitable
bankruptcy, have shifted to 1950 studio biggie’s personal production,
Schary will remain in New York
optimism on prospects of profits
TOr Seyeral weeks. He will go
from the iiiternatibnal markiet.
with the usUa! round Of
through
Best information ribw is that the
U. S.. industry has less than $15,- newspaper and radio interviews as
That in- a Way of creating Interest in thb
000,000 frozen abroad.

Truman’^ office to-,;
day (Tuesday), was asked by
reporters what he thinks of

:

Parairiourit’s stockholders that

coin

Presiderit

by v Ellis G,
visit
Presidential
Arnali;^ former Georgia governor,
arid now prexy of the Society of
Independent Motion'^ Picture Pro-

of the anti-trust division. Both laid
before the iegalites in much more
specific terms the charge that conspiracy by both affiliated an indie
theatre ops, in the wake of the
anti-trust decrees, was sqUeezirig
ali producers out of business;
GoldWyri asked the p. of j. for
much more careful policing^ of pos-

.

Spectacular success -of th# U. S.
film industry in turnirig its frozen

Johnson, Pfd.'

film

the

;.

iPKtrrij^^

Washington, April 11.
Samuel GoldM^yn met with Presiat the White Ho^use
TTruman
dent
today ( t uesday) and siketdhed for
him in general terms what the producer feels is the need for further
anti-trust

.
,
.

.
;

;

as reassuririk Tegarding: the future of the industry, intense interest as well, as specula tion. has
pioneeririg
Par’s
acebmpanied
distfib
activities
venture into
without its: giant theatfe chain.
Coupled with reports: by Metro and
Republic, each showing a gain*
Par’s black ink Is regarded aS a
solid promise that dlyoreed companies cari make a go of it: „
In one of the niost i^^
developmerits*
post - divorcernent
Barney Balaban, Pararnount's prez;
has disclosed to the coiripaiiy’s
stockholders that Par’s first-quarter earnings as a purely produccompariy
will
tiorirdistribution
amount to $1,400,000 after taxes.
Coupled within the past week with
reports by Metro and Republic,,
each showing a gain over last year,,
the Balaban statement is regarded
as a solid promise that the major
companies can make a go of it

without theatres.
pinpoint the ffeeze and quota riieasBalaban’s estimate is made with-*
ures cbuntfy-by-country and operthem.”
ate to remove or reduce
Barney Balaban, Paramount pfez. out includirig a share in the un(Continued on page 15)
Significant in indicating films- in- and Edwin L. Weisi, member of
genuity in thawing blocked coin par’s executive committee, have
and fighting off restrictive yokes is been elected as tWo of the com(ContinUed. bn page, 20)
pa ny’s three reps on the Alleri B> Ruth Chatterton Novel
DuMont Labpratories’ board in a
mbve. dramatizirig the importance
on
that Pa r is attaching to its DuMont
\

:

:

J

afliliatio.ri

and

televisiori

activities

Interest in Problem Pix
Balabari and Weisi join
Paul Raibourn, Par veepee, as the
Interest being shown by film
on
major
for
the
three spokesmen
companies in Ruth Chatterton’s
Into
novel,
“Homeward
V
,
^ ^
xr
„r HuMorit’s board of eight. The step forthcoining
Trend: toward New York s W.
temporary ditching of Borne,” following David O, Selz57th street area as an art house
DuMont
its
to sell
nick’s purchase recently of “The
centre became more evident this
Wall,” indicates that problem picweek when it was learned that two
yarned by the major tures will continue to figure immore siriall-seaters and probably ^
a closed-dopr meeting Monday. portantly on the Hollywood iagenda.
third Will be built in that midtown (iO) when it elected directors enMiss Chatterton's book, her first,
section First to start construction titled to sit as reps of DuMont’s has created unusual Interest airiong
be the Normandie Amus. “B” stock.
will
With 500,000 shares, major and indie story editors.
Corp., which has taken the old. Par is the only ”B” stockholder. Yarn concerns a gal who gives her
Lotos club building at HO W. 57th
(Continued on page 25)
fiance the brush because he’s Jew^
street on a long-term ^ lease from
ish, although she’s not fully con-*
Lederer Reredei Associates/
scious that that is her reason. She
illand
Elsewhere in the W. 57th’ street
latbr niaf fies another man, but
Washington, April 11.
sector^ City Investing Co. has a
adopts a refugee kid. She’s finally
deal pending with the owners of
Achievement award for butstand(Continued on page 24)
Carnegie Hall whereby City would ing work in the theatre will be
build a small-seater in the Hall’s given by the Wbmen’s National
basement. Presumably the house, Press Club bn Saturday (15) to
Producers Guild
when completed, would be leased Olivia De Havilland. Presentation
to Lopert Films, in which City has will be made by President Truman
a 25% stock interest. Irving Maid- at the club’s annual dinner to the
Sez It Won’t Infringe
man, owner of Cafe Society Up- President arid his wife.
Trade Mark Registered
Arnorig others slated for awards
town on E. 58th street, later known
FOUNDED BY SIME SILVERMAN
as Le Directoire, reportedly is con- are Martha Graham, for her dance
Published Weekly by VARIETY. Inc.
Hollywood, April 11.
Sid Silverman, President
verting the premises into a 400- interpretation, and Claire McCard154 West 46th St., New York 19. N. Y
Newborn Screen Producers Guild
‘etl, for fashion design.
on page 15)
( Continued
Hollywood 2t
took its first steps with the ap6311 Yucca Street
Washington 4
pointment of a steering committee
1292 National Pjese Building
and the issuance of a statement
Chicago 1
360 No: Michigan Ave.
defining its aims and purposes. A
London WC2
second meeting, to consolidate
8 St. Martinis' Pf.,; Trafalgar S(|.
plans for the new organization,
Spars to $1,841 »000 for Big 10;
Easter
will be held April 17.
SUBSCRIPTION

May

Site;

More Sureseaters

gerierally,

W.

,

|

I

.

j

;

i

.

:

'

Honored

De Hay

New

board technique Which he introduced in ‘‘The Reluctant Dragon”
in 1941.

Disney, like other producers, has

been wary about making his films
available to tele because of the
bitter squawks from exhibs. These
howls could considerably trim his
rentals during a period in which
TV is not yet ready to compensate

.

for the decline.

Cartoon producer, however, feels
that the day of color video will
open that field to him on a profitable basis, altbough his emphasis
will continue on films made exclusively for theatre showing.
It is

Week

Leader ; ‘Dozen, ^ Grosby, ‘Cab Man* Next
William Perlberg is chairman of
Other
committee.
steering
the
Man^
Key cities are enjoying usual big is being taken by Third
members are Robert Sisk, Bryan
dates measuring
understood that because of t)is- Foy, Sam Engel, Joseph Sistrom, Easter Week upbeat this session, (SRO), With new
pictures soar- up lo first test
ney’s interest in the color aspects
Av^n.tp”
Bert Kelly.i Edmund Grainger; With totals for top 10
Wabash Avenue
Also new,
24 key
of TV, his forces were more than
Michael Kraike and Sam Bischoff, ing to $1,841,000 in some This is (20th) is climbing^ solid sixth slot
casually concerned with RCA’s an- Their: official statement:
Cities covered by Variety.
(Col)
by the while ‘\)^oman of D^^^
(Coritinued bn page 24)
“This groupi consis:ting of; pro- biggest atriourit grabbed
is showing enough to win seyenth.
Lent.
Dei^^ni^
leaders since before
ducers from all studios, .inet to lea^rssin^
month,
last
champ
(U),
“Francis”
k..
Cinderella
Consider the organization of the
.
to eighth mainly, beScreen Producers GUild. These from youngsters, out of
It’o tke HigkCost
cause not helped by many new;,
nien actually produce pictures, as contmumg to hold top position this
^
distinguished from executives and week, although
^“Love Happy” (UA) is taking |
(Gpntinued on page 15)
“Cheaper by Dozen (20th),
“johnny Holininth place,
Npw it’s the high cost of babyjust started in
United Artists release,
sitters that’s opined as a reason for
Walt Disney opus is smaslv to ter- jg bearing but its earlier hints of
poor b.o. The heavy rap for junioiv
Tific in most locations, with even
g^pe^gth by taking over lOth.
niinding as a causei fbi,v bffish
weeks rated nice to mg* tn
(U), one
lerniory lu;,
-.Cornmariche
••uommanene Territory”
rffr lesser
i
inAr
PAnrrM
grosses Is suggested by Wiliiam H.
wake, tue; pic is leaving, ^veral
numerous newcomers thi.s, frame,
LARGE’SCREEN
Wells following a quick research
shattered marks and is pacing the is; sQckV rin rinitial N. Y- date,
swing around the U. S. Wells is
RCA prez Frank M. Folsom and field in one city. Biz tabulated by, ‘‘ijamned Don’t. Cry” (WB). and
a documentary film man who is 20th-FQx ex^C veepee W. C. Michel VARIETY does not include smash
“Reformer and Redhead” ,fM-Gi
Europe-bound to do a survey in teed off a series of huddles be- trade rricked Up initial days in
both are doing nicely Opening
tliat field on a Rockefeller Founda- tweeh top execs of the two corn-, nearly 100 N, Y; nabes.
round in N Y.
,
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TV—

Wells thirikS he has a solution
for the baby-sitter problem-—
or at
(Continued on page 75)

parties this week on. the subject, of
tlieatre television, jfohv which they
hope to be able to arrive at sorhe

on where the new
method of exhibition is heading;
With the Federal Communications Commission expected to set

agreemeril

hearings on theatre TV
channel assign nients by the encl of
the summer, RCA, as a principal
manufacturer of largescreen eqriipmeriU and 20th, as a producer or
video
big-screen
Of
exhibitor
(Continued on page 25)

a (late for
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Film Re vie Ws
House Reviewsi
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Inside Tele vision
International
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Legitimate
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for a docustrong
Surprisingly
*
•
Twenties”
‘‘Golden
is
nientary
j^KQ) on first week at N. Y. Astor.
“baughter of Rosie O'Grady” (WB),
terrific at N. Y. Music Hall second
session, also is big in Toronto.
comedy, “Riding High.” (Par), is “Ma. Pa Kettle Go to Town” (U),
taking over third position, although standout in Indianapolis,, looms
reported not up to hopes Irt a few good in L. A. and fine in Toronto,
situations.
‘‘City Lights” (UAk on reissue^
‘•Yellow Gab Man’V (M-G) came shapes strong in N. Y.
Complete Boxoffice Reports on
into Its own this stanza, pushing up
to strong fourth spot. Fifth money Papes iO-11.)

By Dozen” hit the fancy of the
the
public seeking comedy on
screen, huge total registered on
some 15 playdates ineJuding $153, r
000 expected at N. Y. Roxy in see:^
Bing Crosby’s new
ond week.
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Wells’ Goriclusion follows disclosure by the research, expert of
a major film compariy last week
that thejre Was a high correlation
between areas where grosses were
off most arid where rents
hrid been
decontrolled and were soaring, Inr
uumerable other reasons for the
b.o. drop—-No. 1 among
them being
have been suggested.
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PlCtVRfiS
Hollywood* April 11.
Screen Directors. Guild has practically concluded negotiations for
new basic agreements with the major ihdependent film companies,
and Is talking terms with television
film producers in a- move to establish jurisdiction over TV direc-

Reforms to Win
Thre^ majors still fighting the*f
Government bn divorcement are
;

piling their blue chips^

tors..

on one big

,

.

SDG is aiming at control of;
Metro, whidi has been busily video diTe^ioii as Well as the
its larder on story •end. ''
replenishing
in the past few years that the
properties during the past couple
stigma of mbnopbiy can ho longer
mohthsi is adding anothef this
Appeals of 20th-Fox and
stick.
week. It is about to close a deal
Warner Bros.* filed last week* fol- for a short story* “The Gentleman
low the general tone of the Metro from Paris/; by John Dickson
plea ,for an upset of divorcement.
Carr, lyhich was prizewinner in
They say the court should have the current Ellery! Queen Magaargument-^that conditions in th®
industry have changed so radically

looked into industry eOiiditions
again before swihgihg the axe’:
Actually V the three majors hope
to parade before the U. S: Bupreme
Court a string of changes In film
selling, circuit setups and general
economic conditions which will
convince the high court that a reexamination is in! order. That Is,
of course, if the Supreme Court
agrees to hear the case again and
if neither 20th nor Warhers can
reach a satisfactory consent decree
with the Gbvernmeht.
Ma jors have been' pointing for
thls final blowoilf for a number of
.

^

fil

.

.

j

.|

years. Widespread use of competitive selling; the sharp reductions
in clearances; the theatre-by-ther
atre and picture-by-picture pperatlons, all inaugurated since the

;

!

Chicago, April 1 1.
Drive to get pOople into the theatres has resulted in direct and indirect price cuts In Chicago and
In! some instand0$, cuts
suburbs.
have takofi tU® form of exteinding
matinee adhiissions into early evening; In others, slashes hayc been
butrij^t. •!';•

:

&

Katz has movod evening scale back from 5 p. m. to 6
p. m. in the Loopi ?and from 5 30 to
Lbop B&K
6:30 iU the naheS.
prices are now 65c !till 6 except at
Warners has done
the Chicago.
the same with its nabes, evening
scale now taking effect at 6 30.
The JotJes* Lirtick & Schaefer chain
Balaban

!

:

Wshed by Doubleday in May.

f

!

*

:

has

moved

RKO by winning easier
divorcement terms. However, all
three companies will press the

ments within more modest bounds more theatre has a 30c admission
Par has until
in view of divorcement.
6 p. m., then it goes to 47c.

Price cuts haive been made almost exclusively in the neighborhoods; B&K is experimenting with

I

•

a 25c albtimes balcony price.

i

hew Triangle Amus

bringing

its

The

headed by

,

Paramount’s decision to place a

at

Go.i

dividend require-

the pic had a 60c top.

.

!

eveniiig scale into

Arthur Stern, has slashed prices
ill two of its three northwest-side
houses. The Liberty, showing “Cinbid for 500,000 shar'^s of its own
last week, had a 44c top,
common at $21 per share is aimed derella”
whereas most other houses playing

its

effecf-ait-.6.

1

.

Iioi'e Schary conttihnted a mighty load oj ammimltion in Sunday’s <9) New York Time* IVlagaiJne toward demolition of the familiar stereotype of Hollywood. By coincidence, teteyision on the
same day was contributing eonally—if not more—potently to perpetuation of “the Hollywood myth” with a dratnatizatlon of Ludwig
Bemelmans’ satire on the film colony* “Dirty Hddie.” (Sec story
.
in tele section.)
While the Metro production chief painted a Tealistic picture of
Hollywood as n town that is in no way typical hut in every sense
normal, the Phiico Television Playhouse (NBC) was using the broad
strokes Of farce comedy to depict the studios as populated with
the weirdest type of screWballs-^U iii the popular stereotime.
After giving some Statistics indicating* for instance, that Holly-wood's divorce rate is l0% below the hatiOnal average, Schary
declared that the stereotype hurts the film- biz economically; He
called “antiquated” the thinking of those within the industry w|io
“say that the stereotype is glamour, that the reputation for sin is
salable at the boxoffice V . that the misconceptions about our extravagance and waste should be perpetuated lest people lose their
belief in Hollywood’s maghificen®®-’’
The stereotype may be a newspaper space-getter, but that space;
doesn’t mean anything at th® b o., Metro exec declared. He pointed
out that despite .the vast; Greta Gaibo publicity between 1925 and
1940 hdr films were fiot great financial successes. “In short,” he
added, “newspaper attention which does not directly concern the
work of an actor ih motion pictures is no help at the ticket window.
It can even be harmful, if it destroys the, public belief in the integrity of ap actor’s Work.” ;
Schary admitted that “we ouTselyes are responsible for a goodly
part of our own reputation. The publicity departments of the industry cultivated white RoUs-Royces, spoke of half-dresed w^omen
-prepared gag shots of people reading newspapers and eating lunch
in a swimming pool. They were selling glamour and they created
a folk tale in which emptyrheaded, vulgar men with thick accents
sat in enormous^ overrdecorated offices arid squandered fortuncis
bii their Whims. V
At night* of course, everyone went home to
houses full of bear liigs Uttered with unclad women.”
Schary recommended extension of films’ present efforts in the
direction of public education. “We should have more personal appearances by staics and personalities xho can speak articulately
about their industry,” he said, ”At the M-G-M studio we .arc spori^
' soring a series of lectured fori Our new players warning them against
cliche publicity nnd tawdry publicity. We are going to ask them
to make theiri public conduct a little more dignified, a little less
scatterbrained.
“There is nothing We can do about marital tapgles and obstetrical
Irregularities, if they occur, except to keep on dissemlnaiting genuine iriformation and reducing the amount of nonsense in pur
press releases, so that the public will view any Hollywood, scandal
in the same frame of reference which exists in- Milwaukee and
.

war, will be spread out before the
Supreme Court with the argument
that a reformed industry should
hot be treated as though it never
saw the light of day.
Paramount and RKQ tortsent decrees worked against the defendants in the decision Of the N. Y.
Three
federal district c 0 u r t.
judges obviously heeded the Govremaining
that
the
plea
ernment
defendants, should not profit oyer

Par and

April 12« 1950

.

zine contest.
Studio recently paid $45^000 for
another mystery yarn; “The People
a Crime
It’s
Against O’Hara.”
Club book to be published shortly
by DoUbieday. Author is Eleazar
Lipsky, former assistant district
He also
attbrriey Of New York.
wrote the .original for 20th-Fox-s
“Kiss of Death;’
Another Metro buy, for which it
paid $35 ,000, was “Plymouth Adventure,’' by Ernest Gebler. It’s a
tHerary Guild Selection to^be pub-

!

,

.

live

.

Stern’s Arg-

Paducah.”

already picked up 96*000 shares ip
The Commonwealth Amus Corp.,
point that the loss of. the theatre the
open market in small purchases
wings by Par and RKO reduce the oyer the past three months. If it which operates several suburban Skooras, SilTerstone’s
theatres, has cut its daytime price
total of affiliated houses in this acquires
the added 500,000 shares, to 35c. All these cuts have taken
(Continued on page 25)
Exhibition 0.6.
it can meet $2 per share yearly
place withlii the past couple of
divvies by earning approximately
Twentieth-Fox prez Spyros P.
weeks, and exhibitcirs say it is too
$5,400,000 annually.
early to tell their effect. For pne Skouras left Hollywood Monday.
Assn,
Int’l
Ordinarily, a company pays no thing, they Were started during (10) for Mexico City where he’ll
more than 70% of its profits in the Holy Week, and a reduced price, join Murray SilVerstPne, 20th Into fie In
fioesn’t
form of dividends. HoweVer, Par’s
(Continued on page 22)
ternational prez, for a short oncecash position is tremendous, perover of Mexican exhibition. Duo
deeper
to
mitting
the
major
cut
are due back at the homeoffice
Too
on
Agreement
has
s
into its earhings,
Company
over the weekend,
New organization of foreign pic- some /$23 ,000,000 in cash, without
Skouras had been on the Coast
ture importers, meeting in New any large debts outstanding.
It
for a week, huddling -.with producShould fie Lesson
York last week, agreed to label also has a full, year’s product in the
tion veepee Darryl F. Zanuck arid
itself the International Film Assn.
can or in final editing stages.
Golden other studio execs on the possibilThat was one of the few things
ity of boosting the number! of feaOn Par’s
(for! divorcement)!
that the 50 or more potential memWashington, April 11.
tures produced as soon as possible
shares
w^re
total
of 3,262,000
bers at the session did agree oh, day,
worcompanies
film
American
from the present rate of 24 a year
outstanding. 'That figure has been
with most of the^ other orgahizaboxoffice to 30.
dwindling
v
r
0
ried
e
Increase In production is
brought down to 3,166,000 by its
tiohal and policy " problems going
J. Arthur seen
What
look
at
take
a
might
necessai^r because of the
Another 500,000
back to committee .fOr fiuther purchases so far.
to build audiences shorter playdates now being acreduction would leave 2,666,000 in Rank is doing
study..
D. corded even the top films. Joseph
for divi- for the future* hints Nathan
Another item of agreement was the hands of stockholders
dends.
Company does not have Golden, chief of the Commerce De^ H. Moskowitz, veepee and eastern
that there should be no president
picture * photo- studio representative, who also sat
to pay the $2, but it is und^$t6od partment motion
but chairmen would serve on a'
Golden reports in on the huddles, returned to his
graphic branch.
Spokesman for management would prHer main- this week oii operations of the 258 h o. desk last Weekend.
revolving basis.
(Continued on page 15)
the IF A will be a la\vyer still to
Odeon and 163 Gaumont British
be chosen. Organization will be
Junior Clubs conducted by the
Ni Y. to Europe
run by a board of governors of 12
Rank organization in the United
members, aided by a paid exec secCecelia Ager
Kingdom; Clubs have an estimated
retary.
Kaye
Ballard
membership of 400,000 youngsters
point of disagreement
Basic
Harry G. Boyle
PIC from, seven to 15, and the kids pay
among the organizers is whether
John Byram
an average of about 6c for the speHollywood* April 11.
the IFA will function completely
Marian Byram
cial children’s showings each SatAnswer and counter-claim for urday morning.
in the field of public; relations or
Peter Cooksrin
whether it will also act as a trade declaratory relief and damages of
William Devlin
“The motive back of these
against
been
filed
have
ques$1,000,000
major
Another
association.
John Ericson
clubs,” says Golden, “is more of a
tion yet to be settled is how broad RKO by Frank Ross Productions, benevolent nature than a moneyHelen Gallagher
the membership base should be. Ltd., in reply to a suit filed by making proposition, but it is hoped
Leo Grenn
against
Jan.
1950.
Ross
RKO
12*
Some of those at the session last
Robert Griffiths
that sooner or later! the clubs will
week favored restricting affilia^
Action alleges that the original bear the expense, of their operaFenton Hamilton
tion wholly to independent im- agreement for Ross Productions to tion. The money received for adLeonard Harris
porters while others would go as produce “The Robe” was entered missions goes to the production end
Hiidegriade
in press into April 15, 1943, with Ross to
as taking
afield
far
William R. Katzell
of the business to assist in making
(Continued pii page 15)
begin shooting no later than; May new films.
John Koenig
But “for some time
15, 1948.
Stan Laurril
“Many
of the films shown to the
f
prior” to latter date it became clubs are niade especially for chilFrank Lepnnettl
“cPmmon knowledge in the indus- di'en by the Rank organization. In
Leoriard Lippe
try that Mr. Howard Hughes was the eyeht that
L. L. Lober
an adult filiii is
intefested in and had later pur- shown, it must he classed for
Arthur Loew
uni-?
chased”
controlling
in
interest
Tony Martin
wersal showing by the censors. It
Louis B. Mayer, Metro^s producRKO.
Action
adds
it also “became
Ralph Meeker
tion chief, will be handed the 1950
is also screened with -a view to
common knowledge in the industry eliminating unsuitable scenes,
Leo Monliri
gold medal of merit tonight ( Wed.
such
and
was
known
to
the
def
endaht”
Sain L. Seidelmari
by the Jewish War Veterans at the
as bodily harm being inflicted On
that
Hughes
wasn't
interested
In
William L. Snyder
grbup's 55th anniversary dinner.
an actor, “ or passionate 1 o v e
f9
Arina Soseriko
May®t’s kudosing takes place at producing pictures with a religious scenes^ .
and more! particularly
Willard Swire
the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., with theme,
Robert Taylor
Eric Johnston,
Motion Picture wasn’t, interested in production or
N. Y. to L. A.
distribution of film based Oh the
Richard Todd!
A ssn. of America’s prez, acting as novel,
Robe.’’
“The
Harry Archinal
Edward Wallerstein
anniversary observance chairman.
LilUaii
Burris
It’s
charged that “the plaintiff
John G. Wilson
The award will be made by Brig. ;
Meyer Davis
Klein,
Julius
emcee. conductiid itself in such a way as
Zinneman
General
Cecil B; DeMille
Among,,those in attendance .will in- to make it impossible” for Ross
ip N. Y*
Jose Ferrer
ciudev Cardinal SpeUman and na- to begin shooting on schedule. It!s
Y. Frarik Freeman
Andre Bariliet
tional commander Jackson J. Holtz. alsp charged that the plaintiff inpeter Crlenville
Award is second received by sisted, without right, to disapprove
Buddy Basch
Virginia Mayo
Mayer during his current visit to of hiring Victor Flemiing to diReg Connelly
Michael
rect/and
Gregory
O’Shea
Peck
to
star,
and
guestProduction
exec
was
Peggy Cummins
N. Y.
Gregory Ratoff
Kirsten Flagstad
of-h6nor at National Brand Names “diseburaged defendant by conIrving Rubine
luncheon last week. Mayer then tinued threats* Intimidations and
Art Ford
insistence
Kathleen
Ryan
tipoh alleged technical,
Sir Alexander Kjorda
made a strong plea for ir. S. GovSi Seadler
Mrs, Leonard Lyons
ernment support of American pix ambigubus ^provisions of agireeGeorge Sidney
Walter Pidgebrt
abroad. He tabbed filips America’s nient, refusing to approve proper
Jimmy Starr
Nikolai Sokoloff
most influential medium to sell appropriate ; budget for film and
to cooperate in revising budget.’’
Edward E* Sullivan
Tommy Trlnder
democratic principles.
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Chicago, April 11.
Total daniages asked by pi a titiffs in the Essaness anti-trust suit
against eight distributors; BaLaban
Katz and the Warner circuit h«as
been raised to $36,160,000, the
highest anti-iriust triple damage
claim in industry history, by the
filing of a complaint for an additional $3,705,000 by Mrs, Kathryn
P. Le Roy, wife Pf producer MerVyn Le Roy.
Acting as one of three executors
of the estate of Sidney M. Spiegel,
i

&

her former !husbarid> Mrs. Le Roy
asked and was granted permission
to file complaint as an additional
plantiff by Chi Federal district
judge William Campbell in Januaiy.
Spiegel held interests in corporations which were alleged to be
damaged by monopoly described by
original Essaness complaint, filed
last August.
No trial date has been set tor
the case as yet,
Defense altprney$ Monday (10) filed final briefs
(Continued on page 20)

L. A. to N. Y.
Eddie Albert
Lloyd Bacon
William Bendix
,

S. N.

Behrman

Mai. Boyd
Al Capstaff
Nelson Case
Vernon Clark
Walter D6riigeri
Don Fedderspn

>

Virginia Fields
Hugh Fuiton

Larry Gelbart
Benny Goodmaii

Hurd

Hatfield

Fred Henrj^
William Holden

Edward Everett Horton
Cy Howard
Bruce Humberstprie
Aldous Huxley
Ruby Keeler

Al Lichtnian
Marjorie Main
Larry Marks
Groucho Marx
llpiia Massey
Arnold Moss
Albertina Rasch
Ronald Reagan

Ann

Sargent

iviarta ’Toren

-X

V.

strong

Wz

i)einii

W »t

w^

despito Jenerally
joft glosses during the first three
«n in^
months of 1950; hiltoi^
dustry; trend that has becohie
progressively more pointed. That;

Potential
With

the

differential^

comparatiyely:

few

flUns that click

and the large number of “average"
It’s the familiar story of
entries.
,

the public

booming more

selec-

^tiye;'v

Leader among the hot ones is
Paramount’s “Samson and Delilah/’ which appears certain noyr
to be the top4grosser of I960. Almost sure to be runner-up in the
b o. sweepstakes, tmless a dark
horse pops up later in the year, is
,

VCihdereila’V (IlKp-Disney).
/iThe other, strong boys of the
year to date ard UniVersars“Fran-

Selznick’s “Third Man," Republic’s “IWo Jima,” Metro’s “Bat’ciSj’’

an

Faiiis,

eye

on

While television is repoirted to
have made fremeliddus inroads on

Tbo
moppet

“Ciitderella/V fahs as the theatregoers of the future,
prez Ned E; Depinet ordered
particular care taken in choice
of the feature to be dualled in:
New York this week with the
Disiiey cartoon.
As a result,

RKO

’

is

‘

“Savage Splendor/’ a 55-minUte animal pic in color, got
the secondary slot,
'

Depinet said y ester d a y
(Tuesday) that he felt the great
kid reaction to the dual bill
ihade such attention to choice
of supporting product an fmportant plus-quality for the in-^
,

dustry’s future;
‘'Cindy" and
“Splendor" are playing about
170 Easter. Week engagements
in the New York metrppplitan

area/

schools and harlrow-gauge theatres
report that f heir . operations coh;tinue on the upbeat. No
ing of returns is seen in l6m peddling by Universal, RKO, 20th-Fox
and Columbia;
ith th e figures
now toted
fQr.i949, the majors
eorralled ah estimated $5,006,000
gross froni the cujprent domestic
market, according to execs In that

W

wing

;
of distributiori.
.Outlets for narrow-gauge sales
are still oh the climb with' a poten.

^

05,000 computed by one
repently!
Gross business
increased by; 10% in ’49 over ’48,

of

tial

major

reported, while the latter' year
almost doubled the 1947 revenues.

it is

pix.

ind Eng.

.

Samuel Seidelman, EL’s overseas
Major distribS are now using a chief, planed to London over the
in a hurried trip preparweekend
new gimmick on pix rentals to hold

similar to the
now defunct practice of landlords
in fixing rents at a substantial fignre, but permitting a month or two
in concessions to whittle the tab
below the amount called for by a
lease<

Number

of exhibs report that
distribs are refusing to grant, out^
right cuts in rentals regardless of
how poorly a theatre does or how
imminent the threat of shuttering.
Howe:Ver, to tide the exhib through
bad tiines in certain territories, distribs make privafe deals to adeept
a rental below the figure named in

—

vipus years.

W

‘

,

(_

•'

,

America’s exec director, has resulted in a pledge of all-out aid to the Hughes Will, jump; if at all.
charity by TOA, Goldenson’s org
Hughes appArently has 'permitis driving for $5,000,600 in the
ted reports to seep out that he
May i-3 1 campaign stretch:
would be Willing to Unload not
Paramouht is also pitching- in, only his interest in the theatre cirthe ma j or having donted a 214- cuit but also in the production-disminute trailer featurihg Par stars tribution Gompahy. That willingAlan Ladd and William Dehiarest. ness, however, carries a big string
Trailer will be included in the May tied to it. RKp’s pfoduction chief
7 issue of the five newsreels.
Wiij^nly sell, the report goes, if
he is assured hot only the f eturn
of his approximately $10,000,660
outlay for the comiiany but alsp a
small profit on the deal.
It is on this basis, it has beeii
,

.

.

.

.

;

:

:

May

Protracted
deadline.
continuing, have failed
to work out an agreemerit on the
question, although neither side has
yet elosea the door to a new acIf RKO’s mission to Washcord.
ington proyes; fruitless, the major
application in N Y; fedfile
will
eral district court for a further
extension.
meeting rough opposiis.
tion from middle-echelon officials
in the Dept, of Justice on its request.
Claim is being made by
these Governmerit lawyers that the
major has been taking too much
time in divesting houses under its
consent decree. One poStponeinent
to divorcemerit was granted bj^the
Government in December arid a
faction in the D of J is fighting any
added delays.
Short of an outright nix to the
requested postppheinent, the Govthe

talks,

Hughes a profit in the neighborhpbd of $500,000 above the price

8

still

the pil/tycoon paid Atlas Corp, for
CoWdiri has
stock hpldirigs.
hisi
been busy in the firiancial district
(Contiriued bn page 74)
:

:

RKO

Chicago, April 1^.

'

Hearings bri equity decree in
Milwaukee’s Towne theatre case
began yesterday (10), with defense
attorrieys fepresentirig distribs and
circuits rCgisteririg Vigorous; ppposition to pfoposed decree of
plaintiffs and submitting orie of
;

their own.

ernment may withhold any final arguments
word on the proposal pending an ings were
.

RKO

application to the court.

morning

pact per.rnits**EL to retain $1,200,006 share of “Shoes" earnings that
would ordinarily go to Rank as
producer of the' pic in return for
Rank's' retention of an: equiyalcnt
amount in pounds earned by EL;
films iiii Englacl. With the $1,200,
OOO; total now nearing, EL had
asked Rank to apply the same recoupment for subsequent earnings
bn the ballet pic.
Rank turned down the proposal
While in New York recently. He
had accepted the first deal because
it gave him an assured $1,200,000
before the film demonstrated its
grossing power. However, he now
feels that EL can offer, no inducement to expand' the deal.
RecOUpinent coritract p r o v e d
highly valuable to EL since it allowed the company to Obtain revenues in full on certain of its films
distributed in England. Rank has
a similar deal with Universal on
“Hamlet" coyering $2,000,000 of
Both pacts
the .producer’s slice.
touched off a battle in the Motlpn
because
America
of
Picture Assn;
the earnings were sidetracked from
the British ‘‘B" pool which Is .di^

.

in U.S.

To

whodunit twist.
Rose is slated to arrive in New
York from the Coast this week. He
then shoves off for England to prep

be heard, hearadjourned late this

(14).

Key legal objection to pfoposed
decree of Towne attorney Thomas
McCorinell revolves around *the
questiori of whether the court can
in private litigation enjoin activities of the defendant which go beyond Immediate injury to plaintiff.
McConnell’s decree would set up
entire new system of release, limiting first-runs to two weeks in de-

(Continued on page 25)

Korda Arrives

With only one hour of
left to

afternoon (10). They will be resumed before Chi federal district
judge John P. Barnes Friday

In-

that event, the major’s top execs
would be subject to. questioning by
the Government in the epUrse of a
hearing. It would then be up to
the RKOers to justify further stall-

fendarit theatres, eliminating. clear-

With preliminary sparring over. ance and double features where intent of latter is to exhaust product
Sir Alexander Korda and David O.
for
Selznick get down to cases Friday and leave no pic available
Towne,
and limiting subsequent
(14) when their tiff over Korda’s
“The Third Man" arid “Gone to runs to one week.
Towrie attorney also seeks roundEarth" is aired befpre Roberf P*
of fPur
Patterson erstwhile Secretary pf about form of divestiture
Warner ‘’deluxe"
arid one
Fox
special
as
War who is sefvirig
British producer arrived key riabes/ Attorneys for defendmaster.
beyond the
yesterday (Tues.) aboard the Queen ants argued these were
grant, since
Elizabeth for the legal fracas. He power of the eburt to
in
was accompanied by Tristran injunctive powers are limited
private litigation to acts “which
_
Gwen, his British solicitor.
plaintiff,
to
hurt
threaten
or
hurt
Korda is still contending that.j
however,
both pix should revert to him so At end^ of the hearings,
Barnes indicated* his feelings
far as the Western Hemisphere Judge
(Continued on page 20
rights are concerned, aceprdirtg to

Rank. British prohis next production chores.
ducer, has nixed the extension of
his reciprocal deal on “The Red
Shoes" with Eagle Liori.^ Current

Arthur

J.

Coast. Cowdin is trying to biiy but
Hughes’ complete control of the
major via the transfer Of the latThis
ter’s present stock holdings.
Government is reported balking Wouid entail assumption of maritheatres; arid
on the renewed request of RKO for agemeiit bvef the
further delay in the time for its studio..
is offering
Cowdin
Reportedly,
splitup into two companies past

Now

j.

that

:

Cheeyer ;Cowdin, erstwhile board
chairman of Universal, is now: pin
suing dickers with Hughes bn the

.

The Black, Rank Wants

learned,

authoritatively

.

Hollywood, April 11.
Jules Schermer sighed a pro^
ducer contract With Columbia his
second time bn.v that lot. He left
iJjyre four years ago after making
The Mari from Colorado."
Currently Schermer is winding
up his producer job on "Union vided amorig American companies
btatioh" at Paramount.
under tho Anglo*U. S. film accord.
,

DAW ROSE’S INDIE

Eagle Lion has signed a deal
Seidelman, it with David Rose to take on worldatory to the meet:
is reported, will maike a thorough wide distribution of the indie proitriess," film in
check oti the booking of EL pix ducer’s “Your
through Rahk’^s. two big circuits, which Robert Montgomery both diPacting of
Odeon and British Gaumont. Un- rected and starred.
derstood that he has a list of ques- “Witness" by EL may be the first
tions which can only be answered step in a continuirig deal. Distrib
by the Rank’s Cleneral Film Dis- and filmiriaker have talked terms
tributors in London.
on the handiing Of Rose’s upcomRank has tpid EL as well as ing productions, but nothing on
Universal, » hiS other American disr that score has beeri inked yet.
irib, that British films are stili not
“Witness’’ goes to EL On a
straight releasing deal with no
(Continued on page 22)
financing on the part Of the distrib.
It will probably be released in
June, Pic was shot partly in New
Big In
’Red Shoes’
York and: partly in England. It is
a satire on British courts with a

the sales contract.

Contracts still read at peak terms
on the distribs’ insistence^ exhibs
say.
At the same time/ it is conceded that some of the majors are
cooperating in the form of the unwritten concessions granting the
slash.
Distribs are Hblding to this
form of granting a break because
they feel that it will be more than
difficult to hoist the terms again
once the sector rallies at the b. o.
If the reduction is not in writing,
sales, force reasons, reinstatement
of higher terms— cpme: more profit^
sWe days -is just a matter of droppihg those private concessiohs.
Due area where the practice is
widespread is north New Jersey,
Mainly ah industrial area with
some of the factories working only
part-time, business is off from 15%
40%, jersey exhibs say. This is the
drop from last year with 1949 substantially behind 1948 And the; pre-

United Cerebral Palsy Assns., and
Gael Sullivan^ Theatre Owners of

^

;

is

'.

RKO

Currently, .business is up a few
points over 1949 to

In 0.S.

The device

on Pdsy

date.

included in the. estimated $
000,000 take is approximately $150^
each major for
06 o received
“Samson/' it is presently estisales to the yeterans Administramated, may run up; a total of as
tion for Use in hospitals and camps.
high as $12,000,000 domestically
That alone meant a take pf $1,200,for its pre-release upped-admission
Understood
000 or thereabouts.
and first regular time around. That
that Films, Inc., outfit handlihg
would throw it ahead of Samuel
20th’s product, grossed, some $1,Goldwyn’s "Best Years ,of Our
250,000 for the year, with 20th
Lives’’ ($10,000,000) to make it the
receiving approximately $500,000
'
second greatest domestic grosser
as a net take:
When
j. Arthur Rank, British
in modern film history.
“Gone producer, returns to
Reportedly, RKQ took in some
New York
With the Wind’* (Metro-Selznick)
sales.
Codomestic
from
later this month he will meet with $600,006
retains the lead with $26,600,000,
through Screen
Robert
R.
Young,
controlling lumbia, distributing
while the 1915 “Birth of a Nation"
less than
Stockholder of Pathe Industries, Gems, grossed somewhat
holds the all-time record with
Uhiyersars worldwide
Eagle Lion’s parent company, in this tot{\l.
World
through
Uuited
receipts
(Cprttinued on page 15)
an important review of EL’s sales
subsid, for
polieies in the U. S. of Rank’s Films, wholly-owned
product and the latter’s treatment ’49 came to some $2,500,006 for
Of
There are theatrical 16m distribution.
of EL pix in England;
((Continued on page; 25)
gripes bn both sides concerning
the handlihg of product, and the
fact that neither wing feels it is
gettihg the maximum returns on its

nues.

TOA Cp-0|i

home consumption,
Exchange of letters betweeh
maijor distribs now engaged in do- Leonard H. GoldCnson, prez of
mestic '16m sales to institutions^ United Pafaihount who headS: the
for

films: sold

Thafs
prising even its distrlb.
20th-FQX’s “Cheaper bir the Dozen/-

terms at peak highs while giv^
ihg a break to exhibs in those sectors of the country hit particularly
hard by the boxoffice lag in reve-

»

Hughes* intentions oh
the to-sell^r-not-to^seil front with
reference to his controlling shares
theatre chain still rein the
main the enginta of tha filni indusreports emaconfusing
With
try.
nating both from the Coast and
New York, it appears as though
even his co-execs; and associates at
RKO do not know which way

percentage

tleground" and a newcomer during
the past coiiple weeks that is sur-

tlie

-

4 Howard

pl3^

the
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Balto Censors ‘Thief

Baltimore, April 11.
“Bicycle Thiei" ran into censor
trouble here last Week with tNVO
scenes ordered cut before permitting: the film to be shown at the
Appeal from the
Little theatre.
edict laid dowri by the- Maryland
Board of Censors is being planned
by Joseph Burstyn, American dis:.

,

.

I

tributor.

;

Board has

beeri reversed

by

local

courts befpr.e and its curreut action
drew caustic comment from local
press, .which has been questioning,
need of localized blue penciling
after riatiQual sapplioing has been
applied/

.

I.ouis

(

Schwartz

&

)

Fl’ohlich

,

his

Britisher is
Reliridg
iriairitairiirig that DOS failed to live
up to an agreemerit which divided
Urtiver^al’s board of director.s
with
films
the
to
rights
distribution
has voted the retirement of 1,400
c\X'
Selznick taking the west and shares of the company’s
Step
Korda, the east. Michae^^^^ Powell, mulative preferred stock.
Emeric
co-producer of “Gorie" with
means the reduction of U's capital
PfessbUrger/ may cross the Atlan- strueture: by $140,000 since the
is issued at $100 par value,
tic for later hearings, Frohlich said,
Selznick will take the stand for j Th ere is currently some 64.000
varied
“Gone"
shares either butstanding pr avail'
his contention, that
so much with the original script able for issuance,
Block of 1,400 shares was acthat Jennifer jbnes (Mrs. Selznick
would suffer damage to her repu- quired by U through a series of
pic
the
version
di
Korda’s
small purchases bri the open martation if
Company Is drivirig for the *
continues playing. Patterson must, ket,
among other t h Ing s, everitual retirement of all special
decide,

American attorney,
.

:

U

;

i

j

;No Cuts in Pliniy
Philadelimia, April 11“Bicyele Thief" opened at the
Princess,; Warner Bros, house here,
Saturday (8) sans the cuts that the
Motion Picture Assn, of America

had insisted upon if the Italian pic
is to get a code seal.
WB had originally refused to
play the fihu without a seal, but
finally /acquiesced on the grounds
that coritract had been, iriked ber
fpre the MPA A seal was refused.

j

j

j

!

i

i

j

j
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(Cbritinued on page 22)
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FII^ BSVtBWS
AaidiB G«t

flKmture Reviewii
(Mu**Aiiiile Get Your Gun”

(MVSICAli^COLOB)
Hollywood, April
Mtiio TaeTiw of, Arthur
fiUr* flotty Hutton.

tlon.

^MtuiTM

IjOuI# CalhCTtt* J-

il.

treatment of the Jilt
stage musical. Stimulating entertainment and socko b.p. outscreen

Arnold. Keerian Wyi^
Sltoey
Georce Sidney. ScreeniJa>%
Sheldon: nased on the. musical piay
hr .Irving B«rto
ihd
book by Herbert
by ll^ob
Fields; musical numbers iU«ed
ert Alton; camera iTechidcolor).
mujlcal
Rosher:.
Ne^vcom!
James E. wewco^,
editor,
Iieutsch:
time,
Tradeshown April 5, ’5®-

look.
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“the Big

Annie Oaidey
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Sit^

Chief

Pawnee BIU
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Howard^ee^

V^rSrfti^sh
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lywood In R TOle. tiiat spotlights
both, beb looks «nd her mature
Misiii Wood,
thespifig tidenta.
as
the young daughter, also contributes a fine performance, as does
John Mclntlfe, the family doctor
and the rest of the supporting cast*

London hit but flopped on
Broadway When presented in

modest settings that lend naturalness to the pic, Lensihg and editing are handled expertly while a
good background score adds to the

S^mi Shines

“While

blown, blustering oaf is still plenty
he scores equally wen in
the more significant scenes.
With the exceptioh pf three-supr
porting actors, the entire^ balance
of the cast is composed of Anaerican mnitary personnel and German thesps or civilians recruited
on the scene. Combination of the
•authentic backdrops (including the

viewed in Variety from I<onAdapted
don, Keb. Ifi, 1947.
from Terence Battigan's play
which
waS
name,
of the same

bombed-out Berlin

revolves atound the experiences of a femme Air Force
corporal traveling to London:

visible,

.

Productioh- is neatly dressed in

a

1944, pic Avas tabbed by re«
viewer Cdwc as having "uncertain

dramatic Impact.

pic’s

buildings,. Templeliof airdrome, etP. ) with the
natiirai actors, gives the ^b^^the
.

Bne ,W|iy Street
lUnivcreaJ release of Leonard Goldstein
roductipn. Stars Jamca Mason: ieatuips

Slarta Torea, Dali Duryea. Direoted bV
Hugo FregonesS. Screenplay. Lawrfenoo
Kimble:; camera, Maury Gertisman; editor
;

necessary realism. Miss Borchers
to maff y her fiance.
Milton Gayruth; music, Frank Skinner
is a supposed war widow for whom
Film, being released in the
Tradeshown N. Y., April 10, '50. lUinrilnii
Despite
Clift goes on tlie make.
U. S. by Stratford Pictures,
time, 7f MINS;
Douglas’ warnings that she’s .a
son
^loward,
Doc
Ntatsoh,
Jantes -Alason
presents RiPnald
.'«
Laura*
.«,,,, .....
.'Marta Toren
phony, he falls in love.and gets
of the late Leslie Howard, iii
Wheeler
.
.
.
.
. ,
;
Dan Diuyea
ay S tr e e fUh
n€
permission to marry her and take
"his 'Screen debut.
Olli©
e
•••
Williciin .Coni*Rdi‘
James Maspn-Marta Toreh-pan
her back to the States, Just befpre
Grleder
,
...
IGng Donovan
learns
»'•••
Arnlc
he
^.e
however,
J flicK 'ElRin.'
buryea in a gangland action-r
cereihoiiy;
the
.....
.Tito Henaido
. Hank Torrea
er; okay boxoffice,
that she’s been lying—that her hus- suave head of the national
Basil Ruysdael
y Father Moreno. .
in
living
Good
and
alive
band is actually
cate^ After she and the later, play Francisco Morales;. ..... Hodolfd Acosta
^‘The Lawless” (Par).
Antonio Morales
..;Margarito i.una
feature dealing
America and that she planned .to it cozy for' a sufficient time, she is 'Capt.
exploitation
;«' 'Oeox^ge
Rodrigdes
'll.eiyi$
divorce Clift as soon as possible seiit west to spy bn Steve Cochran; Catalina
California’s MexicanAv i t h
Ethnia- Roldan
-S,
U;
Sturdy
to
the
They
returned
they
Santiago
inequities,
associatfe.
ohPe
Robert Espinoza
>
the Pacific Coast
American
...
Jose Doniing.uez
That, basically, Is the stpry but fall for each other, Rrian gets Bias
action and dramatics.
Juanita
e.e
Julia Montova
^ V
interspersed are a number of neat
PrMfloa
of the dbublccrossr IWAlia. Frasca
(S 9 n g s)
Marguerite Martin
“Wagohinaster”
civilian Cpchrah, tries to get Miss CrawGerman
the
touches
outdoor
Actionful
(RKO).
boasting that he’s a Russian spy ford but is killed by Smith.
^/
Stoiit screenfare for
y “Oqe Way Street” represents an
drama.
direction Excursion into fatalism. Ordinarily
but explaining laughingly that the
Sherman’s
Vincent
western ;.f an.s,
don’ta believe him; Doug-' spots quite a bit of tension and the workings of fate might be conRussians
U)
“I Was a Shoplifter”
las trying to explain to his German sound dramatics as the story un- sidered /routine and dull. But not
Routine melpdrama for the
girlfriend the difference between folds, simulating movement despite when Jamei Mason is the demonaction market.
American and Russian politics; the the long footage. Production, guid- strator of destiny as a doctor on
“Code of the Silver Sage^*
petty squabbles among the military ance by Jerry
fnD'ishes some the lam from a gangland chief.
(Rep). Allah “Rocky” Lane
police of the four occupying pow- nifty physical splashes for those With the Mason name for marand shootin’ for the
their
of
ridiri’
ers over the boundaries
scenes requirihg gangland opu- quee, this one rates as a good b.o.
Saturday matinee trade.
respective sectors, etc.
lehce, and they arc excellently entry in most situations.
West of Wyoming” (Mono).
Seaton’s direction is as- fine as displayed by Ted McCord's tensing
Part of the Lawrence Kiinble
Okay Johnny Mack^ Brown
his writing, with the^ A
Brian and Cochran are both forc^l yarn is localed in Mexico. Screencivilians play- ful in their top male spots. Smith piay brings In a flock of Latino
German
and
spldiers
(Mono). 4 ing with haturplness. Bruni Lobel;
Shark”
''^“KUler
Among other capable players and some occasional Spiuigood.
is
Leisurely programmer with: a
the other German actress, is excel- performaiices are tbose of Hugh ish dialog.
Use Of Argeiitine dibackground.
shark-fishing
lent as. Douglas’ visVarVis, and O. Sanders, Selena ROyle and Jacque^
FregOnese should
rector Hugo
~
“Everybody's D; a n c i n
E, Hasse, as a sympathetic Ger- line de Wit.
also be a sellirig point in the Latin
Spade
(Lippert).
(Songs)
man, and panhy Davenport, as anAmericah
sales sphere.
Saturday
regular
Cooley’s
other Gl, also turn in top-drawer
Plot starts off as a standard ni elSongs for
west coast video show on
Associated Press
performances;
There’s also an action lag in
ler.
story.
film with sHght
Columbia release of Buddy Adler pro- some lengthy scenes in rural Mexcorrespondent Richard O'Malley
ductioh.. Stars Margaret SuUavan. WenLyford
correspondent
ABC
and
dell Gorex, Viveca Lindfors. Dli^ected by ico. However, scripter Kimble ties
Moore are brought in to play them- Rudolph Mate. Screenplay, Howard the overall story up. neatly with
selves, with O’Malley in particular Koch; story, Ruth Southard; camera, Jo- several twists that graphically ilseph Walker; editor, William Lyon; score*
Twpntieth-Fox release of William Perl- shininC as a theSD.
George DUnlng; miuslcal director, .Morris lustrate Mason’s fervid; belief in
« it
-u
'50.
Perlberg has stoloff. Tradeshown. N., Y April
“what’s to be must be.”
best in Rutming time, 19 MINS;
There isn’t anything particulaily
... .... Margaret Sullavan
Mary Scott
port. Wriuen ana Ojreciea uy
proaucuon rnuuntlllgs, including Brad Scott ............
Corey novel
WendeU
about a sawbones who
Seaton. Camera, Charles G. Clarke;
^faTidhiit
oamCra woi^
work bv
yudtj.c& Chris Radna ••••• V** •’ •Viveca
oy Charles
Sianapui camera
gangland boss Dan Duryea s
tors, Robert Simpsonv wnilam Reynolds;
Alfred
by
good
scorc
Clarke,
G.
speeixu
effects.
a
Newman;
Alfred
music,
und the latter-s gii-i,
^
Sersen. Tradeshowm N.Y., April Newman and some capital special Louise Spears
;Ann Doran j Marta TorCn, but decidedly con.by Fred Sersen depicting
NllSn Irai-y to Conventional cops ’n’ robPaul joougias the hazards of fiying the lift
Hank
Dorothy Tree bers are the Mexican sequences
...
Frieda Miles
.Cornell Borchers
Frederica
Stal.
Mr. CasweU.,......... Raymond Greenleafi ^vhicR find the doC practicing his
..... Briini Lobel
Cerda
Flora
HaSse
E.
O.
for benefit of- the naStieber
.y?.^atian'’warde
»
9
Lee Corbett
Dianny Davenport
Private
Margo woqde; tives while hiding out from DurDoris Weldon
Doii^t
military personnel

^
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“Annie Get Your; Cun’^j^ sock^
Jusi
inusical entertainment Oh film,
as it was oh the Broadway;
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Ever,".
yei'r
In many respects, the
legit
the
slon gets the nod oyer
piece; at least there i^ enough pro
and con to reprise that great imv^
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onderf
take to their heart.
stimulating, always entertaimng,
to push
lot
a
do
should
'^Ahnier
the slogah, “Movies Are Better

.
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WaW

humber, “Anything Yc)%(^an
The magnitude of the production, because of the screen s
elty

Do.”

greater scope, turns the musical
numbers into overwhelming masses

.

movement and color, brilliantly
hued and; resoundingly staged,
Tep of the ‘‘Annie” Berlin hits

of

1

|

are. used and two are reprised as
the footage runs a seemingly short
107 minutes. Added is “Colonel
Buffalo Bill,” which is used to
start the song melange. Miss Hutton and “Doin’ What Gomes Na-

Imve an affinity that-s
tur’lly”
nothing short of boffola. The same

, «

. .

_

New

•.

..

*

on the Irving Berlin^ music as ^one
by Ethel Merman but it is^ Betty
Huttoh whom the hinterlands >yiM;
ully

Than

,

:

I

hhxoffice. out
If it doesn't, jolt the
littl^^
of its doldrums thep there s
York had d^st
that Will.

•

Hem.

Sit-

possiblUtlfes“

b.o.

uated in wartime London, film

Songs for Me
Standout drama star(Gol):
SUllavaji? solid
Margaret
ring

“No

• • • • ‘

CharUe. Davenport. . r;.
pony Tit, .. • •
:;
Foster WUimn:..
.

•.

.

.

Mont*

lift*' (20th),

gbihery Clift and Paul Douglas in a finely-scripted story;
grooved for top: grosses,
“The bamned bpn't C*y’V
(WB). Joan Graiyford in crime
ineiodrama from 'the femme

.

Pi-ank Butler
Buffalo BUI

(Color)

sical)

SS^J'SSSt
Howw
J^f

the Sun Shinett.”'
Brltlsh^made, tradeshown in
N. V; today (Wed ); Wis^ re^

While the

gal. Douglas gets a fiance
role than
at a slightly moi-e serious
stuff he s had in his
slapstick
the
last few films and, while

German

Yonr

1

!

;

'

Me

No Sad

“

,

,

I

:

TheBlgXm

inight be said for “You Can’t Get
a Man With a Gun-’ and “I’m An

Indian Too,” the latter spotligbt -

1

'

.

1
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infn
on Indian
inue,
inoian trihp
imo an
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Singer turns on the. heart-tug
With “They- Say. It’s Wonderful,”
diiptihp with Howard Keel and oil

!

;

«pris7‘S“Th? Gfrl’ That
f
the Hutton
Marry.” She’s back

i

in

madcap form, though, with TVo
Got the Sun in the Morning” and
the boff “Anything You Can Do,”

. . .

i

:

,

•

another duet with Keel. Principals
all get together on“There’s No
Business Like Show Business”
twice during the scoring.
Keel’s baritone is particularly
adaptable to the show tunes and
he sounds them out with resonance, whether it’s “Buffalo Bill,”
“Girl I Marry,” “Defenses Are
Down” or “Anything.” Throughout
the footage, the background musi cal score by Adolph Deutsch keeps
the Berlin tunes echoing, which is
just one of the many showvvuse
points about the film making it ia
smash cye-and-ear treat.
.

Dorothy Fields supplies a skeleton
story framework, mostly as a peg
for the songs and production numbers, and Sidney Sheldon scripted
in a mannier that neyer lets plot

Cry

.

t «

/Harry Cheshire
Douglas Ehrans

yea.

[Jack Miles
Hollywood, April 6
.Sumner Getcheii
Spears
Wafners release 'of Jerry Wald produc- George
..Luciie Browne
Hendlickson
Stars Joan 'Crawford, David Brian: Mrs.
20 th-Fox’s tioh.
Kent
Smith,
Cochran,
features Steve
the
story of the Berlin airlift, and
Hugh Sanders, Selena Hoyle. Directed by
Margaret Sullavan, after more
film should be just as successful at Vincent Sherman. Screenplay, Harold
Medford, Jerome Weidman; story, Gerthe boxoffice as the lift was in trude Walker; camera, Ted McCord;- mu- than a five“ear absence from
thwarting : the Russian blockade. sic. Danlele Amfitheatrof: editor, Rudl films, returns in this pic with a’the ac
Tradesliown April 4, '50, Running powerfully moving role,
Lensed entirely in Germany, with Fehr.
time, 102 MINS.
is slated: to be a
the full cooperation of the Ameri- Ethel Whitehead x.
Joan Crawford tress’ comeback
David Brian boxoffice event; since “No Sad
Military Governmeiit, it has its George Castleman..
can
.
„
aSteve Cochran Songs For Me” has the right inPrenta
share of action, Tomauce,. co^- Nick
Kent Smith
Martin Blackford
^suspense ^and socio-political Grady
Hugh -Sanders gredients for generating hefty
Selena Royle business.
s^Shificance, with the latter factor Patrioia Lbngworth.
Jaqueline de Wit
Sandra
Out of a melancholy saga of a’
*^®ver obstructing the yarn.
Morris. Ankrum
Mr. Whitehead ..i
Edith Evanson woman afflicted witli cancer, scripWhile the Air ^Force’s “Opera- Mrs. Castleman ......
Richard Egan ter Howard Koch has woven a
tion Vittles” no longer holds the 5Smmy
Jimmy Moss sensitive and compelling drama.
.

When
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I

I

Lift”

the

tropical

is

back Duryea s 200G.

.

j

be-

locale

comes sOinewhat wearing. Mason s
fatalistic credo asserts itself. He

.

Big

I

i

principals_ with exception of
Miss Toren. Finale is a masterly
conception of fate in all Us grue-
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headlines, it can still be capital- Mrs. Whitehead.
ized bn by exhibitors for plenty of Walter Talbot..
Names of Mohtgbmiexploitation.
1

j
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".Eddie

1

-

A.S a story of Miss Sullavan’s sufferings, tribulations and ultimate
triumph in death, it’s a "woriian’s
picture” that’ll dampen plenty: of
hankies. But the film, while putting the heroine and audience
through an emotional wringer, is
kept bn an adult plane through
director Rudolph Mate’s .understanding restraint and a series of

performances by Wendell
Corey, ’Viveca Lindfors and juve
A
mwr
_

-

®

niMara
priate

|
1

nnirci/tol'.
physical*

fi/,/,rt,iT-r>Arv-ianrc
accoutrements.

Maury Gertsman’s camerawork
an

as

asset,
score.

Glib.

Tlie
Hollywood; April

,

>

.

•

.

;

I

Running time, il MINS.

I

condition.
Miss Sullavan, meantime, emerges with an heroic stat«re as she plans .tHff happiness of
her family after her death by enepuraging Miss Lindfors to stay
near; her daughter and husband.
Film ends on a quietly sad note
as Miss Sullavan passes away on

,

a last vacation with her husband
u*i
1,4
w
while
the “other womanMs caring
for the child
MlSS: Sullavan saves the film
from falling into a maudlin bog
in several ®
seoiiCnCri*! bv R
a standout
ctanrlnnt
,py
performance that accents irttelli^
gence arid underplays the agony
of her predicament. Corey, as the
slightly obtuse husband, alsb gives
a credible portrayal of an ordinary
male who’s likely to stray slightly
from^the domestic hearth. As the
interloper, Miss Lindfors gets bier
best chance since arriving in Hoi-

I

j

.

I

GajTR-^.sst'Il

sands

^

PwLnSSi^

Maurice

J-ara

Mrs. Rodriguez ....... Argentina urunctti
....;..;;.Wliiiani k-imumts:
MF,-.,

:

.

Caroline Tyler
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Rpsweii
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Pete Cassell ..... ... ...
Gadwallader . . .... ...
Cachvallader

. ,

.lames

Rush

Howard Negley

Ntlson
Oovdoii. Nfelsoii
Oovdoii
guson.
Green .............. .Frank Fergxison.
Motorcycle OfRcer..,..
Kay I fyke
doba
Mr. Garcia
.... :
pedro dc co»d<)
.

1

lan .MacDonald
.Noel Ue.yburn
.Tab Hunter
.Ru-is Conway
Robert wiihams

. ...
. , .

Anderson

1.

•

"

"

A1 Peters ...........
Ired Jackson
... . .
Frank O'Brien. ...... .
,

Martha Hytr
Fenton

...
•

,

.

.

[
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Paramount release of William H. Pine,
William G. Thomas production, S^ars Mac-donald Carey, Gall Russell; features John
Sands, Lee Patrick, John Hoyt. L.llo: Rios.
.Directed by Joseph '•Losey. Srvcehphjy..
Geoffrey Homes; camera; Roy JiRint; mu*,
sic- score, Mahloh Merrick; editor. Ho.w’.‘io.
ard smith; Tradeshown March 27

.

pathos by- making Corey fail for
another woman, Viveca Lindfors,

is

Frank Skinner’S

is

dUUatlon of a mother slowly: sunny Garcia
Ferguson
wasting away would be tragic
enough, but the yarn parlays the

.

;

_

Wood.

,

Fregonese’S directlbri gives the
a lift especially in the action
sceries.
Producer Leonard Gold-

filni

life,

;

I

erate.

,

'

=

dael, as an itinerant priest, and
William Conrad, a Duryea confed-

Story opens with an intimate
glimpse into a young married
couple’s domestic life.
Miss Sullavan, as Corey’s wife, is expecting
the birth of her Second child but
the family doctor crashes her
hopes with the news that she is
suffering iToni .cancer* and has only
SIX months to live.
With such a
brief period remaining, she decides to conceal her fate from
Corey and pretend to live a normal

,

;

..

actress Natalie

;

^

:

skillful

^

.

U

i

.

role

Portrayal isn’t lip
past effprts, -Ibiit it
satisfy his fans.
Miss Toren,
who has been a ^ standby in
recent months, shows improvement
and warmly interprets th e gunmoll.
Duryea wraps up the part
of the gang chief with his customary vigor. Standouts in the
supporting cast are Basil Ruys-

...

.

his stride.

in

»

.

I

.

V

.

.

i

some grandeur.
Mason takes the physician

.
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“The Damned Don’t Cry” fits its
ery Clift and Paul Douglas will
brighten the marquee and, with crime melodramatics to fairly recent
frontpage news, making for a
mix too far into the tune pace. certain word of moutli, “Lift”
Briefly, Annie is a backwoods gal, looks like a winner in all ritu* timely touch that should help at
the
Joan Crawford, backed
bo,
a deadshot who is taken into a atiohs,
with a good cast, plenty of femme
Wildwest show, soon supplants the
In spinning his tale, writer-di- angles and a plushy production
show’s male liiarksman, goes on to rector George Seaton has depicted
become a star and then wins her with telling impact the tremendous dress are other factors that can
mail by losing a shooting match. job of getting food into, Berlin, bolster coin returns.
For the newsy side, Gertrude
“Annie” is. wild west, shooting, with the cargo planes arid their
Indians, daredevil-riding and ac- crews emerging as the real heroes Walker’s story, scripted by Harold
Medford
and Jerome Weidman,
tion, action, action, never slowing
But, in line with
of the picture.
a minute as put together for the the current emphasis on adult has a gal with a phony social
screen by producer Arthur Freed filmfare, he has also pointed up front who is tied in with bigtime
and director George Sidney. They dramatically the Interaction of the gangsters; a national overlord oL
vice, and an unruly western asso^
each set such a: high entertainment
Gis and German civil- date jyho is violently
removed by
mark that they will find it hard American
ians in the cold war. Long-stand- the syndicate.
Characters are easy
to top.
ing grudge of one non-com because
Robert Alton staged the musical of the way he was mistreated in a to identify although scripting earenumbers. All are standout, but Naft prison camp; the mutual mis- fuily switches the factual data just
enough for any legal outs.
particularly remembered is “Natrust between the twb peoples, and
Footage is tossed to Miss Crawtur’lly” with Miss Hutton and her
the way the GIs; 'discover American
ford, and she makes much of it.
uncredited little brother aiid three
democracy
for themselves by eX’From
kid $isters; Keers “Defehses Are
a drab 'beginning as the
posing it to their German girl- wife
of a midwest oilfield worker,
Down;’' the tremendously spectac-r
f fiends, all help punch across the
her desertion of husband to try a
ular“^’
life as model and then favorite of
It’s a masterful
;on a riaBecoach; and the imnierise usual
the crime syndicate’s head; back
scripting job.
thrill
pf the ‘‘Show Business”
to the same family shack from
Picture also introduces two Ger-r which she had started, the characfinale, with cowboys, Indians and
horses filling a giant arena with man actresses in the femnie leads, ter has plenty of punch in Miss
at least one of whom should win Crawford’s handling. It does lack
movement.
Sharing in the deliverv of en- a qdick name for herself in the sympathy, however, a factor that
ll'l.fnir.'-m
...ia.ll
-airf,
-vv.
.1 TT
C
CVtas’c OAS-riAll Borchers,
O
She’s
Cornell H
a
tertairimerit
with Miss Hutton and U. S.
keeps this one from being a
Keel ar^ Louis Calhern; as:Buffalo blonde with a subdued charm who thoroughly topnotch “woman’s picBiU; J. Carrol Naish, an hilariously will remind the customers of In^ ture.”
astute^ Sitting Bull;” Edward ;grid Bergman, Seatbn has handed
A fiashhack gets the riory underArnold, as Pawnee Bill; Keenan her a tough role for her American way, opening with Miss Crawford’s
WJ'nn,. the brash, show manager* bow—that of the heroine who is return to hev old home in an effort
Benay Veiiuta, Showgirl, and Glin- gradually revealed as the film's to hide away from her former
tori
Sundberg, pf i.^sy hotel op- beai^y. She turns on a Variety of lover. Footage then goes into the
efatof.
^ 4 ^ potions iri underplaying the foie reasons for the flight and to show
Metro called oiit its ton techrii- to just the right exterit, scoring in Miss Crawford’s venture into
talent to put this one on. every scene with telling impact.
crime. Handling makes for choppl^aFics.
Ro$her’s
mobile cameraClift
«./
and Douglas also sock piness and the 1Q3 minutes are
Cl"
^7 "
iianqiiri& supplies brilliarit
hues to r across a couple of winning per- long enough to have displayed the
sriow otf the costumes and rium-1 fofmances as two Gis participat- story in a straight line.
bers.^ Editing by James E.
Four men are featured iri Miss
New- ing in the lift. For Clift, it’s his
the quantity of entertain- best part sirice he first gained Crawford's life.
Seen briefly is
The spe“promirt^ce in "The Search.’’ He Richard Egan, the husband. She
C 191 efftets; montages, art
direef milks each situation as the wolfish next takes up with Kent Siriith,
lion ana .set decorations all
fi^^tire but Idealistic flight engineer, who
mild-mannered accountant through
importantly.
is .alinost tricked into riiarryirig a, whoin
she meets David Brian»
.
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Mel Fenelly
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The book by Herbert Fields and
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The Hamned

(And American
in Germany.)
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Racial tolerance gets a \vprking
over in “The Lawless,” a vvellstated action melodrama that pro-^
yides plenty of exploitation angles
to promote sturdy receipts under
special handling.
Tblerance topic
(Continued on page 22 )
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We<lttesjlajr» Aj^rll

1950

Washiiigton,; April 1 1
liiotioh^

Ci^uman*|

Tribiite ;

^ theatre grosses/ is embark
^8 Off te the States
;
ihg upon its most ambitious proGlasgow* April 4.
#
gram of westerns; Every major
White cattle bought by Greeb
Cognizance of the passing of Sid in the business is launching highat recent Perth saleis, leaves
Grauman in a tesblution Intro- budget saddlers, and .indies also Garson
here Thlirsday (6) for the States
duced/' by Assemblyman Charles Rre going in strongly for this type
aboard
the
liner Salacla; bauhd for
Conrad and passed uifanimously^ It of product/
No less than 58 hlgh-budgeters Canada.
read- In part:, /•
ship will make first trip of sea•'Whereas, the film industry* and are jh the hopper, either in studio
son up the thawed; St. LaWrence
the natipn mourn the. loss of Sid backlogs, eurfently /shooting or
She has 58 cows,
to Montreal.
Grauman, the great'’irapresario who slated to roii this year/ This does bulls, calves, heifers, rams* eWes,
was greatly responsible for making not include the 11 series of sage- Clydesdales* Welsh and Shetland
Hollywood and the movies gay and brushers, which will turn put 71 ponies bn board.
glamorous; therefore* be it fe- films this sfeason, or smaller-budget
The Garson cattle are on their
On a conservative way to the star’s ranch, where she
solved by the Assembly of the glddyappers,
State of California that the mem- basis, fully one-third of the overall
plans to create aii all-white herd.
bers express extreme regret for his Holly wood product this year will
passing, one of the tfiily great be eomposed of Western dramas.
showmen of this state.”
Metro, which .hadn’t made a
western in years, last year jumped
into the fold with production of
three, recognizing/ their Worth at
the boxoffice.; Twentieth-Fox, re,

;

,

.

.

station.

Paramount/ through

,

&

.

flecting grosses

Sky” and “Fury

erttertajinment

Balaban,
Paramoiint’s the screen fare of the early days of
prez, followed the ‘‘but there’s ho pictures.
Eight apiece are on 20th-Fbx’s
Hawaii”
television
train
in
of
thought last week tb point up the and UI’s slates, and Warners has
puzzling aspects of the current box- seven. Paramount has 13, includoffice lag. Addressing Paramount- ing Hal Wallis, Pine-Thomas and
Republic has
ers, attending a three-day sales Nat Holt offerings.
meet_ Called by distributipn veepee five on its list, Columbia three.
Broken
down,
Eagle
Lion
three.
Alfred W. Schwalberg; Par’s topper noted that non-video areas are companies have 20 completed, six
suffering equally with those where presently in Work and knothei: .32
““
telecast stations are rivaling radio to go./
transmission in crowding the air-

Barney

j

1

Profit,

•

(William F* Rodgers several
Technicolor hit a triple, peak in weeks ago told Variety that he
did
not believe video is butting
profits, number of films tinted by
the process and dividends paid out sharply into picture grosses.
during 1949, company’s highly fa- Rodgers cited Hawaii as an illusvorable report disclosed this week. tration of his point, stating that
While a raft of other dblor tech- business was just as sharply off oh
niques have just about dented the those pacific islands, although they
without tele Sta/ '••
market, they in no wise slowed are completely
down Techni’s dominance in the tions.)Balaban
told
his
personnel that
$2,354,083
totalled
Net
field.
against $1,775,834 in ’48; gross overseas business Is also behind
the
year
before
as
a
further illusreached a high of $20,170,763 compared to $20,016,066 in the previ- tration of the fact that videb-raiding could not be the entire answer.
ous year.
Tinting outfit paid out $2 per Par’s chief cited both Australia
.share, a major boost over the $1.25 and New Zealand as examples of
At the same
Equivalent per nonrtele sectors.
allotted in ’48.
share earnings W'ere ^2.56 in ’49 time, he was far from pessimistic
compared to $1.93 In the prior
(Continued bn page 20)
.

payments totalled

times

extended

to

Loew’s

to Distrib Pic

Techni’s British outfit. In its fis^
cal year, ended Nov. 30, affiliate
netted an all-time high of 125,272

pounds ($350,762) after adding 50,000 pounds ($140,000) to a replacement fund and paying taxes of
199,000 pounds ($557,200). Net in
the preceding year was 55,481
pounds ($155,346).
Report lists 44 films produced
by American companies in Tech(Continued on page 25)

Stillinan’s

P.A. Veepee

West With

Brit. Actress

Irying Rubine, v.p. of Robert
Stillman PrQductibns, planes but of
New York for the Coast tomorrow
(Thursday) after a week of cprif abs
on choice bf eastern sales and pub-;
licity reps for the new indie unit.
He also huddled with execs of
United Artists, with Which Stillman has a pact for release of six
pix in threb years. Accompanyihg
Rubine to the Coast Will be Kathleen Ryari, British actress, who’ll
star in the Unit’s ihitialer, “Sound
of Fury.”
She affived Monday

ffom London. Sbe. appeared
Arthur Rank pix, to
whom she was under contract.
“Fury” will be budgeted at $410,(10)

in several J.

composed most of

;

.

in doliars.

In enlarging on his own status,
Loew stated he will in no way share
In the proceeds of “Teresa” beyond
ills capacity as an officer of the pro-

made for theatres. That
ajitill further revolutionary
cut In costs, particularly in overhead items, since the fewer the
films the higher the proportipn of
overhead hung on each; one.
View is not: phe: of despair by

pictures

means

‘

ahy means, but of optimism.

The

adjustments in the next five to 10
years may mean bad personal jolts
to some of the individuals living
through this revolution, but the
bverall effect is seen as putting the
conditions.

Hardest

Bob Hbpe’s appearance Sunday
(9)

On the Frigidaire-sponsored

TV

show bVer the National Broadcasting web—and the resultant squawk
from film exhibitors—has sparked

hit,

of course, will be

the exhibs in the middle category
between the large and the small
They haven’t enough cahouse.
pacity to employ the extra attractions needed to corral audiences
whb“e drifted to other amusements, and their overhead isn’t low
enough to continue profitably on a
contracted basis. Many exhibs in
this class, as a matter of fact, are
(Continued on page 18)

Which-came-first the chickeri-bra
the-egg? dispute. Theatremen, led
by Boston operator E. M. Loew,
take the attitude that Hope has
done a iireat disseiwice to the im
dustry that made him..
Radio and tele people don’t see Exkibitor Si Fabian
They maintain
it that way at all.
that both Hope and Bing Crosby
To Arbitrate Another
reached their present popularity
The exhibitors
'
via the ether.
Exhib’s (Conn;) Beef
they maintain, don’t know what
Fbr the first time in years, an
they’re talking about, because it
was only through radio that Hope exhibitor has been / named as arand Crosby came to mean any- bitrator in a dispute between distribution and exhibition. Si Fabian,
thing at the b.b.
Lbew termed it a. “disgrace” that W.k. New York circuit oPr has com
sented
to act as sole arbitrator in a
Hope “should turn his back on the
exhibitors and Rccept a television tiff bn clearances and availability
of product referring to the StratTheatre ;Owners of America’s ap- cbntract.” Circuit operator admit- ford, Conn., area. As a result of
peal for the creation of an all- ted he didn’t see why “the public the voluntary arbltratidn agree?
industry arbitration system has should pay to see Hope at neigh- ment, Elmwbod Theatre Corp. is
gotten off to a favorable start. borhood theatres When they can dropping a treble-damage, antiFive major distribs have so far see him for nothing in their living trust suit in the Federal district
indicated their approval to the pro- rooms.”
He threatens to lead a crusade court of Cohnecticut against the
posed voluntary setup in letters reeight majbrs/
ceived by TO A. Replies come after of exhibs against film stars appearFabian, accompanied by h o. atTOA dispatched letters to all com- ing on tele. He Avants the theatre- torneys
for the Big Five and lawpany presidents appealing for an men tb form a committee to ap- yers reppihg a number of exhibs
industry conference on arbitration. proach players and their studios 1 in the sector, trekked to Stratford
to prevail upon them to stay off
When the count was last taken, the
inspecvideo wayes. Particularly dis- yesterday (Tues.) for ah
the other three majors had not yet
tion of the houses involved. Arturbing, he declared at the recent
answered the plea. However, it is
bitration agreement provides that
20th-FoX showmanship meeting in
understood that several are weighhe will make his decision after
(Cbntinued on page 20)
ing responses which will tie strings
hearing evidence, making a tour
Several of the
to acceptance.
of inspection and “using his spesmaller companies want specificacial knowledge of the film indusSeeks
to
tions on the cost of the plan.
try.”
Others are seeking info whether
Naming of Fabian is an about-,
Bankroll as Aid III
face on the rules which governed
the plan would actually cut the.
the arbitration system operating
number of exhib anti-trust suits as
under the first consent decree.
claimed by TOA.
Negotiations on
That
setup banned anyone' in the
No further action by TGA will
Hollywood, April 11.
industry from acting as judge and
be taken until the replies are subTo help build guild’s emergency jury. Voluntary agreement now bemitted to either the board Of di- kitty, Screen Writers Guild memrectors or executive committee. bers have been asked to vote an ing proposed for future use Specifically permits ind ustry ites a s am
Latter group is slated to meet early assessment boost from
to 1% bitrators.
in May. Likelihood is that it will
for period of one year. Idea is tb / Under terms bf the agfeement
then consider further steps in the strengthen bankroll during .current
either side may appeal wl^^^
10
course of their cdriclave.
contract negbtiations in event ne(Gbntinued oh page 20)
Exec committee is gathering for gotiators fail to come tb terrris over
anotjier all-industry project with guild’s move for
separation of
top priority. That, is for f uicther rights so scribes can retain televi- Emil Stern Emerges
work on a code of selling practices. sion rights to their material.
;Ghi Triangle /A^^
Code has been Circulated among
Breakdown of March employChicagb, April 11,
TOA direetbrs with a request for ment figures shows 233 wOrkmg fbr
one of: founders of
Stern,
Emil
suggested changes or? proposed ad- eight majors as compared tb 220
and a former partEssaness
circuit
ditional mattbr.
last year, as follbws; Columbia, 29
ner In the circuit, has epme/out/bf
TQA is pushing the code to gov- this yeari 31 last; Metro, 45 tb 64; retirement
to take a semi-active
arbitration, Parambunt, 24 to 19; Republic, 17
ern, four subjects;
role ill the Triangle AmuS Co., a
competitive selling, prints and to 24; RKO, 24 to 11; 20th, 46 to three-house circuit owned by his
clearances. Arbirtatioii will prob- 41; UI, 21 to 19; Warners, 27 to 21. sbri, Arthur. .Emil Stern has no
ably be treated separately if the Only Columbia, Metro and Warners financial interest in the firm; he
majors go for the induHry cenfer- are using less writers than last will act only in an Rdyisory cayear/
enCe/:
:

'

.

Bood

TV

‘

;

^

.

As

:

,

ducihg company. This is believed
to be the first pic produced by the
international department q£ a niajor company, although LT also advanced coin for “The Search;”
Loew made his explanation prior
to leaving Saturday (8) for .Rome
Fred Zihheman.
director
COL’S regular PFR.
with
They’ll be gone about eight weeks,
Cblumbia’s bbard has declared a
finish
to
York
New
return
to
then
$i.06^ per share divident bn the
shobting on Manhattan locations company’s cumulative preferred
and at Fox-Movietone studios. John stock;.Erlcson, a 23-year-old actor never
Cbl will slice the pie May 15
before seen on the screen or Broadstockholders of record, May 1.
way, was inked last week for the With

accbfdihg to Rubine, with Stillman
putting up all of the coin out of
the $700,000 profit he will shoW as
principal ihvestor with his father,
J phn, in Stanley Krdmer’s“Champion” and “Home of the Brave.”
He served as associate producer on
the pix.
lead in “Teresa.’*

;

industry on a firm footing to meet

SWG

Arthur Loew will not function in
the role of ah indie producer but
purely as a rep of Loew’s IhteriPatlOnal in the forthcoming production of ‘.‘Teresa.” Prexy of Metro’s
foreign subsid made that explanation last week in declaring that a
miscdriception had arisen in the industry in regard tqi his Activity on
the picture.
Loew’s International will provide
all of the financing, which will be
the equivalent of about $500,000,
Loew said. Approxiniately 30%
Will be in lire for filming the itaiiah sequences Rhd the other 70%

,

hew

*

Ways.’i’-

Prosperous

from its “Yellow
Furnace Creek,’’

at

already has four completed to go
out this year, and Will make another four.
Paramount is lining
up heavy schedule, and so, too, are
Warners and Universablnternational. Flurry is greatest since western

No. of Pii, aod

stanza. Dividend
$1,840,189.

,

•

'

determinant factor in licens^g of

.

:

;

qualification; as reflected in antir
trust violation, should not be the

Peak

Garson White Herd Of

/ Sacramento, Ap^
State, of California took official

Oral arguments oii the Commission’s proposal will be held before
the agefiey April 24.
In briefs filed yesterday (10) with
the Gonnhissidn, most of the com-.
panies take the position that violation of a law outside the field of
radio cannot in itself disqualify an
applicant and that the character

Stretch;

Hollywood, April 11.
Hollywood, in move to recoup

Cal; Asstembly In

.

its counsel,
Porter, decides
Arnold, Fortas
that its present status precludes the
Commission from denying any of
TV applications in Boston,
its
Frisco or Tampa, bn aiiti-trust
Par contends the congrounds.
sent decree ‘‘destroyed the induswhich occasioned
structure
trial
the assailed practices* and it canThe purhot now be recreated.
pose of such decree is remedial,
not punitive. To deny Paramount’s
applications on account of the motion picture anti-trust record would
be arbitrary and pun^tive.’^
Par Cites Record
Par declares that " the truest
standard for determining its qualifications is its past record as a
Par owns KTLA in
broadcaster.
(Continued on page 25)

'
BevOlutipn tvhich iheny film men
frankly admit, they see going en
in the Industry nb^ has- $lven rise
to Cbnsiderahle speculatibh on what
the future: holds. One oft-heard
theory—and, sahs a guaranteed
crystal ball, it can only be theory-^
is that the Exhibition side will see
only twb types of houses;
(1)
Large firstriinner^ 'With stage
shows, large screen tele dr other
attractions and :(2 ) small* low-oyerheadv theatres.
/
/On the productipn side, the predictions run, there will be fewer

•f

picture producers
and other radio licensees are ready
authority to imFCC
challenge
to
pose uniform rules goverriing the
eligibility of anti-trust violators to
enter the radio and television field.

Major

'

'

pacity.

.

eligible for

payment.

^Going’

Around

Paramount

is

slotting

“Going

My

Way’’ (Bing Crosby) that topped
the list of big g r b s s e r s In
1945, fbr a new general release in
the fall,
Pic was pulled at the end of 45
with ho repeats permitted becaust
Par intended the film far reissue.

The elder Stern retired/ three
mbnths agb frbm a similar position
at Essaness. He had held this post
for the four years after his share
In the business Was bought up by
Edwin Silverman, Essaness president. Arthur Stern’s three houses

I

were under Essaness operation until a rnbuth ago, when he withdrew
them and founded Triangle.
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‘DOZEN*

STANDOUT IN

LA. Perb Up; Dozen’ Brisk

fw

I

Del Up; Dozea’

$35,ll(lt

v If

Cleveland, April 11.

“Cheaper by Dozen”^

terrific

is

this session, placing the Allen/ in
the No. 1 position in city. “Yellow
Cab Man'^ at State next best new

Detroit, April

pic is far behind,/ “Cinderella” on
h,o. at Palace is still socko.
Estimates for This Week
Allen (Warners) (3,000; 55-70)-^

Kerlily

:

Los Ai)gel€S, April 11.
run biz pace has taken a

"

“Cheaper by Dozen”

m

y
$737,200
This Wpek
_
(Based Qn 19 theatres
$562,505
Last Year
f Based oil' 19 theatres J

Estimated. Total ;Gross
|

.

last year.

“Cheaper by Dozen^is

very strong at

jii64,0b0

in five

.

atres while, con^o of “Yellow Cab
Map” and “Side Street” , also is
hotSy with $33,000 in twO' houses. ^
“Riding High,” plus stagebllls at
both Paraihounts, is hitting vwy
solid $35,000/ “Ma, pa Kettle ^Go
to Town” is sighting good $31,000
“Cinderella” conin five spots.
tinues stoutly with $27,000 in
third frame; two houses,
Only two newcoiner& are On slow
side. “Johnny Holiday” shapes very
Skimpy $17,000 in five locations
while “Jolson Sings Again,” .first
time at regular prices, is taking
only $18,000 ih five sites.
Estimates for This Week
Downtown; Hollywood, ^Beverly
Hills, Hawaii,\ Forum Music Halls
.

;

(20th).

Smash

Estimated Total Gross
$3,254,000
This week
.

$23,000, with stayover definite: Last
weeki “fiakota Lil” (20th), average $9,000 in 6 days.
Esquire (Commuhily) (704; 55-70)
-^“Red Shoes” (EL) <7th wk). Oke
$4,500 following $4,300 fpr last

.

material upswing, with school holj
Iday followed by Easter weekend
and new bills shoving up takes
Total boxoffic^ is
most spots.
considerably ahead Of same ’'veek

;

.

cities, 227^ theatres, chiefly first runs^ vnclud-

Based on. 24

Total Gross Same Week
V
$2,575,000
Last Year
(Based on 2B cites and 197

.

week-

;

’

•

Hipp (Warners)

(3,700;

56-70)—

•

(3,450;

11.

:

.

:

;

td terrific totals.
“Samson and
Delilah,” v^ith upped scale, is coat
the
lossal
LTOO-seat Shiibert
while “Cheaper By Dozen,” in the
(PrihCor) (902; 512; 834; 1,106; larger JSt. Louis, also is smash.
55-$ 1)--“ Johnny Holiday” “Yellow Cab Man” shapes f ariey at
2,100;
(UA) and “Fighting Stalliph” (EL). LoeW’s. “Riding High” looms big
Last week; “All at the Missouri.
Only $17,000.

Men”

Saleswoman”

(Gol) and “Traveling
days),
(8
(Col)

Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown;

“Tight

:

Little

Good

(Col).

To

City’^

Palm (UD) (2,900; 70-95)^‘‘YelGreat
Cab Man” (M-G).

low

Last week; “Barricade
(WB) and “Tyrant of Sea” (Mono),

$20,Q00.
$16,000.

(8),

.

Ambassador (F&M) (3,000:
(RKO) (2d

60-75)
wk).
big at’ $18,000 after initial SesLoyola, Wilshire (FWC) (2,097* sion's great $22,000.
2,048; 1,719, 1,248; 2,296; fi0-$l)—
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—
.“Cheaper by Dozen” (20th). Solid “Nevadan” (Col) and vaude. Nice
Last week, “Under My $18,500. Last week, “Tarzan and
$64,000.
Skin” (2dth) and “Tarnished” (Rep) Slave Girl” (RKO) and vaude,
:

and

:

Week

Estimates for This

•

$25,300.

.

United Artists (UD) (2,000; 70-95)
and most of them -^“Woirian of Distinction” (Col).
“Riding Fair $12,000. Last week, “Cargo
too staunch.
High” at Fenway and Parainbunt, Capetown”: (Col) and “Military.
“Cheaper By Dozen” at Met and Academy'’ (Col), $10,000,
Madison (UD) (1,800; 70-95)—
“Love Happy” at two houses all
shape well. “Yellow Cab Man” at “Mr; Deeds To Town” (Col) and
State and Orpheum look okay. “Howards of Virginia” (Col) (reLast week,
Slim $8,000,
“Third Main” at Astor look strong, issues).
^'Outside Wall” (U) and “TravelEstimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycox) (1*,200; 50-95)— ing Saleswoman” (U), $7,000.
Adams (Balaban) (1,’700; 70-95)—
“Third Man” (SRO); Opened nicely
Saturday (8). Last week, “Wins- “Foolish Heart” (RKO) (2d wfc).
Last week. SIO.OOO.
Trim
$8,000.
(EL)
wk),
(2d
low Boy”
$6,000.
Downtown; (Halaban) (2,900; 70-95)
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (780;
40-95)—“Bicycle
Thief”
(Indie) -—“Sundowners” (EL) and “Boy
(8th wk). About $5,0()0/after nice from Indiana” (EL). Okay $11,000.
Last week,. “Conspirator” (M-G)
$5,200 for seventh,
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-85)-^- arid “Palooka Meets Humphrey”
“Kid Froiri Texas” (U) and ‘‘For- (Mono) $11,000. (2d wk), $5,000.
bidden Jungle” (Indie). Average

Saturday
are not

.

King's

(JJ),

$25,000. Last week; “Key
(M-G) (2a wk), $13,500.

,55-70)-^

(M-G), $13,000.
Boston, April 11.
Stillman (Lbew’s) (2,700; 55-70)
showOrS
failed
to —“Buccaneer’s Girl’v (U)i Middling^
Scattered
Easter pickrup is slow in getting
dampen weekend biz here, with $8,000. Last week> 'Paid in Full”; under way here, with most major
nearly all fifst-runs reaching nice (Par)> $7,000.
houses uriyeiling new product last

AprU

TW^ Week

“Father Is Bachelor”

(Loew’s)

“Yellow Gab Man” (M-G). Breezy
$16,000/ Last week, “Conspirator”
Louis;

Estimates; for

Fox (Fpx-Mich) (5,000; 70-95)—
Cheaper By Dozen” (20th). Big
Last Week, “South Sea;
$35,000.
Island” (U), $17,000.
V
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
70-95)— ”Capti Carey” (Par) and

laQi" wp#»lr-'

St.

Artists.

Sinner’’

Palace (RKO) (3,300;, 55-70)—
wk):
(2d
(RKO)
“Cinderella”
Strong $24,000 after, $26,00() for
State

tairt Carey” shapes gbod at the
“Yellpw Ciab Mari” is
Michigan.
going great at the Palms. “Woman
b£ Distinction” is fair at United

;

iheatres^y

“Barricade” (20th). Fair $1^4,500.
Last Week “Cargo Capetown” (Gol),
•$13;500, y'-.y

Iboks big at the Fox> while“Cap-

.

>'’

’

'

IL

Bouncing back from a very bad
Holy Week, business Is up sopieWeather cowhat this’ week.
operated in getting patrons back
into theatre. “Cheaper by Dozen”

—“Cinderella”

San Francisco, April

Still

1 1,

Although Holy week and heavy
rain

gpnerally

is

sloughing;

biz

here this week, the Golden Gate,
Warfield and St. Francis are light“Third
ing up Market Street.
Man” is smash at the small St.
(9 days), .$28,600.
y
$11,500.
Wiltem
Holly wood. Downtown,
Francis while “Yellow Cab Man”
Loew's (Loew’s) (3,172; 50-75)
(WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 60-$l)-- “Yellow Cab Man” (M-G) and looms very hefty at Warfield.
“Stage Fright” ( WB) (2d wk). Okay “Killer Shark” (MonO);
Fancy “Cinderella” continues whani at $16,000. Last weeki subsequent^
$22,000. Last week, $37,500.
run.
$18,000.
Last week, “Big Wheel” the-’ Gate...
Loew's State, Egyptian (UA) (JIA) and “Bodyhold” (Col), $13,Estimates for This Week
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)-—
60-$l)^“Yellow
Cab
(2,404; 1,538;
500.
Goldeii Gate (RKO) (^,844; 60- “Riding High” (Par) arid “Dai
Man” (M-G) and “Side Street”
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)— 85)-^“Cinderella” (RKO) (2d wk). Crockett” (UA).
Neat $8,000 for
(M-G). Nifty $33,000 or better. VRiding High” (Par) and “Military
Wow $25,000; Last week, $32,500. Bing Crosby opus. Last week
Last week, “Black Hand” (M-G) Academy”
(Col).
Big $16,000.
“Cajpt. China” (Par) and “Bells of
60-95)
Fox
(FWQ
(4,651;
and “Conspirator (M-G) (8 days), Last week. “Perfect Strangers” “Wabash Avenue”
(20th) and “Har- Coronado” (Rep), sliiri $4,500.
$33,900.
(WBi) and “Live By Night” (RKO) bor Missing Men” (Rep)i
Mayflower (ATC) (700; ’35-85)—
NSG
Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,- (2d wk),
$9,000..
$18,500, and rat&d disappointing. “live Happy” (UA) and “Strange
Baltimore, April 11.
50-$l)--“Cinderella”
890;
2,812;
St Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)— Last week, “Siriging Guns” (Rep) Gamble” (UA), Opened fair SatSolid product lineup is lifting
(RKO) (3d wk). Nice $27,000. Last “Cheaper By Dozen” (20th) and
urday (8). Last week, subsequent this holiday week Into best all“Tarnished* (Rep), $11,500.
and
Week, Sniash $48,800, ahead of Boy From Indiana” (Et). Smash
Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)— run.
around figures here in months.
first week.
Memorial (RKO) (^3,500; 40-85)-^
$23,000 or near* Last week, “FranLos Angeles, Hollywood Para- cis” (U) and “Blondie's Hero” “Yellow Cab Mari” (M-G). Hefty “Mother Didn’t Tell Me” (20th) “Riding High” lool^ standout at
Keith’s while “Wabash Avenue,”
Last
week,
“East
$28,000.
Side^*
40-$l)
mounts (F&M) (3,398; 1,451;
(Col) (3d wk), $7,000.
and “Flying Saucer’^* (FC). Oke is pointing to strong week at the
(M-G) (2d wk), $8,000 in 3 days.
—“Riding High” (Par), with Frank
Shubert (Ind) (1,700; 60-$!)—
$19,000. Last week, “Francis” (tJ) New.
Paramount
60-85)
“Yellow Cab Man” looms
(Par)
(2,646;
Marlowe, others. Onstage at L. A.; “Samson and Delilah” (Par). Ter“Riding High” (Par).
Fine $20, and' “Black Shadow” (EL) (2d wk). sturdy at Century.
Ben Pollack, Pied Pipers at HollyLast week, subse- 500. Last week, “Barricade” (WB) Mild $15,000.
$20,000.
t
wood.
Estimates for This Week
quent-run operation.
Metropolitan (NET) (3,500; 40^
and “Cry Murder” (FG), 10 days,
“Sundowners (EL) (9 days) witk ^
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 2085)— “GJieaper By Dozen” (20th)
$20 000
Toni Harper, Tennessee Ernie at /n i
> ni mi
“Yellow elab Man” (M-G).
St Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)— and “Boy Ffom Indiana” (EL). Ex- 60)
3d
Philly Topper,
“Third Man” (SRO). Wham $22,- pected to build to pkay^ $19,000. Sturdy $13,000. Lastf week, ‘‘Buccaneer’s Girl” (U), $8,500.
Last
“Perfect
Strangers”
we^k,
Last week, “Conspirator”
000,
United Artists, Ritz, Vogue,
(WB) and “Killer, Shark” (Mono);
Hippodrome (Rappapbrt) (2,240;
Wow$30,000; ‘Kid’ Nice (M-G) (2d wk), $10,000 in 9 days. riim
Studio City, Culver (UA-FWC)
25-80)
$15,000.
“Father Is Bachelor”
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 55
(2,100; 1,370; 885; 880; 1,145; 60Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)— (Col) plus vaude headed by Three
85)—“Buccaneer’s Girl” (U) and
$1)—“Ma, Pa Kettle to Town” (U)
14G, T'riilit’
“Yellow
Cab
Man”
(M-G) and Stooges. Fine $15,000. Last week,
“Outside the Wall” (U).
Thin
and “Federal Agent” (Rep.). GOdd
Philadelphia, ApriMl.
$14,000 Or clo^e.
Last week “Great >Plane Robbery” (UA). Fair “Cinderella” (RKO) arid vaude
Last week, “Kid From
$31,000.
Easter weekend brought a revi- “Drivy Crockett” (UA) and “Mili- $18, 000 in view. Last week, “Nancy (5th Wk), strong $11,500.
Texas” (U) and “Western Pacific
to
Rib” (M-G) and “Blondie’s
Keith’s ($chanbergeF) (2,460; 20val to film row, with Satisfactory, tary Academy” (Col), $12,000/
Ageni” (Indie) (2d wk), $13,900.
60)-^“Riding High” (Par). Drawing
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; Herb” (Col), $16,000:
Orpheum (D’town) (2,210; 50i-95) if not boff, biz reported in most
Paramount
(NET)
best
40-85)
action hrire in months, big
(1,700;
Most first-runs 65-85)—“Johnny Holiday” (UA).
“Palooka
Meets
Humphrey of first-runs.
(Continued on page 18)
$12,000
indicated.
Last
Week,
Last week, “Tight
(Mono) (2d run) with eight acts of changed bills and two other houSes, Fair $8,000.
“Conflict” Hndie) and “Shadow of
Little Island” (U), same.
vaude. Mild $13,500. Last week/
i,cf
„mii
Doubt”
(Indie)
(reiissues),
ed
to
the
list.
“Third
in
Marf*
will
Stagedoor
$^000
(Ackerman - Rosener)
*
“Palomino” (Cpl) (2d run), with
5 days
pace the newcomers clocking up (370; 85-$l)—“Guinea Pig” (Indie) ‘Cab
Fine $14,000,
Fun on Wheels revue, $11,700;
Mayfair
20-65)
the
high,
(Hicks)
town’s
smash at Stanley? (2d wk), Down to $3,500 In 4 days.
(980;
Four Star (UA) (900; 60-$l)—
“Quicksand” (UA). Nicely sold for
“Gay Lady” (EL) (2d wk). Dull Other strong pix are “Kid From Last week, nice $5,2O0.
i; ‘johnny’Hep 9G,
oke $5,000. Last week, “End of
Texas” at Aldine; “Riding High,”
Geary (Indie) (1,550; 60-$1.80)—
$1,500. Last week, $2,300.
Rivef” and (U) “Arctic Manhunt”
Fine Arts (FWG) (679; 85-$1.25) at Randolph, and “Yellow Cab “Bicycle Thkf” (Indie) 4th wk). Up
(U)v $4,300.
—“II Trovatore” (Indie) (4th wk). Man,” at Goldman, “Cinderella” to an okay $9,000. Last week,
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—
still
is
capacity
in
third,
Trans-Lux
$7,500.
Under $2,000. Last week, $2,200.
Louisville, April 11.
“Wabash Avenue” (20th). Rousing
Esquire (No. Coast) (955; 55-85)
Globe, Iris, £1. Rey, Belmont, week.
First-runs are making a splendid
Estimates for This Week
—“Francis” (U) and “Bodyhold” showing currently, and getting $11,000. Last week, “Under My
Guild, (FWG) (799; 828; 861; 1,582;
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)—“Kid (Col) (7th wk). Still big at $4,500. hypo from
Skin” (20tb), $6,500.
968; 60-$i)— “Jolson Sings Again'
vacation for school
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)
Nice $14,000. Last week, $4,800,
(Col) and “Beware Blondie” (Gol). from Texas” (U).
youngsters.
At same time, KenLast
week,
“Guilty
Bystander”
Clay
(Roesner) (400; 65-85)— tucky Education Assn, is holding “Captain Carey’* (Par). Light $13,
Light $18,000.
Last week, “Red
“Mons. Vincent” (Indie). Oke $2,^ its annual convention this Week, 000. Last week, “Baron of Arizona”
Shoes“ (EL) (m.o.) (2d wk), $11,400. (FC), $8,000.
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)—“Nancy 200. Last week, “Cesar” (Indie) bringing several thousand
(Indie), $7,000.
schbpl
to Rio” (M.G) (4th wk).
Fell off (2d wk), $2,300.
Town (Rappapbrt) (1,500; 35-65)
marms
to city. “Cinderella” at
to bke $1 1 ,000. Last week, $14,000,
Larkin (Roesner) (400; 65-85)
Rialto is catching heat sessipn. -r^vWoman of Distinction” (Gol)
Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)—‘‘Free "Wonian Trouble” (Indie) (2d wk).
wk) Maintaining riice pace at
(2d
“Yellow
Man” at Strite looms
(Continued on page 18)
Down to $2;000. Last week; $2,400. strong. Cab
“Johnny Hbliday” at $9,000 after pleasing preem at
T40,0(I0
Maty Andersbri is strong while $ 11 000
Washington, April 11.
“Red Shoes” at Strand looms
Easter holiday is giving the
healthy $7,500.
town a potent shot ip the bbxEstimates for This Week
‘JOHNNY’
J17,(H)fl,
bffice, with the situatibil generally
Mary Audbrsoh (People’s) (1,200;
perking up everywhere.
Hottest
45*'65)
“Johnny Holiday” (UA);
film .in town is “Samsoii and DeliDENVER; ‘RIDINC* IDC
Pic had adyance plugSf oh radio
lah,” backed up by a Short vdude
and in iiewspapers^ and looks
Denver, April 11.
vine bill arid upped scale. It looks
sturdy $9,000 or near. Last week,
With several first-ruhs doing bigterrific $40,000, biggest at Capitol
gest
“Barricade” (WB), $6,500.
Easter week Iri years, Denver
in a long time.
“Cheaper By
Cincinnati, April 11.
Big $15,000. Last week, “Under My
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; trade is soaring currently. ‘‘JohnDozen” is heading for strong week
Major front is in full Easter Skin” (20th), slow $5,500.
45-65)
“Cinderella”
(RKO), ny Hpliday” shapes lofty in threri
at Palace while “Riding High” is
Grand “(RKO) (1,400; 55-75)— Opened slowly, but perked Satur- spots for top coin in town. “Ridbloom. Four new bills are whopper
doing well but less than expected beauties
in “Riding High,” town “Yellow Cab Mari” (M-G), Hotsy day (8), Strong $14,000 looms. Last ing High’V is. Comparatively strongtopper: “Francis,” t e rr i £ i c at $15,000, Last week, “Barricade” week, '‘Samson and Delilah” (Par) er with smash week at Denham.
Estimates for This Week
Keith's, “Cheaper By Dozen,” big (WB), $7,500.
(2d wk), satisfactory $12,000.
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Lpew's) {2,434; 65-$1.20)
Keith’s (Mid-States) (1,542; 55Capitol and “Yellow Cab Man,^
State (Loew’s) (3 ;000; 45-65)—
—“Samson and Delilah” (Par), at
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)-^
“Francis” (U), Terrific $14,- “Yellow Cab Man” (M-G) and
hotey at Grand, “Cinderella” con- 75)
plus vaude.
Colossal $40,000 or tinues fancy on
“Bicycle
Thief” (Indie) day-date
mOvCover fpr 000. Last week, “Backfire” (WB), “Blondie’s Hero’’ (Col). Fine $15',
higher. Holds:
Last week, “Yel- fourth downtown
Last
Poor $2,000.
$ 5 000
000.
Last week, “Big Wheel” With Rialtb.
w^ckf
low Cab Man” (M-G) plus Vaude,
week,
bri
reissues.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)
(UA) and “Intruder in Dust” (M-G),
Estimates for This Week
fine $27,000 in 9 days.
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,500; 35*
“Cinderella” (RKO) (m.o.) (2d wk). $11,000,
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)
Dupont (Lopert) (386; 50*-85)
Fourth fling on main line, strong
Strand (FA) (1,200; 45-65)—“Red ^74)~“Key to City” (M-G) (2d wk).
“Tight Little island” (U) (3d wk). “Riding High’* (Par). Fairly good $6,500 on heels of last week’s
Fine $9,000.
Holds again. Last
ex- Shoes” (EL).
First local showing
Still holding to neat $5>500 after $16,000 for Bing Crosby starrer. cellent $7,000.
at regular scale.
Indicated big week, big $13;500.
Last week, “East* Side” (M-G), 9
hefty $6,000 last week.
Denham
(Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75) —^ $7,600, with h.o. in prospect. Last
days, pleasing $14,000,
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 44-80)
“Nevadan” (Col). Oke $11 ,000. Last Week^ “pirates Capri” (FC) and —“Riding High” (Par). Sock $16,“Cinderella” (RKO) (7th wk). UpCapitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55- week, “Perfect Strangers” (WB), “Flying Sa^cer*^ (FC), sluggish 000. Holds, Last week, “Proudly
(Continued on page 18)
75)
“Cheaper By Dozeji” (20th)i $ 8, 000.
(Continued on page 18)
1 $3,000.
’
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‘DOZEir

,

,

OlliUIA;‘Clia)Y’12C,2il
Omaha, April 11.
_
^

With ^’Cinderella”

vODO, ‘Francis’

Chicago, April

Loop hoxoifice

biz

Is

11*

.

^

Estimates

“The

still

Sundowners"

“House By River"

;

Estimates for This

Are Ndt

Orpheiim

65)—“Key

Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities; arc liet, i.e.,

are sluggish.
Brightest spot is the Oriental,
where“Woman of Distinction" and
Lena Horne oil stage are landing a
“Francis" looks
fancV $43,000.;
*
-Gheaper
big $15,000 at Grand.
By Dozen" should bring in great
$27;000 at WopdSi
“The Great Rupert" is not so
“yellow Cab
good at GarrickV
Man" is ihild at RooseVelt With
:$9.000.

trim.

slightly

highfer this Vioek m^nly because
However,
of a batch of hew pix.

some hrst-ruus

in second
still out in froitt with sock
$12,000 at Brandeis and “Cheaper
By Dozen” as Welf as “Key to the
City’’ doing nicely, biz is on upbeat here this session. “My Foolish Heart’^ at small State shapes

week

‘

Drew

;

65)^“Cheaper' By Pozeh"

(20th).

.

Sock $13,000. Last week, “Perfect
Strangers" (WB), $10,500.

The

parenthetic admission
however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amuseinent
prices,

;

Brandeis (RKO)

(1,500;

16-65)—

“Cinderella" (RKO) (2d wk). Smash
$12,000. Last week, terrific $15,000.

taxw,\.

and

the first Easter Day snow in 35 Wk-5. days), was off to $i7,000,
years but it was very brief.
It With Scheduled Opening of Walt
had little influence on business. Di sh ey opus in numerous nabes
“Killer Shaik" (Mono). Mild $8,- The blanket unveiling of “Oihder- Monday (10) hurting even Satur000.
Last week; “Wake island" ella" in about lOO neighborhood day-Sunday here. Sixth week was
apparently big $25,000;, winding up highly
(Par) and “Proudly We Hail’’ (Par) houses Monday (10)
,

Omaha

(Tristates) (2,100; 16-65)
-^“Thelma Jordon" (Par) and

not So big with $9,000.

ists, is

to City" (M-G).

holy Week
Parainouni (Tristates (2,800; 16-

United Art-

at

Business on Broadway at first- caneer-s Girl" (U) (2d wk), only
run theatres is soaring Way ahead $7,000 In filial 6 days.
of
recent sessions what with
Globe (Brandt) (1.500; 50-$i20)
Easter week crowds
and the —“City Lights" (UA) (reissue).
launching of 11 new bills $inc^4ast Oldie Chftriie Chaplin comedy not
Wednesday. While last Saturday as big as^ expected but still strong
and Monday (10) did not come up at $20,600 or under.
Stays on.
to expectahcy, Easter Sunday (9) Last week, “Outlaw" (RKO) (7th
was big and yesterday (Tues.) was' wk),:;ii7:O0Ov.
near last Sunday’s totals. Total
SO?Mayfair (Brandt)
(1,736;
business was running only about $1.20)-— ’’Guilty
of Treason’’ (EDi,
.$40:000 behind Easter week of
two
days*
Doing only fair in first
;1949..''
'.//
In
havihg opened Monday ( XO).
New Vork area was Visited by ahead, “Cinderella'* (RKO) (7th

Week
(3,Q00; Ifr-

good reviews and word of mouth
for trim $11,000. Last week, “Ambu^’* (M-G) and “Treasure Monte
Gristo" (EL); About same despite

Without the 20% tax, pistribu^
tors share on net take, when
playing percentage; hence the
estimated figures -are net in/Come../

(Tristates)

“Wabash Avenue" with Dean
Martin and Jerry Lewis'bnstage at
Chicago is shaping sock $55,000 in
First session hit
second round.
$62,000 despite Holy Week, and
highest for such pre-Easter week
at house. “Third Man" continues
solid in eighth week at Selwyn.
IndianapoUs, April 11;
“Bicycle Thief," also in eighth at
Easter Week biz is good to solid
Worlds still is fast.
at big firist“un spots, although a
Estimates for This.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900^ 50-98M little soft at smaller houses; Cold;
with
“Wabash Avenue" (20th)
raw Sunday didn’t helpV But
t)eah Martin arid Jerry Lewis on^ “Cinderella" 4)layed' to near castage (2d wk).
Shaping smash pacity over weekend at Indiana to
Last week; $62,000,. ter^ lead town in coin* “Ma, Pa Keftle"
$55,000,
rific for Holy Week.
at Circle is comparatively about as
Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)— big. “Yellow Cab Man" at Loew’s
"
“Great Rupert" (EL) and “Kill dr also is solid;,
Be Killed:' (EL). N«G $6,000. Last
Estimates for This Week
week, “Kiliers’- (U) and “Brute
Circle (Gamble-Polle) (2,800; 44Force’* lU) (reissues), oke $6^O0O.
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 98)--“Fran- 65)-««“Ma, Pa Kettle to Town” (U)
Rousing $15,000. Last and “Tarnished” (Rep). Big $16,cis" (tJV,
week, “Outside Wall” (U) (2d wk), 000. Moves over to Lyric. Last
week;
“Square
Dance
Katy
6
000
$
Oriental (Booth) (3,400; OO-OB;)-^ (Mono) with Vaughn Monroe orch
onstage,
great
$26,000
at
50-90c
“Woman of Pistinction" (Gol) with
Lena Horne in person. Horne scale.'
Indiana (G-D^ (3,300; 44-65)
draw boosting this to hig $43,000.
SockO $18;^
Last week, “Golden Gloves Story” “Cinderella" (RKO),
Holds.
Last week, “Willie
(EL) with Margaret O'Briend and 000,
Comes
(20th)
Home"
and “FightBuddy .Rogers onstage
(2d wk),
'
ing Stallibn" (Indie ) thin $8,500.
$21,500;:
Palace (RK0) (2,500; 98)—“TarLoew's (Loew's). (2,427; 44-65)—
zan and Slave Girl" (RKO) and “Yellow Cab Man" (M-G) and
“Tyrant of Sea" (Col); Dim $7;000. “Blondie’s Hero" (Gol).
Fancy
Last week, “Mother PidhT Tell $13,000. Last week, “Gonspirator"
;

W

.

,

Me"

(20th), $9,000;

RooseveU (B&K)

(1,500;

(M-G)
and
50-98)^ $ 10 000 .

“Palomino"

((jol),

—

,

“Yellow Cab Man" (M-G). So-so
Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44-65)
Last week, “Wake Island” “Capt. China’’ (Par) and “Riders
$9,000.
(Par) and “Proudly We Hail” (Par) Whistling
Piiies"
(Col),
Mild
(reissues) (2d wk), $7,()00.
$6,000.
Last week, “Proudly We
Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; 98- Hml” (Par) and “Wake Island"
$1.20)— “Third Man" (SRO); (8th (Par) (reissues),
fair $5,000.
Still strong at $8,500.
wk).
Last
week, tall $12,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700: 50-9$)
--^“Perfect Strangers" (WB) (2d ^Dozes’ Leads
Mpls.
Poor $7,000.
wk).
Last week,
$ 12 000
Pa,$l8,00(kTipdrt^^^^
United Artists (B&K) (1 ,700; 50.

New

.

,

—

“Sundowners" (Eli) aind
“House By River" (Rep). Modest

98

1

$9,0b0.
Last week, “Paid in Full"
(Par) and “Uriinasked" (Rep) (2d
wk), $6,000. '
Woods (EssahessV (1,073; 98)^

Sockwoo

$12,0()(11tt

2d

i

i

•

'

•

.

UaR Baff,

,000; 'Cal Mao’

20G

Buffalo, April 11.

Big news here this round is the;
showing being made by “Cinderella’’ and “Yellow Cab Man."
Both are terrific. “Riding High"
also is big at Paramourit. “Cindy"
will pace city at Century while
”CAb Man" i$ only step behind, at
the Buffalo.

;

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loews) (3:500/ 40-^70)
VYellow Cab Man" / (M-G) and

—

,

“Silent Dust:* (Mono)
Great at
$21,000 or close. Last week, “Con.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; fi5-$l;20)
“Challenge To Lassie’* (M-G)
midtown, sector;
/ /
$5,000;
Last week, “Challenge
with vaude. Apparently pic is not
: Biggest money oif newcomers is
Lassie" (M-G) and ’‘Twilight in
drawing youngsters as hoped, with
going: to the Strand's ’’Damned f air $17,000.
Sierra" (Rep)* $5,000.
Last week, “Cargo
Don’t Cry/’ which is backed by Capetowh” (Col) and vaude, $19,Peter Lind Hayes and Mary Healy 200, Oyer hopes/
//
plus
Miguelito
band.
Valdes
Faramounf (Par) (3,664; 55Shapes up very solidly at $59,000; $1;50)—
High" (Par) plus

—

.

,

’Riding
Billy Eckstine,

The larger Capitol also is famw At
$58,000 with /“Reformer and Bed-

head" plus

Nancy rWalker onstage,
“Comanche Territoi^*’/ioOms
the

^
Easter

ace

$42*()00

Pittsburgh, April 11

straight-film
at the Rivoli,

Henny Youngman,

Pete Rugolo orch onstage; Brought
in ahead of originally scheduled
Opening date, to tee Off Monday
(10) iollowing two previews SunDoing big, after
day (9) night.
fine reviews, in first two days. In
(Par)
Carey"
Ahead, “Gaptain
with Mel Torme, Ella Fitzgerald*
Sam DOnahue orch (2d wk-5 days),

Skmmy Kaye band and

.

as

With sock
most crix

:

Also smash is
Week producing a couple
of Winners in “Cinderella," hold- “Love Happy" with $30,000 or a
bit better at the Criterion.
“City
over at Stanley/ and “Cheaper by
Lights" shapes to hit
at 4^39,000 after fair $60,000 :ppener.
Dozen," at' Harris.
But on the the Globe, very strong $28,000
for a rewhole, biz isn’t up tb expectations
Park Avenue (U) (583; 90-$l .50)
issue.'
after recent yery mild sessions.
—“Run For Your Money" (U).
The
really
terrific
trade,
how“Wabash Avenue" gox
Shapes to hit big /$12,000, arid
got 'off
on 10
to Slow
slow
start at Fulton.
In
ahead,
“Astonished
holds.
Returii- of vaude
“Daughter
of
of
O’Grady
Rosie
to Senator, with “Traveling, SalesHeart’’ (U) (8th wk), wAs dowm to
C h e ap er By Dozen.” $2,000 in final four days, after $3,woman,” giving that spot a lift. and
“Love Happy" is sending the BaiTV “O’Grady/’ with strong assist 700 for seventh frame.
from annual Easter stageshow, is
over the hump;
Radio City Music Hall (Rockezooming to $163,000 at the Music
Estimates for This Week
fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)— “DaughBarry (Skirballl (l,i06; 45-80)-r- Hall, with long lines every day. ter Of Rosie O’Grady" (WB) and
“Love Happy" (UA). Smart cam- ’Dozen," supported by stout stage Easter show, “Glory of Easter"
paign is spelling good $8,5a0, best bill headed by Fran Warren and onstage (2d wk).
With big lift
here since house wenf first-run Harmonicats, is pushing iip to from crowds starting Saturday^with Red Shoes" (EL). Last week, $153:000 on initial. hdldoveK., round Sunday pushing to terrific $163,000
“Port New York" (EL) and “Blonde at the Roxy, this 20th-FDx show- after big $143,500 initial frame.
Dynamite" (MOno), $4,500 in 9 case also having lines;
Continues on. Current session is
’’Golden Twenties," Richard de running very close to Easter week
days,
Fulton (Shea) (1,750; 45-80)— Rpchemont documentary, is land- a year ago.
“Wabash Ayenue" (20th).. Crix ing $24,00ff or near in first week
Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-98)
didn’t think this one of Betty at the Astor, very strong for this ’Without Pity" (Indiel (5th
wk).
Grable’s better musicals and box- type of pic. V Hung up this money Operis today (Wed,).
Last week,
office seems to bear that out. Mod- despite the top price being low- strong
after
$7,500
$8,300 in third
erate $10,000 .or less. Last week, ered to $1.25 compared with $1.50 round. Fifth week for this Italian“Three Game. Home" (20th) (2d wk- and at times $1,80 at this house. made makes it longest-run picture
“Nancy
Goes
To
Rio,"
hurt some- at house since
10 days), $9;500.
last July.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 45-80)— what by so many new pictures beRivoli
(UAT-Par) (2,092; 90“Cheaper by Dozen" (20th) Sock ing launched, still is nice at
$1,80)
“Comanche Territory"
$15,000.
That’s enough to hold. around $25,000 at the- State. “A
Socko $42,000 looms in first
(U».
Last week, “The Nevadan*’ (Gol), Run For Your Money" teed off
ending tomorrow (Thurs ).
week
with
big
$12,000
at
the
Park
$9,500 in 9 days,
Holds.
In ahead, “Samson and
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 45-80)— Avenue.
Riding High," with Billy CT”,
Eck- Delilah” (Par) (ISth Wk), okay
“Yellow Cab _._au
Man” vm-Ax;,
(M-G).
Just
OUSl
a.
rr"
'V,,'
Youngman .and Pete $12,000 in 8 days, concluding
fair at $15,006/ Last week, “Cononstage, sdarted big highly profitable long-run engagespirator” (M-G), sluggish $11,000;
the^Paramount, ment.
Senator (Astor) (1,750; 50^99)—
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.75)
“Traveling Saleswoman" (COl) and!
“Cheaper By Dozen" : (20th) with
^
vaudo. -Big campaign about return
Frari Warren, Harmonicats head.of yaude to Pittsburgh' payibg. off
ing Stageshow (2d wk). Pushing to
.with big $11,000 6r over in 6 da*ys,
^
giant $153,000 after big $114,000
:i^/?yf:ai®?
9!.
opener.
Siet to Atay four weeks.
goS‘4li1?iSy“'^)^S;'‘ti^’ T**®
Harmonicats went on bill before
end of first week after missing

—

giving

—

it

a nod.

.

1

’

“

.•

,

.

;

—

—

Friday. One new entry, “Cheaper
By the Dozen," however, is setting a fast pace at Radio City.
“East Side" at State looms okay.
“Francis’’ still is big in third week
at

RKO-Pan.

!

;

'

!

.

,

.

dSdm/

''^tanl^"‘(^|f (lt)r

TWMgh,'

wKh

jdiomf^^ $31?^"or'do^t'" imh: wek'at
i

sock $22,00b,on top of $20,000

last

™, week

“Tarzan Slave Girl" (RKO). With
Ambassador
fSiritzky)
(1/100;
kids holidaying, should add Up to 70-$U
“Scandals of Clocherbetter than okay $9,000.
merle"
(Siritzky)
(3d Wk). Second
Last
Week, “Barricade" (WB), $7,000,
week ended Monday (10) held to
'

Estiinaies for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)
“12 O'clock High" (20th) (3d wk).
Neat $6,(100 after big $7,500 pre-

—

vious

—

'

socko

$9,200

after

first

stanza's

$9,400.

istaiiza.

Sockb 21G,

Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
“Cheaper By Dpzen" (2pth).: Big
week,
“Perfect
Last
$18.000.

K,C.;

at

,,

Strangers" (WB), light $11JK)0:

RKO-Orpheum

(RKO) (2,-600;
“Cindewlla” (RKO) (2d
50-70)
wk). Boxoffice champ. Huge $12,-

—

000 after remarkable $28,000 for
(M-G) and “Great Plane Holy Week, breaking house record

"

/S^pri^ingiy mild*'^
Estimates for

Kansas
Theatre row

is

City, Aprii 11.,
loaded with good
froni Lent

Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 60-$1.25)
—“Golden Twenties" (RKO). Richard de Rochemont documentary
of 1920-30 period of American life
hitting solid $24:000 or hear, sui‘prisingly strong for this type of
\
film ih view of lower scale. Holds.
Last Week, “Three Caiiie HOme"

(2Gth) (6th wk), light $11,500.
Bijou (City Tnv;) (589; $1.20big
grosses
all
arquiid. $2.40)— “Red
Shoes" (EL) (77 th
for straight films at regular scale. with
Paramount (Par) (3:000; 40^70)— Way over hopes. Theatre opens “Cheaper By Dozen" is sock in Wk>; /Pushing up to smash $11,000
^‘Riding High" (Par). Big $16;000? at
to : accommodate three Fox-Midwest houses, stays or better, aided by, five additional
9:30
a.m.
second 'week.
Last week, “Monkey Business" crowds
“Cinderella" at shows; 76th stanza was oke $7,500.
(Par.v and “Horse Feathers", (Par)
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)— Missouri and “Riding High" at Stays Indef,
(reissues), $6,000.
Gapltol (Loew’s) (4,820; 55-$1.50)
Both
(3d wk).
One of Paramount both are /big.
“Francis"
U:)
./Center (Par) (2vX00; 40-70)— year’s top grossers here. Big $6,- hold.
Midland Is just good with —“Reformer and Redhead" (M-G)
“Stage Fright"
Strong 000 following bo ff $8,500 previous “Yellow Cab Man." /Orpheum is with S^imy Kaye orch, Nancy
(WB).
back with films, ’’Three Came Walker heading stage bill. Looks
$14,000.
Last week, ’’Dakota Lil"
(Zpth)
Home" doing fairly okay. Weather /like fancy $58,000 in initial week
and ‘‘Cry :/--'Murder" (FC);
state (Par) (2,300; 50-70)
$7^00.^-.
Holds, nat“East Side" (M-G). Tough bppp- is not too warm, and more favor- ending Friday (14).
fafayette (Basil’s) (3,000; 40-70) siti^ and bad weather holding able than previous fortnight
urally;
Last week, “Yellow Cab
:Woman of Distinction" (Col) this to only; okay $10,000. Last
Estihiates for This Week
Man" (M-G> with George Paxtort
and “Mule Train" (Gol).
Esquire (Fox /MidWest) (820; 45 orch topping stageshow (2d wk>,
Okay week, “Anvbusir’ (M-G^, $11,000.
65)— “Hit Ice" (EL) and “Letter of slight $25,000. Lee Davis replaced
$10,500.
Last week; “Buccaneer's
World (Mann) ^ 400; 50-85)
pirl" (tJ) and “Body hold" (Gol); “Gonspirator"
Bang-up Introduction’’ (EL) (reissues). Fair Artie Dann part of holdover ses(M-G).
$ 11 000
with
substantial $3,000;
Last week, ’‘Dillinger'’ sion; latter was out ill.
along
bally
CcntuiT 20th Cent.) (3,000; 40- amount of publicity recently gar- (Mono) and “Mutiny Big House"
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50r$l. 75)
70)— “Cinderella" (RKO). Terrific nered by Elizabeth Taylpr help- (Mono) (reissues), $2,000 in 5 days.
Giving
“Love > Happy" (UA».
$21,000 or close. Last week, “Back ing this one to good $3,500. Last
Kihio (Dickinsoh) (550; 5575):-- this house dne of its biggest reBataan"
(RKO)
and
Nice cent weeks With sniash $30,000 or
“Marine week, “Tight Little Island" (U) “Bicycle Thief" - (Indie).
Raiders" (RKp)\ (reissues)* $9,500. (3d wk), good $2,000.
(Continued on page 18)
Last w'eek, “BucHolds*
Over.
spirator’:

successful run here.

•

Minheapplis, April 17.
It is no newcomer, but a holdover, the amazing “Cinderella," in
“Gheaper By Pozen" :(20th). Great its second RKO-Orpheum week,
that*s the boxoffice talk of town.
High' (20thV (5th wk), $12,500.
mui-n
n- ^
Pisney opus is still
rolling
World (Indie) (587; 80)— “Bicycle
Thief" (Indie) (8th wk). Fine $5,- after phenomenal feat of breaking
000 in final week. Last week, $4,- the RKO-Orpheumi record, for a
000
admission film
straight regular
and in Holy Week including Good

CndereBa'

!

cut into trade at nearly all BroadState (Goldberg) (865; 16^65)— way the a t r e s, keeping many
youngsters and. parents from the
“Foolish Heart”
(RKO).
Trim
(reissues) , $7,000,

.

,

'

Robbery" (UA); $14,600.

Ims

and

emerging

-

,

i

•

(

,

:

i

—

i

^

.

first
few days.
Trade built so
well yesterday that house went to
six shows.
Biz was running ahead
of comparable day Easter week
last year.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.20)—
“Nancy To Rio" (M-G). Somewhat
disappointing but still nice with
$25,000 or near.
Stays over. In
ahead, “Outriders" (M-G) (4th wk),
$8,000 in filial 8 days.
;

Strand (WB) (2,776; 55-$2)—
’’Damned Don’t Cry" (WB) With
Peter. Lind Hayes, Mary Healy,
MlgUelito Valdes otch; DiGataiios
on stage.
Very solid $59,D00 or
near with nibe crix appraisal oJf
pic, and Hayes-Healy figuring ai
big draw.
Stays oyer, siiice thiai
is far ahead of anything house has
done in many weeks. : In ahead,

“Barricade" (WBl and Count Basie
orch,
Billie
Holiday i2d wk),
$22;000.

Sutton (R&B) (561 90-$l .50
“Fallen Idol'MSRO) (22d wk). The
;

gist

session

ended Monday

/<10)

edged Up to $6 '500 as result of
Easter after strong $6,200 for 20th
week.
Continues, with “Winslow
Boy" (EL) opening in about A
•Weeks.

Trans-Lux 60th
74-$l. 50)— “Tight
(16th wk).

(tJ)

endea
$5,000,

St.

(453;
Island’*

(T-L)

Little
;

Fifteenth

week

Saturday (8) was fancy
same aa 14th round. Stays

last

ori.

j

.

|

—
;

j
'

!

I

.

;

|

,

^

Victoria

(City

Inv.)

(1,060;

95-

$1.50)— “Third Man" (SRO) (10th
Climbing to smash $31,000
wk).
or hear in current round ending
today (Wed.) after $25,000 Tor 9th
week. Stays indef.

.

WedneBdafy

12,

1950

Hundreds of press and radio correspondents, trade paper representatives

and national ipagazine editors joined^ cheering audiences East and West
acclaiirting

M-G-^/S Great American

in

Musical. You'll hear this often:

More people vviU pay mor^ money to see M- G -M's ANNIE
**

GET YOUIl
>

GUN"

than any other

M-Q-M

FIRST IN

TECHNICOtGR

screen musical in

him

PlCtURES-AND THAT MEANS
lITott't

Uiilii

history !

FIRSTl

W« A.\€ Tfte Mm>7c Tox J)

,

,

;; 1

.

.

^AftllTV'r iLONbdW 0^FICI
V

ll^TfiRNATION^L

Ptucr# Tfafafftfr Squ«r«

St.

IS

Alameda’s 1949 $559,475
iGIross Mex City’s Highest
Mexico City, April 4.
Top grossing film house here last
year was the
Ciiie
Alameda,
Frankfurt, April 4. "f
In Ihe fitst action of iU kincl, the

High Commission clamped
down on a film produced under the
former Nazi propaganda minister’s
auspices and banned It from^ furr
Tj,

s.

tner showing in the U. U. ocbupation zone for being -‘anti-British.”
IJ. S: action came Wedriesday (29)

and

cliriiaxed

in

started

.

British

House

London, April 11.
With the exception of Metro's
Empire, where standout business
has bpen done With “On the Town”
and a stage show, and “They Were
Not Divided” at the Lricester
Gbpperation bf the iffotioh Picr Square thehtre. Which opened big
tiire Assh;, of America's Foreign after a valuable press boost* preFilms Advisory Unit helped him Easter West End boxofflee takfhgs
cbririderably in his chbre of lining have been, generally- at a loW ebb.
up an American distributbr for the New holiday attractions which
Italian-made “Sky Oyer the Marsh- bowed in last weekend included
es,’’
Leonard Lippe revealed in the new Danny Kaye opus,; “The
New York last week. While Lippe inspeetbf General,'? whioh is exfailed tb close a deal prior to his pected to gross upwards of $17,000
departure for Paris, he explained in its first week, arid Ivor Novello’s
that the Unit’s assistance produced “The Daricirig Years,” which was
a number of prospects.
launched With as Wank premiere at
Advisory Unit’s aid in Lippe's: the-' Carlton.;
^
instance was in the fbrm of a reEstimdies for Last Week^*
cent trade screeniing for “Marshes”
Carlton (Par) (1,128; 65c-$i:60)^
which some 60 affihated and indie “Happiest Days of Your Life” (BL):
distrihs attended.
It was the first Stobd up Well to fifth week. With
Such preview handled under the handy $5,000 after strong opening,
Unit’s auspices.
Lippe holds the ^yhich fluctuated; between $8,000
film’s U- S. rights tinder an arrange- and
/‘Dahcing Years”
$8;500.
merit with the picture’s Italian pro- (ABP) in for Easter;
ducer.
Feature, incidentally, has
Empire (M-G) 3,099; 50c-$1.60)^'
copped plenty of pre-release pub- ‘‘On the TownV .(M-G) and stage
licity in national mags.
show, Socko opening close on $20,-;
OQO, /almost reaching first week
record for new vaUdfilm policy.
Second Week holding firm and likely top $18,000^
Holds;
Gaiimprit
(CMA).‘ 1,500;
45 ctoAiiDounce $1.61).
“Dancing in- Dark” (20th)
and “Father Was Fullback” (20th).
,

.

-

m

a controversy which

the

pioneer deluxe house, opened iii
1936 by Emilio Azcarraga, big ex^
hibitor and radio station operator.
Alameda’s gross* reports the city
a m usements
superviision
department, was $559,475,. a new high for
cinemas
here.
in London
A$ It
Next were the Cine Orfeon;
London, April il,
$422*685; Cine Mexico: $381945;
‘‘The iVian With the Umbreila,” Cine Metropolitan: $3^75,135; Cine
by. Louis Ducreux, which
Teresa; $357,825; Cine Chapultepec:
comedian Ralph Lynn's first effort $320,075; Cine Palacib Chino: $31 9,at production, bowed in at the 990; Cine Mariscala; $318,856; Cihe'
Duchess theatre April 5, where it Olympia $312,990, and Cine Opera

of

Comihbns, where the first charges
were made against piC being ‘‘anti^ was adroitly directed in a series of
cameo apd full stage scenes by
pro- John Gpunsell. Roma June trahsThe film, ‘‘Titanic,”duced by the Nazi compahy, Terra lated it. Charles Gpldner scored
Film, in 1943, inspired by Josef evehing’s honors as a kind of ,manGoebbels. A year later, however, whb-played God in shaping others’
Goebels banned pic for possible lives with uhfpreseeri disaster, with;
Sheila Burreli excelliiig in diffisowing oi defeatism.
After the war, ‘‘Titanic” was ob- cult puppet-like role.
Play was ehthusiasticaliy retained by the Central European
About 900 feet ceived by firstnighters, but piess
Distribution Co.
were cut from the original version, was spjmewhat cagey, with outlook
eliminating all pro^Nazi or ha- promising in intimate theatre: and
tionalistic sequences. The film Was llkeiy to attract bii its unusual
passed last year by the German appeal.
office
self-regulation
and was
preemed in Stuttgart early FebruPic
had
also
license
foiv the
ary.
French zOne, but was never shown

'British/'

:

;

•$31Q,950,-.-'-

The Arf eon, Teresa and dpera

,

exhibit mostly Mexican pictures

^

•

'

,

.

;

,

-

;

Vienn

,

;

'

has been set between So Vexportfilmr Russiah distrib mOnop-:
oly here, and the Atistriari. government-con trolled Austria Wo^^^
schau newsreel, under which the
Soviets shut down their zohally disr
tributed newsreel immediately in
favor of the Austrian reel.
Quid
pro quo is that the Austrians agree
to^ insert minimum of one Kremlin
clip in each week’s release for a
minimum of 120 feet of Soviet
propaganda^ Deal is fine financially for the Viennese, since it adds

'-

.

No

license for the British
zone Was obtained. (Under regulations concerning former Nazithere.

made

pix,

distribs

must have

in

li-

censes for each of the occupation
'

Pic did ipod business in major
S. zone cities and business be^
gan booming after the issue was
raised in the British parliament.
It
hit
the top
mOney-makihg
brackets when the ban, giving it a
three-day leeway, was announced.
It played three houses in Frankfurt, two in Heidelberg' and a
sevenrday run in Kasseb- with all
performances on the three days
SRO. Additionally, a Regensburg
theatre changed its program and
put on “Titanic” for a special
three-day run: Tickets wbre sold
but immediately.

A spokesman of the^^distrib denied that the filrii is ‘‘anti-British”
and said that it is hardly logical
that Goldstein, a former Jewish
concentration camp inmate, would
play a pro-Nazi pic. He added that
the firm has also two feritish pix
stock.

TOP GERMiUI PIX FIRM
SETS NEW EXPORT DEALS
Hamburg, March; 31.
Real Film, Germany’s biggest
production outfit, announced the
.

j

|

The

V

classic field.

Belgian-Luxeinbourg deal
Margot Fonteyn, Beryl Grey and
export of the entire Real Michael Somes danced the lead
production until the end of this. -roles. Moira Shearer, will alternate
year.
The pact for Finland takes with Miss Fonteyn in subsequent
|

i

presentations.
.

—

with

Yugoslavia

!

first

•

Maekova, Dolin tb Wind
tour in Albert Hall
London, April

4.

Alicia Markova arid Aiiton Doiih,
who have been tburing England

on
Paris,

Actors
•

Syndicate,

^rs handle aU
- ^
•

,

(Figures,

whose niem-

60()% salary boo5t

fpi

,

union in msisting upon such
hike has been
termed by some observers as blatant anti-American discrimiriatibn.

tile

an

astroriomical

ovfijp

,

firial-

a period of one to

GOODMAN,

.

OF

The invasion of American bands Easter attraction.
Plaza (Par) (lv902; 65c-$l;60):
Europe goes on. Benny Goodman will appear in Switzerland ‘‘Appointment With Danger’’ (Par).
into

May

;

10

to

13,

Zurich,

visiting

Berne, Basle, Lausanne and Geneva
with a group comprising Roy Eldr
ridge, trumpet; Jack Sims, tenor
.

Disappointing

opening
Week,
around $4,800, in line with gerieral
-

boxoffice drop:

^

Holds.

Warners (WB) (1,735; 45e.-$1.60),
“Always Leave Them Laughing”
(WB). Second Week poor at $4,5QQ,
after;

mild opening at $5,000.

spector

Thursday

Gerieral’(6).

Venice

“Black Chiffon,” West’ster (50).
‘‘Bonaventiire,” Vaude, (18).
‘"Brigadoon,” Majesty's (22).
“Castle Air,” Adelphl (18):
“Detective Story,” Princess ( 3 )
“Eliz. Slept Here,” Strand (24h
“ Fallen Angels,” Ambass,. (18).
“Folies Bergere,” Hipp (27),;
“.Harvey,” Prince of Wales (67).
“Heiress,” Hayimarket (63).
“Home at Seven,” W’ham (5).
“King Rhapsody,” Palace (30).
“Knights Madness,” Vic. Pal. (4).
“Latin Qt. 1950,” Casino

“Man With Umbrella”

“In-

opened

last

^

“On Mon. Next,” Comedy

(45).

“Ring Round Moon,” Globe

|

(i’l).

“Schoolmistress,” Seville (10).
“Sireetcar,” Aldwych (27);
“Trayellcr’s Joy,” Criterion (96).
“Treasure Hunt,” Apollo (30).
“Venus Obs’ved,? St: Janies (12).

“Way Things Go,” Phoenix

'

i

to

Launch Owii

Jap Film IVoduction Co^
Tokyo, April
Sessue

Hayakawa, Who
and “Three

‘Tokyoo Joe”

Mills

Touring Scotland

Horiae’’ in
-

Hollywood,

ori

4.

made

Game

the

way

back to Japan after his wartime
European exile, is now appearing
Glasgow, April 4.
on Nipponese screeins in his first
John Mills, here at King's, the- postwar Japanese pic, Film is
atre in the hew Bridget Boland Daiei’s “Par Away Motherland,” in
play, “The Damascus Blade,” is which
Hayakawa,
appropriately

In

London Legit Tr^^

,

mulling return to films in “Little

enough, plays a Japainese exile

in!

Boy Lost,” from hovel by Margg- South America who returns to
rita.'Laski.
Nippon jto pursue the gal he loves.
Pic will deal With an English- Film is doing .p k, in firstrun remah ’s search through Europe for lease:
seen.
the son whom he's rfe^
Vet actor has anrioiinced iriMills and wife, Mary Hayley Bell, terition to launch his own producrecently bought film rights of book, tion company this month. His fii*st
Damascus Blade,”; giyen moder- effort will he a filmizatiori of“Le.s
ate boast by Scot critics, moves Miserables,” which he will prosouth to London after its Edin^ duce, star in and direct. ;/When
burgh week,
pic is firilshed, HayakaWa plans to
retu rn to Ameri ca an d h opes to re .

‘

.

(4);

D'tch’s (V.:

“Mr. Gillie,” Garrick (5),
“Oklahoma!” Drury Lane (149).
“Old Vic Rep.,” News (26).

^d

May

Hayakawa

2-3,

of run)

“Lady Mislaid,” St. Mart (11 1
“Larger Than Life,” York (9).

first

Don Cossack Chorus eondueted piece will be optioned by. Artistj
ny Serge Jaroff touring Swit’/er- Associati, United Artists distribafter 11 years' absence.
ulors in Italy.

show weeks

London, April 11.
“Annie Get Gun,” Cbl’s'm (149),
“Beau Strategeni,” Lyric (50).

diibbing, have de-

Author of the best original urthalf of their tour
reportin British concert haUs
thea- produced screen treatriieht
tres, with second half devoted to edly will be handed 1,000,000 lire
(about $1,600) at the 1950 Venice
appearances in Rank theatres.
Tour has been uniformly sue- Film Festival. Fete is genei ally
eessful, and duo are expected back held duriri6 A;ugust..
in the fall.
They fly to the U. S:
Writers of all countries are elifor ah appearance at Robin Hood gible to compete and scripts may
Hell, Philadelphia, July 6,
be submitted either in English,
French or Italian. Prize-winning
f‘‘nd

now being

Music” (WB). Second Week down
to mild $7,000 after opening to
two years is a production program modest $7,86d. Holds over Easter.
of six “A” features with a total “Oh, You Beautiful Doll” (20thbudget for the sextet of over Fox) in next/ Week.
$2,000,000;
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA) 2.200; 45c-$1.60).
“Beautiful Blonde
from Bashful Bend” and ‘‘Prisoner
ELLINGTON
of Zenda” (26tIi-F6x; Third week
down to moderate $5,600; after
modest second week take of $5,400:
“Under My Skin” (2Qth) goes ip a*
Basle, April 4.

Aim

Zurich and Geneva
11.

f
^|^bbiug American pictures. In the
event its demands aren’t thet, the
iunibn says; it will call a strike.
Meanwhile, reps of the Motion
Picture Assn, of America are huddling with the Syndicate in ari effort to avert a Walkout; Action of

for six months,; wiir conclude their
tour with a ballet preseritatipn
J u ne 26, at Albert Hall for : six
nights.
This will mark the first
time for ballet at this 8,000-seat
house:
Dub, with their cbhipany

PlAyed the

venture are

|

German

Yugoslavs chose was “Kathie For
All,” wlimh is also sold
Jran.
Pk* was directed by Akos Rathonyi
and produced by Geza Trebitsch.

tive
ized,

i

!

export of a
film to that coUntiy since the war.
The film the

western

(CM A) (1,733;
Were Not

“They

Divided” (CtFD). Opened tO strong
$6i700 in first weekend, with initial
week expected to climb to over

j

j

The contract
represents the

;

Leicester Square

45c—$L60).

,

,

;

Easter.;

;

.

j

their films made until June 30,
1951.
(Real has 13 pix at the mo nient, with one Of them still in production).

&

Second; week useful $7,000 after
bright opening, at around $7,800.
“All the Kings Men” (Col) in after

cians April 23.
$11,000.
Continues.
In outlining his policy, Wilson
Loridoh Pavilion (UA) (1 ,2l7;
will have to face the one organiza^ :45c-$i.60), ‘“The Big Wheel’' (UA).
tion which tenaciously opposed the Below average opening Week, barecutting of tlie quota from 40% to ly reaching $3,000. Continues oyer
30% arid the hundreds of unem- Easter, with “She Wore a Yellow
ployed techmcians who have been Ribbon” and“Bride for Sale” folidle for long periods; and who still lowing.
have little prospect of permanent
New Gallery (CMA) (1,376; 45cabsorptibn in British studios.
$1.60).
“The Blue Lamp” ((GFD).
It is expected that at this meet- Holding up strongly ip its second
ing there will be the first official West End run with nifty $3,400 for
announcement of AGT’s entry into its, first week. Goritinues;
the production sphere and the deOdeoii; Leicester Sq. (CMA) (2itails, of' its newly formed coopera- 200; 45c-$1.60).
“Young Man of

of Uttie
Hick Hymin, piano; Ed
diences even in Russ zone, dies sax;
completely. 'The Austrians must in- Shaughnessy, drums; Jan Thielesert whatever the Russians give mans, guitar; Charlie Short, bass,
them or prepare a Russian-flavored arid others.
Duke Ellington is touring Europe
clip of their own subject to Soviet
censbrship
and approval. First with one of the largest bands ever
He will
clips already have appeared in the to visit the coritinent.
cover France, Belgium, Holland,
.Austrian reel’s current release.
Switzerland, Italy and Scandinavia,
starting in Le Havre tomorrow (5),
with tvyo concerts scheduled for

calls for

all

London, April 11.
Important statement of government policy to stem the British productibii crisis is expected from
Broad of Trade prexy Harold Wilson when he addresses the annual
general meeting of the Assn, of
Cinematograph
Allied Techni-

.

Commission authorities for a ^revision of the decision, if necessary
with further cuts in the pic,

-ft Finland, Yugoslavia,
tontiacts .with
Iran and Belgium-Luxembourg.

Pix Production Plans

;

*

Marek Goldstein, head of the distrib firm owning “Titanic,” said he
will try to negotiate with High

its

London, April 11.
Premiere of N.
choreographer
George Balanchine’s ‘‘Ballet Imperial” by the Sadler '$ Wells Ballet
at Coyent Garden last Wednesday
which got a rave reception several hundred hotises to their
( 5)
front/ audience and critics, has some comparatively new reel‘s bookings.
interesting sidelights. (Balanchine Ultimate snapper in the situation
had been invited over specially to is that the Austrian reel is printed
stage this work. J
Production was on U. S. raw stock maderavailable
sepn as a trial balloon for Balan- through EGA, despite the local
chine’s own troupe, the N. Y. City reel’s competition with the Motion
Ballet
which makes its first Picture Export Assn, newsreel.
appearance in London this sumEGA officials here are meeting
mer. Boff receptioh is taken as a shortly to consider what they can
good omen for tlip trip, inffiGatihg do about the raw stock. When the
the British public will accept the U. S. Army withdrew from the
worics of Balanchine in the N. Y. newsreel biz last October^ the Ausrepertory, as well as those nf, trians entered the field through
Jerome Robbins,, Todd Bolender •'Wochenschau, which is; owned
and others.
jointly by the government and
Preem was a Balanchine tri- KIBA, a Socialist Party exhibition
umph; as well as. an event of ma- and distribution holding company.
jor importance to English ballet. Ernst Marboe, ndphew by marriage
The Work is pure ballet in the best of Chancellor Leopold Figl, was
clasrical, traction, differing from put in charge.
Chances are the
Sadler’s type of classic ballets, like Yanks can’t do anything, since al“Sleeping Beauty”
and /“Swan location of film was made to AusLake,” which are- story ballets Irian government “to stimulate narather than straight classic abstrac- ti ve production,” and its asrigiltions.
“Imperial” was hailed here ment was left to Austrians who
as the greatest classical work since promptly gave most of it, at very
“Sleeping Beauty.”
Reception is low price, to their newsreel. All
considered significant, in that her e'^ this was despite protest yawps
tofore the English public has gone from Wolfgang Wolf, local MPEA
for ballets by U. S. choreographers boss, who has had hard sledding
based mainly on American themes* with bookings for the MPEA reel
-^“Fancy Free” (sailors), “Rodeo” against government knd party presand “Barn Dance” sui'e On exhibs. Reported that the
(cowboys)
(square dances). This marks the Austrians got sufficient raw stock
first time the British have accept- in the first batch to last them about
ed so wholeheartedly a classical eight months;
ballet done by an American, thus
Under the Vienna-Moscow deal
putting the U. S. on equal terms
the Russian reel. Which 'was 10D%
British choreographers in the
Bolshie ai\d
interest to au.

.

among

Boff londdn Prieeiii

Of Balancblnn at Sadler’s

zones.)

U

:

(6).

“Worm’s View,” Whitehall (155).
Young Wives Talc/' Savoy (39).

M^GV

Burger Oyericas

lease “Miserables” in the U. S.

Sani Burger, Metro’s foreign deFEEirCH TOURIST
partihent sales chief, planed for
Paris, April 11?
the Continent yesterday (’Tues.) on
Eui'ope
inclement weather, tour'‘through
Despite
swing
two-month
a
and the Middle East, Burger will ists are flocking to Paris and also
brief overseas Metrbites on new the; Riviera, where highway traffic
ba.s been uriprecedented;
product and sales policies.
^
Both riiteries and theatres in thi^
He will visit 15 countries during
French capital are jammed.
his trek;
.

,

Wednefi^ay, April 12, 1950

STARRING

WITH

JAMES BARTON. ^ CUDDLES SAKALL - GENE NELSON
PIRECTEO BY DAVID BUTLER
produced by william JACOBS
Screen Play by Jack Rose
MELVIULE SHAVELSON * PETER MILNE • From a Story by
j
^
JacK Rose and Melville
Shtvelson • Musical Director Ray Heihdorf
•

;

^

1

4

.

—

.
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Wednesday^ April JZi 1950

iiGviEWS

suspeddad mid «ir, are tops in
the Reid. Garners top mitt action^
MipueUtb VaVdea
(13 J laith
Kay De Witt, hep house chantoo- Juanita Rios; The PiGdtnnps ( 2 ),
sey, who is being featured more Peter Lind Haye$ idith Mary Meaand more often by manager Joel ly; **The' Damned Ddn*t Cry**
MargoHs, displays her versatility (WB), reviewed in current issue
VAgiexY,
and
Boogie
in
reviewed
“Bumble.
head’*
(M-G),
^qucerto,
with a trio of tunes. There is some O/ VAHlEtYv
BiniiCIlAlMarch 8 *50.
others offers nothing unusual.
trivial production business to inJBrog,
her “Ginderella,” thence
Short in numbers, the current
Sammy Kaye’s orch im its regular troduce
on to “One Fine Day’* from “Maannual stand at this Broadway dame Butterfly,” and. a final “Ho- Strand bill bas enough of what it
OI,yiiipia«
to handle its entertainment
takes
is heading up a crackerjack
'house,
sanna” as show’s sole tribute to needs. Only three names
Miami,. April 0.
tor heavy
on the
§ eJirt hSllday show oaFmaVked
the. Easter season. Miss De Witt’s
Gs’ «
Miguelito
organisation,
Valdes*
bill—
Kaye’s
returns.
the
t« Trines BricK b o. * solid assist from comedienne rich contralto registers w'ell ballropming DiGatanos, band,
v .
plusthe
Rhode House*
enough, but her material impresses
Bros.
Nancy Walkei: and hoofer RayJWa- as being «irather haphazardly cho- headlining Peter vLlnd Hayes wpth
(M'rs. Hayes)’.
Healy
Mary
lone, paces,, a well-planned layout sen, with
wim. less pdi) appeal than is
unny
iTie Valdes orch, with the husky
repertoire,
satisfying fare on hand here for
leader alternating between the
impressionist Bernie George spevaude regulars this weeki Two rl^“^J,^snout. ^ ^ j
^
and the vocals, plus a little
baton
Its
localJ
cializes in sou rid effects, rather
acts, long holdovers in
bonga-belting on the side, geta over
the opening _ Bake
‘^n big names; though
gjiare topline honbrs *0^
jjigtrgg
You
with the Latin rhythms from a
number tP the cluing
sai^^y,^^^
^
Gblman and Churchill bits, combihation that cbmprises piario,
held down by ^f.PV
Reproduces the Sounds of the fight bass; two bongas, drums, four reeds
Baylos, Who also emcees I*'
covers its
and four brass plus the leader hlmthat
air
jt^xed
be
ring, announcer, referee, crowds,
manner. On his own,
as, for instance,
‘Af ah.
_
si
natter that is.-^^^ited routines
effects ot
of soap
soao selL Juanita Rios is the undulating
the sound ettects
band vocalist and maracas-shaker.
bitrthe luminous flower arrangements
^ 11 thg *^P®^as; a sham air battle and an
The DiGatanos are svelte as ever
overseas broadcast, corn plete with
atmospheric interference. His Im- with their smooth ballroom stuff,
male’s lifts being as effortless
the
authentic
pressions are sufficiently
distinctive as ever. Their top
Kjokoii
to have rated a better response and
- V
111 aauici. guy Uii way lU
P^*wDa“
4.;.v.l«rt
is still the fast whirl that
click
than he got at show caught
A
in a.bus,^also teaming with ^ung
Musici^y.^the K^e^or^
a he does with the girl e ntwined
Freddie Stewart on a song. Holds
Band
program.
varied
his heck.
around
a
neatly
up
itlA wav
of flare, may account for this.
Alamo registers ujck
Hayes haS an insouciant charm,
There’s no question of George’s
some
of those admittedly old
but
gags can be eliihinated. Miss Healy
Lowe.
zingy
effecan
getting
does much for the act with her
lo smooHj
cjmrkrwHi and
nrirl'. effecti^^^^^
AfiFApllVi
^ oet Goose,” the latterTeridition, Laura
erY^is
dramatic
looks and stage know-how, plus the
««•> 'V'th both oldsters, and teehEiiiplre^ Lf»ntloa
voice and comqdy flair. That finale
;j^e.,4 g,s(, does nicely with “It’s
agers.
_
.
and, joins, with tjie
Loudon, March 27.
single by Hayes, in which he does
hv«,h»rs>WiidertuT’'
e,,....
a...
^

Capitol, N. Y.
pianist, occupies the four-spot. At
Piiraiiioaiit, N. Y.
numbei^
Sammy '"Kaye Orch
the. first show he did four
»sked Tony Alamo, Laura Leslie, Chubby
Billy Eckstine, Henny Young- and then didn’t wait to
fnaut Pete Rugolo Orch (19)^ Bob’ to turn in two more. Keyboarding Silvers; Kandy Walker, Ray Ma*
by Lane t CUthe; “Riding High
“Rhapsody' iti Blue,"' a Greig lone; *^The Reformer and the Red^

.
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|

(Far), reviewed in Vahiety

%
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’50,

11,
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With Crosby’s “Riding Highy^tpr;
the screen lure and the high-riding

!

Miami

j

Billy Eclcstine topping the in-perr

!

for a vory profitable curlooks
rent run. They had^ ’em queued up
irthe"lohl5 opening shV of th?
first day ( 10 ), and that’s certain
to be the pattern for the next cou-

i

’

;

,

^le of weeks

j

at least.
Biirha.s less talent quantitatively
than usual, but from the moie irnangle
qualitative
portant
mheT
stronger than quite a

.

.

.

.

;

^

.

i

^

lineups

them from ^he

naturally,

ment he walks
“I’m in the

oil.

j

:

^

.

.

!

>

Paramount

ren" dTpTrtmen

.

i

mev^

-

Starting v ith

I

.

’

f

Mood For Love” and

.

I

me winaow, riUiistuic ^cnv
bobbysox brigade into spasms
*
the show caught

rsy

'

.

at

!

ma /
w.p
Henny Youngman’s current
.lACHliy

.

.

a.

V..

,

,

^ uite as new or original as they
might
light be. they at least have the
mer
lerit of being consistently funny.

•

‘

j

;

;

'ypungman aclivery
.
,
has on past occasions been a little
too fa.st for some
ers, and even with
mike here some,

The

rapid-fire

.

.

i

i

to get the yocks
it was just that the teenagers were
waiting for Eckstine.
Bobby Lane arid Glaire dance

l

'

..

^

^
w®ll io hMltiw^^r^timnr

.

<

^
i
i

—

"W
mplied by Nancy
_ -.i-_ j

ter

a

newspaper comic section. Latan extremely good routine
the
a welcome relief from

is

and

oa..v,a%».oi

...

xT.a.

i

xa-.

—

on

Parade,”

the

..

new_

W u Chalin the three months since the pon. /Uberf s Hou^e Orch;
though some of the sophistication
reviewed
to Lassie
in her overall broad style is lost vaudfilm policy w'as introduced at
Toronto. April 7.
Empire, there have peen
in this big house. She scores heav- the
*
Red Ingle & Natural Seven, Dun- ily, hov^ever, with her; burlesque noticable improvements in the
Current Palace bill shapes up as
(2) Naomi of an amateur ballet dancer for a standard of the stage show.
This
( 3 ), Martin Bros.
jnoin, Jimmy. Cameron. Charles strong finish.
particularly applies to the techni- diversified^ and entertaining. Fastbill
the
Stone
Archie
( 13
Ray Malone rounds out
cal side, and the current show is ly-paced, its main artillery is in
[the latter half.
House Orch: “Girls Schoor (Col). with a flashy style of tapstering. outstanding for superb lighting,
King Bros., youthful pair of
Malone’s hoofing is marked by eyeKarson has" now developed a set
with Easter backgrounding, cur- catching breaks and fancy taps.
format for the Show, which works acres, give proceedings a lively
Herm.
is, a pleasant package,
but well. First is the Melachrino send off with slick hand and head,

ing

,

Ca^iino-

,

;

_c.

.

,

ucsu »uuwi» ui wic

sci-ica.

1

•

.

Toronto

!

,

!

1

^

standard hoofing of presentationterp teams.
^
Rugolo in his first
Band IS Pete ^
New York appearance with a crew
)
of his own. Rugolo is* chief
ranger for Stan Kenton s new 38-:
piece orch, and touches of the Kenton progressive jazz are evident
his sconng for this 19.man outsriores iri the 70-minute sesfit. Band has a chance to ^show
;
Fox* St. L€»o .
only a pair of numbers, the conThe marquee liire is Red Ingles
St Louis April $
ventional fast jazz opener and and his seven men and a girl (IL
Paul Gray, Dick Thomas, Bobby
what the leader terms his “con- .leanMartinl forcloAvning and guftn
*
Joyriri *: Ginger, Fred & Ann Carcert” arrangemeht of Cole Porter s
effeefs that are not new but
Schirmer,
Latter is ok^.v, noisy and marked by clever instru- roil, _ Nancy Long, Joe
‘Love For Sale.
Av
mr
Pdnus Orch; “The Nevadan”
Frank
over-arranged.
^ ou
mental .solos, with acc 6 mpar\ymg
paced well, with the re- mayheih from fellow troupers, (CdV. I
sultthat its 50-minute length seems^
-Chloe” arid “Tim-tash-in”
Fred^nl.Ann.Ca.’roU. satirists.
quite a mt shorter than ^hat^^
customers begging for
more.
,
MarThe three Dunhills and the
tin Brds. are also high in the apOrpliciiiit^ E. A.
outstanaers or tne currem lay
first for their tne
plause brackets; the
Los Angeles, April 5.
[a.j
^
— X--.
a
— 1^—.1
The Carrolls, in their satires
out.
Dale Sixers (2), johnnp Dugan, [fast and futious stepping. and chal- on, Jerry Colonna. Jimmy Cagney,
Steve 8c Sally Phillips, Lee Donn, lege finishes, and the latter for Basil Rathbone, etc., ’are in trey
puppet mariipulating. Both
Vivian Marshall, Brother Bones, clever
,
sDot and socko
Gifford t Pearl, The Jeffreys 12 ), had_ to- beg off.
comic, who also
Paul Gray
----in rabbi.t costumes |^^Paul
The
^
J»ay,
ii.vfutoc
xtcrc>c
House Orch (9i;;
yy i-tctufrcf
Rene William
% , hne girls,
V
*^Joe
Palooka Meets Humphrey” and lush garden backdrop,, open ’em up on the introes, but when he
a neat routine, with
^111
(Mono).
Thelma* Frechette singing “Easter goes into his, routine in next to
” Gals are back for the closing he held them all the way.
Two
that are vaude vets
Gi*ay’s sly chatter, his impresh of
ft
nine cnmA P^o^uction finale before a church the Ink Spot? doing “If I Didn’t
window motif, with emcee Jimmie
n^nmlcPn^ nAwer^mrife
“April
Cameron nicely vocalizing “Sweet Care,” Al Jolson warbling Nelson
ofphl^S lavout interest
Lily of Mine.” Neat finish Showers” and a burlesk of
Sofrklng the
are Vivfan
has Naomi^
doing a nifty but- hilna
Indian Love Call”
Lall
are
dance on toes, with colorful bling “Indian
-

>
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j

j

i

.

1

‘

m

m

j

;

orchestra playing “Irving Berlin
Next, with Easter as
Fantasy.”
theme, comes the Choral Ensemble
arid the Empire Ballet in a new
and attractive version of “Easter
'The Myrons, gymnasts,
Parade.”
!•'
AM
.11
.
offer a skillful and well timed
balancing act for merited returns,
Empire Girls, irt a colorful setting and

I

;

;

!

»

1

*

i

-M.

'

a A
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balancing for hefty returris. .Freda
Apf«i mairitains
ninmtains the
ihA
Wing (New Acts)
pace with hillbilly song and hoofing to pice reception. Leonard Sues

1

’

scores _w,ith soUd trumpeting ol
“Blue Skies, *‘ *‘St. Jetties InfirrhaMl*
A'f o
r«l%i.'f 4
ImI-a
k>
Ty," et al., and shifts into impreshes
,

!

I

1

lof.

I’M/!: «rvif*AC<i

‘e4

Henry

Busse,. Clyde

McCoy

arid

winds with his version of “Ritual

I

I

re-

’

I

matespots of tho
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comics.
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Senator 9

Pittsburgh, April 8
j

&

twirl taps

.

Johnny Pineapple, Nellie Arnau-t
Bros. Sullu & Tho 7rias Wintori &

^ 5)
Trdweling Salcsiuoman’*
to strong
(Col).
applause with nifty clog dance.
George DeWltt, comedian, dishes
Downtown Senator theatre, longput some quickies before going into
sharp satires Of [Perry Como, time film house which was recently
Vaughan Monroe, and Mel Torme! taken over by a local syndicate
His bit on soap operas is familiar, with an eye to having it replace
as is his detective episodes, but Nixon as a legit site next season,
both are received well. He does is trying to salvage something pea trim characterization of the Pres- Iween now and thenwith vaude-

j

.,

!

I

!

,

i

;

.

-

i

,

;

;

I

I

i

l

mum

;

®

Rondos does^ a $eries of,
with Brandos ^doing^^^^
^^^ounding.
They close

;

I

[

Armstrong chirping
You Anything^ But

j

i

;

!

!

,

!

Buck and Bubbles, sepia team
rounding out their 25th anni as

’

i

;

i

-a.

partners, are clicko, as usual, with
their comedies, songs, pianoing and
hoofing. Only a few
weeks ago they
.
played the nearby Roxy. Earl,
Steve Condos and Jerry Brandowj -lack and BeUy provide a. flashy
have nifty Toutine, flanked by fine closer with their whirlwind skata hefty hand. ing. Don Albert’s house orch backEdba.
“ff with unison taps to grounds superbly.
;Wrap Your Troubles in Rhyrhm,.’’
Bta^dow takes over for. neat imiFitt

Bill is
layouts in recent weeks.
fastly paced, and, of course, major
plaudits are reserved
reseiveu for Lena
piauaus
Borne, Singing filmster.

i

1

,

•

awarded.

While perhaps one of the briefest
It is onc of the strongest

I

na. At show caught, she also supplied eye-appeal and suspense in a
halter-top eVenlng gown: Rowdy antics of Gifford & Pearl are sparked
UnA fnr riiAA rptiiriiQ
Live presentations here follow
by deft timing that soHdly sells the
Dick Thomas Songster and comold gags, the dances and the fun- the nightclub flodr.show format
li^ '’ worM^^
since the house has' no real stage,
poking at ventriloquists.
acerdion, so^^^^^ orer
SfUran
A couple of newer acts also gar- and the current layout i.s strictly ditty along with “Jealous Heart”
ner attention. The Jeffreys, male in the nitery tradition. As a re- and other items, several in the hilland femme, perform ballet-like [suit, it leaves something to be de-^ billy yodeling vein.
routines on irapeze and rings, sup- sired for vaude audiences, rating
Joe Schirmer, band’s ba n joist,
as
“acceptable”
entertain- brings session .to a close with a
plying a good close to the bill, only
Spins and muscle work catch the [ment.
torrid jnterp or; Melody in^F” for
Stronger response could -have a neat hand. Biz fair.
"eye. Male, however, should try out
Sahu.
a new set of grhnaces, Steve &' been elicited .by more judicious;
use
of Ben Pollack’s Dixieland
developed
Sally
Phillips
have
I'apliol*
Something different in style for crew which, though top-billed, has
Washington, April 9.
tap teams. Instead of just rurinirig little to dp. Combo provides muBela Kremo, Kay De Witt, Berthrough stock sets of terping, they siciil backing for the Pied Pipeps,
have added some flash, tapping hilt has dnly opening and closing nie George, Sam Jack Kaufman
while
pantomiming their
way numbers and a socko dixiebeat ver- House Orch (18); Sajuson 8c Dethrough a pickup, a baseball game sipn of the “Thirt. Mari” theme lilah (Par)
and hitch-hiking scene.. Also added for its own spotlighted efforts. Curby Steve are impressions of old- rent: two-beat resurgence, particuCapitol has trimmed its usual
tirrie riffs, buck-and-wings and Pat larly on the Coast, would justify four-act vaude to accommodate the
'more Work from the Pollack sextet. lengthy DeMille opus on the
Rooney. Pair earn a good hand.
Brother Bones beats out his Grew earns hefty response for its screerii Besult is an unimpressive,
rhythms on bones, knives and auto slim chores.
though pleasant, layout, with little
Pied Pipers, with years of bandv accent on the holiday theme.
wrenches while whistling. He. tos.sHeadliner
es in a plug for his Tempo record - radio, nitery and waxing dates beBela
Kremo gets
ing.s
of “12th Street Rag” and hind ’them, draw on a neatly-round- payees on edge of their seats with
“Sweet Georgia Brown.”, dempn- ed rriedley of old faves for the best his bell-ringing juggling routine.
strating why the platters .sold, He part of their 12-minute turn. It’s Act is more sophisticated than the
was liked at show caught. Johnny pleasingly purveyed.
usual sleight of hand, and, at the
Dugan has a good tenor voice, nice
Emcee is Don Corey, who is also same time, dazzling in its swift
personality and looks, all of w'hich on his own for his u.sual imper- pace
and
gravity-defying
techhelped get His four songs over. He .sonatiotts routine. Corey moved nique. Juggler works with miniof props—liats, balls, cigars
needs a bit clearer enunciation. into the Hollywood Paramount
Specially pleasing was his Irish “A after a week at the Downtown Par and boxes. His top hat twirling,
dispensing some okay comic stuff irt which he pops the topper on
Little Bit of Heaven.”
The two Dale Sisters start the that draws chuckles but needs his head from ail positions and anshow with a trampoline workout some jacking up to .score strongly gles, and his amazing cigar box
juggling, with one box perpetually
of standard routines. Lee Donn, with vaude audiences*
Kap,
i

’

;

.

j

i

;

Session opens with Panus’ toot
Nice package and doing top biz.
ers scoring wUth a Chinese medley.
MeStay,
Nanrv T nriff a tAAnaffA hninpt hand
and aero dancer, working
Paraiiioiini. Hollvwootl balancer
on an elevated platform, wins a fine
Hollywood, April 8
mitt for her novelty stuff. Bobby
Bf^n rouaetz
Pollack &
Pick-A-Rib Dixie- t^vpa and nin^Ar in iiAYf 5 lnl
8c nciz-z^-ttio
land Band ( 6 ). Pied Piper.'! ( ),
thowniari^hio with
Don Corey: “Riding High” iPar).!their tap and ecSric dance rou-

Miss Marshall stays on for a fast
14 minutes,, whipping over a lot
of material during that span, be.st
of .Which is an hilarious takeoff
on a drunken operatic prima don-

i

I

clickers.

..trobolite finish.

I

.

'

?I!?h

!

“PJW

!

H

"^v
k“piaiT‘’rowdv*'‘'Locfcah^^^^^
‘'"oc'^about^
A

gh^najrt^^nrt'thevy’do'w^^
changed,
and they d do well
better
PeP lt
P“«s®ntiy cpnsHtu(e^,_ it graps e
laughs.
^^®*sure of
Howev^, their
“PP'halant delivery slows it to pe-

W

:

-eta bill back into
^ae IsWlivan^ets
in a vivid
.
withjo^^^^^
enhanced by jiag- ffrmer^groove
sion.
Former
"Brigadoon”
juve inMyro.
inficent effects.
troes with “It’s a Great FeeUng,”
follows With “A Song in My Heart”
Orlonlal, Fill
and “Irish Lullaby” for a grand
ChicagOf April 6
slam. Encores with a “Brigadoon”
Condos
&
Bra?idowj, "iGf eorge DC' tune for nice exit. Gautier’s BrickA
rr
v
_.TT_Leiinie Hayton, Lena Horne, layers again prove they are one
Carl Sands Orch; Woman of Dis- of the best canine acts in show
tinction*^ (Col).
business and rate the applause

Spanish dance

!

I

jj*;™'
have^
;
-

and dancers teained

!

I

Xw

Mdie

ba'*?**’

1

M

is

.

!

:

S’s

fiill

Gray, whose act with Jack Hartman Is much too unsophisticated
for a West End audience. Humor
is too obvious and corny and the
Finale is most
act lacks punch.

I

;

|

Management made

quite a big
thing in exploitation and adyertls‘rig about return of vaudeville to
Pittsburgh after, such a long absence, and public seems to be re-

ident.

Miss Horne, in her first appear*
ance at this theatre, does a slick
job on four numbers. Backed by
an enlarged orch, five rnore strings,
piano and drummer all under the
direction
of [Lennie
Hayton,
she -opens with “Jump for Jov”
for fast pacemaker; follows with
torchant. Exotic .singer switches to
.sock over “Can’t Help Loving That
Man of Mine”; rocks 'em with
“Love Gan Be,” accompanied by a
mixed quartet, who chant a few
bars. Comes back to sew things up
with a sizzling version of “Stormy
Weather.”
Carl Sands does some neat pianoing with house' barid on a spring
medley.
Zahe.

.

!

!

1

sponding to it.
Premiere bill has the u.sual vanety layout, including a couple of
acts which were standards long
before vaudeville was supposed to
have died. Nellie Arnaut and her
brothers are stilL doing the same
ttiusical and birdland fantasy of
old, proving that an okay turn
can withstand the march of time
and mediums, 'arid gag turn of
Sully
and Thomas, with the
whacky dame, continue to offer
the routine of a generation ago*
(Continued on page 69)
.
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Killing a

wife

is

man

is

one thing ..loving
.

his

another... both are Dynamite!
Author NIVEN BUSCH brings
\

newest

his

thrill

with

all

the

emotional violence that marked
his

DUEL

/

Sun
/

m
KJl

m

//

,<

<%';

'V

Nationally advertised in

LIFE

-LOOK-

COLLIER'S and

SATURDAY EVENING POST

'

r

,
*

'

«> •

A

:

*

We<litegdii^, Afiifil 12,

PICTVIUBS
Prov.

'Wabash*

(Continued froni page 10)
for Ail” (tf) with Jack Carson,
Jams Paige, Robeirt Alda onstage.
Mild $20,000. Last week, ^Side
Street” (M-G) with Erskine. Hawkins orch onstage, fine^$25.000.

^

Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—“Wabash Avenue^» <20thr (2d wkL
good $20,000, after sock $25,000

heartily supporting fhls new-stylei hey Prodbctlon$> which b»s a list
providience, April 11.
merchandising; and many *“HoUy- of jhore than 2,000 Ueensed items
standa
at
With biz practically
woodized” items also will be in-‘ on its books,
Today, there are ^several licensstill from 'Bhiirsday to Easter Suneluded in the natiohalljr-distribday, most stands found even the uted catalogs of such big mail-or- ing agents in the Held, exclusive
far
upsurge,
beexpected Sunday
der houses as Sears-Roebuck and of those personal inanagers who
low the usual annual standard. Montgomery Ward;
Merchandis- include Ucensihg in their normal
and
hurt,
show
Star-studded TV
also expect 'that studios wiU duties^ or the corpor^ons set up
most operators have stopped kid- ers
realise 'the tremendous po- speciffcally to handle the^ licensing
ding themselves (in private at shortly
Involved and step^ ..up the of one personality/ such as. Rpy
least) about upsurge of fireside tehtial
A+
Rogers Rohr Go. Most agents like
Rated as fairly active
viewers,
WlUlam
qn^‘a’^raSu'p^'ent^*
this week are “Wabash AVenue.
.

,

'again.

.

;

break-in.

Goldman (Goldman) (1,200;^ 50^
Cab Man” (M-G);
Trim $15,000. Last week,^^ Con-,

Seattle;

99).^'‘YelloW

spirator? (M-G) (2d Wk), ^10,5^00.
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-99)

It is

-.“Black Hand” (M-G)
Ijist week,^$8,
'
Fair
$7^*500.

j

‘Stage Fright
,
,
Last week, “Perfect Strang000.
er” iWB) (2d wk), slim $12,000,

an even

split

between

first-

“Cinderella,” in so $9,000.
Paramount,
Fay*s (Fay)
second stanza at Music Hall, still

land people or ebarahters

,

:

.

;

.

week, -Foolish
Last
Heart” (RKO)* good $13,000, third

$20,000.

Stanley (WB) (2.950; 50-99)—
Best thing
“Third Man” (SRO).
in town, great $30,000. Last week,
“Nevadan” ( Col), $14,000.
Stanton (WB) (1.475; 50-99)--.

•'

“Cargo Capetown” (Col). Sluggish
Last week, “Gun Crazy’v
$7,000.

.

.

“Francis” continues big Train” (Gol) and yaude featuring
Jimmy Burrell. Steady $6,000.
on fifth downtown week.
Last week,"Yellow Sky’* (2pth)
Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 59- (reissue) and vaude onstage, weak
84).^“Francis” (U) and -“Molly X’ $5,500.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)-tU) (5th wk). Big $4,$00 after $5^ ^
“ Wabash Avenue” (20th) and “Fed300 last week.
eral
Agent” .(Rep). Solid $l7»P®fi:
59(Eveirgreen)
(1,877;
Coliselim
84)4^“Captain Carey” (Par) and Last week,.: “Perfect Strangers
WB)
and "Western Pacific Agent’*
(
Strong
“Tyvarit of Sea” (Col);
Last week, (Lip), slow $9,000.
hear.
or
$11,000
Metropolitan
(Snider) (3,100; 44“Father Is Bachelor” (Col) and
“Palomino” (Col), $8,400 'in 10 65)~“Woman of Distinction” (Col)
and “Killer Shark'* (Mono). Oke
"r
days.'
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,349; $7,500, Last week, “Davy. Crockett”
59-84 )—“Wabash Averiue” (20th) (UA) and “Guilty Bystander** (FC),
and “Tattooed Stranger” (RKO). $7,000 in 8-days.
Nice $12,000. Last week, “Paid in
Vriiuw Cab Man_ (M-G) and the
Full” (Par) and “Blonde Dynamite” (Mdpo)V* dull $7,500 in 9

Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 5099)^“Riding High^‘ (Par). Sturdy

HM

.

44-65)— “Mule

(1,400;

rep-

.

smash.

is

50-99)--(450;
^
(Indie). Nifty $5,-

is

resented*

>

:

singer and

Salznian maintain
headquarters in New York to
Leading the' parade, of courto, be near the cen^e of .th^
SpJm. actiye agent
facturiug_field,
is .merchandise, carrying the names
is
and sketches of Walt Disney char- on the Coast at
Jwn
mighty
Norma
who ^specialmanufaC150
thait
acters. More
Merchanturers are Ucensed to turn out l^es in What sho OkU?
handles
hundreds of; items whose total re.Walter
licensing
Xantz
of
carthe
tail sales: Volume tops, the $100,welL
characters
as
items
Depiartannually.
mark
000,000
meht store merchandisers believe she has conceived herself, such as

Cab Man

Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; A4r65)w

at

(WB)

"Bicycle Thief”
500. Last week, second-runs.

at Majestic ahd “Yellow
at Loew’s State,
^
Estimates for This

*Cindy^l4G,

and ''Plyr.
runs having holdovers and those “Buccaneer’s Girl” (U>
Fair $13,000.
with new fare this Week. “Wabash ingv Saucer” (^G).
nice at Fifth' Ave- Iiast Week, ''Outside Wall** (U) and
Xyeniie” shapes
shapeis nice^
Avenue”
“Square Dancfe Jubilee” mp), so-

^

"’it

Priticess

136

'Buccaneer* light

$16,000 for Crosby comedy but not
as strong as expected for this time
Last week, ;rPerfect
of year.
Strangers” tWB), slow $12.00a in
Q. ^gyS,
TranS'Liix (T-L) (654; 44-80) —
“Red Shoes” (EL) (5th wk). Stout
$8,000 after
$7i000 last week. Holds
'

PHILADELPHIA

ih
it
possible that few ho^
u
.
.So far, Mm$ Wright has studiAmerica' now are Without some
item tied up With Mickey Mouse, ously avoided handling personaliDonald l>uck, Pluto, Show White tie? althou^. several h^e cheerxq
^nd the Seven Dwaris or one df the |bUy vindiC^ed
Miss Wright, howbe licensed.
other. Disney characters.
ever, feels that some stars have
ah exaggerated idea of the value
A close second; however, is the of
their names ^ on commercial
merchandising of items licensed to
products and adds:
use the names of w.k. oater stars,
“i’d rathef work with characseveral of whom are being hailed
They don’tget temperamenva,
fK4» country oc ters.
stores around the
by
tal—-ana
and tp
thev
don’t
die ”
ey qon
t oie,
fhi«
“lifpanvArB ’»
SlrvrnekSkyrock tai—
year*s“lifesaivers.”
this vrfsar'e
items,
apparel
of
pareting sales
tlculariy, Rave provided a badly-product Talie n
nebded sales hypo to hundreds of
^CindereUa’ 'fieupis
Stores, and merchandising tradeAside from strength/ it is showAfcsv^
columns -pf
O. have
papers,
at the
vuv b..b., Walt Disney’s “Cintiiat his
uia. lifted ing wv
wiic trend
ticiiu that
stuauc
lu the
S]p<ace to
derella” is proving a
top com
Out
oeptmn
getter
for exhibs in the
thp doldrums.
A$ an indication of how the boys* merchandising .depai^ent. There’s
appar®! industry feels about the a scramble by theatremen to line

^

,

(UA), $8,000.
Studio (Goldberg) (400; 50-99)-rBreaking house
“Titan” (Indie).
records at terrif $7,500. Last week,
second-runs.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 50-99)-^*. days.
(M-G) and “Mark Gorilla*
w(1,650; 59-84)
i-A-esiAiA
Liberty fHamrick)
^ *
<5 kAa
“Cinderella” (RKO) .(3d wk). Still
getting heavy play-vall house will
*'s&:(Sih^hnauV (2,200; 44$7;000
Last week,
hold, 'huge $16,000.
65^1“Riding‘m^nPaSi’“oi;ehS
806
same.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 59- Monday 10) tast week, “Song To
84)— “Cinderella” (RKO) (2d wk). Remember” (Coll (reissue), died
practice of name licensing, 57 put up all sorts of tie-in products for
Last week; im- at $5,500;
Smash $14,000.
of 160 advertising pages in a re- over-the-counter sale in lobbies as
‘Cinderella^ Biggest
i men.se $19,000.
*
issue; of The Soys* outfitter result of the Phenomenal turnover
Orpheura (Hamrick) (2,600; 59- ‘NinCy^ XiOfty at $19 000
In Toronto.
of such goods durihg the film’s
"
(WB). n-.
'84)
Strangers” vtvo;.
oirangers
;t
“Perfect
i.n
9 'tt
ntir* were devoted to annouhcements of
Toronto, April 11.
UlOHi
iJOZen
xlBlty
licensed
pfodqcts carrying the six and a half week rim at Brandt’s
20\x
Last week,
With smash $14,000 opening day, Dim $5;000 ill 6 days*
Mayfair
on Broadway and in other
$10,names
of
heroes.
nice
sagebrush
AnHorn’*
(WB),
With
“Man
Montreal, April XI.
“Cinderella,” at four J. Arthur
in 9 days.
V
New entries in all deluxers this other two pages were devoted to key engagement^.
B:ank houses, will do terrific $48.- 500
50-$l)
Palomar (Sterling)' (1,350;
week,
heavy holiday weekend products licensed by owners Of
Curiously, Disney is not profiting
000 on week, largest ever scored
“Capt, Xhina” (Par) (2d .run) booming trade
in
all
houses, cartoon characters. And the boys*^ by the sple of much of the merAlso the
in Toronto by any film.
plus Desi Arnaz heading stage- “Cheaper By Dozen” shapes to get apparel, industry is only bne small chandise. despite his extensive lifirst time that four Odepn houses
top coim being^eat tot^ at Uapi- segment of the many branches of censing department
ever were linked. It Is breaking
Since the
Nancy Goes to Rio, also commerce gleefully falling into “Cinderella” theme itself is natuOther top prod?
all house records.
In (RKO)
With the licensing scheme.
iict also is packing in patfons.
rally
in
the
public
domain, there
circus, $8,500 at 40-69c scale.
stronger showing at Palace.
Ridfor lush returns are"Riding High,”
As a practical example, it is now have been many objects^ such as
;

,
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Man” and “Cheaper

“Yellow Cab
By Dozen;”

Week

Estimates for This
Fairlawn,
Danforth,

Odeon

(Raiik)

48-$1.15)*'

2.390;

Humber, (RKO)

and

woman”

(1,330; 1,165; 1,201:

“Cinderella”

(RKOV. Great $48,000. '*^Last Week,
“Glass Mountain” (EL) at Odeon
Glendale, Ecarboro,

and “Blonde Dynamite”
(Mono). Fine $13,500; Last week.
and
(Gol)
Capetown”
“Cargo
“Crime Doctor’s Diary” (Col), $12,(FP)

Men"

.

.

(1.080;

140; 38-67)— “Third Man” (SRO).
Hefty $15,000. Last week, "Hasty
...f
ova/i <*nnmK5i
(WB) and"Bomba
Heart” (WB) (2d wk), $12,000,
Strangers” fWTJi
feet
Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)
.Hyland (Rank) (1,357; 46-77)^ Panther Island’* (Mono), also DenCnain Lightning” (WB).
Okay
“Tight Little Isle*^ (U) (2d wk). ver. Poor $1,700. Last week, “Mrs, $12,000.
Last week, “Backfire”
Still capacity at $12,000 for (wn- Mike”
UA) and “Killer Shark” (WB),.$11,000.
tinuihg house record. Last week, (MortO), $2,000.
^Orpheum (C.T.) (1,040; 34-60)
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74) Love Happy” (UA) and “Prison
sapie
imperial (FP) (3,373; 37-59)— ^“Ginderella” (RKO) (2d wk). Warden** (UA). Solid $9,000. Last
Riding High” (Par). Smash $22 - Big $17,000.
Last week, smash week, “Carnegie Hall” (UA) and
Last week/ “Chain Light- $25,000.
000.
“Fabulous Joe”
(UA) (reissues),
'
ning” (WB) (2d wk), $12,500.
Paramount JFox) (2,200; 35r74) $ 6 000
Loew*s (Loew) (2,096; 38-67)r— '—“Johnny HoUday’V (UA) and
“Yellow Cab Man*’ (M-G). Great “Forbidden Jungle” (EL), dayTall $11,000
$15,000. ..La.st week, "Key to City” date with Webber.
(M-G) t^d wk), $9,000.
or near.
Last week* “Baron of
(Continued from page 1 1)
Noirtown, University (FP) (959; Arizona” (Lip), and “Everybody’s ballyhoo, and may get caicuuc^
extended
^rrnnn
“i
1 ,556; 38-67)— "Cheaper By Dozen” Dancing” (Lip), fair $7,000.
time.
Big $3,6o6.,
Last week.
35-74)—
(20th).
Sock $14,000. Last week.
Rialto
(Fox)
(878;
Miranda” (EL), $2,000.
•‘Perfect Strangers’* (WB), $11,500, “Johnny Holiday” (UA), also ParMidwest (Loew’s) (3,506; 45-65)
38-67)— arriount, Webber.
(2,386;
Shea’Sr (FP)
Fine $3,000 *-r“Yeilow Cab Man” (M-G) and
“Daughter Rosie p’Grady’* (WR). j/ast >veek. *‘Jeepers
Creepers’,* “Blondie’s Hero” (CoD;
~
Passably
Uirt $16,000.
^11! nn/l
T.oef' waaIt
“niirri‘Barrl- (Rep) and 'Joan Of Ozark”
Last
Big
good $15,000.
Last week, “All
cade” (WB), $11,000.
$2,200.
King’s Men” (Col): and "Girls’
38-67
Uptoini itoew) (2,743;
Voeue (Wolfb«rg): (600; 60-74 )—
)—
7co 1) (2/ wlt) ‘’s'atisfiSAnr
"Kettles Go. to Town’* (U); Nice!‘‘Stairway. HeaVen" (Indie): Fair to
$9,000 in 5 days.
S112.000; Lart week, “Francis” (iJ) $2,b()6;
Last_weeki ort reissues.
t
Missotiiti (RKO) (2,650; 30-74) -(3d wk), big .$6,500.
/^Webbe,^ (FoxL (7^;
“Johnny Holiday” (UA) and "For- ovg,., wvomin«“ (RKOV
KAtiv
bidden. Jungle’’ (EL), also Para- play frS opening
guri
with
|uoont
•nount.
Nice $3,000. ;,Last week,
upped to 74 c smash $18000
(Gontimied froirt page 10)
Mrs Mike” (UA) and.“Killer
swing to $10,d60 or better with Shark” (Mono), fair
LeJ. ^ weCK, _ BacK; to
$1,800.
Bataan”
(RKO)
and “Marine
lioliday trade, after nice $9,000
litcf* i.vpplr
Raiders” (RKO) (reissues), fair
1

a film star, under blankets similarly Inscribed, in a bedropm whose

infringement
There are also, however, a great
»<*«» whiVh have heel ii.
dows are draped with licensed censed and which will add tr<^nidi«
products; who gets up in tllfe morn- dously
the Sttoon-make^fln-

S

“

ing to

wash wWh licensed

soap,

,

,

.

Victoria

East week, “King’s

$20,000.

Cfreat

We

(Mono)

Eglinton,

(2dth).

^Continued from page 10)
Hail” (Par) (reissue), poor “N^iev
tn'w’
(M'®rv’ Big
THV $10,sio"
Nancy to
Rio (M-G),
$ 6 000
000. Last Week, “Dear Wife” (Par),
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)—“Per- $15,000.
fect Strangers” (WB) and “Bomba
Imperial (G:T.) (1,8?9; 26-45)-Panther island” (Mono), day-date
with Esquire. Thin $11,000_. Last “Daughter df wSt’’ (U^^^^ Fancy
week, ‘‘Mrs. Mike”
Last week; "Solith SeL
$11,000.
er Shark” (MonO), $12,000.
Sinner” ^U) and “Black Midnight”
Esquire (Fox) <742; 35-74)— “Per- (U) (2d wk), $8,000.
X

State (20th) (1,059; 955; 698; 694;
“Blue Grass Kentucky”
33-57)

000;

Cheaper by Dozen"

DENVER

only, fair $9,000.

Downtown,

Sales- ‘^Riding High” (Par). Nice $11,000.
wk), okay $7,000 Last week, ^Tnspecto^ General”
(WB) (2d Wk), okay $16,500.
Capitol (C T.) (2,412; 34-66)

“Traveling

(Gol), (3d

in 8 days.

—

(

.

:

—

'

plateg aijd aU- RCA-Vlctor albums of
the muSic at
a breakfast consisting of jg.so per copy. Simon
Schuster
licensed foods (including licensed “Ciit^y" books
from 25c to $1.50,
coffee for the brents); _^who gets jewelry,
balloons, hdveltles of all
dressed in smartly-styled licensed
jnj
_
specially - packaged
®iot6es and goes off to play on a rcandy:

®
verware,

&

•

,9*^

hundreds^ of licensed toys and
games; who has luiich consisting of
^'®®*'sed foods (without dUplieating
the breakfast fare); goes swimming
Continued from page *7
in the afternoon in a licensed bath
mg suit (or ducks the rain with said to be well flworp hf fhgk citiifl.
licensed rainwear and umbrella); ttoUand h^te hee“nrrifit«Wv 77^
HV© ©CH pFOlit&Dl^^ COHl
a

1^4-4'^^'

o

I

;

1

,

.

kANSAS CITY

|

.

}

.......j

:

.

1

SSm

r

’

:
i

.

,

.

,

WASHINGTON

S

'

,

j

^

..

—

(RKQ).

Good

Last week.

$25,000. Last Week, “Three Game
Ifome.” (20th) (2d wk)i nice .$14, 000!
Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 50^90)
—“Third Man^* (SRO) (4th wk).
Hiding on crest of holiday wave to
terrific .$12,000 after big $11,000
Ja.St

week.

Warner (WB)
Riding High”

,

(2,164;
(Par).

44-74)—
Very nice

•

profitable

operations..

g®t .sufficient
sufficient
volume of business this year The get
be
“Hoppy” products ride the usual
^’ange

of

clothing,

toys,

etc..

,

;

$7,500.

—

$9,000.

BOSTON

"Vh””

pen; has more licensed food for , The prophets—and there s nothdinner; reads a licensed book or
comic book (ownership of which “^.®wn wystal ball and coming up
may be certified with a licensed
bookplate), or listens to licensed Hollywood as likely to be little hurt
P®”9^'
Phonograph records while sitting in
u
_ „
^ chair,
the studios
«
licensed
and finally goes „They take the view that
^ t
,
-z.,.
off to (as yet unlicensed) sleep )|rtll swing over to televisi^^^
picturemaking in addition to
after removing licensed jewelry,
including a licensed wristwatch, JPaking product for theatres. This
when the licensed clock on the ”'9^ ^®*l'‘^f® ®®“rid®rable change in
basic picture economics and creawall says it’s bedtime.
tive techniques, but It will not
biggest jingle, seilin the licensing field at, the prove unprofitable.
The small, low-overhead houses
moment is Hopalong Cassidy who,
to which there is a trend throughr
Of eight months,;
out
the Ui S; are seen as fine,
licensed 73 manutacturers who

capped by the neW Hopalong Cassidy bicycle Which has reins, $
Orpheum (Fox Midwest) (1,912; real saddle seat and stirrups;
(Cbrttirtued from page 10)
55-75)
'Three
Came Home*
Kameii Showed Way
-^“Riding High” (Par) and “Davy
Reopens house to films
Probably the father of the
_ (20th).
Crocket” (UA). Nice $16,000: Last after recent ICgit shows. Pleasant licensing industry Was KavKamen
week. '‘CaRt China” (Pari and $14,000, and will hold.^ _

—

(Lopert) (285; 50-85 V
“Tight Little Island” (U) ;(3d wk).
Big $4,500 after $3,000 last week.
Metropolitan (Warner)
(1J63;
44-74);
“Tarzari;
Slave
Girl”
Little

Wd

?ens^“iiail~ wHrrU^

^

They

will

because
producer
r4u«
coniparatively «,«ii
well.
In the first
place, they can offer long runs because the nut. is low and holdover
figures can be very reasonable. In
the. second places they can afford
to pBy better terms because less
is going oUt in high bperaiing

product

j

Love Happy” (UA) and “Strange Last week, “Capt. China*’ (Pari
000
Gamble” (UA).
“Backfire”
Mild, $8,000 or and
(WB), : standard
'

near.

i

1

Last week, subsequent-run. $10,000.
Tower
iLoew) (3,500; 40-85)—

the

sales

volume in 1933 to over
mark in 1949.

$160,000,000

O X Kamen, who was

killed in a plane
crash last October, controlled the
licensing rights up to the time of
They have now' been
$11,000.
Last M'cek, “Nancy to Sock $21,000, and holdover. Last his death.
Rio” iM-G) and ‘‘Blondie’s Hero” A eek. “Under My Skin” (20th) taken over by the Character Mer(Col.), $9,500.
and 'Dakota Lil’ (20t.h)j slow $12,000; J cbandisiiig Division of Walt Dis-

State

-

Uptown

-

Fairwsiy

(F

“Yellow Cab Man” (M-G) and Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; 700; 45-65)
“Great Plane Robbery” (UA). Light; --“Cheaper By Dozen” (20th),

Thus producers will be encouraged to make pix for them;
The long ruqs they pfircr, however,
will mean the necessity of fewer
pix.
Aifd the fact that their aggregate rentals may be sharply
curtailed from present-day figures
gets back to the point that Hollywood will have to do some radical
budget trimming to make the whole
think economic.
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ROBERT ALDA

Screenplay by

HANS JACOBY. ARNOLD BELGARO

DIO

-

Based upon the character created by EDGAR

KEEP PUNCHING.>.UNTIt THAT MOVIE TAX

IS

KaiEOl

/

!

!1

Renzo Cesana, who played the priest in ^‘StrombolT* and is set for a
become an
role iri Robert Stiilman^s forthcoming ‘‘Sound Of
actor by a roundabout route. An XtaUahr he wag brought to Kollywood
with,
activity
After
stint
writer.
.there, the
a
a
ffttle
as
in the early ’30s
depression caught up with him and he wont into ntimerous jobs outside

2-aChicago, April H-:

:

Aiming for closer coordination
two groups^ east and west

of their
:

Refusal of a Chicago suburb io
permit constructiori of (irive;^in
within its limits has brought a $lr
000,000 conspiracy suit, naming the
Village of Skokie and 21 of its ofr
Ociais as 'defendants. Skokie AmUs.
CO/ and the Trust Co. of Chicago
Latter owns pro-'
filed; the .action.
posed site of ozbner while former
had signed/lease for property;
Also named in suit are Illiiiois
Complaint
!Drive-in Theatres Co,
deprive
16
cohspiracy
charges
plairitiffs of property a nd right to
operate lawful, biz.
Action came tihee weeks after
ah Illinois judge declared invalid
the zoning amendment passed by
village- prohibiting construction Of
The Village has ap*
the ozOner.
pealed to state Supreme court.
plaintiffs appli^ for permit in
August, 1949; and were denied one.
They filed suit claiming that ho
provision banning drive-ins was
contained in Sk6kie*s zoning ordi^
After suit was
nance of 1946.
filed, village council amended the
ordinance banhirig drive-ins in zon|
ing district where Site was iocatea;

coast publicity toppers have agreed
to^tage two meetirigs annually as a

JobnlUe^

the industry. He eventually
for Roma Wines.

;

exchange
to
John Roeburt/ scripter of CBS’ reguliar procedure
"Inner Sanctum” whodunit, has notes on, industry problenis. Decibeen signed to write ‘‘Saint Benny sion for semiannual huSdies; Was
the Pip,” which Behny Produc- reached last Week when Norinal
tions. (Edward J. and Harry
Siegel, Paramount’s studio public^
Panziger) will start shooting at the
end of April. Film will feature ity chief,, and Howard Stricklto^^
Pick Haynies, Roland Young, Bea- ditto for Metro, convened .with
trice Pearson Jand Allen Jenkins.
eastern ad-pub heads. Purpose of
Story Of a trio; of confidence men
the meetings Will be to create in
posing as priests Will he directed
essence One prg With ^twp wings
by Edgar VHlmeri

RKd

I

.him-:fpr;.their pic.-.;^'’

-

Because expenses of a five-year, legal battle; witfi the American SoAuthprs & Publishers over seat taxes have proven;
heavy, Allied Theatre owners of Indiana is circulating a plea among

:

ciety of Coiripbsers,

.

:

I

state for contributions to, make lip the OatLetter points out that the fight has now ended successfully and
results have accrued to the benefit of all exhibs regardless of Whether
or not they are Allied members. It also states that Allied’s arrangeT
rnerit withT its lasers provided no fee if the case failed; but a 'substariLetter estimates; savtial amduiit if successful in eliminating ASGAP.
ings to exhibs in Indiana alone at $35,000 annually and asks cphlribiiWent
into effect.
boost
the
rate
tion of half the savings before

non-member e3^bs in that
lay.

,

rather than sfeparate groups.
Time and place of forthcoming
.

,

meets will be kept
the
Continued from pare 4

became advertising inanager on the Coast

was assembling its crew fPr the production of “StromWhen
Director Roberto
hoU,” Cesana was -hired as a technical adviser.
Stillman and “Fury” director
Rossellini made him an actor instead.
Cyril Endfield were so impresed with biis performance, they have set

.

I

;

I

flexible tp suit

convetiiencerdf both; groujus.

Both Wings a^e^ at last week’s
RKO’s “The WindoWi’’ which will be banded an “Edgar” as the best
liiiddle to push fpr wider use of
myrtery picture of the year by the Mystery Writers of America at their
constructive publicity on the indus- annual award dinner toniorrow (Thursday), started as a pulper. It u as
try by all media. At the same time, discovered by vet story editor Florence Strauss Day in Mystery Book
ad-pubberS agreed to skirt arty iiri- Magazine. She bought it for the producer, the late Frederic UHnian,
plicatioh pf censorship; in their Jr., for $5,000. Written by Cornell Woolrich, it Was briginally labeled,
;work.
“The Boy Cried Murder.”
Studioites and easterners agreed y Pic also won Bobby Driscoll a special Academy’ AWerd last morith
that the trade papers will be guar- for the best juvenUe performance of the year.

in their mptiOn to strike and amend
the
originM: Oomplaint.
Judgp
Campbell now has/ the motion under advisement. One of the clauses
in the motion Would, tp all ;practioy
Cal purppses, elimlhate Mrs. Le
from the case. This calls for striking all damage claims prior to 1944,
by reason of statute of limitations,
Mrs. Le Roy’s claims are for the ‘ariteed first crack at publishing reperiod from 1938 to 1943.
views of bix. Eastern grotip also
befehdants Flannery and Barger
Original cbmplaint, filed last Aur accepted ^a defiriitipn of reviews
operate the Privc'-in theatre^ fiye gust by Essaness arid 10 associated which the Western Wing has' put
miles from proposed site, Oom- groups and iridividuals, charges de- inito Writing exempting pnedine
plaint charging that they conspired fendants With bperating a monOpi plugs for pix generally published
to instigate village Off iciais, to deny oly in Chicago distribution area in columns. While the trades are
plaintiffs the permit.
from the period f coni 1938 to 194'i, assured first publication rights,
when JaeksOn Park decree Went that guarantee will iri no Wise reinto effect.
stfict the screening pf films for
Plan 3 New Jersey Ozoners
Mrs. Le ROy; along with Morris other media at aiiy time suitable to
Boston.
Glaser and the Northern Trust Co. the companies.
Philip Smith, head of Philip of Iliinois, the two other executors,
Smith Management Co., signed is suing on the basis of Spiegel’S
partnersliip
With Michael Red- interests in the Woods Theatre
stone in construction of three new Building and the Woods Theatre
ozoners in New Jersey this spring; Corp.
Spiegel hei d a 50
interSmith Management is also in est in
T
Continued ;froiin
the Woods Theatre Buildpartnership
with
R edstone in ing from
September;
to July, Boston, was appearance of these
1938,
Naticks Prive-In, accommodating
1942. At that time, he and Edwin stark in pix which exhibs play on
1,100 cars which is skedded for an
early June opening. Although this Silverman, president of Essaness, percentage,
is
Smith’s first ozoner in New' \yere allegedly forced to get rid of
‘‘When I play one of Hope’s films
England, he operates 19 others in the lease. On the basis of his half- on a percentage basis,” Lpew deU. S. and. has interest in three interest, Mrs. Le Roy charges clared, “he is, in effect, my partlosses amounting to $500,000; or
conventional theatres in Mass.
her.
And when my Own partner
triple d^ma^es of $1,500,000.
Spiegel also held a 50% interest becomes my toughert competition,
the
matter
becomes a little ridicuin the Woods Theatre Corp. from
September, 1938, to
1942. lous*’
'

;

Those dull thhfis heard in the. technical departments knd backlots of
major film ;rtudios are caused by the droppiiig of contracts. Growing
pikctice is to let the pacts of department heads lapse Whenever they
come up for renewal. Studios are; redueing; their contract rosters to
increase their financial fluidity under current business conditions. Term
tickets were handed out freely, during the war years when competition;
for key irieii was keen. Many department chiefs; who have held their
jobs for years, are now Working on a week-to-week basis, with only a
select few signing long pacts.
•

;

|

•

^

^

'

The Nation-Wide Securities Co., Iric„ added 3,000 sharqp of United
ParainoUht Theatres, Inc,, to its portfolio during the three-month period
ended last Feb. 28. This is the Calvin Bullock fund Vhose investment
oblective is conservation of capital and maintenance of comparatively
stable income which would indicate that UPT is^ now being well
regarded. The irivestmerit firm eliminated holdings ih common stocky
of four companies during that period.

;

%

'

:

Si Seadier, Metro’s advertising topper, contributed his own James
ThUrber-ish sketches to spark ads plugging. “The Reformer and the
Redhead,” which Opened Saturday (8) at the Capitol* Broadway showcase. Ads, plus sketches, play up screwball comic appeal of pic.

;

:

End of

August,
Comirienting on Loew’s beef, vet
,that the alprevented the radioman Merlin H, Aylesworth.
on this point. He declared: “It Woods' from obtaining ** A” pic- former prexy of NBC, declared: ’*!,
tures, resulting in injuries to Spie- couldn’t help get a laugh nut of ic.
is not true that only this or that
activity hurt plaintiff and that I gel-s share, which, ttobbled, would Will the boys ever Wake up? ^ Of
course. Bob Hope and Bing Crosby
Should enjoin these things and let be $1,305,000 damages.
in addition, she charges, the came but Of radio-^not the picture
others go by. Plaintiff was hurt by
Woods’ reputation was so weakened business, and gave the picture busthe entire conspiracy.”
McConneirs method of divesting by actiori of the monopoly that iness a Chance to exploit pictures
key nabes drew defense fire: When Silverman disposed of his in- with these stars from radio. Now
Contliiuied

Mrs.
leged

from pare 5

Le Roy charges

.Continued^

;moriopoiy

:

Method would enjoin distrib defendants from licensing- any pix to
these nabes so long as defendants
controlled the houses, ^his would
make it impossible for defendants
to run the houses at a profit, forcing them to give houses up. Decree names eight houses; but language is $0 worded as to prevent
defendants from ever :gettin^ control of the other three independent
houses named. Only five of the
eight are affiliated.
Lawyers

freely

admit

that

Mr. LoCw thinks Hope has'deserted
the picture business because he

makes a

.

Continued from page

:

a

takes

the

attitude

TV and films cart profit
by working together. He sees TV

that both

?

a satisfactory clip.

The Occupied Countries
Against the loss of China arid
the .rapidly-dwindling Iron Curtain
market the American companies
have been able to ihore than compensate by the resurgence of Germany and Japan. Both of those
areas have already begun to pay
off throuidt the U, S. occupation
gbveminent and promise

;

paratively short time

in a

to

com-

become

tremendousiy important and

i

profit-

able territories*

•

Latin-American has also cleared
up rather well. Argentiha, which
prohibited importation of U.

'

j

;

'.a

I

i

I

i

'

ai
headache, but Chile and
the biggest secondary uiai the southern hemisphei e,
have eased off almost completely

mieht.v^

^®®tfirtions.

.

:

,

MRAAv’s

Si Fabian

Coiitlmied;

from race

.3

the

Siritzky

withdrawal, it’s said,
will be a gradual one fOr the com-

bookings

hibs irivolved are Albert M. Pickus, from drive-ins, prOvidihg the
terms pariy can’t pull up stakes uni il
Jack Schwartz and Strand Amuse- and clearances are right.
the lease of its Ambassador, N.Y.
ment, all with theatres in the area,
(Dzoners Were also covered by expires,
Firm disposed of its
Little Three companies have notj Oscar MPrgan, sliort subjects sales houses in Brooklyn
and Boston
con.sented to file arbitration and chief, who pointed out that the some time ago.
Meanwhile, Joseph
Will npt be affected by a- deciSiPh* open-air fllckerieS are proving a Siritzky left
for Paris last month
HoWeVei*, if the Big Five charige big customer for briefies/ Morgan .and his brother^ Sam,
will join hiin;
their clearances and availability, said the booking was big because later this
summer. The Siritzkys
the other three companies will un- driverins use a batch of shorts, recently acquired
three ,house.s in
doubtedly follow suit. They have particularly in color,, during the Paris and in addition
Sam SiritiU the past consistently opposed ar- twilight period before the feature zky plans
to produec Ivvo picture;?
bitration because of its expense*
program gets going.
iri ;the French caiiital this year.
;

•

1

1

]

[

international division and

Fayette W. Allport, its London rep,
with the British Treasury and
Board of Trade* Deals negotiated
under the scheme will rtill require
approval of each of the eiountries

Germari-made
“Girls
Behind Bars” and the
involved.
French-made ‘•Casse Pieds”

Clochemerle,’;’

;

garrieririg

toned down.

;

in public recently.
Freeman reiterated his stand that all branches
terms of decree. Whereupon Judge of the industry must cooperate in
Barnes lashed put; “They are, bringing down filmriiaking budgets.
bright, shrewd men, whose loyalty Unless this was done, he said, the
to a group way oft yonder (ap- domestic market; could not support
parently the home offices) far thfe high cpst Pf product;
It Was
transcends their ‘fear of this court Freeman’s contention tfiat st^rs
or any court or even the here- and other talent are exacting outafter.”
of-this-world salaries without making a real move in the direction
of mpderatlng their demands.
Par is prepping for. a rtrong campaign to build its bookings in
drive-iris.
Tabulatioh has been,
Continued from, page 7
taken by the company’s sales force
days of a Fabian decision to the of pzoners in each exchange with
former appeals, board consisting of the disciosure that 1,749 how operGeorge W. Alger, Albert W. Put- ate either full-year or part^ime in
nam and. ..Robert Marsh. Besides the U. S. Divisional chiefs were
ElmWpod, which operates the High- told by SchWalberg to direct speiri

in Holland there is likewi.se a
very good chance that all restrictions against exchanging local coin
for dollars Will be lifted. The restrictions have already been greatly

|

pointed out that his clients
could be trusted to carry out the

altogether,

*

'

la Wyer

cial efforts

so that the
Lf.S. firms won’t even lose the 15%
or so that they’ve been forced to
give.in the way of a discount for
conversion.

j

^

theatre in,;Stratford, other ex-

,

removed

.

Y. Frank Freeman, studio exec
promulgated to afford plaintiffs re- who also took to the platform,
lief.
But .the defendants disagree blasted away at high production
on what that relief should be. At costs, a subject which the Paraone point in proOeOdings defense mounter has frequently discussed

way

*

MPAA

as k “salvation” ;of the jpicture in^
dustiY if it employs video^trailers^
to sell its product;
Britons, of course, have f he same
Questioii of whether such ^tars problem of blocked funds in Italy,
as Hope and GrOsby owe their cm i- France, Sweden, Holland and other
nChce to pictures or radio is an old Countries that the Yanks have.
English; however,
have been
one and not open to any unequivocal answer in the opinion of un- much less successful in solving this
biased observers. Neither of the problem- As a result, the Ameristars is actually a product Of either cans have agreed to give frozen
radio or films.
Hope’s real start pounds to the British in return for
U. S.
to the bigtimeVeame on the NeW' Other blocked currencies.
York stage in “Roberta” and “Zieg- companies, find it considerably
more
difficult
to
translate
sterling
feld Follies,’ ’while Crosby's genesis was via Paul 'Whiteman’s band, into dollars than to thaw their lire,
fi'ancs and othfer currencies.
niterles and vaude.
pounds released by the
Both the film and radio mediums
^
Amefacans will be helriful to the
contributed
^^’^t'sh in finaricing production. Sir
larity, but how
now much
account- TT ^ ^
luucn is
IS accouni
able to One and how much to the Henry French, director general of
other is impossible to measure. It the British Film Producers Assn.,
estimated his members as having
is pretty much of a complementary
thing, with both mediums playing about $2,000,000 in outlying markets, with more piling up all the
a vital part in contributing to the
time*
"
whole.
Plan was worked out by John
G.
McCarthy, director of the

in the oyeral|j effect of his talk.
His feeling apparently was that
hard plugging by the sales fpree
could bring the company along at

conspiracy was found to exist and
that an “effective decree” must be

television contract.”

Ay icsworth

have cooked up and the ROme government' has okayed* Now it looks
very likely that the restrictions
against frqe convertibility may be

MPA

*

terests in November, 1943, he got
$300,000 less than he should have
received,
She,, therefore, claims
triple damages of $900,000,
Thus,
her claims total, $3,705,000.

from page

the fact that other industries are
jealously turning to the
A fOr
some of its know-how. In unfreezing its currency, picture industry
has raised tankers, built ships,
bought and sold Bibles, manufactured rayon and otherwise, as Eric
Johnston put it recently, “become
the world’s greatest entrepreneur,”
Boon to the Britons
Another significant point lart
week was the deal with the English
industry by which the
companies agreed to take off British
harids the latter’s frozen currency
in other countries of the world.

,

,

w

In

England, Hollywood’s nu)st
important foreign market, the luere
fact that only $0,000,000 remains
f*^9Z**i is indicative in itself of how
far the' American iiidustry hki
come. Prediction two years agOi
when the current filim agreement
was negotiated by J^nston arid
James A. Mulvey, was that 'he
freeze by this time might be nearer

Franee, Italy and Hollaiid
$25,000,000.;
Situation in France, Italy and
Exactiy how much is now in deep
Holland, three of the most impor- freeze abroad it is impossible to
tant foreign markets, is also a rea- say. From $10,000,000 to $15.0907
.son *for optimism. In France there’s 000 is a generalized esti ma te by *
a big push on ;rio w to remove the top
exec in a position to
quota of 121 ,tJ. S. pix annually. kjQOW. He pointed out the imposMfPAA has enlisted State Dept, sibility of giving an accurate figure,
help in arguing its case that there since some of the frozen currencies
is no further justificatiori for re- have no 'established fate of exstrjictioris that may have beeii rea- change in dollarsAlso, it; would
sonable iri 1947.
be unfair to translate others at te?
Iri Italy most American coin has gal rates when it is manifestly, imbeen removed through vai ious possible to convert them exccpl at
deals which the Yank film men discounts ranging up to 25'"/;
.

MPAA

j

[

i
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Mexican Waterfront gal while the humor are naive and heavyu s io excerpts, which
work of other players is so-so, handed.
Oscar Boetticher’S direction is come mainly towards the close,
They in^
Bright spot of are well worth While.
heavy-handed.
this low-budgeter is William Slck- elude arias by Beniamino Gigli
Oind Bechi, Tito Gobbi, Tito
Oilb.
ner’s lehsing.
Schipa and Afarla Caniglia, most
of whom are familial: to Met
Everyiiody^^ Daiicini’

hoping that his appearance will
quiet the terror settling over the
Lane enters as an underrange.
cover U, S. cavalry intelligence officer, aiding William Ruhl to take
the proper security measures for
the President’s visit.
,
Roy Barcroft is the madman doagile
is
he
and,
plotting,
all
the
ing
in keeping in touch with presidential moves so that he cafi
top
man and
the
.sassinate'
strengthen his own position. Lane
has a hard time keeping ahead of
Barcrbff,* hot always Succeeding,
but in the end ’is able to foil the
murder plot, do in the heavy and
save ah Army friend; accused of

M

'

comes when the promised land is
reached and Johnson and
used is the Mexican- American in- Jr., shoot down the outlaws in a
equities in California, but* the Wil- pitched battle.
liams, Pine and Thomas, don t
Johnson sits his saddle mighty
soapbox the message, using it, in- easily and gives the same Wnd^oi

Th^ Lawless

^

,

prostead, as a peg on which to
a petTormahete, nMural and likeduce a hard-hitting drama, equip- able. Carey and Bond also come
pace.
ped with action and fast
oveP in fine style. Joanne Dru,
Geoffrey koiiies scripted, pro- RUth Clifford and Kathleen O’Malviding director Joseph JjOsey with ley supply varied types of romance
a compact story to tell and he does on the ibhg and rugged trek, treason."
Perminutes.
over ^an

Charles Kemper wallops
it in a swift 81
formances all stack lip as topnotch> uncompromising heavy as leader
Plot
sUndout.
of Fred Libby, Mickey Simpson,
with several being
so-callea Hank Worden and James Arness,
with
itself
concerns
skimpy
a
Alan Mowbray^
‘fruit tramps” who make
all brutish killerSi
living harvesting Calif ornia’s yari- medicine showman; Jane Darwell,
dus crops, They are scornea by official horn-blower for the train;
the whites and subjected to physi- Russell Simpson, Don Summers
fight at and Cliff Lyoris are among pothers
cal 'abuse by bullies.
a dance between the MeXicahs and performing capably.
integrated into the footage- so
a group of rich young whites ends
in a riot and the frightened flight that they become essential to the
workers;
fruit
the
are four songs by Stan Jones,
stpry
of one of
Incident is used by bigots to all of Which were recorded by The
the
smash
and
lynching
promote a
Sons of the Pioneers. Numbe/s are
newspaper office of an editor who ‘moilin’ Dust.””Sortg of the Wagfugithe
bnihaster-” “Wagons West” and
is crying for justice for
Swing,” latter a
tive. Homes’ story and Losey’s di- “Chuckawalla
rection keep the footage constant spirited square dance tune.
with
alive
Meriah C.
and
co-producer
march
and
the
Ford
ly on
excitement, particularly in the mqb Cooper also have framed the picto
score
running
musical
ture with a strong
scenes and the mass
earth Of the frightened young Mex; by Richard Hageriian. Editing by
movement
There’s a lot of
Jack Murray holds the picture to
lean.
pressed into the compact 81 min- a tight 85 minutes.
utes of footage. ^
X
Macdonald Catey strides easily
Slioplifte*r
1
through his assignment as the ediUniversal: release of Leohard Goldstein
tor who takes up the cudgels for production. Features Scott Brady, Mqna
justice after first trying to steer Freemain, Andrea King, Anthony Curtis.
by Charles Lament. Screenplay,
a middle course. Gail Russell does Directed
Irwin Gielgud; camera, Irving. Glassberg;
a fine piece of v^ork as one of the editor;* Otto Ludwig; musical director,'
oppressed. Lalo Rios Wallops home Milton Schwanwald. Tradeshown, N.
74 MINS.
his role as the fruit worker whose April 6, '50. BUnnlng time, Scott Brady

r

Was a

,

Jteff

flight and re-capture fans the social unrest into mob violence. His

Andrews

Fflyc

t

.••••'•

FrfecmsA

>

i • k

Andrea King
...
Ina Perdue
Anthony Curtis
. J
parents are feelingly played hyl Pepe
Charles prake
...
.
.
Klaxon
Herb
Argentina Brunetti and Felipe Tu- The Champ
... Gregg -Martell
rich and there’s another good job Harry Dunson. ........ ... .Larry Keating
’
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Robert^Gist
Michael Raffetto

;

by Maurice Jarai as Rios’ friend.
John Hoyt, Lee Patrick, John
Sands and others come Oyer expertlyv

•

Barkie Neff
Sheriff Baiscom.

!
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Rick Vallin
Douglas Fowley

Agaplto
Bracado
Maestro

Nacho GaUndo

Slattery

.

Half Harolde

.

Dick Moore

Jonesy

Gano

..

McCann
Plnon

Tony

.
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Doctor
Pat ..

.

;

Frank Sully
Slocum

.

Capt.

Ted Hecht

Charles Lang
.Robert Espinoza
Julio Sebastian
Julian Rivero

......

, .

Hansen

“Killer

.....: George

Shark”

is

routine

ad-

venture fare for the duals. Title
evokes interest and the subject
lends itself to exploitation.
Unfortunately, however, the. story is
oiie
that
a weak
unfolds leisurely
with the exception of several
shark-fishing scenes at sea.
Chief difficulty with “Shark” :1s
that Its principal character, a vacatidnliig college boy, lacks ag’

gressiveiness

portrayed

and

virility.

Lad,

being “Foolish Tears.” Hal DerTex
“Oblivious,”
Win
croons
Croiner does “Deep Freeze Dinah”
and Les Anderson spots “I Shook*”
Other familiar prairie numbers are
in the score, such as “Shame On
You,” “Roomful of Roses,” “You’ve
Got Me Wrapped Around Your
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As

a result of his comits
Prestige
Pictures special handling of films
several weeks ago. To please its
British, partner, who is also the
biggest stockholder in the company,
Is earmarking all Rank’s
filrhs for general release rather
Finger,”
Richard Lane^ who majordomps than limited, arthouse issue.
As a!" counter-offensive to that
the regular videbcast, also tackles
a film Tole, playing a phoney launched by Rank, EL is complainsouthern colonel who promotes ing that its films do not earn what
Klaus Laridsberg ahd KTLA, an they should in Britain. One of the
auto sponsor and sundry Other chief gripes, it is reported, is that
requisites for putting on a tele- EL pix are double-billed on the
Barbara WoodeU lower half of the program with
vision program.
is good as the old friend Whom mmor British
offeriii gs of Ra nk
Cooley helps. Others are adequate, capturing the big part bf the
and there are brief guest appear- rentals. When a number of quesances by Adele Jergens, Roddy
tions
this line and others
McDowall, Jimmy Ellison and Ruswere raised during confabs with
sell Hayden.
prior
Rank,
to his trip to the Coast,
When the Dorothy Raison script Britisher
deferred further discusisn’t getting in the way, it’s passable entertainment as 'directed by sibns because his records are' in
London.
Will Jason. The Cooley-Niines plot
could have been less trite if the
Under EL’S reciprocal deal with
Video show was to have been given Rank, the American company canthe proper kind of screen, presen- not challenge the' programming of
tation.
Brog,
product by Rank’s GFD. Contract
provisos give the Britisher sole
discretion on the subject.
NoneAbout;
theless, company can raise sub j ect
(Follie per TOpera)
as a matter for discussion and may
(ITALIAN^SONGS)
Mbtioiv Picture Sales Corp. release. Di- possibly win certain changes from
rected by Mario Costa. Screenplay. Costa. Rank.
Giovanna Soria and Steno. from story
There is little doubt that Seidelby Mario Monicelli and Steno: camera.
Maria Bava. At Little Cine Met. N. Y., man’s trip has a direct bearing on
AprU 5. '50. Running time. 95 MINS,
Since
Carlo Seal©
..Carlo Campanlnl the question of booking,
Dora
.....
LoUo BrUida Young and Rank bre close friends
Margaret
.:Constanc© Dowling
as
well
as busihess associates, it is
Giiido ...
......
Aroldi 'Tlerl
The Priest
.... Aldo Silvanl
likely that all tiffs will be ironed
With Oino Bechi, Tito Gobbi. Marla out. around
the table.
Caniglia, Tito Schipa. Beniamino GigU,
Omella Santoliquida. Franico Mannino,
Understood that frequent comNlves. Poll and La Scala Ballet.
plaints have been made
U be,:

McDowall,
(linglish Sub-titles)
joins his fishemian-father Roland
This is a stock romantic story,
Winters for a month or two of with shots of sbiiie famous; italiah
netting sharks off the Lower Cali- opera stars giving out With arias
fornia coast.
Kid’s a tenderfoot to lend it substance. Pic's music
wlm Dever jibbs with the ship- appeal will give it somC; draw in
board routine.
His clumsiriess Italianrfare hoiises, while a few
causes his pater and a crew mem- general opera-lovers, will find the
ber to be severely bltten by mah- music rewarding.
Musical ex.eaters.'
cerpts are relatively brief, howSituation is blaOjc whein the ship eve;r, and story Is slow and long;Alto “Rocky’’ Lane’s heroics returns to port minus a catch. winded;
sharpen the inferest in “Code of However^ McDowall takes out the
Tale coheerns the Italian colony
the Silver Sage” for the Saturday vessel with another crew in
an ef- in London, and efforts bf a group
matinee tr^ade, It’s another of hi^s fort to square things. He bungles
to
raise
money to rebuild a
forthright western actioners, on again When the catch is stolen.
bombedrout church by giving a
the move for 60 minutes without Contrived finale has him recoupgala
concert.
An impecunibus
story complications,
In the mar- ing the’ proceeds from the thieves journalist heads the
project, and
ket it is good filmfare.
with the help of his father’s runs into opposition from a jeal.
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well cast, too^
Andrea King is
“Wagonniastcr’’ is a good outamply sinister, and Anthony Curdoor action film, done in the best tis again scores as a muscleman.
John Ford manner* That means Drake is okay aS the brains of the
careful character development and
gang
he’s seen in only a
movement, spiced with high spots couplealthough
sequences.
Charles Laof action, good drama and leavenment’s
direction helps the yarn
ing comedy moments. Westetn fans
unfold fast.
Leonard
Goldstein’s
like
the
results.
should
and others
production values are good as is
Pic has a fast saddle gait and
camerawork
of Irving Glassberg.
some of the best, and extremely
Gilb,
chases
cross-country
dangerous,
ever put oh film. One in particuof the fidlver
lar is the spectacular flight of Ben
.Hollywood, April 11.
Johnson from a roving band of
Republie- release of. Gordon Kay proIndians, ride taking place over such duction.
..Stars AUan .'"Rocky'' Lane,.- Black
rough terrain that a spill seems" Jack (equine); features Eddy Waller, Hoy
impossible to avoid. There are Barcroft, Kay Christopher, Lane BradWilliam Ruhl,' Richard Emory. Di-,
plenty of other moments of high ford,
reeled by Fred C. Brannon. Written by
thrills; and a climaxing gun duel Arthur E. Orloff; caihera, John Macthat brings the film to a solid Burnie; editor, Irving M. Schoenberg,
PrevieV/ed April 11, '50. Running time,
finish.
Site of the story and the filming AUan "Rocky" Lane Allah "Rocky" Lane
..*....
v Black Jack
is Utah, and the jugged locale sup- His Stallion.
Nugget
... Eddy WaUer
plies fresh backgrounds for the ac- Hnlon Clark
Champion ....
Roy Barcroft
tion.
The Frank Nugeiit^Patrick Ann Gately
...
Kay Christopher
Ford story deals with a wagontrain Curt Watson ... ........ .Lane Bradford
...
wmiarn Ruhl
of MormOns seeking a rich volley Major Duncan ®®
Richard Emory
93 ••••••
in which to locate. They are led Dick Cantwell
Kenhe Duncan
... .... ... Rex Leas©
by Ward Bond and he hires horse- Capt, Mathew®
Sgt. .Woods.
Woods.
Hank Patterson
traders Johnson and Harry Carey, Charlie Sp ecd
'.John Butler
Jr., to guide the pioneers to the Sah^y Wheeler.
.Forrest Taylor
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Contlhued from, page 4
exhibitors say, will not bring in a
Pfitron who Is staying away for religious reasons.
But the next
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Lippert
tion. Stars Spade Cooley* Richard Lane,
Barbara WoodSll, Ginny Jackson. Hal
Derwln. Directed by WIU Jason. Screen*
play, Derothy Raison; original story,. Bob
Nunes, Spadei Cooley; camiera, Benjamin
Kline; musical director. Albert Glasser:
editor, Edward Mann. Previewed April .6,
,'50. Running: time, iS MINS.^
^ ,
Spade Cooley. ............ ^ade Cooley
... Richard Lane
, .
> .
Colonel
Mama Berne.: , , ... , , .Barbara WoodeU

ing hazards provide thei theme for
Production-direction emphasis on Universal-lnterhationars ‘T Was a
swift action is pointed up hy the Shoplifter.”
Screenplay Of Irwin
realistic lensing of Roy Hunt and Gielgud is nb gem of originality,
the Mahlon Merrick music score hilt thev film, nevertheless genersupports story’s mood. Concise ed- ates sufficient excitemept and susiting Was contributed by Howard pense in its *74 minutes running
Brog.
Smith.
time to satisfy the wants of most
government agent ^Brown
but
action fans.
Replete with chases and hand- thwarts their scheme. Bandits are
Wagoniiiaster
the bagged and the settlers move in.
encounters,
fistic
to-hand
(SONGS)
Although getting a bit beefy,
melodrama starts off innocuously
Hollywood, April 5.
C. enough with socialite Mona Free- Brown still handles his dukes and
RKO release of John Ford-MeriahBen
man being seized in a depart- six-giifl with alacrity* Supporting
Cooper (Argosy) production. Stars
Johnson, Joanne Dru, Harry Carey, Jr., ment store for attempting tp make cast headed by Gail Davis, Myron
Ward Bond; features Charles Kemper, off with some unpaid-f or merchan- Healey, Deniiis Mooie and AnClifRuth
Darwell,
Jane
Mowbray,
Alan
make the script
help
It goes without saying that drews
ford, RussCll Simpson, Kathleen O'Mal- dise.
ley. Directed by John Ford. Written by a shoplifting ring soon puts the
plausible. Wallace Fox’s direction
Frank Nugent, PaOdek Ford, camera,
__
Bert Glennon; musicBcore, Richard .Hage- pu,cn OH her to join the fold, or is good, eanierawork of Harry Neumaii; songs, Stan nfones; editor. Jack else.
mann is competent and John C.
Murray. Tradeshown.April 3, '50. Running
Gang, which is headed by An- Fuller edited the, print down to a
time, 85 MINS.
, ^
Gilb.
Drake,
has
Charles
tight 57 minutes.
Ben Johnson drea King and
Travis Blue.
Harry Carey, Jr^ made shoplifting a science.
Sandy Owens.
It
........ward Bondi
Jonathan Wiggs..
recruits through threat of
Killer Sliark
....... ....... .Joanne Dru holds its
Denver
Charles Kemper blackmail or roughing ’em Up,
Uncle^'Shiloh. .......
Monogram release of Liridsl^y Parsons
Dr. Locksley HaU... ....;Alan Mowbray However, the band fails to reckon (Roddy McDowall-Ace Herman) produc...... Jane DarweU,
Sister Lcdyard ...
Stars Roddy McDbwall. Features
tion.
Adam Perkins ....... ... Russell Simpson with undercover man ScOtt Brady, Laurette Lue£< Roland Winters. Directed
..
Ruth Clifford who worms his way into the or- by Oscar fioatticher. Screenplay, Charles
Flbrie ..............
Kathleen O'Malley ganization.
Prudence Perkins
William Sickner; .editor.
Lang;
He saves Miss Free- Leonai'dcamera,
Francis Ford
....
Mr. Peachtree
Herman; musical director. EdDon Summers man and rounds up the crooks in ward J. Kay. At New York theatre, N. Y.,
Sam Jackson ......
Cliff Lyons Tia Juana with cooperation of the
...........
Mar.shar
dual, week of April 4, '50. Running time,
Fred Libby
76 MINS.
Mickey Simpson Mexican police.
Roddy McDowall
Uncle Shiloh's Boys.
.....
Ted
Brady’s portrayal of the under- Maria
Hank Worden
Laurette Luez
James ArnesS
Roland Winters
cover operator is fortbright and White
Castaneda
.Movita
Indian GUI
Edward Norris
convincing.
Miss Freeman is Ramon
'

fans*

^

Hollywood, April 8.
release of Bob Nunes produc-

Ginny .Tackson month’s business should tell just
Hal -DerWln how much good the slashes are
.James MUhean doing.
.
.
. ...... Lyle Talbot
.^chael Whalen
,
Mr, Lanaberg >
injecting
conclusion,
Sid MIelton
Agent*
See No Cuts III Ni Y.
Tex Cromer
v
chases; fisticuffs and gunplay to Tex Cromer » r:.
Possibility of admish price
.•*.'*
.Bobby- 'Hyott
please the small-fry ticketbuyers. l^onftld
Specialties:. Sons of the Pioneers, Chuy in the New York area appear to
and
demands
Cast is up to all
Reyes drch. Plying Taylors, Great Ve* be rembte, a check of affiliated
and
Eddy Waller supplies some sage- lardi; Medians.
Guest appearances by Adele Jergens, indie circuits shows this Week. One
brush comedy as an ally Of Lane’s. Roddy
McDowaU, Jimmy ''Shamrock'* El- theatre exec held that price slashProduction Values under Gordon lison; Russ "Lucky" Hayden.
ing is not the way to stimulate
Kay’s supervision are good, vbut
some of the sets used are hegin“Everybody’s Dancin^’.’ ties it- business-^the road to better grossning to be too familiar in this self in with Spade Cooley’s regu- es wUl lead only froih good picLane series. John MaCBurnie did lar teletviSion>shoW from the west tures.
Prog.
the Okay lensing.
Practically all. chains, with the
coast, “Western Varteties.”. For
the hinteflands, where the “fiddlin’ exception of a few isolated infriend” is a record faVorite, this stances, are holding the line on b.o,
Weisf of Wypiit^iig
go.
Elsewhere, it is a taps. Neither Loew’s, Raridforce,
Monogram production and release. one should
Stars Johnny Mack Brown; features Gall mild secondary feature for the Century nor the Reade loops are
Davis, Myron Healey, Dennis Moore, Stan- general dbublebill.
contemplating lower scales.
A.
ley. Andrews. Directed by WaUace W.
Cooley plays himself, did the Reade spokesman pointed but that
Fox; Screenplay, Adele Buffington;- ceniera, Harry Neumann; editor; John C, original story With Bob NUnea and
organization
his
long
has had an
FuUer; musical director. Edward J, Kay; also acted as associate producer to
evening scale of 50c. adult and
At New York theatre, N. Y., dual. Week
laLer.
Format provides a 2Qc. children
of April 4, '5(L^unning time; 57 MINS, the
as
of
p.m. and
6
........ Johnny Mack Brown slight st()ry to get into Cooley’s
Johnny
GaU DSvls
Jennifer .......... ...i. ....
over there’s no likelihood of a switch.
night
videoing
Myron Healey Saturday
Brody .......... ....
Some theatremeh concede that
Dennis Moote KTLA, a program, incidentally,
Dorsey
Simon
..X. Stanley Andrews which is among the top favorites prices are a bit high; but are at
Panhandle ............ Milbiirn Morante
loss
to know how cuts could be
Angeles
of
the
in
the
Los
night
Gordon
o e SOS
Mary
Nora
Carl Mathews viewing area.
Ray
effected in view of their steadily
Paul Cr'amer
Terry
going
well
In
Cooley,
has
Setup
mounting
oyerhead- On Brbadway;
John Merton
Sheriff
and band appearances, ^however, there are na hard and,
Holly Bane records
Chuck
Steve Clark stepping into a Santa Monica ball- fast
Dalton
rules for ticket bites.
Freroom to help an old friend. Foot- quently the policy calls for the tap
Homesteaders vS. the Cattlemen age: shows rehearsals of the vanety to fluctuate,
depending
upon
what
is standard story material for west- acts that will apear and- then the
the ' traffic will bear. For example,
erns. It’s used again in “West of running Off of the hour show.
Wyoming” with good results. This Meaning the talent is all listenable one house, several nights ago, held
Johnny ; Mack Brown oatet is an or lookable. In these guest spots its afternoon scale throughout the
unassuming galloper. Yet it has are specialties offered by the Sons early evening, although custom
enough hard riding and brushes of the Pionbers, Ghuy Reyes and called for a shift at 5 p.m.
with the outlaws to register com- his orch effectively beating out
fortably in its intended marked'
“Rhumba Boogie,” the five Flying
As screenplay ed by Adele Buf- Taylors; family of very good youthfington, the yarn has territory con- ful acrobats; and the Great Vetrolled by cattlemap Stanley An- lardi, topflight slackwire artist.
Continued :f rom pace 5
drews thrown open to homesteadr
Pert Ginny Jackson, regular
Andrews’ cutthroat cowhands 'member of the Cooley aggregation, copping the Wide bookings to
ers.
try to frighten off the newcomers, sells several tunes, among them which he beiieyea they are enFired

A

:

(SONGSr
^

keeps the Arthur E, prloff story Papa Berne.
moving along to the satisfactory Contractor

.

.

'

.caUse its product is also slotted in
many instances as the second hatf

of a
give

bill.

'While U’s contract does

leeway to chaHehge such
programming, company has pr9‘
ceeded on a friendly, nbn-legaiistic
it

mahher

in taking

up

this question.

.

• • •

• e •
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. * . . . .

new lOnd.
En route,- they

rescue a medicine
show, stranded in the desert without water and, later, take in a
gang of brutish killers who gradu^
ally assume command under the
threat of death to all members of
the train. Perils of pioneering, the
rationing of food and water, the

dangers

of mountain arid river
crossings are alP graphically depicted by Ford’s direction and the
realistic camera work of Bert Gleniion and the second-unit lensing of
Arcliie
Stout.
Roaring
climax

:

Continued from page 4

.

.

The Arizona territory is beset
a roving army of killers un-

vyith

der the direction of a man- who
intends to make himself king of
the area.
The embattled citizens
call in; the President of the U. S.,

friends.

Performances

.

are

McDowall does a mechianical job, and the role of the father
affords Winters little opportunity.
Laurette Luez Is appealing as a
listless.

bilf for retakes

also

be callod upon to

testify.

Patterspii has already maiie a.
a tightwad
Concert, however, is preliminary report recommending
finally held, and the priest gets that the court deny a Selznick aphis rebuilt church and the journal- plication for an injunction again.st
ist the girl.
release of “Gone,” pending deAction is slow, and ationipls at eision on the merits of the case.

ous ex-girl
generally banker, etc.
.

>

bos

or Korda foots the
on the pic proposed
by the American producer. Miss
Jones, It has been, learned, may

whether

friend,

M
1

.

W^dtiesd^yt April 12» 1950
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lesque impresario. Convalescing at
after long hospital siege.
Jackie Heller going, to Baker
Ted Tetsdaff to Nevr Orleans to
HaiTy Foster to Monte Carlo for Hotel in Dallas Jifter his three
scout film locations.
Easter reOess.
weeks at Vine Gardens in ChiNelson Eddy back after foup
Jorge Negrete, Mexiean Actors cago:
weeks on concert, tpur/'
Guild proxy, yacatibnihg in LonKSye Ballard took boat for London.
Joel McCrea’s horse kicked a
^
don to go into "Touch arid Go”
^
Derek. Farr and wife^ Muriel after she closed here at Monte hole in his new Cadillac.
short
Barton stam his 54th
James
Pavlow, to Cannes May 1 for
Carlo;
year as an actor in "The Dungeon
v
vacation.
Johri Fain ankled his acting caIsabel Blgley opening at the Bareer
to enter rbal estate busings
gatelle next Monday (17) for a

under the sponsorship- df
State Chapter of -the

home

Y.

Jewish War Veterans.
Ira Tulipan, 20thTFox homeoffica
Si Seadler, Metro ad manager,
tradepress contact, on jury duty
shoves off over the weekend for a
this Week.
at Alisal ranch, Santa
vacation
Bob Maxwell trained to the Barbara, Cal., followed by a series
Coast Thursday (6) to huddle bn of huddles at the Culver City lot,

'

a “Superman" tele, deal.
Composer Jerry Bock and Pat
Fagg'en have announced their em
gagemeht. It'll be a June wed*^

;

By Maxime de Bf ix
(33 Blvd. Montparnasse^)

diiig.

.

Moskowitz, Metro's
heads for
Veepee and
Miami Beach April 20 ph a three-^
Charles

W«^ncB4ay,, Apfg 12j 195®

C,

fourr week season.

:

By p« Lv Grahame

:

Rosamund John; stage and fllm
The Jack Segals to Spain.
Robert Rossmi inked Miroslava,
star, re-marrying, this time to a
Dave Souhami to Barcelona.
Mexican, pic. topper; as exclusive
lawyer, John Silkin.
v
week vacation.
Wi lly Wilder to Fontainebleau.
y
star
for flve years:
circatch
College
to
Rita Cave from London
Jack Waller to King’s
Emanuel Frisch, Haiidforce
Siisana Gtiizar, Tito’s cousin,
hospital Monday (16) for checkup
cuit treasurer, took on chores of plays.
inked
by Bolivar Films to make
The Jules Steins in Switzerland and internal operation.
amusement chairman for the
treasurer,

Dennis Morgan to Milwaukee for
opening of new $6,000,()00 arena
!

there*

'

Donald G’Connor will

m.c.

an-

nual dinner darice of Uriiyersal
City Club.
Elaine Townsend in from Havana tb discuss details of her film
three pix in VenezUela.
V
biography,
Georgette Windsor the new pub^^
Robert Rossen’s illness in Mexlie rriations chief for A. Cv Blu- ico City slowing dovrii production
irierithal’s Reforma-Cqsablanca Ho- of "Brave Bulls.”
tel at Acapulco*
Reece Halsey succeeded John
Sara Quash, Chilean actress, ink- Weber as head ofr. William Morris
department
story
three
in
make
pix
Mexico,
ed to
Billy Boyd to San Antoriio for
cbiriedy-drama
the
has
joined
personals
before joining Cole Bros,
troupe which Armando Calvo,
Spanish pic-stage actor, has organ- circus in Chicago.
Robert X. LippertVto Dallas as
ized for the; Teatrb Ideal.
Rudolph Loewenthal has inked guest ;bf honor* at luncheon tossed
Bob O’Donnell.
by
for
the
versionsi
two
stars
SpanBetty Grable is -heading for a
ish and French, of "Girls in Uni*
Y. vacation, her first eastern
N.
form” he’s to produce soon-r/Marga
Lopez for the Spanish, Isa Miranda trek in three years.
Jack
Dawn retired as head of
for the French.
He’s mulling
Metro’s make-up department beplans for an English version*
of
failing health:
cause
Laria Turner packing for a 40day tour of the Orient with her
'

.

•

.

"

»

.

Brooldyn Red Cross fund-raising
drive.

"

•

Mrs. Leonard Lyons arrived
Her hus(9) from Europe.
band, N. y. Post syndicated columnist, will trek to the. continent

|

•shortly:

C b n d o n, Paramount

Richard

flack, returns to the h:o. .Monday
(17) after studio huddles to lay
oiit

promotional plans for "Sunset

Boulevard.’:

>

*

RKO

;

Philharmoriic Oriheptra.

'

;

Novel attraction at Ciro’s nitery
a series of dreSs shpws presented by leading fashion houses.
Flora Robson to Alassio. Italy,
Waldo ^ayoi and sister scouting May 9 on short vacation prior to
resumirig her lead in "Black Chifr
for pix and plays.
Walter Doniger polishing up fori” on tour.
serijptdf "Moneyman:”
Currently playing Rome, NichElias Lapinere to Malicqrne for olas Bros, return to England midClosing of fishing season.
dle July fpr string of dates on
The James Masons may make a the Moss Empires.
picture here after "Pandora.”
Norman Evans has just received
Allan Byre’s daughter Marcelle his contract for New York tele ap-.
recovering from appendectomy.
pearance ori v Millen Berie’s proPierre Barillet, author of "Don gram June 6 for $750.
d’Adele,” to Washington and N. Y
Romney Brent and wife, actress
peter N. Rathyon dining with Gino Malo, diie here from" Paris

Frank Pe yoe. vaudeviUian, being sought by Emmett Moore, Fort
Worth attorney, regarding some
money due him from his grand*
mother's estate.
y
Muriel Smith, of United Artists
publicity department, hit by unusual infection which has tempbShe’s in
rarily left her sightless.
/
Flushing hospital.
Charles Ventura, Wbrld-TellySun society ed, and his wife may
be the summer replacement for the men reportedly representing Aga
Koiimars (Dorothy & Dick) over Khan interests.
The Gerry Mayers to Normandy
during July.
Associated Blind, Inc., holds its for Easter, before going into their
second annual benefit show at Mad- new Quai d’Orsay home,
'

Stanley Black recuperating at
Eittlehampton from nervous breakdown due to Overwork,
Sir John flarbirolll to Germany
to conduct concerts for the Jerlhl

*

.

:

Sunday

f

3 \VGClC*
Julie Gibson laking a flyer in
rcsl Gstdtc
to hold continental conven>
tion June 2.
Rita Hayworth from Switzerland
to the Riviera.
The Raoul Walshes spcndiiig
Easter in Paris.
The Laudy Lawrences to England for Easter.;*

.

is

;

-

ison Square Garden

May

All

18.

proceeds will go to enlarge facilities fbr rehabilitation of the blind:
Banshees,

’The

,

of

association

will hold their anin the grand ball*
room of the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.,
April 25. Chief Banshee Arthur
“Bugs” Baer will emcee.

newspapermen,
nual luncheon

to retuining to America..
Jeari Negulesco back from Paris;
after his projected weekend trip
was extended to a fortnight beAlicia Parker back to' London cause of a bout of bronchial pneu/
after three weekkhere as guest of monia..
Danny Kaye refuslng to be lured
the'Marquesa de Yurarte.
Air France making commuting into doing personals and broadwith the Riviera so_ easy that it’s casts, insisting that his trip witl;
wife, Sylvia Fine, is purely vacalike prewar going to Versailles,
,

:

Peter Rathvon to Spain in an
improve Continental distribution for Anierican indie filmDavid b. Selznick laid up in his makers.
Hampshire House suite with larynElen Dosia accepting as guest
gitis.
Wife Jennifer Jones ar- star at the Opera but declining to
rived from Coast Saturday (8) become a regular mender of the
•nd stays until they go to Europe, company.
probably next month,
Richard Todd, who just wound
up a film at Warners, planes, in
from, the Coast today (Wednesday)
cn rbute to Britain. Accompanied
By Jerry Gaghan
by his wife, the actor sails on the
Lew Jenkins^ former lightweight
Queen Elizabeth April 14.
champion of the world, now a hillArthur Miller expects to com- billy singer, opened at Big Bill’s^
plete within a couple of weeks Sbo-Bar April 10.
screenplay,
tentatively
labeled
Dr. L, Clyde Cornog, assistant
•'The Hook,” which he, Kermit professor of physics at PennsylBloOmgarden and Elia Kazan s will vania U., garnered lots of newsproduce together in New Yorki
paper space here with announceIndie film producer Jules Levey ment of his electronic device to
Fabiola
Enterprises
as
bas formed
kill a radio commercial from the
company handling merchandising arm chair.
and sales promotion of "Fabiola,”
Cafe owner Frank Palumbo
pic
Michele
stairing
Morgan, turned songwrighter, with, his numwhich Levey ik distributing in the ber "As Long As I Have oYu.” It
:u. s.was introduced at a cocktail piaity
Jose Ferrer returned to- the given for Vic Damohe in Palumbo’s
Coast Saturday (8) following a CR Club. Damoneds currently at
two-week Gotham stay. Actor re- the Click,
ports to producer Stanley Kramer
Two top bandleaders take over
for pre-production huddles on the Academy of Music within a
•'Cyrano de Bergerac,” in which single week' Stan Kenton and his
heTl star.
progressive jazz are slated for two
Arihur Schwartz, partner in the nights (11-12) and Spike Jones and
ihowlflz law firm of Schwartz ik his Musical Depreciation Revue
Jrrbhlich, named a member of the play Monday (17k
character committee by the apConnie Mack, 87-year-old manapeliate division of the New York ger of the Philadelphia Athletics,
supreme court. He’ll pass on ap will go for television in a big way
plicants to the bar.
over this weekend. Mack will apKathleen Ryan, a J. Arthur pear on Paul Whiteman^s "TV^
Bank contractee, planed in from Teen Club” Saturday night (15)
Loiidon Monday (10) entoute to arid Ed Sullivan’s "Toast of ’Town”
the Coast, where she’ll, appear in Sunday (16).
Robert Stillman’s upconiing "The
Sound of Fury,” which United
effort to

*

,

'

Schinasi, w.k. in
By Ted Friend
and mother of Bubbles
Schinasi (Mrs. Arthur Hornblow,
Edward R. Murrow in for short
Jr.)
announced engagement of visit.younger daughter Betti to Jack
Biz in boites at lowest ebb since
Goldsmith, of the Warner Bros, depression/
publicity dept, in the h.o.
"Robin
Hood,”
33d arinual
.Charles Schiaifer, former ad- Mountairt;Play, scheduled atop Mt^
pub chief at 20th-Fox and now Tampalpais, May 21.
pperatpr of his Own agency, ihau
Nick Stuart and orch follow
gurated ;a five-week course on Freddie Miartin into Mural Room
“Motion Picture Publicity and of St. Francis^ April 11.
Public Relations” at the New
Sarah Vaughan at Ciro’s, Louis
School
for
Social Research Armstrong at Swing Club and
•

.

MUggsy Spanier

(12):

at the

Hangover,

Paramount Theatres yeepee, and Peter
Grimm, nori-shOwbiz exec, feted by
Leonard Goldenson, tJPT prez,'at a
J. J'. Shubert conferring with Hal
f^cktail p a r t y at 21 yesterday
(TUes.) on the twosome assuming Zeiger on possible bookings for
”
co-chairmanship of the United ”Bor!5Cht*Capades
Edward G. Robinsori will address
Cerebral Palsy Assn, fund-raising
drive. Goldenson heads the char- Combined Jewish Appeal at Palmer House Api'il 26.
ity group.
litiited

.

Fraii

Warren,

Richard Hayes,
Mervyn Nelson, Edith Fellows,
Tommy Dix and the Gene William
©rch are among those scheduled to
•ppear at the benefit for ho.spitalized war veterans being held
at Madison Square Garden, N, Y.,
.

,

;

Jules

Giro’s.

By

Kasdin,

Wife

is

riew

owner

of

Jr;,

to

Oklahoma City

for preerri

former Ruth Barr, of Argosy’s "Wagorimaster.”
Cecil B. ’DeMille turned over

N. Y: talent agent.

Movement
manent

started to set

legit stock

company

up per-

sults

.

re-

of 10 years of Biblical reto Library of Congress.

own search

in

house for next season here. Sponsored by local business^ men, with

Sam Berlin sparking. ^
Danny Davis, op of Kitty Davis’,
By Florence S.; Lowe
putting in bid for managerial pbst
vof new Beach Municipal AUdi-^
tional.
Spike Jones and troupe at ConJulie Oliphant, wife of Jack Oli- torium. Alfred J. (ex-WOR, N. Y. stitution Hall last Monday night
phant, has turned down offer of head) McCosker appointed to ad- •(10).
six month contract to handle the visory, board.
J. C. Browni bureau chief for
publicity for Sir Benjamin Fuller
Metro's News of Day, seriously ill
for Australia.
in a Boston hospital.
Savoy hotel resumes Its cabaret
Irene Selznick pari;ied by east of
shows after 12 years with opening
"Street Car Named Desire” after
Iluth
Chatterton
attraction, Raye and Naldl, bowD. C. preem of show.
Continued froiri page „3
ing April 19 for two weeks with
Spyros Skouras in town last
further options.
made
to uhdei^tand that the rea- week and due in again over weekA new play by W. Ghetham
end on United Jewish Appeal
Strode, "Background,” goes into son for the latter act is that the
the
Westminster theatre after kid is Jewish and this is her sub- chores.
way for allaying her
Edward
Everett
in
Horton
"Black
Chiffon”
its conscious
coricludes
guilty feeling.
When she hais to ‘‘Springtime for Henry” due in
year’s run May 3.
Louis Godfrey, Anton Dolin’s make a final choice between her Friday arid Saturday at nearby Arprotege, has clicked in his first husband and the moppet, she lington, Va.
starring ballet, "Fiesta,” which is chooses the youngster.
Martha Scott. Faye Emerson,
doing capacity biz for Moss EmSimbri
Schuster will publish Mary Beth Hughes, David Street,
pires and deluxe cinemas.
the book April 20. Firm’s acquisi- Lanny Ross and Dean Murphy in
Due to their London success, Val tion, of the novel has a peculiar cast of show emceed by columnists
Parnell has exercised his option twist in that Miss Chatterton; in- Danton, Walker and Igor ( Gholly
on the Mack Triplets arid Will play sisted that her agent submit
Knickerbocker) Cassini which teed
it
them on Moss Empires instead of anonymously.
^She feared that it off local Cancer Fund drive.
gals taking up string of Continental
riiight be accepted on the exploitadates.
Revival of Mordaunt Shairp’s tion value of her name, rather
than
on its merit. Only after S&S
Kansas City
"The Green Bay Tree” replaces
"Murder at the Viriarage” at the had okayed its publication did it
By John Quinn
Playhouse April 19. Cast is head-r learn the name of the author. Book
Missouri "theatre just installed
ed by Brenda Bruce, Walter Fitz- was agented by Margot Johnson of Muzak
music service in lobby.
gerald, Hugh Williams.
A* Jt S. Lyons.
Lawrence Lehman returned to
Uday .Shankar and his Indian
Theme of the John Hersey novel
Missouri following recent
Ballet had warm reception at Em- for which Selznick
paid $100,000 hospitalization with flu.
bassy
theatre,
Swiss
Cottage, last week,
plUs the interest in
Barney Joffee back at manawhere he operied a week’s engage"Homeward
Borne,” hints at ari- gerial reins of the Tower Theatre
ment April 3, presenting two difafter long absence because of illother
cycle
of
anti-prejudice
films;
ferent programs of dances and
but from a somewhat different tacit ness.
music:
Dwight Fiske at El Casbah for
"Gentlemen’s Agreement,”
‘Othello,” to be produced on than
annual two-week stand.
Rates
tele April 23 by George Moore "Home of the Brave,” "Lost Boun$1.50
cover charge, in contrast to
O’Farrell, with Andre Morel! in daries” and "Pinky,” all of which
usual
no
cover.
title role, supported by Joan Hop- proved coinmakers at the b.o.
Golf was daily contest between
kins and Stephen Murray, is big2Qth-Fox, incidentally, has anElmer Rhoden, Fox Midwest chief,
gest production yet attempted by other of the anti-prejudice films,
and
J. Arthur Rank during latter’s
the BBC;
"No Way Out,” finished. It’s holdMayflower Productions has lined ing It, however, until September, two-day stay here.
Joe
chief,
HertenboWeri
up Jack Hawkins, Dennis Price so that it doesn’t suffer from
her takes time put for jaunt to New
and Peter Haipm^nd for pic to be irig caught
at the tall end Orleans,
and heads from there dimade in South Africa, titled "South of the cyclecurrently
of Negro-the'^med pix. rectly to NAB
meet In Chi.
African Story,” to be directed by
It details the difficulties of a Negro
David McDoriald, with shooting to
Jimmy Nixon, Orpheum manhospital interne.
start April 28.
ager, swamped with mail orders
Jack Davies, Bunday Graphic
for ‘'South Pacific” although play
show columnist, authored new andoesn’t hit town until May.
ti-Hitler play, "Rat Trap,” recentRuth Seufert Concert; series ofly tried out in Windsor, and which
fering Margaret Truman on 1950is going on the road before West
51 season; will be thl^d eonceri for
Continued from page .3 siB
End opening. It's skedded for a
Miss Truman in her home town.
Broadway run, possibly in the fall. nouncemerit. last week of a new
color tube which appears certairi
to bring tinting much closer.
"Reluctant Dragon” technique
By Abe Berger
with which Hisney, is said to be exBy Hal Cohen
Jon and Sondra Sterie at t
A1 Morgan current at the Gopa, perimenting as a comparatively
with Vic Dambne following him low-cori means of eritry to video swank Cipangp Club*
Charles Laughton signed for h
April 17.
does riot offer the full advantages
Rose Murphy, Larry R Blake and of his normal Cartoon action. The ture appearance at Commun
Course series at McFarland Au<
Danny Asbury make up new show 1941 picture employed Robert
torium.
at Monte Carlo.
Berichley as a narrator who told
Judy Carioya and her eight-J
Bandleader Mickey Ross* X3* the story
of "The Reluctant Dra- unit closed two hights at F£
year-bid daughter, Sally, playing
by
gon”
means
of
Park
cartbdned
Auditoriurii with appro
stills
first piano recital.
Dick Williams in town beatirig much of the way. Only In spots mately 4,000 attehdirig.
did
tjie
Rex
stills
Allen, new Western sad<
go into actiori.
drums for Nixon’s finale, Mae
'rechnique was suggested by star discovered by Roy Rogers,
West’s "Diamond Lil.”
Mrs. Ben Kalmenspn and her Disney s own method of laying town doing personals with iinve
son and daughter here from N. Y. put the plot of his pix. That’s by ing of his pic, "Arizona Cowbo:
Interstate la bringing back "T
for visit with relatives.
"story boards* hung on
,

Ruby

Weitman,

husband, Bob Toppinjg.

'

KCMO

biz,

Roberi:

.

.

‘

Wednesday

,

RKO

Artists Will release.
Mrs.;

,

•

&

,

show

’

Barbara Stanwyck Voted best acLary Solloway
tress in an English-speaking: picPrances Faye, Copsey arid Ayres
ture by Cuban film critics.
April 30 for short vacation prior into Glover Club April 17.
Ben Johnson and Harry Carey,

:

WOR

,

Howard Newman,

flack for "Madof Chaillot,”. leaves in- advance of play bn midwest tour;

woman

!

'

;

.

'

Mrs. William B. Walrath, who
a wall.
resigned last week as director of
Rosey Rowswell and Bob Prince Each board contains the key scene
the Cradle, orphariage in Evanston, on the
road broadcasting Pirates’ from a sequence arid, by following
.leayjrtg for Coast for extended vaexhibition games over
them along, the. entire pattern of
cation.
Mrs. George Jaffe, wife of bur-. (he;stbry is revealed.
:

WWSW.

;

,

Outlaw” which they once refus
Moves into top-imn IV
jestic oh April 13.
Film play
four independent suburban hou!
a year ago.
booking.

:

:

12» 195ft
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Trans-Lux Corp.
$43,000 last 3rear
rose,
as comparedMrith 1948, corpora^
tion repOrtlnj^ $198,880 net after
all taxes and reserve :as' against
$155,130 in the preceding' year,
also after taxes and reserve. Trans-^
liUX showing was all the niore suhitahtial because the conipahy set
aside $49,080 lor taxes last year
Js compared With $22,575 in 1948,
Also about $10,000 more was writ?
ten pfi for depreciation and amprprofit of

Ntt

more thim

.

,

.

timtion.:'

dbnsiderabie attention in the report was devoted to p^ratipns of
the Trans-Lux Theatres Corp., a
subsid- There are now 14 theatres
rim by this compahy, 11 Of which
are in metropplitan New York, the
other three being in Washington,
P. C., iphiiadelphia and Boston. It
was pointed out that only one T-L
theatre Continues as a newsreel
house, at 49th and Broadway* N. Y.
TranS-Lux has seven houses in
Mai^attkn, one In the Bronx and
three in Westchester.
17,700
purchased
birectorate
shares Pf corppratipn Stock in the

open market and retired them to
:

.

,

Coutlnusd from past 4
Motion picture Assn, of America
country to a total where they can membership will delve into
none
no longer dominate exhibition.
of the heavy problems facing the
As for the Government counter- indiistiy at its annual meeting in
appeal, filed this week, legalites New Yprk tomorrow (Thursday)
do not consider that it imposes any morning. It is .scheduled to be a
great threat to the three com- routine and technical session at
panies.
Should the Government which the members will reelect all
even win its chief point of attack— j members of the board and the latto shorten divorcement, from the ter will then cohVehe to rename
present three-year provision iri the all the officers,
Erie Johnston, MPAA prexy,
decree to 18 months—the time
would still start running only after who will preside, arrived in New
the hijh Court rendered its ver^ York yesterday (Tuesday); He wSs
diet,
which means that s year or one 6f 50 businessmen who reSO delay would be tacked on the ceived an honorary degi^e of doc18 monthl, virtually giving the ma- tor of commercial science yesterjors the three years briginally al- day, from New* York University’s
School of Cbmmerce, Accounts &
lotted,
Moreover, oh a questbn of dis- Finance.-'..;,
Johnston* Will follow the MPAA
cretion such as the three-year peon tomorrow with; a
riod, it is not thought likely that conclave
lundiepii
for tradepaper publishers
the high court would lipset the

,

Wmild Bar

ing of divorcement on the witness
stand.

AppUcatloh by the .Goverdment

RKO

to speed the dissolution of
’s
minority interests in Metropolitan
Playhouses, big New York ‘circuit,
was filed yesterday (Tues.). Governineht attacks a proposed plan
for handling this circuit which
filed several weeks ago. The
application bulwarks the belief that
the
of j is growing impatient of
further delays since it points out
that the conseiit decree is now 18

BKO

D

months old and the major’s interest in Metrqpolitan must still be
disposed of.

BKO

owns a 20%
.

Interest In

Metropolitan with George, Spyros
and^ Charles P. Skouras and United
Artists circuit holding the balance.
Goveriime.nt motion asks for the
appointment of a trustee who
would immediately take steps to
divide the houses among the partners. Plea will be heard Monday
before the three Federal
( 17 )
judges who sat .bn the original
‘

anti-trust case.

BKO

.plan,

now under

attack,

gave the court the choice of five
banks from which to choose a trustee. it also provided that the bank

named could administer the stock
for a period of five years. Government claims the plan is too. complex and. that there is no incentive
for the trustee to dispose of the

BKO

CHICAGO
'

Ordered only six cuts.
Bell Sc Howell reported its

pix.

and

Tower bench’s

ruling.
Other appeal points raised by the Gbvernihent are strictly^mlnor. Dept, of
Justice wsints a stronger provisioh
barring any agreement among, the
defendants which would restrict
the right of any other exhib in the
acquisition of theatres.

,

.

L. A. thtpugh

;its

eratibn;.

tioii-distf ibution

company

to

own

the stock for the full five years*

Techni’s Stretch
Continued from page

1

mark

for the company.
Previous peak was in '48 when 39
were turned out. New record In
positive print output was also
racked up. Tinier processed 267,*
327,907 feet against 1948’s 264i705r
797. Bepprt sees a big; year comtng: up for the company with 59
features being produced; in preparation; or pacted for 1930.
Techhi’^s plant expansion program is rapidly nearing completion, report stated, with less than
$200,000 required this year. Some
$600,000 was spent on the plan lit
H9. Entire cost' will be within the
$3,5Qd^0p0 estima t e briginally
made. Because the company was
able to meet this expense put of
e^nings, no part of a $2,500,000
credit with the Batik of America
Was touched and the litie of credit
has how been cancelled.
Consolidated current assets came
to $8,200,666 at the end of the year
and current liabilities to $3,618,465.
Cash balance and Government bonds* amounted to $6,642,nicolor^ top

999.
Net assets were upped
flightly to $4,582,200 against $4,521,510 at the end of ’48.

'

John Marlowe, Herriii, 111., building up a small zoo as additional
boxoffice bait for his.
in near that city.; v

new

drived

James Wesley, exhib in Palmyra,
;

MlNNE^pLIg

to be Warners’ ofmanager, succeeding Gene
Melone, deceased.
Pat Hailoran, Universal’^ Oity
subsidiaryv’ Par- salesman, ill with flii.

erators

fice

patrons of these houses will receive one fare (a token selling at
three for 35c) upon presentation
of a transfer wheii an admission
ducat is purchased, streetcar coni*
pany complains of fallihg reveniia
and this is expected to., step up
.volume of transportation u^ers.

views oxv

atres as a result of divorcement.
Emphasizing its qualifications as

and streetcar and bus tines^ ^

Indiaiiapolis,

7

Harry

TV

;

,

competition,

French,

B.

Minnesota

an aggressive and dynamic com- Amus.

Co. prexy. Visiting all
petitor in the devc^opnient of the towns Of ciiTuit to help Maytelevision art," company issued a June boxoffice drive*
"Third Mail" to be given 23challenge to anyone "to point to a
more resourceful and intelligent tbwn preem by Minnesota Amus;
Co., April, 27 to launch greater
competitor of the dominant netmovie season,
works than Paramount has proved
Ev. Seibel and John Branton,
fh .hp
Minnesota Amus. Go. executives,
20tli-Fox, through Welch, Mott back from motor
trip vacation
monopoly becomes non-existent.
Morgan, argues that aii anti- through Arizona and Texas.
WarnersV Novel
trust Violation should nb mbre afUniversity of Minnesota has a
Warner raises one novel argu- fect the character qualification of course on American film development. Company said in its appeal an appiicaht than a series of traffic ment with pictures to illustrate
A civil decree in an each phase. ;
that handing up a divorcement plan violations.
in six months is a hardship because anti-trust case, it contends, should
it has no way of knowing for a be regarded similarly to a tax court
solid year what sort of circuit will decision and should have nO more
Harrik Amus, Go. will vacate
be permitted to operate. Beason adverse effect oh eharacter.
its
present quarters in William
Brief asserts that, in a field outfor that paradox is the fact that a
Penn
hotel bn July 31 and move
divestiture plan must wait but a side radio, the Commission has ho circuit offices to site on
Bigelbw
full year under the decree. To try right to draw an unfavorable^ in- Boulevard now being used as
a
to plan- divorcement when a com- ference from activities that might warehpuse for; "Ice Capades.” Alpany cannot tell just What theatres appear to be mohopOllstic in ha-; though Harris lease at hotel still
The different conditions has nearly five years to run, Wilthe circuit will be allowed is a ture.
4<
under which business ih general liam Penn agreed to a release and
‘hardship," Warners declared.
and the radio business operate will convert space on first floor
completely repudiate any material- shops into display, rboms.,
In view of
ity in such evidence.
Dave. Wald, of
theatre bookthe monopoly controls already pos- ing department, resigned to go
sessed by the Commission (through with 20th-Fox as salesman in Erie
Continued from page 3
Before
moving into
multiple ownership regulatibhs), district.
Fox
contends,- any attempt to add booking post, Wald Was a manaBalaban. and Weisl took over in
ger
for
Warners.
to its powers by employes the
place of Bernard Goodwin and Ar-,
Bill
Decker,
who managed
‘‘character”, device, would be "a
thur Israel, Paramounters who. prein Donora, Greeiiscbmpleteiy futile and superfluous h busies for
viously served as board members
burg, Johnstown and Steubenville
step."
back in the 30’s returned; as spealong v^dth Baibourn.
Fox’s Theatre TV Angle
cial
publicity rep for Senator
Previously, Par’s board had alFox recently abandoned its plans theatre on its return to vaudo;
ready decided that the company
Senator
recently Was takeh over
would suspend current discussions to establish video broadcast stafor the sale of its DuMont stock. tions, but is :participat,irig in the by a local syndicate headed by
Board took the step to avoid re- oral arguments because of its in- Gabe Bubin, operator of Art
Cinema. House will shut down
ports of a sale and prevent Par’s terest in theatre TV, Its experir
summer for facelifting to
common from taking a ride on the mental video licenses and its use this
conyert
legit site as replaceNew York exchange. Company of radio for oh-locatibn communi- ment forinto
the .Nixon,
feared that rumors of a big cash cations.
Warners and Loew’s Inc, told the
sale would send Par’s stock above
the $21 per share figure which the FGC they have no objection to
N,
company is currently pfTeririg to to having their qualifications fbr
Lawrence Willey, once owner of
in
in
considered
radio
licenses
Colonial 'theatre (now the State! iii
pay on a block of 500,000 of its own
But they strongly^ Rochester, .building new home in
dividual cases.
shares.
Ahandonment^pf negotiations, at oppose any blanket policy which Long Beach, Calif., where he now
any rate, will hold until either the might automatically bar or restrict
Melvin F. Morrison, former man500,000 shares have been picked up anti-trust violators from entering
Both filed ager of Strand in Dover and now
by Paramount or until May 4 when the brbadcast field.
a
supervisory executive for chain
the. Current Offer to buy the com- briefs in preparatibn for oral arguwhich operates that theatre, given
mbn expires. Par has ahnouneed ments April 24 before the com- gift
at annual banquet Of Dover
that its bid at $21 starts Thurs- mission.
Retail Merchants’ Assn*
day. (13).
Manchester’s ozener season startAssumption of directorship by
ed with reopening of Mahehester
Balaban and Weisl indicates that
Drive-in here and Sky Bay Drivethese two top officials will carefully
In, between Manchester and Conwatch the DuMont operations.
cord.;..'.
i
Cbntlhiied. from
Television concern has been showing big profits recently and the film this, more than half is believed to
compahy’s 29% Interest in the firm be domestic returns.
Ray McBae, owner of two newsin light of the growing domestic
can pay off in a substantial sum in
16m market, which shows strong papers in Southern Illinois, and
the form of dividends.
K.
G, HunSaker, Camp Point, 111.,
Par previously Was asking for resistance to the Video assault on obtained lease on the Deluke in
$11,000,009 as the price of its DUr films generally; 16m ex0cs in; the Camp Point. House has been-dark
companies are freely predicting for .several months,
Mont holdings.
that all the majors must ultimately
Edward G. Keller, owner of the
take oh narrow-gauge distribution Pearl, Pearl* 111., readying his
That is particularly house there for reopening.
in the U. S.
so .because the majors are search-:
The Kay Theatre, Ihc., of which
ing for increased grosses as at least Merle
Stewardson,
Glen
and
.Continued, from page I
are
principal
divorceiueht.
Shelbyville,
111.,
a partial offset to
a new 400will
open
Artists’
stbckholders
that
United
Understood
shows, are seeking to iron out as
n e ar Shelbyville
ozoner
car
many problems as possible before board has authorized an entry into May
15.
disgoing into the hearings.v FolsOni domestic 16m sales, with the
Bill Williams, Union, Mb;, thea^
Lazarus,
in
N.
Paul
vested
cretidn
and Michel, for example, kicked
tre owner, back home after an
around such items as Whether the- Jr„ to make the decision as to the appendectomy performed here.
time. Paramount has been
atre TV should concentrate oil proper
The Skylark, a new drive-in;
for many
sports and special events or Spec- studying the; question
Jeffersoii City, Mo., began operathat
likelihpbd
the
mohths,
with
whether
and
ially-produced shows,
Douglas Otnes is manager.
tions.
dis^
Lor^n Cluster Started work on
theatres will be connected via mi- Alfred W. Schwalberg, Par’s
tribution veepee, will greenlight OOO-car ozoner on outskirts of Sacrowave links or coaxial cable,
Metro has lem, III.
Tweritieth prez Spyros P. Skou- the Venture shortly.
domestic
Cliff Mantel, St. LouiS; took over
ras is due back this weekend from been slaying away from
16m, but there is considefable in- the Alien, Franklin, Hl.f and will
a trip to Hollywood and Mexico
the
on
take
be operated on two-a-week policy.
and will join Folsom and Michel ternal pressure to
W. T. (Bill) Swift* Virden, 111.,
chores.
in the discussions next; week.
;
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PITTSBURGH

;

.

WB

WB

MANCHESTER,

Following the success pf "Battle*
ground,*’ "Sands of

O’clock High," VlTaniers ia
climbing oh war pix bandwagon
with
reissues
of
"Destination
.

Tokyo" and "God

.

Is

My

Co-Pilot.”

Bepublic
is
reissuing
“The
Flame’ and "Driftwood," to take
advantage of the Oscars recently
won by Broderick Crawford and
-

.

Dean Jagger.

;

;

DETROIT
Successful bally :ior Bing Crosby
last few years by United DeTheatres is being continued
With a "Bing Bake," slated for
lobby of Michigan theatre! ; April
21.
Cake-bakihg eontest in lobby
will coincide With the opening of
Crosby’s“Riding High " In which
he sings novelty number "Sunshine
Cake."

over

troit

BOSTON
New England Theatres
exec, has been appointed general
chairman of industry’s division in
Cerebral Palfiy campaign. A.ssisting him as cb-chairmen Will be
Samuel Pinanski; Arthur Lock-^
wood, Arthur Howard and Leslie
Hy

Fine;

Bendslev.

DaLeas
The Rex,

at Amarillo, reopened
after being remodeled. It is owned

by Dollison

Queen

circuit.

theatre,

at

Galveston,

purchased by Galyestbn Theatres,
Inc., Interstate subsidiary.

Circuit

plans extensive remodeling.

H.

OUTDOOR tNOWSPECIALIZINO^

•

J

Iwo Jima" atid

“12

.

Moreover, it states
that the plan does not limit ownerahip of Metropolitan to the theatre
cjiairt, but would permit the producstock.

;

Mo*, is head of census-taking set*
up in Marion county, Mp.
To hypo attendance at Fanchon
& Marco’s Fox, Mis^buri^ St. Louig
and. Shubert as Woll as Empress,
"Prince Of Peace” had Twin of Ansell Bros, Circuit, located in
City premiere at Bichfield, indie a four^block stretch midtown, a
suburban
house
during
Holy special refund plan Hha been,
Week.
launched. Through deal m^ade with
V
Ned Tillman, transferred from St. Louis Public Service Co.; op*

amount Television Pfbductiohs,
Trueman Bembusch, natibnal
Inc.; and formerly owned WBKB Allied
States president, coming
in Chicago, which has become the for North Central Allied convenproperty of United Pafamount The^ tion here May 3-4 to give his
.44

^

O, Xt- Turner, Jr., Of TurnerFarraf Circuit, Harrisburg, 111;, in
a St. Louis hospital for major op*

in Floiida.

editors*

.Continued from,; page

;

,

to start bperatlbns.
1949:

net profit as $447,764 or 72c per
common share as against 1948 net
of $1,527,432 or $3.06 on common,
Art Steagel, manager of Orienuntil theatre wgis
tal
acquired
from Essaness- Circuit, appointed
mahager of North Avenue Drivein, recently acquired by Essaiiess;
Ben Katz; midwest exploitation
chief for Universal, vacaitioning

:

the treasury* Company also sold
Aside from the major appeal
the property In Washington, D. C., argument that the industry has
owned by Trans-Lux Badio City changed drasticaily, another big
Corp., at a profit and liquidated its defense contention is that the court
theatre prPperty : in Mexico City did not need to order complete di(Teatros Trans de Mexico). This vorcement to relieve the alleged
investment, via its Trans^Lux Pan monopoly situation. Federal colurt
Aiherican Corp,, was Wholly Writ- erred, *ma jors say, in its all-orten oil during 1949.
nothing approach to the question of
exhibition. Undoubtedly; it will be
argued before the Supreme Court
that the
humber of affiliated
S*
houses could have been trimmed
by the court to the point where'
Continued from page S ;

U

ta light his new 300-cbr
ozoner near Auburn, llhv In May.
Chi Censor Board reviewed 123
'FalUng of high waters of the
pix during month of March with-- Ohld 'and ^Mississippi enabled El
out banning of reclassifying > any Patio diive-in> north of Carlo, 111.,

k
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W^neidiiy, AprQ 12, 1950
creeping paralysis regarding IT, S.
product that started in Hungary a
couple years ago has now reached
such a point that the MPEA iS
-

,
*

^

,

closing its office there.
FriiiJ^ Scully
Soviet .intentions remain .su
_
GapThe
for
reviewing
of
years
enigma as far as the American in^
15
SuiirTimc$’ Aft. Exit
Hollywood, April 8.
Kremlin
Madison, Wis.» is pterTimes,
concerned.
Ital
yesterday
Chicago Sun-Times
Wisconsin s oldest
Qct5ijer, 1948, to buy a
the afternoon ling Sorenisen,
There is a subversive- group hiding in the hills above Hollywood
fib) withdrew from
in^oi^
critic-reviewer
each,
$50,000
edition*
plx
at
mihimum of 20
which believes that the conclusions of psychiatrists are nUts because
Morning Early Bird
field.
uous service.
heresies
lists of 100 titles all the data is derived from nuts.
They are supported' iR
will probably hit Eoop
each has been sent and about 50 by Paula Drew, a screen actress. Seeking a divorce, froxn her spouse.
earlier than
a
Sia^
i94^
Dr. I. Altshuler, she accused the psychiatrist of trying to drive her crazy
were consolidated Eeb. 2,
in the seats of Madison's ^show
with most or Sun staffers of S-T houses, concert halls and audito- Bussians maintain
arid thus add to his stockpile of case-histories. 'Thi$,4?oines under
refuse,
They
ones.
satisfactory
the axe. Daily circulation
managers
20
years,
‘’Tppopbohia,” which you will find under ‘T’’ in Scully’s Psycho Dicriums. For several
690,000
ana
have set however, to abrogate, the deal
is 620,000 with
tlonary of Hollywood:
Field of first ruii pix houses
samples.
Pihfc*^slipped on Marshall
more
fo^
see
hive asked to
jiembera, aside a special, reserved, seat
Eurodoily so far are 62 Ouild
Taboo—A ban placed oh certairi acts by tradition, custom or religiori.
negor Sorensen, when he reviews the As a result^ MPEA eastern;
whose conlraet was under
new-found
He’s worn oiit one set of pein rep Louis Kantttrek will re- The custom that a cement bldck holdirig the footprints of
films.
theatres
three
about
the
with
of
each
seats in
kfoscow in May
star riiUst be installed in the forecourt of the Grauman* s Chinese thepolicy; is a«e/to:' ^aW
the reviewing 25 more prints.
Over;
took
he
since
hallowed
handprint
the
of
removal
p.m.,Wartd
the
open
atre between 7 arid 9
dav (17). Move leaves field
^
pf an old rilerit star must not be done except between the hours of 3
Herald-Amerieam^and desk.^
Russe Codi tc^ Ydnli^^ht
riot all a small comto Hearst
that’s
But
'5'
a^m.
Daily News. Paper has been
American industryites feel there ^and
months munity critic does.: He’s up at
Tabula Rosa-—A clean slate. Used by 17th century writers to indi/
black for the past few.
7 a. Hi., to get obituaries, take is. extremely small chance of the
run.
round-the-clock
a newborn babe’s mind is prepared to accept anything. Conthat
cate
with
stock market reports, do errands Russians taking any of the product.
65 as a
anybody u^^
noon editions
and write his daily column. Then They’re not certaiu why, however, tinued by Hollywood scriptwriters who look on,
to.
believed
is
'
though. Move
there are stock shows, PTA meet- Moscow maintains the pretense of newborn babe..,^ ^
contract
Suffered
by
play.touch.
of
sense
4her Consolidate fihancial position. ings, etc., and saridwiching in after- wanting to buy. Peeling is that
to
the
Tactiie-^Pertainittg
feel their heads ringing
and
Vine
and
Hollywood
at
layoffs
meet
who
ers
noon films.
the Russd way
this is
;
N. Y. Tiines’ Apolo^
With something that'soiinds like, ‘‘Brother, can you spare a dime?”.
of keeping up with new American
juies Archer’s ;New One*
most unusual j Ournalistic inTalent—A natural aptitude worthy of training In a special field, parfilms.;
when
^
Btance occurred Sunday (9),
writing,
on
book
ticularly applied to the arts. In Hollywood eveii a ^nake, if it can be
Archer’s
Jules
Review
need
badly
its
theatres
in
M6SCOW
Times,
That
the N. Y.
Write,” is due Via
forced by a stick to wind twice in the same direction, is hailed as
in “I Sell What I
the
of the Week section, apologized
having talent. Those who look for talent in such faraway places as
Q r
remark Fred Fell the end Of this month,
editorial for; a
a, special
had
five of his studios turned out only 27 pix last Giro’s, the Mbeambp arid the Cocoanut GroVe are called “scouts.”
who
has
Archer,
made in the same, issue, in the stories radio-adapted by bther year and theatres are playing pracTantrum—A fit of temper, common in the disorders of children. A
..
Book Review section.
scripters,’ has ; written an original tically nothing but reissues, some regressiori in adults.
Gorisidered a proof of acting ardor in Hollywood
Remark was in reference to
pf
smattering
“The
Innocent
MUrr
a
radio
play,
and
old,
years
15
and comriionly miscalied; ‘‘temperament,’* : ;
min Catholics, In a review, .by derer,’' which NBC just bought.
Polish product.
and
Cerman
book
by
Lu?"
Taste— Something some producers leave at the dining table and
Philip Toynbee of a
kanturek win slop in Warsaw on Wouldn’t be caught dead carrying into a studio.
nel Trilling, ‘‘The; Liberal.
•chatter;.^;'.
He’ll
admitted
Mosepw.
his way to or/ from
nation,” Which the 'Times
Tautology—Repetition’ of the same word or phrase. People who keep
Frank Whitbeck sold Reader’s make an effort to renew the agree- sayirig “Right,’’ “Okay,” ‘‘See what I mean?”, “Are you kidding,”
•‘obviously should not have been
500-Word yarn titled^ ment which expires hext month/
made,” even though it was the re- Digest a l,500-wor<
“VVhat’a to like?/; or “Surei sure ” tffl a listener stabs thenl with a reviewer’s opinion. Statemerit, which ‘‘I Love Elephants.”
Czechs last October agreed to an .peater-'pencil..;
^ssn t
lirtK- Elson
Bob
tli6 TiinGS foiiiicl offciisiVG,
spending a week ih extension of their, three-year-old.
Tcaser-Oiie whose social behavior i&. playful *10 the point of annoylletected, it said,; until after Jhe Hollywood, gandering the film sitharmless’ psychosis which in Hollywood has beeii Worked up
pact with MPEA. They contracted, arice.
press run of' the Book Section had uatiph for Life and Time, ihags.
only, six new pictures into 24 sheetS: and plastered aU over the country on billboards: to stimufor
however,
bebn completed. ;
Will Jones in Hollywood for until the end of 1952, although late intereri in a picture which otherwise would have to be brought
three Weeks to round up film and
there is a possibility of their tak- into the theatre by pall-hearers, j"
/
Guild Vs. Royalty Cuts
radio gossip for the Minneapolis
Telegrapbers* Cramp-rAn actual ailrnent of telegraph operators but
ing more. At the same time they
Authors Guild has beenv doing Tribune.
producers
three
for
Who will even send long
Holly
woo;d
license
neurosis
of
their
referred
the
extended
a
about
lome tall worrying
Martin Werner, who- formerly
spreading practice among book worked for CBS, NBC and ABC, years on 80 pix they bought in telegrams to a guy across the street instead of shouting or telephoning
received by one protelegram
Of
a
publishers to revise the table
has been appointed associate pro- 1 946 and which have not yet been to hini. Typical of this psychoris was
Original ducer from his lawyers on winning a suit. Lawyers started put by exroyalty, payments. Random House motion director in charge of ad completely played pffw
confused the proand Morrow are conspicuous ex- promotions for Charm.
1946 deal called for payment en^ plaining that“justice had been vindicated.” This so
‘
ceptions in hot penalizing the auThe Martin and Lewis who tirely in dollars. New one pro- duced that he immediately wired back, ^‘APPCkl!’*
by
actors, pn a cold
suffered,
thors to pay the printers. Other wrote the mystery- novel,
feeling
--False
With
Sensation—
dollars,
part
Temperature
only
vides for
publishers will, typically, push Naked Eye,” are Henriette Martin the rest frozen.
day when glycerin Is dropped on their cheeks to stimulate the steaming
the and Gita Lewis, feitime scripters—
15,000 copies ine
from 10,000 to y,uuu
Bulgaria is approaching; within a heat and sweat of a jungle.
sales point ^t^hish royaUy r^e not aS many believe, the comic
Terror-An extreme, emotional manifestatiori of fear, which* if acfew months the end of a threegoes from 10%. to 12V^i%,; and
a
MPEA.
Chance companied by a shriek, makes an actress an Academy Award nominee.
so on.
“Why
Shouldn’t I Sine?” bv yo®v deal with; tb®
renewing hin^s largely pn the In “The Snake Pit” syndrome.
Idea that authors .shcmld take jMargaret Truman, as told to Stan-*
Tertiari Malaria---A type of malaria pccuriring every other day and
Screening
cuts is poison to. the Guild because |gy
22 Sateve- political atmosphere.
all persons under contract in Hollywood for 30 days hefpre. an
they reason Writers work prepon^ post
prints are being; sent in continually felt by
^Iso V All-Star Hangout,
derantly pn .speculation,: talw a by Maurice Zolotow, story of The and several have been recently option, is exercise or dropped. /
Test Age—Methpd of arriving at one’s mental age but i*' Hollywood,
year or longer to Produce; a book Lambs club.
okayed for showing, including
upon which they are then asked to
Ann Roth Morgan, formerly with “Life of Zola,” “Song of Love” and when dealing with starlets, a systeiri of making Sure wReth^r they are
no advances the Authors League of America,
smialler
oyer
or under 18.
or
take
“Seventh Cross/*
against H lowered royalty rate. All the Authors Guild and the Screen
Thanatbs—Greek god of the underworld personifying death. Author
Yugoslav deal provides for of the phrase “Drop dead.” Most chronic victim of thanatophobia was
New
this because, publishers have proh
Writers Guild, has joined the
lems of their own With production Robert Lewis-Gordon Molspn liter- 35 films to be sent in during the Mickey Cohen, a tie salesman on Sunset Strip, who was shot at so pfteii
Costs, trade discounts and so pn. ary agency as authors’ represen- oheryear period starting in Junei the underworld called him “the man with the polka dot heart.”
Twenty-five pix have been shipped
Guild makes a point, too, that pub tative.Thermohyperalgesia-A condition in which the. application of modlishers have pushed the retail
Jo Sinclair, author of “Waste- in for the preceding 12-month pe^ erate heat causes unbearabiB pain. Common to boPkies on being orprice of $2.50 to $3.75, yet still ask land,” has Written a new novel, riod. Yugo government sent a rep, dered to
get out of town.
authors to take lesser percentages.
My End Is My Beginning,” which M. J. Gavrilovic, general manager: Thighmesthesla—Contact of an individual with an object or body of
^bittlesey House will publish next of Yugoslavia Films, the stater mo- any sort. People who play footsy under nightclub tables.
r*
if
•og
in fallj
has
made much progress
Guild
Her first play, “Long Mo- nopoly^ to this country to negotiate
Thymogastic Reaction Adolf Meyer’s psychodyriamic term frir disthe last 10 years, however, is in re ment,” opened at Cleveland Play- the agreement. Irving Maas, v;p.
orders loosely grouped as “pianic depressive psychoses.” Common to
ducing drastically ^the publisher’s house yesterday (TuesJ.
manager
of
MPEA,
general
and
with pure
participation share in film, raidio
Fpllowing protests td the Irish represented the American com- producers on coming out of a preview and carried away
elation till the next morning when they read the reviews; then they
and reprint rights.
Censorship of Publications Ap- panies.
suffer from an essential after-effect depressive psychosis.
peals Bo^d the ban on the followPact calls for a guarantee against
Tic Spasmodic, jerky mpveriierits;
psychpneurpsis that is often
ing novels—imposed because the
Scully On Saucers
part
iii
dollars
with
percentage,
mistaken in Hollywood for a dance routine. Persons so; affected and
a
of
a
cehsors said they contained matHolt, seemingly ppssessed
aecret saucer itself, has signed ter which was“indecent pr db- and part in dinars. Relationships loaded Vrith liqueurs are called tiqueurs, and deserve to be.
Tied Relations^As distinguished from free relations, tied relations
Frank Scully to do a book on flying scene’^—has beeU revoked: ‘‘Res- have been friendly and Yugoslavs
Bill Buckley hopped to urrection Road,” by Millile Toole; have been helpful in convertiiig are so fused with the known object as to be hard to observe. In some
aaucersi
Hollywood some time ago and “On a Dai:k Night,” by Anthony some of the dinars. They’ve also studios certain relations are so tied they have to be cut off Separately
worked out the preliminaries with West, and “Icedrome,” by ^Frank been cooperative wRh an MPEA when the big shot is aired.
the Variety columnist. Pact was Tilsley.
in Belgrade who keeps ah eye
Topophobia^Psychoneurotic fear of some particular locality, esHollywood columnist
signed last week. Inside story will
pecially one where a top folly was committed: (1) Charles Einfeld, on
om the Americans’ interests.
Starr quickied into New York and
be. rushed to. print this summer.;
spotting a miniature of the Avc de Triomphe at General Studios. (2)
Scully first started writing oh out after a 24-hour huddle with
Darryl Zanuck, oil seeing “Woodrow Wilson” marqueed as the lower
the subject last year and did sev- Fred Fell, who is publishing his McCarthy’s European
half of a double feafure. (3) Jack Warner, running into Jack Renriy
eral columns on it before the cur- “Heads You Lose,” a Hollywood
at the
Derby where they cooked up ”Th€ Horn^Blows at Mideverybody
rent wave broke. ’^Now
detective story, on May 8.
Swing
on
Pix
Matters night.” Brown
(4) Howard Hughes, passing the shop window^ that first sugIs discovering what makes them
John; G, McCarthy, Motion Pic- gested to him that Jane Russell would be terrific in “The Outlaw.”
whirl.
ture Assn, of America v.p. In
Torsion Movements-^Writhing seen in convulsive seizures. Carmen
charge of the international divL Miranda hysterically reaching for the ^rult on her hat arid calling the*
West Wins t. A. Newsboy ‘War*
sion,
on
sails
the
Queeii
Elizabeth
war
contortions, a samba.
George West’s one-man
tomorrow (Thufsday) for six weeks
Continued from pa^e
against newsboys peddling papers
Toxicophobia—Morbid anxiety about being poisoned by food, ..water,
in Europe. He’ll confab with gov- dust^or gas. With the arrival in Hollywood of smog,;- this is no longer
In traffic lanes around Los Angeles,
ended after, two years in a 14 to 0 duced quite a pile of coin fOr ernment officials imd member com- considered a symptom of morbidity but of mortality.
victory before the city council. Hollywood in pre-war days and pahy reps in Paris, Madrid, Rome,
Toxic Psychpsis—Mental disorder of filiri-cutters who once w.ere
Singlehanded the Holly wood press- again in 1,946 and 194’7, before so Frankfbrt, Stockholm and London. treated for diphtheria" with horse serum arid
subsequpritly forced to ciit
agent, currently unemployed, got much heat was turned on In the
It ik expected that McCarthy will nothirig but westerns until they started to neigh.
teamsters, newsboys and other cold war that any evidences of
Transfeience
wind up the Continental portion Of
Neurosis-eA hysteria common to waning stars Whose
unions,, the grand jury and finally Americanism werel almost ^autohis tour in time to join Eric John- contracts have been transferred froiri Metro to Monogram.
Norman Ghandler, owner of the matically ruled out.
Transference Situaiion-r^Ari emotional neurosis: where the patient
ston, MPAA prez, and Ellis G;
Times and the Mirror, to stop sale
Friendly Countries
ef papers in areas where sellers
Most curious aspect of the Iron Arnall, Society of. indepeUdent transferred fi’onri Metro to^^Moribgram blows hot and cold in her affecwere killed oT‘ maimed almost Cuilain-vs.-Hollywood is the dif- Motion Picture Producers topper, tions. and hostility toward an old love who seemingly escaped the heave
that tossed her out and is suspectrid of having had something to do with
fering attitude toward Y ank pix in London in May for the session
the' transfer.;
Hearst press fought the proposed
that has prevailed in the Various With Board of Trade prexy Harold
ordinance, the afternoon Herald
Transvestism—People Who dress in a mode prescribed for the oppoWilson there on renewal pf the
Virtually none have
Express being particularly hostile countries.
site sek.
Female iiripersonatbrs, and all the girls who wear jeans and
been shown at all in Russia itself, Anglo^U. S. agreement.
to the changes.
shirt tails stickirig out when promenading on Hrillywobd Boulevard.
exec’s initial stop is
L. A. had boon the only big while Poland and Czechoslovakia
Traumatic
Psychosis-^A mental illness often resultirig> from the retown that allowed this' particular until very recently have been ex- Paris, where he’ll huddle with riiark, “I need you like I need a hole in the
head.” Persons thus dismerchandise to be sold in the mid- tremely friendly and cooperative, Roger Frogereais, president; of the pensed with
have
been known to go berserk* resultirig in severe head
dle of the street. When newsboys with Hollywood product widely ex- French Film Producers Assn,, and
injuries for. purveyor^ of the witticism,
Robert Cravenne, exec director of
were killed or injured, nobody was hibited,
Tribadism— Sapphism, which somehow has got Into a tribe and has
Daily News, Whose
responsible.
Poland and Czecho are still Superfranee Films. They will be resulted in a
flock of constarit nymphs;
editor, Manchester Boddy, is now showing a few American-mades,
as leaving shortly for the U. S. to rep
Twilight State-—Disordered consciousness in which acts may be com/
running agaihsi Helen Gahagan is Bulgaria, but the number has French producers on the new
mitted
without
subsequent membry of them. Humphrey Bogart rniiking
Douglas for the U. S Senate, rapidly shrunk in aU three
coun- MPAA foreign film advisory unit.
love to a stuffed; panda in a nightclub and fighting other females for
stayed with Hearst in the fight,
and threatens to disappear
Gerald Mayer^ MPAA’s Con- •its. honor..
which won’t help him much from tries.
completely When present agree tinental rep, will accompany Mchere in.'Psychiatrists break these intO: mental and physical.
Three
mehts expire. Aside from Russia Garthy from Paris to Madrid and physical types:
(1) pyknic, with a. tendency to go fat around the trunk
itself,
Rumania and Hungary have Rome. They’ll discuss compensa- (the actor type), (2) esthetic, with pobr muscular
A Provincial Critic’s Sked
developmerit (common
film, stago and muric critic been the toughest on Yank distribs. tion deals for thawing frozen funds to male leads), and (3) athletic,., with well developed
muscleS; (those
who has worn out three aisle seats Rumania hasn’t shown a Hollywood and the lifting of restrictions on Who can walk around a shower room of a gymnasiurii stripped to the
imd innumerable pairs of pants in pic for three yeark# while the Yank films.
Ji Waist);, i.e. (1) Boh Hbpe (2) Walter Pidgebn and (3) Victor Mature*
i
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•‘Clip Clipp'i Wing*’*^ appeiiri to bt snowballing as pre-NAB
convention keynote sentiment among a large segment of broadBig and small alike, they take the position that Roger
casters.
Cllpp, general manager of WFIIi, Philadelphia, sold out too easily
torch^ f^^^^
to the advertising elements who are carrying the

AM

'

lower

By OEORGE ROSEN

rates/-

are adamant in their assertions that Clipp ’‘shouldn’t
have done It” and that if he was motivated; as sonte are Inclined to
feel; by the headlines the cutrate policy was bound to invite, then
the notoriety was ill-gotten.
They say that a lot of broadcasters will be gunning for Clipp
when the NAB Chi conventioh opens Sunday (16), and it could well
be that the ”to cut or hot to cut” controversy that has, the radio
industry aligned against the agencies and the sponsors, Will spark
a conventton free-for-all as the major Item on the Chi agenda.

Many

Tbe radio

tions heard

The

is

reportedly causing Hooper

some

than 13-weefc deals or sales which

•anxiety.

The webs, already disturbed over failed to pbUr at: least $500,000
video’s inroads in major cities, into the web coffers;
aren’t particularly anxious to emIndicative of how times have
brace the new Hooper ‘‘thinking” changed, however,' was the scramon the contention that he’s over- bling going bn last week for the
emphasizing the TV share of audi- six weeks of programming planned
ence and is thus selling AM short. by the Speidel watch band peoThey cite, for example, the New ple ortce the Word got put that it
York City situation, with Hooper has a $100,000 budget to play
confining his sampling to telephone
homes, where there’s more apt to
be a video set Thiis, it's pbinted
out, the Hooper Manhattan rating
analysis projects a 45 to 50% TV
home sample, whereas a more realistic picture shows only around
25% of all homes (telephone and
non-telephone) in possession of TV

around with to lure pre-graduation gift customers.
'l

'

via
SSC&B agency,
Speidel,
started shopping around for the
started pitching
webs;
show. The
hard. Payoff canTe when the Client
/

announced

it

was channeling the

coin into TV.

receivers.
The webs argue they
want a more accurate appraisal.
Hooper recently sold but his national and Pacific Coast rating services to A. C. Nielsen, although
there appears some doubt as to the
validity of reports that $600,000
changed hands in the process.
From some sources close to the

Dozers On

Hooper-Nielsen negotiations, it’s
reported that about $25,000 cash
payment was involved, the remainder being cushioned into some in,

:

One of the most unusual baseball
future (consultant fees
from Nielsen extending Over a pe- sponsorship deals is Currently beriod of years, etc.). Since Hooper ing Negotiated by CBS, It involves
is still splurging heavily on his
General Foods bankrollihg the
services, as witness his elaborate
new Pocketpieces, some question Brooklyn Dodders games on Saturwhether he has fully resolved his day aftexmooh on a network basis,
marking the fii’st time (exclusive
financial dilemma.
of Woild Series that a local ball

tangible

,

club

slated for sponsored

is

web

from

all in-

^ing through

oh

Chucking^

It

The talent pattern in radio, is
deflnitely shaping itself. Ahybody

^1

all sides,

connection with his scheduled
spearheading of the Independents Day observance, at the
NAB Chi convention next Sunday (16), Ted Cott has finally
resolved the dilemma.’
Cott checks Out next week
as programming veepee of
WNEW, N. y,, to become manager Of NBC’s flagship AM-TV
Gotham stations—WNBC ahd

“villain,” of course, is tele--

Vision-^the dent thiat TV is making in the major markets throughout the country, v But apparently
even the bullish, outlook .expressed
in radio’s hehalf by, the tdp Spender of them all, Procter & Gamble;
as exemplified in last Thursday’s
talk before the New York Radio
Executives Club by Howard J.
Morgens, veepee in charge of adyei'tising, y hasn’t
the
assuaged
broadcastersy in their running-for-

WNBT-^almost precisely
the day when scheduled
,

CBS’ Hiisk Your

^

that NBC hah In“come back home’’ campaign in a bid to Woo Jack Behny
and Edgar Bergen back into the

The revelation

champion

the cause of the
indies at the Chi powwow.
Cott’s decided to duck the

whole thing.

actually started rolling last year

patterhs

for

radio

are

when CBS pacted Amos

changing at an accelerated pace-^
patterns that are bringing criticism from quarters that champion

West

Virginia,

was apparent

to

Andyi

Bing Crosby, Burns & Allen arid Al *
on a short-term basis.
Arthur Godfrey can only cii'cle the

“let’S-stand-up-and-fight”

Jolson, latter

tal

at

’n’

Similarly, Bill Paley and his Columbia braintrusters wrapped up

rebutrather than accepting the premise that, overnight, radio and its
Vast audience will disappear.
There's little doubt but that the
new sales patterns are here to stay,
with the networks ready to grab
anything and everything in sight,
regardless of the amount Of coin
involved. If, for example, a Poultry Institute comes in for a twoday pre-holiday program ride to
make America turkey-conscious,
there appears little doubt today
but that the networks will accept
it with open arms.
in contrast to the so-called
panicky eleinents who, by their
tactics, it’s argued, are hastening
radio’s doom, theVe’S a school of
thought that clings to a perpetuation of “big radio.” They protest
the willingness of a Roger Clipp,
the general manager of WFIL in
Philadelphia, to accede so readily
to the demands of advertisers for
cheaper nighttime rates, viewing it
as the opening wedge in a major
campaign to bring all broadcasters
into line,
(That Clipp was the
“hero” among the radio client fraternity at last week’s meeting of
the Assn, of National Advertisers
a

Trammell

McCbnnell - Niles

Joe

threeTChimes identifleatioh has precipitated a renewed emphasis on
the, “network exclusives,’^ giving
the webs the same status as the
major film companies with their
“to have and to hold” roster of
stars.
Henceforth, a spohsor
jockeying for a personality will
dicker with the web rather: than
the star or his agent.
The trend toward exclusivities

ODver.

The

a

itiated

to
to

CBS

kilocycles.

There’s

Hollywood, April

a.

Specific

CBS

tie-in

with

Bergen on his Coca-Cola sponsoroperation to corre- ship, but it’s of the same flexible
11.

Shaping its
spond with .the New York pattern,
Charles Denny, NBC executive
veepee, last week completed reorganization of the Hollywood personnel. Three divisions were partitioned off, air responsible to
Sidney Sirotz, western division
y.p., .but Working with New York
department heads.
Tom McCray, head of network
program operations, reports to
Denny through Strotz; Tom McFadden, as manager of KNBH, reports to James Gaines, head of

yariety that permits

NBC

to

move

in on

Benny. (While Paley bought
up Benny’s Amusement Enterprises
Corp., giving the web an exclusive
grip bri his auxiliary talent, such

Benny himself, it’s
understood, is under contract to
American Tobacco and is in a posi-

as writers, etc.,

tion to dicker.)

The NBG vs. CBS jockeying has
become intensified. Bob Hope is
“uncommitted” and while NBC

still

reopened negotiations with the
comic this week and feels confident
(Continued on page 40)

owned and operated stations,
through StrOtz; Norman Blackburn,

manager of TV net operations, reporting to Pat Weaver, TV head,
through Strotz. .Deniiy said Hal
Bock, replaced as KNBH manager,
would be given another important
assignmeiit with the network

Denny said he talked tO many of
comedy stars who defected to
CBS and that a few of them“would
like to come back home.”
the

Dick 'Pack, publicity-promotionexploitation chief at WNEW, N. Y.,
looks set to inherit Ted Cott’s mantle as the station’s program director, despite the fact that Bernice
Judis, station manager, has been
besieged with bids for the post, including applications from some of
the key program men in radio,
Cott resigned from the indie station last week to become manager
of
and WNBT, the NBG
flagship stations in New York.

f;

the other broadcasters ih attend-

That the drive for lower radio
pickup of
to
games in two-team major league rates was Already beginning
snowball was also apparent fi'om
Talent With
cities; siich as St. Louis, Boston,
Frank
prexy
needling
that
the
CBS
AtChicago and Philadelphia.
chairman
board
Stanton
and
NBC
tempts to iron Out other snags were
Trammell were subjected to
being worked on yesterday Niles
Still
CBS has set in motion plans to
at the powwow, and in the general
(Tues.) in an effoi't to finalize neproject a flock of “supporting lumiIn a further move to hypo its
(Continued oh page 40)
One involves a gamegotiations.
naries”
into major comic roles with
Tuesday night program structure,
arrangement with Schaefer
their own shows this summer.
now that “Life With Luigi’V has trading
Beer, which co-sponsors the DodThree of them are scheduled for
crashed the Top 20 Nielsens, CBS
gers games, locally on WMGM, New
hack-to^back showcasing oh MonName-CaUing
has wooed over Ralph Edwards’
York.
day nighty as Replacements for the
“This la Your Life’* show from
Alt ad firms with one name
9 to 10 “Lux Radio Theatre” and
NBC.
Thompson or Ayer
the 10:30 *‘My Friend Irma’’ show,
Philip
Are amazed When their rivals
has
renewed
Morris
Male talent getting the Colum“Life”; for next seaSon, but at the
Take names by the pairs
bia buildup include Steve Allen, a
same time: served notice on NBC
so-called “standup” cbmediah who
that it was switching to Columbia
Says Thornpsbn, *'One loses
has been groomed for the bigtime
to occupy the half-hour segment
One's central controls
on the Pacific Coast NetWork; Hal
following “Luigi .’V “Life” currently
With bbth Young and Rubicaih, Mai'ch - (ex-Sweeney & March )
Occupies a Wednesday night segRenton and Bowles,-'
Cfail Gordon, who plays the ihale
Rep; Vito Marcantonio (Amerinmnt bn NBCi Present cycle runs
lead opposite; Eve Arden oft “Our
canceled
out next month.
rwhai rbtr Y 8c R says,
can Labor Party, N.
Miss Brooks,” and Bill Goodwin,
"‘We're just ^double barrelled*
Milton Biow is the agency.
his party’s coo'"'®i’oial program On
the annbuncer.
Beware, though, ojf three, like
because
in essence, CBS is following the
(9)
Sunday
Y.^
WINS, ^N;
p, S. and Fitzyerdld/'
technique of “spreading the talent”
Corp.
Broadcasting
of the Grbsley
by building potentiai stars out bf
station’s dispute With the AmeriYct D. IS. and F, says,
supporting players on existing comcan Federation of Musicians. Lat'Three partners are fine.**
edy stanzas, the formula which
ter union has been picketing WINS
**And," adds Foote,. Gone and B
spiraled Phil Harris, Dennis pay,
Although the future Of “Corliss since April 3, charging the indie
"Beyond that, idraw .the tine;"
et al., into their own commercial
Archer!' as .a CBS radio attraction with having “locked oUt!’ its eight
segments.
ALP contract was f(^
is still undetermined; with some musicians.
It's four names that bring yofi
Gordon goes into a new situation
question as to whether the com- six weeks and Was to haVe ternii^
The trouble arid woe
comedy called “Gramby’s Green
bined Electric Companies will con- hated after the April 9 broadcast.
S. S. C, 8c Bayies,
which will likely All in for
Acres,”
tinue sponsbrshlp of the Sunday
Meanwhile the AFM group is
B. B. D; Je O,
the first half-hour of the vacating
night progi’inm after the curi’ent continuing its picketing of WINS,
“Lux Radio Theatre.” The March
cycle, the network took Steps last and says it will hot yield on- its
Fbur names, though are great
and Goodman shows are also being
Week to safeguard “GorlisS” on TV. demand that the station re-hire
But watch out for d fifth
blueprinted as Monday back-to^
CBS has negotiated a deal With eight men. If WINS doesn't sign
Catkins, Holden 8c Carlock,
back attractibhs.
Jimmy Saphier, who owns the prop^ with the union by Friday (14), a
McClintbn A Smith!
Steve 'Alien has been sold to Col«rty, whereby the web inherits the Local 802 spokesman said it will
gate as the Sunday replacement for
Colwell
—Bob
stavideo rights. It’s planned to put it extend its action against the
“Our Miss Brooks,*'
SSCAB
on as summer fare.
tion.
deal

:

hipdity.,'

ance.)

hookup,

GF

who's w6rthy of his
is a potential for
the TV bigtime will be signed up
That’s the
network
ekclusives.
to
hew formula. Radio-TV Stars of
the futiire operating as“freelancers’^ will be a scarce com-

and

Nielseii salt

^

“indie vs. affiliate thinking” in

’

name

with a

Caught in the middle Of his

plus the
willingness of some broadcasters,
including the networks, to acquiesce to cut-rate advertiser demands; under-thercounter sales
and to, convert package deals into
out-and-out bundle deals, it would
appear that the panic Is on in
earnest,

Failure of the networks to rushf
in and grab off C. E. Hpoper-s new
auxiliary services keyed to his
“shift of accent” technique, ahd inTime was when the networks
cluding such “packages’’ as his
ratings considered it beneath their dignity
combination
three-city
|L.A., Frisco and the Northwest), to play around with anything less

industry,

a period of self-induced hysteria. Judging from the ^crles and lamentadication;^ Is

eliminates

Summer

WNBC

Likely choice of Pack is predicated on the coiiviction that his
tenure a$ publicity director has
paid off With major accolades acover the past
corded tb
three years in terms of awards,
trade and lay recognition, etc., and
that a similar application of his
imaginative talents makes him a
natural successor for the program
Pack, too, has figured in
spot.
some bf the station’s major produc-

WNEW

,

;

,

.

tions.

.

,

VEEPEE,^B^
Philadelphia, April 11.
I

i

Alex Rbsehitian, v.p in charge bf
sales for. the WCAU statibiis, has
announced his resignation effective
'May 1.
Oldest employee in point of service, Roseiimain
Jatiiiary, 1927,

sales

staff,

mercial

joined

WCAU

In

as a member of
He was made com^

manager

in

1940

and

elected vice-president in 1946.
Donald W, Thornburgh, president, accepted Rosenrnan’i resig-*
nation with regret and. said no
plans have been made for a successor;

.

.

i

.

•

Wednesclayii Ap^il 12, :1?S0

PURi
Yet Not
Pittsburgh, April 11.
.

ome

new She^

ire getting behind the

(H. R, 7310),
directed at heiping them

pard

bill

which rs
by curbpractices*

network
certain
ing
a
Measure, which comes up for
Congressional committee hearing
by
this month, will be ballyhooed
cubyenIts proponents at the NAB
_
tiOn liext week.
Key aims of Rep. Harry
Sheppard’s iP.v Calv) WU are: (1),
Act
to change the Communicatlops
reguof 1934 so that the FCC can
.

••gency*/';'

According to the bilPs backers,
Communications Act of 34

:

tlie

doesn't give FCC regulatory powers over the webs./ Consequently,
regulations
-the so-called network
are phrased to make it illegal for

-

.

a station to affiliate
that engages in certain practices.
Thus, when the FCfj Was miffed at
NBe-TV’s original

web

itself.

Similarly,

blue telecast

if

a

web

^

-

WEMP

AM

•

airs

MIONREPSEUCT

would place fbe

it

5 ffiliates’ licenses in ' jeopardly,
even though they have no knowledge of the L program's content.
ilieppard feels. Bill Would lessen
rtgufatlon for ;the stations gnd
pi ace responsibiUty in the netW^irks* laps, its sporisors claim.

j

|

cites “numerous com.plairifS’' that chairis force affiliates^ TV,
to cancel local public service nr 34

Sheppard

WMAM

reseritatiyes,

claiming exclusive rights for

Directors who
day garries.
vote included Knodel, John Stebcommercial shows for network airLast year daytimer WJJD farmed bins, of Bolling Co and C. E. Petrrs. with the affiliates threatened
out road night games to WIND, erson, Branham; Co. Knodel has
(Continued on page 37)
with home night games being car-^ set up a program committee, headAl- ed by George Clark of the John E.
ried by WFMF, sister FMer.
though arrangements have been Pearson Co., to arrange fOr speakcompleted with WIND again this ers for a series Of riieetings..
year for away games, heavy functional music schedule on WFMF is
To
Of Continued Monies
expected to prevent that outlet
from carrying home games. First
on
home night game, isn’t until the
Broadcast Advertising Bureau middle of May, so Harre expects
For ‘Cancer Grusadii Day’
participated in the

1

FM

.

WBKB

meeting with
Committee; the six

,

!

;

;

,

'

BRISTOL,

TV?” and “Educational Adminis-

Special on-the-air hnopla is being planned for the April 19 broadcast of “Mr. pistrlct Attorney” to
mark the 10th anni of the BristblMyers-sppnsoi:ed Wednesday night
.

Both Lee Bristol, pfez of B-M,
and Niles Trammell, NBC board
chairman, will do “guest shots”
on the sihow, and writer-prioducer
.

Ed

Byrori will feature a dramatizatiort of the recenf New York case
Involving the parents who (star ved
their child to death*
:

.J

.V

I-

.

‘

for a stay order.

new

daytimer,

;

Meanwhile, the
known, as “The

Voice of Cullman,” has started
operation (it began program tests
three months after receiving its
permit), The Court will probably
hear the case next September.
.

'

the
staff

disagreemerit with
Prior to after a repofted
Kinney*
Disputes the late Judge

announc-

W WJ

License Hearing

Due

To Ban on Chrysler Talk
Detroit, April II.

Holding of immediate hearings
on license reriewal for WWJ was

the opportunity to discuss the
J^e
Cliysler strike iSsues on the air
«y«rT,
j
^
Mazey

reporting the station, grant-

in., starting
startinc anriouricers a ’wlpfciv
ing
weekly
wrigc hikc of $7.50 to $57.50. Also,

WWJ s

,

,

attitude,

months, to said in a telegram to Wayne Coy,
three-and-6n§-half years, period be- FCC chairman.
The uriion last January offered
fore announcer Can reach maxito tell its
muni $72.50; AFRA reports station to buy time from
also raised talent fees $2.50 to $9 side of the issues in the thrcestrike,
station
ruled that
The
morith
and $4.50 to, $13.50 on half-hour
arid one-hpur commercial shows, it would provide free air time, prorespectively.
A trariscription fee viding it was used jointly by the
boost for multiple commercials uniori and by Chrysler. The auto
within the hour was upped from Brm refused to participate and
WWJ refused to provide time br
$5 to $11.
Now being discussed is contract sell it to the union.
Mazey’s telegram to Coy stated:
AFRA and Ray T.
with WERE.
Miller, station representative and “The failure of the FCC to take
labor attorney, agreed to talks this prompt action on WWJ’s denial to
week. AFRA recently won NLRB the UAlV (CIO) of time on* air to
Chrysler
right to represent eight staff men discuss issues in the
to flout
Union local is also giveri right to strike* is permitting
six

j

WWJ

*

;

.

.

.

requested and will ptobably
oppose any request to tbe Court

:

AFRA

,

broadcasters.
The old practice. In effect,
meant that talent and production
costs of the cuffo airers came out J
Columbus, April 11.
of the radio allocation. In short,
Ohio State U.'s Institute for Eduthe broadcasters were not only cation by Radio scheduled here
contributing time but losing the May 4-T Is putting heavy emphasis
money that was put into producirig on television, Dr. I. Keith Tyler,
the gratis shows.
its director, said Saturday (8), iri
AdditionaUy; the agreement for- the first revelatiori of what is to
malized the recruiting services come on the program
of the ;aripractice of putting into radio 50% nuai « conf erienCe.
Television was
of the coin allocated to field
recognized, only briefly arid belatarmies: for recruiting advertising.
edly at the institute two years ago,
The field aririies spend about 20% and last year got a Scheduled lookof the recruiting ad budget, while
>
in during the sessions.
the larger national budget is ham
One general session will be dedied by Grant agency. Latter was
voted entirely to a discussipn of
also represented at the Army-BAB
TV, Tyler said, besides being conconfabs;
sidered in two other general ses-'
sions tentatively titled“p6 We
Need a New Policy for Radio and

show..,/

WFMH

relief’’

Cleveland, April fl.

the thousands of programs and
ipots which are aired, cuffo by the,

NBG.

Commission

the

.

One contract is in and ariotner demanded of the FCC for the
under discussion as AFRA here second time last week by Emil
the
opens AM talks for the coming Mazey, secretary-treasurer of
United Automobile Workers (Clb>;
.year.v
His union still is being denied
Agreed is the WHK contract with

lumped together
with money spent on production of

.

asked

to set aside the
.

AFRA's Cleveland Huddles

I

was

wCek

cOntsructiori permit, pendirig determination of the issue by the
Court. However, FCC is almost
certain to refuse the ‘‘interim

AFRA

budgetary accounting procedure redounding to radio’s benefit. Previously, coin spent for Commercial
broadcasts

WktiL
last

ers voted to strike unless the compariy granted recognitipn.
Negotiations will be conducted
by Ed Schlesinger, national
field representative.
Ray Jones,
central region director, assisted in
the recognition drive.

,

|

were' reinstated.

the*

.

m

effect competition between
stations Will have upon the public:

What

:

AFRA

™

WPW
WPWA

on appeaL from an

Owners of WFMH are B. C.
when recognition was granted. Elddins and L, E. Duffey. Eddiris
manager of WKUL until about
was
Two annourioers which the union
when he resigned
claimed were fired for joining i8 months ago,

;

last week scored a victpry for the riot too much difficulty in tying
Chester, Pa., April 11.
station in the inIndustry in reaching an agreement up another
WPWA, Chester, will cancel all
that squelches recent reports that terval. Meanwhile, WJOL, Joliet,
commercial commitments Saturthe Army and Air Force recruit- is reported dickering with Harre
day (15) to stage a “Gancer Cruing services would halt their spend- to air SOx night games in that
sade Day,’’ a dawmto-dusk proing in radio. Following a meeting sees*
grain to take telephone pledges
Bab representatives, an Entry of vyENRrTV into the tele for
with
the cancer appeal in Delaware
Army spokesman stated the official picture came as something of a County.
policy that radio will .get '“the surprise, as. WGN-TV, which .teleA dedicated a
T
ef year,
Last
same fair consideration iri the al- cast Sox games exclusively last
have been unsuc- similar marathon proi gram' to the
location pf furids as any other me- year, and
trying
peddle the cancer appeal, and' succeeded in
cessfully
to
dia.’’
that took games for the past several weeks. raising .half the county’s quota
Following
*
the
months,
WENR-TV package for 34 weefc- before the door-to-door solicitation
place over several
statement puts down in black-and- day games including July 4 and got under way. Staffers, ordinarily
Vmite an agreement that the re-* Labor Day Is reported to be about off that day» will help out and
contribute their services.
cruiting services will adopt a new $2,000 per game.

is

FCC

unable to take her regular
Artistri is making its first
at 11:15 since it has a local sports
irito the Milwaukee radio
program in that slot,
with bar gairiing recogrii tion from
w'^asn’t so fortunate, howAlbert
thre® stations arid ari NLRB conChicago, April 11.
ever, since KDKA goes off the
Radio and 'i’V men here are gO' air at 1 o’clock; and mnce his pro- sent election scheduled at the
volun^MlL arid
fourth.
'ihg arouhd in circles trying to gram is On a half-hour before that,
tarily recognized AFRA. and corir
it couldn’t be taped and run later
tract negotiations wiU get under
and the same
way riext week. Wl SN has agreed
merits arising from the
to a representation election later
White
video rights for the Chicago
in the ittonth.
Sox. With opening day just a week
began
Negotiations with
away, picture is still unsettled.
yesterday (10).'; Station irianageOn the radio side, WJ JD’s g.m.
ment recognized the uniori after a
meeting March; 31 with AFRAArt Harre, with exclusive AM
Chicago, April IL
members and Labor Disputes Comrights, is wrestling with problem
William Knodel, of Avery-Kn,o- mittee of Milwaukee Federated
ai^ng „ight ganies. And the tele del, has been elected chairman of Trades Cobricll. AFRA withdrew;
picture Was further clouded ;iast the Chicago cprincil of the Na- without prejudice, unfair labbr
week with a dark horse, WENR- tional Assn, of Radio station Rep- charges filed against the company;

c^^^^^

but
kee, on temporary licenses,
took no direct action again^

The case

decision last month which
refused to set aside an authdrizatiori for a new daytiriier (WFMH)
Which is competing against the 250
watt fulltime outlet, WKUL, until
a few weeks ago' the only station
In turning dowri a
iri the town.
petition filed by Paul Spearmen*
counsel, iri behalf of 'VVKUL. .the
Commission ruled that competition
must .be permitted, whatever the
entry risks. It furthermore stated that;
scene there is rip way of anticipating

.

.

network

:

munity..^

V’.-;:

'

,

a^

of

:

amend
late the nets directly; (2),
be
rules to permit Shows to
than
other
stations
rebrOadcast on
those of the originating web;^ and
oifense for a
(3), make it a penal
to coeyee an adyertising

with

'

by the divisiori
limiled advertising revenue,
resulting from a second radio statiori being estabUshed in a comservice, anticipated

.

.

_

FCC

Washington, April 11.
The little county seat town of
GullmAn, Ala. (population 7,000).
'where peojple take their politics
seriously; has provided the U. S.
Court of AppOals here with a
juicy legal morsel to chew. The
Court has beert asked to deOide
whether the public should be protected against degraded program

Although Abbey Albert's- orchi
which Opened ah indefinite engage-,
Gypola Disk
ment at William Penn Hotel’s TCrto
raice Boom last Monday (3); has t\^
Gypsy Rose Lee has bowed out
network shots weekly over NBC, of the disk-and-gab show which
-Pittsburgh^
his program isn’t' carried locally WOR, N.Y., is planning to air from
Willard Schroeder has resigned despite the-, fact that the band’s
Billy Rose’s Diamond Horseshoe.
as director of radio and television playing right here on the scene; Miss- LOfe arid the Mutual key staevery
.coast-to-coast
tion couldn’t agree on terms.
for jCetcbuni* JNiacLeod & Grove Web airs hint
Wednesday and Thursday morning
Rose, meanwhile; is scouting for
agency here to becOihe sales
at 12:30 a.m, direct from the Ter- another name to emcee the stanza
manager b£ WOOD in Battle Creeks race Room, although the show by- arid WOR is peddlirig if arourid
Mich^, owned by Harry Bitner, for- passes KDKA, local NBC outlet, the agericies. Airer would go five
mer publisher of Hearst’s Pitts- and one of the. ma jor links in the times weekly from 11:30 p.m.;, to
V--'
burgh Sim-Telegraph.
hookup^
2-:a.ilK
Schroeder is being, replaced by
That's because KDKA has the
producer
field
from
Lansing B. Linquist,
Midniters Club every morning
of War Department's radio show, 12 to 1> a platter-spinning projgram
“The Army Hoiir,” during World by Bill Brant and very popular lo•WarlL'..,.
cally, and can't cut the Albeyt
Recently Mindy
miisic in on it.
Carson .played a date at the
Carousel and got KPK A to put her
three-times weekly show on tape
and run it 15 riiinutes after it goes
Milwaukee, April 11,
but over the network. Station w^s:
American Federation of Radio
session

Spurred by their economic
affiliated stations and indies

i

tratprs Look at Radio and TV.” In
addihori, he said, mariy of the
workrstudy groups, and special Interest meetings will give equal
emphasis to both media.
Two special telecasts by WfiNSTV, the Columbus Dispatch station
here, will be incorpprated into the
sessions.
“Coluriihus Town Meeting,” which will originate from
the Institute conference ropmS,
will be televised Sunday, May 7.
Saturday evening the story of anaesthesia, as presented by the Illinois' Medical Society, will be televised by WBNS-TV froiri the In-,
1

J-

;

.r

I

^

<

:

v 'f I

’<
i

WWJ

j

Che Coriimission's decision of June
1, 1949 with impunity,
“Further delay wiirresult in the
success
to
of WWJ’s, attempt
throttle discussion pf a most important public issue. The Commissibri’s, obligation to protect the
Radio Guild* u p I b n of white public interest requires immediate
collarltes, on Friday (7) asked for action in line with our eiuiier letmediation of its dispute with CBS. ter and* telegram,’*

work-study group on health call strike.
education. This is one of the
weekly series of “Health Talk’' programs which have been televised
on WGN-TVj Chicago, the past 14
stitute

months;
H. y, Kaltenborn, NBC news
commeritatpr and arialyit, will
speak at the dinner marking the
Institute’s 20th anriiversary. Kaltenborn will review the trends in
infprmatibnal
and
educational,
broadcasting through the past, two
decades, and will lobk ahead into
the future of radio and video.
Dr; Tyler has again chopped dowri
the length of the special interest
sections, cWhich are now scheduled
from 2 to 2:30 p.m., arid- from 3.45
to 5:15 p in., Friday and Saturday
afternoons.
ork-study panels will
meet Saturday and Sririday mornirigs.
Now to the Institute will be
;

,

W

sessions On TV trairiihg in colleges
and universities* research in com^
municatibns. and the promotion of

educational pfograms.

Award winners

in

the

annual.

Ambriean Educatiprial Radip Programs wiJI be announced May Ij iriarking the first
time winriers have been revealed
Exhibition

of

prior to the opening of the Institute,
Programs will be available
to listeners at the. four-day session
at the Deshler-Wallibk hotei here*
.
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)

.

J

;

J

I

:
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I

j

j
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FOR CBS

RG, which won an

NLRB

election,

claims that CBS Is trying to un*dermirie its position by refusing
to grarit demands such aS arbitratibn of di sinissals, notificatiou on
hiring, uniori security, etc.

Uniori has
been plugging a
“don’t buy“ campaign directed at
CBS sponsors, using pickets and
postcards. New York United Labor Gommittee is supporting tlie

Earl Wilson, N. Y. Post syricUcated columnist, has transferred
from WINS, N. Y., to WJZ, Gotham
key of ABC, in order tb; cut down
on the airer’s interference with his
regular work schedule.
He’ll be

WpOK^S BOG STOCK transfer

heard Monday, Wednesday and
Saturdays from 9:30-10 p.m., starting April 17, iristead of the ll p.m.
hour-lbng show he’s been doing

RG :fight.

'

Cleveland, April 11.

Stint,
erpss-the-bbard for WINS.
which originates from Monte’s in
the Bblmont^Plaza hotel, Avill be
taped. Tele-King Cprp. continues
to pick up the tab.
Wilson, who leaves June 12 for
a two-month tour of Europe, will
peri a book, “Outside the Irori Car-

Frederick Wolf has asked the;
for permission to sell 300
shares of stock in
to R.
Morris Pierce fov $30,000.
Pierce, form eriy chief engineer
of WGAR, arid official in the Rich-

FCC

WDOK

ards’

KMPC-WJR-WGAR

chain,

is

president of the outlet that'll Soon
go on the air hete. Wolf will retain
300 shares of stock.
I

J

(

;f

j

!

^

tain,”

which Dbubleday will pub-

lish.
.

I

*

y

*

ill

.<

1*1

.

It

Washington, April 11

4

With $0ine 200 authorizations or
licenses surrendered, the 1950

R^e FCC on

FM

stations more
converilion finds
or less stnhilized at around 700, a$
neW applications oflset current

FGC

of Iresterday (10),

Chicago, April ilTelevision
the big show as
the National Assn. Of Broadcasters
begins its 28th annual conventibri
toriiorrbw (12) at the Stevens hotel
Both in the engirieering
here.
sesSians (April 12-15) and the mariageirierit agenda, beginning next
Sunday, the 1950 convention for
the first time gives TV the leading*

Transit

had

FM

stations, 710 of
authorized 759
W'hich are now on the air, In addition, there are 37 applications
pending, about half o£ which are
in hearing arid about one-fourth
expected to receive authorizations
in the next few monthis.

of

.

WOL’s

facilities.

V

^

Robert Saudeky

ing the opposition to transit radio

;

:

I

i

FM

ever, that this would constitute# a
sufficient basis for instituting proceedings.
There have been rumors for
some time that the Commission
has been tossing back and forth a
proposai to set a cutoff date at
some future time for terminating

.

i

FM

kfwb

However, the whole question is
regarded as more or less academic. century, was negotiating last week
Except for the automobile and for purchase of KFWB. Price is
Transit Radio audiences, few per- said to be $350,000, with Maizlish'
sons in broadcast circles believe
He is re-

AM

many

that

and

FM

clude Carlos Romulos,. president of
the UN General Assembly; Her-

man W. Steirikraus, prexy of the
U. S. Chamber .pf Commerce; Paul
of
G.
Hoffman,
Administrator
E(jA; H. E. Babcock, former chairman, Board of Trustees, Cornell
U., arid FCC Chairman Wayne Coy.
Film Angle with Roach
Highlighting televisibn sessions
at final day of con ventiorij April
19, is a panel bn the subject, “The
Show’s the Thing,” with talks by
(Continued On page 36)

reported $250,000 away.^

stations

;

have prompted $100,000
financing
and Serge
in
Semeneriko, the Boston banker, is

survive more than ported

to
local

will be able to
five years;
By that time, according to the mo$t conservative * estimates, there will be, 30,000,000
TV sets iri use. How radio can

helping him raise the remainder,,
Maizlish is a native of Boston.
Understood that Maizlish will
move the station off the Warners
the
to
boulevard
lot
Sunset
grounds of the Ambassadpr hotel if
he is successful iri swinging the

compete against such an audience
is something nobody has figured

.

OUti

deal:

be’ forced to move off
lot if the site is sold to

presidency

the

into

.Vfncent

TV

the;

CBS
I

chairman of the board, the trade
this, week was speculatirig on the
favorable position in which the

Pitt

j

AFRA

shbts.

Reinstates

&

j

Of
Pittsburgh; April
Charles M. Kerns, Jr:, freelance
radio icfipter, producer and broad11.

BBp&O

caster,

was

chapter of

:

reinstated

AFRA

last

by

local

week when

Pedlar

m

:

;

R&R

,

Foods payroll
Those clbse to Hahn say
a

TV

particularly

Ryan.

|

also takes a hiatus.

Other spbrisors availing themselves of the hiatus clause, include
Procter &; Gamble, bn its Thurs,

day night “FBI In Peace aind War”;
and
“Suspense,”
on
Auto-Lite
GerieraJs Foods, with ‘‘My Favorite

Husband.”
Coli;ate’s

w

Brooks’'

MCA

With

Bill

Ryan, general manager

of KFl, Hollywood, reportedly set
to get the nod at the upcoming

reins.

.Reinsch oyerseeis the radib-tele-

AFRA S(!ttles Its Coast
Dispute on

yisiort operations for the Cox ihterests, and was close to the Ad-

ministration as White House radio
IloweVer, hiS exit from
adviser.
the Cox multipie-operatibjn setup
wouldn’t come as a surprise to his
friend.s, who say he’s been anxious

Arrow’ Show

1

HbUywobd, April
1

AFRA

11.

|

with fo embrace a more lucratiye post.
If Reiri.sch goes to KFI, it Would
Varice,”
“Cisco
Kid,”, “Damon
Runyon Story” and ‘‘Cluy /Lom- Erick.son ad agency regarding re- involve him in a two-hetwork
performances
allegiance, in view of the situaradio
for
fees
peat
bardo Show,!' / ;5ire staggered at
the tion curTently shaping up Whereby
of
broadcasts
delayed
different times to get a wider bri
“Straight Arrow” programy accept- CBS looks all set to buy KFI's TV
audience.
dollar
oper.^tjpn in lieu of its pre.sent
the
on
of
ing payrhent
50e.
ihvolyed KTTV, while KFi’:i AM adjunct
performers
all.
for
blly.
^
through Feb. 7, 1950, full scale for i.s, of course, in the NBC columns,
Summoned to a special heaiin^^
-r-r--delayed broadcasts following
all
by the local, Kerns denied: the
date. Total came to $6, 051.50^
that
foimei
program
Carlin,
former
P^liil:
testimony of Matt Cvetic,
ni
ii,*
signal
\l||rQ riAVA^
FBI undercover iriari,; that he was Veepee of Mutual, is setting up his with AFRA haffing it as a
Victory” in that it ;ha.s received
,
a Cbmmuriist and Board voted to Own operation, with: emphasis on
April 11.
Cleveland,
principle
of
recognition
“written
alter it
the servicing of agencies with
reinstate
^ Royal s,
i
flack
use
fee:
for
.John
F,.
repeat
payment
oneway
of
of
and
activities
and
record,
both
programs,
and
iideas
nothing in his
flatter detnmental TV. Ih addition heTl handle some of qffdhc-llne recordings,’
publicity
and To-scanmirNBC Sy^Pbon> Oi eh 7
to AFRA. Cvetic had testified un-. selected properties and persoriali- ; Dispute arG.se when agency
p
tra May 21 concert ha.s kicke
b at a public hearing before ^ies and will enter the syndication network refused to pay AFRAites
der
the repeat fee for“Arrow,” which resiUts.
the House Coriuriittee that Kerns, field.
W of
WRr’*
result
a
Already
as
Idea behind the new Carlin en- goes out of here directly to ^be
Progressive. Party candidate for
^
terprise is to bring into play his^ east. Program, however. Is recordgifted from^
maffy years' identification with the ed as it leaves Don I>ee, and
picture (NBC, played back here at a more desir- Hall to
program
network
Kerns
?
claimed 104 tonum. Gommissionei of
in McKeesport Mutual etc.), to help spark new- able time. AFRA had
^
nightly over
members had a totaU of J12,lfi3
field,
on the prbgrain of the UnitedRlec- comers into the AM-TV
provide extia seats to meet d«
with
to
fees
Febv
7,
repeat
in
in
due
the
offices
opened
Carlin
has
trical /Nyorkers until the Cevtic

ing“Kate Smith Hour,”
;

/‘Philo

:

Mutual,

settled

di.spute

its

Don Lee

and

i

McCann-

1

,

i;

,

f

.

j

{
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^

'
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j

i

'

Station

X0:30-T1:

i

buving
^

Spencer, Ia„ April 11.
KICD, 256-watt Mutual
destroyed by fire Sun-

btulel, was
clay (9).
Lo.ss was

Camel

(10-10:30).

occupying, the

segment With the Bob Hawk show*

.

;

that,

operator, his reginie, should be characterized by a shrewdriesi in radioas

!

&

Stanzas being considered, Includ-

Irina”

cigaret^,

KFI

which is still pending, entails cbordination among P&G’s agencies,
Beriton & Bbwles, Daricer-Fitzgerald r Sample,
Cbriipton
and

was -not a Comhad a he told Board he
Kerris had
niiin is t party member.
close association dating back to
been suspehded last month by
Stauffer’s days at Ruthrauff &
on
hearing
a
pending
radio union;
By an, anu
iul SSC&B
«yan,
accounting for
and acuouiiuiiB
his activities wCre detri^
being: already
possession ot
Urtoifartf vif aFtia
the Pall Mali end of the American
the House
l^ceo Biz. Not generally knoj^
IS the fact that Stauffei\ in hvs
hoinna to
fn the
thp rp
that he^ l^long

$SC&BT and Hahn have

Friend

NAB convention in Chi as the
denced also by Ford Motor Co*’s NAB’s No. 2 man, with title, of
purpiecemeal
month-tb-month
general manager, it's understood
chases of network su.stainers since
that Leonard Reinsch is in the
the first of the year;
favored spot to take over Ryan’s

NBC summer

;

WOR

places Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell
Bayles agency in the
eventual inheritance of the Lucky
Strike business. Latter account is
agency,
now held by
which Copped it from Foote, Cone
& Belding about three years ago.
It’s no secret that Don Stauffer,
one of the operating heads of

days,: was largely xesponsible
for bririging Jack Benny into tlie
American Tbbacco fold when the
coiiiic
cheeked, off. the General

General Mills’

schedule, etc.), is the projected
tN.Y.)-Procter & Gamble
negotiations.
P&G wants a nighttime package
of six half-hours weekly in which
spot.$ for the soap butfit’s various
products would be skedded. Deal,

Kerns; Gabber Cleared

move

Lever Bros; also takes, an eightweek hiatus oh the 60-miriute “Lux
Radio Theatre” (9 to io p.m.), and
Lever is also passirig Up “My-

tallizes

( i

I

becomes

and tv (8:30), sponsored by,
Lipton Tea, goes off for eight
weeks. (Godfrey’s ctoSs-the-board
daytime spread stays put; although
there will be a summer sub^ prob-r
ably Robert Q. Le\yis> for God-

sustaining roster is that it crysthe new “sell-anything-atany-price” Concept adopted by the
webs and radio in general, as evi-

Another evidence of package
deals being blown up into“buridle
deals”
.e.,
Ford’s multiple bne-

operation.

succeed

to

who

Riggio,.

for its

am

;

.

WB

Columns, requiring the yveb

j,

;

would

‘^hiatus”

;

Warriers’ sale of the station,
now in its 25th yeaf, is in line
with its policy to liquidate all
properties not directly associated
Maizlish
With film prodUctipn.

With Paul M. Hahn, veepee of
American Tobacco Co., moving

_

to build vreplacemerit; shows. Arthur
Godfrey’.^ “Talerit Scouts,” both

;

NAB

,

j

for General, Mills’ spphsorship of

:

FM

hot weather replace-,
Ghiefly a
problcin, ’with eyerything
frOftTitlsdi'pSv' on fSlini' into th?

partment’s

for 13 weeks, but CBS
goes
practically eyery Sustaining show has sold the client a hoiise-built
Steve
show f eatilring
iri
sight
through the suiiimer Comedy
Allen as the; summer replacement.
months (brie of the most unique
Lucky Strike -s Jack Benny goes off
deals in radio annals), :;with NBC
for 17 weeks; with the ciggie eoniwinning but last week in. the final
buying Guy Lombardo as reshowdown. Both networks were pany
placement; Groucho Marx takes a
anxious tb grab off the biz, since it
13-week layoff, with the client;
meant taking theiri off the sustain- DeSbio-Plyinouth,
buying “Pays TO;
ing hook during the dog days of
Re* Ignorant” as the fillin, attracradio.
Bing Crosby also exits for
tion.
Actually, however, not too much 17 weeks and Chestei'fieid is curcoin is involved, CBS pitched up rently shopping around for a re52 nighttime half-hours for a total placement show.
time-aiid-talent package price of
Lever Bros., sponsor pf the Amos
$600,000. NBC copped the billings & Aridy show, is expected to again
with its offer of 65. half-fiouf seg- pick lip “Call the Police’*’ as the
ments plus shows oh a deal said summer fillei, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
to involve about tfie same amount agency on the account, currently
of coin.
mulling the situatibn.
General Mills starts its sponsorEdgar Bergen goes off for Cpcaship May 1 and carries through un- Gola, with the latter Scheduling a
til Sept 7, with the heaviest conmusical filler, probably an
eentratibri during July arid August package starring Dorothy Shay.
cued to GM’s inerchandising campaign on its Wheaties cereal.
compariy
previous
years
(Ill
channeled its summer coin into
Ibcai baseball pickups and this year
again reprising its inaugural
is
baseball kickoff CBS show starring Bing Crosby,)
Significant aspect of General
Mills’ round-robin buy of NBC’s
Hbllywood, April 11.

of Electrical Workers, on a labbrriianagement panel. It is the first
ti me heads, of these organizatioris
h a ve been invited to sit aroiiiid the
table at a
powwow,
‘Responsibility” theme is" carried out ill agenda, in sessions deband and requiring broadtlie
voted to world affairs, industry,
Hollywood, April 11.
Such a
only.
casters to, use
audiencei government, world eco-;
Maizlish,
procedure, some FM’ers believe, I
manager of nornics and agriculture. High leyel
is the only effective way to get
for the past 14 years and of subject matter is also reflected
front.
action on the
in choice of speakers, which inwith Warhers nearly quarter: of a

AM

V

ment headache becomes

;

j

'

Monday

,

'

:

29

The Coluinhia; programming de^

;

fairs

:

Rate of withdrawals from FM and filed a petition two rnonths
has been slowing down, according ago chaUenging the riiusic-as-you
to FCC figures, and the number of ride service’s legality. They assert
heen de- that
applicatioris. has alsO
buscasting is not “broadcast.clining.
ing” within the meaning of the;
FM,
concerning
Principal issue
meaning of the Coirimissidn’s stipaside froiri Its general economic ulations, ahd, because of its special
status, is the transit RadiO-Muzak ,ized programrtiing, that the servquestion hefore thC Gommission ice violates the FCC rules.
The
and its possible effect on the fu- two lawyers request appointment
ture of mtisic-as-you-ride. Gorisen- of a public, counsel in the case, a
sus is that nothing vhll he done to step that has rarely, if ever, been
Gnly taken by the Commission,
upset the TR apple cart.
possible basis on which hearings
might be ordered, it’s understood,
is the use of supersonic signals to
comiriercials in buses
boost the
and trolleys. It’s doubted, how-

AMO

.

.

Attorneys Frankliri S. Pollack
and Guy Martin having been lead-

;

The CBS summertime hiatusreplacemerit scorecard haa practiit shapes up
cally resolved itself*
thiisly;'

ABC public afveepee, was noriiihated last
week for prexy of the New York
Radio Executives Gliib, to succeed
CBSVaohii Karol. Others .tabbed
by the nominatirig committee are
Ralph Weil, of WOV, for veepee;
Lew. Avery, of Avery-Knpdel, for
role in NAB affairs.
With the accent on video, the treasurer; and Claude Barrier; secretary;
April 27 is deadline for
1950 conclave als>o puts: the broads
caster definitely in show business. further noiriinations.
Next meeting will be the annual
Iriclusion of a top motion picture
personality (Hal Roach) .on the Peabody Awards luncheon On May
agenda another first in N AB con- 4. Because of the NAB converiventions,- gives recognitipil to closer tipri no irieeting will, be held on
tiein of radio with films and thea- April':20,
tre. Notable also is attention given
to theatre video and TV motion;
picture film in formuiatirig engineering program.
Coincident with emphasis on
video, NAB; is taking a forward
step iri making theme of coriyention “The American Broadcaster’s
Besporisibility in the World Today.” Significant in carrying out
this theme is the preserice of A,
Frank Reel, executive secretary of
Americari Federatipn Of Radio Artists; and baniei W. Tracy, proxy
It was CBS vs, NBC in the bid
of the Triternational Brotherhood

WaShingtori, April 11.
FCG today (Tues.) was put on the
spot on the transit radio issue by
a petition from two local lawyers
to hold up renewal of WWDG-FM’s
license until a hearing is held. Station is now oil temporary license
as a result of its recent purchase
:

cancellations.

As

4

1

1

.

:

12^ 1950

A|»irll

;

i

;

j

•

j

!

WMCK

•

;

;

!

I

estimated at between
$60,000 and $75,000 by Ben B.
cjiarges were made.
Sanders, station owner.
,

i

'

,

i

RKO

Bldg.,

N; Y.

!$l,040.25 since then,

I

dan. lor ducats.

^

J

“

.

.

12iM956

VfedlneBdayy April

TELEVISION
Snub Pollard Cavorts

^

Again on .Telepix Series
Ken

Hollywood, April 11.
Productions is rpUing a

Following are the list of GBS-TV sponsored programs tehtatlveljr
planhing a summer hiatus, with the approximate dptes of their

series of 13 telepix starring Snpb
PiX will be 15-minuters
Pollard.

execs|
prograirtmitig
will be involved in a^race against

GBS-tV’s

More

vision from

'

the programs tentatiyeiy
slated for a layoff are two of the
top 10 rated programs now on the
air—‘-Talent Scouts” and ‘‘Toast

;

Among

to

the

lay

,

up by
Macy’s launching of a twice-weekly half-hour stanza on its own tele
station, AyOR-TV, N. Y. “It Pays
To Be Thrifty” will be seen AVednesdays and Fridays M12;30 pm.i
starting Friday (14),. and mairks
WOR-TV’s entry into daytime programming (aside from its “Tele
Fax News”). Macy’s has bean out

Camels /

Against Crime

1

i

,

28
21

21
30
22

Household Finance
Anheuser-Busch

July 2t-Sept. 22i
July 7-Aug. 25
July 1-Sep!t.'30

>-

-Chicago, April 11.

Ford.-'-.-.

..
'

The Chi Television Council by
coincidence last week was told by
George jennings, Chi Board of

‘True Slory’ to TY
“My True Story,” ABCVs cross-

Educatipn radio arid TV director,
the board daytime strip, will go
that “solid” educators are putting
weekly televersion over ABC-TV, little stock in current surveys
on Fridays at 8;30-9 p.m. Series purporting to. show effects of TV
wiU start May 5.
yiewing upon school kids’ grades,
“Ranger Ranch Rondup,” juve jyg^.
local dailies were, giving a
had
last
week
which
we.stern; show
big Vpiay to a video survey in a
a one-shot trial sponsored by Gene Chi prep schopl
^
Autry watches, AvW ;be^a>red. by the
;

;

conducting research In department
store tele for some .time.
Store
has built a special video studio oh
the eighth floor.
Stanza, eohducted by femme
commentator Barbarh Welles, Will
consist of interviews with celebs
ahd the store’s buyers ahd comparison shoppers.
was placed
through Grey agency.
McGreery- s recently picked up
a show on WABD and Arnold
Constable backed a one-shot over
WJZ-TV, on which its buyers were
interviewed. Lord & Taylor bankrolled a cycle of “Fashions oh
Parade” oyer WJZ-TV last year.

j

f

Sunday

^
,
(lb/, at;

iz noon.

[

South Shore High School
elaimed that tele Watching has
caused an average 19% decline in
grades ’of junior pupils and a
for sophornores^,;
decrease of 8V^
Pupils, in both grades said they
watched TV an average of 19 hours
4 a week. The survey was conducted
by members of the recently; organized video class set up at the
1

%

school,

I

NBC

television is findirig the majority of its top-spendirig advertiser willing to remain oh the air

through the summer. Westinghouse
will probably keep “Studio One”
and Chesterfield is expected tp stay
put with the Wednesday night
“Godfrey and Friends” show. Web
also will probably retain “Candid
Camera” (Mondays), the new “Toni
Twin Time” (Wednesdays), “Show
Goes On” and Alan Young (Thursdays), “Mama” (Fridays) and “This
In
Is J^how Business” (Sundays).
;additioh, it wiil have its Tuesday
night wrestlihg and Wednesday
night boxing.
As far as the replacements go,
the webV programming department is now prepping a string of
house packages to try put during
the summer in the hopes that they
might catch the eye of a potential
sponsor for the faU seasomvBecause
of recent program shifts, however,
CBB has already thrown into the
breach such new house-developed

^

.

of radio for several years.
Vic Rather, who moved last year
from CBS to the ad-promotion
veepeeship at Miacy’s has, been

For Sommer; NBC

Friday

from bankrolleJrs, however, CBS
will retain several other top-raters

Fd Wynn

;

“Ken Murray

the basis of present returns

June 30-Sept. 22

Gen. Foods

interest of department

Growing

,

Show” will abandon its Saturday
night slot from July 1 to Sept. 30.

On

Camels

Talent Scouts;.
Gpidbergs

18-Sept. 24

:

stores in video is pointed

TV’s hew high-rifited "Saturday
Night RevUe,’’

“Ford

oft

Auto-Lite

July IQ-Aug.
July 3-AUg.
July 3- Aug.
July ;8-Sept.
July 4-Aug.

Ken Murray Show

'

Show”

June

International Sterling
Lipton’s Tea

Ford Theatre "
People’s Platform

.

.

General Electric

Silver Theatre,

Suspense

place with a 74.
Figuresy divided separately
into the Mbnday-Friday,. Saturday and Sunday listings, reveal
a tremeiidous jump throughput
the week from the 7 to 8
o’clock period to the following
hour. Saturday night 9 to 10
slot points up the available
Saturday night TV audience^
the sets-in-use figure emerging
as 60%, despite the fact the
ratings do not include NBC-

.

slated

figure,

30-Sept. 17

Fred Waring Show

Man

while the
average Monday through Friday tptal for 8 to 9^ U^

Theatre,” “Man Against Crime”
and “People’s Platform’’ are .ten-

while

,

;

sets-in-use

Vacationing programs, otherwise
are Spread fairly eveiily through
the week, j^xiting from the Monday lineup during the dog-days
be ‘‘Silver Theatre” and
Will
“Goldbergs,” in addition to ‘‘Talent Scouts.” Ahkiing the Tuesday
roster are Ed Wynn and “Sus-.
Wednesday and
while
pense,”
Thursday, from, present indicar:

iiightS,

.

,

•

of the Town,” although CBS iS still
toying .with the. idea of retaining
“Toast” on a sustaining basis during the Six weeks that the^ LincolnMarcury dealers reiinquish their
If 'Toast” bows off,;
sponsorship.
CPS will also lose its potent onetwo Sunday night punch, since
General Electric has indicated its
intention of dropping the high-

tatively

of the latest Hopper netvideo ratings cpmpiled
by the NBG research division,
Figures show an average of
78% of all sets tuned in durIrig that hour in the average
p£ 22 key market areas which
the Hooper organization suryeysv RUnnerup is; the 9 to 10
slot Sundays^ with a 73.7%

«

sustainer)

;

duced by Ken Krippene and directed by Lou Swdehey. Film will
roll entire series on spec,.

tele-

to 9 p.m, Sun-

down
work

.

tions ,will remain intact;

8.

watch

days than any other hour of
the week, according to a breaks

.

,

people

Hiatus Date

Sponsor
Lincoln-Mercury

Program
Toast of the Town
(may be retained as

throughout the series.
Pollard
Films are being. Written and pro-

Sun. 8 to 9 in Lead

time during the next few weeks-^
trying to line up suitable summer
replacements for the top-heavy,
ichedule of shows planning a summer hiatus. Latest count reveals
at least 10 of the web’s highest
raters taking it on the lam tpr a
four to eight-week vacation, with
the first ones pulliiig out at the
end of June. Program chiefs; frankjy cohceded this week, that they
are ‘.’way behind” in building or
finding the shows to take over.

budgetld “Fred Waring
from June ;l 8 to Sept. 24.

vachtiorts;

and brought .in for $1,500 per film;
Kay Bryan will act as foil for

Jennings, referring to this and
other surveys, told members of the
Council that samples were too
small and too many other factors
enter in for educators to give
much credence to the validity of
such surveys. He ^aid the present
concerh over video’s effect upon
school grades reminded him of the
same situation that occurred When
radio was getting started; “Radio
and TV are such easy whipping
boys for dorgooders“ he said,
pointing out; that the problem of
excessive viewing by youngsters ia

TV
Snafu on Terms Nixes

through the summer if the web can
offer the same type discount in tailent and production’ costs that it
has made in time charges. Web’s
TV programmihg department, as a

Washington, April

FGG

11,

exploring the

question of its authority over manufacturers to assure that new television sets will have maximum
usefulhess When cblof is authorized,
"Rep.
Ralph A.
Gamble

Deal for Block Pickup
i

is seriously

Lewis Tab

:

Co. ( Ammi.dent)
mnnfl; in
'V.th
MP with
for a new once. (R., N, Y ), has been informed by
such low-cost packages.
weekly, quafter-hour show starring Comr. Robert Jones.
To date, five bankrollers have Robert Q. Lewis, was called off
In reply, to a complaint forpacted to retain their present ;suddenly last Week when the client
wnrrfpd hv namhip thai hie
shows, taking advantage of the 35% and CBS agreed to disagree on
respqnsibUity.
Are
discount iri rates being offer0 by
tele nieii they
cutfing
Umall
producers
by
price'
inThese
summer.
1,
NBC for the
™?*'®*^*
^ and
and fAlse advertising Claims, Joncs
.ft
T
clude “Kraft T V Theatre,” Gulf Oil woro all
t/*® .NAB '). to mterpret the
i?®*
lall
mattcrs
that
sUCh
declarcs
Camels
People”)
the
C”We,
Within the province bf the Federal ‘hdustry to the public,
Old
Gold mche, wUK
Caravan”),
tSi
with li
likelihood
of extending
(“Amateur Hour”) and Pall Mall the stanza into a 15-minute Mon- Tjgde eommission, ;
Emerson, day night pickup. But the complus
However, Jones as.serted, the
Story”),
T'Big
which picks up, sponsorship of pany was adamant in holding but question qf conversion of blackClock” starting April 21. List of fora firm 52-week guarantee on “"^^'white receivers to color has
those who have indicated they will the time. CBS thought it the bet“ aised the issue in the FCC “as
maintain their present time slots ter part of wisdom not to invite “o the authority that we should;
programs, such a longterm commitment, since exercise in the public interest
lower-budgeted
with
however, is much longer.
it breaks up a half-hour segment He added that Chairman; Wayne
Included ate Procter & Gamble, and would prevent a possible 30-. Coy has questioned witnesses in
shows as the Alan Young stanza,
the color TV hearings along these
now sponsoring “Fireside Theatre”; minute sale in the fall.
“What’s My Line,” etc.
Hollywood, April 11.
lines “and it would seem that this
Texaco, Which now has “Star TheIh a surprise move, KTLA staff
question, insofar as it involves the directors
atre”; Americ?in Tobacco, seeking
dropped
membership
Commission’s power to look into cards in Radio and Televisioh Dia replacement for its ”Lucky Strike
apparatus that manufacturers are rectors Guild and moved en masse
Theatre”; Philco, £or“Philco Playmaking, is being considefed into Screen Directors Ghild rjanks.
house”; Chevrolet, for “Tele-Theastrongly. Our authority oyer man- Move brings entire staffs of two
tre”; Ford, for the Kay Kyser show,
In a move designed to open up
ufacturers insofar as this problem vidstations into SDG ranks, KTTV
and Sealtest, which now bankrolls more
lucrative spot availabilities,
is
concerned is being explored staff having joined previously.
“Kukla, Fran and Ollie” onCe a
the N. Y. Daily News’ WPIX this
seriously,”
week. Gn the basis of such returns week
Directors made move primarily
teed
off two new film prbto date, NBC execs claim they will
Complaint relayed to Jones came because station belongs to. Pargrahis, both of which will be open
Ethel Waters deal has been
be in a much better position sponfinalized
for
her td star in sor-wise than they were during the to participating sponsors. One of from Robert G. Kramer, prez of amount, meggers feeling SDG in
the hew shows, titled “Triple Fea- Remington Radio Corp. of While much stronger position to plead
“Beulah” as the video counterpart summer of 1949. '
ture Theatre j” revives the triple Plains, N.,' Y., makers of “Rem- their cause than RTDG would be;
to Hattie McDaniels’ current
It asserted Feeling expressed at latter guild
billing technique, which many habe brandt” video sets,
i^erslon. Dancer, Fitzgerald & Samfilmeries instituted as a cut-rate that “Unfair ebmpetitipn is being might have difficulty being recogple, agency on the Procter & Gam
practiced
befbre
our
very eyes, nized by Paramount; SDG will not
system during the depression era.
ble account, is set to roll with the
^
Station plahs to expand into the with 70 to 80 small producers em- hegptiate for directors until such
audition film April 15. If P & G
late evening hours Mondays, Wed- ploying lOjOOO to 20,000 workers time as KTLA staff requests help,
okays the teeveed audition, show
will preem on the ABC web about
riesdays
and Fridays, with its. affeGtedv"'Minneapolis, April il.
:Cct,: 1.
“Night Owl Feature,” which will
.It stated thdt large TV makers
Although the .first of the final tee off at ll;l5 p, .m, .Actor Frank “pretend to have h price war
Program will be filmed, rather
in Sales Res
than done live, and will be shot in Minneapolis LakerSrSyracuse game Albertson and his wife, (jrace;. among thehiselyes,” creatirig a conNew York for the duration of the for the world’s basketball cham- serve as “program hosts” for the dition which is causing barikers Ip
Pacts Friendly^^^l^^
run of Miss Waters’ legiter;“Meih- pionship Is already a sellout and; serieSv introducing the sponsor.s’ hesitate to loah piphey to the small
ber of the Wedding.” Then the capacity crowds also are assured products. Already inked for the producer. “But the truth, is; that
Cbntiriuing; its ’ sales reishiiffle,
film origination will shift to; the for whatever contests are needed first participating round are House the smaller companies can produce ABC this week rigned Edwin S.
it
h$s
been announced of Myers, Shop-By Mail and Amer- mbre ecohOmically thah th* big
Coast. P & G meanwhile will stay here,
Friemlly, Jri, for its TV sales
put on the radio version from the there’ll be no televising of the ican Limoge China. Show startl’d ones if given ah even chance,”
staff, and moved Ujp Eaii Salmon
clashes;
-Coast.
Monday night (10).
Complaint adds that big firms to Sales manager of WJZ and
;aU of the Lakers’ home; games
of
Each
the films in the ‘‘Triple are. putting cheap materials into WJZ-TV, its New York keys.
and all play off games here to date FeMure” prograin will also be in- their low-price receiver^ and that
Salmon, who ha.s been with
have been televised by WTCN. No termissibned for spots. They’re oh such sets have resulted ih an in- ABC since .’44, was previously
reason has been givien fbr the deci- Sunday nights, with the first one creai^ of 30 to 40% in service with Headley-Beed
and Joseph
siori not to TV the finals.
starting to roll at 7: 45 p. m.
..calls,
Hershey McGillyra station reps,:
ILKA
arid for the past two years has
Harriet Hubbard Ayer division
been eastern sales manager of
©f Lever Bros, is shopping around
ABC spot sales.
the TV marts for a new show,
Friehdly, now radio-teleyisioh
which would indicate that the
director for A1 Paul Lefton, will
client is ready to call it quits on
join tb® web April 24. Befo^
the Wedhesday night Ilka Chase
ihg that agehey he was with
show on CBS video, at the terminaSept,
Oct.
•'.''Nov,
Deb.
Jan.
BBD&O for two and a half years.
Feb.
NBG
tion of its 13-week cycle.
24.1
27.8
23.8
.24.3
Naming of his sticcessor at Lefton
27.2
26.6
CBS
Federal agency, which handles
22.9
21.4
22.8
will be held up until the agency’s
21.0
20.7
ABC
the Ayer account, i.sn’t too happy
21.1
19.6
2L0
20.0
18,5
Gothahi manager, Bob Herts, rewith the show’s results*
DuMont
20.2
18.7
M7.8
14.7
15.0
turns from a Florldit irip.
for
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‘Beulah’ Video

;
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“Philco Tdevisidh Playhouse'* presentation of Ludwig Bemelmans* /‘Dirty Eddte” last Sunday (9) on NBC-T V, had significant
pix-video overtones that, over and above the show’s entertainment
quotient*, were seen reflecting the “no holds barred’* two-way rivalry
between Hollywood on the one hand and the network video braintrusters on the other.
^'Dirty Eddie’V threw away the kid gloves.
Seldom has the pix
industry been held up to such out-and-out ridicule and scorn as
in the Philco version of the Bemelmans saga.
In effect, it was
TV responding to the pix moguls’ frequently reprised Vdoil’tniehtion-video^in-my-presence’’ attitude of late. It took no cognizthat inevitably the pix and video industries may
ance of the
have tq lie in the same electronic pastures. It was as though TV
telling
off
the
film industry “we’re the ones who are in the
was
saddle, hoys”- ^

Forced

•

JACK- LEVY

:

;

;

[.,

*
,

fM

Credit

Washington, April II
Eyidence that the FCC will de-

Sefeen credit linking Syl vest
ter L, (Pat) Weaver to the creatipn 6i the NBC Tuesday

.

cide affirmatively for color televisibn by summer, with the CBS
system getting the greenlight, is
snbwballmg as the current healings enter their final phases.
The Cbiiimissipri is driving hard
tb break down, manufacturers’ resistance to anV' chaiiges in productibn patterns which will upset, the
status quo. Industry witnesses are
being subjected to long and gruelling erbss-examination to smash
Stubbofn insistence on the compatible system of: RG A, which the
agency is not disposed to buy because of various problems I\mich
have been -raised as to its readi-.

,

.

The caricature

of the topflight Hollywood studio head, lacking
any of the subtle sophisticated nuances 1)f the Bemelmans text,
was reduced to the physical contours of a polo-playing Darryl
Uhfortunately for both this Philco version and TV in
Zantick.
general, the Bemelmans adaptation was exaggerated beyond the
point Of credulity, making everybody connected with the pik iji008117 a flock of morons. It Was the kind Of program that orily provides Hollywood With fresh ammunition.
Rose.
;

night

;

,

ing

May

2,'

tee-

from 9:30 a.m.

until about
as a prelude to going straight

off

1p.m.
through the afternoon next fall.
DuMont has been feeding full day*
(Contihued on page 37)

to Accent

;

Now

that

Wynn

CBS-TV’s “Ed

air
credit
for
something
they’ye. ‘‘administrated.’^

CBS

press

d e pa rt

m en t

knocked itself out to land the
Faye Emerson pictorial layout

David

in the current Issue of Life.

RCA

RGA

boaird

ings Monday (17) to answer
questions on RCA’s plans in
the event of a decision favoring CBS color. RCA lawyers
said one of the RCA toppers

mag

hit the stands,
official notice that
Miss Emerson was switching to

Saimoff,

or Frank Folsom,
prexy, to appear at hear-

chairman^

But the web is how sorry it
Went to all the trouble.
Practically the same day
that the
CBS got

;

followed
by most webs and local TV slatiohs, calls for the producer Pr director on av show to transmit his

;

would appear without the
issuing of a subpoena.
Demand for the brass’ appearance followed day-long
cross-examination of manufacturing representatives on
their plans if CBS’ tint system
gets the nod. Plotkin asked
for Sarnbff’s of Folsom’s attendance after he failed to get
the' info from Dr. Elmer W.

:

,

NBC.
I

Engstrom,

In charge of
Latter was asked
would put in
:adapters at the factory to
make sets compatible for CBS
colbf
if the
system were

RGA

.

v.p.

labs.

whether

RCA

Hollywood, April 11.
Outright purchase of KFI-TV by
adopted effective June I. He
CBS is expected to be finalized beasked for similar data if all
fore the end of the week. Negotiatransmissions are standardized
tions in progress for some months,
for
CBS color effective Jan.
as reported exclusively in Daily
.1/’51.
Variety, are being concluded with
contracts drawn up for change of
ownership. Frank Stanton, CBS of witnesses during the last few
proxy, slipped in quietly over the da 3>:Sj is pointing more and more
weekend. He and Howard Meighan, toSvard stopping any further pronet’s Hollywood veepee, huddled duction of black and white sets
with Earle C. Anthony, owner of which will npt be compatible for
The
the tele
station,
on the final CBS color transmissions.
agency is almost begging manufacwrapup.
Understood that the Los Angeles turers to build in ad aptors wliich
Times, which owiis 51% of KTTV have beein designed for this purin partnership with CBS, would pose so that the number of sets
buy the net’s interest for complete which will require adaptation or
control of station. CBS is said to conversion can be held down to the
have been unhappy with KTTV ar- 5-6.000,000 now in use. So far, all
rangements since the Times moved such pleas have fallenpn deaf ears,
in iti$ own crew to operate station. with the industry di’ea,ding the imNewspaper’s action stemmed from plication that the Commission is
•

'

..

.

:

^

^

(Continued on pajge 37)

’

(Continued on page 40)

TV

here has just
been signed by Wilkens Jewelry
Co, Program is to be th e “ Wilkens
A^nateur Hqur,’’ now in its 14th
year on radio.:* Video Version is to
begin in September and Will hold
down present time slot on the air,
5 to 7 Sunday evenings; arid will
be simulcast over WCAE, wdiich

now

carries
ment.;-

the typro entertaih-

^

“Amateur Hour’’

be televised before an audience from hew

WDTV studios in

is to

Chamber of Com-

merce Bldg., expected to be comPleied in. few months.
.

1'

1

fl.l

(

I

I

.

il>

1

Ui

i

is

evening programming, where radio coiild never succeed in treading.
One. of the largest single time
purchases in radio-TV annals was

Pittsburgh, April 11.

WDTV

moving commer- never

accomplish on a regular
Weintraub, before setting
the deal; undertook an extensive
survey pf TV vie wer^ which
showed a large numbei^ willihg to
keep their sets tuned in late at
night if there are gobd prbgfams
Anchor-Hockwhen
Initial efforts in openweek
to watch.
set this
ing Glass Co. bought the 11 p.ih. ing up the late evening hours have
to midnight slot prt: NBC-TV Mph- previously been made by NBC,
Outfit had CBS and local stations in all parts
day through Friday.
ordered time on sonie 15 stations bf the; country,
NBC, for exaniple, aired an exfor a stafter, for whic:h it will
spend aboiil $1,500,000 in tpe perimental series of four hour52-week
’Confirm
long dramas last fall fromi II to.
costs alone bn a
figure may be boosted to midnight, titled “City at Midtract
CBS now. has the Faye
$4,000,000; foiv the first year, de- night.”
pending oh how many stations afe Emerson Show at 11 p.m. Mondays
handles
at the same hour
agency
and
“Rendezvous"
Weintraub
signed.
on Thursdays and also airs its
the aecojirit,
Deal is believed especially sig- “Blues by Bargy" program after 11
nificant in that it underlines TV’s p.m, on certain nights. N. Y. Daily
success in selling time after 11 News’ WPIX this week Initiated a
n.m., something which radio could three timpS' weekly seizes “f, late
Television

cially into

)r

late:

basis.

:

•

.

I

settlement of the entire dispute
ing In N. Y,
yesterday (Tues.), with the union
New bankrollers include Mag- anticipating nb fiirthef trouble.
navbx; which pacted for the 9 to Dispute arose during negotiations
9:30 segment; Tide, picking Up the
(Continued bh page 35)
tab on the iO to 10:30 portion, and
Speidel, which will sponsor the
second half-hour only of the Garter show for three weeks starting
May 6 and then take tlie entire
hour from Chi for an additional
three weeks, That means tlie Gai
ter program, aired from 8 to 9 p.m.,
will remain on the air three weeks
after the scheduled hiatus date of
May 30.
Chicago. April II.
'“Life
With Luigi,” ciirrerttly
While the slashed prices mean
potential bankrollers will now be CBS' Tuesday night kingpin, is
able to biiy a full half-hour for slated for tele treatment, probably
little more than the $6,020 origi- next fall, Cy Howard, Creator and
nally quoted for a one-minute spot pf odiicer of show, disclosed here
bh the program. NBC will hold to last week. In town on a stopover
those prices only for the duration enroute to Milwaukee from whei’e
bf the current season, Web plans to “Luigi” was aired last night Mi),
offer the shipw in the fall on either Howard huddled with H. Leslie At-;
the half-libur basis or the system lass, CBS central division veepee,
of rotating spots originally set up, to discuss plans for video version.
Jv Carrol Naish, show's star here
(Continued bn page 40)
with producer, said he had no film
contracts to prevent him from going into TV ancl he has purposely
kept freerance pie statUvS with tele
version of show in mind.
Videa stint will be done in Ifoliywood, probably on film. ancMikefeature films, titled “Night Owl
iy for Wrii. Wriglej' Gb.; sponsor
Feature,” in whicih it is sellihg par'^

j

i

;

.

April 29.
GBS reportedly thought one of
the reasons the Wyiin show
couldn’t hold up under tiie NBC

First contract for any live

ing engineers, which was accepted
Jack Carter show from Chicago
and $7,500 for the same time period by the crew members; That Rgre^
ment Was to have set a pattern for
for the “Sho’A s of Shows” originat-

'

package is scheduled to take oyer
Saturday night 9 to 10 slot

show Over

ditectibns to a technical director,
in turn transmits them to the
floor crew, including camerameh,
mike men, lighte^^^^^
Acc(>rding to NABET, NBC producers
•were attempting to eliminate the.
NBC television this week is re- t.d.s. by calling instructions directpofted slashing its prices to the ly to the floor, union, as a result,
core oh its expensive “Saturday instituted the slowdown by taking
Thus,
Night Revue’’ in an effort to get off the instructions literally.
the ^sustaining hook as much as during rehearsals bn the Montgompossible before the show’s summer ery program, if a cameraman was
hiatus stai’ts. Wieb .ks a result sold ordered to dolly in for a clpseup,
three more half-hours of the show he would continue the dolly past
and expects to be sold hut by this the actors and through to. the back
of the stage, unless the producer
weekend.
Former asking price of $13,()00 told him exactly where to stop.
Uniprt and the network finally
per half-hoiir for the program
got together Monday night on a
was pared to k reported $6,000
definition
of tfie duties of the lightper half - hour segment of the

who

;the

37)-

.

"
.-I''
neers.
Prpductiort technique,

.

(Continued on page

screen credit, it’s argued, Is
analogous to prexy Joe McConnell or board chkirhian Niles
Trammell giving themselves

Washingtbh, Aprii 11.
Cpunsel Harry Plotkin
today (Tues.) asked for either

to bring in a program as different
as possible from NBC-TV’s ‘Satui’day Night Revue." Replacement is
an hour-long series of dramatic
Shows with the accent on melo- Daily Variety report that CBS seriously ebnsidering CBS color.
drama, which will feature a dif- was trying to strike a deal for the It’s obvious by now the manufacturers will fight to the end for
ferent cast add story each week. takeover of KFI-TV.
Intimates say Bill Paley never compatibility and will have no
Titled “The Trap," the new house
•

^

FCC

,

Show” has been moved out of Saturday night, the Web is planning

.

corisehsus v\^s in favoiv None>
taking a production

performance and “cost.

.

CBS

.

•'

:

strip for

;

theless,

Questipning by Ghairmart Wayne
backed up by Corrimissioners.

new daytime

occasioned some balhement in
video circles,
As the, network’s; top TV admlrtistrator,
it’s
felt,
Weaver, in taking
screen credit as- “executive.
pfo(iuGer," 1$ putting hiniself
in conapetition: with his own
staff of producers.
Program was conceived by
Weaver, and genefal critical
.

Coy,,

AM

:

show, “Mr. 0mm,"
last week, has

’

Robert, Jphes and Frieda Herinock,

Television unintentionally is be-'
ginning to bit radio where it hurts
the most. With a nioVe on in
to stress daytime programming beeause of TV’s inroads on the nighttime audiehces, TV is swinging
right into the daytime pattern at
full speed. While afternoon Video
has yet to prove that it can outdraw radio’s soap operas, disk
jockeys, etc., trade observers are
eyeing TV's daytime svdng as a
major treiid which can react to the
detriment of radio..
Latest of the key city video stations to take the daytime plunge
is the N. Y, Daily News’ WPl^f.
Outlet is planning to launch a
three-hour afternoon spread about
May I, probably starting at 2
o’clock Monday through Saturday.
Ted Steele has been tentatively set
as emcee of the show and, although
the title and exact format have not
beeii finalized, it will probably comprise spoi'ts results, fashion demonstrations, guest interviews, etc.
NBC’s N. Y. flagship, WNBT, has
already announced the start of its

TV

Which preemed

;

ness, its

of Robert
Strike Thc^
atre’’ Monday night (10) because of
a squabble between NBC-TV and:
its techniciaiis union, cost the web
About $50,000,
The cast, since it rehearsed 'Yor
the program through Moriday, afternoon, was paid in full and NBC
was also forced to rebate h percentage of the time; charges to the
sponsor.
Sqiiabble was settled
late Monday night, but top late to
permit the shoW tp go on.
Formal anhpunceinent released by
NBC fpllowing the .cancellation described the reason as being a “misuriclef standing which inyolved the
procedure for issuance of instriictiorts to technical personnel in the
NBC video studios." Spokesmen
for the National Assn, of Broadcast
Engineers aiid Technicians, who
claimed the situation had been
hpiling for over a year, .declared
the showdown .which caused the
cancellation was Instituted
because of encrbachment by the pro^
dtiction siiperylsbrs on the engicencellflition

Montgom^’s “Lucky

Due?

AM

radio version.
continue regardless of

of

ticipating spots.
Show to be aired

by AnchorHocking has not been selected but
it will be packaged by NBC and is
expected to be an intimate-type

will

final

tele-

.

Syiii^

oil

TV
M

Minheapolis, April
A regulai Minneapolis Symphony (jrchestra eoncert, that at the
Nbrirpp Auditorium next Sunday
afterrtoori
foi*
.

the

(1.6),

first

will

be;

.

tele

time.

The TV,“Ver WTGN; will he a

anhual
the
for
Sundays also on NBC, hoping to guaranty fund campaign, .seeking
bperatibJis
it
the
orchestra’s
gets
pick up that time once
$195,000 for
next sea^n.
eross-the-board series rolling.
kickoff

event

.

Anchor-Hocking, last represented
TV, will last 76 minutes; includOil radio with the “Casey* Crime ing the regular lO^minute interPhotographer’’ show, .will be mak- mission when the camera vtl tl
and
possibly
backstage
ing, its first stab at video with the range
through the audience.
lat^
.

:

;

•

^

•

plans,-

;

revue starting later this month:
Glass firm is handUng the series in
cooperation with local breweries in
all parts, of the country in Jn effort to prottiote its “one-wai^” beer
bottles against the mounting competition of beer-can manufacturersv
Outfit has Optioned the 11 to midnight period on Sat u rdays a nd

show

i

.V

TIBLlfiVllSION

S2

Wef1ife«da/v

KEVIKWS
THE triumphant HOUR

TONI TWIN TIME

With Art Fofd. *ub»tf
X5 Min*,; Wedo
Writer; Geiie ShalH

*

ABC-TV^ from New York

A

.

V

.

1950

BROADWAYS OF THE WORLD

Morton

Don Ameche,
Wttli JacE laeinnion. emcee; Jane With Sara Allgoodi
Ann Blyth, Jerry Colonna,
Haryey* Sonny Sparks, Jim KirkQuintuplets,
Dionne
I^ee Goodman, ^ «Iohn
tvoo4
Downey, Jininiy Gleason, Jack
Kuih Ann Koesiin
Kriza
Haley, Ruth Hpssey, Ann JamiWriter-ProducCr: Sherman Marks
Mollyv
son, Fibber McGee
«
$0 Mins., Wed., 9 p.m.
Pat O’Brien, Jane Wyatt, BasU
TONI
Burr, Jeaii
Raymond
Tellou,
CBS, from N.
Bates, others
(Fpote^ Cone k JBeldingy
Producer: Rev. Patrick Peyton
•'Toni Twin Time,” which is beFrank McDonald
Director:
ing aired over 31 CBS and indie Writer: James Roche
outlets oh alternate ; weeks, is a
Sun. (9), 2 p,m.
Mins
60
;
^
pleasant yariety sessibn sho\Vcas- Sustaining
^
has

12,

Producer: Raymond Specter
Sustaining
.

.

W

lix-countiY
swing of the Contiiieht, Art Ford,
platter
specialized
who does sonic
(and prior to
spinning on
this entry preemed a^WJRIX vmeo
showcase) is novir doing a threetlmes-a-week, iS-minute eornmentafy before the. ABC eam®ras.
The accent, haturally, is on the
show biz facets of a Rome-Pari^
London holiday, seasoned with

back from

Just

a

WNEW

.

Ted Mack’s “Original Amafeur Lady Barbara and Ian Keith scored
Hour” on NRC-TV continues as in a lesser role a$ her ndbleihan
one of the better talent-finding father, George Mathews topped a
Primary reason large supporting cast as Rob Dow,
stanzas' on video.
is the Major Bowes orgahizaHdn’s the erstwhile drunkard: whom the
Withal, it was
ability to come up with competent minister reformed.
Oh Tuesday an amiable show, despite its slow
non-pro performers
pace
dated
yoiirig
and
story.
attractive
(4) show had ah
coloratura soprano, PhyUis Arick,
;

,

Program
who clicked with an operatic
Maybe Milton Berle should guest
NBC-TV, CBS-TV^ ABG-TV Puhumher, and Charles Davis; a bn Ed SulUvkn’s ‘‘Toast; of the
originality in format, stick-Moiit;
put
who
Hawaiian
pleasaht-voiced
ing to .the standard vaudeo pat^
(GBS) show more often.
Town”
repre“The Triumphant Hour”
Was T Mine,”
tern ^of unrelated acts separated serits an ambitious prbjebt for a some Broadway-HoUywood mor- Tover “This i Neariy
With Ken Murray arid
.j
-i.' i
Jullliaidi
af
student
the
is
a
Latter
for
wiser
by: ai curtoin and iniroed by an
be
Robert Q. Lewis Sunday night
religious special event broadcast, sels, .and it would
emcee. There’s, a generally fresh
pbliticQ-eco- School of Music, whic’h contrib
the
eschew
to
as
for Sullivah, whose
fully
Ford
(9)
sub
a
not
realize
did
hilt 'one that
uted‘ a few well-polished contest- father
atmosphere bn the show, however, all
died
last
week,
Berle
the objectives it set for itself. nbmic sphere of reportage that
the
Other
to
the
airer:
Among
ants
..that’s created by the .zestful perplaC^
of:
but
seems
in
one
turned
of his best perdepicIt was a visually impressive
sort of home- formances of the current
formances of the various acts;
go, Ford afcts were the usual
gabbers
in the life of.
events
the
season,
of
TV
gossip
tion
As
.That helps plenty to carry sesgrown performer ,-^ gal 'whistler, recapturing niuch of the spark he
Ghfist and His Mother, Mary, is about bn a par with the majority
sions even if some. ..of. the talent
tde-tapper, violinist, rural-type in- showed when his Own “Texaco
Star
which are conimemofated duripg of them. The wonder is that the
delivered in a minor key,
And it also networks and stations; continually strumental trios, etc. -— but more Theatre” first bowed in. ApparEaster Season.
On the- preem,' Jane Ifarvey and the
carefully screened than bh most ehtly less pressured than oh
horrie the message of the perpetuate such static-Iike telehis
brought
standout.
V/ere
the HoneydreamerS
in this genre. And own program, Berle even
made his
Family Rbsary Crusade, t h at easts, which are completely devoid other offerings
Miss Harvey, with, the assets of prayer can strengtheh the family of any animation or visual asSirts. the^fact that the neophytes* turps old gags sound good. His bpening
unusual pipes and looks that regwere kept brief also helps.
mbnolog was exceptionally wellcircle, that ^‘the family that prays
The projection of: a commehtator
Gamera work was good arid a
ister on the TV screen, deiiyered
together stays together,”
who merely sits and reads from a factor ih lending a professional
a hnely stylized version .Of ''Cpnie
Murray fared: best ih some sharp
It started with part Of the Easter paper, ho matter how telegenic he
Rain or Gome Shine” and joined
aspect to the show.
Mack is gi ve-and^-take patter with Berle;
in church and then por- iS; becomes dowmight silly after
with the HoneydreamerS mixed services
Resiifrection,” “The a while, for here is something pleasant in his role, but in a few afterwards confining his work to
“The
trayed
quintet on a solid production of
spots slipped into a condescehd- taking over as conductor of
Descent of the
••Night and Day.”
The Honey- Ascension,” “The the Appstles”: that’s strictly in radio’s domain ihg attitude, which ma^y result Notre Dame Glee Club, Latter the
hit
and should .remain there, After from his attempt to keep the prodreamers also ;Scored with a cute Holy Ghost upon
was not too impressive. Lewis, as
“The Assumption bf the several years, TV has still to cbme.
rendition of “New York,. New and
ceedings moving at a rapid pace. the youngest of the.trio, found himher
Mary,
bnd
Virgin,
Blessed
up with a hews format (be it of Dennis James handles the Old
York:”- \
spot in trying to
Gomedyrsinger Sonny Sparks was Corbiiation,” cutting between these the gossip or serious gab variety) Golds commercials adeptly and self on a terrific
church that’s visually generic to the
follow the two more experienced
Spotted in a takeoff on ‘‘Babalu’’ dramatic portions to the
the dancing cigaret pack, also comics but still made out well. His
famisingers
and
services,
hymn
medium.
fhat showed promise of deyelpp^
used bn ABG-TV’s “Stop The
were fiinny and the final
ihg into something funnier but lies from the film colqhy and the
As the first of a guest seriesi Music,” provides an attractive liye gags
song-and-dance routine with the
Quintuplets saying the
.flattened towards the finish. Jim Dionne
Ford interviewed the Hotel Astoir’s trademark.
^
was
neatly
chorus
projected:
Rosary...
who
Kirkwood and Lee Goodman,
Robert Christenberry, who heads
Henhy Youngman also guested on
Beenes in church were well the Broadway Aissn,, bn famous
have their own mow oh WOR-TV,
pip.
more
show
but
little
shots
of
did
includihg
the
than
iensed,
Ed Wynn bowed In on his new
dished, up some more of their
show people who have passed
zany type Of juvenile humor in a stars, stained glass windows and through the Astor portals. It Was CBS-TV time slot Tuesday night a walk-On in one of Lewis’ mimseg.bers;:
Dramatized,
spire.
church
(4) with one of the better programs
couple of sketches, While John the
Rose.
on the dullish side.
Surrounding talent was spotty.
in his series, which should give
Kriza and Ruth Ann Koesun han- ments were handled on a large
him a headstart ih corraling that Ballerina Kathryn Lee irhpressed
dled a ballet sequence in good scale, but were more in the nature
with
some fine terping In uthe openand
fiimized
tableau
could,
of
a
rating which has so far eluded him.
form. Jack Lemmon, in the emcee
McCarthy GANG
(Because of the overwhelming com- ing spot and Romain and Babette
role, is a personable youngster have caught more of the power of
intricate balancing, feats.
giieists
InterJohii
Daly,^
featured
story.
With
sheila
petition of NBC-TV's “Saturday
who occasionally makes, the mis- the New Testament
estingly, the “NBG Theatre” ver-t Director: Barry McKinley
Night Revue,” CBS has Shifted; the Glee Club ran through a I'epertoire
take of trying some forced gags.
Wyhn show from its former Satur- of ND tunes, into which film clips
Plu gs for the Toni product sio.n 0f “The Nazarebe” (aired at 30 Mins.; Moh., 9 p.ni.
day at 9 period to Tuesdays at 9 of the late Knute Rockne were inbased on the twin theme, are the same time oh AM) packed McCarthy MOTOR sales
Captain S haw prein the 14 eastern and midwestern terspersed.
slugged oyer effectively in bbth more of an emotional punch, pos- WGN-TV, Chicagb
sibly because of its less literal inr
cities where to. was bucking the sented an okay act with a bright
live and filmed form
Kirkland)
Herm.
(W.
monkey,
but
Duke Dorell as a
terpretation of the; Biblical figures
NBG
spread.) .With Ilona Massey
ably
friendly
half-hour
This
comic violinist, fared better with
plus the lack of visual images perHOLLYWOOD TELEVISION
demonstrates what can he done on on hand for; songs and cheesecake his riiuric than his comedy.
imagination
mitting
the
hearer’s
..'THEATRE':/..;
video oh a small budget, a reason- and Joe E, Brown and WilUam
With Jane Darwell, Francis freer rein^ Father Patrick Peyton, able amount of preparatioh and an Frawley sharing in the comeaics,
Hour,”
Everybody- in DuMont’s ‘GavalLederer, Lyle Talbot, Heleh who produced “Triumphant
efficient mistress Of ceremonies. the sho Vy was ma rred ma inly ohly
effecParrish, Michael Whalen, Aniiie is the producer of Mutual’s
Although this is Sheila John Daly’s by an occasional fuzzy quality in eade of Stars’- was pounding the
series,
“Family
dramatic
the
kinescope.
turf
hard Saturday (8) but the enNagel, Edwin Schallert, Ralph tive
first regular tele stint, she handles
Theatre.”
Wynn and Brown spent most of try didn’t pay off well. For one
.'Freud
the amateur variety talent used on
the
Acting
by
Basil
Tellou
as
the
first
half
of
the
program
kidthing
the staging was stale and emProducer - director: Robert Raisshow with easy poise. Finished
Savior, Raymond Bbrr as St. Peter
beck^
product emerges as good family ding video itself, which has formed cee Jerry Lester’s material inMary
and
Jean
Bates
as
Magdalen
the bsais of several Of Wynn’s gags cluded a number of tricks and
•60 Mins.; Wed., 9:30 p.ni;
viewing.
was restrained' and distinguished,
since he preemed on the medium. gags that, intentionally or otherKTTV-GBS, Hollywood
Talent comes fi*om ranks of local
but the production could have
Lester is
For a local station to toss $3,000 used more active camera work to high school kids, on show viewed But it was funny arid that’s what wise, didn’t come off.
counts. Best of this type of stuff a savvy and ingratiating comic, but
into the hopper for a dramatic achieve a more dynamic quality. (3) they did their bits with a
wajs Wyrin’s invention to prepare without fresh scripting his turn
show would almost rate a Ripley Program was filmed in the Jerry pleasant lack of self-conscioushess. feature
pictures for
aging suffers, particularly When pitted
anel w*ere it not that hopes are Fairbanks Studios in Hollywood, Show was well-balanced with vocal
in the wood in a dust-filled against the strong ‘‘NBC Saturday
g igh for a kine sale in the east with the multi-cam process. It al- and instrumental numbers, with a them
barrel.
Brown
turned
a fine Revue.” However, he had a fairly
in
Shoiidd the series be continued. lowed for effects and changes of Poe recitation fbr the middle, segsolo bit with his w.ki pantomime strong iineup of guestsi Kyle MacThat’s playing luck the hard way, scene Which Would be difficult to ment, and eiosi hg with a punchy
what with client aversion to off- g^et in most live studios. Picture boy-and-girl duet of “My One and of a baseball pitcher, aithough it Donnell; late of “Touch and Go”
tube recordings.
Film is out of quality, as it came over the tele Only Highland Fling.” Camera might have been paced just a little on Broadway, clicked with a sweet
too slowly for top effect in TV: and
timely version of “Easter
the question because of its high screen, lacked the contrast of a work was alert throughout, freFrawley scored in what was virtu- Parade” and followed with “If I
cost and locally it hasn’t a chance
quently moving in for good closeive show.
Bril.
ally a walkon, as a hotdog vendor Knew You Were Comirig.” latter
to be sold unless the TimCs-GBS
yps.
in the, ballpark and Miss Massey,
wants to go pii the hook for most
Perhaps a red uction in number garbed at one spot in shorts and not the best selection for her.
Trick of having her as a store winTELEVISION WOMEN’S CLUB
of the outlay.
of acts (there were seven On this a T-shirl, impressed both with her
Mary Froetbr; Dorcas Camp- show), or slight cutting of each to
dow mannikin come to life was
As window dressing for the sta- With
looks and voices
bell, guest, others
appealing, but she would have regtion it achieves its high purpose
allow for a less. Hurried exit, would
Wynn’s writing stable compriseven though the takeoff wasn’t as Producer: Margaret Wahl
have given added impact to kids’ ing Hal Kanter, Seaman Jacobs istered more strongly with the help
Director: Bob Wahl
of other production devices.
stints.. As show keeps to relaxed and
auspicious as the intermish conLeo Solomon, contributed, a
30 Mihs.; Wed.i 3 p.m.
Jerry Wayne varied his singing
vein, hard-driving live commer- couple of funny
versation piece between Edwin
skits
and
the
proPROCTOR ELECTRIC CO.
routine with a nostalgic reprise of
cials read by offstage announcer gram
Schallert, drama ed of The Times,
was well-produced by Harlan a song-and-dance number with
WCAU-TV,
Phila.
during filrh strips jarred the mood. Thompson and directed by
and Ralph Freud,**head of UCLA’s
Ralph strawhat and cane. Bert Wheeler
This hew show launched under
drama department, supposed, The
Dave.
did a variation of his laugh-getting
cast of picture names, years re- the auspices of the Pennsylvania
vocalizing turn (which he once did
Federation
of
Clubs,
Women’s
moved from the marquee, strove
For a show with little action, not with Paul Douglas); working with
valiantly to give dramatic verve with the New Jersey and Delaware BOB WHITE’S DEADLINE
*
much of a story by modern stand- Wayne and Lester. The show’s
and substance to Ibs^en’s “The state federations cooperating, is
DRAMAS
Doll’s House” but the creaky story aimed at upping the level of day- With White, Geraldine Kay; Anne ards and a' blockade of Scotch high-spot was a re-creatiort of an
about woman’s emancipation can time video fare and hiding the
burrs to overcome, James M. Bar- old Columbia Wheel burlesque
Jeffreys, guests
skit, “Flip Ybiir Lid,” in which the
hardly
quality
the
new women something less frohty than Producer: Ted Mills
rie’s: “Little Minister” emerged as
for
principals
took part, inmedium,
a comparatively affable affair via four
It
lacked movement, soap opera. Backing by women’s 30 Mins.; Thurs., 8 p. m.
club
federations delivers an audiCBS-TV’s “Ford Theatre” Friday volving invisible vases, invisible
moH^^iibU and sufficient voltage
Sustaining
gals
and
an
invisible,
gun-toting
night (7).
to hold an audience for a full hour. ence potential of more than 300,000 NBG-TV, from Chicago
While it dragged to a
Those old turns still
Choice of the vehicle Was made club members.
halt in spots, the hour-long drama husband.
With
open
an
half-hour
fill
id
pack
a
The
comic
wallop.
show
features
speakers
because several members of what
had a certain charm about It that
along cultural, economic, literary Thursday nights now that “Black made for easy viewing, \Vith the reVirginia
Lee put across an
is hoped to be a repertory; company had played it on the stage and civic lines in the kind Of pro- Robe” has exited; NBC-'TV brought ligious oyertones fitting in nicely amusing aero routine, doing some
That cut down rehearsal time and gram for which these organizations in a simple, .inexpensive and dull with the Easter spirit. Responsible complicated gymnastics with her
strive all: year around.
Plah per- show from its Chicago studios bn for. What success it enjoyed was ^rnall partner plaiited in the audiput less of a strain bn the direc
lion, which
was bumpy.
Tech mits the clubs of various counties a one-shot trial basis last Week (6). the good work of a top cast under, ence, the laughs deriving from: his
throughout the area to act as host Program would find it tough going the capable direction of Marc embarrassment at being tossed
nically
it
and ptbduction-wise
measured up to the best that’s each week, with the representative as a daytime entry in the local Dahiels and the usual Ford produc- around by the Amazon. Toy and
been around oh the live circu it but chairman presiding; A permanent mai'ket only, which is where it tion mountings set up by Winston Wing, in a terp. number titled
TV chairmah introes the main should have been slotted. As
“Kicking the Gong Around,” didn’t
it was no match for some* of the
network show in prime evening O’Keefe.;;...:
kinnied. dramas fiilihg the home speaker;
Designer Sam Leve constructed; ring any bells.
Program caught featured femme time, the answer to the test is no. One of video's first miniature setS
Format of the show is an Interr to place the yarn in its right locisile,
To take up the waits between banker Dorcas Gampbell, of. New
NBC-TV’s “Saturday JNight Rer
who based her talk on esting one, although a similar idea that of the small Scottish village Vue.” came up with its fii’st clihkeir.
acts, Schallert and Freud engaged York,
in playgoer repartee, which would “Women and Their Money;” Miss has been executed better by WOR- in which the stpry is $et, and last week (8). Hbur-lon g J ack Carhave served its purpose better had Gampbell was poised and obvious- TV, N.Y. Bob White- and Ger- Daniels and O’Keefe rnade good ter show from Chicagb, which had
the
be en
conversation
mure ly at ease before the cameras. She aldine Kay, -a team of competent, Use of its for the most part.' But, been showing steady improvement
spirited and the principals less shy accused the women of beihg “pris- professipnal actors, are .read -a either bitten with Scotch thrift d u ring the last several wee ks, deand unsure of themselves. It, was oners of finance” and urged them phraise. which they have never or overbbme with the success of a teriorated into just another vaucleo
a touch borrowed from the .Met to free themselves through adult heard before, then get two mi n^- good Ihing, they treated it like a performance and the “Show of
opera broadcasts but setsiders educatioh, intelligent reading of lites to map but an ad Jib. dramatic new toy, bringing; it into play Shows” hour-and-a-half from N Y.
must have looked at each other the fipaheial hews and analysis of vignette incqrporatihg it, Stories wherever possible In the script. seemed tired arid^ pedestrian, inthey came up with oh the show As a result, the Initial: impact
to see who. would be the fir^t say ihdividual needs.
as side reasons for the duality slump
Talk was solid, with plenty of in- bore signs of imagination but, ap- the camera pannbd
•T wonder what’s bn the other sta
over the naihia- can be offered but, to the average
tibns?” The slow drag is fatal to formational meat as well as tips parently more ""cbncerned with the ture to dissolve into the. action was viewer, it. just wasn’t ii good show.
for the girls, about where to go for story than wi th their thesping, only
Basically, with the show tentaTV.
negated the next few times the
guidance oh money matters. Suc- once did they do full justice to simuUted set
Prpduceiv was guilty of a griev
.Avas
Leve’s tively set for a summer hiatus
seen,
cess
of
program
leans
heavily^
their
on
improvisatibn.
ous error that cost part of the au
lifesize backgrounds con y e y e d starting May 20, It looks as though
ability of guest of the day; but use
dience when a 20-mihute d<
Show was played against a min- neatly the mopd and atmosphere of NBC niight be easing off on. its
budget going into the home stretch.
was encOuritered at the start due of visual aids-^*artoohs and pic- imum of scenery, utilizing for the the story.
tures, wherever possible—helped most
Nary
to„ mechanical trouble.
part a Grecian setting which
Former Metro star Tom'«Di*ake Acts, especially in the Chi pprtibn,
vary the interview format.
mention was made of it and
has been seen on “Garroway at rnade his eastern TV bow in thd were not hp to par: ..and t he proMrs. Gustav Kettei'er, w.k. local Large.”
Series
kinnied symphony filled.
Anne Jeffreys, how ap- title role and did a fine job, even duction mounting.^ showed signs of
As far as
Will be resumed in three weeks If clubwoman, wielded the gavel in pearing in (he road company of making the rolling Scotch dialog tighter purse-strings.
Gapabie ladies clubs style.
Mrs. “Ki-ss Me. Kate” in Chi, had^ little sound authentic.
the public reaction warrant.^
Frances Reid the N. Y. end was concerned, preHelm.
(Continued on page 36)
continuahee.
to do as a giiest
was attractive and appealing as
(Continued on page 36)
ing young talent.
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‘W^ednesday^ Aprft 12,

MR.

OMM

THE ALAN YQHNG SHOW

With BiU Williams, Bibt Qsterwiild, With Charles Korvin, emcee; Beatrice Tompkins, Anthony Grey,
Sandra li6e, Sam Stf en* Regirle
Beane/ Minnie Jo Curtis, GorBarbara Bolton, Alan MacAteer,
Meredith’s
Merrill Joels, Parker McCordon Dilworth, Sylvia
mick, Regina Jouvain, Phillip
PuppetSf Phil Hanna, Holly HarSc Alicia, Elaine
Robinson, Peter Pagan, Francis
ris, Boherto
Stritch, Cy Coleman Trio
Betbancourt,. others.
Executive Producer: Bylvester li.
Birectbr: Dick Rose
Weaver
Producer: Bob Loewi

With Polly Burgin, JosepR Kearne,
Ben Wright, Tom Mahoney,
Vera Lee, Jerry Antes, r Jan

,

120 Mins.; Sun,,

ft

p.m,

Producer: Peter

Sustaininsr

:

:

!

“Star Spangled Revues

CBS-TV, from Hollywood
(Marschdlk

straight oflPeringS With nothing in
the way of acrobats or ^ comics to
give them a full-scale variety "format. Both sections are linked together by Minnie Jo Curtis, who
serves ais en overaU emcee via her
role as a Celestiar switchboard opThis device makes for
erator.
,

dished up some snappy
musical items on the preeni (9).
Jane Harvey, who’s due for the big
time, scored with some more of
Reggie
vocals,
standout
her
Beane’ rhythm trio also registered
ihstrumental
its
with
strongly
numbers, as did Bibi Osterwald in
her ‘T Love a Piano” rendition.
For the youngsters, there was some
okay puppeteering by Sylvia Meredith and folk singing by. Gordon
Dilworth. A fair song and dance
routine was executed by Sandra
agers,

;

^

Bee and Sartii Steen.
Emcee chores in this sector were
handled: ingratiatingly
by 'Bill
Williams, JMew York disk jockey.
Williams has a nice line of chatter,
but he carried his casualnoss too
far in attempting to sing “They’ll
Never Believe Me,” with his dubious set of pipes. His chatter with

[

:

'

:

i

•

j

;
'

I

;

,

vocalist.

supplied the
Roberto &
hoofing ingredients with a neat
Alicia

The mood of this
chile number.
half of the airer was marred by k
couple of intrusive spot announcements that were rung in unexpeet-

Sharing

:

device, and

role

with

was thrown in for good measure bUt spemed an unnecessary
appendage;
Rose.
ly

WE tAke your word
With John K. M. McCaiTery, Ly.

TV

man

;

Bryson,. Abe Burrpws; Vicki
guest; Bill Shipley,

Cummings,

announcer
Frigidaire itself Can take some Producer: Werner Michet
the rap, for seldom has a majpr Director: Fred Rickey
video ’Showcase been inundated 30 Mins.; Sat., 9 p.m.
with .siich a multiplicity of com- Sustaining
mercials that spanned the General •WeBS-TV,:,;N.Y..;Motors subsid’s whole rahge of
This TV: versiPri of the radio
prpducts (iPeboxes, ovens, washing word game is fairly interesting,
machines, air conditioners, electric though riot exciting. Program has
irPners, etc.) Along with Wendell its possibilities, even if its appeal

ririedium;

mood and

the- enicee

Hope Was Fairbanks, who apparent-

;

j

repetition of

I

treatment of “Baby, It’s Gbld Outside,” there was a suggestion that
the TV fright had gone out of
Hope; eriough to indicate that
when he -takek the medium in
stride he’ll’ bring a rMsonable facsimile of his Par pix lliccesses.

,

:

go even beyond

over-tradey overtones).

its

At one point, too, in his d^ueting
with Dinah Shore of .,a comedy

film boxoffice attraction, failed to
establish that he's even started to
lick the transitipnal hurdle into
video (and it was all top obvious
that’s he’s got plehty to: learn), the
chill.
reasons for this Frigidaire

Best of the longer sequences was
For just as TV has Opened ;Up
based on an unfinished Somerset new spheres of show biz conquests

.

j

"nut (arid

;

j

..

The transition between the two
halves was accomplished via a fiyeminute poetry inferiude by David
Ross; It was completely unrelated
to the rest of the proceedings and
must have baffled Viewers. Camera
work on. both sessions, .however,
was handled along properly simple
lines with occasionai super-impositions lending backgrounds to some
Herm,
of the Vocals.

,

AM

'

edly.,

tP pull

;

'.

gagging.

male

out of the
TV hat whiGh Frigldaire filled to
the tune Pf $130,000 '(Including
$40,000 fpr Hppe) to brighten up
the Easter Day kilpcycles;
Yet when it was all over, the
viewer could been
excused a
“ whars all the shpoting about?”
Obviously, major interest centered
in the fact that this waS: a first-time
pioneering trek for. Hope hitting
the TV bigtime;
But if the vet
comediahj who’s been iiv the
Hooper radio f bref rPnt for years
and is America’s current No. 1

that.

Niles in there pitching up the products, Frigidaire enlisted a HopeFairbanks assist, plus a line of
girls, to do the. selling, with the

limited to a literati longhair audience. But it doesn’t have its full
realization here. Program constanly recalls radio’s “Info Please,”
and it misses the brilliant wit and
give-arid-take of “Info’s” board
is

TV

STAR STANGLED REVUE
With Rnh Horn* Beatrice
DouSas Fafrbankt J?®

,

'

Peggy Ann Garner also
lacked any “point in its aimless

and

i

NBC

for

left

j

I

giiest

Second half-hOur ran biff at a
slightly slower pace, although the
musical offerings were equally as
good.
Taleht included vocalist
Holly Harris, coniedy singer Elaine
Stritch
Cy Cole man’s topnotch
trio, and Phil Hanha, who doubled

W

|.

Maugham short story, of a;mah bn for Young and his distihetiye alah isolated Ceylon plantation who beit Visual comiedic talents, it
sold an unopened letter to his would: appear inevitable that the
frmrid and was then tormented by medium must embrace such artists
curiosity.
Another tale coheerned as, for example; Danny Thomas
a mother hounded by^he fear that and Danny Kaye with equal sucher young daughter Would make cess.
Like Young, the Thorriasan embarrassing remark about pn Kaye “sight” values were lost to
important visitor’s large proboscis, radio and although sponsors literWhen the moppet finally left the ally threw the book at them in
room, the mother sighed with re- terms of qualitative scripting, they
lief and asked the guest, “Would couldn’t hurdle
the
lirtiitayou want One or two* lumps of sug- •tipiis.
ar in your nose?” It was a touch
Preem show moved at a pleasof the ridiculous and amusingly ant, leisurely pace, content in indone, A third yarn, about a jewel viting chuckles rather than the
swindle, was handled a bit stiffly hit-or-miss yok-yok of the standup
and telegraphed itself.
comedians.
A brace of vignettes
Direction was generally good, depicting Young as a baffling guy
but could have involved more of making his first air trip and a genthe Visual brierttatioh that socked eral nuisance to his seatmate, and
over the scene .with the crippled again as a British soldier sharing
Lighting, on which photog- some tea in front of a delayed acchild.
rapher George Hu rrell was super- tion bomb,, were patterned to
visor, got away from frontal illu- Young’s comedic flair, for maximination and got some Unusual ef- mum laugh results, along with
a
fects with contrasty back-and-side cleverly-contrived
curtain raiser]
Music by Ha rry Sosnick showing the wry-faced
lighting.
Young
quality
of
added to the emotional
painting himself into the corner
If NBC can obtain
the stanza,
of a roprii.
good short story properties, avoid
Interspersed with the comedy

!

aftemoom

:

,

!

wounded.”

i

acquired the te'chnic5[&es, as he tinquestioriably wllL since the Hope
personality is kurefire for any shpw
biz medium, wiU.be an offshopt
of the film coiriedian, rather than
the radio personality.

NBC-TV 's

'

I

I

9Q-ri[iinute

For there is <io denying Hope
Production” mar- had his happiek TV moments in
quee leadoff for a cast topped by the strictly Visual vignettes, despite
Bpb Hope, Beatrice Lillie; Doug-r the something-to-be-desired malas
Fairbanks, Jr., arid Dinah teriai. which included resurrectShore, there weren’t many rabbits ing the NBC VS. CBS feud chest-

,

the teen-

Sunday

“Max Liebman

.

jor confusion.
Initial hour; slanted for

new “Alan Young Show” which

-.

ma-

^Easter

showcase, represents video^a top
coin and talent splurge to date iii
the field of commercial ohe^shots
ith a
and holiday exploitation.

.

Omm

:

soniic

Pratt)

CBS appears to have another
video click on its hands with the

|

.

.

8c

\1

-

“Welcome Mat” ;^d “Phil
Hanna Sings,” are virtually,

emcee

ESSO

Barnum

preemed via kinescope from the
de- Coast last Thursday (6). It’s probparture froni run-pf-the-mill video ably the most refreshing Half-hour
iprmats--r:a dramatic •variety’’ show comedy program of its kind to hit
which offers a half-dozen unrelated the TV screens since the bow of
dramas instead of a handful of the Ed Wynn program^ Show, for
vaude acts.. It has
screeh prede- .that matter, is patterned 'somecessor in J. Arthur Rank’s YQiiar- what pri the sanie intimate musitet,” but while the latter com- cal-revue fbriiniula
as the Wynn
prised four short dramas of equal stanza,; which until now hasn’t
length, “Mr. Qmm”: had change of been too fully explored by the
pace In the size of. its component medium.
parts—ranging from a ohe-mi'nute
Young’s TV bow came off sucVignette to a lO-minute segment, cessfully for a variety of reasons,
Or, in the nipre: poetic words of a including some, good solid producWellwritten script, “they are as tion values that were inherent
long as a stab of pain / as short as within the iritim.e f ram e work, and
a. sweet night dream;”
a sock writing assist by Leo SoloLinking the stories is Charles mon arid Dave Schwartz, who
Korvin in the rble of Mr.
penned the skits,
But chiefly,
(presumably short for pmniscierit)V.i Young himself can take the major
philosophizing on these: “slices of bows/
'V;':
life.”
The opening scene, which
In a/ sense, the show’s abiUty
took hardly 60 seconds, showed a to: project Young as a. potential
ballerina practising, discovering a carididate for big-league TV comlittle girl watching her and shout-' edy honors has
signiflcaht overing at her dancing master to /eject tones more far-reaching than this
the child; Then, as the youngster particular stanza.
For it’s a parexited down a bleak corridor^ the tial answer to the ultimate stopdancer saw that the kid was bn ping-pff place for the school of
crutches.
It was a sharp jab to essentially visual comics Who, like
the solar plexus, followed by Kor- Young, tried unsucijessfully to esvin’s warm, but unpreachy moral tablish a niche, in the radio comedy
that “cruelty is a two-edged swprd sweepstakes, but were shackled by
and he who uses it has himself been the liriiitatipns of the* strictly audio-

tively

as

Dave

.

stretches its talent too thinly over
such a iphg period.

some minor whimsy and

Gliiskin orch

Schwartz

NBC-Ty, from New Yprk
This represents a welcome

I

“Starlit
buck the competition.
Time” is a modest-budgeiter that

This show, in fact, is a two-inone package with the two hours
spreading over two separate lay6oth halves, titled respecbuts,

Lud

30 Mins*, Thurs., 9 p,m.

Director: Doug Rodgers
Writer; Barnum
30 Mins.; Tues., 9:30 p;m,
[Sustaining

,

.

Hollar;.

Producer-director: Ralph Levy
Writers:
Leo Solomon,

,

BuMONTrfrptti N. Y.
This two-hour segment reprer
gents DuMont’s bid to break into
thO Sunday night rating lists now
dojninated by the big shows oii other net works. It’s doubtfui ho wey er,
whether this bid is big enough to

m

tEhmWHWim ABVlEWS

1950

gTARUT TIME

CO,

and emcee.

i

D^
Lillie

John

^ satisfactory

*

Walter Greaza, David Burns, Serous with

Boys

Mexico

City

Hayes,

Charles

WendeH
Producer:

;

Choir^

Sanford
Niles, announcer

Max Liebman

Bill

prch;

'

:

>

I

;

FRIGIDAIRE
NBC-TV, from New York
Cone

&

gag.

and stiver ponLyman Biyson
not a

'

Director: Hal Keith
Larry
Gelbart,
Writers: -Larry
Al
Fisher,
Larry
Marks,
Schwartz, Mort Laclimait, Sy
Rose, Norm Sullivan
90 Mins., Sun. (9) 5:30 to 7 p.m.

(Foote,

K.^^^

emcee, but not an

one, being a little too

Belding)

commercials cropping up in the
closing stretch on an almost alterThat’s
riate basis with the acts.

,

.

way overboard
Production-wise, ‘'Star Spaiigled

'

sparkling pne.

Brysoh and Abe Burrows are the
regular parielistS, On show caught
Cummings was
(8), actress Vicki
the guest. And although Burrows
was there for the gags, and Miss
Cummings for decoration, she surprised by her “larnin” as well as
her vivacity and beauty.
The panel takes wprds sent in
by listeners, and gives their derivatipn
and backgrounds. If they
can’t, a silhouetted Voice of Authority reads this info ,from
some tome. Listeners are reward-*
ed with various dictionaries, encyclopedias, etc., which get a nice
The words
plug when screened.
sent in for the
(8)
wer©* intcrGstin^ dTid
tough. Words like paisley, cherrystone ermine
blowing hot and cold.
**^^5 like
horsey, m^

^

^ses

sequences were a dance interlude Rp^iip V. d^sDii^ the iini>riBC0d6ntG(l
by Tom Mahoney, Vera Lee, Jerry tab lacked the fine^s?e an^a^^^
Antes and Han Hollar, and the round coordinated job that has
vocalistics
of Polly
Burgin,
a characterized Liebman’s “Saturday
looker.
Ben Wright and Joseph
Ben Hecht arid William Saroyan Kearns provided a good, assist in Night Revue.”; Somehow the
sag
L
_
taneity and movement were not
qualities on its dramatic sihorgasooh .su
was
P
the comedy skits and Lqd Giuskin’s there. But principally, the Easter
..
Bril,
bord.
prch did a commendable job in Day program was an object; lesson
g^derivations
aerivauons
were
tougn^to
spot,^
backgrpurtding the program; But in how lack of good material, reit’s Allen’s show.
gardless of talent, can thwart the i./^ogram is unrehearsed and ad
THE DEL COURTNEY SHOW
commercials best of intentions.
Brace
of
Esso
and requires trigger thinking
James
Eakins
Producer-director:
bit
expert knowiedge, and
hours, Wed.-Thurs.-Fri., 2 to included a kidding-on-the-level
3
Thi?’ is not to denv the show’s ocYoung
with
(via
silent
film),
razor-sharp
handling. Board didn’t
fh,f un
5 p.ni., and ^ hours, Sun., 2 to
make too smart a showing Saturhandling the gab, all calculated to
T
i p m*
the
client happy.
make
Participating
Like the Wynn Coast-originating
KPIX, San Francisco
kin e runoff
While this marathon conforms predecessor, the
the full-bodied quality of
lacked
general to the. pat formula
in
in ‘‘Drag^^otricn,. tney u nave something.
presentation, but not enough fhanteuse, ^and^'again
som^thi'ng®
evolved by video disk jockeys, it a live
British couninherent values. along Cavendish,” a
goes beyond the stereotyped by to mar the show’s
of “Hopalong Cassidy,” one
terpart
Rose.
reincalling up human interest
of the shPw’s few successful at-!
forcements to give its three-hour
teinpts to achieve a fresh ePmedy SQUARE DANCING
tempo.
A
variety and
stance
pattern.
With Rickey Holden, others
trained music-maker, with a longTakes Over Vth Aye.
Oh the credi t side, too, was Miss Producer: Hull Youngblood
time background as dance maestro,
Director;
J. R. Duncan
the
Shore, who has already played
Del Coiirthey knows the value of;
vaudeo time (Ed Wynn Show, 15 min., Thur., 7 p.m. CST
Eaister Tirade, Keeping
mixing his curves and makes go6d
’’Toast of the Town/’ etc.) and Sustaining
Use of the celebs and characters
clicked; nicely hera with her vocals WO Al-TV, San Antonio
he brings to the camera, Notables
Out of Each Other’s Lens and -integrated comedy bits. Such
Square dancing has taken its
such as Rudy Vallee, Joe DiMaggio
Teievision coverage of the N. Y. Pther standard TV turns as Hal hold on TV here. Rickey Hbiden,.
and Tony Martin provide the seawell-known
square dance leader
plus
an
Maurice
Rocco,
LeRpy
and
posed
(9)
Sunday
soning which makes his program Easter parade
another couple of Ripleys tor the appropriate Easter niotif injected and caller, is; nrtP. of the telecasts.
stimuating. informative and even
He
knows
his
City
Boys
Choir,
danc.e.s and traces
Mexico
the
by
industry; ^^how the five cornpetirig
atnusirig, depending 6n the guest
cameras could stay out of .range were auxiliary ehtertainriient adr the various steps used in the
spotlighted,
.squares
in
informal style.
ah
easy,
less
vitar
ingredients,
but
lenses during .the juncts
Gourtney’s personality and; apr^ of each other’s
Hope was something el.se. again. DLs instructions on 'how. to dahce
two-hour stretch and how the
pearances aie easy to take arid his
week a.
efiectiye.
various emcees and femcees couJd If there were reservatiori.s about
voice and delivery have a pleasant
grou^ pt hancers are;
avoid duplicating their gue.'^t inter- his TV pfeem (and/it’s of vital
bvertohe which take the threCeallsucceeded
on
the; NB.G echelon which ^^®^ored, Wit^ the c^b caller
viewees.
’That
they
concern
to
Handlirig
houi’ session in stride.
Que. set and Holden calling
both scoras iriade the sho'A S miich seems ready to invest to the comeof disks, chatter, interviews, news
other..
/oe
potential
the
tune
of
TV
to
dian’s
easier to watch.
and race returns is all easy grist
ABC, CBS, DuMont. NBC and a $1, 000, OQO-a-year contract), chalk / Full .studio is used with a neat
and .novelties such, as doling but the N:
Daily- News’ WPlX all it up partly to a ..stiffness and /background. Dancers are dressed
Y.
popular
are
listeners
puppies to
with in unsUreness of someone facing the /properly, men in cowboy garb or
Addition of new had their basic positions
and rewarding.
blue jeans and the women in
on Fifth TV Gameras for the first time.
]
and gag material is the single square block
'novelties
.This rnakes for easy_ m^
\51st
50th.
and
avenue bounded by
Working in top hat and tails,
[slated to increase poplar appeal,
streets,
With few exceptions, Mopes formal appearance only J” 8 and is^ very colorful. Musical
as is disk choice which is nh a their
was helped accent his uneasiness. As hacl^raund is recorded and lrancoverage' technique
brbadi popular level.
basically the same, indicating they a standup comedian, Hope’s timing j**^Tlhea.
This is a big chore in terms of
have arrived at a pat formula tor and waiting-for-the^laughs pauses,
Nice camera effect shows Holden
hours but Courtney holds up well.
lensing such events from which while generic to his radio format, at one microphone calling and tha
Program might be enhanced by oc- there will
little variaricc* from made for embarrasing lapses which dancers/ carrying
out the ealL
be
casional public service feature but
here on in, Constant dial Switch- dempnstrated anew the need for Groups are not all oldsters btit
general tenor is superior. Producanother
to
ing
channel
from
one
who hav*
youngsters
comic gabbers to adapt include local
the
tion aind direction are good, as are
revealed little or no superiority in themselves to 'TV techniques. Cer- organized their own square danccamera technique and handling.
Andy,
(Continued on page 36)
tainly the Hope q£ TV, once he’s ing groups.
Ted,
tone on a high level,
“Omm’’ should get a permanent,
berth after its present two-shot
It has a sizable helping of
run.

keep

its

[
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'

.
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COPPER KITCHEN
Vlth Al Williams
Producer-Director: David Crandall
30 Miiis.l Wed., 7 p.iii.
Participating'

KGO-TV, Sah

Francisco
This type of show justifies its
time as an instructive, interesting
weekly opus, Personably and competently paced by Al Williams,
local boniface and food authority,
the 30-mihute stanza prbvldes the
onlooker with timely and useful
culinary data. Step-by-step .process
in making of food
specialties,
such as salads/ dinner items, etc.,
is instimGtiye, easy to follow and
emulate, and eyen^ entertaining.
Gimmick of presenting amateur
:

.

arid professional chefs, in actual
task of making a delicacy (spareribs, the evening caught) should
attract a stea.dy following, of both
IiouseWives and
food dabblers;-;

_

:

TV

,

i

j

;

1

I

I

.

I

,

j

—

l

'

|

;

,

I

j

I

/Production Wal adequate With
kitchen $et well presented ; e ectrie stove, work table arid other
paraphernalia Okay. Camera work
at times called for improvement,
1

when essential ingredients in recipes being prepared, were too far away for accurate seeing; closeup shots in
these instances being highly important for inteiligent Viewing.
particularly

,

.

Prograin also would be

«d

;

lifted,

by a

more

trifle
informality, Williams
;in a fashionaible business suit be-

ing an iota too restricted When
preparing a dish. Ho\veVer, these
are details which will undoubtedly
be corrected as program matures.
It^s useful and worthwhile video,
Ted.
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DIMENSION

the theatrical page

HOUR

.

V «

1950

THE KIRKWOOD. AND GOOD^

MAN SHOW
With Joe Julian, Wendell Kolniea,
Joe DeSantis; eihoee» Norman Wlih Lee Goodmim, Jim Kirkwood
Producer-Director: .Mehde Brown
Rose
Writer: Art Henley
Writer: Ernest Kinoy

With Lee Tracy
Gore
With Charles Boyer, Rosalind Rus- Producer: Arthur9:15 a.m.
Mutttal Kickaroond Of
Mins.; Wed.,
sell, John Garfield, Dorothy Mc- 15
GO.
BRVSH^
BAKER
KruOtto
Doufflas,
GuirO, Paul
WOR, N. Y.
*cr, Jan Sterlins:, others; Marvin
{Arthur Cohn Associates)
As part of the Radio Pioneers
Miller, announcer
Here is a classic example of poor Club dinner last week. Mutual
Director-narrator: Fred Mackaye
Tracy’s Hildy JohnLee
casting.
Meet
aired a special edition of
Adapter: Allan Richards
son has once more been resurrect- the Press” in which FCC Chaiiv
(50 Mins,; Sun. (9), 5 P*>n»
ed, only this time he’s been asfaced the fivo of

V'Dltiner at EifhV’)

.

X

Producer;

.

-

30 Mins.; ThUre.* 9:30 p.m.

Van Woodward

MBS; from New York
Lee Goodman and Jim Kirkwood
last week preemed a video stanza

Director: Ed King
39 Mins.; Sat.* fi li*iB«

i

V

Sustaining

over WOR-TV on which they regisNBC, from New York
with tered as affable but ineffectual
ekperimentStion
Our
comics. Their AM alrer finds them
atomic and hydrogen bombs will still in the same category. They

man Wayne
signed to the drama desk to ferret NBC’s H. V. Kaltenborn, MBS
out the latest tidbits of Rialto gos^ John B. Kennedy, ABC’S Ehtter lead to the earth's destruction, if set. character pattefhs for themBut it’s a far cry from the Davis and the New York Times one is to believe the first installs selves, with Goodman taking the
sip.
This special full-hour Foster I&ht-MacArthur“Front
Page”
Dorothy Gordon; CBS* Larry Le^ ment of “pimensibn X,” NBC’s role of the smart partner and
production^i
Sunday
protagonist of a generation ago.
.
.
Suer also threw questions at the new series of half-hour science- Kirkwood playing the scatteracross-the-calendar series launched v
Tracy’s attempt, to in-^ Conimissioner, but more to get an fiction
(8) brained member of the team. This
’’Saturday’s
meliers.
the
last Thanksgiving Day and cbnUn^ vade the precincts ql
opinion than to place Coy on the bpenihg aiter was adapted by NBG allows for some jibes; at Kirka
Jimmy
of
-Fidwood’s expense, but the himibr
Zolotowhoney
sylvester-Sam
was
a
chaUenges
Ucd at Xmas—
Coy m"et the
spot.*
staffer Ernest Kinoy from Graham
Hotnoint took the 1932 ler-Louella Parsons fraternity is as squarely and expounded the; Gov- Doar’s recently published S?teVe- has ho real target and no real bite.
show
thesis
a
The
Fetber
duo makes a zealous attempt
excitement
as
devoid of
George S. Kauf man-Edna
ernment’s positioh cogently. ;.
post yarn, “The Outer Limit.”
to achieve a zany atmosphere, but
stage hit. “Dinner at Eight,” had oh the canning of tomatoes, and
The session aired many of the
<jf fact artd fanoy, set
blend
This
with
Rich the attempt to dre^s it up
it takes more than a gag file and
the
it adapted smai-tly by Allan
controversial issues before
in 1965, projects a young test pilot
by
ards. arid presented it With mem- ‘‘Front. Page’’ hangover veneer
FCC; but centered chiefly around 297 miles into outer space via a humor formula ^6 get a comedy
show off the ground. They did
To
bers of Actors Co. and other Holly- the constant alluding to newspaper the question of censorship.
rocket ship. In pursuing a “shiny
wood film names. It’s surprising terminology attending makeup, Kaltenboim’s query implying that object,” he blacks out but mahages have one effective device, a “demakes
only
partment
Of higher education,” in
selfishness
etc.,
heads,
of
two^cOlumn
melodrama
broadcastthis
’•cleanup
hoW
Coy’s recent
return to terra firma some 10 'which they interrupted a disk
and greed—built around a group the Tracy “beat” that much more ing” speech ^‘sounds like a threat to
then reveals mat after each line of the voeal tp inHe
later.
hours
someindividuals
feebl^^
a.ssortcd
of oddly
of censorship’' the FGC topper men fimm another galaxy told
sert a daffy remark.
Tune \vfis
how mixed up with each other,
In moXdng from Page 1 .back to said that he was merely reporting
the “dangers of nuclear fission” Frank Sinatra’s waxing of “How
toO, has on “the mounting
for of
Avho come* to a dinner .partyr^ the theatre section Tracy,
^
instructed him to return Avith M;uch: Do You Love Me?.” with
There’s legislation” by an offended piib- and
.stands up so well over the years, suffered in the process"
that we have been the various queries ciieihg in nonWell-scripted and acted, it proved nothing distinctive ih his delivery IJc. lie answered moderator Law- the warning
quarantirted,
sensical statistical answers.
a fast-moving, absorbing harratiye, and it’s about on a par with the rence Spivak’s question, whether
Pair does a lot Of platter spinPilot insists; that unless a test
and an excellent hour’s entertain- eopy; On his first time up on this “any small group of GovernmjBnt
is ning, airing a half dozen disks in
bomb
newtype
a
of
expibsiori
ment.'
once weekly morning pro gramv he censors” can do a bettcer policing
will the 30-minute span, Mostly novelspace
from
men
the
cancelled
perthe
fornot
items
does
performance,
“hot’’.
two
he
saved
Outstanding
job, by Saying that
The earth-dwellers’ ties, these were well selected and
“South think the FCC “ought now or at destroy us.
the
that
(1),
haps, was Charles Boyer’s in the windup,
per schedule^ but sung by name talent such as
part of the iihpoyerished washed- Pacific” ticket situation is easing any time have the power to de- weapon goes off
actually dis- Danny Kaye, Bea Lillie and Dick
up ex-matinee idol. Who has had up somewhat; (2), that the incom- termine what goes on American Whether the earthto the (iialer^s K^a^
left
is
Bril,
ah affair With his hostess’ daugh- ing; “Peter Pan” shapes up as a radio,” but added that "the Com- integrates
imaginatioit.:\,
decent
few
a
the
click
to
exhibits
voice
mission should give
t er and who
NBG wrapped the fantasy;
Impulses as he tries ta break away
FOREIGN POLICY
is
^ ^
sponsored by the public’s complaints,
Program
,
V..
“Why did you stop color tele- some topflight production trap- 30 Mins., Sim., i p.m.
from the girl before he turns the Baker
Rose.
Brush Co.
vision?’’ Spivak asked Coy. _C0y pings which at times Were vaguely FOREIGN POLICY ASSN.
gas on himself. Seconding him was
retorted, “The accusation leveled reminiscent of Orson Welles’ Mar- WTPR, Albany
•vv
a touching; job by Otto Kruger, as
7
the dihuer host, a tired, ill busiat the :C6m,mission about color tian broadcast, Performances were
High-level educational program
television is that we’ve tried to good, music properly eerie and in shuttles between the; stimulating
ness, man whose empire .was crumSpivak in- general “Dimension X’.’ appeairs as- and the dry, as representatives of
start it, hot stop it,”
bling, All the many, varied parts
timated that tinted video would sured of wide listenership from area colleges disciiss the many far
were good ^Rosalind Russell as
come more rapidly if the natural those interested in probing the cetk of Otir foreign policy. Each
the self-centered, dominating hosr
Adventure series, in- school is allotted two broadcasts.
Earl Wilson^s limited one-hour forces Of supply and demand pre- unknown.
tess whose most importaiit interest
in life was tonight’s dinner, at eight nightly disk jockey stint, fiVe times vailed, but Coy replied thot when cidentally, moves into the time slot On the first, -a; pair of speakers
tangled
*48
daughter’s
for formerly held by “Hollywood .Star (one, generally an official of the
rather than her
weekly Over WINS, N. Y., eyi- the Commission asked in
romantic .life or her husband’s im - dences the values of selectivity proposals on color TV the indus- Thedtre.”
Mohawk-Hudson River;; FPA unit)
7'
mi nent crackup; Dorothy McGuire, rather thah mass productivity, try made none.
consider a particular question—tieEigen is still a wonder at
as the muddled daughter; John
.Oh the question of the Mayflowlations with China, American ocLIFE
every er rule and editOrialization, Coy TIME
Garfield as the hard-boiled actor s {nat mike over
^
cupation policy iii Germany, the
agent; Paul Douglas, as the buc-1 night, for. three hours pliis One said he favors broadcasters tak- With Norm Bpbrow, Carroll Ellerbe probleni of displaced persons, the
preceding his more ing more Opportunity to editorial- Producer: Paul Dunstan
caneeting business pirate, and hour on
United States and UN, etc. Other
especially Jan Sterling, "^as Doug- general 1-4 a.m. grind, but Wilson ize with “the affirmative responsi- 30 mins.. Sun., 2:30 p.m.
faculty members arid students delas’ sharp-tongued; cheating wife, makes his stint a^class job by care- bility to see that the Other side is KENNELL-ELLIS
bate it on the followiip.~
Sdpporting bits: the music under fuj scripting.
That’s the basic presented by bona-fide leaders of KIRO, Seattle
The latter .usually provokes the
Henry Russell, Fred Mackaye’s di- training of good newspapering, in thought,” The FCC-er said that
This program, vyhich features greater interest, this being due in
rection toe also doubled as nar- that he prepares his toppers and he doesn’t think stations “can be engaged couples and giveaways, part at least to the fact some schol-v
rator), all helped.
gag fillips in a manner that be- used fOt the personal whinis Or has just been renewed fpr; another ars remain soloists -in their ivory
^
ilotpoint commercials were brief speaks orgahization, hence expert prejudices of any licensee,” but 13 Weeks, and the reasons are very towers when they go on the air.
performance. Presumably he will declined to comment on the G, A. apparent.
comNorm Bobrow does a Admittedly, the matters analyzed
and well-chosen, and likewise
“
accent further values when going Richards case because it is still tip-top job in- handling the show, are at times technical and complex,
Bron.
inendable.
WJZ thrice weekly, and taping his pending.
bringing Out the humorous side of but a sounder grasp of radio technU
stuff, which is the newest advance
Replying to other questions, COy “being engaged” in fine fashion que by the first-shot experts would
INSTITUTE
NATIONAL
in nocturnal platter chattering. In- said he favors legislation strengthr and adlibbing himself into a laugh- bridge the gap between them and
With Phillip Hayes
cidentally^ another scrivener, Ed ening the FCC chairman’s powers puller Of no mean dimensions. listeners.
Some of their half-hours
Producer-writer: Herb Futran
Commission’s Paul Dunstan as producer cOmes are' very long and tedious; the
the
Weiner whose metier is more to
improve
30 Mins,; Mon-thni-Sat;, 6-6:15 pressagentry than press, haS been functioning; that if Congress out- through with good assistance, pac- carryover
to the round table is also
a,m., 12:30-12:45 p.m.
making headway with spnie good lawed publishing of racetrack bet- ing the show well arid achieving weak in spots.
Jaco.,
Sustaining
guests over WINS, frpm midnight ting odds it “Would drive the a nice iriformal, iritimate effect.
*WMAQ, Chicago
until 3 a.m., directly after Wilson’s gamblers; out: of business”; ^hat
Three erigaged couples are feaWith considerable attention fo- signoff on the 11-midnight session the FCC Blue Book had improyed tured on the show and laughs are BEAT OUR BAND
Rangers; Jack Stilwill,
cused on the initial series of this As for Bee Kalmus, on
program quality that the respon- generated by vhaving each couple With
•eriicee^
Which may am, she occupies the iiiidnight-1
participation package,
sibility for the development of do some stunt which is suggested
.
_
_
be picked UP by other NBC outlets a.m. slot that Eigen covers
was the industry’s, not the by tbeif names, courtship, occvipa- Producer-director: Bill Nelson
30 Miris.; Mon^thru-Fri..^ 1 :30 ^p.rii.
She Commissioh’s; that he hdpecl the tions, etc.
in answer to CBS’s Housewives over the same call letters.
WLS, Chicago
Protective League, cd-owners Don does
her stuff from Hutton’s Upcomihg^ c^
decision on the
receives gifts and
couple
Each
This iriformal half-liour musical
Scarles and. Jimmy Parks have and
shapes
up as t h e all- giveaway ban would determine
is a big prize for the couple
game; putting into weekday service
come up with a strong asset in American Elsier Dinsmore of the whether the FCC has “the author* there comes
closest to guessing
that
the popular National Barn Dance
Phillip Hayes, gabber on the com- Ldeejays
she loves everybody, ity to write regulations to keep off
negatives
ofeh, shapes up as’ irioderately
mentary : Hayesv has a Warm, in- To round diit the record Of radio what Congress has declared number of photograph
in a plastic tube (Sponsor Kennell
sturdy fare for midwest atternoon,
formal delivery and a fine sense of origination points: Weiner lias put to be illegal.”
Ellis is a portfait photographer).
pace, tailor-made for material and the Hickory House On the map;
As in most “Meet the Press” Prizes are perhaps the biggest audiences. Listeners send in song
titles arid if the
Rangers are
audience sought. Especially effec- Eigen, of course, has made the broadeasts,
foiirth-estaters
the
given locally. Those for the first unable to play
tive was his explanation of Nation- Copacabana lounge a crossroads gave their quarry little quarter.
a; few identifying
13 weeks included a round trip bars
al Home Institute’s double-check for most visiting celebs to Gotham;
Of. the tune, sender is awarded
a week at a a tokeh prize.
to Hawaii,
and guarantee seal which, after Wilson does his stuff from Monte’s years experience in radio before'-Via airline
Device iriakes for a
hotel
there,
spendirtg
clothes,
tests by U. S. Testing Co., will be (old Glass Hat, Belmont Plaza) joining the Commission, but hoped
lot of impromptu ad libbing, vocal
given to all products to be plugged spot. Billy Rose’s Diamond Horse- he brought a fresh mind to the money arid side trips in the islands. and musical, by band. Genial cmon show, and entitles purchasers shoe coming up-—but sans Gypsy industry’s problenis. He used, his
seeing of Jack Stilwill holds stint
sncl its spotting just be* [foaptbpr Wpll amH kppns i inox’iiii?
to double refund if products fail to Rose Lee.
She felt that the mid- experiences in publishing and Govwell and keeps ii moving
live up to quality and value claims, night-3 a.m. semester would be too ernment service to good advantage tore “My Favorite Husband” is
natural; it also holds up its end
for her.
in meeting the press’ sharp inter.Program
might be smoother and
Editorial matter on afternoon
veYy ably in the midst of the cur—
rogation.
added interest if some of the
shovy heard (3) was on par with'
Bril.
rent
CBS Sunday powerhouse have
On
tunes
were
played through.
commentator. Angled almost exJerry Devine’s air series, “This
schedule.
Reed.
clusively at femme listeners, mashow heard (28), about 20 songs
Is Your F;B.I.,” was the recipient 20tli CENTURY HALL OF FAME
terial was both informative and inwere
Which
left time for
attempted^
Dick
With
Nelson,
others
of a brace of kudos Friday (7)
Script, including anee- r night
only few bars of those requests the
SUNDAY MEN'S MAGAZINE
on occasion of its fifth -an- Producer-director: Monty Hall
fo^ niversary.
band could play. Most* of the enWith RoUin Smith
In addition to a nod Writer; John Ayles worth
^
,
up f
15
Mins.;
Sun.,
ni.
2
p.
Writer-Producer:
Leoiiard Weinles tries were old standards and acits Sponsor, Equitable Life,
ALLADIN
RUGS
cording to the letters, sender.s
30
Mins.,
Sun.;
11
via
prexy
a.m.
Parkinson;
Thomas
in
of ie- F B.I/chief J; Edgar Hoover waxed CJBC, Toronto
seemed as interested in hearing the
Sustaining^
'( AikcTi-McCraG.lceri V
Hines as they were in stumping the
WSTC, Stamford, CoriiiV
highly oh its value as a public
^ound up with strong hid for next service; program
pave.
band.
Dick Nelson, orie of the better
nroeram arid
arid crime
erime deter
deterCarboried along the lines of a
segment. Same format but differ
voice
mimics
in
the
business,
has
rent.
StarizaSj aired in the 8:30
magazine format, this weekly halfent material is used dri a.m. show;
p. m*. slot over ABC, are scripted latched oil to a 13-week stint in hour shot should draw a healthy BREAKFAST At eight
Dave,
ith Joe O.'Brien, Roger Gallaglter
from the authentic files of the which he first-persons the Tiigh- following.
As indicated by its
lights of screen stars’; life stories.
55 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 8:05 a pi,
F-.B.I.
title, program .is aimed
Coy
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CBS, from Hollywood
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POETRY

With Mary Moran
15 Mins.; Wed., 8 p:m.
Sustaining

WOKO,

Albany

was. a switch

cri min al

1

Unpreientiouk though creditable
is a' reminder of the fact
poetry always ; has its ap^
to
riiariy listeners.
Pitched on a rOasonably high level, blocks consist

program

hunt,

!

.

j

1

^

eriisride
episoqe,

''Mfrivv
Meicy

from the

}
|

smokeouts.
It had the
Government a gency tracking down
an amnesia victim, arid restoring
hint' to his mother.
Lad; had been
iJ^ a train wreck.
Thug riding the
switched vvallets and credenti^ts with the Victim, thought dead,
cOhtittued to *masquerade -un^
‘ior his name.
When apprehended, victim’s mother noticed riews^
photo and apprised the
FiB.L it was not tha;t of her sort,
Governmerit agency took it from
;

of better and Jess known pOerns.
iheludirig ah occasional brie wrii^
ten by a local dialer. Mary Moran;
a student at College of St. Rose
wisely doesn’t ignore the spiritual
found hini. It was sUsand the religious. Her Holy Week
broadcast, in fact, was entirely in 1 P®*^seful and vvell acted by a com*
i
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rearrangement might peterit cast
have produced greater impact.
vein.
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Misk Moran reads poetry with
Worcester, Mass.
W. Eccles
zincerity and with feeling, the ef- [Huff has beeii appointed general
feet being rather ethereal. Back- niariager of WAAB, Mutual outlet
ground music is trariscribed. Fea- here. His, previous post as proture has been a sizable innil- gram director will be filled by Jack
puller,
Jaco,
Morrissey, an anrioiincer.
|

at

therefore ebneeri- WMCA, New York
Yet announcers Joe O'Brien a
on material slanted towards
Ho llyvVood” series in the mimicry trates
that market.
In reality, show is Roger Gallagher, featured lor on
slot, plus Coast cartoons.
a 3p-minute hews broadcast. Which past six months ak quizniia.sters
TeeOff had him dbing the lifeother
enhances routine current evehts WMGA's “Tune-Q,” .among
interview of Jimmie Stewart, a
reporting With special items nf incinch tor Nelson in that, by sOme
ipr^
this,
acrpss-the-boaid
terest to men.
adenoidal; accident, he actually
.lockey, session which started Mon11
Program caught was generally
speaks like the film nariie off.stage
riav
^ fin)
Rollin Smith’s fine
and with the same hesitant deliv- informative,
Prbgrarii
is;
ruri'- of - the - niill
ery; Stanza commericed with Stew- commentating added to airef’s ef- platter spinning, exhibiting poor
Airibng the topics record Selection, lengthy corrimerart’s family background, his col- f ectiyeriess.
lege days at Princeton where he cpyered on show heard, were poli- cials; and a generally disjointed air
was studying civil eiigirieering arid tics, sports, music, literature, scir that can prove only irritating to
Last narned listeners Who get out of bed on
playing the accordion, a iew bars fence and cooking.
of his singing “Margie” at a* col- concerned itself with special hints the wrong -side. Or even the right
lege prom, his first meeting with for men who chef for, themselvek tone:
Margaret Sullavan (with whom he The music was a review of
Weak disks are allowed to rub
album “Four Indian Love their three-miriUte course; \<hile
later appeared on
screen), bis the
Broadway appearances with Jane Lyricis” arid paved the way for Undeniably attractive tunes Hk®
Cowl, Henry Fonda and Burgess the spinning of two numbers in “Third Man; Theme” get a fast
Meredith, his screen fest foi* Metro. the album, which were recorded brush "after a dozen bars. Weather
Clever scripting and smooth di by Nelson Eddy.
and tiirie reports, While bf course
rectiorial pacing make for a wellWritef-producer Leonard Wein- necessary on kn early a;m. show,
rounded segment arid added up 1,0 les did a neat job in .both depart- are dragged in too often here,
Mclstay,
sock entertainment.
fments.:
,,j

NelsOn
dPirig up here what he
Man- formerlyis did
Hid bn
nn ‘‘Hedda
“R^dda Hopper’s
Rnrinor'e
usual

I

i

j

.

.

wammam

Wednesday^ April 13, 19$0

NBC TV

newsreel camermah,

is

S. Coast Guard cutter
“Mackirtac” filming opening of
Gfeat' Lakes shipping lanes for
“Camel News Caravan”
Joe
Wilson,
sportscaster, back
on job after week’s bout with the
flu
Tele committee of Edison
.
Electric Institute estimate average
The growing pinch on stations,
family TV set uses between 40 to
60c worth of electricity per month ;with ever- mounting break-even
points,
is detailed by fbe NAB in a
WGN^TV kicks off 1950 baseball telecasting with pre-season special analysis of station operatcity
series
between Cubs and ing costs, wMch may Icue an econWhite .Sox April 14. Jack Brick- omy wave. Industry groqp reports
house will describe the games
that the average station’s operating
Fred Freeland, for the piast year ratio (of operating expenses to toRuthrauff & Ryan tele director, tal revenue) has increased from
has been appointed prodqctiQn 69:x% in 1945 to 84.2% in ’48.^
manager of Galbfeath Picture Pro- with a corresponding decline in
duction, Ft. Wayhe. He will conprofits before taxes.
tinue With R^R on a consultant
Result of the stiuatiph, NAB
basis
. Donald Seraceiio appointed to WENR-TV’s network and lo-^ warns, is that as profits nosedive,
cal sales department as account w^eaker stations stand pat with pbe^^c. He was formerly ^V^th ABC’s sblete equipment arid can’t afford
Central Division Sales Service to; pay; salai^s that will hold qri
dept., being replaced by Grafton to better-qualified staffers.
‘‘An
“Bud” Mason.
^inevitable by-product of this chain
reaction,” the analysis declares, “is
the deterioratiori in staff efficiency
arid staff morale.”
Cehtenary oif Madame Tussaiid
Additiorially, NAB points out,
being celebrated next Monday (17) webs"" and outlets that engrige
with a special program from the heavily iri live prpgramining are hit
famous exhibition hall
Mary everi harder—because as commerEllis and p. A. ClarkC Smith play cials fall off they have to pay for
the leads in St, John Eryine’s“The sustainers out;of-pbcket.
First Mrs. Fraser” v^hich Harold
To ‘meet this situation, NAB
Clayton is producing next Tuesday
Robert MacDermbt to emcCe recommends, every station operashould make an analysis f 6 his
tor
a new series of party, games on
TV which start Saturday under Costs and break-even point in relation
to ratios obtaining in the rest
the title “Game Pie”
.
Well
known economist and broadcaster of the industry. Ori an overall
Grahain Hutton will be the spokes- basis, persoririel costs (including
man in the “Background to the administrative salaries ) absorb 50c
Budget” program which is being of every revenue dollar, or 60-65%
aired Friday
Schools^ Interna- of all Operating experises, However,
tional
footbaii
match between it’s stressed, overhead and other
England: apd Scotland will be tele- costs vary with wattage, income,
cast from Wembley Stadium Satur- geography and city size.
day
A point to point steeple- Highest operating ratios iri 1948
chase is to be televised for the
were racked up by the outlets dor
first time next Saturday (15) on a
ing the least business.
Stations
cross-country
course
Isabel
\
with annual revenue under $50,000
BierleF will be in the first of the.
“Kaleidoscope” series which opens had operating ratios of 88.70, those
between $150,060-$200,000 hit 85.19,
Friday,
while Stations doing better than
$1,000,000 had ratios of only 74.00.
Similarly, the smaller earners had
Bliw to Clli H-R Reps
less of their nut given to payrolls.
Chicago, April 11.
Stations doing under $50,000. paid
Vincent R. Bliss, Jr., has joined out 49% of revenue in salaries,
the Chicago staff of HrR Represent- while those getting over $1,000,000
atives, Ihc., as salesman.
shelled put only 42
of income.
He was formerly with Fred W.
Analysis of payrolls within staGrant
Co.
Advertising.
tion
Amend
departments shows an interestand

aboard U.

.

.

WBKB

New

Joel Kane. Jay Barney will play
York
tne lead in entire package. TeeJack Barry to guest on Eileen vee firm has
undergone a slight
CBS-TV
‘RendezO’Conneirs
reorganizational shakeup and is
tomorrow (Thurs.). >
vousjyw
h^eaded by Bill Asher and
Johnny Thohipson and the Air- Marc Frederic
Sheldon Kaplan
lane Tdo prepping a tele show ®*^d Calvin
Reed have been added
arpujnd the Hotel Warwick Ra- to tbe stage
screw
at
KLAC-TV
WINS newscaster
leigh Room.
Tela^Vista” bows over
DPn Goddard a d d i n g a daily^
Thursday (13). Program
Ben will he
WNBT news stint May 2,
produced and emceed by
Grauer exiting his Dduhleday Xou Crosby.
Crosby and Bill
show on WNBT because of other Alcine are scripting
and Seymour
but will s t i c k Berns
is set to direct. Gass County
arodnd until a replacenient is Boys and ‘‘Cactus”
Mac are feaGBSrTV’s Allen Funt tured.
inked.
KTSL will slot a series
left town Monday (10) to do loca-' of,
one feelers ini its Monday
for
“Candid
work
Camera.’^
tion
Friday lineup preceding
Morey Amsterdaih entertained through
‘Gowboy Caravan” ; , Ford pealyoungsters taking Sister Kentiy ers and
Hoffman Television are
treatment In Jersey City on Mon- picking
up the tab on KTLA’s
Bdlth Fellows and
day (10).
virestlihg.
Hoffman alone will
guest
on
“Toast
of
Ton'“*y
Wrestling over KECA-TV
Manners spohsbf
the Town” May 7.
.
“Helpfully
Yours” has been
Quartet to South Bend tomorrow
reoptioned by the Broadway De(Thurs;) for a tliree-^day Shrine
partment-Stores for 26 weeks over
Club date.
KFL-T V
Crosby Enterprises
Richard Seff doing a role in has financed a single 15 minute
French on “Sanctuary in Paris “ teevee film featurliig monkeys
to be staged bn CBStTV's “Play’s frbin the World Jungle Goinpouhd,
the Things Friday night (14):
Reel was made as an audition film
WPIX spOrtscaster Giiy Lebow with fiiU series to get underway
.
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emcee a sports quiz be- pnly if there
tween Fordham and New Yo fk sor circles.
slated to

Univ.

athletes

bn

the

stage

interest

is

from spon-

at

Loew’s 175th Street theatre FriAnnbuhcen* Guy Wallace
day.
pacted to handle the live commer“Amalie
Magic Theatre-’
cials oh
via CBS-TV Tuesday nights.
Costume ^signer Paul du Pont
worked three top shows over the
weekend— CBS' “Ford TV Theatre” Friday night (7), NBC’s ‘‘Saturday.. Night Revue” (8) and the
.

...•'V-^Ghicago;'.,

.

.

.

I

Burt Tillstroih tb introduce
Kiikla, Fran Allison and Oliver
Dragon to hometownCrs at Benton
Harbor, Mich., April 29
Tom
.

Wallace,

Sunday

(9). ; . . First exhibit of
set designs
scheduled for
April 21-23 at the SRT tele studios, with most of: the N. Y. stations participating. , .
Branch

*

got his start in radio

back in 1927

KNX, Hollywood,

at

bowed with a morning participation show Monday (10) on WGN-

Bob Hbpc-Frigidaire show Easter TV

TV

who

.

.

.

Chi Daily Newsman Jack

Mabley
column

is turning out a weekly
for TV Forecast mag
,.
Allan y. Jay, prexy of Jay
Gra-

ham

.

.

&

Research,

Inc.,

announced

last

week subscription of full Videoex
McGowen, Tommy report by CB$ and N. W. Ayer
Dan Daniel will dis- agency ... Clint and Jeaiine Youle

Rickey^ Roscoe

Henrlch

aiid

cuss the respective merits of the
American and National leagues,
with Red Barber and Charles Colliuffwood moderating, on CBS-TV’s
“People’s Platform” Friday night.

started hew weekly quarter-hour
show for Home Goritainer Corp.,

on W'NBQ MondaydO)

i

.

Don

.

Roth, Chi restaurateur, guested on
Robert Q. Lewis’ CBS stint, “The
Show Goes On,” last week
Local viewers get -first taste of
Hollywood
femme wrestling tonight (12) with
The six five-minute- vidpix rolied debut of WBKB’s “Main Event”
by TepVee Films were scripted by grappling film
Bill Birch, Chi
.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

ing trend, NAB reports. The pr<iportion of engineers a^nd announcers salaries tends to dfop iri the
better-earnirig outlets. On the other

1

.

.

.

-

.

.

hand, talent payroRs mPUnt with
Ontfits with inincometake of less than $75,000 average
around 1.5% for talenf> while those
station

.

in the aver-$l, 000^000 class^ sperid

around 12%,

.

.

.
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contract by- NABET Vith
NBC but the' liniori emphasized the
trouble was not caused by an argument over wages. Present conApril
tract
with
expires
30;
of a

j

London

new

NABET’s exec

George

secretary,

Maherj arid legal counsel, Jirii
Brown, repping the union in the

.

negotiations;

’

;

,

.

,

.

.

.

Show, Easter Sunday

men

.

Crew-

one spokesman, that Hope iS“too
nice a guy” for his initial TV venture to have been marred; Spokesman pointed out that Hope has
always been known as a friend of
labor and that he also has one of
the best wartime entertainment

.

'

.

(9).

cooperated with Hope; how-

ever, after deciding, according *lo

.

.

Union’s slowdown also interfered with NBC’s ‘‘Saturday Night
Revue’’ last week (8) arid almost
with the Bob Hope Frigidaire

records.

,

.

.

.

:

t

.

%

!

Montgomery, who produces the
show, declared yesterday that
liam Irish’s “Phantom Lady” will
pfrobably be aired as the next in

May

the series
scheduled.
starred,

24,

With
Possibility

as originally
Ella
Raines
exists that

“Our Town,” the show cancelled
Moriday
“Lady,”

night,

with

might
Burgess

follow
Meredith

starring, but that is not definite.

—

Boston ^Eleanor R; Morrison has
joined the staff of
COP, -Hub’s
ABC outlet, as publicity director.
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p) ERNST

ntODUCEK

TelevisiQn Reviews
Continued from page

„
Hugh

SZ^sssssi

(Bud) Ernst, 39, radio pro-

was found dead at

flucer,

I

too restricted when yesterday (Tues.) in his rooni at
ail
preparing a dish; a white apron or the Westbury hotel, N. Y. Aecprc^
even gag chefs hat being in order. ing to the police report, 'Jhich.
Guest chef would also 'gairi^firom listed the death as Suicide, .Ernst
such rigging. However, these are
undoubtedly apparently had shot himself in the
will
details which
shotgun,
be handled as program matures.
This is video which is useful and neia petween ms Knees.
worthwhile, and intelligently preErnst was the husband of actress
Ted.
sented.
Betty Furness, currently doing the

Henry R, Christnian, the perma-i ing
ent chairman for the program,]
seemed a little stiff in introducing
the speaker—althbugh that again
may be set for women’s club procedure. One of the livelier parts
of the program was the commercial
spot by Mary Proctor, which gives
tips pn work simplification in the

home.
Actual, commercials
the institutional side and handled
:

pleasantly by Harry Smitl^:. They
purposely held down in time,
In order not to interfere With pi oContinued from pape 3Z
gram, which, is “presented in the
public interest by Proctor Electric ducer Max Liebman had his hands
v-'
full in rehearsing thO “Revue” and.
fine, the Bob Hope show the following
Basic idea of program
but it remains to see if general] day (9), which might explain sonxe
In addiriin of housewives will go for plat- of the lacklustre quality.
with
tiori, the .techhiciahsi guild,
form fare in the parlor, Gcigh..
Which NBG i$ now negotiating a
slowthrew
a
reportedly
new pact,
HOBBIES FOR PROFIT
down hamper bq Liebmah’s proWith Ulnier Tiirner
ductipn, which marred the pace of
/
director; Scott Young
r
the entirO show.
15 Mins.; Thurs., 8 p.m.
Aside from these factors, the
WARNER ELECTRIC CO.
program could stand some changes.
WBKB, Chicago
After five or six weeks gf; viewing,
(Paul GfAnt)
the audience can practicall^^ call
The easy ad libbing of Ulmer the shots bii Jiist where Sid Caesar
are,

I

:

I
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;
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cement.
\

shoWs. ;
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more

lo; be' arranged;.

WPIX,

for example, vvas the
One iriteresting gimmick this year Will be the use of filmed comiifieiv
only station to utilise background cials, plugging the sale of bonds, which will be sent to all TV stations,
Airing of sUch jt WUl ma-"k< the first use of such plugs by the Treasury,
recorded music.
rtraditional tunes as “Easter Bon-^
,

.

net,”
.

[“Pretty.;

,

Girt..':is- .:Like-'

'

and Marguerite Piazza last week Melody,” etc., during the interwere good, but Basil Rathbohe, as views, and fashion displays helped
the guest emcee, made for an un- set rthe: 'mood, exCe^^ dunng, the
comfortable feeling with his aus- early part of its show^. When, the
tere demeanor, although he did music drowned out the talent,
Metppera CBS also scored with the special
score in his one skit.
baritone Robert Merrill was okay interview site set up before the
it poslocation made it
Szonys, Hotel Plaza^ location
the
of
tunes
and
in a brace
terp team, impressed with their in- sible for the guests to be Drought
on
and
off
the
cameras
the
without
Billy Wiltricate lifts and spins.
harassment of the pressing crowds
liams quartet showed little.
Carter tried hard to overcome to which the other stations were'
the lessened quality of his show subject.
Various stations tplloWed the
but couldn’t quite make it. Paul
general trend Of Hie paraders, acWinchell and his dummy, Jerry
centmg
the fashions, millinery
Mahoney, got iheir usual quota of and pretty

Television isn’t a substitute for good music and quick dissemination
6f hews by radio, Arthur Hays Sulzberger, \ publisher of the New York
Times, said Monday (10) at a preview of WQXR’s new rtudios in the
Times building. Tiines-owhed indie Will move into its new headquarv
Qnnrtnv iifiV
^

The new

modem

studios and more than twice
WQXR’s present site at 730 Fifth avenue, is fTurther
proof of the Times’ confidence iii the continuing growth of
and
its faith in fadio,” Sulzberger said.
Facilities expansion, he added, is
in line with other plans, /such as febroadcasting
programs on
other stations via FM; WFMZ, Allentown, Pa., is now rebroadcasting
the station^ evenihg programs through ap
relay.
Layout of the studios and two control rooms is designed so that
master control engirieers can see into all of them,
^
plant,
the floor space of

On this stint sponsor’s catalog
got heavy plugging. Had the slide
DjBaring telephone number to be
called in requesting catalog been
used briefly early in the program
and again briefly at the end instead of single' overlong showing
Just before signoff, segment would
have avoided windup lull. Camera
followed demonstratiori well, with
gals more than rthe
laughs in a couple of skits but
Easter
especially good closeup shots. Work
religious
Ted
smrtt.
Dorothy Samoff both soloing, and
Malone^
shop set might have benefited from in
and
Arlepe Francis ,hanRichards,
a duet with Donald
Dave,
• few more props.
failed to impress. Same held true
for the Jaywalkers and the Winter
^

.

j

-i

.

:

A. 1.1

'

.

So far as the hour-long four-iiet radio 'show is concerned, there will
and half ai
probably be a Bneup of about 20 top Hollywood;
dozen name orchestras, such as featured last yeaf’s show;
5=53 Continued from page 33
The campaigii will run seven Weeks, each to be featured by aweekly
“Guest Star” platter. Approximate!^ 2,300 radio stations have agreed
the cbvirave nattern^ W
handle the pressings. Already lined up are Arthur Godfrey, Brodthe extra touches servinc to set
the work of one crew over that of ®rick Crawford, Fred Waring/ Georgia Gibbs and ^Tbseph Cotten, with
;

,

j

TV

j

j

[

|

.

of J^ Walter Thompson agency in L.A., who is han^
dling the radio kfckoff show for the Treasury Bond Drive, May 15, and
David LeVy^ of Youiiig Ac Rubicam, in charge of thO opening
show,
are due in Friday (14 t ier a huddle with. Treasury Secretary John
^1
A
^
A
AM
^
Snyder. Among other things they Want his ideas, on the taleiit for the

Comwell Jackson,

!

1

i

j

'si

^

[

’

]

Sop’s

>

Question has been raised by the porttiyal of phrist 'Easter Sunday
“The Triumphant Hour,” which all four TV webs tarried, and on
“nBG Theatre” adaptation of “The Nazarene/* as to whether it’s
proper for the Sayieur to be depicted on radio and videos (IJontinuitV
departments of
webs say that it is petinissible to porin an entertainment medium, provided that
treatnieht
In bbth cases the Biblical story was handled with comjg ucceptable.
^
dignity and reverence and was therefore passedi
Feeling of the webs is that some religious persons may object to a
particular portrayal and therefore each instance is reviewed indiyiciygUy
nfter consultation with representatives of the clergy.
“Triumphant Hour” was produced under the supervision of Father
Patrick Peyton, founder of the Family Rosary Crusade,
No enteftainmeht medium, hOweVer, depicts God. In the case of
Character of “pe Lawd” was viewed not as the
rfit'he'r A*,
nidn’s
of wim.
Him
s conceutioii
conception pt
as a man
but rather
Peity V\iif

rAQfpl* rfHOWy
PArAflA

.another.'

of its

W^orkshop

A—

A—

’

lifts
will do his solo pantomime; where
format,
commercialized
heavily
etc,
he and Miss Coca
giving it fairly {Strong appeal to
James Starbuck’s ychoreography,
the home craftsmen, the audience
too, is taking on too much of a
Turner shows how spon- r ejpetitive look. Caesar, Miss Coca
Sought.

wares caii be used in home
with special emphasis
on economy of home made furniOn show
ture, knick knacks, etc.
Viewed (23) he demonstrated a
variety of uses of client’s molding

•

of everythihg*” Police noted the
discovery pf Ernst’s body Resulted
from a call he had made earlier 10
an afternoon newspaper, rtating
that if a reporter showed up at his
A
room he’d
iet aA hot story.

j

.

show out

;

.

,

.

this

,

‘

;

Turner

]

addressed to. IHiss..' Furness in
which Ernst stated he was “tired

rooiii
I

:

,

,

j

Westinghouse commercials pn CBg-

along

aire

j

<

i
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Wednesday^ April t^, IdSO*

Which has

five

WQXR

.

WQXR

1

PM

1
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Nearly 100 Chicago radio and television personalities will take part
ih the twelfth annual “AFRA Antics” to be held April 15 in the Grand
Ballroom of the Sherman hotel, Chi. Proceeds from the show sponsorcd by CW local Of American Federation of Radio Artists win go into

,

,

S

COPPER KITCHEN

Sisters.

With A1 Williams

Feature of the show will be a revue, “The Average Shmo,” using Chi
chorus of 40 radio and teevee singers. The revue is
^eing VTitten by Marvin David and will be directed by Roy W. Winsor,
director of ABC’s “Sky King.” Music is being written by Ella Rose
with arrangements being doiie by Jack Hallorah, who will direct the
chorus, Lueio Gariea’s band will support.
Ray Jones, AFRA director of central region, is general chairman pf
boy, Jack Lemmon, is a fresh-out- although too many of the per-, the affair. Fraii Allison is publicity chairman, Eleanor Engle is enterschool
westerner,,
of dramatic
mid
sonalities they brought before the tainment chairman,' and Win Stracke is music chairman,
fumbling but likeable, who wants lehscs were CBS video stars who
...
to crash the Broadway bigtime. plugged their own shows.
Much
Their interplay provides material better job was done by Gil Fates,
Now Buffalo Bill is pulling a Hqpalong Cassidy. Mark Gbodsoh
for deftly written plots and sub- Igor (Cassini aiid Dorothy Doan at and Bill Todman have obtained rights from Mary Jester Allen, niece
plots, based on the embarrassing the Plaza, probably because^The of the late Col, William F. Cody, to produce
a series of AM and vidpic
scrapes Lemmon gets- into.
absence of crowds .m^ad^e their shows based on the adventures of Buffalo Bill, Miss Allen
heads the
On Friday’s (7) stanza, HamilMemorial Assn, and Museum of Cody, Wyo. Rights also
TDonsnred^thP^CB?^tfi^t^^^

producer-director: David Crandell
30 Mins.; Wed., 7 p.m.
Participating
KpO^TV, San Francisco
This, type of show fits in neatly
interesting
an
instructive,
as
Weekly opus. Personably and competently paced by Al Williams,
local restaurateur and food authority, the 30-mihute stanee provides the onlooker with timely,
useful culinary data» Step-by-step
process of making of food specialties, such as salads; dinner items,
etc., is instructive, easy to follow
and emulate, and even entertaining.
Gimm^icfc
of
presenting
amateur and professional chefs, in
actual task of making a delicacy
(spare ribs, the evening caught)
should attract a steady following,
of both housewives and male fooddabblers.
,

Production
kitchen

set
stove,

is

adequate

with

well presented;

elec-

work table and other
paraphernalia are okay.
Gam era
Work at times calls for improvement, particularly when essential,
ingredients in recipes being prepared are too far a way for accurate seeing—closeup shots in
these instances being highly important for intelligent viewing.
Program also would be lifted by a
trifle more informality, Williams
In a fashionable business suit be-

tric

merdX a^^Sh br^s
Gotham Hosierv

Plugged

which

ABC-TV»s “That Wonderful Guy ” bankrolled the Dickun too often
is a delightful- situation comedy
CBS had John D^^^^ and 'Kyre
which gets its Charm from warm MacDbnneil posted in front of St.
and human characterizations. Neil Patrick’s cathedral in the overHamilton ‘plays a suave, sophisti-. crowded 50th street spot.
Duo
cated drama critic ^whose house- teamed nicely in the interviews,

,

was whittled
a minimum, blit the show
Story connevertheless.
cerned Lmnmon’s success as a
crooning sensation, by virtue of
the fact that a record player was
out of whack and gave his voice
a deep baritone richness which it
Leon Janney
lacked,
actually
added a sharp Ciiricaturing of the
agent
who
ballooned
aggressive
Lemmon to near-stardom until the
balloon was pricked when the engineering freak Was discovered.
Rapid-paced scenes in which Janney tried to lower the register Of
the neophyte’s high-pitched voice
by continued shouting, with its
eventual complete disappearance,
made amusing viewing and a pleasant satire of the blue-sky school
of show business.

ton’s

participation

down

tp

the
Chiquita
Banana
filmed
Pariracrofe
ai-rortcro^ film
nim-i-iAim
Packagers arranged
tieup for the series while in Hollywood last
spots easy to take.
DuMont’s coverage was sparked week.
by the fine work of Kathi Norris,
who shared the interview chores
Russians report turning out a new model television receiver, the P-2,
^ sccording to word received in Washington. The receivers, produced in
^«"“!8rad. have screerts 13 X 18 centimeters.
new experimental
D^e lYers sDonSWed*
18 * 24 centimeters; The Russians are also experi.*
show) Mfss NorrS even
with » projecUon model to throw the pictures on a wall screen,
her mo^et dSter7ntp the d®splay for added punch. James was

clicked

——

Unusual example of cooperation between two Indies to promote the
WNEW, U. Y. and
l^terview®‘chS for "1>rob.
Detroit, WNE
s Martin Block is flying at hjs^ own expense to
ably drew the most show biz per27
to
2i/^-hour
make
a
cancer fund pitch on WJKB’s
sonalities to their mike and, conBoy-’*
Deal was arranged by ACS radio
sequently,
the
biggest
crowds, 2? — 5"®^;
King.
with a cordon of uniformed cops
aJfd“Mteri*^McNeuS’ Marine “the

1

!

hold off the pedes-

^necessary to

Sed

each of whom did well.
While none of the stations presented enough long shots of' the
teeming crowds, WPIX. probably
got in more than its combetitbrs.
Friendly Frost Stores sponsored
WPIX’s coverage, only one of the
five. Which was a strictly local affair.;
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Glenn, editor of Sponsor
magazine. Plight Of the unaff ill-.
ated broadcaster will be laid on
the line at the luncheon session
by Edgar Kbbak, now a business

consultant, in a talk titled, “Let’s
iFace/it.”
•;' Televisioii
predominates as SubI
ject matter for the engineering
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THE GREAT
©HEAT

.

NBC

LOU CL
CLAYTON

I

1

.

I

'

;

/I CHARLIE MiCHElSON INC;

T"^

'
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j
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"

i

.
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j xr
Pulse, Inc., and Nor-

I

I

.Mm n WEST

'

•

'

•

8.5
8.6

...WSIX
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.

sessions, next Wednesday, Thursft
day, Friday and Saturday; ParticCdurttty b# M-G-M
ular
interest
is
centered
reon
a
.
/
3s=
rtlib
'THE
port by G. Emerson Markham, dK:
RUPERT’
Jack Mabley, radio and TV editor rector of NAB’s new TV departFor George Pel
For
p«i Prods.
THE CAMEL SHOW
of the Gmeago Dai^^^
^
who will speak ori “TeleviEvery Friday
FridfyNu'JfVarE^sr.
NIte, »:30 E.S.T., NBC
k^
Walling,
producer; and Rob- sion Possibilities”
Mat::
Mgt.:
''
ert D.Swezey, manager of WDSU,;
/./."
It’s expected also that a report. ^———i_^_//New Orleans. Panel is followed on facsimile hv John, v t. Hntrari _
*
by talk titled,. Welcome to Show of Hogan Labs will draw a big
Business.” by Hal Roach, Holly- audience.
wood producer.
IF
NAB expects an attendahce of
PUBLICITY
Expected to attract gr^^^^
and 3,000, for the
THAT PAYS OFF
OFF BIG
Blain Facts
.1**
sessions convention.
Registrations at the
_
Call
the jjobikity
Jail ^the
.publicity agency
pronext Sunday (16) for unaffiliated end oi last Week according to C
ageiKy that pro*
motes and
.n-T merchandises
™.r.h....... Its, clients.
.n.nh.
stattons, open to both members of ; E. Arney.
!

=

12
11.5

m

;

MAII

5AMHE HOOPER RATINGS
.

—— —
The
Prexy of ^
-

times,

Our

.

-

mot time

incw xgrK i..uy
s histpi-y.
nisioryi WNYOvill'
City’s
vvwYU will air comoombefore the board of estimate, for three days starting today (Wed.).
1^® municipal station will cancel all regular programs, WNYC^
will beam some other speciM events broadcasts previously
booked.
""
i-nc

teamed n^aU^Sn
neatlv on thl^itsilfmern’
the assienmpnf
with Sanson ^Hosiery
Ubmiy banLolflng
panKroiimg
the pickup
WPIX had John Tillman, Bob
Russelk Vyvyan Donner and Jack
McCarthy on the mikes at various

for exomfife

.

“es

»

W

SUMMER ADVERTISERS
DESERVE WINTER TYPE SHOWS

Successful Transcribed Holf-Hour Feature
Dramatic Show Is Rsody for Your Summer
Clients of Reduced Rates.

A

DumSs

I

Cincinnati
Sf, Louis

talent, including a

:

NAB and non-members; A panel; were running ahead of the number
on the out of. home audience’’ In- received In advance of the 1949
eludes reports by Sydney RosIqw, assembly.
1

—

YOU WANT
.

seerSSsw^^^
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i
Television talent buyers, despite generally poor employment conditions in the thesping profession, are finding a growing number of actors
turning down deals which they consider unfair. Latest such instance
occurred this week .when Earl Hammond and Eva Marie Saint, offered
five-year deals to play the lead roles in a new “Buck Rogers” show
being packaged by Music Corp. of Affierica for a ride on the ABC-TV
web. both nixed the. deals, ^
Miss Saint’s offer, it has been learned, called for a five-year exclivShe was to have started
sive deal with all options accruing to MCA.
the halfrhour, once-weekly show at $125 per week, with an escalator
of
yearly
increases
for
calling
$25.
Contract
would not permit
clause
her to do another .radio or TV show on the day when “Rogers” was
aired, or to work for a product in competition with Peter Paul, which
Hammond, in early verbal discussions, was
will banki’dll the show.
proniised a firm 39-Week deal after the first eight Weeks, but the conto drop him
tract offered hini for signing reserved the right for
6n five days’ notice if the sponsor cancelled OuL while keeping him
exclusive
otherwise,
fly^year
deal
He
a
to
to
was
have
started
bound
at $200 per week^ With the escalator clause raising; his pay; to $700 by
the fifth year.
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charges. Some
programming to its netwprKj bpofet^id its day
for over a year and ABC-TV has ita bt the tpp-spendihff SPPhSdrs are
“Market Melodies” and ‘'Telephoric breathing down the networks*

during the afternoons nhcks

n„TwfA^

f foil

AM

lower

itor

rates and, if

^

^

acquiesce, then it’s expected they’ll
follow the WFlL lead, by upping
their daytime charges,
Thus, video’s swing into a daylight operation is seen as portendi^g bad results for AM-^if daytime
tV edn cut into the radio audience Video stations, of course, are
not out to cut the ground from
Behind
mtentionally.
uiider
their; mbve^ is the necessity to open

holdout, at least in N/V,,
is CBS, which has been lining up
a daytime schedule but is' still ham^
Pect was^ signed at. a series of pered by a lack of studio space to
,
huddles last week at South Bend, laurich the Operation. Similarly,

umni gainenngs,

a

,

etc.

ND’s home site, by Lesie G, throughout the country, TV stapuMont’s sports chief, and tions are putting stress qn daytime
John Cavanagh, the unjver- programming.

I^d.,

Arries,

MCA

Representatives

sity^s prez.

wee

the

.of

major video webs
^onf^^^

completihg plans this
May 2 daytime teCoff,
will have a l5-minute show featuring Josephine McCarthy from: 9:45 uR^^h^^

I

,

aler 3, thro^h
^P^w^reR Du-

poe

>,

WNBT,

week

^^^^ed 4he

|
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Central Park; Kathi NorTis’
noon, and
‘‘TV Shopper’’ from 11
^ 15-minute
featuring
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Protestant^Badio .Commission, impressed .with the -aureoss of such
^
video puppet shows as “Howdy Dopdy._’ “Kukla Fran_& 011ie," mc.,
is
producing a^senes of la films on Bible stonm utilizing puppet char-,
acters for airing on TV.
Pix, three of which have been completed,
carry a total budget of $100,000.
Commission is offering them for
sponsorship, but only to a bankroller who‘ will take them on a national,
institutional basis with no product plugs.
^
Films are being produced iii color with an ey 6 to the eventual introduction of color TV. Three films produced so far are “Prodigal Son,”
“Lost Sheep” and “Ten Talents.” Leslie and Mabel Beaton created
the marionettes and settings, with David Pritchard serving as puppet
Peter Elgar,- formerly with BBC, is editor, with scripts b 5^
mastei’.
Nina Milieu, children’s editor of Frieridship Press, and score by Morris
Mamorsky. Rev. EVerett C. Parker, PRC director, is supervising production, while Charles Schwep is direetbr.

This “dictatorial powei>of the networks has kept millidhrof dollars”

from

affiliates

and Indies, the Con-

gressmaii says
wsa R>«ocVVHiaa-,^i»aiiwi
®asi Kiiie^nange

^

when

Walter Winchell, Charlie
McCarthy, Jack Benny and Louella
Parsons are rebroadcast the same
day on the same statibri, the play-

:

t)ack gets higher ratings thari the
It^s reasoned that if
hist hiring.
spbnsors cpuld place t|ieir t‘ebroadcasts on other station of their

be even higher.

advocates
say that sponsors could get double
or triple their present audiences if
the present rebroadcast rule, was
changed. However, bill would riot
permit a ri $irer to be pirated from

“Can You Remember?”
Productiort firm wiU continue w'orking out the show, with the panel
tentatively comprising Richard Barthelmess, Lillian Gish, Adele Astaire,

Cpnstance Talmadge and Richard

web

a

..

.

vaa
pile Til
wMv I W

DR

a

V^T

by a competing

affiliate

Sheppard
of

’

'

Bill’s

sta-

tioii.

Arleri,

'•••
i'

would

choice, ratings for the repeat

L>^

Irene Castle, once part of the dance tearii of Vernon and Irene Castle,
has bowed out of her video contract vjith PRB, Inc., iridie package outfit
headed Up by Mary Pickford, Buddy Rogers and Mai Boyd. She was
to have been part of a panel on a show being packaged by PRB, titled

.

.

'Dec..'-

statioris.

a

11151
AT
uIIIm
Till lllQ II

22
br
.

cities

FGC

the

report

which showed 481

’49,

32% Of

AM

all

outlets,

red.
If these kilowaU^^
could pick up additional com by
getting
rebroadcasts
at; their local
..... 31
ii
Continued, noin page
rate (less 15% cornnnssion tprigenTheatre.”
Thus, Franklin Heller cy, 15% epmmisriori tb statioh rep
bpposition Was because it is top
similar in format to the latter will serve as producer for the ahd ;30.% frequency discount), it
web’s“Revue>” As a result, it de- series, same as Wprthingtbn Miner would make a healthy additibn to
elded on the dramatic series, which /does for “Studio.” Two Separate the 20% or 30% of the rate card
will be the only show of that type directors, however, will rotate each which the affiliate makes for carryaired from 9 to 10. (DuMont has week, so that each stanza can have ing a network show. Additionally,
^‘Cavalcade of Stars,” a straight a full quota of pre-camera re- it’s hoped, ability to take taped re-,
vaudeb program, in that slot.) Boff hearsal. Series will feature dif- peats would place the affiliates in
ratings amassed by NBC’s two-and- fei’ent stories and casts each week, a stroriger bargaining position with
a -half hour “Revue” has proved!
chains in gettingbettercoriAddition of “Trap’’ to the CBS
that Saturday can be ri good view- lineup brings to six the number of li'^cts,
Gordon p. Brown, prexy of
ing night for TV, and CBS hopes hour-lorig dramatic shows being
a show entirely different in format aired. Others besides “Studio One” WSAY, Rochester, one of those
from the vaudeo-revues will have and “Kraft” are “Philco piay- sparking the Sheppard Bill drive,
spme of the stay-at-homers switch- house,”“Ford Theatre,” “Play’s ibid Variety that its aim is “to
ing to its channel.
099/ but to help the a
the Thing” and Robert MontNew series, since it’s to be ri gpmery’s “Lucky Strike Theatre.” r ^cs. indies, stations, agencies, |
weekly affair, Will operate under a CBS expects to have its hands full, sponsors and station reps,” Penal
setup Similar to that of CBS-TV’s consequently, in finding suitable/ P^'^visions would include fines for
’‘Studio Orie” and NBC’s “Kraft- story properties for the new slioWi ^^^t^^ork violations with .the exbeing loss of the
"
With the Ford stanza,, the MonG
.
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dick himber

'

|

have been int ending to write you
for several days.

i

j

i

1

|

,

saw you on milt on berle's texaco show
the magic bit played very
ureil and i thought it came as welcome
relief where one is starting to
notice the samenes^s of the vaudeville
joke f putines.

!

'

!

.recently,

;

1

,

.

1

I

P D
IId^
P.R.

H MTCD

W

-Ili'

--Hg

gomery show

how,

.

..m

-

_

w.

etc.

'

•

1

V

•

'

"

I

l

i t s e erhed t p me that you cpuld be
othier week on
used to advantage
one of those shows because every time
i ve seen you you* ve had a different
arid 0 rig iria 1 mag ic - c ome dy routine
,

Ifri^Ty

strong by the, time
/the fall season starts^especially
since “Saturday Night Revue” is
scheduled to start its! hb
20
2 o;

I-—

KFI-TV
*
Iv

==£

.-ri
fro/n psge
iwge 31
continued fro/h
Coritiniied

-j
*
,1
c u
liked the idea of being a minority
likecL
^
^
stockholder of a tele station iri subh
Stanton. and
j.ari important hiarket.
Meighan also, discussed purcha.se
A
.illlAA
of. the Warner studio 9 ri Sunset
AST iiMiTAAi\ •i'lr pnr*P Blvd. which is understood to be in
Net’s
the final stages of closing
60-day option to buy still has a
Hollywood, April 11.
month to go. CBS is said to be
CBS has taken 60-day option to eager to buy the property for its
buy tire old Warners lot bn Sunset Gbast television operation, to have;
boulevard, a piece dowm the block it ready for the half dozen or more
from Columbia Square, 'for its TV programs to be kineseoped for the
‘

"

^
*

m.

.

intelligence,

•

I
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See

68 6th Avenue,
New York, 3rd floor, between
12-2 Mpriday to Friday.

principal dt

•

get

“Tirip’’ lulling
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^ _

®

'

'

can

.

V

probably, Philco,

taking time off this summbr,

For performer and 3 singing
nets
P R
must know adacts.
most
P.R.'''"
Networks
vertising agencies;
agencies,
—
( AM. and TV) i pac*«*ge P*'®"
Insist on knowducers, etc*
•

land,

1 1

the tricks make it easy ior the
comedian to get laughs and yoii add a
proceediJ^gs whiGh
frerih note to tri
is a great help;

I

.;

:

ON H WOOD TV SITE

•

;

^

Pei'sonai representative.

and you know what
it is Just ari; i
you can do With it.

j

i

,

r

$150.

FOR

1

MINUTE

1

operatiori.

TV FILM COMMERCIAL
/

riiade

I

eastern n

!

nas .two
two or
Understood network has
tliree other studio sites under con-

i

j

..y

-.

am

fall.

summer.

I

m*

/'"

broadcasting, with Dave
ciocketi moviri& over tb the TV
side of the operation as a piRKING-TV has dropped
ducer.
the
f
broadcasts
Saturday

Warner

FILMACK

'

s,xaHi#*—.ni-nnt
Morrill has beeri
Seattle— Grant Merrill,
-pj’Qgj-jjjjj director of KING

needs
for the future. Net expects to have
five to eight shows kinriied here
for the eastern network by early

sideration

BUDGET ACCOUNTS
S. Wokflih Av#., CIiIms* 5.

must be

'

TV ADVERTISING
FILM FOR LOW

U33

Decisiori

within another mbinth;

but

plaftl

the
best

square-block
fits

its

fpi.

,

]
i

f red

'

"

i

'

L

;

•

the pnly answer lies in expanding
the program schedule through the

home, games on tap this summer,
WPIX will air its hew show ohly
those days when the Giants are
Don Goddard from noon until pl^hg away from home. Station
will have about 14 "days after May
Radio’s daytmie emphasis was 1 forget the prpgfam rolling, hbwspotlighted several weeks ago vyheh eVer, since the Giants during those
;WFIL, PlUladel^^^
Inquirer sta- ty/o weelK either play at night or
tioh, lowered its nighttime rates arid are on the toad,

j

.

TV operations and,
majority of nighttinie
completely sold ..out,

the

availabilities

.

W

i

i

with

tan’s

,

;

tirely the local

he

ed. From 10 to il, the station will
air its remotR shbW from Tayctm
oh-the-Green, eatery in Manh^t-

.

PM

Spot

availabilities.

home

they
in the mornings. That’s
preceded by a 15-minute
show which has not yet been select.^

L

'

AM

I

m

leave

_

4%^f

its

iq iq^ ^egig^e^l Iq

.

®

statiQn.s out no
Apropos last week’s Crackdown by the Federal
ofi
yet tor
cigaret advertising, a recent stlidy by the Schwerin orgjmization shows
t
a very low “believability rating” for the entire tobacco field’s advertis'
The. survey, made for Philip Morris, reports that the average
ihg.
...
cigaret ad has a believability score of approximately
a possible
'i'
:
100%. Commercials on GBS-TV’s ‘‘Candid Camera,” however, were
%h(l||no|Kf|
yiiyppui
rated between two arid three times as high as those of other brands,
which leads
to feel that “Camera” is doing as effective a job sales- .iS=i^ contimied from page 28
Wise ai$ it would with twice the rating and the standard kind of
it
t c^less ot their
w:eD
Factor which strengthens the beUevability impact, it’s reported, is the
program’s candid approach, together With its giving a “rpaisoh why”
"
before launGhing into the comniercia].,
cpmpctnion in
Fpllbwing the FTC’s issuance of cease and desist orders: to R. J.
Reynolds (Camels) arid P. Lorillard (Old Gblds), citing .“false and inisleading advertising,” LoriUard denied that it has been guilty “of any
r
u
Per-,
intentional false or iriisleading adyertisirig ” Old Gold outfit said that
the, piiginating station to det^^^^
the FTC allegations “deal either with advertising matter or products ”J|t
”
It ridded that its ‘Wat inwhicli have long ago been discontiriued
stead of a treatment’ theme, with no therapeutic claims, hris teen
getting more com into the
lauded by the public “as a distinct and welcome approach in this highly
industry.
Since web airers origi^
competitive industry.”
nate pve^r network keys, .the
Old Gold and Camels are expected to appeal the FTC action in the
aaiv^aj^
that
i^aacil the
avi
waxa aa^al
XL
laavlahaac. likely
goyerhment
v ^a aaaaa^aal
Will
next issue
COUl*V.o*
It’s
a .oxai#
also thought
j|
com-ts.
x x
even, though, a sponsor may
orders for Philip
Morril and
and. Pall Mall.
^ Morris
air its stanza again oyer other local

for

alien

180 west 58

]

^e^neiday, April*

new
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suit of statistics for

This monWi,

all

across the land, 140,000 Census

Enumerators are ringing doorbells
people, incomes

and radios

. ,

.

.

•

counting

^measuring America
1

for size.

They

will find a colossus

— bigger than

ever

be-

/or€. Bulkier, lustier, richer*

Clearing
research

many hurdles, they
men already know

will discover what

that our population is noiv over 150^000, OOO

which is 20,000 fiOO more than
that

we now number

in

19i0

US, 000, 000 families--

nearly 7,000,000 7 nore than 10 years ago
iiy

The Census-Takers
in 1950 have

will learn

— that our

families

an average real income of $2,647

ten-year increase of

21%

;

that our savings

—

a

total a

staggering $12,000,000,000*

And another fact: our whole standard of living has
gone up, with
ilies

71%

now owning

driving autos; 71
refrigerators; and

of our fam-

6l%

having

washing machines.

New

suit for Radio, too

The enumerators

95%
its

will re-discover another giant

as big as America.

And thaCs Radio

—

— with

fabulous influence on the lives of our people.

^

:

,

.

Unde Sam
^

:

\

more economical than network radio,

Here are more facts that will be confirmed
that there are today ^0 ,70 yOOO radio families
(in

0% of them have more than one radio, so

—

that today oiir people

il

own some 86,000,000 sets,

including those in cars and the portables you see

I

I

will learn too^ if they ask, that

more people are listening more
^

Everybody

day.

and

grownups,

people.

If

Where

farm

medium included in the Big Count)

and immediately, Americas No. 1 Net-

evitably

work

— NBC^
NBC has grown. It is bigger, busier,

more economical than ever before

Bigger

—

— The stations of the NBC fietwork have

the largest combined Weekly audience in

ca

-r—

3^2 hours per day listehihg

;

44 minutes.

i

And

at

^ now

dioes
it^s

4 hours

own

census,

the

Ameri-

according to ra-

Broadcast Measurement

and
Bureau.

any hour between 6:00 and

— NBC

10 :00 in the evening you^ll find 34,700,060 people

Busier

happily giving their attention to the endless parade

ices for adyertisers,

day and night

of programs

advertisers invested

more money

on the

all

larger than any other network, larger than

any other advertising medium
the average family used to spend less than

(Incidieh^

only major

these two facts will bring to your mind, in-

to their radios to-.

— greybeards

teenagers and tots. City and small town and
[1*

And

Like America,

The Census-Takers

I

will notice that radio

advertising^

190 iMre were only 28,500,000)

that

you

tcdly

air.

is selling

more products and

serv-

— and in 1949,

in

NBC

than in

I
i

I

ll

any other network.

'

—

__

If you are
If

a national advertiser

you are a manufacturer of products or

ser'vices

Move Economical — Reaching more people, selling more goods — you'd think NBC would cost
more. The opposite is true. NBC today costs con.

j

I

people want and buy •—

this

Census

will

put new-

emphasis on two facts basic to your business:
j

siderably less per 1,000

j
I

America is a

bigger, richer

and more reward'-

homes reached than

it

did

ten years ago — and NBC today reaches more peo-

I

ple at lower cost than

ing market-ptace for you than ever before

To

sell

Me

niilligns

can have no

who are

medium

this nigrket,

bigger,

you

more powerful,

ing

medium

Now, more

any other national advertis-

including the other networks.

than, ever, to sett Anier^

need

,

. •

i

's

No. 1 Ad/vertismg

Medium

A service of Bodio Corporation of America

f

•

•

•

'

^

^*

.

.*

.

1

,

.
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40

.

.

I
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Wednesd«3r, April 12, 1950
are the ones

who

are selling radio

short—that the broadcasters should
take their cue from P & G’s Morgens’

talk

of

last

in

Thursday,

.

which he significantly alluded to
the fact that the buyers are buying
bigger than the broadcasters are
As an illusselling or thinking.
-

.

TV

IN

tration, they point to the fact that
it >was General Mills which caiiie
to the networks to negotiate its 62shpw summer sporisprship, rather

Pittshurghf April 11.
^^Backed by the local Chamber 61
Coiiinierce, seveh applications for

NEW YORK

* *

.

jim Kesor has resigned tlme^buyer “post at McCarin-Erickson

Tommy

six years, to settle in Frisco ...

Henrlch to guest

NBC

after

“Joe Di-

ori

preem Saturday (15). .Faiiny. Brice renewed by
than the webs
Continue^ from page 31
.Bob Donley into MBS' ‘‘Murin cpnceiying merchandisirig-sales Turns for another year’s ride oh NBC.
Sammy Kaye recording 14 shows for the l^avy
der By Experts”
truck with adaptors; iintil they’re techniques.
^

Maggio .Show”

taking the initiative

stations in the Pittsburgh ’disweek in

.

.

trict joined together last

.

an effort to .thaw out the freeze forced into theitiv Sonne of the
It’s
argued, .top, in favor of
which has left this city with only Commissioners, including Chair- piaintainirig fedlo’s 'bigness, that
man Coy, are explprihg ,the agen- sponsors busdrig even the most exThat’s;, W^PT
orte video Outlet
cy’s authority to force them;
pensive half-hour segments haye
DuMont property,' which went into
Tipoff to the manufacturers’ at- for years been enjoying bargaiu
has
January
operation in
titude on color came in yesterday’s rates, cbrisidering radio’s riiass cire n j oi'cd a mpnppoly since that 110) all-daV cross-exaniihation of culation: that even with the preslime.
David Smith, veepee of Philco, ent Ty inroads they’re; still getting
A1 Of the:; remaining: local appli- w'hp appeared for his company as iri’-;cheap;':
;it’s
generally recognized that
cants anhOunced at the protest that well as the Radio Manufacturers
they had cpnie together bn e coitir Assn, If the RCA system is adopt- the great need today is for rabip
it
Smith
be
ed,
said,
would
two
assignments
to
aii
do
a jl-encompasririg mervChannel.
mon plan for
in an effort to get some action. years before Philco would bring chandising job. on itself and sell
Even City Council toOk cognizahce out color receivers, inasmuch as itself as a still vast and potent meof the situation wheh; Councilman the RCA single tri-cOlor tube won’t dium for the advertiser,
That it will be the No. 1 job ori
John T Duff presented a resolu- be available for one to tw'o y ears^
tion requesting Pennsylvania Con- y^ith ho certainty it wili be avail- the agenda for the next year now
able:
even
then;
appears a certainty;
gressmen. to give the FCC a push
" But if the CBS system is adoptto alleyiate the situation here.
ed
said
Smith,
Philco
will
cpnto
sent
the j oint statement

>

.

.

.

.

recruiting program, to be aired on

1,500 stations Starting

Joly,

iii

;

George Hicks

‘

.

On public demand.

medium

.

.

'

CBS

system.

The committee

re-

that

:

I

1

.

.

.

.

.

IN CHICAGO

.

.

CM

,

.

.

.

.

.

,

;

Wn

.

.

,

WBBM

.

.

.

IN WASItimTON

Pepperell sheets has been pacted
as the first sponsor ori “Zeke Man-

1

show which preems
on WJZ-TV, N,; Y;
be heard Wednesday

ners,” two-hour

(Wed.)

'

hill-

bi lly cOriibo, disks interviews and
a
baseball sepreboard. FOrmat,
said, will be 60% audio,
permitting housewives to listen as
they dp their chorOs. Manners will
keep his early morning
show,
beamed to the Coast for LangendoiT Onited Bakeries.'

.

.

0 & OTalOnt

^

i

i

,

'

Manners

,

.

inference did. Firik seem to reflect
the committee thinking. He spoke
of two pririlary criteria for choosing a system---performarice arid
cost.
When his testimony was added up, it appeared that CBS Scored
highest. Especially significant was
the fact that he never specified cause it is “glamorous”; and (4)
musical scoreboard show which debuted Monday (10) on WMAQV.
compatibility as an essential re- use TV only when it is in the pubBill Hohiriann is new member of
research dept.
Clifton
quirement of a color system, al- lic interest, remembering that 'i
Utley, Chi NBC commentator, starts his sixth year of special news
though he did speak of its desira- is “on trial from a public interest
commentaries for BBC.
.Board of' directors of National Assn, of Radio
Standpomt.”
News Directors will rtiieet here April 22-23 to work out plans for NARND
Arid a further clue to the direc^
ponyention here in November ... Gen. Omar N. Bradley’s speech Apri
tioTi things are taking is seeri in
Executive club will be aired on CBS
/Williarii Bcmlix
full G^imission $ formal fesf
of NBG s ‘Life of Riley” show in town this week.
Skee Wolff WBBISI
tmiohy to be taken in New York
writer and producer and author of ppvel “The Friend” out Aprii 24,
in two weeks, when it is to be
Society of Midland Authors here May 12
Contlnueff riffm page 27
Waller,
riioWn a demonstration of the inNBC Chi director of public affairs and educatiort, will Judith
troduction into the CBS systeiri of that he’ll wind
attend aniuril
up ori McCoririell’s mnner^f Women’s J^atiorial Press club April
15;
in Washington
dot iritertace principle (used roster, the Paley coritingent is still
Craig Clayborn,.. formerly member of ABC press
depaftnient, back in
sequen.tial system of in
there pitching/
Meanwhile;
after nirie-month stay in Paris, joins publicity
staff of American
increase colov detail. The NBC, Which already
ffas Fibber & Cancer Society
.Dave Garroway’s Monday night NBC web show being
yse of dot interlace with the field Molly, Phil Harris,
Eddie Cantof
Fridays 7:30 p.m.
sequential system of GBS was the and Fred Allen
Miriain
McGarvey joins
"
tied down to excontinuity editing staff
subject of extensive testimoriy by clusives, is trying
to wrest Groucho
Marx from the
ranks.
*
Marx gets into N. Y; from the
Coast later this month, ostensibly
to maneuver the liest deal, and the
No.
fact that his “You Bet Your Life”
Job
quiz show is currently One of the
;Contihueff from page Z*
ihbttest commodities on the air is Snyder
Horton V daqghter of the Socretary of Treasury, and bride of
tenor Of the talks by the bigtime expected to cue sopie free
arid Jonn
Universal Pictures, returns to her video
ad men and clients. Nor did the fancy bidding for his -exclusive
chores with WTTGrDuMont. under Meadow Gold
Ice Cream sponsorbroadcasters take much comfort services.
inked for a 15-iriinute TV
from the speech by A. C. Nielsen
Major factor behind the jockeypreceding
his
Washingtori Senators’ baseball
lyhieh, some thought, played smack ing, of course, is
TV, for it’s con- telecasts, over WllG-DuMpni.;. Ruth Crane,
into the hands of the advertiser sidered a cinch that,
WMAL- ABC femme prowithin the gi'am“ead^ currently running a contest
for the “Modern Woman of the
factions beating the drums for next two or three years,
those $30,- Year on her daily airer. . .. NAB boss
Justin Miller and Mrs. Mi Her
lower radio rates.
dOO-a-week Benny-Crosby salaries nested an Easter
Simff ay party in honor of Mrs, Henry Grady, wife of
critics of tlie '‘panic era” take Will be non-existent,
in teriris of the former U. S, ambassador to
Greece.
the position that the broadcasters strictly-radib shows
.Beit Strouse, veepee and
in the face of geneiM riianager of WWDG,
boasts of a 28.5% boost iri biz during March
themselves, and riot the sponsors^ diminishing
audience returns. over the preceding year*
,

1

i

.

.

!

.

.

^

IS SullLvan, Stauffer,
Bayles.

will

.

radio.

videO

P&G

i

;

|

Stariza

.

.

,

through Saturday.
Airer will feature Manners’

.

coin
pays off,
will;
(I) try
to
•
4
measure the sales effectiveness of
TV vis-a-vis other media arid learn
Leonard C. Truesdell has been named veepee in charge Of household
how much TV should be used In a radio
by Zenith Coi p. . Joe Kelly and “Quiz Kids” did 500th broadgiven market: (2) experiment with
east Sunday (9)
Wendell Campbell, CBS Central Division sales manvideo, trying different commercial
ager, guestspeaks at Chi Radio Management Club luncheon today (12)
techniques, film production and
.
A. J. (Tony) Koelkei- rejoins ABC Central Division as account exec
live production; (3) use TV On a
in network sales ... John Harrihgton,
newscaster, and wife,
broad scale “only for a straight have
adopted a girl irom Tennessee Children’s Home Society of Membusiriess-like reasoii” and not bephis. ... Charles Mpiintain is gabbing a quarter-hour five tiines weekly
its

•

I

11
J
has ^locat^
. $100,000 budget to plpg its pi
a
offjct.s fpr the
school and college

today

.

WENR

'

&

.

.

.

Btariza.

f

.

WBBM

.

.

To assure

.

,

Colwell

.

.

Speidel was the original sponsor
of the Ed Wynn show on CBS-TV,
but dropped the program after a
13-week cycle when it felt the ratings failed to pay off. ^ Outfit’s account w'as handled then by Cecil &
Presbrey wdth Camels subsequeiitly. picking up the tab on the Wynn
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but the prices will be brought in
line with each othett Uhited Fruit
Go., Svdft and
now have .spots
in the 9:30 to 10 part of the show
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port will undoubtedly have great
weight in deciding the color issue.
Never by direct expression, but by

/
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banquet of Channel 3 operation.
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Those were pre-

NBC Sal
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represents too great

DuMont expressed here

months ago

.

AM

same sentiments that Dr.

cisely the
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m HOLLYWOOD

his 3 tatioh

Allan

.
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a responsibility.
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WNEW
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Pittsburgh Press, day after prowas filed, pointed out that it
would probably do no good, and
that the only way to get some ac^
tlpn Would be for top city fathers,
who Ore supposed to have some
influence in Washingtori, to sit on
IVhite House steps until the problem is taken from there to the FCC.
At same time, Donald Stewart,
m a nager of DuMont’s WDTV, in a
Statemeiit to the new'spapers, said

Such a

.

.

test

titipn,.

.

.

.

.

.

allocation,

would welcome compesince having a monopoly in

.

Smith’s testimony, while iridicat“We don’t intend to be panicked
ihg nO eagerness on the part of
major manufacturers tO build sets by any figures showirig the :effect
television’s impaGtX on fodio.
of
to receive CBS cOlOr, nevertheless
J, “ Morgens,
gave assurance there .would be listeiimg,” Howard
some production soon after final veepee of Procter & Gamble, told
ExeCutLves
Club
N.
Radio
the
y.
standards would be adopted. Soriie
Commissioners are counting ori last week. Morgens said that the
smaller companies to take the lead riatiori’s top adyertisirig spender is
in buildirig sets and coriverters and “niot in any rush to give up pur
thus forcing the bigger companies radio prpperties” and that if other
bankrollers “appraised the new
into mass output of color sets.
Nick Keesely. pf Lennen & Mitchell back from Hawaii to set up the
Probably thp most importarit tes- situation sanely and unhurriedly’* Ted Mack Amateur Hour originatiohs aloPg the Coast. He’s preservirig
timony since' the color hearings it would make for radio’s stability his Waikiki tan by sitting indoors scouting television shows :
Nelson
began was given last, week by Don- and continued efficiency as an ad- Case flying back and fOrth between the two toasts to catch Up on his
old Fink, editor of Electronics mag- vertising medium.
announcing
chores on Ford Theatre and with Lowell Thoiiias, riow
However, P'&G is looking toward
agine, a member of an industry
junketing put west
Pressed for time to make a plane, Cy Howard
committee formed to advise the lowering talent costs of its
^rned over direction of “Life With Luigi” to his script girl, Pat Burton,
(particularly
on higher
Commission on Color, and a mem- shows
and
she brought in through without a fluffed cue and on the button.
ber of a riondndustry committee ap- priced stanzas) arid reduced time Parke Levy is still head writer of “My Friend Irma” even though last
pointed to report on the color ques- costs in areas of high video devel- week’s writing credit went to“Algonquiri Debris,”
Who is none other
tiori to Sen. Edwin
C. Johnson opment, “jiist as we expect higher than Levy but Cy HowarA must have his little joke
Fran Conrad
(D., Col ), chairman of the Inter- TV time costs in tliOse areas,” arid Phil Caldwell, station
relations head arid chief engineer, respecMorgens saidy If P&G canno^ find
state Commerce Comnaittee,
tively, of ABC, v/ill be the net's only Coast reps at the NAB conventiori.
Fink, armed wdth- a subpoena a way to make a particular ^airer The others are too busy, radio arid TV- wise.
.Harry Ackerinairs frc.sli
served ori him by the Commission “an efficient advertisirig vehicle, treatment of “Granby’s Green Acres” was so well liked
by CBS in
at his own request, appeared for then we shall, of course, drop that
New York that it’s a cinch bet for a summer spot and fail sale. Gale
“We think Gordon
himself, which he emphasized time program,” 'he said.
comedy has been around for soriie years but never got much of
and again. He did such a repiark- that will serve the interest of ef- a tumble until Ackerman put his writers on a new tack.
Roy ivitmer,
able job of tightrope walking that ficient radio,”
vetefari NBC sales exec, was put away to his last rest at Forest La\vn
Explaining that his firm expects
both: CBS and RCA oiiicials at the
..
.Garry Moore’s “Rate Your Mate,” a new type of husband-wife
hearing were satisfied with his tes- to use radio extensively for ‘Tong quizzer, was auditioned by CBS,
Biow agency is interested in hoUi the
timony.
At various times, Fink years,” Morgens said that the show and Moore but likely that “Take It Or Leave
It” may be scrapped
said he could be “hung” for w'hat problems ahead of radio call for for a new format
Rod Erickson in- frpm N.Y. to look over the radio
he said. On several occasions he ‘’skill, ingenuity and sound judge- and Ty prospects for Young &
Rubicam
Sam Pierce arid Sammy
referred to the protection his sub- rifient.”,
Kerner are packaging adventure shows for radio and TV
Lewis
^
In iteevee, the P&G exCc forepoena gave him.
Allen Weiss heading east with his daughter, Pat, Who was receritly
Careful reading of the transcript cast, increasing competitiori be- married abroad. He’ll
attend a Mutual board meeting arid NAB conof Fink’s all-day testiriipny, and tween shows Will tend to lower in- Glavo while she rejoins
lier husbarid, who is being briefed by the Stale
particularly his answers to ques- dividual programs ratings: With Depabtment
his new assignment to Switzerland in the diplomatic
on
tions re^rding the various sys- this factor, plus spiraling costs,
corps
/Jack McElroy, emcee of “Welcome to Hollywood ” taping
tems, indicate that the Johnsori MOrgeris sees difficulties in “keep- enough shows in
adyanee so he can get in some fishing off the Me.xican
committee, which is expected to re- ing a sound relatiohship between coast
John Loiigwell set up Alert Productions to package shows for
port by summer, is leaning to the effective results and costs.”

before the freeze, of high-frequency chariiiels 3 and 9, and ultrahigh-frequency channels 24 and 26,
liocal applicants want no part of
the ultra-high-frequency channels
which would require new. TV re^
eeiving sets or some sort of conConsequently, they’ve all
yerters.
asked for high-frequeney channels,

;

-

.

.

:

.

How

of each type set his company
would build, he said, would depend

aret

by the FGC’s original

.

.

many

Allegheny
Broadcasting CorPi (KQV); Matta
Broadcasting Co. ;(WLOA); Pitts^
burgh Radio Supply, Inc. CWJAS);
WCAE, INC.* Westlnghouse Radio
Stations, Inc. (KpfeA); WWSW,
Inc,, and United Broadcasters, Inc.
Despite the joint statemeiit, the
TV situation is further complicated

The applicants

.

.

,

,

WDTV

.

.

.

tinuo to produce sets which will
not be compatible for CBS color,
other sets which will have adapsets.

-

'

'

some color

l

.

.

arid

Gallagher hariied

.Jfoc

.

,

tors,

WINS

i

,

;

In

.

.

1

the FCG the seven applicants asked
the commission to assign high frequency channels 3, 7, 9, 11 and; 13
for use in the Pittsburgh :area:
already has Channel
Since
3 that would leave the seven applicants to battle it out for the four
remaining channels. Some of the
appl icaints are reported to have
since cOoled off about getting into
the TV, field because of the huge
initial investment,

haridlingvannpuncing chores.

jjonna Jane Marlowe added to “Romance of
vGuy SOrel new to“Just ;Plaih BilU
Peggy Stanley,
Helen Trent”
Arthur. Maitland arid Julie Stcyehs join ‘‘Front Page Farrell”
Don
Ball, WCBS program director, on jury duty, in White Plains
Don
Anderson, formerly hahdiihg BromO^Seltzer for BBD&O, now account
exec with Blow ... :Galen Drake to Florfda for a motith
Mark Gooffson arid Bin Todmari baclt Mionffay (10) after cutting an audition in
L A,
.Friday
be “Goldbergs Day” at the Ringling circus Bob
Stevenson; has taken oyer annouricing stint on “Jack Smith Show”.
Bobby BensOn, MutuaTs l2-year-pld cowboy star, starts a p.a. tour tovZel DfeCyr, WEVp story teller, off for three weeks in
day (Wed;)
Keriiiit J. Moss celebrating 10 years as
Miami
salesman
Blanche Gaines, .radio-T V Writers representatiye, j oining forces with
Feriton Productioris. Mrs. Gaines will still haridle her owri list of writers
arid cpinbirie with Mildred Fenton in the representatioh of writers
handled by Fenton pepductipns.
Richard P; Sisson, WINS promotion mariageiV resigned to join Critefipri Service and production manager Don McTigue left to join
National Committee for a Free Europe
Frederic W. Ziv Co, has sold
WGN, Chicago, five; transeribers (Guy Lombatdo, Roriald Coimari, the
Menjoiis, Philo Vance arid Lightriing Jim)
Walter King, American
Garicer Society radio director, has sigried Carl Eastman, Hester Soiidei*gaard, Leoh Janney, James Van Dyke, Plifl Clarke and George Petrie
for ABC’s dramatization ol John Gimther*k“D0ath Be Not Proud,”
Monday (17)
vHaying firiished his stint for Metro’s “Kim,” Arnold
Moss is returning to Gotham today (Wed.) for AM-TV wOfk and some
strawhat assignments ... Julie Bennett into “Aldrich Family’’ tomorrow
(13) and NBG's“To Ricky With Pride” on Tuesday (18)
Caryl Waldo
added to WHLi scriptery
.MayOr O’Dwyer has backed joe Rosenfield’S“Prayer for Peace Day” (May 1) campaign on WHOM.
.Muriel
Milner, secretary to Joseph A. Moran, veepee of Y. & R. radio, will
announce her engagement tomorrow (Thur.) to John M. Johnstone,
Whose father is house manager of the Winter Garden theatre, N. V.
liews director of
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Eddie Cantor-Lisa Kirk^Sajnmy hOn Times,” written by Berio and
Box Annie’ -“The Old Buddy Arnold and based on onie of
Kaye:
the comic's frequent TV lines, is
Piano Roll Blues” (Yictor). There a
cute, romantic number that Berle
should be a helty payoff on this
pOrsonality stuff*
parlay 6£ names with which Victor That title tag line, which the comic
“Ahnie” punches across with varied inflecis riding these numbers,
It.
Backside Is
is a frank sequel to “Music, Musie,
that tal^g harmonica again, this
Music” and it looks equally Uh- time^ abutted by a talking kazoo
talking trombone growl piece.
Stoppable. It has those prime ingredients fdr a novelty click: a At least, Borio puts a Safi twist on
this version. Allen Roth orch achappy rhythm, a cute lyric and n .cqmpSf
ddodle-Oodle-oo repeater
catchy
Stafford - .Gordon MacRae:
Kirk, Cantor and the
phrase.
You Are My LGVe”-“DQWn the
^
Sammy Kaye orch handle it gayly Lane” (Capitol). Miss Stafford
enough to push this side high in and MacRae pair nicely :on a

NAB Cdmmittee was to meet with
an ASCAP coriamittee on Aug. 3i
On that date a lone ASCAP of-

Clearly, the story of Broadcast
is a story of free enterYet 4t is a story more easily
mulled; over apd marveled at than
written.
There is that feeling of
“history in the making” which Indicates some chronicler of the fu-.
ture, in setting! dov/n the annals of
present-day broadcasting, will h®
better able to sit^^hack arid in retV
rospect present a true picture of
What ;has happened in radio and
music the^e past 10 years; and just
as important, perhaps a most crucial, time, .what win have happened
;

Music, Inc.,
prise.

:

-

.

.

couple of a chahge-o£-pace rides. a decade hence.
Vir- ;^Love” Is a
Jock ahd Juke preferences.
lilting romantic balladOne gets this feeling looking
lually every other diskeiy is also delivered
with
s
ooth
har- baok not iO years but just a
aboard
this
number, mony. and a light beat. Backing little longer than that, a time
climbing
which was launched on the Rain- has -an oldfashiohed cheery flavor when
one could possibly com-

m

.

;

^

'

;

no

.of
the. 1 89Q’s
and is punched
label with a solid slice by the across with an
appropriate barberajid
shop
Gal
Sunshine
the
Eddie
rhythm.^' JuiJ Gpnloh Singers
*Tiano” Miller oreih. Mercury has give pleasing backgrounds on both

bow

;

.

'

;

:

prelierid that an entirely new foree
in broadcasting and music was to

.

was occupying 25,000 square feet
of office space and bad a payroll of
275 fulltime employees. The .Pror
ficial, the late John G. Paine, gen- ductiori and Arranging Dept, emeral manager/ stated that the presiv ployed more than 100 arrangers,
dent (Gene Buck) had gone off on an copyists,' propfreaders and autoextended vacation and that he him'- graphers, incltiding all the metriself (Paine) had no authority to bex-s of the New York Autpgraphers
discuss; a proposal, since. there Union
Wasn’t one to discuss.
This w’as
BMI was functioning as a
an affront that the NAB gropp perfoririing i’ights; organization and
could not afford to laugh off. They riot as a music publishing firni,
did not want a repetitioir of the paying its composers at the rate of
1932 contract sighing which came Ic for each radio pei'formance.
To
off at the very last minute and
account for the total number of
there was no alternative but to performarieds of
BMI
music, an
sign ;up or play no popqlar music elaborate
Ipggirig formula w^as depri'; the .;air* o;,.
vised by Dr. Paul F, Lazarsf eld, DiOkay te Kaye
rector of Columbia, University’s
Without ado;the committee set the office of Radio ;Resear chi It was
pfoppted special convention in Chi- estimated that composers of outcagp for Sept. 15, and there .the standing hits vWOuld receive royalmachinery was^tet in mbtiori to set ties of $1,000 to $,i,500 per. quarter
up “an independent Source of supr from BMI: radio perfoi'raances
ply of music.” At the same titrie, alone.
a young New York attorney and
In
December of 1940 BMI
copyright "expert, Sydney M. Kaye, made a deal with, the E, B. Marks
was appointed as Special counsel, MUsiC' Coi'p.,, for the rights to its
and he quickly propeeded to crys^ catalog, built up oyer a period, of a
talize what the broadcasters had half-century.
This took in iriany
in mind. He came to the Sept. 15 standards, Latin-American and pop^
meeting arid presented a plari for Uiar' music. It was the first break
setting up a iriusic licensing organ- in; the solid ranks of ASCAP pubization that would be the property lishers and broadcasters took heart
of the broadcasters, all prepared anew.
This was December, .1940,
withiri the month.
and at the end of the. month the.
;
In Chicago some 250 broadcast- broadcasters through BMI would
ers who meant business were iii .at- be 100% ori their own as to music*
tendance at the NAB special meetIt was deemed in many quarters
ing, and they put the bite upon that a last-minute settlement would
themselves for 50% of their 1937 take place and third parties sought
ASCAP fees, pledgirig themselves, to bring both sides together. It
to a minimum of $1,500,060 to get was probably a question whether
the proposed new iriusie organiza- one side" or both were in the. posi-,
tion under way. One inbrith later, tipn of whistling in the graveyard.
bet. 14, 1939, the state of New Broadcasters had already practiced
York granted a corporate charter rion-ASCAP runs, rietworks had adAlmost vised sponsors and others, to get a
to Broadcast Music, Inc.
coincidentally ASCAP set up a new riew thOrrie song; wherever neces-

j

become, a permanerit part of the
combined industries, a dree for
sides..neat version by Kitty Kallen*
the« better and one in keeping with
- Hay Kyser Orch: “Chug-A-Lug”with “Chdp'n Gum” On the reverse “Willya
Way of life^free enWon’tcha” (Columbia). Two the American1'/
lerprise,
for anpth er likely back-to-back hit. neat
sides.
“Chug^A-Lug’'
is
Assuniirig
that
catchy
posterity will in
drinking song with a tricky
Victor's “Piano Roll'’ is; strong but
beat and lyric. Kyser sends it for. its usual way truly evaluate this
"
a -bit late.^-,
a fast ride via snappy orchestra- tremendous undertaking and its unEileen Wilsoii: “I Didn’t Know tion and choral
backing. Flipover precedented success, let us go back
What Time It Was”-“Never Have j i^B a cute /item with
lots
Ever Felt Like This Before” (Dec- bilities. Sue Bennett and of posri^ to the little more than 10 years of
Michael BMI’s existence: arid exjimiric the
Miss Wilson does one of her Douglas handle
ca).
the duet routine: in circumstances under which it was
best Jobs on “W*hat Time It Was,” good form,
born, arid its .rdi$on d'etre^ The
another Rodgers and Hart tune her
Kay Starrr “Hoop-De-Doo”-“A problem of performing rights fees
ing revived.
A fine ballad, it’s Woman
Likes
To
Be
Told” (Capi- had been with the broadcasters for
given a warm treatment by Miss
Wilson with some background em- tol). A polka number, “Hoop-De^ nearly 20 .years over a wide series
broidery supplied by Sy Oliver's Doo” is getting attention bn other of diteussioris, arguments; litigaorch and chorus. Reverse is an- labels but Miss Starr’s side Is tions, complaints to'' Cpngress and J
It’s a fast and
other ballad item with a great po- among the best.
What riot. But the Copyright Act.
tential;
“Hever” has a lirstrate rhythmic cut that sells. “Woman'? set forth that copyrighted rriusiclyric and Miss Wilson hews simply is niore im Miss Starr’s ballad vein “perfprmed for profit?’ had to be
and Could, be^ pushed far. It’s a
to the lilting melodic line,
worthwhile number with a stand- paid ter and there Was no recourse
Charlie
Spivak Orch: “Moria out lyric arid good beat. Frank
De :but to pay or change the law.
Lisa”-?‘Loveless Love”
(London). Yol's orch gives top
“Changing” the Copyright Act has
support.
A top coupling thatll give Spivak Lonnie
Johnson: “Troubles Ain’t more dr less been in progress fdr
a strong chance, to crack the hit
years, but at no tirne could
lists.
'‘Mona Lisa” is a standout Nothing But the BlueriVl’m So many
Johnson rates the diverrified interests agree on
number with an Unusual idea and Afraid” (King).
special
points to present a bill ac- comiiiittee to draft a radio conenough
attention
as
one
of
the
a haunting beat that Spivak car-^
ries With a fine ihstrumental ar- great names in jazz* a blues singer ceptable to all concerned, much tract.
and
guitarist
Who
has,
been among less to the Congress, At no tinie,
rangement against Tommy Lynn's
The riewlyborn BMI, under
swell vocal.
Harry James’ cut of the chief shapers of the hot style however, did the rank and file of the leadership of Kaye, was now
for
more than three decades. broadcasters believe they should
this tune for Columbia is marred
closing ranks in its drive to organby his trademarked, overlong and These sides reveal Johnson as use copyrighted ihusic at no cost ize, and on Feb. 15, 1940, bMI was
over-sweet trumpet solo passages good as ever,, vocally and instru- to themselves. It merely rimiriered
Exactly 246
mentaily.
He
gives
out
with
his down to hpw much was an equita- declared Operative.
although Dick Williams' singing is
okay.
W, C, Handy's “Loveless moving, guitty attack on a couple ble price. The prifee ill question stations pledged $1,140,375 as a
of
fine blues items which Jocks
Love” is a smooth bounce item for
mounted at every contract reiiewal, starter.
jocks and jukes that Spivak rides could spin on their own merits 100% arid soriiefimes 300%.
Ten years ago, April 1, 1940,
solidly with some, neat choral work and as a contrast to a type of iriBMI began licensing radio station^
sipid novelty and ballad currently
NAB Irt a Spot
by the Stardreamers.
For the. first time all broadeaste
flooding the pop music mart.
Johnnie Johnston: “Melancholy
The brdadcasting industry felt it ers prCserited a uhited front on a
Rhapsody ”-“As We Are Today*
in a yisei Many effdrts to break specific issue, without exception.
was
Platter
Pointers
(M-G-M).
Johnston takes firm
the hold took place, many stortriy Five weeks previous* on March 21,
Fran Warren has a couple of fine
.command of “Rhapsody,” an imNAB conyehtions centered entire' ASCAP had suddenly called to its
pressive number from the pic, sides in "Ho Hum, It’s Spring” and sessions to such Ways and means.
offices b special group of harid^‘Young Man With a Horn/'
It’s "“Pon’t Say
Goodbye” (Victor)
Somehow thp fdrmula and the right pickqd broadcasters, network arid
an elaborately devised tune and
man
or
group
were
mdr
lacking,
Another
driving
item
statibri
men, and presented to them
by Lionel
lyric that Johnston works over
With a solid commercim attack for Hampton’s orch in the two-sided were there the foresight and know- its new terms for use of its music
“Turkey Hop” (Decca) .
TWo how.
bn and after Jan. 1,, 1941, It was
highly salable results.
Flipover,
As far baek as the early 1920’s a ^ 100% increase in ASCAP revfrom the “Rosie O’Grady” film; is good versions of the “National
Emblem
March”
have
been
sliced
enue from radio, particularly from
the
of
broadcasters
set
up
loft
In
group
a
sweet ballad vein, and Johnby Guy Loriibardo (Decca) and Ray
ston’s rendition has a good chance
Som®
filled with orchestratidris arid other networks arid large stations.
Arithohy
(Capitol)
JefHerb
for lots of spins.- Russ Case orch
muric, all stamped “tax free.” Like^ small outlets, with little inebme
backs up with full-bodied arrange- fries' version of “Swamp Girr? for wise; the motion picture exhibitors any wayj, were going to be let off
ments, the latter number getting Cblumbla is practically a carbon of sought to issue their own music lightly.
an assist frOm the .Chansonettes Frankie Laine’s Mercury cut
Objective of BMl and the broad“Scottish Sainba” is getting plenty similarly stamped— all ddomed to
vocal group.
of play With additional good sides failure as money and organizatioh casters was to build up a bilge
Mel Torme; “Bewitched''-“The by Dinah Shore (Coluiribia) and ran out
stack of non-ASCAP music to keep
Piccolino” (Capitol).
While most Irving Fields Trio (Victor)
So it went until the summer of statioris and networks on the air
* of
the other sides on “Bewitched” Richard Hayes has good time oil
1939 When the NAB held its an- after Dec. 31, 1940. BMI went about
have followed the original instru- “The Guy With the Voodoo” (Mernual convention in Atlantic City, ebbrdinatirig an ample body of good
rnental version on the Tower label, cury) but the number lacks lyric
July 10-13, and it was there that the music of every classification hot
Capitol is putting the accent on the content »
Lorry Raine comes up NAB Music Committee, appointed controlled by ASCAP. This npriVocal with this Torme disk, Torme With another good item in “Harbor
by the trade association to nego- ASCAP musie was. bbtained from
handles this oldie effectively, in his Lights’’ (Uriiversal)
Liza Pierfamiliar crooning style, and inay son's handling of “I’ve Got, Rings tiate a new contract with the Amer- three prificipal sources:
Popular .songs by independr
(1)
take the play away from the rest On My Fingers” (London) is first- ican Bociety of Composers, Auof the field because of the lyric rate
Buddy Andrews and Sam thors and Publishers/ reported that ent authors arid composers; (2)
spotlight.
Bottom deck is a cute Donahue orch have a good side in it had been unsuccessful in obtain- music of non- AS;CAP publishers and
change-of-pace item that Torme ‘'Roman Holiday” (Dana)
Eddy ing a proposal from that organiza- performing rights societies, and
handles smartlyPete Rugolo's Duchin's piano album of George tion.
(3) hew copyrighted arrangements
orch and vocal group supply good Gershwin’s turies for Columbia is
Proposal was sought on the of music in the public domain.
backgrounds on both sides,
Is
“Where
tastefully executed
80% Dollar Yolume by Atig., ’40
terms, to be mot when the current
In August of 1940, at thb NAB
Rosemary Glooneyi “I Found My the Chicken” is a fair novelty pact betweeri ASCAP and the
Mama”-“Me and My Teddy Bear” riiced brightly by Toni Arden and broadcasters ran out on Dec. 31, Convention in San Francisco, BMI
Andrews 1939. Nearly 40^ statidns irepro- was able to report it had pledges
(Columbia). Miss Clooney is slated Al Trace (National)
for a big buildup under Mitch Mil- Sisters give elite Workovers of sented at the Convention (there from 336 stations cbmprisirig about
ler’s tutelage at Columbia and she “Walk With a Wiggle” and “Muskweren't as many stations nor NAB 80% of the industry’s dollar volhas enough style to coriie through rat Ramble’^ (Decca) ... Victor has
During the same month,
went on record ume.
on this pairing of insipid, but po,s* two fine disks for late everiing jock members then ) a 11
.endorsing the position of an BMI had its first song on the Lucky
sibly click times,
“Mama” doesn’t play in Hugo Winterhalter's “Symi- as
r Strike Hit Parade, “Practice Makes
the'
use
equitable,
payment
for
of
give her much of a chance since phoriy of Spring?’ and the Mclamusic by radio and at the same Perfect,” Activity at BMI contiritted
it’s built mainly around Eddy Man- chririo Strings’ “Fascination”
son's talking harmonica;
There Rose Murphy’s initial sliclrigs for time authorized its negotiating at a feverish pace, for the broadisn’t much choice between this and Decca are a couple of standards, committee to continue its e (forts casters knew that ASC AP’s proother versions of this Salty Holmes' “Me and My Shadow” and “A td set a new. agreement. Also* the po.sal for 3l^% fbr srnall statioris
number now on the market. “Ted- Precious Little Thing Galled Love,” broadcasters sdught a dause per- to 7 V^i% for the major networks,
dy Bear” follows the animal tracks both handled in heiT chi-chi style mitting siich stations as wanting it, payable at the source of clearof “Peter Cottontair’ as a simple
Evelyn Kriight’s cut of “On An a per-piece or per-program license, ance, would “save” spine stations
juve item with an obvious lyric Ordinary Morning” rates attention. should they not desire a costly money but add millions to the total
and equally obvious beat.
Miss
Standout western, blues, hill- blanket license based on all their cost to the industry, It was held
Clooney treats it with suitable billy, religious, polka, etc.: Oscar revenue arid programs, whether or that the new rates would mean
lightness,:
Meryin Shiner also petersoii, “Debut” (Mercury)
;
economic destruction to an Imporriot it. Was all musve.
made a pleasant slice of “Teddy Metronome All Stars, “No Figs”
At the same time the Convention tant sectibri of the industry; and the
Bear” for Decca,” hacking it with and “Double Date” (Columbia)
aiithorized its. Committee to take proposed new ASCAP contracts
another; kiddie number* “Francis,
; Sunshine Boys Quartet,“jesus
other thari were rejected by the majority Of
the Talking Mule” which might Hits Like Ari Atom Bomb” (Decca) steps to provide music
ASCAP.in the event further ellorts stations, including the networks.
please some cradle tastes.
Ivory Joe Hunter,“Please
By now, as 1940 rolled, along,
at a new pact failed and a spocial
*
Milton Bcrie; “I'll Kiwi You A Don’t Cry Anymore” (King)
convention was to be called in Chi- BMI found itself the world’s largest
Miwl-yiin Times”-“| Found My Billy Cotton Band, “French Cancago riot later than Sept. 15, 1939, | music publisher; and as the new
. Gomulka
Mama” (Victor), Berle’s initial Can Polka” (London)
needed center of this Industry, was shipsides for Victor should test video’s Polka Band, “The Boorti Ta-Ra-Ra to vote such fiirid.s ns were
It
for such measures. Meanwhile the pipg 100,000 units per WeelL
power as a platter-jpuSher, “Mil- Polka” (Columbia).
:
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fact virtually no letters at all.
Preparatioris had been made to
have boys pick up the pi‘ote.sts and
aiTangements made for large scale

.

.

.

I'eplies.

‘Advertising

i
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There were none

to

be

made.

.

|

.

grew

tening to music or singirig it, is.
New Year’s Eve; and New Year’s
Eye of 1940 was the last minute of
the contract running out.
Radio
no longer had the right to perform
ASCAP music* This was tense
drama and anxiety for the 600 stations and radio executives along
with BMI, particularly one Sydney
Kaye, and pf course the NAB. It
was anticipated that there would
be inadvertent infringements; by
the wholesale, but along that line
careful preparation paid off and
noteing happeried.
No suit was
filed by ASCAP for infringement;
no greM 1‘ush of mall to protest
certain music being off the air, in

.!

•

.

battle

The big blowoff of the year, any
year, when people are apt tb be lis-

.

.

publicity

apace;

.

.

The

sary.

I

I

i

agencies and

their

Clients on the air agreed to play
ball ; with the broadcasters in the

name of doing anything that would
contribute to lower costs. Lower
music cost was of interest to them;
The big rush in music prodiictiori
at BMI went along industriously,
culled from E. B. Marks, M. M;
Cole, AMP catalogs and others
a.long with p, d. arrangements and
BMI’s own newly produced songs.
Recording and transcription companies cooperated since this was
.

only means of .having their
product bought and played on the
air.
The Hit Parade managed to
find ample material to keep its program going full blast; likevvise all
other commercials and sustainings;
the

i

'41 Battle for Stations

|
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In October of 1941, after nine
months of being off the air almost
100%, ASCAP signed the networks

and stations to new nirie-year pacts
with a proviso for a renewal for an
additional nine years at the same
The new rate agreed upon
fate;

was 2%% for network programs
and 2l4% for local shows under
blanket license. This compared
with a former 5% that was paid on
the terminated pact and the 7V^%
that was demarided for the, renewal, BMI had already paid for

and
Although

justified

its

there

were

mately 600

stations,

Itself

;

.

.

[

.

.

.

•

,

.

•

who

existence.

approxias stoek-

had u nder written BMI,
some were loath to continue or
on the fence, others „who had been
given a free ride were also pprider-

holder s
!

ihg. the

situation.

ASCAP wai

CContiriUed oa page 50)

las of April 1^1950)

Wednesday; April 12^ 1950.

W^l<B9day,

tHCHPU^E
OF HITS

ACUFF-ROSE
CONGRATULATIONS TO BMI ON

Upon the humble stepping

we climb

stones of service

to the pinnacle of success.
•

•

-

to a great organization

for 10 years has demonstrated this truth.

AMERICAN MUSIC, Inc.
CROSS MUSK COMPANY
S. L.

CROSS, Pr^.

WALLY BRAD t; Prof. Mgr.

ITS

'April 12, 1.950

2S10 FRANKLIN ROAD

NASHVILLE 4 TENN.

TOTH ANNIVERSARY

,

^Apirn

X9S0

BMI

nieans/‘Music fbr

Canadians;

will at last attain a proniinent

For it

is

through the combined resources of

and

BROADCAST

first

trine; possess

Canada

s

aniopg the wbrld^s musical

p

own

IISIG.,

literatur^^

BMI GAI^ADA LIM

that the broadcasters of

Canada

an ipternatiOnal repertoire of musicy

today,

whi^^^^

effect,

music*

Today, B]\II

CANADA LIMITED represents hundreds of composers,

authors and pub] ishers tlvrpughput

Canada and

controls the largest fepertoire

of Canadian music in the wdrld.

Not only docs B MI

CANADA

vast source of performablC

ming

of niusic, but

now

jprbyide brosdeasters with a

music and give aid and services

for the first time

pressly designed to publish

musical

ClMlTrED

in, the progratn-'

Canada has an organization

and develop the Creative

ex^

efforts of the nation’s

talent.

And

because the management of

BMI CANADA LIMITED

is di-

rected and guided by a board of directors consisting of representatives of the
entire

Canadian bfoadcasting industry,

its

activities

and

its

objectives are

those of the broadcasters themselvCs.

ms BMI CJNJDA IT’S YOURS

TORONTO

MONTREAL

VANCOUVER
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ONLY WANT A BUDDY NOT ASWEETHEART

• I’M

AT SILVER HAIRED DADDY OF

•

WHEN THE BLObM

•

RIDIN'

•

THE LAST LETTER

*

LITTLE

DOWN

IS

•

ON THE SAOE
CANADIAN CAPERS

THE

old RAG

MEXICALI ROSE

DOU
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CO
PUBLISHING
COLE
2611 IMDIANA AVENUE CHICAGO, ILL.

M. M.

•

BMI
on

REPUBLIC MUSIC

601 5th Ave.,

New

York 22

m

GON
-Hind

acknowledging a wonderful

relationship through these TO years.

teh' Years of Success

4527 Sunset

HQILYWOOD,

Blvd.

CAilF.

7932

S.

Chicago Ave*

CHICAGO,

lU.
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WHY SHOULD
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CRY?
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EVIL
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TEMPT ME NOT

ALMOST LOST MY MIND

DOUBLE CROSSING BLUES
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Tops of

tlio

Topi

Retail D|fk Best Seller
’’Third

Man Theme”

Retail Sheet Mnslo Seller
•Tf I

^^44444^^]|fii*ic4i/-Hwfprical Reviieuj:

Knew You Were Coming”

^Most Requested” Disk

1800-195b) ^^44444

^T£ I

CompUed for
By JULIUS MAITFELP

*Tf 1

^

Knew You Were Coming”

All Rlghtt Rtsoryori)

Vorioty, Inc.

.

Knew You Were Coming”

Seller on Coin Maohlnea

(Copyright,
the American FederaUrin of MusiPrentice-Hqll, Infc, will publish the comploto VAR/fir iMiisicq^ cians, from forcing broadcasting
to hire more musicians
stations
Historical Song Cqvqfcqde later this year qt around $4 q copy
.

(price will

^

be determined
New York

later).

Orders

may be

placed

now

than needed.

the IflOth anniversary of the signing of the Constitution, was dedicated in Philadelphia before starting its 33i000-mile tour of the country.
It contained 100 priceless lisa Con^iled from page 4l
documents relating to the birth of
back, Why a BMI? Au energetic
the Repubne.
vlce-presideiit in charge of Station
Princess Elizabeth married Lt
Philip Mountbatten, The Duke of Relations for BMI took to the road.
Windsor, Elizabeth’s favorite uncle, Carl Haverlin touired the country
was not invited to the wedding, in completely aud when
he returned
line with his banishment from the
family circle because of his mar- hundreda of station contracts were
riage to Wallis Simpson, American In the fold—to remjlri. BMI had
divorcee.
brought cpriapetltioii- and freedom
Hollywood producers Louis B. from a monopoly Into the radio-

The last street cars in Manhattan stopped running, causing feel- Mayer, Jack Warner, and Sam music field. Now it had
to face
ings of nostalgia in many old- Wood testified before Ithe House competition and the true
test of its
Attention it fiortby colUd to tho foet iho> this motorial It copyrightod «nd may not
They were re- Committee on Un-American Activi- worth;
tiiners’ hearts.
There were many lean
h* rtproduetd oilhtr whoily or in port.’
placed by Diesel .engine buses.
ties, that about a score of persons, months in the offing as ASCAP
4
(1947 Coiltiniicd)
muA number of persons in Western principally waiters, leaned tbwaras sic rebounded to the airwaves. BMI
Csi valcade Into
Col. Jack W. Durant was senstates arid Canada imported seeing Communistic syippathies, but had plugged along.
tenced to 15 years at .hard -labor
:
so
many
There have been
“flying disks” , in the skies, esti- been unable to use the, sereen for
and cashiered out of the Army by
Hundreds Of publishers, old and
Iriquiries about Variety’s Mumated to be traveling at 1,200 subversive activities.
a li. S. Military Court in Frank'
new, seekihg performing rights for
sical-Historical Cavalcade bemiles an hour.
One. “saucer,’-’
f prtron-the^iiam, Oermany, for his
of
fathe
World
femlnirie
In
irig published in book form
which descended bn a ranch in New shions, the “new look” held the their product, new arid old writers
part in the theft bf. tlie $1,500,000
were now in the BMI fold, As BMI
thati such a Volume will be
Mexico, proved to be an army
Hesse crown jewels in 1945,
center of the stage-^-i-and the ceh-: neared its first decade,
fall
this
PreU’*
brought
out
by.
it found itweather balloon,
Trial pf a $6,450^000 damage
ter of heated arguments pro and self the leading
tice-Hall at $4.
exponent of folk
Former King Carol of Rumania con. Women’s di'esses and coats
suit by writer kprirad Bercovici
music,
hillbilly
It can be ordered in advance
or whatever term
married Mme. Magda Lupescii, his Were generaliy unusually full, often
against Cliafles Chaplin for plagineed be. This product is still the
mistress for 23 years, in a “death
through Variety.
arism charges, ended in Federal
reached ri e a rl y to .the wearer's
bed” ceremony' in Rio de Janeiro, ankles.
mainstay
of
the
jukebox
C^oiirt when the actor agreed to pay
nickel and
Much of the protest
where they lived in exile. The
the average disk
$95,000'
The Missouri river overflowed, bride subsequently recovered from against the style was that it forced country. Along jockey around the
The famous 75-room chateau on iriundatirtg
with
this type of
style^ohscious Women to purchase
nearly a million acres her illness.
Riverside Drive formerly owned by
new wardrobes—it being impossi- product there is the popular song
Of farmland.
Charles M. Schwab, steel magnate,
The annual convention of the ble; to lengthen their clothes suffi- of Which BMI has been enabled to
Mrs. Mildred (Babe) pidrikson, American Legion in New York was
was sold to make room for a modturn out a fair proportionate share,
famed athlete from Texas, defeat- climaxed by a parade of 32,000 ciently.
ern apartment building.
Academy of Motion Picture Arts as evidenced by Its recent four out
The charred hulk; of the old ed Jacqueiine Gordon of London, veterans of World War I down
Sciences Awards for the year of seven on the Hit Parade. To
become the first Fifth Ave. The procession, seen
battleship, Oklahoma, bombed first in Scotland, to
American ever to Win the British by 2,000,000 persons, took 12 hours Were; Best Film, Gentleman’s balarice this there Is the longat Pearl Harbor and later in atomAgreement,’^ 20 th
Century-Fox; haired product of AMP, Ricoi di
women's amateur golf chairipion^ to pass.
ic bomb tests at; Bikini Atoll, sank
Actress, Loretta Young, in and others which at times supply
in mid-Pacific' while it was being ship..
Food prices in New York were Best
The Senate overrode President at an all-tinie high: beef became “The Farmer’s Daughter’’; Best Ac- complete programs conducted by
towed to Oakland, Calif., to be;
Truman’s veto of the Taf t-Hartley nearly an unknown item in the tor, Ronald Colman In “A Double Arturo Toscanini.
scrapped.
BMI further coflsolidated its poSeverity-four
thousand,
seven labor bill, 68-25, and it became average person’s menu; with prices Life”; Best Supporting Actress,
rising at the rate of four to six Celeste Holm, in “Gentleman’s sition in the spring of 1947 when it
hundred and forty-seven fans— law.
The Supreme Cotirt affirmed, cents in: 24 hours, butter was 91c Agreement”; Best Supporting Ac- purchased outright Associated Murecord for a single game— saw the
home team defeat the Bostori Red 5-3 the constitutionality of the Lea to $1.05 a pound, and eggs 92 to tor, Edmund GWenri in “The Mira- sic Pubiishers, Inc., insuring percle on 34th Street.”
act,
preyentmg 98c a dozen.
Sox, 9^3, in the Yankee Stadium^ “Anti-Petrillo”
manent stability t6 its serious muJames Caesar Petrillo, president of
New. York...
The Freedom Trainy. symbol of
(Continued Next Week)
sic repertoire, and installed its formet general irianager M. E. Tompkins as president of AMP.
with VARItTY^

;
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Steady Climb Since Inception

Radio performances of BMI music have shown a steady climb. In
1944, for instance, BMI had a
logged radio performance of a lit:

^

tle over 5,000,000. In 1949, 18,200,000 performances were logged, an
increase of 28.48% over 1948.
There is every Indication that the
curreht year of 1950 will see an increase similar to that of 1949 over
1948, perhaps 29% fqr an estimated total of over 23,000,000
logged performances.
As a perfprmlrig rights organization, BMI has branched out.
Other fields have found BMI music
needed in their business, and this
•

led to some 3,500 hotels, night
clubs, ballrooms, skating rinks and
other users of music to be licensed
by BMI. Additional such licenses
are signed daily by music users. A
film synchronization rights department has long since been estab.

lished in Hollywoodv

Since its inception,: BMI has
given television rights to its music

Are you making your Besf Buy
If you’re

on

WGN in Chicago

in

on the same basis as radio.
Perhaps the all-important test
of what broadcasters think of their
own music establishment is the fact
that they renewed their nine-year
license pacts With BMl 15 months

Chicago?

your answer

is

Because advertisers and agencies all over
the country recognize
as the top power
^'yes’’.

before the current ones were to
terminate,
Haverlin, in order to
y
avoid the expense of more than
2,000 personal letters, sent Out; a

WGN

and prestige station in Chicago
that gets results.
local stations,

Of the

When

WGN

is

.

.

,

the station

mimeographed

letter stating that
station renewals were desirable for
a nine-year period from May, 1950.
In a matter of a few short months, /
more thari 2,000 stations had signed
and returned their contracts.

they have a choice of

tops on the

four network stations,

carries more local business

list.

WGN consistently

Today there are nearly 2,800 radio stations licensees in the United
States and Canada, all In the BMI
fold.
The breakdown: 22 national
and: regional networks; 2,082

than any other.

Remember,^tGOj for years^^GN has reached more
pecip^ each week than any other Ghicago station.

FM

AM

TV

outlets; 394
and 94
stations;
also 150 Canadian stations.

Over 1,300 authors; cbmposers
and publishers are afflllated with
the Orgarilzation, on the production
end*
;

^Nielsen Annual Coverage Report, Feb.*Mar., 1946, 1947, 1948^ 1949^

WGN and IVGN^iy sqfvf# pH mamhan af tha NAB
and xiongrptulations fa BMI on ifglGth annlvorsairy
becue,”,

many
the

Chicago 11

A

Clear Channel

Illinois
,

MfOOe Watte

Serving the Middle^^

MBS

720

OnYoiirDial
EMUrn Salta OlHcat Jlf Eatt 42ng Street, New

York IT, N. Y.
Wett Coaet keRreeentatlTeai Xeeinan andl*Elckeiberg
135 Montgomery St.. San Erancitco 4 • 2978 Wllehlre
Bird.,’ Los Angoios
ADielSs p
Tie Lowle Bldg., 383 SW Osk St., Portland
J

which

years ago.

first set to

Satchmo

disked

Jimmy Dorsey is
wax the new vei>

-aion.-;

Also with an eyb on the current
return to the corriiriess of the
player.piano era, Horace Heidt
treats “Sugar Blues” to a ritikytlrik ride on his Magnolia label.
Decca is also releasing the Old
Clyde McCoy themer in a hillbilly
.

version.
Still another upcoming number
^
based on a style they were two •
stepping to 40 years ago is ShapiroBernstein’s “Spaghetti Rag,” via
Bay<.Anthony’a. record for Capitol*‘

.

April 12^

1950

Iq

B

on

its

I

'0.

ilflvi

i|4i

1

CORPORATIOIV
Publishers since 1894 6/ Popular, Standard, International, Concert,
NoveltYi
ProdOction, Swing, Latin- American, folk. Children's, and, Innumerable
other

a

BMl

tlons
e

.

successes

:ik

FAST-BREAKIHG HITS

DORMI, DOR
and

tha haunting ballad

HAD A TALK WITH THE
WIND AND THE RAI

Mellin
1

Musk,

650 Broadwoy, New

Inc,

York 19, N.

Y

ic,
1

650 Broadway,

New York

Inc

1 9, N. Y.

,

W*diiesd«]r, April 12,
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BEATING FASTERI
"'Chqrl ihpwf poreontogo of jncroai#

or docroaio,. for 50,000 wotl pnd
tiifi#

•tot^dn•^ fulso

Nrlod

of

full*

jqii.*

fob./ 195i), q« ddilipbrod to iaA,-fob,,

1949; (Ayorb0o9,

4 P»m.

Mondoy through

friddy.)

to inidniabt«

bargain

Il’s still

dayatWLW
number

Thft

the

WLW

1946

258

to

^thm

of radio stations competing for listening

Merchandise-Able Area Has increased from 1^3 in
in

1949

.

.

*

an increase of

0

percent.*

WLW

weived
Nevertheless, during February-March, 1949,
20,046,400 Home Hours of Listening per week— compared
to 20,315,137 during the same period in 1946 . a decres^
.

.

of only 1.3 percent.*

Further, on a cost-per- thousand basis,

WLW delivers adver-

mote than

half the cost of using

tising impressions at slightly

a combination of the bes^ local

Going Upl

each of the 21 major

that's

why we

upbeat

repeat

It's still

.

Bargain

Day bX The

in

ABC

.

.

network features and station

Time

and the authors and comwho have contributed

gains.

much

overWCFL

to

music— oil spiced by

specialties— readily explains the

CQnsrttulates BMI

rates/ moreover/cire

inyiting as the

posers

so

V

by sports toppers and

highlighted

.

j

Chicago radio.

the finest in

Ind^

WLW

-T

Audience-tailored programming/

Nation's Station!
*SHelsen Radio

this chart’^ shows

WCfi’s ratings impressively on the

WLW-Land.

markets of

And

statioiis in

its success.

os

progroms presented

Congrdtuldttons to BMI on

CROSL EY BRO ADCAniNG CORPORATION

lit

10th Annivtrsdry

WCFL
50,000 watts

• 1000 on the
The Voice of Labor

MUSIC PUBS DUE AT NAB

LUNCH TO BHI

I

IN

Cn

666 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, III.
Represented by the Bolling Company,

Many

!

lati

leading publishers affiliated with Broadcast Music, Inc;,
will be on hand for the luncheon
to be tendered BMI by the National Assn. of Broadcasters next
Tuesday (18), as part of the NAB
convention festivities in Chicago.
Among those BMI pubs who’ll
be win^ and dined by the radio
association are: Jean Aberbacli
(Hill jp Range), Nick Campbell,
Murray Cole,: Joe Davis (Beacon),
Dave Preyer, Bob Gilmore (Peer),

An ABC

AM HAPIPY TO

;

Oil

the phenomertql progrett

achieved

Wa

are proud to be on

you have

in ten ehoit yeart.

;

Goday, Harry Goodman
(Regent Music), Jerry Johnson
(Michael Music), Jack Johnstone

WE'U

A WAY FROM ME

BUILD

PUBLISHIHO

gie,

A BUNGALOW

TROUBLES AIN'T NOTHIN' BUT THE BLUES

BE AFFILIATED

WITH BMI

6UR CURRfNr SONS

.

(Johnstone-Montei), Dave Krengel
(Republic Music), Herbert Marks
(E. B. Marks), Bobby Mellin, Harold Moon (BMI Canada), A1 Por-

HAUL OFF AND LOVE MB

BLUES STAY

Inc.

Affiliate

Happy

oflfiMate.

LOIS
WHr DON'T YOU

dial

Shaw

nold

COMPANY

i:m

gonna paper all my walls

Fred Rose (Acuff-Rose), Ar(Duchess

Music),

Henry Spiteer and Nat Tannen.

BLOODSHOT EYES
I'LL

SAIL

MY

SHIP.

ALONE

ROSES MEAN REMEMBRANCE

1540 Brewster

Capitol;

Cincinnati 7; Ohio;

MOSEY ON
SWEETER THAN THE FLOWERS
i

MONEY, MARBLES AND CHALK
SIGN0,.SEALED

AND

dean MARTIN and PAUL WESTON'S ORC.^
THE ANOREWS SISTERS^Decca; PAULA WATSON-^
Decca; PATTI PAGE—Marctiry; THE RAVENS—
National; VO*
CAL CROUP-RaInbow; KEN CARSON-^Towor; LARRY GREEN
and THE HONEYDREAMERS-Viclor.
Recorded J>y.-

A ve.

l
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Toronto, April 11.
Headquarters here of Apex Distributing Co., Canadian agents for
PecCa, was gutted over the weekend for a $370,000 loss, this including a warehouse stockpile of over
200,000 disks.
Because of chemicals in the melting records, firemen Jiad to don
gasmasks during the three-hoUr
blaze. No injuries but firemen had
to flee when roof collapsed,
!J

1), i.'li' i/
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v(

a

a W.fJ 0 W « o n n
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GOOAY MUSIC CORPORATION
U19
j

Broadway,

N*w

York

19, N. Y;

.

WejiMi^ayy Ai^rU I2^ JlWO

^

offlce-on the air

and on the stage!

State Foirs, Ceyyity Fatrt, CommHiilty iveatt, Theaters^
all look to WLS for the tolegt that draWs crowds-^

they
thot

It

^re^re "box

office'*

on the

oir.

on the itoge,

oii'

recOrdfi^OnTV.^'"

772 77 $ ffeople watched WLS start duriiiig
packed houset at the Eighth Street Theater

W?-—two

1

in

chopper—radio's

.

thicago

lucky's feature lodsV KarL^and

every Saturday nighfr^lgmined grandstdndt at state and
cOanty (airs-^theaters and local community eVeiift re-

ginia

new
from WLS*

Dolph Hewitt-^e

porting

ottendonce. marks

when Hm

entertoinert

Tilforif (Hojly

come

SwdnsOn)—newest

WLS;

with the Middlewett't

greotest combination

and cbmedy stars-—the

statibn

the

of

whose announcert
and entbrtoinert gre frie^ with millions of Mibwett
miislcol

of the recording stars.

with a million friends, Groce Wil-

girl

Roy Berry-^tellor emcees Bill Bailey
Brown, pianist—vocaT stor "Miss
lvelyn"r-*"Llttle Gonevieve" (Ted Morse)>r-anlmal imitator Tom Corwine-—violinist toby Nlx^he Notional Born
Donee orchestra,

you yont td>"seM an aiidienCe"!^adio, theater, re-

Station

hilarious Vir-

stor

and Jack Holden

If

Horty—the

Hams, Jimmy James, Otto (Ted Morse) qnd Cousin

son—novelty

cording, grandstand or community hall—<ail

team. Lulu Bella

favorita tweetheairt

and Scotty-r^Don White, ballddeer and itbef gii|taf ist with
Hie Sago Riders (Jimmie Hutchinson, Cy Rowley, Ray
kleini-—old time favorites Mac and Bob—'Wisconsin'is
foyorite son, comedian Donald "Red" Blanchard—tjhe Hoyloft Honey Bees, Koy Brewer and Fhylltf irown---K^

—John
.

A

;

great

show—o

great cost-^'box Office" throughout

the Midwest on the oir ond on the stage)

families.

in Hecognttion of /fs

they're, all

Greof Contribution to Radio

WLS
II

and

Congratulates
lt$

port of the

WLS

National Born Donee—*.

Americo's most versatile bandr Captain Stubby and the
Buccaneers: (Stubby Foutt. Sonny Fleming, Tiny Stoketi

WLS

Jerry Rlchbrds and Tony Walberg)-— Bob Atcher, the top-

hond Of the cowhands-—top sgudre donee coiler John
Dolce—Americo's aest known mole quortet, the Maple

lOtb Birthd^

City Four (Frits Meissner, Pot Fettefson, Chuck Kemera

Al

Rice)— laughable^ loveable

Arkie, the Arkansas

Represented by John Blqir ond Go.^50,000 watts, clear chcinnel, ,890

WOod-

kilocycles,

ABC

network—Chicago

7, Illinois

CONGRATULATIONS TO BMI ON THEIR
TEN YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SUCCESS
l:a£ Narci idea?. ’'Ofcyvonsalcet'. picoqc cr.d Venrr

What's

A’arwrcct ?
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Continued from page

Lincoln a n d
Roosevelt are seen in the
plastfc masks,
^

Jefferson,

9

Teddy
lifelike

*•

Second spec, “Seville;” sees 40
gals aloft in a colorful and intriguing number.- in the cehtre is a
Spanish: beaut making her first appearance in America. She’s JE^initO
del Oro and does a great routine
of balancing stands on a swingihg
'trapeze,

third
Vienna,”

spec
With

equestrian.

tagged “Old
is
emphasis ;on the

It also

introes a first-

Rousseau 4ias the entire arena to are the fellows' whd springboard
five of the jumbos.
himself for eo long that he has over the top of
Equestrian Eeatures
difficulty sustaining the buildup.
On the equestrian side, Irving
Earliest of the aerialists and
Romig is making a real bid for
filling all five/rings are The Three
centre btage with a nice eombo of
Hemadas, Lds Reihyfs and Lilo cpmedy and bareback skill. He

Z'

trlofc

department, the
In the
Alzanas are back and hold the nextto^closing spot. It’s a great high
wire turn headed by showmahly
Harold Alzana working With f our
femmes. His bike fide across the
arena; with the gals all hanging on
is a real breath^taker, since they
use no net.
Also returned are The Gefaldos,
pair of aerial workers who early
last season skidded to the deck and
fractured their backs in Baltimore.

flrst-time-in-America,
Juston,; all
plus h.o.s La Norma and Thftee
Margas. Relnyi’s get centre stage

thrill

.

time-America: t u r n,. Luciana,. & They were in casts until November,
Freidel. This is a mother-daughter but are back with the same spechigh school horse number and one tacular routine. They’ve made the
of the best dressage demonstra- concession of a father brief: tiet.
The Flying Goncellbs, w i t h
tions seen in a long time. The pair
use three horses in a remarkable Antoinette starring with her triple
sbmefsault
and Willia Kfauss in
training.
animal
show of patient
They are flanked by Gilly Feindt anchor position, head the fliers.
and Claude Valois, both holdovers. They are flanked by The Flying
Artonys and The Flying Comets^
Finale is “JuQgle Drums’^ and
both of whom give the Concellos a
is built around a rhythmic tomTtom
With the elephants filling good fun for the centre ring spot.
:

With a topnotch routine of free
other
wrist-to-ankle tosses and
biood-curdiefsi
;
‘

;

•

There’s only One wild animal
turn this season, but a hew one and
It’s a
fine, except for being slow.
flock of mixed bears from the
collection in Gj^many,
presented by Albert Rix. Biggest
of the animals, which lookk like
nothing so much ^s a man .in a
phony :bearskln, puts the others
through their paces. Bruins are
wonderfully trained^ but th e act
needs more pacing. ^

Hagenbeck

,

Damoo Photfe’s
Incidentally ,
mixed cat act, which made a stir
last year, has been sold to Alfred
Court, former RB&BB chief animal
trainer, and is now in a Paris circiis.
^

;

Baptiste Schreiber’s Elephants

is

new act, and unusual. Two
pachyderms do some Waltzing and
theme
Newcomer to the thrillers is wind up with One of them Slam?
the rings. Ppening night it failed
to build to the sock finis and flash Leon De Ro^^Sseati, whose specialty ming down a teeterboafd to send
getaway that is required in the; is a backward drop from a 50-foot Schreibef hurtling oh to the back
The; ygo Troupe,
curtainless arena to let the folks tower onto a kind pf mattress af* of the. others.
know this 4s the end, Some revi- fair. It’s a good number, but de also using elephants, 4s back. They
a

.

:

great on both
Another cooS
Loni (ApoE

skill.

Miss

is

Abeen), Dutch foot juggler.

She’s
a real looker, too. She shares thn
spotlights with. Brunn dhd
k n^^^
-tn)uple of fine fcot jugglers
from
Franfce, the Realles Trio,

;

sion of the '^mUslc to get the proper
effect may be the answer.
The Thrillers ^

Wl« tun* that'*

laughs and

newle

works in clown tramp rig, and
winds up doing a strip act while

Newcomers who were uncaught

last week because of the strandiiiff
of their baggage are The Rodolphos
equilibrists; Gran Pilona, tight
wire

standing on his cantering animal,
Holding down the centre again are
the Riding ZoppCs with midget
CUcciola, while at the other end is
the Bostock"'Parent troupe.
Czeslan Mrocikowski, generally
credited with being one of the
world’s' great trainers, is back with

Worker; The Reiffs, trampoline act
and The Idhavls, perch workers/ *
Overly Commercial Clowns

'

Emmett Kelly

missing from

iS

the clown contiiigent for the
first
time in many years; He’k Holiywood-boUnd.
Lou Jacobs is on
hand with a hyped-up version of
the mihiatufe car act which got so
many laughs last year and is due
for even more this Season. Other-

His wife, Qena
LipkoWska, simultaneously fills a
side ring with more of the freefunners, while Andre Fox is on the
other flank. Additional holdovers
are
Charles Peterson's Jockey
pogS; pyramiding on the back 6f
galloping ponies, Eldridge's ponyriding chimps, and Bostock'S educated ponies.
Among the specialists back is
Unus> with his spectacular balancing turh on his forefinger,, and
jiigglef Francis Brunn, who’s just
about uhequalled in his depart?
ment. Franklin & Astrid,. fatherdaughtef hand-to-haiid balancers,
are back, as is the Bokara teeterboard crew.
New is the Adus
Troupe in adagio acrobatics.
Undpubtedly one of the best new
acts this year is The Chaludis, a
his^ liberty horses.'

wise, the clowns are disappointing
There’s not much original or fresli
in their tomfoolery,: and the abundance of downright commercial

;

;

product plugging

way overdone

is

.

for a

show

that^s getting a $6 top.
.

Big plus on the comedy side

is

a

returh act, Guti's Gorilla Parody,
which has been speeded up and

improved. It’s a knockabout routine hingihg on Close timihg.
Menagerie and sideshow depart-

ments offer several changes; the
major one being the absence of
Gargantua.
Not so spectacular,
but even a better show are the two
baby gorillas, Mile, Tbto and Gargahtua II, which have been substituted since the death of the big
fellow. The n|Bw pair ark cute and
gentle as can be (yet) and give
quite a show as they make love to
their nurse and Garetaker, Martha
Hunter, a graduate dietitian and
•

anthropologist.

Second change

in the menageries
the chaining of the pachyderms
back to the wall so that it is impossible to indulge the age-old
sport of feeding them peanuts.
New measure results from the recent accident in Sarasota,; whea
one of the big gals clutched a five?
year-old in her trunk and trampled
him to death. It Was the first time
anything like that has ever happened to the show, and its able
veterinarian, Pr. J. Y. Henderson,
thinks it was a freak unlikely of
repetition.
No chances are being
taken, however, at least for the
is

:

;

time being.

'

TV

^

Influehoe /

Big addition to the sideshows is
television’s “Howdy Doody.’’
It’s
a marionette show similar to Bob
Smith’s air version, and should attract considerable attention among
the kid fans.
“Howdy” is also
seen marching around the arena in
'

the “Dreams” spec number. Sideshows otherwise 'are precisely the
same as a year ago.
Show will be at the Garden until
May 7, when it starts on a tour that
will take it to Chicago and the
Coast and wind it up in Texas.
B.o. opened soft, which is normal,
but is expected to pick up bn the
basis of advance sale.
Arthur M. Concellb is again general manager, with Valdp handling
Richard
the ringmasier chore.
Barsto w provided the choreography, and Thomas Farrer is art
director.
Antoinette Concello is'
:

.

WGAL'TV

X^£L«TV

advertisers are certain

WpEL'Ty

an advertising must

Pennsylvania market. It it the
first and only television station

of three important things. First,
they are assured the clearest picture
for their products. Second, they
reach the entire Wilmington,
Delaware market^the chemical
capital of the world. Third, their
advertising is seen and heard hy an
established, enthusiastic audience
showing a consistent and phenomenal
growth. NBC hetwork shows and
versatile local

is

in the large, prosperous Lancaster,

TV

no other
‘station
reaches this important section..

in the area,

The number of

its

viewers

is

aerial director, and Harry Thomas
director, while Merle
Is batonnihg the band for his
36th Season. Bill Parker does the
vocals and Doug Morris is in
charge of lighting.

equestrian

Evans

showing an amazing growth.
Audience loyalty and appreciation
are assured through skillful local
programming ‘and the top shows of
air four television networks*^
,

NBC,: CBS,

programming make

No

a necessity in this

to

DEAL ON 4

and DuMont.

matter what your product

^if you want

market. Write.

ABC

sell this

extensive

Pennsylvania area you need

WGAL-TV.

.Mercury

with prez Dick Bradley of Tower
label on possible deal whereby
Mercury Will put out 45 rpm and
LP’s Of Bradley’s standardrspeod
waxings, One of major questions
to be overcome is Which label the
45s and

<r6senied

hy JRobert Meeker Associates
CKICAGO

SAN WANCiSCO

NEW

YORK,

IQS

|t<

ANGIUS

McC6llongh, General Manager

WGAl WGAt-tV WGA|>FM

WDCL

taneosfer, Pq-

A

WMUTV

WDEl,

\yilmIngfon> Dai;'

WRAW

WORK

WEST WEfT>

HoEriiburB, Pq.

R«q<iing, Pq.

Yqrk, Pq.

eqston, pq,

BMl on

its

LPs

ahead with

appear on.

will

tOth Anniversary

his Standard

speed

cat-

He

cuts f our briginals. this
Shydeir
week, with augmented
group and four more sides with
Danny Cassella unit.
Bradley has also engaged Robert
Dickey as promotion chief. Tower,
since its inception, has been praetically
organization.
a one-man
alog.

WKB9

Salute to

:

Bradley' was to have set up his
own LP pressihg and distributirig
facilities, but When Mercury expressed interest specifically in Dick
Snyder’s “Bewitched,” both side^
got together. Deal would entail
use of all Mercury facilities in 45
and LP recording;
Bradley, meanwhile, is going
,

STfINMAN SfAtibNS
Clair

TV

a IPs

Chicago, April 11.
Records 'is huddling

:

Bradley wants to, devote himself
the recording end alone.
,

to

April 12, 1950

c>

A Hii Anniversary!
10

pREAT STANDARDS

TELL HER YOU LOVE HER

Want Me to
IReasdns
(I LovejYoii) For S • n t m e nt a
•i
Open the Door, Richard • Jiinslo
Fantosy • Jungle Rhumba 0 Silver
Dew on the Rlue Grass Tohighi p Let Me
Off Uptown • Slowdown o What Word
o Teresa
Is Sweeter Than Sweetheart

Soiiiieday (YouHI

,

i

i

.

'.(RCA-yieter)

^

HAVE I TOLD YOU LATELY
THAT 1 LOVE YOU

Recorded by:

JOE marine a the FRED WARINO POP ORCHESTRA (Deeca)
ALVINO REY (Capitol)
TONY MARTIN {RCA-Victor)
DAVE HAMILTON & HORACE HEIDT (Horace-Heldt)

Recorded hy:
RED FOLEY > JUDY MARTIN
(Dacca)
LULU BELLE and SCOTTY (London)
SONS OF THE PIONEERS

SISTERS (Dacca)

.7;

SNOW WHITE HORSE
AND A GOLDEN SADDLE

\;;-^:.CIlRRENT-;iilTS' ! .3^

TONY MARTIN and FRAN WARREN
(RCA-Victor)
GENE AUTRY (Columbia)

AlAN ROBERTS A POLLY DARR (AblMy)

ROSALIE ALLEN - ELTON BRITT
'

:

BING CROSBY and THt ANDREWS

R*e«r<fed by:

LULU BELLE a SCOTTY {Ldndonl

(RCA-Victor)

THE YVEDDIHG SAMBA

THE GUY WITH THE VOODOO

Recorded by:

Recorded by: RICHARD HAYES (Mercury)
Others to foUow ,

ANDREWS SISTBRS A CARMBN
MIRANDA (Dacca)
BDMONDO ROS (London)

IRVING FIELDS (RCA-VIctor)
ZIGGY ELMAN (MCM)

XAVIER CUCAT

(Columbia)
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HICH ON THE EIFFEL TOWER
from the

RKO

Picture,

"THE

MAN ON THE

EIFFEL

y
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~

V

J

v.

X

mA
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Record by V

fOV"

„i niDR-r

T-BOHE BLUES
^

^ mmrn

~oncl Cbm/ng Upr^

THE MORE

I

(THE LESS

KHOW ABOUT LOVE
I

know AAOUt

Recorded by

CAriTOL-rBoVAteher
R
TtNttESiEM!^''V

LOVE)
ilA)

“F-O'U't-i-S-H

,
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About Talking Alule
Sid Tepper, Roy Brodsky and
Irving Mills have written a tune
called "Francis, the Talking Mule,”
following * the snaring by Mills

Music of ^^he rights to that title
Minority stockholder suit has
been filed in N. Y. sjiprenie against prised of drums, giiitar, bass and from Arthur Lubin, director of the
Film deals
Robbins Music Corp. to compel the conga drum. Musician-wise, it’s an li-I pic, "Francis.”
accomplished
outfit with a "Talking” Mule,
company to pay a dividend of at extremely
shareholders.
to
least $1,000,000
whose excellent solo and section
Film coinpanV will work with
DISPUTED
Plaintiff in the action is composer- work aroused a wistful desire sev- Mills on the exploitation of the
Illinois Jacquet'a squabble with
arranger .IloniehicQ Savirto» who, eral times during the evening to number; First recording set bn it
Advance Music over the jimmy
holds 45 shares of Robbins common hear it put its talents to less eso- is LouiS: Prima, who cut it this
Mtindy-Al Stillman tune, "Doncha
butteric jaz? /interpretations.
or 9% of the 500 shares
\veek.,‘^':;
Go Away Mad,” was amicably
atahdingi
:
,
bbrps of 10 arrangers has supA
besides
^ast wbbk, Advance is
settled
Named as defendants
plied Kenton With a program of
drawing up a hew contract which
Robbins are Loew’s, Inc.i 20th-Fox
.

ON

*.

i

;

jazz originals with much spectacular superficiality but little heart
and substance. Too often hysterical formlessness passes for the true
modern jazz progressiveitess which

Film Coi’p.» Charles C. MoskpWite,
Joseph H. Moskowitz, Jes^^^ T.
C.
Mills, Joseph R. Yog^, W.
Michael and- J. Robert ftiibin'.- Jt .s
directors
charged that Robbins’
declared and paid phly $525,000 _in
v

will include jacquet as writer of
jacquet’b beef rioted
tune,
that nunibCr was a lyrical version
of the instrumerital "Black Velvet,”
which he w*’bte in collaboration
withMomiyi;
^
Advarice's recognitiori of
jacquet's claim entitles the bandleader to an equal share of the
royalties with Mond Y ^bd Stillman,
it’s understood that the collaborator status was the result of an

the

Keiitbn is apparently seeking; too
often the end result sounds more
divvies .since- Jari. 1,. 1939, despite like a desire merely tO be different
net profits of about $?,300,000,
rather than to create a new and
As of March 31i 1949, according^ brilliant jazz form. The most honto the complaint, Robbins’ earned est jazz of the 'evening was "Monsurplus amounted to $1,062,665 and tage,” a potpourri of past Kenton
at present that sum is believed to arrangements and disk hits, which
Milwaukee.
agreemerit between Jacquet and
have increased to about $l,800,^‘ ha^^d the advantage of being free Editor, yAiiiEiY:
acMundy and was unknown to Ad000, At least $1,000^0 of this
of the eftortfuL striving for strange
interested
I
was
corisiderabiy
in
is
cumulated surplus, it’s claimed,
tonal and rhythmic effects that the story of the March 8 VahietV vance.
"completely unnecessary for pres^ marked the rest of the
progtami.
in which you outline the annoyent and anticipated business needs.
Outstanding soloist was Maynard ance of New York contactmen at
isto
It’s also charged that Jgobbins
Ferguson,
trumpeting
what they term the high-handed
is;
whose
of
no
held
and
sued no, annual report
virtuoso proportions. A high, clear manner being taken toward them
regular meetings.
oil
tone, masterful technique and blaz- and their tunes by disk jockeys,
Revievidng the history of RobApollo Records, New York disksuit ing attack made his program spot It seems that, the gentlemen comSavino’s
oymership,
bins*
the most exciting interlude of "the plain bitterly about the fact that ery specializing iri blues and
maintains that since 1939 Loew’s
two-hour proceedings.
in niany cases they cannot get to rhythm, has made a deal with the
has owned no less than 51% of
June: Christy, back with Kenton the disk jockeys but are stopped Monarch Manufactiiririg Go. of Los
the publishing company's outstand^
after some months as a single, at the information desk.
Angeles to press and release its
ing stock while 20th-Fox allegedly
showed well and lent her throaty
1 wonder whether it isn’t time records on the Coast.
has held about 26%: .since 194T. By
torching
to
a
half-dozen
ballads
Monarch will handle distribution
for these gentlemen to realize that
virtue of its share holdings, comand up-tempo tunes, some of which radio, and now television, west and for Apollo, and its subsid label,
plaint adds, Loew’s dominates all
Robbins directors and dictates the found her struggling valiantly southwest of New York, operates Hill and Coontry, in 11 western
against screaming brass and clut- just a little differently than New states.
company’s acts aiid policies.
tered arrangements. But, as With York does. If
and WTMJAction claims that over the past
the orch'itselL She Wound up each TV are any criterion, and I think
called disk jockey has other work
11 years Lbew’s has conspired
number
to a near-ovation from the they are, these men who are so
with Robbins’ directors to accuto do and he just doesn’t have
easy-to-please
Kenton
partisans,
bitterly
complaining
ought to the time to sit down and listen
mulate wrongfully an Unreasonably
who
paid
in
approximately
$12,700
publishing
familiarize
themselyes
the
with
of
the
large surplus but
to reasons why he should plug
at a $3.60 top over the two nights. fact that it isn’t necessary
to com various tunes. If the tune has any
firm’s net profits. By withholding
Concert’s
odd
twists
were not tact the stations personally to get merit he will Play it of his own
dividends in proper proportion to
limited to the musical product their numbers played.
If they took accord (provided the publisher or
earnings, it’s contended that Lpew’s
alone. Following the intermission, greater pains to see that
their manufacturer has supplied the stahas benefited whereas the rights
the. musicians reappeared in light
records and music reached the stat- tion with the necessary material)
and interest of minority stocktan
suits
and
brown
shoes,
after
tions in
the first place they
holders have been disregarded.
The .idea of a so-called songhaving played the first half in blue wouldn’t have to spend ;the money
Savino, represented by Zissu &
plugSer traveling all the way to
Marcus, also seeks an injunction to jackets, gray trousers and black to travel, out in the sticks to urge •Milwaukee just to contact those of
shoes, From a showmanship angle the use of their
numbers.
This our staff to whom is delegated the
restrain the defendants' from ephthe switch was commendable, but station, for one and our
station programming of certain periods
tinuing the "unreasonable” surplus,
Although the suit was.„ filed last for an orch whose sole aim is sup- at Wausau, spend more time in gives one the feeling that there
>posed to lie^ in a new, striking ap- contacting publishers and
record is a waste of time, effort and
January, it failed to come to light
proach to jazz irlodernism, show- manufacturers urging their coopuntil this week when the litigants
money that could be put to far
manship* can go by thC' board. The eration in keeping the station adbroke out in a flurry of motions.
better use if those involved underMore or less jumping: the gun, change of clothes was ostentatious vised of what tuneis they have stood the average station’s operaand
without
meaning—
rather
like
available
than we really ought to tions.
Loew’s, et al., moved to examine
the Kenton "innovations iii mod- have to.
Savirio before trial while the comWalter J. Vamm
ern music” themselves.
Rich.
In the average station the soposer-arranger sought to do the
Gen’l Mgr., WTMJ.
same with the defendants. MeanWhile, Zissu & Marcus have moved
of April 8
to vacate Loew’s'notice of examinatibn on the contention that the
defendants are not entitled to quiz
the plaintiff.
Merciiry
1.
IF I
::
YOlf WERE COMING (4) (Robert)
j Eileen Barton
. .
.
Coral
I (jgo7.g{ji Gibbs
;

;,

.

WTMJ

^

Early revival of traveling name

band bookings

iri

Broadway

pres-

entation houses, following a threeyear dearth due to a union row
looms as a strong possibility this
week, Broadway theatre execs and
Local 802 heads are slated to meet
with American Federation of Musiclaris’ national officers ThursdaV
(13) or Friday (14) in an attempt
to ink a deflrittlve settlement.
Origlpal dispute stemmed from
Local 802 ’s demands for standby
crewi of New York musicians
whenever a traveling band was engaged in a N, Y. theatre, Projected agreement, however, would
clear up this situation by elimiriating standbys b u t guaranteeing
Local 802 meiribers a itiiriinium of
26 weeks a year; While this question is virtually settled, issue still
DUtstaridirig is the union’s demand
for $240,000 in back pay allegedly
accuiriulated While traveling bands
were workhig in Broadway houses.
Committee of Broadway theatre
execs, inciuding Bob Weitman, of
Paramount; Frank Phelps, of the
Capitoi; and Oscar A. DOob, of
Lbew’s, are pressing for reductibh
of this surii.
While the band dispute is a
Local 802 matter, james G. Peprexy, has intervened
trillb,
in the negotiations in an effort to
'

AFM

reach a quick agreement. Petrillo
was instrumental In getting Local
802 to waive its standby claims
during the recent Les Brown booking at the Paramount after Bob
Hope made a personal plea to the

AFM

Rex

chief.

Rlccardi,

Pe-

exec aide, will join Richard
McCann, Local 802 prez, and
Charles R. lucci, local’s exec secretary, in the upcbriiing negotiations.
trillo’s

i

to

.
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(Acuff-Rose)
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4.

Carnegie Concert
New York stop on his

ENJOY YOURSELF

(Morris)
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5.
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two successive concerts by
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VPerfy Como
\ Dinah Shore.
Tony Martin
binah Shore

(Disney)

.

NQ TOMORROW (18) (Paxton)
MAN AROUND THE HOUSE (Morfis)
CRAZY-HE CALLS ME .(6) (Massey).
SITTING BY THE WINDOW (Shapiro.B)
I

CANDY AND CAKE (Oxford)
PETER cottontail (Hill-Range)
DEAR hearts^ GENTLE PEOPLE (15)
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will

Mercury
be the

numbers. Company has made an
arrangeinent with the latter grou
age:- cut.

.Columbia

.

Cplumbia
Decca
.Mer<^ry
.:m^G‘M
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..Columbia
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.

10.1

.

Scholl,

currently

Decca

.Coluntbia
.

musical comedy
appearing In
"texas Lil. Darling” on* Broadway,
has been inked to ari exclusive disk*
ing pact by National Records.
Schbirs initial number for National will be "Open Parachute,”
a special tune angled bn the singer’s wartime paratrooper service.

Victor

.Columbia
.Columbia

... ;

Danny

singer

.

.

.

the

regular

for a lower guarantee and pcrcenl>

Capitol
Victor

, ;

through

main recording artist on the kiddie
label. With Mercury also occasionally using its pop artists on special

a

.

...

;

Snooky Lanspn
•fohring Long ;

number pl ineeks song ha^

Decca

:

..Decca
.Columbia-

•

{.Sinatra-ModernairCs
(

iFigures. in parentheses iridtcate

Mercury Records

"Two Ton” Baker

.Mercury
^

Mindy Carson ,
Arthur Godfrey
Gene Autry
Dinah Shore .....
(Bing Crosby.
(

•
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...Victor
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(Robbins)
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Cvpsby-Andrcws
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BIBBfpi BOBBIDi

the resort. Jerry

Johnson, former manager of tht
Cavalier hotel, Virginia Beach, Va.,
will he resident manager of the
hotel, assisted by Holland Howell.
William Snyder will be in charge
of food, beverages and entertainment, while E. S. Starr will head
up the midway and concessions.
Nothing definite has been detei^
mined for the ballroom, which has
played name bands for the past 10

tontail,”

.Decca

,

Regan ......
Gordon Jenkins Johnny Desmond

Phil

Doris bay
:
{ Frankie
Laine
\ Temessee Ernie

(Amiricaii)

(5)

of

kiddie ; field with a 49c
platter. Tunes will he put on standr
ard lO-irichers, which will be reI

e • • 4.*

_

istration

ing the

0 •

(Morris)

Melrose owns and Operates six
Ohio hotels under g,m. D. M;
Schneider, who: will’ direct admin-

As a result of the upbeat in the
juve market with such big-sellers
as ’‘Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer” and the current ‘"Peter Cot-

Victor
Coral

,

.

(Leeds)

ings.

Mercury Entering
Kid Field at 49c

.Coral
Victor

,

Bros.

Russ Morgan

owners and operators, and the C.
T. Melrose hotel interests signed
a 10-year lease by which the latter
assumes full control of all resort
activities.
Boeckling is confining
itself to residential real estate hold-

years.

Ldndon

....

,

Lake Erie resort, opens, the
1950 season June. 16 under new
operators. The G.A. Boeckling Co.,
w.k.

:\Victor

.

......... .Decca

Ralph Flanagan
MaTtin-Warfen

Ames

.

.

.

.

,

Gug Lombardo.
Ames Bros.

Capitol

....

.

..... ...
.

.

.Decca

Staff ord'MacRae
Arif on

.

Reswt

Sandusky, O., April ll.
After over 50 years under the
same management. Cedar Point,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Sammy Kaye

•

I

^

;

•

(Chappell) ...

DADDY’S LITTLE GIRL (Beacon)
MY FOOLISH HEART (Santly-Joy)

.

modern m^gi^

(2)

•

.

.

Second Groiip

.1941
to
1946 ^ Kenton
his rebellion against conservative jazz delineations "Artistry in Rhythm;’’
’46 until
last year it was "progressive jazz.”

Current Kenton iristrumentation
breaks down into a: string section
riumbering 13 fiddles, three violas
and three cellosl a five-man reed
section which doubles on ohoe.
Bute and bassoon;; five trumpets and,
five trombones two French horns
and a tuba, and four rhythm com-

(Words-Miisic)

)

;

,

.

/

(3)

‘

tagged

,

RAG MOP
I

'/

Currently it’s "Innovations in Modern Music For 1950”
and the
word “innovations” is a distinct
understatement for the. Weird harmonic and rhythmic trappings that
surrounded such titles as ’‘Trajectories,” "Incident in Jazz-” "Mirage” and "Amazonia.” Kenton’s
quest for new, fresh /sounds in
jazz scoring results more in a
blatant refutation of rather than
any mere innovation in, the accepted pattern of even the most

FAIR

.

.

London

.Rainbow
.Decca
.Detca
.
Decca
Columbia

.

IDoris Dag.
yMertnan-Bolger

j

and whistles from a near-capacity
audience which for the most part
w'asn’t any too sure of what he
waS; trying to prove and didn’t
care as long as it came out loud,
hot and wild— which it did, all too

From

(Laurel)

(5)

THIRD MAN THEME

his new 38-piece aggregation. This
year’s Kenton crusade bn behalf
of jazz modernism brought cheers

frequently.

DEARIE

.

.

.

.

current national tour, Stan Kenton
carried his determined, nine-yearr
old onslaught against conventional
jazz into normally staid Carnegie
Hall Saturday night ( 8 ) for the
first of

Guy Lombardo

S
*
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the
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Teresa Brewer
Eddie Miller
Red Foley ...
Bing Crosby ...

0.,

,

.

f

tuondon i

MllbUrn, Orioles Packaefed
Milburn’s breh arid the

Amos

Orioles, vocal qbiritet, have been
packaged for a series bf eight
southern one-niters beginning Wednesday (19) at the City Audito-

Wednesday, April 12, 1950

A major gnpe

many

pf

in

OBCVfiSTIMlS-iHnCSIC

th«>

fraternity
pul?li$hirig
is
music
being directed at ftC A Victor,
particular respect to its artists apd

repeiidire

the

department

squawking revolves- arpund; the ai“unapproachable”
and
ledgedly
“uncooperative” attitude of the
publishers
and
tdv^rd
men
r.
&
a;
their plug material.
According^ to yeteraii inusiemen
who have Worked fpr years with
various a. Sc r. regimes ‘at yictor,
as well as other dlskeries, at no
time in the past have they found
i

'

such difficulty in bringing their
tunes to the attention of recording
executives as they are eKperiencing
now at Victor, Pubs say that it’s
“practically impossible” 'to get Joe
Csida j Victor a. & r. head, oh the
Music men contend they
phone.
r.
don’t get this aloofness from hi
execs of any bther major waxworks.
Csida’s explanation for the situatioii
is
that there gust aren’t
enough hours in the day to give
publishers the tiieatment they think
they deserve. He also points out
that, unlike some other a. & r,
men, he wants to be in personally
oh every waxing date, which keeps
him out of his office for 18 to 20
hours a week, during which he
might otherwise be able to talk to
all the pubs Who claiin they can’t
reach him*
Present Victor recording setup
has Henri Rene, Dewey Be rgmany
Charles' Grean and Hugo Winterhalter, all assistants to Csidav assigned individually ^to different
groups of publishers for. initial
screening^of new songs. Pubs say
that the reaction of these four contacts is usually noncommittal, following which lack of definite reaponse the material goes to Victor
for final decision by Gsida. Gsida’s
contention is that with the thous*
ands of songs submitted to a disk
company, this screening process is
the most workable and practical, if
any order is to be brought to the
icheduling of numbers for waxing.
This system, however, pubs asiert, allows them none of the traditional opportunity to sit down with
the a. & r. head himself and kick
around a song’s merits, or its possible suitability to' a particular
artist’s talents.
Even when a tune
Is accepted for disking, publishers
with years of experience dealing
with talent and material febl that
a rapport between themselves and
recor^ng managers is necessary to
produce the best possible platters
through working together on artist,
•ong and type of arrangement.

&

:

Hollywood, April 11
U. S* While
operation is alWbat may amount to a private lowed Under that
special cpnditipns,
printing for exploitation purposes
chiefs are now set upon.
Only is being worked but by War- Gleaning
.up a condition that has
ners .bn .an album, of four sides
tun wild in the last couple of years
etched by Doris Day and Gordon with a
resulting
MacRae for the film “Tea for Two.” lean iriiisiciaris’ increase in Amer^
unemploy merit.
Unusual approach stenis from the
Practice of making masters in
fact that, neither Columbia which
Europe has grown to such an exwaxes Miss Day, nor Gapiiol> which tent since the
end of the war that
has Macrae, would agree to a deal. several
di'skories arie how .existing
Studio originally wanted to pair solely on that
basis both in the pop
the singers, on either label, as a and longhair
fields.
In some cases
booster for the film, with the wax- the disk
companies make it a regeries splitting the profits.
After ular policy of etching masters
two turndowns, Warners decided to abroad as a means of cutting
costs.
present its own album, consisting Scale for the foreign
musicians
of two Columbia platters and two usually ranges frbm
$5 to $10 ari
Capitol platters, and send it put to hour, coiripared to the
basic
about 10,000 people ag an exploita- hourly scale of $41.
tion gimmick. Studio hopes a deAnother practice which the
mand for retail sales may be cre- leaders is aiming to stop involves
ated, in which case a distribution .the wholesale buyouts
by U’ S.
plan wil I be worked outr
compariies of foreign tape libraries.
Several continental outfits, such as
Radio Berlin and the. Bavarian
State Opera, have made available
t.o several
U: S. labels complete
longhair catalogs on ready-to-use
tapes. While the low Costs for such
blasters have friade possible the
pressing of many important longhair conipositions on iong-playing
disks,
heads are concerned
After many 5^ears with Decca, over the ciose-out of job opportuHildegarde is now an exclusive nities for Ui S, musicians resulting
Capitol
recording artist. Song- from such deals.
Major U, S* platter outfits, such
stress’ manager,, Anna Sosehko, obas RCA Victor, Columbia and
jected to Decca withholding several Decca,
also distribute records made
albums and not plugging her cur- abroad. However, it’s pointed out
rent pops, and instead she will get that these companies also cut and
a buildup from Cap.
press disks in the U. S. for foreign
Both sail today (Wed.) on the distribution through their overseas
America for European concert subsidiaries. This type pf recipdates, of which June 2, 3 and 4 rocal Operation will contiriue .to be
will be the highlights. Hildegarde okayed by the AFM.
is giving thi'ee galas those nights
at the Theatres des Champs-Elysees, besides concerts in London,

53 rpm, and Six re-releases*
New numbers include works by
Beethoven, Tschaikovsky, Haydn,
Ravel, WegUer ‘and Mozai't.

.

AFM

Shelley Sues

was

lifted

Gladys Shelley charged in a‘$100,000 infringement suit filed in N. Y,
Federal court last week, Named as
defendants are Morris and tunesihiths Jack Elliott and Harold
'Spina.

AFM

Harry Archer iri 1942, contend.^
that Elliott and Spina had access
to her number to enable them to
appropriate its basic idea and
theme in the Morirs sbpg*

:

i

'

•

AFM

^

I

.

AFM

Belgium and Italy; also some BB€
television programs and 4 number
of electrical transcriptions to be
made in London. *

3

S. strawhat, niteiy arid concert
bookings, thf^ latter under the F.C.

U.

Schang,

Coppicus-Fred
agement.

Jr.,

•

.

,

j

'

I

I

1

!

I

1

{

i

!

!

;
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They return end-June to resume

Ways

at

CoL In

man-

As part of CBS’ policy of pacting
its

artists

in three-way radio,

TV

I

and disking

latter ever since.

deals,

understood Miss Kirsten’s disk

It’s

RCA COVER-UP reucr

“Let’s Go to Church Next Sunday
Morning,” a side originally made
by Margaret Whiting and Jimrhy

Wakely for

Carle Cracks House

Capitol.

Capitol’s disk
has beeri showing strength, with
the likelihood of an early break
into the hit lists.
Como’s version

Record

The William Morris agency |s pact calls for a $60,000 guarantee
among those showing interest in. spread over five years With royalthe aggregation. Though outfit has ties ranging from, 5 io 10c per di.sk.
it

!

reportedly wants the orch for ra-

,

scuttled

dio

band department,

its

Kaye, incidentally,

and TV.

scheduled for a

number

of

England engagemerits next

is

New

irionth.

the
Among the
Roseland Taunton Mass May 6
the Auditorium, Worcester, May 7;
Canobie Lake, Salem Mass., May
12, and Lake CompoUnce, Bristol,
slated

dates

ai’e

,

Gorin

,

May

has been backgrounded witri a
choir for a churchlike atmosphere
While covering the rivar comtime,
She’ll receive the higher payoff on panics, Victor, at the same
public domain material, on which is attempting to cut down the time
leader’s illness had led tri rumors
process
between
the
cutting
spread
no publisher royalties are paid. It’s
that he would be bedded for a
expected that the Sinatra-Kirsten and distribution of disks. Formernumber of months.
teamup Will be extended to vocal ly, the spread ranged between two
Dolly Huston, canary with Hie
at
Victor
putting
weeks,
the Columbia label. and three
duets on
Carle orch, did not continue wiih
Columbia Records has also tied a disadvantage with fast-breaking
crew When it resumed last
up most of the talent on Arthur platters. Currently, the riniargin has Mhe;
ieand TV been narrOwed down to about 1, 0 weekend. Tefiy Steven.s is the
Godfrey’s CBS radio
piaeemerit.
woiking
succeeded
in
Victor
days,
.shows, ihcludirig Jariette Davis arid
Kirk
Bill Law- fast On the Edd^ Cantor-L^sa
the Mariners ^quartet;
Annie” and
rence, whose pact with RCA Victor ver.siori of “Juke Box
includinitial
‘Mu$ic, Music’ \Vritefs
Milton
Berle’s
r ari out receritlyv is also slated to
ing his number, “I’ll kill You a
move over to Columbia.
Coiii(M>se Similar
Time.?,”; and the promising
execs, pri the other hand, Million
Berrtie Baiim and Stephen Weiss,
My Mama,”
are shovi’ing no. sigris of tying op novelty, “I Found
writers of the hit tune “.Mu.sic,
their artistis iri various fields with:
Mu.sic, Music,” have come up w itii
three-way deals. Although Mariie
another number in a similar vein.
Sacks is in the talent market as
New song is labeled “IT I Gel v
Louis Jordan’s Tympany Five
director of/ artifits relations for
Self a Choo Chop Train arid Go
thi.s
the
south
tbrOugh
Swing
disk
wilt
and
both RGA's broadcasting
65 Far. Far Away,” The initial puhapproximately
playing
divisions, the company Is not par- fall
the ne^vb’-forrried Ne.dEngagements, booked by JicatiOn of
ticularly aiming at package setups. dates.
son Music, “Chdo Choo Train’
Sacks indicated that talent will Oeneral Artists Corp., w’ill begin looks set for a heavy disk ride.
cover
continue to be inked for either ra- late in September. Tour W
Tune is scheduled for waxing by
dio-TV or disks with three-way the entire south through Texas.
Capitol and Decca.
National,
$85,000
about
Combo will draw
deals to be made only where the
particular arti.st fitled the require- in guarantees plus some percent- Georgia Gibbs ha? already recorded the riumber foiv Coral.
ages*
meriis of both NBC arid Victor.
|

14.

currently at the Capitol,

is

in Sioux City

Frankie Carle, playing his fir.st
date last Saturday (8) at Tambi
Ballroom, Sioux City, la., since
recoveririg from the nervous collapse that kept him out of action
for several week, broke the house
record iri drawing $3,172. Piajiist-

,

.

,

,

.

RGA

—

Tune

.

-

Cthel Smith Music Corp., which
previously has released only organ
solos and organ- books in its yearold history, is publishing its first
straight song. Written by Ray Cartune is
ter and Lucile Johnson
tagged “I Take Thee, Dear.”
At the same time, the pub is
also bringing put“Ethel Smith's
Wedding Music” for the piano. It’s
a. companion volume to the organorgan
Hanimond
ist-composer’s

M

.

.

Miss Shelley, who claims she collaborated on “Gotta Have” with

.

.

from her

tune, “You Gotta Have a Man
Around the House,” songwriter

.

'

Edwin H. Morris’ “It’s So Nice to
He
a Man Around the House,”
Y*
which has been cUmbihg into the N.
hit category,

'

.

,

,

On ^Man Around House’

,

tors,

,

Columbia Records has inked Abe Burrows to an
No decision has been made ypt exclusive disking pact. Formerly
as to whether or not Samniy Kaye with Decca, the comediari-writer
will ; renew his General Artists
was recently signed to a one-yfear
Corp^. contract, which runs out the
CBS deal for video and radio. BurTosci's SpMial Series
end of this month. According to rows sliced his initial sides for CoKaye's personal manager, Dave lumbia
last week.
Released by Victor Krengel, there have been a number
Recent inking of Dorothy Kirof pitches made from other agen- sten
by Columbia also stemmed
In conjunction with the start of cies.
Kaye left Music Corp. of
Arturo Toscanini's spring tour America iri September, ’47, going from her costarnng rple with
Frank Sinatra on the CBS acrossfollowing a Carnegie Hall, N. Y.,
over to GAC, and- he’s been with the-board “Light Up Time” show.
concert Friday (14), RCA Victor is

releasing a special series of 11
conipositions
conducted by the
maestro. Among, the albums will
be six Slew Toscanini pressings^
Which have also been packaged on

Chicago, April It.
"Leading Amusement park operawho at the eiid of last summer
were complaining about business to
the point Where they threatened to
drop name bands, are eonfidently
Deeca’s ejarnings for the first booking
big names and expressirig
quarter of, 1950 Were slightly high- expectations of a good season.
er than the $280,000 netted in the
Eleven of the natlpii^S biggest
saine period last year, according to parks have decided to use name
bands,
and, seven of them, already
prexy Milton R. Rackmil's statemerit at the arihuai stockholders have booked some. Chicago offices
meeting yesterday (Tues.) iri New of the three main band bookirig orYork. While sales volume was ap- ganizations, Music Gprp. of Amerproximately equal during the two ica, General Artists Gorp. and
quarters, higher profit was garr Associated Booking Cbrp., feel that
riered this year via operating econ- the confidence of the artiusemerit
omies put into effect early in 1949. park operators is another indicaLast year’s initial quarter earnirigs tiori that the big band business is
were equivalerit to 36c per share on its way back.
One big park has decided riot lo
on the 776,500 outstanding shares
usC name bands this year. Th is is
of comirion stock.
r
All directors of Decca Were re- Riverview Park, Des Moines, which
will u.se local bands on. a four-day
elected Joi’ the ricxt fiscal year.
•week basis.
Average sieason of these pa rk
is 14 Weeks, starting toward the
end of May and ending Labor
Day. This represent?; in these 11
parks alone, a total of 154 weeks of
playing time. But since four parks
book for one-week jobs, six /or two
weeks, and one for from two to
four weeks, they represerit a total
In a move to cur^il :disk-boot- ,pf
apprqxiiriately
100 separate
legging. Local 802, American Fed- dates* And all Indications are that
eratiori of Musicians, is putting a ^very pne of these dates will be
filled by. name dance bands.
tight clamp on audition records
A total of 18 bands have already
now widely used in Tin Pari Alley
been bOoke’d into seven of the
as a means oL selling new tunes. parks, and these seven are now neUnder the new AFM ukase, musi- gotiating to fill the rest of their
cians are flatiy banned from mak- schedules. The bookirig lineup at
ing any audition record under scale this early stage is this:
except those to he used for the sale
Lakeside Park, Denver: Frankie
Of live radio shows.
Tommy Dorsey.
A flock of audition records, made Carle,
Elitch Gardens, Denver: Leighby union musicians below scale for
ton Noble, Lawrence Welk, Orrin
composers wanting to showcase
Tucker, Eddy Howard, Ch uck
their tunes for publishers and disk
Foster, Dick Jurgens.
companies, have recently been
Kenny wood P ark; Pittsburgh
turning up in the commercial market, with no payoff to the perform- Larry Fotine, Tommy Ryan.
Island, Cincinnati: Ralph
Coney
ers.
Such records have either been
sold to or stolen by fly-by-night disk Flanagan, Johnny Long, Clyde Mcoutfits which have packaged them Coy, Elliot Lawrence.
Les
Steel Pier^ Atlantic City:
for the retail trade.
Art
Under the new AFM rulirig, spe- Brown, Claude Thornhil
Henrj^ Busse, Larry
cial disks for the music biz will Mooney,
now have to be cut in regular re- Fotine.
Centennial Terrace, $ylvania* 0.:
cording sessions;
Any composer
or publisher making such an ’’audi- Johnny Long, Clyde McCoy, Elliot
tion” platter Will be required to Lawrence.
Wall Lake, Mich.; Ffankie Carle,
pay each musiciari'the full scale of
$41 per hour arid to use an AFM- Johnny Long.
Reps
of Peony Park, Omaha, and
licensed platter company.
Forest Park Highlands, St. Louis,
Were here last week to negotiale
dates. Eastward Gardens, Detroit,
and Dutch Mill, Lake Deievan,
Wise., have not yet started booking
blit have indicated that they v ill
maintain big band policy all
Following through its neiw policy
through the summer.
of covering rival company material,
RCA Victor has put Perry Como on

American Federation of Musimapping an early craickdowh on a flock of disk companies
which have been taping numbers
abroad and pressing them in the
cians is
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Lyric

With

‘Plaything'

Annual g

Tnc;,

a

of

line

Gomppsers, Authocs and Pubbeen set for Tuesday,
April 25, at .the Hotel Plaza, N. Y;

of.

lishers has

BMI-pub-?

the

in

lyric

of the Ainet'icaii Society

Revisions meeting

Writers'

between Broadcast Music,
and two of the networks over

Tiff

Major disk companies are currently voicing a gripe against newsreviewers that exactly parallels the Hollywood
stance versus the film critics. It revolves around the “excessive” play,
and-praise given to foreign-made disks by the critical fraternity. The
situation has become particularly acute in the last year with the influx
into the longhair field of several dozen outfits with only a handful of
foreign-cut works in their catalogT

era! niembership paper and mag record

e n

the business conthroueh the afterReleases of these companies now practically dominate The music
dinner scheduled Columns of the New York dailies add sdejh mags as the Saturday
About 700-800 of Review of Literature. Major company execs point put, however, tliat
p.m.
disputed for 7:30
couplet to: replace
the ASCAR membership are ex- they are the only ones supporting such columns via heavy adVertislhg
one;
coin. In addition, such. companies as RCA Victor, Columbia and Decoa
orthe busi- are especially burned by the almost Vaiitpinatlc praise” given to the
,
While that fndy have' been
technicaT qiiality of foreign recordings'.
^stiW:" "Number
accurate five or six years ago, it’s maintained that the quality of today’s
cleared by the two webs when Mort;
uridef; ?he piroWStoL U. S. disks are at leas^^
^^^"J^tated
equal
the
foreign pressings
of
best
j
Garsbn and Mack Discant, writers
of the recent consent decree. Prooif
the song, substituted the rer
posed changes itiust later be voted
The rivalry in the pop field between RCA Victor’s, 45 rpm disk and
vised wordagev
bn by mailed ballot
Golumbia’s seven-inch 33 rpm platters is generating soine novel couiAnnual meefirig of the ASCAP petitive angles; One of the most unusual developments is pccurring
board of directors will probably in the equipmeht; manufacturing field: Where the V^M company
of
take place a cbuple of days after Chicago is producing a phono maching that automatically plays
l2-incU
Board at and lO-irich platters in addition to seven-inch 45 rpm disks but
the general powwow:
won’t
"
that time will elect hew officers carry the Golumbik seven4iich 33
rpm.
In a move to buttress its talent bf the Society. ReelCction of prexy
The machine is being instaUed in regular radio-phonp convbinations.
Ahlert for a third term It’s understood RCA is paying a royalty tO:
roster, Decca has been showing
to manufacture the
heavy; activity inf inking additional would mean I'escinding^ the rule playback according to its specifications;
an
ASCAP president may
artists over The past, couple ofVlhat
The V-M company also produces a specijil 33 rpm attachment for
weeks. Latest names to come into succeed hjmself only once. Several Columbia under the latter’s trademark.
the diskery's fold include Derihis key board members, ho\vevei\ are
James, video spieler; Bobby Ben^ of the opinion that .lib difficulty
McKeesport^ Pa.,! stacting A prll 2 1.
son
kiddie disk performer, and wilt be experienced in keeping
IN
Tour, which started off at the
voca Lists Rose Murphy and Betty ,Ahlert in office.

was

“Plaything”

lishcd

straight-

;

.-

.

-

,

'

:

.

It

dh established fact

is

that the success of the Mu-

'

OFNEWMSK

predicated
sic
oil performdhces of songs
on Records, Radio and Tci*"
Busihess

is

^

vision.

<

,

.

:

The R-H Logging System is the
only weekly survey which encompasses and rneters all these
Business.
3 phases ol the: Music

92yo of the Executives of
the Advertising Agencies,

i

;

Baked q Cake

2.

Peter Cottontail

3.

Music Music Music

4.

It Isn't

5.

My

Foolish Heart

8.

9.

Deorie

that’ll wind up ka, Missouri and Wisconsin. Music
when the prch checks in Cdrp. of America booked.

seven-week swihg
Chicago, April 11.
week signed a
contract with Columbia Records.
Pact ruhs for one year with op-

June

1

for a four-week date at the VWaldorf-Astdria’s Stkrlight Ropf> N.Y.
Lombiirdo is completely booked for
one-niter stands except for a weektions;
Griffin
achieved
prominence loiig stay at the Vogue Terrace,
With his Rondo Recbrd version of
‘’Yon Can’t. Be True, Dear.'’
He

Ken

dates to his film and recording
Cowboy-singer has been
chores.
by General Artists Gorp;
and is scheduled to hit the nitery
Plans for
trail early next month;
a theatre tour in the fall are also
in the makjng.
Wakely, who rates as one of Capitol Records’ top platter m'tists, is
also under contract to Monogram.

Griffin last

Frank IVojinaroWski’s orch, po •
ka specialist, set for a two-week
tour of New. England beginning
I

.

Sunday

(16).

;

has been dickering with various
companies for the past few weeks,

signed

Rondo contract

since his

expired.

Musical director Mitch Miller concluded the fact for Columbia while
Milo Stelt, J. J. Levin and Jack

Ent^rtaihineiit Cfrgaii

,

’

Fair

Candy and Cake
Rag Mop
Sunshine Cake

7.

.

Niteries fpr Wak^^
Jimmy Wakely is adding nitery

[

6.

assignment.
Coral Records, Decca’s subsid,
has also just signed singers Georgia.
Gibbs and Matt Dennis, In addition, Decca; last week reTjacted Russ
tial

gospel singer.

the top performances Of
songs on records are os
1. I'd've

1

Morgan’s prch and Marie Knigh^

this

ANNUAL

Queehshury hotel in Glen Falls,
N. Y., will carry the band through
Ohio, Pennsylvania. Michigan, I
Guy Lombardo launched his an- diana, Washington, Illinois, Iowa,
nual spring tour Monday (10) in a Minnesota, .South Dakota, Nebras-

james is doing a Mother’s
Day album of recitations as his ini-

Reilly,

Radio Stations, Networks,
and Packoge Producers get
the R-H Logging Systeiiu

follows:

LOMBARDO

.

,

m

Mutual Entertainment Agency, handled negotiations
Russell, of the

s

new

for Griffin.

71

anists
the top 30 songs of the week (more in case of ties), based oh,
the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular
Music Broadcast over Radio fretworks. Published by the Office of
Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman„ Director.

10. Enjoy Yourself

'

5.
Etc.

songs on radio ore os follows:
^
1. rd'ye Baked a Cake
2. Girl That I Marry
Gim)
( Annie Get Your
3. My Foolish Heart

(My

Foolish Heart)
4. Peter Cottontail
5.

God's Country

6.

It

Week

Survey

The top performances of

A Dream Is
Ask Me No

March 31-April

of

“After playing the ‘Mighty Wurlitzer* at Radio City

Music Hair for the past seventeen year|,“ says Dick

1950

6,

Leibert, ‘U Ve haturailY acquired a great deal of respect for

Wish Your Heart Makes--t“Cinderella’' Disney
Questions
......
Witmark
......
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.
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.

^
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.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

new instrument now makes

.

•

.

“In bringing out the new Wurlitzer Entertainment Organ,
I feel that you are -opening new opportunities for
organists by meeting a very definite need. This splendid

.

.

.

,

Wurlitzer performance and the Wurlitzer name.

I

...
Bewitched
...
.Chappell
Oxford
Candy and Cake
... ..... .v; ..... ...
Chattanobgie Shoe Shine Boy
AcuJf & Rose ^
.....
Cross Your Heart .... ...
.Harms
v.
Daddy’s Little Girl
...
.Beacon
Morris
Dear Hearts and Gentle People
Laurel
Dearie
Did Anyone Ever Tell You Mrs. Murphy
Johiistone-M
.\
Dbntcha Go Way Mad
.Advanced
......
Enjoy Yourself
.Morris
Girl That I Marry~1“Artnie Get Your Gun”
Berlin
God’s Country
........
Robbins
Have I Told You Lately That I Love You
.Duchess
1 Gotta Have My Baby Back
Peer
If 1 Knew You Were Coming
Robert
It Isn’t Fair
...
....
Words-Music
Music, Music, Music
T
Cromwell
My Foolish Heart ^1“My Foolish Heart” ...
Santly-Joy
On the Outgoing Tide
Shapiro-B
Peter Cottontail
Hill & Range
Quicksilver
Morris
.

.

,

.

•

•

•

•

.

*

it

possible for rcstaurahts,

:

•

supper clubs and other public places to provide
excellent entertainment at very reasonable cost.''

.

.

.

•

•

.

•

'

.

.

Isn't Fair

The new Wurlitzer Entertainment Organ

.

7. Enjoy Yourself

Rog Mop

B.

.

,

.

Dearie
10. Music Music Music

.

9,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

:

.

^

.

.

—

.

.

;

•

•

And the top performonces
of songs on television ore qs
follows:

•

Rag Mop

.

;

.

.

V

.

«

-

»

•

2.
3.

If

•

^

•

Coming
4. Peter
;

It

Hill

CoHdhtail

.

:

.

,

.

,

.

.

Isn't Fair

Capitol
Knidc’b’ck’r

.

.

.

.

•

f

*

Preview
Burke-VH,

•

Simon House
Feist

>

The renimning 20 songs
based,

ipeek (ntore in Case of

of

,ofReseaixh,Irtc.,Dr^j0hn>^^O.Pea;tnfian,DitectOT>
I

Bibbidi Bobbidi Bobr^^Y?ipdereUa”

But

Me .1

Love You/;

;

.

.

.

.

.

Leave

I

ALL

THREE PHASES OF THE
MUSIC BUSINESS ACCURATELY AND FOR ONLY
THE ONE SUBSCRIPTION
RATE..

'•

•

-t

Famous

*.

If the Sun Don't Shine
By the Sea
....
Love

Don’t Care

In Santiago

THE R-H LOGGING SYSTEM S TH E Of:L Y SURVEY

Disney
.Campbell
Bobbins

....

.

.

Bye Bye Baby— *>=;‘Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”
Copper Gahybh— t“Copper Canyon”
1

GIVES YOU

ties},,

on the copyright Audience Coverage Index Survey Of Popuover Radio Networks. Published by the Office

lar Musib. Broadcast

Etc.

WHICH

.

i

Jqhhsqh Rqg
Marta

10.

.

& Range

....Miller

.

Shine Boy
7. Dear Hearts and
Gentle People
8; L Can Dream Can't
9,

.

.

Chdttqnoogie .Shpe

6.

.

.

small jiano and

.

It to

-Marta.':

,

.^'v.

.

Fanious
Life Music

.

BMI
Marks

.

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
.Muskat Ramble
„
Out Of a Clear Blue Sky
.

;

.

.

.

,

,

.

.

.

Leeds

;

Geo. Simon

’

.

•

4

4

•

.

t

'•

Dreyer

4

Ryin Or Shine,
V
Lombardo
Sitting By the Window
Shapiro-B
Sweetest Words I Know.
••.*** •«
«
Life Music
Tliait’s a Plenty
...
Geo. Simon
••V
There’s No Tomorrow
Paxton
They Say It’s .Wondeirful—t“Annie Get Your Gun .Berlin
Third Man Theme— 1 “Third Man” .... ... ...
.Chappell
.

.

.

.

.

^

4

•

.

.

.

.

.

•

r

#

•,

f

«

:

'•

4

4

4.

4

•

•

4^

4

•

4

4

r

•

•

'

•

4.

i

.

.

.

.4

..

.

Wedding Samba ... ...
With My Eyes; Wide Open
You Missed the Boat
,

^

MORTY

KEIT

.

• .*

4

*.*-4

4-4-4
.

4

4

»

9

•

4 4

•

•

• 4 4

•

4

4

•

4

4

.Duchess
Crawford
.Advanced

.

Wgirld'l laradif

Mlmuskal.

Mak^rt of Organs ond

Unddr.On*

General Manager
t

is

standard two-manual organ||ver builL

•

,

a complete

f Yet this remarkable new in||rumcnt takes up
I tio more space than a

ii

.

•

*

• I*

.....
Rain
......
Save a Little Sunbeam
Sentimental Me
Sugar Foot Rag. .’. .... ....... ....
Sunshine Cake—f^'Riding High”
,
There’s An X In the Middle of Texas
Wilhelmina— “Wabs^sh Avcniie’’
.

Knew You Were

I

.

•

•

•

Music Music Music
My. Foolish Heart

1.

•

•

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

•

•

.

,

Etc.

is

Two full 6i-note keyboards. A 2S^notc Pedal
Clavier. A range of more fh^n 1000 different tonal colors.

organ.

.

l‘lon6l

Ndmi

Legit muHcal.
Ijk

WarllttM

Nfrtli Tfiiiwf iidi,

Nik

Ytrlt

the lowest-priced

.

»

.

April 12, 19511

'

•*

.
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'>V

ow records exclusively
m

for RDl
W-. V

Vidor

.

'*’

.Vv‘‘v^

'

^s.>.vo

^

.

• b

RCA Victoiv proudly announces a notable
addition to their leiigthy

famous recording
’cellist

of world-

list
.

.

.

renowned

Gregor Piatigorsky.
»

The

artists

'

.

highest critical praise

Mr. Piatigorsky ’s

i

.

accorded

richy sensitive perform-

ances. His fine musicianship

reproduced on forthcoming

is

brilliantly

RCA Victor

Red Seal releases. W^tch for
meri t of selecti ons

is

anriouhce|r

.1

I

•s>^

<»

*

.

)

.

. . ..
:.
..

;

.

.

'

.

;

/

'

,'

'

I

.

;
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OBCilESTII AS'MIJSIC

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

On AKM; Can’t Rejoin Due
To ASCAP Membership

I

Editor, Vahietv:
May I eorrect an erroneous

Survey oj retail disk best
sellers, based on reports oh
tdine^ from leading stores in
\12 cities and showing com-

presslQii in last week’s

o
M

end

r/Jt

last

«

iff

parative sales rating for this

S

B
M

fram your headline:

2.

Austria
Authors,

week.

Week

Natiotiiil

•H

wk;

ANTON KARAS
Man

^Third

(London)

Then]ic”:^536

SAMMY KAYE

.

;

.

Z

1

,

.

-

'
.

;

1

2

1

3

5

4

•5

,

(Victor)
.

.

:

;

.

10

4

2

1

BARTON

H

TERESA BREWER

Music”r^04

GENE AUTRY

(Coluittbia)

?‘Peter

•

•

Cottontair’—^38750 ...

.

•

•

.

TONY MARTIN.

8

3

5

9

3

(London)

*^Musie, MtiSic,

,.l:'

^

.

Ko Tomorrow”—20-3582:
BIILY ECKSTINE (M-G-M
“My Foolish fteari”-^d623 A

5,

.

•

•

'

....

9

9

2

7

,

.

)

:

GUY LOMBARDO
v6

.

.

.

9

5

.

.

AKM

(Decca)

“Third Man Theme“~-24839
M, MARTIN-Av GODFREY (Col,)
“Go to Sleep, Go to Sleep”^38744

y

M

•

'

9

^

T

5

FRANKIE LAINE

UA

I

“Enjoy Yourseir^8709

12

GORDON JENKINS
^My

IIB 16

.

.

9

,

.

a

“Sehtinienial

13

9

*^Peter

3

.

.

C6ttontaiFS-^6221

:

.

.

:

“Dearie”—24873

Reltase!

.

6

.

Howard
7

14

.

10

•

.

4

13

GUY LOMBARDO

8

MARGARET WHITING
17B

“My

.

AMES BROS.
18A

“Rae

.

“|t’s

.

.

10

.

.

.

..

.

•

.

•

.

**

•

..

.

.

10

..

KAIPH r

9

10

^'AGAN OIXH BY DOKSEV GENTLEMEN PREFER

/

W

SONGS OF

Dbr..y

C...

**

RolpK Flcina^on

Columbia

Columbia

Victor

..

London
.

,

.

.

.

.

:

2
3
3
1

Golumbia
National

.

.

Points
117
109
100
74
46

.8

..

Label

M-G-M

«'
. •

Coral

.

.

Records
•

• •

Points
42
25
19
10

z

4

2

• • 0

.
•

10$ ANGELES

$1.

Mercury
Capitol

^
«

4

«
•

».

I

1

«

1

And now

business.

-a$ 'always— you’ll
receive traditional
Frank Walker serv-

•

11

,

{

ice.., plus a special

theatrical rate!

;drive*in

.\

i

garagi/

NEW NOVELTY

ME

HIT

4H

SWEEPING ACROSS THE NATION

New York

Kriipa sat in with Eddie Condon’s
all-stats at the latter’s Greenwich
Village jaiz spot last
ednesday

plays the
38th annual meeting of the Chamber of CiJommerce of the U. S. in
Washington* D. Q. May L3
.
Jerry Bitilick has joined Sammy
Kaye as arranger; Bittlick formerly served NBC in the same capacity
Stan Weiss, former saxman
with Tony pastor, replacing Phil
Urso with Elliot Lawrence. Ti'Umpeter Jimmy Padgett of tlm Lawrence band forced to quit due to
illuess, replaced by Ralph Erikson, previously with Charlie Barnet
John Redmond, John

,(5).

.

.

.

I

1

I

I

I

OECG/l 24988

'

.

.

.

.

75c (plus tax)

.

[

A1 Morgan* singei -pianist, goes
into the Click, Philadelphia Tuesday (18):
Artie Shaw orch, begins a one-week engagement at
the Adams theatre, Newark, April
.

:

and

Frank

Herman
.

,

into

.

the

.

.

.

MILLS MUSIC. INC.
l*lf

.

.

.

(AW

Freddie Shaffer

.

.

.

.

.

,

traction that

WbR-Mutual/
tha

Monroe

.

i

.

.

ond

inUrgat h).

.

moejianicat

muticai

at-

wa« /hoard 34 Works. bn

NBC

ToiovtSloii.

"We

Pabpla" Progranri.
Suitabla for
bands, floer-shbws/ or can be

stiga/

Trick consists of having mombar o# audianeb holp vrrita song in
faw mlnutat. Apply from Now York
araa only.
Pot iallard, 50 chippawa
Rd.; Tuckahof, N. Y.

playar,.

Vaughn

set a Holy Week record at
theatre, Indianapolis, with
(Continued on page 64)

tith

dona as stngla by pbrforming piano

,

.

lightgf

tha "novtlty

.

with them last week

;

Vdrk. if

A’The Sbng-WHtin^^^
Machine^* for Salb

Aiec /X®*upleton in Milwaukee
V,.
for opening of Milwaukee sports
arena
Max Miller signed with
Life Records and cut six sides
.

Ndw

.

.

into Casa Loma AprU 21-27 . i
Beriiie Cummins set to play the
Cotton
Carnival,
Chisca
hotel,
Memphis, May 6 to 13
Ray
Pearl to Melody Mill May 17 for
six Weeks
Lionel Hampton into
Regal theatre May 12 for a week

.

BroAdway;

.>

.

own TV show

.

.

UKE IN LOVEUND

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Chicago

RtitasAd

THERE’^iTLOVELY

.

.

.

.

into Marfor indefinite

.

.

,

.

R«c«iird«i

Jimmy Featherstone

,

,

.

;

.

.

Martinique, Chicago, Friday (14).
Shep Fields will play Myrtle
Beachj S, G., beginning May 16.

Weldon

MY IMMA

Mitch Mil-

;

.

tinique here April 14
stay
.
George Tasker cut four
sides last week with Dave LeWinter for Mercury
Joe Sanders
to San Antohio aif base April 15 'to
21
Don Ragon to Play-^Mor,
Kansas City, April 25 for twO;
weeks .
Lee Angelo into Trdcadero, Henderson, Ky., April 14
for two weeks
Vocalist Naiicy
Evans leaving Wayne King to do

Jimmy
Featherstpne orch opens at La
19.

placed “Bulfalo Billy” with Tommy
Madura’s. Clii ballruom, starts
Valaiido’s Laurel Musie
Half name
band one-highter policy
of the six Mack GordOlirHarry April
15
with
Russ
Morgan.
Warren songs from MCiM’S forth- Vaughn Monroe follows April 20
comiog “Summer Stock” go into
Eddy Howard to Chase hotel,
;
the Feist catalog, half inta Miller St. Louis, for week starting April
Music
Edward B. Marks Music 14
Billy McDonald to Casa
.
publishing “God Bie.ss the Child.” Loma, St, Louis, April 14 to 20
.
swing spiritual first penned in pick Coniino unit to Riverside
1941 by Billie Holiday and Arthur theatre, Milwaukee, April 20 for
Herzog, Jr. Title is based on the week r
Don Goins has taken
authentic proverb, “God bless the 0Vei’ RCA -Victor; midwest promochild that’s got his own” . * * Gene. tion and artists reJations post, le.

.

.

Woody
Adams May
28.

.

,

Cavanaugh

DECCA

.
.

.

.

ler cut fouiv sides with Dick Jurgeiis for Columbia here last week

W

;

Bob Bodine

placing

•

Vaughn Monroe orch

Price

TH

Wbr pr petice-, We
always found accommodations for
our friends in show

No. of

Records

,

,Yp 0 T O

.

No. of

Label
Decca

pME$

5th AF Spring

*'

(Based on Points Earned.)

E LC

ALEXANDRIA hotel

Eck*6n«

M-G-M

Columbia

bisk Best S ellers by Companies

.

set up

Eastertime”—20-3711

•™.4w.y

Victor

of

(Victor)

SOUTH FACIFiC

coupled with

pic

the

50%

in 1946, has had a Hollywood office
only since last November. Buddy
Robbins’ Coast visit will be the
flfrst by a member of the firm in
two years.

(Coral)

Mop”—6pl40

VAUGHN MONROE
18B

,

catalog,

Robbins pubbery, though

.

(Capitol)

Foolish Heart”-~^934

Music

O’Keefe.

MILLS BROS.

.

for

the

which was recently bought by J. J.
Robbins & Sons from Cork

(Decca)

.

&

Words

^Enjoy Yonrseir—248^.-^^
(Decca)
“Daddy’s Little Glrl”--24872

Robbins

:

13

1

tq Coast

(Biiddy)

•

(Decca)
,

E.

leaves for the Coast Friday (14)
three weeks. One purpose of
trek is to try and set with
Studios sonie of the tunes in

(Decca)

.

“La Vie En Rose”^4816

.

6

7

; ,

BOLGER

VICTOR YOUNG
15B

5

Buddy Robbins

ISA

MERMAN-^R.

15

(M-G-M)
.

Emmerich- Kdlman.

article.

:

14B 11

E.

Consequehtly; there caniiot be
spokehi of a “refusar’ of any kind
my part, as indicated i n y oiir

::,r

...

Bon”—I06l3
BING CROSBY (Decca)
“ChattanooRie Shine Boy”—24863.

8

.

‘

on

.

“C’est Si

16

3
v.

,

(Coral)

JOHNNY DESMOND
14 A

4

Me’V^OWO
MERVIN SHINER (Decca)

12

4

6

..

(Decca)

Foolish Heart”-~2483Q-

AMES BROS.

Chs0 Chee GIrC

^

7

.

for Austria.

Mr. Oswald, general manager of
AKM, who would have liked to see.
me againviti the ranks of his society
for Austria* was in New York some
months ago* and after pondering
over the matter advised me peiv
Sphaliy hot to force any decisions
for the time being.

j

(Mercury)
“Cry of the Wild Goose’^—5363
DORIS DAY (Columbia)

'

,

worid dver.Robert Stblz, bein^ a member of
the English society, PRS, may have
been more fortunate, inasmuch as
he was ailowed to - sign u p with

(Victor

“There-s

.

:

I

Vi

‘Tt Isn’t Fair”^20-3609
(National)
EILEEN
‘^Knew iron Were Coming”—9103

Jri 1038/ X was forced io leaW
I
subsequently
joiner!

the: "French grou p u ritil
succeeded; in 1943, in being ac^
cepted as a mehiber of asgap
S everal years agOi I applied to
ASCAP. for permission to belong Iq
AKM* my formei* society, with resect to my representation in Aiis*
tria.
it may be noted that my step
was in no way instigated by AKM
but just derived from my own feelings.;
Sofar/ nW request was not
granted by ASCAP; which takes
the viewpoint that X haVe to belong
to ASCAP for representation the

jB

Q

Label, Title

Artiirt>

'-

Bpws

to rejoin
facts are these; ;

The

AKM.
SACEM^

fb-

;5;,'

^his Last
ivk.

I

i

8

Anril

Kalman

But

I did not rrfuse

AKMi

itidiniii

Ratinf

first

(Austrian Society of
Composers and Music

PiihlisherS),

Dut“

ini-

5 ) Variety^

“Stolz Joins

AKM

^

(

Circle

i
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the week

iSlEEPER

i.

;r

\y>x

thf

jtfa-cfc 1 ««

"

»

drawer

fanSi

Uida

!

rou"**"*

pi«e

y^*

tound better

'

j^vcleaa

tove/J

•Uridard plM«
*Keg *
Chatbe take
Maestro comesl

©>'

PEGGE KING

^

really Roea^^ -

ntany
ve heard in
biscuit will

Me htAV.

CVP- -

,it

bacon iot

»thin’
»

A

^Uent
baak.n^

Stardreatners

M
_

sev
picture story

^ ^
maestro^

in

m

noiiah of the!

St

*» '>“

.•tde.
'*>0*'

'lEh*

.

r,tir*"u
P'*l|;-^
j
latch on V

niuFieoP".J

lUti-

ni|,

^

t tu

"
I

,

9So]
&Jfo<«nl
'

1

.

.fre*"*
t!-

»«•

V

.

'

*ta.-^.

RUSTY NICHOLS

BUDDY YANNON

i

'
'

~

'

*

II

I

.

Personal

^.

-ass

1

BOBBY RICKEY

group
vocal of the

,

‘V‘‘n«!rr.
hotr handling
;

I

rTOMIVIY L^NN
,

.

'

^

Band Manager

Manager

Record Exploitation

JIMMY WILLIAMS

lOUIS ZITO
Direction:

MUSIC CORPORATION

PAUL'
of

AMERICA

BROWN

.

^

.

.

Bands

Weekt
.

Kaiy Anthony
Tony Pastor*

...

.

. .

;

.

.

.

.

Rudy

rinyed
.
.

Statler (450; $1.50-$2J
(400; $1-$1.5Q)
.

,

^New Yorker

New Yorker

>
,

.

.

5
tl
X

.
,

* .
.

•

;

5

Covert
Post
Weelc

On Dntio

2;400

12,065

'

Total
CoVera

:

'

;

.

j

650

650

1,530
1,085

1,530
5,085

days.

Md

j

a
o

shewing

week

fating idt \^is and last

...

M

X

>

Dick LaSalle (Mayfair Room. Blackstone, 350; 8>60 miii,-$l coyer)
Holy Week hit Andy Williams show h ard $lo w i,()00 iiapkins.
Frankie Masters (
Room, Stevens, 720; $3.50 mm.-$l eoyerX
Ice show, dipping to worst week of year; scant 2 ,046 covers.
Eddie O’Neal (Empire Room, JPalmer House, 500; $2.50:min.-$l covejOv
Victor Borge show drew trim 2,989 patrons.
College Inn
.Bill Snyder (College Ihh, Sherman, 500;; $3,50 min.).
Story coppeci Waterish 1,200: tabs:
;

CO

^

P-

5

P

and Publisher

Title

-

.

S

>

rV
2

2
1

“Musio, MiisiD, Music” (Cromwell)
.

n
amm
mm

A--' “Dearie’^

3

:

6

9

8

11

Los Angeleft

.

.

. ....
\
(Acuff-Rose)
;

.

.

.

.

.

“Chaitanoogie B6y”
“My Foolish Heart’’ (Santly-Joy)
/Teter Cottontail” (HilLRange)
“Daddy’s Little Girl” (Beacon)
“It Isn’t Fair” (Words-Music) /
:
“I Said My Pajamas’’^ (Leeds)
.

•5--.

12
11

;

IIB

Cake*^ (Oxford).
(Chappell)

^'Third

Ara

8

2

7

.4

2

.

6

9
...7

.

'

.

e

1

*
.•

*

•

*

•

•

•

9
8
3
0

.

•

e

•

e

•

(fi

5

2

3

A-

4
6
*•

1
3

•

•

**Enjoy Yourself” "(Morris)

13
I...

“Sentimental

X4

Me”

.

••

•

a

2

16
7

8

*

s

9

(Knick’bocker).

•

'

*

*

.

5

*

-

•

•

the

Biz

up but

still

4, 000

slow

dancers,-.

500; $2 .50 min.-80c. cover).

Last week

Number

vocal.

.

9

• .«

Tulip,” currently featured in* the
20th-Fox film, “Cheaper,' by the
Dozen.” Scott and Colt also han^
died the reverse side,

PittsburgK

,

:

.

,

.

— ——

'

'

-

i

.

.

JIMMY MeHUGH
shApiro-bernstein

On The Upbeat

Admiral Records Cuts

Continued from, page 63
.

i

;

.

.

.

RAIN
.

r*cortf«d

TONI ARDEN
•ILLY COTTON

LARRY rotlNE

bx

,.i..Columbro
......... .:...Lonclon
.

.........

...Dacco

DAVE HAMILTON ............Heidi
HONEYDREAMERS .. .RCA Victor
DEAN MARTIN
/..Cophol
EDDIE 'PIANO' MILLER Roinbow
FRANK PEHY TRIO ;.....M-G-M
PAUL WESTON
Capitol
GENE WILLIAMS
..Mercury
ondmoro coming
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staff

STANDARD

.Lounge

DEED
DO
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.

picked
.
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pianist; into

I

ous injuries received in auto acci?
i

*

dent.

Hollywood
Dixieland renaissance oh the
Coast took pave Cavanaugh’s eightpiece crew into the Mark Hopkins,
Frisco, Friday (7) for a three-week
stahd at flat $1,150 per frame.
Band booked to span the summer,
from* May 27 to Labor Day, at
Catalina Casino at $1,275 per week
plus lodging. Cavanaugh has been
calling the outfit the Jailhouse
Eight but for the flossy Mark Hopkins date switched the hame to
the Curbstone Cops .
Leighton
.Noble opens Elitch Gardens, Denver, summer season May 18 at
$2,750 per week. V Band is due at
Aragon ballroom, Santa Monica,
for a six-week date starting June 8
.

week

.

*

Ult

Iroadway, N. Y. It

!«'•

Music By

JESSE GREER
Frokrom Today Yeittrday't

.

.

at $2,250 j>er

LAUREL MUSIC CORP.

.

ON

THE BEACH
WITH YOU

Garwood

Van

reorganized his band ahd
opens tomorrow (12) at the Del
Mar Club, Santa Monica, for four

week

(Words & Music,

Inc.)

stands.

ANNOUNCINC A CHANfif OF ADDJtiSS
The Executive; Professional and Standard-Educational Offices of

COBFOUnON
M. WlfMABK
ARE

NOW

LdCATEb AT

488 MADISON ATENDE
Nevir

17
13
13
12

THE EVER POPULAR

Lee Kelband draw
.

Up at Carnival!
Joan Price, singing
Cork and Bottle until
Nelson Naples recovers from seri-’

option

.

,

.

.

getaway assignment at new Entertainment Lounge of William Penn
Tavern
Al Fremont Trio had

.

K^sat

Room

WJAS

ton and his

.

.

Bigley, local guitarist, has joined
Abbey Albert’s orch for duration
of its engagement at William Penh

hoters Terrace

*

.

.

•

3

j

I

Charlie Ventura into
Price on Kidisks to 79c Riviera Club, St. Louis> May 13 for
. Red Allen into Blue
Admiral Records is lowering the eight days
price of its kiddie disks Horn 98c. Note April 21 for three weeks
to 79c.
In addition, company is Dizzy Gillespie to Silhouette. Club
Will Back
duplicating all its juve standards May 5 for two weeks
on 45 rpm and wlU hereafter re- to Steak House, Jackson, Miss
April 22 for 'two weeks.
lease records in that, category on
both speeds.
Outfit has about a
dozen kiddie disks ih release.
City
Admiral will also put out all its
Johnny Duke left the Drum
recordings by th^“ Johnny GuarRoom
here
to
open at the Silver
hieri Quintet on the Slower speed,
Slipper Club, Memphis, April 7
in addition to some other pop stuff.
for three weeks; following that he
According to J erry Lipskih ofg’s
takes his orch to the Monte Leon
g.m, and artists and repertory
hotel, New Orleans, May 3 ... Don
head, company /will adopt the 33i/a Tiff combo had its option lifted and
speed when it begins putting^but stays indefinitely at Putch’s on the
albums. Outfit is also planning to Plaza .
Terrace Griir of the
4
try its hand in the rhythm and Muehlebach hotel returns to a
blues field, in addition to cohtem^ single band policy with the Ray
plating a billbilly series. Among the Hcrhcck crew, which opened April
Pierson Thall orch has the
artists who record on the kiddie 5
label are Arnold Stang, Freddie bandstand at Eddy’s restaurant oh
Antohello
Bartholomew and Sheriff - Bob the Baltimore. strip
Dixon.
Latter has his own TV agency set Sigmund Romberg orch
for
a
concert
in
the
Music
Hall
show.
Mifdland Attractions set
Incidentally, Admiral has made May 3Gene
Pringle
combo at the Windits first recording of a tune pubmill Club, Natchez, .Miss., and
lished by its recently formed submoves the Morrey Brennan band
sid, Admiral Music. Number, “Dig
from the Westwood Club^ Little
That Coal,” written by Jay Cher- Rock, to the Willow
Room, Hot
nis, has' been waxed by the Ray- Springs, Ark.
. .
Same outfit has
mond Scott orch with Bobby Colt moved Ray Reynolds orch from the
,$24*000

i

JBm

,

•

••

6

Harry James garjiefed over $2,800 iri; Saturday-Sunday stand at
Ayodon ballroom, in at $1,000
nightly guarantee against 60%, he
drew 4,435 payees.
He leaves tomorrow (12) for
eastern tour, for which Jimmy
Kennedy has been added as coiiiic.

.

{

.

5
.

^
•

95
91
86
80
57
39
36

Omaha.

Hill,

;

,

*

•

Anion Karas^ zither player ; of
of current show; droopy X,000 covers/ New show opens Wednesday (12).
“Third Man,” opens three-day enGriff Williamis (Aragon; $1-$1.15 adm.). Scant 4i060 dancers.
gagement at Sheraton Lounge on
Bob Thiele, Signature Records Friday (14) just a day before picprexy,. and Frank Mititarj% for- ture comes to the Penn
Baron
(Lqs Angeles)
merly associated with Lou Perry, EliioU’s band added Eddie Koch
Jack Fina-Turk Murphy-Harry Owens (Aragon, Santa Monica). 7,400 have formed a personal manage- to its arranging staff, which now
ment agency iii New Yoi-k.
admissions.
includes Sammy Nestico and Nick
Claude Thoirnhill (FaUadiiim B., Holly wood). Final week 9,2^8 adSumma.
Elliott
plays
openihg
missions. Freddy MaFtiii opens tonight (11).
of season at Kenny wood
1 dance
"
^
Park tomorrow (Wed.) ... Harry

ON THE
SUNNY SIDE
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Cee Davidson (Chez Paree, 560; $3.50 min.-$l coyer). Last, week of
Tony Martin show sluggish 3,000: Gertrude Nieseii opens Wednesday doing
Jan Garber (Trianon; $1-$ 1.1 5 adm.).
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“Dear Hearts ik Peoplh” (Morris)
“There’s No; Tomorrow” (Paxton)

8

12

3

A" 10

*

.

and
mstm “Candy Man
Theme”
11

1

3

,

.

:

9

;

.
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Paul Neighbors (Biltm^e, 906; $1 .50); With Nick Lucas heading new
supporting hill, 2,280 .covers, with one night private party helping.
Phil Ohman (Beverly Hills, 300; $4 min ). Not bad, 1>500.
Phil Spitalny (Ambassador, 900; $1,50). Hour of Charm show opened
during Holy Week, registered okay 2,225 covers for the first frame.
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Johnny Aladdin (Swiss Chalet, Bismarck, 256; $2; min.-80e. cover).
Last week of Noble & Kiiig down to crawl; diminutive 800 customers.
Gypsy Markbff opens Wednesday (12).
Room; Edgewater, 700; $;L2p). Baiid opened
Beraie Guiom^^
with Eric ThOrssen Friday (7), *replacing GeQrge'OiseA orChi Fair 1,500

'

1950

12,,

->»

4.>

S

stores in 12 cities,
coniparaiiye sales

from leading

'

I
I

9

SUTuey of retail sheet music
sales, based on reports obtained

Dorothy Shay; Roosevelt, J

has Connie. Haines; yV
Vailee/ r

'

RETAIL SHEET BEST SEILERS

;

'

'2'

.

Wednesdayy April

at Hotel B;0.’s

Ho»el
Band
v.
Eddy Puchin^i , , . ..Waldorf (400; $2)
Larry Green*. . .. . .Roosevelt (450; $1.50-$2).

t

:..

.

OltCHESTnAJf-MIJSIC

«4

*

A

.

Ydrk 22, N. Y.
Tel.;

PLara 9-4422

>
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Wectiie$<lay9 April 129

Nice Gesture
Pittsburgh. April 11,

Although Carousel and Copa

Atlaiitic City, April 11,
Easter crowds are ah iiidleat ion of a successful summei:' season

AAA Maps Meitibrials

If

due

this resort is

the best ever.

Tb

have one of

to

are rival downtown cafes, be^
ing across the street from each
other, their respective owners,
Jackie. Heller and Lenny Litman, are on friendly terms.
So last week when Heller
came through here bn A1 Morgan’s TV show out of Chicago,
where the singer-nitery operator is, playing the- Vine Oarderis, Litman immediately sent

Hyjnie

Associated Agents of America
met in New York last' Week to set
up a series of memorials for its
late prexy Hy mie Goldstein who

;

Easter Sunday parade along the
hoafdwalk, in siinpy but breezy
weather, was o*!^ of the largest presea son Orowds the resort ever had
in its history. Police estimated the
th rOng to be over 200 ,000.
After a rainy Saturday night
which found those down for the

,

died

of

a

attack

Ohio ad. Oobnis

Columbus, O., April XL
Ohio 'Liquor Board has ordered
.

this wire: “Caught you on
and thiiik ydii have great
possibilities- ftaye week open
in May- Will give you $ 1,000
net; Please confiirirt.”

the eonfiscation of a number of slot
all
seized; in ^ raids
machines,
throughput the state since early in
1949. The machine were used ab
evidence la cases heard before
the board, and the money wUl he
removed from them and deposited
in a special account before the slots

TV

several

months

ago.
First on the agenda will b^^^ the
uny eiiihg of a bronze plaque in

:

the Jewish chapel of Belleyue
and cafes to hospital, N. Y,, Aptil 26, by the
weather cleared Welfare staff of the hospitj^l; in apSunday to give all a chance to preciation of Goldstein's efforts, in
famotis Atlantic City providihg entertainment for pajoin; the
Easter parade.
tients Over a span of years. SimiThe city, through its publicity lar plaque will be unveiled by the
bureau, arranged to give the 10 agent group in the Actors’ Synar
best-hatted women and the 10 best- gogue, Ni Y., on Memorial Daydressed nien prizes as judged by Agents also plan setting up ah
three former Miss Americas, Bess hual Hymie Goldstein Memorial
My er son, 1945; Barbara Jo Walker, award for outstandihg service in
1947 and BeBe ShOpp, 1948 winner. shbwhusiness, nature of which is
Starting down the hoardwaik yet to be set,
and admired by all again was the
Goldstein drgahized the AAA in
1 8-f60t buhny “Harvey,” a major 1938 and had 'sparkplugged its ac;

;

weekend

filling hotels

the

capacity,

;

But Will Salvage Coin

him

,

heart

:

j

I

L

effect, here against Music* Gorp. of
Anierica by operators of four of
the leading niteries in town as a
result of local booking, for Denise
Darcel. .Actress had been penciled
into .Carousdl for this week, and
spot requested p postponement uhtil Monday tl7 ) so it could play the

Bbbby PinkuS
;

unit,

“Fun

for

Your

Money,” for a fortnight. According to Carousel management,
okayed the; switch and after getting
an offer of more dough for Miss
Darcel at l,lb0-seat Vogue Terrace

MCA

are destroyed.

,

Pittsburgh, April

Quiet boycott has been put into

Slots,

'

outskirts,

OR

agency promptly
where she

thcre,

.

,

date at Carousri.
’Average value .of the machines
Jackie Heller, who owns and op$250 to $300, but sonie of the erates
Cdrousel with his two bfothcan Guild of Variety Artists to gadgets to be wrecked are the new- ers, did a burn; naturally, and sevrecover $ 1 ;600, back salary which er electric console .type^ worth eral of his rival operators agreed
he alleges the union owes him, has around $1,500 each.
he had a beef. Sortie of them
e
been set for trial in the N: Y. mustill peeved over previous dealings
nicipal courL April 24.
With MGA; and agreed among
themselves to lay off acts frprri that
Fox, former, eastern regional diagency until they get assurances of
rector of AGVA until he resigned
a fair shuffle.
Besides Garousei,
in 1948, claims in his complaint
others are Bill Green’s, Lenny Lit
that the mphey is due him for acman’s
and
Alan F. Clark’s
Copa
crued vacation pay for several
Monte Carlo. That leaves
years, when, because of union
with only one ihajor spot downr
duties, he had to forego his antown, William Penn Hotel's TerHe said he was
nual vacations,
race Ropni, where it has an exclupromised that amount in remunsive through tierup with Statler
eration. During the interim, Matt
Hotel chain.
$helvey, whom Fox claims asked
MinrieapyliSr Aprii^
him to forego vacations and promThe jurisdictional dispute ber
ised he would be paid for the time,
was supplanted as national admin- tweeiti the A.F.L, stagehands union
arid
the electrical workers unioii,
Fox,
istrator of AGyA in 1947.
however, had remained with the which resulteij in such a pro-,
union and says he took the matter tracted, b i 1 1 e r fight centering
around thb Hollywood film studio?,
up with the new administration;
In line with” an economy iriove to
hit Miiirieapolis whrin the city elec- telescope activities in certain areas
Also claimed by Fpx since, leavtrical inspector ordered temporary and curtail unnecessary expense by
set
his
'own
ing the union fd
up
“feeder” lines installed' in the mu- redistribution of work ^mong other
agency. Vidoray Productions,- is
nicipal Auditorium to carry the locals of the union, American Guild"
that he had made cdnsistent demands Upon Dewey Barto, succes- emefgericy electrical load for the of Variety Artists has closed its
annual Sportsrileh Show, currerit Newark branch. Latter had taken
sor to Shelvey, arid Henry Dunn,
in jurisdiction of theatres arid cafes
former treasurer and currently nar there for 10 days.
After the stagehands union in- in northern New Jersey and part
tional exec "secretary of the unioriV
He subse- sisted on doing the work and the of south Jersey.
but without results.
electrical workers union thfeateried[
tinder pew alignment, Jack Milqpentty filed suit.
to picket the show, the city council
Fox is represented in the suit stepped in and brought about an ler, who headed l^e Newark
branch,
will continue to police the
by I, Robert Broder, with Silver- amicable temporary settlement.
stone & Rosenthal repping AGVA. The council voted to let George north Jersey area arid part of south
Jersey, but will work out of
Adams, Auditorium manager, de- AGVA’s N. Y. branch. The southern
cide who’d do the work and he outpost of the territory will be
chose the stagehands.
Then the handled by Dick Jones, of the Philaldermen got Bill Donnelly, stage- adelphia branch,
hands union business agerit, and
electrical workers union represenPhiladelphia, April 11.
tatives together and when Don-:
Chorus lines were installed in nelly agreed tp the employment of Court Appoints Receiver
the Embassy and at Giro’s this two additional electrical- workers
Week, raising to seven the number for the show, the idea of picketing
To Salvage Det. Nitery
of midtown spots sporting femme was abandoned.
Detroit, April 11.
David J. Sniilow, stagehands atensembles.
Circuit J udge Miles. N. Gulehan
The Embassy Club formerly had torney, explained to the city counappointed
Paul
Sanderson, prez of
a chorus of six, although it was cil that it was “getting into a jiithe Detroit Cab Co. and the Adr
discontinued at the height of the risdictiorial dispute that Hollywood,
variced Accounting Co., reeeiver of
rhumba craze. Other clubs here the unions and 40 years had failed the Four Dukes Supper
Club.
vvith choruses are the Latin Ca-, to make a dent in.”
Sanderson, a fprmer cafe owner,
sirio, Little Rathskeller, Palumbo’s,
said he thought he “could pull the
Celebrity Room and Smith’s Show
club out of its financial mess.” He
IN
ZIVIC, EX-PUG,
Bar.
add: “All it needs is proper manRecent police enforcement of the
ageirient.'’
state Liquor Control Board’s rulSanderson said the deluxe nitery
f
ing against hoste.sses. ha.s put a
was in the Ted “over $100,000.”
Pittsburgh, April 11
premium locally on dancing girls.
club is qwned by two of the
The
Fritzie Zivic, one-time boxing
Gentlemen who; come to clubs to
Dukes—Neal Patterson and Dan
feast eyes on femiries will get them champion and for a tiirie a nitery Giannaris— and Giannaris’ fatherin floor' routines, constant police performer, has returned to the cafe in-laV',
Spear Karas.
supervision having cut down the field, but in a differerit capacity
The other two Dukes are Robert
i.
r-.
v
quota on hatcheckers, photogs, cig- this time. He’s just purchased the a
The
.controlling interest in- Carnival I
arette girls, etc.
Lounge from Lenny Litman, Who Four Dukes provide the entertain^
ment along with other acts. The
also oXvns and operates the Copa,
Dukes bought the former Palm
Carnival was formerly the HollyPfeiffer Seeks to
Beach
Club about a year ago and
wood Show Bar and has been run*
spent considerable coin redecoratning for last few months with all350G Suit Vs.
it.
ing
girl shows on a continuous policy.
Ghieago, April 11./
zivic hopes to make Carnival
Jules Pfeiffer last week asked
headquarters for the sports circle,
the court’s permission to amend his
and the central ticket agency as Ak-Sar-Ben Aiigling
suit against American Guild of VaWell for his boxing and wrestling
Price for Siimnier
riety 'Artists, Equity, and itk offipromritions.
He has a piece of
Omaha, April ii;
ciMs, in which he charged they vio-

Dave Fox’s

which

contamed

tivities until his death$yd Leipzig succeeded to the presidency of

live

the group.

C

chicks, r bunnies aiid ducklings.

Plenty Lures
:

men went

Resort

N

a show in the auditoriurti Saturday
night before a crowd of 9,000.
Steel pier started the 1950 opening With Jimmy Dorsey’s orchestra
as top attraction while, Johnny
DoWiis. and the five DeMarco sisters headed the vaudeville show

i

.

J

Operator George Hamid dOriatcd

Pittsburgh; April II.
'Things are looking up for perr
formers along the local nitery belt
again. With moi;e spots using live
entertaimhent than ever before in
an effort to combat inroads of teleyisioh,
couple of more major

-

pier

Morning

MCA

[

allout this year

to entertain/ String bahda which
participated in the Philadelphia
Mummers’ Philly parades put Oh

the

is

w^

:

garden

Ameri-

.

;

attractioh for the sixth year. He
was again set ;up in a c01oi*ful

suit against

for the annual. Easter
Sunrise service Sunday

.

;

Hotel grilles and nightclubs
featured atigiimented shows Saturd<W night with Sam Singer and
Gliarley Johnson opening the city’s rooms, which heretofore have stuck
only sepia spot, the Harlem, with to a policy of. music and dancing
Billy Mitchell and a line for the only, ar6 going in for shows, too,

weekend.

Ankara, which had dropped performers several months ago, is resuming with them this week, and
Bill Green’s, identified for a long
time strictly as a dance hall, will
go in for acts as well beginning on

Aided by. the rainy Saturday
night business was better than ex^
pected at night spots which offered
talent and early morning snacks
at from $2.50 to $10 cover Charges
in, top places, while Others did well
with hd cover policy.

Monday

(17). Out in East McKeesabout 17 miles from downtown, 1,100-seat Vogue Terrace has

port,

pulled

off

wraps,

the

too,

and

launched an occasional name policy
for
Easter Week with Denise
Darcel and Jack E. Leonard.

05. ZONE IN CERHANY

.Frankfurt, April s,
Horace Heidt’s, new vaudeville
show, ‘^Stars oh Parade,” will tour Penthouse, N.Y., Scrams
the U. S. zone this month. Show
is sponsored by U. S. Air Force
Tax
Shows to Offset
headquarters in Germany.
Penthouse Club, N. Y., is dropShpw got a special publicity
its floorshow, this week in a
buildup today (2), when Heidt’s ping
move to beat the 20% cabaret tax.
talent scout, Bill Belcher, gave a
boost to slipping
additional
As
special auditioh at a local GI servis also, eliminating its
ice club.
The audition was open grosses, club
cover and miiiimum tabs.
to all professional or amateur talPaul Taubman, who recently
eiit in the Arniy, Air Force or Navy^
into the spot as a partner
Ui S. civilians and their depend- bought
owner Phil Rosen, will head
with
ents Were also allowed to volunv
up a trio to supply dinner music.
teer, with only condition that dependants must be over 14 years of
;

20^

*

.

BUYS

•

Harold Minsky Takes Over
Chi’s Rialto for Buriesk

age.

i

lO-Veaf Ban on GeriiiMis
London, AprU

A

4-

special meeting of the yariety
Artists Federation is being convened for Sunday, April 23, to dis-

cuss the

10-year ban on

German

which was imposed in 1945
and endorsed last month with a 3-1

artists

ballot vote majority.

The

VAF

Chicago, April 11.
Harold Minsky is taking over the
operation of the Rialto tlieatre
here.
Deal set with Nate Barger
and Jack Rosenbri’ger gives him
active n;ianagement of the hurley
house with the purchase, for ah
undisclosed siim, of half interest
of the theatre,
;
switched to burlesque
Rialto
[shows recently, after severaT years
of unsuccessful attempts with pix

Steihinan ‘V aniti^* In
Secdiid Swiss

I

i

that associations had conspired to
Hallendale, Fla. He also nvUI conprevent him from cafe operation
itinUe to package units for bistro
due to troubles over his production
and theatre dates.
of ‘‘Swing Mikadp,” which stranded

S 9

'A

9 4 9 6

in Minnesota.

9

R^p^at

V

I

,

Lounge, N,

(Thms

)

V;,;

night.

which

tb file

an an.swer:

opening tomorrow
James E. Strates Shows, Inc.,
She played tlie has been Chartered to conduct an

[

business, with offices
Elmira, N. Y., and a capital
stock of $200,000, $100 par value.
Directors are; James E. Strates,
Frank A, Zacaroli: Harry Irving
Tong of Llmira, was filing at-

amusement

Surrounding bill includes Louise
Howard, singing comedienne, and
Lucille & Eddie Roberts, mentaHolding over are
lists-magicos.
Norman Wallace and Cy Coleman’s

in

f

\

Judge Joseph Garber, in Chi superior court, gave defendant.^, »’epresented by Phil Dayis. 30 days in

For Eckstine

m

•-

•

0

iii

t

season at tis outdbor plant.
Price lured okay biz last yeaiv
Idea is to build yaude show

around Price.

A

Pickens Act

,
ja eJane
Pickens, song-stress
emed her new supper-club act, SM
singerBilly Eckstine i’acked up an all- ported by a male sextet of
dancers ala Kay Thompson, at the
ti me record attendance at the Oasis
Detroit Athletic Club Monday <10)
nitery and strolled, away from his
night.
one-week stand with over $5,100,
After a four-day engagement
In at a flat $2,000 plu.s 50% of there, she’ll move into the Copley piaza hotel, Boston; loHowecl by
all door ad)nissions, .Eckstiri
the Billmore,. Provideneje, before
4,587 admission.^, topping Sarah coming into the Wedgwood Room
Vaughan's old high of some 3,800 of the N. Y. Waldorf-Astoria,
'

,

Los Angeles, Apri ill.

:

payees.
I
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I

!

[

I

spot recentiy.

19

i

j

McDonneil, Rose Piccbla, Douglas
Breniser, Tony Mirrelli, Flo KeUv’s
dance groups, Count Le Roy
Also ^or the first time in, Europe the Romano Bros., Harold
oarnes and Paul Remo and his Toy
W 6^

in

i

Juaiiita ilall, bicycling between
her featured role in “South Pacific” arid nitery dates; Is set for
Shelburrie
I (otel
at
repeat
a

^

•

Zivic

will

Zurich, April 4.
Harold Steiiiman’s '‘Skating Vanhies of 1950” is due in second
Swiss appearance April 15 to 24 at
Hallenstadion,
Zurich;
featuring
Glpyia Nprd, Peggy Wallace, Eileen

9

Show

Arena

nearby Miilvale,’
Ak-Sar-Ben is dickering with
Gay where open-air sports promotions Georgie Price, comediari-singei'. to
are staged in the summer.

lated the Taft-Hartley act in pre-

venting him from bpening a
He. is
’90’s cafe here last year.’
headquarter
forth hiv d&vY'ntown basis will be
seekirig dariiages of $350,000:
called Fritzie Zivic ’s r » r h V a I
here until next winter when he
claimed
producer
Fornier
legit
Lriunge.
Will again operate the Colonial Inn,

Minsky

tured.

Jiianlta Hallos

.

-9

.

policies.
special
Stock buriesk; will Contihue yvifh
is com
feastrippers
hartie
occasional

but the
meeting, it is understbpd,
cerned only with the Germans.
The special session follows a
recommendation from a joint committee of the VAF and the Entertainments Protection Assn.

^^V

AGVA

ban applies equally to and vaiide

Jap performers,

^

Amend

*Miiy
m

IL

m.-m

• •

S
WedlttfAday; Ai^ril 12,

1950

Ice

Columbut; O., April 11.
Ohio Liquor Board wOl hold
public hearings May 24 and 25 in
tht State Office building, Columbus; on proposals to change about
70 regulations affecting all phases
of the liquor business, from adyertising on radio and television to

lighting requirements
for nightclubs and bars, ban lewd
floor shows, require photographs of
interiors to accompany applications
for Jiceiises, ban advertising displays of specific ybrands of beer or
and increase from six
liquor,
months to one, year the time that
a permit-holder, whose license has
set

minimum

the requirements for cleaning beer been revoked, must Wait before he
tubes and malt liquor pipe lines in cah become eligible for another.
licensed cafes and nightclubs.
Changes approved by the board
“Many of the present regular after the hearing would go into
since
effect 10 days after they are filed
tions have been in existence
tho board was first fornied in 1933, with the secretary of state, if not
and have become obsolete^ or not contested via court action.
present-day
with
keeping
4a
trends/^ said Frank M. Krebs,
Clu^s Chez Jock
chairman. “The proposed TegUlations are expected to cpmpietely
Chicago, April 11.
feyise and modernize them.-'
Chez Paree joins the ranks of
spinners. Manplatter
with
the
is
one
that
bistro's
Amopg
proposals
would ban liquor advertising by agement .has paeted John McCordisk j ockey to a
television until after 10 p.m., when mick,
most children should he in bed. daily 11:30 to. 2 a. m. stint; to emaBan would also apply to radio pro- nate from the har. Several atgrams, and would make Ohio tempts have been made in the
liquor regulations conform with past year by smaller clubs to gain
the Federal Communications Com- audiences Via the disk jocks, with
mission code, a spokesman said. It mild response.
does not apply to beer advertiseWhile Chez will pick up line
ihents.
charges for the show; it will be
Other proposed changes would sold bn a co-op basis.
;

Show

,

WBBM

'

.

,

wit h “Flashing Foils;”
pace
through which Alan Konrad lettds
Ice Ca-Pets In fencing routines.
“Teen Age Party” midway In the
seconff act and “Garden of Roses”
are both eye-filling numbers, first
showing Ruby and Bobby Maxson
as capable turn and Eric Waite in
his “problem iUiild” specialties.
“Roses” number designed around
luxurious costume probably takes
sheer beauty honors.
Badminton
tussle between Hugh Forgle anil

Ice €ap«ides of 1950
(PLA-MOR ABENA, K. €.>

Middle bracket talent appears to
be getting the brush from the agendes, which prefer to concentrate
on the gilt-edge performers in
their stable. Case in point is that

Kansas City, April 5.
Revue, produced by John H. H<^rrl)l,
ecti,
a? ecenee, Choreography by
two
in
of French artist Georges Andre Chester Hate, aesisted by Rosemarie Stewand Robert Dencb; costumes, BiUy
Martin, who put in only a brief art
Livingston, John Booth and Madame
stand at the Last Frontie^^ Las Karlnska; scenery and props, Richard
Vegas, since returning from Aus- Jackson and Floyd Parrish. Musi^ by

'^

;

.

Jerl Mayhall, conductor, and Fran Frey.
M,C., Van Kington. Cast: .Helan Pavidson. Nelson St Jackson, Charles Slagle,
Alan Konrad, Mary Lela Wood, Salter
Kinney, Johnny Lettengarver, Patti PhilUppi, Jackson St Lynant, Bobby Specht,

June.

tralia last

Martin has been shuttling from
^
France to the U. S. for yCars. He
numbers, among his American appearances ai vaude stint, with Edith Bearsoii, Mary Lou LandrevUIe, Frank
Eyman ft
Piaf, as weU as a long run With St. Amant Ic Joe Setta, Fred Herb
CowWiUlam Brown, CbucIMe Stein,
Ken Murray’s “Blackouts” at El menv Forgle ft Larson, Ruby, ft Bobby.
ft
Thomas;
Markhus
Jane
Zelser,
Maxson,
Maiv
Capitan, Hollywood; However,

,

Stig Larsbii is spotted early in the
act fpr its standard budta of
lauflhs, Slagle does a jumping turn
working up to airplane spinners
four high, the McKellens work an

Bmusing routine around zany footbleak Ice Ca-Pets (36); Ice Cadets ^(16).
ball antics and slick acrobatics,
he’s to rely Upon the
and Jackson and Lynam turn in
sWihging
season
of
loth
In its
exertions of the percenters. Save
laugh-gathering stint to round out
for the Las Yegas date, he points- around the ice rinks and arenas the. .act.’out, he’s had only three Weeks at “Ite
pomes through
Capades”
Closing specialty spot goes to
a Montreal spot and that was lend^ with as entertaining a two-hpurOrrin Markhus and Irma Thomas
ed on his own.
in
familiar
bit
as
“the
old
plus show as John Harris ever asAs a foreign artist, Martin also sembled.
And that li about as smoothies’*' showing just how it is
is resentful of the fact that the
Show
few- done by average skaters.
U;S. Bureau of Internal Revenue good as:they come ph ice.
‘Tee
Capades
takes what.he calls up to two years familiar names are gone from the segues into ; the
tin complains; his future ik

indeed

if

.

.

;

A

.

to make refunds on salary with- cast, and a couple of others have. Waltz’’ as the Closing number, with
held, whereas citizens are accord- returned.
There seems to be no entire company on the ice, all hated much prompter service. He also shbrtage of young talent to fill the tily costumed, an<F finishihg in
Departimmigration
thinks the
gaps, and this year’s edition shows inagenta effects^
Quin,
ment’s system of granting foreign some new names which ably fill
performers work permits based the bill. Lavishly costumed, handupon the duration of their ihitial somely mounted;^ and snappily
contracts is illogicah A mOre prac- executed, show gives the patrons
tical way of handling overseas tal- their money’s worth at the $3.30
ent, he says, would be to make iop.;.
the agency responsible for their
For the second straight sbasoii
imports, as 1$ done in Britain.
company is making much oif the
Wait Disney characters and fantasies,
current version offering
Midwest Yaode
Mickey. Mouse, Minnie, Donald,
Pluto, Dumbo and Pinocchlo in an
Chicago, April 11.
original story.
Presented in the
,
Chicago theatre has set .Edith “Toy Shop” sequence as finale of
Fello>vs & Tommy DJx^ Nip Nelson, the first act, the Disney roster teNonchalapis, Siccardi & Brenda peats its success of last year when
Bobby Sherman the “Snow White” sequence Was
for April 14
paeted for the Breezy Point Lodge, the highlight of. the show. Using
Bob recorded dialogue keyed to the
Brainerd, Minn., May 30
Russell into Edgewater Beach, May skaters pantomime, as well as
Phil Foster opens at the music and action, “Toy Shop”, tells
5
Chez Paree, May 12 .r. Ken Ro- a captivating little fantasy, while
headlines at the Buttery parading major portion of the cast
iliero
and
Larry Allen for Club and company. It’s in this number
April 25
Hollywood, April 12 ... Eric Thor- the show~realizes some of its better
JohnMae
from,
switched
has
potentials,
of
sen
showmanship, going
son off ice. to Al Herman ... Jack beypnd the usual exhibition and
Benny troupe plays Bradley Univ., display standards of ice revues.
Peoria," 111., May 22 and the Col- Running 45 ,, minutes the “Toy
''Adding a Humorous
liseum, Indpls.; May 24 under Sid- Shop” number is possibly a bit
Oimension to Rocords"
Vic Hydo overlong, but; much of it is deney Page promotion
AT THE
sails for London next week to pjay voted to specialties by Eric Waite,
the Palladium, May 8,
Bobby Specht, Mary Lou LandreFrank Sinatra penciled in for ville and the Disney folks for
YORK
the Chez Paree in mid-J une ... hearty approval from the cusShow Folks Of Ainerica are spom tomers.
Oiroetton:
LEDDY
mark j.
LEON NEWMAN
sbring dramatic recital, of Harry
In acidition to the “Toy Shop”
Barton, April 14.
production, first act includes trio
of production, numbers, V winged
Evory Timo I Go Psst tho PoUso
Iridescence” with a highly spangled
Thostro I Got That FRIENDLY Faaling
line and specialty by curvaceous
Helen Davidson, “Modern Rhythm”
with Alan Konrad and Mary Lela
,
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NEW

.

LABRY STORCH

WHITEY ROBERTS

Wood

ALWAYS WORKING

leading: the line in -accentuated rhythm, and “Jungle Jive”
with line decked out as native
dancers, comedy bit. by Jackson
and Lynam and jivey blade work
by Patti Phillippi. In between are

Now

batics,

stilt-skating

.

of

national laugh ENTERPRISES
62 W. 4ith St., Now York If

Charles

Tested Every Wednesday Nite at

precision duo by Salter
and Kinney, and especially good
leaping and twirling solo work by
young Johnny Lettengarver.
Second half gets going at lively
Slagle,

BCVERLY HILLS
COUNTRY CLUB
NEW ORLEANS,

us

Just cohcluded

CHEZ fAREE

ley,
ILL.

CHASE NRtEL

W'

MO.

FARAMOUNT THEATRE
NEW YORK

9 weeks

Co. convehtiohs,

Hope show.

—

JU

4-d47l

coast: to coast for Cros-

Also cippeored on Bob
;

Grand Rapids,
and domble, Music Hdllr Ctncin^

Civic Auditoriiim,

Mich., Procter

ST. LOUIS,

GEORGE LRWIS

JOE TERMINI

VEGAS, NEV.

CHICAGO,

GAGWRITERS COMEDY CLINIC
Join Open-House Laff Luncheons
Every Thursday-^12:45 to 2 P.M.
Trader Tom, 121 W. 41th St.

LA.

EL RANCHO

mmm

of April loth

ATTENTION: COMEDIANS
Buy Original Material from

numbers by Nelson and Jackson in
round of swiftly-paced iee-cro-

Recently Concluded

WMk

Auditorium, Rochostor, N. Y.

noti, O.; Purd ue Uhiyersity, Lafayette, I nd.; Iq ke
Club, Springfield, III.; Hotel Jefferson, St. Louis,
Mo.; Oriental Theatre, Chicago, III.; Palace
Theqtre, N. Y; C., qnd booked for return en-

gagement week of April 20th; Sweek of AUg. 28
1

950, Duc|uqin Fair, Duquoin,

III,

Accompanist—

Margaret TAVORA

Management Coun$0 U
GdLpFARS, MIRENBURC AND VALLON

N«w York
WM. MORRIS AGENCY

and Piano)

DIRECTION:

1270 Sixfh Ay*nu«,
Booking;

(Accordion

NEW YORK

East—WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY'
MMdIawast— am ROBERTS
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LateM Decca Release
Musical Director

L

J

!
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S“? WeiMUMuller Watereade

(invention, in Philly,
American Guild of Variety Artplans
ists this week set in motion
cqnfor its upcoming third annual
hield in Philadelphia,

verition to be

(GARDEN, CINCY)

Baltimore, Buflfalo, Dallas, Kansas
Citv, •Miami, Montreal, Denver,
New Orleans, Portland, Ore., Providence, St. Louis and Toronto. Latter units (two reps) are Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Philadelphia, Detroit,
San Francisco and Pittsburgh.
Function of the delegates at the
national convention will be to nomr
inate ofilcers and candidates for the
national board of the union, tP be
Successful
elected via mail vote.
candidates taking Pfhee next Kq^

Ballots were mailed out
5*7.
with nominations for delegates to
set
the convention, which had been
of the
at various regional meetings
Members
talent union last mpnthr
eligible
in good standing; only are
be reto vote and ballots must
turned to the Honest Ballot A.5Sn.
4.
May
than
later
not
in New York
I'vember.
Results Will be ahhounced to the

June

•

.

the basis of one delegate for every
200 members, the N. Y. local will
have the largest humber of reps,
and
13, at the convention, Chicago

Angeles

will

branches

be

allotted seven each.

Remaining 20' branches have
been allotted one or two delegates.
Former (one delegate) includes services

mun ity Center, as guests.
Adam and Emma Gamb'a,' in

man*

assistants

;

Gang at the Variety Clubs’ hospital elated over the nice comeback
of G.- Albert Smith,

who

ex-Rogerite,

with Helen
Hayes in “The Wisteria Trees” on
Broadway.
Albert and Isabelle Heinrich, in
from Cleveland to visit with Mary
Lou Weaver.
Delphin (RKO) Streder, received
an O.K. clinic report and up for
meals. Ditto for Johnny (lATSE)

PERSONAL
APPEARANCES

For

•

PARODIES, special SONGS
1950 CATALOG FREE

•
•
•
•

branchos of thoatrlcalt'

ORIGINAL Sbow-BIz Gag flit"
1 thru 3S <S $1,00 oa.
0
(Ordar In Saquanca Only)
SPECIAL: First 13 flias for $10
All 3S flloi for $30
3 Bks. PARODIES, por book. $10 •
.
MINSTREL BUDGET
$2$ •
HUMOR-DOR FOR EMCEES. $25 •
4 BLACKOUT BKS., oa. bk. $25 •
—or all 4 dlff. Volt, for $85—

MONIES"
,

KtEINMAN

.

.

"HOW TO MASTER THB CERE-

•

Strohm, North Hollywood, Cal.
tolephono: Hillsido 0141

Nos.

,

.

H.

all

FUN-MASTER

Largest SaiGctton of Colnady Matorial
in Showbizl
Wo alio writo matorial

&

executive, house-

••Th%

ACTS, GAGS, SCRIPTS,

order.
J.

McKenna,

COMEDY material

KING

2025 N. Argylt Av*.
HollyWottd 25, jColif.

SI 44-k

’

swimmer

In this new show, launched Sat(8 ) night in Cincinnati Garden, the Sultan of swim and movie
jiingle king, is embm'king on his
first personal tour in the States.
Current bookings stretch for 20
weeks, the jOrst eight at indoor
arenas, through the midwest and
Splashing in his early 40’s,
easi.

urday

:

Weissmuller appears as slick and
swift as a decade ago When he
starred in water shows at Cleveland and later under the Billy Rose
banner at New York’s World’s Fair,
His present crew seems sufficiently
strong and colorful to make every
date a winner.
Of the few water and stage shows
that have dropped anchor thus far
in Cincy; “Watercade of 1950”
holds the lead. First off the physical setup is tbps. It has two pools
with swim areas of 40x76 and 22x22
feet. They sandwich a 40x40 stage.

deal on talent oosts in
cinch the band date.
Another factor has
creased competition in
and plenty underselling

(ro-l»ue)

’Copy —
^ $2.00 per
NO C.O.D.^a
P AU LA SMITH

200 Wd 54th

D«pt.

St.

NEW YORK

If

been
the

infield

by rival

Club bookings have been one bi

bording to some bookersi it has
dived from 40-50% oyer previous
years, and there are Indications
that, come the fall, it Nwon’t resume

the most elastic phases of showbusiness.
Shrewd operator can
sell a package show of five or six
standard acts for $150-$2D0 and
its fbrmer status.
still make a nice profit. By hiring
Major agencies with club depart- direct he, too, saves the act an
ments have hot been affected to agent’s commission or booking fee.
the ektept of the smallles.
Most
retain the same creahi accounts,
IT ON TELE
high-bildgeted affairs from year to
Youngstown, p., April li.
year, and though the talent outlay
Installing television in a nightmay fiifctpate, there’s still a neat
pipfit to be turned via these bcca- club has its drawbacks; according
sionals. Mbrebver, they have other to Louis TlberlOr who has filed suit
sources of revenue to balance their against Dave "Edwards, owner of
intake, such .as theatre and .cafe the Record Shop, Youngstown, arid
dates, plus pix, radio and TV, one of his Installation men, Chester
whereas the less-opulent offices E. Simpii.
The suit charges that faulty inhave traditionally depended upon
the clubdates for their main, if Stallatipn of the club’s television
set on Jan, 26 caused ^3,000 damnot their only, revenae.
Bookers ard agents mostly af- age when the root began to defected offer many causes for the velop leaks.
drop, but have not come up with
a solution. High, cost of food for
special affairs or banquets by hoTHIS WEEK ON
tels and catering halls is held to
BERLE'S
be one cause. Time was when an
organization could run an affair
T. V.
at a budget of $5 per person to
cover expenses, thus even providing a 20-25% budget for entertainment. Nbw an organization is
lucky tp get a menu for that price.
Another* factor is the niany sniall
Gild Hdr DoBdiig Group
bandleaders who double as bookDIRSCTJON:
ers, giving the auspices a better

,

A

—

;

'

•

'

.
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MILTON

SHOW

VIOLA LANE

EVELYN FARNEY
'

MLCHEIM

missed out on his featured onefinger stand, due, he said, to water
splashing on his props.
Frank
Cook, comedy high-wire performer,
includes bicycle and chair-balanc-

Running time was
performance.
only 15 minutes over a two and
one-half hour stretch, permitting
easy cutting.
First half mb vds fast and withbut
a hitch. Music by a 21-mah brch
under Marty Beck’s batbn is smooth

and a

order to

to the* seasonal dccllhe either, Ac- agents,

credit to local tooters.

production number, “A
Sunday Down at Battery Park,” is
Initial

.

SMITH

ft

Now York

R. K. O. Bldg.,

;

ing antics.
Ben Yost’s Ambassa'dqrs supply vocal warmth.
Overhead lighting in the $3,000,000
jask Harlin turns in a swell
keeper of the Variety Clubs’ hosCincy Garden, a 12,000 seater, emcee job.
He is a personable
pital, left for a new berth and refilled the bill and allowed for omis- youth,
As a minilc, he tarries too
placed by Bonnie Hawley,
Rood
view-obstructing
sion of two
long with familiar material.
k Wiite’ to those who are ill.
lights on stage after the opening
Koll

Nolan.
Daisy

o

appearing

is

on

sportwriters as greatest
current era.
to of the

mild exercise.

H.

Bo Rpos,

Es^ecutive director,

Honey Johnson and

ogle Victor (lATSE) Gamba, who
recently ihastered a serious setback.
Arthur Perry, Cleveland techniciah, Into the general hospital
for successful MunOldi operation,
and back at the lodge recuping.
Joe Bishop, former Woody Herman arranger, upped for meals and
>

I

WM.

f

.

•

COMEDIENNE

Cincinnati, April 9,
R> Enterprises, Inc., pres^

Ohoreopraphy and
water sequences^ Musical director,
Marty Beck; score and arrangements, Steve Childs; eosturnes.
Mile*. Marie and Variety Costume
Co. Starring Johnny Weissmuller,
Featured sminrhers, Whitey Haft,
Charlie Diehl, Bill Dewin, N Ornia
Dean, Stan Dudek, Johnny Edthinston. Margot & Birgit, Aym Newcomb, Reha Kennedy, Jane; GroSiirsiiiac take
gan. Featured acts, Sue & Al Lynn;
By Happy Beiiway
4 LdVcrncs, Athos, Harold 4^ Jjola,
Frank Cook, Ben Yost-s AmbassaSaranac Lake, N. Y., April. 11.
For a treat instead of a treat- dors (6), Edwards & Hart, Jack
Marlin^ erhcee*
ment, Eugenie Reed, Jack (EKO)
Wasserman, Ben Schaffer, John
“Watercade of 1950” adds an
(Loew’s) Rosenberg, Frank Kapother Jewel to the Weissmuller
ian^and Lawrence (I ATSE) Clarber;
crown, already Studded for five
received an O.K* to curtail bed
Olympic championships, 67 world
routine and attend, the. Passoverrecords, and the Oscar of national
Comand feast in Jewish

membership two week$ later.
The ballot carries 135 nominees,
from which 56 delegates will be
With the breakdown on
elected.

Los

Clubdate *booidngs arbund New
York have bit the lowest ebb in
years,! The bottom seeins to have
entaiion of tank and stage revua in
put, and it all isn't diie
Staged by Npel Sher- dropped
parts.

*

S,

jUdson

City

4-3341

the Amazing

LADY ETHEL and
DR. JESTER
Intomatloiially

Famous

MASTER MENTALISTS
YOU MUST VISIT
RAILWAY LOST PROPERTY
whoB

Ib

London

Myttifying

for lorgolM Ir

F lirt, Fur CoMt, Luggogo, Trovd

and Sports Goodt:—Call at

Stroot
(eornor of Oxford
Strooti, Morblo Arch, LondoB, WJ*

$uavG

*

Hilarious

Eorly Birds Braakfoit
Club, povonport HoIgI, Spokons,

Washington

1 Port*

man

-

CURBENTLY-Tho

Porsonar Dirocifon-HARRY GREBEN,
203 N. Wabash, Chicago, Ml.

and eye-filling. Specialties
in neat style by Sue and Al Lynn,
steppers, and a rousing Apache
routine by the Four LaVernes precede “Designs in Rippling Rhythm”
by 26 Aquanymphs, first of the
water ah-raisers: Then followed,
n the smaller tank, clowning by
l^ltey Hart, Charlie Diehl, Bill
lively

Lewin, Stan Dudek and Johnny Edminstbn that evoked as much howling from adults as from kiddies.

Margot and Birgit, blonde and
tandem teani, in sequin
trimmed white suits, score ahead of

brunet

Weissmuller’s first water exhibition, greeted by heavy applause.
With Bill Lewin announcing, Weissmuller demonstrates surface and
underv{^ater strbkes, some with use
of practice fins attached to feet,
speed and float techniques.
Niftiest water routine is “Swan
Ballet” by 13 bf the girls who were
concealed by the swan figures. Most
spectacular number is the blacklight “Fantasy” by 24 Aquanymphs,
following their terp ”Tahitian Paradise’’ offering,

It’s

Yoiif Figure and Health Thai Counts
You c«n oat, drink and laugh and not grow
you tako "NURITABt.*'

on stage.

A

highlight of the exhibition Is
solo and team fancy diving by the
champions. Hart, Diehl, Lewin,

fat If

ingrodlonts In combination with vitamin • coh-.
talnod In "NURITABS" ton# up tho systorti, os woll
OS Improvo fho flgurf. Guoirontood .Mf* end puro.

Tho

Norma Dean^ Dudek and EdminThree Dolphins, Ann Newston.

Upon rgcolpt of ONI li. t. A. DOLLAR, wo will
dispatch a full threo wogka courio, i^stago prapaid.;

comb, Reba Kennedy and Jane Grogan, click in unison maneuveirs, and
with
Weissmuller,
Lewin and
Diehl, top off the water portion
with comedy.

AXA,

LTD,, 17/21, EiRGrald Stritt
London, W* Cr 1 Eiiglond
Wt wnCOMt iRADB ENQUIRia

Stage acts divide applause honors with the water perfbrmers.
down balancer.
upside
Athos,
.

HAVE YOU SEEN

JACKIE

BOBBY SHIELDS
"SATIRE IN

ROCflELLE onil BEEBE
VCream •#

bill

la

RAP

with tholr.lakoffft

NO W—>T«l«vtiloR Hellywodd

Pii

Mgt.t Al WlliBR,

KANNON

bailrgomology"—^Varioty
1

BQI lr#«dway, N.Y.C,
«

H O ^

RHYTHM" 7

CURRENTLY

LATIN GUARTER
NEW YORK
Portonol MaBogginoBtt

Dlr.etlM!

MARTIN-WORTH

GENERAL ARTISTS CORF.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

'

.

,
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Bancbltn Pro

Weavers

ofR

Vlllafoi

Clarence Wllliama
WaldOrfiAatoriB

"'Orc

Morton DowneyEddy Duchlh Oro
Mischa Borr Oro

Jack Rivers
David Blight

WEEK OF APRIL

12

BleckhOwk
"Roaring Twenties"
Mlml Kelly

conniption with hlllo bolow Jndkato oponlnn day of ihoW
Whothor full or Apllt waalc
tattof In paronthosoa Indicftoa ctrculf (FM Fanchon! Mafce; d) Indapondanff
Fafamountf (R) RKO; <t> Stall! IW) Warnari
:«Mois|
(f)
Loawi
(M)
(L)
.Ch

<WR) Waltor Roado

MIAMI

-

;

Hall

Dave

13

(I)

MINNEAPOLIS

.Orpheum (R)
4' Evans
Hank Slemoh
'

.

Rockettes.
•

Palace (R) 13
Juggling Jewels

,

Norman Brown
Fred &-.Fae.
Du Marte & Denaer

Artie Dann
Gautier's
Steeplechase

Mickey Deenio

&

Wells

Bobby Lane & C
Henny Youngmain
Roxy (I) 14
Fran Warren

;

Waldo

Howell

M

«

Aaylum

Healy

Billy & Ann
State (0/1 30 1;

Palace

;

'4c

Santos Co

F

Harper 4c Louise
Montana Kid

CHICAGO

Chicago (P) 14
Dix 4c Fellows
Nip Nelson

F 4c A Carroll
Nancy Long
B Jbyce .4c Ginger
Roily Rolls
Bella

.

Smaro

D

17 Only
of Horrprs

Athens

(P)

Asylum

Alan Carney
Yacopl

HARTFORD

Blrdlane
Julfe Wilson
Savannah Churchill Laszlo 4c Pepito
Orioles
MUt Shaw Ore
Georgie AUld Ore
Hotel Shelburne
Charlie Parker 8
Juanita Hall
Blue Angel
Louise Howard
Chas. Trehet
L 4c E Roberts
Stuart Ross
Norman Wallace
Eadie 4c Rack
Cy Coleman 3

WASHINGTON

.

Capitol (L) IS

Louis Prime Ore
3 Stooges
Church 4c Hale

Kay De* Witt
Bela Kremb
Bernie George

JACKSONVILLE

Florida (P) IS Only
Asylum of Horrbrt

WILLOW GROVI
Park

.

LOS ANGELES
Orpheum (I) 11

T

mw TOEK CITY

V

Art Mooney Ore

1S-14

(I)

,

Stanley (W) 18-19

KinR

ROseniarie

Mack's Original

Amateur Hour

.

14

(I)

St Clairs

Nancy Andrews

Lee Noble
A *r M Havel
Louise

4c

Oliver Sis

BBITAIN
ACCRINGTON
Hippodrome

Dbreen Harris
2 Merchants

BRISTOL
Empire

Ron.Swayne
Leslie Richards

Betty Lloyd
Smilestone
Beauties •

Lea Raynor 4c B
Douglas Francis
Korris 4c Shenoch
Rondart

Hippodrome (I) 10
Davy Kaye
Hazel Wilson
Les Shannon
Keh Flower
Johqnle Ramsdell

Billy

ASTON

Pat Revere

Ken DorvUles
Earl

4c

;

Grand
.

Gloria

4c

Howard de

Empire (M) 10
Jack Radcliffe

Robt WUson

BOSCOMBE

Hippodrome

IQ

(I)

Al Marshall
Bosib
Joe Hale Ore
Hughle Green*

10

Freddie Harrison
Jackley 4c Jee
4i F.

.

& Bellta
BRADFORD

Mills
.

Empire (M) 10
Derek Roy
J & R Arnntit
Nino Rlaltor
Winifred Atwell

Jon pertwee
Frances DUncan
Wilson Keppel 4c

B
Ward

Aosita Rios

Los Gitanos

Catrons
J Hubert Watson
Margerite 4c
Charles

4c

.

Rbsenblbom

Roy Sedley
4c King
Gordon Andrews

D'Alonso Ore
Havana-Madrltf

Dow'ney

Ave

Fifth
4c
4t

McHugh
Fbnviiie

Hazel .'Webster ;
Old Knlck
Paul Kiliiam
Janie. Stevens
,

Frank Wayne
Charlotte Ray
Bob Gallagher

Al Cooper Ore
Old Roumanian'.
Sadie Banks
Steve Murray
Gerrl Gale
.

Hotel

..

Mark Monte

M

'

Bergere^

Hotel Roosevolt
Rudy Vallee

Larry Green ore
Phelan 3.
St.

Penthouse
Paul Taubman
William Adler
Clarke Morgan
Ruban Bleu

Morlti

Kirkwood

4c

Goodman
Daphne Heilman

to

a

He

&

Dow;ntown Paramount

JIMMY GR6SS(>
Impersonations
9 Mins.; One
Colonial* Albany
regisSmall, dark-haired ch8^
ters with impressioris of top ihstruihentalists and Vpcalists. First portioHi in Which; with throat and
hands,; he soloed like Tommy Dor^
sey; Henry Busse, Eddie Peabody
(perfect),

Wayne King and others^
He eould

!

I

.

Ronnie Graham

Monk
Norman Paris 3

Julius

Vertalllet

Kay Thompson
Lee Scott
•

is

going

A

alhout for an Easter show.
good
Stage layout bombiried With strong
film fare saw house kick, off openiiig show today to almo.st Capacity,
unusual since revival of stage-film
policy three weeks ago.
Emphasis is on Easter in the
three numbers by the shapely Fahchonettes. First is tagged “Easter
Parade” and it really is. Gals are
spotted around the house and in
the balcony and parade onstage,
while Ronnie Gibson vocals the
It is nifty aind first
Berlin song.
.

j
I

'

build it, perhaps through the addition of a singing instrumentalist.
show audience received it well,
Seconci half , received with equal Fanchonettes, building a following
applause, indiides imperSQnations here, also contribute two other
of Vaughn Monroe, Bing Crosby numbers that come over neatly.
(with comedy touche.s) and Perry
Midway, they do the “ChariesComO.
Res p o ri s i v e audience ton’’ rhythmically and fetchingly.
brought Grosso back for three Pbrticjpating is Lou Leonard, a fat
bows in fourth spot. He begged gal who snags Rube Wolf, batoneer,
off via a brief, gracious thanks.
as a. partner and nearly cripples
Rodriguez
double- him-— all for laughs.
a
Neatly, attired in
breasted grey suit, Grosso is one and Phyllis also demonstrate how
of the many former Servieemen to prciperly do the knee-rspringing
who have gone intb vaudeville, in the dance revival/ Fanchonettes
although he did no tebuping in close the show with a hum(Unger>
Jacb.
It’s not new to presentation shows,
1 uniform.
,

Estelle Lorihg

Buzz Miller
George Martin
Emile Petti Ord

outfit

would

i

.

.

Oi'O

Emery Deutsch

Hotel

.

.

Plaza

Knight
Beatrice Kraft
Bob Grant Ore
Evclyii

telescopes

benefit
Los Angeles, April 8.
swalFrank Marlowe, Bbbby Gilbert,
for
inlows words/ which makes
Phyllis, Lou Leonard,
Rodriguez
&
distinctiveness in rear of house.
He might also lower the tone, Tim- Ronnie Gibson, Fahehonettes (20),
Orch (1^) ; ’’Riding
ing is excellent.
Took severM Rube Wolf
High**
bows,
,

projection.

has the most novelty.

Park Ave
Del Casino
Ruth Davis
Glenii Abbott
.

Thomas

sextet, comprising three: rhythm,
trumpet, trombone and himself on
sax, for a salute to the late Jimmy
Lilnceford, with the latter’s arrangement of “Margie” rocking the
house.
Ruth Brown gets over well with
her sultry vocals. Opening with a
special, “Miss Brown’s Back in
Town,” she follows through with a
ballad for change of pace, and
winds with a hep version of “I’ll
Get Along Somehow” for a begoff.
Derby Wilson is another potent applause-getter with his slick hoofing. His rhythm, taps and softshbe
contribs are top-drawer. He interlards routines with a few gags to

.

:

Jules Lande Ore
Hotel Biltmore
.Harold Nagel Ore.
Hotel Edison

performer

from sharper

-.

Macombo

of

Miss Paige, looking every bit aQ
lovely as in any of her film appearances, is a passable singer and
does nicely with“Dear Hearts and
Gentle People” ‘and “1 Can Dream,
Can’t I?”. ,She doubles with Garson for “I Said My Pajamas,” and
the people out front acted like it
was new. Carson is a tireless worker, gets into, every bit of business
and does the emceeing. He has the
faculty to keep things ihbving at
a fast clip, which even gives a
semblance of life to the tired
wheezes.
Comic is effectively stooged by
Tommy Wells, who also gets laughs
by continually chasing a femme
across the stage. Alda, in addition
to heckling Carson, siiigs two numbers in acceptable style-— “My Blue
Heaven” and “Oh, Marie.” Two acts
are worked; in; Dick and Dot Renay
provide - added amusement with a
cornedy acro-routirie, laughs steniming;^ from the fact that gal Is on
the hefty side for acrobatics. Arden
and Hartman, two pretty girl dan.

,

.

cers, run through a series: of routines that range from a unison
takeoff of jBill Robinson to si tap-

dancing fencing bit.
Frankie Jule’s house orchestra
has been augmented to 22, for the
Carson show, which is six abovQ
get chuckles.
into guffaws.
Gagh»
The Ravens, in closing spot, are par for the Earle pit.
Turn is a combination of gags,
prime faves here. Coming bn to
stories, adlibs and songs (straight
6 droiiie9 Balto
and opera, burlesqued).
When boff reception, they wham over
caught, Shawn included a nance close harmony on “Pack Your Bag’’
Baltimore, April 8.
and
’em
goal
again
with
“I’ve
Been
bit, about which he quipped, “I
Three^edrts, Bill Darnell, Tydon’t have to do this for a living; a Fool,” “Time Is Marching On’’ ler, Thome Sc Roberts, Montand
and other items to bring show to
I can get a position with the State
Kid and ’’Coley Bay,** 3 Stooges,
Edba»
Department.’’ That’s been used a neat close.
Jo Lombardi Hoiwe Orch (12);
too frequently by Other gagsters.
Father Is a Bachelor** ( Col )
Paramoiint9 L. A*
In addition to more original material,

smaro
Lyda 4c Yannl
Johnny Crawford

No 1
WaUing

BRIGHTON
E Gordon 4c Nancy Roberta Welch
Hippodrome (M) 10 Irving 4c Girdwood Leo Pleskow
Ryan 4c McDonald
Erwin Kent
GRIMSBY
Ramohl
J^yne 4c Valentine
Palace (1). 10
F Bamberger It P Harry Lester Co
Hotel St Regli
;

.

Jeaii Masoii

Pilarin Tavlre
Sarlta Herrera

Ralph Lane Ore
Ralph Teferteller

GLASGOW

Willis

Luciehne 4c Ashour
Buster Shaver

Bella

that Janis

Hi pp

Ballet Sevill%no
EIrnestine Mercer

Monte carlo
Dick Gaspare Oro
La Playa 6

Carroll
Talbots
Stanley Melba Ore

volants
Rons Ricardo
•Charles Stephen
8 Sophisticated
Ladies

'

:

Jimmy

V

Denny

Linda Lombard

.

Topper Martyn

Empire (M) 10
Leo Fuld
Olga Varona
Al Burnett

'

Henry Jerome Ore
Hotel Now Yorkor Joanne Florio
Joe LaPOrte Ore
Ving Merlin Ore
D'Aquila Ore
Hotel Plerrtf

3 Jokers

IQ.

Bcinand's Pigeons

oemprlnl
Bobbie KiiAbcr

Dunbar

PARK

.

Jose :Mbreno
Payne 4c Hilliard
Robertis

kuarter

John Vanderhoof

Boylan

Pupi Cnmpo Ore
Hotel AmbassadSir

FINSBURY

(I)

Alhambra (M)
Rex 4c Bessie
Robb Wilton

.

Latin

Buddy Rogers
Ed Michaels

Baer

Reyes
Sah Juan 3
Clavel 4e Farrar
Fausto Ore

Elrlck

Jacqueline

Airline Trio
Hotel Weyllh

Rudy Barron Ore

,

Tommy King

Trini

'

Agnette 4c Silvio
Douglas Maynard
Helen Norman
Del Mondi

;

Howerd

Lea

Geo

Co

BOURNEMOUTH

Hippodrome

Coiircy

EDINBURGH

Valors'
Cynthia 4c Gladys

4c

Arnley

2 Playbbys

..2

Albert

Phyllis Dixey
Billy Russell

E

Roy Lester
3 Kenways
Eddie Reindeer

^

10

(S)

Noble Sissle Ore
Chic Morrison Oro
Rlgolettb Bros
Jack Spoons
Frank Evans

Harry Meehan
Billy Banks.
Harry Armstrong
El Chico

DERBY

Arnaut Bros
Medlbck 4t
Marlowe
Yale Bros

;Mena Menzl
Meteors

C. Handy
Billy Banka

Choir

Palace (I) IQ
Steve Cbnway

Hotel Warwick
Johnny Thompson

Leon A Eddle'f
Eddie Davis
Jean Gary

.

W.
.

.

Oscar

Frankiec-

CHATHAM

Lance King
Crosbie 4c Brennan
Sioux Dakotas
Royal Canadian

BLACKPOOL

.

Gloria Leroy

Mohawks

.

.

Day

Empire (S) .10
Campbell Co

5

Hetel Taft

Lopez Ore

Art. Waner Ore
AlVares Ore
Le Cbq Rouge
Diamond Herieshoe Oscar CalVet Oro
Jack Towne Ore
Walter Dare Wahl

Bill

Margo Doherty
Ada Hanson

.

IQ

(I)

Ray EiliMton 4
Damzell Co
Eddy Bayes

Norman Walters

.

.

Sirdani

4ie

Jimmy Dorsey Ore

cafe lecietv
Mervyn Nelson
Thelma Carpenter:
Clift Jackson
Copacibane
Frank Sinatra
Larry Storch
Fred 4c Sledge
Patricia Adair
Lorna Lynn
Russ Emery
M Durso Ore

Joe Black""

Arnova
Jenny Hayes
Burt Twins
Walker 4c Hill
Michel

John Kelly, Jr
H Chittison 3
Portia Nelson
Bop City
Sarah Vaughan

Woody Herman 0

3 Imps

13

(I)

G N Ford

Hotel Statier

is

girl instead

.

Albany
Shawn, who has been playirfg
nightclubs and vaudeville^’ (with a
brief appearance in a musical
show) since coming but of the
service and winning a Ban'y Gray
talent contest at the COpacabana
in Miami, shows distinct possibilities, but needs better material and
more work. Doubling as emcee for
a one-day bill, Shawn came bn
seventh and clicked so solidly he
remained for about 15 minutes.
Start was slow and tentative; once
be got rolling, the laughs' caihe
steadily and Shawn’s stage stature
increased. Comedian had assistance
from several balcbny interruptors,
whose kidding remarks he turned

Viera

UTICA

GAINESVILLE

Florida (P) 12 Only
Asyluiii of Horrors
State

M

4c

the Earle last year

jam session, spotlighting Paige is how the
Maestro Thomas on sax and. giv-^ Yvette.

Colonial,

.

Jack Carson has a loyal audihim but to
comic gets
sock results from well-wearing,
with that
scores
even
and
gags,:
venerable love-making rehearsal,
with Robert Alda as the perennial
instructor. Oiily change in the routine from the tinie Carson was at
ence/^lbyal: not only to
his material. The film

sizzling

ing the rest of the lads opjportunity
WOOD green
on their own. Harold King follows
E mpire (S) 10
with neat rhythm and tapstering
C Courtneidge Co
Bebe Norma
on rolierskates, building up to poL 4c R Lee
tent finale with hoofing atop table,
Charles Ancaster
blindfolded,, for heat returns.
Walter Niblo
Bel Argay
Crosby Sisters, only ofay act on
Gold 4c Cbrdell
the show, score with their bufYORK
ily vauders and medium-bracket foonery and satirical impressions
Empire (I) 10
EMwln Heath
cafes,
Edba.^ of the Ink Spots and Frankie
Eugene Kertz
Laiiie.
Blonde handles ciownMorris 4c CoUinS
Tatter sail 4c Jerry
antics capably, with brunet sister
Reading 4c Grantly DICK SHAWN
straighting
capably, both also do8 Mblinoffs
Comedy & Songs
ing well on harmonizing a couple
14 Mins.; One
of songs. Off to loud applause.

Think-Drink-

M

hillbilly style,

for pleasing results. Backed; by a
special mountain cabin drop and
attired in a pinkish gingham^heck
gown, she tees off with an Ozarkian
chant,
“Goveted Wagoii Jelled
Right Along/* for neat returns,
and then really cooks on a brace
of hoofing routines, a comedy eccentric and a triple-taps for heavier plaudits/
Gal has personality and' slick delivery that should set her for fam^

<P) .18

DILAND

combo of

offers

and daiicmg,

.

'

Only
Hoffman
Asylum of Horrors Rex Weber

—

The Appllo -has come up with
another solid layout for Easter
week^ sparked; by the nifty harmonizing of The Ravens, slick in-J
strumentals by Joe Thomias’ band,
comedies of the Crosby Sisters and
expert hoofing of Derby Wilson.
Band is given an Easter setting
bn bandstand and tees off with a

'

Joan

;

Band All”,(U-r).

:

Lee

Virginia

DAYTONA

Rmpiro

NOTTINGHAM

13

(R)

•

D Workman

4c

4c

12 )

’

*

;

Empire (M) 10
Josef Locke
Saiidy Powell

SYRACUSE

sihgirig

'

Patricia 4c Colin

Cathalas 3

George Da Witt
Carl Sands Ore

C

Gwynnb Evans 4
8 S Fisher Girls

.

14

4c
,

Anna Mac

Monte 4c Lyons
Boyd Raeburn Ore S & B Dean
Ginny PoWell
.D Dodson Cb
Felro Bros
Henny Nadel
(I)

Harrison

Hipbodromo (I) 10
Gordon 4c Colville

Ink Spots

Gil Lamb
Oriental

'

NORWICH

.

Court Sq (I) 13-14
4c C Robinson

Lena Horne
Keiths
Condos 4c Brandow Roulettes

M

2 Vii'ginians

B

14-14

.

Johnson Clark
Frank Cook

SPRINGFIELD

NORSHORk

Jbthia

M

Joe Thomas
/^Prison Warden’*

;

Fr^a .Wing
10

(I)

Les Airdonis
Benny Furst

.

4c

H ippodrome

Vera Lynn
Gaby 4c Gay
Keh Barnes 4c Jean
Jimmy Smith
Scott. 4c Foster

^

S

FREDA WING
paiice
7 Mins^; One
Ralace, N. Y.’

hampton

NEWCASTLE
Empire (M) .10
Rex Roper & Pat
Lee Lawrence
L & F Preston
Kemble Bros
George Lacy

;

2 Juvelys

Brenda

4e

Asylum of Horrors
ST LOUIS
Fox (FM) IS
Paul Gray
Dick Thomas

(

Henry Neuvy

;

,

.

Flyihg Comets
Arthur. Worsley
Slim Rhyder

;

Cohen.

;

Harold King,

10

(S)

;

Philadelphia, April 10,

SHEPHERDS
BUSH

Empire

number
“‘Easter
Parade’’
ing
segues into Rodrigues & Phyllis
presenting stnooth terping of a
waltz» samba and tango to a strong
hand.
Wolf and orchestra of 14 pieces
provide solid backing for the bill.
Miss Gibson's throaty sob Stylb;. is
perfect for her solo of /’After
You’ve Clone/' “My Foolish Heart/'
which she sang in the pic^re of
the same title;

Jack Carson, Janis Paiye* Robert
Weils, Dick 8t Dot
The Ravens (4 ) Crbshy Sisters Aida, Tommy
Hdrtrnan, Frankie
Arden
Remy,
(2)., Ruth^ Brown, Derby Wilson,
Juie*s House Orch (22); ’’Free For

A

MacKenzie Reid
Dorothy

Wolver-

Chevalier Bros

.14 Only

.

10

(S)

Willie Carlisle;
Victoria Palace Gls
Harmony 4;

Jefferson (P)

14-14

Fitzgibbons

SicCadi

14-14

(I)

Midget

Show
ST AUGUSTINk

CAMDEN

Alexander

MANCHESTER

Hippodrome

Wise

:4c

for a while.

.

Mel Cole Ore
Pancho Ore

;

Peter- Sellers

Palladium Girls
Skyrockets Ore

'-20

Alfred Marks
Freddie Rrintbn
Finlay Bros

ROCKFORD

Rose'ir

:

combo a big look. Oh the whole,
return of vaude to Pittsburgh is
in the nostalgia of bigtime but in
the, tradition
of small-time, On
house’s sihall capacity, hpwever,
and necessarily low budgPt, this
type of thing Ought to get by okay

Adeline Nelce

Lew Saxon
Adams Bros

.

Douglas Duffy

:.Edmundo Bd
Gladys Hay

Alan Clive
Sheridan Brbs
.

Geo Shearing 5

j 4c E Hayden
"
Bunnell Sis
Ralph English
Durand
4c
Pedro

Lew

,

.

Holiday

BilUe

Owen 4c Topsy
& LaPierre
Jimmy Wheeler
Cass
Ross

.

Roger Ray"

'

Morecambe
3 Jokers.

Hurricanes

Satiafiers

J A V Cook
Rosemarie King
A 4c Havel

Towers (I)
King Bros.

I'

'

Royal (I) 14
Artie Shaw. Ore

Hadda Brooks
John Mason Co

Leslie Saroriy

Danny Thomas
G 4c. B Bernard.

«

Plutocrats
Glbria French
Alan Carrier
Nora Toojney. Co
Earle (W) 14
Adrian 4c Charlie

BALTIMORE

M 14-19

12

(1)

Morgan 3

;

aloha punch in several routines
distinguished only by sameness and
monotony, ;
;
J ohnny Merino's house band is
mixed in with Pineapple’s regular
four musiciahs on the stage to givei

.

Hotel Stevens
Joan Hyldoft
Arnold Shoda

<

LONDON

of Horrors

Carman

'

Palledium (M) 10

PHILADELPHIA

,

DiGitanos

.

SHEFFIELD

.

Kenneth Remo
Eileen Green
Cliff Norton

-

Empire (M) 10
Freda Wyn
Mack. Triplets
T & S Davis
.Wood' 4c Harmer
Jackies

.

13 Only,

(P>

-

'

-

Wallas Eaton;

12 Tiller Girls

PALATKA

:

11)10

Dick: Bentley

Brahms
Gerie^ Anderson
Harry Richards

Pembrobk

Dollie

Wazzan Tp
Prince of Wales'

.

.

Nelson

Billy .Chandler Ore
Carolyn Gilbert
Hotel Bismarck
Les Weinrott
Gypsy Markoff
Vera Gaban
Harry Rodcay
Bill Snyder Ore
Johnny AUadln Ore
Silver Frolics
H Edgewater Beach Nov-Elites (3)
Eric Thorsbn
Stone 4c Shine
Ruth Chib
'Ginger Kinney
Chaties Sheldon
Kay Kenton
Lathrop & Lee
Bud Prentiss Ore
D Hild Ders (12)
Don Pedro Bd
Bernie Cummins 0
Vine Gardehe

'

Clitheroe

.

5

Cole

;

.

Joy Nichols

4e

Christine

Ralph Lewis
Chet Roble
Mary F Kincaid
Jerry Marchand

falls into

.

Story"

Ore

and agreeahie, Jdhm on stage and promptly
.

Phyllis Gehrig

Helsings

.

Jimmy Edwards

..Wehman.

•

Parker Bros

Strand CW) 14
Valdes Ore

Hayes

Jim Penman Co
'4c

.

..Morris'

.Maribttl

CarmOn Albino
Norman Fields
Frank Wegner
Ward Garner

A

LIVERPOOL

Grip 4

14-1S

(I)

Sands Girls

Don Weismuller

Cee, Davidson

Jimmy

Horse

Fred Ferrari'
Arthur Hayes
Edwina Carol
Len'- Marten

Senbr Cortez

Callahan
Sc

Palace

H

Warner

llarmonlcats

Bonny Howard
Elsa

Wells

Rita Shearer
Joh Bodeii
Mandalay Singers

little

ny Pineapple does the m.c. chores the orchestra pit to start a conand sings a couple of Hawaiian tinual sessions of laughs. He’s a
Phahts, likev/ise introducing his comic with an unorganized type of,
Hula MAids (there are eight ad- delivery hard to describe, but
vertised and five In fact) doing which is timed to a tee and gets
some diluted weaves in their grass over big. vAlso' pleasing is Bobby
skirts. The phosphorescent finish Gilbert and his ;old VtallSng violin”
to one of their numbers is the lone turn in repartee with Wolf. Open-

Inn

^'College

Asia Boys (3)
Tony Fontaine

Dancing Demons
A «I Powell
Stan Stafford

Cheerful C Chester

Ken

.Chez- parte
"
Vine
Gertrude Nieseh

Billy

Gus Aubrey
Hal Mack

Empire <M) 10
.

Arden 4c Hartman
3 Honey Boys
NEW BRITAIN

10

(P)

&

Harper

Royal (M) 10

a

.

:

DIackstone Hotel
Andy Williams
Dick LaSalle uro

lt*s

quite Spirited

David Powell
Raymond Chase
M Abbott 'Ders
Eddie O'Neil Ore
Shermait Hotel
,

Frank Randle
Hal Swain
Swing Sis

Kay Sothern

Jimmy James .Co
Kermond Bros

N

16 t 20

(i)

Jack Carson
Robert Alda

Tommy

4 Fays

BiUy Eckstine
Pete Rugolo Ore

Bill

Adams
Yvette,.

.

Paramount

-

Sadler

Iris

‘

.Al Gordon
Slate Bros

'.

LEEDS

.

.

.

Keaton 4c Armfield _ Empire (M) 10
Ben. Yost White
Joanne 4c Collette
Guards
Piddingtons

Corps de BaRet
Glee Club
.

Magyar Ballet
Lale Anderson

The Albins
Bob DuPont

;

.

.

>

Sherman Hayes Ore

PORTSMOUTH

^

Merry. 3
D 4r S rStepheng'.

13.-

'

'

HACKNEY

Empire (S) 10
EUtham 4c Sharpe
Marianne

Barry.

Frank Fayien

Margeiw Mayer
Dean Crane
Bettina Dearborn
ohnie Ronalde
Sane Bros
Alphonse Bergo
Helen Dodge

4f

•

Bobby. Barry
Perry Mitchell

Karina
peter Webster
Vadio .A 'Hertz
Sweet Serenadera

Royal
O'Farrell Ders

P

.

Buddy Rust
«Jerry Mapes
Frank Masters Ore.
Palmer House
Victor Borge
.

Ray Arnett
Bobo Lewis...

Albert Burdon

although

.

Skating Blvdeare
Jack Raffloer

Morton
Hyson

Lynh Jolson
Jei^e Elliot

Olive

4c

Hegon

Ray.

but fresh enough here to be solid*
Gals toss torsos and feet for a six
milder these aUd one-half minute ’-Marathon”
days."dance number that clicked.
Bang-up aero team of Meliho and
Frank Marlowe is the stage headHollis comes closest to wBlking^if liner this frame*
He is, billed as
with top honors, while WlntOii and the - ’’ProfesBlonal Lunatic,” and
Diane put pn flashy hoofing" that's proves to be just that. He comes

Senator^ Pitt

Harper Flaherty

Bob Fitzgerald

Tommy

«

Cycling Astons

Oiympia. (P) 13

Crawfords
Bonnie Baker
Nathane Bros

Sammy. Kaye Oro
Nancy walker
Ray Malone

%$ic

Conyot

Continued from paiQ fQ
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Lenny Heirman
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After some shifting around this
layout plays to good effect making
most of the highlights provided by
Bill Darnell, Montana Kid and his
educated horse and the Three
Stooges/ Breezy Opener is providred by the Three Hearts, trio of
hopfing femmes. Darnell foll()ws
with energetic vocalizing. Singer
has built a disk following particu*
Shoe
with
’’Chattanpoga
Ikrly
Shine Boy” and he makes the most
of a solid sesh with ”An of Me,”
•Ain’t Misbehaving” and ‘‘Sugab
.

‘

Foot Rag/’
Roberts,
and
Thorne
Tyler,
mixed knockabout trio, provide
good sight stuff to precede Montana Kid and his horse, “Coley

Bav.” Appealing, interlude is nicely
sold with musical backgroUiiding

by duo of femme chirpers, and
proves a solid clincher by way of
an effective tableau which rates
bows. iStoOges follow with, a bit of
a switch bn their familiar, routines,
coming on formally attired and giving with a special lyric about the
life of a stooge. Shift to the family
iar Guttehbergs, Which haye trademarked them; puts. them back into
Character and their well-tried rou;

tine of gags, slapstick and vocalizing add up to strong applause.

musical backing
Jp Lombardi’s
"
I'SOlid.

Biz good.

is

Bum.

d

‘

^edncsdayt

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

Ai>ril l2«

19S0

Gardenia/
various Ihstrumerits with the verve of his theme, "White
for* “Hello, There,
and enthusiasm that ^he employed he comes on medley
“Song
from
a
in the days when he led a band. switches to
as of Norway” and >then iiito “All of
It’s a house orch that he usea
mixing Danish lyrics
the foil in this case, instead of a Sudden,’*
with the English for salvos. Patter
his own.
^
Hotek’ Cover Charges
Markedly graying but still with between songs arid .c®5Ual irianner
in strong fashion,
Spots like the Hotel Plaza’s Perthat youthfuL urilined kisser that sells his routine
it posmakes him the perennial 3 uve, The Brissori charm makes
Room, the Waldorf-Astoria's
audi- sian
Rogers has the customers in hi$ sible for him to put over ari
nialcings oft
Room, the Empire
Rudy Vallee has
of Wedgwood
any
without
participatiori.
ence
two
corner all the way. For the
CanEddie
la.
are
girls
concert
a,
The
one-man
i
breaks or em: Room of Chi’a Palmer House, the
ing aggregation.
weeks he's here* there won’t be the usual awkward
tor, and gives pretty gootLevMence garbed in crisp, sequinned gowns
Perennials
Ariibassador's
such
as
A.
L.
barrassmerits.
Cocoariut
customers coin plaining that
thereof at the Hotel Roosevelt, by Kathefine Kuhn, and Were most any
“Angelus” and Grove, etc., have been charging
here is a Hollywood personality “Pink Cocktail,”
N. Y., but does riot qtiite found it refreshing arid enthusiastic in their
draw
still
couverts
to
for
$2,50
$1.50
years
dnto a cafe Unpre- “Champagne and Music”
In a lesser degree he evi- Work as they trotted out a sturdy who has come
out.
Evening” and seemingly thriving* particularto that is Rogers’ plaudits, but “Enchanted
denced that iri televisiori last year; catalog of tunes for dance intermis- pared. Added'
if
for a begoff picked up heav- ly
they had an attraction,
used
announceh
i
s
bd
unassuming,
y
the
His keynote is a harkback to
sion, ranging from fa$t-stepping
Straight niteries like the Gopaj
With him is ; a young iest mitting.
Golden ’20$, and it’s wel^attdried numbers like “Crazy Rhythm” to ments:
Dick Lewis, who has background- cabana, N. Y., the Chez Paree, Chisiriger-^cbmic, Bobby Bhields, Who
to the pfesent cycle of Nostalgic beautifully-arrariged Latin tunes.
fbr
many
tunes
cago, arid .the like, have done
to get a ed the Brissbn
Days in iDixie. The public yen for Opening aUdience, many of them of be-bops all. over the joint
years, played the, opening show, mightily ori the technique of $3,
the yesteryear styles in song, and the sedate type that only an un- nice response;
to
over
job
$3.50 and $4-,50 minimums, sansBuster Shaver, with Olive^ but turns the acebmp
story, as is being fully manifested usual attraction like this can lure
Buddy convert, hut quite obviously more
Richard, are still Joe Burman next Week.
arid
George
crowded
with the 1949-50 crop of pops, pix into
nightclubs,
the
Clarke orch supplies neat musical than making up for it by sundry
works, ; riiakes around the bandstand like school socko with the personality songpublished
and
splits hidden charges on bread and butafc as backing for Brissori and
grown-up caihpus kiddie Yallee, a kids at a prom during the terping. and-daiice act. The midgetsnbrinalwith the Chamitov ter,: upped scales, on food and
sets
dance
the
As a niatter-of-faet, the This portion of the Spitalny eri- Cute as ever, with;
natural.:
Clarke
drinks, and the like: Sombhow the
across his combo. As of May 9, Buddy
^
turnaway. turnout for his opening, deaver is geared strictly for danc- sized Shaver whammirig
under- <bbws out of this, room after a five- no-cuV technique strikes a happier
and the general theme pf both his ing, arid sparked by his new- ballroom darice with V the
year stand, and Max Charriitov note with the customers, regardOlive”
routine .'arid his aippeal to his .clien- found know-how in the dansapation
unit, less of the fact that the average
*
The “Carmen” production ser takes over with an eight-piece
tei e are geared to that metier.
field, is a solid success,
General entertainment policy .of cheeks are the same,
Songstress
qUence, f e a t u r i ri g
He does a good job with it, too,
the
Of
note
in
high
Of course, the
On top of this, whichever the
little out room Will be changed
in the main biit the show Stalls for Spitalny offering is the 73-minute Ernestine Mercer, is a
acts will give way; to a femme technique, the hotel robms with
He show he put on Opening night. It of sorts the way it’s done, mainly name
a lack of. the proper peaks.
line, comedian and specialty offer- eritertainment, like the independhave
dpesn’t
Mercer,
Miss
because
kids himself as a neo-AK; calls is a nicely-balanced package of 12
Newt,
ent cafes, have hrid that 20% FedIncldem
past-40 the “great divide’’; talks Of production numbers. Climaxed by the voice to go with it.
eral tax to contend with. In the
in its entirety is
his Yale days in the early ’20s rer Evelyn’s stirring interpretation of tally, the show
heyhey war days, with many custoo-conspicuous
Wasli.
the
11001114
marked
Uy
Blue
trademarked
,^^‘Mairie
his
prises
Staccato,” and boasting ex“Hora
‘^spending
the
Gpverntomers
in
(SHpREHAM HOTEL)
Stein Songs,” “'iCitty from Kansas ceptional lighting and smooth etn- presence of Miss Mercer. She’s
money” (out of excess
merit’s
number.
every
practically
City,” ‘Whiff enpOof Song” (includ- ceeing by the maestro.
profits),; there was little mental
LUcienne arid Ashbur, With their
ing a Dewey parody!; waxes rather
Jerry Ross, with hurdle that the $40 average check
The choir tees off this portion of knbckabbuf vapache stuff, are still
Neile FisHef
fulsome bri his ‘Alouette” corrishoW; with a novelty number, applause-getters, and the Ballet Jack RusseTl,: Howard & Wanda for a party o four came to $50,
the
appellation
his
sing;
kids
miinity
(10); and bver, counting the loCal city
praise to California” Sevillano, holdover Spanish im- Bell,
Barhee-howe Orch
of “Vagabond Lover,” but salutes ‘•Song of
sales takes in most communities.
(‘‘Where the fain doesn’t rain, it ports, are among the bill’s standr cover 50c., $1.
thafe song, along with ‘‘Honey” rewith
dhainpagne”
just drizzles
)
outs with their ensemble; stompcalls ‘‘If You Were the Only‘ Girl
But those days are over. It’s
u
1
spotiighted, on u SC's ‘‘Alma ing. Linda Lombard, songstress;
Evelyn
this
books
who
Maxim Lowe,
in the World,” among others.
particularly true of the hotels. The
the choristers on Frances and Grey, standard ‘‘ser- popular robm> hecanm enampuredi:.pj^jlQgQpl^y
Of the riewies he does ‘‘Riders Mater,” and
qj public rooms with
‘‘America the Beautiful.” The com- pent” act* are among the show’s of the Fisher-RossHu^^^
bntertairiment. In former year.s,
in the Sky” deadpan straight; likesegues evenly into the other hbldovers,
pany
then
Kahriv
yideQ^
anq
on
watchmg
while
wise ‘‘La Vie En Rose,” but errs in
they served as good ex“Sabre Pance,” so
reaehed out to New YorkJ^o bring pipitation for the hostels’ fundadoing the ‘‘You’re Too Dangerous, Khatchaturian
it will shake, the cocoait here for a fortnight, itin. The nierital business ---* selling rooms,
Chef ie” version, >Vhereas that, hav- terrific thattheir mbprings, and GloA.
L.
Bowl^
Bilinore
from
result appears to be successful for put in inverse ratio to. ciistoiriers
ing flopped, has been more lately nuts
ria’s syrup-smboth sbprano moves
(BILTMpRE HOTELV
^^L^b^'^^rned.
feplacei^ with an Anglo-Anierican
> being toughe; to get, likewise hoin as a shoW stopper on ‘‘Merry
April
7.
The act has Neile. Fisher ana tel rooms are more readily obtaiiiLbs
Angeles,
version"' which retains the lyric
Widow” and ‘‘South Pacific” medA
Dresden, Jerry Ross dancing priginal Amer&
Cabot
Nick
Lucas,
content, title and -flavor of the origHer “Younger Than Springleys.
Gdli, Perry Franks & Janyce, icana to the baritone of Jack Rusinal “La Vie” as Edith Piaf iritendIn the case of the Plaza’s new
time” gets her off to a sustained Paul Neighbors Orch (13);. cover
ed them:
Evelyn Knight and^Beatrice
volley of applause.
tof
his'
!:$1.50.
There is also a yentriloquial bit
Kraft are two very nice flQorsho\y
There is a truiripeter hamed
and is Ifven finb hanm
With a colored dummy; a poise arid
but a needless hurdle is creitems,
Jeanette, whose .triple^torigUing is
Conscious of the diverrified pa- sterns^ from the^“(?Sahonfa»” School ated for them
ease that has always distinguished
by the Hilton Hotels
up in the master class. The bass tronage he enjoys
in this hotel spot, of entert^nment arid th^^
the Vallee showmariship, only it’s
continuing those $2
management
section comes through beautifully
are so^ewhS rieniSiIscent of that
whilom
entertainmerit
refiige
for
now more so, tinder maturef pro- With
$2.50 cover charges, latter on
Old Kentucky Home.” tourists,
team
natives, collegiates arid bc- fine
jection; and, of course, the inevita® V
w
Saturdays Only. But if you dine
Viola, the drummer, is a femme
caribnal diners-put, manager Joe rhamninn
ble campus flavor, even unto two
Krupa, arid in a duet with Helen Faber tries
Opening number has them in fn
to spot a little of everyfraternity songs.
bn the flute, turns in a terrific
For the Roosevelt, V allee is a specialty. Viola is a natural per- hing in each layout.: New one is cowboy costume, a graceful mPdper^^
tees off, the $2 nShPa^^^eSra
no
exception,
and
if the expected ern ballet effort with considerable
sock showmanship booking. It’s a
former and displays socko show- post-Lenten- business
tVro-ply threat in that, along with
upsurge mate- class. This is followed up with a
inldnigbt show.
post-theatre
manship With her renditions on the rializes, the
arid
bottom
black
Biltmore Bowl should burlesque
the ex-maestfo now turned soloist, top shelf; A vocal trio winds up
It’s a tall order .npwadays for.a
there is a tiptop band combination this section of the endeavor with realize something from the book- Charleston of the flapper era, both
well handled. The costuming for polite little floorshow to draw, in
in Larry Green and his rhythmic “Flight of the Bumblebee”^ and a irig-,
Headlining is troubadour Nick this riumber is a beautiful job' face of these economic standards,
grbup which includes five brass, comic renditibn pf the“RigOletto
Lucas, long-time favorite in these which has theHlue Room audience What’s worse, it strikes that the
five reeds, piano, string bass and
Quartet reduced to a trio.”
parts. His vocalizing stint, accom- chuclding reminiscently. Windup hotels are self-iiriposlng^ some pretpercussion. This; is a sWitch from
Spitalny has a pianist, Louise,
Green’s fornierly dominant fiddle who is a natural for. the concert panying himself bn an electric gui- selectiori is a medley of rustic ty severe barriers by these fancy
tolls, especially in this day and
tar,
is glared to elicit greatest re- dances.
setup. Besides the forthright terp
Her brilliant keyboarding is
field.
This is a young dance team with ag®* aria even .regardless of any
from nostalgia and he
tunestering, they do a good show Calciumed in “Rhapsody in Blue,” sporise
IHlirig of the 20% tax.,
plenty
on
the
ball
obviously
and
makes
a
it
payoff
nicely.
Opening
job for Vallee -s riiore than, solid interspersed with real lowdown
night audience included a sizable bright future. One of the things
So far as the Misses Knight and
hour Of sOngalog and reminiscence. clarinet and brass passages.
it
must
learn,
however,
is
to reach Kraft are concerned, they’re cercoterie of his fans who greeted
There is also an alternate relief
New in the grbup is Jeannie, a with
iriore to the live audience, ere- tainly aft •uesthetic and s.S. relief
out
relish
his
reprise
of
of
quintet for the between-sessions.
some
sexy brunet with a corking conating a feeling of greater intimacy from some of the bearded folk
Trade-wisev the Roosevelt may tralto.
“Begim the his disclicks.
sings
iShe
and warinth.
Irii second spot is Gali Gall, Egypsingers and dancers that the Perbe setting a pattern in double-fea- Beguine” and “Through the. Years.
(
Russell, who sings for Fisher and sian Room seemed partial to of
ture attractions. There are niani- Spitalny. will be lucky to hold on tian magician held over for a ninth
Ross,
is
a
week'
standout
at
baritone
with
the BowL
recent months. Miss Knight Is the
festations thereof with other hosHe’s a solid
to Jeannie and Gloria, because the
crbwd-pleaser with rapid-fire ma- plenty of ooniph and sock in his same authoritative, willowy blonpe
telries and niteries; quite apparpicture boys are liable to get a
who is both decorative and profesently the public must be given peek at these two gals and try to nipulations arid works closely with voice.
his auditors, luring two customers
Howard and Wanda Bell, acros sioriSl on ariy cafe floor. That some
extra Values nowadays for every- snare them into the studios.
up
oil stage to serve as foils and who coiriplete the bill, are a high of her routine might warrant r&
body to do business. .Vallee and
nrimber,
production
A swing
Green are thus a two-for-One com- hypoed by soaring flights of reeds draw added laughs. Magicker is a level pair. What sets this act off editing is sotriething else again but,
bo, as against the traditional Guy and brass, brings: Louise back for canny showman who has put a cou- is the work done by the gal part- furidameritally, she’s a personable
Lombardo perennial at this grill- another session of ivory swacklrig ple of reverse twists on standard ner. Where most attractive and thrush with know-how. She misses
bits of magic business for height- curvaceous girls are ifterely stage with some of her straight mike
room, as it has been for the past 20 on“Bumble Boogie.”
dressing while their partners do all pops, somehow essaying a slow balinterest.
years:
Trade-wise, also, Willard
Of course, as the piece de re ened
It’s a return date to the Bowl for the work, Miss Bell IS a first class lad in a wrong midriff spot; apAlexander, in booking both the sistance of the groiipi iri the nextband and the crooner, sets a prece- to-closing spot, comes Evelyn, an dance team Cabot arid Dresden, aerpbat. She balances on her head parently spotted there, chiefly, to
dent here since the Roosevelt eyeful in a daringly low-cut cloth just back from a year’s tour of ^top her partner’s head while he plug her current Decca disk. InIntricate rou- rocks on a teeter board, somer- stead, she might have reprised a
heretofore Was traditionally an of gold gowri that rocks the femme Continental spots.
MCA exclusive. There is' a $1.50- ringsiders. In addition* she jolts tining earns. plaudits, particularly saults on his shoulders and other- medley of “Little Birds Told Me”
$2 convert for the supper patrons. them with her Intense* vlbrat their “perpetual motion” windup. |•wise proves her skill and adept- and those other bestsellers of anThis combo is in for four weeks ing rendition of “Gypsy Airs, 91 Dancirig of the musicomedy type is riess.
other era, which would supply
Show, as usual, is roUnded out proper zirig.
offered by Perry Franks and Janand looks fair to do boff b.o.
“Some Enchanted Evening,’* “Fid yce,
who
provide
an
okay
openirig
Abet,
and
Hcr opeUers crr, too, iri that
Canary”
die Faddle,” “Hot
Barilo
f
both iri the same: idiom—
“Hora Staccato” on her magic vio- for the bill.
Paul
highly
Neighbors*
friendly
musicrew
fashion
does
Coeoaniit fvrove;, I..* A. lin. The choir sounds, off the finale99 the showbacking and handles terp with the dancing crowd and intro- audience numbers, directed chiefly
March.
to
Anthem
ririgsiders.
There is a question,
“National
the
with
(AMBASSADOR HOTEL)
with maestro vocalizing oc- duces celebrities to the audience. too,
whether the accent on ring:
Breakdown of the Spitalny aggre chores
Los Angeles, April 4.
casionally,
Dance beat is good,
Lowe,
trum
brass
side
finds
(three
occupants
gatioq
five
as “the” most dePhil jSpitalny, with his **Hour Of
and Neighbors has a pleasant voice.
sirable quota bf custoipers is good
Chdi^** AlhGirl Orchestra and pet, two trombone), foUr reeds
Kap.
Kiffy
Bavis,
Miaiii
psychology, considering that the:
Choir, featuring- Evelyn and Her ( three saxes arid brie flute ) five
/
Miami Beach, April 9.
backenders’ money is just as good,
Magic Violin;. minimuTtis, ^1.50, $2. strings, five rhythm instruments IVorinamllo
Roof,,
Eddie Qdrr, Los Barrdneos, Sally arid frequently more so for several
(iricluding harp and guitar); and
(MOUNT ROYAL HOTEL)
Sweet, Kenny Davis, Johnny Sib intra-trade reasons that don’t have
five vacalists.
Phil Spitalny has a tonic that the
vers Orch; no piininium or cover.
Mbntreal, April 9.
This is a surefire night club at
to be elaborated on here. Hov\>
bistro boxoffice rieeds, especially traction that can’t miss in smart
Carl Brisson,: Bud>dy Clarke and
ever, in the main it’s chiefly a quesestablishinerits with large v capaci-: arid large places.
Satisfactory show on tap herb, tion of reshuffling, some of the rou-'
It is what the Max Chaiuitov Orchs; cover $1,
ties.
His aggregation of 27 soloists* bistros need to keep the customers $L50.’ :/
despite the lower talent budget,
tine. Ray Sinatra, at the iVorics,
and specialists is the class for alb coming arid the sheriff far, far
Eddie Garr is standout in tbp- gives expert accomp assist.
around accord and approbation in a away.
Openirig Saturday night (8) to a liner spot. Coriiic holds them all
Ung,
Beatrice Kraft, ex-Kraft Sisters
night spot
crowd just; released from the obli- the way with his impreshes of Ed* and ex-Jack Cole, has two meh
Spitalny, Who has been doing
gations of Lent arid Passover holi- Wynn: Durante, Richman and Ghe- backing her in the -rhythinic East
Laiin Oiiarti^r* N* V.
concert and riadio, tried the riightdays, Carl Brissbn scored the great- VaUer, and maintains paCe with Indian terp routines of the Cpie
(FQLLOWXJP)
club rbutirie, at the Last Frontier,
est personal triumph tb date in gags and standard drunk bit.
En- and Ghandra-Kaly school. Miss
Las Vegas, last December, and
With Buddy Rogers the riew this lofty boite. The ropes went Up cores with the refugee bit, a bit Kraft tops these two exponents, if
proved it to be the top attraction headlining act iri a mostly hold- eariy and reception from the regu- dated, but still a mitt getter. Had for no other reason* than that she ^
in its history, He has proved it par over show, the Latiii Quarter is lars and a curious, but fascinated, to beg off,
prettier. Always a pert looker, her
excellence for his Ibcal engage- still giving the out-of-town visitors college crowd was terrific. Brisson
Mistress of cereirionies is Sally neb-Oriental tempos, but of a 52
ment,' which brbke iri at the. incep- who. frequent, this spot as good a whamiried over his f aves in usual Sweet, an irigratiating blonde,
who
St. rhythm, iriake for a brisk 12
tion of Holy Week. Although his buy as there is on Broadway. With socko fashion doing a hefty sesh of in own spot socks over
a calypso minutes on anybody 's saloon flooiv
opening was riot capacity, business an hour and a half show, plus that 45 riiinutes.
turie, then coaxes males up from class or mass. She appeals genstarted mounting froiri Wednesday $4-$5 food minimum, there is hard-*
Always a riatural in this particu- and for a participation bit ln“She erally;
,
on, with indications that his four- ly any question about it.
lar robm, much, of the Brissori suc- Opened Her Purse.”
Bob Grant and Mark Monte hold
week stay here will be socko.
Rogers, former film star-barid- cess is due tb the pre-show selling
Terping spot is capably held by over with their suave dansapation,
Spitalny is in on a guarantee leader, is still a self^effacirig per- of both the singer and his wife, a Lbs Rarranebs.
ideal fbr a class spot like the Perand all cover charges, and looks sQriality kid who retairis the good carefully rehearsed layout and an
The Latino pair have played this sian Room, Iricidentaliy, the Plaza
like a natural to put himself a looks and dash of a juvenile. And enthusiastic Danish following. The robm befbre arid again
turn iri sat- had a dual preem with Maximilian
chunk of coin for this engagement. on this basis alone Rogers clicks opening was attended by the local isfactory carito of hip^swingirig and Bergere and Emery Deutsch’s orThe Grove’s podium was redeco- with the Latin Quarter clientele/ Danish consul and a coterie of fel- torso-twists.
\
chestras bowing, into the Rendezrated fbr the first time in more To top it off he comes through low countrymen who cued the
Keririy Davis, son of the owners, vous (grill) room* succeeding
than 25 years, arid with the. gals with a pleasing performance on palming and called for all the Bris- holds oyer here with a routine of son Re and Nicholas Matthey’s pfin resplendent costumes it makes a the talent end when he bounds son staridards.
pops and Yiddish songs. Johnny chestlas after a long semester,
beautiful picture of a singing*, play- all ovef the bandstand to play
Opening with'dn off-stage intlo Silvers backs neatly.
Abel.
iLary,

1-Man Concert Part
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OUTLOOK
Trumari

President

is

Fascinated

by the lengthy

game

polcer

in the third act pf
“A^ Streetcar Named Desire,’’
Viv^^hich played the Shubert last
week, a viewer became convinced thiit it was not just play;
acting^

hits

said

patronage may
only more so.
Indications are that conditions
may differ sharply between Broadway and the road. Attendance on
Broadway will probably continue
the pace it has maintained so far

We

Attempt to get Mr. Truman to
interyene in the situation, either
personally dr through One of his
personal aides, is "being made by
the Committee of Theatrical Producers. Mrs. Irene M, Selznick and
t^avirence Langher, are a sub-committee in charge of the project.
They've been informed confidehtially that Heiman is rib longer
adamant about continuing racial
discrimination at the National, but
might agree to a compromise
which would enable him to, save
face. His principal objection to
Equity’s nOn-discrimination rule is
understood to be that it constitutes
liniOn “dictation” on matters of

,

:

won

Song^^

.

afre-riiinded backers.^who would>
say; put up $1,000 each^and thus
form a nucleus to back many plays
that would ordinarily heyer^be produced because of the toodhtent

day.” it was the standout of
the show, but as a record it
survived as a; much greater

“commercialization” of the theatre.
“There aren't the kind of producers today that there were 20 qr
30 years ago,” Hardwicke avers,
“years ago producers were always

.

hands a night.” The male star;
Ralph Meeker; added
“Detroit has beeri good to Vic. He's
:

central furidVH'pm which producers of worthwhile plays could
draw 'financing, Is. sondething that
is vitally hecessary‘'to Broadway if
it is to maintaiit top standards, according to Sir Cedric Hardwicke,
the actor-direetbr. And the way to
do it is to organize a group of the-

of his most memorable '^hits
with a musical number, Kurt
WeiU's “The Septeiriber Song,”
He sang it originally in the
Maxwell Anderson-Weill musical,
“Knickerbocker Holi^

lean takings for
other
words,
reriiain about the

or,

In

others.

CUck

A

One of the ironies of Walter
Huston’s career as a legit actor
was the fact that he Scored one

saitie^

asked Victor Rendina, the,
in the sho w\ who
“Sure, it’s' a real game.
figure to get in about six
.

and uneven

the

He

Mexican

HBiitonV

Legit bbxbffice prospects for the^
balance pf the spring and over
the summer are generally good.
But trade wilt probably be spotty^
with lush business for the few top

Detroit, April

man

.

By HOBE MOBBISdN

Faces

in return for an agreement by Heithat he will end such discrimination at the house.

.

By NA"? KAHN

being-f

sought as ait impartial ^‘outsider”
to try to arrange a settlement of
differences between Actors Equity
and Marcus Heiniah, thereby bringing about the reoperiing of the National theatre in Washington as a
legit house/ The proposed formuia
is for Equity to withdraw frOm contracts the clause barring actors
from appearing in Washington theatres practicing racial segregation;

.success.-.

Starting slowly, the sales of
the platter ultimately reached
such proportiohs that when
Huston toured several seasons
later in “Apple of His Eye/’ he
made a practice of singing the
number between acts, arid the
stunt was figured as the play’s
chief boxoffice draw. The star
did the song again in the
“ANTA Album” of 1949, With

That is, generally
season.
somewhat below the 1948-49 level,
With ample patforiage for the leading hits and diminishing returns
this

:

'

$12.70 here.’’

Business
for the average dfaws.
on the roadi which has been the
poorest pri record this season, is
apparently; due to decline steadily,
except for such steady siriashes as
‘^Mister Roberts,” ^‘Kiss Me, Kate”
(when it leaves Chieagp and resumes its tour) and the forthcoming second company of “South

,

doing something

to vitalize the theatre, ah(f that’s the reason it flour-

ished so
today.

June Lockhart as
vis-a-vis.'/'

As a final irony, /Weill, who
composed the song, died only a
week before Huston.

Pacific.”

Accordirig to a recent report by
the President’s Council of Economic Advisofs> general business
management policy.
“South Pacific” copped eight of conditions will probably remain
There is believed to be little sen^
extremely profitable, with boom
timent among CTP members in the 17 “’fpnys” handed out Sun- conditions in certain lines and disfavor Of any modificatiori of Equi- day (P) by the American Theatre appointing volume In others. The
ty’s anti-discrimination stand. MowWing for notable coritribUtions to so-called hard goods, such as
everi the managerial group is more
steeL autOs and new houses (with
determined- than ever to find a sb- ^”® theatre. The “Tonys,” awards the resultant demand for furnishTution to the Washington situation made by the Wing in honor of the ings,, television sets, etc.), are likeand, provided the principle of ra- late Antoinette Perry, who served ly ta remain bullish. But soft
cial equality were
not compro- as wartime-chairman of the organ- goods (clothes, textiles, toilet ar-*
mised, hopes that a face-saver for ization, were handed out to “The. tides
and “luxuries”) are feeling
Heiman may be the ahswer.
Cocktail Party” and “South Pa- a sales pinch.
It’s agreed that CTP is not in cific” as the best dramatic play
Because of the deferred demand
position to approach Equity on the and musical for the 1949-50 Broad- xur
autos, due
for sicci
steel products
Piuuucis aiiu
and «utus,_uuc
matter. But it' s felt that some perr way season.
The awarding was lo the recent steel and cpal strikes,
son of major prestige might swing done at the fourth annual Wing thbse lines are at peak production,
enough weight to iron but difficul- dinner-dance held at the Waldorf- which tends to create purchasing
ties satisfactorily to both sides. Astoria Sunday (9). power in out-of-tpwn industrial
The White House, it’s ax'gued,
Shirley Booth and Sidney Black- centers. Also, stemming from war
(Continued on page 72)
mer were honored for their per- uuituitnjiid,
tiicxc IS
severe
conditions, there
is still a scvcic
formances in “Come Back/ Little housing shortage aiid record build- J
Sheba,” as were Mary Martin and ing construction.
There is still
OEzio Pinza for their portrayals in plenty of money in circulation' but
‘‘South Pacific.” j uanita Hail and because the war shortages are gen;

“Shadow and Substance” on Broadway, in which Hardwicke was the
star, at a cost of approximately
$12,000.
A show like that today
K would cost probably five times that,

,

!

.

'

Hardwicke adds.
“Call

,

^

!

|

,

Myron McCormick,

also in “South erally Over, people can be
were cited for their sup(Continued on page 74)

Pacific,”

Fway

porting

j

((Continued on page 72)

Shubert, Chicago, Starting
shows,
Sleep”
and “The Man,” are being junked.
“Miss Liberty,” musical with
songs by Irving Berlin and book

Schnitzer,

,

riiore
j

musical..

Oscar Hammer-

who

Breen Enter

Ballet Theatre Picture

by Robert E. Sherwood, wak presented by them and Moss Hart,

.

To Aid European

directed.

It

'

^

!

I

i

,

j

.

j

co-

|

starred in the Arthur Miller drama,

have not decided whether to take
the assignment. Incidentally, they
were originally sought for the
show when Blbomgarden, co-presenter Walter Friede and stager
Elia Kazan began preparing the

;

;

1

|

i

I

.

1

!

!

!

production. Also, March will play
the Willy LOman role in the recorded edition of the tragedy,
which Decca wiil soon release as

,

;

j

j

,

an album.

Thomas Mitchell is expected to
remain with the touring edition of
“Salesman” through the summer,
when the coiripany will be playing
the C6a.St. HbWeyer, he might be
brought in as successor to Lock
production

appears to be corisiderable ’trade
seeing Mitchell in: the
Loinan part, Bloomgarden naay
shift him to the Broadway troiipe
in the fall, after the Marches leave.
In either case, Albert Dekker is
expected to remain oh hand as undenstridy for the rote.
Blooingarden figures “Salesmah”
Is good for at least ahother season
on Broadway arid, depending on
hooking availabilities, for at least
that long on the road.
intei*est in

Woolley-*Dinner* in Erie
Schenectady, April 11.

The Man Who Came

;

,

1

.

'

.

.

,

1

j

;

:

.

.

:

;

,

'

1

sr

i

to Dili-

ner" at the Erie. Schenectady, L5
miles from his home town of Saratoga Springs.
^

To

m

:;

if

Marches decide not to accept
Blpomgarden’s bid, Or, since there
tile

Toiir

played 306 per-"*
Some interesting exec changes
formances. The production, financ- have been made in connection with
at
to Ballet Theatre’s prospective tour
cost
$191,000
at
ed
$200,000,
an additipnai “Tony” for his direcbring in, exclusive of $18,500 in pf JEurope this summer.
Bob
tion of the sariie shows
To Import Londoners bonds
and deposits. It has repaid Schnitzer has been called in as
Jo Mielziner’s scenery fpr “The
Shepard Traube’s production of /the backers $120,000 and has a re- company manager for the tour,
Innocents” won him the set-de- “The Giaconda Smile,” scheduled serve
of approximately $22,000; while Robert Breen, exec secretary
signer’s plum, while Helen Tami- for early fall, is *budgeted at $60,plus the bqpds. The show’s break- of the American National Theatre
ris’ choreography in “Touch and
000. Although .it is a two-setter even figure on tour is around $28,- & Academy, plans to go abroad late
Go” received the nod in that divi- (one requiring a split-stage), the OOO standing still and $29,500 /this month to arrange details in
sion. Aline Bernstein drew a prize producer figures he can bring the moving.
connection with the trip,
for her costumes in “Regina,” show in Under the budget by care- [* After four sellout weeks of over
Bleyins Davis, prez of Ballet TheAvhile Maurice Abravanel garnered ful. planning, including having the
$43,000 each in Philadelphia, the atre Foundation, which backs Bala “Tony” for his outstanding musi- scenery and costumes done over Berlin-Sherwood musical opened let Theatre, is the sparkplug of the
Joe the summer, when conditions aren’t at the Imperial, N. Y., last July tour, He lined up ANTA as tour
cal direction of that show.
Lynn took home a prize for his rushed and lower rates prevail.
It had a huge
to mixed reviewis.
sponsor, as well as getting the U, S.
work as stage technician on ‘‘Miss
Basil Rathborie will star in the advance sale, however, and quickly State Dept, to okay the venture,
Liberty.”
Aldous Huxley thriller, with sev- hit a’ boxoffice pace of $40,000 or Davis sponsored the visit Of the
Maurice Evans received special eral actors slated to be brought
legiter, “Hamlet,” to Denrriark and
(Continued on page 74)
recognition for his work done in from London, where the play had
other parts of Europe last year,
The
season.
last
run
at
successful
company
directing the acting
a
Breen played the name role in this
production, while Schnitzer was
New York’s Cility Center. A scroll cast numbers 10, including four bit
to
company manager. This explains
was given to Gilbert MUter for of- parts. Huxley, who arrived last
do
some
the activity of the pair in the curParty.” Le- week from the Coast to
Set ‘Iniiocents' rent
Clarence Jacobson
venture.
land Hayward, Logan, Rodgers and /.script revisions, goes to Pans
Peter Cookspn, producer of .“The is regular manager of Ballet TheHammerstein were also given a about three weeks and then
$unday
to
(16)
planes
Innocents,”
He won’t be
atre, and will probably, resume this
scroll for putting on “South Pa- proceeds to Italy.
The late Brock Pemberton, present: for rehearsals or the London to. set a deal for the West post on return of the crimpany in
cific,”
founder of the Perry citations and Broadway opening. TraUbe, will End edition of the. William Archi- the fall from Europe.
bald-Henry James thriller. He’s
Ballet Theatre comes back to
its original chairman, was given a 'direct.
1. tt
On Traube’s tentative schedule been hegotiating by cable with^H, N. Y. this month, after a year’s abposthumous award. Special tfib(Hugh Beaumont), biit sence, for a gala 10th anniversary
iite was also paid to the enter- for next season is a Broadway pro- M, Tepnent
performing in veterans duction of “Anne. Veronica,” star- hasn’t been able to agree on terms, season, opening- at its original
tainers
GI®n- home, the Center theatre, for a
wlth^^^P^^
may
team
he
actress
Sri
ring Wendy Kilter. The
hospitals.
engagement, starting
vilte in the presentation; Gleuyille, three-week
HpTian myes.and
tTavpcs and Eleanor
Flcarior Ropse
Rorise- appeared in London in the play,
Helen
production April 23.. Troupe is skedded to fly
authored by her hus- , who staged
James El
yelt made the awards.
has
exJuly
Playhouse,
Y.,
15; with the tour
N.'
Europe
the
to
band, Ronald Gow, She’S current- at
Saiiter headed the entertainment
with Sir Ralph tensive connections In London,, lasting five months and covering
ly
cp-^starririg
committee.
Richardsori in “The Heiress,” in having directed various produc- eight countries.
Breen is going tri Europe some
the title part she created' in the tions there before criming to the
plans hinging
original Broadway production of XJ. S. last fall to stege the Maurice time this month, his
situation, in
the drama. Traube also hopes to Evans 13 resentatlpn of /'The Brown-^ on the D. G. theatre
In addistake.
a
has
ANTA
which
,
;
The annual Lambs Spring Gam- bring to New York the current ing Version.”
No replacement has been s^ed tion io lining up the Ballet The“The Beaux
bol, the only event sponsored by London revival of
two
out
to take over the leading part in atre dates, he will work
the theatrical club to which the Strategem,” with the original cast
One is d;
edition of The^In- projects for next year.
the
Broadway
Kay
Clements
and
bv
John
headed
will
admitted,
are
public and ladies
plan to send U. S; legiters abroad,
nricents” late in May, when Bea
be held in the ballroom of the Hamriirind.
play at the vaiiouii
The producer’s plans had been trice Straight (Mrs. Cookspn) is next season, to
Astor holeL N. Y., Saturday
(Edinburgh,
festivals
to leave the cast because Burppean
scheduled
he
was
when
recently
(delayed
Four e<^erT;i
Cannes ) Another
A Venice,; Knokke,
approaching motherhood.
irijuries
head
n/irf
by
t
vtpn
Walter
incapacitated
BeitXytelvy^^^^
1..
aie
oMhe e\ent
project Is for ente^
received in a motor crash near his {major star Is being sought for
Creaza, Jack Whiting and Edd
‘troops iii the occupied areas.
lassignment
while Richard Rodgers drew
an award for his score and Logan

sical,

vacation.

The Marches, who would be

m

the

^d

at the

May 22: The other two
“Now I Lay Me Down to

stein II were accbladed for their
libretto of the award-winning mu-

ducer KermitBloomgarden to succeed Gene Lockhart, who withdraws from the title role at the
season-end, May 31; and Mildred
Dunnock, who wants to take a

5-6
s

in

'Silesmanr Joshua Logan and

Fredric March
and Floreilce
Eldridge may take over the leading parts in “Death of a Salesman”
On Broadway for the summer.
They are being sought by co-pro-

summer

foies

unions—

the fault of the

talking about it; won’t correct the
Of last week’s three Broadway situation,” Hardwicke points put.
losings, one went on tour and the He sees the cooperation pf the
The fprmer, crafts in England as being much
“Miss Liberty ,” ppened Monday greater, and the result is that there
night (10) for a three or possibly are .many more legitimate theatre
four-week stand at the Shubert, operations there than in. America.
Boston, with a fortnight engage- Thus, while the actors in England
don’t get paid as highly as here,
thed an indeCnite run perhaps, remuneration there over
troit,

i

In

Han’

‘Sleep,’

it

what you willr^but whatever the
cause might be, it’s there; and just

'

1

t^ds

better .than it does
course, in* the present

.

.

Offered

much
Gf

seem so necessary for ‘younger managers to be so commercialized in
their pfodiicing efforts, v It’s bound
to kill off the theatre.”
The star-difectof of the current
Broadway hit, “Caesar and Cleopatra,” has something to say about
the co.sts problem in the current
scheme of producing operations*
He recalls that before the war, for
instance, Eddie Dowling put on

:

silent

his

;

day they must keep in mind the
much higher costs, but it doesn’t

I

\

;
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Fojv

Jr.

1

home

in:

Ridgefield, Conn,
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XEGltlMATB
Lee Shuberit Acts
As Prez of League

1956

inside Stidf-’L^t

Lee Shubert, first vlcepresident
Members of the Actors Equity summer stock coirimittee are still
of the League of N. Y. Theatres, puzzled at' the attitude of the Stock Managers Assn, regardihg
the
president pending the

acting
organization's regular election of
officers in June. He is filling the
duties of the late president, Brock
Pemberton, who died about a
is

j

The Aietropplitan Opera Assn. >
Monday (10) bn its annual
spring tour, which this spring wUl Traubd

left

month ago.
Kick to
cover 15 cities iri 13 states for, a
The League nominating commit7,200 mile jaunt. Tour this season
tee is due to meet soon to draw
Stays
nfisS^TruinaD
runs six weeKs, instead ^ of lest
UP a slate of of fleers and governingHelen Traubel has gone back to board for the forthcoming election.
year’s record-breaking; nine-week
two
jaunt; which took the Met to the Columbia Artists Mgt., after

Cpt

fut

'

years With the James A. DavidsOn
Singer is returning to the
Mgt.

'

y.'''...:
Ceast/'
This spring the Iwo^week L> A.
year's
(last
stand has been omitted
biz not being SRO, due to strong
San Francisco Opera competition),
and Boston cut dmvn from t\vo
weeks to one. Chicago, however,
Is being revisited for the first time

Lawrence Evans

&

Weinhold

m

.

:

;

:

,

.

'

,

'

m

,

ing it on the recommendatloh of the summer stock committee. When
the proposal was Tirst mentionedt at a meeting between the summer
stock committee and a igrdup of strawhat “operators, the latter expressed
enthusiasm, explaining’that billy such a rule by Equity cpuld cure the
admittedly bad situation created by under-rehearsed and sloppy gueststar productions. Subsequently, however, when SMA president Milton
Sttef el and several other strawhatters raised objections to the proposal,
a number of other SMA meinbers joined the opposition. In backtracking 6n its previous ;en4<>rseineht, the Equity council was apparently
motivated by a reluctance to risk causing the closing of any strawhat,
as SMA members threatened might result from the five-day require-

divi-

sion of Golumbia, by whom she was
managed: for in^yearsvp
Davidson tenure.
Switch has raised queries as to
the cortceyt future of Margaret TruMktiricb Abravanel has been in
who' is aiso under Davidson
man,
since 1947 for a week's' stay, and
the management and who has been
N. Y; for the past 10 days auditionOklahoma; City included "
artistic
and
wing
der the tutorial
tour for the first time;
ing talent Tor a summer musical
Traubel. Miss
Tour actually started a couple of guidance of Mme*
Conwill stay with season in Salt :Lake : City.
however,
Truman,
as
week,
weeks ago- The Boston
ductor, who batoned; the first three
Davidson.
well as two days in Baltimore, have
weeks of the legiter “Beglha’' in
already been, filled, the Met having
N. Y. last fall, followed that up
to return to N> Y. last week for a
to
With; an 18-week season as head of
series of Performances at home,
Previews
Rehearsals,
2
the Utah Symphony prehestra this
because hO city will book the Met;
“The Liar," Pbrothy Willard^ winter, Symph has an alfresco
durihg the Holy Week, (one of the
poorest business weeks of the year Thomas Hammond musical which season set fori) 3V^ weeks in July
But pr emief e s April 34 at the Forrest, at the U. of Utah stadium, and will
for entertairiment generally )
Monday's (10) departure: marked Philadelphia, goes there: Monday present the opera, “Faust," in
till
last
to
trek
uninterrupted
an
(17) fot a week of rehearsals and English; “Promised Valley,” a muMay 15.
two previews, The Alfred Drake- sical show -about Mofmohs, and
Two special trains are hauling Bdward Ea ger- John Muhdy adapta- other workSy
the troupe of 325, which includes, tion of the Goldoni comedy is
Past season, Abravaners third,
in addition to principais, the Met slated to open May 10 at the was his best with the Utah Symchorus of 78^ orch of 88, ballet of BroadhUrst, N. Y.
financial
phony. Orch had been
40, and Met exec, musical and techhiext week's rehearsals in Philly difficulty during its second yekr
nical staffs^ Twenty baggage cars Ayill be witH scenery and crew. The atid there was talk it might fold,
will haul scenery, costumes, props, previews will include a special in- but Abravanel and the miiricians
electrical effects and musical in- VitatiOn performance Friday night rode the stprmy sea'&on out. Budget
struments.
(21), sponsored by the Philadelphia for last season was $105,000, which.
Met is doing 51 performances on Inquirer, for members of the Was raised before .the season
tour this spring, averaging seven Philadelphia Forum, and a party opened. In addition, symph had
performaiices a week. Cost of tour- booking Saturday night (22).
10 one-hour broadcasts over KSL,
ing the company is estimated at
Norris- Houghton is difecting the Salt Lake, which Were sponsored,
nearly $70,000 a week, this sum in- show, with a cast including Melville each by a different backer, which
cluding salaries, transfer and some Cooper, Philip CopUdge, ffoshua brought the symph $7,500, Symph
Major part of rail 1 Shelley and Paula Laurence.
railroading.
also set what's corisidered an allCosts, however, isn't included. Met
high Hooper with the aired series,
appearances are guarariteed locally,
hitting 18.7.
usual terms being 80/20 against
Orf Sunday (9), Abravanel re^
guarantee, the terms varying acPres.
ceived an Antoinette Pex'ry award
cording to size of town and house,
Continued from page 71
for “outstanding musical direcBoston Opera House, for instance,'
seats under 3, OOO; Cleveland Audi- might obtain private assurances tion” in connectiori with his batoning of “Regina” last fMl.
toriiim over 9,000.
I from Heiman
and, with that as a
Met tour this year,’ for the first lever, get Equity to withdraw its
time, isn’t being booked in conjunc- contractual edict,
tion with Sol Hurok and National
Gayety Biz Disappoints
ArtisTs Cor p,, the Met
Concert
One reason for the CTP’s indoing the entire tour arrangements
Contiritied from itage 7l

um

.

The Equity council
uiiiori^s proposed five-day rehearsal requirement.
reversedi itself last week, dropping the new rule after previously adopt-

]

i

.

Maybe it’s only a sign of spring, but last week the following release
was sent to drama editors of the New York dailies; “Peggy Phillips
and Frank Goodman, who, allicdAvith Richard Maney, sound, ihje tocsin
for ’The Cocktail Party,’ ’Gentlemen Prefer Blondes/ ‘Conie Back,
Little Sheba’ and ‘Glutterbuck/ have other outlets for Their^ excess
energy. Miss Phillips has just completed revisions of her new comedy,
‘Paper Moon,’ which Kay Praricis WiU try out this summer, arid a hew
novel, ‘Shallow Voyage.’ Goodman, a knight sans peur et sans repvoche,
has just become the owner or a four-passenger, single-engine Stinson
Voyager, It is equipped for blind flying, as is Goodman. The current
Icarus has; spent 220 hours in the air, not counting the time he was with
his plane have a
‘Along Fifth Avenue' last season. G^^
cruising radius of 250 miles.”
.

Vaslav Nijinsky, noted Russian dancer, who died in England Saturday
He’s still
(8), was acknowledged the greatest male dancer of his time.
Considered a shining example of male dancing. He was a legend almost
from the moment he started to dance—and yet his influence on ballet
and its modem growth was nil. This contrasts sharply with the career
of Anna Pavlova, a contemporary, whose influence on ballet Was terReason for the anomaly is that Nijinsky danced a .relatively sbort
rific.
time before his mental illness caused, his retirement. He was active in
the dance Oflly 10 years, from 1906 to 1916, with only five years of that
in Europe (1909-14).
He danced just four months in Ainerica. He
staged only three ballets, hone of them strong, enduring Works. There
was a great to-do about hiih, ihost ’of it hearsay. He became a personal
legend due to the terrific publicity drive of Serge Diaghilev, the hoted
impresario, who developed a strong personal liking for the lad in
addition to. admiration for his skill; When Nijinsky unexpectedly ^m
ried, Diakhiley broke with him, arid in a sense thiat ended Nijinsky’s

.

career.

i

.

Truman

the
iceskating
Keji
Parker,
became a singing
playwright,
Monday night ; (10)
playwright
when he made a guest appearance in the supper show at Hotel
One Fifth Avenue, N, Y. He’s
regularly in the cast of “Howdy,
Mr. Ice of 1950,” closing Saturday night (15) at the Gehter, N. y.
Beatrice Herschkowitz, asspeiaLted with her theatre party
agency of her mother, Anne
married
be
Herschkowitz/ will
a long period is greater because of Sunday (16) to Paul M, Sokol, an
Anne Sarthe many more weeks of emplby- electrical engineer.
gent has returned to the cast of
ment.
‘T Know My Love” after an illProfits Into .Pool
Neva Pattersoii suhstituted
ness.
for
the
central-fund
idea,
As
in the Alfred Lunt-Lynn Fontanne
Hardwicke thinks that all profits starrer.
John C; Wilsbh sails
.
should go back into the ^bol. A
tomorrow (Thurs.) for London.
$250,000 fund, he believes, would
Theatrical trucker Harry Scliupermit four or five worthwhile mer and his wife, Yvette, have
plays to be done. These investors scheduled a fall production Of
would incliide all types of people “The Square Needle,” by Sanvuel
now in the theatre^producers, di- Woolley-Taylpr, with Morton da
rectors, actors, etc.
Thus there Costa slated to direct.
Paul
.
;
would be a greater interest in put- Vroom is manager, Ernestine Perting on new plays on a modest rie is production stage manager
basis, whereas the more commer- and Shelley Hull stage manager
cially-minded managers would give of the incoming “House on the
co-starring
Fay Balnter
it the go-by because of what they Cliff,”
would feel to' be insufficient box- and Ernest Truex, with Leo Mittlcr
directing.
Producer
Wiloffice interest in such works, in
line with the thinking that middle- liam R. Kateell sailed Friday (7)
for London to dicker for a West
of-the-roaders entailed taking too
End production of “Lend an Ear.”
much of a chance.
He’s due back early
With its lift of tile tax and other Helen Hayes agreedl in May.
to revise the
coricessions for “cultural contribuoriginal, terms for her starring aptions,” the London Arts Cbuncil pearance
in “Wisteria Trees,” so
enables many theatrical efforts to her contract now Caljs for 10%
keep going in England, HardWicke of the gross (with a guarantee of
emphasizes, and he thinks there $1,500), plus 25% of thb profits.
should be similar thinking in Amer- Her original deal called for 15%
ica.
He has discussed the situation of the gross, with the other terms
with a number of Broadwayites, the, same as now. Actress is iisted
and they are in accord with the as a $30,000 backer of the show,
central-fund plan. It remains now but is understood to have farmed
for someone to pick up the cudgels out a small slice of the investment,
John Koenig, former Broadway
and go to work on it.
scene designer who is art direcA veteran of 40 years iri the tor,
for Macy's, San Francisco, artheatre (he started as a low comedian in the British music hall ) rives east this week en route to
Paris , for A short vacation.
Hardwicke reveals that the current
Attorney Henry Jaffe left Sunday
performance of “Caesar,” present(9) for the Coast.
George Abed by Richard Aldrich and Rich- bott Will
direct “Enter Madam,”
ard Myers, is the first time, that the Irving Berlin-Howard
Lihdsaythe play will have eitierged a box- Russell Crouse musical,
which Leoffice hit.
it has been done four land Hayward will
produce in -the
times iii England, and this is the fall, with .Ethel Merman starred.
third time in AmeriCii, with the * ; . David Heilwell and Derrick
Helen Hayes-Lionel Atwell per- Lynii-Thomas will operate a theformance 25 years ago having tre-iii-theTround in the ballroom
had the Aniericari Tun record for Of the Edison hotel, N. Y., bpenthe play, i 20 performances, until irig late in May. . .
Rental teriris
the current production exceeded for ‘‘Wisteria Trees” at the Martin
Beck,
N.
give
Y.,
the
houSe 30%
that a week ago. It was presented
by the Theatre Guild 25 years ago. of the first $20,000 and 25% pf
Hardwicke Also did it before, in the next $10,000, with the produc-?
England, also about a quarter ceri- tion getting e v e r y thin g over
;

j

Need For Fund

&

own, with Francis Robinson creased concern about the WashMet will appear in ington situation is reportedly the^
in charge.
Cleveland week of April 10; Bloom- disappointing business at the Gaye^
ington (Indiana tJ.), 17-18; Lafay- ty, which recently opened as the
ette (Purdue U.), 19; St. Louis, 20- first legit stand there since Hei21-22; AtlAhta, 24-25-26; Memphis, man switched the National to a film
27; Dallas, 28-29-30; Houston, May policy in the summer of 1948, When
Des thO Equity ban went into effect.'
Oklahoma City, 3;
1-2;
‘Moines, 4; Minneapolis, 5-6-7; Chi- Although receipts for the Gayety’s
cago, week pf May 8, and Roches- first legit booking, Susan Peters

on

its

i

in “Barretts of Wimpole Street,”
May 15. .
Met prez Charles M. $pofford were Satisfactory for a IbW-budget
over the weekend announced re- show, the grosses for the next two

ter,

Weeks of "Goodbye,
Were disappointing.

resnlts of the 1948-49 season operations, showing a deficit of '$172,This pom^
353.41 for the period

pares with a $233,357.08 deficit

Fancy”

for.

Go Outdoors

week. A major factor in that gross
appeared to be the boxoffice scale
of $4.20 top, compared to $3 and
^3.60, respectively, for the two previous bills. Although the balcony
was sold out in advance for the
entire three-week run, the lower
floor sale has been comparatively

The second company of “Kiss
Me, Kate’’ goes outdoor the week
of June 5, When it plays the Pitt
-stadium under the sponsorship of
the Pittsburgh Civic Light Opera
Assn. The troupe winds up a 35week run May 20 at the Shubert, slow.
The CTP move to bring pressure
Chicago, then goes to the Gass, Detroit, for two weeks stiarting May to bear from high quarters to set-

Following the al fresco stand tle the Equity-Heinian stalemate is
Pittsburgh, the musical goes the latest in repeated, .efforts to
back indoor for a scheduled eight- reopen Washington as a legit stand.
week: engagement at the Shubert, Under the leadership of the American National Theatre & Academy,
Boston.
No one has been signed yet to public sentinient for a theatre has
take over th;e male lead in the been aroused in the capital ever
troupe June 5, when Keith Andes since the National reverted to filhis.
moveS; over to succeed Alfred ANTA tried for months to .arrange
Drake in the same part in the a lease of the long-dark Belasco,
Broadway edition. Frances Mc- but couldn’t unravel Government
22

:

in

,

go into the femriie red tape.
Finally,
lead of the touring company, suc-

Cann

is

set to

a

teiitative

deal

was

cedirig Anhe Jeffreys, who replaces worked out for the lease of the
larger-capacity Strand. But ;partly
Patricia Morisoh in the original.
because the smaller Gayety had
switched from burlesque to legit
and partly because of the possi$75,00®
bility that Heiman
resume
Sabinson ’Masquerade’ a legit policy at the might
lS[ational, the
Lee Sabirtsoh's pibduction of GTP. decided not to go through
•‘Masquerade,” by Lawrence Haz- with preliminary steps to acquire
zard and Jerpam Stagg, scheduled the Strand; Meanwhile, the Gayety,
for Broadway^ presentation im- with a noh-'discrimiriation policy,
mediately after Labor Day, is will offer Melvy n Douglas in^“Two
budgeted at $75,000, It will require Blind Mice” for two weeks, Tbegin-;
two elaborate settings and a cast ning, April 24,; probably followed
of nine. None of the actors or the by Talliilah Bankhead in “Private
director is signed.
Lives” for two weeks arid the tourRehearsals are tentatiyely slated ihg company of “BrigadoGn”"^as
to. start early in August.
the season windups

Budget For

j
'

.

.

. :

.

,

.

Mrs. Selznick’s road company of
“Streetcar Named Desire,’’ playing
the house last week for the first
of a three-week stand, got off to
a sad $1,900 opening^ night and,
despite big weekend attendance,
registered only $19,000 for the

1947-48.

'Kate’ to

My

.,

.

,

,

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

hoped to see the Rodgers-Hammerstein musical bn the cuff again,
director

cO-produCer Joshua

arid

Logan told the organization last
week that there will be no “opening night” press list June 1 when
Ray Middleton succeeds Ezio Pinza
as male lead of “South Pacific.”
Incideritally,
he revealed that
Middleton is boning up on a
French accent for the assignment.
,

Blevins Davis has gone to
Kansas City to produce-direct a
revival of “The Merchant of Venice,” guest-starring Clarence Derwent, at Kansas City U,
Leo Du Mont, who was carpen.

.

.

ter with the Tallulah Bankhead
revival of “Private Lives,” is in
Hospital for Special Surgery, N. Y.,
after suffering ah attack of coronary thronibosis on the train back
from Chicago, where the show
closed its tour Saturday night (8).
Claude Rains may return to
:

.

.

Broadway

next

Kingsley’s

dramatization

Sidney

in

fall

the

of

Arthur Koestler noyel, “Darkness
at Noon.”
.
Louis Bromfield is
Working on a musical comedy,
“Helen in Memphis,” with Herbert Cbbey and collaborator of tile
.

.

book, Jule Styne, composirig the
score and Leo itpbin supplying
the lyrics. ; . Albertiria Rasch arrives today (Wed.) frojn the Coast
to stage The. danCes for Michael
Todd’s “Peep Show,” for which
Ben Stein will be general, manager and Frank Hall production
.

.

manager.

John O’Hare has replaced Don
Peters in a' principal part in the
.

Monty Woolley

Who Came
ends

its

to

touT

revival

of

“Man

Dinner,” which
10 iri SpTing-

May

flcld, Mass., but Will resume in
the fall. The troupe has had its
share of traveling headaches, including having to- live in Pullmans during the Yakinia and Spokane stands, because all the hotels
were filled, .
.'A, J. Cronin
.dramatizing his novel, “Spanish
Gardener,’’ for prospeclive production by John Goiden, with Leo
G.
Carroll
starred. , ^
Billie
Worth has joined the cast of
‘South Pacific” as a Navy nurse
arid* Mary
Martin’s understudy,
succeeding Sandra Deel, wJio left
to replace Mary McCarty foi* the
tour Of "Miss Liberty/’
Thomas Schippers takes over as
mhslcal director of “The Consul”
.

.

.

n^ext

week,

succeeding

Lehman

Engel, Who will baton the incoming “Liar” and then coriduct the
sumnier operetta season at Dallas.
*
Gloria
Monty will sta ge
Peggy Phillips’ revised play, “Paper Moon,” for strawhat tryout
this summer wdth Kay Francis
^
tury ago. The play has been hug- $30,000,
Former film star Jessie Matthews ‘md Joel Ashley as leads.
ging the $22,000 mark, 'and should
is playing Eliza Doolittle in “Pygpay off soon. Lilli Palmeri ^is the malion”
with a repertory company
ired Shawn will present a ball et
current Cleopatra. She and Hard-" at the
Royal theatre, Aldershot, recital at the Playhouse, Albany,
wicke, along with the mariagement, England.
To the audible dis- May 8, prior to the opening of his
are receiving low salaries until the a/ppqintment of
tile
Drama elassical strawhat operatibri at Lee,
show pays offi
%
Desk members, who obviously Mass;.
.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

’

)

. .

.

Wedhesdart April 12,

Los Angeles, April 11.
Holy Week biz exceeded expectations generally in Los Angeles
.with local leglters wondering if
it’s an omen of nn improving sea-

f

This
Season
26
977

BROADWAY

Last
Season

>
,
^
31Numher of shows current
1,048
total weeks placed so far, by all shows
$607^900
$618,100
total gross for all current shows last week
$24^254,600 $24,826,000
Total season’s gross so far by all shows
;
49
64
Number of hew productions so far
.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

<

.

.

,

.

,

,

.

.

|.

son.
“Strange Bedfellows” wound
a three-week run at Las Palmas
Sunday (9) and housex rekindles
again tomorrow (12) with “Light
Up the Sky,”.
Estimates for Last Week
“Good Night, Ladies;” El Capitan (2d wk) ($2.40; 1*142). DfOpped
terrifically with $4,000 take below
operating cost,
All things,” Century (3d

.

;EOAD-.

•:tE9:cliuimg; Stock)
Ig;
21
Numbei' of current touring shows reported
867
1,024
Total weeks played so far by all Shows
$276,200
$397^000
total road gross reported last week ......
...
.$17,528^944 $21,148,000
Season’s total road gross so far
.

;

.

.

.

.

,

.

:

‘W

wk)

Climbed

($3.60; 382).;

5Q0 and building although

to $3,-

not

still

quite profitable.
“Strange Bedfellows,'* Las Palmas .(3d wk-8 days) ($3.60; 388).
Finaled with $4*5QQ giving it an
okay three-week total of $12,100.
:

.

“The Banker's Daughter,” New
Glbbe (9th wk) ($2.40; 299). Stayed dark for the week rather than
buck Holy Week.

April 11;

helped
counteract the beginning part of
Holy Week with all attractions
showing a hike Over last week,
Good Friday got a heavy play, and
Sales

ticket

Saturday, in most cases, was a

NSG

Comell-Tady’

;

“The Silver Whistle,” Biltmore
wk) ($3.6(); 1,636)." Opened to
claim Ond did profitable

(1st

$8,000 in Atlanta
Advance

cfitical

Atlanta, April 11.;
for Katharine

;

sell-

out.

but not great $15,000 for week;

is
In the
when it was first announced that
Maurice Schwartz, April 20, at the play was set here at Tower theatre;
legit; the arriyal
Yiddish
Harris, in
As day of engagement approached,
of ‘’Oklahoma!'* at the same time religious folk suddenly realized
at the Erlanger, and a possible en- that it
was Holy Week and Tower
try of “Two Blind Mice” at the management
swamped with
Harris later
On May 22, “Miss cancellations. was
As a result Miss
Liberty” takes over at the Shur Cornell and “Lady” did
a disap-

pointing $8,006 in three-day, four-

,

Philadelphia, April 11.

Estimates for Last: Week
performance stand at Tower end;;
“Borscht - Capades,” Blackstone ing Thursday (6);
Nifty
(3rd week) (1^358; $4.40h
“The Philadelphia Story,” star$21,500 In the rack^,
ving Sarah Churchill Ust week,
‘-Kiss Me; Kate;” Shubert (29th did
a smashing $7,400 at Pentweek) (2,100; $6.18). Sagged to a house theatre, atop An.sley hotel.

Three more shows, two of them
world preems, are appafenfly all
that stand hetweeh now and the
end of Philly’s
1949-50
legit

*

.

new

season.

Ear,?*

Great Northern

$29,100 IN BOSTON

ger (4th week) (1 ;334;^$4.33). First
non-Guild week shot gross up to
over $21,300;:
V
,

(3rd
Harris
week) (1,000; $4.33), Closed Sat(8)

Lives,”

with fair $14i000i

Please” teed

“Tickets,

daj^s, seats in rear of orchestra
\vere lowered to $3.60 for week
days, hypoing biz as Week pi*pgressed.
Melvyn Douglas in “Two Blind
Mice,” with a cast especialiy as-

:

1

1

last

off

;

,

New HaVeh, ApVil ll.
Lagging legit season at Shubert
a hypo last weekend when
preem of “Tickets, Please” built
to a substantial figure for Holy

—

got

Week

In for four pevform-

biz.

sembled for the D.C. run by Ha r- ahees (6-8) at $4;20 top, favorabte
Bromley and Eunice Healey, reaction brought ah estimated
comes in Api'il 24.
$13,000 to the till.
Current week has another breakald

^

with

in,

the

Fay Bainter-Ernest

Truex “House on the ‘Cliff” due
^Salesman’ Fine $21,300
Thurs.-Sat. (13-15),
In Detroit for Holy Wk.
Ballet Russe is penciiled in for

H.

a spring stand.

second presentation this
season Of “Death of Salesman”
brought the Cass over $21,300
for Holy Week.
The Cass goes
dark until May 1, when “Mi.ss

‘Okla.

!’

OK $26,400

It»

3.Way

Evansville, Ind

in for a fort-

“Oklahoma!” took

night

—

Split Wk.
,

April

iri

a

11.

profit-

.

estimated $26,400 in three
The Shubert reopened Sunday engagement^' last week.
Show
(9) for a week of Margaret Webplayed the Bijou, Chattanooga,
able

—

,

.ater’s

Shakespearean repertory.

Woolley 1 06,

St,

St. Paul,

Monday - Wednesday
(3-5);
the
Ryman Aud., Nashville, Thursday

April 11.

•

’

'Dmniond' 14(^ Mpls.

i$ix perforniances in three engagements last week. Sho w p ay c d
the Capitol, Yakima, Wash., Monday (3); the Post, Spokane, Tue.sday (4) and the Auditorium heie
FridayrSatutday (7-8),
Play is at the Lyceum, Minneapolis, this week.

Minheapolis, April

;

•;

:

11.

Holy

Week and bad weather

.

—

)

m

:

ramento

(22).

“Sifcetcar

KazKh-Fitelton Cd.

Gage

replaced Charles F, Coghlan; four
years ago,
coming here from
,

ety,

Wash.

Named Desire”— Gay-

(10-15).

“That Lady”— Hartman,

Albany, April il.
Newtown Production, Trie., has
been chartered to present stage
plays and motion pictures, with offices in New York and with capital
.stock of l,00i0 shares, no par value.
pireCtors are Elia Kazan, Molly
Kazan and IL ‘Wiliiam Fitelson.
Outfit has no immediate prodiic-

house, Boiling’ Springs, for (he
strawhat season; bpening June 22. Vtion plans,:

.

.

Lil” -here.
In the 1,900-seat Lyceum for
seven nights and a matinee at a
stiff
$4.20 scale, the productibn
thin
which
pulled
a
$14,000,
wasn’t; enough to break even.

Ha^ishUrg^ Pa „ April 11
Richard Noi^h Gage has resigned
as director of the Harrisburg community theatre,. feifeGtive at the

,

,

mitigated against the bokoffice
chances of Mae West in “Diamond:

Guge Quitg Harrisburg

,

,

i

Youngstown Playhouse.;.
Gage returns to Allenberry Play-

^

1

for

.

:

,

TORONTO AT

in

Close of the current season

‘BRIGADOOr OKAY

.

I

can, St. Louis.

“The Man
Who Came to Dinner” drew a disappointing gross Of around $10,000

Monty Woolley

|
1

m

(6) and the Coliseum here FridaySaturday (7-8).
Musical
current at the Ameri-

Paul

;

’

The

come

to top price, number $29,100.
of seats and capacity gross. Price
“The ^llnocents,'^ Playhouse (9th
includes 20% aimisement tax, mu wk) (D-$4.8d; 819; $18,740); Made
grosses are net: i.e., exclusive of a brisk recovery; $16,000.

respectively

I

New

Liberty” will

,

1

night at the Plymouth for a fortWashington, April 11.
night’s
stand ;“jVIi.s.s
Liberty”
Despite the general Holy Week opened same night for a threeslump, “Streetcar Named Desire,” week rUn at the Shubert;
With Judith Evelyn, chalked up a.
moderate $19,000 in its initial
stanza at the l,500rseat Gayety;
Scale of $4.20 hurt sale of topprice tickets, but uppcr-tier biz
made up for this. After first few
In
Haven Preem

April

;

I

two grand below capacity,“Riverside Drive,” In f of a week at the
Plymouth, also fan into good biz
to take about $11,000 during the
Pas.sover holidays.

‘SntEETCAR’ BEAlTHY
$ 19,000 IN WASH.

Detroit,

,

’

Boston, April 11.
“Mister Roberts,” in its fifth
week at the Colonial, made something of a Holy Week record last
w^eek by going to $29,100, only

;

urday

.

;

show climbed to a mild $17,000;
“MadWomaii of ChaiUot,” Brlan-

;

Contrary to expectations, biisL show closed Saturday night (8) afand started
[ ter 306 performances,
its
tour this week; finaled at
from the slump of the previous $21,800.
week* when the Jewish holiday
“Mister 'Boberis,'^ Alvin (111th
falling on a Saturday pulled the Wk)
(CD-$480; 1,360!. $34,276).
props from, the week’s gh^oss, at- Leland Hay Ward smash laid Off last
tendance shattered Holy Week tra- .week to give the,cast a vacation; redition by making big gains.
Im- sumed Monday night (10): has
provement began early in the week been averaging nearly $30,000 a
and continued through ; Saturday week recently;
night (8), when the contrast with
“Now I Lay Me Dowh to. Steep,”
the previous week's drop was par- Broadhurst (6th wk) (CD-$4.8()-$6;
ticularly notable.
Tha total gross 1,160; $29,500). Lowered Operatall 26 shows soared to 74,08% ing expense wasn’t enough and the
of' capacity, a gain’ Of 2.39% over, show folded
Saturday (8) after
the previous week. According to 44 performances; finale slumped to
all precedent, business should be $10,800.
much stronger this week.
“South Pacific/' Majestic (52d
There were three clbsirigs last wk) (M-$6; 1,689; $50,186). Rodgersweek; “Miss Liberty,” “Now I Lay Hammerstein smash took a hiatus
Me Down to Sleep” and “The last week, except for a special perr
Man.” One show, “Howdy Mr^ Ice fbrmance Sunday night (2) to make
of 1950,” is thus far slated to fold up for a cancelled showing Monday night (10) reopened last night
next Saturday (15).
This wee^
openings are ‘‘Cry of the Peacock,” (Tues.) to the limit of standees
postponed from last Week, and again; has been getting over $50,“With a Silk Thread.” Seven other 600, all the house will hold.
”Texas, Lil Dartin', ” Hellinger
openings, including two return offerings at the City Center, are due (20th wk) (M-$6; 1,543; $42,000).
Rose with the field, and continues
before the si^ason closes; May 31
satisfactory
a
inde finitely with
Estini ates for Last Week
operating profit; nearly $24,100.
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
‘“rhe Consul,” Barrymore (4th
CD (Comedy-Drarm), R: (Revue) wk) (M-$4.80-$6; 1,066; $28;200).
( Husicai), O ( Operetta)
Consistently getting standee trade:
Other parenthetic figures refer, bulged the theatre walls with
ness made a lively’ comeback last
week on Broadway.
Recovering

,

After
(2nd week) (1;500; $4.94).
a brutal $13,000 Opening week, the

“Private

Fffst foil Wk.

;2I)D

“The Man/' Fulton (12th wk)
tax.
This week, always supposed to
(D-$4.80; 966; $23,000). Mel Dinelli
“Arms and the Girl,” 46th St; thriller
be a good bne theatrically, linds
couldn’t make the: grade,,
Philly with just one legit houne doth wkV (M-$6; 1,319; $42,000). despite modest operating requireopen. That is the Shubert; wire ie Nanette Fabray - George Guetary m e nts folded Saturday night 18
Molly Picon bpened a week’s en- staffer is going along, to sizable alter
finale
performances;
92
gagement in her Yiddish musical grosses, but the. real test will come hit $5;80Q.
/
comedy yehicle;“Abi Cezunl. early in May, with the end of; the“Velvet Glove/^ Golden: (15th
Raster_ Week 25 years ago saw his atre party bookings; up with the wk :(CD-$4.80;
769; $18,127). Rose
trend last. Ayeek to top $38,500.
city with eight legit attractions
with th*»
the
general improvement;
f vvith
Next Monday the Locust will re“As You Like It,” Cort (llth wk) $7 qOO.
light with “House oh the Cliff:” (G-.$4.M-$6; 1,064; $27,000).
Kath“Where’s Charley?'' St. James
here for a two v/eeks' tuning-up arine Hepburn show also has^ been (77th wk)
(M-$6; 1,509; $37,800).
after its preem in New HaVen. Gn helped by _ party busme.ss, but /s Also shared
the bettered condithe 24th, the Forrest gets
he gettingx substantial grosses; $24,- tipns; topped $34,500;
preem of the; musical, “The Liar,”
‘Wisteria Trees,” Martin Beck
also set for two weeks and (he
“Caesar and Cleopatr a, ” N ati on - (2d \yk) (D-$4.80-$6; 1,214; $33,000).
same house will play nbst to the al. (16th wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,172; New Helen Hayes starrer got aWay
preem of Michael Todd's new re- $30,000). Also improved with the to a quick start, but the huge advue, “Peep Show,” on May 22.
better general conditions; $21,200. vance sale was a factor; dearer in“Clutterbuck,” Biltmore (18th dication of the show’s chances may
wk) (C-$4.80; 920; $22,600). Brit- be evident in a couple, of week.s;
ish comedy has been doing better first full
week Vigorous $32,200.
lately with the help of twofers;
Opening
fApril 10-22)
.shared the general improvenrient
“Cry of the Peacock,” Mahsfield“Abi Gezunt'VShubert, Phiia. last week; $11,500.
(D-$4.86;
1,041
$26,000).
Cecil
(10^14); Shubert, N. H. il6); Bush“Cocktail Party,” Miller d2th Robson adaptation of play by Jean
ncll Aud., Hartford (17); Court wk) (C-$4.80; 940;
Goes Anouilh, presented by James Col$;%f ,600).
Square, Springfield, Mass (19); clean at all "performances; almost
ligan and Don Medford; financed at
Aud. Worcester (20); Opera House, $21,600.
$65,000, cost about $75,060 to proBost. (21-22).
“Come Back, Little Sheba,” duce (including bonds)
and can
“Borschtcapades”
Blackstone, Booth (8th wk) (D-$4.80; 712; $20,- break even at around $15,000; de000).
Chi. (10-22).
Jumped up to about $12,000. layed premiere Was last night
“Death of a Salesman,” Morosco (Tue.Sv).
“BrigadoonV—Royal Al exah d ra
Toronto *(10-15); Nixon, Pitt. (17- (61st wk) (D-.$4.60; 914; $23,800).
“With a Silk Thread,” Lyceum
Joined the prevalent upbeat; strong (D-$4.80; 995; $22,500).
22 ).',
Play by
Elsa Shelley, presented by Irving
“Death of a Salcsrtian”-*-lViuiaf $20,500.
“Detective Story,” Hudson (55th Kaye Davis; production cost about
Indianapolis (10-15); American, St.
wk) (D-$4.80; 1,016; .$23,675). Also $62,000 (including, bonds) and
can
L.Ta7-22).
rose with the field; nearly $16,800. break
even
at
approximately
“Diamond Lil’'~Davidson* Mil“Devil's .Disciple," Royale (7th
opens
$9,000;
tonight
(Wed.).
waukee (10-15); Shubert, Detroit wk) (C-$4>80-$6; 1*035; $27,500).
Future Dates
(17-22).
Zoomed to its best gross thus tar;
“Peter Pan/' April 24 at Im^Harvey”—Poche, N: O. (10-15); $25,800.
perial “Phoenix Too Frequeni” ann
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.” “Freight,” April 26 at Fulton;
Lanier Aud., Montgomery, Ala.
(17).
Temple, Birmingham (18-19); Ziegfeld (I8th wk) (M-$6; 1,628; “Tickets, Please,” April 27 at Coro$48,244).
Continues to sellout all net “Brtgadoon,” May 2 at City
Tower, Atlanta (20-22).
“House on the Cliff” Shubert, performances; topped $48,200 Center; “The Liar,” May TO at
N, H. (13-15); Locust, Phila. (17-22). again.
Broadhurst: “Streetcar Named De“Great to Be Alive,” Winter Gar- sire,” May 23 at City Center; “House
“Kiss Me* Kate”— Shubert, Chi.
den (3d wk) (M-,$6; 1,510; $42,000). on the Cliff,” about
(10-22).
May 24 at un“Lend An Ear”— Great North- Felt the seasonal conditions with specified theatre; “Peep
Show*”
the absence of theatre party book- June 6 at
ern, Chi. (10-22),
.unspecified theatre.
“Madwoman of Chaillot”
El- ings a factor; should do better this
week; slim $24,000.
la nger, Chi. (10-22).
“Happy Time,” Plymouth (llth:
“Man Who Can^e To Dinner”—
IN
Lyceu
<C-$4.80;
1,063;
jVIinneapoli.s
(10-15); wk)
$29,019).;
KRNT theatre, Des Moihes |I7-i8); Jumped back to $28,900.
“Howdy, Mr. Ice of 1950*” Cenpavidsoii* Milwaukee (20-22),
$24,200
Maurice Schwartz— Aud., Roch- ter (46th wk) (R-$2.88-$3; 2,964;
’Toronto, April 11
$kating spectacle closes
ester (17); Cass, Detroit (18); Har- $58*000).
On Ihird engagement here, and
Saturday night (15); plays 12 perris, Chi. (20-22).
“Miss Liberty”
Shubert, Bost. formances this week; better last de.spite Holy Week, “Brigadooh
drew an okay $24,200 at the Royal
week af $18, 600.
(.1 Pt22).:'
“I Know My Love,” Shubert Alexandra, .with 1,525-seater scaled
“Mister Roberts”
Golohial,
(23d wk) (CDr$4,8(); 1,391; $33,000). at $4.60 top.
Bost.nO-22),
over for second week.^mu“Oklahoma!''^American, St. L. LunirFontanhe staffer also :betadvance sale of .$18.*
» bad
the > previous week with
(10-15); Hartman* Columbus (17- tered
000 for .second stanza.
about $21,000.
22
‘‘Silver Whistle”
Biltmore, “Kiss Me, Kate,” Century (66ih
Keith
L. A. (10-15); Civic Aud., Pasadena \vk) (M-$fi; 1,645; ,$46,650).
(17); Lobero, Santa Barbara (18); Andes, of the ChiGagO company*
new
set td co*rtar here with Ariiie
Fox, Bakersfield (19); White* Fre.sKe}/.s: C (Comedy), D (Drama
nO (20-21); Jr. College Aud., Sacr Jeffreys when Alfred Drake and

tow; $24,500.

“Lend An

23:

M

'

bert,--

)

''

;

orders

Gbrneli in “That Lady” poured in

iO-day stay of

oiling

.

tBcatniffA'iv

Tilt follpiviriff. arg the comparative figures based on Variety’s
week of the season
boxofficg estimates for last weeh {the
aud the cortesponding week of last season:

Weekend

.

,,

WSO

.

(

Colurti-

M

:

‘

(

Miisical),

O

—

phen Seheiir.
“Member of the Wedding,” Km- “South r Pacific” (M) (Road)—
Bo.sl (10-22).
1,082;
Richard Rodgers arid Oscar Ham(D-$4.80;
"
(|4th
Webster-Shakespeai’e
wk)
Shubert, pire
Made, a comeback to merstein 2d; Joshua Logan, direcDetroit (10-15); Brown Chapel, New $24,000).
tor;.:
Concord, Ohio (17); Carnegie Music better capacity at $24,300.
‘‘The Liar” (M)—-Dorothy WU“Misi Liberty,” Imperial (39th
Hall, Oakland, Pa. (18); IL S. Aud..
Lewisburg, Pa. (20); Academy of \vk> (.M-$4:80-$6; 1*400; $44,500). lard and Thomas Hamiiiond; NorIrving Berlin-Robert E. Sherwood ris Houghton, director.
Music, Phila. (2i).

—

;

;

>

,

,

i

(Gomedy-prama),

'R. (Reviic
(Operetta):
to .$45,800:
“Peter Pan” tC-D)-— Peter La Nv>
“Lost in the Stars/' Mu.sic Box rence; John Burrell, director*
(23d wk) (M-$5,40; 1,012; $26,600).
“Phoenix Too F r e q ii e n t--:
SleAlso improved with the pack; “Freight” (Double-Bili) (D)

Playhouse, Wilmihglon (14-15); Ford’s. Balto 17-22).
“Tickets, Please” —^ Plymouth, aboiii $24,200.

bus (10-12);

CD

Patricia Mofi.son leave at the end
of the current season; busine.s5 rose
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Weijiiesday^ April 12^

Plays Out of Town
Home I» iTomorrow31.
Tiekot«9 Please
'

New

Havenj April

6.

Arthui* Klein priiductlon or revue in
two acts (24 scenes). Stars/
Paul Hartman; features Jack Al^rtsoju
ISorothy' Jarnaci Patricia Bright, Tommy
Wonder. Roger \ Price, BlU Norvas jnd
The Upstarts. Sketches by Harry Herrmann. Edmund Rice. Jack Hoch^^
'

^4

Xuce; lyrics and mu$lc_ by Uyn HuWy,
Joan Edwards, Mel Tolkln, Lucille Kallen. Clay Warnick; directed by Mervyn
Nelson; settings. Ralph Alswang; co^
tumes; Peggy Morrison; choreography.
Joan Mann; additional lyrics and Jnci;

B’way Outlook

Continued from page 7l
so it
Pasaderig, March
selective in their spending,
of
P39ad^na Plsyhouse prodMction^J* "«• tends to be a buyers’ iriarkrit.
drama in two acts (four acenOs)
Much of the wage-earner intjome
Directed by (SUmor .Brown.
Priestley.
going for purchase of
Technical dlrectpr. Grant G^ena; set- is ^riow
PlayPasadena
At
McLean.
ting, Scott
homes, cars’ arid television sets
house, Pasadena, Cal, $2.40 top.
Which tends to leave little for
Violet Merzheim.
^
V
Bieberman
Helen
Myra Dawson
—- includirig legit shows.
-Guy Brost luxurie.s
* .
Mr. Merzheim
.Leah Brest Thus, in the iriajor road cities, the
Mrs. Merzheim
Alexander
ilUam
Alvarez
Senor
playgoirig public, enjoying generAdrian Cordee
Sehora Alvarez ....
is choosey
.
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.
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sizable income,
about piekirig shows, generally
waiting fot the top smashes and
passing up the lesser draws, That
condition is likely to continue
through the balance of the spring.
With fbW: bxecptibns, the road is
w
dark over the summer.
In New York, which is the tex-:
is
tilb center of the country and
thus feeling the sluriip in soft
goods, the theatre is helped by the
steady ‘influx from out of town.

.Pat piennew
A guest ....
•> J?."”yvP®£^5
dental music by Phil Ingalls, Hal HasU Mrs. Palmara.
deWlt
, ; JaegueUne
lugs. Jack Fox; Jack Weinstock, WUhe Lady (JUl) Fortrose
J. White
Ted
Will
...
........
orchestrations,
Dayton
Nils
Hecht;
GUbert, Herb
Rodgers
Phil
Sohdra
..........
conductor,
Westfield
Ann
Royal; George Bassman;
Beilis
...
Guy
Haven,
Sir George Surrey. ...
Ingalls. At Shubert theatre, New
.Edward Ashley
Sir Edward Fortrose, .
AprH 6. '50; $4.20 top,

ally
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Grace and Paul Hartman. Jack
Fa^*‘icm
Jatnac,
Dorothy
Wohder,. Roger -Price, Bui
NOrvas, Stuart Wade,. Dee Arlen* Larry
Kerl, Ronnie Edwards, Phyllis Cameron/
Midge Parker, Mildred Hughes, Ted. Luce,
Cast:

-

Albertson,.

.

Tommy

Bright,

Louis Rlberac
Dr, Melnik
-

Rosa

.

.

:.....

.

.

.

.

.

....

Lerma

.

,

. .

.

.

;

;
.

.

.

.

.

.

v

.

v..

.

; . .

.

-

Marvin Press

...... .Hal FlOyd

CyrU Saxph

. ;

Jessie. Cavitt

.

Bob Cross
.Thomas Browne Henry
;

.

.

.

.

../...

.
.

.

.

. .

.

.

.

....

.

Olacca'-.-,

Felipe

,

.

:

.

.

Robert.

.

Wood

yeaW

Last

It’s
substantial entertainment.
geared to a moderate hut which
should enable it to stick Around
till W'ord-of-mouth sells it in the
event that notices ^aver.
They’ve stepped bff on the right
foot by concentrating On laughs.
Sketches hit a high average of

a

some
cast, boasts
Also, some good
skilled artisans.
Comedy ditties hOlp to keep the
and

hilarity,

customers Teceptive. Score and
terps emphasize the intimate nature of the show, with no attempt
at the spectacular:

They’ve managed to take a small
cast and spread their talei\ts Over
a full two-hour show without making the troupe seem repetitious.
Although some of the players are
on and Off so frequently they meet
-

themselves in the wings, the var
rlety Of fare they dish up precludes
an impression of too much of any
one performer.
Built around Grace and Paul
Hartman, show happily utilizes in
song, dance and clowning the atJ ack
tributes of this skilled duo
Albertson discloses himself as a
clever guy in song, daiice and
laUghter-provOking. He hits practically every stop on the revbe console, arid registers heavily in several deriartments.
Another ace
comic, Roger Price, has a novel
line of chatter that stamps him as
an excellent mpriologist. Dorothy
Jarnac tucks the show away with
.

her outstariding terps.
Patricia Bright has several good
riumbers in which she puts herself
across as a capable cOmedientie.
Her apneal, however, stems from
her ability to sell herself rather
than from the quality of her vocal
talents.
Tommy Wonder, a good
hoofer, bats an okay average but
he is hamstrung by a dirge-speed
routine to- ‘‘Restless/’ r moody
ditty that has the aiidience in that

same

.

•

,

.

.Lome Chandonet

.

. .
.

\

Vezabar

of
einbryo
the
‘‘Tickets, Please" di(i a tour of the
Right noW, the
suiRiTier circuit,.
production still has some hayseed
under Its cbllar but with that te1110 ved; peyue should shape up into

-

Cbu

Professor

Karam

.

.

.

^

Bill

state.

Hostarts (Dee

Nbrvas and The

Larry. Kert,
Ronnie EdWards, Phyllis Gamerori)
constitute an imusual quintet combining singing and choreography*
Eflfective in the latter category,
their yocalizlng coities ovei* as a
case of plerity of harmoriizing but
Arlrirt,

This new J. B. Priestley scrift,
getting it$ American premiere at Tbat includes buyers, tourists and
the Pasadena Rlayhouse to launch travelers eri route to and from
interiiational Theatre Month, is
Europe, ail of whom are good legit
supposed to combiriri good theatre prospects; But this patronage, too,
With an appeal for the support of
tends to flock to the top hits and
thg United Nations,
It fails ill
ignore the meciiUiri attractionsv
both departments.
no clear exTedious, cliche-filled /script wan-r /; There’s apparently
boxders inpessaritlyAbout a tiriy Carib- plariation for the unexpected
last
Broadway
bn
spurt
office
bean island, temporaTily riiled by
Week. A possible
a mythical UN agency. The Whole week-^Holy
idea seemed tci be to point put that factor is the tendency of schools
only by supporting the
can we to set their spring holidays before
That
after.
of
build a world where people “live Easter Instead
by faith, hope and love." A couple creates student patronage during
of trifingleS, apparehtly tossed in Holy Week rather than Easter
to keep the pot boiling, fail to gen- Week. However, there was also an
erate any interest in that dijrec- influx of tourist trade in New
.
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Police Officer .... ...

Policeman

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Anna

.

.

-

.

Joyce.

• .

Gresx Garcon

•

.

V

,

.’Jac<)ues

d'Hervllle
Marne JMaltland ^ppella
Maia Ponc^
Daniel ThOritdlke Princess Stephanie .... CamUle
Fournier
Krasnov
.......
Jean .Hebey
at
effort
first
.
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Ralph Lynn’s
managerial production proves tp ^ ‘’Gafbp Laughs” was thri sales
be a strange tragi-comedy of slogan for “Ninotchka’^ Whriii the
Bvengaii-Pygmallon flavor, which prewar pic was first
shown, and if
of Us
hris inevitably lost ^some
savor in its translation froin the she wefe in:the| play that Melehicir
Lengyel
has
riiade
bf
the /film, it
Frehch. It’s a /refreshing change
from the current pattern of plays, would Undoubtridly be a smash hit
and as such will attract interest. every where. As it is, Sophie DesAs it bpens with the same chat^ mai'ets gets the maximum out of
technique
as the role that Garbo made, fariious
o ver-the-footlights
Listen, and the present French version
Guitry’s "“Don’t
Sacha
Ladies/’ it will court comparison, looks like a big Parisian hit.
and its cbances in the U, S. asThe story of the Russian girl cin
sessed accordingly.
a special mission to Paris, who sucAldo Sweet is an antique dealer, cumbs to the lure of Westerri
who confides to his listeners that civilization, has taken on signifiv
he has dissuaded a Yoiirig, girl cancri due to the political situation.
from committing sui(jide after In the pip it was a straight funsordid love complications, promis- poking comedy, but today the iming that if she places her life uh- plications go deeper, so that, there
restrainedly in his hands hn will are undercurrents of bitterness
in
make her rich and free within 12 what was at the time more or less
months.
She has led a xurious good-natured Satire. Neyeftheless
romantio, life, gritting Hioney from the pl^y Is still funny on the whole,
one man to support her real lover, even though the humor is often
A budding composer who leaves barbed:
her to marry money. Continuing
Mme. Desjnarets carries a heavy
every word and arition, the pupprit load on her shoulders (as Garbo's
master engineers her into mar- successor, who wouldn’t?), but
riage with a Wealthy old man with manages brilliantiy, despite the
whom she is Burprisingly happy. handicap of a forced Russian acWith
Machiavellian:
cunning, cent; to give a firstrate; performSweet connives at the escape of ance, The rest Of the cast gives
lover No. 2, who has been im- excellent support. The single setprisoned for embezzling; latter ting of a hotel Toom overlooking
tracks down the girl, shoots the the Champs Elysees is effective..
husband and is carried off by genFred,
darmes, Sweet then becomes an ac;

.

Seek Crawford

La Jolla Playhouse execs are
dickering with Joan Crawford fin*
her legit debut there this summer
in ‘‘Craig’s Wife/’Hb be directed
by Mel Ferrer.
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more A week, with an

* *

* • • • • • •

weeks.
pre-Christmas sluinp, however,
and never regained its former
tempo. A redueed scale failed to
help perceptibly and the production operated at a loss for the fi nal
the.

*

•

• . . .

•

•

•

'

•

•

(Operating

high as $10,000 some
The show was affected by

profit of as

r

‘

currently making the filiu
“Harriet Craig," at Co-

lumbia.

Hughes-RKO

•

is

version,

.

•

in Legit

Hollyy'ood, April 11.

;

.

... , . .

;

.

. .

.

few weeks on Broadway.
“Now I Lay Me Down to

•

.

Sleep.’’

5

dramatized by Elaine Ryan fronv
the Ludwig Bemelmans novel, was
presented by Nancy Stern and
George Nichols, III, with Fredric
March and Florence Eldridge costarred.
The production Was financed at $100,000 and was brought
This latest offering by Tyrone iri for about that (including bonds),
Guthrie is a play of symbols, all aiUhough Miss Stern, Nichols atul
intended to convey a shadow- stager Humri Crony n advanced an
meaning larger but vaguer than additional $6,000 of needed capilal.
their litriral mrianirig.
The show received mixed, but enBefore the curtain rises an couraging
notices,, but was too exelderly femme whom we learn to
pensively geared, requiring $18,be Mookie, the nurse, takes her
500
to break even.
After being
seat
a side-box above the stalls.
The box is linked by drapery to set to close a week previously,
various concessions were obtained
an inner curtain,
The lady is
weaving a pattern, and she weaves arid the play continued until Satto occasional Interjection
which urday night (15), getting a sad
narration in the $10,800 for/ the .final week; and
Auld .Scots tongue.
folding for an estimated loss of
The stage is cluttered, though $95;000. It played 44 perf ormarice.s.
. .
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.
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forthcomirig
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Edward Clarke

Lilley gave

it

interests,

op Harry Brandt,
broached a purchase of
RKO to Hughes’ aides. Some insiders see in the raft of rumors Of
other purchasers the
expected
backgrourid music to a really hot
proposal with Cowdin. These reports and cOunter-repOrts, it i s rg
gued, may be inten(led to light a
fiire under the former U chairman
to induce a higher offer,
There is borne doubt whether
Hughes will sell at all at the present tinie. If he can will a fu.rther:
extension of time .beyorid the cur-

have

'

life.'^'

that other

inclucling circuit

the

.
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. .
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acts.
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-

the two
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tran.sposing of closirig

AprU 4

,

,

.
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Paris,

Mme. Paule R0»HfJ;Pre8entatlon of
ductlon by Arthur Lesser of comedvpro.
Ralph Lynn
three acts^^by Melchior Lengyel,
presentation pf eomedy in three, acts by from his film or the same name. adapted
PrinSj
Louts Ducreux, ad^ted by Romff June. adaptation and direction by Marc.Gllbei
4
Directed by John .Countell.. At- Duchess, SaicvaJon. Setting by Pelegry. ^
At .^neaue
Theat.i
London, April S. ^50.
du Gymnase. Paris.
... ...... Charles Goldncr Leon pageult
Aldb Sweet
Henri
Guisoi
Shpila Burrell Ivanov
Clara
..Michel Seldow
Ferdy Mayne
Pierre
.. ...... ./. ./v S^phen
Weber
Phlllri Dale BlbiMW
. .V. • ....
Alfred ThyjmO.
....... «. .. . . FreOeric O'BradJ
Alphonse Dupont . . : .... Ronald Simpson Ninotchka
........ •
Sophie Desmareta

London, April 6.
and Hubert Woodward

.

..

broad direction, and
pptcts include “You Can’t Take It riece.ssary
With You/’ “Darn It. Baby, That’s Howard Lang’s physical producLove," “Washington Square,’’ ‘‘Mo- tion adequately covers the show’s
ment I Looked," Two good comedy needs.
humbers are “Ballet Isn’t Ballet
Anymore," ‘Televisiori’s Tough on
Love.’.^
‘Lttcasta’ Pirated In
Dancing is well varied, ranging
from the symbolic Jarnae. moveAthens; Seek Royalties
ments to an old-time Palace routine by Paiir Hartmari and AlbertAn unauthprized production of
41
son.
Ballet burlesque also has its
Anna Lucasta” opened iri Atheris
fling.;. ;
In January, and was running there
Sets and costumes are limited in until
very recently.
scone but okay as to quality. Staging has set/ an interesting pace
with exception of show’s finale,
which goes off into thin vapor. A
suggested improvement would be

Nfnotelika

IJiiihreUa

.,

:

.

Brady, and Sally Rawlinsori dishing the pulchritude with able character assists from Helen Spring,
Cecil Elliott.- Edith Leslie and
others.
Frank Kreig helps Galstriptease, women’s literary lagher teach Ebsen the facts of

,

1950

.

;

Cast features a showgirl “group"
of one, this being Mildred Hughes>
a striking brunet looker.
Sketches Include such topics as
the roller derby; a Senate investi-r

gat ion,
club, the ballet, play writing, magic
act,
Score’s iriore popular pros-

The Mhii With the

York last week. Hotels were
There is an excellerit single set crowded and trade was brisk.
Kap,
by Scott McLean.
One thing worrying legit mariagers is the beavy schedule of
television shows now offered Sat-,
Ijioiid Niglit, Ladies
urday nightis;. That’s believed to
Hollywood, April 5.
Howard Lang production of revival of be cutting into theatre patronage
Avery
farce in three acts by Cyrus Wood,
by local residents of New York
Hopwopd and Charleton Andrews.. Stars and other large cities where the
Buddy Ebseh and Sheets Gallagher. Directed by Edward Clarke Lllley,. At EL TV programs are available, but is quiescent consolation prize for the
Capitan, Holly wood. $2.40 lop.
figured to have negiigible effect disiilUsioned girl, who finds real
Dodie. Tarieton ........... Dorothy. Abbott
Dani Nolan bn the tbeatregoing habits of tour- love for her stern taskmaster.
Marie
...
Ruth Brady ists in New York;
Kittie Bonner
Sheila Burrell has a difficult
*
.Sheets Gallagher
Mike Bonner
At the present pace, the total role as the lowly wage earner who
Mrs. Theresa Tarieton ,, Helen Spring
Alicia Blake ,...., .... .Sally Rawliiison gross for all shows bn Broadway is drilled into a cultured. w'Oman
...
Frabk Kreig
Fred Blake
fashion, and she copes well with
Buddy Ebsen for the current season, ending of
Profv- John Matthews.,
.Lottie Harrison May 31, will probably reach ap- the artificiality the character enMrs. .Blanche Q'Brien
Cecil Elliott
^.nna
genders.
Ronald S i ni p s o n is
.Suzanne Casey proximately $28,000,000. T ha t ’
Myrtle, Shea
Linda James about $7 50,000 below the figure warmly human as the doting husJoane Duval
band
and
Philip Dale arouses
Eva La Bouche
.Maureen McKay
for last Season aind also for 1947Edith. Leslie
Policewoman' ..
sympathy as the duped bank clerk
Fireman .....
Frank Malet 48. On. the road, however, the sea- Who steals
for his girl and finds
son’s total gross will apparently himself
fobbed in turn and driven
It’s ‘‘Ladies Night in a Turkish not go oyer $20,000,000, compared to frenzy.
Ferdy Mayne is suitBath" again. The oldie, dUsted off to a total Qf $23,700,000 for ably blase as the ambitious lover
in 1942 and taken out to rake iri 1948-49/
who has no scruples as to which
more sb&kels, has been refurbished
woman shall keep him.
Clern.
again,
its chances this time may
be more limited, particularly in
Top
of
fhe LBildor
the big cities, but there should
Glasgow, April 4.
be eriough interest in the farce
Continued from pag:e .5
in smaller road towns to niakri it
Theatr* presentation.
'Vith the Arts Council of
worth the new investment.
One Great Britain, of drama in three acts' hv
Brought iiRilldiy Up to date by corralling outside money.
Jo*'« Gassom
MoUy MacEwen.- At Citizens
inclusion of references to such source attributes part of his supTheatre, Glasgow, April 3. '30.
1950 phenomena as Kirisey and port to Vincent Astor.
Madeleine
Christie
Hughes’ Aides in N. Y.
Gorgeous George, it’s still the old
Laurence Hardy
However, while talks continue
Ethel Glehdlnnihg
story of the misogiynistic professor
Gudrun Ure
who gets a fast lesson in hOw to on the Coast, C. J. Tevlin, Hughes’ Kfltlv
Ann Casson
handle the fair sex. Second act, accounting and fiscal expert, along Xfr P #V
...
James Gibson
set in the Turkish bath, is still with Noah Dietrich,, have grrived Thrtma. •••••••... ....Douglas Campbell
••••.. ..
Stanley
Baxter
the funniest and hits a high laugh-, in New York to check on possibili- ms
Mr. ^iSgate
per-minute clip.
ties pf a. deal in other quarters.
Backbone of the show, of course, Tevlin, it is understood, has his
HUda Case
is the expert comedies of Skcets
orders to probe the likelihood Of a Mr raiKraiVW *•••' - Elizabeth Swann
Gallagher,
whose slick timing sale
V Eea Ashton
of the controlling iriterest in Mr*

•tioriv:.

makes the most of every line.
Buddy Ebsen is just about perfect the circuit alone. It is believeil
as the professor who would rather that he has no authority to talk a
face a black widow spider than a deal irivolving both wings of the
There’s plenty of orna- compafty.
Your Eyes/’ Midge Parker is vo- femme.
While Cowdin presses his case
cally out of luck, her only assign- meritatibn on the distaff side with
Dorothy
Abbott,
Dani Nolan, Ruth on the Coast, reports have been
ment being the dud “Restless."

too little harmony.
Stuart Wade
has a pleasing voice Which does its
best work with a romantic tune
tagged “The Moment I Looked In

;

,

..

LfilSlTlMATB

T4

:

.

Pirated version was.: called to attention of
play’s agents^ Leonard
Cpwir in
N.
Y,/ by Greek agent Jean

&

;

also'

;

May 8 deadline for a spiitup
of; RKO, production chief may pre-

rent

fer to liquidate his holdings piecemeal as a way of garnering a bigger overall price. Once a division
of the company occurs, Hughes
must trustee his theatre stoiik and
lose riianagement of that chain/ It

Tsamapos, and latter was author- would not, however, prevent him
numbers of ized to take legal steps to collect frorii unloading his interests gradroyalties.
ually even if present talks with the
He’s riow negotiating.
Bone;
Leonard & Cowl have been suc- Governinerit On a delay in divorcecessful in negotiating on a Dutch- ment are unsuccessful.
pirated production of “The Silver
Whistle.":
Play ha/d an extensive,
Leo Mittler, director, of “House
highly successful run in Hollancl
On the Cliff/’ opening tomorrow
this year, including a special ocr(Thurs.), in pre-Broadway tryout
f ormarice
before Queen Wilhel- in New. Haven,
has just finished a
miria.
Royalties of about $2,000 screenplay, “Madman
on a Drum/’
are due author Robert E. McEnroe, which will
be produced this sumalso agented by Leonard & Cowl, iner, With Mittler
as director, by
who are collecting for him.
J indio pic producer J* Zarovitch.
•,

*

,

*

* *

*

•

•

•

•

m

,

-

artistically, v/ith symbols. / There
Key, Box, Ladder, Window;
Railway, River, Garden, etc:, and
the central, character is a
man
:named Bertie. He is climbing the
iaddef of success or dreams or
what-have-you.

I?

“The Man,” Mel DinelH thriller
produced by Kermit Bioomgarden,
was financed at $60,000 an(i was
brought iri for, $54,00(), includirig

.

bonds, /it received mixed reviews
a'rid; despite a break-eyen figure of
Many different interpretations less than $10,000; had piily a couple
Will be put on this unusual, out-ofprofitable weeks, wind-'
the-rut drama.
Artistieally; It is ing. up with an estimated loss of
(Jlever, jngenipus arid highly/
about
$15,000
for the 92-perf()rmoriginal, but the vague shadow-mean-- ance BroadlM/ay run. Bioomgarden
mgs It interprets baffle the play- was unable to arrange for a Theagoer.,
tre Guild subscription setup for a
"^h® Acting is sOundi .Laurence^ tour for
next fall;/ but there is re^
Hardy, as the central charaeter, is portedly
Hollywood interest in the
excellent;: Gudfun Ure’s Katie, the film
rights.
_wifri> has the
necessary etlierrial
Bioomgarden
’s other, current oi.charactrir. Ann Casson’s businesshke secretary is a crisp piece of fering, *‘I^th of a Salesniari/’
presented Iftiartnership with Walacting, whilri James Gibson,
seasoned Scots actor, rambles through ter Fried, is ri»b6xoffice smash at
The Arthur
as A kind of faithful, the Morosco, N. Y.
philosophising old retainer of the Miller play, firianced at $100 0()0,
has
thus far paid the backers a
family, whimsirially uttering homiprofit of $160,000, excluding $50.lies and trilling jokes.
In
an oprining-night
curtain 000 withhelcl fpr the touring ed/
speeclr, author Tyrone Guthrie ad- tion, and has about $25,000 of
mitted that his piece would have added assets; in the form of cash
little
commercial appeal. Cord,
reserves and bonds,
^

,

V

,

e

•

Apra

'

;
!
,

-itw A\.«r

12,
an
l»art in the
tween the Associated
Artistes nf America,
Epuity Was affiliated,

dispute be- ward to summer performances at ident of Pittsbiu^h Local 60, die4
Actors and county fairs.
at hAir horns In. ZeUenopjie,
with which
Surviving besides his wife, is
'1m
and the In- Mr. Garden’s brother, Carl and
ternational Alliance of Theatrical a sister.
Wife of Bill Mack,, veteran NaStage Employees. It was largely
tional Screen Service salesman in
through his efforts that Willie
Pittsburg, died iii that city,
PAUL Gi LAVARRE
Bidff and George E, Browne were
Paul Lavarre, former vaude perr April.A.
ousted from the latter organization. former*,
— r*
TV '
died April 3 at Craitbury,
The action taken by Turner and N, J,
Thomag E.' Delaney, 67, vetei'an
Gillmore at that time Was credited
He Was a member of a vaude- film premium "satesman, died in
with; heading off an attenpt by the ville act kiibwh as Lavarre Bros^ Chicagoi April L
American Federation of Actors, & Pingree, the later his wife. He
Which
was chartered by the appeared in the “Ziegfeld Follies
Rraitk
Fox Sipp, 64, story
lATSE, ftom muscling in on the of 1919’* in the N. v; World’s Fair analy$i at 20th-Fox for 13 years,
jurisdiction of the 4A’s over the “Streets of Paris,” “Boys and Girls died April 1 in Holly wood.
theatre.,
Together” and spent three yeara
Jiiles
Hirsch, 60, brother of
Turner had been cdunBel for with the USO during World
Dorothy Hirsch, of tTAiiiETY ad
the latter organization since its WarVL
inception
Berides his wife, survivors are staff, died iti New York, April 11.^
and it was through
his efforts that it got ah A.F.L. a son, and a brother.
charter.' He was a founder of the
Twelfth Night Gluh.
MARTHA A; BAKER
Anita Gale to Ralph Retti, PittsMartha Atwood Baker, 63, forint
Surviving arc his wife, and a
erly
of
the Metropolitan Opera Go. burgh, April 8, He’s an ahnauncer
daughtei^v
<

.

WALtfiH Hl^STOJI

he raised

.

Walter Huston, 66, ontstandm^
an actor on stage and screen
suddenly April
?®r 48 years. dleA
Hills, the day after
7 in Beverly
He .was stricken
his birthday.
with a blood clot while preparing
an anniversary i^ty. and^ ed
the next morning. At his bedside
Hust<)n,^vdio had
was his son, Johm
Shared honors with his father

for a role in “Old 880’Vat 20th-!Fox

when death struck.
Sumving, in addition

ac'

his second Wife, the
actress, Nan Sutherland.
is

,

to his son,

Broadway

The

^

Sa

'

'

V

.

.

the
supporting actor and the sonbest director in “Treasure of the
Madre^’. the, hrst Ume; a
father-son combination had; ever his death.
Nijinsky, Who was regarded as
triumphed in the history pf the
.
j the finest male dancer in the hisdied at Cape Cod Hospital, Hyanfilm industry
^
began
Huston
tory
of. ballet and was for eight
Toronto,
in
nis, Mass., April 7,
Born
IRA B. WILSON;
with a stobfc com- years the, idol Of balletomanes all
Beginning her singing career
Ills stage Career
Ira
B.
Wilson,
69,
composer
and
several
became
ill
His
the
World,
oyer
Broadway
during her childhood in Wellfleet;
pany in that city.
deaths, caused by music publisher, died April 4 in Mass., she. at one time was soloist
opening, with the Richard Mans- days prior to his
^
Los Angeles.
with the Boston Symphony and
field company, was almost tragic. riephritis.
mjinsky; the son. of two ballet
forriier resident of Dayton, 6., other leading orchestras. Following
He Was fired after fluffing a threeage Wilson had more than 1,500,()00 five years of study in Itaiy| France
line role the first night. Believing dancers, made his debut at the
Moscow and was an im- copies of his caintatas published, and Belgium, she made her opera
in the, ‘‘try, try agaiii*^ motto, he of 17 in
He danced op- according to officials of the Lorenz debut at Siefnia, Italy, in “La
haunted producers’ offices until he mediate success.
He had Bpheme” in .1923; iAfter .five years,
Wanted a job in “Convict’s posite such fa nious. ballerinas as PubUshing Co. there.
and was. larger been aii editoriar board member of in the Met Opera GO. She went
Karsavina
Pavlova^
by
written
melodrama
a
stripes,”
into radio but recently had been a
Hal Reid, faither Of the late Wal- ly responsible for bringing back the firm since 1905.’
Most of hi^ Easter and Christ- vocal teacher.

>

.

.

Vaslav Nijinsky^ 60, - world famed
Russian dancer, died in .London;
April 8.
His wifer RomOla, Who for 30
^ears had devoted hersself to try
ing to cure the mental illness that
overtook him at the peak of his
careev in 1919, was with him it

the 1948 Academy Awards.
father Won an Oscar as the best

;

'

VASLAV^^^m^

m

I

He was preparing

cattle.

.

MARRIAGES

on WJAS.Louise Rich to Willard Stepn-*
ens, Pittsburgh, recently,

daughter of Paul Rich, of

A

;

legit .producer Gilbert Miller.

;;

to Bob Hawk,
11, He’s the radio
bride was .former executive assistant to Dore Schary.

Mary Rechher

.

Hollywood, April

,

quiziriaster;

;

Doreen Lewis

EDGAR LYONS

Beverly

which a son, Roger, also is afEdgar Lyoiis, 56, motiOh picture
filiated. He used the peu name of cameraman for 34 years, died- April
Fred B, Holton for some of his 4 in Hollywood. Starting his Camusic.
reer in the days of silent films,
Among the best khowri religious Lyons was an early cameraman with
works were. “Music of Ghristmas,” Nat Leyine’s Mascot Productions
“The Christmas King,’^ “The First until Republic took over that comEaster,” and “The Living Lord.” pany.
He remained with RepubHis secular music included“The lic until 1942 when he moved tO
Legend of Sleepy Hollow,” “Rip the Walt Disney lot tb; lens confiVan Winkle,” and “Childhood of dential pictures, for the Navy, returning to Republic in 1946.
Hiawatha.”
He had been more or less inacBesides his wife and son; he
leaves two other sons, Dr. Robert tive in the last three years beand Dr. Walter Wilson, both of cause of failing health':
Los Arigelesi

j.

Pitt

Muriel Goodman to Dr, .Ted
Liehman, White Plains, March 30.
Bride was secretary to Harry
Fleischman, general manager for

^

mas music was Composed for and
published by the Xorenz Co „ with

Bride’s

WB

branch.

,

Joan

to

Marvin Marx,

March

Hills,

radio writer.

He’s a

26;

.

Roslyh

Robins

to

Leon

Philip Enkerii Jr., Miami Beach,
April 5, He’s son of Lebn Eiiken,
formerly partnered, with Eddie
Davis In Leon & Eddie’s, N. Y;
;

•

BIRTHS

Mr, and Mrs/ John H. Harris,,
sons, Hollywood, April 7,
Father is Pittsburgh theatre circuit
operator and producer of “Ice
Capades”; mother’s the former
pbnna Atwood, long-time star of
that ice show.
COURTENAY TERReTT
Mr, and Mrs. Bob Spears, son,
Courtenay Terrett; 47, fbrmer S;ah Antonio, April 1. Father Ls
screen writer and director, died control f oom engineer at WOAIApril *5 at his home in Oakland, Tv there;
Gal., after a heart attack.
Mr. and Mrs. J ohn Alvin, daiigHAs a
scripter he worked at Warners, and ter, Santa Ana; April 7.
Mother
Paramount in the early 1930s and is the former legit actress, June
later went to England to direct Lewis; father i$ a fi^m actor.
pictures at Elstree studios.
Mr. and Mrs; Williani J/ Schal-.
During the war he served as a lert, son, Lo$ Angeles; April 7.
newspaper c o r;r e s p o n d e li t in Mother is Leah Wagner, dancer*,
France. Death interrupted a novel father is an actor.
he was writing for publication by
Mr, arid Mrs. Joe Moss, daughDodd, Meade & Co.
ter, Los Arigeles, April 5.
Father
is head of Paramount’s drape deHARRY WILLIAMS
partment;
Christopher Desman, 87, songMr. arid Mrs. James Hogan,
writer,
who under pseudonym daughter, Los Angeles, April 6.
of; Harry
Williams co-authored Father is an assistant screen direc“Shade of Old Apple Tree” with tor at Columbia.
Egbert Van Alstyne, and numerMr., and Mrs. Dan Polier, .son,
ous
other
pop sorigs several Hollywood, April 4. Father is a
decades ago, died in San Diego, film booker for Fox- West Coast.
Cal., April 9, where he had been
Mr, and Mrs. Robert LewisV son,
;
U, S. Army bandni astbr for 20 Chicago, March 29.
Father is a
years, He also was musical direc- rhember of WGN. continuity staff.
Mr. and Mrs. GharlcS; Drake,
tor for many touring musicals; inHollywood,
cluding “Prince Pilseh/’ “Auction daughter,
April 6.
Father is a screen actor.
Block,” “No, No Nanette.”
Mr. and Mrs. Trueman RenlSurvived by wife.
twiii

.

:

^

i

Reid, film star. \ His second
job Was a road tour With “Sign of
after which he decided
Cross,”
the
that it was better to eat regularly
as an engineer than to starve as an
After four years of engiactor.
neerihg, Huston and his bride,
Bayoiie Whipple, went into vauder
ville and stayed at it 15 years.
lace

,

in “Mr. Pitt” and followed With “The Barker,” -‘Congo,”
“The Fountain,” “Elmer the Great’’
and “The Commodore Marries.” As
legit star

Cabot

in

tlie

f ul I

'

RALPH CULLINAN

of

Ralph Cullihan, 68, actor-playwright^ died in New York, April 4.
His wife seldom. left her hiisHie had been an actor for 25 years
band’s side after he was pronounced insane in 1919 and was and appeared in many Broadway
produetipns.
for many years the only person he
Born in Ireland, he came to the
would allow near him.
U, -S. in the 1920s, and appeared
His first appearance in the U, S. in“The Silver Tassie,” “Hangwas at the Metropolitan Opera man’s House” and“Jun6 and the
House, N.Y., April 12, 1916, when he Paycock.”
He later was with
danced in “Spectre de la Rbse’V Haien Ha,ves in ‘‘Mr.
Gilhobley,”
ahd “Petruchka,” two of his most “Within the Gates/’ “Room Servfamous roles, both in ballets cre- ice,” “Tohnny Belinda” and
“Skin
Fokine.
Michael
by
lum
ated for
of Your Teeth.” His last engageBesides his great artistry as a ment was in “The Silver Whistle”
dancer, Nijinsky was also a chore- last season.
ographer of revolutioriafy tendenIn addition to thesping, he aucies, though his total output con- thored
and played in “Loggersisted of only four ballets. These heads,” “You Can^f Win” and “The
‘Till
Eulenspiegel,” Banshee,” latter written in collabincluded
“L’Apres-midi d’un Faiine” (1912), oration with W. D. Hepenstall.
“Jeux’’ (1912) and “Sacre du PrinCullinan Was a veferan of World
temps” (1913). Both the first and Wpr I and had been decorated
the last of these, produced along with a; Purple Heart and a Croix
exteremely original lines and with de Guerre, ffi
Mary Madinnumerable rehearsals, precipitat- dock, an Irish actress, died in 1936.
ed major scandals at their pre'

Established as a vaudeville headliner, Huston went bn tour as a

EphraMn

vigor and reputation
male dancing.

the

Eugene

play, “Desire Under the
Elms,” he was finally recognized as
a top dramatic actor.
This performance led to a tWopicture Hollywood deal iii ‘Gentler
men of the Press” and “The Lady
Lies.”
In several subsequent tworeelel's he established himself as a
character atitor. This was followed
by characterization of Trampas in
“The Virginian,” whieh led to

O’Neill

:

;

.

:

screen stardom in “The Bad Man,” mieres, the fontier for its. alleged
First National’s film version of the immorality and the latter for its
Broadway hit in which Holbrook artistic iconbclasm.
Blinn had starred.
During this period Huston played
F.
44
Abraham Lincoln “The Criminal
Thomas F, Kane, 72, for the last

KANE

THOMAS

MAX

Max

HAVES

E.
E. Hayes, 67, veteian vaudje

and film producer, died April

busch, 'twin sons, Franklin, Ind.,
April 9.
Father is theatre operaGOTTFRIED GALSTON
Gottfried Galston, 70, pianist, tor and preriderit of National
died in St. Louis April 3. He Was Allied.
Mr.;and Mrs. Jules Getlih, son.
head of the piaiio department of
the St. Louis institute of Mu.sic ] New York, April 9. Mother is the
for many years before h is retire- former Ellen Miller, legit actress;

9,

in Beverly Hills after a long illness. He entered show biz in 1897
as singing comic with the Boot:

black,Four.
Hayes subsequently slufted to
booking, remaining 20 years with
Keith-Albee circuit. He also pro-

ABRAHAMS

ment

in 1946.

He was

recognized as

i

.

art

author-

father is in. cast of “Caesar and
Cleopatra.”;.

Mr> and Mrs, James K. Guthrie,
on Bach and before coming to
duced many vaude units and re.son. Sari Berardino, Cah, April TO.
vues. He later went to Holly wood the U. S. was a teacher in the
Stem
Mother
is the
former Jan McConservatory
in
Berlin.
His
where he turned but more than
Wo miss you more than evei;.
Gowan, who had appeared with
400 musical and comedy shorts wife, son and daughter survive.
the Pittsburgh Opera Qo.; father
for Paramount, Columbia, EducaBELLE and HERBERT
is a musical conductor, who has
LAWRENCE HOLMES
tional, and was a writer on Joe
Lawrence Holmes, 84, retired batonned several Broadway shows.
Pehner, Joe E. Brown radio shows.
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Horwitz, daugh•Shakespearean actor who had apCpde,” “The Star Witness,” “The 33 years president of the Century Until retirement two years ago, he
peai'cd with Maurice Barrymore, ter, Hollywood, April 4. Father is
Ruling Voice,” “A Woman from Play Coinpany, Inc., N. Y., play was active as film agent.
died in Pasadbna, Cal., April 4, manager of Republic's editorial
Survived by wife. Kathrvh and
Monte Carlo,” “A House Divided,” agents, died on April 6, in West
from injuries sustained in an auto staff.
a
son,
Everett,
with
“Law and Order,” “The Beast of Palm Beach, Fla.
20th-FoX accidenti
studio.
the City,”
“The Wet Parade,’^
Ill 1914 he became head of the
Holmes was also an inventor,
‘‘American
Madness/’
“Rain,” Independent Poster Agency, which
having devised a special lens to
DOMENICO CAPUTO
‘Night Court” and“Congo>”
supplies po.ste.rs to advertise stage
Domenico Caputb. 66. niu;siciani enlarge film..
In 1934 BrOadway called hirti pl^iys
throughout; the. country.
^
back for the title role in Sinclair Kane headed the agency till 1930. died in Pittsburgh, Anri I 4.
Contlhued from page 3.
ERNEST W. SEIDLER
Gabutb was a hiem
of the old
tevis’
Hi.s interest jri the stage led hilh
‘‘Dodsworth,’’
Which the
Ernest Williarii Seidler, pub- least one that wilL pay off
pubcritics called one of the greatest to found and head the Century Pittsburgh Festival Orchestra and
performances on the American firin,. which represents playwrights also played a clarinet iritlie Wood- licity direetor of the Statler hotel licity for a theatre trying it. He
chain,
died
of
heart
attack,
a
April
wind
Ehsenible
organized
and
diyoung
stage.
give
suggests that the house
From that time; until his in t h e sa e Q f sta ge sc recn, publiHe had eoiiples, when they buy their
Passingv Huston'k career alternated cation; radio and television rights rected by Victor Saudek; In 1916, 8 at Maplewood, N. J.
been with the hotel chairi 10 years..
between stage and screen.
of plays. One of. the hit plays his he was appointed tb the music
tickets, a free ducat for the sitter,
He leaves his wife, and four
Following his DodswOrth role in firm sold Nvas Joseph Q. Ke.ssel- school faculty of Garnegie Tech a§
This is in lieu of a cash; contribuclarinet instructor.
Later he was daughters.
legit he i*eturned to Hollywood to riiig’s •..Arseriic and Old Lace.”
tion by the exhib to the high cost
named
director
wood-,
Tech
of
the.
play it in the film and remained
Kane was a member of the
If the sitter won’t hike
ot: sitting.
HUGH ERNST
lor one more picture, “Rhodes.” Friendly Sons of St. Patrick arid wind en.‘5emble, a oo$t lie held unHugh (Bud) Ernst, 39, radio pro- the ticket as part payment of ..lier
Meantime, Capulo
After that he went back to New a former niember of The Lahibs til his death.
them.selyes can.
parents
the
/fee,
York to play Peter Stuyyesaht in and The AVinge.cl; Foot Golf Club. played tvith the. Pittsburgh Orches- ducer, shot himself in New York,
use it for one admission uithin a
April ll.
^Knickerbocker Holiday/’ in which
Surviving are his wife and a tra, appearing frequently as guest
Further details in the radio sec- week,;'.//
soloist, and was with the P ttshe. introduced
“The September sister.'
“Look at the facts,” Weils slates
burgh Symphony for three years. ition.
Song/’ the recording of which has:
in ;his learned thesis on sitter.s vs.
become a collectors’ item.
'PAUL .'N.;: ILRNER
His
Father, 89, of Ed Sulliyan, Broad- goers, “The heighborhood theatre
GEORGE GARDEN
commuting continued with “The
Paul N: TurneFi 80, counsel for
Light That Failed;” in Hollywood, Actors Equity since if s founding in
George Garden, 72,. vet vaude way columriist of N.Y. Daily News, may be charging as little as 25c for
in Port Chdsteri N, Y,,. April 4. H; three-hour $hbw, but the sitter ia
died
Francisco,
performer,
died
in
San
and ‘Love’s Old Sweet Song’’ on 1913, died April 9 in Green wich,.
Survived by wife, three daughters charging from 5pe to 75c an hour.
Apfir 8.
Broadway. In 1942 he won an Os- Cohn.,
son.
another
and
car nomination for his role in
For the last 16 years Garden
No wonder the young parents get
Turner had offices at. 25 West
Yankeo_ Doodle Dandy” and fol- 45th Street, and lived in’ the Town and his wife. Lily had travel od th
selective’ and make very sure that
Edward J. May*
43, brother
lowed with an impressive perforni- House Hotel
He devoted his en- Bert Levy circuit, appearing in
the picture. is a ’must’ before they
at
/G0rri'fedirin.
died
Marty
May,
of
Coast.
Pacific
in “Mission to Moscow.”
tire attention to Actors Equity. He theatres along the
start phoning ai Sitter. After seven
Rockville Centre* L. I. April 6,
had
apyearsthey
the
For
last
38.
Gillmore
Frank
late
l^st
the
picture
was “The a.ssjsted
or eight years of being selective, it
TK unes” in which he played a death and a group of other actors in the peared in a xylophone act.
and that habit
Mother, 81, of Clare Meede.ri ria- gets to be a habit—
scone «s a cattle baron.
They, had traveled on the Loew’s
Off the founding of the organization.
is going to stick for the rest of
screen,
his tlonal exec of Airierican Fedei ahe owned \a l.OpO-acre
In 1939, as counsel for lOquity, and Pantages circuits,
lanch at Running Springs where Turner, a.ssisled by Gillmore* took
the couple were looking for- rliori of Musicians and former pres- their lives.”
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^London, April 18,
Jpor the first time sittoV j^ Arthur
^nk entered the industry every
Studio operated by the Rank Or^anization 1$ dark: The closure of
^inew(>od last weekend, after the
coimptetipn' of “Trip^' and the consequentr dismissal Of more than 200
yet for
^pilcers, ijs the big^
ilritish production.
, It’S; hoped that the lights are out
time
at •Pinewpod phly for a^ s
now
and tbaiv*'0(puded
on idciitiPn, will move in very soon.
This is the tragic climax to the
biggest; jirnddction program ever
iaunched; by a single group from
British studios. At the peak period,

YORK, WEpNESDAti APRIL

19,
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Hollywood,; April 18.
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By HBRB GOLDEN

WinGhell Prefer That
Floriaa Sun Oyer Videp

‘

Miami Beach, April
Deal for Walter
on a video spot
sponsor (Hudnut)
tab will probably

i

1

Winchell to take
with Kis radio
picking Up the
hot go through,

,

;

came

lateir

,

|

the,

of Denhaihi and with it
the akin g. of several hundred more
This latter studio has
techhiciatts.
been used intermittently during
the past few months, firstly on the
mmizatlion of Disney’s “Treasure
Island" and subsequently for limited sOehes on “Captain Horatio
productions
liorhbiower,“
both
made With American finance:
AlthoMlgh- there is no actual floor
^hodtihg in pirogress at Pine wood,
a staff of more than 800 is being
retained Dii cutting, editing and
recOrdlhft of recent productions
arid' also »ia substantial administratiye petsorirtel, thus maintaining a
’

shutteririg^^'

|

'

'

RGA
.

code of standards barring programs
“detrimental to the best moral, interests

,

’

;

•

Bands

hew

field

in

may

hookings.
"^he
str^
against the idea

^

,

’

factor

working

weather,
Problem Of what happens in case
Qt rain is the
biggest drawback beihg faced by
GAC. One of the
plans

H

is

drive-in sites to
date the terpsters.
trie

f be

accommo-

plan' pans out it will then
he up to the
drlye-ih: operator to
whether band will be ifeaured in conjunction
with a film' or

.

|

j

anticipated that the larger hotels
will continue use pf names, While
the smaller spots may attempt a
better grade of talent to lure

PETRILIO OK ON

’

the; yacationisits.

Chicago, April; 18,
Widening crack in the American
Federation of Musicians’ stranglehold bn music for films oh television was made with James. Retrijlo giving the okay for Gene
Autry to use musicians in the trial
set of halfbour pix that the cbwhby stair is making for video without a defihite spohsor, Deal was
made directly with the linion .head,
and it’s understood that Les Atlas^,
Chi CBS v.p., had a hand in the
.

under contract for radio.

they’ll get same volume of business this year as previously.
It’s

1

I

his

RCA

product.

j

'

1

All the N, Y, State mountain
inns are currently focusing on
Decoration Day (May 30) biz. A
full house that date is generally a

.

Attraction.
IPs figured
ri A^'
that the best bet would be
hsriow shorts along with the band
Patrons could then negotiations. As yet, nO terms have
quickies during the band been set for the. scale.
^dwever, ideas on how to
Only in the past two weeks PeM.
the operation are still being trillb has cracked down on several
There
tele
film producers, and one or two
are close to 2,nm?®
_?rive-in theatres throughout similar companies have been fua,,
(Contiiiued bh page 55)
h

{If

|

;

the

advanced to overcome this
Is the setting up of tents

ft

Our Time.”

In the statement on video, the
(Continued on page 55)

juoh

be Opened to dance bands.
General Artists Corp. is currently
jvorkirig on a deal to add drive-in
theatres to their one-night band

&

TV

Washington, April 18.

The Natipnal Council of Catholic
Men called upon television broadcasters Sunday; (16) to set up a

of tele-viewers, especially
the family group and trie children
of the family."
*
Catholic Men, at the final sesbig orgahizatlori.
"
The 'Pineivood crisis is funda- sion bf the 30tri annual meeting,
riientally a sequel of Rank’s de- passed a resolution urging the FCC
rision lib restrict his own produc- not to apply the first clause of the
tion and to make the studio avail- First Amendment to the Federal
able: for ‘independents.
There are Constitution in the allocation of
wavelengths to religious and other
(Continued on page 55)
nonprofit organizations.
Resolutions of thanks were votedl
to NBC, ABC and Mutual for proDrive-in Theatres
viding free time for ^‘Catholic
Hour," “Hour of Faith,” and “Faith
Play

Would

:

i

'

A Completely

1

'

forhla.

a good summer, and
likely that talent budgets will
be heavier at that time because
of the fact that the summer slack
in niteries will not have set in aS
yet and hotelmen w'ill have tp
cPmpete with cafes for the better
grade: acts.

LpS ANGELES,

CALIF;

WORLD FAMOUS COcOANUT

barometer of
it’s

Presents-^

,

,

;

I

;

.

I

Major worry among the agenand the innkeepers 1 $ the pbssibility that many spots will have
cies

!

diu

m

form before KTSL television cambuy screen
eras. Stadium committee chairman

•

ms Wet:e»s6l^

Some iponth^

to

1

;

Islingtoh

trying to

a

Gershwin’s
Leonard Jacobsen strode into the
“Porgy and Bess”, so that he can ring to inform the capacity house
both ppoduefe the pic and play that the Stadium was bound to
Jolson, who
Pprgy whiteface.
honor its Contract With KTSL but
planed back to the Cbrist oyer the the wrestlers had refused to work;
nered in its 34-weefc riih last year. weekend, opened negotiations wijth forcing the Legion to fore*go the
.Of that total, approximately $1,- Lawrence Langher,' co-director of bouts.
Money was refunded.
506,000 was taken out of Madison Theatre Guild, and thfe Gershwin | KTSL moved cameras into arena
Square Garden, N. Y., in 33 days. estate while in Gotham last week. last night for the first time in 12
Gross since the show’s current sea- He is figured to have the inside weeks, Wrestlers Were forewarned,
son opened there April 5 is run- track be.cause of; his friendship but /neither station nor Legion
ning slightly ahead of the 1949 with Gershwin when the song- knew until 8:20 that the grunt-andr
marie, with an all-time single day’s writer Was alive.
grpaners would refuse to work;
record hiing up last Saturday (15).
Meanwhile, Jolson plans to go to
Tele was prigmally yanked from
Take that day wais $75,000^ about Israel for a short visit, probably in
the Stadium when wrestlers com$2,500 ahead of the equivalent ses- May.plained that five nights weekly of
sioh last year." That was the show’s
video was ruining the gate, of
previous single day high.
which they received a percentage.
Showmen see in those figures,
Following the ban, wrestler.s and
hung up during a period when a
Jphii Doyle, local booker, linked
virtual revolution in show biz'
with Music Corp. of America,
media has started' gaining steam,
arranged to have two nights of teleclear indicatibn of the enduring
vision weekly, figuring it would
quality
of
basic’' entertainment
keep viewers rasslin-conseious but
forms.
When one of the. world’s
not ruin the gate.
L.ast night
oldest types of organized amuse(Continued on page 38)
ment can garner grosses that
Bing CiOsby indicated during bi.s
dwarf even the staggering totals
stayjn New York last week that
racked up by its varied latter-day
to make Folsoni^s
A, Direct
Q.
competitors, showmen see a wel- he’d be ready and willing
come rock-bottom stability' in the the plunge into television by next
To
His
Custotners
entire entertainment field despite year.
One of the major holdouts
The unusual of a tycoon speakseething surface, changes.
from TV among the top radio, perRB-B&B has had
ing directly to his customers may
share, of
want.s
he
course, of isuperfictal revisions.. It’s formers, Crosby declared
be seen on the NBC television netto “wait and see’- and figure out work when and
(Continued bn page 52)
if Radio Gorp. of
the best type of show before teeing America prexy Frank M! Folsom
goes on TV with a 0. and A.
off in video.
Groaner watched the Bob Hope routine on what’s-wrong-with-itiyhow-can-receptiontelevision-set,
TV show .Easter Sunday (9) via
NBC, which is believed to have be-improved, etc.
Folsom is w.k. by npw iir>show
prompted his decision to enter the
newer mediunni. He said, however, busihess as an executive who perthat he would like to confine hi.s sonally acknowledges manifold cusvideo activities to one show a tomer calls and letters on TV set
month, on the basis that that’s all problems. As for show business
the time he would have because executives, he makes it a persoriai
of his radio, film, recording and issue to* get their home receivers
other activities. lYhen, as and if shipshape as the most direct public
Talent agencies serving the so- he starts with TV, he’il probably relations assets in winning friends
with CBS, with whonxJie's now and influencing people in favor of
ride
called borscht circuit are sanguine
rights

1

and one minor coaxial cable to televise the proat full pres- gram north (and incideixtally, same
recession began goes for California, he says) it ish't
Sui’e.
When.U
to set itt^ v|he' two Gainsborough likely that hell take up the deal
Not so long as he figures
studios werp closed, and the Shep- offered.
herds Bush stages .were sold for oh spending most months of the
or Galitele vislm^?.-!rhe contents and equip- year either in Florida
ment .oiFihe Slhepherda Bush arid

is

George

St

•

outfit"

.

‘Porgy’ as Whiteface Pie
Al Jolson

(17)

j

mi^dr^^Stitdids

foiir

the encroachment, of
televisiori, night baseball and a
myriad of other forms of entertainment since the end of the war,
Ringling Bros.-Bamum & Bailey
circus is expected during the' cur-i
rent season to equal or top the alltime record take of $ 6 000,600 gar-

down at bout-time last night
when wrestlers refused to per-

closed

,

;

And that is the reason why: sun,
According to 'Winchell, Virho celebrated hia 53d birthday on April 7,
he “feels like 63 In New York and
43 in Miami Bjeach."
With np

1

Despite

Legion

Hollywood

Yens Gershwin’s

I

accordihg to the columnist, who' returned here this Week for more
sun.-

jdispit

to slash prices.

This

Is

likely to

happen in the smMler places,,
which last year Were getting prices
almost comparative to some of the
if cuts are dra.stie,
top hotels,
talent budgets will be held down.

All Girl

Orchestra and Choir

Uiid*r th« Dir«ctloii of

PHIL

GROVE

;

!

o

!

Vi^dnegday» April 1^, 1950

Giant growth In Hollywood ‘s
jHplly wood, April 18.

Metro is madder’ri hornet at CBS
and has declared the network out
of bounds to its stars. It's all oyer
Where tjve studio's ’credits belong
on a show. Net and sponsors say

pee, and Niles Trammell, NBC
front board chairman, are among the
end, M-G says
and
faced
where they can't be
show business figures Who will reSloi^hed;
ceive awards from the Freedoms
Grant
Foundation in N. Y.'s Town Hall
Cafy
not
it
Were
pulled but of last week'^s ‘‘Sus- Friday (21) afternoon. In the film
pehse” broadcast because of Illness Held, J. F. Dowhurst and Philip
day before the airing, everything Ragan will accept med Is for 16m
would still be Sweetness and
^
i
Honors will also gO for cartoons,
Caught with their star down, Go^
lumbians frantically sought a sub- ad campaigns, magazine articles,
and company publicastitute and ftetro obliged with Van editbria
Johnson. Thankful for their good tions.
fortune, they promised: a midway
plug for the studio, its star and a
current release. But they reckoned
without the sponsor, Auto-Lite.
They Would have none of it arid
ordered the network to put the
“courtesy” at the close, where it
has always been, and where it fight. ^
fully belongs. That created a small
Screen^
crisis but M-G’s Les Petersoh relented father than pull Johnson a /^ues.)
Actors Equity
few hours before broadcast toe.
J®
W hen Peterson reported back to
talent jurisdictional qiies^
his Metro bos$es they steamed and
Result of Reagan's pitch will
castigated CBS ior reneging on its
learned today (Wed.) at the
word. I hen th^e ultimatum went meeting ot the Associated Actors
propor
Metro
stars
out— no more
America, parent
erties on (;BS shpws. That s where
performer unions:
of: the:
ijp^y
it stands as Of this date, and no
^v-hen Television Authority presses
overtures have been, made by for immediate action' oh to issue,
either to effect a truce. Tbei atUEquity session, at which other
of the contending camps
tilde
Tepresehted;
uniohi. were

at

the

Chi ‘Variety’ Office Into

Trammell, Robinson Td'
Get Ffeeddms Awards
Hubbell .Robinson, J r., CBS vee«

New LocatijOn on Sat.

tions are Tailed on the Coasi “W
have .only Just started our sprenH

ChicagOv April 18.
Variety's Chi office moves Saturday (22) to neW quarters at 612
North Michigan avenue, Chicago
liv New phone number,, is tiela*-

;

.

,

(22)

overseas," Hornblow said, ‘'thl
plain fact Hs that American ihdus
try is assuming 4 ''VV'orldwide scale
Unions must think bn the inier.
national level or they will ihiiibit
the American industry and squeeze
it dry, Hornblow contends,
lie belieVds Hollywood labor leaders will
come aroiind to that opinion ‘'although there are certain’ react ibnary elements not giving the matter enough thought." By prodlioing
overseas, producer asserts,
'we
hold: on to bur European markets
and bring back the life blood pf
this industry, overseas' ddllars;’’
'Apropos of the international
swing, Hornblow may hiake a film
for Metro In Notway and Sweden
during the year. He and his wife,
Leonqray head ibr the (Continent
April 28 for a ohe-month\ visit C’ouple wdU spend one week, in Stockholm studying the possibilities of

‘

|

Ware 7^4984.

v

'•

W

Don ilsort> Leo,
Ghafidler and Farrell
Davisson Will be augrimented with
additibh of Walter Robinsoh, f oi>

,

Present staff of

,

j

Zabelin,

i

>

mefly with Hiltoii Hbte^

.

'

Bob

chain,

,

;

WllJi MAHONEy
THE iNIMitABLE

l

j

Held over (and Inctef) the Fifty
Rod and CS-uh Club, Milford, Pa., for
:

*

00

the trout seasoiiidesplte the protests

of

0

My*

ASSOCIATE D BOOKI NG CO R P.

^

,

>

'

Washington, April 18.
House Vrays and Means Gominittee hopes to begin voting tomorfovv
(Wed.) on either eliminaitioh of
the Federal ainusemerit taix or one
of the several alternatives proposed. Reports are strong that the
la^fed far into the night.
The SAG prexy feels that mem- film industry, even if it dOes not
bers of the five, unions in JVA succeed in getting the entire adBadio mission tax lifted, will obtain a
Americaii
Artists, American Guild of Variety cutback, due In the main to the
Artists,
.^tors -Equity, ^ Ch^s strohg lobbying job turned in by
Equity arid Americah Guild of Mu- the Council of Motion Picture Organizations* tax committee.
(GohtlhUcd Pn page 63)

^

^

Seems

hS

to

bCi

them come

let

to

;

One

of these days soon, however,
a quiet luncheon and
over their vittles M-G’s L: K. gid^'
o
hey and Columbia’s
ard
Meighah will straighten out the

there’ll be

H w

'

<

M
V
I"* *

.

AmilC 1^
Rll

aJIIIIC nillUA.

•

iti
111

uWCarS

j

'

Minimum wage board for the
amusement industry of N. Y. state
was sworn in yesterday (Tiles. in
New Vofk City by State 'Industrial
Commissioner Edward' Corsi. Panel
is composed of reps of employers/
employees and the public. It will
assist Corsi in setting up minimum
wage scales for industry workers
considered in meed of such pro-

Continued on page 63)

)

Now
Its

Shoots

Shorts With Dual
J,

With

£ ^ Ty
A
UD6 lOl 1

;

eye on the television

its

bo^SaS-

ta

Ai.f
«ii
out all
its shorts with two sound
tracks one
bnp of
standard type
tvn<»
tiacKs,
oi tne sianaara

land

I

|

'

which incorporates both musical
background and dialog, the other

:

'‘Rocket

to;

the Stars.'!

y
^

|

Ghamber

Of Commerce, ana
Buonomo, head of the
State Bowling Assn. Labor
are Michael Munffovern vee.

;

First

'

.

f

;

I

|

;

i

bec of
ficissor

companies have tried to
musical backgrounds in or-

make films salable to video
but all attempts have proven unworkable, so far because of the
complete merger of music and talk.

Monie

dei/ to

Universal, for one, experimented
oldie westerns for several years
without succeeding in preserving

qn

continuity.

dramatize standard bus tours w hich
carry passengers through a dozen

’

European
“We’re

stricted.

Dallas, April 18.

and Vacation Show,
Display will be held at the Fair
Park Aiito Bldg., from April 28

i

On

.

The Production Code
Hornblow

thinks

censorship,

|

production Code is essential.
“What the code heeds is a liberal
interpretation
and
sympathetic
Like the Constitutioh, it shoiild
grow over, the years. There is an
the

|

Hus

71-..

check for $

for

Larry Parks and Betty Garrelt Radio Artists, reportedly has also duction Code Administrator) has
applied for the 4 A- s legal assign- done his best to keep the code
names to sign for a ment. Although
he is committed to alive but he has been cramped by
stand at the Palladium, London remain with AFRA pending com- pressure groups and a blueno.se atThey're slated to open there May ,pletion of Television Authority ne- titude outside the Industry.”
“Films function under a di.'^ci29.
Palladium is trying to get gotiations, he revealed he has arto join the law firm of
(Continued on page 55)
Bob Hope for an appearance thete. ranged
George Marlin k Milton Sanberg
However, it’A unlikely for this immediat^y- afterward,
Henry Jaffe, attorney for AFRA Betty Grable-James Unit
season since comedian’s film comniitments for Paramount and tour and the Americah. Guild of Musical
Artists,
is
understood to have
of » one-nighters this summer will
At 3 $5,
turned down the 4A^s post;. Rebecca
keep him occiipied..
Brownsteiri,
Turner’s
associate

'

linci

The money earned

the industry overseas helps to carry it and' helps the Indlvdual. too.
The industry puts that money back
in the employment of people in
Hollywood.’’
Hornblow cited *'Qu6 Vadis,'
Metro’s big pic, which will be made
in Rome, as an exampie
Hollywood.
activity
helps
this
“That film could not be niade iti
Hollywood; It Would be too cosily
and the facilities and backgi bunds
arc not available. The tiipii.sand.s
of extras are literally no longer obtainable on the Coast. The film
would have been dropped and the
people sent from Hollywood
Rome on it would not have got|en
that work."

are the latest

4/ 19

Enclosed

bn

this. Hollywood ' would
fall upon its worst days if income
overseas sources were le-''
froirt

attitude

A. Frank Reel, executive-secre- irichnation to make its interpretatary of the American Federation of tion too rigid. Joseph Breen fPro

U.S.

Blue’s VaiidshoW

The Parks-Garrett pact

B^

counsel for Equity, was hot associated with hipi on the 4A’s assignHolly wood, April 8.
ment and Is not believed to be a
Actres$ Betty Grable and hv'^:*
lineups of American acts to play
candidate foi* it,
band-bandleader Harry James ar«
London in a single; season. Folbeiitig. paired for R series of the.ntre
lowing current stand of Danny
dates.
They’ll head a package,
which is being submitted at $35.r
Thomas, house has set Tony Mar- Aronson, Gilder Ambngr
000 and percentages, third highf
tin tp open April 24, Dorothy La50 Guggenheini
vaude salary b*' record. Hifflic**
mour; May 8; Parks and Miss
Boris .Aroilsrin, stage designer/ guarantees were obtained by Bob
Garrett, May 29; Jack Benny,
and RosamUnd Gilder, Onetime edi- Hope bn his recent date at (be
June 19; Abbott and Costellb, tor of Theatre Arts
monthly, were Paramount, N. Y., where he gbt
J illy
10 apd Jimmy Durante, among
those iricluded in the John $50,000, and Jack Benny tor bis
July'31.::-::--"
Simori
Guggenheim
Memorial stand at the Roxy, N. Y., which Vyas

Form

SubHetlptiau (bnler

t

of the boys are taking a sensible

JbmeJ

Month Blue, star of silent pic's,
emcee an 11-act stage and
Water show at the Southwest Sports

.May'

countries.
going tO travel a great

all

more than we’ve done in he
past," Hornblow said. “I think nio.st
deal

Turnw

will

i.o

like.s

i

ground.
Olds hopes to do a major public
relations job for Hollywood and
thus eventually lOOsen up major
Alternative believed most likely studios to the point where they
to succeed is aii Rcrpss-the-board will allow to^’'^ contract players to
cut of 25% to 5Q% in all excise do some of the pijc. No network
taxes.
One believed less likely is has been set for the series.
a suggesfed percentage cut only in
the wartime boosts in the, excise
taxes, not in the taxes themselves.
Successor
In addition, the committee is mulling a cut of two-thirds in filmeries’
to Be
Shprdy
Regardless of
current 20% bite.
the Outcome, the feeling is ripe
Choice of an attorney fbr the Asthat the House is more sympathetic sociated Actors & Artistes of Amerr
to a cut in the pix admission tax ica, succeeding the late Paul Nr
than in any other
Turner, will probably be made
within the next coiiple of weeks.
(Committee to handle the matter
Gripps Shuhs B;.0. Tax
is to be named at the meeting toLondon/ April 18,
day ( Wed. ) of the 4A’s interna^
Film industry was bi'ushed off in tiohal board. Turner, who had
Sir Stafford Cripps’ budget w^hich been attorney for the 4A’s iand
was presented, to the House of A ctoi’s Equity for many years, died
Commons tonight (Tues.). No men- recency.
tion whatevef was made of the BnThere's understood to be some
tertainments taxV
sentimeht ainong 4A’s board memMeanwhile, it's understood that bers in favor of Selecting an attorthe industry will press its case for ney hot associated with any of the
tax reduction and other conces- parent union’s affiliates. However,
sions .during; the forthcoming Com- Henry Dunn, national administramons debate bn the budget.
tive secretary of the AmeriGan
Guild of Variety Artists, has recommended the apppihtmeht of Jonas SilyerstonP, AGVA attorney,
for the 4A’s post.

j

pic, since the lot

;

j

Labor and atate head of Motion
HK^)
:Bathe* is
is*’believed'*to
he^tbe
HKO-Pafhe
beheved ta be
the
Operators Union, Albion,
jpj j
flret
major shorts _ producer to
Actors
Alfred Harding
y.;
swing into dual spundtrack.producThomas Shortman,
vBuilding Service Employees Union.
w
New teGhnique would permit! Representing the public on the
RKO to market its shorts bn tele- panel are former Supreme Court
vision despite the long-standing Justice Francis Glaccone; Henry
ban against, use of film soundtrack jv. Poor, ah attorney, and Mrs.
music on video imposed by James Florence Kreckel, prez of the P^o
C. Petrillo, top-kick fbr the Ameri- fessional Women’s Cltib of Rochcan Federation of Musicians. Num- ester.

’Tale," which istnits
lot in August:

on the Culver City

^

They both need each

other too badly, being giants; in
their respective mediums,
if' the
plugs aren't pushed up front, they'll
at least get a slow and easy ride

Young Wives’

Hornblow will also be teamed by
Metro with ditolor John l-lusiGn

ton, Elsa Lanchester, David, Niven, their joint efforts on “The Aspliait
Martha Tilton, the Modernaires Jungle film Just completed:; for,
and Vrioz and Yotoda, Entire the first time in his filni enieer.
series> according tO Warren, will Hornblow may Write a script— hat
be filmed at the /homes Of different for
to Scandinavian film. He is
Hollywood freelance name thesps currently Working with his \\\ fe. a
using a completely informal back^ novelist, on the story. Idea is to

(

'

,

productioh thi^e. Balance of stay
will be in Paris.
If he goes ahead with the Scandinavian venture, it Will follow “A

two pix featured Charles Laugh- on another

;

1

0ver a Quiet Beer

handshake.

title,

.

.

,

.

-’

,

*

^

,

Chicago, April 1$.

Oldsmobile will sponsor a series
of television films which will be
rolled at jrerry Fairbanks producOlds has altions in Hollywood.
ready made twp' 30-minUtc pix
using F&irbanks* miilU-cto ProcThese filmkwiil be shown in
ess.
two markets to get audience reaction prior to. shoving off Vuth the
remaining 24‘ pix.
Series will be beamed under the
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Foundation awards handed out. $40:000,
Sundays (16). M^^
Benny Troupe to Londoin
how
it would be Miss Grable’s fiii't
with the United Natidhs Educatiorir vaude appearance in many .vcai’SHoUywood, April |8,
a
Scientific and Cultural Org:, is Her previous vaude salary ya.s
Jack Benriy will follow up his
planning a history ot the modern $1,000. James hasn’t been too actour of 21 bne-nighters with three
American theatre.
tive in theatres for some. time.
weeks at. the Palladium in
:

Regular SubscHptioii Rates

One Yeor—-$10.0Q

:

1";

TWe Years—•$! 8.00
|-

Congcia and Foreigh^SI Addjtiendl per Year

London,
Other winners included
his second tihie around, and
posers Gerald R. Kechley,
opens June 19 with Rochester arid Jqhh
Gbeb, Robert Eugene
Phil Hrirris.
[Leo Smlt; Irving Gifford
^
They sail with their wiyes June Elliott Cook Garter, Jr., Ben
J**
Q^®®h
j Weber and Harry Partch.
It’s

I

Inc.

154 West 44th Street
b*

New Yerk

j

19^ N* Y*

.

,

1

l

.

;

comLikely to get first crack at th*
Roger (jrable-James combine will b(' 1)><1
Ward, Roxy, 20th-Fox outlet in N0 'vg
:

,

[

~ iTPorleo^
- Fine, York.
Negotiations are
Brian under way, but .some kinks aie.s
to be ironed but.
,

'

.

Ap«^

.

;

Iff,

Naming of Barney Balaban; Parambunt- s prez^ and Edwin t; Weisl,
Executive qbmmittee meinbef as
directors of Allen B. puMont Labb
I^pllywQod,
follows in the walce of a losing
Mack Sennett wOund up three
drive by the film company to. win
years’ work, shipping his 480-page
effective control of the television
qpmpany, it has been learned. Par manuscript of hovel, “The Quinco/’
to
poubleday, Doran at publisher’s
batr
unsuccessful
an
bas just ended

i't

The Government

,

.

'

tie

tequ'est.;;'-:"'

DuMont's manage-

to convince

Alternafe title is "Don’t Step Qn
560*000 shares of
My Dreams.” It’s written some-^
“B'V stock should be converted Into
VA" sharbs, Had the request been what in film Script f Orni.
granted, the film company could
have voted in a majority of the

ment

that!' its

Par 'S holdings in

DuMont

are

prime peg in its operations.' All
further attempts to sell the holdings which include both the ^-B”
stock and 48,000 Shares of ’‘A" are
definitely oyer, according to a company spokesman. Only if Ian offer
far exceeding those made in the
past comes albnfe will Par reopen
the question of liquidiating its in-

That gold once sighted by the
major film companies in reissues
the major owned a giganhas almost turned to dross. Foltic theatre chain, the DuMont inlowing annoiincenieht by 20th-Fox
terests ‘^didn’t niatter much," it is
said.
But the holdings are far prez Spyros P. Skouras last week
company was abandoning
more important at the present be- that his
distribution of all peissues hencecause of the smaller profits derived
forth, a survey of the other comfrom, film distribution. In the first
quarter Of the present year, equiva- panies shows them' to have cut
their once-ambitioUs plans for the
lent DuMont earnings are close to
per share, it is disclosed. Hence, oldies to the boiie, mainly because
'

When

*

$1
Par's quarterly take can be over
$500;000 as against its $1,400,000

few of them

cafi

do enough busi-

ness in the present nfiarket to nierit
the expense Involved in turning
•from all other operations.
^
With Balaban and Weisl On the out hew prints, accessories, titc.
Skouras* in explaiihihg his rea.DuMont board, DuMont's station
sons for eliminating reissues, said
(Gontinued on page 18)
20th would epneehtrate exclusively
tP promote better
grosses generally. V That line is also
being fpllowed by the other com-

:

Daniel T. O’Shea, who has long
been associated with David O. Selz-

j

Films and exec director of the SelzO’Shea is underlilck ^tudlOs.
stood planning to set Up law offices
on the Coast to handle the affairs
of film personalities and financing
problems.
O’Shea and Selznick had long
been planning to split as' result of
the producer’s closing down of the
studio and move of production activities in the immediate future to
Europe.
Break was completely

features.

Eliminatipn of reissues may also
play its part in the malors’ fight
against doublC-biiling. With their
production of B films either vabandpned entirely or on the decline*

many

exhibitors have been Utilizing reissues for the lower half Pf
If these, top,
their double bills.
become scarce on the market, it
inay swing the trend toward fur\
ther experimentation in single film
policies:
With all the majors expected to be headed for divorcement evehtually, it is believed they
won id back a switch to singie-feature playdates.
Metro* which like 20th had established a separate department
for reissue sales, has none coming
up at this time: Company last
year released "Wizard of Oz” arid
“Johnny Eager.” but to date this

cordial,

my rCsignafion,’'

O’Shea, "is simply that my
job is completed, now that Vanguard hbs removed its headquar-'
tei's from Hollywood to New York.”
He added that before going ahead
with other plbns he’d take a rest.
He is on the Coast currently/
Selznick, in New York, commented that the "partihg of the
ways” was /‘‘inevitably dictated by
transfer of my headquarters tO year has put only "Blossoms in the
(GPntinued on page 9)
New York and my production activities to Europe.”
Eripr to joinm
Selznick InternatiOnal
Pictures
secretary,
as
Chaplin’s ReissW Well
O’Shea was in the RKO legal departmeht in New York and then
resident counsel at the RKC) studios*
Ori the basis of a satisfactory
first week’s .biz at the Globe, N. Y.,
said

:

'

.

I

a rid lack of pol itical repercussions*

to
j

Gpldwyri

j

arid

Wife

United Artists is going ahead wdth
national reissue plans for Charles
Distrib
Chaplin’s "City Lights."
this week ordered new prints and
put a new pressbook and accessories into work.
,
Globe did $26,000. While that is

from New York Saturday (22) on the Queen Mary to
yisu France, Italy, Israel, Ger- riot considered sensatiorial by any
jjiany, Austria and Eriglarid.* They ‘li means, it rievertheless is substanbe away for several months.
tial and a great deal more than
I^bldwyns will celebrate their the house averages. Aside from
Sliver wedding; anniversary aboard business, however, UA was anxious
the ship Sunday (23). They were to learn whether: there would be
•

'

rijarried

picketing or other demonstrations
by CathQiic War Veterans and similar groups v/hich have p.iiblicly objected to Chaplin plx ori political
arid moral grounds In the past.
Theatre arid distrib received a!
total of only three Tetters of protest and they were 6f the crarik
type. UA felt, as a result, that it
wilt would be worthwhile to go ahead

Jersey City April 23,
f» 25
following Mrs. Goldwyn’s
jppea ranee on Broadway in Gilbert
Miller’s "The Best People.”
In Germany the Goldwyns will
AAyf their son, Samuel, .Jr„ who Is
Kathering material for a screenplay about American occupation
troops labeled, “No Time! L
at

,

.

i^re$ent.”

Young Goldwyn

produce the pic.

licity.,

The

with the rtatidnal release.

first airri. It is said, is fairly

easy to accomplish in part without
running into charges of conspiracy

and anti-trust violations. It can be
attained by an amendinent to the

MPAA’s

advertising code; aidmin-

in New York by Gordon
If the change is adopted^
it would be a relatively simple matter jfpr White to nix ads oh the
basis that they arc exploiting mis-

istered

White.

conduet:

White passes on all advertising^
anyway, tP mkae sure that it i»
morally acceptable under the industry’s self-regulating policy of
which the Production Code Admihistration is the other arm.
While
he is allowed considerable latitude
(Continued on page 20)

Tfiere is considerable speculation arapng industry insider^ as tp
whether spme elements pf persorial

vendetta mby not be involved in
the acceptarice by Judge Stephen
S. Jackson of the ppst of Hollywood investigator for Senator Edwin' C. Johnson’s Interstate Commerce subcommittee. Group will
hold hearings in Washington May
15 on Johnson’s bill for Federal Mayer’s N.Y.
liCensirig of the film industryv
Jackson, Who will serve as a
combo investigator and counsel for
the subcommittee,^ was formerly
Thau, Before Fla. to
acting head of the industry’s ProLouis B. Mayer, Metro’s production Code Administration. He
served while Administrator Joseph duction yeepee, went into fulldress huddles early this week with
Peculiar and far-reaching effect I. Breen was in ill health a few Nicholas M.
Scherick>
company
of television’s competition to films years ago, and the plan: was that prez;
Benjamin Thau, studio exea
he shpul d eventually take oVer
i§ credited by Wall street insiders
who experts on finances; and Jopermanehtly.
Breen’S
ppst
for a dramatic^shift in comparative
As it worked out, hPWever, he seph Vogel* theatre chief. Producprice quotes "pn Paramount and
tion plans for the Culver City lot
United Paramount’s, common stock proved unpopular in Holly woPd
arid
became the center of consid- and their b.p. possibilities came
in the past month.
Productionup for muliirig.
Both Schenck
(Gontinued ori page 4)
distribution company*s shares have
Strickling, M-G’s studio publicity
gradually gained during the last 60
ahd\ Vogel returned Monday (17)
days from a low ini the neighbor-!
(Continued on page 18)
hood of 17 to its present high of 21.
ing
On the other hand, the theatre, Montgomery Clift, currently livchain’s cPmmon has been sliding ing in New York, is collaboratirig
from a past high of 21 to a present! with legit actor Kevin McCarthy
17 and a fractiorif
on an original screenplay. He has
Reybrsar in pPsitions has been no film or stage epriimitrnents and
causing wide comment as illustrat- isn’t, looking for any until fall. His
Tirade Mark Registered
ing the changed approach to the attitude then will depend primariFOUNDED BY SIME SILVERMAN
two halves of the industry by in- ly bn the .quality of the script.
Published Weekly by VARIETY. Inc
vestors. Shortly after divorcement,
Sid Silverman, President
The star has two films waiting
154 West 48th .St., New York 19. N Y
''/
(Continued on page 18)
release.
Hollywood 21
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Film

Balmy Spring Nick' Film Biz; ‘3d Man/
‘Wabash/ ‘Dozen,’ ‘Riding’ Lead B.O.

biz in

key

spotty this week.

$14,000 for second

city first runs is
Sporadic grosses

week

irf

Pitt but

slid to fair $80,000 in N. Y.

‘‘High”

Trafalgar Sq.

SUBSCRIPTION

Annual

$10

Single Copies

Foreign

... ...

.

,

$11

25,^ent6

Voi:.-i78

No::fi

are attributed for the most part to topped Minneapolis with huge $18,the number of holdovers resulting 000, pulled strong $85, 0()0 in N, Y,

INDEX
Bills

during the and, on second weeks, did oke $16,previous stanza (Easter), plus the 500 in L, A.; good $14*500 in Denfirst good spring weather. Baseball ver and strong $9,000 Iri. Balto.
Other top plx are either winding
cities also have an apprehensive
eye ori the new season’s opener lengthy runs, such as "Cinderella”
(RKO) and "Francis’’ (Ui or are
yesterday (Tues.),
"Third Man” (SRO), VWabash not playing enough situations yet
Avenue” (20th), "C h e a p e r by to judge their strength. "Giridij/,”
Dozen" (20th) and "Rjtding High” backed by sock expioitation,
(Par) led the big parade this ses- gabbed off sriiash $52,000 in four
sion, but more pn the basis of their Toronto houses this frame, while
nunierous playdates than because “Francis” topped D; C. With big
of exceptional strength,
"Mao” $9,000.
Other p|x shaping well are
perked a sliding St. Louis to top
the town with $17,000, did a nice “Coiriariche Territory” (Uj, getting
$16,000 in Baltimore, strong $17,- strong $25,000 for second N, Y.^
500 for .second Sari Francisco week lourid; “Love Happy,” okay $18,000

from pix that teed

Ave;

WC2

London

'

.

Samuel

r

.

:

.

put on hew pictures. For fhat reason, 20th Metro
a lid some of the other majors have
set their sights on an immediate
boost in production of top-quality
phasis must be

hick, resigned yesterday (Tuesday)
as president of .Seiznick’s Vanguard

Frances, sail

Such action on two fronts
how under cohsideratibn by :the
board of directors of the Mptipii
picture Assn, of America:
^ MPA A would first BkC to prevent
use in advertising of any words or
suggestions that capitalize on licentious publicity concerning persons
connected with a picture. Secondly organization would like to force
a delay in release of any film With
which scandal is associated, so that
the charge cannot be made that the,
industry is profitirig on such pubscandifis-

is

LA.

panies.
Various sales chiefs intimated that, in line with thp current
drive to attract new customers nIo
the boxbffice and revive the filmgoing habit anYong othersj^ the em-

Shift to Enroiie

Severe legal barriers atand in the
way pf concerted infiustiy act
tp prevent b.o. exploitbtiPh ‘of mift?
Conduct of stars airid Hollywood

Powwow

on new pictures

Dan O'Shea Resigns As

on

Washington, April 18;
Settlement of Government’s antitrust actiPn against 20th-Fox, Warr
ners arid Loew’s may hit another
shag. Herbert A, Bergson* assistant
attorney-general in charge of antitrust affairs,* is reported readying
his resignation, from the Dept, of
Justice to enter private law praetice in D^.C. and New yprk.
Bergson has handled the consent
decrees with Paramount, RKO, the
American Society of Composers,
Authors arid Publishers and others.

;

(Coritinued

-

/

sibling, over

:

'tCrest.

"The reason for

is.

the .tactics of , Howard Hughes,
dorhinant. stbckholder iii RKO, and
the upshPt of that burnt*?up feeling
may be ,a general; hardening
towards ail ariti-trust decrees covering the film industry. Dept, of
Justice gave evidence of its resentment yesterday (Tues.) when it unfolded a new demand that the bylaws of both RKO’s production-distributiori unit and the divprced
theatre circuit include a sweeping
ban against stockholders owning
more than 1% commonly in both
companies.
\
As f pr Hughes,: the D. pf J* will
demarid tpday (Wed.) at a New
Yprk federal court hearing thiat
the RKp productiofl chief deposit
his 24% interest in the company
vvith
a judicially-named trustee
within 30 days.
Government ha$
heretofore been fairly lenierit with
requests
from Parariiount and
RKO for ch^nges;^ in their deerees.
But Justice jegaiites a^e hpw upin-arms over RKO’^s- request for
thriee more years before splitting,
and that attitude is expected tP be
reflected in future
negotiations
with Warner Bros, and 20th-Ppx:
To bulwark its demand against
1% common ownership, the Gov.

how considered by the major as a
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;
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second round in
and “Daughter Of Rosie
O’Grady” (WB), s t ill topping

Hoxof flee Reports

Acts

Radio
Radio Reviews

Pitt;

tCornp)

.

:

Obituaries
Pictures

week but down |o

Broadway with sbeko $146,000 for
third Music Hall round, and huge
$36,000 in L.A.

.

Night Club Reviews

{

but only fair $7,500 in Los Angeles.
“Wabash” topped Montreal with
great $22,000, earned big $16,000
in Denver, Okay $6,000 for its second Seattle round but only a thin
$11 ,000 in Frisco. "Dozen” clicked
to boff $30,000 opener iri Philadelphia* okay $15,000 iii Montreal; hot
$20,000 for second D,C. stanza^ big

.

!

New

39..'

..

iriside

j

for secrind N. Y.
thin $4,000 for

Radio
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Wgshingl^ft, April ig.
^
Washlftg^n last week Wd6 that Ellis O. Amall, forof Geoi^ia and now prez of thft> Society of independent 'Motion Picture Producers, had glveir the industry a startling demonstration., of his political potency. He put on for SlMpp
members a five-day capital razzle-dazzle, topped by.Sainuel obidwyn’s meeting with President Trunian, that few trade ftssociatiori
reps or lobbyists for .any industry could equal. It’s SMd that^ Mqtiori
picture Assft. of America -members, as well as Slhlppite^, were'
duly impressed With the AVnall performance.
Governor started the week by staging a luncheon for Gold \v\ ft
in the Capitol ftftaf^ters of Senate secretary Xeslie Biitlew Senator
Bifen McMahon of Coftfteotlbut was ostensible host and dll but one
of the PemocratiC meinhers of the powerful Interstate Commerce
Committee, Which goveihris film andtother media legislMion, were
present. That was followed by meetings by GoldWyn with Attoi ney-General Howard McGrath arid With assistant A-G Herbert
Bergson, in Charge of anti-trust matters.
Next day saw Qoldwyn’s meeting With the President. That was
followed by ArnalVs in troductibn of William C*. MacMillen J r; to
Bergson, MacMillen is exec veepee of Eagle Lion, through which a
He had a squawk bn he
\ number of SIMPP members distribute.
New York ibobking situatibn. Theft Arnall met with the Federal
Trade Commission; That accomplished,. Arnall took Grrad Seals
United Artists prexy,' and indie producer Sam Bischoff before top
policy officials of the Reconstruetion Financfe Gorp. to make a
pitch for Government financing. As an added zing, the SlMPp
prez took along Max Siskind, Washington attorney, who is former
law partner of William Boyle, chairman bf the Democratic National Committee.. Arnall earlier in the day conferred, with BoyJe
on party politics. > Ariiall went back before the RFC next day to
wind lip the week by making a further plea for unbottoning of
the Federal coffers to help the Indies.
,

.

in

Insidft;l)uft(

iner 'goverftbr

K^cperimental steps are currently
Kinder way which may clear the
road to a V^holesale return by distributioii to the sale of product on
Hat rentals rather than percentages. Number of top sales, execs
are ooiivinced that some drastic
action must be takeh to reduce the
apeeulative nature of: distribution
by passing more .of the risk, along
with the bait of scoring a killing
on a big picture, to the theatres.
Upshot of this urge to cut speculation is a strong movement to
widen enormously the number of
situations sold on hats.
Dramatizing ihe new thinking

BOW

Continued fi:om paft 3

erable contrdversyi Net result of
Pbr. the first time since 1942,
was his departure from
Parambunt is planiiing; a fhlUscale the friction
in aft aura of some bitter^
conventibn. as a feature pf its bpen- the; PCA
Since theft he
sides.
both
on
ness
ing; year in the prbductibn-distriserving as special assistbutioh field alene. Tentative de- has been
Security
Federal
with the
clsibn tb call the big meet this year ant
from: which h® has obtained
was; reached by Alfred W, Sph wal-: Ag^ncyj
accept the ICC post.
berg. Par’s distributicn veepee, at a leave to
For id yeari; prior to his Hollythe recent huddle bf divisibiial sales
Jackson was a
experience,
chiefs,
Nc Iccale has yet been wood
New York juvenile
chbsen, but it is likely that tlie judge Of the
investigation: he inade
cbnYentibn ^iH assemble at the court. Aft
for Mayor LaGuardia in 1940 restudio in June.
banning by the Mayor
in
sulted
the
Under the initial plans, meet will
from newsstands.
run more than the usual three of 34 magazines
claimed they were contribdays, probably lastiiig for a full Jackson
delinquency,
juvenile
uting
to
Step is regarded by Parweek.
Jackson’s job with the Johnson
amounters ah a Way of hypoing
“technical
showmanship and whipping up en- gfblip is classified as
jmake an “onthusiasm for the cbihpahy’s p^rbduct consultant.” H© is to
the-spot” check- of condilihns in
.

distrib will shortiy

embark

as

lineup.

a

:

•

Hollywood to support Ihe Colorado
soloii’s claim that film producers
are exploitingj misconduct of stars
for boxoffice purposes.;

pig, distrib will cull a fea.

;

i

.

.

guinea

:

,

.

on a novel experiment to test the
revenue possibilities of flat rentals
;sold across-the-board for a single
picture. As a tester, the major will
select One exchange territory where
every situation oh a selected film
In
ivili be booked oh flats alone.
selecting the film to serve

.

;

permeating film ; forces, one

major

,

.

;

ture

regarded

as

an

aver age

grosser.;-

Under the plan n o w being
mapped, fiats will be fixed by determihing the, averagei rehtals paid
by each exhib fOr the last four or
five films bodked iU the house by
Entire point of the
the .distrib.
plan is to determine how well the
distrib can do hot only in nabes
and subsequent-runs but also deluxe houses in key cities.
As a cohsequence of changed
thinking by distribs, the National
Allied committee headed by Col.
H. A. Cole which Will be making
the rounds: of sales offices in a
drive for wider sale on flats may

Jackson Vs. Gov’t Control
jlbllywood, April 18.
Judge Stephen S, Jackson, sent
here by the Senate Interstate Gomcommittee to survey the
Loss Of about $200i000 in. do- irierce
of Hollywood's film :folk,
mestic operation fof the first three morals

months of the current year is understood to have been reported to
the United Artists board by prexy
Grad Sears at a session of the di^
rectorate in New York yesterday

>

(Tuesday),

Red

.

far greater cohcessions from
the majors than in their previbus
hegiras. The Cole group is beating the' drums for a better break
so far as small nabe houses arb

ink,

,

it

his investigatioft" With a
statement tliat he unalterably opposed government control or regu-

opened

of motion pictures. He hopes*
he explained, to persuade the industry to work .but i (solution of its
was not morality problems and to obviate

said,
viewed too seriously,' since it cohipares with a $1,000,000 loss in the

win

is

That Was
quarter of 1949.
overcome in later months to show
first

a profit for the yeari Strong product cOming up that might give the

company

:

j

the necessity of Federal policing.
Jackson will spend two or three
Weeks here collecting information
for the senatbrial' committee regarding Senator Edwin C. Johnson’s bill, which proposes the licensing of actors and pictures. His
assignment, he said, does not entail
“Undercovei’ snooping,” but will be
:

•

to securing information
which might lead to elimination of
the unfavorable publicity heaped
on the film industry during recent
months. He added:
•T have no authority to state
What actioi\, the Interstate Commerce Committee will take on the
licensing bill, but it seems to me,
personally, that if ^sbrne effectiye
program can be worked out iii the
industry itself, we should be able
to aybid Federal controls,
I hope
to meet with industry executives
and serious-minded people in and
but of the industry.
“Senator Johnsbn is not in favor
of Federal censorship— only as a
last resort. Censorship is repellant
to him; but if ho effective steps
are taken some one has to fake
action in the interests of the

elimination of all employees to
whom the company had commitments for payment in dollars.
Reportedly of some concern to
the board and management is the
video department set Up a couple
years ago,
Its income has been
averaging under $3,000 weekly,
Memphis, April I8i
which results in an operating loss.
“The Outlaw” has practically Nevertheless,
feels that it may
been in a swmgihg door at the bf- eyentually be a highly profitable American people. 9f
fice of Memphis censor Lloyd T. department and
important to the
Binford. It now has set some kind future of the company,
so it probof record of having been banned
L. A. to
(Continued:dn page 63)
twice and freed twice to play here.
William Bendix

(Continued bn page 20)

BINFORD’SNO,

ON'OUTLAW’

UA

,

the
Latest
in
developments
right-about-face game came yesterday (Monday) when at, 9 a m. the.
blue-penciiler
anoctogenarian
nbimced the
film had „ been
New York bankers and Wall
nixed for Memphis showing. Two
and one-half hours later he said Streeters with whom Ellis G. Arnall, prez of the Society of IndeIt had^ been okayed.
;
pendent Motion Picture Producers,
^In announcing his ban Biriford
has been in negotiation on a. plan
«aid it was because
had ‘‘not for indie production
financing; will
complied with conditions they meet with
him and SIMPP mem?
agreed to,” He later declared the hers on
the Coast May 2, 3 and 4.
pic could play as scheduled (Loew’s
Gf oiip, which Arnall refuses to
State May 3 or 4) because “the identify
as yet, will fly out for the
movie people had agreed” to the meetings
a:t the end of this month.
Conditions.
ArriaU, who is at his home in
The, conditions, he explained, Georgia this week, heads for the
wete the deletion of “a salacious Gpast dyer the weekend.
Hell
picture used b.n billboards and in' spend about two weeks
huddling
newspapers that was not in the with his membership on the financfilm itselfy trailers that were nbt ing arid other problems.
He’ll probaeceptable and some sceineS in the ably leaye for Loridori toward
the
middle of May for the Anglo-U.S.
Pic had been, nixed by Binford films agreeirient negotiatioris.
Once, before, ; He lifted that ban
Indie financing plan on which
last Feb. 7 after setting his “con- the New York group goes to thfe
ditions.”
RKO accordingly ar- Coast envisions the setting up of
ranged its playdate.
Yesterday’s a fund via flotation of a stock issue
ban followed Binford's discovery of about $2>000,000. This would
that the “conditions” had hot' been provide second money, with a bank
met.'-..
that is interested in the plan offers
RKO execs have had a rbiigh ing initiaf). finaneirigi
time in. meeting Binford’s demands
*mce the ads of which he com- W. E. FEAMK’S AOTO SPILL
plained were designed by cbnt rollMinneapolis, April 18.
ing stockholder Hovt'ard ilughes
W. R. Ffank> film producer and
nnd he had issued orders that ho ownef of 15 theatres*
Including
crhanges Were to be made in them seven nabe houses
here, suffered
without his .okay... Switches here head and internal injuries
When
are believed to be the first ..major the station wagon which
he was
®nes he has peiriiiitted In the ad- driving swerved off the foad
and
vertising.
efashed into g tree.

RKO

RKO

.

*

,

.

[

Same

5 Pix Shootine at

laUorit.

gross film rentals of better tlKin $400,000 for several weeks
running is counted on to again
overbalance the early-in-the-year cbnfifted

concerned. Previous vis-a-vis visit
to distrib execs last year won some
promises of more sales bn fiats but
Allied has continued to show dis- losses.
satisfaction over performance oh
Foreign department is undef^
these promises.
stood to have hit the bf eak-e veh
Influential wing in distrib quar- point after a number of years in
fers sees a big return to fiats as the mipus column.
That’s been
by closing down
orie answer to distribution’s' cur- accomplished
'
booking
money-losing
in many
volume
branches
rent troubles. By
of flats, it is argued, a distrib can areas and turning distribution oyer
figure how to break even on some to ffanchi^ehplders. iVhere UA is
pix how suffering b-O; losses and maintaining its own offices, severe
make a modest but satisfactory cuts have been made, including

.

j

N. Y.

Dunham

John Erickson
Ettinger, Jr.

Jose Ferrer

Alan Gundelf in ger

Green
Hedda Hbpper
Henry Jaffe
Mitzi

Kitty Kalleu

Dorothy Lamour
Aieeft Leslie

Russell Lewis

Marilyn Maxwell

Kay Mulvey
Walter O’Keefe
J, Arthur Rank
Irving Rapper
Rpoifiey

Helen Rdse
William Baal
Mark Schreck
Nick Seyano
Barnett Shapiro
Douglas Shearer

:

with five pfbductlbns shooting at
*
the same time.
;
Two of them, “North of the Great
Divide” and ‘•Tofero,” start May
1.
Others are “Hit Parade of
1950,”
“Rio Bravo’* and “The'
:

Black

Sbl.Sibgel

Frank Stanton
Stewart Stewart
Bejiiile Williams

Howard Young
J.

^

Hills.”

Yates

Europe to N. Y,

hearings.

Negotiating

Johnston and Ellis

is

slat'ed

to

instrument for combatting such
anti-Hollywood publicity, riiay we II
prove impotent iii this test, W hi le
it is certain that none of COMPO's
10 constituent groups favors Federal licensing, Johnson’s bill is
getting plenty of “we told you so
comment in exhibitor quarters.
Both "Allied StateA Assn, and
Theatre owners of America have
at various times urged efforts by
Hollywood at tighter control over
personal actions of stars and other
film workers. Thus, while they are
antpgonistic to Senator JohnsQiVs
proposal directly, many Allied a nd

ineet in
presi-

New York tomorfow with
dents
of
MPAA-member
.

com-

panies concerning the date of the
talks with British Board of Trade TOA members do favor some sort
prexy Harold Wilson, it was re- of industry self -regulation along
ported from London yesterday the same line.
(Tuesday) that Wilson has sug-.
On the other hand, an equally
gested May 4 as the meeting date. important constituent group in
The two American reps insist COMPO* Hollywood’s Motion Picthat it be later than that, however. ture Industry Council, is solidly
.Arnall Will be on the Coast for against any effort at reg u at
confabs with his member^ during
(Continued on page 20
the first week in May, while both
he and Johnston; want to attend
the session of the Couhcil of MoN.
to Europe
tion Picture Organizations in ChiTohi Arnold
cago May 8 and 9^ They donT see,
de Cuevas
Marquis
&
Marquise
thereforev how they can be in LonLeo de Lyon
don before about; May 15.
Ed Dukoff
It is vital that
meeting With
Betty Field
Wilson he held soon, since th
Clifford C. Fischer
current pact expires June 13.
George L. George
Negotiations were originally slated
/

.

[

1

!

Yv

tW

,

,

for

Samuel

March but were postponed by

Benny Goodman
Sidney Gordon
Rob Hawk
Horace Heidt

N.

Bruce Humberstone

Y to i. A.
;

Johnny Dugan
Georgia Gibbs
A1 Jolsoii

Marvin Liebman
Milton R. Rackmii
Jiile Styrte

Ren Thau
Doug Whitney

,

Irving Hoffniari

(Continued on page 20)

Larry Barnett

Goldwjrii

Vladimir Golschmann

Wilson because of the recent elections and the shaky majority won
by the Labor party. '
Yanks will seek renewal of the
agreement by which $17,000,000 is
permitted to be epriverted annually out of American earniiigs

Nicholas Bela
Gracie: Fields
/'ij..

i

the British government oni renewal
of the Anglo-U. S. films agreement will probably be held in midMay despite the hearings .scheduled in <;*Washington May 15 On
Senator Edwin C, Johnsoft’s Federal licensing bill. Motion Picture
Assn, of America and Society of
Independent Motion Picture Producers prexies will skip the Jbhnsbn hearings ini favor Of the Lon-

Kroger Babb

;

Nevertheless, COMPO, ;\v h c h
by Eric
G. Arnad with Was conceived as an all-industry

meetings

EUa;Raiftes
Ronald Reagaft

Nat Karsoft

Hearings by the Colorado senaon his charges that scandals and
misconduct in Holl 3rwood are used
by producers to exploit films is
probably the prime public relations
problem of the moftient. There is
thought to be no possible chance
Of his bill passing, but he’s bound
to get heavy press, radio and television coverage of his Washington

tor

Harry Sherman

Herbeit

-

)

Max Gold

Mickey

18.

weeks in, May will be
busy ones bn the Republic lot,

Johnston

Joseph Breen
George Burrows
Richard Condon
David Diamond

Ed

Hollywood, April

•

First three

don negotiations.

Murray Bolen

Hamiltpii

i..m

Although the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations is slated to
meet May 8, just onie Week before
Senator Edwin G. Johnson starts
hearings on his bill for Federal licensing of the film industry; itie
overaU public relations orgarijution is not expected to take any direct action to head off the Johnson
legislation. There is thought to bp
too much variety of .opinion within
thb industry itself to permit a concerted move.

Sol Hurok
Vic Hyde
Sol Lesser ,
‘Madge Lessing
James Masoft
Erica Morini
Ricardo Odnoposoff
Waltfer Beisch
Reriee &; Root
Elriier

.

Rice

David Rose
Artur Rubinstein
Irene M. Selznick
Georgb Weismaii -

Jerome Whyte
John C. Wilson

i

ii

,

.

:
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Pa vid O. Sdznick, Whd 1$ cur-r
on 1:hc mat in a fegal Ixnit
With Sir Alexander Korda ovar two
film releases, is widening his courtjaystihg to take in United Artists.
Indie prbduders* Vanguard Films is
reritiy

asking the New York supreme court
to order arbitratlbn on four pix
has been handling since
which
lie arid the major made their peace
in February, 1947, when the producer sold but his stock interest
Under the terms ,bf that
in uA!
pact/ Selznick wants a dispute over
h is share of rentals to be referred
Go., acto Price, Waterhouse
couriting hrm, as arbitrator;

UA

&

4^

Cobb

Tuijns Director,

wm

Hollywood, April 18.

to be produced by Sam
Weisenthal under the Olympic Productions banner, starting in July,
Gobb, in additibri to creating the
title roie in “Death of a Salesniah”
on Broadway, has directed a iiumber of legit plays but has never
:

film-directing. He will also
double as star in the picture;
tried

Hearing bn the applicatibri is
the supreme court next
Tuesday (25). Selznick claims that
UA owes him $94,709 plus 10^764,He contends
961 lira ($17^250).
that certain deductions made by
UA from overseas distributibii
amounting tb $30,367, against the
$94,709 plus deduction of the lira,
were: charged against Him in violation of the contracti
Involved in the argument are
slated in

'

;

lic

MarX

are attorneys rep-

UA

arbitraIn addition to tthe
tion dispute, Selznick is currently
argument with
his
arbitrating

Korda beforb Robert P. Patterson,
In that
foririer Secretary of War,
case,

dispute centers on Koi'da’s

“The Third Man” and ^‘Gone to
Earth.” D.Q.S. has Western Hemisphere rights to both these pix.

,

Wide Use of video

trailers as a

Artists discovered that it couldn’t

in the shortest time, Pressure for; bookings was so great that
saie^eh in many cases were
transporting prints from one theatre to the next in their own cars.
h.o. has not ye't received aiid
tabulated all the eross figures..
In the New Yoi^. area there are
believed to have beeh oiily two
previous films with a comparative
number of bookings.
They are
Disney’s own “Ichabod and Mr.
Toad” and RKO’s “Stfomboli.”
Neither came anywhere hear approaching the gross of “Cindy,”
which, aside from the strength it
has been showing generally, had
the added draft of Easter week.
Pic opened in 14 theatres in nine
sUuations in Canada last week and
showed power equal to the U. S.
bookings.
Total gross for the
houses^ including four in Toronto
and three in Vancouver, was $65,-

also a reprise of JP in Chi.
Majrirs’ lawyers beUeye they

is

/

his executive relation^ with 20th-Fox; Frorri
that date, in accordance with an

.will

have vlissolyed

all

agreehient made with the U. 3goyerninent, he will ahandop his
studio affiliation and devote full
time to active cohtroi of his 350-

house United Artists Theatre CirStarting in July, Schenek
cuit.
will divide his time betweep two
personal offices, one in the building recently bought by UAT iu
midtoWn New York and one ori
Film Row in Los Angeles.
Early this year UAT assumed
control of 18 filrii houses in California under a court brdei? which
split its joint interests With National Theatres. Legal move gave
the circuit controlling reins on
four fivst-run theatres iri the Los
Angeles district and top situations
in several other west coast cities.
In addition t6 houses which' it

Owns or leases

.

directly, the chain

has interests in the Robb

A;

;

Washington, April 18.
Despite indie producer meetings
with Reconstruction Finance Corp.
officials here last week, little possibility is seen of the RFC revers-

Row-

ley circuit in Texas, Metropolitan
Theatres in New York, United
California Theatres in tlie northern sector of that state, arid houses
iri
Chicago, Piftsburgh; Detroit,

Baltimore,

ing long-standing policy to make
loans to any form of communications medium. RFC fears inevltahle political repercussions of loans
that might be construed as having
“propagarida” possibilities.

Columbus and Louis-

St.

louis

minutes or less Dunne” when a jury in Judge Roy
were sold to regular ad- W, Harper’s division of the local

U. S. district court returned a verCompany is nevertheless making dict for the defendant after seveii
trailers on most Of its films with hours of deliberation.
The plaintiff, Matthew L. Davis,
Tv in mind. They are arranged
so the music track can be dropped who has been a newspaper stereo(in deference to the Petrillo bah) typer her^pr 26 years and Is now
and sequences are used that will empioyed^^ the St. Louis Postshow up well bn small screens. Dispatch (Pulitzer), alleged that
They are being eihplbyed in. areas because of the similarity of names
where time is available. Accord- his character, had been injured by
Ing to pub-ad manager Howard the filrii.
The scenario was built
LeSieiir ho accurate measurement around the life pf Father Peter
of results is possible, but thete’s Dunne, founder of ja newsboys'
a feeling by both UA: and the ex- home here; and in ohe scene Shows
nibitprs
that they are proving that a newsboy named Matt Davis
helpful.
shot and killed a policeirian in the
home and was convicted bf murder.
Davis testified that he lived in the
Pix Reissues hoihe between 1907 and 1910 and
Further effort Vo cash In on that after the picture was Teleased
current b-.o. power of war pix is he became the object pf ridicule
reissue of two British docuraenf and GDritempt and he algo said he
tary features.
They are “Desert became known as“Killer Davis,”
Victory,” Academy Award winner
The defense contended that the
fpr the best documehtary in 1943, only real characters In the story
arid “Tunisian Victory.” Together Were Father Dunne (played by Pat
they tell the stoir of the African O’Brien) and the late Archbishop
campaign.
John J. Glehnon.
They open at the Rialto, N. Y.,
The defense also argued that all
^
today (Wedriesday). They are being of the other Characters were figdistributed by Film Renters, Inc., ments of the scenario writers’
headed by Nat Sanders and Ed- imagination, arid it Was linaware
ward L; McEvoyi former Universal that a Matthew Driyis had even
shorts chief.
been a residerit of the home.

1933.
Two years later, in the
G. Arnall, prez of the So- iherger with the Fox Film Corp.,
ciety of Independent Motion Pic- he became chairman of the board.
ture Producers, who led the dele(Continued on page 63)
gation to the RFC, said following
the session^ that; “there is nothing
definite but we are hopeful.” He
ppiried that it would take several Goelet-Paal Plan U.S.
months, at least, to get an answer
from the RFC. He said he thought
of /Bike Thief
some good. Work had been done in
Efforts to set financing for an
any case in acquainting RFC topAmerican remake of the “Bicycle
pers with the technical workings of Thief’’ are
now beirig made by
picture
financing,
about which Robert Goelet, Jr aind Alexander
“they didn’t know beans.”
Paal.
Their plan is. to shoot the
Accompanying Arnall to thP ses- filiri in New York. They clairri to
sion was indi A producer Sam Bischhave an okay on the project fromi
(Continued on page 9) /
Vittorio de Sica, Who produced the
Italian original of “Thief.” Film
is Currently playirig through the
Figkr’s liidle Bids Vs:
U. S, and recently won ah AcadOscar as best foreign picture
emy
Skouras’ Riverside, N.Y. of 1949.;
A second bidding situation
Goelet was cp-prpducer of “Rapopened up in the New York terri- ture,” EnglisH^language pic riiade
tory last week. Symphony theatre, in Italy a couple years ago and
indie operated by Sam Figler, rer about to released by Film Classics
quested and received the right in this country/ His father is the
from RKO to bid againat the Skoiir riiulti-riiillionaire New York real
ras chain’s Riverside; Roth houses estate operator who financed “Rapare in the upper Broadway area of ture,” It is understood, however,,
Manhattan.
that he will not advance coin for
Pic that Figler Wanted was Sam- the “Thief” venture.
uel Goldwyri’s “My Fbolish Heart,”
Paal is a Hurigarian producer
He didn’t get it. however, having who recently made “Tale of Five
been outbid by the Skouras house. Cities*/ abroad in asspeiatiort with
theatres/ are
Both
understood, Boris Morrps.
He has another
nevertheless, to have made iucra- project under way now to film the
tlve offers,; considerably beyond life of Vaslav Nijinsky, who died
what they ordinarily would pay. last week. He plans to leave for
Riverside has about 2,000 seats arid London in May tO huddle with the
Symphony about 1,000.
dancer’s widow.
Goelet and Paal aim to considerInitial bidding in the New York
was started a couple ably revise the story of “Thief” to
territory
months ago by Leo Brechrir’s ApoL fit the Anierican locale, but would
lo in Harlem VetrsUs RKO’s 125th use the basic element of a laborer
Street. Apollo has won a; number chrising the man who stole the tools
house. he needs to make his liviftg^
of pix away from the

Remake

,

’

I

;

War

a reason for the
two- week provi.sp in Ghi since- JP
claiiped that pix had such a long
run in the Loop that their: value
was exhausted so far as the nabes
were crincerried.
JP is a nabe
house arid sued as such.
However, iri the preserit instance,
the Towne is a first-run, and it is
puzzling to legalites how its standing has any referehce to the length
of the film’s rUn in competing
houses. Obviously, the Towne will
now be at a great adyantage, since
it will have the pick of product as
a theatre where films can' run indefinitely. In Chi, the indie houses
are now in that favored spot.
Distrib lawyers will argue on
appeal that the relief in rio Way
related to the case. Chances of an
ups^t on this presentation are considered good.
As for the crosslicensing ban, also unrelated to the
case, no court has yet sustained
any such principle, N; Y. federal
court refused to go for sUch a pro*
posal, coritending that it was top
.

;

.

;

extreme under national exhib

cori-

dltions.

Sweeping Changes Seen in M’wke*
Chicago, April 18.
Entire system of first-run film

Schenek was one of the founders distribution and good portion
of 20th Century, wi th Darryl F.
(Goritinued on page 18)
Zanuck and Wiliiam Goetz, in

.

vertisers.

was

that there

ville.

Eilis

.

can

Upset the Milwaukee decree on
Miami Beach, Apry 18.
By J uly 1 Joseph M: Schenek appeal. For one, they point out

.

,

[

20th theatres in Milwaukee

arid

RKO

pf/ three

More

divorce-

completed.

RKO

300G Damage

;

theatre lawyer, also was attorney
for .the exhib included a prohibition against Loop diialers..
Twoweek Ceiling imposed, "on Warner

money

RKO Wins

riiight fit

uritil;

(Continged oh page 63)

Distrib was planning to use the
Suit
video plugs for the Harry M. Popkin film, “D.O.A.”
It found, how-,
St/ Louis, April 18.
ever, that it could get no time be-RKO-Radio Iasi week won a
tween 5 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. in $300,000 damage suit brought by a
many areas, since station breaks St. Louis newspaper stereotyper
and all other segments where a and based on “Fighting Father
trailer

is

least

Prodiict-spUtfkng entails agreement among theatre operators that
they won’t compete for the same,
company’s film, biit that one exhib
will regularly do business With
certain distribs And the Other will
buy from the rest. There can be
two-, three-, or fourr way divvies of
product in accordance to how
many competing houses thefe are
in an area. Practice has grown in
importarice with widening use of
competitive bidding, growing out
of ariti-trust decrees.
Squawk is, pf course, that such
agreements are patently conspira-

Walt

buy evening time on any stations 000
in New York, Chicago and other
keys because they W'ere all sold
out.

which Thomas McGonnell, Tpwrie

•

.

means of plugging films hit an unUnited
expected snag last week.

holler-^at

ment

;

8c

/

-

.

ping for Selznick,^

Hollywood, April 18

Tony Stanford,

;

Disney ’s “Cinderella” is
“I’ll
Be Seeing You,”
Away,'*
‘'Spellbound” and “Rebecca.” Ac- believed to have set '‘a record last
week in quantity of coin garnered
cording to his petition, ,UA admits
in the New Ybrk metropolitan area
;to owing $67,209, but Selznick has
for
a seven-day period. It played
refused tender of that sum as in1 20
theatres day-and-date for a
remained
All
four films
«uf ficient.
with UA as distrib when the 1947 total boxoffice gross of approximately
$975,000.
Agreement
accord was signed.
WHh almbst 500 prints in use
provided that disputes arising from
about
engagements
1,000
distribution of the films are to be and
played in the past 18 days, pic is
refereed by Price, Waterhouse.
believed likely also to have hung
While UA disputes the sum due up a national record for the most
not

Kramer

WheA Federal Judgf Jphii Bariiei
banned cross-licensing of product

Stanford Aids Gardner
by 20th-^Fox and Waiter
iA
Milivaukee hotises last week,
On Fuerlo Ilioo Picture their
another fiiAt vwas registered in the

dependents, are said to he getting
hurt by the product-spJUtting, but
are riot in position to put up a pub-

You Went

the prdbucer, reportedly it will
object to arbitration on the part
Paines
of the accounting firm..

theatres

;
judicial control Of the film bis.
veteran, radio di- Both the Goverhinent arid William
rector, hris rejoined Ed Gardner as .Goldman in Philadelphia previous^
prevent the practice, apd its corol- prOductiPri aide on the picture ly failed to win' cross-licensing
strictures in the maiii anti-trust
lary, collusive bidding, was put be- comic will make in Piiertp Rico..
fore the Dept. of Justice by Samproduced action and Goldman’s PhiUy suit,
fprinerly
Stanford
uel Gpldwyn and William G. Mac- “Duffy’s Tavern)” but will have respectively. Company lawyers iri
Millen, exec v.p. of Eagle Liph, in Orily ah irtciderital interest in the New York regard the precedent as
Washington last week.
dangerous and will challerige it in
'airshow.
the appeals cQurt;
While Gpldwyn; and MacMillen
As for the ban; against double<!>
both stated fhe case for the indies,
features in affiliate first-ruhs, antheir action waa kriown to be getother proviso of the Milwaukee deting applauke from major company
cree, that has already had a first,
distribution execs in New York.
jacksoii Park case in Chicago iii
Top companies, as Well as the in-

'

proceeds ft’om *‘Since

among

Cobb becomes a film di- tor efforts to up their share of film
In “No Tomorrow,” Indie income.
Request for pplicing to

liee J.

rector
picture

Product-splitting

through exhibitpr agreeinent; long
an industry practice, has suddenly
sprung to the fore as a pririae problem in current producer-distribu-

i

of-

NEFC TO CET £0INC

WITHIN 60-90 DAYS
National Exhibitors Film Gorp.
board instructed its officers to go
ahead with the ^organization of th«

company

after a fiullrday meeting
at the Hotel Astor, N.Y,, yesterday
(Tues.). Group, first formed about
a year ago to back indie production with theatre coin, will get

the ground within 60-90 days.
Despite some b.or doldrums,
riorie of exhibs who have
committed themselves for just short
of $2,000,000 backed out. Plan is
;to;/gp 'ahead' although gnriup origioff

nally hoped to raise as
$ 10 000 000
,

,

much

as

:

Exbib attention yesterday turned to television^ b,o.,/ impact.
Questiori
wa$ raised
whether
NEFC could be directed against
the

TV

threat.

/
iSol ,Les.ser, indie producer who
also pariners vi^ith Mike RO.seri berg
arid Bherrill Cotwin, Coast circuit
Ops nrlefed the group on indie
production conditions. SI Fabian
continues as NEFC prez, Samuel
Pirianski as bojard chairman and
Robert Coyne as secretary.

ReiimanV European Hop

.

<

i

I
^

RKO

Reisman, RKO’s foreign
planes for Europe May 1
Swing
a
three-four ^ week
on
through the Gojntinent and England. Trip is a routine inspection
of the compariy’s European offices
,

Phil

chief,,

Which Reisman cuStotnarily m^kes
several times yearly,

RKOeri returned
from a lengthy
America.

trip

in February
through Latin
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FIOI WEVIEWS
Miniature Reviews

Hollywood, April 15.
Paramount release of Charles Bra^ckett
Production. Stars William Holden. Gloria.
Swanson. E^ich vori Stroheim; futures
Gough.
Nancy Olson. Fred ^i'rk* Uoyd Wldw.
Jack Webb. Directed ; by BOly
M.
Written by Brackett. Wilder and D.
Seitx,
Marshman, Jr.; camera, John

no

time,

3»ing
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ploitation possibilities.
“A Ticket to Tomahau^"
(Songs) (Color) (20th). Pleasant satire with Dan t)ailey,

iSSpiSfR«,eu’'

Anne

William Holden

Gloria |wanso^
Erich von^Stroheim

:

.

thow production, features

“Operation;

1st

and Finance

.

Mail.

......
. .

.

film of U. S. Ait Force
tion Hayiift^^iii Nevada.

v-hJrfp«^bIvton

•

•

Blister

Them.elv„.

Keaton

.

A.“«

;

.
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Charles Johnson

.

.

.

Thomas Jacoby
...
e. Goff
> V

MarJorl^Re^Wa
^Howard.

.
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.
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,

Phillips V.
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.

Kung

Miss

Barton
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Siareo
“JlJyd

^
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-

Jay Livingston.

“eustpms Agent'*

^

for

:

:

William Pmiupi

.

mnMdImrA
q^uptlv©

•

^

•
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Tomahawk

- TJ

1

,

Golumbia
..j
stars Johnny

14. 'sp.

Running time, fp mins.

h^’Sa/icSoSfcSdJh
public's

T^eiSe Sweeney
tha^ will heln Shatter the
illusions and which does much to

Stotf iU&
On

this cOunt they Dodge

frtincvnprasie*;

•

•

••

j

-

m

AL*^.

m

m

« paii

jjieemg one qay

1

me
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.vriAW

station.

MauritkHugo.

^
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Master
*

.
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The English-made “Mystery

at

m

.

:

good In the lead, but Marjone

is

•

Jdve

oKaj::

traiJe

^hOuW ,BHd^;and Ch»le/«^^^^

Johriny Weissmuller s heroics tunes, and coming over best is
more or less stock "Mexico," nicely staged.
Plot “CS- ^taln
*“1®*
St. Jpnn neaa
This time Weissmuller, as Jun- bn the last show. and. a dead man
firid

Barnett and

Howard

Robert: .Shay ne are
other ^customs mop-

among
loncini^

i
to find a white, .leopard goddess detectives take over, .nave the
tiger. Windmill casV repeat last half of
helDs wlio runs around with a pet
tte show jis^bulIeM^beljeved to
ano Also hunting the girl is a Uatiye
.

^Jg.

MwUyn

Operation Ha^llfi

Monroe

•

15.
Hollywood. April '15.

.

covery win reveal that he klUed
her parents many years before,
Jim and the witch dbctor indulge
clashes, and
ill soriie, stereotyped
gar
threats,
as they chase the gal
threats
'•

^*

.......................Edward Clark camera.

a

theatre Imndyriian did the killing,
romanu of one of the
to save the romarice

me

.

a e*

--w

Elliot

'*^j?ne®Nigh

‘^•*^^R^^^

®

v ™r.a^v

Makeheiri

wa.Ki “l''^ker

Of
to bring toget^^^^

pro- Tim^SeS’.::’.:'.:::^^

^

a_’

Bemanun iuine.^evij^c«

to
P^oit is occupied
i«5 not desertedGeorge swaUow
by a former^ great fenune star. Vides a pleasatiV 90 -minute ride
young,
the
to
for
ducat-buyers
and
should
regisfancy
sa¥dy^‘ ^.'.^^’ .'^^^^
She takes a
ter^a ^derate boxo«i.». suc«^^

have been fired from on s
This^ setup gets the .producUpn

numbers and tunes into the film,
and denouement revealing the old

„r

•

Tomahawk"
ipmanawK

%

A

t.m

'Bm^wnSSsf^ToS
te‘‘SSn IXrSS. SSI

--a Ticket
iicKct

15.
pro*

;

.

’

.

Mr

aop

•

, ..

.

-fe
Robert Adler out in the general Iriovemerii.
Lee MacGregor nfhpr technical assists ate Okay.
..vRaymond Bond
Brog,

. ; . .

•

« »

•

^ Ut5e‘VWW
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pal-

mansion.
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Katman

,

m

.
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.

Vamn, John
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.

Berk^^sclSp^^^^ the Burlesque'! is a mild little niu^newspapi sicril whodunit for Monogram to
feature, "Jungle Jim”r camera,^ ira
distribute in the states.
Murder
Mprgam ^gjtor.jHeny ^gjjdsta^
angle serves as little mbre than ari
mins!
excuse to bring on five songs and
Buster crapbc p}*oduction
Barton
riumbers, as performed
performed:
AnWa L«o®sv. production
Joan
sn^ll WindmUl theatre in
^Yaiun at. the ernali
Mahaia ... ............
John Dehner London. However, despite story
®^S«J3?Seiah triteness, it moves tilong okay and
the
is only 58; niinutes.
keying it for lowercase bookings.
Girl" means
iHrprfop Seviiiour Friedman
Titlp of “CaDtiVe Girl
Val Guest did the script, dila^sf pected arid also contributed two
of this latest
move arid there s'Some attempt to .jubgie Jim adventure from Co- sorigs. Best of his numbers afe

Trancos ..
.. ,*•...•
Ch arl i e .Stevens
Chief Thundercloud
Crooked Knife
Annie ............ ..... Marion Marshall
Ruby
........
Joyee MacKenzie

ua

rwl^^SsmtS'^S
The decadent
do^d

...
• r

.0

.

Will Wright

.........

. .

V-

of the land pi JIIC
au7 i tn in ^ -oool
.With *a -Shotpoo OoenS'
BWiniming
p
of a deadman floating
Dlurige of a Beverly Hills mansiori..
The voice of the dead man then
nawates the story, going back six
months to explain why he eventu-

The expose

.

.

.

satisfactory in a

credit for an all-around film-mak- Dawson
ing job that, disregarding the iiri- SSev^’
pllasant subject matter; U a standout.

Brennan

.

.

•
.

.

.

Weissmuller; feafures^ Buster Crabbe, Anita .Lhoest, Rick

'

loos and Richard sale; camera CTcchni-

.

*
.

«
.

I
.

i

wnd

Producer taaHen Brackett,

.

*

.

release of Sani

I

Clive, the Windmill Theatre. Company
Of London and staff. Written and di.*
tected by Val. Gqesti camera. Bert Mason:
songs. Va] Guest; Bonald Bridges and
Charles Bose. Bill Curiie; choreography.
Jack Billings; editor. Douglas Myers. Pre.
viewed April 11. 'SO: Banning time, 51
MINS..
Detective .Inspector.
.Garry Marsh
/ r
Sergeant
SGU^Gdnt*
....
vohn Pd*]l\vc*c
John
Pertweb
Mr. Van Damm. *,.. ... ...
. .
Jack Liyosey
Glmpy
Glmpy*
Elliot Makehem;
Elildt
Makeh'oni
Jimmy ...
^mniy
Jimmy .Edwards
Edwards
Frankie
Frankie.'
.Diana Decker-*
Decker
...
Donald....
Donald
.... ... Donald CUve*
Clive
.The.
The Wlndmiu
Windmill Theatre
Theatre Co. and staff
Staff
.

..

Arti*n
Hollywood, April

,

'

director Billy Wilder, along with April

Jimmy Edwarda. Diana Decker, Donald

I

» .

'

will reflect the selling.

r

;

i

'

HoUywood, AprU I'lr
Monogram ireleaBe of Daniel N. Ankel
production.. Featurea Garry MarsJh, John
iPertwce. Jack 14veiey. Ehlot Makehcm.
I

^

!

;

A
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PictureV Riled with incestuous overtones, stars Jean MaIt's, berais arid Josctte Day.
ing released in the " U. S. by
Intematioiial,
Discina Intemationril,

'

>

Mystoiry mt the
nurleuqni^
(MUSICAL—BI^ISH)

American audiences,"

is a
the foririula action melociraTYi-iiioc llmL
that CD brf for 71 minutes,
ItldtlCS
oriCifor duailer situations;
There's nothing partlCUlai ly oriel
“Sunset IBouleVard” is a backr
“Mystery at the Burlesque"
nal
nlotwise hut the pacC anci
as
English-;
(Musical)
(Mbno)^
eXSon
biam^
gtage iiie.lQdrama usinjg .a filitiland.
setup
general action
made musical mystery. For
instead of a .legit, locale. Because
okay for the secondary SXtuaim
agent
situations:
secondary
Yarn has^ a customs
It is tied in with a pseudo-exppse
(jhina going through^an elaborate
of Holly wood, the peek behind; the
to get in with some dopeScheme
V scenes undoubtedly Will fascinate
Ticket to
smugglers ‘so he can track .down
a considerable slice of the theatrcr
crooks who are stealing stre^omy(SQNGS-COLOR)
peddling
cin, cutting it and then
going public, iured to the. .ticket
Hollywood, April 15.
market, tie
the drug on the black
the OrumDeaunh
d^riibe^^^
«
V.
a.
release- of Robert BagTwentieth-Fox
window by all tne
“m s-tates and
Dan Dailey, .AUne .trace$ hiS UU^iiT
nnieiiibfpe to
tfi
nut bepc sier.. production,
PUt
paramount calculates
caihoun. waiter battles it out with thein off
up the
B,0.,wise. the _^ballyh<,o
coa^ to
hind it.
.

Ray Evans

-•

•

,

“arngc
Jowi

St.

-

«

:•

F

.WlUIam Eythe

-

.

.

"

^bilh

1949, under its original title*
a r e n t s Terrihle^>’'
“Les
Adapted and \directed by Jean
Cocteau from his play, “Leg
Parents Terribles," pie was
tabbed by reviewer Buck as
Review
being “veiy talky."
also stated “Sinee the dialog
thing,
important
most
the
is
pic may fun into trouble with

.

.....

.

;

.

the girl.
George Zucco is
Standard as the boss-man. R. G
Springsteen's
direction
keeps
things going at a good price, while
John MacBurnle's. lensing fills the

Avenue Playhouse* N. Y., Saturday (22), was reviewed in
VARigfy from Paris, Jan, 19/

50 -Burming time, 71

.V

.

G^rmd.

McGraw

.

as

Witlilidi

“The storm Within," Frenchliiade, which opene at the Fifth

Opera-

“Captive Girl" (Col); Another Jun'gle Jim adventure
with johnny Weissmuller, for
juye trade,
Men?
“Harbor of
(Rep), Neatly paced actibner

Hedda HoPper

LuSiUe®

'

12.
.

:

(Lipexploitation

S ;t r 0 n g

pert).

Finance Man,

The §tbrm

S?.'*
^ewed AprU

.

.

m.

“Sunset Boulevard" (Par.)
Backstage nielodruma about
Good b.6. ex-s
Hollywood.

Baxter. Moderate b.o.
“Customs Agciit” (Col). Pdrmula melodrama dealing with
smugglers. For secorfdaries.

MIHSi

Gillis

Normi^esmond:
Max Von Mayerling
Betty Schaefer

Artk^

.

12.

V. B.

Hollywood, Apriri3^.
Columbia release of BudolpliC.IgoWUlUm

.

.

score,. Franz Waxman;
Schmidt. Tradeshown April

W

^

.

Customs Agent

Boulevard

Suttset

Joe

I

.

action sequences*
There are two other swimming
names besides JVeipmuller^

‘

Jimmy Edana

with®sirig1ng*a?Zd
singing ana smpping on
wim

m

.

lae

melodrama un^

the

‘^hile

AnffPi’c nroduction w-is

h^

’

he as a riot-tpo-resisting kep- beautiful outdoor, scenery and a
tive arid she as a woriian as deca- beat pace to back up Its western
dent as her life, trying to seize a

fair,

'

Is

*.!!’!!!

.

;

dives and swims as leader of an
usaf expedition but to find treasures at-

Frank Jaros

2 rid*Piior.!.’. Capt. H. G. Fisher,

^

a Iobse'-foote| travel-

Vsap

*“plrt**movL?™Ientfessly
shoots

down her young paramour

U
iSolltl^'‘lllS.an^''^
ipan^ relief from tragedv in any
rtni-<u
^ and the futile note
of the footage
it rtr
ven home whett
the^ dead
de^d
when thedriven
IS

j^awk.

ft.*™"

He’s the only passenger bn
hauled^oyer

franchise can be established.. The
stagecoach operator is out to halt
oii «^ofc.
the fulfilment at all
costs, just as
writer continues his narration after .g^jn.5iijjging Anne Baxter, grandhis body has been hauled from the daughter of a shooting marshal, is
rvnAl and
an rl tagged
tapped for
fftr the morgue,
mopgue. determined 4.x.^4.
.u^
pool
that 4to
^gO

^

..i

_

crew ewef .M/S|t. Yk|or Rog^s, xjsaf the

bo^®^

meller
n^euer
.

’

that^'peoplel

*g^,et6“^®ci:ew

"ODeration Haylift’^ depicts gra-

are

among

others suodIv-

^

.

Harbor

W

'

.

"

Si

stock script by Carroll Young.
the blizzards of JanIra H Morgan did the lensing,
f.^rv
onA tOOtage
when lack of feed kRG
1949 r
for^aie is
u In
Rrnti
tsrog.
in sepia.
every
for
starvation
'
threatened
bead of stock in Nevada. Taking
Meii^^
Nfissiiig
of
wiwi cooperation
arid with
premi&c, pim
this Dremise
tnis
T^r ^
of Air Forcc, produCcr JoB 3aW- duotlon.. Features Richai<a De^g,

]Pqj*(20 duririg

Wy»

more time on develophieht
have
would nave
factors wouia_

'

of

(The Beaiity of the Devil)

(FRENCH). ^
Paris, March
;

Franco-London
Francb'London
versaiia

Film

.

]

“Oh

-

.

;

.

.

Holden

studio
is splendid.

perf ormer rating

injpve
who .falls, fov Walter Brennan,
The other with the snappiest, most madern

geftJj®-

more than a men- choo-chbo puller

turried out in the
He plays IgOCTs; Charles Kehiper, deputy;
himself with complete assurance Wilr Wright, the cantankerous
in one of the few sympathetic grandpappy; Chief Yowlachiev Miss
J. t. Warner^s Standoff
roles.
Baxter’s personal guard.' and 'V'icWashington, April 18,
Chinese laundry_
./‘Sunset
“Sunset Boulevard" Is a long tor Sen Yung, ^inese,
;
j
picture, running 110 minutes, arid man, are among those who help to
is supported by topnotch technicaL “gure the generally pleasant payskills in all departments. John F*
Seitz’s photography realizes on the
Robert Bas si er’s production ^
^
the same^tiinej Wamervbought
tragic mood, as does Franz Wax-; guidance supplies some fancy outscore.
The
settings,
art
dir door scenery that is brightly
man’s
v>Jpo shares.
His holdings remain stationary
rection and other physical factofs played by Harry Jackson’s cam era/t
426,500 shares of coirimon owned
are of high order in fulfilling pro- arid the other physical appiirteoutright and another 21,500 shares
duction arid directorial demands, nances back up production aims.
Brog,
held in trrist for him.
Brop/
tion is Cecil B. DeMille*

-

.

.

Angeiike

/.

........ .Richard

:

Mam .Leggety^ .......

.

"Rummy”

Kelberi^ editor.

Robert, Blart,

.

*..... v.

At

Matm^

......Nicole Besnard

Simone Vaic.re
Gino CcrVl
.

Denning

-

.

.Raymond Cordy

^

Rene Clair has woven a brilliant
Towne tragUcomedy from the “Fausi"
.- Percy Helton
legend.
Logic has been added,

............

Davis

imi*.
Uni*
R.ene;
Rene

Michel Simon, GerarU Phllipe; features
Besnard, Simone Valere. Gino
cervL Raymond' Cbrd^^^^

Servant

Brooklyn

28.

Nicole

uie ouier
traae-y ana wie nun lu- ine crosiroxms anu
picture With TorceiUl meanings, Butler; camera, John MacBurnie; music. Marguerite
dustry family circle will appreci- stock ingredients of .the prairie ciotpd for strong resrionse in Stanley wiisom editor, Arthur Roberta. Princess
.

of

'

iremeiry

Picture bares with considerable
Richard Sale s direction and his
A human story of two brothers,
Sting a lot Of half-trutns inai^are scripting with Mary Loos, how- Bill Williams and Tom Brown, is
plu
fact,
as
accepted
ever, approach the standard mate- interwoven through operation hayadding quite a few glib cracks oi rial with a light air, Tanging from Mift, as Air Force emergency opits own.
out-and-out burlesque to clever eration was dubbed,, and aim
Performances by the entire cast, satire, but still finds space for throughout shows evidence of
and particularly William Holden some good action and thriller mo^ showmanship and careful producand Qloria Swanson, are ^excep- ments among all thr tun-poking. Uon. .Second hair naturally is
With- Dialog is zippy, as is the pace, and more interesting than opening
tionally fine. Holden s stock withIn .the .industry should mount after there, are several tppicar.humbers half, due to Us aocumentary S^bnt.
there has beSn a general viewing spotted to bolster the satire aims, as Aif Force comeS,_ to reveue^of
of his standout job as the young These include the title tune by the desperate ranchers, but the
writer, enmeshed with an old worn- Mack Gordon and Harry Warren human story of the brothers is so
Miss Swanson, returning to and
What a Forward Young well told that high interest atan.
the screen after a very long ab- Mart," used as a campfire Song and taches to film as a Whole.
sence, socks hard with a silent- dance number by Dailey and a - Air Force lerit producers fleet o.f
day technique to put over the de- comely quartet of terpers,
flying; boxcars for pit^re, whi^
v
caying star she is ealledrippn tp
pobtage is no histrionic Strain effectively decorate ^backgroimd.
portray.
Erich yprt Stroheim, as for the good lineup of players and Picture was filmed oritirely at Ely,
her butlerand original discoverer, they deliver easily and competently Nev', center of Am Force operation
delivers with excellent restraint,
jn projectirig the chuckles. Dailey so full atniosphere pf the scene is
Only two other members have does well by his traveling sales- caught and picture charged with
a chance at more thari a few lines man, and Miss Baxter tpmps
Williams ana ^
Brown Doth score
but they come over with a wal- through her spot as the gal able
lop.
Nancy Olson, comparative with a six-gun but shy on birds- for their respective p
Kuthertord
likewise is
and
Ann
newcomer. more than holds her and-bees instruction. Rory Galown in trouping with the more ex- houn, principal dirty-worker for tops in top role. Jane Nigh, with
less
do,
tQ‘
also comes^ through
perienced performers.
Her work stage line owner Mauritz Hugo;
^
as the
engineer
reader

release

Directed^ by
Directed

production.

Armand
Adapted by Clair and Armand..
Salacrou from the "Faust" legend. SUus
ciair.
Clair.

Aiine

... Ray Teal esting study of good,
evil, .vbuth
Robert osterioh
scifence and its destruc^jj^j

Frank
Johnny

culminating in
bomb underlined with
gusto and vigorous acting

^/^J,^®&Sliy.:;.v.\\:.T''Gre8ory cSy tive app^
cari .....................
.................. ... jimmie Keiiy the atomic

^uora.

jK

Michel

“.'v..*.*

Piiilipe

Pic

Simon
is

and

Gerard

a definite art hovise

Held to a tight 60 minutes, arid sureseater entry with its pro"Harbor of Missing Men" is a vocative theme exciting thesping
neatljr paced actioner right in the and
above average produclibri
dualer groove.
wgid of
Localed for the value
ExploitatiQn a^
most part bn the high seas* pic, mouth will enhance the appeal,
^ smuggling iriptif, generates
Michel Simon in a tour-de-fbi*ce
enough excitement* for the av^erage plays the devil to the hilt wi(li the
filmgoer.
grimacing and stylizatiori iiccesFishing boat
owner Richard sary* Gerard Philipe is excellent
e^
Derining, trying to earn a fast as the young Faust who is
Tlie
by love and faith.
With
hijacked by two of his accomplices, supporting cast is capable
while in possession of sontf cash newcomer Nicole Besnard a standuyg
employer for delivery of but as the gentle, simple Maredntraband.
When Denning fails guerite. Lensing is slick, arid the
to show, his boss concludes he settings opUlenV
rhxthmic
stole the money and puts some
clever,; rhythmic
(3lair
Clair directs at cleveiv
hoods on his trMl.
Meanwhile, pace, and underlines the balletDerining, holing-up with a Greek type comedy with subtle irony;
fishing boat captain and. his family. Editing is polished, and the music
.

:

l

the captaiii'P helps underline the theme. Trick
decides
to
go camera work is flawless, arid helps
maintain the willing suspensiori gi
He filially /proves to his boss disbelief necessary in the farithsy
that he didn’t take the dough and and allegory. Its adult interpretain doing so puts the finger oh the tion of morals and ethics may be
^'tjackers.
Before pic runs
by some austere ce nr
flis employer and one of hijackers sors.
Faust redeems his soul only
are both killed.
The other hi- through the faith of another and
j acker is headed for prison
and not his own* He gets his yoiiim
Denning Is ready to pay for his love, and maintains the ;frutts oi
Pic should,
his years of learning.
crimes.
Denning turns in a capable job,] be a strong art house grp^jscr.
MOs/c.
while Aline Towne is convihcingl
falls

in

daughter

love

Avith

and

Straight.

.

1956

^•dnM^ar* AprM
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Waslilngton, April 18.
of Justice Is lining its eights to blast the argument pre>*
Birosr
Warner
and
20th-Fox that the industry has
sented by Metro,
“reformed” and can no longer be called '‘motfopolistic.” Government strategy in opposition to the chief argument presented by the
tiu’ee majors in their appeal papers tor the U. S. Supreme Court
of J's answer will be that
is already prepared^ It is understood.
the only reason for the present reform^ Is the pressure of the

Dept

of Warnefs $5 par comtnon stock
were made last month by Harry
avid Albert Warn'er, according to
the latest Securities and Exchange

Harry Warner reported six gifts
of 1,000 shares apiece.
However,
he retained 259,750 shares, plus
another 16,000 shares in a trust acAlbert. Warner gave' ayvay
4;200 shares, but then purchased
an equal number to maintain his
level of 438,800 shares, plus 21,000
in a trust account.
Samuel Broidy purchased 2;5b0
shares of Monogram $1 common,
givirig him 43,299.
He bwns options for an additional 2,000 shares;
Samuel Wolf added 2,500 shares,
making his bundle 30,000, Leon
Goldbergf officer and dlrectbr of
Universal Pictures,; purchased his
first 100 shares of the; company’s
$1 par common. 'Trust funds controlled by Jack Cohn added 400

.

'

,;

:

-

;

,

.

off.

;

.

-

shares of Columbia Pictures no par
commoh, giving the trust 20,957.
Cohn also owns 45,524 shares in his

own 'name.,,
crkk

profit-wise,

several " distribS

experimenting bn direct bookinto the two affiliated New
York circuits without preliminaf
Times Sq; showiug on Certain pix.
Universal kicked off this week on
this soft of operation when the
^majqf preemed ;its “Ma and Pa
a large
Kettle, Go to Town”
Century and
number uf,
Skourias houses. Eagle Lion will
also duck the maizda belt for “The
Golden Gloves,”
“Gloves’; will go directly into
the Loew’s chain as the second
Company wants
half of a dualer.
are
ing

;

,

Holly wbpd , April 1 8.
campaign Universars
publicity and exploitation departments built for “Francis”
is proyiing a headache fpr pub-

shares of the 50c; common.
SEC
also .listed a 1949 report of Associated Motion Picture Industries,
which shows it owning 178^842
shares- of Republic common, .and
49,600 shares of Republic .preferred;
Walter P. Marshall converted

The

ad chief David Liptbn. Now.
producers oh the lot
want a siinilarly extensive
campaign for their pictures,
which is an inipossibility, oi.
,

other

.

'

,

.

created

our

in United
five
into
giving him 30

interest

Theatres

,

”We’ve

own

Francis-stein.”

,

avoid the risk of .taking a loss

on a Broadway showing vwith its
attendant ad and exploitation costs.
U is considering the same soft of
handling for several more of its

upcoming

iii

shares of stocki
shares of the common.

•

to

certificates

Paramount.

.

with no interchange of money, use tailed $62,589,282, while the foreigri gross take wi?s $31,724,526.
Walter W.- of frozen funds or bank loans..
Gross listed certificates of interest
Tri-Paftite, incideritally, isn^t a These figures compare with 1948’s
of
.$54,204,500 and $30,044,157.
V
for IQO shares.
corporate title but an unofficial
i||g,
the forCity In- name Usedi by thb cooperating comRobert W. D
vesting, sold 1,500 shares of his panies to describe their overall as- eign scene, Skouras disclosed that
20th’s
losses
from
devaluation
firm ’s $5 common stock. That left sociation. Group, which has
him with 1 6,036, plus 225458 in in existence aWbut two years, corii- ampunted to $663,997. Had exHis holding pleted its first picture four weeks change rates stayed the same, rentholding companies.
companies also own debentures ago and present plains call for an als for ’49 from abroad would have
exceeded $34,000,000,
he said^
*
worth $i, 900.
annual output of three films.
United Kirigdom, Australia arid
Iriitialer i^ “Pardon My French”
South
Africa contributed 46% of
which stars Merle.’' Oberon and
Paul Henried. BeiTiard Vorhaus thp total take, he added, and 48%
in
1948.
directed from an original screenReissuea
" Dollar remittances for 20th came
play by ROlarid Hibbee. Made as
to $13,000,000 in 1949, In addition,
Continued trdni paife 3
p locatiorier outside Cannes, the expenditure of foreign,
balances on
Dust” on the market.
Metro film had about 18 Britishers in its production, story purchases, taxes,
spokesman contended that if a re- production personneL These in- etc., were equivalent to another
cluded; the
associate
producer,
isfsue has the right components,
(continued on page 18)
all of
it can still do business, explaining cameraman and sound crew
paid
sterling
Xvere
in
by
whom
that it’s all a question of timing
to meet the public taste.
For ex- Five Oceans. Dollar expenses were £L’$ Brandt Favors
ample, he noted Metro’s success assumed by Cusick while the baltwo years ago with ‘‘Rage in Hftiv- ance- of the disbursements were
More Dnttnbeaters In
en,” which starred Ingrid Berg- handled in., francs by Sagitta.
Next on the group’s slate in
man. If any reissue canie out now
The field;
with Miss' Bergman, he said, it “The Long Dark Hall,” a Nunnally
B.O. Best
Johnson screenplay which Cusick
would probAbly do a fast fold.
Plea that exhib$ throughout the
Warners also is cutting down. bought from Universal - Intefna- country put pressure on their local
Company’s last two reissues Were tional. Johnson script, which was newspapers for greater support of
turned out in .December, 1949— based upon the Edgar Lustgar- the film industry during
the cuN
“Farewell to Arms” arid “Hatchet teri novel, “One More Unfortu- rent tough period is voiced
by Leoii
Man.” Only two more are slated riate,” is being revised, by Michael Brandt, Eagle Lion’s top ad-pub'O’Shaughnessy.
Picture rolls in
now,
“Destination
Tokyo” and
He contends that “the newsber.
(Continued «on page 18)
“God Is My Go-Pilot,” which open
papers are not giving a fair shake
May 3 at the Bfoadway Strand.
to the industry, although we are
WB decided to put these on the
one of their strongest financial supmarket to take advantage, of the Col and ZOth Continue
porters.
We need their backing
current audience enthusiasm for
today and. we should get it.”
war pictures, as evidenced by the
Brandt also wants distribs to retop grosses earned by “Battleappraise the situation so far as
Washington, April 18.
ground,” “Sand^. of Iwo Jirna,” etc.
throwing money into “oversize ads
Paramount sales veepee A. W.
in the course of its drive to re- iri newspapers.”
Checkup by his
Schwalberg said Par too has no set tire cumulative preferred stock, company demonstrates, he said,
policy for reissues and has none Columbia has filed a certificate that no greater return
boxof ficecoming up in the immediate fu- with the Securities and' Exchariges wise is obtained from heavy spendHe said the company would Commission reducing its capital ing on giant Ads. “The millions
ture^
release them if any fit ip with the structure
from
to saved could be spent for more use$17,992,806
present schedule. JPai’ released six $17,609)306. Col has retired 3,835 ful purposes— personally, I
would
last year,
shares of the. preferred issue put it on field exploiteers and trade
which it picked up on the open paper ads,”

Liipton observes:

course.

v'-;,-'..

James R. Grainger, of Republic
Pictures, reported purchasing 500
shares of the company ’s.$l cumulative preferred. He also owns 300

Lipton’s ^Fraricis’-Stein

^

.

;

Because the Broadway first-run-'
setup is proving a[ tough nut to

'

.

Skoiiras, 20th-Fox prCz, charted the average film .production cost for the past six years.

.

.

.

has already paid

•to

,

cbunt

In making his annual report
Spyros P.
stockholders,

firms distribution's comeback which
has already been demonstrated by
reports of Paramount, Metro and
Republic. At the same time, filmites see a lesson in the fact that
Breakdown ts regarded as one
20th's, net from film sales increased
of the most promising; features
prily fractionally in 1949 over the
of the Skouras. statement sinc.e
preceding year, although Ihe gross
it
shows the studio steadUy
boomed ahead by $8,384,782 to an
shaving the negative riiit on
all-time high. The Skouras analyits output.
Breakdown is as
sis shows, major exCcs say, that
follows;'.
distribution is still not getting a
Average
"NO.-Of,
fair slice of the profits from its
Cost
Year
Releases
total business.
24
1945
$1,389,000
Peculiarly enough, while the the24
1946
1,416.800
atre end of 20th’s activities was hit
1947
2,328,600
18
fairly hard, its gross take beirig off
1948
21
1,869,700
5%, the National Theatres' net held
1,787, *700
1949
24
up well with •earnings of $8,515,71 8,
1950 (est.) 26-30
1,643,000
against $8,741,036 in 1948. The ;20ih
report, therefore, shows a big climb
in film rentals, With a fractional
gain in net and ri substahtial
drop in theatre revenues With next
to no dip in net earriirigs.
Of the $12,415,146 take by 20th
in 1949, film sales accounted for
$3,899,428 and theatre operations
for $8,515,718. In *^8, the respective figures were $$,768,229 .and
Blocked remittances and playing
time quotas, are no hazards for the $8,741,036. Total film rentals came
to $94,313,808, against $84,248,657
Tri-Partite Producing group, an inifeatre^re
ternational filmmaking prganizaceipts amourited to $75,204,919,,
tion composed of Cusick Internacompared
to $79,147,221 in, '48'
tional Films of the U. S., Five
Foreign Vs. Domestic
Oceans Films pf Britain, and 3agitta
Skouras also weighed foreign reFilms of Paris. Three firms finance
the group’s ventures, Peter Cusick turns against dbiriestic, U. S. -and
explained in New York last week, Ganada receipts from rentals to-?

’

il to March lo;

Praqedent-smashiiig annual report of- prexy ffpyros P. Skouras
that went the liftilt to show the
sources of 20th-Fox*s revrittue5 con-

Pix Costs 0>ming’ D<^^

Cbmmissioii report of ‘Tifeider
transactions” for the period Feb.

brought by the Government.
When the high court convenes on the big case, Government
tell
thfe bench that the companies already show a
Will
lawyers
‘'predisposition towards monopoly,” Unless a relapse is prevented
by the present strong decree, Goyemment will argue, the majors
will be back in the same old groove.
D Of J is prepared to ^concede that certain wide reforms have
been instituted by the three companies. Those* reforms, including
shorter cleaMCes, competitive selling and theatre-by-tlieatre bookings, were mhde Under the pressure Of the first decree, the argument goes. Only outright divorcement /Will win further drastic
changes which Would open the industry to free competition.
Same afgument was used successfully by the Government when
the case was heard in the N, Y. federal district couii;.
Govei^^
rneht has no intention of switching its strategy in view of the fact
anti-trust sttit

it

Washington, AprU 18.
gifts totaling 10,200 shares

Stock

D

that

FiCTljilBS

•

'

films.

.

Eight out of 10 pix opening on
Broadway lose -money on the engagement according to spokesmen
for both U and EL. “You’re a piker
if you spend iyss than $15,000 bn
a pre-opening campaign,” EL biggie s^id. “Thereafter, the cost runs
from $3, 0b0-$4,0b0 weekly for the
Only
length of the engagement;
a really big picture can pay off on
that sort of nut.”
With the possible exception of
Los Angeles, Broadway situation
All other
is said.
is unique, it
towns have ad rates low enough to
give tile pic a good chance of coiii(Continued on page 20)
i

.

.

Picture Biz

Running

Among ILS. Bonds, Pal^

.

’

Both Republic and Monogram
have wrapped up continued gains
In distrib profits and evidencing
the rally which a humber of the
smaller companies have been stag-

No BB.

.

^

'

ing recently. Rep this week aired
a $485,766 net before taxes for the
quarter ended Jan, 28 against "a
take of $413,800 fqr the compara-.
tive period of the preceding year.
MdnO's six-ihorith net Is $150,375
for; the stretch winding up Dec. 3
against a net loss pf $264,892 for
the comparative '48 period.
In Mono’s case, the big gain was
registered despite a sharp drop in

Know

.

gross,
That figure amounted to
$4,654,565, considerably off from
Drives 1948’s $5,647,503, Upped net in
the face of this dip is attributable
Drive, whichr to the company’s cutback on exa $5,000,000 pensive pix which its affiliate, Al•

And NY. Fund
Savings Bond
starts

May

15,

and

the
for
.campaign
United Cerebral Palsy Assns. to be
carried on May 1-31, are keeping
film industry toppers hopping in
behalf of the projects. Industry’s
participation in the 1950 Bond
Drive gets under way toijay (Wed.)
at a luncheon at the Waldorf-Astoria,. N. Y.
Host will be Secretary
of the Treasury John W. Sniyder;
and .some 50 guests are to include
chiefs of production, exhibition and
^
distribution.
Meanwhile, SamueU PinanskiV industry’s national chairman for the
bond drive, this iyeek disclosed apppintnient of 71 of the natiori’s
leading exhibs, who will Serve as
regional co-chairmeri. Assisting the
Cerebral Palsy Assn/s first hStionr
a I campaign is Leonard H. Goldenson, United Paramount Theatres
fund-raising

prez,

who

«bpe

is

also heads UCPA, Bob
the drive’s national chaifand among others aiding the
cause are TOA*S Gael Sullivan
a^ud National Allied
head Trueman
Reinbusch.
lu addition, the 1950 Greater
.
New York Fund Appear will soon
jjake its annual pitch, according to
Bobert W, Dowling, prez of City
investing Go., and the Fund’s citywide chairman. Dowling yesterday
bian

lied Artists, was producing. Mono
slapped a ceilihg on per-pic production costs early last year which
is liow
turns.

showing up in

,

,

Rep’s returns after taxes come
to $290,766. There is no comparative figure for this sum given In
last
year year’s report. Taxes
anibimt to some $195,000.

Rep and Mono are in the saiine
boat with Columbia' and Universal
since all four distribs have racked
up gains in early fiscal 1950 over
their 49 returns. In each instance,
studios have cracked the prbduction nut problem with the results
showing up in the profit-and-lbss
ledgers.-

Some 71,165 shares of
market.
.preferred remain outstanding as
well as- 1,000,000 shares of com-

i

To Become UI Producer^
Hollywood, April

18.

.mbn.';:

Continued from pase 5

Financial report of 20th-Fox disiii’48
application for closes that the riiajor retired 2,877
Annual report of Pa the indusof priori preferred arid
a loan, and a grou p of attorneys. "shares
9,300 shares Of convertible pre- tries, 'parerit company of Eagle
ferred during 1949. Company paid Uiori, which goes to stockholders
BisChoff’s Reasoniiig
late this week Will show aii oyerHollywood, April 18.
,061 to pick up this stock.
all loss of something under $500,Sam Bischoff, asked here why
000, it has been learned. In effect,
Par Fickirig Up More StoOk
he should go to Washington to seek
Paramount has picked up more the statement will represent soniecoin when the RF(^ demands the
same bonds and guarantees as Iq^ than lOOiOOO shares of its own thing of a recovery for the comcal banks, pointed out that tlie comnion stock in the first four and pariy since its red-ink entry in
Government; allows 10 years br one-half trading dayk since the fiscal 1948 amounted to $1,441,000.
more for repayment of loans. major arinounced a drive to buy Report covers the calendar year
Banks, he said, want their coin 600;000 shares. Par has paid over which ended Dec. 31, 1949.
Company in which Robert R.
$2,1000,000 fori the stock at a price
back in 12 mo^^
That makes it vlrlrisilly impos- Of $21 per share. Purchasing be- Young, railroad magnate. is conin g stockholder will also shovv
tron
the
and
Of(13)
$21
sible for indies to close deals; pro- gan Thursday
ducer said, since the money comes fer stands until May 4 though the a dwindling gross. Howeverj that
due long before a picture can pay company reservesX- the right to dip is not attributable to the film
activities of the company centered
He declared he had told the withdraw it prior to that date.
off;
Par’s action is aimed at reduc- in EL. GroBs for EL 'Will be $2,RFC that, since 1947 labor employment in the studios had decreased irig its present common stock outr 500,000 better than in ’48.
Besides EL, Pathe operates a
72%. A great deal of this curtail- standing to about 2,500,000 shares
ment, he said, stemmed froiri lack thereby trimming iU obligations film lab, several factories and holds
a number of rieal estate parcels.
On dividends.
of indie production.
off

who has made
*

,

j

.

i

Ansoii

Bond abandoned the

in-

tinue as

iii the operatloii
local voluntary hos- lect profits

Pdals throughout the city.

:

profit re-

dependent field to sign a long-term
con tract with luniversal-Interna-^
tional as producer^writer. His interests iri“EaH Is East,” which he
had been readying for indie film>
revealed the appointment'l
ing^ were sold to Joseph Bernhard,
Ox .David W.
Btumbaugh, veepee
and ;secretary of Time, Inc., who Film Glassies chief.
Will head the
Emerald Productions
-Anson’s
publishing, entertain“ient and professions section of
the will cease producing but wUl contorthcoming Fund Appeal.
All
a holding company to colmonies raised help
or Some 423

!

from two pictures, “Not
Wanted” and “The Vicious Years.”

I

j

!

j

'

-

.
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In its

opening engagement, CIRCLE

THEATRE, INDIANAPOLIS, it OUT-GROSSED

*Md and Pa

Ketf/e'

5fiV«wi.v.r/.v

«

and moved over

by almost 40%

.

.

.

into Keith's Theatre for

y

indefinite run!
L'

t

>C'

'•'>'

^
v'

'

•*

j^

^
••

At the LAFAYETTE THEATRE, BUFFALO,
*

''V' ‘•'^

it

OUT-GROSSED VRANCfS*! and did 30%

better than original

f
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At the

*Ma and Pa'

RKO BOSTON, BOSTON,

chalked up one of the
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BIGGEST VyBEK-

U-l picture!.

NEW

YORK,'~where

opened

it

'•

'some 70 Top Circuit Nabes on Sunday,

'

it

was Just plain

sensational !
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holdovers are
for front money this
their race in
duplicating
stanza,
the bigf
Four hofty

bunched,
,

By

“Cheaper

Cab Man” and
Top new bill is :;Stage

^raiefs,”

Los Ahgefe April

Fright,” in fairish tempo, ^rMark
of Gorilia” an^ “Story of Molly

1®-

Los Angeleis iirst-runs arc hitting m poSt-lipUday lag, with ipod«rato grosses being recorded in
most situatiohs; Of the hew bills,
“Daughter of Rosie O’prady; is
most promising, with' indications
of nearly $36iO0O in three sites.
“Cargo to GapetOwh-V is shaping
up to a thin $22,000 in two houses,
while ^‘Baroii of Arizona;** I*'
theatres, is talcing only an estimated $19,000.
_
Advahced-price run of, “Thirds
Man,” in a small-seater, is expect-

iX”

:

;

.

of big $I5i000 bow.

,

Grand (RKO)
:

$7,500,
ing. a
“RigOletfO” is mild at near $4,000,
second
The
also at a small-seater.
is

“Riding High,” with a

stage show,

is

'set.

.

.

.

tre

‘3d

Man’ No. 1 For

cess, held

,

!

,,

(

.

•$25,O0O.2,048; i;719; 1,248; 2,296; 60^1)“Cheaper by Dozen” (20th) (2d
Fox (FWC) (4;651; 60-95)
Good $43,000. Last week, “Wabash Aveiiue” (20th) .and
Wk).
fine $62,700.
“Harbor of Missing Men” (Rep)

L’A

HtUiaf Up;

Do\vntown,

Hollywood,

Wiltern (2d wk).

(2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 6Q7$1)-

(WB)

Boyd

WB

)
“Dgiighter Rosie O’Grady” . (
Good $36,000. Last week, “Stage
Fright” (WB) (2d wk), nifty $24,-

:

,

•

Loew's State, Egyptian (UA) (2,
“Yellow C?ab
1,538; 60-$
Man” (M-G) and “Side Street”
(M-G) (2d wk-3 days); About $11,000 for 3 days. Last week, neat

D—

404;

$31,300.
Hillstrect,
2,8i2,-

Pantages-^ (RKO) (2
“Cargo toi
50“$1)

—

;

Orpheum (No.. Coast) (2v448; 55- brisk ieeoff, dropped off after
and “Captive
Slow $22,000, Last 85)r— “Guilty of Treason” (EL) and first four days
visiting
and
holiday
School
“Boy
from Indiana” (EL)> Pleasweek, “Cinderella^’ (RKO) (3d wk),
Last week, “Buc- teachers from put in the state hying $14,000.
$24;100.
of
days
three
first
pri
biz
pped
caneer Girl” (U) and “Outside the
‘Los AiigeleS, Hollywood Fsta- Wall” (U), $13,500.
current stanza.
mbunts (fIcM) (3,398; 1,451; 40-$1)
Week
This
for
Estimates
Artists
(No.
Coast)
United
—“Riding High” (Par) With Frank
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;
‘’Johnny Holiday”
Marlowe, others, on Stage at L. A., (1,207; 55-85)
45-65)7-“St?gef right” (WB). Teed
fpr
Thin
5
(UA)
$5,000
(2d wk).
Ben Pollack, Pied Pipers at Hollyoff at brisk pace, but tapered bff
wood (2d wk). Dropping to $16,- days, Last wieek, $8;000.
Indicated
Sunday (16).
after
Stagedqpr (Ackerman - Rosener) medium $7,000; Last week “Johnny
Last Week, below hopes at
500:
85-$l)
“Major Barbara” Holiday” (UA) sturdy $8,500,
(370;
$28,000;
$2,700 for ,10
United Artists, Ritz,; Vogue, Stu- (Indie) (reissues).
Rialto (Fourth Avenue), (3,000;
Last week, “The 45-65)
“Gheaper by Dozen”
dio City, Culver (UA-FWC) (2,- days, weak.
(Indie):
(2d wk), 4 (26th).
strong eiough for single100; 1.370; 885; 880; 1,145; 60-$l)— Guinea Plg”»
daj^s;*
$3,500.
Town”
to
plei\ty
Go
of Visiting
Kettle
and
Pa
billing,
“Ma and
fequire (No. Cbast) (955; 56-85) teachers and juves on Vacation
(U) and “Federal Agent at Large”;
Last
(Rep) (2d wk). ^Scant $13,000;
-“BUccaheer Girl” (U) and “Out- building this one to neat $14,000.
(RKO)
week, offish at $25,000..
side Wall” (U) (2d wk) (m.b ). Nice Last week “Cinderella”
Capetown”
Girl”

(C61)

(Col).

slini

Fright” at Stanley look.s
while second session of vaud-

film

(“Mark of Gorilla”)

is

(

Wk).

and
(m.o.)

Last

dia).

good $15,000.
Karlton (Goldman)

^E1 Rey, Beimoht,

.

(400; 65-85) -rRain” (SCari-

Last week,
Trouble” (IrtdieL(2d wk),
$2,400.

j

-

Penh

;

(Loew’s)

45-80)-^

(3,300;

Holding

to

mild

Last

$11,000.

profitable $6,000, after terrif

$7,-

500 opener.
50-99)—

Trans^LuX (T-LI (500;
vk).
(4th
(RKO)
“Cinderella’^
School reoperiing cut in. but si ill
tbps
week,
sock at $13,000. Last
$16,000.

:

Baltiihore, April 18;
is indicated

—

,

Slight iriiprovement

Stanley' (WB) (3,800; 45-80)— here this week, wdth most ol the
“RedyBhoes” (EL) {2d wk). Pulldowntown entries holding their
iS(ot
ing neat h.O. sesh, helped by many “Stage Fright^’ (WB).
fi -st“Bi- visitors attending convention of class Hitchcock and in melodrama^ own a ;bit better than of 1 ale.
Geary (1,550; 60-$iv80)
ic
sweepstakes doesn’t stand a
Nice $6,000, after
C5!^cle Thief” (Indie) (6th wk). Only school teachers.
Estimates for This Week
chance With “Third Man” only few
last week’s fine $7,500.
$6,000. Last week, okay $8,900.
Century 4LoeW’s-UA) 3.OO0: 20doors away. Doesn’t figure to bet“Third Man” (SRO). Ga.^^liing
ter, meager $13,500.
Last week,
strong ballyhoo and point ing
second of “Cinderella” (RKO), in on
to strong $16,000 possibility. L.tst
•
close to $19,000 in riihe days.
Man” tM-GA.

—

Warner

(WB)

(

week, “Yellow Cab

45-80— okay

(2,000;

(RKO)

Brought here

“Riding

RKO

.

‘

.

—

'

.

.

,

.

,

.

'

;

.

.

,

.

“Singing Quns” (Rep); Thin $6.500.
Last week, “Cargo to Cupc^
town” (Col), slow $7,000.
Studio (Goldberg) (400; 50-99)Plenty
“Titan” (Indie) (2d wk).

.

after

(m.

;

—

We

^

.

..

•

-i

•

$12,300.

Hippbdroihe; (Rappalport )

0.).

days

16

kt

20-80)

— “Blue

Grass

(2.1240:

Kenlurii.v

Walt Disn
hit still lias (ELI plus- Ted: Mackes amatci!!;?
a. punch left and heading for strong
on stage. Flesh pulling them in loi
$9,000;
we ek, Ta r za n a n d indicated $14,000.
week.
Last
'

“

Slave

(RKO), got $8,000.

i

“Father Is a Bachelor” ((:pli Plf
Three Stooges heading vamde made
good combo at $14,600.
•

I

.

—

..

Randolph (Goldman) (2.500; 50199)— “Riding Hieh” (Par) (2d wk)

.

boxoffice just What its title sbys;
Minrieapolis, April 18.
High’^ is pacirig the Raves for pieture, arid Crosby a
terrific magnet, Of course.
film
newamong .straight
Good
field
Kansas City, April 18.
comers, the Bing Crosby picture $15,000. Last week. “Cheaper by
Week’s lineup is heavy with hitting ori all cylinders. Othef- the Dozen” (20th), fine $16,500.
RKO-Orplieum (RKO) (2,800; 55?
vaude vlUe uriit.
hbidovers, only two houses hav- wise, the
ing a charige of program. “Out- Sixth to play Minneapolis, is get- 76)~-VBlue Grass of Kentucky”
(Morio)
only
new
and vaudeVilie, First-rate
‘‘Nartey
the
Midland
is
boxoffice
actiori.
ting
riders” at
film in a major house, and getting Goes to Rio” also has attracted stage flesh presentation bringing
moderate play. Second weekg are some favOra:ble attehtiori. It’s the ’em in. Good^ 18.000. Last week,
good bn “Ginderella’l at the Mis- fourth loop week for “12 O’clock “Ginderelia” (RKOl, good $11,000
KDiiri, “Cheaper By the Dozen” in High,” tiie third for “Ginderelia’’ in five days after terrific $28,000
three Fox Midwest houses, and and the second for “Cheaper by Holy Week.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1^600; .50-70)
“Riding High” at the Paramount. the. Dozen” arid “Conspirator.
“CindereUa” (RKO) (3d wk).
Estimates for TNiis Week
•‘Bicycle Thief” at the; Kimo is
Ceiitury (Par) (1,600; 50-70)
very good, and probably will stay
Continuing to roll
Good $8,000.
a third week. Weather was. urisea- “Cliqaper by the Dozen” (20th) Last week, “Francis” lU) (3d wk),
sonably cold first couple days of (rii.o ). Here after big initial. Ra- satisfactory $4,000 in five days.
the week, but warmed \ip nicely dio City stanza. Still powerful at. -State (Par) (2,300; 50-70) iLast week; “12 O’Glock “Nancy Goes to Rio” (M-G). Very
for the weekend.
$8,000.
Estimates for This Week
High” (20th) (3d wk), good $5,400. well-liked musical not getting up
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 4.3Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-70)^“Uii-. too niuch steam.
Light $8,000.
^ “Congorilla”
(Indie)
and dertow” (U). Very mixed opinions Last Week, “East Side, West Side”
65)
Thrillers fair on this one and the going’s rough.^ (iyi-G), mild $9,000;
“Borneo*’ (Indie).
Last week, “Hit the Ice” Light $4,0Q0.
Last week;V.“WakeWorld (Mann) (400; 50-85)
$3,000.
(EL), and “Letter of Ihtrodiictiqn” Island” (Par) and “So Proudly
“Cbrispirator” (M-G) (2d wk); Good
(EL) (reissues), same.
Hail” (Par) (reissues), okay $5,OO0. exploitation lias, helped this one;
Kimo (Dickin.soii). (550; 55-75)—?
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)-— Okay $3,000 ^fter good $3,800 first
“Riding High.” (Par), Doing; at the Week. Will go a third week,
(Continued on page 22)
:

..

$13,000 after $20,000 opener.
40-85)—
Princess (WB)
(450;
(Indie).
Great
“Bicycle Thief”
After sock $7,500 for ini$6,000;
tial round.

“Third Mari” (UA). Sock of the
week, and ought to ra6k up $20,000'
Getting good break, too, by
simultaneous booking at Sheraton
Hotel Lounge downt^^^^^
Karas, the zither man;
Picture
will likely stick an extra five days
to get house back on a Thursday
opening. Last week. “Yellow Cab
came through solidly for strong Man’^ (M-G), did $15,000;
Senator (Astor) (1,750; 50-99)^
m.o.
$15,000 and
of
Gorilla”
(Col)
and
State (Loew’sL(3,000; 45-65) -— “Mark
“Third Man” (SRO) and “China- “Grand Ole Opry” vaude. Hilltown at Midnight” (Col), Drawing billy radio troupe; has a folloWirig,
likely and perking up thiries here a bit.
fair action at the w
Last week, “Y ellow Cab Looks like close to $12,000. Last
$11,000.
Mail” (M-G) and “Blondie’s Hero” week, in six days, “Traveling Saleswoman” (Gol) and vaude not quite
(Col), neat $13,OO0.
$10,000.
Strand (FA) (L200; 45-65)

‘OUTRiliWro

,

”(4.360;”^^^^^

Week, $16,000.
This
wk).
30-99)—
Staiiley (WB)
(2,950;
rhopup, one
(DOS) (2d Wk).
the year here. Should, knock but “Third Man”
$14,000, enough to hold it again. Sturdy $20,000 after smash $30.Last week underestimated, it did 000 kickoff.
Stanton (WB) (L476; 50-99)sizzling $18,000.

Stanley,

,

11.000; 50^99)

Stage Fright” (WB) (2d Wk), Slim

(20th) (2d
one’s proving a real
of the top clicks of

“Ginderelia”

K.t.

i2(l

Darlihg” (U-D.
Last week. “Black
Fair $8,000.
Hand” (M-G), $7,500 for 3d week.

“Cheaper By Dozen’’

.

13C;H.0;s

50-

;

week,

Last

.

.

,

'

Slow

“Woman

Last week; “11 Trovatore”
500,
(indie) (4th wk) $1 ,600. r
(799; 828; 861; 1,532;
968; 60-$1 )t—“Jolson Sings Agaih”
(Col) and “Beware Blohdie” (Col)
(2d vvk). Only $'7,500; Last week,
ilbW $16,200.
;

Week,

th^n $2,100.

Fine Arts (FWC) (679; $lr$1.80)
^‘Third Man”^ (SRO). Nice $7,-

Guild (FWC)

—

65-85)

Big $3,600.
-Monsieur Vincent”

,(UA)>

Larkin (Roesner)
“Surishine V Follows

days), $1,600.

Iris,

(400;

wk)

(Indie) $2,200.

,

Globe,

(Roesner)

“The Titan”

.

wk-8

“Bodyhold”
pke $4,500.

Clay

(7th

NeSt $11,P0Q.

—“Once More, My

.

,

(Col)

second

Goldman (Goldman) 1 .20()
99j^‘* Yellow Cab Man” (M-G)

up a

over the first oiie at Sehatpr.
Estimates for This Week
Barry (Skirball) (1,100; 45-80)—
“Love Happy” (UA) (2d Wk). Dipping Sharply,
May do $4,000 if:
Which is
wnicn
stanza.
held for full stanza,
doubtful. Last week, only
Fulton (Shea) (1.700: 45-801—
“Wabash Avenue” (20thj (2d wk).
Got a pretty good weekend, Which
will insure its sticking around for
the full 7-day h.o. session. Looks
like around $8,000 oh top of $10,000 last week.
Harris (Harris) (2.200; 45-80)—

for

$20,000

fine

(20th),
'St9HZ8«'

—

Last week, “Francis’’ (U)

$4,500.

50-99)--

(2,700;
.

‘

Orpheiim' (ti’town) (2,21(); 50-95)
—“Vicious Years” (FC) (2d run)
with Ted Mack’s “Origihal Amateur Hour” oh Stage. Mild $14,000.,
Last Week, >‘;Palb6ka Meets Huihphrey” (Morio) (2d run) with eight
acts vaude, $13,700.
Four Star (UA) (900; 6()-$l)-—
Near $4,000.
“Rigoletto” (Indie).
Last week, “Gay Lady” (EL) (2d

(WB)

Earle

'

,

iCbli.

“Great Rupert” (EL)' with Gtorge
Shearing, Billie Holiday onstage.
Mild $19,000. Last week. “Free
for All” (U-I), with Jack Cat son,
another stanza.
Janis Paige, Robert Alda onslage,
h.o:’s is doitig very -Avell. “Love
underquoted; nice $25,000.
Happy’’ at Barry and “Wabash
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—
Aveiiue” ait Fulton both > sliding,
although “GindereUa” continues to ‘’Cheaper By Dozen” (20th), SellCampaign paying off. Boff $30.ing
Warner
show strength in m.o. to
days at Stanley. 000; Last week, “Wabash Avemie”
after big 16

—

,

50-99)-^

(2,360;

Distinction”

fWeek;-

•

Louisville, April 18,
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 60-85)
Satisfactory biz is in prospect
“Yellow Gab Man’v (M-G) (2d
following a hefty stanza
wk); .Holds to fine $14,500. Last this weekj;
While current
preceding week.
week, sock $26j000.
pace is not expected to come up
Paramount (Par) (2 ,646; 60-85)^ to last week’s figures, results
“Riding High” (Par) (2d wk), $12, should be okay.
“Cheaper by
Last week, a big $18,500.
000.
Dozen,” at the Rialto looks like
“Third Man” at
St. Francis (Par) (1,4()0; 60-85)— best in town;
(SRO) (2d wk). LoeW’s; State is catching some
“Third Man”
Last week, $19,- b.o. attention, but “Stagef right,
Strong $17,500.
500*-;-at the Mary Anderson, after a

of

Shabby $15,000. Last week, “Nahoy
Goes to Rio,” good $11,000 for 4(h

little

.

300.-

890;

‘MHan'

:

(WB)

“Woman

‘Stage

Only $11,500. Last week,

dull $18;5()0.

well.

in.

.

'

;

up very

(U-I) (2d wk). Do\vn
to $9,000 after hefty $14,000; break-

•

—

'

pf Dis-

from Texas”
(

,

:

“Womaii

Estimates for This Week
Aldihe (WB) (1,303; 50-99)— ‘Kid

>

Off to $16,500 in two
spots, being in second session.
Estiinates for This Week
San Francisco, April 18;
Dbwntawn, Holly w'ood, Beverly
Waim temperatures: have hit
Hills, Hawaii, Forum Music Halls
(Prin-Cor) (902; 512;, 834; 1,106; grosses :hai*d this Week, excepting
“Baton of Arizona at the St,. Francis and Warffpld.
2^100; 55-$l)—
'
(Indie) and “Opefation Haylift
reaping the beneSlow $19,000. Last week, Baseball is
(Indie).
and fits from the theatre slack.
(UA)
Holiday^’
So-sb $5,000.
“Johnny
“Undertow” (U).
“Fighting Stallion”' (EL), small
Estimates for This Week
Last Week, “Under My Skin”
$15,700.
Gbldeii Gate (RKX5) (2,844; dO- (20th): (m b.), slow $3,500.
LOS Aiigcles, Chinese, Uptown; 85)— “Cinderella” (RKO) (3d wk),
F Wt-J) (2,097; okay $11,50().
Last Week; hefty
Loyola , Wilshire

management.

tinction” is undistinguished at the
Boyd, and “Singing Guns” is sour
at the Stanton. “Cinderella’! ebntihues sock at the Trans-Lux. and
both; “The Titan” at the Studio
and “Bicyele Thief,” at the prin^

theatres.)

- V
55-75)

•

Best of the newcomers and
best thing in town is“Cheaper
By the Dozen, *V Which had a heaw
advance buildup by the Fox tlrea-

Keith’s (Mid-States) (1,542; 5575)—.“Francis” (U) (2d wk). Good
$9,500 in Wake of terrific $14,000
kickoff
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75) -“Mdrk of Gorilla” (Col) and “PaloMild $4,000. \ Last
miiio” (Col).
week, “Cinderella” (RKO), fourth
downtown sesh, pleasing $5,500.
Pittsburgh, April 18.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)
VThird Mail” at the Penii is the
$9,Fairish
(WB).
Fright”
“Stage
big noise this week, With holdoyer
000. Last week,. “Nevadan” (Col), of “Cheaper By the Dozen” at Harmoderate $9,500.
Lat^
ris running a close: second:
Shubert (Mid^States) (2,100; 55stick around for
75)—VStOry of Molly X” (U ) and ter will probablyNone of the. other

in

five sites,

.

Total Gross Same Week
$3,132,500
Last Yegr
(Hosed oh 23 cities and IvT

“Yellow Cab Man” (M-G) (2d Wk).
Hptsy $9,000 trailing tall $14,000
first roundel V
jv
..4

big,

frame of “Cheaper by Dozen*’
heading for a pleasing ^$43,000

(1,400*

,

.

,ingNiy.)

^xSpItol (Mid-States) <2,000; 55(20tb)
75).ii_i*^Cheaper By Dozen
Swell $10,000 on heels
(2d wk).

.

;

atres, chiefly first runs, iticlud-

:

“Riding High” (Pw'l (2d wkl. Fairish ^10,000 after solid $1^000

$604,006
This Week
(Based on 19 theatres.)
$804,500
Last Year
Vv
{Based oh 17 theatres.)
,

.

Aibee (RKO) (3,100r 55-751

iEstimated Total Grosi

.

but hot

i.
Week

Estimates for This

.

nice^

.

,

A heavy list of holdslumped.
overs also proved no boxoffice a^-

Estimated Tptal Gross.
$^;622,000
This Week
Based oh 23 cities, 1212 the-

both

other .newebmers,

are

miildiesJ

-

,

.

;

'

“fellow.*

High.’

Philadelphia, April 18,
Spring’s first appearance this
year cut into the Sunday take at
the first-runs, as customers stayed
outdoors and afternoon business

Riding

Dozen,”

'••Kcith’s.'IScharibergerl (2,460;'. ?(^:
(Par) (2(1 ^^!v^

Keoi—“Riding High”

Maintaiiiing strong pace to yOOQU
after, fine getaway to $12,400;
Washington, April •is;
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-65);
Holdovers and a general
‘.^Quicksand” (UA) (2d wk). Holdholiday slump are pulling down ing well enough to $4,400
n o n a
current b.p. average along the better-than-average first
main stern.
Two newcomers ip $5,300.
niidtpwn
se e n e shape solid.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-63';^
“Francis,” at
Keith’s, looks “Wabash Ave, Blues” (20(h) ^2(1
like town’s leader,
and “Stage Wk), Going: well at $8,000 at tei
Fright” ait the Warrier, which: day breezy' preem at $11,200.
-and dates With the uptown Arav
Stanley (WBI (3,280; 25-75)
bassador, is promisirig.
“Third “Stage Fright’' (WB); AHvacUng
w
Man,” at the Playhouse, is still go- some trade at $9,500. Last
f^n'i
ing strong in its 5th Week, and “Captain
UiS.A.’^
Carey,
“Cheaper b.y; the Dozen’.’ holds steady $11,300.
^ 3o-6ai
.sturdy* in
(1.500;
its
second stanza at
Town (Rappaport)
Loew’s Palace.
—“Back to Bataan” and “ClmH'
Estimates for This Week *
Sky” (RKO) (revivals). Mild
Capitoi (Loew’s) (2,434; 65-$1.20) 500.
Last week, $econo d
Distinction’
“Sairison & Delilah” (Par) (2d “V/oriiari
of
wk). plu.s vaude. No.sedived to fair added $7,700 to nic6 initial sesh
(^Pntinued bn page 22)
$10,800.
Aia* m «

yA vry

j

-

i

RKO

I

:

'

—

.

i

a

—

,

6

.

!

.

piCTmiifl:

April 1#, 1950

IB
With

Xavier

GROSSES

19

,

AprU’^

•Providence,
:

;

on

Cugat

stage,

LoeVs

State is leading the town.
Also nifty are Majestic’s “Cheaper

ChiciagQ, April 18.
Bi« )^4$ W#«k ‘^continues spotty.

by the Dozen” and Strand’s
ond sesh of “Riding High/’

'

Eitimatei Are Net

Of th« four n«w products entering
the Lool? this week* “Samson and
PflUah” seems to be doing best

Estimates for This

Film grdss estimates as reported herewith Ji'^m the varir
bus key cities, are, pet, Lc.,
Without the '^0% tax. Distribur
tors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hpnee the
estimated figures are net income.
"
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated;
include the U. S*v amusement

with a solid $4T<OQO expected at
State-LaKe's advanced p r i c e s.
**Saints and Sinners^ is shaping to
fast 85,000 in first week at World.
“Conspirators'^ and “Girls School/’

—

.V

.

and, with’ the exception of. Woods
arid Grand, doing sluggish busiAt Woods, “Gheaper by the
ness.
Dozen.” is holdiiig up smartly with
fast $25,000. “Francis/’ iskt Grand,
But “Yelis pulling fine $10,000.
low Cab Man,” at Roosevelt', is

.

‘

.

;

.

.

•

1

.

slow with $7,000 and “Sundowners,” paired with “House by the
at United Artists, drab

River,”

“Womani

$7,000.

of Distinction,”

with Lena .Hqrne bn stage, at Oriental, is disappointing $35^ OOQ,
Unusual situation which has Selwyn playing “Third Man’’ daya nd-date with nabes has dropped
grasses there In ninth Week, with
pic drawing $4,000. Garrick, with

—

'

[

.

i

Boston, April 18.
Small pickup in biz around town
i„
«
u
14 j
X,
last stanza has resulted ih holdovers
at
most
major
houses
air of reissues, “We’ve Never
g een Licked” and “Ladles Goura- comers are ‘‘Wabash "Avenue” at
geous,” is droopy $4,000.
Memorial,
which
looks
about
Estimates for This Week
strongest,
and “Outriders”
at
Chicago (B&KV (3,900; 50-98)-^ State
and
shaping
Grpheum,
“Dear Wife” (Par), with Edith Fel- about average
Hypoed opening
lows and Tommy pix onstage. day by ,p.a. of stars, “Ma & Pa
Looks slow $35,000. Last week, Kettle Go to Town” at Boston
^'Wabash Avenue’^ (20th), plus Dean looks oke.;
Martin and Jerry Lewis in person
Estimates for Thii Week
(2d wk). sock $53,000.
Astor (Jaycox) (1.200; 50-95)
Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)-“We’ve Never Been Licked” (U) “Third Man” (SRO). Holding to
nice $14,000 for 2d week.
Nifty
and “Ladies Gourageous” (U)
'

!

.

4.

.,4.

j

’

.

W

,

—

:

'

.

—

(resight.

$16,000 for

Sluggish $4,000 in
Last week, “Great Rupert” (EL)
and “E:ill or Be Killed” (EL),

issues):

of

Pistihction”

Lena Horne
,

Fair

irt

$35,000*

1st.'

Hill (Beacon flilD

Sti

(780;

Balmy weather over the week.

end,

(Cbl),

person (2d
Last week,

Jungle”

(Indie),
/

-“Riding High” (Par) and “Davy
Crockett” (UA),
Fair $5,500 tor
2d stanza. Not bad $7,500 for 1st.

Fenway (NET)

weeks/ plus
between Cards and
several

bopped grosses at the
niaihstemmers. “The Third Man,”
is the leader with a mild $17,000,
“Samson and Delilah” is still a
hefty draw.
“Cinderella,” at the
Shady Oak, a St. Louis Amus. Go.
house in Clayton, St. Louis county, is playing day and date with
the Ambassador and continuing
with a third week.
Estimates for This Week

Browns

Pa Kettle Go

and “Forbidden
mild $14,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)—
“The Conspirators” (M-G) and
“Girls School” (Col). Neat $10,000
expected. Last week, “Tarzan.ahd
Slave Girl” (RKOX and “tyrant of

(3;200;

in
series

first

city

—

40-85)
to Town”
(UI) arid “Fighting Stallion” (Indie).
Not bad $17,000; in view.
Last week, ‘‘Kid From Texas” (U)

&

Louis, April 18.

headlining the In-person show, pulled, a strong $85,000
foi' its first week, sligHtly below
expectations nonetheless.
“Comanche, Territory” at the
pace the
Rivoli
eontinues
to
straight filmefies, with/ nifty $25,000 in sight for the second-round.
'Charles
Chaplin reissqe, “City
Lfghts,”
getting hefty word-bfmouth at the Globe, looks like a
neat $19,000 for its second round,
while“Golden Twenties,” March
of Time documentary at the 'Astoiv dipped to an okay $11,000
this foimdv after a comparatively
good $15,000 for the previous
week’s bpeher.
Estimates for This Week
,

Boston (RKO)

“Ma

$43,000.

(1,373; ‘40-85)

.

.

Ambassador

(Siritzky)
557
$1) — “Scandals
of Clochemerle”

2d.

Fair $3,000 for

—“Wabash
$20,000.

“Cinderella”

“Mother

FlyDidn’t Tell Me” (20th) and
ing Saucer” (FC), drab $15,000:
Metropolitan (NET) (4.367; 40‘

—

“Cheaper by Dozen” (20th)
and “Boy From Indiana” (EL).
Solid $22,000 for 2d week.
First
week spurted to boff $30,000:
85)

Orplieiim (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)-^
“Outriders” (M-G) and “Military
Academy”
Indie ). Opened f a ir

(2d

wk),

$16,000.

(3,500; 40-85)
Nice
(20th).

Avenue’f
Last
week,

(RKO)

but still fine at $7,700. Previous
week, big $8,900. Holds.
Fox IF&M) (5,000; 30-75)—.“BucAstor (City Inv.) (1,300; 60-$1.60)
caneer Girl” (U) and vaude. $15,- —“Golden Twenties” (RKO) (2d
000.
Last week, “The Nevadan” wk). March of Time documentary
(Col) and vaude, $18,000.
paying off, with okay $11,000 in
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75 )t^ sight fbr seebnd week eiidiug Fri“Third Man” (EL) “Western Pa- day (2i)j after comparatively gobd
Last
cific Agent” (SG).
$17,000.
$15,000 for the opening round.
week, “Yellow Gab Man” (M-G)
Bijou (City Irtv.) (589; $1.20and “Killer Shark” (Mono), $18,r $2:40)— ‘Red Shoes” (EL) (78th
500:
wk).
Holding its own with good
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)— $8,500 after strong
$9,500 during
“Biding High” (Par) and ‘‘Captain the Easter holidays week.
Gbn^
China” (Par). $13,000. Last week, tinues indefinitely.

1st.

Memorial (liKO)

State-Lake (S&K) (2,700; 74and Delilah”
$1,20) —r “Samson
Advanced tariff boosting
(Par).
take to lofty $47,000. Last week,
“Perfect Strangers” (WB) (2d wk),
$7,000.
United Artists (B&K> (1^700; 5093)
“Sundowners” (ED and
“House by the Riyer” (Rep) (2d

i

(

Sat.
000,

(

15).

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 55-$i;50)

i

—

\

m

derella, ” bn second week at Indiana, is close to “And Baby Makes
Three,” at Loew’s, for top figure.
“Perfect Stranger /' at Circle, is

.

among

the

town
Wiih“Ma and

leaders

in

(U) and“Tarnishcd’'
(Rep), big $16,000/

Indiana (Gamble-Dolle) (3,300;
“Cinderella” (RKO) (2d
^'k).
Very good. $10,000 on top
of smash $18,300 first Week.
Loew's (Loevir’s) (2,427; 44-65)—

Center (Par) : (2,100; 40-70)^
“Stage Fright” (WB) (2d wk). $4,500 for three days; Last week,
$ 11 000

For $16,000

Spring broke but
biz.

!

smash

after

Boy” (ED booked to follow.
Trans-Lux 66th St, (T-L) (453;
“Tight Little Island’
74-$l. 50)

“

(I7th

(U)

British

wk).

-

made

,

(Mono), poor $11,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742;

Avenue”

,

35-74)

.

Lafayette

^“Ma

.

(UA>

(Basil’s)

(3,000; 40-70)

Inv.)

(1,060;

wee k,

sturdy

-TT

’Cinderella’ Big 1

‘Came Home’

G,

Ditto,

‘3d Man’ Hot 1 8G

in Det.

.

(

Paramount

(Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50) $7,000.
Adams
(Par) plus, Billy

“Riding High”

(20th

(Baiabaii)

Pete —.“Cinderella”

(1,700;

(RKO);

First $16,000 for this house*

70-95)

Giganti#
Last week,
•

with “Foolish Heart” (RKO) $7,000 Iti
week second Week.
^
‘Downtown (Balaban) (2,90O;.7O90-$1.50) 95w“Sundowriers” (ED and“Boy
.

“Wabash
with 40-70)-^“Cinderena” (RKO) and starting welL
mehtalist act, on stage, Tiiin From Indiana’^ (EL)/ day-date
Park Aveiiue (U) (583;
week, “Pal, Canine Detective” (Mono) (2d
Last
Good
$3,000,
Denver.
$3,300.
Last week; “Capt. China”
for Your Money” (U) (2d from Indiana” (EL) (2d wk);
(WB) and wk), Sighting $15,000. Last Aveek, —“Run
Strangers”
‘Rar); and “Riders
of Whistling “Perfect
Sighting fair $6,500 for sec- $8, OOP, Last week, $10,000.
wk).
over
$20,000,
22)
page
on
(Continued
Pines” (Col), fair $6,200/
i
(20th)

i'S,

.

1

•

93-

'

'

and Pa Kettle Go to Town”
and “Tyrant of the Sea”

Century

and “Boy

(City

Charles Chaplin oldie getwk).
better than expected,, $37,000.
ting good Word-of-mouth and looks
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
strong $19,000 for seebnd week 70-95)
“Capt. Carey” (Par) and
Previous round,
ending Friday.
“Father Is Bachelor” (Col) (2d
happy $26,0OO. Holds.
Last Week,
Fair $16,000.
wk).
50- $23,000.
(Brandt)
Mayfair
(1,736;
$i.20>“'Guiity of Treason” (EL)
Palms (tJD). (2,900; 70-95)“‘YelOpening round ended iow Cab Man” (M-G) (2d wk).
(2d wk);
Sunday night (16) modest $18,000, $14,000. Last week, $18,500.
with; current second week shaping
United Artists (UD) (2,000; 70about the same. Holds one more, 95)^“Three Came Home” (20th)
with “House by the River” (Rep) and “Blue Grass of Kentucky”
due: in next;
(Mono). Good $16,000. Last week,
« ;
(Col >,
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 55-$l. 20)— “Woman Of Distinction”
.“Great Rupert” (ED with yaude. $ 11 000
70-95i:-r
reaped
Madison (UD) 1,800;
Jimmy Durante starrer
Great
nice praise from the critics and Is “Third Man” (Selznick).
Last week, $18,000.
Last Week, ‘‘Mr. Deeda
doing okay $19,000,
“How'ardi
and
With
(Col)
(M-G)
Town”
Lassie”
to
to
Goes
“Challenge(reissues),
(Col)
Virginia”
of
vaude, disappointing at $17,000.

Maybe $17,000. Last week, Eckstine; Henny Youngman,
(Col).
orch onstage (2d wk).
“Woman of Distinction” (Col) and Rugolo ended
Sunday (16)
“Mule Train” (CoD, nearly $9,000. week
CenturjO (3,000; strong $85,000, With second

—

round.

Previous
run.
$26,000.

,

$14,000.

^

.

Victoria

$1.50)“‘Third Man” (SRO) (11th
wk). Down to about $23,000 for
round ending today
current
(Wed:), still good for this late in

OK

,

(Gpl), stout $13,000.

previous

—

—

—

J^yric (GambieiDolle) (1,600; 44r
65 )—“ Whirlpool” (20th ) with Des^

(Thiirs.),

$52,000 opener. Contiriues.
Sutton (R & B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
“Fallen Idol” (SRO) (23 d wk).
Good $6,000 for .22d. week ended
Monday (17), after Easter crowds
pressed the Previous week’s gross
tb $6,500. Holds, with“Winslow

.

,

—“Riding High” (Par) (2d wk).
Last
Big $14,500 and holding.
week big $16,000.
Denver (Fox): (2,525; 35-74)
“Wabash Avenue” (20th) and “Boy
And Baby Makes Three” (Col) From Indiana” (ED, day-date with
and “Tell It to Judge” (Col). Oke Esquire. Good $16,000. Last week.
(WB) and
Strangers”
$11,0004 Last week, “Yellow Cab “Perfect
Man” (M-G) and ‘'Blondie’s Hero” ‘Romba on P a h t h t r Island”
.

tomorrow

‘

this

in Denver week, along
Pa
”
Kettle
Denver, April 18;
Estimates for This Week
Biz is generally good tjhis week,
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,500; 40-7Q)—
with “Wabash AyehUe’' copping
“Key to City” and “Three Cahie Home” (20th) and
lop money.
“Young Daniel Boone” (Mono).
“Riding High” are being held.
Last week; “Yellow Cab
$16:500.
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Wolf berg) (1,500; 35- Man” (M-G) and “Silent Dust”
(Indie),
$17,000.
74)^‘*Key to City” (M-G) i3d wk);
...
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)
Last week, fine
Good $’7,5004
‘Riding High’' (Par) (2d wk).
$8,500;
Denham (Cockrill) (1 ,750: 35-74) $5,000 for 4 days. Last week,

44-65)

,

have, weakened
with big $18,000 sighted for secsecond turn.
ond week ending Friday (21), after
Estimates for This Week
Confine $26,000 opening week.
Fox (Fox-Mlch) (5,000; 70-95)-tinues.
/.
“Cheaper By Dbzen” (20th) and
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.20) “Westem Pacific Agent” (Indie)
^“Gity Lights” (UA) (reissue) (2d (2d wk). Swell $30,000. Last week,

•

Pa Kettle”

Don’t Cry” (WB) with
Peter Lind Hayes, Mary Healy,
MIguelito Valdes orch onstage; (2d
wk). Nothing to cry about on this
one, with great $47,000 or more
shaping for second round ending

one
more,
with “Conspirator” 000 class, best biz since “Samson
and Delilah,” At the Fox, “Cheap(M-G) slated to tee off April 27.
er By Dozen” shapes great in secCriterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.75)
week. “Three Came Home”
“Love Happy” (UA) (.2d wk); ond
dbing well at the United ArtMarx :/Brbs. film booming this is
Rest are holdovers, which
ists.
house to. best biz in recent weeks,
considerably in

—

i

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 4465)— “Perfect Strahgers” (WB) ahd
“Father
Makes Good’’ (Indie).
Modest $9,000. Last week. “Ma,

55-$2)

(2;776;

“Damned

Detroit, April 18.
-—“Reformer and Redhead” (M-G),
“Cinderella” is heading tbward
plus Sammy Kaye orch, Nancy
Walker heading stagebill. (2d wk). the biggest gross in many months
Oke $50,000 this stanza, after big at the Adams. “Third Man” is
,h
$57,500 for previous frames. Holds putting the Madison in the $18

;

Sunday to hurt weekend

rbund..
Straiid (WB)

*

Should do about $18,- “Riding High” (Par) and“Military
W'k).
So-so $7,000 due. Last week,
Last week/ “Yellow Cab Academy” (Colli $18,000.
$9,000.
Man” (M-G) and “Great Plane
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)—
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)— Robbery” (UA). Fair $17,500.
“Cheaper By the Dozen” (20th)
“Cheaper by Dozen” (20th) (2d wk).
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-8.5) and “Boy From Indiana” (ED
Holding stalwartly with smart $25,- —-“Riding High” (Par) and “Davy
(h. o.),
$15,000 following $20,000
000. Last week, $28,000.
About $1 3,000
Crockett” (UA).
Worldv (Indie) (587; 80)— “Saints for 2d week, Nice $16,000 for 1st. for first stanza.
Shubert
(Ind) (1,700; 60-$!)—
and Sinners” (Indie). Fast $5,000
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,700; 3,5-85)
“Samson and Delilah” (Par) (h. o.).
in
view.
Last week, “Bicycle “Love Happy” (UA) and “Strange
$16,000 after $20,000 for initial
Thief'" (Indie) (8th wklV $5,400.
Gamble” (UA). Mild $4,000' for 2d session.
week, thin $5,500 for lst.>
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)
“Outriders” (M-G) and “Militaiy
Unexciting '3 Ciune Home' $16,500,
Academy”
(Indie).
Last week, “Yellow Gab
$10,000.
Man” (M-G) and “Great Plane
>
Bgifole
‘Kettle’ 17G
Robbery” (UA). Light $11,000.
Indianapolis, April 18,
Buffalo, April 18.
Grosses have settled down to a
“Three Game Home,” teamed
moderate leVel here this stanza
with “Young Daniel Boone/’; is
folibwing Easter; Week highs. “Cin- ‘ Wabaish’ FIb#s Easily

only moderate.

(1,200;

mbre

comedy still going strong, witli
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
Mayflower (ATC) (700; 35-85)—
“Love Happy” (UA) and “Strange —“Francis” (U) and “Nevadan” (Siritzky) (4th wk). Third frame nifty $4,800 for week ended SaturGamble” (UA). Thin $2,200 for (Col) (m.o.). $12»000. Laist week, ended Monday (17) down slightly, day (15), after strong $5,000 for
Continues.

Sea” (Col), $7,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)—
“Yellow Cab Man” (M-G) (2d wk),
$7,000 expected. Uast week ,$9,Q00.
Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; 50-98
“third Man” (SBO) (9th wk). Dayand-date nabe competition slows
Last week,
I'eceipts to
$4,000.
$8500.

.

—

Youqgman

“Bicycle Thiel” (Indie):
Winding up nine-week run with
mild $3,200. $3,800 for 8th.

40-95).

Grand (RKO) (1,500; 98)— “Francis” (U)
(2d wk). Fast $10,000
looming. Last week, $15,000.
Oriental (Bodthl (3,400; 50-98)—
with
wk).

Beacon

.

$4:obb:

“Woman

'

.

.

tax^*

—

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)
“Quicksand” (UA) and “Zilmba”
New York’s first balmy spring; ond rbuiid ending F4dftY (21) and
(ED. Fairish $10,000. Last "week, weekend nicked blossoming gros- holds- Teeoff frame, okay .$10,000.
“Buccaneer’s Girl” .'(U) and “Fly- ses in the city’s first run 'filmeries,
Radio City Music Hall fRockC'ing Saucer” (FC), gQo4 $13,000..
but biz generally is continuing fellers) (5i945> 80-$2.40)“‘DaughFay’s (Fay) (l,40(b 44-65)
comparatively strong in the post- ter of Rosie O’Grady” (WB), plus
“Seven Sinners”, (reissue) and Easter reaction period. Return, of annual Easter pageant oiistage (3d
Jack Norton heading stage show. the kids to school Monday (17> wkV.
Tbbk advantage of balmy
Fair $6,500,
Last week, ’‘Mule nudged the downward trend and weekend, witfi grattdibse $148,000
Train’- (Cbl) arid vaude on stage, the opening of; the baseball sea- shaping for third stanza .ending tookay $6,000.
son yesterday (TUes.) isnT expected night (Wed.),/ Previbus round,
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; v44-65) -r* to help any.
SQckb: $164,500:
Continues;
‘Uheaper by the Dozen” (20th) and,
(Mage)
Riaito
(594; *44-98)^
With 11 new bills during the
Very active preceding week to take advantage “Without Pity” (Indie) (6tli wk).
“Tarnished’’ (Rep).
ppened today
for nifty $18,000. Last week, Wa- of the holidays, not a single new- Current
Toiind
bash Avenue” (20th) and “Federal comer was on tap for this stanza. (Wed.), after dke $7,000 foiC/preAg^ent” (Rep), neat $16,000.
W*!!! continue.
Bigge.st earners, consequently, are vious week.
Metropblitah (Snider) (3,100; 44- two Warner films at the Strand
(UAT-Par) (2,092; 90Rivoli
“Captain Carey, U.S, A .” and Music Hall; Latter showcase, $1.80)“*Comanche Territoiy" (U)
65
(Par) and “There’s a Girl in MV extending its annual Easter pag- (2d wk). High-budget Western getHeart” (EL). Picking up over rcr eant on stage, will hit close to ting audience favbr> with pice $25;-;
Last $148^000 for the third round of 000 looming for .second Week endcent dates for fair $8,000.
week, “Woman of Distinction’’ “Daughter Of Rosie O’Grady,” best ing tomorrow (Thiirs.), aftef great
(Col) and “Killer Shark” CMbno), late-in-run session house has had $38,000 for opening round. Holds.
so-sb $7,500.
.
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$l. 75)-since the New Year’s weekend.
State (L b e w) (3,200; 65-85)
Strand Is ‘sighting a great $47,000 “Chieaper By Dbzen” (20th) With
“Black Hand” (M-G) and Xavier for the second round of “Damned Frah
arren, Harmbnicats headCugat prch bn stage. Snappy $2$,- Don't Cry/’ -aided by Peter Lind ing stageshow (3d wk). Tobk tre000.
Last week, ‘‘Yellow .Cab Hayes, Maty Healy and the Mi- mehdbus slump over weekend, dipMan” (M-G) and the “Great Plane guelito Valdes orch headlining the ping to about $8O;0QO for third
R0|3|jgj.yt> (Col), fairly gbbd $18,rbund ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
stage, bill.
500.
after smash $144,000 during Easter
Strand. (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65) “Gheaper by the Dozen” took a week. Holds one more, With “Wa
“Riding ^ High” (Par) (2d wk tremendpus slide at the Roxy, dip- bash Avenue” (20th), takiiig oyer
opened Monday). First sesh caught ping from a smash $144,000 during mext
Easter
this
to
wieek
$80,000
swell; $15,000;
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 65-$l;5Q)—
round,
Current biz is still cohr
sidered good, with Fran Warren “Nancy Gbes to Rio” (M-G). Disbut still Okay at $18,000
appointihg
and the Harmbnicats on stage
boosting the total. Bing Crosby’s or near fbr second week ending to“Riding 'High” at the Paramount, day (Wed.) after fair $27,000 for
Holds at least one
with Billy Eckstihe and Henhy the opener.
,

.

doubled at palace, are okay $10,000. “pear. Wife/’ backed by stage
show headUnihg Tommy pix and
Edith Fellows, is slow, with $35,000 expectedv/ Five houses *re in second week

sec-

Week

Tnm
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.
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New York On
U*0. ActS

$n4

Ldfidpn, A^riL'Ifi.
Limitation fey
agrebmbrit
of
Anierlcaii tbcbnibian$ .'working in

the Caronia May
pldhhing a threemonth coastrio-cOast tour studyifig

Eiliman

AFC S^t FoF

IS

,

Louis. Ellimah; mafiafi^hg director of Qdeohl^lhnd) chain and
of Gaiety theatre, who rates as top
exhib in .Ireland, leaves late this
month on a IJ, S. trip, arriving in

....
21 tlieal^es

'

:

«VARIKTY'r i,0N06N OFfilCI
PiJMff .TrafilflAr iquAM
tt#

.

is

British pictfiteS; restotation of distheatre and cinenia/ operation, ratribs' 4uoU ImC thb Rr^atbr
of
dio and television networks arid
British equipment;; fire amoni^ tho
current production on the Coast.
Lofidon, April 18.
1 5 resolutions slated fpi* consMcraalso
He
'plans to gander latest
Kildine Productions staged Frank
Broadway offerings "for possible Siindstrom's , -translation of the tiptt fit the 17th arihufil general
meeting of the Assii. of Gine 8c
presentation in Ireland.
French dramatization > 4)f * Frapz Allied Teehniciains in Lbn'dbnlnext
Kafka'S book; “The Trial“ at ih^
weekend.'.
Winter Gardei^. Wednesday (12), to
Aiisiriak
resolution from Denham stuCiHii^lo ; a puz^zled,* and mildly ;appreciative
audience.
Story: is a nightiharish dios advocating an agreemeht with
American
companies on importaAid
Priyate^Ri^tros kaleidoscopic>pbrtrayal .of a man
arreried on an unspecified charge, tipri of directors has also been
by the general’’ cbuncil,
lit yieima
Pix tax vainly erideavoririg to prove his amended
... t:date;:-.June.'l9;.;'-.
who suggest that representations
innocence. \
All have sea^sohs at the London
Americans are numerous and
April
11;
Vienna,
should
be
made to the U. S. majors
in
s
Sundstrom
is
guletly
^
effective
Palladium,
;
officials and hoteliers pay them
The Austrian goverhmeht, which the leading rble, ynth commenda- to bring about an agreement simiparticular a^ehtion, which is unlar
to that in being with the; Brltfor many years has- supported the ble ;^uppQrt from a cast of oyer 40
derstandable when one thinks of
state theatres of the country is players.. Despite the cordial re- isli Filin. Producers Assn, covering
the j^isis the/ country is going
now trying to help the hard-pressed ception, it’s unlikely, to attract di vectors and producers. It also
th rougjj with the official exchange
private theatres Weather the cur- other than the intelligentsia, and suggested that negotiatiohs should
of the dollar at 10 pesetas,' the
rent financial crisis in yiehria.
the press frankly confesses it cait- be reopened with American unions
touristic exejiange at 20 pesetias
per- oh the questtph of a reciprocity
five
:Play
after
closed
Six months ago the government
and the black market exchange at
agreement fpf other technicians.
put a. lOrgroschen tax- (called the formances..
40 pesetas/ Spain must be the only
In the annual report iPs pbirited
Kulturgroschen, or culture penny)
country on this side of the Iron
put that the AGT-BFPA agreement;
on ; all film tickets, and started
Curtain where the free value of
how ;in its fourth year, epntihues
building up a fund with which it;
Rome,
April 4.
money is four times the official
to operate smobthly, and, although
A travelling theatrical group could aid. the private theatres. It
'one.
this allowed for eight "producers
came to the ancient city Of Rome gave the theatres an advance to
In spite Of the crisis, the colorf ul,
directors, iii neither category
help
tide them over a few months,
and
time in years, when
gay Spanish populace has filled all
^
was the full quota taken up. For
and. began working oh a lOng-range
the amusement, places for the last the Ohel theatre of Tel Aviv, diV plan,. Which was finally completed
the current year, BFPA members
tsvo weeks and new and old shows f ected by Moishe Haleyey, played arid made public last week.
are entitled to bring over seven in
at the Quirihp theatre for four
are doing sock business^
each group.
18t.
Washihgton,
April
More
customers will be lured
Of the six new pix which opened nights with four different prbduc- into
So far as American companies
the theatre, as the plan sees
One of the most difficult jobs of
last week one la; English C*Third •tions.
'The four plays wbfe “Gefemia/’ it by a one -third price reduction American occupation forces has are cpncerried, the report draws
ManV) and five are American,
attentibii
to the fact that, as H had
pri tickets when any theatre party, been to teach the German officials
a mong them “Battleground’
and by Stefan Zweig; “Urider the soeial club, professional
or politi- self-censprship of filrris on a demo- riot been possible to conclude an
’‘
by Y. Bar
“Prince of POxes.’^ Such solid suc- Walls pf Jerusalem,
cal organizatioir, etc., purchases a cratic basis, in order to get the agreement similar to that rriade
Joseph
“King Solonlon and the
cesses as “Belinda,’' at the Colisseu,
block of at least 25 tickets. The films away, from the influence with the BFPA, each application is
and “Gilda,” at the Panorama, con- Cobbler,’’,; by S. Gfpnemann, and money lost by the theatre in the of political propaganda, reports considered bn its merit's, buf the
tinue on the screen nnd the ma- Moliere’s “The Boufgbise Gentle- price,
reduction will be recovered Nathan D. Golden, chief of the mp- attitude “of many American comjority of cinemas present American man.”/’
tibn .picture-photographic branch panies is hardeiiirigj^’
Although this is the first time out of the Kuiturgroschen fund.
pix.
The press is lanienting thjt
Dept.
With most of the compfiniesv
Theatres to be assisted by the of. the U.v
no Spanish pix were presented for Ohel in Rome, it isn’t vthe- first
Iri; a survey of the motion picfund
the.
says the repprt, it ha.s been imposare
Theater in der JpsefEaster Week when business is sure time in Italy. / In 1934, oh their
industry in the Ui S. zprte‘ of sible tp iriake am agreeriient. whereture
staBt,
Die
Insel,
Volkstheater,
regulaf tour, Rome was booked
to be good.
Scala (the Commuriist-sponsored occupation, Gplffcn reports; “The by in return for ACT not opposing
Cabarets and niteiies have put fPr the shows, but the Fascist aii^
theatre), and the two operetta the- future of this voluntary censor- the permits,, some additional eirir
on new shows and, keeping the thorities stepped in, and forbade
atres, the Buergerthe^ater and the ship, on a federal basis, is particu- plpyment is given to British teclitourists In view, the accent is on the group to appear here because
larly uncertain inasmuch as the nicians, but the general council
Stadttheater.
CuriSpanish dance and song artists. of their Socialistic Views.
The operetta theatres are most federal constitution provides that supports the View of feature direcThe Passapoga has American song- ously enough, permission was
cultutal questipns remain within tors and associate producers in opstress Mary Meade and her pianist given to play in the small towns likely to benefit from the planj but the
prPvince of th e indlvidiial pPsing any proppsal which places
Ted Grpuja, just in from' Paris, and proymees -- only the capital the other theatres are skeptical. Laender.” The new West Gerinan its members on
the payroll but
with the Dandy Bros., tap. dancers, waa ^barred. fHowever, absolutely While the Kulturgroschen fund in censorship vboarff Is Comprised of debars
them from working.'
and two orchestras, the Gea Ladies hpthing could be used about this 1950 will amount to 2,000,000 l5 members, with the chairman
schillings,
On
current
the
total
the
indebtquestion of foreign techand Pocovi. J. Hay Club, a sniart in the papers in Italy. No adverand seven of the honorary mem- nicians, the
ACT report refers to
hitery,
hes Danielle Raydel, a tisements Were taken, and no arti- edness of the six theatres is 7>500,bers appointed by the industry. Of its
'
reciprocity agreement with the
cles were allowed to be printed. 000 schillings.
chantoosey from France.
the reniiaining seVeny .three have French
technicians arid with their
Thiis. is their first trip back to
been named by the Ministries of proposals to
limit, the number of
Italy since 1934.
In those days, ‘Stromboli’ Set for
Education of thq West GerTnan grades in
which Bx'itish technicians
they travelled by boat; now the
States, and one each by the Protgrit. Release; 200 Rouses
could wPrk in France,, or as an
company of 34 came by air.
estant Church, Roman Catholic
alternative, to insure that French
The 1950 tour will take in Rofhe,
;LondOn, April 11,
Church, the Jewish community and
technicians should “double” ACT
Florence, ’Milan, Turin, in Italy,
Without going to the West End, youth organizations.
members^ working in France.
Dublin, April 18.
Lausanne/ Geneva and Zurich, in “iStromboIi” opens a simultaiieous
The foreign filin distributors, in
•111118
bbomerang effect of ACT
Refusal of the management of Switzerland, and Paris and Lon- countrywide release in 200 theatres order of their importance, are first
policy
is regarded as being damagthe Abbey Theatre Co. to negotiate don. The latter two will be three starting May 15, covering a period the group of American cornpanies;
ing
British
to
production, but the
or
.four
week
stands,
according to of approximately four weeks.
a contract Oil. artists' salaries and
second, British Eagle-Lion, hanBritish union would support its
It i.i also possible that
conditions With Irish Actors Equity business.
'There will be concurrent presen- dling Rank product; third, LPridon
French
counterpart in its difficulhas now been reported to the irish the summer months will include tations in London and key provin- Film, di.stributing Korda prpduct:
Labor Court by Equity, who are an engagement for the Scandina- cial cities, and the showings will be, and IFA/ Internationale Film Al- ties with Airiericari pi'bducers making films in France, although hopseeking a hearing of their griev- yiah countries, but the deal isn’t spearheaded by some 40 theatres lianz, outlet for French films.
be dope to
set '.as "yet.
ances before the GoUrt.
'The average German-.inade picin the Granada circuit.
Halevey said that the Yi^oslaLord Longford, prexy of Longture must gross about 1 500,000 restrict British production.
The agreerrient between ACT and
riiarks in Order to amortize (tire
ford Productions, has agreed to yian government had sent tnem a
A1 Pyiff Off
Deiitsch mark is worth abPut 24c the Assn, of Motion Picture Art
discuss a minimum terms contract special invitation to appear in
A1 Daff, Universal’s assistant American^, but very few. are doing Directors of -America has been rewith Equity and ah agreement is that country, and insured the ’comforeign
dept,
chief,
planed
that
well so far. Foreign films are newed for a second year, and the
for
scheduled for signing with him in pany their expenses.
London over the weekend. Half netting from 500 ;000 to 1,000.000 pact with Screen Publicists Guild
the near future. Touring managewill return within 10 days.
DM,. As of last July, Bavaria had continues.
ment contracts arc also being piepared.
Pakistan, India Groups
Exec is making the trek to ar- 771 theatres with 387,613 seats in
Chairman Geafoid 0’Lochlain>
range for bookings of U's product operation, greater than the prelevel, despite the fact that the
reporting these affairs to the anMeet on Film Deadlock over the Odeori and British-Gau- war
nual meeting of .Equity, added th -vt
mont circuits. Both chains are war smashed up nearly all the theMadras, April 11.
atres
in Bavaria.
an agreement is pending with the
operated by J. Arthur Rank, U's
FIX
Representatives of Pakistan Mo- partner in Britain.
British Film Producers Assn, under
tion
Picture
Assn,
came to BomBritish Want Adult Rule
Theatre rentals are far too high
which irish Equity would have a
bay
last
week
to
meet
Indian
ThTe
Bi’itish
of
Board
Film
at
present
In
proportion
Cerito the reclosed shop in Ireland.
sors is urging its government to turn from screening foreign filrri.s,
Association
Denis Motion Picture Assn, execs to
re-elected
solve the deadlock over export of
create a classification of “Adult” according to Sam Siritzky, of SiritO'Dea as prexy.
Indian filriris into Pakistan and Inonly to be used on Certain ihotiori zky rnternatlonal Pictures who re(Figures shoto toeeks of run)
dia's refusal to take Pakistan films.
,pictures from which alt chiidreri vealed in New York, la.ri week that
London, April 18.
Pakistan delegates insisted th at
his firm will relinqui.sh ite lease on
“Annie Get Gun,” CoT^’m; (J150). would be barred.
. in
This is to keep, children from I the Ambassador, N. Y., iippn its e.x*
India import one Pakistan filiri for
“Beau Strategem,*' Lyric (51).
pictures with “sadism and yio- pi rattion in Septemberi
every four Indian films exported
“Black Chiffon,'? West’ster (5lX
lence.”
to Pakistan from India. Also that
“Bonaventure,” Vaude (19). '
Siritzky asserted, however, that
there shpuld be parity in the. level
ORrigadoony” Majesty'is (53).
Frankfurt, April -1^.
his. organization will return to exAir,”
Adelphi
(19).
“Castle
of
import
duty,
Currently
charges.
hibitibii In the art field When it beG.ermany’s top film producer.
Sets Pix Trade Pacts
“Detective Story,” Prince.ss (4».
Real Filiriv of Hamburg, sepred a India charges four annas per foot
comes economically practical to do
“Eliz. Slept Here,” Strand (25).
nock success with the Easter release Of Pakistan film imported into friso.
Meanwhile, the company, will
“Fallen Angles,” Ambass, (19».
of its latest pic. “GabriSfe.”
concentrate upon i.ts U. S distriPic, dia, while Pakistan charges only
‘‘Folies Bergere,” Hipp (28).
h alf an anna per foot Of Indian
first postwar coiiieback appearance
French piclures. JoWashington, April 18:
“Harvey,” Prince of Wales (68)*
of’ Zarah Leander,
opened simul- 'film entering Pakistan from India,
Mexicb, according to Nathan D ^eph Sintzky is currently in Francfi
“Heiressy” Hbyniarket (64).
Indian films
Pakistan needs
fresh produrt.^
taheously at 50 theatres all over
Goldien, of Commerce Dept., is
“Home at Seven,'’ W’ham (6).
western Germany, representing a more than India needs any Pakis/
shaping up film trade agreemerits
“King/Rhapsody,'’ Palace (31).
-t-:
also
films.
Pakistan
delegates
daily capacity of 17(), 000.
tan
“Knights Madness,” Vic, Pal. (5\ with France and Argentina;
At the
In Kfpl
IVdrson lO
1 Or
I TiV^r
name time, pic also preemed irt suggested that Indian film pro“Lady Milslaid.” St. Mart (12);
the Argentine .deal, which has been ;
Zurich.
ducers should put out publicity for
“Larger Than Life,” York (10). signed. :30 pictures would b^ exEmpire
Casting
their: pictures in the. Urdu, lari“Latin QL 195(1*” Casino (5).
Pii’ni is also tops ill foreign sales,
changed annually between the two
London. ApriJ 18,
“Man With Umbrella,” D’tch’s (2); Countries.
“Gabriela’’ is already sold for Nor- guage, arid titles should be regisThe: purported deal
“Mr. Gillib.” Garrick (fil.
Nat ^Karson, producer of the
"ay, Liixembourg, Belgium and its lered with the Pakistap Governwith FTa nee would be for the ex“Oklahonial” Drury Lane (150).
at Metro's .Empire;
colonies, Sweden, Switzerland; tlie menl by the Indian Motion Picture
• change of 15 pictures by the end planes. shows
“Old Vic Rep,.'’ News (27)V
)for
New. York Thuisday
Saar tenutofy and Finland.
Assn, in consultation with its COunof June of this year.
Mon.
(46),
Next,”
Comedy
'‘On
to Jook oyer hew^ acts for his
Twp new countries were added terpart In Pakistan.
Under the arrangement. Mexi- ;
“Ring Bound Moon,” Globe (12),
lo their export list over. the holiday
can producers will be able to gel future Empiie preseritation;'?;
/
“Streetcar,” Aldwych (28),
wellkhowii
Weekend, Eweden With six pix and
Perreri;
While
Airniarid
there, he will dUcuss
frozen
earnings
of
out
Argentina
“Traveller’^ joy,” Criterion (97).
Portugal wdth two.
and France, and those two court- score of a new musical with Leo
Additiohally, Swiss skater, is pn his Avay to
“Treasure Hunt,” Apollo (31).
10 more pix Were sold for Norway, Australia to open iri Melbourne
“yenus Ohs'vedr” St; JameS'US). tries '\i'ould be granted exhibition Rdbin and David Rose, which he
one for Switzerland and three for with his own ice show, with Detheir .films in intends to produce in the We.st End
“Way Things Go,” Phoenix (7). permits to shr
the Saar. (Latter three areas
Maxwells;
Robb
King,
the
vine
“Worni’a
View,” Whitehall (156). Mexico, after In. ; i.g been Off the In the fall and for. Which he has.
arid
had
‘‘Ought Real pix befoi'e.)
backing.
“Yourig Wives Tale*” Savoy (40). market for sortie time.
Murray and girl chorus*
.

op^nc^ in SffRdrld. V. OI the the-^
coutibue With the
atren; «ight
GrlasgOM^ ^ril it
shdwk they hiidihefore Easter and
Dorothy Lamour Larry Parks
3(»!cbved a aiolld success.
and
wdfe Betty Garrett, and Tony
In the other 13 there are four hew
comedies, a new revue, two typical Martin- are„ American acts expected
to Play Empire here,- ace Scot
<dance
“zariuelas”
and
Spanish
song show), two foildoristic shows vaudevUler, this sumihef;
Date for Miss Lamour is fepoft(the u$oa]|iiv;^ttraction for foreigur.
Spain in the edly May ^9 week, While Parks
and.wife, tin comedy andadance act,
of
four
comespnni^ShPjrtpHses
will move in according to tentative
dies ^hh^;#sre last season sue-
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Col
London, AprU 18*. "
Columbia Pictures has acquired
Under the urging of Max Youngsteln;;d^^mwmt*t.,ad*-pub chief
the entire share capital- df wigits ban against its staH and playbrs appearing
which was formed’, in Par is gradually easing
operations will probably come in more Fljms,
oh .television. Longest step in that direction -Was
Week in
Apjril, 1949, to handle tlieirvlfim
for an d. ov Understood that Par
for
“Sunset
B6uIevkrd;*^ Ootop^my’lvBew^
hoopla
mappini
about
As a reSiilt of the deiilk:
greatiy disappointed in last product.
is
in the fUm;
who
be: shotted in
Gloria
stars
Swarisori;
tHolly^od.
ir^tegrai
an
has bCcothe
year’s showing, when the. stations Wigmore
ak fiiariy TV shows as possible of theinterview or lectuidng type.
pait of the parent company."
lost approximately $2,50ll*000, bePar; however, wants the right to approve scripts, Henry Wilcoxon,
The new board of WigipPl® supporting player Iri “Samson and D€lliiaH,V has appeared in a flock of
ing bailed Out by heavy profits
from set sales. Other networks are Films comprises’ -Hanw Cohn, Jack Tv airerk, Speaking on the Bible, Other par players will be grooved
Los Ang^leky Apnl I8v
how either going profitably or Cohn, Joseph A. McConyille,; flaPkr Ibi: video when the stint can be .used to- bally>
than being
dark breaking even and the Paramount*; Segal, Max Thorpe;: L. It: Waim
Millibn pollar theatrfJ
>\]pu^:entertainmeht.; routine. It 'aU represepto hi
Par's
HUl andAlexander Viclp^
todays (18); bririfiinK to 2$ the num- ers feel that; OuMont should du- P.
original .absolute ban against TV.
Thorpe; Who is also Columbia's.
ber o£ Southern Colifornta hpuses plicate.tdpper> is managing direc^
shuttered in the past few ^muhths.
It w*s in the course of its negcK British
In an elaborate manual, addressed to ekhibs, WfUiam J. Heineman,
Fold is blamed on 'rup of bid tiations to sell the DuMont stock tor of Wigmore and Hiu is seer ef Eagle Lion’s distrlbutlpn chief who is doubling as" producer of “The
product and lack of sufficient name that Balahaii pressed for the right tary. .Victor; remains as general Jackie Bohinson Story,” uses a different kind of .pitch to win bookings,
^
talent, to keep stage lighted
to convert the “B’Mnto“A” shares, manager.'"^''
salesReferring to the fact that his. only partners in 'the dlm^ -a
House may rekindle later \yith a Since the whole board, including
men, managers, district managers and office, pbrsonnelv Ifeineman says;
Comand
DuMont
:Dr. Allen B.
policy of Spanish films.
'‘They like the Idea well enough to pUit upu theip ham-earned cash to
Loewi, managing
I bemake production possible, X hope you. will- 4ike' this
Tumbling grosses irf Southern mander Jdortimer
Film will
26 director Of the network, bwnis only,
:ueVe that it is going to be a money-TSiaker for\
Cal. territory has
voice
its
shares', Par felt
with the
bpeh'in every National League bas^eball :city; in 'c^^
houses and forced 12 others to 64;0O0'
stronger than heretofore.
Brooklyn Dodgers* first appearance in the particular- city
switch to Spanish films or” week- should be
^aiock permits it to
end policy. Million pollar 1$ the Major’s “B” out
of, eight directors j
three
name
being
soothers
affected*
largest’
electing the treasurer, sec- abandoned plans for prdductipn
Associated Film Writers, organization of film jscripters; Iti |the^i?ew
called “fringe*’ houses that never besides*
treasurer. DuMont 5f “Reminiscences, bf a GOwboy,”
producers and distributors of documentary arid
had too secure an existence. Re- retary and ass’t
Wkltcif Huston York area, are inviting
JLoewi, however, spotted the in which the late;
and
particfilms throughout the .eouiitry* to submit .entl^c^ for the
information
theatreSi
many
sult is that'
Alexis
was to have Starred
,
danger ahd nixed the request.
Continued from page I
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lesser subsefiuents, are cph-.
sidering admission cuts.
y It"s exp^ted the territory will
shortly see fpurth and fifth runs
returning to 25c or less admish
instead of present 50c-60e usually
charged, with exhib- hoping to.
make up difference in merchandise
are
firstrruns
However,
sales.
standing firm on price scales. Only
the
trimming
in
being
exception

Parainbiint is

.

AFW’s first series of ahnlial awards' of outstanding fibbs ih those fieldsi
Prizes Witt: be handed Winners in such categories as documentary films,:
teaching fums, scientific films, pix ^fbr television, business films, etc;
between
Eligible for the 1950 awards are filins released Ih jthe U.
May Iv7j949. arid May 1, 1950. Purpose in setting up the awards, acMeltzer,
is
highiight
the Writer’s funcprez NeWtOn
to
cofdirijt' to
hf J>ar’s Nichol, who shifted to a rolew.dn>
tion Iri filiriihaking.
“Tbniahawk” on the same lot , ..

..

,

.

^ince
more than pleased Smith’s fif^ freela^e^ Jobs;femme
arikling Warners wm b?
.that iipturhed down offers Cor the
lead opposite Stephen McNally in
stock,- including one that would
“Wyoming Mall” gt UI f Charles:
have brohght it '.$12,000, 000- Since Drake plays the. rbmantic lead in
I’ejecting these bids, booming maT- UI’s
replacing Alex
‘^Harvey

lilarl:^

the

ket/fias’ ';sent

shares

to.

v^ue

$14,000,000.

Paraplegic'- war

Bob Hope and
veterans made

3
Continued fr

'

m

AFW

,

;

two Fanchon & Marco-dperated
Paramount s, but cut, plus addition

.

page 9

,18
Pros and cons of “Does the Public Get: What It Warits?” Will be
a bne-reeler, “On
next Tuesday (25) at the Museum of
at Paramount threshed out at a. syirippsium
Everybody,”
Stage
Modem Art„ N. Y- Scheduled to participate as speakero are Maty
in cooperation^ with, the Motion
’Gilbert Seldes, former exhibitor
Montgomery,
/writer
Pickfdrd,
Robert
Picture Assn.vpf Ariietica.
Arthur L. Mayer and Janice Loeb, co^producer of the prize-winnirig
George Murphy drew a*^ role in
indie pic, “The Quiet One/' Moderator will be Dr.' Charles Siepmarihy
Metro’s “Grounds for Marriage,”
author of “Radio’s
Richard Thorpe PrOfesSbr of Education at New York University
his first this year
Seephd; Chance.” Discussion will also, be open for rehuttal and quesltttb?rup“Interruptions,
rolled
tions,” the first episode in •Metro’s' tihns irom the
nine-story picture, “K’s a Big
Ann Miller plays a
Country.”
comic role in “Watch the Birdie
Nichols Signed,
Dudley
Metro
at
to script “The Big Sky,” first of
three pictures to be produced by
Continued trom paf» ft
UbwaM HaWkk and Edward Lasker
for RKO ... Douglas Sirk signed subsequent mlease system, in Mil- by plaintiffs in thett^ monopoly arid
Rudolph Joseph as associate pro- waukee will: have to undergo sub- conspiracy complaint
ducer on “Tnc First Legion.”'. ,' stantial change to comply with
The
Eight houses are named.
VIrginta Herrick gallops as femme terms. of the equity decree handed Modjeska, ^Garfield, Uptown and
lead in “Vigilante Outpost” at Re- down by judge Bames here Friday Paradise are Fox houses^ The
Jerome Robbins checked
public.
(14) in. the -ToWne theatre’s anti- Granada is a Warner house. Warin at Paramount to work oh “Look;
ner own®d the Oriental and Tower
Ma, I’m Dancin’,” a Betty Hutton trust action against the major distributors and the’ Fox and Warner tip to a year ago, when it sold them
starrer.';
y
The
to/ the. St. Cloud Amus. Co.
circuits in .Milwaukee,
Nominations, for the board of
Judge Barnes signed the pro* Avalori-Js- and has been independgovernors of the Academy of Moent
tion Picture Arts and Sciences wiU f posed decree submitted by Towne
John aittorney Thomas C/ McConnell
be announced April 21, >
without changing a word; thereby
Stone picked Monte Carlo as a Ibr'
,”
setting lip a system of release simiCation for his indie film “Riviera
the first musical to be ipade by a lar to that effected by the Jackson*
foreign
in
a
producer
Hollywood
park decree in Chicago, arid also
CdaktlnaeA from pase )
Maria Pilar Castilla; providing for what Is, iri effect;
country .
Mexican moppet, plays a I’ole iii immediate divestiture, of four Fox ernment wants the bylaws to susBrave arid
“The
Rossen’s
Robert
one Warner de luxe neighbor- pend both •voting and dividend
John Englund wjll
Bulls” .
hood houses. Judge Barnes stayed rights for stockholders who violate
13th
his
Sun,”
“Blazing
direct
decree's commencement 30 days, that taboo. Moreover, a stockholdGene Autry starrer at Columbia however,
an affidavit attesting
during which time de* er mum
Busier Crabbe heads the cast
.
to his ,complian<ie with the- proof “Pirates of the High Seas,” feridanis must file appeal arid post
collecting divvies.
vision
before
borid
amourifing
to
.nearly
$2,000,Sam Katzman’s Columbia serial,
Colleen 000 if they do- decide to appeal. When the RKO consent decree was
on Catalina Islarid
only
Hughes was refirst
made,
Townseiid will star 'in “Great Dis- Decision by Jridge Barnes set off
covery,” first of the religious pic- immediate flurry of activity, both quired to surrender one or the
other inte.rest:
tures to be produced by> Light of he^e and in Milwaukee,
Trustee named by the court
the World Films.
As soon as the defendants file
Marlon Brando will star in the their appeals in Chi circuit court would be required to effect, comfilm version of “A Streetcar Named of appeals, they must post the bond plete separation of the two wings
shortest
Desire/* ^'to be produced by the of $2,000,600.
This bond Would pf the company within the
Charles K. Feldman, group this protect judgriient of triple dam- possible timew lie would take over
the business and assets of RKO,
spring for Warners release, with ages arid attorneys fees of
nearly
Elia Karan directing ... Stephen
retaining that personnel which he
$1,600,000 levied by Judge Barries
McNally plays one of, the toppers
In makirig
and
would
protect Towne against considered essential.
Lou
in “Wyoming Mail” at UI
any losses incurred by virtue of this demand, Government charges
Costello, recovered from his reHughes with stalling tactics and no
cent illness, ^returns to^wbrk late some of the decree's provisions be- bona fide intention to carry out the
this month in “Abbott and Cos- ing stayed pending appeal. Judg- decree’s divorcement proviso.
tello in thb Foreign Legion” at UI. ment carries with it an interest
Whether the Government wins
rate of:5%.
.

;

of stage’ bills, has failed tO bolster
/
biz to hbped-fOr levels; V

England some time in July with
Rex Ha rri son a riP Lilli Palmer in
the top roles and Anthony Bushell

,

.

!

directing.’..-

Exact starting date, of “Hall” depends upon when Harrison is avaiU
Contiuned from pai

able,’’*

$6,600,600 or $19,800,000 for the
year. Recovery abroad is evidenced
by ‘the fact that rermttances totalled $15;000,000 and other expenditures $3,000,000 for a total of
$18,000,000 in 1948.
'

H^

•

.

versibri’ of' “The Cocktail Party”
which opens in the West End May

-r

.

filiate’s sterling expenditures to be
'New Expendifiiret
Some $6,767,000 Was expended reimbursed, by future earpings in

by 20th during the year for addir the. British Empire, Bagitta’s income to be derived from the
lions to fixed assets; Of this, $5,FfencH market, and Cusick’s cut
283,000 was .spent bn theatres and
from the dollar are*.
$l,484fi00 in connection With sales
However, Cusick added, just to
Activities abroad are
operatioDS.
make sure where the three firms
also buzzing, he pointed out, since
stand
the corporate heads usually
theatre sites ^recently Were acquired in Alexandria, Tel Aviv and get' fogether for routine confabs
Haifa.
Another site Will also be about three or four times a year,
taken in Jerusalem. Total of thek- Sych a conclave will be held in
tre butside U: S, borders Will total New York the end of the week
480 houses when these prolects are after Five Oceans’ prez C. E. W.
McIntosh and Sagitta topper Ancorripleted.
dre Sarrut arrive on the Queen
While 20th has filed an appeal Mary Friday (21).
from the antHrust decision, “talks
.

declared: “Our attitude regaiding.
television remains one of alertness,
not anxiety, We believe television
represents a challenge, but; skilled
as we are in audio-visual enteitainment, we remairi confident of puf
ability to make the most pf its oppbrturiities.’’
In theatre T 'with
exclusive programming, Skoiiras
sees a big opportunity for the ih^
dustry,

V

.

TV’s Pendulum

.
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.
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1, Par .stock was at the 17
and UP at the 21 high.
In the changed., positions; tele-^
vision is Credited for a two-ply
action.
The theatre stock has
skidded, the street believes, be^
cause the fears of tele's effect on
theatre receipts are regarded as
increasingly important.
At the
same time, Par stock is climbing
because of the company’s big holdings in; AUen B. DuMont labs, orie
The feasibility of American proof the bellwethers of the big booiu
in video kibeks. >Par is believed duction in Austria wilt be discussed
i^th the Austrian govern-;
likely to
in heavily on its Du?
Morit holdings, which represent ment byTWalter Reisch, HpHywood
scenarist.
Reisch, who. arrived in
29^ of the .entire company.
Moreover, the fate of the prp- New York fromi the 'Coast Sunday.
ductiori-distribution companies is (16), planes for Austria Friday
He’ll temain there about
no longer regarded darkly because (21).
of the threat of, video, There is a four weeks at the invitation, of the
strbng feeling arburid that the stu- Austrian government.
dios will ultimately gain from
Upori his return, Reisch will disvideo a vast new market for cellu- cuss the situation With U. S.' film*
loid product,
ites. The Austrian governhient has.
Gri any other basis, UP’s weak- its sights on drawing American
ness in the crirreht market would companies to Vienna for the simulhe a puzzler. The chain, biggest taneous production of .films iri
in the IT. S
recently declared a both German arid English. Comquarterly divyy of 50c per share, panies would be able to use Up
and gives every iridlcation .of pay- some of their frozen Aiistrian
ing $2 yearly.
Its cash holdings schillings.;
Interest ip developing
equal the $25,000,066 bank debt. American production in Austria
Oh the basis of present prices, the stems from the successful outcome
stock is valued at $50,600,000, an of the Alexander Korda-Pavid P.
extraordinary low one for the Selznick productiori of “The. Third
gigantic theatre holdings.
Man;” Which was filmed almost in
Moreover, -Wall Streeters note, its entirety in Vienna.
[.at its present price, UP will be payReisch, who wa.s born in Ausing close to 15% a year in divi- tria, completed an eight-month
dends,which is far above that of contract
witji
Paramount Frithe blue-chip stOGks7
day (14).

Jan.

'

figure

.

.

.

Decree ig admittedly similar to
Chicago’s Jackson Bark decree. For
first-run system of distributiori, kr
enjoins
any of the defendant
houses from showirig a first-run
fllrii more than two weeks. It eliminates claararipe, or waiting time,
bctweeiii the iioriclusiori of a pic’s
first run in a defendant house and
the commencement of the. subsequent runs in the riabes. It prohibits making the admission price
a theatre Witt charge for a picture
a coridition on which the distributor will license pic for that theatre. It enjoins thri defendants from
playing double features if the intent in so doing is to exhaust available product and leave nothing for
the Towne. It does provide, however, that if a pic plays only a
weqk of first-mn, 10 da^s of clearance is .permitted ih order to book
pic. into subsequent runs. It further
enjoins moveoVers when intent is
to lexceed the tt*ro-week limit at
the same price

AUSTRIA

.

.

.

’

;

Continued from' page I

Florida vacatipris while Thau
planed in frokn the Coast.
froiri

Mayer, acebmpanied by Ho^
and the execs’ wives
head for Miami today (Wed.).
Productiori head, who was kudosed
by both Brand Names Day and
the Jewish War Vbtefans while

topper,

'

In,

New

York;

pf olb ri ge d

his

Ootham stay for the meetings.
Mayer party will remain in
Miami for about 10 days. Group
.

then returns

.to

the Coast with the

possibility of a stopover. May 6,
at Louisville for the Kentucky

1

.

.

to star in the Lpridon

Final pic to go before the cam-;
4.
eras this year is “24 Hours in the
Life of a Woman.” Adapted from
a Story by Stefan Zweig, the yarn
will Ihp filmed this fall at Monte
In the past six years, Skoufas Carlo with; Merle -Oherpn starring
noted, earnings totalled $86,774, and MarCel Craven directing.
544, Dividends paid in this period
Tri-Partite*s production in Britcame to $44,198,782, Worlang cap- ain and France, Cusick said, enital rocketed by $45,894,449; from ables the urganizalion’s films to
$37,270,532 tO $83,164;981, inven- qualify under the British arid
tories alone accounting for $18,- French quotas.
Moreover^ a>^ ar972,968bf the booster
fangeirient calls for tbe British af-

are continuing with the Department of Justice with a View of
working out a satisfactory consent
decree,” Skoufas said, “It Is ihir
possible to forecast the outcome or
the effect upon the future financial
position and operations of the corporation.”
Skoufas also touched
on the mounting number of exhib
anti-trust actions.
At the end of
*49,
he said, approximately 100
were pending arid another 18 had
been disposed of during the year.
As for television, 20th’a topper

.

,

,

RKO

RKO

1

iri

technical default

bn

the loan,

Moreover, the banks are refusing
In subsequent-run situations, it to renew on any, other basis, and
enjoins showing of; a pic in any win undoubtedly call in the loan.
defendant house for more than a While a $10,000,000 payment wliich
week, it prohibits: the preparation, the theatre chain must make to
publishing, adopting, enforcing, or the studio upon the splitup was
attempting tc enforce any plan for corisidered adequate when the plan
a uniform .system of zoning. Tliis of reorganization was first drafted,
latter was the key charge leveled It is no longer deeriied so.
,

J

loses today’s argumeht it i$
likely .that /the D. of J; will hereafter demand strict clauses in film
consent deprees to bar any requests for delays in divorcement
beyond the deadline originally
provided. ; Understood, future decrees, will provide Severe penalties
in loss of control by the management' if the time elemerit is neglected.'
will play up its still losing
distribution efforts when the major puts in a'pitch for a threeyear delay. Without the support
pf its theatre circuit,
lawN ei*
will argue,: the production-distribution unit will be immediately
plunged into the red. Considerable
stretch is still required to put the
studio on a profit' bSsis,
RKO’s difficulties with the\ banks
that are on the studio’s $8,500,001)
re vpl vin g production lOa n wil I p ^.v
a part iri the arguments.
If diyorcement is effeoted, the major is

or

Wadneadflin April

1950

M
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PICTURES

t)0MP0 stymied on Johnson
pfirsdnal

of

lives

filrn

people^

MPIC is made up of guilds, crafts,
nroducers
fieements of
producers and all segments
Hollywood.
Since there is this basic dif f
ference in feeling, GOMPO chaii>
man Ned;E. Depinet is expected to
veer away from any attempt to

knows it witli; or without
More basic, howeyer,

j

{

draw up

COMPO
may

agreement, every action by
must be by unanimous
The resolutions by the
iO component groups authorizing
outfit

approval.

organization

,

COMPO

of

have

in

number of

to

acetatb' .(safety)

figure.-'

Number of

distrib execs
return to fiats as the surest

'

;

eUminatiiVg

the

vicious

way

habit

of
of

Brit.

•

i

j

!

'

:

compromise may be Worked but

One of the squawks by TOA;
which Was the group that put the
heaviest reservatiohs in its resolution rauthorizing participation in
COMPO, was that the method of
financing was faulty, jpisn, drawn

permitting the Americans broader
uses of their frozen funds.
Wbil® the company prexies some
months ago set up a fiye-mah committee to accompany jphnston to
up In Washington In Pecember, the negotiations, it is understood
calls for 1/10 of .1% eontribiltjdn rthere are no present plans for' the
equally by distfibs and exhibs. group to go to London. Whether
TO Aites later complained that this
actually goes will hinge on dewQUld serve to make public Their ^velppments when Johnston and
paymentTof film.
into the negotiations.
i Arnall ; get
Depinet claims that that is nb^Latter two will have a corps j>f exincluding MPAA inpert
advisers^
so.
He states the payments to
GOMPO Will be made in bulk ‘by temational division chief John G.
the distribs. They’ll collect the ex- McCarthy; MPAA’s British rep,
hib contribution on each film bill Fayette W. Allpoiit, and probably
and add their Own, sending the James A, Mulvey. Mulvey, prez of
Whole amount to CQMPp at the Samuel Goldwyn Productions, is
end of each Week or month. Thus chairman of the eastern distribuonly the distrib with whom the ex- tion committee of SIMPP and
hib is doing business will know helped negotiate the present pact..
;

j

i

,

*

.

I

;

,

.

_

•

I
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'

-

'
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:

j

i
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UNESCO

May 2 and make his
headquarters toere.
Roach is associated with the law
offices of Irwin Margulies in New
York and Beverly Hills.
In the
UNESCO post he^ll work with
copyright specialists of other nations toward establishment of an
international copyright union.

..i..X.

.

.

for ; Paris

.

R^O

booking the big pik for the middle
of the week and slotting low-key
flats for the profitable weekends.
This custom is oh the Increase becaust the exhib cops big profits
is sizeable.
when the tiif nbut Is strong regardDifference in cost for the reOls, less of his film off ei'ihg. During
however, may plunge a n u m ber of the ordinarlly-light hiz period he
them into losing operations. Most depends on strong T^idis to bring
of the outfits are skirting the har- out the customers.
row edge. Hot fight is therefore
Broader use of fiats is also fegirded as the strongest way of pro1.
A
ing that no change
their
supply looting longer playing-time for
Jn
be put toough ,and the supplmrs
Distribs believe they can
equally adanmnt^that no facilities foster that practice by whittling
for nitrate will be available after
proportionate per-diem amount
July.
charged on a flat basis for every
extra day that a pic is played.
Two other impUrtant savings are
RoadhiV
Poit beinf hffied to aupport the move.
William S. Roach, New York Obvious one, otf course, it a slash
iilnv^ attorney; has
beeh named in the. ehecklng nut which a despecial counsel in the ihternational cline in ‘percentage bookings would
copyright division of United Ka^ bring about: .Cost currently runs
tipns Iklucationaly. Scientific
A to many hundredis of thousands of
Cultural Organization.
He’ll sail dollars for each distrib. Other sav.

!

XI.

of judgment, he can’t go beyond
purpose attd intent*o£ the a d code
—and it contains ho prohibition
against such copy as wa$ lucent ly
used by
for 'Stfomboli,’*
which has brought. the whole situa*
tion currently to attention.
Beyond refusing a code seal to a
^film for which the advertising was
objectionable, MI*AA Would have
ho method bf /preventing either the
use of the ad copy or exhibition of
the picture. While the major i!ircuits are morally bound hot to play
such a film, there cah be ho legal
binder on them. Warner Bros . for
instance^ is currently showing the
Xtaliammade ‘-Bicycle Thief” in
Philadelphia, despite its lack of a
seah bistributor Joseph Burstyn
has refused to make cuts in the
pic demanded by tbe Code Ad ini n-

view a

.

I

May, however,
Continued fromi page 4
reservations; These may serve to
still further delay setting if up on in Britain,
The Brltish/are undera fully operating basis with budget, stood seeking to reduce this
financing, permiahent chairm^d and^^ amount by the 30% represented
board, etc.
by devaluation. It is likely that a
a

DuPont

:

'

]

.

the

and

—

^11

!

,

j

By

the

TOA s

•

Widep sale oii flats will be
Contention is that the method
Would take out most of the risk pitched to the !.exhib as giving him
from distribution, restoring a good the opportunity demanded for mak^
Ihg big money on pix. At tflip same
part of it to exhibition.
time, it would be a glarit step
Its Appeal to Exhibs
towards winning complete
Whether theatres would gen- operatlon is selling a film bh a oqlocal
erally go for the method is still an level.
Boom in s^iowmanship beHowever.^ it would cause of the inevitable
uncertainty.
hypo
to
carry the bait for exhibition of giv- local drumheating is
expected to
ing it a chance of earning big coin redound to the
advantage of the
on^he sleepers and heavy-grossefs industry as a whole, v
It has been the congenerally.
stant gripe by exhlbs that there is
no incentive to exercise real- showmanship because of Heavy percentages exacted by distribs When a
Cpntihucd front pate
film goes over ah average, b.o.

-

:

Flats
_

!

^

;

COMPO.

Stock Hits .Em Worst
Barman Kodak

Big switch of

peiug^^nce to see any other impor- film has touched
tant industry group come into be- tween the raWsfock iuanufaqjurefs
ing and jeopardize what -TO A feels and the five newsreel companies.
It fears
is its growing stature.
The .feels are battling demands by
that" a large-scale COMPO will
Thus; BK* and DuPont tor a changeover
steal part of its thunder.
whatever argumeuts the TOAers to' acetate by July 1 of the current
put in the way of making an impor- year. The reels contend that prestant industry agency of j^OMPQ
ent. costs of operation bar any big
must be weighed vagainst this,
boost in costs and that the switchthinking;
As for the Johnson hearings* the over will mean anywhere f roiU
outlay
industry^ case will, be carried pri- $700-|l ,000 weekly added
marily by the Motioh Picture Assn; for each,
It is figured that >acetate costs
of America with the aid of the
MPIG. The two organizations are about 65c. per feel more than the
standard
For
nitrate faWstock,
and
deplanning vigorous offensive,
fensive action before the commit- major: companies, that is Only, a,
nominal upping of their expendiT
tee, but will not contributeVto^^^
The reels, howpublicity by bringing in stars or In tures for prints.
ever, with two Issues weekly and
proglamorizing
the
way
any other
thousands of jpnnts for each, conc*®dings
sume many millions of footage
yearly; Boost for theni, theiWf Or e

;

<

.

V,

a plan for fighting John*on at the hearings or otherwise,
rirst task, in his estimationj is 'to
actually established-^
get
be troublesome
and that
enough iu itself.
Heps of the component groups?
Constituting every facet of the industry, have held two meetings
since last August to lay the
groundwork for the oVerall public
T h e stanza
relations agency.
called for Chicago next May 8-9 is
for the formal organization of

is

f

off • battle be-

f

T urn to

Distrihs Mull

Costlier fix
|

ne poviousiy

ih®

i

And DuP^s

l9S0

In addition to the legal pthblem
of getting cbmpUance by circuits
affiliated with the MPAA
many
indie
houses,
particulariy
the
arties, give no consideratloh whatsoever to Whether or hot a film has
a PGA certificate. Therd Used to
be provision foir a $25;000 fine to
be levied by the MPAA on any
affiliated house that played a sansesal film; but that had to be eliminated as a violation of the Sherman
and Clayton anti-trust acts. CompUance how /must be coriipletely
.

;

ing would come from advertising.
With most bookings oh a fiat basis,
theatre . man, rather than distrib,
would be the chief poiht-of-sale advertiser since anything above the

charge would land in his pocket
Distrib’s
only concern
would be in preliminary national
ad inseriiohs and bally to establish

fiat

solely.

“voluntary.’-

Even much more

difficult to ac-

complish would be the MPA A s
second aim, the enforced delay in
release of any pic bearing the taint!
pf scandal. Idea would be to make
the distrib hold up the Ifilm until
all publicity concerning it had died
down; 'Any concerted move to get
exhibs to refuse to show the film
would be conspiracy in restraint
trade any legally impossible.
howfeyer, has not given up
the idea arid has its general .counsel, Sidney Schreiber, delving into
the law in hopes of coming up with
a legal method of enforcing the
desired delay.
While the adoption of the two
regulations
is considering
would go far to remove the eriticisni of the i hd ustx'y recent y ni a d
by Seriator Edwin C; Johnson, it is
said that that is not the immediate
purpose. Both measures have been
thought about by the Johnston association’s board for some time,
but the need for them has been
of

MPAA,

..;k

••

MPAA

M

.

1

'

'

.S'

-^5

crystallized at the, moment as a
result of the hullabaloo and unfortunate
industrywide
publicity

s

A

brought on by the advertising and
irelease of ‘‘Stromboli.” the Ingrid
Bergman-Robert Rossellini film-

\

f

'S'

i

Continued from pat c
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ing out ahead on a campaign. Bjg
theatres: on the maihstem in N, Y,
insist on at least a $15,000 putiay,
it is claimedi
The high nut on Broad\yay is
diverting product to the off -it) a instem flickeries With smaller bud gets and overhead.
These houses,
however, have such a wide choice
in quality product that the ordinary pic stands no chance of
preemirig in sureseater territoi y
While Broadway situation cohtinues tough, booking avaiUbi lily
/‘on the affiliate circuits has eased
.tomewhat. U* for instarice, is send
ing a British package, “Astpnished
;

(

;

.

Here’s a beauty care that really works.Mn recent
Toilet Soap tests by skin spccmlists* 3 out
of 4 complexipris improved in a short time.

Lux

I

]

“I smooth the rich fragra^^
well in,?
says VaUi. ? Then I rinse and pat with
soft towel to dry. Now skin takes on fresh new

beautyr'
Try the
Anothor flno preduci of
iovor IrsHiore Company

big. new :.haf/i'

s/xe cake*

teto—so fragrant, so luxurious.

use H'—

Heart” and “Rugged b’Riordans.''
through the
circuit oii^ the
short end of the week; Com pa ny
previously was forced
se I
to
around the affiliates when neillier
nor Loew’s would accept
several British pix.

RKG

J

^

i

BKO

Blc Celebs at Coast Ozoner Preem
'Los.. Angeles.
Ne\y
driv«-in,
the Magnolia;
makes its debut In Arlington this
week with Wayne Morris as m e,
for group of studio thesps.

;

The Gene Autry tours produce as much value in prestige,
good will and increased patronage for other Autry enterprises as they are successfuliri themselves. The 1950 tour,
like riiose Which preceded it, is one more interesting
For

PAvio

B.

ihforiridtioii

:

project completed

•

:

about whd4

inoy do for you, cdntoct

'
;

O# Box 693; Crdhd Centrql

Station,

in ten years’ activity in the public

America’s favorite singing cowboy,
Qur assistance and cooperation are available to those ^c^^
templating or ehgage(l in Gene Autry promotions^

Whalen
f,

by us

relatiphs affairs of

New

York i7

•

KATHttEN iamb WhaleNT

Butterfield
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ally in Ned Depfnet lales contest.

New YORK

North Central Allied ^^at its annual convention here May 3-4 to

general, manMorri?,
ager of B. S. Moss Theati^sv anmanagerial
nounced
following
Conrad. Fontaine, manchanges:
Cedarhurst,
ager of the Central,
L. I.; now managing the Malyerne,
Malveme, L. I., following resignation of Thomas Di LorenzO. Melvin Janove, assistant at Moss’ Criterion on Broadway, named manT
iiger of the Central theatre^ Geoirge
Crothers, appointed assistant man-

try to devise arbitration plan that
would serve as model for entire
industry.

.

ager at Criterion.

KANSAS CITY

'^5^

•

head of Century
Theatres! purchasing and main?
tenance department since 1935,
resigned to become a partner in
Raytone Screen Gorp. Latter firm May A.'.'.
Theatre Associafes, biggest of
handles theatre accessories and
sound the non-profit buying and booking
th e atre
nianufactures
combines here, comprising most of
'icreens.
.big « independent circuits, finally
made peace with Patamount after
having been at loggerheads with
Nat Turberg, former pperator of it since inception.
Palaoe, and later local city manager for Northio Theatres, Hamilton, O., taking back the house,
Frank Hensler has made Kansas
which Northio has released under
City his headquarters in the new
the cohseht decree.
First unit of a $3,500,000 shop- Metro setup which makes him
ping center, which will include a salesmanager, of the Intermountheatre, will be Under construction tain Div^slon^ Kansas City, Densoon, announced Dean Bailey and ver and Salt Lake City are exRay A. Murnen, Toledo realtors in changes in the division. ’The recharge Of the financing. Project turn to Kansas City is a homecomis on a 17V^-acre tract on Monroe ing for Hensler, who was manager
street, and plans, were drawn by of the Metro exchange here for a
He left here
the New York firm of Ketchum, number of years.
Gina & Sharp,
just after the war to become asDouglas E. Craft, manager of sistant sales manager > of the divithe Capitol
Sidney, O.; trans- sion with headquarters in Detroit.
ferred to the Lima State, Lima, O.
Illness of Harold Hume, city

Leonard

(Coiitinueil from page 13)
•'Bomba on Panther Island'*
(Mono) poor $1,75Q.
Orphenin (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)-^
•'Cinderella'* (RKO), (3d wk>. poor
$8,000 but not too bad for 3d week.
Last week big $17,000.
(Continued from page 13)
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—
‘%icydle Thief!* (Indie) (2d wk).
"Woman in Hiding" (U) and "Call Strong
$2,000. Last week, $2,600,
of tJie Forest" (Indie). Fair $8,000.
Last week, "Johnny Holiday" (UA) good.
45-65)

ajd^Forbidden Jungle’’ (EL), big
Thirty persons, including patrons
and employes, escaped safely when
Rialto (Pox) (878; 35-74)—"Opthe
fire,
projection
starting in
fratipn .Haylift"
(in die)
and
booth,' gutted the 248-seat Roxy
patrol" (Indie). Good $3,.
thestre at Austin, Minn.
l^ast week, "Johnny Holiday"
University of Miiinesota Film
“Forbidden Jungle"
A'
Society opened spring series of (EDi
fine $3,000.
foreign film presentations with
35-74)
“The Children,’- Swedish picture. "Singing Guns’* (1,967;
(Rep)
Ted Bolhick to be honored at bor of Missing Meri^’ and "Har(Rep)v
dayNorthwest Variety' club’s annual date with Webber.
banquet for past chief barkers, Last week on reissues.Fair..$4i000i

.

.

Satz,

,

TOLEDO

KANSAS CITY

—

Okay
week "Stairway
(Indie),

200,

Last

$2,-

division booker, resulted in

Hetzler,. formerly assistant manager at Warner’s Ohio,
Sidney, replaces Craft at Capitol.
A. W. Stanisch resigned as manager of the Jeffersohi Fort Wayne,
Irtd., to become general manager
of Shideler Theatres, which has a
house in Dunkirk, two houses in
Hartford City, and a drive-in at
Angola. Robert Coleman, former
city manager for the Favorite
Theatres, Spokane, succeeds Stanisch as manager of the Jefferson,
operated
by , Alliance
Theatre

some

Jungle!'

(BL),

building.

David R 6 s e, Indie producer,
planes for London Saturday, (22)
to get set on two films
which he
.

.

Paul W.

putting

afef

^

m

^

Oak

Cliff.

JEANNE CRAIN
MYRNA LOY in
-

Chedi^r by the Dozen
s6th. Fox-rrColor

ti

by Technicolor

bn Stage-^FRAN

WARREN

and Othars

7 th Ava.

A

Toronto, April

18.

their appointment last week,

Gordon Lightstohe, Paramount's
general manager in Canada, has
been named head of the Canadian
Motion ./Picture Distributors
mr the fourth successive Assn,
year.
Qrganizatioin’s

members

also'

re-

elected Harvey Harniek, Canadian
general sales manager, as Veepee.

HAU

DAUGHTER OF

:

A

Warner Bros. Picture

.

The Mdsle

•V.PHJtHal.l'i

Great Eatter Stago. Show
5

r.-<

i

a

ha4iS
the

is

at

"Frahets*.*

is

theatres are offejririg

JWue Mouse has

Music
Blue
Other
fare
an all-

at

sixth y^eek.

new

:s^^^

night .policy,^ sirndar to its neari
neighbor, Coliseum.
Estimates for this Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800 5984)---“Prariclfr’* (tl) and "Molly X”
(U). (6th wk). Headed for
good
$5,000. Great $4,700' last Week.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,877: 59.
Carey, USA’! (Par)
and "Tyrant of Sea” (Col) (2d wk).
Expect okay $6,000 for 6 days.
Last weeki $11,000, big;
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,349'
59-84)—"Wabash Ave.” (20th) and
"Tattooed Stranger” ( RKO )
2d
wk). Indicate nice $6,000 for 6
days.
Last week^ $11,300, swell:Liberty (Hamrick)
59-84)
—"4 Days Leave” (FC)(1,650;
and "Western Pacific Agt.” (Lippert). Aridcipate slow $5,500 for 5 days; Last
week, 2rid of “East Side, West
Side” (M-G) and “Variety H our
No. 4" in nifty 2nd stanza, $6,600,
'

'

;

1

.

William Perlberg

is

,

—

—

riO dice,

$52,000.

State (20th) (1,059; 955; 698;

$4,800.
(Sterling)

Palomar

Downtown* Glendale, Scarboro^

50-

(1 ,350;

$1)—“Chain Lightning” (WB) 2d
694;
and run), plus Delta Rhythm Boys,
'

33-57)—. “Borderline” (U)
“Golden Stallion”. (Hep).
Disap- etc., onstage. Expect slow $6,000.
pointing $12,000. Last week, "Blue Last week, "Captain China” (Par)
Grass
Kentucky”
(Mono)
and (2d run) and stage headed by Desi
“Blonde Dynamite** (Mono), $13,- Arnriz. Mild $7,000.

500.'
Eglinton,

Paraipount (Rvergreen) (3.039;
Victoria (FP) (1,080; 69-84)— ‘Riding High” (Par) and
38-67)—'Third Man’* (SRO) ''Dangerous Profession" (RKO) i2d
(2d wk).
Still* big $14,000 after wk)
Expect exceptiorially good
last week’s $18,000.
$9,000. Last w$ek> good $10,800.
Hyland (Rank) (1^357; 46-77)
1,140;

.

—

"Tight Little Island" (U) (3d wk).
Lusty $10,000 after previous capacity $12,000.
Imperial (Fp) (3,373; 37-59)
“Riding High" (Par) (2d wk). Solid
$17,500 after last week’s smash
$22,000v
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 38-67)
“Yellow Cab Man" (M-G) (2d wk).
Big $11,500 after last week’s hefty
$16,000.
Nprtown, University (FP) (959;

—

1,556; 38-67)— “Cheaper by Dozen"
(2Qth) (2d Wk). Nifty $11,000 after
last week’s $14,000.

Washington
(Continued from page 13)
$22,000 at upped prices, after big
$40*000 last week,
Dupont (Lopert) (386; 50-85)

—

“Tight Little

.Island’* '(U) (4th wk).

Steady, $4,000; after hefty

$5.()()0

last week, in day-and-date with
Little.
Leaves here, but stays on
at Little.

Keith’s

“Francis”

(RKO)

(1,939;

---

44-80)

Tops the town

(U).

wit

nifty $18,000, well above hou.'ie
Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 38-67) -- average. Last week, "Cinderella
“Daughter Rosie O’Grady" (WB) (RKO) (7th wk), wound up sock
(2d wk).
Okay $10^000 after last run with neat $11,000.
Little (Lopert) (285; 50-85)
week’s $15,000.
"Tight Little Island" (U) (4th wk).
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 38-67)
“Kettles Go to Town" (U) (2d wk). Good $3,000 after fine $4,000 lor
Healthy $9,000 after last week’s Easter week.
Settles into LiUle
for long run..
big $12,500.
Metropolitari
(Warner)
(1.163;
44-74)-^‘?Riding High*’ (Par) (m o
Montreal
; ‘Wabash’
Hefty $7 ,000 for small-sea ter 0 nd
’

—

—

.

Up

i,

22G, ‘Ambush’ $16,000

,;,^oew;s

(C.T.)

.

Last

week, "Riding High"
poor $10,500.
..^Capitol

(C.T.)

^

second consecutive week.
La.st
week, “Tarzan Slave Girl” (RKG),
disappointing $6,000.
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 44-74)

—

"Cheaper by Dozen" (20th) '2d
Wk).
Hot $20,000 for holdover,
and best in many weeks.
Last
week,

terrific $28,000, well above

hopes.

Playhouse (Lopert) (485: 50-90)
"Third Mari’ (SRO) (5th vv k);
StiU (SRO) at night to merry tune

——

40-65)
mem- ^Wabash Avenue”(2,855;
(20th). $22,000.

bers of the temporary executive
board oT the proposed Screen Producers GiiUd gathered in 20th's
studio cafe last night (17) to disr
cuss a constitution and byiaws!
Isaac Pacht and David, Tannenbaum, engaged as attorneys for
group, were on hand to assist in
framing the constitution,

”

:

busihess ^ is big, this going for 84)—“Cinderella” <RKQ) (3d wk).
“Riding High,” "Cheaper by the Anticipatipg big $8,000 for 6 days,
Dozen,” “Third Man,’* "Yellow then moving to\ Music Box.
ImGab Man,” the "Kettles’* and mense $13,700 last week.
"Tight Little Island.”
Oiiiheum
(Hamrick)
(2,600; 59Estimates for This Week >
"Buccaneer Girl” (U) and
Panforth,
FairlaWn,
Humber, 84)
Odeon (Rank) (1,330; 1,165; 1,201: “Twilight in Sierras” (Rep). Likely
around okay $7,000. Last week,
48-$l.I5)
2,390;
"Gindereila’*
(RKO) (2d wk). StiU a smash six days of “Perfect Stranger"
(WB) arid "Variety Hour No. 5,"
$40,000 after, last week’s terrific

(Par)

—

(2,412; 34-60)
(20th) (2d wk).

of $10, OQO; after fine $11,000
'

Week.

Warner (WB)

(2,164;

44-74)

iast

—

Fright" (WB). Sturdy $16.Last week, “Riding High"
$15,00() following a sock opening OOP,
(Par)
came
through with better
sesh of $21,000.
than expected $17,000.
(C.T.)
(2,625; 34-60)
Trans-Lux
(T-L) (654; 44-80) -r
'Nancy Goes To Rid" (M-G) (2d
wk). $20,000 after a gay first week ‘.‘Red Shoes" (EL) (6th wk). Tapeiv
ing off, but StiU good $6,500 after
tempdrary .-Jimperiai (C.T.)
fine $7,500 last week.
(1,839; 26-45)-:^’

by Dozen"

Itage

—

—

board chairman, with 18 members, "Buccaneer Girl"
(UI) aind "Daughconsisting of Buddy Adler, Charles ter of West” (UI) (2d
Roekeftller Canter
wk). $6,000
Brackett,
Henry
Blanke,
after
Pandro
starting
Alfred
with $11,500.
G, Swett, who had man"THE
Jack Cummings, Sam
yrittcess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)—
theatres in St. Augustine, Berman,
.
ROSIE O'ORADir"
Ainbush” (M-G), $16,000. Last
Fla.^ Charlotte^ N. C„ Falmouth, Engel, Bryan Foy, Sidney Franklin,
starrina June Haver - Gordon MacRaei
Mass, (summer house), and in Arthur Freed, Arthur Hornblow,
Lightning” ( WB),
Color by TECHNICOLOR
$ll
RADIO CITY MUSIC

stanza

secorid

•

bought by Paramount with
GerMontreal, April 18.
r!,
trude Rerg^a^ar and author.
With t.
holdovers ih all but two of
came to
the deluxers, returns are up all
Atlahta as stage manager of The
around; Paramount’s “Hiding High"
Stage, a stock company^ named
was yanked after a poor week.
manager of the Peachtree Art Producers Guad Board
“Cheaper by Dozen” is stiU drawtheatre, arty picture house. Munlii Initial Meet
on Coast Ingr with "Love Happy” doing
roe Succeeds J. D. “Woody" Woodnicely.-'.'
ard. Woodard resigned to become
Hollywood, April 18.
Estimates for this Week
southeastern press rep for Warner
M:eeting .for the first time since

TORONTO

Nlfhlly'

40G, 2 D, 'TORONTO

Walter Munroe, who

Bros.

aoth tt.

.

‘CINDEItBLU’ S0 (X0

The. Goldbergs,” radio-TV
show,

ATLANTA

CLIFJON WEBb

Fairway (Fox

third

and
Mouse for
Hall

—

Wm.

to

-

(2,100; 2,043; 700; 45-65)
Dozen" (20th) (2d

nifty

thie last

j

R&R

Uptown

-

Paramount are in
®tapa. /Gmd^ella**

A smash $52,000 was racked up
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 59touches to con- by “Cinderella” in a four-house
tracts which are expected
84)
‘.‘Young Mari With Horn
to tie combo of J, Arthur Rank deluxers
two American stars to one of
in Toronto last week, and. pic will (WB) arid "Variety Hour No, 3"the
do a wow $40,000 here for the (3d wk). Expect good $3,000 for
films and one Yank to the
other.
6 days. Dandy $4,2()0 last week.
Rose said he hoped to be able to second .week.
On holdovers at other first-runs,
make three films yearly in Britain,
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 59is

^

,
Grdy,

Satisfactory $9,-

Following big Easter Week,
Likely will hold or
move to Esquire. Last week, fat
$ 20 000

will make in, England
during the
summer. While in New York, Rose

Morris Sets Three
former manager
in Refugio, for the Video IndeTwo lower loop houses, Grand pendent
Theatres,
transferred to
Packages in Six Weeks
and Crystal, sensationally advertisFrederick, Okla., where he will
ing sex pictures.
Hollywood, April 18.
manage the Romana and Ritz there
Still another local neighborhood for the circuit,
Three package deals have
replacing
^ Calvin K.
been
house, W, R, Frank's Arioh, now Council.
closed by the William Morris
office
having 49-day clearance," seeking
The North Palestine drive-in
the last six weeks with
three
28-day availability, the earliest theatre, Palestine, Texas, pur- major
studios, Metro, 20th-Fox
here and now had by only six up- chased by L. S. Ducote, who
andhas Paramount,
town and suburban theatres.
renamed the o z o n e r the Moon
First was 'Gause for
Dick Tolette, Home circuit book Lite.
Alarm" at
«r, mourning loss Of small son, run
Lester True named manager of Metro^ including Loretta Young as
over by automobile.
thO three Robb & Rowley circuit ^ar, Tom Lewis as producer, Tay
Local RKO branch sixth hation- theatres in Waxahachie
and a Garnett as director and Mel Dinelli
drive-in Under construction.
Second deal was with
He
was formerly with .the circuit at
“Half an AnTaylor and replaces John CallaYoung as star and Robhan, moved by

MINNEAPOLIS

(2d Wk).

Midwest)

,

tMBIllTAK

.

SAN ANTONIO

Orpheuih (Fox Midwest) (1,912;
•— “Three Came Home”

65-75)
(20th)

Wk).

.

i'

Last

offspring for hefty $13,000.
week, great $19,000.

heavy $14,000,

CINCINNATI

,

;

—-"Gheaper By

:

'

(RKO) (2,650 30-55-74)
“Gindereila.*’ (RKO) and "Storm
Over Wyoming” (RKO) (2d wk).
Continued parade bf parents and

—Missouri

Tower
fiiie

temporary shifts at Fox Midwest.,
Roger Ruddick, Isis theatre manager, has taken Hume’s desk as
booker.
Harold Giiyett, Fairway
manage^, is handling the Isis,
^oducer will spend two weeks
where he formerly was assistant iIn England
before returning to the
manager,' Cecil Wornall, assistant Coast.
manager of the Plaza theatre, is longer He will make another and
stopover
in Britain in June
at the Fairway. Hume underwent
t^^Jneras start rbllihg.
his second bit of surgery, and is
Fir!?
scheduled is “Full
expected back on duty about S- V
Circle, an original script
May 1.
of Philip
Allied of Kansas-Missourl has MacDonald. Second is ah untitled
Corp^
set annual convention for May 9- original.
10, and is staging a drive-in thewith William
atre equipment show in conjunc- MacMlllen,
Eagle Lioii’s exec vee-'
tion with the meeting at the Philpossible
Shuttering of several neighbor- lips hotel.
releasing deals
TiTieman Rembusch,
hood, houses is to be followed by president of National Allied, will
more closings at stands Where biz speak, as will Col. H, A. Cole, -dling Your Witness," produced bv
has skidded.
New theatres and Texas Allied leader, according to Itcise with Robert Montgomery dlincrease of drive-ins are blamed! Q. F. Sullivan, K-M president. rechng and starring: Fix will
be
by exhibs 'for overseatihg Gincy Other speakers set include Paul made on_ the Teddington
lot,
area and thinning trade distribu- Ottenstein, on dust control for
**"<*“> on which
tion.
Latest closing was of the drive-in theatres; George PeterWitness was recently completed.
Shai^, a ihid-States property^ in son, Cleveland drive-in designer;
Lockland. In St, Bernard the An- and representatives of state high
financed
partially jn sterling aftd
dulas has been idle three months way patrols.
the bal•‘for remodeling,” and the RoseProducer has a
51% interest In CorpnadO Produclawn was darkened after* a brief
tions, owner of the pix,
reopening for a trial of art policy.
with f he
Both theatres are in the Lou
The Pasadena theatre, Pasadena,
l-ell by^ ^iSg
Wiethe string, which recently Texas, owned and operated by the
opened the 1,500-seat Valley ther Long circuit, has been closed and
atre in Roselawn.
will be remodeled into a store
-

;'-

to ppo.

.

Thurman

Tm

same.-

;

$f2jWdden

$®kttl*o April 18.

,

Running a ^airiv tven initint
Midland (Loew’s) (3, 500;
^“Outriders” (MG) and “Military week at all three Evergreen h 2^
Academy" (Gdl). Moderate $13,- seaters, "Captain CareyS^
OOOii Last week, "Yellow Gab Man” ^um,:; "Wabash- Ave.’^ at'
(M-G) and "Blondie's Hero" (Col), Avenue arid "Riding High " If

Last week, pleasant $14,000.
fair $2,000.^
Paramount (United Par) (1,900;
(750; 35-74)
45-65)-^"Riding High” (Par) (2d
(Rep) and ‘^Har- wk)>
Steady $12,000,
May go
bor of Missing Men" (Rep),
day- third week,
Last week, strong
date with Tabor. Fair $1,700.
Last $18,000.
.

Heaven" (Indie),
„_Wcbbcr (Fox)

.

;

W, I950

A&rll

ALBANY

t

.

.

000
Maine and New Hampshire, is new Fred Kohlmar, Edwin Knopf, Louis
.dtpkepi (C.T.) (1,040; 34-60)—
manager of Warners’ Madison Lighton, Sol Siegel, Robert Sisk,
here.
arid "Prison
He replaced Herbert Jen- Joseph Sistrom, Jerry Wald and ;Love Happy»»
W^arden
(UA) (2d wk). $6,000
nings.
Tt
after a- smash fi^t
^^ $1,0,0(10.

OUTDOOR
REFRESHMENT
CONCESSIONAIRES

NOW SnClAUZlNG
IN
,

REFRtSHMMT

SERytCE FOR

fHO^ COAST TO COAST
ovtR

i

,

f.fNruRr

iRiVE-IN THEATRES.

Chlcajgo, April 18,

'

Station Reps’

deviated froni convention proce*^
dure by actually getting down to
AM-vs.-TV brass tacks, adminis-

By OHORGE

Coup

Chicago, April 18.
speculation was rife here as
to the ideniity of the two bigr
league station reps .who are
banding together for their own

NAB

the
ter^d a mild rebuke
today (Tues.) for its failure to
come to grips ;with the radlo^tele
transitional period.

'

organization,

was^on the whole,, a far more
Subdued Coy who faced the broad^i
It

They

v

going

are,

after
clear channel stations.

In contrast to
his general Conclusion today that
made
a significant
“TV has not
revenues/' the dele^
Impact on
gates recalled how the FCG chairman last year had practicaily
with his "go TV"
written off
clarion call that had sent the radio
casters this year.

the

by the theme of the
EeSponsibility of the
Broadcaster^Goy nonetheless deplored the fact the agenda didn’t
include such items as (1) open disChicago, April 18.
cussion of the problem of network
Meeting of the Mutual board of
affiliates in relatioh to network
programming: (2) open discussion directors, held here in connection
on the prohlem of whether the with the NAB: convention, resolved
have an effective itself into a two-hour love-fest. If
broadcasters
impressed

—

were any alarms over the

in the light of your responsi.
,
^
,,
xt
arid how to implement it network s sphere of operation in
for the public’s and the industry’s the future or the eventual dispoit

bllity/’

.

and (3) discussion on the suion of the Don Lee Network, one
problems involved in deteririining of the major stockholding inters
what constitutes the public inters gsts, which is reportedly up for
est and how to meet those needs, sale, none of it was apparent ori
"These are problems which will the sui^ace.
become more and more serious in
Frank White, Mutual prexy, isthe transition period through which sued a statement following the
we are passing, ’V Coy said.
ineeting to the effect that "no OfActually, Coy’s speech was cal- fers for the purchase of the
tUal network are being either en(Continued on page 40)
tertained or sought."
benefit,

was announced that Mutual is
making the TV plunge to the exIt

tent that henceforth the web will
make available for telecast to its
network advertisers the programs
carried by its stockholders’ video
operations (New York, Chi, Wash-

Boston

ington,

and

Hollywood).

TV

Detailed plans for the overall
(Chicago, April 18.

-

service

vyriil

be announced

later,

with likelihood that the same telecast service will be extended to
Mutual’s affiliated stationsy in the

TV

NAB convention here that
WLW, Cincinnati/ was switching
its affiliation from NBC to CBS
the

Chicago, April 18.
Indicative of the

NAB

finan-

as a prelude to an all-put affiliate
raiding drive by Columbia, James
D, Shouse; board chairman of the
Grpsley Broadcasting Cprp. Which
owns the 50 kw statiori, issued e
statement characterizing the
talks With CBS as "purely an in-

cial straits is th(B report that
the asspclatipn was obliged to
make a loan to meet its last
administrative payroll.
$2O0,OOO deficit rolled up

A

WLW

by Hroadcast Measurement
Bureau instead of $75,000, as
the broadcasters were originalled to

ly

believe,

plus

tellectual exercise."
Essence of Shouse’S statement is
which also carries some
Mutual network Shows, has no intention of giving up its
affiliation;. but has been exploririg the
ideri
of also taking some CBS

the

that

mounting def ection of stations
exiting

^

AM’s bigness.

the orgahization, are
the major contributory factors.

shw" on^a“partel%sSlo/tt

tion,"

AM

.

-

,

;

.

t^k here

the

is

CBS board chaifman William

station eleinents,

Paley has been using the WLW'
parleys as the Opening wedge in

While it’s conceded that NAB
Prexy Justin Miller might have

into the

solidified his position with the appointirient pf William F; Ryan as
general manager to take over the
D. C. administrative duties, the

overall NAB picture Is recognized
as a none-too-healthy one.
With
the exception oL BAB (Broadcasting Advertisirig Bureau) and the
employee-employer relations setup
spearheaded by Richard Pohertyj
brbadcasters see little Value coming out 6f the organization. The
Ryan appointment, some say may
stave off the threatened GBS-ABG
withdrawals, if the latter two pull
their b;&o. rtatibns out, It would
be a heavy financial blow to the
association.
On top of station defections over the past year (approx^
imately 75 membership cancellations), others are reported planning a quiet exit. Only the recognition that the indfistry needs a
parent organization good or bad—
may ward off a stampede;
While. BAB is admittedly one of'
the major NAB assets (although
some take the position that -it’s
time it started to produce over-thecounter sales results rather than
promises for the future); the financial drain is something else again.
.

—

said to be close to $200,000.

Enthusiasm at

Low Ebb

Broadcaster' excitement or en*
thusiasm over this year’s convention was perhaps at its lowest ebb
in association annals as delegates

$.

WLW,

tial

CBS

only for some

if

would be an im-

lanta, WSM, Nashville,
Des Moiries,

CBS’ present Cincy

WKRC,

the

WHO,

and

>

affiliate is

5,000-watt bperatiori

Which Columbia once owned but
back there were some Sold to, the Taft newspaper inter-*
CBS discussions anent sale of ests (Cincy Times-Star). Compared
WEEt, with the web setting its to
(With its AM and TV ad-

$2,000,000,

Some

,

.

tirrie

:

WLW

WLAW,

sights on
the 5O,OO0-watter in Lawrence.
Nothing materialized.
However, some off-therecord corridor discussion at the
convention here told of the
recent gestures made to the Columbia top mariagement level by a

juricts), it doesn’t
the sarile league.

in.

WLW

ably entail CBS’ dtyesting itself of
present affiliations with the payton Herald-News’ WHIG, the Columbus Dispatch’s WBNS and possibly WHAS, the Louisville Couricr-Jburnal operation.

group

interested in, purchasing
in Minneapolis. In view of
the fact that the latter station is
the juiciest morsel among CBS’
o;&6. operations, the web nixed
any offers, but left the definite
impression that it would invite the
right kind of a bid for WEEI.
Sale of WEEI, of course, would'
be predicated on CBS latching on
although it isn’t likely that

begin to hat

An important hurdle to a CBS
grab of
is that the station’s
exterisive primary coverage poses
overlap problems. It would prob-

NAB

WCCO

;

.

I

WLAW,

Paley Could grab off more than
interest in the station. Fact
that
would be in a more
favorable position to land a television frarichise in the highlycompetitiye Boston area is seen as
a major factor in the CBS-r

Bill

45%

WLAW

WLAW

romance.

ROMS’ DISK CABSm
FORHOWPDJOHNSOM

Chicago, April 18.
Appropriately enough, this year’s
NAB: convention devoted considerable of its hoopla and emphasis on
the Tin (Pan) lOth anniversary of
Broadcast Music, Inc. The BMX
board and prexy Cairl Haverlin
were, projected into the dais limelight at all the luricheon-dinner
shindigs; the NAB -BMI closed
dinner Monday night (17) was one
of the gala eyentfi of the Chi meeting, and all the Chi radio stations
devoted their own half-hoiir programs thit week to showcasing
.

BMI and

tunes.
event,
however,
was
tonight’s (TUes.) scheduled
annual banquet, in the form of a
tribute to BMI.
Scheduled to
participate were Mickey Rooney;
its

Major

NAB

Frankie Lane, Jackie Miles and
Betty Reilly. Also on the bill were
the Dorothy Dorben line, Dick
Buckley, Doran and France. Show
iri past years turned over to ori e of
the, ^networks,

was

prpducUon thlk
Schericken.pf .the
as producer.

strictly

BMI

a

with A1
Morris office;

year,

Wm.
:

Haverlin arid his associates
in for a flock, of kudos.

i

WWSW

even

stririzas,: it

portant victory, reminiscent of last
year’s uriprecedented shift of talent
to the CBS fold.
It’s figured that the CBS brass
has its sights set on more of the
powerful NB C stations rr concei vably such Dperations as WSB, At-

Chicago, April 18.
If the right person edrnes along
with the right price, it’s reported
here that CBS is still of a mind to
dispose of WEEI, its owned-andoperated station in Boston. In view
of the haridsome profits accruing
to the station under Harold Fellows’ hep managerial aegis, the
"fight price." is variously estimated at between $1,500,000 and

On

.

outlets

Golumhia Golumhs. If he
succeeds in tieing up the influeii-

,

^

Ime NBC

a campaign to

Rgure

MMm m

-

Shouse concluded.

Nonetheless,
that

,

II&

,

"W® have: no intention or
desire to giVe up an NBC affilia-

appraised the management meeting
agenda. A number of broadcasters
Still another New York eatery
took a look at it while still at horiie is adding microphones to its bill of
and decided not to come.
The fare. Howard Johnson’s 57th St.
branch starts beaming a Monday(Continued on page 40)
through-Saturday disk-and-chatter
show with Fred Robbins tonight
(We<f.) from 11 p.m. tomidnight,
Pitt Radio
llif^
Stanza is a replacevia WINS.
ment for E$rl Wilson’s>airer from
Quit for Priesthood
Mon te ’s in the Belmoiit-Plaza hotel,
which switched to WJZ.
Schoenfeld Eleictric and AirCalled
Article
public relations.
King
Television will s p o n s o r,
sponsorship of "Theatre
firm’s
Pittsburgh, April 18.
Products Services Group,
through
best
Guild of the All/’ the
Local radio figure who a couple with Les Persky producing. Tles^
Two morning shows on Gotham
of years ago decided to give up the taurant has opened a; new room
network key stations are due for
busiriess to study for the priestfor the series, tagged Robbiris’.
hood, has decided to yield his ca- Nest.
extensions.
CBS last week audibe
probably
slot
Will
time
made,
tioned Bill Leonard’s "This Is New
reer as a man of the cloth arid rean hour on Sunday from 8: 30 p.m, turn to the rnicrophone again; He
York/’ a^
jvork spot. Airer, which would be
is Jimmy Fitzgerald, who started Paar Vice Cantor
microphoning as a boy actor pri
Grabs
WCAE more than a dozen years
‘Take
and gradually Worked himself
half-hour; wUh Lepnard iriterview •
ago,
Stations to Aid Pepper
ing two guests;
Hollywood, April 18.
up to an announcer’s berth
reporting on Ipcal
nriami Abril 18
Jack Paar has beeiti picked as
Just when he was getting firmly
anecdotes arid, reviewing a Broad*
r
f-;, r Edm,
Political
>vay show or film.
established as an air personaiity Eddie Cantor’s successor on "Take
Laboi s League for 'td
Tex and Jink. McCrarv’s dailV Gaitipii has bought IQ additional here, Fitzgerald suddenly quit to It or Leave. It," and takes over the
WNBC breakfast series has been Florida statioms^ for the .American devote himself to the church. Few quizzer June llV Program remains
Frank Ed- months back, however, he decided on NBC. Paa r also has fadip and
set for an
additional 15 minutes Federation of Labor s _
cr^s-the-board, starting May .15, wardsjgab program on Mut^l tins to leave his studies to return to television deals in the works with
(2()-21).
and will be heard
broadcasting. He’s just been added CBS and NBC. Negotiations with
-from 8:30*9:30 Thursday and Friday
staff, replacing Vin- the latter are on basis of year’s
?'
Extra quarter hbur will be
Reason for the expanded station to the
by Teddy’s Frozen Seafood, lineup on the two days is the cent Joyce, who resigned to join guaranteed salary, sustaining or
the Peck agency.
The four- League’s support of Sen. Claude the BBDd publicity department in sponsored.
His tele commitment would be
year-old show was extended
from Pepper’s (D., Fla.) campaign for New York. More recently, Fitzan an- for a half-hour comedy show
x.;' ^^riutes to 45 minutes last Sep*
re*electi6n, which will be plugged gerald has been working as
for CBS in the cast.
kinescoped
storecasting
outfit.
-niper.
for
a
nouncer
in the comriiercials.

W

WlW;

NBC

;

direct its energies solely toward
solving the problems of the
broadcasters. Chief supporters of
this move are from the uhaffiliated

BAM

“set the

,

shoWs.

field.

There’s the ppssibility^that U.S.
record straight" but ap- SJeel may sponsor .the NBC Sym,
Orchestra^ b^oned by Arparcntly put In his bid too late, tor
NBC Board charrall the speech-making niches were turo Toscanini.
Niies Trammelh exec vppee
occiipied by the time he arrived
Harry G. Kopf,
Denny
Charles
and
here.
NBC radio sales manager, made
the pitch to the steel concern oyer
Nielsen Sounds Off
Web feels th^t
the weekend.
In an extension of the C- E. chances for the sale are extremely
Hopper vs. A. C. Nielsen jockeying good in the light of publicity com
for. top-dog position in the iioser riected
With the Toscanini touy,
counting business, Nielseip w'ent which starts this week.;
AiiotherMactor that may have
(Continued on page 42)
bearing ori lauding the symph sale
is the article in this month’s Fortune mag which blasted tr.S. Steel’s
or

Despite

Hand

Many broadcasters champion a
new organization, one that would

The revamped Broadcart MeasBureau (now BAM—
stockholders reelected Frank urement
white as prexy; T. C. Streibert, of Broadcart Audience Measurement)
WOR^ as chairman of the board. is in a similar plight, with general
industry mdifference over the re(Continued on page 40)
sults'' of study No. 2 making a third
study in the iffy realm. Some doubt
whether broadcasters Will support
another financially. Instead of a
$75,000
deficit, the figure is
eogn^ancer

of

in

^

Acknowledging that he has been

Although without official portfolio on the agenda, C. E. Hopper
showed up at the NAB convention
here to do a missionary job, in buttonholing the delegates.^
Apparently disturbed, over the
growing industry impression that
he’s out to knife the AM boys in
whooping up the TV inroads,
Hooper in effect came out to tell
the radio boys "t’aint so"; that his
"shift of; accent" rating sei'vices in

Hal

:

patterning the "radio of the fUture’V
meet the TV competition;

broadcasters into retreat.

So’ Plea

.

The radio broadcasters are frankly worried.
They see the harid-^
writing on the wall, and they question what the NAB is^ doing to provide the needed shot in the arrii in

AM

Taint

Chicago, April 18.
In the face of What many dele^
gates charaCteTlzed as a "do riothing" convention, the’ NMiohal Assn,
of Broadcasters fourid itself this
Week at a critical turning point,
With perhaps the fate of the parent
industry
organization TtseH
at
stake.

AM

confab

Chicago, April 18;
reports circulating at

’

FGG chairman WaynS Coy, who

came

Detroit, April 18.
beeii
G. Riddell has
president of WXYZi Inc., it

James

named

was announced

last

ert E. Kriitriert

ABC

Week by Rob.

president.

Riddell was appointed general
manager of WXYZ in 1946 wheii
ABC purchased the station from

Broadcasting
King-Trendle
the
Corp. He began his radio career
20 years ago as office boy for th#

klng-Trendle firm.

'

VcdncgJay, April 19, 1950

RABIO

t4
.4l*-

Havana, April

Cuba and

18.

radio industry ni#y
ask for international arbitration,
through the United; Nations or
other world court, of its longstanding fight with the U. S. broadallocatioris.
casters bn, channel
Threat of such action, if the twO
countries fail to reach an accord,
its

being made because Cubans feel
they wiil fare better before an interuatlonal tribunal than they have
done In their, several confabs with
the U. S. representatives;
Is

/

As things now

Stand, there are
three possible solutions to the bit-

ter dispute between Cuba and the
tJ, S.: (1) through diplomatic channels the U. S. may force Cuba to
accept its demands, by threaten^
Ing to cut the sugar quota ahd im^
posing passport restrictions; (2) the
U, S, government, realizing the
fight can give Uncle Sam a diplomatic blackeyCi may force a compromise down the U. S. industry’s
throat; or (3) a full scale free-forall inay develop.
First possibiUty is thought unlikely here because of its f epereuSsiOns in Latin America (already
the; Cubaii broadcasters have been
taking the issue to their people).

Third outcome is also thought unr
because the Cubans feel
that with their advantage In overwater transmission they can do
real damiage to the YanqUi Stations
and the latter v/on’t let this come
to .pass,
According to the Cubans, when
they accepted the North American
Regional Broadcasting Agreement
back in 1937, Cuban radio was in
Its infancy and the pact wus for
only five years. However, it took
four years' to get it ratified, which
kept NARB A in effect through '46.
At that time Cuba wanted hew allocations, but the U. S, refused on
the grounds that it had hOt decided
what to do about its own ^clear
channel stations, Cuba charges.
Finally NARBA was extended for
threV years, but the Cubans stated
it would not continue that arrangement beyond March, ’49,
When the March, *49 expiration
date came ahd there was no new
agreement, Cuba granted licenses
to 23 new stations.
The U. S.
promptly charged Cuba with ‘’frequency, jumping”
and “treaty
(Continued oh page 40)
likely,

.

.

Willard to .the Fhrc
Chicago, April 18.
Interesting sidelight in the
virtual clean sweep of the NAB
directorate, with 12 hew niiem*
bers hiovihg in* is thO rei
emergence of A. D: ( Jess) Wil-*
lard into the NAB, this time
as a mehiber of the board as a
direCtorrat-large, with lots of
speculation as to hcAv he’ll,
square *pff in his future relatlorts with prexy Justin Millor,
At last yeaf’s coriyention

Willard was still No. 2 administrator in the NAB ranks, although his exit was already being talked up. It wasn’t exactly a trade secret that Miller
and Willard couldh’t live .together in harmony and that
this

was a factor

*

,

-

:

KLZ

HUOH

Ga,

IgRRt

B.

Known

Industry-wide. for his
radio activities, aggressive Hugh
Tierry keeps sales-consclous KLZ
right at top In the Rocky Mpuritaih
region as Denver’s No, 1 Hooper
.

Stationi'"

In Willard’s

determination to scram. Willard has since moved into the
managemeht of WGACi Augusta,

Gentral Manaoer

Washington* April

18.

Obligation of a radio stotion to
present both sides of controversial
questions doesn’t; stop at making
equal time available, FCC rtiled
'last week in taking a slap at WLIB
Washihgtdn, April 18.
CBS prexy Frank Stanton today in iSew York forvits three-day cam(18) gave the FGC his analysis pf paign last January in behalf of a
the cause of the FM flop. Under Natipnal Fair Employment Pracf
questioning by commissioner Robtices Coinmission. Con^mission emeit Jones at they color TV hearings
phatically reaflirme'd its Mayflower
he gave the following reasPhs;
policy on editorializing by broad1 Inadequate promotion by the
casters, declaring licensee “has an
industiyi!affirtnative duty to , seek out; aid
2. Operating
conditions
laid
down by the FCC, giving undue and encourage the broadcast pf ppquesemphasis to static-free advantage posing views on controversial
and over-emphasis to high fidelity. tions of public importance.
Agency position, set forth In a
3. FCC.shift from 44-50
to
88-108
band, confusing manu- letter to WLIB, same shortly after
Several
members of the U. B.: Senof
facturers oh production
sets.
4. Difficulty in tuning in sta- ate suggested that FCC hearings
on
the
news-slanting
charges
tions on FM receivers*
prohibition by against G. A. Richards, owner of
5. P rev ib u s
American Federation of Musicians three. 5p kw stations, fliight be moagainst duplication of liye music tivated by Richards’ pro-Republiwithout paying can attitudes. Sen, Styles Btidges
progranis on
(R., N. H.) Recently asked for a
double to musicians.
0. Advent of television. FM “has Congressipnal investigation pf FCC
into
possible politics in the probe.
been overrun by enthusiasm” for
TV.
Contention of WLIB that It
Stanton thought the static-frep didn’t have to initiate steps to prequality of
would have sold the sent ppppsing views, because FEPC
service but this advantage was is in i^ect in New York and quesnever sold to the public. The high tion is therefore not controversial
fidelity angle, which was given em- in area covered by station, didn’t
phasis, was not so important.
go with FCC. Establishment of a
He said that froni his own ex- national FEPC, agency held, constiperience he found there was hp tues “such a controversial question
point in spendihg $250 for an ex- of public importance’^ as to require
pensive set because the high broadcasters to give listeners “balfidelity
wasn't coming through 'anced presentation*”
from the transmission. A dheap
Very fact that WLIB devoted “a
model
table
set gave practically relatively large number of proas good service.
r.
grams” over three-day period, Com“It’s a very disappointing story,** mission said,, “indicates an awarehe Remarked.
ness of its importance and raises
the assumption that at least one of
the purposes of the broadcasts was
Yaciiic’s
to influence public opinion.”
;

.

MC

MC

Although Ralph Edwards* Philip
Morrisrsponsdred “This is Your
Life” show shifts from NBC to
CBS May 9, the ciggid company is
confronted with the problem* of
finding a summer replacement prograih for the Tuesday night spot
Into which “Life” is being slotted.
That’s because Edwards wants a
ummer vacation, but Philip Morvia

Blow

'agenc 5r, is retaining

the time through the hot months.

PM

was considering
dropping “Life” and buying EdInitially

FM

gtatus.

;

•>fade.

Spedal Southwest

Web

-

For AD-Out CBS Buildup

Agency told WLIB its hanging
of the campaign “has not been in

is emtJee*

Texas outlets included in the
Web are KFPM, Beaumont; WACO,
Waco; KORA, Byran; KNOW, Austin; KABC, San Antonio; KEYS,
Corpus Chrirti; KRIO, McAllen;
KRBC, Abilene; KGKL, San Anelo; KBST, Big Springs; KCRS,

f[idland; KWFT,

Wichita

and KLYN, Amarillo.

Falls,

•Ghicagb;'. April 18.-

.

toNAB
as
Chicago, April 18.

With 12 new members taking
Grouebo’s Paley
Uieir place pn the NAB board of
Groucho Marx and CBS. prexy directors at the Windup of this
William S. Paley ,are bonfabblng week’s annual Ghi convention—
on a possible capital gafns deal for the biggest directorate turnover in
the
comtCj now
sponsored by NAB annals under the new tWoDeSoto-Plymouth on the web..
term ceiling—the Iflst of the “oldMarx is in Gotham for the open- timers” have practicaily disappeared from board representaing of the baseball season.

Med

tion*;--

In contrast to the Paul Morencys,
Gillins, Dick Shaftos, Walter
pamms and the others who have

John

been identified with radio’s gro\yinig pains over the past quartercentury and helped shape the
medium into full-blown «imurity,
the incoming board gives the NAB

commertial
possibility.
“Main
Street
Music
Hall,”
half-hour
show featuring Tabbert, which recently had a three-week, trial run,
Ilona Massey was flowni in froi
has consequently been re-Scheduled
and is slated to resume April 30. in the Coast to N. Y. by NBC over th
past weekend to audition a new ac
the 2:30 to S vp.ifl. slot.
A CBS house package With the venture series, called “Espionage,
Alfredo: Antonini orch backing slated for a late-spring afld sun
Tabbert, “Music Hall” is to be flier showcasing.
aired three
Sunday afternoons
Harry Junkiri is writer-produce
each month during the spring and of the series. Program will b
summdy. “You, Are There,” CBS dpnp live from New York, wit
documentary drama; will hold Miss Massey perinanently berthin

down

the fourth week’s spot.
.

NBC has inaugurated a twocoast audition system in connection

a whole

new

personality facade.

Geheral

consensus
that,
is
accord” with FCC’s Mayflower
With newly-developed programs. despite the loss of the Shaftos,
dicta and requested information on
With two complete units, one in Hugh Terrys, Clair McCulloughs*
future policies of the station.
Hollywood and the Other in New Ken Browns, Harry Bitners and
York, preparing the same shows others who exited this year, the
(Continued on page 42)
and the better of the two auditions
getting the nod for on-^the-air pre--

east.
•

\.

Foi* ‘Louisiana Haj^ide’

KWKH,

Miller in Denlai

That Jiislin Miller and the NAB Were taking chances in playing
around with siich controversial “Hot Potatoes’* as rate Issues was
evidenced frond the NAB prexy’s reply to Annenberg, to wit:
“Thanks for bringing the matter to my att-ention. Subject was
not even discussed' at the hoard meeting and *so far 1 have .heard
no mtimation of an attack such as you suggest. I would regard
any action by NAB as entirely inappropriate and an invasion of
rights of broadcasters to determine their own methods of doing
business. If subject is raised at business session I will read your
telegram to the membership.”

Tabbed Due

:

;55an Antpnip; April 18. /
.“Louisiana Hayride,’* Pngihating
In the studios of KWKH. Shreveport* is being heard over a special
Web of 23 southwest statipns from
8 to 8; 30 p m. each Saturday flight.
Horace Logan, program director of

.

,

,

Also In the doubtful columns is
•‘Take It Or Leave.lt,” with Eversharp, via Blow, still shopping
around for a sub for Eddie Cantor,
who goes pff the show* Eversharp
Wanted Garry Moore, but CBS, to
whom he's under contract, said no
dice, Sub emcee will go in for the
13 Weeks to which Eversharp is
•till
committed, After that it’s
thought likely that the show will

;

,

Bill Tabbert, in one of the top
wards’ “Truth or Consequences” feature roles in the current Broad-!for the switchover to CBS. Whether way click, “South Pacific,” is
Procter & Garnble intends relin- slated for an all-out buildup by
quishing “T or C” is still in an iffy CBS, which sees the singer as a hot

>

m

.

.

Replacement for Tues^;

:

w

od

.

FM

ris,

Philadelphia, April 18.
Herewith is text of a telegram sent tb Justin Miller, prez of the
National Assn. Of Broadcasters, by Walter H. Annenberg,;prez of
TrianglO Publications, Inc,, which owns and operates stations WFIL
and WFIL-Ty, Philadelphia;
“Articles in the trade press (VarietY) indicate that Roger Clipp
general manager of WFIL, will be under fire at the NAB conven-i
tlon because of his announcement that In view of television’s p6pu«
larity in Philsdelphla, we are cutting our nighttimo radio rates.
This rate change was planned and executed by the owners of WFIl!
If oiir recognition of television's strength is to be attacked by the*
NAB* please advise your members that I accept full responsibility.
Our general manager merely carried put his instructions.
dismayed by the radio ^indurtry’s; re*‘I was shocked and rat^
action to anhouncement of> our rate Changes, Radio has grown and
thrived on its ability to meet changing conditions," I know of no
station or network that has hesitated to raise .its rates when increased coverage could be delivered. Advertising agencies and
sponsors have accepted these rate boorts as fair and equltahle.
Broadcast Measurenient Bureau figures for Philadelphia show that
daytime listening to, the four network stations increased 16.3%
between 1946 and 1949 while nlghtUme listefling decreased 3.5%.
da^ime^^ re^
‘*A cut in nighttime rates and a Iraise
is decidedly not out of order, even though WFIL’s position is stronger
than that of any other Philadelphia station. Suppose that instead
of being in the broadcasting business- today, we had been manufacturing buggy whips 40 years ago? Gould' we havc ksked prernium prices for buggy whips when more and more Philadelphians
were driving automobiles? Should we have ‘’penalized buggy o wners
who had not yet Switched and might never be' able to switch to
autos? Or should
have made our buggy whips attractive by
reducing our prices? If it was uiifair to raise nighttime charges’ in
radio when the number of listeners was increasing, it is fair to
reduce charges when the number of highttiiiie listeners is decreasing. That is what we have done.
“\Ve have no right to control what other stations do as regards
their rates at this time. Similarly, we feel it is not their concern
if we recognize television’s inroads into nighttime ra^b in Philadelphia and seek by means of fair price competition to keep and
increase our nighttime radio business. Other cities and other stations may choose to ignore television’s impact; We cannot* WFIL
depends upon its listeners and its; advertisers. We intend to be
fair to both. If the NAB as a body disagrees with bur stand; we
shall be happy to withdraw our membership,’*

sentatipn.

.The double-audition / technique
initially put into practice with
the web’is science-fiction series,
With production crews botiTin N.Y.
and L.A. disking their own ideas
as to how the program should
shape up. In that instance the
Manhattan version, “Dimeflsioh
X,” won out*

was

:

“Tugboat Annie”
double-audition

Garde

Will

is next on the
agenda.
Betty

head up the N.

%

version and a film name is being lined
up for the Coast plater. The better of the two goes bn the air.

“Man From Tucson,” NBC’s projected cowboy show, gets a similar
treatment.

NBC has gone “on location” in introducing a new approach to
what shapes Up as a radio-counterpart of the Richard deRochemont
‘March of Time” pix documentary technique. An NBC recording

unit has actually hit the road in connectioh with the web’s
prb|ected series entitled “Wanted,” detailing real-life cases of crimiflals on the lam frofli John Doe warrants.
The entire episodes will be unfolded through the taped stories of
actual persons involved in the cases, each taking up where the
other left off in a .chronological sequence of the crime events.
Initial show was taped in a mining town in Pennsylvania.
San
Francisco will bb the locale of another in preparation. Alan Hynd
Is writing the series and unearthing the cases*
Walter McGraw is
producing.

Hearin|[s ta

De Resumed;

Date Set for May 1$ in tA;
Los Angeles, April 18.
Federal Cominunications Commission ordered a resumption .of
the hearings in the G. A. Richards
case on May 15, hi: Los Angeles.
This decree overrules that of
Fred. Jfohnson, -chief exainifl^L
who had postponed the rest of the
hearing until Sept. 6.
Case iflvolves Richards’ applicatibn for a
renewal of his broadcasting license
for Station KMPC;
When the hearings arq renewed
it is likely that Benedict Cottone,
general counsel for FCG, will be
in personal charge, It wak Cottone

who

insisted

on the earlier

date,

declaring Yhat a delay until Sepdeal for Sat- ternber Would be agalqst public inurday afternoon networking of the terest. Technically, FCC concluded
Brpbklyn Dodgerr games, which its case agmnst
Richards before the

The General Foods

was

finalized last week, pours an portponement,
but is understood
approximate $150,000 into the CBS to have additional
witnesses xeady
coffers.
to testify befoire the defense takes
/ GP 18 buying about 70 stallorts over. Hugh Fulton will be on the
for a totAl of 12 Saturday ballcasts. job as Richards*
chief of Gounsel.
.

,

.

.

convention got aii uhexpected dose of showmanship,
thanks to the “lobbying^ tactics of Gordon P. Brown, of WSAY,
;Rochesterv.N. T;.
Brown» on hand to stir up some enthusiasm among the.. 1,000
delegates for the Sheppard, bill (H«H. 73i0) calling for a revision
brush
of the Cpminuttications Act, found himself getting the
\\'hen he tried to distribute copies of the bill and lapel buttons
exCcs told Brown bluntly he
with HIB. 7310 Inscription.
couldn’t lobby in the lobby aiid the Stevens hotel management also
Interyeitfd oh behalf of NAB.
Brown went oUt and rouiided Up. the prettiest blonde he could
find in Chi, rigged her up in an eye-fetching co'ltunie and she did
a three-day lobby job buttonholing delegates arid Calling attentioh
to last week's VARifiXY story on the Sheppard bill.
arid hotel management Were off base in
Bro^n Claims the
refusing him permissibn to bally the bill, claiming a lobby is a

NAB

'

NAB

NAB

•

public

.\''

place..’

Bill would change the GoirimuniCations Act of 1934 so that the
FGC Can regulate the nets .directly; amend FCG rules to permit
shows to be rebroadbast on stations other than those of the originating web, and make it a penal offense for a network to* coerce*
ari

.

»

.

'

.

Chicago, April X8.

,

NAB

The

.

.

advertising agency;

,

Wa$hington, April 18.
Mrs. Dorothy Schiff, publisher
of the New York Post, has finally
got rid of her San Frariclscb radio

'

Chicago, April 18;
Strictly on the hush-hush, the
National Assm of Broadcasters, it’s
been learned; Ig about to embat'k

.Sale of
plus to J. Elroy

station.

Chicago, April 18.
A public lelAtlonis campaign
NBC's Pave Garroway'S mornparalleling in scope, yet eVen more
ambitious in design, the drive re- ing square-off against Arthrir Godcently inaugurated .by the pix in- frey's CBS spread was shortlived,
dustry to soRdify its hold on the as the Chi-Origlnated web show exits
April 24, being replaced by CampAmgrican public. ^
The campaign, representihg a beli Soup's “Double or Nothing,"
new phase' of activity for the par- which moves into the 9;30-l6 a.m.
ent industry organization, w^s uot slot cross-the-board,
Gai’rOway had filled the spot ori
projected into the agenda of the
NAB convention here, with the the network sirice April s.

on

;

.

;

announcement

official

first

By

board of directors here, William
B. Ryari, general manager of KFI
and KFI-TV, Los Angeles, was
named a$ general manager of the
broadcasting association as ^second
in command under prexy^ Justin
Miller. A number of other hames
had been tossed into the hopper
for Consideration by the special
committee delegated by Miller to
find a g.m., but after all had been

‘North' Is Sol for Returii

con-

Sub Jtoster

'

AM

for Goybrnirierit ^reorgailizatibn, administrative
functions would fall to the President, who would delegate his power
to the chairman;
Chief gripe of the broadcasters
lies in the -feeling that the FCC
chairman would appoint counsel;
Current Preyioui
tvilboiit

.recourse

to

the^ opiniori

and ^thinking -of the other Complacing too much power
in the hands
of orie man.
iriissioners,

i)et. s

Ad

^

defeatism

the facg, of video’s
challenge, told the 220, representaUives of “indie stations to go back
borne with big selling ideas and
warned against being stampeded
into rate reductions.
The session set!^^ aside. for the unin

j

affiliated stations

produced

little

of

the expected fireworks. Except for
Kobak’s comments, the Tate reduction issue was skirted aS was any
criticism of NAB’s service to the

A

.’.

'a:-'"

1

articulate
indies.
Without
ah
mittee yesterday
spokesman to give voice to the ficial
,

time

face, the “Indie Day" panels failed
to bring them but.

6

S
9

12

10

29

11
12
13
14

5

will

be made

at the
Detroit this
conducts five

convention in
Miss Melrose
oo-rtiinuf e cooking and homemak*ing radio shows
a week and three
ou ininute television
shows a Week.

15
18
17
18

16
27
24
39
26
10
9

19

44

20

46

a brief arti-

lag

.use.

Testifying on a bill to prohibit
Only formal criticism of NAB
transmission
came from Kpbak,: who said he information in of certain gambling
interstate commerce,
wasn’t too excited about the conMcGrath said that only the gamvention program; He held the

(Continued on page 42)

bling interests, or those who Stand
to gain from use of radio for gambling, Will be hurt by the legisla-

NEW PUB. REL POST

Lest anyone raise the cry of censorship of radio or television, he'
asserted, “may I hasten to point out
that since 1934 Congress has flatly
prohibited, not merely delayed for
An hour; the radio, broadcasting of

tion.
^

IN

Hollywood, April 18.
is remaining with NBC,
newly-created post of di- information

Hal Rock

concerning lotteries,
is a form of gambling with
ern divisions. Cbarlps Denny prof- some widfr commercial implicaf erred the post on his recent visit tions than horse racing."
but Bock wanted time to mull the V Theory of the bill, he said, is “to
plan. He’s now resting at Palm declare unlawful and to prohibit
the use of or the leasing, furnishSpringSv
Now assignment would be chiefly ing or maintenarice of any commuconcerned with talent, service as a nicatidn facilities for the transliaison between the network and mission of gambling information in
the
rector of public relations for west- which
in

interstate or foreign commerce
Insofar as the operation of broadcasting stations is concerned, he

stars, arid their agenpies.

Current

Homes
(000)
9.467

Program

Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
...
Jack Benny (CBS)
....
Ainos 'n’ Andy (CBS)
.

.

3;.:.

7

(17)

in
broadcasting
problems and dissatisfactions that
horse race gambling information is
may have existed below the sur- needed
to prevent its illegitimate

(Match 12-8— Extra Week)

.

Detroit, April 18;

18.

Howard McGrath
Commerce Com-

.

FCC would be empowered to adopt such rogulationa
as would be necessary to insure

.

2
11
13

Detroit.

spring.

1

2
3
4
5

8

-,®dythe Fern Melrose; kriown to
and WXYZ-TV, Detroit, fol^
lowers as the; Lady of Cbarrii, has
oeen nominated for the Advertising Woman of the year
Award by
«ie. Women’s.'
Advertising Club of

Award

"

Washington, April
Atty. Gen. J.
told the Senate

explained, the

Rank

FeiiAme Choicie

WXYZ

AAi?!'®
P

Rank

(Conttnued bn page 40)

The former Mutual prexy, scorning

repoii;,

examiners and other fun ctionaries

^

,

:

Commissiori-

John

^

•

,

.

Arid

Keating was approved last Week by
the-TCC.
Property was originally part of
a package deal under Which War**
rier
Bros. Agreed
to
purchase
KLAC and KLAC-TV in Los Angeles. However, transfer was held
up so Ipng by the FGGi because of

.

era when the whole future; pi radio -is at stake, encompasses the
participation of about 25 of the nation’s top business economists who
will work hand in hand with the
NAB as a Business Advisory Committee in helping the broadcasting
industry cope with the increasing
problems that arise. Most of the
committee members, representing
many of America’s leading busiriess" leaders; have already agreed
to serve on the committee.

.

for $155,00(1

McCaw

the questiori of eligibility of antitrust Violators to enter the video
field, that Warners withdrew the
assignment appiication.
While the transactipn was waiting on FCC actlonv Warners advanced funds to Mrs, Schiff to complete constructibn of KLACrTV^
Mrs, Schiff, in appealing for an
okay of the deal, had told the Commission the necessity to returri the
funds would impose a great hardship on her.
Justice Dept, has advised the
FCC that anti-trust violations ate
“highly relevant’’ in passing on
eligibility of applicants for radio
By FARRELL DAVISSON
or televisiori stations,
HoWeyer*
the agency thought it would be imChicagoy April 18;
possible
to
formulate
a general
KobAk,
newly - elected
Edgar
NAB board member, sparked the policy which; would cover all situaNAB “Indeperidents Day" session tions.Department’s position was conSunday ( 16 ) devoted to unaffiliated stations, with a straight-from- tained in a memorandum filed with
the-shOiilder luncheon speech ex- the Commission last week in conamining, the problems oi the in- nection with oral arguments next
dustry: and its trade Association. Monday (24) on adoption of a uni-

templated Around the middle of
May, by which timfe lt'b expected,
the “blue ribbon" panel of participants will have been frilly lined up.
Thd NAB drive, designed to give
the broadcasting Industry A new
sphere of infliierice jri the American economy, particularly in an

Colgate is another in the list of
CBS sponsors retaining their time
over the summer, with a repiacement program going in for “Mr.
And Mrs. North."
Colgate, however, says the mysSparkplug Doherty
tery series will returri in the fall,
The move toward solidifying rasifted it was Ryan who Was con-*, despite circulated reports that it’A
dio’s position in the present econsidered the ideal choice for the fading permanently.
omy, And by the same token invitr
$25,000 a year post.
He’ll serve
ing a new-found respect for raiio
for three years.
among the nation's business leadWith the naming of Ryan, it's
ers, actually had its inception at
anticipated that the gangup of opthe
NAB board of directors meetr
position against the NAB, notably
ing in .Phoenix a couple months
among the networks, will simmer
back.
It was initiated by Richard
down. Firstly, Ryan Is considered
Doherty, head of the NAB’s Labor
a sourid broadcaster who can bring
Relations Division and himself
years of knowhow into the operarecognized as one of the nation's
tion. He understands the problems
leading economists In his fpmer
of the affiliates, in view of KFI’s
regime as a Boston U. professor.
NBG affiliation, and those of the
Without fanfare and s^ictly on
independents, since KFI-TV for a
a exploratory level, the NAB board
ybar arid a half has been unDoherty the okay to sound
gave
With all the topflight NBC peraffiliated.
:
Fact that Miller has been spend- sonAlity shows going off for the out the leading business econoing the major portion of his xime sipimer, the netwdrk has some big mists of the nation. Doherty has
since beeri carrying the ball single
circuiting the country^ leaving the program gunb aimed at the
D, C. operation, with its, vital Gov- dialers oyer the June-July^August handed arid as of today has brought
ernment interplay functions go by replacement period. Fading off for into the committee fold top figA.cthe boards; Was one of the con- the hot months are Fibber & Molly, ures in the business world.
Hope, Great Gildersleeve, tual identity bf the participants is
tributing factors towards the net- Bob
Dennis Day, Jiriimy Durante, Ralph being withheld pending completion
(ContinUdd on page 42)
Edwards And Phil Harris- Alice of the committee.
Faye. While “Mr. District AttorWhen the committee is .finally
ney’’ goes through the summer, set up, it's planned to bring memproducer Ed Byron is taping the bers together under NAB auspices
on a twice-a-jear basis for and exprograms in advance.
Going in for summer duty will change of ideas to determine how
be a flock of new shows, currently radio arid television can best tie
in stages of preparation, aod in- in with the AmeriPan -economy
the first
cliiding Ilona Massey’s “Espion- pattern. As srich it marks
age,"
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.’s time that the NAB has gone outChicago, April 18.
“Silent Men," “The Truitts," a sit- side the Industry .to corral the
The NAB board of directors in uation comedy; “Night Beat," Joel sound thinking of the nation's
pre-convention session here put McCSrea’s ^Tyxas Rangers," “Man business braihtrusters.
itself on record as vigorously op- From Tucson,’- a cowboy series;
Public relatipns-wise, It's conppsing the Hoover Commission re- “Tugboat Annib," “The Doctor,’’ a ceded that the setting up of such
port which would transfer the pow- medico series, and a new Jack Lait a Business Advisory Committee
ers of the FCC commissioners to dramatization of bis real life vigr will give the radio industry perthe chairipan of the group.
haps its greatest shot in the arm.
nettes.
Xjnder Plan 11 Of the Hoover

KYA

,

,

.

Chicago, April 18i 4
unanimous vote of the NAB

Boy hto

.

.

.

*

%

•
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.

Godfrey's Talent. Scouts; (CBS)

.

•

• •

• ••

.

•

i

.

•

Edgar Bergen (CBS)
Fibber Be Molly (NBC)
Walter Winchell. (ABC)
My Friend Irma (CBS)
.

^

.

You Bet .Your Life (CBS)
Red Skelton (CBS) v
.

.

»»

...

»

.

i' t

•

•

•

.

.

Mystery Theatre (CBS)
Bing Crosby Show. (CBS)
Bob Hope (NBC)
Fanny Brice (NBC)
Our Miss Brooks (CBS)
Dennis Day (NBC)
Gene Autrey Show (CBS),
Mi-. Keen (CBS)
^Hallmark Playhouse (CBS)
Horace Heldt Show (CBS)
;

•

; .

;

.

.

.

•

.

.

.
.

.

•

•

.

,

•

•

«

. .

.

.

;

•

•

t

;
.

.

9,310
8,406
8,092
7,463
7,306
6,992
6,953
6,835
6.796
6,796
6,678
6,240
6,089
5,971
5,853
6,814
6,774
5,696
5,617

'

Rating—^
Homes

compliance. "Penalty for violation
would be revocation of license.
He bmpha.sized that the bill is
designed, first, to assist the states
in enforcing their laws pertaining
to ^*gamt)ling; and* second, to aid
in suppression of organized gam?

Points

24.1

ChangA
+0.4

237

-4-5.1

21.4
20.6
19.0
18.6

+2.3
+0.9
+3.0
+3.3

biing activities.

178

+0.2

17:7
17.4

.+0.1

Boston, April 18.
What, is believed to be a record
for consecutive participation on
one: prograin was set last week,
when the Kussell Furriers Chalked
up the :7,000th broadcast on ths
Caroline Cabot Shopping Service

>.%

•
•

17.6
15.9
15.5
15.2
14.9
14.8
14.7
14,5
14.3

+ 3.9

—1.1

•

+2.2:

•

+2.1
'
.
.

+ 1.3
+2.7

show
.

+ 1.0 ;

—

i.3

rl:,5
’

+2.9
+2.8

B’east

V

+ 1.T

•

.17.3.;:':

17.3"

Hub Recrid

bri

WEEI, Hub’s CBS

outiet,

Relying entirely on the radio advertising medium biz has beeri so
substantial that sponsors pre.sented
Miss Cabot with a three^skin mAr**
tin .stole and A contract doriblinf
participation.

VeiluMdayt Aprtt 19. WStt '
'

iMi«wJ«y»

iy*

PSS^BEtf
.1

Robert Sylvester;

Hop# dnd

teitvisidii f or

Frigidaire

*

NBG

the

Nety/prlc

a ond-timp

,

>

.

tho bi^gdst audiehco In tho history of

show— the

^Star $pcihgled Roy ue"^, sponsored

on Bdster Sunday afternoon

'What the viewer

days

drow

the true

Here was

^ • •

Hope

of the old ‘Rbberta’^^

To the

less feeling that they, to(^

to his supporting
is

Palace

clown in the tradition. His impishness

the^

had the li^t touch, and his g^s were sent across the
deftest of deliveries.

by

audierit;e at

footlights with the

home he communicated that

price-

were conspirators in the make-believe, while

company he conveyed

that esprit

and cohesion which

the trade-mark of the born showman.’

Jqck Gout(i/N^ Y.

:

d record nomber of viewers per set

. .

of 49.4

• . •

(5.5)

• • •

an averdge Hooperating

an 88% share of audience •••

*^He holds Out

new

'hope’ for television.

He

is

telegenic,

magnetic personaiity warms up your Hying rooni as

his

Tm

humorous, and

if

he were there

personally.^’

“To a man,

all those

show granted

viewing this hour and a half musical cornedy- variety

was not only Bob Hope

that this

at his best but televisioii

at its finest.”

Sid White^ Radid Daily

>

. .

with more than

like

Bed

Lillie,

1

0,000,000 viewers enjoying Hope and other great stars

Dinah Shore, Hdl LeRoyr Poug Fairbanks

Rocco In another brilliant

Max Liebman

*Tlow was Bob Hope? The answer
graceful, his personality, soniewhat

than radio.

opc

•

From now

oUi

Hope

is

production.

is *great’.

•

and; Maurice

Telegenic, easy-going

and

subdued yesterday, is suhed to TV better
certain to

be a big factor in

Ben

.

Jr.

^

television.’*

Gross, Nyli. Daily

News

I-.-

Arneriea^s iVb; 1 Metworte

;

.

WediiieBda^Tf

RA0ia
EARL WILSON** COLtMN Oi:
0e DIMAGGIO' SHOW
THE AIR
«Hill Ja^k Barry* emtea; Tom
fuesta

With

'

Produoer: Morrison Wood
Writer; Katherine Avery
15 Mins.; Mon,-thru-FrI.; i;t;15 p,m.
.

BORDEN
BOTOEN

Chtesgu
Chicago
June Davis does an adequate
the |ob on this, 15-minute chatter strip,

'^Shooting Gallery" dealt v^dth
narcotics trade and how the mternatlonal body is trying to con-^
Taken against the back-^.
trbl it.
ground of wrangling in the UN,
which gets the big, headlines^ the
story of cooperation against dope
smuggling made a heartening sub,
ject. The broadcast brought home
the idea that national control of
the deadly drugs is impossible
^thout international control.

^

and material aimed at femme audicnce was Well rounded if hot
unusual on show heard (11). Talk
session stresses homemakers* role
as ihothers with klddie hints.
cial menus
tlonfc

Sw
ao^

in vjich P^riod^ he forecast

the Yankees and Bosto®
j®g
the ^yicanLeagimthi^y^r^
the Dod^rs anct St. .Louis, take
National League Honors.

who

St

^^

whom

with

.

^

got into the act^pd aC-^
^
quitted himself reasonably well,
tribute to Eigen Jt waa aU
^g
a
Wilson tete^
right but he might have been
spared those sticky encomiums as
Berle

IS

giv^sh

angle.
Show’s big problem with
a five-times-weekly schedule ia
finding suffiriently brig
material
consistent
for
interest.
There
were no commercials as siich on

segment as sponsor didn’t
pick up tab until following Mon-

this

U 7),

day

two-week

after

test run.

.

41 WtHen Ba^r.

auiomauc n-j

an

w^^^

a teenhelp his arguihent^^^^
ager who started on opium to get
a thrill, and a woman who was MID-AMERICA SINGS
With Ken Heady
snared via the pain-killer route:
Heady
festlmonv of the nsvehiatrists

Weua or

.jUng 4®
lavvy, and Jias

'

freduentty to

to the mike..

provided^^^^

sper*

and household sugges-

Hal Lansing fitted in nio<^lv
with Snterspeiled comment^ and

Horace McMahon and omers
Was bright albeit on
Stanza was built arounf taped
groundrioth. ^Isnt ^actualities,” Involving interviews
being on tape iiistead overly familiar
his
Senes ,1$ ® J K Wo*, Wof in vantage ofAdditiohally
checked
Berle
with addicts, peddlers, psychia-'
Wilsoh has il about tim.e^
of live
None trists,
eludes quiz, drama, spoita^com^^^^^^^^^^
*^®i'®y'b®lt joke routine?
UN sciehtists, federal
all records and is confin^
^
mentary and
There was convincthe less wiUiout^him it might have agents, etc;
and
chatter
straight
to
Wmself
ing
of
that should^^please a
been a different story. Incident- ing material in the candid talks
tastes.
is no
Berle
Mama
ally.
patients
at a U. S. narcotics
with
topof
quartet
^av (i?) he h<»d a
program (15),
euests-^Fred^ Allen. Faye an authentic trouper in he^ pwn hospital, including a former crimiflight

ubjects coi'ored ai
e
baseball IV^fthree^S^^
more toward a mature
1^^^^^

'

CO.

WGN.

Third in NEC's series^ of documentaries on the United Nations,

WMGM,

19Sa

With June Davis; Hsl Lansing, announcer

^
Kean

NBC, from New York

.

,

Gary Cooper ^

Produeeri^irector: Gerald
Writer: Jeff Sparks.
30 Mins.; Sun. (9), 1 p.m.
Snataintnr

Mtakiy, Tommy HenHch, Ever- With Hal Tuni^ aniiouiicer;
ett Sloane* Leon Janney, othera Producer; Joe HownaUin
f > > ^^
^
Producera: Barry, Dan Enrtsht
o ao
30 Mins,; Mon,, Wed,, Sal., ».»u
Writer: Mike Oppenheimer
Eiaen'a third anniversary
the
to Mins.; Sat., 7:30 p.m.
celebration Sunday night at
^.JRr’ JVrwwr*
iuataihlng
Copacabana^ N. Ym over
^^**
NBC, from New York
agtdn fetched a benefit-type turnv
tr Wnn,/.)
Milton Berle
Joe piMaggio Show. V which has .
Pncf out for the event.
hlited from CBS to NBC and from \
topped and saved the evening .with
consi^
nas
®®wwnist,
syndicated
stanza,
evening
a moriiihg to an
^ yeoman job as inaugural emcee
has undergone a change in empha.hjf
as he called Hehny Youhgman,
is from a juve listener’s approach stanza P^er the^stmt^ne tno J
Jack Carter, his mother. Tommy
older
th®
and
kid
both
appealing
to
to
Johnnie Johnston, Dick
orig- Trinder,
Sports quiz segmtot, the previogs “ries thte one
Tn"i A.den. Frail Warudienees.
boys
between
previously staged
Eileen Barton,
j,
and girls, is now a competltion.be- mont-Plaza hoteVN^^
Leonard, Frank Sinatra
j
tween youngsters and adults, and been cut fro^
(who headlines at the main Copa

19,

hostess house

SHOQTING gallery

Przper

on how

..g-,

scientists
letosed som^^^^nf^fh»°now
an mg-otjating
shpwfplk. Sfmisto is' «s?d ”o* detect
Series of 13 broadcasts
for?nstLce.*^hat i-adio has its adand
^ctual but interesting listening, clubs and singing organizations in
vantages over basball because a network veepees and Jack Benny, ofugghilz
the
various
Gary^Cooperainked
that
Milton
Allen
sallying
due
with
cancelled
-broadcast is never
KCMO listening area is a reAtier an recordings with sincere, forthright
js strictly coincidental,
.* .
_
f
He'«{ abetted aptly by Berle can't take bows any longer,
u
T, I
origi« disk jockey; it says hpre.
narration; Ovei^ll a con^endable Pef^of ^e sch^u
moneyXelt L ijr to
^^tiSp^ioh b
Jkc^^arry
effort, -Gallery” was a; bit sp^ty nated last year. Through the series,
to
neck:*
his
ovwng
down
whittled
been
has

W^loca^^

V

”

Aviuriiji
communique on xne oauie Gi
Yanks last sea- ^be plunging TV necklines, Wilwas a biL too gon was more sure of himself than
heavy on narration and could have bes was bn the WINS kickoff and
Included some more colortulind haa som

some

JO

mciucui?.

Ill

rich’s woi'k for the
Hoxveyeiv it
sohi
:

|

plenty of the national game s fla- ^bierson -Faysie,”' and referring
And geveral times to the program as
yor. interestingly presented.
signoff, a plea for
^
Joltin’ Joe’s
Bril.
nvfwi.' of
vj half wit.”
IiaiA hour
<* half
iteamwork and iair play among all
racial and religious gibiips as ex-

—

...

riiPST BOOK
ROOic
GUEST

emplified by the sports World, was
Bril.
Bril
effectively done.
•

'

Bril
Bnl

cited, for

example,

its

'

n

•

M¥i

in n

Scope of the series can bb seen
from the list of the schools participating, U; of Kansas City; Baker

m

'

f;«5

1

General
General Mills, which.

'

charged that radio generally por-

..

^

^

failure to

report the death of . Negro scien-

.

wfi rOMF BArK R4SFRATT
®nSv IS? H«n«.

m

Parr;
With Betty P

’

v.u.

was angered and disturbed by ra^ oa
tn«
dib’s handling of Negro hews and ofNFRAT

.

^___

•

wv.e,«v

Done” Sunday (16), Issue was presented by actress Fredi Washing-.
ton and was then discussed by
Miss Washington. S. W.. Gartin^on

I

.

turning

IS
is

i

Vnrib fn fhp naHrinni

U!,
u., Baldwin, Kan.; Niationai
National Col(Jol.
lege for Christian Workers, Kansas
Q^y. .^K.teiesa
gt, Teresa College,
iVv C.;
c.,
college, K;

'•;'GuestS'

**"
'
89nn, program,
IN MEDICINE
PartiHMtim?"
^
With Katherine Hepburn, narrator; wakw, Aieany
Roger de Koven, Bryna Racbiirii,
has reecnay
Women’s progr
Norina Chambers, Phil Foster,
been expanded to a half-hqur with but the former said that the blame minute session, it was a fast, , Series mvplves a bit of prestige
puilding for both the station and
j^iger and
rrea Daigbr
the addition
ot Fred
ana can.be attributed in part to the funny airer with Bob Hope and the colleges, and has developed
aauraon of
that the public doesn’t protest Bing Crosby batting at a neai.-pcrmoderately

WOMEN

u»r

,

-

Writer: Martin Seifert
Director: Frank Papp

Its
seveial sponsors.
listehable, the level depending up-

NBC, from New York

bn the guest and the story he or
she telir Evidence of nadding is

“.Women

Medicine,”

in

a

15

sometimes

g^gygj, against the stereotypes or feet percentage.
(Crosby’s over- fpioething of a following both in
If it’s
give adequate support to those seas trip necessitated taping" the the^city ^nd the terriwry.
series could become, a
Negro programs already bn the air. show in advance but there was no
noteworthy
musical progranv in the
He added that radio gives the Ne- loss in the process).
,

Show opens

notleeilble.

a brief news roundup by
Daiger, station special events dif
A transcribed musical serector.
lection and reading from the mail
bag by ^Betty Parry follo^ Then
comes the interview. Another e.t
number, chatter and a “thought for
the day” round out the block,
Plugs intersperse it.
Mrs. Parry held an interesting
exchange on shoplifting
shopliftingand
picture
and picture
f-., ...la-v, in-.*!.-.
t.
producing
U-1
with Betty Cameron, tt
drumbeater here to tocsin for "I
Was a Shoplifter.” F. Charles AdSaratoga
Springs
jer
veteran

cal field.

Program was fortunate

in having Katharine Hepburn as
narrator, to overcome a routine
cript.
Transcribed stanza was built
•round the career of Dii Elizabeth
fir^t
th e hate^^
Blackwell,
woman doctor. Her perseverance
profession
in following her chosen
a/lorfiiofailv n ortrayed
adequately
p nH ravpH

«rQcwas

imaU

cast.

hv
by

a

x.

..

.

,

Ho\yever, the short time allotted
this documentary evidently was
too much of a hurdle for the
writer and players to give Dr.
Fact that
Blackwell full justice.
•he was the founder of the N. Y.
Infirmary for Women and Chilwith the
dren conveniently tied
current fundraising
institution s cuiren
institution’s
msru^iions
«
B

S

Gilb,
;

"

rrirVrrfd n¥i:ivcii>i?xr»r

Dm HMley

FjMrtieto.ati^^g

w
is

have Negro

clerical staff'
staff-

.

KANSAS CITY SPEAKS

^
With Scott Douglas; Wayne Gil

ing. isYi

yet perfect.

t

Tte

•
.

blend-;

Joco.'

^

ln”ne?tIy%&‘®A^
^

Sibif'with ScoirDoulus'llabi

tile

'‘“'"‘"IcnJir’

terViews, and W^ayne Gilbert hahdling commercials for Albritteh,
THE SYMPHONETTE
Chrysler-Plymouth dealer.
.
,^2*1^®^. Pias^o and
Variety of locales includes a visit
^'^^F?arik*
Frank Knight, announcer
to the zoo, another to the aiiTort

F 4.U'

THe FAIRY PRINCESS

the^com^

.••'

™

^

K

«
.

orch;

p

,

.

:

,

VAMMaAUAAAJt#

AAA,

threat was solidly
and persuasively delivered.
Healey handles the first portion
of staight news competently. Onetime Albany newspaperman arid
first a commentator over WGY 15
years agb, Healey possesses a good
voice and sound radio technique,

A-^ g*

'

-m'

m

^

’
'

7.

ti"®. wizards,

~A 9

’

.

and make sense.
Merry Reynolds charnis With her

ple

‘

V ••W* ^ ^
•
AV
A4 ^
Mfr
some unusual broadcast material.
In its first week, show had some
rough spots here and there, somewhat depending on ability and personality of iridlviduals who show
up at the mike. Douglas probably
has a little work to do here in orgamzing each program, and tying
uP some loose ends here arid there
ih lacing each program together
.W

'

bm sticks to the oldJ^shipned method of feeding fairy
tales to children. And judging_ by
show caught, the stones are sim^
>

from Ni*w Ynrt

^e

W®®Way

Russian

LONGlNES-WITTNAliFn

-

1

wTitteri

®®*^

younger solbwts available,
r-

^

*5’"”’

rFi FnnrrivG at

iiTViftw

«ther.

Producers^
Froflqccrs. Barry.^
Rarir' Dan^^E^
Anrignj
30 Mina.; Suii.,. 12 noon
Sustaining
WOR, N. Y*
Jack Barry and Dan Enright;
nackacer*;
of “TuveniiP
Tni'v "
have come up with another unique
idea involving the talents of the
small fry. “Junior Celebrities,” as
,

Ralph Kinipr, Pittsburgh Pirate
outfielder, was the sole practicing

arid almost With Merry and Bill Reynolds
singly practiced on the air herer 15 Mins., Tues. arid Thurs.; 4:45
®®?,^^®.^
P. rii..
abouts. It hit a fine daytime mark
z:^®
®^
/
his reniaiks
13) on GovriTior S^taUiing
partnient, backstage ^^®i.^®^-®<.T®"
a^^an
Ice
fcewey’s Princeton ri^eech urging /WSTC, Staniford, Conn.
Ainied .at the kiddie, dialers, papades .rehearsal and headquar^he restoration of ail “effective bidepartment, , to
parti.sanship” in our foreign pol- \ The Fairy Princess’? varies coil^ ters of the
On several recent noonhour siderably from the usual run of name a few. Points of both civic
icy;
programs offered the and cpmrnereial interest are iri^
brpadcasls-^Heaiey also presents a
six p.nr, news shOw^he adopted a;. jny®s during the late afternoon eluded in the schedule.
This
hours.
tlvice-weekly airer
Basically, idea of searching out
light tbrie oi* filled in frorii rough
notes, blit the eomriientary on the poesn t revolve around any super- .points of interest around town has

the

-

seizes.

ers.

Jim Healey has long

^

for its single shot,^ and resultant
listening is tuneful choral work,

riSclKs'^'^ahbiiri

,

j^u^yp^ contmts.

Noon
.

the^bsnal'*

ex^

.

WMCA

Of

15_Mlns.; M«n.-thru-Frt„ 12

Jha^ed

Cro«!hv

,

•

,

1

Hone* and

each other’s baseball holditietj hut
in the main. 4e reDarte“ entered
qualified personnel of all minon- «rhiind the traditinnai rl»/airv heties.
He declared that at the net- tween the two comics This nnint
works^and stations in N. Y., only
acSed* hv
CBS has a Negro in an administia- xaLur’s in^^
and from^4he Pa rani uti nt'^'Roa^d’’
tive capacity
capacity and only CBS anc
Koaa

cSnduc^^^^^^
about" libraries
and
books-—^notably the new Spa pubUc library-'--with a tiein to an' observatioti
on children’s reading
habits
v, J
j
«
ic

'

-

vonerate in the public
Dublic into voperate
terest, have the respohsibility to
report Negro news fairly and hire

ceasoh

baseball personality on the show,
but the script turned him into a
comedy spieler. For a slugger, he
«
handled his lines adeptly, al»P®^^*f •>
though it remained for Crosby and
Hope'to carry this show via their
gagging, duetting, ad libbing and
KCKN, Kansas City
general horseplay.
Jud Conlon’s the title imDli^
(Midwestern Recording Co.)
Rhiv
imolies
Binv niroirParry^is the^
®‘
vo<^l
vocal group and John I’rotter’s
Trotteris
Idea of this one is iT
visit
visit
by
bj
a
the brassy, positip woman’s pro- radio to interesting, newsworthy orch backed up Crosby, Hope and ^
tables «t
®*’j®^„®®?*tu®tor; she Is soft spokcn gp^ts throughout the
Lamour
in
ace
style.
Little
the
Club, N. Y. eatipry, inter/
metropolitan

symphony
comments

m

drive.

because they are licensed by the

FCC

|chools®“o alHSt,' each pointiSg

come^'ieiLn* wlth^We
to the nomine -of

Bduey argued that broadcasters,

with

.

A*

.Hk,

|

^
- It s a measure to kave Mishel
Piastro and his Symphdnette back
^

,

j

.

jn the

_air

?®:®®?,?P

agam,

filling to
V^tth toeirr choice

®^

-

®®^\‘

9A«l>u

-

^

..sp.

S®i®ctions

’
’

« aA*
1
1
T*i'
yet relaxed
quality of the day,
* half-hour of grateful listen•

J%

Opening program Sunday (16)
had tuneful numbers of a con.

^1!''

hand to exchange some chitchat
with; the emcee:
with
That Sunday
Synday at
noon slotting is a good timh
time for
th®
the show and
and. it should attract a
sizeable listening
listening^ audierice
among
audience, nmong
.both
both moppets and their elders;
eidersi
Even though Barry might have a
chance to get acquairited with the
before show time, his vyprk
is still cut oiit for him.
One of
the pint-sized interviewees on the
show caught (16). for example, apparentlv got mike-fri^^
and ler
fused to yield to Barry’s cajolirigs
to Open iin on the iriiririrtant tonics
on.

vIJC

A/A

’

VldY*'

Ai/LIivLd

’LfJ,

LIlCJ

JMAiO

were too precocious which marrt'd
show's inharcntSu^armth. When
such
Bari y
things
happened,
wisely moved away from the kids
to their parents in order to keep
the show perking,
Alreadv bxnertonrpd in iipalinc
with kldi
a
rieat fariSuv tor
into
ronvercatinn
and * wiselv
nltched hiV
accordthri

servative pattern, siich; as Grieg’s
"‘Solveig’s
Song/-'
narrating,
while Bill Reynolds
a Waldteufel
barcarolle and a Serenade for
gives a capable assist.
reHe does tend to over-meticulous- lated on program heard dealt with
Orchestra. Violinist Joseph Fuchs
ness
pronouncing certain words a turtle who felt his shell was putWas soloist iri“October." String
•rid to speak dogmatically on ocr ting a damper oh his activities, be- while it’s being taped,
section sounded lush and sensuous,
casion.
Lyle Bosley’s reading 6f cause it kept him from hustling
As an onpning Pntrv
toa and up to previous seasons’
commercial for sev^^
sponsprs around like the.other animals. Be- young recording agency and as
Lorigines - Wittnauer coriimer- Show preemed as a suriainer but
rings sure and true on one of the side^ the story, show teed off with somethiiig out of the ordinary for arid in keeping
with the program, broke at the midway point for a
better local news originations.
a kiddie recording of “Three Lit- the motor car sponsor, series is off clals
ciali were hripf
brief and
and well-styleil, :'
lengthy spot commercial.
Jl!
r!;.
fi-’^^vi«!..,®®
Jacq,
Kittens” by Qene
Itle
Kelly.
Quin.
^^
1 to a good start.
Stal.
1
^Bron,.

Yam

m

W

w

^

^

-'

-

:

Ma^ I

tafce this

ni^ns of

gratitude th Beatrice

eixpressin^

tiillie,

Binah shore,

my

Boug Fairbanks

Jr. >

Maurice

^

^

‘

the entire: ‘Star Spangled ReyUe” cast for their
magnificent performance on Easter Sunday.

For the success .of ruy debut on

tele\usi6n

indebted to the expert production of
,

his directors,

to

and

my writers

his techniciahs.

and to

all

the people

who

rnade

I

am

A deep boyf,

‘

‘Star

Frigidaire

it possible

for

the staff

me to

of television”— Foote; Gone

and the

too,

Spangled Beyue”

entertain ‘‘the largest audiettce for a ohe-tinie
in the history

also

Liebman,

the Other meuiberS

for their contribution to the

To

Max

,

show

& Beldiug,

NBG TeleyisiOn Network—

a grateful handshake for a show

Thanks for the memory.

I’ll

hever forget.

Vcdnwjfy, April

Comes Twilight
to

television

that

sayirig

v

burn a memthe Authors’ Guild
Quote som^ody as

Know how
ber of
Council ?

1950

19,

spells

out “the twilight of the printed

word.”
April IS.

;

;

XTT’V's.

,

seTOP

.

^

ing juvenile writers
der when the kiddies will have
time to read if preoccupation
with the parlor set continues.

,

have jipiped th<? ^oreep Directors
Guild oT APri'crica aud will he the
tucti to work under
firs^
an ;st)G Contract. Meggers have
Chicago, AprU 18.
dravm up tentative demands and
Dean Martin and Jeiry Lewis
have presented these demands to
the Screen Guild. SDG >vill meet are filming a half-hour tele show
vrith KTTV management shortly next week on the Coast for a lookto 'negotiate, a., contra
see by New York NBCJ/ top brass.
JvTTV^ staffers are asking for re- Comedians worked with writers
vamp^ wages aiid working epiidi- Gharlie^Isaacs and Harold Goodtions along With a few specific re* mail last week, when they were
quests-^me being screen credit oh appearing; at the ChiGagP theatre,
fchows. Wages set tip in the initial to prepare a script which will be
.

,

,

who won-

•di.r^‘<itors

•

,

All Icinds of writers look
askance at TV, the latest be-

^

MENKIN,
“Hands of Destiny,” DuMont’s
low-budgeted but high-rated meller series, got its first Sponsor this
week when the Chevrolet Dealers
pacted to. bankroll it over WABD;
the web’s N. Y^ flagship, starting

request approximate those being
asked by the Radio and Television
Guild for:: KEGA-TV directors.
.Scale is $130 niinimunv for full
director and $95 for ah assistaht.
Staffers said that, though all directors are behind the SpG hiove,
those presently holding R&TVG
cards will hot relinquish them.
.

.

Meggers pointed out

Larry Menkiri and Charles Speer,
Ted Steele will become the mos^tworked performer by far in radio co-scripters on the program, turned
and television when his new across- out their 52d original scTipt this
the-board daytirfie ishow tees off week, which is believed to estaba petirianerit easi^member.
Rrogram which already has sev- May 1 on the N» Y. Daily News’ lish a record for TV, “Destiny,”
With his Monday through a DuMont house package; is directeral sporisor bites, according to the WPIX.
WMCA, N. Y. ed by Frank Bunetta.
tearil^ will not bow ttefore the: fall Friday radio show on
indie, and his emicee ehores on'
'Season.,
DuMont’s Tuesday night “CavaL
,

’

:

ihat in this

^

WOR-TV,

N. Y.

WNBT

Chicago, April

18.

show, to be packaged by
Stark-Layton Productions; hasn’t
yet been titled. It’s to feature Ann
Pringle, N. Y. Herald 'Tribune columnist, arid Carl Caruso, as ^emcee,
giving shopping hints to the housewife audience. Gimbel’s will take
the first half of the program, to be
aired Monday through Friday from
noon to 1 p. m., with the second

•

.

-

.

they can he switched around from
day to day. Steele plans to have
his .barber in for a weekly haircut
while he’s on carriera and, because
of his daily race for tiirie, may also
eat his lurich while performing.
WPIX plans to make the show

:

cause,

John SnydcF, War Savings chief
Vernon Clark, Elihu E. Harris, advertising head oT the bond division,
arid Nathan Colwell, radio chief, as
whose home schedule the well as other government officials.
is carrying this year, are Also here from Hollywood for the
on the road or in a night confab' was Cornwell Jacksori, of

available exclusively to participating sporisors. Show will be aired
each afternoon when the N. Y.
'

Giaiits,

WPIX

probably featuring Dick Dudley,
Josephine, McCarthy, show takes
over from 9:45 to 10, to be followed
by Kathi Norris’ “TV Shopper” un-

council demand, aldermen made
much of the fact that Ghi has
been granted only four licenses
While New York and Los Angeles
each have seven.
^atione; WIND and
Two
WJJD, CBS ^md Zenith Radio
Corp., have filed tele construction
permits which are being held up

N

Precdenlj Using

11.

NIELSEN RATINC INDEX
to C. E. Hooper’s television netrating

service,

week

this

signed as a regular subscriber to
the Nielsen National TV Rating Index. Although the Nielsen service
Is the successor to Hooper’s TV

network ratings as a result of NieL
sen’s recent buy of the Hooper
services,

GBS

believes

it

will give

a more representative picture of
the AM-TV inter-relationship than
d id Hooper.
eb is paying the
standard $1,000 per mphth sub-

W

.

v.''':ii;cription.:fee..'-.'
.

CBS

Hooper
.

consistently
nixed ; t h eservice for netwdrk TV .pn
.

TV To

}

Show Wares

to Dealers

Chicago, April 18.
new use for video was believed to have been found here last
week, which may revolutionize
sales training methods and make
serious inroads in the commercial
film industry.
A local household
appliances
distributor,
Simpson
Go. bought four half-hour periods

also buyirig into the second half.)

A

,

1

;

on WBKB’s afternopn schedule to
demoristrate the 1950 line of Norge

Storie Associates, with Ed
Herlihy as emcee arid Lee Sullir
van, formerly in the Broadway
production of “Brigadoori,” as featured vocalist.
Carl Jampel is
wrrting.
Then the Qimbel’s show

tine

CBS, which had never subscribed

,

I

(First half of the iatter
show has beeri sold to Saks-34th
Street, ariother
Y. department
store, with participating sponsors

til

AM

work

j

I

“Date ini Manhattan,” originating
via remote pickup frorn the Tavern-bn-the-Green eatery in Marihattan's Central Park, will be aired
from 11 until noon. Test kiriescope
of “Date” was lensed last week
by “freeze.” A CP application filed with reportedly good results. It’s to
by Warner Bros, has been with- be produced by Dick Doari, of Marr
-'*

CBS AS SUBSCRIBER TO

appliances via TV directly to its
300 dealers in the Chi area.
Besides having the advantages
of noyelty and spontarieity, the
follows from noon until I p. m,, series was considerably less exwith a 15-minute riews show closing pensive than a demonstration film
of similar scope.
the daytime run,
Time charges
for the package came to about
$I,0Q0, with the only Other expense
being the cost of moving applito Close East-^^
ances used'bn the show tp WBKB’s
and supporting proiriotion.
Gap to Begin Next Year studio
“Talent” used on the show, prpWashirigtori, April 18.
duced by Jack Ei. Ricard, SimpsPri
Prospects that work will begirt sales promotion manager, was from
next year to close up the big gap the company’s sales .staff.
in an east- west video network were
Faced with the expense and difdisclpsed in testimoriy last week ficulty of getting dealers to attend
before the FGC. puririg hearings a central sales meeting (and as all
on a proposal to require the Bell the dealers also handle tele sets),
Systein to connect its f acilities with the company hit upon
the idea of
Westerri
Union, Frank Cowan, beaming the series to the
sales,
American Teiephprie & Telegraph people at the; various retail outlets;
Co. engineer, said it lias been re- What outside audierice
the segCided under the 1951 program be- ments captured was so
much veling formulated, .to extend radio 'vet..
j/.,..
relay facilities now beirig coriDealers were alerted by a card
structed betweeri
Chicago
and arid wire cariipaign the week beOrriaha, so as -to link Omaha and
fore, with reply cards sent out to
Sari Francisco.
check
the
response.
Company
Ill addition, Cowari testified, it is
placed paid listing in the Chi
planned to add Miami to the net- dailies, TV logs
describing the
work. During T951, he said, the shPws as a training
series, inviting
coaxial, cable wilL be extended housewives
to watch if they were
’

Work

the basis :that it emphasized video
more than was actually the case,
through its method 6f depending
pnly on homes with telephones for
Its ratings, Nielsen, as he has done
With radio, is combining both
homes with and without phones for
his ratings.
In addition, it’s reported he plans eventually to shift
to bis Audimetef gadget for TV
ratings, which is expected to fur- southward from
Memphis to link interested.
nish the truest picture yet of TV’s Birmingham to Atlanta.
A second
place in the broadcasting picture.
cable will extend from Charlotte
to jacksohville.
XIHI LATE SHOW rACTED
Plans for 1951 prdyide for radio
Columbus, O., April 18.
115,600 for St. Loo Area
relay links between New York and
^Another indication of the growr
St.: Louis, April 18.
Syracuse, via Birighamton. A fur- irig acceptability of late evening
V Total
of 115,000 television re- ther link between New Vork
and video programming was the pactcovers have been installed in the Chicago Will be put in, and an- ing.
last Week of Jimriiy LePper’s
KSD-TV area of Missouri as of other channel southward from Pe- Wtvn
disk show, 11 p. m. to 12
April 1,
troit to Toledo.
midnight five times weekly;

^

i

.

of

and further related that h e wiJ
“hand pick” the concerns putting

;

.

coin In his pocket. Potter will retain his daily radio platter show

'

;

,

.

18.

is

'

nels aS; yet unassigned.
“Failure of the FGC to license
Chicago’s full quota of seyen stations is unfair to the TV industry
hero and to the public,” the .resolution charges.
In debating the

drawn.'

Chicago, April

J, Waiter Thompson office, who
WGN-TV cojpped exclusive rights
rounding up talent fOr the radio to telecast the Chicago White Sox
kickoff show.
Spokesmen for the day games, leaving. WBKB and
Treasury made no effort to hide WENR-TV, Who had been dickertheir disappointment at not being ing for the rights, out in the cold
able to report CBS participation to again, This is the third consecii^
the Treasury boss.
has
tive year that the station
Frank Stanton, CBS prexy; in to garnered the exclusive rights.
Sales
strong
pitch
staff
has
made
a
atterid the Women’s National Press
Club dinner for the President and for the Peter Fox. Brewery to pick
Mrs. 'Trumari, and to testify before up the tab for half the games for
.the FCC, indicated his company Meister Brau beer, and Folirman
had not definitely nixed the Treas- Motors for the other half. Both
ury request. He told Variety he prospective sporisors have picked
intends to “look into the matter” up the tab for the Cubs’ TV rights
oyer WGN-TV, which is being
on his return to New York;
Meantime, Levy still has his shared by WBKB. Tribune station
for the
fingers crossed,, and plans to tackle paid approximately $60,000
Westlnghouse, sponsor of Studio exclusive. Fox bought t he d ea
Last week
Fohrman Motors
One, directly, in the hope that they
Will kick in as a public seryice. picked up half of the WGN-TV
Prospect of Godfrey competing Cubs games, pairing with ; Peter
with a top CBS show on a rival net Hand to: share the 77-game schedule, With a t ot a 1 sponsorship
is looked upon With askance in
amounting to a b o u t $55,000.
radio circles here.
The Godfrey bond show shapes WBKB, sharing the Cub’s rights
as a glorified; “Tialent Scouts” with WGN-TV, inked Ghi Chryslef
viewer, with top Government and dealers and Atlas Brewing Co.
public brass acting as “$couts” for earlier in the year for its half.
top show biz talent.* Lined up to
date on the “scout” roster are FGC
Commissioner Frigda Herinock, U.
POTTER,
of P. prexy Harold Stassen, chief
of Naval operations Admiral Forrest Sherriian, The p.a. of an FCC
commissioner should be balm to
Hollywood, April 18.
the Godfrey vanity, in view of the
Peter Potter has inked a; fiverecent word spanking handed the year contract with the Don Lee
comic by chairman Wayne Coy. tele station, KTSL, for a str p
Archie Bleyer and ‘''his orch will show ffoin 11 to 12 each night,
give their all for the cause, with Potter Will do a record plus perVic Mizzi scripting the show. Tal- sonality layout replete Avith conerit, though not yet lined uP; is not
tests and assorted gimmicks. Proconsidered, a problem, sirice show gram gets underway May 15.
biz has always faUen in Tme at
Potter Said he will work On a
Government’s request.
straight percentage
sponsor coin

the

WNBT

'

(Contihued on page 41)

David Levy, loaned by Yourig
and Rubicam to head video actiyities for the drive, huddled here
Friday (14) with Sec, of .'Treasury

‘

TV

•'

;.

speculation was. Caused by
the switch in subjects by G. Emerson Markhanl of NAB’s tele department.
Ostensibly because I h e
subject was expected to be covered
in the mariageinent sessions, MarWashington, April 18.
Treasury has run into a snarl in kam changed the Subject of bis
speech
from “Television PossibiliTV
kickoff
fpr
its proposed all-net
the Independence Loan, new bond ties” to a discussion of the. medium
drive, May 15', it was learned Here as it relates to eilgirieers. He told
this week; Trouble stems from re- the englrieers the stations have
luctance of CBS to wash out its been top tolerant of slipshod perlucratiye “Studio One;” despite the formance because the medium was
fact that the web’s ace Hooperater, yoinig, but the excuse of inexArthur Godfrey, Is definitely inked perience cannot long prevail
to emeee. the one-hour, all-star
Markham urged the technical
show. With NBC committed to the irien to take pride in Ihe finished

Chicago’s city fathers’ demands half to be spld to participatirig station
plriyirig
for three additional tele station li- sponsors.
has a 15censes will be presented to
Addition of the new show Will game. Steele presently
at an early date. The City Gouncil force a change; in the previously minute late afternoon show -on
leaVe
recently passed a resolution ask- announced
daytime sched- WCBS-TV, which he will
licenses ule; Lineup will now start at 9:30 April 28 in order to launch the
ing the agency to grant
offering
May
1.
for the remaining three Ghi chan- a. m., with a 15-minute stanza'

FGC

;

Some

-/ In addition to eniceeing the new
daytinie strip; Steele will play varipus musical instruments, sing,
spin records, iriteryiew visiting
celebs and conduct a telephone
shopping service for vieWfers. Cast
will include a musical trio, girls*
quartet, sports reporter and “private secretary” fpr Steele.- Program is to have various departments, but they’ll be set up so that

:

'

•said>,

"Week.;,

GimbeTsi N. Y. departnient store,
ca, television directors joining the follows its rival, Macy’Si iinto the
Guild are listed only as affiliate television
picture,
sponSorsh^
members and may not direct a mo- starting May 2, via half of a new
tion picture or a film made exclii- hour-long daytime Series preeiriing
sively for television. TV directors as part of the move into daytime
may become full members only if programming by WNBT, NBC’s
they are given a; film assignment N, Y. video flagship, Macy^s last
and theii must pay full SDG initia- week bought a twice-weekly halftioh fee and dues. Gurreht initiahour stanza, titled “It; Pays to Be
tion fee and dues for TV directors
Thrifty,*' on its owri TV station,
is $10, plus $1 monthly.

I

AM

.

cade of Stars,” the addition, of the
WPIX three-hour program six days
a week wiil bring Steele’s total
weekly tiirie on the sir: to 32 hours
CBS’ 'Arthur
and 45 minutes.
Godfrey, by comparison, now does
riine hours and 15 minutes per

giveiii

,

,

tioris

Chi to Posh For

indication of things ip come
in a speOch made at the
first
luncheon session Thursday
(13) by Baymond F, Qiiy,; pVe^y of
Institute of Radio Eriginjljiir^
k;
recounted the history of VroadCasting, but Guy’s discussion of the
industry, after 1946 dealt mainly
with TV.
is stiU a sturdy industry, he said, emphasizing, lie had
no doubts it would remairi so. “But
the ‘great growth arid bf iliiaht
future of broadcasting will be in
television in the years ahead,” he

was

the format show, with guest stars.
Dick Stabile wiU conduct arid be

may chahge staa d^^^
bverhight and find himself' a
staffer under the Radio Guild jurisdiction., Because of this, cards
will be retained in both Guilds.
Under the new bylaws of the
Screen Directors Guild of Anierifield

An

DuMont is selling the
a co-bp .basis to affiliate
stations throughout the country.
show bn

:

'

/

April 28.

,

Chicago, April 18,
Technical and financial piqblems
of television occupied. the;,limelieht
at the fourth annii^'fl&ajfieast
Engineering Conference held last
week to tee off the NAB’s 28th
annual conventidh. Major portiQn
of speeches given at ithe. five panel
sessions of the.coriclavfeV as well as
most questions from- the floor
centered Oii; video rather than Am!

over;. KFWB,-:

.NBC-TV

v/iU

cut a kinescope
audition riext month of a new airer,

“Tale of a Tune,” in which stories
behind various pop turies will be
Mack Trucks is Considering a
narrated by the people on whose one-shot educational stanza on
lives the nuiriber has had an effect: WJZ-TV, N. y., which may be aired
Richard
Berger will
produce, in other markets via kipescope re-

:

:

;

1

1

Leonard ..Hoi ten will script and cordingi Show would be; a docuGeorge Helri direct. Music will be mentary bn the school in Diesel
arfanged and conducted by Ray engine maintenance which the
Sinatra, foriner Ooinposo.r-conduc- company is running, to promote
tor for Metro, Universal; arid sev- use of Diesel busses and trucks.
eral radio shmys.
Deal is being wrapped; up by
Sinatra is Currently miisicnl di- Marshall Dlsken, TV director of
reOtor for Evelyn Knight at the Erwin Wasey agency, arid
Plaza hotel, N. Y,
Mbwrey oIaBC-TV.

,

Mi
Hollywood, ApririB.

;

'

First Interniitioiial television cir-

’

[

T<>p 10 for

oK reqprdi dnibracing every

cuit

phake of production and: televising,
be fe^t UP this week by a syn-

V

wil'l

dica’t®
‘

,

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

i

;

.

42 8
41 .8

.

.

;
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,

.

.36.1
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.

here, is Veepee. Others in the pool
are showmen in Cuba, Brazil and s

Argentina, Herbert Silverberg' is
handling legal details in connecfiling
of corporation
lion with
papers in Sacramento^

.

,

;

,

I
I

give:

will tee off with
XEW-TV, Me^co City’s first telestation,
now operating experimentally, in September. tJ. S. subsidiary, which will have offices
here and in N. Y„ will act mostly

.

a buying''agency for programs.
Opera tiOns format also calls ;f or
the manufacture of TV sets in

tes-

wepk that it could not
assurance such sets would be

‘philosophical]^" oppos,ed to Oritering trie radio manufacturing
business but was prepared to
launch such a company if major

Mexico City. FoUc.e, who will head
company’s procurement departinent,
has already ^ordered
*

'

:

'

:

be

oii

.

U. S.”

.

Group

also banking on overIt
teas yen for Latin TV shows.
wa.s reported that Azcalraga will
go to London this summer to hudr
die With J. Arthur Rank abou^t that
•Ogle-

.
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Faye Emerson Show. IS-minute
weekly chit-chat stanza starring the
film-legit actress, was Teported this
week to be angling' for a return to
the CBS-TV web, even though it
shifted from there to NBC video
only last week.
Arnold Bakeries, which bankrolls the show through Benton &
Bowles, switched from CBS to NBC
in order to take advantage of NBC’s
topheavy Saturday night pull via
its “Saturday Night Revue.”
Miss
Emer.son teed off her new series
last

week

srits itself;

considers all men working
production at Nassour studios

lATSE

!

iw

under

its

jurisdiction.

However,

KTTV

recently signed Contracts
M'ith the IBEW following a National
Labor Relations Board election, in
which staffers indicated they prefened the IB. Before submitting to
any jiuisdictional strife between the
two unions, the Times will buy Nassour, which means there will be ho
As it stands
J A men oh the lot.
there is a mixture becatise of motion pictures beihg megged on the
Nassour lot along with the tel e>-

(15) in the. 10:30 to 10:45

P m. Saturday slot, inimediaiely
following the “Rcvue.”
Since trie
latter show is soheduled to begin
ils summer hiatus May 20, h0vv‘ever, that would leave Miss Emerson practically
alone Saturday vision

^

'

Show thus may return

.V

.'.I

to

CBS,

^

;

\

_

on

:

.

.
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!

ming
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drama
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its

gram

ideas, pointing out that too

p,ayed o„ Sundays and will prob-

Often in the past an outside pro-

ably again be televised next seaducer would offer his show on a sob by the N. Y. Daily News’
CBS will have access to
orie-shbt trial basis and then, if it
rodeo, horse showj the top
recelyed favorable audience reception, sell It to the highest bidder. track meets and all college basketIn th^ way, the CBS execs said, ball, including the National Irivithe indies saVe themselves the ex- tatiori Tournanient and the Nar
pense of the usual kinescope audi- tiohhi.. Coilegiate Athletic Assn,
(

,

"

tion.

Ma j ori ty

finals*

tli e s u

of

replacements are still question marks, ac^
eording to web program toppers,
with the picture only jgradually
rounding into shape. So far, CBS
has decided to retain “Toast of the
Town” on a sustaining basis d uring
the eight weeks that the LinGolnMercury Dealers lay off, with guest

emcees probably subbing for Ed
Sullivan while the latter vacations:
“Beat the Clock,’’ quiz show now
alternatirig with the Ken Murray
stainza
Saturdays from 8 to 9 p.m.,
Snowerop Marketers, a subdivievery week starting July I
sion of Clinton Foods, lias picked will go
up the tab on the 10 p.m.-10:30. when the Murray hiatus begins, in
segment of NBC’s Saturday night addition, “Starlight T h e a t r e,"
half-hour dramatic shpws
parlay, “Your Show of Shows.” series of
With Speidel picking up sponsor- now aired Sunday nights as a susship Of the Jack Carter section of tainer, will probably move into the
the program, starting May 6, the Monday night at 8 slot to fill in f^^'
entire 2 '/2 -hGUr show is now com- “Silver Theatre” while the latter,
bankrolled by International Silver,
pletely spbriSored.
lakes its Vacation
•'. :
With spbnsor.ship rates reduced
to $6,000 per haifihbur for the Carter show and $7,500 for trie N. Y.
end. NBC figures that it will: have
An^lin|[ SjpOnSQrS
gotten back up to $300,000. of its
i
i r
P
bl
investment in it,s Saturday night
01*
p€Ft LOhr. Bon BlUO
T
Chain figprogra mnri ng ven tu re
rr^xT
t -.X
1
J xi
CBS-TV last week tensed fiual
lires that .by the time the New
York originated show goes off trie kinescppe auditions pf two halfshows; one staiTing Bert Lah
liPur
cost
have
air May 20, venture Will
only about $250,000, which Is satis- and the other, Ben Blue, Both prp^
faciory to them, since they figure grams receij^ favor^le i^eaction
from the CBS execs but the Web
on a hit show in live fall.
decided npt to put either on the
Spon.sor lineup in three weeks has
from 8-9 air until a. spPnsor; is signed,
will comprise Speidel
j.They're being pitched to potential
p m.; MagnaVox for tile half-liour
three spots bankro.llers and .agencies' via the
starting at 9 p.m
bqught by RCA. Lnited Fruit and ikinesePp.es,.'
Each series Is to have i
Swifts, during the next half-hour;
and Clinton Fpod.s for the final sicpiriedy. fprrriat. With a stpry line,
Lahr show will be aired live from
segment.
is Ip
John Dodge, of the NBC sales N. Yv. while the. Blue stanza
oi'iginate on the Coa.st and be kinstaff, who handled tl^e Magnavoxi
inthe
Speidel sales, also landed the niod for tr: rivsniissiori over

|

:

'

J red

Waring Show, and where

it

-cafe Continental;” vidpic series
niade in London with top European
ot the Tqivn.”
Miss Emerson’s talent and based on the BBC pro*
stanza
js
packaged by Hardie gram; is making its debut this week
r neberg Productions,
under sponsorship of Coninar yip*
Number of other manufacpers.
turers of clothing and luggage are
epoper Gets
.

would follow

Ed

Sullivan’s ‘’Toast
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Kay^

Sammy.

K

signed with participating,
the Prank Cooper agencY for radio
Show will be scheduled in eight
and tele representation. ’General cities on stations of three webs,
.Artist Corp. will rep the riiaestro NBC-TV,
CBS-TV and ABC-Ty.
in other fields,
Kickoff in Gotham is tomorrow;
Deal was made last week upon ( Thurs. ) oh WNBT at 10 30-10 45
expiration qi bis contract w^^^^
Agency is Willihm Wevn*
p. m.
.
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Detroit, April 18.
signed a contract

with Masterpiece Productions, Inc.,
for motion picture feature.s'‘to be

I

contract.

.

WXYE:-Ty has

1

Snowerop

programming in view of
already-hcavy cmpha.sis on
dramatic shows, though/ Sulliyanr
Lewis combo won’t be confined to

the variety format.;

m

'

siati(?ns.

men
1 i

p^
the

[

lercbnnected

idea,

variety propboth Sul van
^nd Lewis, working either as a
tejalri Pr individually, will be an irnpPi^ant adjunct to the video prp-

.variety

1

ijind

as

TV

gramming setup;
Move is inspired, too, by the web’s desire to
greater .accent on coiiiedyr

j

;

that

arid
developirig
ertles for the web,

.

.

figure.«:

m

b

;

I

department, they’ll
office space at CBS’ N. Y.
headquarters.
Sullivan will con-,
tinue his syndicated N.Y. Daily
^“'vs column, while Lewis has
^uit the Blaine Thompson
ad
agency. Where he was veepee.
Pacting pf Sullivan and Lewii
has ho bearing pn the CBS Sunday
night Tpast of the TPwn,’A which
Sulliyan eriicee.s arid \vrih which
Lewis has been identified as pro-

have

|

'•

i

CBS has signed a deal with Ed
Sullivan and Mario Lewis wherer
by both go "on staff” in the web’s
video depai-tment.
As salaried
producers, in the web’s creative
programming

,

1

My Showing
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Due for
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Cafe: Contiiienlal

its Saturday night programas different as possible from

“Revue,” with trie web already
haying scheduled an hourdong

.

,

Ed Wynn show

CBS

to switch froin Saturday to
nights.
While the latter
concedes the, lufp pfj”Revue”
for the musicomedy fans, it is con^riere is a potentially^ largp
audience available for spch top
sports shows on Saturday nights as
the Garden stages; Garden deal IS
thus part of CBS’: overall rilove to

.

/\

CBS

activities.

!

:nights on-NBC.-.

‘

Web execs declared this week series Monday nights at 9:30-10:30,
the first half-hour
they will be glad to work with outfrom
O"®'"
side producers but only if they can
retain full rights to all programs;
List of events to which CBS has
They emphasized they don’t want acquired rights includes pracall the Garden spoils except
merely to showcase the indies’ pro-

station exhibitors.

Another factor being reckoned
with by the Times is that of j liThe
risdictional union trouble.

deal,

NBC's^ Revue” ha$ taken most
^-rie
Saturday ;night play away
from competing networks and has

:

.

llO DqIjK to
LII IjDiJ

h ^ckage

^

“Revue”
hands full in lining up
summer replacements for the spon- ing.in Ajrith the Garden show haltsored showl ^klng a hiatus; will an-hpur befpre “Revue’’ signs off,
still not throw the doors wide open CBS hopes to cut iritp its rival’s
to indie producers and their packneuvered the same type of rivalry
ages.
by slotting its Robert Montgomery

haVe

ibal

.

NBC-TV’s "Saturday Night Re-

^

•

outlet for itself here. Origr
It was understood that the cpmcontract between the Times panyi if formed', would be geared
and CBS set up the terms for pur- to produce or distribute 2,000,000
chase of K'TTV by either factor at “Columbia” sets a year. Stanton
the initial investment plus a per- told the Commission his confidence
centage of the coin rolled into the that manufacturers would produce
station following the original deal, sets for CBS color Was shaken
which was inked on April 28, ’48. aftef- last week’s testiriiony during
Contract called for a $1, (>00,000 which RCA and Philcp exckiutives
corporatioh. Buying out price at indicated a “boycott” against prothis time has not been, revealed, ducing receivers for the Columbia
but the Times will definitely buy system.-,
and retain the entire corporation
In reply to questions by FCC
when CBS moves out.
counsel Harry Plotkin, who asked
Present plans for the filming of whether the Commission should
live shows on KTTV arid tailored believe W'hat the Radio Mfrs. Assn,
packages will necessitate the has told it, he said: “People tend
station's taking over all four sound to resist change, but price: you cross
stages at“ Nassour. This coiricW^^^
that line and come oiit with your
with the station's plan for its decision, you'll find a scairipering
financing, exhibition and distribii- on the part of the manufacturers
tion firm.
With only two stages, to sell mei*chandise,”
KTTV will not iiave enough room
Earlier, under qUe^ionitig by
to present its regularly scheduled RCA counsel John T. (jahill
a
,
live shows and also do filming pres(Continued on page 4())
Station
ently being considered.
plans to film a series Which the
new firm will distribute to a proSv<m ot video

of next year, Foiice said, with
kineScoped U. S, shows in addition
to domestic talent.
“It w^as tod much of a load for
any one country to handle,” Fouce
stated,. ”so radio and theatre men
from each country got together to
underwrite it.” He added that he
has already lined up 1,500 hours
of film programs from here and
that his group is “looking forward
to showing their Idniiies in the
(dlle

of

series to take over thq 9 to
^
iO slot that night.
CBS
plans to start the Garden
I
I
ttl,
A ,", pickups each week at 10 p.m,
While the starting time will make
it possible to pick up the finals of
li
lil
I
whatever event is being staged and
If
Alf
If
If
I
wiU also permit for the full hour
» tl II
1
dramatic show preceding, that
CBS-TV, while it will admittedly time is also viewed as a cpiiipetir

p

.

40 hours a week hy the mid- When the network purchases an- might inake the

exclusive
of 26 Sat^

KNw V
HAIICA St VlwM
WVlIvv

•

5

for

vUe.” CBS shelled put a reported
$100,000 fof rights to the Garden.
events arid is now pitching thein
to potential bankrollers, hoping .to
find one that will take all 26 nights

V

P

deal

rights; to a- series

urdav night events at Madison J^q.
Oarden,:N..Y., next fall and winter
seen as a move by the web to
fight off the top-heavy competitipri

.

.

:

vtriansmitters for yaripus members
of; thor pool front eastern equiption.”
®
ment\j0utfit5, pj*16r to opening of
(51 yp), took a-, longterm lease on
The new corporatidn, Stanton intheir own factory,
Nassour
sound
stages and pf- dicated, would be financed by the
In addition to purchasing U; S.
^^es
last
month
and
will
its
move
of 10, 000, 000 shares of stock
"Sale
tele-pix, w'hich will be dubbed in
Spani^, company will produce its entire pperation into the studios at $5 per share and licensed under
15*
Reason for the move CBS patents. The company might
own films for TV at Ghurubusco.
contract with other manufacturers
XEWtTV Will lee off vdth three wilL be three-fold,
Times-Mirror Cp. will buy out to make its sets, Confining its ophour.s of programming daily, all
sustaining.
Indications are it will the CBS interest in HTTV^ Inc., erations largely to distif biition, or
.

CBS-TV’s
Video

1

producers won't go along with an
F(Zj(j decision favoring Golumbia: IkT
mIA
However, he said; “I dOh’t' think liv.
T^rpm^r
exerci^ its option for compulsion will bO necessary. I
of^e Nassour studios can’t conceive of l^ge mariufacf1
within six months, it was disclosed turOrs losing their markets to competitors or a large new Corpora-

-

Uutsid^

ijtay$

&

i

produce sets under its patents.
It’s understood that several
;\Vall Street houses, are ready
to underwrite the $50,000,000
stock issue under Which- the
corporation Would be financed.
Stantori tpld the Gommissioh
CBS does not want to get into
the radio manufacturing busi-

made if CBS color is authorized.
SUnton deciared that CBS is

as

the'

had

tified last

Programming

•

RCA

duce the quipment.

•

;

Testifying urider cross exariiinatiori at commission color hearings,
Stanton said he preferred to- use
such a device to a^ure that rioior
sets for the CBS system are put
on the maiicet father than have the
FCC compel manufacturers to pro-

33.6
33.0
31.6
31.0

.

Mason and other Spanish houses

^

Washingtbri, April 18.
Elaborating on his tesHmony before the FCC* Frank
CBS prexy, told
Stanton,
Variety todaf (18) CBS itself
would hot invest iri the cprporation it “Would forrn to distribute or produce receivers
for Columbia color, CBS, he
said, will license the compahy V.
to riianufacture or contract
with other manufacturers to

sion receivers if the Columbia system is authorized.

39,2

.

.

'

'

60.1
46;8

.

presid^bt 'bf^Mexico City’s. Churubusco Studios, theatre circuit operator and chairrtian of ihe Mexir
Can government radio commission.
He is president of the new Arm,
Han;- American Television Corp,
Fra‘nk’\F6uce, who owns the Mayan,

'

(Evening Shows)
Texaco Star Theatre.
The Goldbetgs
v*
Toast of the Towh
Godfrey's Talent Scouts
Studio One ...
....
Saturday Night Revue
Philco Playhouse ....
Godfrey & His Friends
Lights Out
.......
Suspense .......

vpp

prexy Frank Stanton told
the FC(!J yesterday (17) his company is prepared to form a $50,000,000 corporation, financed by
putside capital, to distribute and
possibly manufacture color televi-

(Pulse Ratingss April I'l)

;

Washifigton, April 18.

CBS

I

shown between May

1

and Aug.
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Gfeiisus

Takers

w

Ainerica to be biggeftthail evef r-?

with niore spendable

>

answers ynU show that there are
families)

- an

.

incr(^se since 1940 of

4t),700,pG0 radib

famines

of

more th^ i2bOO;000 ?^ and

all

H.

S.

that^^^

86,000,000 sets, nearly double the 1949 count.

Eadip^s b^

Broadeast Measurement Bureau vS'oes a step further and

counts ears, it measures
of the hation’s

2> poo

how

^

statiohsi This

hdnips

Census (B,Mi^B

listening
2)

and

to which

was started some mo^

mporp^t

a^O and. br^lifihnary hndingS have iu|t been released. Here’s the Pne^^m
fact of 'tbntrBepprt:;'^

More

stations

N B€ Networ Ic Is 35,430/000
tnighttiiiie). Thot's^^^^m

(daytinrt#) find

37,750,000

thdn 3,000,000 higher than the Second

network during the day; and over 4,870,000 higher at

Wlldt this WlCdUS to

PJfi

advCTtis^T — if you are a manufacturer of products

or services,' you will be interested in these facts:
inore rewarding;

(1)

can use no ad vertising medium more powerful than

The

America

market place for sbu than ever before, and

Bigger, Busier,^^fe

nigh**

HBG

;

is

a bigger, richer,

(2) to sell this

because

market you

KBC is

BConomiCal

stations of the

combined weekly audience

NBC

in all

Network (according

to B.M.B. ) have the largest

America i- larger than any other network, or than

any other advertising medium.

BusiCT — NBGis

selling rnore products

and services for advertisers, day and night

and in 1949, advertisers inyested niore money in

-NBC to

More
than

it

did I0 b?^ears ago--

considerably less per 4,000 homes reached

and |^BG today reaches more people at lower

other national advertising ipedinni^ including

Today,

mere than

NBC than in any other network.

eyer, to, sell

to

America you need

A sen)im of B(Blio Corpomiiotii^

cost than

a^

'

*

,

1

;

IT^iiesdiiyi April 19,

TELEV1S10:V RfiVIEWSt
Keinf Dibbs,' Loti^. Pr«ntis>
Hflrry Kingston, Harry Sothern,

Yfli/tk

‘

others
Producer-director: Babette Henry
Writer: Gene Wyckoff

Heshong

ABC-TV, from N.

Y.

(Maxdn)

MASON’S CANDY

i

.

a

[

show in this new series via CBS-,
TV, On the show caught (15), he
performed sueh feats as making a
dove disappear, drawing half-dollars out of. the heads of his studio
audience, etc. Then; to. top it off,
he brought "the Xfli’ay eyes into

has come up with a hat- personality and
Already this an
ural in ‘'Buck Rogers/’
an established itame Via the coimc in her numbers With p^sonahMa
puts over
strip, “Rogers” will certairily ap.^ intros apd
peal to the kids and should also with a pleasaiR, h^^
get a hefty a«Ult rating from 41 ie 4 the .show.,;eaugh^^^
fans.
adventure
interplanetary
Judgirig from the cliA-hanger as - derful^
^\«cfStmAntaW
pects Qf the preem (J?) the ahow Aprh'.r

ABC-Tv

i

i.

.

;

i

V

well produced, with the

.

•

.

^

dignified, yet relaxed,
“ama^ng” stories m_str^e. A
versatile enough to switch
wate
parently with t^J
spiritual (acComr
shortage^ in ^mn^
Panyihg herself on the organ) to
;WyckPff ^spun
never referred to
Lighting is
torch tune.
his tale about a couple
used effectively, closing down at his accustomed facility;
Show
men from the planet* Mercniry, .
small spot which caii should have little trouble in atwho came np with
whatever
viewers
give the singer’s face sn exotic tracting
are
scheme to dram all the^ater oft
torrid mood. home at 6:30 Saturday evenings!
the earth
is a modern room Off a
Stal.
unwerse. Only trouble ^with^ ti p^j^^j^ovise terrace, which provides
,

.

'

,

'

;

j

^

•.

.

stilhlimited facilities,

was

entirely^

played

was
^ canicra pans a
on mteiioi

GOLMI^ GAME

cross

the skyline.
device is having

^

;

took good adnvarttage of the camSHOW
eras’ .mobility to fi^^’^her the psem
George Michael, Guests
garbed
do-scientifie
^ 5 Mins.; Sat. 5:45 p.m.
in what might be the iashion ol the .^ijow-RITE DOG FOOD
25th century, played the story well, yyp^g mv. Schenectadv
Kern Dibbs »»aae for a handsomj
„ j ^
LOU p,.og,,a„ on video here should
dei-iing-doish ^Rogers .and
be
ve Wifin a
Pren tis. was ah
^ hdled by QeOrgC Michael, who
^
Harry Kington, as ^osers mony, pj—
in radio with a dog
and Barry Soth^
show over WGY, and Who has
tor iriend, overdid the
continued to present a canine fea.

.

.

.

i

I

:

^

I

sligh^ly,

the Peter Paul Mounds^candy bai
lacked selling impact hut filled th

purpose of bridging the
j

.

on

the program

tele-

but both

itself,

more even keel

Will hit a

as ex-

petience is gained^in production
arid presentation.
The material is

,

"
:

FOLLOW THE FUN

MichaePs

.^^3 slightly shaky, as

,^^^

omi-

quences.

WROW.

1

.

.

there.

!

Format is to offer an expert
With Jim Ameche, Ginriy Seott,
Korny showing a dog and to have the
and
Pritchard
Jack
animal judged by a studio group,
Klowus, guests
after the breeder discusses the
Producer: Clayton Bergman
fine points and arbiters sketch its
Director: John Alexander
p.m.
breed history: Otto Dube; Of Al30 Mins.; Wed., 8:30
bany, who has appeared on MiSUPREME MOTORS
chael’s radio programs, brought a
WBiCB, Chicago
iO-month-bld Boston terrier for
(Lawrence)
Three members
two
This half-hour variety remote opener!
comes
garage
girls and a boy—-frorn the Note
sponsor’s
from the
off fairly well, despite the handi- Terrace High School Junior Kencaps of an awkward location. On nel Club of Schenectady comprised
preem (12), lighting, lensirig and the panel. Michael emceed and
jaco.
audio were below WBKB’s studio plugged.
:

,

.

.

.

,

,

^

With a revival of* his Beetle Sc Bottle act. Both were
hot signal success. For the former Mrs. Al. Jolson
it was her first professional work in 11 yearsj during which time
she has reared five children, including Al, Jr., 14Vi (he’s ah. adopted
boy, but hot so announced), and latterly she has beeh identified
with a dancing school in Los Angeles’ Sah Femahcjo Valley;
Murray made hiuch of the .sentimental occasion. He ev.\denced
genuine respect for one of show biz’s tiptop terpers who still taps
a fancy tootsie, looks good in face and figure, and whose cavalcade
of yestervear Warner Bros, filmiisicals (“42d Street,” “FUrtatiori
Walk,” ‘‘Gold Diggers ” etc.) gives her ah impressive bibliography
indeed. An unusual offering in C|imera-vlew, Benrus watch presehtation to ’the No. 1 career mother, ’V highlighted tha^ stint.
Mui’ray went byerboard on “this is the grea test Ihrillv and rmeari
it,” and while it may puzzle sonie to whom Dixie Dunbar means
more than Ruby Keeler in the hopfinfe. class, it was sufficiently
authenticated to stand up. He frankly mehtioned Jolson and his
“best wishes’’ fon.her success, to which she made suitable acknpwlr
edgmeht* Miss Keeler, of pert face, is, a looker Who can stand ariy
Tv or other camera angles, arid that goes ditto for bcr gams. Incidehtally, ariiorig the other vets on Murray’s show, aplart from
Jack Muihall ’s now “grand old man’’ type of coimmerciai spieling,
was Gloria SwanSon, Who did a Gbncer Fund pttch, and also one
for her Upcoming ‘‘Sunset Boulevard*’ (Par pic).
Phil Baker journeyed to Philly for the Llricoln-Mcrcury CBS (Ed
Baker, too, is;
Sulllvari) salute to Connie Mack for his TV debut.
one of those personable vets who cari stand the camera angles well
although apparently fluffing one or twb gags, but that was negligible compared to the end result. Arthur Treacher was an excellerit ‘’Bottle” and Stubby Kaye did the offstage, audiencer^heckling
“Beetle.” For a letdown vocal chore Baker brought on the i:otririd
Kaye; for “Sitting On Top of the World” and a pseudo- Jolson iriipi'essibn.
Baker evidences he has it for TV eyen though he iieediessly. handicapped himself by digging a routine out of the trunk
instead of readying something special for the occasion.
Abel,

w,fh Russ Brown, others
«*u
With
Writerrproducer: Phillips H. Lord
Director: Gene Starbecker
30 Mins.; Sun., 6:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WJZ-TV, N. Y.
Slotted in opposition to WNBT’s
The Saturday (15) stanza of
“Say It With Acting,” this half- CBS-TV’s“Ken Murray Show” had
hour stanza has two strikes against the distinction of showcasing Ruby
Keeler’s comeback (see box hereit to be;gin
with.
Both programs
_
.
^llow a charade format li^th .tte with V. In addition to the former
f show taking the .lead as su- stage-pie tap star, session also
perior entertainment. In attempt- giiest-spotlighted Gloria Swanson
ing to create a hbmey atmosphere. and Chester Morcis, with Impres‘‘The Golden Game” becbiries a sionist Earl Nichols further bolstering « generally entertaining
little too saccanne for comfort.
Program has a group of non- and well-paced 60 minutes.
Intro for Miss Keeler was, literprofessionals, all of varying nationalities and religions, spending ally a production, probably one Of
a Sunday afternoon together in the longest and biggest buildtipis
the home of a friend. As a means any guest star has yet had on TV.
of entertaining themselves, they Starting with Darla HOod and the
form teams and act but, in panto- E n c h a n t e r s doing GorshWin’s
mime, stories and proverbs from “Liza,” which Miss Keeler introthe Bible. The attempt to further duced in Ziegfeld’s “Show Girl,”
religiotis and racial understanding arid running through a vocal and
is evident, but program Impresses terp production number that inas being overly contrived. In addi- cluded practically eyery Keeler

Lack of exteno^
billboard light UP with the
the space mood it should have had. “Sitroux^Stronger— Softer” mes-^
designed
sets
clever
With some
sage,
are nicely delivered
PIu
Bril,
by Al Heshong for background, by Gloria LOuis.
producer-director Babette Henry
sets.

if

Don Richards, hit it will with a
fenditiori ofv “Glory Road.”
Th e 'New York ori gi riated sec tion of the show took on an appearance of greater prosperitY
;

;

.

tion,

cent teevee dates.
One of the more charming bits
of this diyeiTissement was the baN
let duerby Don Liberto and Nancy
Croiripton, a tasty song and terp
bit.
Marguerite Piazza reached a
high point with / the “One Fine
‘

Day” aria frOrii “Madam Butterfly.”
The Szohyk registered in another
ballet session and the Billy Williams nuartet recital came off. well.
made the most of her
comedy moments on the stanza.

.Miss Coca

WHAT AM

Ed Siilllvan took his “Toast of
the Town” show to Philadelphia
for Sunday’s exhibit televised from
Walnut Street theatre to pay tri-

I

'

ADAM

;

i

;

!

bute to Connie Mack, manager of

I

“Knew

!

for
Athletics
a half-century. In this
Sul^
tribute to tjiis major leaguer
the

.

'

’

,

livari

'

I

i

Am

V

•

•

.

J

'

.

.

,

usual fine feeling; and newcomers. The Meriy Mutes, who have
a fine set of pantomime antics to

,

i

|

recorded music. This team looms
as promising fodder for/ the vaude-

|

'

™

WesiS

nitery circuit,
Phil Baker auditioned the potential of the w.k. “Beetle .and
Bottle” act. for mariy years a
mainstay of radio (see box here-
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with).>v

Moppet Gene Ji mal ppened the
sho\V‘With an exceilerit .bit of harHe gaye a hep
moriica playing,
H«
version of a Mozart number.
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didn’t lose a note even though
Sullivan carrired him bodily to ariShiela
other part of the stage.
Bond didn’t come oft’ as well as
•she did on her previous appear^
arice on this show,
Both the ca liiera work arid her choice of terp
didnT show her to advaritage. J an
August, aided by his Wife* gave a
twin piano recital for good .efteefc
and jose Duval did a bit of pro^
duction singing which didn’t reach
^
'

the maxiriium effect.

Between

‘Variety items, Sullivari

sandwiched iri various presentations which slowed up tht show
corisiderably.

.

,

‘

j

'

>

took down a minor league
show which didn’t live up to the
promise of the occasion.
There wei*e a couple of good
acts such as Juanita Hall who performed her “Bali Ha’i” with her

j

i

Philadelphia

more than

j

i

Caesar

made a verbose emcee, but
managed to dispense enteitainment in the process. He contri buted to the comedy with a sax

——

j

Sid

Vallee

-

ADAM

;

sales-spiels!

measure up to his usual,
opening bit, but latter developments brought the show
back to its usual high level. Rudy
,

starizas in his

—

!

the

liiinutes.

of

didn’t

j

i

30

trio

,
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bankrolling

The Commercials
didn’t impede the quality of The
pfograiri. Pace was good despite a

first

session with Caesar and Iriiogene
Coca.
He also did the expected
Maine Stein Song and told a few
gags. He showed up better on this
of AVarner show than he did on his more re-

bn show caught Sunday (16), tune from her string
the charades offered failed to stim- films, buildup covered more minutOs than Miss Keeler's sttint itulate interest.
At the end of each pantomime, self.
Miss Swanson, on briefly for
the performer relates the Biblical
story relative to the sketch worked the dressingroom interlude midout.
Only pro oil broadcast is way in the show, had little to do
Russ Brown; who acts as host. A other than gracefully recieve compitch for the games to be picked pliments from Murray on her
up by church and club groups was “Sunset Boulevard” scrOen comesegback, and put in a pitch for the
lively-paced
standards, but a
also made on program caught.
cancer fund.
ment paiBy overcame these liniitaHOUSE
tions.
With Anne Sheldon; John Corbett,
Morris’ contribution was a typiBID?
J
announcer
cal grim-lipped delineation, iri a
Stint opened with Jim Ameche;
With Mr. & Mrs. Si Lakin, Bill one-acter with A. H. Van Buren!
emcee, and Dave Pritchard and his Producer: Bernie Ross
Pepper, Mary Cumiitt
followed by some casual magic
Korny Klowns rolling into camera 15 Mins.; Wed. and Fri., 3:45 p.m.
Producer: John Haldi
Sc CO.
tricks with Murra3^
Actor hanrange in one of the sponsor’s cars, J. N.
45 Mins.; Thurs., 9:45 p.m.
dled himself equally Wen in the
device used to bring on following WBEN-TV, Buffalo
WALKER’S CLOTHING STORE
(Bomnan and Block)
sketch’s dramatics and. the followaetS;** After a warmup number by
This housewife sho w, which j WBNS-TV, Columbus, ,0.
ing lighter interlude.
the Klowns, four-piece hand, GinUsing a well-known local aucYou Were preemed Friday (14), is carried
Ean Nichols is a loo.se-jomted
ny Scott sold
tioneer
selling
intriguing
and
by
Anne
Sheldon,
who
alone
hanwith
guested
mimic
with some effective mateComing,” Patti Ross
Slanted sometimes valuable antiques to a rial and punchy way of selling it.
a contortionist routine for mild dies it like a veteran.
appeal and comic Paul Gilbert strictly to the housewife, it’s a studio audience, and giving the Best bit is an impression of a
closed
osed the show with an overlong combination of household hints. pitch to four items of merchandise femme bobbysoxer Watching Frank“Short’ninM fashions and demonstrations of to the television audience, which ie Laine in a theatre, a bit reiriindversion
of
gagged
agged
new toys, kitchen ^ utensils
and bids by phone, “What'*
I Bid” ful of Gil
read
Lamb’s routine of a
Bread.*”
^
n*
It*
*<>'« the bankrolling is as good as any of the selling teenage swing fiend, but containing
Ameche had a tendency to over- .depBrtineiit stoiTef.
chant
shows
on
the
screen.
Si enough sock touches of its own.
II
rvrk
01^1 qIc
uirHiph
which
commercials,
*ell
the ArhmiYi
on
a.ruu
Lakin is a tall, fast-talking gent
For the Test, the Murray-Oswere read off-range while the cai«who knows all the auctioneer’s wald (Tony Labriola) patter ran
era scanned the cars being plugged.
tricks and his selling is attention- its customary eornj^ course, Jack
^ ^ household matters
matters. _
An attempt was made to satirize
holding.
Members of the station Hulhall’s Budwieser coitimercials
other auto shows hy having Pfitchstaff scout around for antiques to got over easily and the production
aid act as official “grill
S’“4ialg for
put
On
the
block and any person numbers had smoothness and poL
and “tire kicker” during cmumera ^ellxed/^ragS manner can submit any reasonable article ish.
before the Cameras.
This is a jfor auction to the studio audience.
good commercial job for afternoon
The NBC Saturday night parlay
Two telephone auctions of 20
back set could be
seems to gain momentum with
t.
I
Fite, improved;
With Al Robinson; Beverly
every
successive show. The greatdifferent
sets
of
four items of mer\
mim iark^nn Quartet
est
improvemerit in Saturday’s
Producer: Barry Wood
(15) display M'^as^ displayed from
Divector: Hal Gerson
the Chicago end/ while the New
15 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 7:45 p. m.
York originated program iri ainbasket full
Sustaining
p
* record player arid a portable TV tained its usual high standard;
GBS-TV, from New York
riHR ALABAM
aVaram^
CLUB
The Chi show hit its fastest pace
set.
A
blackboard
behind
these
“Alkali Ike” is a puppet shpw;| WGn-TV, Chicago
items showed the current bid on to date maihly because of Dean
wlUi a ;>yestcrn background.
On \
(Lawrence Stein >
Martin
and Jeri^ Lewis. Zanies
each
one.
The
winners
were
arithe iBiUal ^program yir CBS^^ TV
This QuarteiMioUr prdgiam rests
made their comedies pay off for
Monday 1171, Ike- proved te be almost; entirely on the shovadevs S'^®,
the
greatest
Jackpot ever registered
close
of
bidding,
which station aua cute dummy under , the expert . of vocalist Judy Talbot and the
on this show. They indicate that
guidance of Ventriloquist Al Rob- load is a bit too heavy; Thrush thorities say, was spirited.
they
can
be
tremendous in this
inson; Story line has the marionr- hits mildly, with singing chores but
Bill Pepper ably handles the
medium arid In their own NBC
ette absorbing the^ to
R's from does a weak job With gabbing com mercials for Walker’s, which
show. They did the, old standby
lately
teacher-songstress Beverly Fite;
has.
been.
Including
a mer- bit
duties between songs.
On show
with excellent assistance froip
Occasionallyv
the
banter be- Seen (3) she sang four numbers in- rcbandlse angle tied strictly to TV.
tween ‘Tke-’ and, Robinson was a cluding a medley of old favorites Mrs. Lakin stays pretty Well in the Jack Garter, and registered jstrbngly in some of their nitery chatter.
bit draggy.
However, a format and a duet with guest Joe Sterling backgrdurid b.ut assists iri corralv
‘./Viyian Blaine also made an imthat peppered the show with songs Which didn’t come off too. well.
the itoms for auctibnV while
press, both visually and songwise.
and .jiriusic of the Slim Jackson
Lenser did a good job catching Miss Curnutt handles .th<?, chalk at Her initial appearance in a
lowquartet helped perk up interest. attractive set and costume of Miss the blackboard.
cut gown coristiiuted a gasper.
Both Miss Fite and Robinson Talbot.. Middle film commercial
The show has a lot of local in- There was considerable apprehenVvere' okay in the vocal depnirt- pluggirig
nitery
sponsor’s
food terest arid communicates the fever sion when she hopped around enineift.
Sets provided the proper dishfes was of such poor 'quality as tl) at usually accompanies an aucergetically and took low bows.
atmosphere and on the basis of to have a negative effect. A solo tion.
Stacked up against a net Vocally she registered neatly also.
The preem, “Alkali Ike” should by piano accompanist .might ease^ show like Auction-Aire,” for in- The Vandei’biU
Boys and Estelle
have no trouble in developing a some of Singer's load and better siapce. it Iqoks more of the genu- Sloan
contributed nicely toward
Cilb,
W'ide moppet audience.
balance the session.
jJaue,
ine article.
^
Dean.
this well-balanced parlay. Regular,
j
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sentimentiSl

,

quickeiv too, than the lenses. Magician, garbed in .full Indian regalia, heightened the mystic aspects with his authentic accent;
Janet
Tyleir,
as
his
assistant*
looked pretty enough but seemed
ill-at-ease
before
the Cameras,
while announcer Rek Marshall
handled hPth the commercials and
introductions; to the tricks with

:

;

'

is

cameras coming! in for closeups to
demonstrate that' the hand can be

tPrtdArt
lor,
lenaea for
^ a
^
in v a
Success pf such
pend- on the scripting and 'yiiieri^
sufficient
showed
Wyckpff
Gene
Most engaging element in the
ScoU personality,:
tlic
he ll be ab.e to turn hn?
^

.
,

Show

debuted on

’

.

use, leaping with his feet bare
onto a knife-studded board while

well
However, latter piece ih
spots revealed ^1^^^ of the precisittn the artist usually puts into

^

’

fully blindfolded.

‘Hun^

^

Ruby Keeler made her television bow Si^turday lilght on, the
Ken Murray (CBS) show, and the following evening Phil Baker

15 Mins.: Sat., 6:30 p.ih.

CBS-TV, from N, Y.
Franklin Bruck)
^
(hindstroin, Leach A Co,)
Hazel Scott has a neat little
An Indian fakir who has already
sliow in this modest package. , Alwith his sothough a lone Singer at the key- gained a rep on TV
called X-ray vision, tricks, Kuda
..... be dull, and rS aWfeady
revitalized board can
Crtff
magico
^
'c
straight
Bux: is doing a
video, commonplace, ^s^. S^tU
shows.

emphasis on science fiction

.

m.

SITROUX TISSUES
DUMONT, from Neiv York

'

the

With

line

-

(

PETER PAUL CANDY
In

Writer: Virginia Lee
15 Mins ; FH., 7:45 p

'

i

30 Mins.; Sat., 7 p.m.

With Janet Tyleff Rex Marshall,
announcer
Producer: Roger Bowman
Director: Franklin Dyson

With :Glori9 Louis
Director; Barry Shear

.

Sets: Al

KUDA BUX

HAZEL SCOTT

BUCK ROGERS

1950

'

,

.

•

*

Perry

Como,

has?

developed

a

nice easy, style with , Ids Sunday
njght stint opposite the. potent Ed
Sullivan show/ bridging' his songs
with a. semblance of liability such
(Cpritiniied ori

page

42)

IfediKsday, April 19t 1950

Washington, April 18.
*A contract guaranteeing the pur;
chaser of a radio jstation $10,^^^
.
in the, event
competition came KfigAire fn JJlQff
*^
to the service area within three
^
yeap, was^ revealed^ today as the
lUr pUlllllw
background to a U. S. Court of Ap- uvnCOj AlU
peals case here to. prevent a day.Ruddy Rogers will start a video
time outlet (WFMH) in Cullman,
series for ABC-TV next
Ala., froni getting an FCC license, month.
Stanza, which will get an
brought by 4he 250 evening half hour still undecided,
Action
in Cullman, wiU run six weeks:^
watt fulltime
which came into its present ownerRogers’ “Pick a Date ” heard on
ship under a contract forfeiting
radio cross the-board at^i
$10,000 of the $65,000 sale; price if

—

:
^
Cincinnati, April l 8.
First of four telecasts by the
r»i\nf a
i
crosiey Broadcasting corp., to jyirs.
s toyalty
^
^
^ Yiewr
determineOiow television can best
M||».p np||A»p n,|p
DC
be use4 as a teaching aid, was
vCUdlC IIUC OH f
l/DO
presented last week and viewed
Cincinnati
liirs. Eleanor Roosevelt, who has
Crreater
in
14
classes
by
Reports of enthusir had her ovyn discussion program
high-schopls;
nstic response from teachers and bn NBC television Sunday afterJames D. noons, is seheduled to participate
ertcouraged
students
Shbuse and other Crosley execs oh: bn GBS-TV’s ‘/People^ Platform”
prospects of a positive answer to May 12 in a 'discussion on “What
the qhestion of where television Does Loyalty to the Ui S. Mean?’'
Web is seeking a top Spokesman to
and education fit together!
Initial test program was bf a represerit the appbsite viewpoint to
tour of WLW-T stiidio facilities by that of Mrs. Rbosevelt, with the
Their pbssibility .that it might be Sen.
a boy and girl student!
what-makes-it-tick questions were Robert A. Taft.
answered by staffers in yaribus deoh the May 5
paHmbnts. It was for 30 minutes stanza of ^Platform,” incidentally,:
regular
station’s
the
and preceded
is the subject of classical vs. popu10:30 a.m. starting time.
lar music.
i)eems Taylor will
Shpiise said .teachers reported represent the Ipnghair side, with
that they were impressed with the p r 9 d u c e r - songwriter
Arthur'
cibse atteiitioh paid the telecast Schwartz arguing for the pop
by students, also that many of tunes. Program is moderated by
them foresaw the greatest implica*^ Charles Cbllihgwood.
'

'

;

„

FDR

,

TV

AM A

j

ejtecs’

UU

’

.

'

NbC television, eying its prospects for next fall ;3nd winter/ is
predicting a major move from red
to black ink for

'

AM

-

WKUL

dohH think

be

they’ll

turn the profit corner that
soon, they are confident that .their
expanded live network^ a number
of promising house packages built
around top-name talent and the
Sponsors who have recently inked
time will enable them to sell
out completely, thereby pushing
^ to fhat; eliisive prbfititiaking

j

.

;

Show’s return
year ago of the no-competition
contract was apparently inadvei^teht, inasmuch as such deals,; it is
understood, may be cause for re®
vocation proceedings.
/
The “sleeper” provision in the
transfer contract was di'sclpsed in
a reply filed by WFMH. through its
counsel, John-Clagett, of Glagett &
Schilz, to a petitioji by WKUL calling: bn FCC to stay the operation
deuntil tne
the couri^nas
eburt/has ue^
of Wf^MH
pt
wr Mrt unui
ebse.
WKtJL claims
Cided
cided the ebse*
Cullman (population 7,0p0) cannot
suppprt two stations and that

medium

tions of the

mentary

aid, /

pointed but that

Cl J
K| C
UUunnifM UliVU

WFMH
the WFMH authorization
MFACQAQ
NSIIlAC
UU VOOyO IIMIIIVO weeks ago in an; opinion

:

^

TV

m

“Original

Gold’s

1

,

GM

JliHirnai -WF.nii Rel
riffhl
Jeamal-WEOL
^

:

several
stating

that the
favors cbmpetitioh”; in radio even
if one station drives another out of
business, The daytimer is now on
•

program tests but has
ndf^yet been issaedys, |ice^^^^^^
was
Contract by Which
sola f^ut a^year ago by the late
Judge H. H. Kinney and:D. T, Kmney to Hudson arid Alexander Millar stipulated that -‘if another
radio station should be operated
Gullman Gounty, Ala such opera*
tiOh would adversely and seriously
the/ air with

WKUL

top-draWer industrialists, scientists, fhe new^shows.^ now building
Ted Mills, woducer of 'Garrocivie workers, officials, show busipt
will h#* rpnre- way at Large," flew in from Chi’
cago last wek to huddle with Allen
’

.i

AM
m

Folsom is ^'a Ghicago mail” in P" thaC comedians eritry into ’TV
t^at
was formerly merchandis.^ o® a fPB-?®®}® l?asis next fall. Ala»i.»,iHve for nniHhintt Arris 1*® reportedly Was impressed with
shown
later execu: the ^production imagination
affect the. earning power and ca-. y ^ veepec of Montgomery Ward by_^Mins on the. Garroway stansa
Marrequested his services
pacity and the actual and .intrinsic
g
j
and Lewis started a string of..
value of the service station WKUL the RCA fold.
"
would be capaible of rendering to
guest appearances on va ripus NBC^
video shows last Saturday night
the public.”
Therefore, the sellers stipulated
the Jack Garter opus from
PATIANC AY
,

..

that

AM

if

conrie

1

vertisirig charinels

station,

The defense has untU April 28
file

ment’S

its

answer

the Govern-

to

brief.

,

The Government

charged

also

that discriminatory tactics aimed
at putting /the station out of business, “since the continued ekisterice of a radio station depends
on its advertLsing revenue/’^^^^^T
brief added, “the offense under
the Sherman Act is the cbnspiracy,
/not, its success.

•

.;

^
iZ

A if

TU CTIiniAC Wli
NPYT
A 1 “ A*
f iJ 1 UIIIUm
New

studios of

<

24

)

.

with a public

Air Tiiiiam:Mp|s.J^

.

.

nionths’

which began

expansion
in

p.rbgram
,

November, 1949.

studib structure contains
studios, occupying T^Puy
square feet of space ^nd a
studib of 6,500 square feet of >vqrk-

AM

/^v,

to take

summer months,

I

i

A

FM

j

,

'

Spariri;

.:

:

.

,

'’*Th 2
w4s, estabtishrid
eight years ago with its transmit-

fhp

teviiie to Europe;
/CBS’
CBS’ ievilie

iuMi *r
iiiF
1 1> f*
Will Taiie'WorliT Se

•

affairs
Leon Levine, CBS public affaire
left for Europe over the
businesscbmbined
on
a
Winstbp- weekend
its studios were in
broadcasts lO^times^daily a ^ocial Salem, until slightly more than a vacation trip. He's slated to supersecurity, number and if thr^h^ion"
ago when they Were mo^'^d vise taping of show’s in both Paris'
er’s own social security tag tallied,
The studios will and Rome, in association with CBS
charlotte.
cities, feiif
he was given $100,: Since the procorrespondents in^
May 1.
3
gram was inaugurated; April
/.the web’s current .“You arid the
a
claimed
had
perspn
only one
World” series, .hopirig to get into
Ohio FM'er Out
prize,
the shows the spirit of the two
Springfield, O., ApriM8.
V
V
Statipri mariager Jack Weldon
^jem-FM went off the air per- cities during Holy Year.
be
would
program
the
stated that
Upon his return, LeVine will
rphursday (13), marking
pulled although the station s
FM’er in the Central Ohio finalize plans for the 600th tifne
torneys said that it wa.s riot illegal,
It was op- for “People’s Platform” :on radio.
^ to call its quits.
“
,
prated in coniuriction with WJEL, He has schedriled for the everit a
Strong Are
.Ted Hudes and Bert Lind resoO-watter, arid had been func- discussion on “How
turned this week, from a
/U. S. Defenses,” and hopes to get
/Lining- three veata
SwifzFrance,
through
polititrip
month
"^nri D j Pardons owner, offered some of the top military and
;^^D^

higher

officials. Who questioned the legalTbe^^annouricer
ity of the show.

FM

transmitter site in the

I

chief,

I

]

.

.

,

,

i

‘

*

,

Harry Wismer, ABC sportscast^^
wiU emcee a
gram which will highjight.fhe dedJ"
cation exercises. Show Will be carried from here to ABC network.

Shai^ey and his
Dixieland Kings, Papa Celestin and
jazz, band, the
Tuxedo
show at 3:15 p.m>, and winds up his original
of

Show

& Affections’ OL

Wife lost’ Due to Tower;

|

ing area;

,

.

The new
four.'

•

.

’Services

win be dedicated

I

six

havc decided

>Ku«olf

Orleans,. April 18..
and television

radio

WDSU

next Monday

’

Minneapolis, April 18.
Arleth Haeberle, who Veritured:
into television with some trepidaiibn, has become the: town’s mostaired feminine telecaster,
A veteran of radio;, she inoved
the half-hour show to \VTCN-TV
somOitime back arid sbon sponsors
took another half hour and 15minute sectors,, giving her an hour
and a quarter on; thb air. five days,
a week.
Series starts at 3 p.m. with interview show, continues With cooking

Legal Question

•

i

.

MpW
HD

11 J

AIu" 1

The hew

%:ihe

for radio.

order,:

..

ppppMC
nUoU TIlLEJfW

program chief, is lining up Fibber
and Molly and
arid other /NBC radio
(Continued on page 41) /

Cleveland, ApriFlD.
WXEL’s television tower is the
subject of a lawsuit,
to pay the same fee formerly paid
Louis G. Gress and his wife.
by eight stations. Reason the trio Mary, want $58,000 from the stawants a summer report is that tion because they declare they suftbcy all Kave baseball broadcHsts fer “worry and consternation”
the Seattle Pacific Coast since the station built a 438-fbot
league games; KVI, big leagues via structural steel tower within 265
Mutual; KOL, big leagucs Via Lib- feet of their home.
In summer,
z
erty netl.
they claim, paint from painters’
Representatives of the Pulse rat-' brushes hlows over, on their, house,
]ng service have met with the Se- and in winter Churiks of ice and
attic, stations, but so far there is snow failing from the tower damno deci.siori, and insiders say now age their home and endanger their
that it looks as though the Hooper jives;
service may be continued,
Also, Gress claims, the towet
makes his wife so nervousand
nervous and disturbed that she no longer wants to
•
piUI
f|||Uc
V||||i>l|p|.|i
live in the house, and so he asks
JUUIIICI 11 I in Cl yulid
‘‘of her
$3^000 damages for the loss “of
$3,000
Greensboro, N. C., April 18.
Remainr
services and affections.”
station in the ing $55,000 is sought for damages
WMIT, pioneer
southeast will discontinue opera- to health and to property.
tions, general manager Harold EsFranklin C. Snyder, station mansex announced.
ager, said there Was but one;;freak
Officials decided to close the thaw this winter when the ice fell,
7.5,000-watt station “qrily after con- and bis corivertible car was hit by
siderable thought and f ull explora- the ice but not damaged/
tion of all factors of the entire sit-

.

;

i

fu™

.

.

Outlet,

the service for the

Prior to the fraud
appearances.
Chi Postmaster John; Haderlein had impounded an estimated
addressed to the
takes a hitatus from the morning, 7,000 letters
show. Warm weather replacenfieiit agency, each presumed to conLast week Starnes
foj. “pick a Dale" will be “Happy
tain the $2.
Landing,” with Bud Collyer, which filed suit in Chi federal court demanding the Post Office release
is belns expanded from 15 to 30
Suit was withdrawn
mi,intes arid moves from 4:30 to the mail.
The 4:30 slot will be pending the Postmaster Generars
3,30 p
With
decision, which came later in the
taken over by “Conversation
casey/’ with Tom Casey pirid the week.
Impounded and subsequent letRex Maupin /"orch.
ters addressed to the agency, will
/
be stamped fraudulent
W|\Q|I
|TC
turned to senders:

and

in Lorairi,

te^ the fraud ordei^
The agency solicited ^fees

-to

Cleve.WXELSu^for58G
Mutual

Amendment

with specifically injuring WEOL
by refusing. Journal advertising
space to merchants who use the

to

attS^

ndnJr nf

a

executives ac to

D(^S

jSe
T

/

Stations may continue the
city report after it had
been virtually decided to drop the
service at the end of the Decern-

.

4-tii

1

Seattle, April 18.
as though Seattle

now

Hooper

.

off, starting May 21, “Think Fast”
does not y^ill move up into the Sunday, 5:30
immunize anyone from prosecu- pm, slot.
‘Think’s’’ present 5
tion for violatibrts of the general, p m. period being taken- over by a
'
A*
1*
States.”
laws of the' United
musicar airer.
The Journal, arid its top four ofin the Monday-Friday lineup,
fleers, are accused in a civil action the
w®^ wiir probably sustain
suit of mpnopolizing news and ad- ‘^QUick As a Flash,” if Quaker Oats

looks

RO:CRACKDDWN

said that

Chicago, preparatory to launching
their own series in the. fall. In additipn, Nprmaii Blackburn, Coast

radio

AWAY

also

:

M

cv

It

'

Je^ M

•

lUl bK u l ANl/b
SHIFT HOOPER

‘

.

•

ii I lUriu lilA I
E/vnrn 0!P i iiri?

.

First

f

.

I

in

,

“the

^^vertisers the quality of programs
‘Wey P^sent and so find room for

ebcktailery at the QC thb following
day (Tuesday), at which SCO of the

;

Emerich B. Freed,

-

Present plans call for NBC to
continue its policy of spotting at
least ohe
top-fated show each
hiSht/ around whieh the Hooper
^ud Nielsen figures can be built
Thus, Sunday Will have its “Phileo
Monday its. Robert
permanent teievision exfjpjj
hihit which General Sarnoff will Montgomery series, Tuesday Milpresent to the Museum of Science ton Berie’s, “Texaco Star Theatre,”
& industry (Rosehwald Museum) etc* Because of the anticipated
The surge of bankrollers/ the web
Monday (24)/
on
here
event will be capped by a gala hopes to be able to dictate: to the

When RCA

Paul Marvey,
tator, will be the summer replace- was sold.
'
CleVeland,; April 18.
ment for Lee Hats’ Robert MbntA newspaper’s right 'of free gomery gab scries, Starting June
rill r'lVIf
nMlUlirir
speech does not include the “right 15.
Ullfllfllvlk
Vlll
to unduly hinder or obstruct the
In the Fi’iday lineup, Heinz has;
of
commerce
free and natural flow
not yet selected a sub fbr “Ozzie
BRINGS
channels of interstate and Harriet.” If Gillette follows
in
the
trade/’ said :the Government in its its usual plan for dropping its
A /rand'
63-page brief filed in conclusibn fightcasts during the summer, the
A
of its anti-triist charge^against the lo-n p m. hour will be filled by a Nati.pnal ^^bdio
Lorain. (O.) Journal and four bf musical variety, -stariza
and a was issued last week by Postmaster
Gener^
its executives, fncludlng publisher -Treasury Dept: show from Atlantic
mvestmatiori Of the^orcan^^
Samuel A. Horvitz.
City’s Steel Pier.
justice Dept, attorney Victor H.
Told”
Ever
Story
“Greatest
with
^Lios
Kramer, in his filing to Judge probably taking an 18-week lay- H

In

.;cbntroI.
control.

Chicago, April 18.

^

outlet' should
another
within three years they
would cancel notes amounting to
Amateur $10,000 under the long-term arcommen, rangement by which the station

.

iirnAv

programming department is working overtime to build programs to
Which NBC caa retiiin complete

public interest ‘‘strongly:

,

i

standout performers, the web is
loading its 'TV guns to forestall
any talent raids such as those with
which CBS took the play away: in
radib during the last two yearsi
For that reason, the web's Creative

.

:

1

..

^

M, Folprexy F^^^
sofii
squires David Sarnoff here
week/ there will be a top
the loser if echelon turnout at the Chicago
public would
The ciup for the compahy board chairis given a license.
Commission refused to set aside rtian.; -The occasion is the dedica^

A Df*

i|

visual

t

^

Up Fred Alle^JDean. Martin and Jewr^^
Lewis^ Fibber McGee and Molly
otheS"
(Jim and Marion Jordan) and btheS^

;

ABC’s summer hiatus plans will
which was missing in other
aids.
Ohe* principal suihr be keyed to capitalizing oh the?
the
feeling:
‘‘Human weh's personalities. Ted Malone
marized
touches, the little mistakes that will get an interview-human ininight be cut but of a film, give the terest spot Monday nights at 10
p.m. and Walter Kiernan will go
sense of being there yourself.”
After the “Ipok learning” test into a panel quizzer Wednesdays
programs are completed and eval- at 8:30, thereby giving the; latter
uation reports are returned, final an evening showcase to vpay off on
conclusions as to which methbd is his daytime success,
most adaptable for TY and of most
With no decision yet made on
value to the teacher and student whether Amoco’s “Carnegie Hall”
yvill. be formulated, “From them,” will take a hiatus, the web’s plans
Shouse said, ‘!we hope to avoid are not set. However, if the longmany of the mistakes iittributed to hair show goes off for the summer,
radio in its early years as ah edu- the airer now fed to ABC’s Pacific
cational medium.”
and Central links, ‘‘Rex Maupin
Entertains,” would be picked Up.
On Thursday the chain is strengthskedding
by
ening its lineup
and
ni
•
*
1
, f
T 1 “Gregory Hood” atp.m8 p.m.
ahead of
Inal “Blondie’V at 8:30
,
Lordin Trial
Otf6SS6u
At Lorain
Stressed at
in

^

^

_

not yet set, the

is

until Aug. 5 to .pick

obtibn

,

as a supple-

The instructors
it was a realistic

substitutibn for field trips, achieving the same sense of immediacy
Without difficulties of transportation of large groups from schools
to distant locales;
Some teachers told of being impressed by a KfeJike quality found

ifg

:
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•

web having

.
a

'

will feature

;

1

'

I

i
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^d

erland, Italy
with, arourid-the-tbwn session at Tulane-Newcomb a capella choir
conceil orch
3:45 to 4:15 p.m. Other sponsors 50 voices, the
of travel shows,
arid other artis.ts.
are reported Interested.

WDSU

j

V

Portugal, collect-

ition.

__

-

:

•

..1 analysts in the country to par-
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We

trleclv all right,

we

Sonie times

way it

the

but that’s the best

get

goes.

10 ou t

BUT

of

(And the way

which, being i/w's year,

is

29%

it’s

feeen

listened to

more than those

"
«

^

m

not on CBS

IS

i

this time.
it’s

only

going right through

all

— than

8

t
. .

tlia

’

1950 ~

of

CBS programs

in fact,

.

.

radio— 32% higher

the second-place network.

LIKE IT ALL RIGHT

the second-place network

.

the only year most people are interest^^^

higher daytime

AND the stations

^

we could do

AUBIENCE DOESN’T COMPLAIN.

TtlE

nighttime,

ai'e

^
'

10 -^ sometimes maybe

have the largest average audiences in

.

r

III

I

.

Ifi

:

because

CBS

stations

any other network— ^7% niore than

— and CBS

is

the o///y network to

show

*

••

'

•

a listenirig inerease

pvtr 1949,

AMli THI ADVlIlTISIRS DON’T MIMD,. .becaiise
iiioi-e

on

more on

CBS iii 1950

tliati

CBS in 1950 than

they did in

lhey^^^

1949 — and

investing

they're investing

they are on airy other network.
<

This if

The Columbia Broadcasting Syslom
•

.

Avhefre indre

of ili^
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in 1950
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Hollywood lirfluence
Continued from page

Seattle, April 18.

1

Columbia Brewefles of Y^coma
Will be tele- have bought time bn seven more
marked first the test of MCA’s con- The 44 Yankee games
vised when the Dodgers are away. stations in the Pacific Northwest
tract.
for their piand and patter teariii,
Other arenas have b.een considPhilly TV Dodging Nitc B.B.
Raye & G’Dare‘ (Claude Rhy and
ering testing pact but have backed
Ben Harkins), in one of the biggest
Philadelphia, April 18.
Pasadena
minute.
down at the last
Television stations here will duck single pieces of radio booking here
Arena and KLAC-TV were offering the night baseball games this sea- or some time.
wrestling at $2,700 weekly but son and haye apportioned the day
Raye & p’Darg are novir on KJB
backed down when MCA shook its games among themselves, All three here three times a week, and
of
veepee
Glet,
Charles
iinger.
stations are cooperating to handle started
KREM, Spokane;
on
Don Lee television, said last night the Shlbe Park games and, as In KWWB, Walla Walla; KIM A, Yahe will have cameras in the sta- past, years, the camera crews Of kima, dnd KGA. Portland, Monday
dium every Monday night for: 15 WPtZ Will make the game pickups U7). Schedule calls for five times
weeks (until extract winds) if for all threo stations,a week on KREM, three times on
Legion will consent,
George Walsh lias been named the-Otherk
Operators, spdkeSmaned by Morr TV bominentatbr for the Athletics
vBeginning April ?4 a threerie Cohan, Pasadena arena boss, games (American League) and Bill imes-a-week ruii begins on KPQ,
Ih
are
wresllei^
claim they and the
Campbell will 'make* the calls for Wenatchde, and KPKW Pasco, and
censed by the State Athletic Com- the Phillies (National Leagiie). on KING, Seattle, Saturday (22).
Groaners, according to With the season starting this week,
mission;
How L Ryan and Son is the
^nhan, cannot refuse to wrestle in no station as yet Is scheduled to agency handling.
any licensed arena. FOrthermore, take a night ball game, because
wrestlers are hOw anxious tb per- of network and other commitform before the video lens because ments.
All three video outlets
they are going.to be paid from $50 here, hoWeyer, said if was possible
to $100 for the' appearance where- that certain night games might be
as, previous to the Wrestling “ban." telecast should programming schedthey were not reimbursed for their ules permit.
TV stints. Promoters are also
For the seephd consecutW^ yeaiv
pointing out that MCA’s refuSai to
the Atlantic Refinirig Co. and P.
allow groaners to go before the
Ballantine and Sorts have contractr
cameras more than twice weekly
Jack O’Brian, who formerly covfor the sponsbrship of big
now means the agency is keeping ed
the spon- ered the entertainment: field for the
league telecasts here,
them from earning a living.
Press atid for the past
Associated
altefnating
sorship will; be on an
for
N. .W, Ayer handled the ac- year has been a feature writer
basis.
is beJournal-Aihericart,
the N. Y.
Big 10 Bars ‘Live^ Telecasts
count.
marks
It
radio-TV.
into
moved
ing
Chicago, April 18.
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KDKA

NBC heb^

.

.

KDKA

Haven
games

at

been balked. Only
local team can control are
those major league contests which
conflict with games played by the
local club at home.
Conflicts are
.skedded on only five days.
Protest had been made by Charley Blossfield, president of the
Chiefs, about the televising Of
home games of the Brooklyn Dodgers and the New York Yankees by
5h..

WNHC-Ty.

P

Blossfield

said

“the baseball laws give us

that
terri-

in both these fields
for 50 miles froni Hartford in all

torial rights

PREPSECOND
Hollywood, April 18.
will launch a aec^

ond series of television films in
June, under tag of ’’Ghost Towns
of the West.” Producer will mak^
13 shorts of 15 mliiutes, with star
to he set. Plan is tb wind up
entire series during month of
still

June.',;';

Ormond

'

.

already

is

embarked

upon

.

directions.’’

However, an interpretation
these .basebaii laws was given fo
Blossfield on Friday by Loiiis Carroll, general counsel for the National League.
Following the interpretation by Carroll Blossfield
that he woW seek to prevent
the New Haven station from televising baseball on the five daybof
,

conflict.

Baseball sked as set for, TV over
calls for the day games
of the Brooklyn Dodgers and 44 of
the Stadium games of the New
York Yankees. The Dodgers get
precedence over the Yankees in the
telecasts. Thus if the Dodgers and
Yankees both are at home, the
Dodger.?’ games will- be telecast.

WNriC^TV

'

mond

puts

biit;

He

has already

.

.

.

week

:

WDGT to Air

,

.

.

.

:

.

.

,

piscatorial holiday in Florida.

m noELtwooD
New

.

.

York to spread his new “samplesV before
Irving Brecher is in
the NBC programnters. He left here with a dossier bulging with radio
Radio's gain is the angler’s loss, Jack Johnstone*
and TV scripts
who "between shows” developed a fish hook that, hooked ’em for keeps.
won’t have much tiihe to market his invention. Gut of the blue, in one
Week, came two directing assignments—the Dick Powell crime show
for NBC and Rexall, and“HollyWood Star Playhouse” for BrpmbSeltzer.
He’s also a panelist oh a television charader . After four
^months airing locally, ABC thinks well chough of Bill Tusher in HollyJim Andrews of Maxpn around his
wood tb give him the full chain
old haunts but keeping an ear to radio and an eye to tele for the epmNat .WoUf paheaked Lloyd Nolan; at NBG in a melo
pahy’S clients'.
Dorothy Dietz, who worked many, of the big
called “Major. Nbrth”.
.Ted
around
again
after a long siege with a busted gam
shows,
Sieeie .and Charlie Herbert are the leading candidates for Diana BourShe’s retirihg: as the agehey’s radio
bon’s Job at Ward TVheelbck.
director to hobnob With the Pasadena coupon-clippers.
Jill pppehhelm was wrttteh Into the "One Man’s Family” script for
the fourth time so Carlibh Morse must have her in mirid as; a permanent
Ken Dolan Is packaging a flat-footer with detectives all over
the country supplying their most exciting cases .... Medico ordered
Frank Graham to slow doWh, so he turned in his notice on “Jeff Regah^
investigator” and the Job went to Paul Dubov ... NBC fleW Jim Fleming to Hollywood for interviews bn "Voices and Events”
.Sunday is
hot ’’Favorite Husband’s” favorite airing time--not yet. On the move
from Friday the shbw lost half its audience .... Lowell Thomas vacationing at Corpnadb down the cpast.
.Norman Brokenshire’s commercials for Bromo-Seltzer will be cut in from New York on the “Hbllywood Star Playhouse” series frpm Hollywood. James Stewart and Bfbd
Grawford haye been set for the first two broadcasts.
.Kraft has ex.
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.

:

,

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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tended ’’Gildersleeve” two weeks until June

and club

will play several hotel

CHICAGO
first

.

14, after

.

which Hal Peary

dates.

.

.

WLS

“National Barn pance” director, is making
Intematlbnal Square Daince festival in Chi Stadium Get.

George BiggerSf
plans for

.

.

.

.

tN

.

sponsored jointly by Prairie Farmer-WLS and Chi Park district. .
George Rudnick, Ruthrauff
Ryan, moves from Chi to 'Cincinnati
office a^s account exec.
.Hal Tate, back in circulation after a long 111ness, sold his "Who’s Talking” show to KYW, Philadelphia. ..iTwo
Chi ham radio operators, Joseph Caldwell and David Chapman^ gave
Clinton, la., its only contact with outside world last week diuring the
ice storm which closed downtown’s only radio station, KRQS, for
several hours ... Frank McGlvem, WCFL promotibh chieL is on three

28,

.

.

.

.

weeks’ vacation.
assistant sales nianager at KXGK, St. Louis, for part
;five years, joins
sales staff
Art Selby,
staff photographer, here this week snapping Chi shows and persbnalities.
Celebration of WLS’ 26th anniversary was aired on "National Barn Dance”
Saturday (15). Show featured top-hit BMI folk songs published sinco
1940.
also saluted BMI's lOth anniyersaty with half-hour
record show of
tunes last week.
New additions to Chi
staff
are Btobert Norton and Robert Tumwall, building maintenance, and
John Stapleton, mail and messenger iservice
Roy McLaughlin,
manager, battling flu biig last week
will again furnish
rtations remaining on Standard Time with one-hout* delayed service
via special lines when daylight saving time gpes iii to effect April 30
... .Ed Fitz is new radio and TV director at W. E. Long agency.
Art Lenich is new station manager of
following resignation of Bernard Miller. Joe Rossiter and Jay Trompeter are FM’er’s
new program directors. Fran Goldstein, chief engineer, and Walter
Childress, assistant engineer; are retaining posts.
.Billy Leach, baritone, begins his fifth year at 'WBBM
ABC’s Central Division promption department under direction of Dean Linger has nine program
entries in annual Chi Federated Advertising Cliibsi radio advertising
and programming contest.

Bob Hyland;

WBBM

—

,

NBC

.

.

.

.

.WGN

BMt

.

.

NBC

.

.

.

.

WENR

.

WBBM-CBS

'

WMGR,
.

.

.

.

.

.

‘Bowery; Music HalT Series
Set as WOR-TV Sustairier
vkude outlets ;becomihg
Jackson A Perkins, one of th#
and fewer, Jack Linder
agency; which had been booking largest rose growers in the country, is expanding its television acindie vaude stands, is veering to
tivities, through the Huber Hoge
tele package productions.
agency. Outfit, which fbund that
First of series will be “Bowery its higher-priced offerings were
Music Hall,” /vvhich Linder is set- not sold effectively via AM’, reports
ting for a sustainer ride on WG.R- that TV is pulling as. well as printTV on a 13-week deal, with possi^ ed media, dollar for dollar, and
ble sponsor being lined up, Format will probably use network video
will/ be a yesteryear harkback. during the next rose season, which
Cast will Include Martha King, will start in August and run
Jack Waller, Merry Larks, Burton through November.
and Janet, Gwen Omeonk, Harra
Nursery
company has used
and Andrews, Rosalie Alter, Tom- WNbT, N. Y., on Sunday mornings
my Mack, Grace Delier, Frank and evenings, with its own garden
Small and a six-gal line. Leo Sands show; and is skeddipg it for the

fewer

completed six of the first series,
Big League Ball 1st Time
with seven more to be finished during the next 30 days. ^Ormond
Minneapplis, April 18.
projects 52 in this series, all Of
For the first time a Twin City
15-minute length.
radio station, WDGY, will' broadcast big league basebaii games, the
Cleveland Climbing
American League "game of the
Cleveland, April 18.,
day,’’ play by play, ih; conipetltion
This area’s total television set with the bfpiid.Casts and televisibh
number has climbed over the 200,- of "the Minneapplis and St. Paul
000 mark.
American Assn, epntests.
Mafeh sMes of 23,795 sent the
Each day the American League
overall: figure climbing to 20(),269, "game
of the
day,”
Mondays
with the expectation that Aprirs through Saturdaysi Will go bn the
baseball season opening will see ;air by remote control, with Twin
the current month reach a new City Federal Savings dc Loan spon- will script the series, with Linder rest of the month in evening
all-time high in sales.
soring.
directing and producing.
on WCBS-TV and WNBT.
.

'

;

.

With

City’s

.

.

.

.

during the early war years, concentrated mostly on pop tunes, the.
"Musicals” include both classical
and popular humbers, which have
been given full production backgrounds.
Since they were filmed in England, the NBC pictures are not subject tp the American Federation of
Musicians* ban on the use of music
ph T V filn'* Web is Working out a
Special pricing arrangement for
the grbup for the benefit of its
affiliates; through which the stations will get a discount bn repeat

his first series, titled "Tales
of Famous putlaws.’’ This stars
Lash LaRue, who also stars In. a uses.
of series of theatrical westerns Or-

.

.

:

Ron Ormond

.

.

and used by James Roosevelt and
Sam Coslow in their coin machines

New

.

,

.

Games

WNHC-TV

.

.

.

.

KDKA

over
has

.

.

.

Nix

games

.

.

decision outlawed the. telecasting
of its members’ football games for
1950. \ Although members of the
T V with columnar fare.
conference, Six of Which televised
on
Switchover of O’Briah, who Will
contests last year,, reported that the
put the major accent on video, revideo sessions did nbt affect atPittsburgh* April 1 8,
tendance, the majority felt that
thought better at the portedly came: on orders from Wilthis year Would show a marked de- final mmute last week about not liam Randplph Hearst, Sr. Latter
outright
the TV; editorial
is
hot
Decision
an
cline;
carrying, the NBC pickup of Abbey jumped aboard
ban, except for instant viewing,, Albert’s band from the Terrace bandwagon about a year ago when
and stations will bb allowed to Room of the William Peiin hotel he started opehihg; up the columns
carry film yersions after 6 p.m. herer and scheduled it along with bf, his Baltimore', Chicago and BpSr^
Sunday. Action also doesn’t affect the rest of the web.: Upusual sit- ton dailies (and Sunday editions)
Notre Dame, which, had. already uation would have had an prch to TV's adyances, and also lendsold its rights for the 1950 season. playing right On the scene and leased Nick Kenny, bf the N.
One of the major factors affect- going out over the entire network; pally Mirror; to help inaugurate a
Ueg the decision Was the report but being passed up by the key radio-TV column in the Los Anfrom the Pacific Coast conference station at the point of origin. Fur- geles Herald-Express.
that telecasts had cut into gate thermore, the broadcast was anreceipts last year frbm 19% to nounced by a
staffer, Phil
20%. Another factor was the pres- Cross, aind worked by station ensure from small colleges and high gine's.
y
schools in the same video area,
Apparently NBC did some fast
as
Which reported that Big IQ contest liaison work with its Pittsburgh outshowings has cut into the smaller let,. upon discovering that
Schools’ take greatly. Gtterbeiii,
didn’t Intend to carry Albert’s first
small school in Ohio, reported that
quarter-hour nor the subsequent
In line With the current emphathe televising of Ohio State games
twice-weekly shots network had sis on daytime and late evening
had dropped attendance from 2,000 set for him for the duration of his television programming, NBC this
to 3,000 per game to t low of 172,
engagement at Terrace Rooih. Re week took, Its first step towards the
Similar cases were reported by
suit was that the Ideal station development bf disk jockey shows
other colleges and universities.
quickly came through with an okay for video. Web pacted for a series
Conference, ih abandohing tele, On all Of the Albert shows the Web of 100 individual films, titled "Pic
is dropping proposals for sponsor- will pick up from the downtown Musicals,”
and running two to
ship amounting to about $500,000. room. NBC’s Pittsburgh outlet had three-apd-a-half
each,
minutes
One for t game of the Week previously turned them down be- which it is leasing tb affiliate staamounted to $100,000 for nine cause it carries an enormously pop- tions in package form for their
ganie rights, and another $125,000 ular disk jockey show. Bill Brant’s possible shaping into visual jockey
was offered for another series; this Midniters Club from midnight to shows.
in addition to the various rights 1 a.m. eve^ morning, and Albert’s
Films were lehsed in Britain and
for the individual schools sale.
network lime is 12:30 to 12:45 a.m. are being distributed in the Ij. S.
decided on sec- by Rudin-TV, Ine. They are simi
However^
Attejmpt to Scuttle Big ond thought .that the dance music lar in format to the serlek of
of Albert would fit into a platter- ’‘Soundies’’ recently purchased for
League
at Hartford spinning session easily enough, TV by Gfflcial Films and slated for
Hartford, April 18.
and so as a result is cutting the two a ride on WGAU-TV, Philadelphia,
and WCBS-TV, N. Y., this summer.
Attempts of the Hartford Chiefs, 15-minute sessions each week into
While the ’’Soundies;” turned out
iSQcal Eastern League affiliate, to Brant’s program.
originally by Mills Novelty Co.
scuttle the TV’ing of major league
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the first time in approximately a
decade^sirtce the late “Dlnty”
Ddyle left the J-A to join CBS^
that the Hearst daily is taking official editorial recognition of AM-
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The Big 10 athletic conference
Sunday 16 In art Unprecedented

.

NEW YORE
.

•

^

.

Jean Cook, assistant to producers on CBS’ “Young Lbye,** took Saturday (15) off to marry Charles Wihfleld, Prudential Ins. rep bn the
.Owen Jordan to play lead on "Big Stpry” tonight (Wed.);.
Coast.
ABC program veep Charles (Biid) Barry back from month’s vacation
Jack Sterling spoke at N, Y. Food Merchants Assn.
in Arizona
Hank Sylvern set as musical director for “Adventures
Monday (16)
,B1U TabIn History” series being wrapped up by the State Depti;
bert’s ’‘Main Street Music Hall” off CBS until May 7, when it switches
won
has
his
Bradley
C.
veepee
to a hew; Sunday time, 2i30 p,iti.
/ .E.
stripes at Blow and will continue oh the Procter dK C^hible account
Red Barber to buckle down to his* book, “The Catbird Seat,” for
Doubleday when he finishes his N. Y. Journal-Ahierican cblumnizing
next month.: .Frail Carloh. “Big Town” (NBC} star, perfonhed three
days last weekend in Equity Libraiy Theatre’s production of '‘Lticky
Tom Collins new to ’’The Romance of Helen Trent”
Sam McCarver”
.At Hodge ihtd”Just
.Earl George added to "Lorenzo Johes”.
Clarke new "Front Page Farrell” player.
Phil
Bill”
Plain
Alan Stevenson to play lead bn Mutual’s “John Steele, Adventurer”
.Elmore Jones. WNEW purchasing agent, father of a fiveSunday
Kate Smith to guest bn Joe Franklin’s "Rbeord Shop”
pound boy
(WJZ) tomorrow (Thiirs.). Singer and Bing Crosby Won popularity poll
.Sidney Resnlok has a dramatic* package, “They
Franklin Conducted.
Milton Berle’s daughter
Canie Back,” makihg the agency rounds
Dick Kollmar’s son Dicky to guest on WOR’s
and
Dorothy
Vicki and
.Ralph Paul has had; his 1,006th
"Jiinibr Oelebrities” Sunday (23)
Lyon Wdr wrote and
honeymoon on WGR’s "Second Honeyrnoon”
produced "The World Stood Still,” memorial broadcast bn WNYC last
Wells Church, CBS hews editor, back Monday (17) from threeweek.
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METRO nSKER SETS NEW
Appointment of Dick Pack as program director of WNHW, N. Y.,
Ted Cott. who takes over as manager of WNBC and WNBT, N. Y.,
tomorrow (20), points up a movement of publicity men into programming posts. At CBS Irving Mansfield, Jerry Danzig and Lester Gottlieb are ex-’flacks, latter two also hailing from WOB where Pack was
publicity director from 1941-47. Pack, who has been in local radio for
18 years, will continue the basic music-and-news formula which WNEW
general manager Bernice Judis; has used for the past. 16 years. Within,
that pattern, which Has made WNEW the country’s top-grossing indiCj
he will explore new programming perspectives.
In addition to handling publicity chores, Pack had been special events
director of WNEW. He is an instructor at New York U.’s radio workshop and has written books on radio and television.
vice
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ADtER SERIES

'

M*G-M Radio

Attractions ^ will

spend $500,600 on

week

cycle V of

Bertram Lebhar,

its

eight

second 26programs,

head of the
transcription outfit and director of
WMGM, N. ^ Y., announced this
week.

Jr.,

First ^cycle, now; being aired

on more thah 200 statiphs in the
U. S. and Canada, also cost
$500,000,
The eight ^airers—
Theatre of the Air,”
“Hollywood,
U.$.A.>” “Good News from Holly-

“MGM

’

wood^” “At Home with Lionel Barrymore,” “Crime Does Not Pay,”
“Story of Dr. Kildare,” ‘Adventures of Maisie” and “Hardy Family ’’^originally were designed for

Recrat move of "‘The Ealcbn’V from MBS to NBC3 involved plenty of
legal wrangling and finally required the whodunit’s packager, Bernard
Schubert, to give a check (for a reported $20,000) to Mutual. During:
its 13-week run for Anahist (a seasonal bankrolier) on Mutual, the lowcost stanza got a hefty 9.2 Hooper. When NBG put in
“Falcon,” Schubert advised MBS hc' was moving the package since, according to his interpretatioh of the contract, the web’s 28-day option to reseU the show had expired, MBS, however, regarded the option as good
for 60 days and the legal debate was on.

WMGM,

subsidiary of Loew’s, Inc.,
but then were offered for local
sponsprship by other outlets. Music
Corp; of America is handling the

St

CBS’

AH-TV Audmees

Tg Get IMjr, PrakiKa
cHS

radio

and

television

AM

Laurel track near Baltimore, is
scheduled for May 20 and will be
giyen a simulcast ride by CBS.
Clem McCarthy will call both race:^,
Gillette Safety Razor sponwith
iatioa In
soring through the Maxon agency.
Belmont Stakes, third event in raef
ing’s annual Triple Crown; is to
‘Hollywood; April 18.
be aired bn both radio and TV this
Appointment of a state or fed- year by NBC.
eral mediator is being sought by
Lpcal 174, Office Employees International Union, as a result of Toledo School FM’er Set
reachirig an impasse in negotiaAir Plays Evenings
tions with CBS;
Unipn announced that after neTpledb, April 18.
gotiations
continued at various,
First regularly scheduled evetimes since the first 6f the year; ning program to be broadcast by
an impasse was reached when the the Toledo Board of Education’s
network refused to discuss wage station, WTDS-FM, wilb be heard
proposals unti! after working ebn- each Friday at 7 p. m., beginning
ditiPhs had been agreed upon. Pact April 21, when the school station
talks cover 106-plus employees at will air a series of full-length reCBS here, and uniPn is, driving for corded versions of great plays
wage increases varying between $5 through a special arrangement with
and $8 a week tp bring scales up to the British Broadcasting Cprp.
figures comparable to other pay
Primarily, the station broadcasts
rates for white collarites.
educational programs for Use in
Toledo schools, and provides a meWichita Falls, Texi ^Eddle Ed- dium for training of students in
writing
and production.
wards, for more than 20 years as- radio
sociated with KMBC, Kansas City, Hitherto, the station was bn the
resigned April 1, and is now With air oh schooldays and only during
school hours.
KWFT, Wichita Falls; Tex.

N. Y., has published the third of its manuals on “Gare and
ProteCtiQn of Dodger Fans”—this one for the femme .rpoter. Tome
advises gals to wear loose clothing, dispense with constricting corsets
and dangerous hatpins. Purpose of the manual is to make attending a
game or enjoying it via
pr TV a safer proposition^

AM

^

:

::

:

Associated Program Service has launched a series bf program meiv
chandising aids for its subscribers. Flap provides (1) “Show Sellers,”
12-page presentations to heip salesnien; (2)“Show Promoter,” a portfolio of mats, photos, releases and ad layouts for each stanza; and (3)
“Program Manual,” a monthly publication in three sections to give
outlets useful, material oh programs, merchariding and promotionpublicity.

,

To

Midwest Juye Choir To
Get Pull Web Airing

Catholic Conference

TCey personnel from- radio and
Lansing, Mich., April 18, > television will be among the prinmidwest tradition, Lansing’s
Juvenile Choir, cbmposed of 300 cipal speakers during the one-day
children of Oldsmobile. and Fisher cpnferehCe of the Catholic BroadBody employees, will be heard casters Assn. Saturday, April 29, at

A

.

..

Sunday (23) over WXYZ, Detroit, Catholic U Washington.
and the ABC network, in the first
The morning Session will feature
broadcast of a new series; Sub- a workshop on television under the
sequent broadcasts. in the series, direction of Robert Cochrane, prosponsored by General Mptprs, Will gram director of WMAR-T V, Balbe heard only on WJIM/ Lansing.
timore. Dr. Gborge Carruthers, divaried program of music, from rector of public affairs and educaclassic to modem, will be per- tion for CBS, Will be the main
formed on the first and suGceeding speaker of a panel on problems pf
broadcasts. Members of the choir religious broadcasting, scheduled
range in age from eight to 15 years. for the midafternbon.
,

.

—

A

WDSU

(

AM-TV-FM

)

celebrates the opening of

ABC Networlc itdtiOn anid^^^

Its

new admlnistrqtlve and studio

JAMBAKE",
[For New York-^JZ— 10:30

&

.

ing baseball represents an increase
pf 15; over last year,
Fred Saigh, prexy of the Cardin

Who announced the huge
nals,
hookup originating at WIL here,
also stated that all games will be
“live” broadcast, with Harry Caray

facilities

.

son;-

Last year, except for the tail end
of the season, when the Cardinals
were making a desperate fight to
capture the 1949 flag, the but-oftown Contests were aired via Western Union ticker service.
Saigh
also said that because KSD, owned
and .pperated by the St. Louis PostDispatch, is the only TV station
here, games of the Cardinals will
be televised only at siich times as
.

the station’s commercial commitments permit.
Because the chances of the
Browns being among the contenders ""for the American League pennant this season are hone too
bright, the

management

has not yet announced
television plans;

of the club
radio and

its

•

/

;

Iowa station Giitied
ByFire; 50-750 l^ss
;

Des Moines, April

18.

Station KICD, Spencer, la„ was
gutted, by fire early Easter morning
with estimated damage of between
$50,000 and $75,000, covered by
about $55,000 insurance. Origin of
the fire isn’t known.
Station went back on; the air at
6 a.m. (10), after a 250-watt trari^
mitter; made by the Collins Radio'
Co., at Cedar Rapids, was rushed
to

Spencer Sunday

(9).

on Monday, April 24th. Plaiyour favorite

a half hour of star-studded, Southern surprises—9:30 to lO P.M.
to

18.

and- Charles “Gabby’- Street doing
the mike work.
Caray calls the
play-by-play stuff and Street the
The gabbers will travolC'
analysis.
to With the team throughout the
sea-

sales.
Lebhar said that Radio At- be aired at 10:30 p.m. Derby is
Matter Was finally settled when Schubert proposed a cash settiement, tractions is planned to add more be televised locally in Louisville
stars and properties, as .by-WAVE-TV.
of
Metro’s
which Mutual accepted.
well as Other shows to the series.
Preakriess; to be run at the

WMGMj

April

The

audt Cardinal games during the current
season. Number of statiohs carry-

both the Kentucky
Derby and Preakness next month.
Weh wiii air the Derby frpni
chalb
Churchill Downa on its
May 6, but because of the lack bf
TV cable facilities to LouisviUbV
will be forced to show the race qn
fijm tP video fans the following
night, where a 15-minute show will
.ences will get

IiQuis;

largest baseball web in the
U. S. (75 stations in 10 Mississippi
Valley stales) has been lined up by
Ryan for the broadHuthrauff
casting of the play-by-play of all

•

(EST)—April

24th.

*

;
'

':

Schiff Sale

FCG Okays

Contiaued from pogc 95

tween criminal and civil actions as
While the bringing of a
such.
criminal case may sometimes indiflagrant and wilfull dismore
a
cate

lorra policy covering violators of
federal laws other than the Cdtnmunications Act. Previously, briefs
on the question had been submitted by Parartiount, Fox, Warners,
Loew's, Schine Theatres Chain,

Wednesday, April

t/XSwg!^

RADIO-TlILB^'iSIOlV

40

regard of the anti-trust laws than
does the filing of a civil complaint,
Westihghouse I'adio stations, Yaiv so many factors enter into determination of the type of action tp be
kee Network, and NAB.
brought, that whether the suit was
Situatibn facing the Commission
or- criminal has little relain granting radio Ucehses, the de- civil
the question whether
partment said, “is entirely differ- tioriship to
defendant’s actions were in deent from that which characterizes the
of the anti-trust
most industries, even regulated liberate disregardhis violation was
dr whether
onesi In which there are usually no laws

eration would hot Interfere with
Amejidcan vadio and add that the
U. S. has a “dog in the manger*'
“While the U. S. hasn't
attitude.
boosted any of its clear channel
stations beyond 50 kw and isn't
using them fully,'* the Cubans
gripe, “they won't let anyone else
in bn them.”
The Americans, of
course, counter that the Cuban demands would hurt' their 50 kw
broadcasters and that in aiuthOrizing 23 new outlets the BaUrios are
already disrupting the U; S. broad-^
casting picture, particularly In the
southern states.
;

J

j

;

technological or similar barriers to
as many entering the field as may
choose. In such citcumstances, the
traditional philosophy of our free
enterprise system is that any peiv
son should be free to enter the
“’‘field of his choosing.
“In the radio field, in- which only
a limited number of licenses can;
be granted, it is essential that the
Commission exercise great care to
assure that they be awarded to
those Who will make the. best use
of them in the public interest.”
;

I

happy.

They

pulled a efimbined rating of 6.6.
On the basis Of a special rating, based on 1,806 Hooper calls to TV
homes in N.; Y., Chicago; Cleveland and Washington; Hope's show had
a 44.5 for. the first half-hour; 50.5 from 6 to 6:30, and 5^,3 from 6:30 to
Program also showed >a standout sets-in-uso
7, for the average 49.4.
figure of 88.2 average for the hour-and-a-half and a 56% set-in-use
Also of interest is the fact that the show recorded an average
total.
of five viewers per set, as Compafed to the standard of about four
per-

of which pointed to

all

his conclusion that video has yet
to make a significant, dent in
rejoiced -in his
Cubans retort, how- f evenues. They
breaking.’'
in realiW apcomment that
e’er, that the pact had already
pears to be attracting hew sources
ended and was no. longer binding,
iricreased
from
either
revenue,
of
and that they had not increased
ad expenditures or from money
the number of stations between
previously spent in ptl^er' media.
’37 and ’49, while; U. S. stations
his figures “sj^ow/that.
Coy
mushroomed from 700 to 2,000.
;

,

-

economic society

the operator Is so inclined. The
operator of a radio station may
not only be. in a position to compete unfairly against other vehicles
for advertising, but to prefer certain businesses to the disadvantages of their competitors by diserimiriatory advertising practices,
to iise their radio facilities to advance their own competitive positioh in fields unrelated to Communications, and In various other

set.-,

•

Jtobk comfort in his

AM

TV

:

if

National Assn, of Radio Station Representatives has wntten Howard
Morgens; ad veepee Of Procter & Gamble^ protesting the soap outfits
attempt to get a thfee-year freeze on TV time rates for its “Beulah”
NARSR letter was apropos Morgens’ recent speech at; tho
vidpix.

J,

AM

rates as TV
Radio Executives Club, in which he fpresSw lowered
Station rep organization said it was
rates and circulation clinibed.
rates must be adjusted in certain
difficult to understand “Why

AM

instances to audience Changes, while at the same time yoii ask that
TV is stili largely supppl'ted by its TV rates be held to a low bi'acket that prevents their being adequately
Citing the telecasters’ accumula-i
parent, AM, but they also Show adjusted for changes in audiehce.”
.that TV is beginning to grow up^ tioii of red ink,: NARSR topper Tom Flanagah said, “I hope ABC will
are receiving from stations
and
letters
they
telegrams
‘the
and 1$ starting to look hopefully show you
toward the day when .it will be ih- in protest against this attempt of a preferential and dlscriminatoiV
dependent of the Pld rrian; |n fact, three-year freeze as against an industry 26-weeks custom of rate
protectibnv”:','"
it is already starting to show off,
starting to smoke, to stay out late
and even use haughty words.”
flareup beThere are ground, tre'mors Indicating a possibility of
tween the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW) and
the; International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Eriiiployees (IA.TSE) over
KTTV; Hollywood. Though the IB has Certification of jufisdictioh
over the, production sjtaff; at KTTV following a recent election held by
the National Labor Relations Board, the station’s move Tiito Nassour
Contihiied from pax^ 39
studios is liable to be grounds for-fhe questioning of that certificatioh.
agenda, for one tiling, Wasn't con- Production men working in the studio are ihemhers of the lA; Because
significant of this; union feels that KTTV’s move
particularly
sidered
to a motion picture studio should
since it showed little of the “bread- bring its production personnel into the lA jurisdiction.'
hard-facts-of-life
disand butter”
cussion on tapV
N. Y. Daily News* WPIX is coritinuing with its surge of new sponsors
Edgar Kobak, the former Mutual
this month; having signed 24 advertisers during the first two weeks of
prexy and novV a member of the
April. If the present rate continues, WPIk wiU exceed its peak record
incoming NAB boarid of directors
established in Inarch, when it inked 47 advertisers, dQUble the total for
representing small stations (he’s
March the preceding year.
part owner of
A, Thompson,
New bankroUers include Winston TV Stores, for “Batter Up,” halfGa.), provided one of the “zingy”
elements When, at Sunday’s (16) hour telephone quiz game preceding all home; games of the N. Y.
Independents Day obseiwance, he Giants; Red Cross Shoes, for; “Sunday Night All-Star Theatre,” series
rebuked the convention niaster- of feature film oldies; Shop-By-Televisioh, for “Night Owl Theatre,”
mindefs, albeit mildly, for skirting also film oldies three times weekly; Hudson Dealers for Saturday night,
boxing, and Sunsm Appliance Stores for Tuesday night Wrestling,
ans^hing suggesting controversy,
(See separate story.) It remained Other sponsors are for spot commercials:

^id

At Montrcfal last fall, after
months of negotiation, an agreement, (Document 189) was reached
between the two countries, but the
U. S. industry refused to accept
the deal worked put by the govecnment reps, the Cubans claim. Consequently, ahother meeting between the "two countries was held
in Havana in February. This time
fepreSentativeS: of the U. S. indusBut moderate
tiy were tougher.
elements of the Cuban group, repping the older networks and stations, ;gbt the Cuban delegation to
buy the deal.
The U. Sv then drew up the technical; specifications, but Avhat angers the Cubahs is that these “are

pur death warmoderates are Up
what they term a “double .standard in which we have, to
do everything to protect the U. S,
and they give us ho protection at

practically like
rant.” Even the
iii

arms

at

aB.”

ways

so to act as to frustrate and
obstruct the objectives of the Gom-

the Cubans

,

want

is

•.sv,

M

put 0H the air
had it fecorded

I

T<t
.

WTW

;

What

the
right to beam on five or six of the
munications Act.”
y. S.’s clear Channels, using direc-*
Department said the Commission tional antenna to protect the Yank
•‘should draw no distinction be- outlets. They claim that such op-

¥:%•

.

Bob Hope’s television debut vU NBC Baiter Sunday (9) drew a 49.4
Hopperating in the web’s four owned-and-operated market areas, if
the show, which was one of a series of five holiday one-shots to s^r
the comedian this year, were to be ranked with the regularly-scheduled
video shows, it. would be in second places behind only Milton Berle's
Texaco Star Theatre.'* Most recent network Hoopers showed Berio
tops with 65.4 and Arthur Godfrey (CBS-TV) second with 48.2. Total
competition to the Hope program, which was aired from 5:30 to 7 p.m,,

the radio

.

operate a broadcasting station- cai>
ries with it greot economic powers
a power that may be capable of be-;
ing used to the detriment of given
of oiir

fram paxc 33

make

to

statistics,

dicated in the following:
“The possession of a license to

members

Contititicil

Ciliated

continued from page 24

Pix yiolators In Mind?
Department’s memo does not specifically mention motion picture
violators, but may have had in
mind the question of picture com^
panies owning video stations, as in^

.

flagrant or persistent.”

:

for kobak to exhort the broadcasters to sell radio “big” rather than
“short” (an issue many felt should
have gotten top billing on the conventipn agenda, whereas it virtiiv
ally got the go-by). Kobak pleaded
With the broadcasters not to be
stampeded by rate pressure blocks,
arguing that it’s still the cheapest'
advertising buy
of all media.
“Rates, if anything, ’* said Kobak,
“have been too low.
Don’t be
priced downward so that you can
go put of business."

CBS Ready
board member, Stantdn admitted
that CBS favored 525 line definition for black and White video in
1941;
He added, however, that
geometric resolution of 525 lines
over 405 Tine coloV is hot appreciated by the eye.

Stanton

which

Love-Fe$t

in

increased

earning^

continued from 'pa^e 29

and Thomas

F. O’Neil, of

make possible in
Under further
Yankee

Network, Boston, as vice chairmah.
Other officers of Mutual reelected were A. N. Hult, veepee in
FlneCharge of sales; William
shriber,
veepee in charge of
programs; A. A. Schechter, v.p. in
charge of ’news, special events and
publicity; Robert Schmid, veepee
in Charge of advertising, research
and promotion; E. M. Johnson, v.p,
in charge of station relations and
engineering;
James E, Wallen,

mM.

and

controller

$4,200,000

up

to 1947

color

ihtere.rt

,

w'ould

television.

he
shown

questioning,

said that advertises have

KAt KYSER^NBC4V

sponsoring color, pro-

in

grams but that CBS was pepared
to put color programs bn the network.

?

treasurer,
secretary;
secretary.

the
spent

said

CBS had

devdop color .will be “a drop
the bucket” compared with the

to

liliBS

RADIO

Continued from page Si

a:::;

pm.

“Silver -Dollor"

on RCA VICTOR

There’s plenty of evidence,

said, that color would mean
set sales, increased advertise
ing impact and more profitable sta-

he

more

$150.

asst,

and Elbert :M. Antrin, as

San Antonio

recarded

rOR

1

MINUTE

TV FILM COMMERCIAL

tion operations.
He said it will
cost the broadcaster little more to
use color under the CBS system.

ADVERTISING
FILM
tow

—-Bud

Whaley, fordisk jockey
Other Mutual directors reelected for KMAC, has forsaken radio for
TV
and
has joined the staff of
were J. R. Poppelfe, WQR, New
mic,
York; Linus Travers, Yankee Net- KEYL as announcer andmini
I"'
Work; Benedict Gimbel, Jr„ WiPi
Philadmphia;
Frank
Schreiber,
Chicago;. Lewis Allen Wmss and
Willet H:. Brown, of; Don Lee,
Hollywood; J. E, Campeau, CkLW;
THIRD TIME IN
Detroit,
and
K. Carpenter,

i

He had it

1950

BDDGET ACCOUNTS

mer announcer and

FILMACK
S.

Woboih

Ava..

ChKoge

I

^

AGAIN TO ENGLAND!

.

WHK,

Cleveland,

Worth Gets^
Of Varied Native

HYDE

Fort

DaiicOS

Fort Worth, April 18.
“Dance Parade,” featuring Mary
Parker, loriher Broadway and Holly wo6dactres§,

has made

;
I

'Honorary Mayor of Nllos, Michigan”
;

debut
here on .WBAP-TV and will be
heard for a half hour each Friday
Format of program is built around
the native dancers of all coun-'
tries and the complete cast Is. costurned aCcordthg to- the country beits

,

,

You

will sleep easily, too, once you Ve

Audio

tried

Cq// or Write for

Speetdi Rate Card

Today I

A Vidao'i

Service because

Idea

.

. ;

How

uIdr.Editing

it^s

Persondlired

built

to best solve

oround one
your partic-

and Recording PToblem.

TWO YEARS

4.

ing featured. Staff orchestra provides the musical background.
Telecast is Sponsored by Stromberg-Carlsbn and Gibson Electrie,

through Rogers-Leche-Wichman.

I

MAY
MAY
MAY

MANCHESTER. HIPPODROME
8. IWK.) COVENTRY, HIPPODROME
22 (WK.) CHISWICK. EMPIRE
1 (WK.)

MAY

29

(3

Weeks)

LONDON; MLLADIUM
Managomnnf: HARRY FOSTER AOENCY. London

S.

III.

1950

Weflneflday, April 19^

dancing and cabaret acts .
Jill
Balcou, daughter of Ealing studios*
Sir Michael Balcoii, and
Marius Goring topped the cast of
“Promise of Tomorrow” speciaUy
,

,

chief,

New York
&

of Welsis;

^'Clubhouise Quiz** following Dodger games on WOR-i’V. . . . Ajitfiony Azzato upped tb director of
film programs for WPIX and Bernard Govlt, ex-MBS, has been
added to the indie’s sales staff, .
Charles J. GreMWell appointed
controller for NBG-TV, leaving
Bigelow-Sanfbrd Carpet •Go. . .
WJZ-TV has started a new series,
''The Home Gardener,’’ with Phil

Walter Thomp-

New York and

fices

respectively,

mg

director at

town

last

,

WENR-Ty

New supervis**
WTMJ-TV, MilwauEffective Monday
started its Mohday-

, ,

,

.

iiwio

.

and June

3.

FOR RADIO-VIQEO
WRITERS, DIRiCIORSr
TkHNltlAiiS

,

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

fbr Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr,’s
travelog dims.
He’s also being
sought for a weekly travel stanza
on the Coast.
Ed Fitzgerald,
of the WJZ breakfast team, getting offers to play dramatic parts
following his second appearance
bn CBS'-TV’s ’’Mama” in the role
of Mr. Kelso.
.
Jose Ferrer Moody, general manager
of WHIOplanes in front the Coast Sunday
TV, Dayton, announces the apr
(23) for a re p e a t guestar perppihtment of Geo, P. Hollingbery
formance on NBC’s ’’Your Show Co.
as station rep ... June Dunne
is Sterling (Red) Quinlan’s new
secretary at WBKB ... Kukla, of
NBC’s, “Kukla, Fran and Ollle,”
becomes a full-fledged member of
Chi Actor’s Club Friday (21)
;
.

:

.

.

.

.

*

.

:

debut before: WNBQ cameras last
month, how has a regular twieeweekly quarter-hour stint,
Lyn
Kug is directing the series
.
Elliott Paint & Vsumish Co. has
appointed Olian Advertising Co. to
handle its billings,' with plans to
use video in new campaign
.
Pat Flanagan, WENR-T V sportscaster, to address Chi Klwanis
Club tomorrow (20)
Bill Balabah, 'WBKB’s remote director back
from Coast vacation, is directing
“Follow the Fun”
Motorola,
Inc., has put a, new 14-inch rectangular tube tele set on market.
Dr. Ralph Buiiche interviewed
last week by Clifton Utley on his
“NBC Newsroom’’
Robert H.

tomorrow (ThurSi).
Some of
the major video webs are bidding

,

.

thru-Friday programming 15 minf
utes earlier at 6 p.m. ... Norman
Ross, who made an unheralded

Gpldfarb Seed Stores,
Jackson & Perkins Co, and Garffeld/ Williams, Inc. i^ill sponson
Arnold Horwltt to aid Mel Diamond in- s c r i p ti n g CBS-TV’s
"Joey Faye Frolics.”
.
Morey
;
Aiiisterdam starts his second year
on DuMont’s ’’Silver Swan Gafe”

,

,

.

plans

fall tele

,

.

.

Colby Lewis, up from di-

kee,;^ is

yfStmg. staff
|17)

Detroit of-

in

Ford

Alaihpl.

*

.directors of J.“

sons

With Chi execs

.

.

^Howard Reilly and Walter Gross,

.

TV

TV by producer
Michael Barry which was aired last
(16) and will be repeated
tomorrow (20). Cast included two
TV newcomers, Jane Cotton and
Richard Bebb, as well as Alan
Wheatley, John Laurie, Jack Allen
and Mollie Weir
Jack Carrington will be commentator for the
finals of the “Daily Mirror” na;
tional
table
tennis tournament
from the Albert Hall liext Tuesday
Sir Paul Dukes will give another display of Yoga Saturday
and will also be on the air May 20

He Sunday

(29),

guested several weeks ago.

Eisenberg; ^has joined
Geller to direct

Nat B»
start

Saturday

Shows”

of

.

.

Irving Brecher is in Gotham for
talks with
brass on radio and
television plans for ’’The Life: of
Riley” next season. Coincidentally,
William Bendixv: (who stars in the

NBC

AM

IRABIQAND

in New York for
a couple of guest shots;
He was skeddedL for an appearance on NBCrTV’s “Texaco Star
Theatre” last night (Tues.) and
will be on the Perry Cpmo show oil
the web Sunday (23).
yersiori)

is

'ByEDWWDVjBti^ Th* only ptactic^l, piofts,lon«l
ip tHe helil— a study of dsamatic tccbniiiuc and ptindi^les.
as well as the Work of the tUrectbr, producer, script Writer*
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PRODUCIiTICllN S A
By WALTBR fc KINCSON

.

.

Grover

Allen,

.

forpierly

stage
manager of ABC-TV’s Chi tele department, moves up to a director
slot

.

J^

WBKB

.

.

Friday

starts

night harness racing telecasts from
Maywood Park, May 15 .
Don
.

.

Ruhman

is hew program assistant
. Harold A. Smith,
promotion manageri gets
credit for a hew promotion stunt
plugging station’s sports telecast,
“Today’s Ball Game.- During first
Sunday home games of Soxs and
Cubs, a plane towihg a 250-foot
banner plugging the show will fly
above the parks
Linii Biirton

WENR-TV

at

WNBQ

.

.

.

will

.

.

emcee WBKB’s“What’s the
15-minute remote from
Field
preceding
Cubs

Score?
Wrigley
telecast

.

.

Trustees of Majestic

.

TV

Radio and

Corp., filed $6,054,-

939 damage suit against Fairchild
Engine and Airplane Co., claiming
delivery Of defective cabinets had
Sped Majestic toward bankruptcy.

Continued from page 30

.

business and

heck in

-

it.”

town,” starting April 25.
over KECA-TV

.

Fred and Thomas Milana

will hit

.

Show

.

;

.

KTLA’s “Yer Ole Buddy.” Show,
1 925

In

emceed by Bud

the first motion pi<>

$375 for 15 minutes

tnre film was successfully

been

set

“Cowboy

tions* real

.

assist

May

Thrills”

Peter

television pro-

15 .
tab

.

.

.

.

a;

sta’-

minded,

.

ciusive representation^

.

By STEPHEN

Edited by H.

writer.”— P’4riVfy.

FCC

rulings
of transtoo late to save

7 FUNDAMENTALS OF WRITING
FOR RADid

FM

NAB

and non-dramatic programs.

Thursday a.m^ session. Neal
McNaughten, director of the NAB

,

Afternoon panel was headed by

By Md4X Wylie, “Top

authorities . . . have contributed
good, solid advice and examples . • All one has to do after
reading this book is to Sit down and write scripts.”—/o#
$6.50
Laurie, jr„ Variety,

Oscar C. Hirsch, KFVS, Cape Girardeau, Mo. John H. DeWitt, WSM,
Nashville, presided over Friday
a.m, panel, with A. James Ebel,
WMBD, Peoria, chairing the luncheon session.' Afternoon panel was
headed by K. W. Pyle, KFBI,
Wichita.

.

9 TEACHING THROUGH RADIO
WiLUAM

B. LEVENSON, AH the important aspects of
educational broadcasting— the preparation and utilizatioh
of the program, the measurement of its results.
$3.50

By

be

Eyes

10 RADIOES

Continued from page 35

By

ilrmlngliwi*

AngtlM
N««r OftMMg
OmtJhm
fUciwiMHi
t«lt

tors

,.KTSL
........................

WDSU-fV

ginnings to

...WOWr-TV
^.........WTvn

Ctir....:

...;....KOYL.Vy

... New TV

series written

:

its

present as a sefyice to

all

mankind.

be$4.00

its

;

11

BROADCASTING MUSIC
By ERNEST LaPRADE, The complete stOry of how music is
broadcast^network organization, program planning, talent
ScUctibh, composing and arranging-writtea by a Peabody
Award winner.
$2,50

At

.

by Ted Kavanagh and Carey Ed- year.

|

CONQUEST OF SPACE

DONALD AfriVfCGL. The history of radio from

.

aimsENiiNO

$3.50

8 RADIO AND television
writing, Revised

engineering department, chaired
the Th ursday luncheon meeting.

.

,

ROME COW

GILL, Instruction for the beginner, a refresher for the profesional on all forms of writing dramatic

By

.

.

WILUAM FITELSON. Twelv* of tht Theatt*

Guild’s' most famous plays as they were broadcastr^with a
discussion of the problems of adaptation. ”A must for any

,

.

complete collection

6 THEATRE GUILD ON THE AIR

stations.
Miller,
prexy, dfr
brief address of welcome

NSa

VINCENT BENET, A

of Ben^t’s outstanding scripts-sbmAin poetry, some in prose,
$2.50
all classics of their kind.

ing executive committee, presided

Steve Diinne has been inked

ACTION
'

KTLA’s
will

IN

Edited by ERtK B/IRNOt7Ur. Magnificent assor^inent bf 25
radio plays covering a wide range— by well-known authors
Norman Corwin, Orson Welirs, Pearl Buck^ etc*

tyjpe

performers for TV programs to be
lensed on film for next season.
Web also is planning at least one
KTSL’s forthcoming ”Ace Mace, big musical stanza, to be produced
A1 Buffington’s by Danny Dare, former film proPrivate Eye.”
’’Quiz of Two, Cities” bows off
who jpihed the NBC staff
KL AC-T V; and KFMB Sa n Diego, ducer
several weeks ago.
after 10 weeks
“You Be the
NBClI’s live network, at present
Jury” is back on the alr-^this time
comprising 25 statiohs, will be
over KFI-TV and sponsored by
Wong’s Frozen Food
Elbert boosted to 41 by the time the new
Walker is .set to produce KTSL’s season Starts through extensiori of
the coaxial cable to new cities.
NTG program.
Many of the stations in these cities
arc affiliated with NBC) ’s primary
London
radio affiliates, which will give the
First edition of the TV chil- web first call oii them.
That In
dren's newSreel next Sunday (23) itself^ the web believes, will give
will also mark the inauguration of It aii advantage over CBS and
the service from the newly-ac- other competing networks,
quired Lime Grove studios. ShepWeb execs point to the way they
herds Biish. Dpiiald Smith is pro- have recaptured the lead in the
ducer and Mary Malcolm and Hooper race recently as an indicaStephen Grenfel the commentatioh of how they will fare next

need for hard

hittihg, single

has

4 RADI6 DRAMA

at the

to a fiye-year pact by Don Lee
television;
Dunne will contiiiue
with his “Loye and Kisses” program and also be slotted in

and

television

KTTV

A

unique feaprocedures, and careers of radio announcers.
in systematic fashion. $5.50
ture organizes material on Ad

to the 300 engineers attending
Jack Poppele, WOR chief engineer
and member of the NAB engineer-

Citrus products, startihg April 29

television Stations, T he fitst

on the

.

Justin

picked up by Winckler and Smith

exclusive representative of

act

to

KTSL

gram, starting
first

to recognize

.

Bob Moon and Ray Erlenborn
have

Potter on his

company

.

goes for

leased 21 film serials and 48 cartoons for beaming over the station.

transmitted by a television
signaU

Blair-TV Inc, was the

Stefan,

By BEN GRAP H£NN£iCB. The qualirtcatiohs, skills, duties,

,

David llvered

the road for TeeVee Films to set
Up distribution for firm’s pro-:
grams ... KTTV has been given
franchise for hahdlihg -'Miss LA”
for Miss America pageant ,.
;
Johii McGuire has been added to
the cast of “The Adventures of
Otis Beagle” being kinnied at
KNBH April 19 ,
.iSees Candy
has inked a 13-week contract for

3 THE RADIO ANNOUNCER’S

AM’8 Coihpetition
TV’s impact was further undeiv
scored by Richard P; Doherty, director of NAB’s department of employee-employer relations. He told
engineers they must constantly
study their labor costs because of
the keen compietitiQn radio stations
are facing today. The final "Saturday session bringing together FCC and industry representatives, failed to produce the
expected fireworks as panel chairman Stuart Bailey, of Jansky and
Bailey, Washington, ruled out discussions of the ’‘freeze” and color
TV. With these phases of the video
problem ruled out, discussions
from the floor centered on FM.
John H. De Witt, WSM, Nashville,
asked point blank for industry and
FCC opinion oh the probable life
of FM. Panel members ducked the
question. Transit radio and store
castihg" were suggested as possible
money-makers for FM’ers, but it

J. N, Ceazan company Will pick
may come
up the tab on “Mysteries of China- mission
many hard-pressed

airs

fd^ioit

ROME COlRGltL

and helpful exerdses. Suggestions for setting up^workshpps, handling audiI3.()0
tions/editing scf ipis.

in equipment
tele is show
the engineer “is up to

perfbrmanceV Saying
his

anil:

Scripts, theoi^ of radio actings directioh,

show and hot merely

was brought ou that
on the legality of this

^Hollywood

a^iNo And
Handbeiok gwiiMf

,

.

$6.50

i

Where CBS

all bookstores, or

mail the coupon below

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
RINEHARir

& COMPANY

232 Madlioh

Aveiiii«, $l*w

Please send

me

fully satisfied 1

I

York 10, N.Y.
the books checked; below, I understand that if 1 am not
may return the books within five days for full refnod.

I at $6.50

2 at $3.00
3 at$5.5()
I

consistently out-

wards, with Michael Mills as pro- numbered NBC in the top 10 .shows
ducer, will be launched next Mon- during the fall and early winter,
day (24) under the title “Such Is the latter web has reversed the
during the last several
Life,” with Bobby Howes starring^ trend
Series is described as a light- monthS: by placing a majority of
hearted documentary with singing, programs in the charmed circle*

enclose.../'

.

7 at $3.50
O 4 at $3.00
8 at $6.50
5 at $2,50
0 6 at $4,00 Q 9 at $3.50
D Mmiey order.
Q Check

I

10 at $4.00

Q U at J2.50

Q Seiid .GO.Di-

AD0|KiE,SS

CITY...:

:|i

ZQNl

....^STAtB..;

,.>,*l«n«»*«>44«»»**l

ij

'

Wednesdayy April 19» 1950
Naughton’s sets had an Oriental

lushness and' intricateness, ana
achieved the illusion of spacious^
ness and magnificence in the large
'

ABC-.TV
Continued froin page 34

Mat

‘‘executive desk'V routine
pait weekend. '^With Morey
dam as nonsense foil and
filock'i aonvincihg comthe Little Organiza, using
a Cambridge, Mass., research
show came off handily.
the type programming
i«
encourages dlal-twirlers to
in on what’s on the opposite
nel, ho matter how potent the
appeal in Mat particular slot.

—Me

GBS-TV

skit

bn

menial trying to
boss in' order to convince an
orphange chief that he should be
allowed to adopt a baby. Kaish
turned in some socko thesping,
ably abetted by Jerry Lestev,
cnicee of “Cavalcade,” as his
buddy. Boles carboned the Italian
stereotype but, so does “Luigi /^
;

.

Producer Milton
and the thud of his body comic-enieee. achieved the knowDouglas has
iiU|i|g the pavement was -heard a
of building produetion numHbn u£ a second before he how
act, which helps
With the exception of the ber^; around each
selling as, for ex-

u^dbw

the overall
„oie technical mlscue,; however, in,
having Lester impersonate
show was standout in all de- ample,
to lead into a nifty
beachwalker
a
partments—acting, writing, prorbutirie by Kurt Jons and his
terp
the
of
use
lon and
MacDonnell imKyle
Through Dancers.
techniaue.
tec
.___jiback
pressed with her rendition of “It
iare pre-planning of the cameras,
isn’t Fair’’ and also in a comedy
nrciducer Fred Goe and director
skit with Lester and ventro ClifpelMrt Mann were able to have ford
Guest added some iiew lines
in
appear
thetr lead characters
repertoire for a
' standard
uheeisive scenes spaced five years to his
payoff. Sonny Howard gave
good
apart.
hr.
out with some telling impressions
Joseph liiss* adaptation of the of current crooners that were
Geofirey Halllday Hall story was much better than the single tune
Intricate yarn planted he tried to sing straight.
XoeHent.
Leo
Slie clues neatly and all the strings Dianiond scored, with his harWere carefully tied together be- monica virtuosity and also with his
idre the final curtain. Kent Smith; “one-man band” Impression of the
loatured in the Current Broadway Spike Jones crew.
production of “Wisteria Trees,’
Something might be done to
Copped the fine cast as the rich
participating
mahufacturer trying to discover space better those
It
commercials
bn the show.
why; the apparent suicide chose his
up at one or
apar^ent for the leap to death. seemed they ganged
hour.
the
during
spots
two
Warren Stevens, shown only in
flashback, gave a good reading to
Lately the big stories on NBCtl^ dead man’s part and Adelaide
le

prised columnist Dorothy Kilgallen/ comedy writer Hal Block, poet
Loiiis Untermeyer and femcee-actress Arlene' Francis. John Daly
was the moderator in this twicembuthly comedy show, \vlth Elsa
Maxwell the “mystery” guest star.
Show, which has the panel try to
^uess occupatiohs of unknown letterwriters requesting participation
in the shbw; haS a familiar forihat
in that the panel is given 10 questions in which to guess the participant's occupation. The latter, who
confronts the guessers, can thus
win $50 if the panel fluffs. The
group, paced by Block’s witticisms;
was unusually hot, failing to lose
to any of the contestants. For the
uestar, of course, the panel is

M

video veteran, scored as TV^s“Big Story’V seem io _be
philosophiGal aunt. Cara Wil- mainly murder yarns. On Friday
as the heavy of the piece, (14), the stanza was devoted to the
and Anna Minot, in a lesser role, “Want ad murder case” which reporter Walthall LitUepage of the
were also good.
San Antonio Light cracked. The
appear
to
newsman found out the identity of
soOn
Naish,
Carroll
J.
In a TV version of his “Life with a brutally battered woman by
working on the theory that she had
936
been lured to the scene by someone who had answered her situaV
fUeiti, a^

liis

liaaiB,

Cord Compony,
Mid-Woft, Roedt vorsoHIo hHmer

PromlMiif
in

iptcloljtt

to onlft

Humor

iditer.

Mott hovo logtr profoMloRol tochnlquo ond kooo tommorclol porCrtofinq Cord
Soiiio
exporlonco bolpfol, but not oHon<‘

sptctlvoi^

rid.

Triql-poriod drroiiqomfiit fet

last

deodorant).
DuMont’s sponsorship (Stopette, quizzer was
The panei-moderrtbr
“Cavalcade of Stars” Saturday an entertaining half-hour (9-9:30,
night (15). As an Italb-American Wed.), The resumihg panel comimpersonate his
entertaining

feleTMon probably never moVed and the skit was welLenough
as feat as it did on the opening enacted to rembye that curse.
Is Known/' whoof “End
Show otherwise was up to par,
NBC-TVs
presented on
night with Lester -doing an okay job in
- ^-jo Playhouse” Sunday
more familiar character as the
his
A man was pushed ^out oflldt.
i

resumed for
week, this time under

^'What's Mir Line?”

Luigi” radio character, sneak-previewcd the role in a: poignantly

Chicago, April 18.
schedule failed to provide enough
United Nations this week made
aboUt
!?ring
to
meetings
fighting
a pitch before the nAb for com'
ah exchange of ideas on program- mercial sponsorship of its programs
ming and selling. As he pointed via the open end tag.^ However,,
out, the Sunday indie i^ssioh was UN spokeswoman Dorothy Lewis
designed to that epd. Unfortunate- imited the local tie-ins to instituly] due to the usual convention deiorial type of copy Jith rio direct
lays, panels ran overtime and were selling and no middle cbmmerclals,
hardly
Was
there
weakly chaired so
and the right to check copy from
any give-and-take betw^^h panel time
time.
and members bn the floor.
Programs; which have been carof
offices
Kobak urged the main
ried over 1,500 stations, will be
NAB be moved to New York, point- available for advertisers
as of
"
ing oiit that Manhattan is a major May I;
v
radio arid TV centre. With a branch
In the case of network sponsoroffice for legislative matters In ship, UN will arrange for approval
Washington, he said the organiza- for each program or series.
tion could provide better service if
headquartered, at - the focal point

homo on

—

.

>

.

WHAM;

chaired

Campbell Arnoux, of
District Six,

WTAR, Nor

Harold Wheelahan,

of WSMS, New Orleans, succeed
ing H, W. Slavick, of WMC,
phig
t Hig
district Eight, George J.

Mem

gins, of

WISH,

Indianapolis, sucr

ceeding Harry Bitner, of

WFBM,

Indianapolis.

Jack Todd, of KAKE,
succeeding Robert D.

District 12,

Wichita

cSilahoma^City.

^

.

out

pantaloons.

in

James

and

veepee

Hindu terpers /ujata

'*52'^

NAB

NAB

KTUL,
dium

representing

Tulsa,

stations, Succeeding

me-

Kenyon

Production treated, the musical BroWn, of KWFT, Wichita Falls,
and^G. Richard Shafto, of WIS, Goclassk tongu^lmcLekV w^i^^^
trice Munsel and Earl Wrightson lumbia, S. C;
switchirig from Rimsky-Korsakov’s
Patt McDonald, of WHHM, Memlyrical nuriibers to the. equally lyri- phis, ' and Ed Kobak, of WTWA,
Thomson, Cia., representing small
Music.
A^p integrated were stations, succeeding Merrill Lind-

beautiful Qrent Pond, 40-mile lake, secluded private Island, abuts ntainluiid. Fully
eQUlpped large 7-r6oin summer lodge, guest
bungalow, boat' house, motor boat^ electricity,
Shopping, summer theatre obout
^telephone.
Seriously Interested peraoi) can sea inltc.
cure bargain, Ma)r rent. tLOYO A. KAY8ER,
342 Madison Avenue, new York City.

.

,

in the role of sultan (a natural for
the part) with Nancy Marquand
as the narrttihg Scheherazade

On

':.

NAB

Wmiam C. Grove, of
Cheyenne, succeeding Hugh
vue” built a pleasing broadcast
Sunday (16) around the Arabian Terry, of KLZ, Denver.
Nights theme, borrowing heavily]
Directors-at-large:
from Rimsky-Korsakov’s “ScheA. D. (Jess) Willard, qf KGAC,
herazade.” Stanza had Whiteman
Augusta, Ga., arid John Esau, of

FOR SALE
BELGRADE LAKES. MAINE

''

.

ABC-TV’i -Paul Whiteman Ke-

mdotf, beforo occopring fosidont
peilrioR. Good spot for hop writor
Addrois roply to Box
witli idRoi.
161, Vorioty, 612 N. Mlthlgon Avo.,
CMcogo 11, lli.i giving portonol
doto, ond enclosing tomples of moterldj.
Soldry dUcusstd offer moterioi It submitted.

.

'

.

tioh-wanted ad. Next he trapped
the killer by planting an idea
which drew the murderer into the
open.
It was a lather tenuous
plot, but scripter Arnold Perl got
in a few dramatic scenes, notably
one between the victim’s child and
the reporter, when the kid learned
of her mother’s gruesome death
Vinton Hayworth made a con
vincing reporter on the crime beat.
Background shots, lensed in San
Antonio and Integrated into With
the studio muences, lent realism.

dtfinlto oitigii-

M

of industry’s activities.
Rather than a Wholesale rate reduction, Kobak suggested a restudy
Continued front page S5
He also
of discount structures.
warried that unless the industry
increasing opposition to the
works’,
faces up to the problem bf selfoperation, with CBS and ABC
g lindfolded, and Miss Maxwell re- regulation in -the matter of gppd
threateiilng
to piill but.
sorted to various gimmicks with taste in programmiugf “some am- both
With Ryan now In a position to
which to deceive the guessers.
bitious group In D.G.” will take
take over many of these adminisover the job.
trative duties, best guess here as
Mltchbil'i Pitch
the NAB^ convention was drawing
during to a close was that all the webs
Strongest p>resentatiori
sessions was given by Mau- would continue to go along.
panel
Continued from page X4
rice Mitchell, BAB director, obviTop web echelon, notably CBS,
turnover is healthy for the Indus-: ously put out by public service Was conspicuous by its absence--^'
same
the
earlier
pri
made
as
pitches
thlfiking”
“new
inyitihg
a brushoff that was not unanticitry
.However, the repeated
radio moves into the transitibnal panel by Ed Gruskinj FCA chief pated;
radio officer and Alfred Puhan, threats to bow out of
altoera of new pattenis.
rpmindMitchell
America.
Voice
of
gether was seen here as strategy
For the most part, it’s geherally
points
the
one
of
that
ed
indie
men
bringing
to
certain
issues
aimed
at
agreed that the uew board rehad been the fore.
plaicements, which include, among of contention last year
Somethirig
NAB’s failure to do
With Ryan moving in as general
others, Ed Kpbak, the ex-Mutual
prbxy who becomes a director-at- about gratis airing of government manager, he automatically boWed
cracking
After
at
the
prograiris.
but
as a director-at-large, a post to
stations
^small
large representing
men on Which he had Just been desig(WTWA, Thomson, Ga.); are uni- preseneb of government
for
cotheir
request
the
and
panel
nated. His KFI exit is seen paving
formally good; that they are broaddisclosed that
the way for Lepnard Reirisch to
casters with an appreciation of operation, he
lifting trends and patterns within had been successful in its fight to move into the doast spot. Latter
Army
recruiting
allow
and Navy
now heads up the radio-TV operathe industry.
air pitches to be put on a paid time
Cox newspaper InThe incoming ^ atid outgoing basis. By agreement with officials tions for the
terests, but it’s known that Reinscli
directors include:
‘‘We Hail,” 30-minute recruiting has been arixious to make a switch.
District Two, William B. Fay,, transcription can now be sold -by
Rochester, N. Y., succeed- statioris for spot commercials, he
ingv Michael R. Hanna, of WHCU, said,
ithaca.
Arnold Hartley, WpV, N. Y:,

^

Woriiiiiq fri

gay, of

WSOY,

Decatur, and Claire

Me-

WWDC-FM.

program

SBVBN LEADERS
•

which
and sell

WBZ

•

•

•

session,

develop

new program

resources.
Pierre Crenesse, director of the
North American Service of the
French Broadcarting System, described the International Goodwill
Network and told qf increasing acceptance of IGN by American
broadcasters during the past year.
Carl Haverlin, BMI prexy, outlined
services offered by BMI to indie
stations which may be used for new
programming ideas and. invited
program managers to the BMI Library Clinic skedded for June 1920 in New York,

CourtMV of M-0*M

^THE OREAT RUPERT
ForOoorgo

Pal Prods.

THI CAMEL SHOW

Bvory Friday NIta, f:30 E.S.T.,

Mgt.:

$150.

•

WESTINGHOUSE
ADIO STATIONS
IN SIX LEADING MAKKBTS

FOR

MINUTE

1

TV FILM COMMERCIAL

W

Columbus, O., AprilTB,
In a shift emphasizing both >AM
and TV, Jerome R. (Tad) Reeves,
director of program promption for
WBNS and WBNS-TV,' was named
Saturday (15) to the same post for 1333
WBNS-TV only, and his assistant.
Barbara Haddox, was ^appointed to
the program promotion post of the

ADVERTISIN6
FILM
tow
BUDGET ACCOUNTS

FILMACK

AM

station.

i

Reeves had headed up promotion
for WBNS since 1934. Miss Had
dox, former society editor of the
Ohio State Journal, has been a
staff for

S.

Wobaih

Avt.i

•

Philadelphia

Portland, Ore.

•

•

Fort

Boston

Springfield, Mass.

ChtcORo

5,

Continued

Irtyin

off-the-record With

FOR RENT
CRUIKSHANk COMPANY

four

10 Broadway.

Dl. 4-0100

DESERVE Wl NTER .TYPE $HI>WS

page: 33

some revelatory

remarks bekre a group of radiotelevision researehers at a meeting
in New York last week.
Nielsen, not one for giving vent
to his feelings, sounded off at the
session, poiriting out that his deal
for the takeover of the Hooper brganizatiOn’s national AM-TY ratIrig services also included buying
the Hooper goodwill. In the face
of that, Nielsen inferred, that
Hooper hasn’t been living up to his
end of the bargairi, in view of the
current Hooper“shift of accent”

campaign desigried to impress on
potential customers that Nielsen’s
been left holding the bag.
Nielsen leveled With the research group on the intricacies of
the deal, revealing for the first
timO that there was nb $600,000
cash settlement Irivblved, but rather the payment of $39,000 to
Hooper annually over a 10-year
period, with Hooper also functioning on a consulting basis.

Wayne

.

for example

52 Great Half-hour Shows transcribed, A galaxy of
music from thf World's Best Light Operettas arid Musical Comedies, Le.> THE STUDENT PRINCE, FLOR ADORA;
CHpeOLATE SOLDIER, etc> etc. Mixed Glee-Glub Choilr,
featured yocaiists,

III.

East SO's off Park Avanua, charming
fiirntshad duplax apartmant; 5 rooms,
3 baths, wood burning flraplaca, bxclusivt gardan2 $400 ptr ihonth.

Full Coricert prehestrd.

'

Pittsburgh

NBC

LOU CLAYTON

SUMM ER ADVERTISERS

WOWO KEX
WBZA WBZ-TV

KYW

manager,

the
afternoon
discussed how to

Washington, representing FM sta- member of the station
tions, succeeding Everett- L. Dil- years.
lard, of KOZY, Kansas City; Mo.

KDKA

FOR COMM! SPONSORS

Continued from pxKe Zi sjs

centre.

Writ* for Audition

SampU Teddy

RADIO TRANSCRIP f IONS

23 WEST 47" ST.. H.t. 19
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,

.

;

1959

THE KILOCVeLES

$

find of

‘Sait.

Nite Revue'

Chicago, April 18
More New York viewers are
watching the Chi portion of NBC's
.

Guy Savage,
KXYZ, owned

KXOL, Forth Worth, 33%, and
Russ N. Lamb, general manager
and operated here by the Sham- of KXOL, 1,67%/v
‘KMHT Operates full time with “Saturday Night Revrie” than the
rock Broadcastlttg Co., has completed 24 years in Sbuth west ra- 250 'watts on 1450 kijocycles.
Gotham end of the. spread, accordr
dio and seven" years on TV.
ing to the March Videodex report.
Fort Worth—The ‘^‘ABC RoundOklahoma City -- Joe Meyers, up,” with Zack Hurt, which orig- Jack Garter’s first hour from here
traffic, manager
for inates here in the studios of KFJZ drew a 34.2 rating with the New
formerly
WKY, has been appointed to the and is fed to the Texas State Net- York audience/ while the Manhatnational sales staff for,, station. Work, has added an additional tan segment scaled off to 25; 1. New
Clara .Louise Pruess has beeh two outlets^ KBST, Big Springs, York ratings averaged 28.7 for the
named the new manager of traf- and KTRN, Wichita Falls, making full 10 quarterrhbur periods, with
Chi audiences rated 32;4.
he for the Qklahpma City station. a tpthl of 14 outlets carrying.
The March report also showed
W. Baxter, prez of the
Epsenherg, Tex.--^KFRD, owned that the stint drew strop ger over
Dallas—
and
operated by the Ford Bend the four o.&o.’si Which carried the
Rid Grande National Bank here,
has assumed duties as a member County Broadcasting Co., has been the full 90 minutes, than on the
of the Dallas Radio Commission granted fulltime operation by the six affiliates which picked up only
which has supervision of the city- FCC. Outlet has been bperating an hour portion. Network average
owned WRR. Baxter was appoint- daytime hours on 980 kilocycles for the 10 outlets was 28;4, with
ed by the City Council to fill the with 5,000 watts.
Average
•o.&O/s averaging 32.6,
iinexpiired term of C. R. McHenry
for the affiliates was 19,4, or 9.0
who died fecently.
St. Louis
Brice Barrington, less than full net.
11

Antonio

.

iportt director for

of

•

saidy that the initial use of color
could reduce,; production costs.
Basic impact of color, he explained*
TV will be practicaliy negUgible:’; could he enough to attract viewers
That’s the opinion of the top set to even a low-budgeted show. He

Added production

sion-

.

^

led

director,

adopts the tint systems they indi-

all

to

:

WKY W,

Radio Kentucky,

;

who

usualiy lens big spectacle pictures, in color because they know
th|it color means more boxoffiee
and so they’ll be able to recoup
their *cbsts.

Louis—John H. White has
been upped to head the Transit
St.

are

Set designers pointed out that

Murphy, they’re doing considerable color
Who has spearheaded his web’s work now, particularly in vaudeo
color fight; at the FCC hearings^ and other shows which play to a
predicted any cost Inbrease with studio audience. .Some changes
color wbuld be “insignificant,” He would have .to .be made, however^'^
said: the elaborateness of the par- in the choice of colors >for rioriticular program w o ti 1 d be the audience shows, srich as the dra^^
main cost deterriiining factor, matic programs. Designers now
pointing out that if producers choose colors for such programs on
Wanted to put on a more elaborate the basis of the gray scales, meaii-'*^
show beGause they could use color, ing they, might use something like
then the costs would necessarily be orange drapes covered with" a
greater. But, he noted,^TV would green’ figured pattern for the best
.not necessarily have to follow the results
on black-and-write 'TV.
lead of the major film studios, With color, they would have to
;

WGN

staff additions:

•tints..'''

\

vidually are proposing.
CBS veepee Adriari

Syracuse, N. Y.-^Ed Murphy candidates, in an election for a
and WGN-TV, post on the Board of Education of
formerly of
Chicago Tfib statioh, has returned Illinois School District 54, comto WSYR as early morning •‘time- prising East Carpndelet and North
He will;, serve three
keeper’’ and also to take a key po- Dupo, 111,
years,..
sition on the staff of WSYR-^^^^

— New

networks Would be programming
majority of their shows/ in

the

,

.

Louisville

from color

that they’ll he ready to program
color shows as. soon as the FCC

—

news

costs -pf televi-

resulting-

designers and production execs of added, however, that this would
fbllo^vlng be the case bnly untii the comr
the major networks,
promises of both CBS and NBC petitive factor set in, when the

,

KXOK

shows

choose tints that harmonize.
Only cost increase, consequently,
would result from the greater
time and effort expended in finding the right materials. Web productiori spokesman pointed out*
moreover, that even with color, it
Will be impossible'spend more
time iri set-building than is now
spent for black-and-white sets. He
also noted that most designers
have a basic color training, so Will/

*
Harry Lockhart from KTHS, Hot Radio .sales department of KXOKBoston, April 18.
He has been with the staArk'
Bernie Herman, FM.
televising
Situatibn
regardifig
WSIJA, Bloomington, Ind;, and tion rince 1948.^
Taking that lead, however, MurGeorge Stratton, from KXLJ, Heland broadcasting of home games
phy pointed put, TV broadcasters
St. Louis—Non Hliie, gabber at
ena, ^Mpnt.
of Hub’s big-league baseball teams
KXOK, lias been picked for lead will follow the same pattern as might get similar results to those
W
role in“Januafy Thaw/’ to be preobtained by color films. If a more
cieveland-^V^GAR begins to te- sented
last year; that is, wUh WBZ-TV and
in the Community Playelaborate
is staged via color,
show
pienlsh its staff after several memsplitting
the
video
houses
Hille, a yet of 14 years WNAC-TV
it will pay off with bigget Hooperbers left for other posts. Julius
of radio, also emcees the station’s ehofes and WHDH handling the aiings, which Would be comparable
Glass, who left the station eight
broadcasting.
Tabs
will
be
picked
‘‘Luncheon at the Forest Park,” a
years ago for post with WHBG, reup by Chevrolet Dealers Assri. of to the film industry’s boxoMee; It know in advarice the correct color
fi ve-.day$-a-week
program.
turns as promotion mariager. He
Greater Boston on video, with might also be argued, Murphy combinations,
succeeds Ted Boynton who has
W. J. Newens, hiahager broadcasting sponsorship split bemoved to station’s sales staff. Jack of Omaha—
KOIL, Omaha, announced ap- tween the Narragansett Brewing
Dooley, formerly at U, of Iowa,
joined station’s news department. pointment of Arden Swisher as Co., Atlantic Refining Go. and the
sales manager.
Swisher has been Boston Herald Traveler.
with WNAX' Sioux City, and preOyster Bay, N. Y.
WKBS has viously was sales manager of Announcing chores will be ban-.,
died, by the same sportcasters as
lipped Marvin Smith to chief an- WOL, Washington, D. G.
last year, Jiiri Britt, Tom Hussey
nouncer and educational director
and Allan Martin to traffic and
Omaha Doris M. Murphy, cbri- and Bump Hadley splitting the
continuity director; Robert Troner, tinuity director of KMA, Shenan- videp time, with Leo Eagan giving
ex-WHTN, Huntington, W. Va., has doah, la., and women’s program Britt and Hussey an assist oh the
been added as staff announcer and director of KMA and KMTV, AM band assignment;
Natalie Murphy, fornier music di- Omaha, has been elected chairWhile there was some criticism
ricoqnition and appreciation of
rector at WVNJ, Newark, has man of District 10 of the Assn, of
on WNAC-TV’s coverage last seacutsiandiriq public stwict in cncouraaing
joined the indie as special pro- Women Broadcasters (Iowa - Neson, the station has recently inand dtutlcpina Gmcr lean idtqls
promoting
gramming director.
braska-Missouri).
She succeeds stalled the Zpomar lens, whibh
of irttdom and fer logdl acuott4
Anne Hayes of KCMO, Kansas WBZ-TV used last year, and should
Texarkana, Tex.^Robert Beiloh, City, Mo.
the nation and to the community it scrucir
result in Huh fans getting slic
former
account
for
executive
coverage.
here,
KCMC
has been named comAlbaiiy
The 10th •nniversary
mercial manager for KTFS, also of broadcasting Mass from St. Jo^

Springs,

;

:

.

:

i

.

:

—

•

-

—

1

—

.

^

here.

seph’s Church, Troy, over WABY,
Albany, v/as celebrated Sunday
Chi Set Producers
Marshall, Tex.-—The ECC has (18);
presentation of the Cathogfanted assignment; of control of lic Radio Guild of the Albany Dithe Marshall Broadcasting Co. li- ocese, prograrii has Frank Myers
censee of
here, to the Fort as narrator.
First narrator was
Worth Broadcasting Co.
New John Giyney, then a Troy official
to
owners include John M, Skinner, and now news editor of WTRY.
Chicago, April 18.
prez, with 98% interest; John R.
Two major televirion set proCfoose, veepee arid chief engineer
Bob Holleron,
San Antonio
formerly on the staff of KTSA as ducers here announced plans last
sports director, has replaced Tom- week for expanded operations to
my Reynolds as play-by-play base- keep pace with mounting demands
Ross D. Siragusa,
Larry for receivers.
ball announcer bn KCOR.
said the
Goodwin, also a former KTSA Admiral Gorp. prexy
Fi'csciits
staff company hopes to turn out 1,000,staffer, has .ioined the
in sales and continuity.
OOd sets next year, although' not all
the various expansion projects will
Buffalo— Upper echelon changes be completed before the year’s end.

Two

A

eirpit,0TJJchlgaiL.

has been presented a

KMHT

Due

Heavy Demand

—

Tj car

.

RUSH jerMON

were announced at WBEN Friday
(14), C. Robert Thompson, fbrrherly station manager, becomes general manager of WBEN, Inc. This
includes AM, FM and TV- bperaFrank W. Kelly is how
tions.
manager of WBEN-AM. He Waa
assistant station manager in charge

1

of sales.

—

Schenectady ^Merl Galusha has
been appointed supervisor of farm
broadcasting for WGY and WRCJB
Schenectady, succeeding Bill
Givens, now director of promotion
at the General Electric ([>o. radio

In

Muntz TV,

Inc.y will

seek

its

Y

^tTbc

of the

_

Qlfred

first

Qiuards^uiiddtion

i\cidio

public financing With the offeriiig
of 400,000 shares of coirimpn stock
next month to enlarge its production rate.
Admiral, whose liet income for
the quarter enc^ing March 31 was
171% higher than the same period
last year, is cm-rently manufacturWith
ing 80,000 sets a month.
CompiOtion of addition to its main
plant here next fall, production
will be stepped up to 110,000
monthly. Building recently pur-

Detroit^ s First

Radio Station,

proudly acknowledges receipt of the coveted
Alfred I. du Pont Award for I9i9

will

Adverti^rg CRn assure ihetuselvcs

output of the corripany’s Canadian
subsidiary in Toronto,
Muntz announced the purchase
E.
William
No. Adams, Mass.
of the building now housing its
Gordon, 27, has been promoted Chi operation, which forraetiy/was
from sports director to manager owned by Howard Radio Co, Price
of WNAW, North Adams,' Mass. for the four-^story biiilding Was
Gordon, a graduate of Princeton

impressiye results from sales me$8ageB

Bloomington,

chased in

111.*

and television stations.^ Galusha add " 100,000 sets a year, v Also
was a teabher Of vocational agri- planned is a new plant to double
Y.
culture at the Cambridge,

.

0bmmittcc of Cla?apd 5

,

KCOR

TO

for the

;N.

(Central

before

school

.

joining

WGY-WRGB.

—

whose^

oii

,

community acceptance lends im*

.

and a NaVy veteran, joined
tion last November.

'

!

May 10

COUNTY THEATRE
$ufftrii, N«w York
•mtnh

.

LLI AM 'MORRIS

Richmond— James D. Clark, Jr., Grauer Stays ott
has been appointed sales manager
of WRVA, Richmond. Clark joined
the staff of WRVA in. 1939 as part-:
Ben Grauer, who had been
time arinouncer while attending
the U. of Rlchmorid.
slated to bow out of. his WNBT,
N, Y.,^sh0w because of other coniScandinavian Airlines mitmentsi will continue the series.
Seattle
System is launching a - 38-week Sponsor, Doubleday, will use kinecampaign bn the Midnight Sun scope recordings of shows Jon
Broadcasting Go. stations, KFAR Ghagy is doing ori the Coast for
in Fairbanks erid KENI in Anchor- two weeks, starting Tuesday 25),
age, Alaska. Orie^minute live spot
after which Grauer will pick MP
anhouncements will be used to ad-

\AM-m

Baiic:

.

.

AGiNC

AM

- 950 K/lOCYCtfS — 5000

Attornayi
'

1.

gOLTON
^

<

again."
vertiie airlirie’g seryice from New
Until the Gnagy kines were
York R) the Seandinaviaii counArlene
Agency is WendeU P. Col- skedded, it was set for
tries.
Francis to i^eplace. praijer.
Yorka ei
.
ton CO;, New
«
m
^ e* w V
R

Or

^

IgV

M-**

WATTS

iM-CHANNtL 246 — 9/^1 MBGACYCUS
FiaSt IN DfTROIT

.

. .

•:•

DWARD

N Be A tFitiota

,

i

m

lueasurable value to any campiiign*

$250;00().

WNBT

Htf Imflgiitdry Proftg*

Op**liif

the. sta-

ktt

go.

\

d/vfii

National itf.
:

Own#*! ond dp9rat*d hy THt

THE OEQRGE

/^ssodata

Television

Stpticn

DtTROiT NEWS

HOUINGBERY COMfANY
WWJ-TV,

,

1
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1980

•UCaiBSTItAS-MIISlC
Best British Sheet
(Week ending April
^ London^ April
Music^ Music
Jealous Heart ...
Dear Hearts ....
.

.

.

.

.

O^n

.

.

of On(?*Nitei^

.

Best of All

:

.

;

:

v

vConnelly

;

20th-eent.

;

;

S^cand 12

;

My
My

around town, two of which Peabbdy hotel, IVlemphis^ starting
appear to be jdst about set to roll June 12, to be follOyved by a month
Paramount’s KTLA took the in- at the Siiaiimar, Fort Waltori, Fla;^
itiative in presenting miusica lay- arid a stand at a thus far Unnamed;
outs, and still heads the pack, fea- club in Baton Rbuge, La*
turing five orchestra shows weekly.
Fields crew will also make the
Pour of the Station’s progranis aVe music
for the first Intercollegiate
remote telecasts. Spade Cooley is
6 at New
telensed from the Santa Monica Heart Fund Ball M^
ballroom for a solid hour each Sat- York U. All major cblleges are parCooley utilizes his ticipating in the affair, which may
urday night
entire crew in a Variety laybut.
an' arinual event, deperidHarry bwens and his Royal Ma- become
waiians air from the Aragon eyerj ing upon the success of the upcpiriweek o^'er the same station. Owens Ing pne,^,
goes bn Fridays, also for 60 tninM
u tes. Both Cooley arid Owens are
commercial programs, In addition
Band Review
Paramount statiori rolls with two
orchs also playing the Aragon each
Sunday, Ctirrentiy engaged at the VlNG MERLINVORCH (10)
terpalace are Jack Fina and Turk With Dbris Pines* Daphne HellMurphy crews.
man, Libby Fisher, Maxine JohnKECA-TV is beaming two orch
•sQ;n
prostudio
Hotel NeW Yorker* N. Y.
shows each.weeki one a
gram and the bther a reriibte. Studio show features Russ Morgan’s
Another casualty of the Federal

Foolish Heart

;

.

V

,

.

..

.

.

.

;

,

.

.

.

.

Why

Is It

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Pin Striped Pants

.

.

,

CinephoniC
Pie Music

'

i

j

i

,

:

;

1

.^

Hollywood, April 18.
Wrinkle has been added to
band bookings when Gordon “Pbp”
Saderup, operator of Aragon ball-

;

;

,

1

|

Sec-

entertaimhent

tax,

,

I

'

the regular flopf

ond band program from KECA-TV shows in the Terrace Room have
is a weekly remote from the Tria- been dropped in favor of an all- arid paid extra for telecast. Scale
non ballroom featuring Ike Car- fenime String ensemble as a dining for one-hour TV show, plus one
As in other ball- background.' -Since business had hour rehearsal, runs to about $750
penter’s orch.
rpom telecasts, the medium is slipped badly in this spot over the for full size band.
proving a bonanza to the musicians. past year, vdth various types of layCaitperiter sideriien formerly got out unbbletp. overcome the b.o.
scale, $19, for the

ballroom date,

aneimia, the absence of the 20% exposers, as Frimi,
tra bite on customer tabs might
Strauss, etc.

but since KECA-TV started making one-hoiir video pickups, .men turn the trick,
In additiori, the Ving Merlin entlifference now is
get $40 each,
semble makes an attractive bandthat they get TV work scale, plus starid
asset. Femme crew, which
rehearsal, in addition to straight is sei
Up on a neatly redecorated
ballroom scale.
stand behind; an artificial formalHollywood’s largest .dancery, the garden in place of the former dancVT
Palladium ballroomj also has tee- ing area, corn prises a group of
vee cameras in once weekly to pick standout
instrumentalists,
also
up whichever band is currently obviously selected for their looks.
dishing out darisapation for cusThe music is in a light and semi-^
tomers. Ballroom is handling line classical vein with occas pop and
charges and talent fees, while sta- rhumba tunes used as a change of
tion, in this case KTTV, puts up pace. Aggregation bf five violifffe,
coin for production and donates its harp, viola, cello, bass and piano
timei.
Station gets the show, per- has a longhair disposition, but the
palace gets the publicity.
Cur- arrangements are smartly designed
in snappy tempos for an overall
rently beamed from the Palladium
middlebrow impact. Tasteful reperis Freddy Martin, who opened last
is dominated by such comlocal

turing Dave Cavanaugh orch plus
the Miit Merth 'Ti’io. Both gioitps
have b ^en inked for the soasori on
the island.
Also, doing a studio

:

IF

I

MAN THEME

1

'

;

i

1

I

,

.

kiUen Barton
\
I Georgia Gibbs
Ariton Karos

MUSIC, MUSIC, MUSIC

I

(eromwell)

(12i)

ISN’T

5.

FAm^

•(Words-Music)

will hit $600,000,
lelevisiori Avill do a

which

inearis

great deal X<s
bring musicians but of the coin
slumi) brought about by lack of
riitery bpbkings Ibcally.

I

6.

SENTIMENTAL ME

T.

DEARIE

8.

(6)

(2)

.

.

CRASH
Kansas City,

Api’il is.
seeking $25,()Q0 in dairiages

from orch leader
'

Sammy Kaye was

iri U. S. district court here
April 13.
George Keith McCoy,
26, seeks tlie damages for injuries
allegedly suffeted when his motor
car and a chartered bus, in which
vriieriibers of the Kaye. oreh. were
travelling froni Omaha, collided
bn the Intercity viaduct.
Interstate Transit Lines, Omaha,
bperatoi; of the chartered bus, was
named as co-defendant with Kaye.
While members pf the Kaye crew
were tossed about a bit in the collision, they went ori to play their

filed

.

at the Pla-Mor ballhere that night without iri-

orie-nighter
rporri

cident.
•

McCoy contends he suffered a
double fractured pelvis, severe
concussion and lacerations.

,

.

.

......

.

ENJOY YOURSELF

Sammy Kaye

.

.

..

j

(Knickerbocker).
• •

(6)

f

10.

MY FOOLISH HEART

(Morris)

QUICKSILVER

(1)

(1)

* •

...

.

.

y,

;

Coral

.

outfit.

London
,

.

Platter Pointers

Dccca

.

Beatrice Kay dishes up socko
versions 6f “Old Plano Roll Blues”

<

.

Red Foley

...............

.

.....

.

.

.

.Decca

!

Ames

)

Russ Morgan,'

Bros.

.

.

.Decca

}

Staff or d'MacRae ....... Capitol

^

Guy Lombardo.

.

,

.

;

,

;

.

...Decca
.Columbia
Decca

.

.

Gordon Jenkins.

yCrosby-Andrews
Doris

Day

.

.

.

.

.

,

....
.

.

;

.

.

.

,

BON

Bros.
Phil Regan

.

.

,

.

.

.

,

.

(Hiil-Range)

*

.

.
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.

.

.

,

.

,
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(5)

(American)
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.
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J Tennessee

.

S

M-G-M

.

Columbia:

• •

• •

.

.

•

Ernie

.

.

,

.

“rGwjj
.

.Capitol

.

%

Mercury

bBilt sni/dem^^
; .

.

.

...

.

. .

,

.

... ....

,

....

.

.

,
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.

Jubilairea

. .

,

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

WhUvng^Wdkely
Teresa Brewer
.

,

.

, .

. .

.

.

.

.

;

.
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.Capitol

.

.

.

.

,

.

Jack
eral top sides for jocks
Rivers does a tune on Coral, “That
Lucky' Old
Red-Nosed Mule,’
which is. fat from a triple pariay
of “Lucky Old Sun,” “Rudolph,
The Red-Nosed Reindeer’’ and
“Mule Train” from which its title
steiris
.
Lots of good •dixieland
coming through, Including PhU
NapoleOn’s' sides for Columbia,
Eileen Barton’s “Dixieland Ball’,
for National/ and Pete Daily’s “Old
Ralph
McGlobk”; for Capitol .
Flanagan’s orch has sliced a good
version of Sousa’s “Stars and
Caro:
Stripes Forever” (Victor)
lina Cotton’s vocal of “Betcha I
Getcha’* Is good for plenty of spins
.

.

^

.

Jah August

.

.

Capitol

»

f»

f»

number oS weeks iong has been

in the

.London

H

f4 f

»

ft

f

top XOJ
» 44 444 4

.

4

^
f

j
4

f :(M-G-M)

,

.

.

[Figures in parentheses indicate

.

.
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“The Answer She Is ‘Yes’ No?”
(Decca)
Golden Gate Quartet’s
new set for Columbia includes sev-

.

,

Eckstine

y

.

.

'

,

.

:

I

BEWiTCHED (Cliaiipell)
OLD PIANO ROLL BLUES (Leeds)
GODS
ANGRY WITH ME (Century)
CHOO’N GUM (BVG)

.

Gene Autry
{Perry Corm.

•

.....

,

.

.

.

. .
.

.

(Disney)

OF THE wild: GOOSE

.K-G-M:
Victor
Coral

4‘'f

Ralph. Flanagan:. ...... .Victor
Mindy Carson
,
Victor
Arthur
Godfrey .... Columbia
{
Tony. Martin
.... ^
.Victor
Dinah Shore.
Columbia
Vic Ddvione ,.
.Mercury
.

BOO

•'

.

.

night Mother” and “My Mom” for
the holiday trade by Eddy Howard
(Mercury)
At Hlbbler and Duke
Elliiigton’s orch have a solid comis
mercial disk in “The W^
Waiting for the Sunrise” and
“Jpog,; J6og” (Columbia)
Maybe Connie Haines’ “Teasin’ ” for
Coral will catch pn .
On the
same label, Lennie Herman does a
fine vocal On a novelty, “Ghooga-^
Chpo,” backed by his quintet
•;
Guy Lombardo has a cute side in

.Victor

.

.

Tex Beneke
'

Decca

:

.

Ames Bros

)

.

:

PETER COTTONTAIL

«

.

,

•

•

.

I

RlBBIDI BOBBIDI

f

Martin-Warren
i
;

CANDY and cake (Oxford)
... v
THERE’S NO tomorrow US) (Pa
man around THE HOUSE (Morris)
SITTING BY THE WINDOW (Shapiro-B)
.

•

,

•

SAID

•

,

Johnny Desmond

.-.

MY PA JAM AS (12) (Leeds)
RAG MOP (11) (Hill dc RaAge)

I

1: Mills

(Beacori)

All” by Louis
.

.

.

.

[

(Leeds).'..

.

swing item in
Pair
“Java Junction” (VlctorJ
of Mother’s Day numbers, “Good-

Second Group
C’EST' Si

.

.

,

Was Had By

Prima (Mercury)
slices a smooth

Decca
Columbia

.

.

.

.

Tiirie

M-G^M

.

.

.

.

.

Decca

Merrnan-Bolger ......

I

.

.Coral

.

I

{Billy Eckstihe

(Morris)

and “Why Do. They Always Say
No?” for Columbia ... Victor has
packaged an album of standards
tastefully performed by keyboard
Two fine
t artist Andre Previn
sides by Joyce Indig in “Wish Me
Luck” and “I’ll Never Be Free”
(London) for jocks and jukes
^
Sarah Vaughan and Billy Eckstine
neatly duet “You’re All I Need”
(M-G-M)
Good cut of “A Good

.Victor

i

i
;

.

.

.....

• •

. ,

.

.

.

Bing Crdsby ............. Decca

• I

,

.

(Santly-Joy)

. .

,

I

I

9.

.

.

.

London
Teresa Brewer ..... .
Eddie Miller, :
...... .Rainbow

.

.

(10) (Acuff-Rose)

(Laurel)

DADDY’S LITTLE iGIRL

KAYEIN25C

,

a glee club give it a bright vocal.
In a straight pop vein, “Moonlight” is solidly sold by the Long

Mercury

.

.

.

.... .....

,

.

.

ckATTANbOGIE SHOESHINE BOY

.

.

.

i.-yiT-

. . .

.

.

.

.

Quy Lombardo

\

;

it

.

.

‘

3.

,

.

(Robert)

(5)

(Chappell)

(3)

i

|

KNEW YOU WERE COMING

THIRD

.

i

;

'

2.

11

'

•

show locally is Tex ..Williams/ who
is beamed over KNBH each week.
Williams’ layout features his orcli
plus a gathering Of guest talent.
In addition to these. Music Corp.
of America has under its wing
presentations for three of its bands:
Alvino Rey, Carman CaVallaro and
Tommy Dorsey.
Musicians Local 47 last year
Vacked up a scant $123,000 for its
iimnibers from television, though
that figure represents a gain bl
close to 200% over the previous
year. Estimates are that this year

1.

“Our

.

‘

P^niETY

station to take its Cameras to CataIfna this summer to pick tip band
playing at the Casino there. Station will do a Sunday 'demote fea-

big.

arid

-

(14).

first;

It figures
rific punph rionetheless.
to stir up some exciteirient.
ballad
fair
is
a
Story’*
Love

.

,

be the

suggested but this item has a ter-

‘

.

will

fast

handled coriventionally by Scholl.
Merlin attertipts some variety by D. Terry’s' orch backs. up ..r,both iri straiight hillbilly style,
bringing the quartet of fiddlers up sides with a special job qn ParaSamihy Kaye: •'Roses---'Tiddlcy.
front on occasion and spotlighting
Roses
..
.. ..
„ Winkie Woo’t (Victor).
I Don t Caie If]^bas a big chance of cracking the
solos by the various members of
Tony Martin:
the ensemble, riotably Doris Pines, the Sun^ppn’t Shme ’r Valencia
a tasteful number
pianist, and Daphne Heilman, harp- “Spring Made a Fool of Me - The
a sweet lyric and simple beat
T\yo
(Victor).
ist, who is doubling at Le Ruban: Thrill
Is .Gone
a commercially modified westMerliri, in tails and solid disks by Martin each eoiri- ern style.
Bleu, N. Y.
It could go far under
,,
white tie,; conducts in flashy style, bining a standard with a
i^he
auspices of, either Kaye or
also handling solo violin chores pop.
Both are slated to hit the
cut it for
along with Esther Glazer and Mona good pace maintained by the flock London.
treatment is
Kaye’s
Reisman. Libby Fisher, on bass, of Martin’s recent disks for Victor. neatly
the
orchestrated > with
arid Maxine Johnson, viola, also “Valericia”
and “The Thrill Is Kaydets smoothly harmonizing the
step out for occasional solo bits. Gone” two oldies, get fine treat- vocal chores.
Reverse is a fair
Costuming of the gals While ments which might start them tune vocalled by Laura Leslie.
fluff ily pretty, could be corisider- spinning again. “Sun Don’t Shine”
Johnny Long: “Calico BalI”-‘Tn
ably improved by accenting their is heading upwards and this cut the Evening By the Moorilight”
considerable collective sex appeal. ridll undoubtedly help. Iri a 'simi-^ (King). Long has a good folk numlar Vein, "Spring” also has
Herm:
ber in “Calico Ball,” and the cute
lyric
has a chance to break
Week of ApriltS through the specialized market for
this type of item. Janet Brace and

;

HFI-TV

back

coirie

number could launch the
renaissance; on
eight-to^the-bar
Red Foley’s shirttails. It’s a siariclard boogie-bounce side with a ciile
lyric that’ll help. Chiick Merrill’s
cut for M-G-M is equally solid i
a hotter jazz vein, backed by a
good rhy t h iri blues riumber,
“They’ll Do It Every Time.”
ca’s flipoVer has Foley on
juve-type riovelty, “Choc’late Ice
Creairi Gone,” which he interprets

.

,

Tuesday

might

background replete with zooming
airplane sourid effects. Those efffects could have beeri more subtly

Herbert,

Liszt,

rhy
that’s been arourid for a long
time in a small corner of the trade.
But like dixie; the boogie beat

thm

a production-type

against

vocal

m

‘

:

robm, inked Henry Busse for six
Danny l^ciioR; "Opeir; Paraweeks, starting July 21, at flat $3,Love Story” (Nachute”-‘'Our
:^50 weekly, figure including week- tional).
Scholl’s first side for Naover
ballroom
ly telecast from
tional, “Parachute” is an impressively dramatic number vdth a
KtLA:"/gripping lyric^ and-driving j^mpo,
always
were
bands
Heretofbre
wallopifts
booked at straight balh’oom fee Scholl rides it with a

;

orchestra with variety talent.

;

;

.

.

:

(Capitol),

is

standout form on these sides with
Loll Biisohe’s orch dishing out
pretentious
While
rhythmic support
vocal.
fine
“Napothan; Capitol’S cut, Como’s per- leon’s Retreat” is a queer title but
forniarice \ haS'. a big commercial it’s a cute number that Miss Starr
In Columbia’s pew, bounces into something Worthpotential.
Jerry Wayne and the Waynedrops while for jocks arid jukes. Reyer.se
give a siriiilarly dressed-up ver- is a change-6f-pace torch item: that
sion with organ background. Vic- has ah equally solid pptehtial.
tor flipover is a good ballad that
Ames Bros.: “Mariarina”^“Dormi
Como works with his usual b.o. DPi’ini” (Coral), .Ames Bros.. have
style; Mitchell Ayres’ orch assists, a good chance With this raaterial,
Arthur Godfrey; ‘‘C’n I Canoe: “Marianna” is ah Italian folk-type
You Up the River”-' ‘Scattered number that Is treated with a
“Canpe” is crisp beat by the quartet. It’s a
Toys” (Cblumbia).
cute novelty that Godfrey could colorful side that could be accented
done oh commercially in the national seglyric
clever
A
push far.
a light bounce with :a simple Uke ment from which it stems. Bottom
juke deck is a slower-paced lullahy
and
jock
strum, it’s a solid
Godfrey handles it with his giveh a ;warm harmonic rendition
side.
casual, unstrained a 1 1 a c k that
with Roy Ross’ orch furnishing a
.p
neatly fits the number’s riibod,
street-organ framework.
verse is a sentimental ditty
B i r i n g h a ni
Red Foley
Nick and Charles Kenny for vvhicli Bounce” - “Choc’late Ice Crearii
Godfrey does a Ipt; Archie Bleyer’s Cone”
(D e c c a).
“Birminghair
orch accoinpsi
Bounce” has a bopgie-Woogie

.

.

Starr: “Napoleon’s Retreat”-

more

Maurice
C’est Si Bon ...
I Said My Pajamas V. Leeds
Carolinv
Forgotten
When World
Imperia
Clopin Glopartt

’

Kay

Miss Starr

companiment

Thanks To Voii;, Noel Gay.
Wood
Is It True About Pixie
Leeds
Hop Bcotch Polka
Dreyer
Clea^Blue Sky,
Feldman
i’ll String Along

offered;

some.

“Someday Sweetheart”

via a churchly ^ choir acto Como’s smooth

number

Sun

.

;

Htenri Rene’s orch
gives solid support bn the fourpossibilities,

one of the top femme
vocal stylists In the business and
to get out their sides fast. Victor she gives a .consistently saleable
makes a big production :^of this twist to her platters, She’s in

.

Ouf Heart

Sorig In

Orch
a month ’s layoff.
two weeks scheduled at the

f ollb wing

.

.

hits the one-night
again the beginnirig of iMay,

also has

are live layouts beihg

.

.

.

Harry time Theme Chapp^ell
Garden of Weeds Box & Cox

Shep Fields
trail,

ing 12 toaiid iprogrgttis weekly, featuring 14 orchestras. In addition
to this, there

to

Go To
Perry Comb:
Church Next Sunday Morning V
Mine*’ (Victor),
’‘If You Wbre Oply
Launched by Margaret Whiting
for Capitol,
Wakely
Jimmy
and
“Church” looks like a smash item
are .starting
labels
and the other

Chappell
Ghattarioogie Boy. .Pic .Music
Wright
Down in the Glen,.
Bunch of Coconuts Box gc Cox
Connelly
Can-Can Polka
.

.

HEEM SCHOENFEtD

By

JHorns

.

.

.

.

Shep Fields

11.

.

.

You Were Coming

Hollywood, April 13,
Irt case ydu’ye beeii wondering
whatever happened to radio’s band
Temoteg, television has the answer.
Local television is currently beam-

8)

Leeds
.New. World

•

.

.

Aip^ il 19,. 1950;

’^''^^SSTscor.lASCAP
Hollywood, Abril 18.
Metro’s teaming Harry Warren

04
Winding
>,(>hich

loyalh^Ki^
^
.

.
,

m

I

;

three-year row-f*^

a

uf»

resulted in

—

''
'

rw

JJV
* QQ JPfq||

and Alan Jay Lerner for the first
to whip up ah original musi-

Uime

—

.

n

.

.

jcal

ii

score

for

Imperiiim,” -

“Mr.

which will be. Ezio Piriza’s filmdebut vehicle. It’s Lerner’s first as-

I

•

New

.story.

j

Frank Wojnarowski, broke

AA/i
i»
1
lOfi Npt
laUU
llvl. for
lyl

alLtiirie

attendance record. at big:,amiiSecenter, drawing more than

;

ment

;

2,200 paid admissions into the ballroom. The- attr^Lction Outdrew eveft
houses.
presentation
way
Vaughn MonrOe, who had preBand managers and agencies, are viously set a new attendance mark
accljftimirig the new- p^^
as an at West View. ^
^
added shot-ln-the-arrinii for the slowBoth Yankovic and Wojnarowski
ly. reviving band biz.
Restpratidri have previously been big draws
of Broadway* the country.’s highest here bn their own but together
payiiig spot, as a showcase for they went f^r above all expectaleading orchs.^ is regarded as a tions.. Park officials were particumajor economic adyarice for the larly impressed because West View
Without those occasional season, hasn’t been launched, yet
trade.
Broadway bookings, several large and weather was cold and snowy,
traveling bands have been finding Plans have already been made to
it tough to meet their regular pay- bring them back again when outroUs. In addition, it’s felt that ap- door sessions get under way.
^
pearances of many such large outfits Will help their disk sales in the.
^

f
2n
vap

I

l et
IllT
lol UlI*

initte.e$s,wiU

to write something
Idea was dreamed up

Straiight desire

®* the sott.

Ar ^ ^
I

1

1

Sll C
JVO

111
111

^

^

’

;

!

.

i

;

Mills Music. wlt|i which Brack.

the disk industry, Capitol Records

“”oyalty*-"!ind’’ttfat*'ft^^^

quarter of this year, according to bing, is publishing the number.
Capitol prexy Glenn E. Wallichs. First disk out on it is a Jack Rivers
arnnnH^
First-quarter earnings for .‘^1950 platter fbr Coral Records,
Tiieida v (25), If
Tuesday
it is figured that a
compareCto the $40;0Q0'racked up
;
plan for writer payoff wilt be
in the similar period last year.
'

Streamlining of Gapitors opera-

I

it

tions oyer the past year enabled
the company to make Over a 300%
profit gain on sales estimated, by
Wallichs at $3,325,000. Latter figure tepreserits, however, only a
$200,000 increase over sales duVirig
the initial 1949 quarter.
Wallichs, who is slated to leave
shortly for a tour of European
compa nies aniiiated
companies
a ffiliated With
with Capitol,
Capitol
announced the ele^ion
election of the folloWirig directors
lowing
directory of the company:

j

^

^TOugh^^o^^^^

.

fbr the band
a Countfyrwide scale over
the past few" years is seen as the
•
main reason for the intervention
1
1
f
of top national
leaders in the
I ||t||t|ln
New York negotiations. It!s un- iJlilHiWI IlVlvllu
derstood that
prexy James C.
Petrillo Was anxious to end the disspecial board meetlrie ©f the
JF lUflUJI 1\* I
^ ^
. ;
pute in order to help the revival
I It /IS
rlfl I ||C|fC
American Society
ot Composers,
It/ 111 ill ITIOIIO George G. “Buddy’* DeSylva,
of live music in theatres.
Local
Charles E. priyer, Homer Grotty, Authors and Publishers directorate
802 spokesman said that Vunder
Jonathan^
B.
^^Lovelace,
Johnny Monday ( 17 ) produced nothing
cxisting conditions, the agreement
existing
M-G-M Records, the latest diskM^G-M
with the Broadway theatres was a ery to swing into 45 Tpm prbducconcrete in the current controversy
goo o rie or us.
lion, is mapping an Initial limited
Commenting 00"^ the company ’s .suhmunding the p^
the slow-speed platters first - quarter earnings, Wallichs (of Fred E.Ahlert as A SC AP presi
A irCI
DET^flDlIIMP
said that “ ... the uncertainty in ident when his second term exAlitLI KClUKnlllU lU jfbr the end of this month. Com- the
mirids of consumers over the pires April 30*
first offerings on 45 will
UllElA
rriative merits of the old and oew ;: Discussions
of
the
comhlned
Betty HuttomHoward
iTiuiJi\/ 1
PUBLISHING
UA/U^llinu
types; of records is being cleared writer-publisher directors Moriday
sbundtrack album from the
Hollywood,^ Apill 18.
Metro pic, “Annie Get Your Gun,*’ away. Our improved sales reflect centered mainly around a review
Jimmy Wakely, Capitol record- and a single ciit by Sarah Vaughan to a conMerable degree our ef- ©f the final draft of the bylaw,
Ing artist. Is reeriteririg the music and Billy Eckstine. “Anrile” has al- forts to make it clear that each ameridments required under the^
publishing business here through ready been released ori 78 and 33 tyve of record—the converitiorial recent consent, decree. These revithe .formation of the Winchester rpm disks, while the Rckstine- 78 rpm, the new .45 rpm and the sjons are lo be unveiled for the
Music Gbrp. New outfit supplants Vaughan 45 platter Will be pressed
membership St the
in the field of recorded entertain- annual business confab and dinner
Wakely’s former companies, in- simultaneously with the 78’s.
ment.” Capitol .was the flrst disk.
1*
Company has indicated It will jr^v to go into three-speed produc^*Vj'*
Tuesday ;^5), .foilpwing^;^w^^^^
sold to J^ted Striker, and Monofollow RCA Victor’s pattern
by .mailed
Music, whose catalog was acquired pf acicenting the new Speed for its
ballot. Iwo^thirds approval of the
by Lou Levy. full

]V[”G*M
M^DDltlSf
^

biz oil

*

AFM
AFM

D

,
.

AT

K

VI

A

worked out, As it shapes up now
\vi 11 follow th e pattern of averaging up the degree of perform^
ance, along with availability and
seniority, for the five years between 1945 arid l949i Next year
calculations will start at 1940
through' 1950, the year after; from

j

—

'

”ooen-and-S

formances-4t4*^ an

:

,

nowbe.tHedetermm-

wrlteraAOtoMertlel heholde^^

FitltwiOk Music
uiaiiager, Who wrote the
ditty With Sid Teppeir and Roy
Brodsky.
Brackman is using the

I

ranka'

^

*; Tm

Edwiri H. (
screenplaying from

are
Pittsburgh, April 18.
Knbpfs origirial
Battle of music last Wednesday
Will direct.
night (12) at West View Park between two of the top polka band
leaders,
Frankie v Yankovic arid l
Ml

I

BMI

Open

-4-

are conceded jlu ASCAP circles,
mO
wf llui'
and even now it's lio great secret
that '4uite a few Society songTliic
Tin
Pan
Parlav
Pan
parfav
This
1 1115 **1 111 140
1 41 14J sinlths^
i 411 14114/
sii^iths have been Writing ^^t^^
tiines for
twist in pop music, is parlay- BMl under noms-de-plume.. Since

p

van

.

v

'

v

p

%S Wow m Piltsbirili '‘S’”Hlrtman'’'and
Knopf

stem theatre operate^ over last
weekend* Under terms of the twoyear agreement, retroactive to last
Sebtember^ Local 802 i$ lifting all
bans against out-of-town orchs in
return for a guarantee of 20 weeks
playing time for New. York muLocal 802 also agreed OU
iicians.
its $240,000
« $00,000 settlement
back-rpay claim against the Broad-

^

•

•

'

i

1 "“'

ri.'iS'Sf

.

virtual

:a

^

•

1947-1951, etc'
Thus, writers

can never b*
bumped more than one classificatiori at a time, nor elevated more
brie degree at k time, U

I

/

I

:

;

:

^

ASCAP

•

guard—the

old

so-called

^

demoted, it will alwas’s b^
degree less per annum, never anyradical. Ditto the moves, upr

;

:

I

,

’

•

WW

j

V

TA

‘

.

MUSIC

^m[th sudderily comes ^backf^^ay
in 1952 or 1953 with a widely performed song or hvor that in turn
will bolster the averages uriwards
*
in

IhS^
“—

.

V
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\

A
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"
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rUI\
DU ImI
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cross® ihcome for
lor the
ine .American
Amen^^
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42.500,000, representing a take that
betters any quarter for the past

pop catalog. Instead, M-G^M
entire membe^ip is necessaiyTor year and a half.
is eyeing the
45 rpm disks for RTA:
bigr D.hlK.
acceptance of the^ changes, and this
for Winchester through the_ disk- speeiai currerit disks and selected
1 16S in I/in I/Hlly
Income from television was close
ma,|ority Is expected to be achieved to
try s publishing ^^etUps.
Initial reissues: Among futurie
$2J50.000, indicating: a healthy
•
45 rpm relir*iL
A/
easily.
songs To be pubUshed;^ include leases will be additional scores
With
Witn Tosci
losci Tour
lour 111
Of
”^blert dissension revolves around the. new field for the entire present
_JLet s Go To Church Next ^urt
taken from future musical pix
,
>1
Mornin^g and Mr Easter Bunny,
rule which says that no year, A SCAP executives feel that
turned out by the parent film coin-^
2ft 1x.aiiiv
-Nifp 1vvii^viio
OUrPrk president can
Xgv
both of Which Wakely has cut for pany^ Metra
succeed hilriseif in this coristantly increasing revenue
Capitol.
office more than once. This ruling source, coupled with the Society’s
In
niost
the
extensiye
RCAM-G-M
D
M-G-:M is prici
disks
its
45
TPiri
ng
at the competitive 79c. level estab- 'Victor promotiori for a longhair can be rescinded by the board at; new-foiind right, under the c©nsent
lished by Victor and Capitol .for artist in 15 years, Arturo Tosca- its monthly meeting on April 27. decree, to license film producers ditheir similar slow-$peed platters. riini launched his first cross-couh- at which time the prexy election rectly. vvill more than compen.sate
licensed’
Nacio
Gpmpany followed a similar proce- try tour of the U. ,S. with the NBC js to be held. Publisher members for the income lost to them when
dure in pricing its 33 platters 111 Symphony orchestra this Week in of the board are in f^vor of con- the Leibell court decision ruled but
Write Hopalong Tune step with Columbia Records’ price !a series of 20 one-riiter ebneprts tiouing Ahlert in office for a third collection, of the theatre seat. tax.
.
that!!! wind up May 27 in Philadel- Term, several pf them going so far
structure.
Hollywood, April 18.
-‘phia.
Current junket across the as to state flatly that the rule will
Bill Boyd (“Hopalong Caasidy”)
i
be
rescirided
and
Ahlert
reelected.
nation
is
the
the
second
made
by
P||l|Kc|iarc HaoT KbV
brought the practice of “name
iiwi iiajs?
Writers, however, are opposed to *
83-year
old
maestro since he
licensing’’ into the music business i‘P||?|l
IVUI/UEiA J YILLA
brought the. La Scala orch of (bat happening on the basis that
IIL^
last, week with both guns blazing.
Ck«Al- U‘»nn
it would be a
“misuse of power’’
Ur|[6 like
UK6 as
Urge
AS ijnCCE
Sheet liypO
Milan to the U. S. in 1920^^
AC
On one hand he filed a suit preANNl RfkW
that
jvoiild
invite^v^^
DUTf
1:
AllllI
Paialleling
the
tour
by
made
venting marketing of a ditty and
Fir.st
Fir.'it meeting
of the board of
;
. .
Leopold Stokqw.ski arid the phila- JusUce h e under the consent deon the other he announced that vet
,
p
protective As.sn.
Williamsori Music, publisher of
tunesmith Nacio Herb Brown is the thg Rodgeis-Hammerstein catalog; delphia Pr-ehestra in 1935 for the cree. In older tp offer their own
^ couple of months Was highthe
pw^^^
Seal
division.
reportRed
is
RCA
only songwriter who can turn out jg pushing to have the week of
lighted last. Week: by the appearedlv shellirtE out aDproximatelv "airier membeis of the »boaid gotL„r,„
Trnv<»
a number involving the Hoppy lyfay 14
ance of bandleader Sammy Kaye
©bserved as “Richard
Character. Bqyd's suit was leveled Rodgers Week,’’ to iriark the 25th $200,000 to uriderwnte the To.s-Togethei
With a proposal to help the stagThat, expenditure,
against Al Piantadosi, who clefl:ed.| showbiz anniversary of the com-, cariini swing.
gering sheet mu.sic business via a
^9*^ ;^be job
heavy
ad-promotional ^ P *
ril Tell Hoppy on You.’!
Action ppser. “Garrick Gaieties,’’ Theatre involving
^kelele hvpo;
Believing that the
maestro’s new
alleges tunc infringes on the Hop- Guild revue With the first Rodgers activity for the
current re-emergence of (he uke^^
can
py character, complete nierchan- Broadway score, preemed May 17; platter releases, will be over and
[ an amateur mirsical instrument
^
beyond the receipts garnered by
dising rights to which are owned
carry along with it increased sheet
a
192.5, to critical acclaim that esAdams
and sales. Kaye infbrmaHy proposed a
by Boyd. Suit was filed in L. A. tablished Rodgers and hi's lyricist, the 20 concert.s at a $12 top.
is
using the Toscanini aVictor IS
- non-profit
non-nrofit cooperati
ebboerative
superior court.
ve setup wherethe late Lbreriz Hart.
spririgboai d
Boyd learned several months ago
by several -tike tunes be written
Following Hart’s death in 1943, concerts as a major
putting
over
its catalbg of new
for
that many established tunesmit.hs
the pop nitiand
published,
with
Mter a string of smash Broadway
a
incl u d ng
were, concocting tunes based on (p^^^gical and pic scores, Rodgers io n gh ai r p essi n gs
sic industry getting behind them
me character and promptly noti- teamed with Oscar Hamm erstein series of six ne albums and five
With a strong exploitation push; /
re-releases being distributed In difled publishers arourid the country
MPP A mem bers reacted favoiv
4. writirig-producing collaboA
tout;
with
the
rect
conluiictiori
That he held the sole licensing
ably to Kaye’.s oyerajl desire; to
that has resulted in such
Benny^
arid his sextet further sheet sales via concentr**"
lights.
Subsequently^ he passed sho^^.s js *.Oklahom^!^ and “South riiajor portion of the new Toscaput Word that he was running an
nini works are being mad® avail- Took off from, Idlewild alrpoi t, tion ori an ea.sy-to-play horiie in-'
^
Monday (17) for their .six- j.strument, but felt that individual
able in all three $peed.s.
ririofTiciki contest and would franr
j
chise only one tunesmith.
Toscanini’s sehdoff Monday il^i week concert tour of Europe, a publishei Taction rather than a n.y
„
Brown
Goodmans first .industry-wide campaign would be
at the Pennsylvania Station was M® It which, m
"
Replaperiieo
Chi
^
A
by the top RCA brass, extended appearance pri tlie Gori- more fea.sibie; it was also pointed
attended
Meantime, Piantadosi published
^
Aa
Group is set* to play key out to the batpneer that pub$ are
bis
his number,
iriclud ing Frank M. Folsom, Prtxy; ^|b®rit.
number; cueing the
betlm beef be
^
of America is reMusic Cpip.
tween tiimcAif onri
vi/hAn
Gerieral David Sarnoff, chairman citie.s iri Derimark, Sweden,. Bel- bringing out Hawaiian and general
urn.
6)
Switzerland,
Italy
arid uke fplibs in increasirig numbeiSs,
Royal.
F*
Gf the board, arid John
NBC \’ice-prexy; Toscanini played Fi ance. Goodman’s previous Euro- in Order to cash in on the upsurge
were ©f ukelele bujdng.
nigiil pean^ appearances,
rhis Initial conCeiT Morida
soon, it was learned. here last week: in Baltiinore,
.Hmited to England artd France.
Highlightirig thb uke To bplste^
dehies that Kay ser is lea vV
^
(
Late.st. band to ahripunce an in- .sheet .Kai€s ,i.s nbt a new idea
SIB'S SUDS TIEUP
someone
seeking
is
it
ing or that
va.sipn pf European concert halls Kaye, but it waji only at last week-s
w
ii.
-4
i:
J
•
iir
1
ikii
* to take ovCf, but two band reps of
111 IVlftSff K&C6
Plans haven’t MPPA board meet that he brought
is Tommy Por.sey.
are said to have
agencies
other
general publisher attention:
.set as yet, beyond ^the fact it to
18.
ibeen
April
Boston,
*ett Beer by w^hich the latter’s
^
Ranny Weeks, Hub bandleader, that it will be a lO-week jaunt, (Last fall the leader first spoke to
Mlesmen will: distribute 5,000 ’’®®" « PRro»ch«d.
Walter
G, Douglas, MPPA board
has formally announced his candid beginning in Septernber.
JbPies of Ray Bloch’s new disk,
In addition to Benny Goodman-s chairman, about bis idea, which
dacy for Secretary of -Stale In The
Neighbor,’’, to New England I
Milton Re Racknill* Dccca prexy,
junket, had evolved from his hotieing the
continental
just-startirig
elections.
Weenk
leaves for the Coast Today (Wed;) llaU state
father was formeiTy mayor Duke Ellington is set^^ for a string growing sales pf ukes. lhroughout
Hi
Phe tiint is N'art’agarisett’s local to o.o. the company’s wertern di^ 1
/the country.
month.
next
European
dates
of
of iieighboting Everett*
anthem.
visibn.
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NOTE: an

records In Chit »ftnel »rc listed slphabeticslly by seof

•N
litre.

©

indicates records ivhick,

.

.

.

accordina to actual sales, are

The trade

recognized, hits.

to

ke^

ample

Jis

urged

recdrds

st^^^

(

'

:•

reord^ ^emptly when
current stocks begin to approach the

on hand, or

to

**sQld-ou1/*sta^e,

(j&n

O

designates that record

,

RCA

one of

is

Vicior^s ^'Certain

Seven** —

among the leading
nurhbers on the trade paper best selU
inq retail sales charts,* Obviously, sure

'

.

things!

RELEASE $ 0 . 1 «

the Sunset
Three Suns—Rosalie Alien and Elion

Britt

,

.....

,

.

20-3599— (47^3105)*

,

and Cake
Mindy Carsbn

,

.

;

.

V( 2(i-3681--(47-3204)*

HERE COME THE DANCE BANDS AGAIN

TOMMY DORSEY
Comin*
I'

.

Th^

Frail

Hadn*t Anyone

20-3757— (47-3757)
It

HERE COME THE DANCE BANDS AGAIN

Lisa Kirk

. .

Tony Martin and Fran Warren^.

.

.

.

<»'

,20-3680— (47-3204)*

^jamas

M]r

20-3613— (47-3119)*

,

Isn’t
Saminy Kaye

CLAUDE THORNHILL
V

aiid

.

id

You

Till

Warren

.

the Rye

.

.

2().3609— (4*7-3115)^

.

Angel With the Dirty Face

Raindrop Seretiade
Say Yes My Love

Eddy Arnold

20-3758— (47-3758)

DICK LEIBERJ^

Music,

),

At the Roller Derby
The Bowling Song

.21-0300--(48-0300)*

Freddy Martin

20-3693— (47-3217)*

20-3759— (47^3759)

JUANITA HALL

Fran AHison

Loye Can Hurt You

Roy Rogers

Shangri-La

.

,20r3727-^(47-3727)’^
21-0173— (48-0207)*

.4.

.

....

« .

.

....

. .

. * . * . . . .

..

;

20-3760^(47-3760)

THE HONEYDREAMERS

Elton Britt
liQSaiie Allen
DFll'V A:
<K; Rosalie
A\

^

Q

Rain

— (47-3761)

Sweetheart Semicolon

20-3761^

Tony Martin

HERE COME THE DANCE BANDS AGAIN

RALPH FLANAGAN

..

.

.

20-0157— (48-0168)^*:

e’s No Toi
There's
Tomorrow
iing

......

Johnny Moore's Three Blazers.

^

20-3582— (47-3078)*

.

Blues
.

.

.

.

.. .. ..

. .

J. ..

. .

.

22-0042— (50-b026)*

.

Stars and Stripes Forever

20-3762— (47-3762)

Glannina Mia

Sammy Kaye

PERRY COMO
Let's

Go

,

.

.

.

.

Church (Next Sunday

to

O

Morning)
If

You Were Only Mine
20-3763— (47-3763)

average

Up'"'

,

initial

carefully in order to maintain stocks

Can-Can Girl

Count Every Star

,

,

Fran Allison

20-3697— (47-3221)^!'

SLIM WHITMAN AND DOLORES WATSON
Let’s Go to Church (Next Sunday

SLIM WHITMAN
Rainbow in Ev’ry Teardrop
21-0313— '48-0313)

Roses

Sammy Kaye.

.

.

.20-3754— (47-3754)+

board, April

—to

April

essentials

—The

six^

•

Rag

Gold Ain’t Everything
Jthe Hill With "Jeep

The stars

catalof numbcrt.

who make

.15),

Retailers Pick, Billboard,

.

20-3719— (47-3719)*

.•

ten, The Retailer* Pick; Number
The Operators Pick, Billboard, April
,

Perry Como-^Initial Coast to. Coast, reaction presages big porno hip "Rooppee-Doo" by Perry Como and "Chinese
Mule Train," by Spike Jones; getting
tremendous coin op play.

<1

22-0070— '50-0070)

..

the

are

l^s
on

RCA VICTOR
RCA VICTOR division

S'

1^'

.

Number

four.
•

The

"Over and Over," by Vaughn Monroe-^
Big Disk Jockey plays on this tune
coming up; "Let’s Go to Chiirch," by

21-0314— (48-0314)

GENE GILBEAUX

.Mr.

APR

L

‘A

.

ILADIO

Bill-

TIPS

Billboard Possibilities, April IB,

Frankie Carle

Pick,

15).

;

Atom Bonib
spaghetti

of Heaven
20-3727— (47-3727)*

15).

here with just plain- *Eoses’ a fetchingly
constructed ballad throbber. The .smooth,
ingratiating Kaye treatment should spell
a roomful of nickels for this one.'

JOHNNIE AND JACK

.

Darn It, Baby, That’s Love
Tony Martin-Fran Warren
20-3710— (47-3243)*
TNurhber

“The Rose fever gets down

....

(Number seven. The Retailers

(Number twenty. Most Played by Disk .Joclc*
eys. The Billboard, AprU^ 15,)

Morning)

Windows

Stars Are the

Hugo Winterhalter

Up

demand.

consistent wit h

25-1157— (51-0069)

VinOi Vino

«45

which

enjoyed better than
Consumer acceptaiice
i-

lOE BIVIANO

Jesus Hits Like the
Too Much Sinning

indicates records

have

and stand an excellent chance of enter
ing the top-selling hit: category. The
.trade is advised to watch these records

i

Thei'e's a

V

.

.20-3680— (47-3203)*

CORPORATION Of

Records

AJUFHICA, CAMDSN,

NtW

JERSfY

"

^

A

}.

.

.

..

a

.

.

«

i

SHEET BEST SELtEBS
o

leading

3

•E

a
CO

1)

(

0)
to
l-i

O.

I

«

9M

“Dearte”, (Laurel

“Daddy^S Little

7A
7B

9

“1 Said

9A

11

9B

10

10

6

11

13

14

.

;

:

.

.

My Pajamas*' (Leeds)
“Third Mare Theme” (Chappell)
;

**Dcar Hearts
‘*Caiidy

”Peter
.

&

>

5

4
9

/

8

6

.
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.
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Your Gun”

Girl That t Marry^t”Annie 'Get
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.
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Berlin
V Robhms
^
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^

\

•

.
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.
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Knew; You Were Coming rd’ve Baked a CakeU:.
I' Gotta Have My.; Baby :Back.
I'm Gonria Paper All My Walls With YoUi* Loyd Letters ... />
If i

.

.
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.
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.
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With My Eyes Wide Open I’m preaming,
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.Morris
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iBurke-VH
.

Chappell

.
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.Feist
.Grawforcl

.

Second Group

Philadelphia, April 18.
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Hill 3e
,

Stay With the Happy People
Sunshine Cake— t “Riding High”
Third Man, Theme— t“Third Man”

**

Me No

Ask

Sant ly
Shapiro
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•
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.
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.
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.’Leedfs'..

'.';';'i.'..^^.v^'Wqirds.•:&v'

So Nice To Have a Man Around the^Housev
Music, Music^ Music
;Vl
;
>
My Foolish Hearty ”My Foolish Heart”^
i.. , . >
Oh 'the Outgoing Tide
^

•

Gbday

.

.:.

;

It’s

;Rain

.

Pajamas.^:

Sentimental

RCA

.Oxford

.

Acufi-Rose

.

.

.

MPPA

.

.

;

Did Anyone Ever Tell You Mrs. Murphy

11

.

.

Lj.ccds

V.

.

Peari'e’

14

Robin Hood b^U To
Joe Csida Denies
Resume Family Tix

...

.

.

.

jBojh

6

8

pisney

.

,

v.Chappeli.'

Chattanoogie Shoe Shine Boy*
paddy’s Little Girl ;

.V
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^ ^

.

,

;

^
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(Chappell)
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.

Candy and Cake
-
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People** (Morris):

Coittoretail”

‘Bewitched”
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Gcirl” (Beacoii)^

“It Isn^t Fair” (Words-iyiusic)
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o
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3
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•
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Foolish Heart” (Santly~Joy) v 4
9
”Chattanoogie Boy” ( Acuff-Rose)
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York, Chicago and Coast.^ For example, a commcrcial bocalin all three
Added to these totals; is the listener ratings^^ 0
commercial shows* The first group Consists of the top 39 spngs^
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2 points for sustaining vocals, 2 for comrnercial instrumental,
commercial vocaiv respectively, im each of the 3 major territorieSf

"

-

§ AA.
A

CO

and showing comparative

Title

;

,

Richard 'Himber^s,. new development in logging broadcast performlists tunes in the survey, based on four major network schedules.
They are compiled on i1j,e basis of I point for sustaining inHrument^^^^^

4^

0)

stores in 12 cities

rating for this ahd last weeh.

This Last
wk.
wk.

o

O

to

a

Survey of TBtciil sheet music
sales, based on reports obtained
ifro?n

.

ances

.'C

^

;

.

Wednesdaft 'April 19, 191^0

6rCHBSTRAS>MI7$1C

mm

>

.

Questions, ........
Wiimark
Robin Hood Dell will r^uihe the
... .... .V
Disney
“Manf Music Bibbidi-Bobbidi-Boo—1 “Cinderella”
seasQH-admission
sale of family
”
Complain
at
Publishers
Chappell
RCA Big Moyie Show In the Sky— *“Texas,\ Li’l Daflin’
lishers* Protective Assn, at lajst books, which JA^as discpntihiied last Brushoff; Csida Ejfplains,’’ it is an But Me, I Love Ypu
:
.
/ .Campbell
week's board meeting, the first the year following the disastrous -sea- pld RCA Victor policy to be cour- Copper Canyon— t “Copper C^inyon”
^
Famous
v.
> f
Hence, I Cross YoiirHeart
.Harms
organization has held in some son of 1948; when the PhiUy out- teous to one and all.
.Morris
weeks..';.
door concert series folded before must restate our operationail pro- Dear Hearts and Gentle People;.
with
respect
to the selec- Don'tcha Go Way Mad ...
Advanced
cedure
.....
NewcOmbrs are Tommy Valart;^ the end of the season.
Don’t Do Something To Someone Else /
tion of tunes to be recorded.
«
Fisher
This yeat’s books, containihg 30
do’s Valaiido Music and the te^
We have four of the ablest men Have I Told You Liately That I Love You?
Duchess
Music.
Michaels
1
in
Can
Dream>
Can’t
I
the music-record business on the
.....
^
.Chaippell
formed
icently
. .
tickets Of admission to the unand repertoire staff al^RC^ I Don’t Care If the Sun Don’t Shine
.
Famous
.
.
.
.
.
. *
Valando's parent firm, Laurel Mu- reserved section, sell for $15,60
................
Victor.
Charlie
Johnson
Grean,
Henri
Rene,
Rag
Miller
...
...
. .....
member
MPPA;
an
been
a
has
representing
each,
including
tax,
sic,
... ....... ...... .............
.Xjceds
.
...
for some time.
20% saying, on the single admis- Hugo Winterhalter and Dewey C^ld Piano Iloll Bines
Out
of
Cl^ar
Bergman
have
a
each
Blue
Sky
an
approxhad
............
.Dreyer
....
...
......
sibn price. Books may be used by
.....
.Lombardo
Two imately equal number of publishers Rain Or Shine
any number of persons.
.... . . ..... ... . ..... .Disney
tickets per person are required for assigned to them. These men spend So This Is Love— t “Cinderella”
Sure
®
of
Thing—
totRl
several
High”
hundred
t“Riding
hours^
.... ... . . ,
......... .Burke-VH
enirance to any of the 12 Master
to songs brought in There’s No Tomorrow
... ....... ... .....
,
Paxtoii
which feature.
concerts,
Series
t
*re Wonderful— “Paid In Full’’
large and small.
.Paramount
name soloist. Admission to any of 1^^
v- . $ . ...
The publishers are quoted as
the six symphony concerts i3 one
From 20 )h Centory*F 6 x*t
Hi' Musical.
The DeU sea- complaining about the noncommit- f Filmusical
ticket per person.
WABASH AVENUE”
son opens June 19 and runs tal attitude of the' aforementioned
raeordad by
a & r men.
They aren’t .nom
through July 27.
.Capitol
JAN GARBER ....
Announcement that, the Robin committal when they don’t like a of “misses” oil potential hit songs,
Mercui*/
EDDY HOWARD
Hood Dell brch had been signed song. They simply tell the pub- but I think an equitable basis fpF
.....Ddcco
DANNY KAYE
by Victor Records was made last lishers no dice» and are fully au- considering whether giving pub......Columbia
KAY KYSER
night at the Deil’s 21st anniversary thorized to do so. When they do lishers every honest consideration
....:....loi>dc!in
RENNY LEE
dinner in the Bellevufe-Stiatfprd like a song they teU a publisher is:; How many tupes hav? we
.....;m-g-m
ART LUND
by joseph B. Eliiott, vp. in charge they will let him khow. The four turned down which later became
Victor
FREDDY MARTIN :;..RCA
of RCA-Victor consumer products. men and myself get together as big hits as a result of recordings
Victor’s snagging of the Dell often as We can, usually twice a bn other labels?
INC
LEO FEIST,
RGA Victor is fully cognizant of
orchestra makes for a switch, since week, occasionally; once a week, to
the Dell’s Phiily outdoor summer go over the songs each of the four the importance of publishers to the
men
has
picked
up
since
our
success
last
of its recording activities.
symphony has virtually the same
i.
NEW NOVELTY HjT » » » » »4-»
session. I then make the final de- We certainly could not get along
SWEEPING ACROSS THE NATION f lineup of musicians as the PhilaVn the songs. Occasioiially without them, and we do try to give
delphia orchestra, which; records
, , ,
to be permitted to hold, on them all the time possible.
This
for Columbia’s long-hair depart-^
to a song tor further consideration goes for myself as well as for the
mertt.
The 'Dell orchestraj was previous- even though we find it ihipossible entire a & r staff. If we cannot
ly Under the Columbia banner, but to record it at the moment, and oc- take their phone calls on occasion,
SHANRO-BERMSTEIN
the contract lapsed last year. Tn- casionally in such cases we wind or are unable to see them personsidens were crediting the deal to up not doing the song at all, any- ally it is purely because we are
.Records Released
—o
Manie Sacks, who had a hand in way, for any 'one of a huhdred rea- momentarily tied up with some
the original jump of the Phiily sons inherent in the nature of the other detail of bur operation.
business itself.
IN
Thanks for the opportunity to
Iff Millie ly
| Orch from Victor to the Columbia record
Being roqghly hUmah I think state RCA’s side a little more exr
label. Sacks and Fredric R. Mann,
we
Rre
entitled
to
our
fair
share
plicitly.
doe Csida.
Dell president, afe close friend.
(But th* One Who't in Love With You)^
More than 800 attended the dinEditor, Variety*
In re your story,

Two new publisher members,
were admitted into the Music Pub-
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OH THE
SUHHY SIDE
OF THE
STREET
Music by

.

.

..

...

^

-

;

I

FOUND

JIMMY McHUGM

I

I

MV MAMA

!

YOU’RE
LOVE
WITH EVERYONE

GREER

.

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
U19 Broadway, New York

It

which Margaret Truman was
guest of honor. Miss Truman sings
at the, Dell June 27.

ner, at

I

Progrdm Today Yotforday't

.Part of Leeds Music’s promotion .of its “The Did Piano Roll Blues”
has ‘an actual piano roll going out to all disk jockeys, reviewers, etc.
Roll was made by Lawrjence Cook, using, the same arrangement he

0 N the BEACH
WITH YOU

-

waxed

for

Abbey

Cook platter was the one that .started current interest in the number.
Accompanying the roll is a tongue-in-cheek Leeds letter which, before listing the eight waxings liow available oh the song, announces it
as “the ‘.first long playing piano foli.”
Following some nonsensical
mathematical equations which arrive ait the cbnclusion that the roll’s
speed is “4 m.p.h:,” letter continues:
“Here is new exciting adventure in recorded music. The first L.P.
piano roll. We predict it wilL replace the Edison Cylinder Record (160
rpm). We urge you to play this version; of ‘Old Piano Roll Blues’ bh
your p-i-a-n-o-l-a. If. you- do not have this amazing musicbl instrument,
the p^i-a-n-o-i-a, we suggest you sp
it on yoUr bldfashioned turnRecordsi;

(Words & Music,

TWQ NEW SONGS >

THE

GljtL

Inc.)

»

»

ON THE COVE^

.

OF

tables.

Columbia Is moving to cash in on Tony Martin’s recent disk sticcesS
by releasing two prewRr sides/ ‘.‘Moon of Mahakbora’’ and “I Hadn’t
Anyone But You,” with Ray Noble backstopping. Martin etched for
Columbia and Decca before entering the Navy during the war but didn’t
Hav you hoard I' LOVE >MNO, lof’c Atlantie Socard? hit any disk sales peaks until he. began
to wak for Mercury after the
war;
Victor grabbed him when his Mercury deal lapsed and he has
Holf tin hour of condloifght phna mu$K by tho Bu$hkin trio.
since become the Little Dog’s NO. 1 male vocalist.

A

O

.

F^r ProfoBtlonal CoRlaii
Writ* t«

Victoria Nfmic Co.
HOT FiMi Aveeue

He#

Yarh 17

W#diifpd«yt

''April

i

MvWW
Or

Tops of

the Opbeat
Hollywood
•1

J«ck FIna band treks to Chicago,
i, to oped a suinihar<long engagement at the Edgewater Beach
h^otel
at |2,500 per frame
George Shearing's combo moves In_

,

.

to the Oasis, southslde nltery, for
two weeks starting July 21 . . .

.

.

.

Casino

.

.

.

;

.

'

I
,

Pittiburgli
Lee Henry* who will "have one
of the leads in hew Playho'use

for
into

Gardens Schroeder hotel, Milwaukee, May musical, “Fifty
Grand,” was vbMay-5.'
2 for 12 days
Xjpis Steele left caiist with Billy Catiizohe's band at
midwest office of Leeds Music for Terrace Room of William Penn hoadvanced music study ... Al Trace tel last year
Guy Lohibardb
Into Martinique indefinitely start- opens week’s stand at Vogue TerMercury Records signed TV ing April 24
Hank Markbreit, race on Friday (21) ... June and
singer Roberta Quinlan for four Bourne Music^idwest manager, on Jack Dahl into cocktail lounge at
sides with options
Cornell Col- one-week tour of visiting deejays Bill Green’s, for ah indefinite stay
lege, Mr, yernon; la., will send its in Ohio, Michigan and Indiana
rNorma King, former singer
entire glee club tofi-the Chi Music Columbia; Records signed John- with Baron Elliott, Harry Bigley
Festival in August in honor of one son Family^ a couple with four and Johnny Marino bands, debutof its graduates, composer Egbert Children, to db a religious and ing as a single at Monte Cafld
y^n AJstyne, guest of honor at the kiddie albums. Family has daily, Al Fremont’s Trio finished run at
F estival
Bette Chapel cutting spot on WBBM,. CBS outlet here Carnival Lounge
Leo Peiper's
four sides for Mercury this week
Shermah Hayes band to Forest band followed Dick Jurgens outfit
Glen Gray opens season at Park hotel, St./ Louis, May 12
into Bill Green's Monday (17)
Elitch Gardens, Denver, May 12 to ^Hayes has just cut four sides for Walter Gable orch had its option
25
Teddy Phillips to Kenny- London;
Chi deejay Marty Ho- picked up again at the Ankara
at

;

London.

JBeat British Seiler

.

^

iti

>

bn Coin Machlnea
Knew You Were Coming”

“If I

/ Miteh MUlor

.

,

to cut Ken .Grillln fbr Coluniibia
.
. Julie Steanni; BMt piutession-.
al manager, in to confer with
Jimmy. Cairns,- midwest cohtactr
man ... Berle Adams in town last
week cutting several sides ' with

Seller

“Music, Music^ Music”
Benny Carter opens a two-weeker
at the Swing Club, Friscb, May 11
. MCA set Frank peVol for the
wood park! Pittsburgh, May 13
Tau Epsilon Phi benefit for Puarte six, days
Billy MoDonald

Sanatarium

York May 20

Knew You Were Coming”

“If I

.

,

,

“Third Man Theme”
Retail Sheet Muiic Seller
“If I iQjew You Were Goming“
“Moat Requested^^ Diak

May

^

gan-into Oriental theatrb A|hy
for two weekif as emceb'> >4, antdUi
Q'Day. inta Cafe. Society
KbW

Topf

tiio

Retail bilk Beat Seller
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BEST SELLERS

RETftlL DISK
Survey of retctil disk best
bdsed on reports ohtained from leading stores in
12 cities "and shouting comparative sales rating for this

sellers,

and

weeki

last

National

Rating

L

O

'

.

.

SAMMY KAYE
2

'^It

(Victor)

Fair”—20-3609

Isn’t

3

.

.

.

2

1

.

1

3

;!

8

3

5

6

'4;

2

9

1

1

2

6

’

•1

m

»

>

.

1

.

4..

.

2

'4;.

67

-

.

7

2

io

10

-4

3

.

;

CO

^

(London)-

“Knew You Were Goming”-^5392

3

S

CO

Man Theme”— 536
EILEEN 'BARTON (Mercury)

:

3

li^

"

“Third

i

;

A

Artist, Label, Title

ANTON KARAS
1

U

(A

April 15
This Last
wk. wk.

'

•

4

'

t

2

5

10

1

TERESA BREWER

4

4-

»
6

(London)
“Music, Music, Music”— 604

*
.

.

BILLY EGKSTINE (M-G-M)
“My Foolish Heart”-:-l0623A
BILL SNYDER (Tower)

7
•

“Bewitched”— 1473

•

TONY MARTIN
“Third

8

lOA

8

....

.

;

,

6

2

8

28

1.

3

•4\-

25

^

Music by

•...

KurtpLL

.'T'

2

9

22

Libretto
•

V.

.

.

6

5

.

.

5

•

•

•

.•

'

9

1

8

.:4:

•

,

by

21

3

5

21

•

18

Arnold

SUNDGAARD

(Decca)

“Dearie”- 24873;

15

Musical Play

29

./*

.

MERMAN-R. BOLGER

E.

A

35

•

•

6

5

6

8

.

Me”—60140

“Deafie^’— 858

»

1

’

.

.

7

’

GORDON JENKINS (Decca)
“My Foolish Heart”— 24830
J. STAFFORD-G MacRAE (Cap.)

11

.

.

41

9

(Decca)

(Coral)

“Sentimental

lOB
11

3

3

8

'A

2

.

:

Man Theme”^24839

AMES BROS.
12

1

(Victor)

GUY LOMBARDO
8

.

No Tomorrow”—20-3582

‘^There’s

6

.

:

'

•

5

6

•

4

•

with

DORIS DAY
12

“En.ioy

11

(Columbia)
Yourself ”-^38709

JOHNNY DESMOND
13

Bon”— 10613
M. MARTIN- A. GODFREY

“G'est Si

14

14 A

“Go

9

L
L

V

.

.

Go

to Sleep,

4;

6

6

7

9

.

**.

*

.

9

17
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'staunchly upheld Sheiyey, put of
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whimiy with doliborottly mangled
magid for temo apprecioble yockt.
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SOMETHING
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bandleaders Jack Ramon and Bert
Wayne was discontinued this week,
according to papers filed in N. Y.
Federal court.
Action was* withiirawn when the
d(»f<»ridants signed a ebnserit de^c^rwherebv they
1?
publishing a pamphlet which Cita'del claimed infringed upon Levenson’s “Meet the Folks.*

'

I
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LAliGHS UNLIMItEb
274 W. 43rd

City;. Fla,

KILBY.

Management;

LEON NEWMAN

.

-

MArK

J.

LEDDY

!

The ^operetta cbmpany of Ricardo
CoydCs is closing after, eight
months at the Colisseu, to be succeeded; by the Madrid Symphonic
J

STEYE and SALLY PHIUIPS
“SOMiTHiNG DIFFiRENT
"Steve and tally WiHUps have
developed semethlne different in
style for tap teams. Instead of lust
running through stock sets of terpadded some ffash,
e ing* they have pantomiming
thair
tapping While
-C way through a pickup* a basebaM.
scene. Also
hitch-niking
game and
a ro Impressions of
: eddod by Stevebuck-and-wlngs
and
riffs*
E old-tlmo
fair earn a geod
Pat Rooney,
3 hand."
^VARIITY.
.2

March 15-lt—*Ooldan
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Q

April

5-1
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Hotel,

Y— Orpheum
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farsonai Directlent
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MATTY RCSEN

Something Different!

I

films;:

.

Danny Grahams,

:3

IN

MCA

JACKIE

vaude
.

:

Whitson Bros., Jayne
Walton,
Georgie^ Goebel, have been added
Georgie
to the Al Morgan revue at Memorial Hall, Columbus, 0.# April 30

KANNON

-vKe^y

Milton ^^o^
^ApriV 21 .
.
Johnny Bacheinto the Holtond hotel, CleveMay 20 He’S a SO set for
Cottoh Carnival Memniiit May G
6,
^Ti
along with Billy Grant, Marvin

•Si'iOf

;

.

Aw

and Jimmy Costello.
i

1

show stormg

Lili Bartell, a

Belgian dancer; the Kalsky Ballet,
German and Austrian girls; the
Spanish orchestra of Ramon Evaristo and, of course, the two Poi'^
tiiguese orchs of Sepulveda and

I
CURRENTLY

.

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
\

NEVy

The Teatro Municipal of Funchal
(Madeira Island) has Teoperied With
the revue company headed by GcBramao.

D*to*llon:

At WILSON 'ACENCY

'

O

“GOING TO THE DOGS"

he (jrigmatar

i

YORK

LEON LEONIDOFP
•OOKED SOLID 1INTIL OCTOBER
Tkanlit to

Almeida Cruz.

tavi(j

AL

.

booker, off for Florida vacation

.

BIRT LEVSY

SOMEtHlNG DIFFERENT!

Eddie Kozali set to the
^qn Hotel, April 21, ioi* two weeks
/.

Business in cabarets and niteries
The Maxiirie has a neiV
good.

floor

Reno

Theatre, L. A,

April .IS-IT— Or pheum theatre#
Dakianil

^

24.

orch and then a seaSon of Anier-

I

DANCING!”

IN

Oriental theatre starts ania-

»

.

Something Different!

DIFFERENT!

HAVE YOU SEEN

ISurhUn- flkiniTo^^fm^SeL^

J
At the
to
a success.
proved
Teatro Aymida the revue company
of Beatriz Costa is closing aftey live
nionths, and will be succeeded by
the revue company of Kaps and
Johan, which is at present at the
Colisseu Theatre in Oporto.
Colisseu,
Teatro Maria Vitoria is presenting “Song of the Street” by Vale,
Ribeiro ato Camj^, with muric
by Fernando (Carvalho arid Alberto
Ribeiro. The Variedades has the
Mfldalpha
Soto-ASsiS racneco
Pacheco comiviaaaiena aoto-Assis
Pany from the Teatro Gdeon, prior
_

Suit brought by (Citadel Press,
publisher of a book written by
comedian Sam Levenson, against

family, for tho ottitt.
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I
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toko $115,000.
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oiid "Choopof SONNY
•r by tht Doioa" kbldt fojir wotkt:
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Miami
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iHtiRMi at Roxy (8,000 Matfi
avora9od $78,000) to qood tkot bill
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202K N. Argylc AV*.
Hollywood 28i Collf.
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two
of
AGVA
operation
one headed by
branches here
Ralph Morgan, put in by Associated. Actors and Artistes of America when Shelvey. was ousted, and
the other by Freddie Dale, who has

.

WM.

2b.

miuentru^^

;

of the
sending a photoStatic copy Of
soliciting letter to all newspapermen mentioned along with the
Wood i
query of "what gives?”
states that the letter was devoid of
any unethical intent, adding that too.
The Teatro Naciorial has reopen-^
many of the columnists listed had
seen arid approved th^ fOrmiilaUOn. ed under the management of
PG is also squawking against Amelia Rey-Cola’co and Robles
/
Chicago,
Chicago, April 18.
They are presenting
Wood’s iise of toh columriists as Mphteiro.
Oshkosh theatre, Wise., has addCharles Ventura, Bob eonsidiue ‘Return,” by Matos Sequeirai “La
and Knickerbocker (Igor Cassini) dama del Alba,’’ by Alejandre Gas- ed two days of vaiide, making a
as persons with W'horn clients could sona, and “Dangerous Comer,” by total of eight days oh loop, which
check Wood’s qualificatioris. PG, J, B, Priestley, until the end of includes Green Bay, Mahitbwoc,
Mafiison .
Stradin its covering letter to the col- May, when they will produce a new
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umnists, is. maintaing that such Portuguese play.
for
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speech,
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Wood, former tennis star, who Cross, Cancer Fund and other
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/
Top marked progress clinic reWood pianted ,a hotfoot
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under the PG by soliciting new ports to Wiltbn H.. B
Va. ^.technidam
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•we guarantee to^Secure you press
mentions among the following col- who aic /ii^King nice^ c^^
Write to
who are i 1.
umnists Walter WincheU, I^rothy
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and folk dance festival wiir be
held by the Square Dance Callers
Assm of New York Sunday (23) at
the Park Terrace Ballroom, Bronx;
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LpuiSy will d rop

Miss Sheppgrd. former showgirl, shows at the nearby St.> Louis theas a nitery for ktre, also operated by them.
A

wnowasRs^-;aa 3^«x^-xu-^^^
to towivs
V^a

flesh

:

SL

had operated spot

j

form-

_
poA^thegtre,

,

'

ances, scaled at $I;50 for box seats,
at
ed St;
pegged,
V..
of seats
wiLii iiiajukkvj
majority wv
with
gl and 5Clc for juVes, grossed $40,000 at the 5 OOOTseat arena.
Show assembled by Gordon Kibproaucer, was
York
York, Pa*, producer,
bier
bier.
planned to pkd the club’s Welfare
demands
many
Fund to meet the
upon it.: Despite yeoman service

yillaaer

N, Y:. latter
Ysioeworiw tho;wer LaTt
when she red^ims it from current 1)111
tip April 98, but shows
lessee, who has been operating A ar< slated to be resumed Aug. 20,
drama and dance scb90l on the site
Ruling th«
of the former nitew^.
chon 8? Marco will; use package
^
,
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Renee Sheppard will reopen her
Saranac Xiake*' N. Y., April 18.
Village J
<:iub, ,Gr9nnwich
Easter gave most of the night- Little

T
KiA fn He rharitv KlinH spoU
nlfl to Its Vllliniy JT UIIU iplay ih the downtown colony herci
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APPEARING AGAIN AT PALACE, NEW YORK
Tho inks

to

VAL PARNELL

for

a Most Eh jpydble Engogehient df the PALLAprUM,
Direetiort:

MATTY ROSEN

LONDON

1S01 .BVMUwqy,

N*W

York-City

Omaha^ApriJ

'

ISi.

impbrtant experiment in
booking of names is expected to be
tried on the RKQ circuit shortly.
The
Quarter, Boston, is Plan Is to book top personalities on
.negotiating' an ice show for sum- a Friday to Suhday basis in order
mer run, t)eal is bn with Dave to get in oh the cream; b,o. takes.
Baumgarten, of Music Corp, of New plan is being labeled “impact
America, and inay be Set this week. bookings” because the names will
Room will continue to use names hit tlieatreb durihg a period that
Until the tank display comes in generally aCcouhts for ,70% of the
June li, Among those booked for week’s businessl.
First booking uhder new setup is
interim: dates are Xavier Cugat
of ch. May 1; to be followed by expected to be made shortly. Ne^
Sam Le vensoh, Joe E. Lewis and gptiations are on with Pariny Kaye
for dates in Boston and elsewhere,
Billy Paniels,

Is tottering as the tesult of a;raid
last Friday night (14)» when a pbiiee vice squad raided the Polish
after viewing enough of a
pornographic film, they seized the
pfint and the projectionists as well
as a couple of men, whom they
claim had set up the show.
Police say they were a few minutes too late for an exhibitibn by
severar strippers brought in from

i

after

the top

m

three

.contest-

the

Cocheru,

45,000

last year attracted
during the four
.

nights it was staged ih the Miincipal auditorium. Gate Was approxi-

mately $70,000 from

ticket

sales

alone.

Circus, leer*

Set for

commitments.
New ukase

Water Show

K.L

ns TOP ACB

Chicago theatre, Balaban and Katz
showcase, aisp has a ban on television dated during theatre appearances, and the Oriental, other
Circus;.
Outdoor show was set last Loop yaude ;house, also has to okay
week for June 21-24 to play in the such appearances.
® lues Staldium. Amef lean Assn,
'

.

‘

*

'

’

'

I

!_ _

.

.

A

hes’’ as Special attractions.
fireJvorkj; display will be the climax of
'
.

Sinatra for Chez, Chi
J'rank Sinatra has been signed
for the Chez Paree, Chicago, starting May 12. It’s his first Chi hitery
•

Tucker

'

_

*

Burley on Lewd Pix

A
1 cT
Pans,: April
18.

A
T

Action comes at a time when .
hiultitude of benefits are set. Duro.a.
six major benefits are
slated for the Miadison Square
Garden N. Y. According to Dunn.
already making arrangemehts for paid shows.
clamD on free shows calls

to thc.

heavy influx

of

r

s

Pierre

tourists;

V/

V

a

J®.

,

number
.

of covers
is
reached 185 on Good

it

,

AGVA

AGVA

Gpihcidehtally* N. Y;
board
js slated to hold hearings on seVera! acts Who appeared at a benefit
show last weefc for the Godmothers’
League. Included are Julie Wilson, Bettina St. John and Tex and
Jinx McCrary, Action against the
latter
d u 0 will be processed
through the American Federation

-

.

Lidp is changing the show May
with rehearsals beginning May.
3, using mostly American acts. ^
Guerin’s Ambassadeurs, due to
open with Kay Thompson, is still
held up by administrative hassles.
The restaurant is separated from
Henri Bernstein’s Ammay write in coliabbration /With playwright
bassadeurs theatre in the same oL Radio Artists,
Byfield, Jr.
Latter is currently
building by a wall, and Bernstein
radio-television director Of t h e
claims that unless the wall is tick- ITnrDCD TVITC
Weiss & Geller ad agency in N. Y.
ened, the show in the restaurant LLl/JL'Itlili
rlu vflJSili
While Prentice-Hall is the likely will interfere with his legit.
TA ADCIJ All/lj ATriUrV
publisher, Bennett (Random House)
Baccara nitery had been dickerlU
Uff W AuliWLI
Cerf has done an excellent trailer
Mhsic
on the late, famed hotelier-showLederer has resigned from;
man, in his regular Saturday Re- F
Clifford C. Fischer’s Internationai
^
LaUer, a
nianggement
and agentf ^ggjjgy
view of Literature cplumn, as exppju own agency. LattieRoy had finally agreed on a
will specialize in circus, fair
eerptedherewith:
found that the contract
contract
price,
_
and park bookings,
There’s small chance that his
anpther_figure^and
and commiscarried anpther^figure
George Werfei, who had been
Qeprge
friends ever will forget Ernie
sipns_^ which had not been men;
handling cafe and theatre bookings
Byfield. As a colorful, resourcetloned. He simply let the deal^go
Fischer office, has been
ful, and copy-providing boniface
coidr Baccara IS currentty reported
up tp Lederer’; spot, and
only the also-departed Frank
heavily
the red, with habj^
will be in charge of the office durCase cQuid hold a candle to him.
fpr about $100,00^.
ing Fischer’s ahsnncc. La.tter left
When Ernie Byfield took over outstanding
last week for a month’s stay in
the management Of the Ambassador East and the Ambassador
. hiothprdn raw of
CIRO’S JOINS
West they Were humdrum hosFischcr, had been With that agency
mm
m mi
exclutelries •catering almost
years. He came to the tJ. S.
sively to local family patronage
PITT
OPS
A
Ill 1 UIJ W11//1
shortly after the outbreak of the
and considered too far north to
Hollywood, April 18.
war. He was an agent in Germany,
appeal to transient g 1 a m o u r
Austria and France before the
of
*
Giro’s,
D.
Hover,
operator
H.
trade— stars appearing in the
Loop or big vXhots grumbling yesterday fl7) wired Pittsburgh ''’.3***
:
/
nitery ops that he is joining their
about the wait between incoming
unofficial boycott of MCA. Hover InonoiiAV* ^limir la aIt Tart ai*
Chiefs and outgoing Centuries—
WWAagCl
OUmg
JaCR LariCr
he
had
booked
an
not
reported
marked
The
Drake
versa.
or vice
MCA act into the Sunset Strip spot
C-w-i
the boundary for such as these
Uy6raU6
lOmilllSn
fOr
Janet Blair,
since last October.
in about/the same way anything
an MCA_ act, played Giro’s a fexy
Nick Agneta, who has been act-’
(Continued oh page 52)
but I^ver reported ing
j months hack
personal manager for Jack
he had made his deal with her Garter, Comodian, has filed suit
direct
again.st Carter in the City Court of
Aero Toani' s Dpuble Take
Five Pittsburgh operators re- Queens, N. Y., asking for an/ acBittsburgh, April 18.
pprted thei ban last week follow- couiiting of earnings, and 5% comr
Mellino and Hollis, acrobatic ing Jackie Heller*- s bee^ with MCA
missions due him. Agneta states
team, are currently enjoying a cou- over spotting Denise Darcel into
that despite the fact that the Wilple of distinctiohs locally. They’ve
a rival spot after agency had iiam
Agency handles hirn
just opened one spot ahd:are about^ okayed a onc-week postporterneut
on. a booking contract, he was ihto close another.
so Heller's Carousel could play stru merital in securing many Of his;
/ Boys Were, pn/ the getaway bill the Bobby Pinkus, unit
.“Fun For video shows* ahd supefvi.sed his
Which .marked the resumption of Your Money'' for a. fortnight,
vaude and hitery bookings as we|l/
vaude at Senator after more than
-- •* >
./:
Agneta declares that sometime
a dozen years and they've been
Gartcr asked him to cut his 5%
* »Tm .
booked into the Nixon Cafe next
ATLANTA
NITEEY
NITEE
take
to 2%%, which he refused
week for that room’s swansohg.
Atlanta, April 18.
to do. Comic subsequently stopped
spot, which has been bperating for
newly
all payments;
Flainingo
Room,
dec>Suit was filed after
more than a quarter of a century.
orated, reopens tornorrow night attempts at conciliation failed.
Will shut down Satflrdiiy/ April 29,;
Law firm of Goldfarb, Mirehburg
with Juddy Johnson as manand two days later wreckers go to (19)
Valion, attorneys for Carter^
work on the building which houses ager.
offer cqhtinuouS stated that Agneta should have
room
will
New
it and the Nixon theatre, legit site,
beAluminum Company of entertaiiiment starting at 5 p,m;, an taken the case to arbitration Vaas well.
show tore tije American Guild of
America is putting up a huge sky- innovatlon here, with a floor
riety Artists and Artists Representfeatured.
scraper on the premises.
NeW spot is on ground floor of atlves Assn., under Rule B. Agneta
counters with the fact that as a
Andy and Della RUssell will Peachtree Manor hotel. Johnson
managed Henry Grady personal manager, Rule B doCS not
formerly
open a two week's .engagement at
him* Solomon Goodman
the Shamrock hotel, Houston, Tex*, hotel’s Paradise Room and Im- apply to
lis attorney for Agneta.
perlal hotel’* Gopa Capric*.
April 28.
25,

,

CICmCD

ed tHree/men

was

origihally

but her date
has been postponed. Joe E. LeWis
Is to follow
Soph at the spot

.

^Ser,

H’WOOD

Mf

RAN

—

whom

'

'

'

'

''

.

j

;

'

i

1

M

,

they charged

with “possessing, distributing and
displaying indecent pictures.”. The
defendants* Morris Spiegel, Joseph
Tomizzi and John Lewkowicz Were
h^ld in $500 bail in city court
with trial set for April 18. Police
claimed that the. arrests were fhe
result of complaihts.
Detectives said Spiegel was the
concessionaire ahd that Tomizzi
and Lewkowicz sold « 25c. maga?zine during intermission, giving
free copies of “indecent pictures”
an an ifidticement to purchases;
Approximately 1,500 of the; sexy
photos Were. cohfisGated4i: ^
:

;

^

,

R
.

\

m

.

Buffkio, April 18;
Police vice sqtiad staged a surprise raid last week on .the Palace
theatfe, locaL burlesk, and arrest-

.

Sophie

L

Trio Nabted in Buff

baseball park.

slated for this standy

ministfatlve secretary, notified T
that it would no longer permit its
memhers tb appear in free shows.
He then called: the agent conferjnjg.

.

apply to

Kansak City, April 18.
Third event in conjunction with
the Centennial celebra tion here
^is summer will be the Tom Pack

the circus show.

Dm

I 2F1S llllcrV
DIZ
^ J

.

:

also

will

club dates, which, Halper believes,
also cuts in oh the room’s take.

Centennial

Arrangemients are being handled
by jphn Ahtoneilo, chairman of the
Centennial amus. epmmitte, special
group formed to Coordinate show
business attractions with city’s own
bpavy schedule of ceiebratiohs, pa^
i'ades and pageants^
.Committee previously booked
Holiday on Ibe” and “Water Fol-

I

Chicago, April 18.
Chez Paree last week joined the
ranks of Chicago nitery .owners
who have nixed telecasts of performers.
Following the directive
of Merriel Abbott, director of entertainment of Hilton Hotels, Dave
Halper, managing director, issued
ah edict prohibiting top acts from
making yidedf appearances, other
than interview stints, Complaining
thiit such acts as Tony Martin and
Joey Bishop were hurting their
potential draw with telecasts, he
ordered that all contracts must
have club approval on all outside
.

the territory in public appearances.

The Pageant

mi#

*

divorcehient from The-

came several days
When Henry Dunn, AGVA’s ad-

atre Authority

’

w

.

TEIE FOR

I960 Miss Alaska, was picked last
month and is pfesently 'in Hollyiypodj where she is representing

zoftie

AGVA’s

l\0COirQ lj3Sl6r

^

that

Another

M;B\xin$

:

—

brother.

contestants have arready been
named; one of them, Miss Joanne,
.Hihhahd, Miss tJtah; being selected

Miss

.

-

.

as bther orders conie in they will

,

;

'

;

‘

At the meeting Monday (17), reps
of Artists Representative
Assh.,
party was .given by the Associated Agents pf.Ainerica, EnOmaha Goliseiim Corp. in recogrti- tertainment Managers Assn/ and
tion of the “Gapades’^ lOth annie an agent, uhaffiliated With agent
groups, were appointed to formuv.
a code to maintain regular pay
'The

a^U^ 200.

bany and Sdhenectady.
D’Armand, who was associated

ppeember.

tension of AGVA’S previous stance;
asking .beneficiary organizations to

pay one-seventh of the acts’ regular
Weekly salary When working these

,

'

last
ant,

;

returned.

average

“So we decided to send them with WGY before "'joining WPTR,
put on a first come first served promotes boxing arid wrestling
basis.
Those who have sent us bouts in Schenectady with his

be promptly fllled.’*
Mrs. Frapaft said

and agency repSj a commitwas appointed to study means
by Which casual date pay scale will
be maintained despite pitch by of
ganiza tions running benefits to have
talent work for free of at cutrates.
Lynette
Drive for full pay scale is ap extee

j

made when sortic! $5,000 in cash are $750,000 to $1,000, 000. The
arena would have stores. The largcame in with advance orders.
est present amusement project oh
“The way the money was com- the Albany-Schenectady Road is
ing in, we would have had a job the Fabian-Hellman Mohawk briveThere’s a deal cooking for a biogdeciding where we were if we in, which accommodates 1,000 cars.
raphy on the late Ernest (Pump
waited until s u m m e r when we That’s about halfway between AlRoom) Byfield, which Lucius Beebe
usually start distributing tickets,

money for tickets Will receive
them in -the next week or so, and

Severed

.

,

:

.

!

;

.

'

AgVA

While the cast of -'Ice, Gapades
o£ 1 950” were having a party at
a downtown hotel Thursday night
(13) Someone picked up pocketbooks belonging to three of the
“Ice Capets,” Dorothy Hill, Geral-

52)'

•

*

it

connections with Theatre Author-

Skatiiig Gals’ Bursi^
clubdate rates for members, playr
A
Omaha, Apnl
,18.
At a meeting Of
j^g ijg^efits.

,

:

(Continued on page

of Variety

Artists in disclosing that

^

;

PAGpr

,

j

.

;

ihe said.

lit

miI Il6lt

:

The new plan is expected to lure
rhore film persohalities' into: theatre bookings.
One of the drawbaeks may be the; fact that a full
week at a theatre entailing four or
more shows daily, |s a strain for
f hose unaccustomed to such a
grinds Ailother is that a slow
Opening day can discourage a
headliner to a*p6int where he’s npt
up; to par for the rest of the week.
With impact bookings, it can feasonably be assumed that the headliner will bC playing to Capacity at
nearly every show and thus to a
greater measure of appreciation.
Another factor is the possibility
of hitting 70% or more of the
weekly Salary. On a perceritage
basis, the act will get a good slice

gambling spots,, the Stork and
Albany, April 18.
Chez Paree clubs, were closed by
Frank p’Arniahd, president ;of
Iowa authorities across the river
and local police cleaned up smaller the Algonquin Sporting; Glub, Schenectady, and /musical director of
fry gambling in the city.
WPTR Albpny, announced last
week that negotiations are under
Way for the purchase of a 24-acre
sitp
on the Albahy-SChenectady
Hoad, niid way between the tWb
'nx pities,
A.C.
for a sports arena, it would
Atlantic City^ April 18.
be used not only for varipus; sports,
Demand for tickets for the^ 1950 but also for conventions, symphony
Miss America P a g e a n t*
be orchestras and other attractions;
A New York architect has drawn
staged here in September, have
been so great that officials started plans for an arena, with 7,600 seats
and a dome-shaped roof which
distributing them last week,
Mrs. Lenora Slaughter Frapart, might be opeqed or closed in less
Parking space
of Pageant committee, said that than two minutes.
the decision to put the tickets on for 6,000 cars are planned.
Unofficial estimates of the cost
the market at this early date was

FOR

•

;

:

'.

Gfackdowh came

Of

1- 1.

and
McCarthy.
Police nabbed one of the extra
Waiters Who \vas taken tp headand there’s a likelihood that he’ll quarters.
The ma^ji was fpuhd
also play the Steel Pier in Atlantic guUty of petty larceny and fined
City.^
C
the girls’ purses had been

'

the cops are
probing'' into the identity of the
agents who have f)eeri doing a. flourishing business in booking of girls
and lewd movies. PoUce alleged
that the show was sponsored by a
veterans club. Nearly $500 in ticket
coin was seized at the gate as evidence with three reels: of the plcture,--

j
WaitCT .N Rub6(l
XT

iXr

;

Now

Kansas Gity.

An

Hub’s l4tin QiiaUer Mulls
Show for Sunuuar

The American Guild

-4^'

i

the stag sh6w industry in Omaha
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VilLlTDEVlLLB
unknown quantityvHe knows
business w« do. ^He
doesn’t know what another show

in an

how

l

Barnum Was Right

itiucli

might do, *V

,

as

Impacl: BHIs

,

H

Contlmiedl from paga
(Kilpatrick reportedly will ask
SSSSSS Coiitlnued froiii page 1 sSmSSSSSm
a $10,000 daily minimum guarandays to of doing A healthy week’s business
foUiv
$1111
have
of
coin
anil
seanext
of the Garden
on that 'basis, in fact, that v.p.^: years, the show’s hut has gone tee for use
the RBvB&B or the lay off, or play radio and tele guest in three days, the theatre can save
Henry Eingling Noith accounts for swiftly up; North disclosed. He son by either
on four days overhead in the matshots;';V
Cole show.)
the increase in circus grosses each put the present figure at between’
Plan was devised between Kay^, ter of band salaries, advertisihg
Gross N. Y. Gross
$1^500,000
the
when
daily
and
$24,000
$23,000
year since the end of the war. He
The $1,500,000 gross racked up Eddie DUkoff, his manager; Wil- and oii lesser acta arid stagehands
feeis that the outfit’s drive for new show is on the road -following the
^6 perforim liam Morris Agency, general man- It’s also "figured that with a sock
Railroading charges at the Garden for the
acts each year, plus the s.a. factor Garden' run;
ances last year, a new record, was ager Abe LaStfogei; and Sol three day’s, house will show a
which has been added, has ac- alone, he pointed out, are 50% slightly ahead of the 1948 figure,. Schwartz,
veepee in charge healthy profit at the end of tlie
•'.•
counted for much of the upturn in higher than 1942. y
of theatres. While impact bookings weeki:
i'.'
Road biz, however, Was off
'biz.^
...•'j
Nut at .MS|G is even higher. from the preceding season, North will he on an experimental basis at
There are, however, some factors
“We’re trying to outmode that There’s a saving of $4,000 or $5,000 said,:;:;.;'
first, it’s expected that It Will bethat may militate against impact
-- ,
that a Week on railroadirig, but the deal
bugaboo of all circuses
As a result, this year s tour is come a permanent fixtui'e on the shows. There have been argaon
is
Eighth
arena
the
avenue
with
I
*What’s the use of going again.
circuit and elsewhere. V:
’being bopke^ . by the
ments that a hypo is needed lor
virtually
saw it last year’ attitude,” North a percentage basis that ogives - it
From the viewpoint of the the- the Monday through .'Thursday pe“We think we’ve sucr $10,000 to $11,000 a day rental for
explained.
atres, any scheme can bring in busi- riod when business is naturally ofiv
ceeded to a considerable degree by.i the show’s 33-day stay. That’s just
ness, for no matter how limited a Weekends, It’s felt, will take ca le
Circufi an4
pur constant efforts to get new acts for the four walls,, which means
time, Is desirable. With possibility of themselves. ;
and the large amounts of money additibnai $7i000 daily for other
Ringling rBrbs,-Bafnum &
For' that reaspri, some later headwe spend to re-dress the show each experises,Bailey circus “will wait oqt
liners may play mid-week stands in
Garden deal is a sore point with
season. That obviously has helped.’
television a while longer,” y.p.
\ the Norths.
order to give theatre operators a
'Tliey think they’re beHenfy Ringling North said
Lavish use of femines With
is
more complete picture. There is
this week. He; declared that
plenty of exposed epidermis has i ing scicked because the Garden
possibility that a name will
the
in the unique/posilion of being virpage
fromi
Continued;
TV
in
the show, which tried
also seryed to broaden the basic
in
later takX two consecutive stands
appeal of the circus from primarily tually the only acceptable spot
1948 and then nixed it last
in
New
YUrk
the
Pieri'e
beyond
Acreage
in different cities to study differa kid show to an attraction for town to house the circus.
year, has had some fabulous:
is considered No Man’s Land.
ences in grosses.
poppa, too; J'urther broadening pri wiiich some of the city’s car*
tele offers, “but none of them
Byfield knew, however, that if hq.
being
down
barns
are
torn
how
Trade, generally, may not be
the
me?:it
boxon
has. been obtained by emphasis
big enough to
could lure this kind of Trade to
pleased
impact rshows since it’»
beauty and color in the specs and perhaps one of the larger aroffice chance we feel we might
the Ambassadors publicity was
the
only
alternatives/
mories
are
regarded as an admission that tliestaged by John Murray Anderson,
be taking.’assured, and in its Wake freeneither
entirely:
satisfacof
them
atre-golhg has gotten down to a
“We certainly know that
^ ?23,a00 Daily Nut
spending yokels would follow as
With these changes and tlie rise tory.
weekend business and why do any’TV has helped baseball. / On
a matter of course. For a comeIt was admitted by Henry North
in ail costs during the past 10
thing about it. it’s felt that it’s X
the other hand, it seems to
oii' he built the sinnptuoiis Pump
that the brothers are pre paring
defeatist attitude. But feeling also
.have hurt the grosses bn boxand, by a carefully calcuropm
themselves for a real slugging sesprevails that with grosses wliat
ing," North said. “Since there’s
lated blend of the arts dC Brillatsion when they sit down in a few
they now are, some hypo Is needed
so much doubt about its efr
Savarih, the Admirable Crichton,
weeks with
prexy General
and If weekends can carry the ball
fects We'yo decided tb just
Bailey, soon had
and Barnum
John Reed Kilpatrick to work out
for the full Week, it’s the ansWeiv
await dcvelppsit
and
by
the crowds begging for adniisnext year's deal. “Tht terms will
mehls."'
xion.--'have to be better,” North declared.,
Byfleld’s most effective move
He scouted reports that RB-B&B
was to borrow for^the Pump
miglff he pushed out of the Garden
'
Shpyif'L altogether next year' or have tp North^s bankers, They are cur- Room the old Muscovite custom
-The
rehtly engaged in getting data on
of semng Victuals oh flaming
compete for it With the Cole Bros,
Carreafiy Ira^iiig All Mcordt
the eebnomic situation in'- towns
sword. "It didn’t spoil the food
show, ini which Chicago showman
across the eountry .and the show
Arthur Wirtz land Bill (Hc^along
much," he delighted in explainwill be caicfully spotted into those
Ca^idy)
ing,
“and the customers seemed
recently
Bbyd
acquired
RITA'S
territories where financial condiin interest.
to like it." One Inebriated guest,
tions are best.
“We’ve beeii the Garden's best
indeed, threw the staff into an
Info •being obtained by the bank
tenants for many years,” North
uproar by collaring a beplumed
Direetiea: AL DVpitIN
wilt determine whether RB-B&B
said.
“I don’t think Generai Kilmajor - domo and demandingi
S4 Weif Roadolph St.. Chicago
swings up to the Pacific northwest
patrick would turn us out to take
“Bring me one -order of scramthis season. If conditions there are
bled eggs^and, dawgone it, I
not found suitable, it Will head
waht
’em served on a sword!"
south, perhaps cutting the tour
somewhat short of last year’s Nov, Other Widely-circulated Byfieldisms (by repeating Ris stories to
29 closing,
North said.
'

'
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date.

:

Garden

is set

up

anyone who would listen, Ernie
cleverly enabled as many as six
columnists at a time to claim
they had “orDgihated" the Same
gag) Were his remark when X
Girl of the Year inadvertently
Wore the same chinchilla three,
nights running (“She marched
out of here like a woman unpossessed"); his admonition When
Admiral Byrd escorted Mrs. Byfield to dinner (“Remember now,
Admii’al: no exploring!’’), and
the explanation of how he had

to seat 14, 800

for the circus. That

accomplished

by adding 600 promenade seats in
front of the regular, rows. Arrange-

ment Was

tried for the first ^time
It has the added adyear.
vantage of making the arena slightly smaller and a bit more intilast

mate.,-

writ's..

North revealed, incidentally, that
the show has paid off $4,0(10,000
of the claims against it as a result
of the big top fire In Hartford,
Conn., several years ago.
Effort
wiU be made, he saidr to pay off
the remaining $500,000 this season,

*

TKe

hotel burtnesa in the.
first place (“My father owned
Hotel Shbrinan. He humped into
me in the lobby there one morn-

j

in

AL BERNIE
:

AND

yo7

jest

Im

•

jest

herabout or

cite folk

mt

wuz On

took a liking to me**)»

Mr. Kalchim

lin.

a twe)

it

new

that

-fin.

treet?

feler.

:l

tetevishun

ihr

venshun a coupid weeks ago
with;

hills

big

tht

He

Edy Sulivan.

(rum the

as ever.
To old patrons, hoW^ever, the Pump Room won’t be
quite the Same without Ernie and
his unfailing bon mots. They’ll
think of him In particular when
room service delivers t h e i r
breakf ast^with ah e 1 e c t r i c
toaster to enable them to make
their own crisp, fresh toast (instead of the soggy, unappetizing

glob furnished by every Other
hotel Fvo patronizod). For that
innovation alone Ernie should be
long remembered.
Why don’t
others latch oh to that toaster
^
idea?

and Paw

dnd Smith

Frank Bering and Jimmy Hart
will carry on at the Ambassador
hotels, and run them, Tm sure,
as impeccably and successfully

THE ^‘EH EH-Or COMEDIAN

Maw

Howar

entered

ing—ahd

m
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Boston qn wuz

in

week

Last

cheez.

I

went on the stag at the Palac
in

.New Yawrk.

said

'*1

deliyary"
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slik

lots of fun.

a place koled

in

Barn every
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Mr. Vurieiy

has perspnalite and
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lik

Villag

being

squor dahc an
^

lots

of fun.

Cab CaU®Vay’s Panama
Cafe hate at 5G, Plus Fare
"

Bernie,;q fdvonte ^uest and
on TV, is telling his jokes
at Lpbkouf House. Al is certainly bn of the most promising comedians on the
way up these days— equipped with fdjit, smooth material and vvonderfu^ cfiajecf
''Al

|

.-

.portation.

•••stories;'

''Along towards the end ^o Al's act, he brings in his missus, a glamorous
strawberry blonde named Charlene* Together, the kids put on a bright soti re
ori grand operov ?
f^MARY
. • ; Cih; Ppst
Bernie, the 'Eh-eh-ohr comic Who has made quite a hdme/for himself
on TV, last night brought his special brand Of laugh material to the lobkout
House, where he will star for the next two weeks. Bernie has good stories, a
toient in the art of mimicry, and d very lovely wife, Charlene Russell, who sings
a solo in addition to helping Al in his nonsensical routinies,
"Al is qt his funniest when working!. With Chorlene in qn operatic duo burlesque thqt features such long-haired stuff qs 'Bqby^ It's Cold Outside^''

WOOD

"Al

I

Cab Calloway has been signed
for the Rialto qlub/ Panama, starting May T for two weeks. He’ll
get $5^0Q0 plus round trip: transr

•--OllBERT

SANDS

;

din. Enquirer^^

j’-

This spot is planning a consistent
use of U. Si acts, Dance; team of
Manor and Mignon is currently
there.
Other acts are being ne-

,

i

j

*

gotiated^-'

It’s

.

Your Figure and

^
y

’ilBL

\
5

Vou can
You
c«n

That Gonnts

Heallli

••f, drinlc
oaf/
drlnlc

and jauih and not trow

fbt

P

you
VOM tahf ^'NURITABS.'*
^NUmTABS.'*

Thi ingrodiortts In-combinafton with Vjfamlh • con*
talnod in ''NURITABS'^ tono up tho iyafomv •• w®*'
aa iinprovo tho Bguro. Ouarcntocd aafo and pura.
:

"Feature attrartion AI Bernie put on a suave and utterly natural performance without cooking the usual chestnuts or coyly asking the audience by manner or gesture ^please applaud me'.
ond his wife/ Charlene Russell, did an excellent imitotion of the Ink-

"He

spotf"

-^CHARITON WALUCE . . Cin. Times-$f^^
Management: yiflLLIAM MO.RRIS AGENCY

Upon

rocpjpt o:# ONI Ui 1. A, OOLLAe/ wo wfli
ditpatch a loll thrao waoks coufMr pocfaup propald.

AXA« ttD„

17/21| Imaraid.^trO^
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fSi

l^ew Bill Eases Liquor Bd.
RR^lations for Cafes

.... !

Albany, April 18,
Night clubs, hotels, restaurants

and taverns may get a break
Det.
through Governor. Dewey’s signing
of the HpUowell bill, which liberalDetroit^ April 18.
sistihg chiefly of the class C liquor izes
the law oh reyocation of
In a final bid to retain control of license. Club was founded by her licenses and permits by the State
The Bowery nightclub, Mrs. former husband, Frank Batbaro, in Liquor Authority. On four offenses Lucille Ball,
Dorothy Barbaro filed /a plan to 193, 7v She was awarded the stock specified, the Authority may use

Nitery

pay off $7O;O0O in debts in Federal in a divorce decree in 1947.
bankruptcy court. She is the chief

stockholder of The Bpwory Club^^
She
Inc., pperator of the hitery.
said her liabilities include $48,000
taxes,
to
unpaid
$17,000
unsein
cured creditors and $5,000 in back
She asked permission to
wages.
repay creditors at the rate of
month
a
from club earning.s:
$3,000
Gross business in March was $20,000, she said, and from now oh she
wpuid add 20*^ federal tax and
39o state sales tax to each customers checks In the past, club
had assumed these taxes.
Mrs. Barbard said she wished to
continue operation of the club.
However, she agreed to appCintment of a receiver to handle income. Tne court will sUbihit her
plan to the creditors
If not acceptable they can petition for a
reorganization > of the bankruptcy.
Mrs. Barbaro owns all but $2,000
of *the $10,000 stock capitalization.
3he listed assets at $18,645, con-

Vic Connors, head Of the American Guild of Variety Artists’ outdoor division, leaves for Ghicago
Friday (21) to stai*t unionizatipn of
the Cole Bros. Circus. A preliminary agreement is expected to be
reached within a week.
Simultaneously, in N e w York;
confabs will continue with execs of
Ringling Bros., Barnum & Bailey

:

Circus, current at the Madispn
Square Garden.
Some progress
has been made since the circus, has

AGVA

recognized

as

As

Lucille Ball andr husband, Pesi
Arnaz, have been set for a series
of theatre dates,
Pup goes Into
the Chicago theatre, Chicago, Juhe
2, following with the Roxy, N. Y.,
beginnihg June 9.
General Artists Corp. set book.

,

,

.

’

3eattie, April 1 8;

.

v

to vocal turns, for next
Other mid-city piers, the Steeh
month, with the Delta Rhythm which bpehed for two days the
Boys topping the show this week. Easter weekend ,artd the Central
Kay Starr is set for the '84th; pier, a block away, are getting their
Madelyn Riissell, May 1; The Ink usual pre-summer paint jobs.. Steel
Spots, May 8; Peggy Lee, May 15, pier will open Memorial day.

closely

GROSS FOR

a

result, union collected $7,000 in
initiation fees and dues from the
260 performers in the- big show.

Hhilywopd; April

^

18.

and Eliq Fitzgerald, May

22.

totai gross fevenue of $78,000
Recent experience haS revealed
is expected from bne-night Friars that singing personalities, particuTicket sale larly those with heavy disk sales,
Frolic Saturday (22).
Press Shiilt Backfires
wiil hit between $27, 00p-$30, 000 at have potent b.o* draw;
top. Additional $48,000 is diie
$12
tele frpin souvenir journal,
But Cashes in
Pittsburgh, April 18.
Friars have earmarked 2.5% to flerman Heads
Act
Niiery pressagent’s dream turned Motion Picture Relief Fund, With
into a hightmare last week when Theatre. Authority getting its usual
Dept, of Alexander Ag(p^
Bobby Pihkus, Joe Halier arid 15% of: ticket groSs. Friars are
Chicago, April 18>
Danny Hayden, appearing in ‘^Laffs also earmarking a flat. $5,000 for
fpr Your MGney”’at Carousel, were the N. Y. Friars.
Willard Alexander agency, herehauled into court fpr creating a
Show will be staged by Joseph tofore confined to band bookings,
disturbance dowiitown at height, of Santley, with. Harry Joe Brown as set up an act department this
Idea was Joe associate, Lew Cooper will fune- week, with A1 Herman, formerly
Easter shPpping.
Lieber’s, whp does tlhie Carousel tipn as general epbrdinator and with
May Johnson agency, in
publicity, to get the show into the same LednCr as stage manager. charge, Herman, who left Ghicago
papers by haying the troupe dp a Seymour Felix and Larry Ceballos Friday (14) to take post, will have
movie-producing scene in costump will haindle the dance routines. to start from scratch. He moves
on the street in front of the niteiy. Sketches wiU be provided by into Alexander’s enlarged quarters
But things got out of hand when Gebrge S. Kaufman^ George Jessel, in Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y.
traffic got snarled and Pinkus be- Arthur Caesar and Edward Mb ran,
Herman doesn’t have an act to
gan shooting off blank cartridges and special songs by L. Wolfe Gilr bring into the Alexander ; stable.
from a .32 caliber pistpl. That was bert, Joe Copper arid Ben Oakland, He is personal manager for Eric
too much for Police Lieut. John P. with Morris Stoloff as musical di- Thorsen, who is appearing here at
Joyce, W'ho up to that pPint had rector,
the Edgewater Beach hotel, but
been unwilling to accommodate the
Herman Hover, Giro’s owner, Thorsen’s contract with May Johncomics by arresting them, which is about-faced over weekend, okaying son still has 11 months to run.
apparently what they wanted. In appearance, of Martin and Lewis in
addition. Patrolman Sain Karam's Friars, Frolic. Had nixed arrangeuniform coat was torn in the jps- ment on grounds they open Wedtling and off to the brig the boys nesday (19) at Giro’s for limited
Went. Lieut. Joyce charged Pinkus 11-day standi; Friars appearance
with violations of the firearms act would hurt business.
After hudand Hayden and Haller with incit- dling with Jessei, Hover agreed, he
ing a riot. They later gpt off with said, as favor to Jessel.
one $50 fine, which the Carousel
Volunteer performers, in alphapaid.
betical order tb prevent heartburn,
Later in the Tveek, however, are: Bud Abbott, James Barton
Joyce burned ane^y when the whole Jack Benny, Ben Blue, Lee Bowaffair, which had been filmed by a man, George Burns, Hoagy Carlocal television package outfit, was michael, Ronald Colmah, Lou Cosflashed all over town by video, and tello, Broderick Crawfoi’d,
Dan
he hauled Leiber into court on a Dailey, Dennis pay, Kirk Douglas,
charge of putting on a street show Paul Douglas, Howard Puff, Jimniy
without official permission. That Purante, Jay C. Flippen, Errol
case is still to be disposed of. As Flynn, Glenn Ford, Reginald Gardfar as the publicity, on'e paper used iner, ; Kent
Goodman, Edmund
a detail account with mention- Gwenn, Lou Holtz, Bob Hope,
ing the Carousel; another ignored George Jessel, Van Johnson, A
it completely and only the morning
Jolson, Charles Kempner, Biirt
Post-Gazette got around to calling Lancaster, Mario Lanza, Peter Lawthe stunt for what it was.
William Lundigan, Harpo
ford,
Marx, Victor Mature, Johnny MerPat Terry, WINS vocalist goes cer, Robert Mitchum, Ricardo Mon[into Bill Miller's Riviera, Ft. Lee, talban,
Alan Mowbray, George
N. J., April 25.
Murphy, Jack Norworth, Donald
O’Connor, Dennis O’Keefe, the
Plainsmen, Ronald Reagan, Phil
Silvers, Red Skelton, Mark Stev-
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'^Tho ORIGINAL ShOW-BIz GaO file"
• Nos. 1 thrM 35 @ $1.00. aa. •
(Order in Soqucnco Only)
SPECIAL: First 13 flies for $10
All 33 flics for $30
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book $10 •
$25 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET
• HUMOR^DOR FOR EMCEES $25 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., oa. bk. $25 •
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Bookings fbr the Paloniar, town’s operated by the city under present
lone vaude-filmer,. a r e hewing plans.

Up

mm

pier’s new management,
Uptown demolition work is bbing
completed oh the Garden pier,
which will become a civic: center

thb

THOSE CHIRMWINS

On

'

Atlantic City, April 18.
lookx like a top forthcoming
season hete,
Figureb show that
bank deposits were $614,000 higher
after the Easter weekend than they
were a year ago. Total cash depbrfied was $3,121,000, in comparison to last year $2,507,000.
With, the reason ragidly ai^
proaching,
various
amusemeiit
places are getting set to open early
in June;
At the Million Dollar
pier workmen have levipled the fire
razed ballroom which will be transformed into a recreation behter by
It

,

•

bargaining $78,0(1(1

agent for the perfonners.

.

Set for Chi, Roxy, N.Y.

regarding revocation.
Heretofore, revocation has been
mandatory. ^
the aniendment, effective July 1,
gives the' SLA discretion in revoking licen$es: (i) for making “any
false material statement’’ in an licehse application; (2) when a hotel,
restaurant or club ce'ases in the
judgmeht of the Atifhority to be a
“bonafide h p t e l, restaurant or
club!’; (3) for a licensee to aCcCpt
a ioBn from a wholesaler or distiller aind for the latter two to
make such a loan; (4) for viol.ation
of various State tax Gpin mission
requirements.
discretion

AGVA RENEWS PITCH
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opportunity
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Dept.
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to

ra-

If

Is

ofTsred

men. amt women,

sponslblo

interested in the
(Csterinf te ehilbusiness.
adults.)
Our Company has been
in businers sinoe 1893 and enjoys an., enviable
national repiitotlon.
If you are In a position
to invest from .il0,000-$l5,000, we havr available choice franchise areas lii Metropolitan

Dance

riren,

Studio

.

and

-

New. York.. O.lir new and unique, methods, and
system of operation
For
assures eueces'.
appeintment,
write:
LEONARD,
J.
G.
:

189

New York

Lexinoton Ave..

V.

N.

18,

,

MILES INGALLS
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Aftor,

NAw
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Acts. GAGS. SCRIPTS.
PARODIES, special SONCS

mo

CATALOG FREE

L»r9«at S»l«ctlon of Coinody Matorial
in Showbizl
Wo olio writ# matorial
t#-*ordor.

J. ft
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KLEINMAN

SHi'K ItroHm, North Hollywood,
Tolophono: Hlllsldo SHI ^
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S

ens,

Jimmy Wakely, Ed Wynn and

Keenan Wynn.

CIRCUS LION NIPS TRAINER

SOHHV HOWARD

Buffalo, April 18.

Frank Habves, 43, lion tamer
with the Hamid-Morton Shrine
Circus at Memorial Auditorium
.

here requir(Bd hospital trea:tment
here as a result of a bile by one
of his cats in Philadelphia ia.st
:week..
‘fs

of thi Sta

.

Hospital attendants were called
upon to dres.s the wound and (lifor addi
ibeted Habv
/
V
tibhal treatment,

.

of the
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him

The
Into

f

audi-

"Showstopper"

Y;

"Youngster has

1949

Y.

"Sonny

NOW

AGAIN

.

Howard

sock

with

Is

his

imitations
of
name singers, and, he
ias a good voice on hiS:

own.
then

He opens

legit,

into such warbiers as Frankie Laine,

ROXY, N.

Y.

Rose
Martin,;
Tony
Murphy, and even the
Jan Peerce..
to powerful results.

operatic

qhddnce again
resigned for f he

all

-

He got top apFo// plauBe
who rt
t/
caught.

extra

Kahn, Variety.

bows."
Bill

.

and charm"

poise

.plenty
vocal

ence loved him, fore,
Smith, Billboard.

3

BROADWAY THEATRES

IN 8

MONTHS

OPENING MAY~S OXLOCK CLUB-MIAMl
JUNE-ROOSEVELT HOTEL, NEW ORLEANS

AnOEL
*

It

was so realistic
seemad unbeit

:iievcabla.

Ing

’

lifting

with a chltterlng Impression of Rose Mur"phy, followed with a
Tony Martin, did a few
more and ended with,
The
Pearce.
Jaii
a
amazing thing was that
avary one of .his takeoffs

In Addition to

:

ANNEX
lOlW aUUOINO
JUdsdrt 8^2000
N. Y. C.

SEPT.,

ROXY, N;

"The I a d opened
with a staccato Frankie
Lalne, wehf Into the
moiArnful throatinfls of
Tdrme,

VAgieiY

1949

STRAND, N;

hit

thoVif'-

"Wise to headline
Sonny Howard"

Met

Every Sunday Night

JULY,

BILLBOARD
amazing

^'Tops,

Rrass-JOEL ROSE

Mgt.-^G,' A. C.

Guidanca— H< ANGEB

:

We^oMda)', April 19^ 1^30

NlGHf CL1TB IIBTIBWS
her with Mis* Doran *« a lost butWedgwood Roomy K. Y. terfly
and France as the forlorn
(WALPOBF-ASTOBIA)

hunter

is

,

Vaughan, Fats Pichon;

impressive.

^
Morton Downeyi Eddy puchin
Chez Adorables seem hampered
mnd Mischa Borr hands; $2 cover. by the four parade glrlSi who slow
the tempo of the rest of the line,
to
Mortoh Downey made the Wedg^ and both numbers are not Up
the usual Dorothy Dorben stagings.
wood Room literally jump at his Tonv
Fontaine is new produOtipn
and doThursday night opening, bouncing singer,^ doubling
^ as emceei
.
neatly bn both. Cee Davidson s
that Steihway about like it was a
portable and doing 55 minutes of showbacking is superb, and he also
an all-Amerioan hit parade. The does well by the dance sets. Chico s
creani of the crop of American rhumba group handle. Latin tune

98c;

,

^

Zabc*
songalog judiciously- minimllzed the chpi es competently.
Hibernian and accented the familiar .ballads and rhythm numbers. IShelbarne Lbniige^
Y»
The soupcon of the Gaelic was
(HOTEL SHELBURNE)
just right, and not oyerdone, as
Juanita Hall, LucUle St Eddie
has happenedv Instead, Dpwney,
apart from using that come-ail-ye Roberts, Louise Howard, Nornuih
and applause- Walldce, py Coleman TiiO; mini’
signature
as a
rhythmizef, blended his. oldies and 7num, $3.50.
neWies iri fetchlngf fashion, working
at the piano; with that portable
The Shfelburne Lounge is still
mike attachmerit He is also backed enjoying lush business bri the
by his own carmen Mastren group strength of tasty presentations
string with standard talent.; The current
( leader at the guitar* plus
bass,’ piano accomp and drums), show comprises Juanita Hall, re^
up peating at this spot; Lucille and
pick
to
hOw
and they all know
their cues, as if everything were Eddie Roberts, Louise Howard, and
.orchestrated. /
holdover Norman Wallace plus the
Trio.
Miss Hall, doubling front “South
Pacific,” brings along a degi'oe of
properly romantic- novelty. She’s essaying a series of
ai
looking maestro at the ivories, in- blues three nights weekly and durterpreting the dansapation as if he ing the rest of the week contents
knew what the-.Words meant-— herself with tunes in other cateWhich he does. And which is a gories. She’s especially proficient
major secret for the smooth style in her exhibits of iiidigp moods.
th^t always distinguished his terp She's doing a set bf numbers by
turiesteriiig as fau: back^ as the old Langston Hughes and Dave Martin,
Central Park Casino days, when a moody, but engaging set which,
the gals would ask Sid Solomoh, under Miss Hall’s excellent han“who is that Liice-looking kid 'play- dling, makes for a rewarding sesing the piano with LeO Reisman?” sion. Miss Hall exited to. “Bali
In fact, many a party engaged the H’ai,” Which she does in “pacific,”
pianist for interlude music; sans and did a begoff.

:

.

.

.

the Waldorf at least
Duchin now goes with

Y0

.

:

:

make

Lucille and Eddie Roberts

maestro Rt-isman, who then held

their mental act pay: off. They have
sway in the No. 1 Gotham spot..
incidentally, Downey and Duchin a line of good small talk that
type
blends, well With male’s table hopsuccessful
represent the new
of troubadours who have capital- ping, wherein he picks up object
ized personal popularity into social for his blindfolded partner to idenand economic payoffs .bn a large tify, It’s an excellent baffler. What
scale. It is reflected in their con- code or device is used during the
tinuing professional prowess, be- urn is a constant Subject of spectiation among the "sippers. It’s one
sides, the .personal values in that
their foliowing, whether first-night of the best acts of Its type around.
Louise Howard is no stranger to
or successiv'eiy, is widespread* loyal and high calibre. Do whey also the small rboms. She’s exhibited
of
same line of zanyisms for some
unusual
the
achieves,
the.
invariably
drawing competitive bonifaces to time, and it^s still good for heavy
his premieres* such as Toots Shor audience response. However, her
and Shermah (Stork Club) Rill- comedies aren’t holding up too well
ingsley, who are his personal pals for those that have caught her
and/or business associates, as well more than twice; She’ll be needing
as some doughty fellow thespians a line of new material shortly.
j

.

.

Norman Wallace’s French chanof the., prowess Of Ethel Merman,
did a cuffO stint at the open- sons and gab are continuing to

who

.:ing.:-.\,'

The

D&D cbmbp

looks like

b.o. again.

.

Baby,” in which he strolls,
shakes hands with people, and sits
Cpx, making his
Comedian
down with customers. Enlists audi- Coast bow at this swank Sunset
ence for community sing hs closer. Strip nitery* has taken oyer the
Lathrop Sc Lee show good preci- screen sophisticates completely. He
sion in tap wbrk. Good-looking pair came on practically cold opening
synchronize well; on “April Show- riight^aiid 20 minutes later his
ers” and high-hat strut. Miss Lee An clubs were being formed.
does snappy s6lo to “Who Cares.”
Working in a tweed suit so rumTearii closes nicely with .“Take It pled that it“reems to have been
Eas3^”
packed in a lady’s handbag, Cox
Production iiuittbers ^are’ well- looks like u civilian Sad Sack. He
jazz citadel.
choreographed* tastefully costumed gets off to a slow start, particularWoody Herman, back in New and expertly staged. Opejier^uses y with a crowd not expecting the
York with a large band, dispenses nifty lighting effects for Satah wry, dry- hrimor he purveys. But
the same expert jazz that has char- Wears a Satin Gown.” Hlld ballet it builds. The smiles grow into titacterized every Herman herd- siiice goes through paces efficiently, and ierS, the titteri$ into screams. Eyen-f
he clicked, a decade ago. Eight Ruth Ohio is effective as-' solo bal- ;uaUy, it’s a begoff.
brass, five reed and tlu:«e rhythm, lerina;
Charles ^Sheldon’s voice
The material is all g^ood. Whether
sparked by Herman’s own superior isii’t quite right for the song, t’s a takeoff on a stuffy small town
Clarinet,: go through an assortment though. Sheldon Is better in finale, banker addressirig the Rotary Club,
of blues and jump tunes, with the a beautiful number with a spring- or a “desbription” of the kids he
accent mostly on solos rather than time theme pointed up by Garmen used to play with. The delivery
sections. Buddy Wise’s sax work Balcom’s harp work.
is sparked by a firie\ sense of timand Bill Harris* tromboning stand
Bernie Cummins orch does su- ing and leavened with the proper
out in the melange of instrumental perb backing. Group displays more ouch of huinility The results are
rides, with Herman showing his body than one would expect from
opnotch.
accustomed brilliance on “Golden only Id pieces. Fills floor for foxChirp Monica Lewis* though topWedding” and other of his staples. trots and Latin rhythms. Jeanne^ billed, suffered opening night from
Small Herman jazz group, titled, Barrett, pert blonde* handles vo- following Cox. It’s a tough chore
as always, the Woodchoppors, fea- cals nicely.
Cham
for anyone, and the singer would
tures vibes* in addition to clarinet,
do better to open the layout. Opentrombone, trumpet and rhythm.
ing night nervousness added to her
Ralm^
Ylliaige
.N0
Hermati’s jiVe and ballad warbling
troubles and her choice of ‘^They
(FOLLWIiP)
is as good as of yore, and his infdirWouldn't Believe Me” as an openmial, tonguedn-cheek fronting and
This Greenwich Village spot, er got her off to a too-slow start.
announcing provide the finishing which over the years has escaped Once underway, however, she regtouch of showmanship to a thorr those drastic b o. fluctuations which ‘stered Well.
oughly satisfying band session.
have hit the nitery belt generally,
Band chores are shared by Roger
Sarah Vaughan has that rare is still sticking to the formula of Spiker and the Latinaires crews,
combinatioii of a style and a legiti- dispehsing corn. The. hayseed decor with the formeri; providing okay
mate voice. Her throaty, caressing is matched by the entertainment show bacMng.
Kap,
tones give a set of words a mean- policy, which showcases urban-bred
ing not always put there by the hillbillies, country comics and folk
Terrace^ Phllly
lyricist, and the contrasting clear games for the family traded But
phrasing and shading of high notes the hlnterlanders are making this (BENJAMIN FRANKLIN HOTEL)
lend vocal distinction to each ar^ spot pay off* and the reasonable
Philadelphia, April 13;
rangement. Best of her riumbers at prices combined with, the Itiformal
Jay Martin, Jack Warner Sc Shirthe show caught wrire “The Near- atmosphere are among the chief ley McGuire, the Vernettes, Earl
ness of You” and Gershwin's reasons.
Denny*s Orch; $1.50, $2.30 ritwii“Summertime,” a vocal gem^ JimLenny Herman’s orch and bari- munis.
my" Jones gives the sepia singer tone Howard Saks ( New Acts ) are
good support at the ivories, with newcomers to the current holdThe Garden Terrace Roorii of
the Herman band also backing. over bill. Herman’s quiritet is a the. Ben Franklin hotel, which had
Latter gives the current show more versatile, crisp-sounding preW com- ice skating shows for nearly eight
cohesion than is usual with the prising the leader on accordion, years, continues with defrosted
rotating acts at this spot,
one sax and three on rhythm. supper club fare. The latest proFats PichOn, rotund .Negro pian- Combo has an unusually large rep- duction is modest ( three acts ) but
ist from New Orleans, Bounds out ertory of pops and polkas. During
makes for a fast and entertaining
the bill, working solo without ac- the customer hoofing patrons can 35 minutes.
companying rhythm or any particu- indicate their request numbers on
Jay Martin, who had the Woody
lar direct approach to the ring- a blackboard from which Herman Mahoney role in “Flnian’s Rainsiders. He lets his keyboard S^eak selects his tunes.
how,” is an okay single. A highly
for itself* arid it has plenty to say.
Band gets a full-bodied effect via presentable baritone, with a tenor
Unlike recent 88ers here* Pichon a new instrument, the organo, to bass range, Martin knows how
plays more ad lib and straight pia- which is attached to the piano. to use his voice effectively and
no; when he segues into boogie, Device permits simultaneous merg- command attention on the floor. He
however, he shows some very pro- ing of piano and origan sounds. does best with “Lucky Old Sun,’*
ficient left-hand beats and Tight- Herman handles the vocals with “Temptation”
and a down-Memoryhand pyrotechnics.
Henn,
pleasant tenor pipes.
Lane jaunt that Includes “Say It
Current show is marking; Bop
Isn’t So,” “Remember,”
:

I

The Eddy Duchin-DOwney combo Cy Coleman

show improvement. The music by
Coleman at the piano, backed
bass and guitar, makes the in

Cy
AA by

Garden
.

.

.

.

•

'

termissions' enjoyable.
The Lounge, now a click in Sfter- City’s first anniversary.

Chez Pai*ee9 €h(

dark ehtertalnments, has been ter
miss in one respect. Spot has been
Chicago, April 12.
loathe to take a chance on new
Gertrude Niesen, Billy Vine, talent. Regular patrons at this
Lloyd & Susan Willis, Doran & deserve a chance to get in on some
'

My

,

.

^

MbcNRiiilio^
HoUywood, April X3.
Monied Lewis, Wally Cox, Roger
with “Peg O* My Heart^’^Standout Spiker Orch (5), Latinaires (5);
With coocr, $1.50, $2,
is easy-going “Steppin'

•

*

socko at
oiice-a-year.
the lease;

$2.50.:

strong and well-balanced talent array makes the current sno^w
here the best in months. With
Lent over and the minimum back
at its normal $2.50 level after having been a dollar less for some
weeks, business at the table arena,
as„:weU as in the general admission
section, on the evening caught (13)
indicated a sharp return to the
right side of the ledger for this

.

is

minimum,

A

.

r

Nelson

Crosby

offs on Bing
J$0ip Cityf N0 Y*
Eddy; again displays vocalJiualities
Woody Herman Ofeh ( 17 ) Sarah with “Figaro,” and draws, fine hand^
-admissiori*

Rich*

.

EinbjiBBy Room^ WabIi*
(STATLER HOTEL)

Flame Room, Mpls*

W^ashingtori, April 15.
Dordthy Shay, Evelyn Tyner
(Followup)
Trio, Steve Kisley Orch ( 10 ) with
Minneapolis, April 15.
France, Tony Fontaine, Chez Ador^' discoveries. Under current condiPeggy Taylor; cover $1.50, $2.
dbles (12), Cee Davidson Qrch, tions, the boite is a good exhibition
Mindy Carson, songstress, estabmini hall, but it’s shamefully neglecting lishes herself in this smart room on
Chico Hhuhiba Band ( 5 )
Dorothy Shay Is money in the
mum $3.50; cover $1.
her first Minneapolis appearance. bank for the Embassy Room. She
Jose*
any creative, flair.
Petite and pretty,, there’s a m^* packs 'em in, they spend, and those
netic quality to her quiet style of ditties she sings has them beating
Last minute switch when Asia
lAtin
Boston. warbling.
Boys could not get a .clearance
their flippers with delight like
Some effective lighting. Indi- trained seals.
and
Lloyd
Boston,
April
14;
in
brought
from (juba,
Susan Willis, This, unfortunately,
Caught at the late show Satur<
Ted Levna, Elroy Peace & Paul vidual vocal touches ;and striking
makes bill topheaVy on terps, and White, Geraldine DuBois, Meribeth arrangements of sure-fiye numbers day night, the “Park Avenue Hillalthough routines are dissimUar, Old, Reed Sisters (3), Sol Klein suited to her personality and style billie” had the situation well In
make fur unobtrusive showman- hand with a smooth assortment of
it creates production lags. Also Orch (15); $4 minwium.
ship,
much of the headliners material
songs and some easy badinage with
At, show caught. Miss Carson,
could ;be sliced to improve pace.
Ted Lewis, with battered top hat, with her oWn capable accompanist, the hep audience In which were
spotted such names as
prexy
Particularly in the case of Ger cane and clarinet is currently dishAndy Ankers, at the piario, and the Eric Johnston, Frank Stanton, prestriide Niesen, Who has interjected ing out his particular brand of ensome tunes which Seem uhsiiited tertainment, which he admits is Bob Cross orchestra ably backing ident of CBS, and even the Lone
to her throaty. Warm torching. “pure corn,” at this spacious bistro her up, did nine riumbers, every Rdnger, who had been doing a p.a.
Opener, ‘Tf I Knew You Were with the same solid results he has one a Click. “When You’re Smil- in town.
Coming,” gets only polite response had for the 43 years he’s been in ing’- was the teeoff and there folMiss Shay is a rocking chair enand it's not until she chirps show biz. Surrounded by his hand- lowed “It Isn't Fair,” “September tertainer
slow arid easy.
She
“There’s No Tomorrow,” for which picked lineup, including such regu- Song,” ‘'Some Time ”I’m Happy,” handles that terrific collection of
she rates a nifty hand, that she’s lars as Elroy Pease, Paul White “I'll Remember April “Candy and lyrics which have been tailored for
really in the groove, For change and Geraldine DuBois, and backed Cake,” “Con’t Help Loving That her with a grand sen§e of timing
in mood, she does a bit of prancing by his 15rpiece band* batoned by Man, ’’“Take Love Easy” and “Mad arid With never any hurry, milking
The Cross or- each line for every chuckle and
to “Wedding Samba.” Her best is Sol Klein, the entire stint is one About the Boys.”
sexy torching of “Black Magic,” of slick showmanship,; the Lewis chestra, as usual, left nothing to guffaw that’s in it.^
In
playing
desire
the
shoW and for
impresh of Jolson and “I Can't Get sense of timing and affability scorr
Of .course; “Feudin',
arid
patrons’ dancing.
Room filled at Flghtin’ ” has become a Fussin'
a Man With a Gurt.”
Shay tradeing neatly throughput.
Saturday
supper
show.
Rees.
mark and automatically starts the
Billy Vine makes his first apLewis tees off with a philosophimitt action, but the slickest number
pearance here, outside of a two- cal pitch to “Be Yourself,? followBiarlhe
Clil
she, does is a thing called “Effiday fill-in stand, and inipresses as ing in the same vein with “It's
basic material for the big time, a Short Life, ” which serves nicely: (EDGEWATER BEACH HOTEL) ciency’’ about a mountain gal lit a
when he prunes his takeoffs and as a warmup. Neat pace is held
Tennessee factory;
Chicago, Ai^^
adds
numbers. throughout, Lewis sparking the
Eric Thorsen, Lathrop Sc Lee,
some stronger
Close behind for honors is the
Comedian gets; off to a good start, production with bits of clowning Dorothy cHild Ballet (10), Ruth Agnes Klung
“Winkin’”
song
clicks with his etching of vacation- With Pease and White, Who iiicir Chio,
Carmen Balcorn, Charles which brings out the entertainer’s
ing Brooklynites, but his interpre- dentally are solid in' zany bit as Sheldon, Bernie /•Cummins Orch. facial gestures to the best advantations bf various other buffoons the “Hot Coal’' dancers, arid the (Idj^ Jeanne Barrett; $1.20 cover, tage; Among other numbers she ofis overlong and not up to par with well-stacked
Geraldine
fers in typical Shay' manner are
DuBois.
preceding bits. However, he gets Newcomer to the troupe but; w.k.
Currcfnt offering is one of the “Uncle Fud,” “Mr, Berlitz,” “I’ve
hefty hand for burly routine with hereabouts is Meribeth Old, a look- best in. recent months, and it’s re- Been to Hollywood,” and the “LitMack Pearson as the psychopathic er, who clicks solidly with a terrif flected in increased attendance. tle Things You Do That Count.”
killer and Vine as defense attor- aero turn. Miss DuBois gets neat Show is slick in almost eyery deFor a change of pace, about mid
ney,
Skit gets hilarious as Pear- returns in solo vocalizing of med- tail, from tall, blonde Eric 'Thor- way in her program she offers a
son, as a. refugee guardian of the ley of oldies and teams with Lewis sen’s singing to Lathrop & Xee’s sentimerital ballad, “I’m in Love
club washroom* gets manhandled in, “Song of the Body and the neat tap work to the ornate, and With a Married Mari.” Sirice a good
by comic, twice his size and weight Face” for solid windup. Reed Sis- vivid production numbers staged slwre of a dinner crowd stays overi
ters haridle Vocal Chores nicely, by producer Dorothy Hild»
and dub bow-off to hefty mitt.
for the late show. Miss Shay has
The Willises get laughs with grabbing spotlight for “Show Boat”
This is Thorsen’s first Chi date* a different lineup of nuriibers for
theii^ hoked Spanish taiigo. Male medley and also on vocal back- While stint is tailor-made for the each show.
does okay with soft shoe of *‘Swa- grounds.
intime type room, he handles himThe Steve Kislcy Orch "^ accomnee River” but it’s the ballet numAlthough individual turns click self well i:i this large room. Singer panies Mlfes Shay. Singing with the
ber closer with awkward leaps and nicely, top returns are garnered spends most of his time table-hop- band Is Peggy Taylor, a deep
near misses that gets the best guf- by Lewis with his trademarks, “Me ping and singing to the customers. throated young thrush from /L. A.,
faws. Team exists neatly to jitter- and My Shadow*” strutting with Femmes seem to love the attention. who will go*places with iripre stage
bug routine. Other dance team, Do- Peace, his corny clarineting in “St.
He opens with“It’s a GreSt Feel- presence and savvy in putting her
ran and France* only do two num- Louis Blues” and vocalizing of ing,”
shows fine
range
with numbers across.
bers, both in top fashion,, hut are “When My Baby Smiles at Me.”
Spacing the Kisley Band is the
“There’s No Tomorrow,” then goes
lost as the chorus parades back
Troupe is in for two-weeker, with over solidly with novelty, “Yah, Evelyn Tyner trio, solid faves in
and forth: throughout. Closing num- biz holding up strong.
Elie*
Sure« Y'Betcha.” Amuses with take- D. C,
Lowe,

(HOTEL RADISSON)
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etc.

Jack Warner and Shirley McGuire provide the dapee interlude.
The Garden Terrace is one of the
few rooms In town still regularly
sporting a dance team. Although
the act lacks polish, this pair has
a wide variety of Stuff and a lot
of ideas about what to do with it.
Young, wlrining and apparently
tireless, it has possibilities.
The
Vernettes, who combine juggling
with acrobatics* tee off the revue.
Novelty high spot Is the man’s
hand-balancing on stacks of blocks,
which he tosses away one at^ a
time until reaching the floor,
Gogh,
'

Oval Room,

Boiitbit

(COPLEY PLAZA HOTEL)
Boston, April 14.

Dunninger, Ranny Weeks Orch
(8),.

Tony

Petei's

Trio;

cover,

-

$1.50;$2.

Combining

slick

showmanship

with uncanny mind-reading

Dunninger

ability.

currently baffling the
diners in this swank room with
guests wondering how he does it.
While some are inclined to scoflF,
is

windup of performance has even
the skeptics admitting the guy has
something,.
Arinouncing that he will pay
$10,000 to anyone who can prove
he uses plants^ which he blandly
states he “will never have to pay,’*
he tees off with stint employing, a
couple of male ringsiders in several
card manipulations as neat warmup
for ensuing: mental feats.
Claiming no ability to read fortunes, he passes slips of paper and
envelopes to diners with instructions to: write numbers; names and
addresses arid Urging them to concentrate while he: waits for thought
waves to hit him. Then he reels
off answers that could only be
'

.

known by the writer

arid at

show

caught Wasn’t tripped one. At one
point he enlists a youngster, who
touches his forehead for the vibrations, and cOrjpectly recites the sequence of a series of numbers written on paper and held in the
writer's hand.
Dunniriger winds- by writing the
total of four digit numbers placed
on a slate by four enlistees before
he is shown the numbers. After
carefully checking the total by several payees Dunniriger produces a
blackboard on which he previously

had the

total.

Elis.
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WaWorf-Attor
. Waldorf-Attorlg
Mortpn Downey
Eddy Duchln'
Duchln o
Or#
Miseba Rbrr. Or«

yiHaio vaniugri

Weavere
Vfkvere
~
Clarence WUHaadui

f7!f!rr3n?S!TTnn[
WEEK OF APRIL

CHICAGO

19

Biackhawk
Harper Flaherty
''Roaring Twentlaa" Bob Fitzgerald

Miml Kelly

Tommy Morton

.^umtralt In cdnnaction^wlfh bills bslow indlcst* eptnlna dsy of
show
? wr niww

whsthsr

or

full

JFM

Lrtfor in psronthfsts fndlestos circuit
(M) Mom;
^wsmount/
ru

WfW

State

.

7 Capitol (L) 21
Sammy Kayo Ore

.

rJancy Walker
Hay Malone/'
Music Hall (1)10
MargoM Mayer
Dean Crane ^
Bettina Dearborn

Orpheum

Bob. Dodglas

Cliff

Maureen Cannon
Edwards
Don Rice

.

Alicia

Adams

-

'

.

.

Bob Sydney

OMAHA

,

C

Orpheum

Henny Youngman
Roxy (I) 21
Fran Warren
.

BeacihOm (P)
20 Only
of Horrors

DlGltanoa

Carman

&

Renee

Wallace

20-22

(I)

Martez

M

-Sc

to fill)
Earle (W): 21
King Cole 3
Lucky Millinder O
Apus 4c Estrellita

Gray

•

23-24

Crawfords
Lee. Noble
Farrar A Austin
Bert Nagle St H
Joe Reed

Wally Brown

Iowa (R) 24-27
4 Evans
Hank .Siemon
Albins

Shavo Sherman
3 Royal Rockets

Palace

(I) 21-23
Tattlers

Tune

4

Field

4c

A

Alan

Ben Yost White

Jimmy Hussoh

ST LOUIS

.

Francis
Peter Donald

Page

Berry Bros

SANDFORD

21

O

A A M Havel
Fuller
TAMPA

NEW YOKE

S

Palace (P) 21-22
Asyluni of Horroi's

Dana

WASHINGTON

(R) 20-23

Ore

Howard (1) 21 v
Joe Thomas Ore
Dihah Washington
Ivory J Hunter Bd

4 Evans

Hank Siemon
Bob Dupont

Albins

Step Bros

Keaton St Armfield
Beh Yost White
Guards

Murray

'

Swan

4c

Minnta Cruz

WILLOW GROVE
Park (I) 23 Only
Renee A Jim

Artie Dann
Gautier's
Steeplechase

Sehor Cortez

A Colo
WORCESTER

Warner

T

ASTON

Mandalay Singers

Bey

GUs Aubrey
Hal Mack

Tommy Lockwood

Fred Wilton

Dancing Demons

A

J Powell.
Stan Stafford

Jack Laurie

John Corrie
Adagio Act

Jimmy

A

Janet Frazer
George Sandlford
Hobble
^2 Starlight Lovlies

Wazzan Tp
BRISTOL
Empire (I) 17

-

Joe Loss

12 Tiller Girls

Mlllette

Grand

BLACKPOOL
Palace. (I)
Catley

Morton Prasei* Co
Madrigal A Joyce
Joan Hinde
Mary^ Priestnian
Agnette A Sylvio
.

Shamva
TAP
Harry Worth

(I)

17

Sealions
Gilbert

Houcke

Yale

•

2 Peters

Baudy’s Animals
I^ie s Horses
'

•

3 Goetachis

Diane.

PARK

Empire (M)
Billy Cotton

A M

Don Saunders
Wilson Keppcl

LEEDS.

Annettes

.

,

Jimmy

Hazel

BRIGHTON

Ha'zeh

.

Volants
8 Sbphisticoted
7:

,

Jacobsbii

originally

10 Mins., One
Palace, N. Y.

group for

Kirkwood

Bcquired

TV

:

•

.

j

A

j

Ronnie Graham

Hotel St. Moriti

Monk

Nornian Paris

.

.

.

that its policy qn television remains unchanged,

3.

Versailles

Bergere
Emery DeutsCh

Kay Thonipsoh
Lee Scott
Buzz Miller,
George Martin
Emile Petti oro

*

'

not entering television in
It is neither in partner-]
with Autry organization on,

it is

I

any way.

ship
Panchlto Ore
television, nor
Villagt Bard
Lenny Herman Ore vision filiris be
Bill Long 3
.

.

i

.

j

I

Jack Rivera

:,

but every possible obstacle is 'put
Gur critics are conWe don’t aim a film for ,a
12-year-ol,d but we, must ta ke in
aeCourit that the l2-year-old exists
arid may see the film. Actually, we
aim Qur productions at the most
in bur path,

fu-sed.

,

mature

and

iritelligent

audience

that exists in Ariierica. When that
audience raises its level that of
films Will r*5>3.-',

j

Estelle Lorlng

Julius

HornUlow Accents

SAKS
Flyirig-A PlctureSi new outfit which
the sagebrush singer has foriried^ Songs
12
Mins.
with Arrnarid Schaefer arid Mitch-'!^
Schaefer will be Village Bam, N. Y.
ell Hamilburg,
Howard Saks, recent winner in
exec producer, with Lou Gray as
a Horace Heidt amateur competiassociate, and outfit is mulling!
tion, makes a good iriitial impresplans to make telefilms with other sion With, his strong baritone.
film names.
Youngster has lots of poise beIn face of Teports Columbia Piets fore a mike but fails to project
entering into partnership with with sufficient warmth. Additionis
Gene Autry for production of tele- ai experience will help strip some
vision programs on filiri: studio of (jie artificial surface and permit
stated such reports are erroneous, more genuine personality to come

Goodman

'

is

CBS

HOWARD

Johnny Silver
A1 Cooper Ore
Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
SteVe Murray
.

M

Erwin Kent

The Winter Garden theatre Was

Comedy

:

Joe LaPorte Oro
D’Aquila Ore
Park Aye
Del Casino
Ruth” Davis
Glenn Abbott.
Ruban Bleu

Beatrice Kraft

Roberta Welch
Leo Pleskow

Cookham,

.

Gerri Gale
Joanne Florio

,

Olga .Varona

Hall,

|

Charlotte Ray

Hotel Ambassador
JuIeS Landc Orb
Hotel Biltmore

Until color television
will release.

release

here.;

Ij'onvUie

Paul Killiam
Pat Denrtie

Roy. A Hoy
Hotfl Roosevelt
Derek Roy
Rudy Vallee
Hackford A Do5’Ie
Larry Green Ore
3 Cottas
E Gordon A Nancy Phelan 3

Rona Ricardo

A

Webster
Old Knfck

Havana-Madrld
Trini Reyes
San, Juan 3
Clavel A Farrar
Faustb Ore
/
Pupi Canipo Ore

..

.

Hippodrome (M) 17
Frank Randle
Hal Smin
Swing Bis
Rita Shearer'

D’ Alonso Ore

.

Downey A

Evelyn Knight
,

Moor

hit the iria jor league presentation
His bef orehouses and niteries.
(marriage)
and-after
skit
and
Cuntinued from page 2 sissi,
Eventual plan "is for '52; pix “father arid son” bit get best
annually, but Autry is starting Off laughs.^
^
EdboLi,
pline unknown in the legit, rriagawith six, each running 27 miriutes,
zine or book field. We are expected
to be made under the banner of
to be as mature as other media

Ave
McHugli

Fifth

1

Walling

Bob Grant Oro
A B Mark
Monte OrO

Empire (M) 17

Balcombes

No

Pilarin Tavirai
Sarita Herrera

Ralph. Lane Ore
Ralph Tefcrtellcr
Hotel Plaza

Harrison

Lacortjfts

•limrny Scott

King

Jerry Austen
Stanley Melba Ore

L A F Preston

^

which housed the cartoon Uriit, and
sites in North London and the Mid-

.

Hotel Pierro
Myriis
Betty Jane Watson:

3 Hellos
Mack Triplets

/

suburbs will be offered for sale,
together with

,

Ving Merlin Ore

Lee -Lawrence

slot.

Winter Garden theatre: in Drury
Lane arid theatres iri three London

-

Harbld Nagel Oro
Hotel Edison

Empire (M) 17

second

[

,

Jerome Ore
Pam Henry
Hotel New Yorker

A Belita
GLASGOW

Dorchesters

Little

17

Max Bygraves

S

Clfcusettes

,

Bd

Merry Macs
Bamberger A
Jackie Co
George Meaton
Mills

Jacques A Maryse
7 Ashtons
Roberto Chiesa Co

A

FINSBURY

Piei're Alizes
.

.

.

.

CharUe CairoU
Paul Co

.

A

end money arid cpmpletiori guarantees.
Since the studio slump thid
has become ari increasirig problern.
More Rank properties are to be
sold by auction.
Ori May 30 the

I

I

El Chico

•

Joe Black
Jack Melville

17

..

Tower Circus

Bd

vocalists do not make out
Well at this theatre.
Miss
Fowler, who also plays nightclubs,
may show to better advantage in
that
intimate
atmosphere.
She
probably will develop style, with
experience.
slight reduction in
gesturing might help.
Strikingly dressed in a w'hite
evening goWii; she; took twp bows

too

.

Roslta Rios

,

femme

j

Harry Armstrong

17

(S)

i

by the Rank
developments and
also as a tryout house for plays
Lucienne A Ashour
Mickey Deems, comedian previ- which might be suitable for screen
Buster Shaver
VSSSm, Continued from page 1 ssssJ
ously, on Broadway in the short- adaptation,
Art Wancr Ore
Le Coq Rouge
mored to be scoring some of their lived musical, “Alive and Kick-^
Oscar Calvet Oro
ing,” and, also in cafe dates, inproduct in Mexico.
Jack Towne Ore
Rank Preps Return
cluding the Blue Angel, N. Y., is
Leon A Eddie's
Eddie Davis
Hollywood, April 18.
okay
on his initial vaude date in
Vidpix
Wrigley Sponsors Autry
Jean Gary
Rank leaves for N. Y. Saturday
Most of his routine is
this area.
Jean Mason
Hollywood, April 18,
Bella' Smare
a reprise of bits he did in the (23) and sails for Loridoii 28lh.
Lyda A Yahni
Wrigley, which sporisors Gene musical.
While here he spent practically all
Johnny Crawford
Autry’s CBS program, will also
Lad has appearance, saleability of his time visiting with family and
Mecembo
Baer A Rosenbloom pick Up the tab on a new series of and a satisfactory act for inter- golfing, Hei also paid courte.sy calls
Roy Sedley
half-hoUr vidpix which the screen mediaries such as this house, to a few studios,
Boylan A King
cowpoke launches May 10. There’s where he goes over solidly. HowGordon Amlrews
Monte Carlo
a strong possibility the films will ever, he would have to punch up
Dick Gaspare Oi’c
be lensed in color and held for his current display soriiewhat to
La Playa 6

Los Gitanos

DERBY

q Brahms
Gene Anderson
Harry -Richards

8 Mins.; One
Continued from: page 1
Colonial Albany
Small, young, winsome brunet a number of indies who have
sings familiar numbers.
Opens Rank’s
distribution
guarantee,
here with “Tootsie,” followed by
which can be» discourited at the
‘‘Might As Well Be Spring.” Then
banks
between
for
70
tri
75% of
“Lady Is a Tramp,” which she prothe negative cost. The prime difjects; neatly.
ficulty
the
neg()tiation
of the.
iri
Audience reaction was moderate:

lands.’-

illoOK

'

Ernestine Mercer

.

Terry O’Brieii

Songs

MICKEY DEEMS

Ballet Sevillano.

Hai'ry Meehan
Billy Banks

Cass A Keegan
2 M's
Irene Dickson

BEVERLY FOWLER

here.

John Vanderhbf
Linda Lombard

Chic Morrison Ore

Tommy

comments

Quarter

a firstrate carboning job.

is

in

Buddy Rogers
Ed Michaels

Jack Spoons
Frank Evans

Ncmacs A Violet
Wenman May Moxan Girls

Owen

Rudy Barron Ore

.Klgoletto Bros

Biir Miller

17

.

flock

“This is 10
times worse than
radio” typified the broadcaster

Airline Trio
Hotel Weylin

Latin

;

,

broadcasters, precipitated a
of viewer protests.

Hotel Warwick
Johhny Thompsbn

C. Handy
Billy Banks
Noble* Slssle Ore

Cheerful C Chester Joe O’Reilly
Ken Morris
Jimmy Inglls

Fred Ferrari
Arthur Kayes
Edwlna Carol
Len Marten*

Lopez Ore

W,

Clitheroe

Cecil Sheridan
Joy Brennan
Mickey Reid

-BIRMINGHAM

Hippodrome (M)

Ghittison 3:
Portia Nelson
BoP City

Hotel Taft

Frank Sinatra

Kay Sothern

Eric Corris

-

Ray Anthony Ore

Larry Storch
Fred A- Sledge
Patricia Adair
Lorna Lynn
Russ Emery
M Dursb Oro
Alvares Ore
Diamond Hdrseshoe
Walter Dare Wahl
Gloria Leroy

Jon Bpden.

.Hippodrome (I) 17
Whittaker

Hotel Staticr

Nancy Andrews
John Kelly. Jr.

Cafe Society
Mervyn. Nelson
Thelma: Carpenter
Cliff Jackson
Copacauiane

BRITAIN
Bill

L A £ Roberts
Norman WaUace
:Cy Coleman 3

Woody Herman O

Plymouth (I) 21
M.ack's Amateurs

a

CITY

Juanita Hall
Louise Howard

Sarah Vaughan

Parker Bros

HARTFORD

/.

.

Julie Wilson
Laszlo A Pepito
Milt Shaw Ore
Hotel Shelburne

H

Don Muller

DAYTON

^Keith's (R) 20-23
Dizzy Gillespie Ore
Sugar Chile

A

.

•

Hotel St Regia

Eddie Cobper
Chet Amsterdam
Jack Hotop
Hbt Lips Page
Bud Powell
Charlie Parker 5
Blue Angel
Chas. Trenet
Stuart Ross
Eadie A Rack

Capital (L> 22

Xavier Cougat
Wally /Brown

davenport

Marlottl

•

Ramohl Ore

Bfrdiaiia
Leslie

X

.1

Men

crime programifiihg, is still uppermost in the minds of television
broadcasters was apparent at the
NAB convention here as beefs of
delegates were heard with an Increasing crescendo this week.
Last week's presentation of the
U. S; Tobacco Co.-sponsored “Martin Kane, Private Eye” has apparently fanned the ire of the TV
broadcasters, Who have been mak^
ing no bones over their resentment
of how far the networks are permitting the program boys to go in
TV. Installment referred to was
one visually depicting a man and
a Woman hanging from a rope,
with sdnie supplementary hdrror
sequences that, according to the

Honey Bros
Barretts

20-23

(I)

Howard

clearwatIr

Grip 4

,

Chambers A Blair
Jim Penman Co
Keye Luke
Hay woods

Capitol (P) 2S Only
of Horrors

All

24

(L)

3 Suns

Jerry Golonna
Thelma Carpenter

If

(P)

Court Sq

Asylum

Robinson

TORONTO

Uptown

17

SPRINGFIELD

BUI Farrell
Helene 4c Howard

Orpheum

(I)

Only
Asylum of Horrors
RItz

4c J Kean
3 Nov-Elltes

Herb Lance
Josh White
Derby Wilson
Ruth Brown
.H Rhyhtm King

Granada

Bel Louis Bros
Poster. A Clarke
Karlseh 3
Olsen A Seallon

DANZER

10 Mins;, One (special)
.Palace,;. N. 'Y.largjBly made up of satisfied feMale team, a couple of Parisian
peaters.
Good for niteries, they dandies togged in green cutaways
also could show advantageously in and toppers, have played Eurotele or in a film spot.
pean music halls.
Opening with
Kap:
a Gallic ditty, they / segue into
some hoofing in Parisian idomi,
RUTHDAVIS
mixture of the frou-frOu and can.Songs
can, arid some followup repartee.
18 Mins.:
Clincher, however, is a Skeletori
Fanchon
ATnold's,^^^N^^ Y.
dance in blackedrout luminously
Euth Davis plays up the sex treated outfits, accompanied by
angle both in material and cos- spooky effects.
They canter up
tume. Gal, making hCr appparance arid down aisles of theatre for
in a bare-backed, strapless gown laughs and, yells.
when caught,' conducts herself
Got Over neatly in No. 4 spot On
with

.

CANADA

Sam Linfield'Tp
Yeoman Bros A

.

YORK

Empire (I) 17
Harry Lester Co
Conyot Sc Olive
Cycling Astons
Regon A Royal
O'Farrel Ders

EAST HAMPTON

X

Comedy, dance

.

.

Frances Duncan

Howard

HU MARTE

ease, selling her numbers
Edba.
and educational programs, smartly and drawing full audience eight-acter here.
appreciation.
.The statement coritinded, however
/ Vocalist operis with “Here I Go NORMAN BROWN
that there were rumbliiigs that Again,” following
with a three- Dancc; Hnims
television *‘is being: used to the part “story” told via songs;
Trio 9 Mins., Three
detriment df the best interests of of tunes begins with “There’s Dan- Palace, N. Y*
ger in Your Eyes Cherie,” followed
Norman Brown’s forte is the
the family, especially the children, by “This Is My First Affair” and
Ho\Ve ver,
through some of the programs be- ending with “Oh! Do It Again.” skiri-beating session
he’s ildept at hoofing and proves
ing presented.” This ^pointed to the Coritinuing ip the innuendo vein;
it via a nifty fhy thin prefacing
possibility of censorship.
Miss Davis offers “Do a Little drumming stint arid acro^-tap atop
Business oh the Side,” the conno- bass drum in finale. He also does
tation of which is made pretty ob- a rhythmic beat on quintet of
Censor Talk Flares Again
vious. Songstress finishes off with varied-sized drums to get solid, apChicago, April i 8.
“The Lady is a Tramp” and “FailThat the problem of TV oensdr- ing in Love is Wonderful,” Latter plause.
Good novelty act fOr any spot.
ship, particularly as it relates to number, done a la Ethel Merman,
Edba.

Sirdani

Kerr

Edba.

cultural

Empire (S) 17
Ted Heath Ore

17

:

.

declared that televi*
sion was providing a great dpportur
nity to strengthen family life and
had proven its ahility to provide
Catholic

WOOD GREEN

Alan Kay

.

Chicago (P) 21
Frankie Lalne
Alan Carney

3 Roulettes
Regal (P) 21
Cootie Williams

.

.

:

Royal (M) 17

D A D Remy
Robinson A Martin
BUI Finch
B 'A J Peterson
Tommy Port

Artie Dann
Gautier's
Steeplechase

B

17

PORTSMOUTH

Noble

Fox (FM) 22

Guards

(I)

Bill

Mel Cole Oro

Continued from page

.

Jose Moreno Go
Freddie Harrisoii
Jackley A Jee
Mena Mlnzi A F
Rbbertis

Cyril Cusack
Patricia Wayne

Ronald'

Harriet

Bob

Diipont
Keaton 4c Arihfield

RoyaF (M)

.

Pancho Ore

Douglas DUffy

•

ROCKFORD

.

Oriental

(M)

Vino Gardens
Adeline Neice

Lew Saxon
Adams Bros

Morgan 3

A

Graham

Stan White A Ann C A L Gonda
Young China Tp
BUly Maxam
Norman Hackfortb Syd Amoy

Xavier Cugat Ore

Sammy Moss
Hal Sands Gls
CEDAR RAPIDS

CHICAitO

.

Bessie
Jack Train

Capital (F) 24 Only

Bunnell Sir
Francisco

Patti

A

O

Arnold Shoda

Bobbie Kiniber
Spanglers

Asylum of Horrors Levanda A Van
PROVIDENCE
Anpna Winn
State JL) If-il

11-13

(I)

Empire
_
Rex

Howerd

MacDonald

NOTTINGHAM

Teddy Hale
.PLANT CITY

CAMDEN

Towers

:

D Hild Ders (12)
Bernie Cummins
Hotel. Stevanf
Joan Hyldoft

Kay Kenton
Bud Prentiss Orb
Don Pedro Bd

SWANSEA

•Frankie

Albert Biirdon
Karina
Peter Webster
Vadio A Hertz
Sweet: Serenaders

(1

A Lee

Shine

Empire (M) 17

Empire (M) 17
Josef. Locke
Sandy Powell
,

Lucia

4c

Ginger. Kinney

.

Charles Sheldon

•

Spoken Here," With some nice
clowning. Both get good respoifse
from audience.
Close with a
Spike Jones versi()h of “Cocktails
for Two” for potent getawky.
Okay for theatre, cafe or tele./

.

Jacqueline Dunbar
Shirley Cook
Roy Allen

.

NEWCASTLE

If

(1)

Frank Keenan

Jim

$enor Cortex
Don Mullen

M

.

Michel

4c

;

-

PHILADELPHIA

.

BALTIMORE

State

.

George Williams
Doreen D Luj^inrio
Lucerne Skaters

Asylum

Healy

St

Aret..2

A

and

Arabian

trappings, then a Grosby-Ahdrews
Sisters
platter
of
“BebOp la

;

(3)

Ruth Chio
Lathrop

-

17

Aerial Kenwayg
BiUy :Day
Shires 4c Tyler

ORLANDO

.

Strand (W) 21
Valdes Ore

M

Hayes

Hippodrome (I)
Charlie Kunz

Boyd fRaeburn Ore

& Waldo

Elsa

SUNDERLAND

A

Silver Frolics

Stone

^

small room, or for continuous bar^
side diversion as Currently spotted
in this WilShire Boulevard steakhouse, theyv ram over solid entertainment; Each is an Okay instrumentalist in his Own right and
their voices blend nicely for hne
hkrmohy on a large library of ballads, novelties and cofhedy numbers.
Particular standout is their
“Clair De Lune," to Which they
have appended lush lyrics.
Quartet wiirks easily with the
customers, drawing cues for each
set from the inpod of the audience;

Carolyn Gilbert
Les Welnrott
Vera Gahan
Bill Snyder Ore

Eric ThorsOii

One

.

Nelsod'

Nov-EliteS

FBRtOlllllIllstB

8 Mins,,

'

.

Johnny Alladin Ore
H Edgewator Beach

Empird' <M) 17
Jack Radcliffe
Robert Wilson
.'
George Elrick
Agnette A Sylvio
Douglas Mayiiard
Helen Norman
Del Mondi
Jack Desmond
Arthur Taylor
Frances Derry

NORWICH

Ginny. Powell
Peiro Bros

Callahaii

.

8 Molinoffs

Herschel Henlere

-

.

Lamb

Gil

Sonny Ho-^Vard
Bill

(P) 31

Ink Spots.

Harmohlcats
.

'

.

X

,

Kenneth Remo
Eileen Green
Cliff Norton

-

Clhan^er Qro
Hofei Bismarck
Gypsy Markoff
Harry Rodcay
Billy

Grantley

2 Virginlahs
Joh Pert wee
Flying Cromwells
Boris
Skating Typhoons

Glen Gray Ore
Satisfiers

St

21

(I).

3 Stooges

|7^

Billy Eckstine

Pete Rugolo Ore

LIVERPOOL

Marchand

J erry

^7

(I)

A Collins
Tattersall A Jerry
Reading A

Morecambe A Wise
Ryah A McDonald

NEWARK

.

:

Morris

.

Empire (M) 17

•

Dolinoft’ Sc Rayei Sis

:

foe Termini
Paramount (P)

.

.

'

,

Savoy

Christine

li.

after war service.
of diskllcks. They are neatly cosOriginally the combo frotn which tumed and have a youthful, rePeggy Lee and Ella Mae Morse freshing approach and good sellmoved up on, the quartet new ing ability. Also a flair for buiM*
steers shy of femme warblers— ing their' numbers.
and doesn't need 'em:
good bet
Opeii with “Maharajah of Magafor sole ienteitainment spot In a
dor,’’
with
harem

Carmen Albino
Norman Fields
Frank Wagner
Ward Garner

Ralph Lewis
Chet Roble
Mary F Kincaid

Edwin Heath
Eugene Kortz

Mapea

Frank Masters OrO
Palmar Houso
Victor Borge
David Powell
Raymond Chase
M Abbott Ders
Eddie O'NeU Ore
•

Hcisinga

SCUNTHORPE

;

.

Sonny. Dawkes
.Melody 6

Jerry

Although they've been around Palacer N, Y,
for years, this okay group hasn't
Personable duo dilsplay cievetbeen caught since they re-formed ness in their mouthings to platters

Lindy’f*

^
Don Weismuller,,

Tony 'FOntaine
Geo Davidson Oro

,

Riist

Story"- '
Phyllis Gehrig

.

Disk

Buddy

/:'.

.

Combo

instrumtHtal

Sherman Hotel
"College Inn

Vine
Gertrude Niesen
Asia Boys (3)

Billy

.

Joy Nichols
Dick Bentley
Wallas Eaton

Royal (I) 17
Jack Lewis
Rose

Tommy

Blackstona Hotel
Marla Stevens
Dick LaSalle Oro
Choz’ paroo

Jimmy Edwards

LINCOLN
If

(P)

Sherman Hayes Ore

FEED & FAE

THE FOUR OF US

Skating Blvdearg
Jack Raffloer

.

:

17

(I)

^

•

Miami
Olympia
Ivanovs

Bobby Lane

.

King/

^
de Ballet.

&

.

*

Perry Mitchell

Turner Layton
Gold A Cordell
Manley A Austin
Donald B Stuart
Jack Watsoii
Princo of Wales

'

Johnny Lockwood
J A M Kinson
Fayne A Evans
Eddie Leroy
Red Fred A Rosa
3 Imps

Berk 4c Hallow
Lomas. Capen.

.

ioberto

Alec Pleon.

Ray Arnett
Bobo Lewis
Bobby 'Barry

Chris Sands

17

(S)

Vera Lynn,.

,

Jesse Elliot

Jimmy James Co

LEICESTER
Palace

V

l»

(i)

Indapandaptl
<w> Warner;

<l)

stall;

(•)

Ladlies

:

Rockettea

Ladd Lyon

RKO;

Charles Stephen

Edith Clifford
A 4e C Delbosn
Reggie Rymal
Cedric 4c Algy.
Neal Stanley

Glee Club
palace (R) 2Q
Winik &. Mae

L St. T Leung
Kay Medford

20

(I)

L Armstrong Co
(more to fill)
LOS ANGELES
Wally Blair

Ronnie Ronaldo
Dane Bros_
Alphonse Bergo
Helen Dodge
Corps'

Fanchdn Marco;

<R)

<WR) Walter Raado

NIW YORK CITY

Ray Hyson
Lynn Jolaon

splii wsffk

-

<

Gower

street lot

Autry teleproduced ori the

will

Horn blow compiairis that t he audience attending a legit perform^"
through;
arice “take-their brains with them
Well-rounded selections includWhen they go to the flickeries they
ed a couple of ballads, “My Foolto
and “When We’re want to be diverted not made
ish
Heart’.’
show time, think. Because of the restrictions
the
and
Alone,”
very few
“There’s Nothin’ Like a Dame.” put upon pictures; “I find
25 who
Saks’ full-bodied vocalizing regis- people over the age of
ters best witji the latter type of have a strong, abiding interest irii
pietUres, week in arid week out,”
Hem,
number*

,

.

,

Wtdiystidnjf April

PJBdFFf

H«ftSE RBVIBWS

ing

^

Marte

(2)

with

Dernier Fred

Ac

^

fk

‘

Fae, Nor-

tend toward special material. This
consist* of a medley of pop songs
Qreat Rupert" iEL), reviewed tn woven Into sequwtial pattern and
Variety Jan. 4, ’50.
an item called “Grasy Over Iladio
Commercials," ydilch :;all(wa for
Palthe
of
one
is
lineup
Current
gabbers, that are
and takeoffs of radio
ace’s belter displays recently,
not especially accurate nor funny.
on
Durante
coupled with Jimmy
The opening ipot. 1* occupied by
the screen in "The Great Rupert Adrian and Charlie, a ^gopd acroshould do-, potently at the boxof- batic duo with a Hair for comedy
Gdph.
flee.
r -i- as well aa plenty
yarlety
Bill; which has plenty
and pace, is topped
CmBino9 Taronto
Bros., now a duo, while brother
Toronto, April 14.
the BroadHenry is cavorting
Cornell. The MOxellos (4),
Ancludes
Don
and
vray "South Pacific,?’
Gordon s tioctor A Byrd, Duke Dorell, Jimtwo other standards,
my Cameron, trene Cooke, Charles
Hogs and Wells and Four Fays.
four of Gregory Girl* (18), Archie Stone
Of the reminder of
**TraveUhg Saleswomthe five acts are newcon^s^ to House Orch;
local vaude stages, natnely, Mickey air. (CoDv
Heems, comedian,, ex of.w
^
— -- current repeat engagebn
^ — his
wftv ixiusic&l'f A.liv 0 3nd KigIq^Si
5^0 does neatly in his gab and skitlnient,^ Don for his robust styling
session; Norman Brown, dancing the teenagers
rinimmer' DuMarte and Denzer, bf “There’s No Tomorrow/’ "But
Twosome offering a Parisian i Gan Dream’’ and. "It Isn’t Fair.’’
has also
conceit and Fred and Rae, mixed Producer Murray Little:
that
team in pantomiming to disklicks; assembled a well-rounded bill
getting
and
tops,
Under
is
ort diversity
All are discussed further
response.
audience
hefty
New' Acts;
This goes for the smooth-stepping
Three Juggling Jewels,’ fenmes,,
Of Hoctor A Byrd, nicely wardprovide lively opener with thw
in their ballroom taps and
robed,
with
juggling,
slick club and hOop
number, wherein they ballet, plus the revived Charleston
closing
inferpblatibns
arid an old-fashioned
hemps,
manipulate luminous-treated
Gals clog routine, complete with conproviding a colorful finale.
Duke Dorell in
asides;
versational
make nice appearance and routines his comedy fiddling and straight
are worked put well. Brown mainos --t two men
playiiig;
the
Maxell
tains pace, ill the deuce. With ms
and two girls—^ih their swift comdancing drummer stint, giving way
edyr«acr6batics and amazing footto Fred and Fae for their tune
pantomimes. DuMarte and Denver catches.But, on word-6fmouth, Don Corr
in
session
pleasing
for
take over
nell is the draw for his oUm songnext niche, with Deems’ gagstermg
styling
and personality singing Of
regDogs
Gordon’s
in followup. Al
his disclicks.
He also does threeister laughs via the pooches dis^
or-f
medleys of imitatioiis
ourrbar
on
obeying trainer’s commands
Sinatra,
Laine and
of
Conioi
obedience^nThe
for.
called
tricks
!

=

.

m

:

'•

‘

.

7

^

i

Se

-

i

j

,

j

.

'

:

angle

reverse
;

The

Slates,

Vaughn Monroe

that are uncaiiny
aided by eyeftlluig carbons, but his voice and person-

makes the

.

,

man Brown, S Juggling,
Don Albert, with House Qrch; Jhe

*

1956

fom« rapid stuff; climaxed
l^emator, Plti:
ityl« Md
«Pp4*"^
When the gal, supported by a hand’Paris /April -14,
breakne*
* Pittsburgh, April 15,
^ band attached to a peckbahd worn
to do anySTinK (from
Jean Sabton, to7nmYJover with
**Grand Ote Opry" show, with by the lad iS whirled aftd twisted
dan6«*to comedy chatter) goU him
Roy Act!#, Britney Ford (puke of in midair at a terrif pace for a Raf, Pat A Julian, Polo Rivels,
.
plenty laugha.
Georgette Plana, 6 Aicordi, MayThe ^atiagers. three boys and^a PoducahJ, Smoky Mountain Boys, neat hand.
who
touwmc,
Brother Osioald A Sister Rachel,
okay
girl, are an
Tommy Port, a personable young- tow A June, Jacques Provins A

Sherry
Shadhurne, Mickey Deems, Wells
puDogs,
Gordon's
Al
Fays,
4
&
Bros.

Slate

1ft,

act.

Sherry Shadburne, walk off with
top honors in nekt-to-closing. Their
impreshes are
satirical
Incisive
still boff. Miss Shadburne provides
a ditty, dewarbling
while
glamor,
spite continual heckling by the
Latter top off session
brothers.
With neat hoof ery and garner sojid
returns. Wells and Four. Fays click
in closer with knockabout aero routine, with thfe gal quartet giving
Wells a. close run in the tumbling;
Off to loud applause. .Don Albert’s
house orch provides expert hacking for acts, and Dave Bines’ production settings are lavish.
Edba,

ality are

audiehce-appealing enough

to warrant his soon dispensing of

impressions. The projection
of his own personality and robust,
vocal gifts can carry him.
In this neat 70-min. package, the
opener is a Dixie setting, with the

such

Gorilla'*

Les Andreu, Regine
ster with swell baritone pipes, gar- Michel Mery,
*
hers a swell band for his interp Reyne,
Gentle
Peoof "Dear Hearts and
the
version
of
^tage
Hillbilly
Jean Sablon returned to his
ple," "It Isn’t Fair,” “Sitting By
long-toe barnyard radio show the Window’’ and "Wilhelihlna." live Paris with a complete new repcan't cOine under the general elassiis Robinson and ertory of songs, and Succeeded in
next
slot
In
the
It’s strictly a
fication of vaude.
Martin, another pair of young ’uns captivating a sophisticated Paris
corncrih, but with the distinction
and tap first night audience with his styfic
Dis- who unveil some nifty aero
hallowing.
large
a
having
of
steps. Gal is a blonde looker and mastery of both the romantic balmissing it as just an hour of ttiounfetchingly attired in a gray gown. lad anfi the rhythmic novelty song,
taih music won’t do because "Grand
Bill Finch/ ah adroit baton twirler, his charm; and superb stage presOle Opry” does retail its stuff off
Despite the haiidicap of
winds up his routine with two il- ence.
the COD with a shreWd eye to ihass
luminated batons against a black- presenting a group of songs, of
Consumption;
eyeflller. Joe Schirmer, which the majority Were receiving
an
out
for
a unit, It’s filled with rigid banjoist With the baiid, gets nice their premiere perf bririance,
w^^
sameness, and appairently the rustic
reception on "Tea For Two" to no previous test of audience reacclans' would have things Up other
to a finale. tion, Sablort’s performance v'as
proceedings
the
bring
Way^ judging from the reaction
'Sahu.
smooth ^Xnd perfectly controlled.
when calight. Some of those corny
Among those numbers which are
gag$ the ordinary comic wouldn’t
bound to achieve the success of
certain
a
be caught dead with have
other Sablon - introduced
songs,
homespunniness in the hands of
Syracuse, April 12.
like
"3ymph6ny," "J’Attehdrai?’
these characters, and fit okay in the
Dot etc.; is a Tomantlb tune "Aimer
The Roulettes (Z), Dave
geiieral overall design.
Package manages to stick With- Workriiah, Virginia Lee, Thihk-a- Comnie Je T’Aiine" ("To Love As
in the microphone format and still Drink Hoffman, Rex Weber (2), I Lbye You”), another, a charming
Marita Vicritt, Alan Car tribute to thC splendors of Paris,
keep an eye on the sight possibili- Manuel
de Paris" (“Trees of
ties for live audience. Roy AcUff ’s ney, Yacopi Troupe. (1); "Blue "Arbres
Paris"), and the gayr delightful,
the headman, and he does the tra- Grf as* of Kentucky': (Mono) ,
“Bouillabaisse/’ a rollicking song
ditional m.c. chorea and twangs
After , a two-month layoff, RKQ* Which recounts all the nonsense
oyer number of songs, some tearful,
some otherwise, the customers ate Keith’s has revived yaudeville with which can acconipahy the preparaWhitney Ford (Duke of Pa- a streamlined Palace, N. Y., eight- tion of bouillabaisse, the famous
up.
ducah) capitalizes heavily bn the acter which was warmly Welcomed fish dish of the south of France.
hick designs and makes them pay this holiday week; It’s standard Sahion, who helped to write the
off, and the nasal yodeling of Helen variety fare with mostly oldtimers number, gave it a buoyant colorful
Harris, accompanying herself on like Think-a-Drihk Hoffman, Comic interprefation, complete with the
the guitar, fits right in, too. Brother Alan Carney and the peerless Ya- accent of that part of France.
The singer’s other songs in his
Oswald and Sister RaChel team up ebpi tumblers spotlighted;
vocally and bii strings on "Curly
The Rbulettes/ expert roller skat- first, half of his program included
beat,
and
score
a
to
Baby”
Headed:
Devant
Le; Public”
ing trio comprisirig Terry Taylor "Chanter
some of the trick stuff on harnaon- and Bob and Sis Ritz, gets things ("There’s No Business Like Show
ica, fiddle, bass and jug the Smoky off to a fast start with their whirL Business”),
"J’ai Pour de TAu( "September
Mountain Boys do individually and ing dervishdike tricks. Pave and tomne"
Song” )
collectively gets a big hand, and Dot Workman follow with a novelty "Pourquoi” ("Why” )
"Pedro Goit
“Lillette," "Utrillo” and a
musical turn, playing tunes off jne^
Whole layout, of course, is in a edges of glasses and with clever novelty MaHinique melody, "Pas
single key, but general friendliness bell-ringing choruses. Virginia Lee Bon Travailler/’ He encored with
and alfalfa flavor level off "Grand gets some hearty laughs with her “Bouillabaisse’’ and "Chanson de
Ole Opry” pleasantly for the spe- audience participatlpn sturit inj Paris/’ the 1949 Frenclri song wincialized audiehce its eye is on.
which she recruits ai partner (hus- ner which Sablon introduced last
Cohen.
band Francis Gilbert) and teaches year. Several of the above numbers the siriger has recently rehim acrobatics.
Palontar,
/
Suave Hoffman mystifies the cus- corded for Victor. In the second
Seattle, April 13.
tomers by pouring all sorts of fancy half of his program, he presented
excellently arranged medley of
Helen Harris; **Mark of
(Col).

.
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Dick Newton, Reyes A Castro, dririks froni the same cocktail
Zelaya, Desi Arnax, Ray Wat- shaker for the usual socko recepHouse Orch (8), "Captain tion. Rex Weber, another vet showkins
fine invrrtammv cbstunfies for preman, mixes singing and ventro for
cision high-kickSj, Irene Cooke dpr China!’ (Par).
good results. Mariuel and Marita
ing the warbling, and Naomi Irwin

Don

an

all

the songs which have brought

him fame, and which he has helped
to popularize, such as "It Might as
Well Be Spring/’ "Paris, tu ri’as

"Sur Le
The Palomar show this week and their "society monkeys” liveri pas Change,” "Fiacre,”)
bn for a neat, if anachronistic,
Pont D’Avignon,” "Reverie,” "Te
Swanee rhumba.
For finale, the sags a bit, although comic Dick up the show with simian tricks Tire Ma Reverence,” "Tout Seul/’
girls later do a pick-and-shovel subr Newton, a local lad, shows prom- which are always surefire.
Carney’s impersoriatiohs of oiir "These Foolish Things,” "Rum and
way building production numbeF ise, and Don Zelaya’s standard act
Irish, Italian and Jewish forefa- Coca Cola.”
in full-stage, complete with grind- scores well.
Throughout the entire program,
Newton is a young cdmic who thers in a soap-box oratory skit
ing bulldozers, excavators, etc. It’s
a nice flash, with Jimmy Cameron mixes gags' and quips with some goes over the best of this glib-talk- he receives excellent support from
Raymond.
Bernard and his orchesthe
with
nicely
doing
magic
tricks^
funster’s
ing
offerings.
The
Yaand Miss Cooke handling a duet
and the line back for a dramatic Chinese rings, aided by a recruit cOpis wind bill with, fast acrobatics, tra.
line
In
with
the Etoile’s policy of
with
wibds
audience.
He:
from
the
including
the
perennial
triple
Raymond Scott "Powerhouse.” firiilarle^ PhUly
ish; with Mimo Ehala in a fwe -solo a pantomime bit, this time jyith somersault into a chair Which is al- precedirig a big riame star with
Philadelphia, April 14.
about
10
of
vaudeville, the new
acts
Hayd,
specialty. Whole setup is colorful two frottters, to a record Of the ways tops. Biz good.
Billie Holiday. George Shearing
show presents a variety, of acts, inand swiftly-paced, with business Andrews Sisters singing "Pehnsyliuintet, Roger Ray, The Satisfiers,
cluding acFobats, the standard bivahia Polka” for okay returns.
big;
MeSiay.
idrian & Charlie; Frankie Jule's
Orpheiiiiu L* A*
cycle routine, comics and jugglers.
Spanish dance team of Reyes and
louse Qrch; "Great Rupert" ( EL)
The
outstanding "act Of all is an
flamenco
aiid standCastro
handle
Los
Angeles,
April
12.
A|io1 Io 9/\. Y.
ard Spanish dances in neat fashion.
Ted Mack's Original Amateur English one with Sablon discovJohnny Otis Orch (13), Little
A potentially great show was
on
his recent tour of England.
Don
Zelaya mixes in some re- Hour, with Roger
ered
WOodside Tommy Jover, supported by Raf,
badly marred by; the slipshoddy EsthC^:
- 4- Step
^ Bros Mdrcg Bros, strained patter with Tchaikowsky Sisters (3), HarbldHill,
Urbach, Lee Pat
(6), Ralph Cooper, Mel Walker
performance of a name act at the.""
arid Chopin tunes on the concert
Juliari is a clever comedianr
and
Billie Redd
Lyte;
"Deputy Marshal' grand, putting over his 88ing for
Earle Friday night (14).
Holiday was the offender, and at rSGA
nice applause.
a'?rebalto
the show caught the singer was
Headliner Desl Arnaz, with His
?>"ellent tap routines, and
»aH*:^cFortanT°"^i
Combination of new faces and own leader, pianist and drummer
A just plain
...
scarcely intelligible/ The Rarle manoldfashioned comedy.
agement was incehsed at the poor old standbys is proving a strong in with the pit band, doesn’t spark Brown, Buster West A Lucille It’s an act that might well take
showing made by the star, who was b.q. magnet at the Apollo this week with his first numbers, "Cuba” and Page, Rene Williams Hptisc Orch the attention of American vaude"Vicious
(9);
Years"
(FC).
In the closing Spot; and stated cate- On the strength of opening night’s "Straw Hat,” but scores! with "Cuville scouts.
Gard.
gorieally after the show that the biz Friday (14). Johnny Otis’ crew, ban Cabby,” in which he goes into
Orpheum is mixing in three
singer ..would never play the hbuse a Coast outfit, shows plenty of pep, the audience for a: chorus arid the
and Little Esther, 14-year'Old song- familiar "Babalu,” with his bonga standard vaude turns with a lineup
Cliica |||09 Clii
again.
:/
Vets drum. Seems that the three musi- of amateurs from Ted Mack’s OrigFor the sake of the record, "Lady stress, has novelty appeal.
Chicago, April 14.
inal
Amateur
on
the
layout
Hour
are
and the total
the Four Step ciaris would add more to
Hay” tried woefully to sing some
the act if
Siccardi & Brenda, Nip Nelson,
of her more artistic familiars, such Bros., terp turn, and emcee Ralph on stage, perhaps in, costume, and offering comes off to good returns. Gali
Edith
Fellows & Tommy
Pali,
Opening
tow audience like /the
as "Crazy, He Calls Me.” "Lover Cooper,
response should be better if Arnaz
simon-pures as well as the pros and Dix, Louis Basil House Orch; "Dear
With tour reed five ^brass and., bore
Man” and ”God Bless the Child.”
(Par),
the showwise manner in which biU
She was away off, however, and four rhythm, Otis starts fh^session samba-rhumba angle;
Reed.
veew..
Was presented.
lost the audience after the first With a marathon Jive number, that
(IJurrent bill, unlike usual ChiYoung Wee Willie Smith has
number when they began to walk paves the way for the Six Mkrco
St*
Loo
9
been doing his amateur dancing cago layoutsv was booked in for
Bros.
Using
a couple of teeterout on her; It was doubly unfortuSt. Louis, April 15.
lorig enough to qualify as a profes- only one week, and absence of real
nate for the vocalist, since .M-G-M boards, the boys execute the standJ immy Husson, Tommy Port, sional. His fasit offering pleases, headliner is showing at b.o. Show
records had Invited about every ard somersaulting and kindred acIDiefc &. Dot Remy, Robinson fk Mar- as does Ray Austin’s
is nicely paced and well produced;
robatic
feats.
last
the
Sextet’s
for
area
competent
in
the
veritrb turn,
disk jockey
tin, Buddy Sc Jean Peterson, Bill the
monope terping of Harold but weakness lies in individual acts
show, in order to have them on work earned okay returns.
Schirmer,
Frank
Panus
For
a
Urbach
couple
of
and
spWcialtie.s.
and
the songs, of Olympia themselves.
Otis
hand for a still later reception
Siccardi A Brenda open with exBarome. Latter has lots of power
party for George Shearing’s Quin- moves his rhythm section plus two Orch; "Buccaneer Girl" iU )
.-’/
brass and two reed Closer to the
and good range, but her stage pres- otic dance, stint, following Louis
tet.
At first it was tittering then ence arid costuming is completely
Basil Orch’s overture of "Song of
The blind English pianist Is footlights. .Small unit cuts loose
making a terrific impression in his with an Instrumental piece in the heavy ypcks> and finally terrif uriprbfessional; Same can be said India.’^ Siccardi brandishes whip
Vocalist Redd Lyte palm-pounding for Jimmy Husson, for Carol Brickley, barnyard imi- and is dressed in Cossack getup,
local theatre debut; He is extrcm e- boogie vein.
comic, doubling as emcee for cur; tator; Doris Martin,
ly popular here through his record- maintains the hectic pace via a
trumpet play- revealing strongly-built /physique.
blues
number
and
Otis socks across rent layout. Husson, while Frank er, arid the three Woodside Sis- Brenda’s eostiime is skimpy. Pair
ings and is given a great reception
when he comes on and wins laughs with a spirited sesh on the skins. panus’ tooteis at the teeoff score ters, vocalists, the other femmes bn do series of dances featuririg Sicqardi’s
spinnirig
femme around
With his amiably corny musical Crooner Mel Walker coritribs more with a Richard Rodgers rnedley, the bill;-^
agS;
The musicianship of the blues in a gravel voice for fair re- does a swell chorus of "Blue
Roger Hill ik tlfe first of the after threatening her with whip,
Moon”
and
then begins his sly males out, getting over With
f hearing conibo is, of course, ac- sults.'.’
ma- Man seems clumsy- but that might
In next-to-closing groove is Lit- chatter; introducing the acts and rimba
cepted; but it la interesting to note
selections.
Lee Adams, be due to heavy boots he wears
the response it gets in a large tle Esther. Gal has achieved some- kidding the customers. Later, in yoUng singer, does okay iri sellirig during act. Exit tb moderate harid.
Nip Nelson is overlong, a bit
vauder with such matters as sheer thing of a rep as a blues chanter next to closing, Husson whams ovev two tunes, Marshallirig the amatechnique, the skillful playing of via recordings and presumablv has his impresh of a number of per- teurs is Danny Drayson. His emcee- corny and rather mohotonous ih
sonalities,
such
as Fred Allen, irig is good and his own
the individuals around and agalnSt a ready-made audience.
Unfortucomedy Satire and impressions of radio pereach other, and the subtly modu- nately, she hasn’t developed a stage Clark Gable, Birig Crosby, Winch- and dance spot even better.
He formers and programs. Opens with
lated arrangements. Audience fa- preserice as yet, and her voice is ell, Heatter,Kaltenborn, and final- scored in fine fashion at show impression of Clyde McCoy playJolson
ing "Sugar Blues” arid HarmoniAVarbling
miliarity with Shearing’s numbers inconsistent. Her tones bn ‘ffjittle ly/
"Rockaby caught.
is obvious from the burst of ap- Misery” particularly were off key. Baby” and interp of Perry Como
Opening the bill is Mel Hall and cats on "Peg O’ My Heart,” then
;
/Singing
"Temptatibn.’!
:swirigs
into Lpuella Parsons and
plause which greets the first meas- Nevertheless, the payees handrid
his pro unicycle turn. Hall
Only a step behind Husson for around stage on all sizes of whips Jameb Stewart imitatioriSv Follows
ures of "September in the. Rain,” her a warm reception.
wheels,
Four Step Bros., per usual, make the audience okay are Dick arid winding up with a shoulder stand with takeoff bn radio commercials,
even though It- is introduced as
something else and Is also played for a terrific finale, Their smooth Dot Remy in their knockout atop a high, nnicycle that thrills. which though corny and rather
Jmitachalleiige hoofing and precision aero stuff; Despite roturidiiess, Miss McFarland & Brown are slap-happy blunt, get .good reception.
that way.
Roger Bay provides a welcome prancing in unison gain ’em a Remy uncorks some amazing hand dancing ^comedians that/ provide a tibns of Frankie Lame: and Burl
breather in the musical fare, al- heayy salvo. Comedy slot is par- balancing stuff and he scores sol bright Six rifiinutes midway. Best Ives are weak, but President Triithough he purports to be -a vibes tially held down by Ralph Cooper idly in one-handed balancing dance. fs McFarland ’s ape imitating and mari mimicry is well ^ received.
The session opens with Buddy limber-legged terping. Buster West After a rather long and sometimes
viituoso, He tells f he audiehce they who overdoes it with liis suggestive
liave a right to hate him, the mo- remarks. House comic* Cr/if'k.‘?hot, and Jean Peterson, youthful roller & Lucille Page close the show with confusing takeoff ori "Infter Sancduo, working on elevated platform routines that feature similar loose? tum,” he closes solidly with gpike
meht the vibraphone is wheeled on, is tossed in for good measure.
at the edge bf the apron and pull- limbeb stepping.
find from theh on his cdnfldentiali
GUb.
(Continued on page 61)
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Opera

1950

h^Stuif

Forth Worth, April lS.
“Rosalinda,'.' “Tosca” and “The
Sam Zolotow, drama reporter of the N. Y. Timas, Is the subject of
Marriage of Figaro,” all in English,
an enlighteriing and amusing portrait by Brooks Atkinson, the paper’s
will comprise the Fort Worth Civic
critic, hi the current issue of the sheet's house pj^axip Times Talk. The
Opera's 1950-51 season.
affectionately kidding^on^he-Ievel piece notes how Zolotow Was a chief
“Rosalinda” is tentatively dated
pharmacist’s mate in the Navy during World War I and adds, “Today
actress, and Richard Npy. 29 and Dec, 1. “Tosca” prob- he as
the chief iriedical consultant for the drama department. He prePittsburgh, April 18. . ver, ex-film
again will be leads _and ably will he presented Feb. 14 and scribes for everybody With overwhelming gusto.”
Deems
which
Gun,”
Your
“Annie Get
will direct. Rob- 16, and “Figaro” is expected April
Mullaney
Wrlliam
The critic continues, “He is good-hearted, high-spirited and fabu^
was to have opened the fifth sea- ert Springer is the producer,
4 and 6.
lously able. The impossible he does today; the prodigious he will do
son of the summer Opera company
There will be a new summer
shifted
been
tomorrow.
Work is not so much his avocation as his passion; and as
has
Other
at i^tt Stadium,
playhouse in WestbprO.
the broken typewriters are carted away from the office arid the nuiriber
instead to the closing spot, .vdth companies are expected in Boylof telephones increase* and the files expand, sometimes I; wonder
the signing of the Chicago com- stoh and StUrbridge.
whether the rest of the paper has much of a future.''
pany of“Kiss Me; Kate” in its enSeason
Atkinson tells the story of how producer Max Gordon, badgeried by
4-Wcck
tirety to tee off the 1950 series
Indpls:
ZolotOw’s relentless questioning, finally pleaded over the telephone,
week of ^Une 12/ Series this year
Indianapolis, April 18.
to
nine
“Sam, don’t look at me that Way!” He also reveals how Zolotow opens
has been increased from
•Four-week season of summer
all the drama department mail, even personal letters to other members
10 shows, with windup set now for opera here Was assured this week
Strbng Invasion of Europe by of the staff, on Sundays, When he is On sole duty in« the office. In
'Augi 19'.'
\\ben Indianapblis Theatre Assn,
Spring
this
f^^
artists
ah
_
3.. concert
Director^ of the local
a plot to trap the reporter, it was arranged for John Byram, of Paraagreed to underwrite 50% Wage U
venture had tried to land: the hfa- guarantee for cboperatiye Star- and suriimer, continues to point up mount, and Sidney Phillips/ of Metro, to send Atkinson letters marked
emphasis from “Personal,” to be delivered with the regular Sunday mail. Inside,
music
in
switch
the
fairgrounds.
tibnal company of “South Pacific
state
at
Musicals
light
America W®® there were messages saying, “Sam, what do you mean by opening Atfor the launching, but when this
Most Starlight Musical workers, pre-war days, when
was unsuccessful, they immediate^ except Equity members, gamble on flooded with foreign talent. Pianist kinson's personal mall?”
/
ly went into action on “Kiss Me, boxoffice receipts for their full Artur Ruhinstein sailed Thursday
Whqn he arrived at the office, Atkinson reports, all the rest of the
Kate” upon discovering, that the wages. Last year; they gbt about (13) for two months of concertiz- mail was opened, but those two letters were still sealed. After a few
Violinist weeks, the scheme Was repeated; but again the two letters were the
musical was Winding up in Chi- 25c bn the dollar, but unions de- ing on the continent/
cago around the end of May. Un- cided to; give it another try since Erica Moxlni sailed same day for a only ones unopened. The critic coneWides, “Since John and Sidney
was
derstood plenty of pressure
1949 season was started Jate and six-month tour. Contralto Marian haVe never violated the conspiracy and -since I have never dared menbrought to bear upon the pro- had no organized backing.'
Anderson goes to Europe in May tioh it to Sam, I am stUl wondering how he‘ foxed us* I wish Sant
ducers by the United Booking Qf- ^ Theatre Assn; produced “Stars for a month, opening in Paris Would tell me. It has been preying bn riiy mind for two years.”
fiee to stop the‘ Pittsburgh outdoor
According to Atkinson^ the publication of his article hasn’t lessened
Under Stars” series at Butler Bowl May 24, before starting g South
booking, bn the basis that it would
Vi®" Zblotow’s curiosity about other people's maiU/ “When X ciairie to the
in 1947 arid 1948, but remained Airierican tour this suminer.
eliminate this city as a run possi- iriactive last year because of high linist Isaac Stem will be a! soloist office today,’', the critic reported Monday (17)', “Sam had opened my
bility indoors for “Kate” in the
operating costs at that site even for the Pablo Casal$ Bach Festival letter^, including one containing a check for $24^ However, hie didn’t
Terms for the under-the^ though it still had kitty of about at Prades, France; and coritralto cash the cheCfc”
fall;
stai’S week, however, were too faStarUght Mrisicals were Blanche Thebom is guest artist
$25,000.
vorable, to resist,;
;
started by Charles Hedley and Mel With the Stockholm Opera in May.
London reviews of “Detective Story” and; '‘Platinum Set” contained
Announcement in the dailies
uniori help to fill breach.
with
Ross
Even the maestros are rushihg some burious references to thC: American theatre. Obviously because
about the “Kate” booking^ and that
Phil
Y.
N.
The
wholesale.
abroad
both plays are of U. S* authorship, the former by Sidney Kingsley and
season ticket buyers would get
harmonic’s Dimitri MltropOulps is the latter by Reginald Denham and Mary Orr* several of the notices
Eye Operettas for Ghl
first pick of locations, Immediately
flying to Italy May 1 to conduct in were someWhat belittling in tone. Most striking in that direction was
brought a rush of orders and inJune, in- the review by Beverley Baxtori, Member of Parliairient, and critic of
quiries to the Civic Light Opera
Chicago Lake Frori^ Fair will five cities in May and
The Beaverbrook’s Evening Standard. As a politician/ the reviewer was
enAssn. busirieSs office, and the
probably have a series of Shubert cluding the Florerice Festival.
“
gagement is expected to carry a operettas this summer, possibly Philadeiphia Orchestra’s Eugene possibly expressing, a popular view When he wrote, ‘Detective Story’
Scandiin
is yet another version of ‘Les Miserables,' which is the favorite theme
lot of weito in thb early advance under tent. They Would be tab ver- Ormaindy will baton
navia this summer. Bruno Walter of the rich and happy United States. What the normal, decent Amersale.
sions.
to ican likes to see on the stage Is a sex-crazed hillbilly, a sadistical
Shubert huddled with flies to‘’ Switzerland in August,
J.
J.
Bast Hartford Reopens
Crosby Kelley last week bver conduct at Lausanrie' and Salzburg. truck driver, a ‘drink-sodderi prostitute and a multiple murderer. He
Vladifeels that these people are all part of the American scene and are endetails here, and the go-ahead The St. Louis Symphony’s
Hartford, April 18.
mir Gplschmann flew Friday (I4) titled to their place in the nation’s esteem.”
Shuttered for nearly two months, looks promising,
Paris, and
in
conduct
to
France
to
across-thethe Astor theatre in
Bordeaux. The Gleveland OrchesBiggest hit in years at the Pittsburgh Playhouse has been the Samuel
river East Hartford last night
tra's GeOrge Szell flies to London Spew^ck coniedy, “Three Blind Mice.”
Productions at the cbmmuriity
(Mon.) reopened for stock presenalis
Bernstein
Leonard
26.
May
theatre
normally ruri four weeks. This one has had to be extended to
tations. Oh the boards was Sarah
Italy, with conducting as
five
ready,
in
and
even
the
demand
seats
can't
be met. Unable to extend
for
so
Story.”
/'Philadelphia
in
Churchill
C ontinued from page 57
signirierits tO follow in Israel in the inn any longer because of the rigid schedule for the season, the
House had been under operation of
in
Holland
in
and
June^
Playhouse
extra
performance
and
has
scheduled
ah
fcy
May 1 at an outside
Harold J. Kennedy when It folded hibitive expense. However, other
auditorium, that of the Frick School, in order to accommodate part of
last February after an abortive municipal officials have indicated July.'
Curiously enough, it was at the Frick School that the
Pianist ,WilUam Kapell tours the overflow.
winter.
that free permits might be Issued
Kennedy, Operator of .a summer by the License ;Departmerit to per- Scandinavia in September. Pianist Playhouse first put on Its shows more than 15 ‘years ago, before the
venture
its
own theatre.
got
J;,
N.
Piinceton,
violinist-wife
List ; and
stOck company at
niit the sain of tickets at regular Erigene
On that basis, Carroll Glenn are off to Europe
had been producer of shows at the boxOffice prices,
Pianist Rudolf Serkin
Astor, doubling at acting and di- Bloomgarden aiid Louis Lotito, June 10.
I
rection. This trip, however, he is president of City Playhouses, Iric., flies to Europe April 24 for a series
Soprano Dorothy
in on a deal with a syndicate of plan to ask McCaffery to grant of concerts.
East Hartford businessmen who such franchises.
Maynor is already in Europe, singhave put up. cash for 5i tryout
The setup, would call for allot ing in Italy, Frarice, Holland and
The George S, Kaufmanel (Tues.)
Alfred Harding, of the
seats
number^
of
period.
ments of limited
Scandinavia until Jurie. Violinist (Leueen McGrath) will go to Lon- Actors F^quity staff, has been apHouse seats 497. Format of oper- to shows at City Playhouses thea- Ossy Renardy is also abroad, to
pointed a member of the Minimum
don some tiine in May for a vacaation is to back up a vUiting celeb- tres (Or any other managements tour the continerit all summer.
Wage Board of the amusement inThey dustry in New York State
rity with a local resident cofnpany. that might want to participate on a Pianist Robert Casadesus left for tion and to see the shows.
hope to find a West End hit for Playwright
cooperative basis) for sale by the Europe a week agO;
Howard Teichmann
presentation on Broadway next
White Bam BoWs Earlier
bookriores at boxoffice prices. The
Others slated for European con- season' with Kaufman directing back from Florida.
mana^ment would allow a com- cert appearances include Martha
Pittsburgh, April 18/
Margaret Phillips and Henry
and Miss McGrath as lead
Local strawhat season at White mission to the stores. Entire proj- Liptori, William Priirirose, Eugene
Daniell will replace Irene Worth
for the Elsa Shelley
Bam theatre, operated by actors ect is figured likely to boost ticket Istomin, Pierette Alarie, Jean Program
Alec Guinness, respectively,
and
drama, “With a Silk Thread,” lists
Clay Flagg and Cari Low, will get sales, particularly among groups Watson, Donald Dame, Ricardo
effective
“Cocktail
Party,”
Claire Luce as “starring” in the in
underway this year earlier ^ than
legit,
patronize
now
rarely
June
“Kiss Me, Kate” is
that
5
^
Edmund Kurtz.
Irving Kaye Davis, production, alset for The local bookstore setup, espe- Odnoposoff and
heeri ^set
Teeoff has heen
usnal.
the
slated
to
move
31
from
July
Some are heading or have al- though her name appears below Century to the Shubert. By that
June 10, Just two daya before the cially in other boroughs arid outlythe play's title
Richard Alv
summer opera senes is launched
conimuniUes, should greatly ready left for other climes. Violin- drich, Richard Myers and Julius time, renovations will have been
at Pitt Stadium. No director haa simplify’ ticket buying, it’s believed; ist Jascha Heifetz has left for
completed on the latter house
been named yet by Flagg and Low, It seeiris possible that in niariy Israel, and fiddler Yehudi Menu- Flelschmarin have optioned Elaine Signboards are being placed on
Cairirigton's
“Mirie
Was One the sides of the Shubert and Booth
who will be in their third stretch cases, regular bookstore customers hin is there already. Baritone Igor Voice”
for production next season.
at the White Barn, Which is lotheatres, in Shubert Alley, taking
order tickets by phone and Gorin heads for Hawaii, for at
Paul Beisman, manager of the the place of those previously on
cated near Irwin, Pa., about 17 could
Harpist Milleast four concerts.
them*
charge
accounts
maintain
for
Triangle.
American,
St. Louis; Saul Kaplan,
Golden
the
miles from
the fence along the opposite side
mid-May
Dillirig
in
leaves
for
dred
Then central phone office to
of
the
Colonial,
Boston,
and of the passageway ... Peter CookSo far, already, indicating the
a Caribbean tour. Pianist Gyorgy Peter
Ermatlnger, of the Biltmore, son will probably plane back April
quick click of White Bam, pro- handle phone orders was Suggested
Australia,
pianand
Los Angeles, have been added to
ducers have had more than 100 ap- to Lotito several weeks ago by Sandor fliOs to
Sigi
Weissenberg sails for the Assn, of Theatrical Press 26. from London, where he is setplications from would-be appren- David Lowe, producer of the re- ist
ting a deal for the production of
A year ago this time they cent Broadway presentation, “The Israel.
tices.
Agents & Managers committee “The Innocents.”
Incidentally,
had only nine, They can accom- Enchanted.”
Hayltig noted the
There seems. to be gold abroad preparing a national public rela- no replacement has yet been found
modate just two.
number of people who phoned the to draw the talent, war clOuds, tions program for submission to for Beatrice Straight (Mrs. CookLyceum boxoffice to try to reserve blocked currency and travel hard- the League of N.'Y. Theatres
son), who
withdraws from the
290G Advance* St. L.
The union has also named Ben leading part of the Broadway proseats for his production, Lowe con- ship^ notwithstanding.
Boyar, Victor Samrock, Harold duction late in May.
ceived the idea of having a central
St; Louis, April 18.
Goldberg, John Shubert, Samuel
The advance sale of season switchboard with a permanent staff
Gertrude Lawrence is set for
J.
Friedman, Dave Tebet, Hal the femme lead in the musical verOttawa Rep. Theatre
ducats for the forthcoming sum- to handle such business.
Olver*
i 1 1 i a
Shirley, Ben sion of “Anna
He concedes that few tickets for
mer of al fresco /entertainment in
and the King of
Basis
Steady
Clicks on
Chasin and Leo Libkin as a com- Siam,” which Richard Rodgers arid
the Forest Park playhouse, spon- the top hits would be available
mittee
on uriemployment
Oscar Hammerstein, II, are adaptsored by the Municipal ’Theatre through such a channel, hut beWith the possibilities for touring Harry Shapiro is manager and ing for production next winter.
has passed the $290,000 lieVes applicants for these, seats
Assri.,
Phil Bloom p.a, for “Phoenix Too The Playwrights’ Co. last- week
mark, and last season’s all-time might be sent to lesser draws. Since Broadway shows limited to a few Frequent”
and “Freight” ,
high of $300,000 before the teeoff telphoried orders would not be held Canadian cities because of the lack James Hughes is pressagent and made an initial distribution of
more than;24 hours, no loss of; sales of legit houses, the Cariadian Rep-*; Emmett Callahan manager of “Sil- $20,000 on its $10(),000 production
is expected to be passed.
Gilbert
of “Lost in the Stars/*
Lotito, ertory Theatre in Ottawa, with lim- ver Whistle”
The season opens Jurie 8 with would result, he says.
Al Goldin is Miller* not Irene Selziiick and
an ll-night starid of ‘'Brigadoori.” pointing out that any such setup ited facilities but plenty Of back- manager of “Peter Pan.”
represent-^
Lawrence
Langner,
Is
should properly include all Broad- ing, has succeeded in estabiishing
Eleanor Pinkham is manager
way theatres, plans *to submit itself as a professional: group run- arid Hal Weiner pressageht for the irig the Committee of Theatrical
Palmertott's TWO Are Set
Producers in efforts to get a top
to
the
ning
Oil
proposal
League
a
week-to-week
basis.
Since
Lowe’s
of
Los Angeles Civic Light Opera Government official, preferably
Worcester, April 18.
Bill
Tisdale, who recently with a White House connection, to
Playhouse here will open its N.Y. .Theatres arid/or the Commit- its start in October, 1949, it has
offered 26 plays varying frOm “The withdrew - as company manager of arrange a
eighth season of summer stock tee of Theatrical Producers.
differences
settlement
Heiress”
“Personal
“Thcit
to
Appearance,”
Lady” because of ill health, between Actors Equity and Marcus
May. 19, producer Guy Palmerton
arid opened Moriday (10) with the has returried toi^ the Coast
arinounces. Frank LyoiL arid HudChamber orgk pioneer
Heiman, and thus bring about the
Goldreyer has succeeded reppenirig of the National theatre,
son Faussett again Will direct,
Max Jaeob; Who organized one first stock presentation in CJanada Mike
Harold
Jacoby
palmertpn also has been playing
as
company
manaWashington, on a non-segregation
of the first chamber orchestras in of' “Harvey.”
with the idea of presenting musiMade up Of former professional ger of the touring “Lend An Ear” basis.
Herbert Kingsley is miiAmerica, in 1924, is coming back
. Mitzl Green
cals under carivas on the city’s outarrived from the sicM director ' of “Talent '50/
and
amateur
actors
Oanada,
fjrom
to the eoncert field efter* a long
Coast
last
;;'skirts;Week
for
a
leading
part
which the Stage Managers Club
England and the U. $., compariy
in Michael 'Todd's “Peep Show” will present April 28 in New York,
His Lake Whalom Playhouse absericei
He’ll preemi a new chamber orch has 20 on its fulltime payroll, in- revue
outside Fitchburg, 25 miles away,
The
Mummers
Club
of as a showcase for new perforriiof 34 playere in N, Y. next month, cludirig two co-directors, a business State Teachers College of the ers.
will open its 17th season June 19.
and scenic designer with State
Univ. of N. Y. will present
Red Barn, Westboro, will open with a concert at Town Hall May 2. manager
Walter Fried, co-prodiicer of
a minimum salary of $35 a week.
'“Glass Menagerie” as the feature “Death of a Salesman,” will be
May 16 with “Burlesque,” with
Iggie Wolfington and Ruth White
Harry Murdock* drama critic of For want of a proper house, com- of the third annual festival of general manager of the Yvette and
in for this play only.
George the Philadelphia Inquirer this sea- pany has leased the auditorium of drariia groupk iri western New Harry Schumer production uf
Hutchinson will direct.
son in Edwin H. Sehloss’ absence, the La Salle Academy, a 672-5eat- York State, April 28-29, at Fre- Salriuel Woolley-Taylor's “Square
Lakeside, outside Putnam, Cbnn.* will do publicity for the philly er, and prices are scaled from $1.20 doriia, N. Y. .
Coast producers Needle,” which is slated for fall
starts its second summer
Robin
May
23
Hood Dell concerts this to 60c. Average gross since open- Russell Lewis arid Howard Young presentation. Samuel F. Fried'
ing has been around $1>300.
with “'Angel Street/’ Lynne Car^ summer^
were due in New York yeisterday man is p.a.
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Tfl# fblldiiiihff Of€. <th€ CQ1ftipdfUtiV9i ilOUV€S hasci 0)l VARIETY^i
(the 46th week of the season)
hoxoffice esHmates for last
'

meh

and the eorrespondihg week of

last

seasoni

BROADWAY

Last
Season

Sfasoii

of shows current
27
27
Total weths played so fajr by all shows ...
1,004
1,075
Total gross, for all current shows last week
*»‘$594;600
$717,300
Total season’s gross so far by all shows.
.$24,971,800 $29,420,600
Number of new productions so far .......
62
64

Number

.

.

ROAD^

.,/•

•
.

;

/..

{Excluding Stoek)

:

Number

;

of current touring shows reported
22
19
Totial weeks played so far by all shows
889
1,043
Total road gross reported last week. ;
$345,900
‘»‘$322i000
Season’s total road gross so far.
.>
.$17,874,844 $21,470,000
.

.

.

•*,Holy-'Week.-'^'

Atlanta, April 18.
Susan Peters, starring in Tennessee Williams’ “The Glass Menagerie,” pulled $5,000 for the
Penthouse theatre, atOp Ansley hotel, in the 30th and final week of
the current season.
The figure
Was respectable in view of the
fact that the Peters-“Menagerie”
As anticipated, legit attendance Getting $tandees at all perform^
combo took in $7,400 at the Pent- was generally much better bn ances; over $28,900.
house Just two weeks ago.
Broadway last week.
Especially
“The Innocents,” p i a y h o u s e
Six- week test of the Penthouse during the first part of the Weekj (10th wk) (D-$i80; 819; $18,740).
No. 2, in Hotel Roosevelt ballroom, with Easter holiday crowds in evi- Second succesrive Week’s iniprbveJacksonville, entered its filial week dence, receipts topped the previ- ment tobk the gros.s to a new high;
Monday (17) With“The Man Who bus week’s healthy level: Cendir:.:$16, 300,
Game to Dinner, starring Burl tipns were spotty late in the week,
“Velvet Glove#” Golden (16th
Ives. Sarah Churchill closed there however,' and sortie sfibws wound wk) (CD-$4,80; 769; $18,127). Also
Saturday (15) night in “The Phila- up with lower totals than: they’d bpunced; nearly $10,700;^:
delphia Story,” grossing $6 ,o 60, the gotten the traditionally offish Hbly
“Where's Cha rley ?” St. / J anies
highest figure turned in at the Week. The total gross for all 27
;(78th wk) (M-$6; 1,509; $37, 80Q).
Florida
theatre4n-the-round
to shows Was 83.05% of capacity, a
jumif of 8.97% above the preced- Hopped back, to capacity; $37,800.
date.-./
ing. week:’
“Wisteria Trees,” Mairtin Beck
theatre will light up its
There were two bpenings and (3d wk) (D-$4,80-$6; 1,214; $33,footlights agaih this week when
000). Had another powerful week;
two
last
One
show
ciosiugs
week.
James Duhn opens Thursday (20)
virtual capacity at almost $32,500.
for a three-day, four-perf Ormance may fold this week.
“With a Silk Thread,” Lyceum
run.';
Estimates for Last Week
(1st wk) (D-$4.80; 995; $22,500).
Floyd Worthington and Alex
Keys' C (Coniedy h D (Drama) Elsa Shelley drama openeB WedRotoy have* leading roles, in “The CD (Comedy ‘Dr amh) R CRevite); nesday night
(12)^ to unanimbusly
Prince of Pilsen,” production: of
(Musical ) O (Operetta)). (
uqfayorable- reviews; first five perAtlanta civic Opera Co., which
Other parenthetic figures refers formances grossed about $3,00p,
opens tonight (Tues.) at Roxy the- respectively, 'to top price tiumbef
(
Fiitnre;Date$.atre for a five-day, six-show run.
.scats and capacity gross. -Price
of
Eugene j, Bergman is production includes
“Pqter Pan,” April 24, at Im20% amusement tax, but perial;
director for showj Which is "being
“Phoenix
Too Frequent”
grosses are net: i.e., exclusive of
sponsored by the Optimist Club of tax.
and “Freight,” April 26,: at Fulton;
Atlanta for benefit Of their Boys
“Tickets, Please,” April 27ji at CoF“Arms and the Girl,” 46th St.# bnet; “Brigadoon,” May 2, at City
WorkrFund/
(ilth wk) (M-$6; 1,319; $42,000).: Center; “Hbuse
oni the Cliff,” May
Theatfe Guild-Arithbny B. Farrell 3, at uhspeeified. theatre; “The
production slid to $37,500.
Liar,” May 10, at Broadhurst;:
“As:^ Yob Like It;” "(i2th' wk) (C- “Streetcar Named Desire,” May 23,.
$4.80-$6; li064; $27,000): Revival at City
Center; “Peep Show,’f
also eased; almbst: $23., 800.
June 13; at unspecified theatre.
“Caesar and Cleopatra;” Niationr
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Legit picture took a turii for the
better for the first time in several
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Three-day breakih of 'House On
Shubert last week
•Vyj'
failed to catch on. With
vacant pews in ^idence.

clbsing
beca*!®®

hfiht

reviie, is

over

Up

“Madwomah

of

langer (5th

week)

Next-to-last
$20,500.

week

ChaiUot,”
[IJhaillot,”

Er-

$4.33).
showing fast
showihg

(1,334;

\

f\AIII

t

~

w
r

I

AnAn*

Luncr

19 th

Tickets'

Miller

(13th

$2i;600,

”Come
,Bboth

balls in

prospect for the majority of the
city’s legit houses. Philly’s 194950 legit seasOri is rapidly drawing
to a close^
Currently, one house the Locust—is open with the comedythriller, “House
oh the (^liff,”
which opiened a two weeks’ tryout
engagement last night (17) with
Ernest Truex and Fay Bainter as
starrers.
Advance sale was mild.
House is due to get a Jewish show
for a short run starting May 8.
Estimates for Last Week
Abi Gezunt,” Shubert (one week:
only) (1,877; $3.9Q).
Molly Picon,
Yiddish musical comedy vehicle,
which was only Easter Week attraction in a local legit hpuse, got

Hub

'

Back,

(9 th

$20,000).

.

M

Boston, April 18.
Musical - show’ hungry
Boston
tore into “Miss Liberty,” here for
a threerweek stay at the 1,709seat Shubert ’vvith a $4.80 top.
Show got pretty good notices for
an assist and took abbut $29,300,
which is okay. Second week is

wk)

The

Little
Sheba,”
(D-$4.80;
712;

“Tony:’

recent

awards for the acting of Shirley
Bboth and Sidney Blackmer, plus current.
.

“Tickets Please,” opening same
the holiday spurt, zbomed receipts
might at the Plymouth, also with a
to a new high around $16,000.
top, got very favorable no$4.80
“Cry. of the Peacock,” Mansfield
tices and did a neat $18,000, well
(1st week). (D-$4:80; 1,041; $26,000).
below the top at the scale but okay
James Cblligah-Don Medford pro- for
an intiinate revue. “Mister
duction opened Tuesday night (11)
Roberts,” meantirtie, Is still plenty
folclosed
pans
and
to Unanimous
healthy
at the -Colonial, gbing over
lowing the Wednesday inatinee
No
$26,800 on its rixth week.
(12); gross for the two periormopeners this Week, but season looks
ances was about $3,000.
;

^1'^“22); NiXohi Pitt. (24-29).
an okay profit at $9,000,
’-Harvey”^Lanier Aud:,. Mont“Lighi Up the Sky,” Las Palmas
gomeryj Ala. (17); TOmple, Birm- (1st wk) ($3.60; 388), Fine notices
“Death of a Salesman,” Morosco okay through May.
ingham (18-19); Tower, Atlanta greeted the Wednesday (12) open- (62d wk) (D-$4:80; 914; $23,800),
(20-22);
Ryinan Aud., Nashville ing, With first four nights virtual Eased, to $19,500.
Memorial Audv Louisville capacity at $4^800.
(24);
“Detective Story,” Hudson, (56th
(25-26); Municipal And., Hunting“Of All Things,” Century (4th wk) (D-$4.80; 1,016; $23,675), Also
ton, W. Va, (27); Municipal Aud.,
the previous week; $18',In 5th Visit to St.
wk) ($3:60; 382), Another $3,500 bettered
•/

Philadelphia,
ia, April 18.

With keys add camphor
ip’hor

Party,”

“Cocktail

—

in

lAI 111
In
Picon SliSOO

(

41 >

wk) (G-$4:80; 940; $21,600). Rang
up another capacity week; nearly.

'

:

Biltmore

1,172;
$19;-

$14,600.^

*•

r

alrtiost

:

wk) (C-$4.80; 920; $22,600). The
pace improved for this Lbndbn im-^
port and, with an extra matirtee,
the nine-performance total I'eached

RoaA Shows

a
(1,500; $4.94).
P4.94).
last week With
with $18,000.

^Dipped to

200.
“Clutterbuck,”

Los Angeles, April 18.
Biz perked last week and prospects are brighter for the weeks
imrtiediately ahead.
Two more
houses rekindle: this frame, the
Beiasco tomorrow (19) with “An(>lp.nl 17-29)
gel Street,” initial productibn of
“Abi Gezunt” *— Bushnell Aud., the Negro Repertory Theatre, and
Hartford (17); Court Square, the Coronet Thursday .(20) with
Springfield, MiaSS. (19); Aud., WorThe Uninvited
the preem of
cester (20); Opera House, Bost.
Guest.” Biltmore, dark this Week,
.(21-23).,
relights Sunday (23) with the new
“Borschtcapades”
BlackstOne, Olsen and Johnson show“Tsk,
Chi^ in-SIO).".
Tsk, Tsk Paree,” and the Philhar“Brigadoon”
NixOn, Pitt. (17- monic opens the following night
“The Chocolate Soldier,”
22); Shrine i^osque, Richmond (24- with
26); Playhouse, WilmingtOn (27- marking the start of the L. A.
Civic Light Opera Season.
29 ),. \
^ '’Death of a Salesman”—^Ameri-,
Estimates for Last Week
(i7-29k
“Good Night Ladies,” El Capi“Dianiond Lit’ —• Shubert, Ipe- tart, (3d wk) ($2.40; 1,142). Showed

“Lend An Ear,” Great Northern

wk) (GD-$4;80-$6;

al (ITth
$30,000).

,

(3rd week)

•

.

House gets the vMargaret WebAdvance for the fourth return of ster ‘Taming of the Shrew” for a
“Oklahomal” to Chicago April 23 single performance April 29. Only
:is lush: “Miss Liberty” is due May other booking for the spring is the
22 at the Shubert and “Two Blind Ballet Russe, set for May 11-13.
Mice” at the, Harris, May 8.
Molly
Picoh
brpught “Abi
GezUnt” to the Shubert for a
Estimates for Last Week
“Borscht r Capades,” BlackstOne Single performance Sunday (16).
fair
Gross was
estimated
(4th week) (1,358; $4A0), Doing a
fancy $23,000.
$1,700. ,
^‘Kiss Me, Kate,” Shubert (30th
week) (2,100; $6.18). Popped up to
perky $28,300.
Current
tired.

little

<

i

•

Smgle

1**

NewvHavCn, April

,

M

-

5G

weeks, wUh #11 shows, improving.
Talk of the town is the continued sock business the biwliiigual
^'Horscht-Capades” is doing. “Lend
An Ear” shot up, as did its musical
which
partner, *‘Kiss Me, Kate,
broke the Shubert house record
this week With a 30-week stay.
is
“Borscht:
Capades”
Sunday (23), reportedly
Mickey Katz, star of the

•

‘

—

^

Gharleston (28-29).
“House bn the Cliff” -^ Locust,

frame.

Below bperating

’^300:.

costs.

touis

Loiiis, April 18
“Oklahoma” is still or*' o^' the
strongest draws to hit SI. Louis.
St.,

“Devil's Disciple,” Royale (8th
Wk) ((i44.a0-$6; 1,035; $27,500).
Slipped to $24,500.

“The Banker’s Daugliter.” New
Globe (9th wk) (.$2.40; 299). ReMe. Kate’'--Shubert, Chi. sumed operations after week’s
Blondes,” The piece wound up its ninth week
Prefer
“Gentleiiien
(17-29)..
layoff on threemight weekly ba'.hein five visits at the Amcn-’c*'
“Lend An Ear”— Great North- sis. Did Okay $1,500 in first ses- Ziegfeld (19th wk) (M-$6; 1,628; atre Saturday 15) with a sock b.o.
$48,244). Hit capaeity again; over
ern, Ghi. (17-29).
rion under new program; about
Eight performances, with
score.
$48,200.
.
“Madwoman of Chaillot” —^ Er- breaking even.
“Great to Be Alive,” .Winter Gar- the house scaled to $4.27, grossed
lahger, Ghi. (17-22); Lyceum, Min“The Silver Whistle,” Biltmore den (4th wk) (M-$6,v 1,510; $42,- an estimated $34,000, which was
nCapolis CW^^^
(2d wk) ($3.60; 1,636).
Ended its 000). Holiday business, plus the - the third .largest gross during any
“Man Who Game To Dinner”—
run with a profitable atre parties, skyrocketed biz $12,- previous visit.
< “Death of a Salesmari” teed Off
KRNT theatre, Des Moines (17- two-week
$18,000, giving it $33,000 for the 000 to over $36,200.
1 a);/ Davidson, Milwaukee (20-22
a two-week stand Siinda.v (16) at
two sessions, pot great but in the
“Happy Time,” Plymouth. (12th the
Victory, Dayton (24-25); Hartman, black.
a fair $14,800.
American. The l,7Q0*seat house
wk) (C-$4.80; 1,063; $29,019). Back
Columbus (26-29).
is scaled to .$4.27 and a neat adto capacity; over .$29,000.
Maurice Schwartz— Aud., Rochvance
is reported.
“Howdy, Mr, Ice of 1950,” Cen(IT) Cass, Detroit Ifi) Har‘Slreetwr’ Hefty $23;200 ester
er I47th wk) (R-$2.88-$3; 2,964;
ris, Chi. (20-29),
$77,000). Skating show closedSatur- ^Salesitian- Thin $17,000
Shubert, BOst.
“Miss Liberty”
Toronto, April 18.
:day night (15) after 430 perforniIn 2d Washington Week (17-29).
a highly satisfactory $50,- ances;
With
Week, including 12
final
Colon i a 1, 200 for the fortnight’s engagement,
“Mister Roberts”
Washington^ April 18..
performances, chalked up about
Indianapolis, April 18.
“Bi’igadobn,” on its third visit to $41,500.
“Death of Salesman” took only
Toronto, still holds the musical
“I Know My Love,” Shubert a modest $17,000 in eight pershow house record at the 43-year-: (24th wk) (CD^$4.80; 1,391; $33 .t formances at the Miirat la.st week
Civic Aud.,
“Silver Whistle^
old Royal Alexandra. Desjpite the
$24,200.
j at a $4.20 top.
It was evidently
Pasadena (17); Lobero, Santa Bar- Easter exodus, the attraction did 000). Also gained;
“Kiss Me, Kate,” Century (67th huii: by a two-mortth lull in the
Bakersfield (19);
scaled trt
oh the second wk) (M-$6; 1,645; .$46,650). Back seasbn since “Mr. Roberts,” last
90 ^’^nnpnfntf Wclk’
$26, OdO
around
White Freshb (20-21); Jr. College stanza, toppling the previpus Holy
to virtual capabity; over. $46,500, previous major attraction.
Sacramento (22); Curran, San Week’s fine gross of $24,200,
^
In
“Lost in the Stars,” Music Box
Murat now seems dark for the
and .final session. IS heavy^^
scaled
was
still
l,525rseater
(24th wk) (M-$5.40; 1,012; $26,600); season With nothifig else in sight.
“The
Music Hall,
“South Pacific”
^Interesting angle of the show,
sharply;
about
rose
Likewise
top,
$4;80
at
Only
il shows, iiicluding two
Cleveland (24-29)
$25,000.
Margaret Webster Shakespearean:
Er“Spi-ingti^ Tor Henry”
r
‘‘Member of the Wedding,” Em- fevivals, appeared since opening
Woolley llGy Mpls.
pire (15 th Wk)
balcony^ uhresemd seats- ‘ 4treetc#r Named besire”-:-^Gay(3>-$4.80v 1,082; of the theatre in Getober.
Standee trade piiished
Wvlouslyi lack.^ of Interest
$24,000).
Minheapolis, April 18.
wash; (17-22); Court Square,
over-capacity
gross to a hew
the
l<^w-Priced. Uer .had - towered
(24-26),
BushSpringfield, Mas.s.
Monty Wopliey in ‘The:
$24,500.
Who Came to Dinner” pulled a high;
Alvin (112th
Blind Mice” checks in April 24 for
Roberts,’^
“Mister
“That Lady”--FQrd’s, Balto. (17- poor $11,000 in eight performances:
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Orainaff
a fotthight stand.
wk> (QD-$4:80; 1,360; $34,276),
22); Plymouth, Bost. (24-29).
at the Lyceum here last week.
layoff; the CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
one-week
its
Foilowini
“The Liar”'^Forrest, Phila. 24week
Show is splitting current
(Musical), O (Operetta/.
Heriiy Fonda starrer picked up
•29).
the,. KRNT :theatre. Dps with a r ush; great $32,700.
“Phoenix Too F r e q u e n t —•
Plymouth, betweeii
12i€, betrdit
Please”
“^Tickets,
MPines and the Davidson, Milwau"
Ste^
Pacific#” Majestic- (53rd “Freight'^ (Double-Bill) (D)
“Soiiih
Bost;.' (17-22).V Detroit, Abril 18;
,\vk) (M46; 1,659; $50,186); Resum- phenScheur.
Brown kee.:
Webster - Shakespeare
Presentation /of “Julius Caesar”
“Policeman’s
Lot”
(G) -4- Saul
its Holy Week vacation,
after
ing
and “The Taming of the. Shrew” Chapel, New Concord, Ohio (17);
O 1^1
#1
the Mary Mariin-Ezio Piqza pow- Heller and Robert Milford; Eddie
WEST iOG, M’WAUKEE
Dy the Margaret Webster repertory Carnegie Music^ TJT
Hall, Oakland, Pa.
erhouse again got all the house McHugh, .director.
company produced a fair .$12,500 (18); H. S. And., Lewisbur^ Pa.
Milwaukee, -A prii, is.
“South Pacific” (M) (Road)
will hold; over $50,600.
at the 2,000-seat Shubert. Current (20);
Academy of Mu«<:»
hit
Lil”
in“Diamorid
jVIae West
“Texas, Lil Darlln’,^’ Helbnger Richard Rodgers arid Oscar HamShubert presentation is Maie West’s (21); East H. S. Aud. Pawtucket, a low $12 000. in eight perform2d; Joshua Logan, direcmerstein
$42#000).
(M-$6;
wk)
(21st
L543;
^Diamond Lii,” in for the second R. I. (24); College, Wellesley, Mass. ances at the Davidson here last
Catapulted $8,000 to a hefty $32,- tor.
Line this season.
25 ); Kleim Memorial. Bridgeport
Mice” (C) (Stock)—
Blind
“Two
200.
The Gass, is dark until May 1, 26 ); Vassal*^ Club, Poughkeep^e weclf;....
“The Consul,” Barrymore (5th Harald B r o m I e y end Eunlc#
“show is current at the Shubert,
theatre, Schenectady
^riien it will present ^‘Miss Lib- ,(^^’
wk) :(M‘$4.80-$6; X.Ofiej f28,2q0). Healey.
Detroit.
1(98).
for
.

Phila. (17-29).
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a fortnight.

;

I

Wednetdayi April 1%’ 19S0

LEGITIMATB

Town

Hiqrs Out of
l^ew.

Wood,

Haven, April

.

13*
;

Gdlby; Costars Fa^^Baiuteiy
Truex; features Harry Bannister.
by Leo MUtler. Scenery »“P cos1 auil Morrison. At Sliubert, ^,ew
April 13, '50;. $3.60 ton

S-ai'ed

tumes,

Haven.
Sarah Clityton
Carl Clay ton

.
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Charm.ipn
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.

.

ihrcheek approach; as
miere. inspires only ;ft thumb-alv
nose response. Unless rascal
pro venient i s ach ie ved prior to
Broadway, the critical marksmen
there wdll probably be guilty of
shooting a turkey put ()f season:
Play has a few interesting tealures scattered throughout its foiu"
scenes, but there is nothing siisnhnnf its
its
hotimistic
fileoptimistic; elela ned aboiit
ments. Ifs not for want of acting

and

•

•

UO"^-

;

.

i

1895

continues

arrival of spring,

'

tp

through

time

This

ex-actress

Shelley,

|

1

i

,

.

[

fl-

:

.

.

.(

.

over the

that

cliff

he salvos. Matheson, a pibdu(5t of the
English music hall; wdrks well with
show
Basically; play ebntains an anius- Pv^^^ but adds ^little to the
offerings.
It fails^ however, to Avith a cpuple of vocal
ing idea;
capitalize on the farcical content
All numbers /move with speed
and only occasionally c o
e s and lapses are covered for the most
through ill that metlium. Actually, /part by the bff-the-cob v comedy
prodUctiph emerges as a hbdge-v skits. Curtain number for first half
podge of dream sequences, flash- scores with entire cast doing a
backs, attempted spine-tingling and collectibn of numbers from the
grand manner acting, Technically, ’20’s such as ‘‘Crazy Words,*' “Doin’
play has a million prop and light the Raccoon” and an okay interp of
cues and from that angle it 15 .“Louisville Lou” :by dancer Maxine;
the

was:

When

Sudden.’' rtpp

landed”).

come progi'essively sd-^whattish.
As her own director, Miss Shel-

j

seems addicted to cliches pf
The Cast, headed by
Philip Hustpn, Phil
qiaire Luce.
Arthur and including William

}

stagecraft.

>

m

;

j
I

Duff, Carole IVIatheWs, Mary MacLeod, Lilia Skala and Henry Hart,
makes a commendable attempt to
giye dimension to a notably disagreeable assortment of characters,

[
'

;

j

i

-

generally w^ell done>
reading sequence, via

mike

offstage

dialog,

A

Barratt has conceived a
Watson ^
interior and beachfront

j
'

,

Material for most of sketches is
lights and original but some ik lifted from
is cleyerly obscure English revues and SAvitch
switch
thought-

tasteful
setting.
j

is

noticeable at all times.
fin-

a cross-country tour to fair
^gturns, a definite Canadian note
should be added, otherwise it will
suffer the usual comparison with

.

•

i

•

I

;

[

;

A

invites himself into; the house-

i

*

.

»

.

•

I

1

St.,

‘

|

!

!

tale; of

musician

i

j

!

2,

New

1830

Play, Brpkdrf

dnd

Aiithdrs* Rdpraicntativas
7423 Sunset Blvd./ Hollywood 44, Cal/

:

?

misadyentures.
Roussin’s gHt f(jr amusing dialog and the creation of comic situations is given/full scope ‘iii*'Bo-

the

At this large theintelligentria.
atre, it’s doubtful if there are
enough playgoers to attract profitably While .its big cast and com-

bbsse.” The loiig trial monolog is
a wonderful mixture of defiance,
illogical logic, sentimentality and

^

plicated scenery switches couldn’t
e accommodated with less space,
A young bank manager is sud^
denly arreisled for an un$pecified
and spends the entire
crime,
length of the storj( wandering from
pillar to post seeking his unloiowh
accusers to help; extricate himself
from his predicament. .ShadoWy
characters flit' by him and he finds
everyone is under the influence of
the mysterious court before Which
he has been summoned. He flounders helplessly until he finally reach'laughihg
es the execution block.
crowd of revellers pass by unaware of, or indifferent to, the
dead man at their feet,
The *'court” seems a symbol of
the ruthless powers that be and
the/hecesrity for great and small
to justify their existence before
this shadowy tribunal. But whether it’s intended as a warning of
the inexorable hand of justice, or
a mere flight of fancY into the superhiitural, is an Open question.

The play belongs to Franwho once again proves

satire.

cois Perrier,

one of today’s top French actors.
is far from being a matineeidpl type, but he can hold an audience in the hollow of his hand.
The rest of the cast is capable, if
not particularly outstanding, with
the exception of Bernard Lajarrige, Who is excellent in the role
of Edgar-Leon. The settings of a
studio modeled after Tony’s for the
play, and Tony’s actual studio, are
Fred.
attractive/

He

,

A

The

lloiioralile

Cii^heriHe

?

/Paris, March 15.
Faulc Itolle presentation, of 'comedy in
three acts by Solange Terac. Directed by

Mme. Rolle. At The.iti'e Gymnase, Paris/
.Daniel Glerioe
•Tacques. . . .........
...
Gerard Landry
Pierre. ... ;
Jacqueline Perel
Catherine .........
.Suzet«Mais
Gisele .... .... .V. ....
.

.
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a

brilliant

recreated, with Pierre again
the husband, Jacques as the
but this time with Catherine
as the wife.
This inconsequential bit of froth
has many amusing moments and
some funhy situations, but the
dialog lacks the sparkle that makes
for high comedy. It is extremely
well acted, however, by its cast of
four, all of whom are on their toes
Fred,
every minute.

be

|

Clem.

(Closed Saturday (15)
Whatever merits there may have
been in Jean Anoiiilhts “Ardele Ou performanees:)

=

as

after five

Marguerite” in the original
French have been lost in this Cecil
Robson adaptation, titled ‘'Cry of Peslgtt for a Headstone
Dublin, April 10.
the Peacock.”; In its present verNational Theatre Society presentation
sion the play is merely tedious until o£ drama in three acts by Seamus Byrne.
the final scene, wbeh its becomes SUged by Ria Mooney. Settings by Vere

Dudgeon.' At Abbey theatre* Dublin, April
embarrassing. Unquestionably, this 8,
'50.
Colngan-Donald Medford Conor Mangan ........ .Michael Hennessy

James

.

Aiden O'Leary ......... .Edward Golden
is ‘a flop.
Jakey
Brian O'Higgins
typically French story is an Warder Geriity
...... Philip Flynn
Liam Foley
attenuated dissertation on the Vari- Prison Chaplain .... ... ...
Ructions McGowan ......... Walter Macken
pus aspects of love, love, love. Muscles Rogan , . ,
,
Harry Brogan
Everyone in the ornately decorated Bayer
M. J. Dolan
.Brid Lynch
chateau is a victim Of Tamour, and Mrs. Mangan

production

young Negro

.

;

l()Ver,

la

.

The

who

.

.

.

.

,

.
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FAMOUS SUMMER

.

PLAYHOUSE

. .

they bicker and philosophize misThis first play is one which is
erably until the General’s demented wife screams a tirade on as essentiaily Irish as the early
The setthe subject and his humP-backed work of Sean O’Casey.
si.ster an(i hejr deformed lover com- ting“iri a prison” and the time
mit, suicide because of thwarted “some years ago” present no probpassion. It’s the sort of show that lem in place or time to an Irish
aroiises sympathy for the actors audience/—the jailing of political
prisoners and their weapon, in intrapped in it.
carceration,
the huriger strike,
Oscar Kariweis gives an ad^
form part of recent history.
mivably honest performance as ah
Set in an overcrowded prison,
unhappy philahclerer.
Raymon(i With 16 men in a
three-man cell
Lovell is plausibly pompous as the
in
the
opening scene, brings
beefy General who carries on with
“pGliticals” and ordinary jailbirds
the servant girls; while his crazed
together. The“politicals” demand
spouse screams for him from up- political
treatiiierit, led by the instairs.
Marta. Linden is properly flexible
Conor Mangan (seritertced
feline as the Countess Who dallies
as a criminal), wHb goes on a
with a flaccid lothario,. overplayed hunger strike
Which proves fatal.
by Philip Tonge, Lili Darvas is
Dialog is live and there is an
believable in the appallihg part of
air of realism about the characters
the General’s Wife, who appears
—even the ordinary jailbirds,
for one strident seene. Of the nonBayer, in for a currency offense;
featured players, Patricia Wheel is
the dim-witted “Muscles” Rogan,
appealing as a young wife who deand the cadging “habitual” Jakey
spises her husband. Peter Brandon
seems somiewhat anemic as her de- who provides a comic element.
But
the theme is tragedy^ tragedy
voted childhood' sweetheart,

Nearly

j

.

For SALE

.

yeare aid.
Lars# appraiitloe grei)P>
lost than $23,000 ovory turn met
1034^' A|ro
since
Equity Xo. real estate,
equipment, ete., to be saerifleed 30o an the
dollar, for quick sale duo to hospltalliatlon or
both
partner!.
Total
and real
inventory
eitatc worth $103,000.:
Must bl told this
month for 135,000.
Only $8,000 down, balance In IS yeare.
Ready te pull curtain tomorrow. Lons teaion. N. E. rosort: 400«eeat
thoatre: alwayi sold out.
Thli -ad will appear
ReOnly. ones.
Tho chance of a lifetime.

.

;20.

who paid not
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-
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.
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- away on a Johnny-one^note saga,
which has too many faltering moments in its present form.
Roberta Wooten, one of the four

.

,

.

Elsmintdpy and High School Subjocts
Profoasiohql Children'a Hours Arronged
.
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Wott 42nd

Nsw

Stroof,

wiisoniih r-Tiar

York
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FRENCH

arid somewhat disconcerting
fpr Its audiences.
“Bobosse,” a
play within a play, concerns a suecessful caricaturist but a timid
lover, and his various romantic

two

;

at a private theatre
intimate house of attracting

.

-

’

passes as a white to
win a fellowship as an assistant
symphony orchestra conductor.
It’s still an exceedingly timely,
touching drama, although Miss
Sinclair doesn’t know' all the tricks
of professional playwriting.
She
overwrites her theme of the mental anguish of her main character,
torn ap'Brt by his poignant problem^is a successful career worth
ail the unhappiness if it means rehouncing
his / colored
mother,
sister, young brother and» sweetheart, and living a lie?
’His dilemma develops about a
hal£-(lQzen dramatic crises, sharply
handled by the Gleyeland Play
House’s? repertory c()mpatiy, which,
plays them sympathetically under
Frederic McGohiielrs shrewd direction.
Yet the dialog becomes
at times verbose, loose and repetitious, as the author pounds

19, N. Y.

SINCE

•

es to cope with.

rqhtdl for

54 W. 46th

<

looks as though Andre Roiissin

has another hit on his hands (his
“Petite Hutte” has passed its 800th
consecutive perihrmance, and his
“Nina” is this season’s sellout):
even though “Bobosse” in a more
complicated play than the other

.

.

.

,

•

Influence of “Ldst Bouiidaries”
and other recent plays and films
on racial discrimination is clearly
evident in first stage play written
by Jo Sinclair, Cleveland novelist
who won the Harpers $10,000
award for hCr. book, “Wasteland,”
Known herd as Ruth Seid, au^
thor reveals a promising amount
of deep emotional power and prpvocativeness in hCr psychological

.

Va riety,

by Frederic McGonneU.

House, Cleveland, April

FOR RENT

L.

1

It

i

.

,

,

.

..

Cleveland. Pl^y^ House, presentatton of
i» tkvee acts .by_ Jo Slnclau'._pi-

.

$4000

>

,

—

.

Frank Sundstrom has the heavy
Originally written as a play,
James cpiiigan; and Donald Me^ord task of director and chief player “The Honorable Catherine” was
and comes first produced as a film, and in
his
shoulders
on
'SasoS. rdVte'd
©an Anouilh's “Ardeie ou la Margue- through the ordeal triumphantly, view of its success; has at last
corauthor, Jacquevite." Features Oscar- Karlwels; Raymond His wife and
reaehed the footlights. While the
L'ovelii Marta Linden, Lili Darvas, Philip line,
makes an alluring young plot is dissimilar, it is a soft of
Tonge. Directed by Martin Ritt; scenei’y
Of
nurse,
and Allah Jeayes, Gallic “Private Lives,” with Noel
a
Siren
and costumes, Cecil. Beaton; lighting,
Cecil Beaton, Peggy Clark: at Mansfield
her patient-paramour, is forthN. Y., April 11, '50; $4.80 top ($6 open right and impelling as the boy’s Cowardian oyertpnes,
ing).
Catherine is honest in that she
pther outstanding
.Raymond Lovell counsellor/
General ....
disapproves of the husband-lover
Ada ..................... Lucille Patton characterizations come from MarPatricia Wheel tin Mijler as a C^liban-like slave, comninatioh, but in the end comes
Nathalie
Clifford Sales
Toto
around to changing her mind beOscar KarlweiS Gebffi’ey Dunn as a portrait paint^ cause she can’t decide between
...
Count
Matta' Linden ei* and Mary Horn as a slut. Apart
Countess
Hector de Villardieu ...... .Philip. Tohge from th e
actor-director, biggest Jacques and Pierre, both of whom
.......
Peter Brandon
Nicolas
burden lies with the stage crew, she loves. So the original triangle
‘.V Mimf Strong'in
iWarTe** Christine'
V/.
M»rHn Who have a non-stop changeover of Gisele, her husband Pierre and
wug.
.Lm Dartaa
s Wife
uarvas of cameo sets aiid intricate switch- her lover Jacques, seems about to
.

diama

rected

'

Addreiis Box R:

.

-r-r

-

»

.

.

The Sarah role calls for varied
emotions, all capably depicted by
Miss Bainter. Truex salvages a few.
ehiickles from some pretty lean
pickings and Bannister does a good
job as the slow-witted would-be
author, The Peggy Cass version of
Emily is good, as also is Franks
Gverton’s interpretation of the

Sedspn.

,

*.

.

.

;j

Loiig ifGSiiont
:

Afler a couple of hours of comr
plications,
story ends with the
widow not murdered at Bll, Eniily
and the rum-runner headed lor
marriage in Cuba, the zany son
re.stored to normalcy by a eohkihg
with a ukelele, and Sarah and the
tramp building up to au romantic

ties for cast,

reacoCK

t-lie

v

i

ESTABLISHED SUMMER THEATRE 55 MILES FROM N*YX.
AT DEAL, N. J. - (Ocean resdrf near Asbury Park and
Long B rd nch )
I mp ressi ye
Stanford White building, furnished dnd equipped^ Sedu
200 plus. Ample living quarters and housekeeping facili-

.

.

.

.

fiOld;

climax.

.

.

.

i

Mr. Wicker; a tramp philpsopher

who

../

.

.

j

years; his idiot son, Carl, and his
flapper (it’s 1920) daughter, Emily.
Events indicate that a certain
widow has been murdered in thC
village and suspicion points to the
Claytori menage, plus a ruin-runrier.
for whom Emily has fallen,, plus a

;

!

the slick toiming shows from New
talent
has -r.nAAr.nni.i,
necessary .tlriiff
York. Outfit Vr.;.
and with more original music and
production items; company shapes
well to a strong Canadian revue
unit. “Yesterday” is currently dor
ing a two-week stand at the Royal
Neiot.
Alexandra in, Toronto,

:

Kobe,

•-

,

-

his wife’s play,

has a boxoffice clinker.

1

Although company has just

But Irving Kaye Davis,

who has produced

;

done. Dream scene is interestingly
staged by Frank/VVestbrook; Scenically, atmosphere IS weU set with
a claptrap living room in a North
Atlantic coastal village.
- Play’s central character is Sarah
Clayton, spinster housekeeper for
V.rt',.
1iir.lt r./tT,cicfc
whicli
consists
her brother’s family fa,
of the brother, Albert, who has
been working ph a book for 10

so the evening ‘tehds to be

ept,

j

'

•

,

.

;

.

to a

'

^

»

good who do well with; most material fidelity and the jealous love which
tiiespian heacistart. But even the offered, but take tlie star spots: torments a self-^centered former
more
sonietlung
needs
with a repetition that tends to pyCr- stiige rtar and her boorish, sushost trouper
But the
tlian a creampUff for fodder. Much power other players. Pratt gained picious surgeon-husbarid.
considerable attention during the piece offers nothing penetrating bi*
of? tjie writing is routine material
lipijirf
in. the Navv Show
m'-hvor.ativp on the siihiect. Moreand dialog’s, biggest laiiffh comes u»ar ac
‘‘it
frbin an oldie

pR

.

.

;.

At P'r

and

Ed^rds!

Perhaps there was once a place Titoreiu:
Noel WlUmah
Prison Chaplaih;
Squire
commercial theatre fpi* plays Examining Magistrate.:. .William;
David Keir..
..
Judge
r
like ‘‘With a Silk Thread.” In that
An Aniericah-backed production
almost-fprgptten era of low proof a Swedish translation into Engduction costs aiid amiable playr
lish
of the Frenph dramatized yerr
goers a mediocre drama siich as
sioh of a Czech no velv this takes
this might have been Leblanged
a lorig shot in ti*ying to win Loninto a modest success. But in this
Being an impressionistic
don.
day of discriminating audiences
“Everyman” type of play,
and quick hits or flops this Elsa modern
have stood more chance
would
it
Shelley opus merely heralds the
club or small
.

Firrt postwar revue to meet with
3^, g^^ccess in Ganada, ‘'Yesterday”
plays a second time at His Majesty’s
vvithin the year and shows much
improvement, better routining and
general show savyy. The revue,
made up of 2D scenesr takes its
of
iriinpninff
Pile f
froih
i
cue
roni the music
opening

:

Henryetta

ih the

Burns; ^seUlngs,^

tphls*

.
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Prostitute

Wat
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*iiection by **Dorothy
Jessle MacDonald; Clioreography.

.
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Harry Bannister gets
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is an attempt to
and screen whodunits.

.
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Harry Bann^ter
Clayton.
Peggy Cass
Emily Clayton
Itooert Lieb
Inspector O^Shaughnessy
.....
James Dobson.
V.
O'Donnell
Oificcr
Truex.
Ernest
John Wicker
Stanley Pappas ..:v.:.,,.;.;,PortCla>^cjiy„ay Davis; Beth
Araby.r. Lockhart,
HainiUon,
.

W

*

.

,

Al))ert

.

,

.

.

.

......; Franl^ Overton

.

V,

expert

.

Fay Bamter

V.
.

Paris, April 1.
Yvonne Prlntemps presentation of cpm.
in three acts (four scenes) by Andia
Roussln, Directed by Jean Helvqt. Sets
by Denis Martin. At Theatre de. la Micho-

edy

Adaptation, they
inter C*rden, dlere, Paris.
At
setting, costumes and Ugh^g, Wat- Frank Sundatrom
Francoise Perler
Tony-Bobosse ... make an acceptably B “hn thor;
i v ^
son Barratt. At Lyceum, N. Y., April London, April 12, '50. ^
.Jean- Hebey
A Reporter «.
Sundstrom
Frank
....
.
....
BoMC.
Joseph
K.‘
opening).
ja, ‘50, At $4.80 top ($6
Lucienne Granier
xl Oin iniS laea..
XJerald Pring Reglne-Slmone
Franz
.....
Edgar-Leon
.Bernard
De^ -Holmes Uncle Emlle-Marusier. .CammtleLajarrlge
... ... ...
,:i:,Phmp Huston Wilhelm
Dr. Walter Lucas.;.
Guerlnl
NeUy^Arnp Anne-MarlerGilbOrte
....
.
mr
...
Frau Crubach
Barry Winters ,
Michele Monty
Tliel^e OoeS M eStl^raJiy
Block
v.
.Rose Rayniohd.
Michele Gerard:
Yvette .. .... ..
_
Michael
.Kathleen
Burstner
ivyArtfi-oal
Anril
Fraulcln
George Lucas t> ....
Montreal; Appi lP*
...
Jean Temersoh
Policeihkh: ;
Arthur Leni
........
.. Jacqueline Runctetrom
..
v.
Robert Le Fort
Iviunay and Donal Pavls production of Yony .Fern
Allah Jeaves
T*«vonn
uaroie MatheWs Counsellor Huld
Carole
..... .cwwe
John Karen Jackson
Jean Helvet
.5}*"****^
,.eyue in two acts (29 scenes); Stars
Mary Honi Mlmouche
MacLeod Laundress
Mary
Buck>
features
.....
.v*
Matheson;
Mei’ie Daems
and Murrdy
pj.a^t
Frank Tickle i
UncI?^*. f. ^
*GiUandM;a^ Laura

With

iul Cliavies

Ernest

13.

Kildint Prodiictlont presentationJDI drtIrving Kaye Davit pretenUtion of mt in two parts by Jacqueline and Frank
GIde
di'ama in two acts (even ,«ceneg by Sundstrom, translated nrom Andre
Elsa Shelley. Features Claire Euce, ^Philip and Jean-Louis Barrault's dramaUzatIpn
Huston, Phil Arthur. Staged by the au- of novel by Franz- Kafka. Direcj^d by

and Robert Lie b and James Pob*
gQn appropriately portray two ariiis

.

London, April

With a Silk thread

i

Joseph F. 'Mopn «»nd
^
‘oser S learns production of comedy ii» pt
-p ..
ine.ta
iree acts (four scenes) by. Enk^Martin

Pe8?y

Behesse

The THAI

— the CllfL

«•«»**

colored players in the iriixed cast,
eloquently plays the sister who
serves as the playwright’s: mouthpiece.
Robert Ellehrtein, of the
[Play House’s staff, /projects a
Clif^
moi^ sensitive, forcefully realistic ford Sales and Miml Strongih are
performance a$ the neurotic musi- irritating as precocious brats, and
cal genius who poses as a Latin- LiKiille Patton is accpetable as a
American for fear of losing, the coquettish maid.
fellowship.
Ray Boyle also does
The rtaging of Martin Ritt, who
honest work as his white new's- succeeded Leonora Corbett durpapermah-friehd who helps him;’ ing reliearsals, has given the gab^
His patient mother is gently fast /teasonable movement and
enacted by L. Pearl Mitehell, with pace, but Cecil Beaton’s single
Juanita Owens as his confused setting and costumes appear ostensw'octhcart and Charlie Bettis as! tatious.
Hohei
the hero- worshipibg, impr'^s^’oii
i Closed
Wednesday (12) (ifter
able yquhg brotheri
Pull,
[two performaiices.)
'

I

“

which Irish families have known.
Arid the main fault is an excessive
wordiness,

The players, for the inost pait,"
are young members of the Abbey
Players Go.
M. J. Dolan and
HaiTy Broigah are the only two
bred, in the O’Casey tradition, but
there are some excellent performances from Michael Hennessy,
Brian O’Higgi ns, Waltqy Macken
and, in a smaller role, Brid Lynch;
the be.st young tragedienne in
Ireland at this time.
Mack.

FOR SALE
WPODSTOCK, NCW YONK
Sacrifico
magnlflcant homo* oxquislloiy furnishod* six badroonit* aach

bath; sutst cottaga; farait;
sOryanta ouartora; 30 acrop; on two

.virith

main highways. Sultabla
.

1S4
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44th
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.for tins hotal,

VARIRTY
Haw York If*

35S,

St.>

N. Y.

speran^

Cerffiiad Public A^ovntttnf

EMPIRE STATE BUI tIHNG

Ntw

York

tAe 4^1944
st. 1f32

At»rH I9f .1?50

among the 62 Guild
members ax^d. Threatened walkr
out by several employees fi^ed
\vhen the Vast majority refused to
take any action and the Chi local
wouldn’t go along with any measIT, 8. Lt«4t In Germany
American author* take

toj^

place* in the latest German bestFrankfurt
iabulation*, a
seller
booksellers’ survey reveals,:.
listed
are
for Marsales
Largest
garet Mitchell'* “Gone With The
Wind,” which Is tied up with pic’s
current release In Germany, Second best is Ernest Hemingway's
the Bell Tolls.”
^‘For
Other top sellers include: A. J.
Gronin’s ‘'The Citadel” and “The

M

KAtBItAiltp
sic critic, were

only thing he doesn’t tell you is uret
to. get the dough to travel.
It is one of those books when
you, finish reading it, you start
planning a trip around the world.
It makes yOu feel that yoii can
contiiued from past
walk into any country and act like
a native or a. seasoned traveler.
Oite8i|$Q 9 Clil
Then when you look at your bank
balance, you do as the Scotchman Jones version of “Gocktails For
did, he stayed home and let his Two.”'
Gali Gall’s ihagic act is surefire!
mind wander, A handy book for
He pulls chicks out of his and twb
traveling showfoiks.
If I W9s going to travel abroad, subjects’ coat$# burns dollar bills
I would .stick this book in my and recovers them inside of an
grip right next to my language orange, and does a shell-game with
dictionary and travelers checks. / corks, eggs, and chicks. His use
of two members of the Audience

44
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how

By.',Frank' Scully
Hollywood, April 16.

Though

am no longer riinnihg for the Ueutenant gbyerhorship of
I am not running for second base either. I might have had

I

California,

a chance against the gubernatorial goobers^ but with Jackie I^bihson
on second base, particulaTly now that he is equipped jwith added dialog
by Lawrence Taylor and Arthur Manii and the polished direction of
Ai Green, I’m afraid I wouldn't have a chance eVen if I beat the throw.
In Holly wood I watched some pf the shooting bn this hot biograph-^
Whom
icai ite.m; It was a terrific conflict between biz and art. Branch Rickey,
Robinsoh and
the real Branch Rickey, was in Florida at the time.
Mann were in Hellywopd. Rickey wanted the producers to cut to the
Green Ye^rs,” Louis Bromfieid's
player.- The producers kept proraball
chase
let
him
star
and
have
Ms
"The Rains Game,” Franz Werfers
iSTKg hina from day to day that they’d be through shooting any,day
“The Song: of Bernadette” and
how. Minor Watson was playing the serben versioh of Rickey. He
Zsoit Harsanyi's “Hungarian Rhap^
over
was told not to listen tor the re^l Rickey’s dialog as it^came
^sody,”- -r'
Joe Lduric^'Jr.
gets good reaction,
the phone becaiuse it wbuld only confuse him.
Edith Fellows and Tommy Dix
Mort Brislun and Bob Smith were hopping all .over the stage trying
Adlier-braper Clinical Report
CharmV FaceW^
are closer; Dix coines on for his
to hurry things along, but the picture biz is funny that way. You can
E. J. Kahn, Jr., has an exhaus- trademarl^ “Buckle Down Win- hurry just,
(Charm magazine ^ill undergo
so fast. Beyond that, snafu.
socki.” Miss Fellows joins him for
a complete policy re-orientation tive report on the Larry Adler^
'Reading From Left tp Righi'
beginning with its August issue, Paul Draper libel suit against Mrs. “Big Movie Show in the Sky,”
Whh
crew was straightenmg .but one of these fpuled“Up situaaccording to its new editor, Helen John T. McCullough, of Green- which needs some polishing. Pair
before I coiild get very far.
Valentine. Jhstead of its present wich, Conn. in the April 15 issue do fine version of “Dearie” that tions, I got to talking with Jackie, But
In a docu- includes some strong bits 6n Harry Hank Fine ;thbught it would be nice to take a photograph of Robinspii
slant toward the business ^irl, the of the I^evv Yorkpr.
Lauder
Tanguay;
Eva
andt
Close
of the. Brooklyn Eagle, on
Scully
Dickstein
aiid
and
to
Marty
send
it
Street & Smith monthly will be mented defehse: of the performers,
aimed at “the woman who works,” Kahn says that “except in the with solid medley froth “South: account Jackie Robinson works for Bropklyn and my mother was born
Pacific”
for
neat
returns.
there. Besides. ! have A kid who go.es to UCLA* and Jackie RPbinsoii
including Tharried women with jobs Hearst papers, the McCulloughlibuis, Basil Orch Jiack* nicely. was a star in football
and .baseball at that sbuthefn branch bf the U. of
--an older, more mature audience. .Adler-braper dispute has been
CHUn,
California long before Branch Rickey knew that Jackie’s middle name
mean handled in the news Columns in
Editorial shift "wiU also
broadening Charm from a fashion fairly moderate ^nd dispassionate
Was Roosevelt and that a Roosevelt was fiinh in g for governor of CaliOlyinpla,
mag to a service publication cov-'| fashion, but it has beeii dwelt upfornia. You see how all this ties Up?
ering iilms, records, books, places on with 'unprecedented eagerness
Miami, April 16.
They tpok the picture and I -lopked at Jackie and he looked at me
to go, housekeeping and cosmetics, and voluminousness” by four colFrank Faylen " Bonnie Baker, bn accxount it’s Strictly Three Eye League to Ipok at the camera.. But T
umn ists-^Westbrook Pegler, Igor Bave Barry, Nathan Bros., The could see he ys^as not very good at hamming it up, and he could see 1
as W'ell as clothes.
Reason for the switch is the Cassini, George 3okolsky and Bill GrdwforiiSf Les Rhode House Or ch ; was worse. Even so, Mafty Dicksteih should have used the pictuiA
growing number of woiheh with Cuhniiighamv He lists a humbei^ '^Dear JWifeT (Par).
because Jackie batted .342 last season and fielded *981, and X have a
jobs (16;500, 000); and Clmrin wUl of Instances in which the columbQok> coming out this summer and need the publicity, too. Besides,
were in error.
Spotty layout here currehtly is
attempt to boost circulation from
Eagle^Lion is releasing the picture and that’s at least half a plug for
its present ,6d0>000 to 1,000,000.
Piece also includes ah account bolstered for overall aud Satisfacr
the' Brooklyn, EaglAi;
Mag has been staffed with a hew of the part the colunmists played tion by Bonnie Baker and Dave
DidiiT Dickstein Catch Pictures, Too?
group of editors, including man- in the protests against Draper’s Barry!.
-i
Of course, a lot of things Jackie did wouldnT particularly interest
Topliner Frank Faylen gets over
aging editor Andree Vilas, art di- appearahce on GBS-TV!$ “Toast of
with the usual Holly Woodiaii canto; such a provincial bunch as the Brooklyn Eagle’s readers hut Marty
fector Gipe PIneles, fashion editor the Town,”
via some fairish material and an Dickstein shpuldn’t forget that I went fo Bryant high school; which he
Eleanore Hillebrand Bruce and
amiable approach.
hodsekeeping
Char lotte
editor
once attended also, ahd that Bryant foiled up the highest score in
CHATTER
Miss Baker wisely departs from intefschpiastic basketball this year, something like ilO points against
Adams.
Fortnight mag moved from its the expected and slyly satirizes her some clunks whose name eludes me, and I was captain of a Bryant
old Quarters in downtown Los An- former clicks, such ^as “Oh, Johnbasketball team in my time^
All this ought to have some bearing, ph
Michencr Saga Starts
geles to hew offices in HoUywood. ny” and' adds to build up with inthe publishing of that; picture;
First Pacific article by James A.
Cameron Shipp completed his tro of a young drummer, who beats
I realize no Dodger fan cotild possibly be interested in the fact that
Michener, author of “Tales of the biography' of Lionel Barrymore skins in expert fashion to backSouth' Pacific ,” appears In the May and is doing a yarn oh Frank Lloyd ground a couple of newer numbers^ it was Tony Lazzeri yvho got Jackie a job in a ball park selling hotdogs
and chasing flies (iii the outfield, nPt off the hotdogs). Neither would
Holiday, out today (Wed ). Author Wright.
Offs to solid mitting.
retraced his wartime steps in the
Barry walks off with top ap- they care to know that Jackie’s- brother was the Jesse Owens of his
Trib-N.
Chi
Y.
News*
eocktailery
time and While a student at Oregon (Which is nbt exactly in Flatbush)
past year*‘;flying 40,000 miles by
for the publishers during their plause in a much improved act set a world’s record of 20.7 in the 220.
air on an eight-month tour, rcr N.
Y. convention next Wednesday since last here. Material iS: sharply
visiting the islands he covered durangled for maximum laughs. ImMet^His Wife'at 'XiCLA'-^
(26) at the Ritz.
First piece
ing the recent war.
If Jackie had wopei^ a Brooklyn doll, I guess the story Avbuld have
Mary Martin’s article, “My First pressions are sock as ever, and topis a. fictional one, debunking the
,[per, of course, is his“Mr; Ripple” picked up local interest, but the truth is he met the gal he married
Year in ‘South Pacific,
printed in
South Sea island idyll.
the N. Y. Times April 2, Will be character from radio.' Clicks all the while at U CL A. She was an honor student, specializing in nursing, and
This, precedes a series of eight
way..
reprinted by Readers Digest.
each time
articles on visits to actual islands,
Tap routines of the Crawfords her name was Rachel t sum. Jackie was averaging 12 yards
Louis Untermeyer and Ralph E.
he carried the ball in tho.se days. He starred in basketball, baseball,
the first being on Fiji, running in
is standard;; for neat response. The
Shikes Collabbing on an anthblogy
which
track
six
inches,
and
well.
He
bnCe
jumped
25
feet,
tennis
as
the June issue. Michener is back
Nathans do acros to own musical
of the “Best Humor Of 1949-50,”
in the tT, S. how, and lecturing.
accomps (violin and mandolin) for would he good even for a guy from Erasmus Hall.
to be published by Holt this fall,
Iri the army he worked up from ai private to a lieutenant, AVhich
gasps and giggles. Les Rhodes
' May
issue of Coronet magazine
house orch does okay on the back- was not unusual. Lots of guys from Brooklyn did that! Of course, if
Kilian Libel Suit Nixed
but Friday 121), will >carry an ar- groundings.
lie had been far-seeing he would have married Rachel Isuin in Brooklyn
A jury verdict was returned fn ticle titied,^“The Strange Career
ihrtead of L.A., but how did he know that Branch Rickey was going to
Commoh: Pleas Court. Philadel- of Madeleine Carroll,
by Garbl
give Jim Crow a one-way pass out of the Brooklyn banpark?
RKO-Ot*plioiiiii, Mpls.
phia, against Col. James A. Kilian,
Hughes.''
He was playing with Satchel P?|ige and Josh Gibson On the Kansas
who sought $500,000 in a libel suit
Minneapolis, April 15.
Archibald G;. Ogden resigned
Four Evans, Hank Sierhon untH City Monarchs when it happened and making $100 a week as the firrt
against Doubleday Publishing Co.,
from
20th-Fbx‘s homeoffice story Archie, Albihs (2),as the distributor of “The Purple
Bob Dupont, string shortstop. Glyde Sukeforth (that’s the guy played by Billy
department to become editor-in- Keaton & Arm field, Ben Yost Wayne in the picture) saw him play a night game in Chicago arid
Testament,” a book describing
chief of the- trade department of White Guards
Rickey has since learned that iri a lot
conditions at the Lichfield prison
(5), Artie Daiin, brought him to Branch Rickey.
Appleton-Century-Crofts.
Gautier'S Steeplechase, Nick Francanip in England, during the war.
Brobklyri is not Amm’ica, but by the time Jackie, Jr.* and his
Maurice Zblotow’s hep .piece on cis & RKO Orch (III; ‘'Blue Grass, of places
Kilian was cOurtmartialed in
little sister have reached the votirig age perhaps the difference bpLambs in current SatCvcr of Keiitiicky'* (Mono).
August, 1946, and fined $500 on The
tween black and white will all have beert considered more old hat than
post titled “All-Star Hangout.”
charges growing out of brutality
black arid white in television once color comes in.
Variety’s Joe Lauiie, Jr., gets genWith it formidable lineup of recr
to Ahaerican prisoners at the LichBy .1950 Jackie Robinson, Sr., had parlayed that G to! nearer lOQG.
erous quotage in the piece,
ognized acts that rate high in their
field camp.
In his suit, he eonRickey was paying him $35,000 a year and between the Jock’s
:Branch
Dorothy Blanchard, Lirisey Dur- particular lines, this RKO unit
teiided the conditions described in
Jim
Reid appointed as a show hits the spot. Undoubtedly piece, in his own picture and the various byproducts Of fa nie, if he
and
and
the book took place after his tou
committee in Hollywood to pro- one of the better units, it’s well cal- doesn’t gross. 3100,000 a year he simply isn't taxed right.
of duty there (ferch 1, ’44 to Jan.
Is There a McCarthy In the Stands?
mote better relations between the culated to hold those vaudeville
18, '45), and that hone of the
major film studios and the fan fans which already have been corSome subversive character has been sending me the real story beevents described occurred While
mags.
But I
railed during the present campaign hind the Rick ey-Robinson deal, the autheritic dialog included.
he was camp commander.
‘Make Haste to Live,” mystery and to gain new converts.
prefer what Lawrence Taylor and Arthur Mann have put together.
A similar suit against Stackpole novel
written by Mildred, and Gorin
the
Which
Besides,
chaos
for
order
passes
around
my
typewriter
i;
Nick
Franci.s,
on
pit
the
podium,
Sons, Inc,, of Harrisburg, Pa., pubdon Gordon, is the April selection keeps show moving in the custom- have lQ.st the subversive documents. Maybe Madman McCarthy, the
lishers of the book, was denied by
of the Crime Club and the June ary
speedy fashion. Following AVisconsin rep wrecker, has them. Maybe he has scene 149 of the
a jury in C. S. Distnct Court, in
choice of the Unicorn Book Club. 'lively overture, the Four Evans, shooting script which bears the ominous word,
“Omitted.”
January, 1949.
Doubleday is publishing.
mother, dad, sister and brother,
According to the script, the first wprds between Rickey and Robinson
Cecelia Ager, ex-VARiETV mug- give boff demonstrations of various
were: “You got a girl, Jackie?” Jackie taken by surprise said he didn’t
5tli Annual Poe Awards
gess. now on the first lap of her solo and ensemble hoofing.
know. Rickey asked him what did he mean, he didii’t know?
Mysteiy writers of America to- ad lib roving reporter assignment
Hank Siemon, one of the better
traveling all the time,” cojifessed Jackie, “and not
‘‘Well
uh
morrow (Thurs.) AVill distribute its through Europe. house-gue.sting ventros. cops laughs with his sly
fifth
Edgar Allan Poe with the Nunhally Johnsons in Up manipulations, patter and utili- writing as often as I should, I think 1 still have a girt.’’
anhiial
so
you
don’t
believe
Oh,
that vvas the first thing they: talked about?
Awards for outstanding achieve- London, her first stopoff.
zation of two stooges from audience
ments ih the crime entertainment
Francis MaCMarius,' general fea- as dummies for amusing demon- Well, does this sound more p^usible?
Rickey: You know, a boXscofe is feally democTatic, Jackie. It doesn^t
fields at a dinner to be held at tures head of Radia Eircann, has strations.
There are even more
the Henry Hudson hotel, N. Y. autfioTed “The Fire in the Dust,” laughs on tap during the dance say how big you are* of how your father voted in the last election, or
Winners, who will be named by a. hovel just published in Ireland travesties of the Albins who, in ad- what church; you attended. It just tells what kind of a ball playef you
a poll of
members, wiU re- by the Talbot Press and in Eng- dition to their burlesqiie procliviv were •that. day.
I;--'
ceive busts of Poe;
land by JonathanL; Cape, It’s his ties, toss in some thrilling whii’ls
Jackie: Isn’t that what courils?.
Some 28 nominations have been
and .spins for good measure.
Rickey: It’s ail that ought to count.
Maybe sohie day it’s all that
made for the awards. Accolades
Limited Editions Cliib will mark
While not discarding his apple will coiirit. That’s why I brought you' here, Jackie. To see if we can
wiUTie handed out in six different its 21st aniii May 11 by eslablish- trick and the best of his other rou- make a start in that direction, It will take a lot of courage.
categories. These include mystery ing annual awards in the “fine iines, Bob Dupont, slick juggler,
This SotMds Like the. M^
novels, mystery short stories, fact- books” field. Prize statuettes .will also introduces some new feats th&t
I liker too, A piece of! dialog that goes something like this;
crime writing, criticism in the mys- be tagged ‘Aldus,” after 'Aldus a if Old further demonstration of his
Ricke.v: You thiiik you’ve got the guts to pla^ the game? No m,atter
tery field, mystery motion picture Manutius; the 16th century Vene- exceptional skill. In ah: ouLof-the:
what happens? They’ll shout insults at you
they’ll cpriie into you
and radio mystery prhgrana.
tian printer.
ordinary act that clicks neatly, the
first
they’ll throw at ypUr head.
spikes
Jack Lait and Lee Mortimer's femme of Keaton & Armfield gradJackie; 'rhey've been throwing at
head for a long time, Mr.
Dick Joseplf*: OK Travelog Book “Chicago epnfidehtiarv has climhed ually. transforms herself from a
“Your Trip Abroad” by Richard to third position oh the N., Y. grotesquely dame into a glamor Rickey,
Rickey; Suppose I'm a player. In the heat of an important game,
Joseph (Dounleday; $2.95) is Writ- Times* non-fiction best-seller list. girl, Gomicalities and song going
suppose I collide With you at second base. When I get up I say, ”Ypu
ten by the travel editor of Es^ Book would show up better, but along' with the makeup wizardry.
quire, who is also president of the list doesn’t take into consideration
Ben Yosts White Guards, male dirty black so-and-so,” What woiild you do?
Travel Writers Association
Jackie; Mr. Rickey^ do you want a ball player who A afraid to fight
A the heavy coneentratibii of sales in singing group, contHb rousing solo
'
working newspaperman, who vis- Chi and the midwest.
an(i ensemble vocalizing on mu.si- back?
ited 35 countries after the war,
May issue of Holiday is a lmo.st comedy medlies arid snatche.s! of
Rickey: I Vv'ant a ball playef with guts enough not to fight hack.
he must certainly know what he ah all-'Wiiliam Morris agency edi- grand opera for eustoiher enjoy- You’ve got to do this job with base hits, stolen bases and fielding grtund
.is writing about, ;He tells you how
tion. The lO^isery's Helen Strauss inent. Risibilities get a good work- balls, Jackie, nothing else.
Now I’m playing against yoii in the World
to travel by boat, rail and plane, spotted pieces by ex-Yank editor but as Artie Danp, one of the betI want to win that, game.
So I go into
iSeries and! I’m hot-headed.
lays out routes, hotels, restau- Joe McCarthy on basebalL Helen ter of the new young comedians*
spikes first arid you jab the baU in my tibB. The umpire sa.vs* 'Out:
rants; tells you what to pack and' Eustis
Smith College) Elizabeth makes his proboscis pay off for 1 flare. All I see is your face. That black face. Right on top of. me.
?”
how, what to wear. What tips- to Janeway On herb cooking and laughs.
Gautier’s “Steeplecha.se”
So 1 haul off and t punch you right in the cheek. What do you do
give, what to eat and What to duck. Michener’s yarn.
retains its place among the top aniJackie: Mr/ Rickes^ I've lot two cheeks*
He even tell* yoii how to cut red
and
ponies
In the recent drop of the after- mal acts with the
Rickey: Good.
tape, Slid best of all he even fig- noon editions of the Chicago Suh- pooches put through tricks that stir
It may rot hav* been the way it happened but il'i a good deal nrjore
ures ;yourbudget-“and how far Times, Ray Hunt, veteran bistro merriment. A well^fiUed lower floor
plausible than the dialog of “Jolson Sing* Again.”
Sou can go and do oh it. The reporter, and Felix Borowski, mu- at show eaiight,
Reei
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IkMiwaj
Italy on
de Franca to make a film

Jame« Mason tnroute to

V

tht

lle

there.

Hacker

Jarvis,

Sc

industry

CPA's, c h a n g e d firm name to

Samuel Hacker

^

4c Co.

A

Joe Csida, RCA Victor
sold his Philly holhe and
Just bought a new house in Roslyn,
>•

(14) for the diskjocks in honor ot
George Shearing, whose combo it
starred.af the vauder.
Meyer Davis will share the podium with his brother-in-law Pierre
Monteiyx, at the San Francisco
Symphony’s concert h b n o r i n g
Monteux’s 75th birthday.
Two conventions, the American
Chemists Society and the American Society of Tolling Engineers,
,

.

London
Lew Grade to Italy on
for a few days.
The Sydney: Box’s left for
France on the first leg of their
"
year’s vacation,
Nicholas Bela to New York bn
the Nleuw Amsterdam on biz, and
bli trip

.

.

win be away foiir to five weeks.
Gracie Fields Sailed on the
brought 14^0<)0 males to town and Queen Mary Saturday (15) having
proved a terrific hypo to niterles completed 26 half-hour radio proMonday through Thursday last gramis for Radio Luxembourg,
Jerry Katz, theatre and TV bookweek;:
Val Parnell is dickering with
er ifor General Artists Corp., rer
appendicitis
Peter Lind .Hayes and his wife,
atcovering from ah
Mary :Healy,. for a four-week headr•tact;'-..
line session at the London PallaCircus Saints A Sinners begin a
dium this summer,
three^day national convention at
Beix
Maxime
de
By
Anne Crawford^ how starring In
the Waldorf - Astoria tomorrow
Montparnasse);
Blvd.
(33
of the ‘Trio” series, the joint
oh,e
'(Thurs.).
Mrs. Arthur Loew through Paris. Rahk-Paramount production, off
^ol Hurok flew to Europe Sattown
in.
for
Hersey
lookJohn
a
scouting
to Holly wood next month bn vacaurday (15) for a lO-day
see..;-'
tion bn her first trip.
trip for talent in London, Paris
in
vacationing
Godofsky
Leon
Korda off to South
Zoltan
and’ Rome;;
towh'
and
comedian
Africa
for 15 days exterior shootradio
Bob Hawk,
The' Roy Ornsteiiis in Paris for ing of his picture, “Cry the Beemcee/ and vaude impressionist
Leo de Lyon o^: to Europe last a buickie, K. Barr pf MPA soon loved Country. ’’ - Returns to finish
Florence
interibr lensing in London..
week on the GarOnia.
William. out of hospital.
Dulcie Gray and Michael DeniClare Boothe Luce,
opening
plush
at
Montand
Yves
McCOlParker
and
son have left cast of “Queen ElizaHerod
Rogers
Baccara nitery.
beth Slept Here,” to be replaced
lister elected to board of directors
Jean Sablon opening at the The- by twb^: other film stars, Jimmy
of N. V. Philharmonic-Symphony.
Unveilirig of the monument to atre De L’Etoile.
Hanley and Rosalyn Bbulter.
Ellington
recitaling
at
Duke
Calgary Bros; return to England
Jack Kapp, pirexy-founder of Dec^
^
after 11 years in America to be
ea Records, on Sunday (16) at Palais De Chaillot.;
Edith Piaf breaking Tecords at featured in “Aqua Parade^” which
.Mount Hope cemetery in ;Westthe ABC Music Hall.
chester.-'
stars Buster Crabhe, opening at
Stan Laurel iri town to prepare Wembley Stadium in August.
Charles SiiifidneUi, Uniyersars
pic.
two-version
Francp-Italian
a
exploitation chief, lecturing tomor^
Anthony Steele inked for the
Waldo Mayo ogling French doc- romantic lead -in the :20th-Fbx
row (Thurs.) at the University of
Pennsylvania ph film publicity and umentaries for possible purchase, British productibn “The Mudlark,”
/
Jimmy Davis moving over to the which starts at Sheppertoh next
•promotion^-'Mickey Rooney in from the Port D’ Attache at Place Blanche. month with Irene Dunne starring.
Gregory Peck in town for ex-^
Coast today (Wed/) to guest dn
Robert Henderson is producing
Several radio shows: He recently teriors on “Captain Hprnblower.” .hew play by the- author of “TupMichet~
Simon back to the thea- pence Coloured/^ Laurier Lister,
completed ^Freddie the Great’- for
tre after several years in “Fric-! for Jack de Leon at the ‘‘Q” theaColumbia.
Came that freak snow flurry Frac/’/-tre, May 2^ aiid if a hit it comes
The Eugene Van Dees throwing to the West End.’
la.st Friday and Al Jolsph went
the next day, right back to Palm cocktail patty for producer George
Having launched “Madame TicSprings. However, he’s due back Bookbinder.
Tac," Terence De •Marney ProducAdolphe Osso off to the States tions has a new play based on life
in May, eii route to Israel.
Both Matty Fox; Universal Piets for huddles bn his pic, “Le Grand of actor Edmund Keau for which
veepee, and Jack Forrester, ex- Rendezvous.”
negotiating with Treyor
is
it
Leslie S c h w e i t z e r catching Howard to play lead.
musicomedy juvenile, turned Wall
Streeter, in Indonesia on interna- French plays for possible State-:
of
Halevi,
director
Moishe
tional financial deals, but separ side production.
OHEL theatre, Tel Aviv, planed
William Wyler in from Germany into London from Rome Thursday
•Tately.
Joseph Curtis expects to be dis- for the opening of his pic, “The (13) to finalize arrahgemehts for
charged from the New York hos-. Heiress,” which received sock rc- company’s season at the Scala
pital within a Couple of weeks foN .yiews:
theatre, opening May 22.
Paris to be comipletelyMit up
lowing convalescence from a heart
Robert Ayres, American lead in
attack:
Curtis is an Cxec with once a week starting in May to “The Gentle people,” staged at the
give the tourists their money's
Weiss A .Geller ad agency.
theatre Thursday ( 13 )
Embassy
Jah Peerce, Helen Jepsoh, Wil- worth;'
started film same day titled “ReClaude Autant-Lara, director of
liam Kapell and Zino Francescatti
turn From Darkness” for Exwill perform in the '‘Music Under “Devil In The Flesh,” starting on clusive Films, in which he costars*
the Stars” concert at Kbbets Field, a pic with a conscientious objector with Christine Nordeii,
Saturday, June 3, to aid the theme.
Leads, from the Broadway proThe Francois Premier studios
American Fund for Israel Institu“Touch and Go,” which
being torn down to make way for duction of
tions.
Delfont is putting on at
Bernard
Coca-Cola
Ella Raines, starring in “Phan- a garage to service
the Prince of Wales, May 19, have
tom Lady” on Robert Montgom- trucks.
They include
towii.
Michel de Ghelderode’s “Force arrived in
ery’s NBC-TV show next Monday
Jonathan Lucas, Helen Gallagher,
(24), returns to the Coast the fol- des ’(enebres” to be done this fall David Lober, Kaye Ballard and
lowing day to appear in an inde- by Jean Louis Barrault, and may- the Debonairs.
pendently produced picture for Ed be in English by Orson Welles.
Although Linnit and ;Dunfee
Leyert.
Still persist in denying VAkiEtY’s
Frances Hawkins, who left Flair
story of their deal with Music.
mag as associate editor to go back
Corp. of America, understood deal
to her post as manager Of N. Y.
involved $700,000 (£250,000), with
City Ballet Co., returned last week
By Les Rees
MCA becomiing majority owners of
from England, where she’d gone
Clifton Fadiman here for lec- L&D’s shares. Company will still
to ink contracts for the troupe’s turey
carry on in its original name. With
British tour this summer.
Hotel Radisson Flame Room has entire staff staying put.
Lucia Chase of Ballet Theatre, Mindy Carson.
was kudosed as “Womam of the
Tex Beneke into Prom •Balltpom
Month” last night (Tues.) by the for one-nighter.
American Woman’s Assn, at the
Annual Sports, Traver and Boat
Barclay hotel, N. Y.
She’s first Show, at Auditorium for 10 days,
,By Georffe F; Gaal
woman in the field of ballet so broke attendance records.
Wolfgang Liebcneiner directing
honored by the organization.
Wrestling card at St. Paul
a new pic for Real Film.
Auditorium,
exec
a.
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an exclusive three-year contract
for products of the newly-formed
Austrian company of Paula WesJ. Russell Robinson seriously ill
sely.
Wessefy is ^scheduled to
Pam Blumenthal In. from*
make two pix per year.
Zarah Leander* s first jmstwar
Shirley Pbwell parted with her
pic, “Gabrlela’*^ (Real Filin); to be
totisils«
preemed this month. Pic also
"Wanda Hendrix divorced Audie
stars
Vera Mplnar. Carl Rad- Murphy.
datz aiid Siegfried Breuer. Geza
Marie McDonald hospitalized in
Cziffra directed; Gsrula Trebitisch
Santa Monica.
is producer.
Virginia Crews / Duhning divorced Dodge Dunning,
Buddy de Sylva back from a
South American Junket.
Dan Daily to Dehver for a stage
By Florence S. Lowe
stint at the Fox theatre.
Dorothy Shay bringing landbfGhafles apd Spyros Skouras to
ftce biz to Hotel Sfatler’s Embassy Mexico City on vacation.
Room:;:.;,
:Fred Sweeney celebrated his
Stan Kenton prch in for a one ,38th anniversary as an actor.
niter at Uline’s Arena ^Monday
Allan Jones booked for a vaude(i7).:’night'.:'ville toUr of the British Isles,
Myrna. Loy and Jinx Falkehburg
Walter- Pidgeon checked in at
amongst week’s visitors, both on Metro after six mbriths in Eriglarid;
charity stints.
Gordon Hollingshead observed
Faye Emerson, a regular here his 25th anniversary with Warner
these days, checked into Hotel Bros.'.:,'
Mayflower over week eiid.
Gregory Ratoff in town after
John Mason Brown, drama critic, three years of film directirig in
due in next month for his annual Italy.
stint for the
Frontier Nursing
Hal Gary in town after 15
:'"c
Service,.:
“Oklahoma!”
months. with
in
Glare Boothe Luce Sind Anita Australia.
Colby due in town Saturday to atSid Rbgell sent one of his Holtend a dinner honoring Catholic ly wood Booster buttons tor Stephen
U’s Father Hartke. for his contribu- •S, Jackson.
tion to college theatre.
Olivia de Hayilland to WashirigKick off for town’s Sesqui Cen% tOn for Women’s National Press.
tennial past week featured talents .Club.: award:
of following:
George Murphy,
Jerry Lewis opened a camera
Edward Arnold, Gladys SWarthout, shop: in Vine street, next
to the
Ann (“Miss Liberty”) Crowley, Met Brown
Derby.
.
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Alan Corelli,
secretary of
Theatre Authority, tagged as honor ;^uest by Cinema Lodge of B’nai
B’rith for the group’s presidents’

dinner, Tuesday (25) at the Hotel
Astor when Albert A. Senft will
take over as prez from Saul E.
'
Rogers.
Burton (Bud) Benjamin,. RKQPathe film producer, and his wife,
Arleen, editor with the Literary
Guild, sailed for Europe, over the
weekend for a one-month com•bined vacation and business trip.
Benjamin will o.b. likely shorts
materiM during the trek.
Helen Hayes, Cahada Lee, Walter Abel, Peggy Conklin, Dorothy
Gish.
Timmie Rogers, Ethel
Waters, Kent Smith and Juanita
Hall are among those scheduled to
appear at the Negro Actors Guild
ball being held Friday (21) at the

Savoy ballroom

in

Harlem.

By
The Philadelphia Orchestra men

.

:

,

.

^

:

star Lucille; Manners, and singers
Irra Petina, William Warfield arid

MGM

Kathryn Grayson settled a $5,filed by her former agent,

OdO suit

Muriel Rahm;

Murray Lazar.

.

..Howard Da Silva appointed
Coast rep for the N: Y: Neighboi>
hood Playhouse:
Larry Parks laid up with virus
By Glenn C. Pullen
Nick DAmico band and Jackie X while “That Bedside Manner’’
around him.
shoots
Green at Hollenden’s Vogue Room.
Charles Laughtori booked • for
Elmer Wiener, here to aid Hal
stands in the midone-night
60
Miskell on bally for Met Opera’s
west, Starting Sept. 1 o:
season at Public Hall.
arrived frbm
Ryan
Kathleen
:Ted Miclau, owner of Ted’s LatLondon for a role in Robert Stillin Casino, ifegbtiatirig a buyer/
man’s “The Sound of Fury,”
with $45,00() as asking price.
Veda Ann Borg returned from
Henry George, co-owner of Cab^,
where she played, a film
Australia
in Club, taking his prch to Akron's
Kid.”
May flower hotel for f oUr-week run role in “The Kangaroo
Ewell
and Tommy Cook
Tom
Audrey Wood, N. Y, play-agent,
here to inspect Jo (Ruth Seid) Sin- planed to Manila for roles in “An
Guerrilla in'‘ the Philipclair’s new anti-raciail bias drama, Ainerican
pines.”'
“Long Moment;” at Play House.
Broderick Crawford, and Deaii
Chuck Forsythe’s unit starting
George Spelvin
series of Dixieland Sunday ses- Jagger won the
the
sions at Maip Street club, with awards, presented annually by
Club.
Masquers
Bill Randall of WERE as emcee.
Legit Hanna dark until May 8,
'

'

when

Sol Heller, Cleyelarid proBert Wheeler in
Policeman's Lot” for pre-Broadway preem.
ducer,' bririgs in

“A

By -Lary Solloway
Mother Kelly*s shuttered for
summer.
Park Avenue Club shuttering
this Week.

By Hal Cohen
Don Cornell returns to Carousel
on Monday (24).
Rowena

Rollins,

headliriing

at

Carousel this week.

Walter Winchell back in town,
at the Roney.

Martha

Raye returns

to

Five

O’clock Club in July.
Isabel Austin, Roxy (N. Y,) tub
thumper, at the Delano for vacash.

Harold Lloyd coming here: oii
Loew’s veepee Charlie Mosko19 for big Shrine shindig.
Vic Damone back at Cbpa to witz due in this week for aririual
headline second anniversary show. yacash.
Dick Kallmari, newest young
John McGreevey back on job at
Harris Amusement <Co. after an singer to hit here, at Saxony

May

.

hotel’s Shell-I-Mar Room.
Gracie Barrie heads new show
Cantor headlines new
show opening Friday (21) at due at Five O’clock Club. J eati
Carroll is ariother possibility.
the Monte Carlo.
featurihg Gorgeous
A new 1,200-seater firstrun the- Bob Hope booked for two eveJack Goldman pacted successful
GeOrge, drew $10,()00 gate.
atre opened in Frankfurt.
ning shows at Syria Mosque, May 8 Vagabonds
Jan Murray-Rose
Curly’s bringing back female •
The
newly-formed
Film
Arena
Marie package for summer date.
for May Beegle Concerts.
impersonators’ reVue which ran
started shooting its first
company
Jim
Booth,
head
of Oriental
Vince
Boylan,
singing
cabbie,
six months to capacity biz last year.
“Madwoman Of Chaillot” and pic.“Maria From Bahia” still going off to Columbus, O., to be house theatre, Chicago, planed back Sunday
(16)
after
scarinirig
singer
talent here.
at Gayety Theatre.
“Death of* a Salesman’’ Only reRay Millarid at the Kenilworth
“Stars ’n’ Skates,” ice revue,
maining bookings for the Lyceum. strong as Germany’s No. Qne hit
song.
with J 0 Barnum, into the Terrace for several days after date with
Mel Tome and Jean Carroll,
The Luebeck State theatre re- Room for couple of weeks.
Ed (Archie) Gardner in Puerto
both playing return engagements,
ceived a 575,000 marks ($135,000)
Lucy Edwards, accompanist for Rico,
follow Peggy Lee into Club Carappropriation.
Alfred McCosker, former MBS
Savoyards,
off for England where
nival Thursday (20).
Franz
Lehar’s
“Frasquita’’ she’ll continue her musical
studies. board chairman underwent appenCover charge goes back on at preemed: with
great
success
at
Radio’s Cleda Clark, who lost a dectomy last week* and is recupHotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace
the Metropol, in Berlin.
foot when hit by a train, has gdrie ing .at new home here.
nCxt week with Lbu Holtz’s eriGustav F r o e h i i c h directing horiie to Steubenville, O., to
Nat Harris, former Latin (N. Y
Kay Thompson and “Murderers
gagement.
conWithout Murder,” lat- valesce.
Quarter
a
manager:
prepping
Victor Borge, who last played the
irJunge Film Union pie.
^.Biller Bros. Circus with Ke:n swank eatery for next season. It’s
Hotel Radisson Flame Room, are est
Two
new
Jiinge; Film Union pix* Maynard coming
in
heart; Of Dade boulevard nighthere. May 17-21
set for repeats there.
“This Man Belongs To Me” and for Kiwanis Club
of Wilkihsbiirg club sector.
“13
UndeV One. Hat,” to be cjiarities..
Barry Gray was given a shindig
preemed shortly.
at the Lord Tarletoni hotel SaturDitector Helmut WeisS formed
day (15) On eve of departure for
Saji Ftaheisev
own iridependerit company, OrN; Y,; and gabber stint fro?n vChaiiBy Ted Friend

operation.

'

.

Marilyn

.

floor

—

"

.

>

.

.

Mtrggsy Spanier a click at Club
Hangover.
Leonard Lyons column, newest
Chronicle feature,
Dorothy Kay Friend out of hos-^
.

•re voting on whether they want pital after surgery.
to be paid weekly, or bi-weekly
Arthur H. Hayes, CBS exec, to
next season.
New York for home office huddles.
Harold Davis, of CBS sales staff
Kirsten
Flagstad
returns
to
In New York, is at his home in Opera House fori two sellout conSpringfield, Delaware County, re- :certs.
cuperating from a heart attack.
Town’s newest literary 'mag,
Marian Motgan, former Harry “Comprehension,^’ hit the stands
Janies vocalist and Joan Craw- last week.
ford's new protege. Opened as a
Rosita Serrano at Venetian Room
single Monday (17) at the Rendez- of the Fairmont hotel. Joe Reichyous,
man at, Mark Hopkins.
Arthur Lee Simpkins, currently
Irving Lehrer; former Gotham
•t the Latin Casino, has signed, to flack, new publicity and advertishead an all-Negro troupe, 4he first ing head for ^Brooks Camera.
to appear in Lopdon-s Palladium,
Geary street hopping with Holin mid-June.
lywood troupe headed by Bette
Records: and the Earle Davis ensconced at Curran theatre
Theatre staged « cocktail party for shooting of “All About Eve.’^
.

.

'

’

.

1950

lando Film, and starts production
soon with “Talent for Luck, “ a
comedy.
First Dprnas Film production,
“Two in One Suit,” now in production in Muriich.
Pic stars Olga
Tschehowa,
Wolf
Albach-Retty
and Joe StoeckeL
Pathe Filrii (London and Paris)
signed a longterm exchange conT
^act with the new independerit
German newsreel company, Neue
Deutsche Wochenschau.
A Soviet film version of Emerich Kalman’s “Tsardas Princess”
,

:

preemed

in

Berlin.

Pic

is

di-

rected by A. W; iwanowskij and
has a strong political slant.
“The Pirates of Capri, ’’“Twelve
O’clock
High,”
“My Foolish

Heart,”
“Whirlpool,” “The
Inspector General” and “Bagdad”
are latest releases at the Army’s
theatre circuit. V
Union Film of Munich signed
.

dler’s;

Restaurant.

Metro producer George Sidney
in with wife, Lillian, to visit relatives.

.

/

Virginia
McElhinney:
BlackBy Rmil W; Maass
stone theatre treasurer, resighing
Ernst Deutsch inked by Salzto open a ticket agency.
burg City theatre for sum lii e
Producer Collier Young in to season;
visit his brother, William Young,
Composer Oskar Straus awarded
an advertising exec here.
honorary ring of the city of VienScreenwriter Virginia Kellogg na on his 8pth
birthday.
in for publicity huddles on her
Rohrau cbmmunity council an d
latest Warner pic, “Gaged.”
government of Lower, Austria
Ruth Chatterton ; will address bought birthhouse
of Josef Haydn
the Chicago Sun-Times Book and for
museum purposes.
Authors luncheon; May 3 at the
Vienna Little Theatre WorkBlackstone.
shop, U. S. amateur stage gipup
Maurice Schwartz in ahead of here, produced
Noel Coward’s
opening of his “Riverside Drive, ”c “Hay Fever”
in the Clam-Gallas
"
Thursday (20) at the (Harris, to lec- /Palace..ture in Chi synagogues.
Schoenbrunii Film inked Elfie
Marshall Migatz, o
n e r of Mayerhofer and Curd Juergens
Chevy Chase sUihmqr theatre, off for “Kissirig is
no Siri,” a musical
to New York to pact cast and dipic containing song hits of the late
rector for May 23 opening.
composer Edmund Eysler.
'

.

>

w
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;April

••
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Dorothy Radnlck to Vince
Pittsburgh,

ducers within the past few months
of this kiud of stratificatioh of the
distribution of film product has led
us to feel that :the, -judgment in this
case should contain an Injunction
against the defendant exhibitors or
successors lifiecting such* stratification by collusion.

ot trade. Thei?e ig
of competltiqi) ^ for
product. Pigtrib has to take what
can get :becaus€>^ he loiows
there's no use offering his ftlms to
the fellow across the street. Lat*
ter will invariably And that he, has
no dates available for film$ from a
company that habitually deals with

np freedom

his comjietitioii.
is
Prdduct-SRlitting
cases completely open

ed,

but

in

:some

and

accept-^

generally by Oral -jagree^

is

from pas*

Cointinued

ment which hone Of ^ the parties
will admit to but which is recog- ably

4

.

.

Pis^
nized, by everyone involved.
tribs have never been in position
to beef abiOut the practice, since

will continue to function

is.

TV

Hike most other

its

problem is getting a sufficient supply pf.’gbod feMure product.
Other then that, Sehrs is under.stood to have reported to the. board
on his meeting in Washington last
week; with Reconstruction Finance
Corp. officials in eri effort to get
Goveniment aid in financing indie
production. UA's own product situation is good, with enough pix in
the can now to carry it through

.

were in a way
it
and their .affiliated
party
chains were involved.
Violation of the anti-trust laws
is said to be rather easy to prove
by both circumstantial and actual
evidence and it is on that basis
that Goldwyn and MacMiUen went
last week to Herbert Bergson, assistant attorney general in charge 'October.
of aiitl-trust proseCutiohs.
V
ith five Others; in production,
editing or clpse to the starting
lik N. Y.;
fjOeW’s and
line,
distrib ;Will have no trouble
On the circumstantial side, SoT
getting through the year. Acquici ety of Independent Motion PicProducers has re^pprtediy sition of new product for the peture
graphed New York bookings by riod beyond that; however, has
down and niay prove
Loew
and
circuits. Some slpwed
the
distribs are repped by red crayon troublesome if the financing situation
continues
tight.
on the graph and others by blue.
Added to the slate last week was
It is shown that there's virtually
never red-crayon product pri! the Sam Spiegel’s “Cost of Living," cpside or blue-crayon oh the starring Van Heflin and Evelyn
Keyes. It is n.dw in production in
Loew's; side.'
MacMillen's squawk had to do Hollywood,; with jo vLosey directparticularly with the New York ^mg,‘situatioh, v(rhile Goldwyn was concerned with Fox-West Coast, agaiiiSt
which he is now propping a suit.
they themselves
^

:

'--:

W

;

RKO

'

'

HKp

;

:

HKO
'

While United Artists took no
rect

di-

hand

in last week’^ beef,
understood to have garnered cohsiderable factual material from. UA prexy Grad Sears.
Sears claims that the LOew and.
RKO circuits operate under Vvhat
he calls, -‘the Hotel Chgtham agree-

SIMPP

Contihued

linquish July

i

He

areas.

said to

is

there

that

is

appears ob-

agreement

.

and collusive bidding can reduce
the take on an important picture
by the difference between profit
and loss, and could be .responsible
for putting producers out of business,
In some -quarters; it is said
that the difference the practices
make throughout the country
might mean about $300,000 to ah
average picture,
SIMPP has already made an
effort to get an anti-productrsplit-r
ting clause included in the ruling
of the New York federal court in
the industry anti-trust case. Proposal was made too late, however,
and was not included in the judgment recently handed do wh against
Warner Bros;, Metro and 20th^Fox.
Plea was made by the Society to
Bergson last December. On Jan. 9
he indicated his interest by sending a note to U. S. Circuit Judge
Augustus N. Hand, advising him
that the Government would push
for inclusion by the court in its
judgment of the following paragraph prohibiting
the defendant
"

Cohtinued. from par.c 1

Betty Marie Sweitzer, to Fredric
Shadley, St.; Xouls. April 15; He's
son of palph H. Shadley,
CLARRHCE A.
Meadville, Pm*- theafre owner;
Clarence Af (Chick) CohertV
Margo Tyler to Eddie ;Morah, former film exec;' died in Ne^. York
Las Vegas, Feb. 26. He’s<.a ;screett after a hekrt: attaqk, April
He;
v'
'writer.;
hfid been strickeh' the day before
at
The
Lambs,
where
had
he
made
Jocelyn Brando, to Eliot T. Anir
sof, Tarrytown, N. Y.,; April 13. his home.
Cohen had been a geiieral sales
Bride is in cast of the Broadway
manager for Wbrner Bros, for 15
company of “Mister ftoberts.'V
Mergeiry May Strau$S to Stanley years and subsequently went into
Frederick Schrieider, New York, exhibition and operated film the111
April 18. He's son of A. Schneider; atres in lower New York,
veepee and treasurer of Columbia health forced him to dispose of his
theatres and go to Tiicson, Ari?„
Pictures^hecause
heart and bronchial ail^
Nancy Scott to, George Taylor, ments. bf
While there he wrote a
Belfast, Ireland,. April 8.
He’s a cplumn for a local newspaper and
legit Comic; biide^s a pianist.
was also a sportscaster on radio
Beatrice Herschkowitz Jto Paul station there. He returned" to'N. Y.
M. Sokol, New York, April 16.* eight years ago and had been press
with
her counsel for Brunswick Mills Co.
Bride is
associated
.mother, Anne Hersclikowitz, in
He had written several sOngs, in'
theatre party agency;
cluding “Arizona Moon," which
Audrey Peiters; to Garry Davis, was made the official song of that
Ellsworth, Me;, April 13. Bride is State, For years he had been ac-^
a dancer; he's son of Meyer Davis, tiye in the affairs of The Lambs.
society band impressario.
He was a brother of the late Sidney Goheh, prez of Independent
Motion Picture Exhibitors for
many yeaTs. A brother and two
.

the.,

;

.

.Jordon H. Eldrid, 76, former
vafide performer; ? died hi
Eldrid, bord in
York,years tbpring
EnglaJnd, spent
vau'de circuits both in the U. S*
and his native country; Starting
in 1697 as ah actor with a Chicago rep company; Bldrid wrote*
produced, directed and appeared
in vaude units until 1926. His last
:j5tage role was with “The Bat" on
tour in 1926.
Foilowing his vaudeville exit,
-Eldrid got a job as a gtiide for the
New York Times, At the time of
his death he was sllll with the
Times, serving in Its circulating
library^*

‘

.

.

;

":*;

‘

;

^

,

:

•

•

A/wife, brother and sister survive.

:

:

hew:n M/hanscom
Hanscom; former
Helen
M.
vaude and concert singer, died in
Ghicago April 10. During World
War I she was a membbr; of the

,

Janis

Elsie

overseas

troupe,

but

.

birtHs

had not sung professionally for

'

the. past 20 years.

sisters survive.

Mr. and Mrs: John Derek, Son,
Mother is
Hollywood; April 13.
the former PAti Behrs, film starlet;
father is a contract player at Co-

WALTl^
:

'lumbia.-' -

Walter

talent

F.

she was the daughter of the. late
Charles Hanscom, former concert
master of the MetrOpplitan Opera
topflight Co. and the late Isabelle; LeMarand pix chand, noted harpist.

BATCHELOR

P.' Batchelor, 56,
agent, also legit
;

Mr. and Mrs. Burt Tobias, producer; died in New York April.
daughter, Chicago, April Ip/ Path-, 13, At time of death he was assistant casting director for 20th
ei* is trumpeter in Carl Sands' OriGeritury-Fox films. However, alental theatre orchestra.
though inactive in the agency field
Mr. and Mrs.: Lewis Kiupnick, for past several years, due to his
Father's
sort, New York, April 4.
production activities and subsewith Abbey Albert band at Ter- quent post with 20th, he still mainrace Room, Pitt.
tained a sizable interest in the
Mr. afid Mis. Perri Salati, son, Walter Batchelor Theatrical EnFather terprises, which he founded someMarch 22.
Pittsburgh,
manages Peoples Theatre, Taren- time ago, although latter has been
tum,'Pa.
operated since by Henry Dagan d
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Berkebile,
While in the agency field, Batchdaughter, Johnstown, Pa., March elor had repped such top talent
Father manages Strand thea- as Fred Allen, Rudy Vallee, Libby
28.
tre ;there.
Holman, Clifton Webb,^ the . late
Mr. and Mrs: Greg Garrison son, Helen Morgan anff others. He was
Father is di- also producer of roveral Broadway
Chicago, April 11.
rector of ABC-TV'f “Super Cir- shows, including "Of All People."
In films he was co-producer of
cus.”
with Monte Proser,
Mr. and Mrs. Mickey Rooney, “Copacabana,"
The Bag," Fred Allen
son, Hollywood, April 12. Mother and “It’s In
starirer, which he did with Jack
is. Martha Vickers of the screen.

MRS,

down.
Couple bad
separated
some,
time ago and a divorce action was
about to have begun when Mrs.
Fonda suffered a nervous collapse.

GEORGE

-

,

-

B. comers all
Gomersall, 64; film
died April .14 in CinFor past 13 years he
Kentucky for Universal

George

cinnati.

covered

exchange

Pictures

He was

,

B.

salesman,

a

member

In .Cincinnati.
of Variety Club

Tent 3 and of Salesmen’s

Skirballv

Father is a film star.
Mr. and Mrs. Mort Greene,
12.
daughter, Hollywood, April
Mother is Jan Wiley, actress-

HENRY FONDA

Mts. Frances, Seymourr Brokaw
Fonda; 42, estranged wife of
Henry Fonda, currently appearing
in “Mister Roberts," suicided in a
sanitarium at Beacon, N. Y.. April
14, where she had been undergoing
treatment for a nervous break-

Coliseutri.

He leaves mother, a sister and
three brothers, one of whom is Edward T. Gortiersall, former Universal general sales manager and

Wife and a daughter survive.

,

JOE DUNLEVY

Joe Dunlevy, 66, veteran min- now owner of theatres in Elgin
and vaude performer, died and Kankakee, 111
April 15 in Cincirtnati.
JAY A. KING
Starting as a soft shoe dancer In
the summer theatre at old Chester
Jay A. King, Sr., 70, former thePark, Ginciririati, he sprouted into atre owner and film producer, died
the blackface field as a partner of in Philadelphia April 14. At one
Dan Fitch, who headed a minstrel time King pwried theatres in the
troupe with which Dunlevy re- northeast sectioii of Philly and
mained after it became J. A, Go- was one of the. pioneers in the
bum Minstrels. Later he joined business, working with the Lubin
the George Primrose Minstrels.
Picture Corp., when they operated
*
His first Vaude work was with there.
Wife and three sons survive;
the comedy act of Coakley, Hanwas secretary to^ M^
Mr. and Mrs. Rudi Fehr, daugh- vey & Dunlevy, billed as the
Switching
ter, Hollywood, April 14.
Father “Mudtown Minstrels."
HAROLD J. CARLOCK
to
a two-act; Dunlevy teamed
is a film editor at Warners.
Harold J. Cirlock, 56, salesman
with Harry Frankel.
Their partMr, and Mis. Bernie Glaser, nership ended
when Frankel en- for RKO in Albiany for the past
daughter, New York, April 14. tered radio for his famed Singin’ eight years, died April 12 in St.
Mother is the former Me rr ill Sam series for BarbasoL
Peter’s hospital there.
Carlock^
vTbwne, assistant r a d i o afid tele
was connected With the film busiAfter yaude’s washiip Diinlevy
producer; father is an associate edness
for. k quarter of a century.
settled in Cincy and did radio and
itor of Coronet mag.
native of Paterson; N. J., he
Tv stints, his latest with Crosley’s is A;survived
by his Wife, a son, a
WLW-L.'
daughter, mother and two sisters.
He leaves a sister.
father

Is

a songwriter.

'

strel

j

;

'

Artists) “don’t really know
the terms of SAG’s partnership
agreement and if We can get our
siejal

view before them we can convince

them

of its practicality.’’

Two key

Issues which divide
and the screen unions are:,
SAG'S position that it should ne-

TVA
(1)

gotiate for vidpix and TVA handle
live tele negotiations, with the rebecoming the
contracts
sulting
property of th^: partnership; and
(2) TVA’s plan for settling deadIpCks between east and west by
joint membership meetings on the
basis of a 75% mennbership Vote.
considers the latter formula
“inequitable because T VA’s mem-

•

SAG

bership outnumbers

oil rs

and

it is

i

CBS-Metrp
Cpniinned Irom pase

“From

:

DANIEL

t

Daniel

.

,

.

.

.

WILLIAM ORR

t

TUTHILL

AVilliam
ari

I

Oir,

67,

legalite

New

Inc., died in
18.
Orr, with Loew’s

Loevv's,

with
Yotk,

since
1923, served as company’s legal
contact for Washington, D. C.
He was a newspaperman prior to
joining the film company.

April

JACK SWEENEY
Jack Sweeney,- 61, former .v.recn
actor, died April 12 at his home in

Hollywood.

He was associated
Senriett in 1916.
1'

j
'

!

;

with

Mack

..Edward' tranter,.. .'••Td,-; .vet.
Buffalo,
in
writer, died
April 17.
He was the father of
Don Tranter, radio editor of Bufsport.s

falo’s

Courier-Express

and

Jim

Tranter, radio editor of the Buffalo

Maurice M. Rubens, 65. one of
Publix-Great
of
founders
the
States theatres and veepee of the
ago,
months
six.
compariy until
died April 13 in Joliet, 111. He was
also president Of the Royal Theatre Co; of Joliet..
In 1927, he and his brother
'founded the Great States chain,
which they sold to Balaban &
Katz in 1933, Rubens remained as
v.p.
and director of adverUsirig
arid publici ty until his retirement
’•nvived bywife, a
last year.
son, two bro i;TS and two si.sters.

Evening News.

John Koreck,

I

:

'

S.

Tuthill, 53, radio

MAURtCE M. RUBENS

.

.

S.

and none of those winding gestures tists' representative and former
by the time keeper.
general sales manager and assisr
^
tant to the president of the NaAs is customary in any fracas, It’s tional Broadcaking Co., died April
the innocent bystander who gets 14 of a heart ailment in Norwalk;
whacked, in this case it was Lux Conn.
Radio Theatre, the be.st friend a
Tuthill began his career in adCaught in the vertising in 1925, when he joined
picture ever had.
middle When tempers were flaring, NBC. In 1941 he became executive
the J. Walter Thompson agency vice president of the National Conwas forced to pull “The Bride Goes cert and Artists Corp. He e.stabr
Wild” with the same Johnson arid lished his own agency in 1946.
June Allyson and substitute Gary handling radio production and arGrant and Betsy Drake in “Every tists.
Girl Should Be Married, ’V which
A member of the Radio Fiorieers
was done last spring by Lux. Ironi- Club, he was a founding member
cal it is that Johnson and Grant and former director of the Adverfigured in the double incident, both tising Club of New York.
Surviving are his wife, a daughcoming and going.
ter and a brother.
Spokesmen for CBS say they

settling differences between
consultihg or agreeing the U. S. and Switzerland on the
expressly or impliedly with any basis of a population vote."
George Heller. TVA national excompeting exhibitor as to whether
particular pictures shall be li- ecutive secretary, feels that the
censed to particular exhibitors or TVA proposal is “truly demoas to whether the pictures of par-, cratic" and “assures not only adeticular producers or distributors quate, representation for all conshall be liceh se d to particul ai* c Jf- cerned, but will also guarantee that
the wages and working conditiohs
hlbitors.”
Bevgson added in his note, in way in Tv will truly represent the
of explanation: v^It is with extreme wishes" of performers affected.
TvA spokesmen said they did
reluctance that at this late .date
we are advancing the above pro- not feel Reagan’s pilch wouid cut wbuldi
like to i i ve happily \y it
any
ice with Equity. Which has
poseid additional provision;
We
Metro, but they are* fearful of
have, however, been Concerned for supported TVA for the. past eight
setting a precedent in allowing the
a long time over the point made: by months.’ SAG, meanwhile, told Vastudio plugs Inoved up front or in
this court in its‘ opinion of July 25, HiETY that if the 4A’8 hoard graiits
Once you do it for
the middle.
1949,_^that there Was ap absence of TVA jurisdiction oyer vidpix “it
MetTOv they argue, the others v^H
competition among the defendant will mean nothing, since five of
demand it arid there you are. What
exhibitors for the product of the the 4A’s seven members are the
M-G doesn't understand, say the
various distributors; that is that heads of TVA wearing different
crowd, is that the sponsor has
the product of one distributor reg- hats." SAG said if TVA gets the CBS
something to say about where the
ularly went to, one of the defend- greeniight for negotiations it is
He pays, the,
credits should go.
,ant exhibitors and that the product still the film actors who will debargainihg freight and should have a voice in
collective
of another distributor regularly cide' their
espeprogram,
his
on
goes
what
screen
Went to another defendant exhib- represehtaiives and the
rback the SAG, cially wh eq it's ’put-and-ou t adye
“will
itor in places Where more than one .thespers
his
than
tising for a product other
defendant had theatres. The re- which has been reppihg lhem^
iown*
c'urrence of ebiTiplalrtts by pro- all these years."

like

.exhibs:

•

•

,

,

;

-

•

on

Mr. and Mrs. David; Kovar, son,
ed pictures it brought into /the Hollywood, April 12. Father is a
cameraman.
merger.,
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Reardon,
Schenck will remain in Miami
until May 6,. when he will return daughter, Los Angeles, April 12.
to California. To date he has dis- Child is the granddaughter of E. J.
posed of the major portion of his MeNemara, circulation manager of
20th-Fox holding^ and will unload Daily Variety.
Mr. and Mrs, Frank :Rooney son
the rest of it before July 1.
Mt. KiscO, N, Y., April 14. Father
is a fiction writer and ex-actor;
mother, the; former Helen Hardy,

among exhibs oh who was to bid
for what product and how much.
He claims that: product divvying

a

'

L.'

Scott,

He's

15.

,

;

numerous examples where circumstantiaily, at least, it

1.

,

havO

April

;

In the original mergeri Schenck,
Canuck and Goetz. were givsn 50%
of the comipon stock in the 20thFox company While the ,Fox Film
Corp. stockholders were allotted
the rest of the shares, plus $39,000,006 in preferred stock because
of, the 49% Interest Fox held in
the National Theatres circuit Another angle was that 20th Cenlury
r'eceived $5,806,000 in preferred
stock as payment for the complet-

the Hotel Chatham, N. Y., in 1932Sears is former general salesmanager for Warner Bros.
In addition to the product-split^
ting, OoldVi^yn laid before the D;! of
J. evidence of collusive bidding in

vious

tom page

in 1943 he became executive head
of productidn, the post he will re-

pieht," which he says was arrived
at by top reps of the two chains at

many

f

is

;

-

IVCAEtitaff,:.;^^.,

Coutlnuei from pafo |
cies in regtraint

-

.•u

61,

forriier

ba.s.s

with the Pennsylvania
Symphony Orchestra, died in Philadelphia April 14.
violinist

;

i

CiaVence (Ace) Bragunlcr, 47,
died April 14 of a heart attack
while on location with Warners’
“The Bfeaklng Point" troupe at
Newport Beach; Calif;
/

I

:

[

I

Father, 72, of actrei^ Margaret
died in Norfolk,; Va;.
April 11.
vSullavan,

April 19^
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THANKS
TONY MARTIN

, THANKS
CLIFTON WEBB
for helping me break

me break

fpr helpirtg
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Squawk: by Allied exhib prexy 4ITrueman T, Rembusch ;Qrt the mul-

,/

^

NEW TORE, WEDNESDAY

7

,

.

tit^

TQAers

will

again

‘

,

consider a

-

.

'

!

Rembusch statement, as a matter
tdggered considerable sentiment in all quarters for a return
to centralized control over drives

—

:

ires,,V

I

'

of fact,

I

f_ Utlu'
Yr 1/ISHN
w
^

|HJ

:

which was found necessary during
On the other hand, with
the war.
industry pubiic relations ticklish at
the nvomfent, some filmites fear
uc interany
might be
iiugiiv
move that
Uiuvc
tiiav
y
rted as dodging charitable oblV
^Rr^ea
r-

^

Owinty/kiP

l^|]rf^||||

JtY
i

•SflUUHS.

W

r||iy|?r

‘Doric
PoH®

Uniqtie item
i-vtlS’
i

Yw

'ArtriT
‘Anrii •><

of re-

and Robert Edmond
Jones, end negotiations pending
with Danny Kaye, the N. Y. Metropolitan
Opera
‘‘going
isn’t
Webster

Broadway.” according to its new
general manager, Rudolph Bing.
‘‘I just want to bring some fresh
air in/’

he said.
remaVk was made

Bing’s

in

a

On his future plans, during
which he answered some of the
criticisms and rumors about artisls
and repertoire changes, and a general
Met overhaut that have
abounded since he took over. Miss
Webster has been hired to stage
‘‘Don Carlos” because of her rep in
talk

.

the legit field

among

the classics,

and her ability, to handle crowds
on stageV Jones, who has designed
operas as well as legiters, will desigh the sets and cost unies 'for a
(Continued On page 71>

Already, the major downtown
theatres have given loud approval
to the proposal and the 60. nabes
at a. meeting Friday (21 ) endorsed
the project unanimously. All of
stations are cooperatthe city’s
ing, although the extent varies, the
amount of programming depending
on what the station has to offer.
Project is a result of a series of

'

Louisville,: Ky., -April 25.

AM

Another slap by sportsmen

at

made here

the

yideocasters

last

week when Ghurchili Downs’

wajs

For Reiigioso Pic Amid

IJrtJrkne
nbrtninov.or.Vt
Je
Officialdom hlxed live televising of
ligious
phonograph records is
a beef from about to make its American debut. meetings whereby both films and; the Kentucky DeTby on Saturday
AM
sought
to
ihtere$t,
Gonhypo
by
is
a
recorded
Pope
(Continued on page 69)
Pius
disk
It
May 6. Track will let interconArthur Godfrey’s pitch in behalf
(Gontinued on page 62)
XII; in which His Holiness gives a
nected GBS-TV stations carry a of a religious film project, “The
special message and prayer, comsponsored by Gil- Divine Tragedy,” on his cross-the1 S^minute film
This
posed for the Holy Year.
lette, on Sunday (7> at 10:30 p;m., board CBS daytime show recently
£x-Lfgiter
record, which Pope Pius has made
while non-interconnected outlets may enable the pictures'

V?”®‘

It

:

;

proposal for a ‘^Gommunlty Week”
during which there would he a
united collection for all charities
once a year. Rembusch proposed
consideratioh of some similar joint
rather than repeated
.caiTipaign,
drives during the year.

Despite the hiring of Margaret
'

ransnsn.i.u.antiiem
Cjeveland, Aprii 25.
private eyes are not only domThis city has come up With What
Vet songsmlth Mifchell Parish
inating radio program schedules, is perhaps the most unique plan Who graduates from New York XJ,
they’re now moving in on the com- yet devised by film and radio in- this June, is collabing with Dr.
merclais,. Two former New York terests to combat the inroads of Kenneth N. McKee> NYU assistant
City police investigators, Walter television. That it will be watched dean, on a new anthem for the inIt’s
titled ‘‘Violet of
Clancy aiid Mary Sullivan, have closely by all facets in sliOw busi- stitution.
bought time on WMCA, N; Y., to ness,, notably among exhibitors, as N.Y.U.” Mills Music will publish
plug their Confiderftial^ InVestiga- the possible prelude to a nation- the piece,
wide pattern in meeting the TV
tion Bureau.
Lyricist Parish entered the uni;^
»
Advertising f o r troubie, the competition, appears a foregone versity to major in English literaconclusion.
v
ture. Last y^ar. at the age of 46,
Sleuths are using spots which go
Detaila of Cleveland’s aggressive he was one of two juniors to be
like this, “Are you in need of a
detective service?
Do you desire plan call for radio personnel/ ihr elected to phi Beta Kappa.
someone investigated or shadowed? eluding disk jockeys and other live
Your problem will be handled in talent in half-hour air shows, to
strictest confidence.
Call etc.” broadcast their programs f rohi the
stages and lobbies iri first-rUn
~
downtown houses and nabe thea[f^ll
iaii
i

,

'

MARKEY

CENTS

25

ARTHUR BRONSON

By
B' SANFORD
By

^
An uouiv
K9f||Q
xrig yn
Uig

;

"PVAp

the industry is how participating
found nunoterouS supporters this
week, idost signihcaht was word
from the nation’s other major eXhib
Theatre Owners of
; organization,
^America, that it had many beefs
from-its members-pn the numerous
vcharity carn^igns and would conSider the problem at the next nieet^
ving of its exec: committee in May.

PRICE
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APRIL

isv

feared

that

!

,

,

Now

in three

j

Despite

recent

talk

sponsors

(Italian, Fren<!h

^

the

about

languages

won’t be able to air

and Spanish), has been manufactured, by means Of a special pTocThere is
ess, completely in color.

day

•

1

’

|

j

yimy
X

to raise their $300,000 U. S. production quota sooner thant they had

To date in exoutlet in this originally hoped:
won’t be permitted to screen cess of $200,000 has been subthe pic until Tuesday, since it's off scribed in America for the venture.
Response
to
Godfrey’s -shill
the cable, which means three days
after the event Is over. Although hasn’t been tallied as yet in a point
of actual dollars, but mail from his
it' realizes the track fears a teleinspired dent in its gate, station is listeners has run into the bu.shelssquawking because theatres will full. Radio star becarne intere.sted
probably show, newsreels of the in the projected film 'f61l6wing a
Derby before the Tuesday dead^ recent lunch with Hugh Gib.$on; a
line.-'
(Continued on page 62

WHAS-TV, CBS’

,

j

until Tues-

city,

P;}

the
has his prayer, and
® side which
«
Negotiations are pending for
Negroes in J
Arms of
P' the Vatican, also in Ken Murray to. play his first N.. Y.
been quiet- the
other
are
reproduced
the
on
color,
date in many years at the
yaude
ly making quite a successful career
If deal
Capitol theatre in June.
on page 56)
(Contin<
(Continued
in the field.
He’s baritone LawPiermont,
Loew
jells,
Sidney
rence Winters, who came but of the
booker, will make a pitch for
legiter, ‘^all Me. Mister,” in se
ipA
heading
Wilson,
currently
Marie
into the concert world, and has
the “My Friend Irma’/ airshow, for
since become, a prominent mcDithe same bill,
ber of the .N. Y. City Opera Co.
II
P11F7—
SARNOFF
iJiiI\,lWrr
riVEiL
Duo were the toppers of MurThe company has another Negro
ray’s “Blackouts,” which had a
ojrits roster, Camilla vWiUiamsv^^b^^
Chicago, April 25.
^she’s done very little singing this;
board, seven-year run at the El Capitan
RCA board.
Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA.
Comedian
year.
/chairman, predicted Video will theatre;' Lps Angeles.
occupied; with his CBS
The only l^egro active in opera probably determine the next presi- is currently
lack of opportunity fOr
opera, one.pf therti has

it

(9)/

.

.

*

:

.

Winters saing featured or dent of the U. S. in a talk here
“Candidates
in the fall and spring yesterday (Monday).
seasons of the N. Y. City Opera do. wd 11 have to reflect through telethis year, as well as going on tour vision the sincerity within, for the
'vith the company.
He also inter- public is quick to detect through
.spersed' this- wprK with a success- the eye whht is lost by the car,
ful concert tour under direction of he said in emphasizing the pplitinew
the
of
Spl Hurok- giving about 26 recitals, cal
pptentialities
^
He has mastered roles in four Tnedium.
He; also pointed oUt
Operas, appearing- this season in that With. the coast-to-coast co-axial
“Aida/’
“Pagliacei,”
“Turandot” cable in operation by 1952 elecand “Love of Three Oranges.” He tibns, there will be 20,000,000 sets
bad the lead rple in the world and 80,000,000 viewer^^^^
Pi’eem of “Troubled Islahd” at City
Sarnoff made his speech at the
today.

lead: roles

.

so THE PUBLIC MAY KNOW!

video Version of 'blackouts."
It’s expected Murray will form
a unit for yaudates and will include Tony Labriola, who lias been
with him oh. the video show.
;

J; E.

Lot AngGitf Ambqssadpr Hotel

"N«Vor Vo my many ymart of axperienea hdye
endorsed o porfieufar oct or show.

,

:

dedication of permanent TV excompany’s hibit donated by RCA. to. Chicago
program is mention made of the Museum of Science and Industry,
lact that Winters
development of
traces
is a Negro, and Exhibit
perhaps half the audience at N.Y/s video from early scanning methpds
City Center
has no idea that he is. to modern electronic developments.
Winters flew Monday (24) to Eu- Nearly 400 prominent civi^and inCenter, N. Y., last year.
Nowhere in the opera

piib-

tHE

THIS
ACTION vs: HACKEIT
Maxwell Andersoh has dropped
his $100,000 libH suit against/ novFranciS; Hackett, who preelist
viously ' withdrew accusations of
.

.

No

volved

1

‘

;

^

I

ffciy

plagiarism against the playwright.
financial settlement was .inthe actiph, although
in
llackett’s attorney is understood to
have sought to have Anderson pay
the legal costs, oh the plea that
rope for his
detiication
the novelist was unable to do so.
attended
leaders
tour dyistry
first concert
The dramatist’s suit was filed last
jbi’Pad.
He*U do a six weeks’ tour dinner:
j.
m Scandinavia, Italy and Holland,
uses of medium May, after Hackett had told reEducational
for the N.Y. Times and
porters,
speaker
feature
Jfdh a few .dates in France and were stressed by
mgland still to be penciled in by Dr. J. Roscoe Miller, prexy of Herald Tribune that Anderson’S
(Continued oh page 56)
Northwestern University.

.

iENTON/yicG-PrGSjdfnt-Managih^ Dirfclor

“THE HOUR. OF CHARM AU-GIRL ORCHEStRA AND CHOIR, f»aiHriiig EVELYN AND HER MAGIC VIOLIN. CHrrantly being prtienlWd
our world farnoHi CocoonH? Grove, under flit export cojndMeror, FH I
it ‘the stops' in muilcol orfitfry end prwdiiction.
“At show time yoN will be charmed by the boontifvl vbleet of GLORIA
and JEANIE: bmoiod oir rho Hnppralleled.koyboard doxtorlty ei LOUISE
at tho piano: oxcitod by the itirriiig rhythms crootod by VIOLA tiir**
rpundlod by kor pnutyally coferftil drums, and Hirlllod by the superb
technique of EVELYN coaxing ihiplring music from ber magic violin, The
choir and orchestra Includo 30 strjhingly gowned .fominine musieiens,
whose voices combine Int.n a rhojestic choir, pfeviding the ultimate, in
my opinion, in exquisite entertoinmeht.
“For yohr dancing pleosuro you will find the some artists converted
regret, thot this is the findl
I
into on unforgetable donee orchestra,
weelf of this great attrectibh, and strongly urge you to mohb your ofin

SFItALNY;

:

;

tondaiieo o
mitniitiitt.

MUST between now ohd SUNDAYi AfbIL

provent us from extending

this ingogerntfit/'

30.

frior

eom-

^

-

,

IWISCELLANlr

Wtdne»day, April 26, I950

—

—
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has^-""
Price
Hithin reason
ceased to, be an object in hunt by rfi^ivv I AlfilDtl Mf
major coitipany, story departments lilJll I LftluftliK inill Ull
^

^

AV

While some of the tremendous
fees of three or four years ago for

OF VAIIDE
f AUI/1«
^ jyVEFKS Vr

:

^

i

end of the war

Result is a graduaUy
tendency toward use of originals
and the purchase* of mag short
small
comparatively
stories
at
prices. Large number of these latbuys recently, at around
ter
$10,000, are said by story eds to
represent no effort at economy, but
merely the grasping for any kind
of material iri which there’s a pic-

economical
sirice

ture

isn’t

to

buy

required

particularly
short stories,

f

R^lfnr Pilitie
T IIIIIS

Mi^ ;Bwgri|Brj who

has

D *L TL
J
lidtD6r |D3n ijUCCQ
“
02018

CoStS. SIBZ

7
Detroit, April 25.
The beleaguered film industry^
beset by soaring production costs
:

;

;

and

TV

competish, would do well,
in the bpinion of producer-director
Prank Capra, to produce fewer arid
better pictures rather than to trim
film costs tob drastically,
In' Detroit to ballyhoo, his

,

said

HoHywood

pic-

profit last year;

He

that only 10.

Hollywood to cautioned, in that respect, that the
and situations true story of current pic earnings
'

develop story lines
to provide a screenplay.
More Prod., Lesser Scripts
Pressure by. the studios for riiateriai is expected by most story
departments to get worsej sirice the
riiajors ate increasirig the numher of films pri their schedules.
20th, for instance, which jumped
frpm 18 releases in 1947 to .21 in
’48, 24 in ’49 arid probably 30 in;
’50, is considering going to 36 next
year.
Dearth of yarns in the .past few

Newspaper Publishers Asspeiatipn
Opnvention (exhale).
Bugs Baer,
the famous humorist, Will be M.C.
NpW there’s a man to follow!.;

i

'

I

i

Sadler’s Wells Ballet, which set
an all-time ballet record on Broad-

I

Way

last fall with a $254,000 gross
for tour Weeks at the Met Opejfa
House With a $4.20; top, is still

puilirig
will be

the unpretedented. Troupe

back in September at tlie
for three weeks. T
weeks
ago the S. Hurok office sent out
mail order: blanks with announcements of the season’s repertoire.
Announcement' of prbgrairis five keep outl’VThe. siar. also, received aii
moiitfis before the event is unadverse comment jnLpga'p Goui lav's
usual in itself.
Sunday
column,
In 10 days since, the Hurok of’The sWarfh
The
sWarfii of bootleg
bbptliBg prints
which cropped up in. every corner fice has received oyer $115,000 in
Bergner. fdt 'Aussie
of the country at the end of the mail Orders, With capacitj^ for the
War is riow petering out as result engagement about $275,000, the
rpi
^ ^ '^Syddey, April 18
The
Fullers
have inked Elisabelh
_
house is already
Of the Federal Bureau
sold,
,

I

‘

,

.

;

'

;

,

r

j

lAWSON TRUMBO ASK
UWSON,

I

I

,

[

‘

'

.

,

.

41%

and is
expected to go clean by the end of Bergner to a three months’ {-ouMay, four hionths before the en- tract to do “Escape Me Ne\ er'
gagement opens.
Only gallery here, starting in JuriC. Deal was
•

seats an<|^ standing room
left to be sold over the
when the ballet

Will

fixed by A. Ben Fuller, son- of
Ben Fuller;
_Also set by the Fullers is
Champs Elysees Ballet, tinied

be

s^

i

Situation is unprecedented in
Met history, and certainly in the
:history of ballet; Hurok office sent
out flyers to, 30,000 people, and

won’t take
until

its

Sunday

first

(30).

a .Melbourne

Sl^k

———

.

:

WldoW
hv

'

..

'

n

l

|

prints were to be
probate here, provided a
®Rber an affidavit
fund of 930 000 for his
d^ucUPn or actual return of
.John and another of $20,000 for the films to the disttibs.
Large
number took the barracks bag
Chanteuse is
producing .the his sister, Ann Elizabeth Hiiston,;
the U. S. and thereafter
three-day affair herself and will
Residue of the estate, valued at
up at theatrical showings.
supply attendants as well as musi- “more than $10,000/’ was left to
films have been
clans to acqonipany
eians
accompany her:
his widow, Nait Sunderlarid Huston.
used in hotels,, schools apd similar.
plac®s.
None has ever been used
over television, so far as the FBI
Imows. Recently, a rash of bootleg
bookings, in Miami Beach hotels
were discovered, and the FBI reEriclosed find check for $
covered all the prints.
Witp the heat dying off, in inore
Please send VARIETY for 2’
recent instances, tJ, S. attorneys
have refused to prosecute, providfiled for

:

™

trust

.

Bill Cunningham arC’ pret(>’ low.
As the trial opened today iTiies.)

with the selection of a jury and
opening statements, most of he
potential jurors had neither beard
read the blasts, levelled at
Draper and Adler
Manle Sacks, director of artists in the newspapers.Over the air and
relations for RCA, planes to the
Along with Gholly KnickerCoast Friday (28) on an NBC deal. bocker (Igor
Cassini), the Ilearst
While in Hollywood, Sacks expects society
columnist; and Weslbiook
to catch Dinah Shore’s Cocoanut Pegler,
Lewlsl Sokolsky and C u nGrove, L. A. opening on May 2. nmgham
figured Tmpottamiv in
His meeting with her is an indica-j the quizzing
Of Jurors on ilieir
tion that RCA is still flirting with biases,
if any,
Lewis, who epmthe idea of luring the chirper from
over the* Mutual netthe Columbia fold.
work, was heard by a few but. non®
Understood Sacks will also hud- confessed to
.reading or liklening
dle with Qroucho Marx on Coast.
Sokolsky and OunninghahT dia-r
tribes either in the Hea i •St pres.s
or oyer the ether.
1:3X6 $
insulation of ihe talesm eii f i*om
Reflect
the hue-ahd-cry raised over (be
case resulted ini a fast selection of
Washington, April is.
U. S. collections of the 20% eight femirie and four ma le. u rors
general admissions tax in Marth: within two hours. iJiidge J. Joseph
Smith of Waterbury, Conn., i.s
generally reflecting February at
s^dlrig over, the case.
Frederick
the bokoffice, showed the seasonal
(Gontinued on page 231
upswing f r Q
the
preOedirig

VISIT

I

^r

.

March Amus;
Swing Upward

,i

;

mg

Zoiie.

the User of the prints* surren?®5®d^ .Them to the Government
Industry has generally been satis- month, but remained below figures
to, get back the prints,'
and pf the prevlpus year, according to
generally ^excuse given is that
the the Bureau of Internal Revenue
know the films Were figures released yesterday (24).
uu *
no.t,
/The March take was $32,910,332,
Exception to that rule occurred a tremendous
London/ April •i25..
gain over the preTony Martin Won a rave lecep*
/®ek in Brooklyn, where a vious month's $21,431,000,
but short tion yesterday (Monday), on a regrand .jury in the Federal
district of The $34,716,074 taken by the
turn date, at the Palladium. He
court handed down an
indictment tax cplleclor in March, 1949.
scored heavily with both ol d a nd
Similar situation showed for the new
copx>
tunes and a, packed: liouse
right infringement.
Rotunno is 20% .bite on nightclub tabs. The begged
for more.
charged^ with renting Metro’s
“I monthly tax return Was $3,618,742,
Palladium's
big; all-ardii nd bill
Dood It
cons®nt of the an improyement over the
$2,908,
is certain of success pver t h e ri ext
d stnb. When arrainged,
Rotunno 397 of the previous month, but a two vveeks,
Othpr stando d s on
pleaded not guilty. His trial is
set decline from the $3,865,700 Of the layout
are the Mack Xri plels
for May 3;
March, 1949.
and impressionist ijeo De Lyori.

m

.

.

.

Rtgiilcir Substriptioii

Ont

YeaT-i-$10.00

Two

Rafts

Ytors*^$18.d0

.

Canptfio

ond jPoritign^SI Addifionpl per Ytor

,

.

1S4 Wilt

48fli

Street

New

York

19, N, YI

for

ene

;

;

Sireel-

1 1

will

,

^

^

(Please Print Naine)

in July.

ihe

unusual, instead of the $4.20 top six^ month at the Palace, Sydnev,
A/^hur Rigby starred. Clifof last Season, Hurok hiked this
fail’s top to $6.
Opening night. rord Mollison is playing in ‘The
Girl Who Couldh’t Quite.” at (he
Sept. 12, will have a $10.20 tab.
\The $6 top coritrasts not pnly Princess for the Fullers.
with the $4.20 of last season, but
with the $3.60 top of Ballet Russe
de Monte Carlo, currently at the
Met, and the $3 top of Ballet Theatre at the Center theatre.
Sadler’s execs, however,, found the
Hariiord/ A^
hike necessary; They claim they
Judging frOiri the responses of
didn’t make enough money last
42
talesmen in the libel suit
fall, due to unusual costs" in presbipiight by. Paul Draper and l.arry
entation ‘at the Met.
Instead of
the usual 24 stagehands, they had Adler against Mrs. Hester F. McCullough,. Wife of a Time editor,
to employ about 40.
in plAce of the
Hooper ratings of Full on
the usual Met ballet orchestra of
Lewis,
Jr;, George Sokolsky and
30 or 40, they used 60.

^

1
1

preem

;

be p^miere. dunseuse,
with Boris Kochrio directing.
have a ‘major hit
newspaper ad
What is more With “One Wild Oat,” now in its

‘

!

Sir

"

window

.

I

Hildegarde, who recently arrived here, Will apiiear at a concert to be held at the Theatre des
Champs Elysees Jurie 2-4.

^

;

Met

;

jmm V

'

Who. didn’t desert In wariime,
and
public irom
which Miss Bergner expects later
in the year to draw once
more *
most agreeable income.”
The article reports Miss Bergner
as saying, when asked; about
leaving the country in 1940, <T
would
so much like to let bygories
be bvgones. It was all a misundeJ
standthe Dispatch: "But
ir-’
there Is no need for further
understandijig.; Let Miss Bci
gner

Represented by

:

—

L

.

ASSOCi ATE D :BOO K NG CORP.

not revealed iq studio financial
sth^ments, since many producers
have been ridirig along on a prbfitable backlog Of reissues.
No one in the industry, he de-.
clared, knows the answer to the
video threat, and therb riecessarily
is a great deal of wdtchful waiting.
of InvestiHe smd he believed the answer gation's drive against the “hot” pix
would partially be found in better iri the past four years, Iri a report
pictures and a reduction of admis- to J. Edgar Hoover, EBI top man,
sion prices;
The removal of the kudosing the FBI for its effective
Federal ticket tax would be a great Work, Sargoy & Stein, industry atyeai’s has been met by raids bn benefit, he said.
toriieys on copyright matters, adv
Theatre televiriori’cOUld possibly vises Hoover that a total of 579
stockrpom shelves at the studios.
Large quantity mf material had meari only; a faster method Of film priiits hw® been recaptured sirice
Also, oper- the drive first started* Almost all
; been piled up by most. lots over the distribution, he said.
years and it was in keeping with atirig over a special channel, it of the prints \yere originally dothe new economy-mindedness to might bring naHbnwide distrihii- nated to the Armed: Services by
save coin by using this up* Bpt- tion.for Broadway plays. Big' difft- the industry for wartime use overculty, he added, was determining seas.
(Continued on page 24)
who was goirig. to pay for it and
Of the 579 prints, the letter
how much.
statcs, 476 represent different fea«
ture
Capra
asserted
that
titles of all companies.
foreign
filnls
AnjjiiTf yviiy TRlIMnli
xiiUifiMV fiuii
would never capture the American other 47 are duplicates of titles,
r mass audience, essentially because white the remaining 56 are prints
the “happy ending,” not frustra- of shorts.
Every big picture retion, is the American way.
leased by the majors during the
Washington, April 25.
Referring to the Italian film, war has showed up at least once in
John Howard LaWson and DalThe Bicycle Thief,” in which the the prints recp.vered by the FBI.
ton Trumbo yesterday (24) asked
Since Hoover started working
the Supreme Court for a rehearing hero neVer finds the bicycle that is
of its refusal to listen to an appeal vital to his livelihood. Capra said with Sargoy & Stein in 1946, prints
have
bben recovered in 15 different
average
American
would logfrom their conviction for conically expect him to find a way to states and the Hawaiian islarids.
tempt of congress.
The two screen writers, and; the procure One. The plot is foreign Practice of illicit showirigs of these
bootleg films is rapidly fading; it
other eight of the “unfriendiy 10,” t? our way of thinking.
Capra said he thought American is said, mainly because the diliface a yeiar’s imprisonment and
$1,000 fine for their refusal to tell ffhr‘s do not give foreign audiences gence of the FBI is srerving as a
the House Un-American Activities a false impression of life in the deterring
influence.
Moreover,
with the passage of tinie, the “hot’’
Committee whether they Were, or United Slkte's.
,
They are Oiir best silent sales- pix are growing brittle and unus‘’They
ever had been, members of the
/riien abroad/’ he eprid^^
able, so that an end of the probconcluded.
communist party.
'
1®*” is sighted in the near future.
Supreme Court almost never reProblem has been a major one,
verses itself after having refused!,^
b
because a total of 43,000 complete
to take a case.
Son, Slster,
, ^
of features in 16m were hand- 'RphRfii
Hiifitnn Will
-oeneilLDy Xiusion
H* ed over to the Armed Services durf
.
« .
Bakersfield, Gal., April 25.
mg the war. Another 33,000 prints
Hildy $ Paree Stmt
Will of the late Walter Huston, oT sfiorts were also donated.
In
Paris, April 25.
is,

i

.recenijy re-

palatable, which require sorting
put /^m^JusUce to the .entertaineii

new

“Riding High” (Par), Capra

film,

:

i’ll eat today!
Appearing at the
Waldorf- Astoria as ;gims.t; pf (inhale) Th« Editors and Visiting; Editors in New YorK for the American

01"

1

Iri

MarijE(ari,

:

THE inimitable

.0 vll«r

more expendi- tures ma’de a

cbrisiderabie
is

A.

.

.

T C W “I

^

It

Franci$

^

been

•

Actually,

i

•

;

,

‘

WILL JMAHONEY

turning out littie that’s appropriate
for the Sereen^ while hit legiters
are either unavailable for one reasoil or another or priced out of the

tiire idea;^^^

JwS

April 26.

screeri-tested
by Eugbrie. ,turned to Ldndpn for the first iim*,
Zukor, with an eye to a Par con- in 10; years; ikvfikedddd :t6
tract;
He probably returns to in; a,fiew.-Petcr;:Daubeney pri)rtiu>
Hollywood next month.
tion in September, titled
Mangan, for 13 years production
chief of the Par deluxers in Lon- with husband Paul Czinner
she \i
don (the Rlaza) and Paris (the The- flyirig to Australia for
a
Unee
atre Paramount), has been in re- months’ legit tour.
tirement, but how .yens a comeSunday Dispatch cqlumn
back.:
which was unsigned, said that
her
return to Lpridpnvrevived meinories
of some notable fflms and
outstanding stage petformances.
It also
revived memories which were
less

*

Novelists

hWe

J.>

been

<

since the

Teaneck, N.

;

v

story editors for companies such facet of the actress^ aj^tiyities, is
Metro, 20th-Fox, Paramount building an act for 'hel? -that woUl^^^^
as
and Warner Bros., which have include singing.
habitualiy had on. their slates sevOutfit is dSking a $20:600 weekly
eral big productions made from guarantee, plus a pOtcefitage *of
hit plays or booksi are virtually in the take.
So far, no takers.

25

nv^ril

.

stager.

j

state of desperation.

April

*

1

almost unprecedented
aitaek

;

1

a

'

e.d a feature-page article
under hi
heading
0onT
sack.”
Edmund Marigari, ll-year^old hy a, front-M^e .photograph with
*
,
sbri of veteran Publix (Paramount) similar captiom

ttedy Xatnarr is currently be^
novels and Broadway
plays no longer, apply, studios are ing submited iOr personal .appearwilling to go up into six-figure ances by the Gale agency^
V.
brackets fOf important story prop- Miss Lamarr would do two weeks,
best-sellirig

erties.

A
An

. Elisabeth
on
Bergper was

^

.

i

;

;

)

'^edrieBdajr, April 26,

*»

-4^

Harry

prk

Brandtiiri?

Circuit

E®

Motion Picture Assn, of,
Anierica and the British Board
of Trade in simultaneous rer
leases yesterday (Tuesday) in
Washington and London

soul-searching by exhibs
inteht on bringing .a boxdff ice rally
to the nation’s theatres.

present

a really serious effort to
bring back single features.”
He
has approached circuit ops in N. Y.,
including the ^two affiliate chains,
with a plan to test solo bills in a
single area to determine the effect
of the plan Oh b.o. revenues. Some
of these exhibs, Brandt said, haVe
already given their nod to the

some suspected “the johnston office pitch,” and the
possible maneuver to get Francis S, Ha-rinon to head COMPO.
Then the rCheatre Qwriers of America balked— and are still
balky— and fetched the CPptibus intra-trade talk that “if Charlie
Skouras can’t run the show, he doesn’t want any part of it.”
In turn, TOA-ites—and pther exhibitors^have made cracks
They named
about- “so many MetrOites In the pperatipn.”
H, Mi Richey and Qscar Doob by name, along with William F.
Rodgers, who Is alternate to Ned Deplnet, president pro tern,'
The fact that Doob: is alternate for
ori behalf Of dlstrlbutipn.
the Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Assn, of New York

EriC:

.

(Continued oh page

^

.

18

Yahk negotiators slated to go
London next month bn renewal

to

of j

of Trade prexy, for increased American production in
England. They saw the tlpoff in
Wilson’s speech Sunday (23) to the
Assn, of Cinematograph & Allied^
Technicians in London.
B. of T. chief made a strong plea
for support by British film workers
in bringing American production to
England. He said that production
and cb-production by the Yanks in
England could ease the loiig-standing dispute over the British restrictions on showing of Ainericaft
:

|

Mbtion Picture Assn, of America
is close to a deal With Argentine
which wbuid open that important
Latino market again to American
after

a

i

|

'

two-year stalemate.

Huddles are currently bn in Washbetween Eric Johnston,
ington
MPAA prez, and Dr. Ramon Gcr
reijo,
ter,

!

films;

Arfientina’i treasury minislikelihood that a pact

with

emerge from the talks. All
main details but one have been
ironed out with ihe expectation

factors.

jealous

vj

that the final hurdle will be cleared
shortly;

25.

.

chairman of the board.
Weisenthal
annduriced
three
productions. First is “Cry Danger,”
starring Dick PoWfell, which rolls
May 15. Others are the Lee Gpbbstarrer, “No Tomotrow,” and an

-

As the deal now stands, American distribs would be able to remit
$I,100;000 annually from the South
(Continued on page 18)

.

$311 Yucca Street

|

Woshlnatoh 4

but ineffectual fraternal get-togethers at
which a few thousand words were aired by all and sundry, and
a few convivial drinks and repasts were held in the best lodge-

1292 National Press Building

Chicago!
360

Michigan Ave.

No.

WCZ

London

Abel.

IN N.Y.

Hollywood, April

rge Bagnall is returning to
studio activity after resigning ais
United Artists veepee in charge of
production six Weeks ago.
He
bought a large block of stock in
Sam WeisenthaTs indie unit,
Olympic Productions, and becb!ne.s

filmworkers

cordial

RANK

INDIE,

untitled drama.
They’jt he rehave ob- leased by United AYrtists:
jected to picture making by Americans: there. Hollywood technicians
and actors have likewise squawked
that production in England is hurting them. Both groups now, however, are believed coming around
somewhat to the bcUef that lensihg
Trade Mark Registered
in England by Americans helps
FOUNDED :BY SiME SILVERM AN
Published Weekly by VARIETY, Inc
both industries. It is expected that
Sid Silverman, President
as a result there may be an upbeat
154 West 46th St., New York 19- N Y
Holly wood. 29
(Continued on page 20)

British

will

tradition.

BAGNAU TURNS
j

Board

films

Whether

to.

in

he will stick with production Divorcement must be completed by
the end of this year, in accordance;
with an extehsibn. granted; Hughes
last week.
Percentage
forinuia
which
Hughes wants tb set up would presumably be okay with the D. of j.
(Continued bn page 20)

Anglo-U. S. agreement were
priming themselyes this week for
a major pitch by Harold Wilson,

guardianship of one
phase of anothef by the vafious segments of the industry. Possibly, the rear cohesive force may resolve into such feaU^tic
issues as trade practices, a term which gets the whispered hushhush of a 1950 road company of halitosis-it’s vividly there but
nobody, likes to refer to it. It’s a cinch COMPO must come to
grips with all these factors the Week after next— or We will have

had three

a decision by
he’ll choose te
production-dislributipji
or exhibition When divorcement
takes place. He must sell his stock
in either One company or the other,
and there appears to be no; doubt

8 as

remain

of the

’

many

Hughes must make

May

the

Nevertheless, the objectives must be clearly defined, the
groundwork laid, and the financial wherewithal tp get it off
the ground budgeted—or COMPO is just a glepm in someohe’s
May be“public relatlons”—the original platform of the
optics.
initial Conference of Motion Picture Industry Organizations—
Maybe
is the best common denominator after all.
Vision, since that is quite obviously the big bad wolf pf the b o.,
according to present thinking. Maybe it’s something else. More

as-r

;

!

There is a serious job to be done by COMPO. Maybe it is so
serious that the constituent organizations are justified in refusing to “become a second-rrate component” to COMPO. That
is a natural and understandable hurdle. TOA, for one, may feel
that way. So may the johnstOn office and others.

Is

;

Dept;, of Justice.

-

of sectlqps

will

it

.

bankrolled by exhibs
operating houses in the section
would, advise fhe public of the
change and the reasons for it.
in line with published reports:

,

a combination of

prexy

campaign

from a number

seek-

is
it

be based bn a percentage of the earnings of the RKO
theatres over a period of years.
This
would
presumably
give
Hughes a tax adyahtage and a gambler’s, chance at getting more ot
less than the established price, but
Would have to be cleared with the

will likely be acebmpanied on
the Queen Mary, sailing May
9, by James A;vMulvey,' prez
of Samuel: Ooldwyn Productibhs, who aided in drawihg
up the; present pact.
Johnston, who will probably fly,
over, will be aided by mem- V
bers of his staff now abroad.

Bypassing this pinpointing of personalities, or looking askance
pr^suspiciousiy at this or that constituency, the end thinking
as regards COMPQ fight now- is to make sure that this isn’t
just another excursion to Chicago on what will probably bC ^
hot May day. There is too much valuable manpower involved
for a joy fide.* Besides, the boys will have had that In New
Orleans this weekend during the Variety Clubs conventioh.

The iogjam comes from the

MPAA

Dietriph.

.vague as yet, but

is

sumed

All flickeries in that sector would
swing into single bills at a given
date.
A cbmibined advertising

(on behalf of Loew’s theatres) seems to be ignored. Richey is
present at COMPO m.eetings as an aide to Rodgers, much as
Leon J. Bamberger, who i§ exhibitor rep for RKO, also attends
as an aide to Depin^.:

likely it’s

JqhnStoh,

Noah

Formula which Hughes
ing

and Eliis G. Arhail, Society
of Independent Motion Picture
Producers topper, will head
the Yank negbtiatorsv Arnall

proposal while others have asked
time to think it over.
If the scheme Works out, Brandt
explained, an area such as the section bound by 59th and 86th streets
would be blocked out for the test.,

Firsts

aide,

agreement
will
begin
in
Britaih May 15. Current twoyear old pact expires June 13.

making

fronts,

dis-

closed that meetings for renewal of the Anglb-U. S. films

Brandt told Variety that he “is

ia$t yeiiT

:

»

-

Howard Hughes, who

rbjectbd a straight $6 a share offer
for his RKO theatfe stock, is how
demanding a pHce based on a formula. Syndicate headed by New
York circuit pperator Harry Brandt,
which appears to be the leading
bidder, is currently attempting tn
work out the formula with Hughes'

15 is Der

jsh to bring
op, is
back single
the nietro.pplitan areal jk^^i^l^tnove takes
hold it.
chain reaction in other parts of the couh^
try* particularly in yieW of the

3bice then there have been corridor discussions, privateppinioh modifications, and considerable dilutions of the original
intent. The second meeting in Washington last December rersuited in but one concrete objective— a Common purpose to cut
dr kayo the. 20% admissions tax. NOw conies the Ghi powwow,'
the third arfdf Supposedly final meeting to d^ermine if CO^^p
gets Off the ground,

member

,

;

There, too, the scene is being purposely staged for deference
tp the grassroots exhibitors to minimize any theatre-owner trade
associations’ ^ inhibitions ahent “the blgicity” (N. if.). Wherever
fight how GOMPO faces
and whatever the locale and int^
the realistic circumstance of coming to gribs with attitudes
that have been frankly and freely discussed on/ various trade

,

V

.,
.
.

.

ncfviiBs

^

,

;

;

1950

The CpuhGll’ of Motion Picture Organizations holds its third
nieotlh^ May '8“9 in Chicago, scene of the first gathering last
August of the? then all-embracing Conference of J^otlon Picture
Industry .Organizations., That meeting was a truly gala turnout ot top-echeion thinking, embracing all phases of the picture.
busiiiesSf from the HoUywood creative arts through distribution
and eXhibitioh^U dedicated to the common proposition of an
imiirdyed public relations program for films,

;

,

!;;
!
*

8 St, Martin's PL, Trafalgar Sq.

Weather, Baseball Clip Keys; ‘Riding’ Paces
‘Dbzen’ Big^Second, ‘3d Man’ Third

AFTER D.C.

Field,

Mild weather and a plethora of in third rourid after nice previous
holdovers will make a deep dent weeks. “Comanche Territory” lU),
in biz at first-run theatres this
looms as a promising new entry
J. Arthur Rank, British producer; week.
Launching of the new basebased on showings this frame,
arrived in New York yesterday ball season proved another detribright
where given
The few new pic- especially
(Tues.) evening after a fast whirl mental factor’.

SUBSCRIPTION
Annual'.

$10

Single Copies

.

Foreign,
.

.

$ll

25

.

.

Cent.'-

i20

Vpl. 178

No. 7

I

,

.David O. Selznick, who had been through the Washington hoops.
plannihg to make his next picture Rank: who reached p.G,
from the
“Riding High” (Par), which Was
In Europe; has, switched his blueprint, he said in New York yester- Coast bii the Same day, was hosted a strong favorite last stanza, is takoyer first place, based on reing
day; (Tuesday).
“Morning Faces,” by Eric Johnston, Motion Picture
John Mason, Browh book which he Assn, of America’s prez. at ah; offi- ports from Variety correspondents
22
representative key cities.
be cial lijnchebn attended by top Gpv- in
purchased last Week, will
;

lehsed in

;

New york

'he ’disclosed,

however.

champ

'

retary of Defense;

“Wabash Avenue”

-

Rank was accompanied by Daniel
M- Sheaffer, chairman of Universal’s executive committee^ and Jock
Lawrence, *exec veepee of Rank’s

(20th),

Lights'L

.

,

j;

i

^

•

in

/

.

(2()th),

erhment officials.
W. Snyde;t> U. S. Secretary of the last week, is a strong second with
and Louis Johnson, Sec- “Third Man” (SRO) taking over
Treasury,
resulted
third position;

or Califorhia,

plans has
from; necessity bf getting a film
ipto work quickly to take advahtage of qommittnents that DOS
holds on actors.
He has binders
bn both Joseph Gotten and Gregory Peck. One of them, probably
Peek, will be starred in “Faces.”
Seiznick will also to have to use
his wife, Jennifer Jones, in a pic
this, summer if he’s to take advantage of her availability this
year.
She’ll not play in “Faces,’

Switch

He also met John “Cheaper By Dozeh”

“City

(UA),
shapes up as a definitely strong
entry for a reissue -on basis of
showing thus far in N/ y.
ballyhoo,

tures started in Current s^ession,.ar^
not generally going oyer so weir.

;

-I

I

whi<*h

“The Outriders” (M-Q), is provr
ing as disappointing as it Was bn
initial playdate in N> Y,, with/light
to fairish returns currently. ‘‘Cargo
to Gapetown” (Cpi), good, in Providence/ looks disappointing else-r
where. “The (Conspirator” (M-G),
fine in Seattle and okay in Minneapolis, is mild in Louisville and

has heeri inclined to bC spotty, is
pushing up to fourth spot while Ilenver,;/..
“Cinderella’- (RKQ) is landing fifth
‘‘Foolish Heart’’ (RKO), big in
money. Sixth slot goes to “Daugh- Omaha, looms okay in Tqrontp.
•U.S;;wing.,
ter of Rosie O’Grady” (WB). just “Sihging
s”
shapes
(Rep)
in New York for the
; While
starting out.
“The Capture”
“Francis” (U) is nicely in Bpstori.
ance of the week, Britisher will pushing up. to seventh,
“Nancy (RKO)i is not doing well currently
attend a board meet of U. He Is Goes to Rio” (M-G) is winding up in two keys;
biggest stpckliblder in the com- eighth from top v/hile “Ticket to
‘.‘Samsnn arid DeUlah” (Par), fine
pahyi It is expected that he will Tomahawk” ;(20th), a new entry, in St. Louis; looks big in Chicago.
huddle with Robert ,R. Young, con- rounds out the Big Nine list.
“Woman of Distinctipn” (CoD is
trolling stockholder of Pathe In“Mil, Pa Kettle Go to Town’’ doing slow to fair trade this: frame,
Latter company owns (U), “Nevadan” (Col), “Three Oame
dustries.
“Love Happy” (UA> Is big in
reciprocal
Eagle Lion which has a
Home” (20th) and ’‘Yellow Cab] Montreal and okay inM^. Y; on
distrib deal with Rank.
Man” (M-G) are best ruhherup pix third round.
Producer embarks Friday (28) on in that order.
(Complele Bo,to#tce Report bn
“Reformer and Redhead” (M-G>,
the Queen Elizabeth for return to

Gun

.

;

'

'

Producer indicated / y.ekerday
that His plans are in a highly fluid
state at the mpinent.
It is believed, however, that he will head
for the Continent in late summer
Britain.
IContinued on page 24)
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-

'

one. of
I

newcomers;

is

pkay

in N.

Y.
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While Metro p;-oductioh ohM Dore Schaify ft proud of having
brought ja film in on a $500,0()P budget, iOatryl F. Zantick’s staff-unbeknownst to him-^hdir just finished one even more economically
than that. It cost $00,. Film, which had a Righly successful preem
at the annual dinner of the/Mystery Writers of Am'^i^lck in New
York last week, is titled “’The Great Brain Robbery,” its producer
star and author was Henry Klinger* 20th's assbclate story editor
It’s a 16-mlnute job (with a 20-minute shootliig abl|ibd!UleLi^ I6m/
Pic is a whodunit, of course, with the murdered' parti? Moth’s
story ed.
Suspicion falls on Klinger, who plays a dapper C ha plinesque janitor. He’s about to be hanged when the trail leads to
the Fontainebleu restaurant, N. Y., meeting placQ bf\^:the MWa.
Some 40 bf Its members pile into an Austin (camei^-hppropriate^l^
crops the door bh; the other side) and there’s a wild chase (shot in
the Wall street ares bn a Sunday morning), Ch'ime’s finally solved
whehi a piece of a Hedda HopperesqUe hat of the fypb to' which
press Helen McClby is addicted is found near the body. Miss
McCloyi instead of being hanged, is; hahidedvone of the MWA’s
‘'E dgar” awards for her job in khockirig oil the 20th-FoX ed.
Klinger is one of the organizers and on the: board; td the
A.
He; has worked With various of its members to develop screen material, at which 26th naturally gets first gander;
•

Washington, April

25,

the future the
nation’s- motion picture theatres
action
anti-trust
will have a strong
against networks because of films
shown free on television, in the
Alfred Crown, worldwide, sales
opinion of Robert L, Wright, forr
meriy motion picture expert for chief for Samuel GoldWyn^ flies to
vthe Justice Deipartment’s anti-trust Paris next Monday (1) to join the
Continentar
producer at
.itlivision,
forWright, now a practicing attor^ Europeaii convention.
ney, in Washington with many film eign chief Phil Reismah wdll head
exhibitor clients, believes that the for Paris the same day to attend
theatre owners are on the wrong- the May 3^1-5 conclave.
track in their fear that PhOnevision
In addition to Goldwyn,
--^motion pictures ovor video, for producers Roy Disney of Walt Dis-.
ris
fee—
a
pays
audience
which the
ney Productions, and Sol Lesser
j .
their real enemy.
will be bn hand, Crown gobs f
‘‘The independent exhibitor’ is Paris to London for talks with J.
justified in his fear of the threat Arthur Rank execs and then posot* television,” claims Wright, Vbut
sibly to Germany.
He Tetui'ns to
he Is under a misapprehension in the U. S. in mid-May.
thinking that Phonevision is the
threat.
What hurts him, and Will
hurt hini worse in the future, are
free motion pictures, suhsidized by
advertisers.
‘in the long run we can’t have
the field of motion picture entertainment /half subsidized and de*^
ilvered free into the home- and
half Offered for a price in the theaInferior product, subsidized
tre.
an(J. delivered free vyUl’be greater
competition than, good quality pictures for which people have tO- pay
Washington Api'il 25.
over a system such as Phonevito the

Somewhere in

.

-

.

KKO^

^

RKO

^

Means

25..

MWA

coihmit-

;tbm<)rww (Wed,) oh tha
imppftant 'Question nf whether to
eliminate dr cut the 10% ‘Federal
admissions tax. Informed circles

jtee "votes

.

RKO

:

Washington, April

;

House Ways

^

MW

•

wm

are certain that some sort of slash
will get the hpd but just what itr
will he remains in /doubt. - Vote

•

comes

after a clpsedi sessioh today

:

;

Tues:) On the admissibn bite.
Three basic proposals plus a
number of variations were discussed behind closed doors at today’s
meet. First would be a cohiplete
wipe-out* of the tax; Second mulled would mean a 25%-50% slash.
Third would provide the exempt
tipn of the first dollar from any
tax.
Discussions Centered around
what each would cost ifi revenues.
(

,

'

.

'

The

isiQn.”-rv

i

.
says Wright the exhibitor has failed to make a real
survey of the situation to determine
wbether lie can, survive on any
basis at aU against; this kind of
competition, and doesn’t, show any
dispositiori to investigate/ Wright
li rges
the exhibito rs to find out
what the effect of Phonevision will
be, as well as what will be done to
the theatres by thb free fijms.

i

,

.

Wright
television,”
comments, “is not the answer to
home television. Theatre television
is merely an aitcrnative means of
“Theatre

distributing pictures,
The former trustbUster, who won
for the Governnient the big divorcement ca.se against Paramount,
Warners, 20th,
and Loew’s,
sees a big battle looming ovei* who

RKO

(Continued

oii

page 24)

Weisman, Grant

Go

Mbtioti Picture Assri; of America’s
of Advertising Ethics, \vhich
would prevent a company from
promoting a picture via exploitation of a star’s misconduct, looms
here as a likely solution to the iu-.
dustry row With Senator Edwin
G. Johnson, of Colorado. /
Johnson has hinted to Variety
that he will buy such a solution
to call off his dogSi while it provides a soft industry stibstitute
for policihg the morals of big
liame personalities.
Some industry spokesmen insist that such ah
amendment has been under consideration for a CQiiSiderable time,
although it appears on the surface that Senator Johnson’s blasts
inspired the April 11 meeting of
the
A Advertising Advisory
Council which launched the push.*
Even if Johnson did not start the

industry was given!
something to think about when
rep.
Herman P. Eberharter (D.,
Pa ), a strong Administration folio weri
introduced a bill which
would milk large corporations for
ahout $1,000,000 ,000 a year in ex-j
film

j

;

;

i

This, of course, affects the large ^studios in, Hollywood and— the major exhibition
chains. Eberharter explained that
the extra money was needed to
make lip loss caused by reducing
the excises.
However, there ap^
pears little likelihood of the Eberee.ss

profits.

Tecimicality

tii)

Washington, April 25.
of censors yes-

upon the U.

(24) called

last several days.

S.

In addiiioh,

instruments

musical

except

it

.

.

’

,

is

the

...-press.'

Mull Censorship Bill
West Hemphis, Afk., April 25.
Residents of Memphis, across the
lyiississippi, may have to go farther
afield in search of uheensored films
if this Arkansas town Of 5,000-odd
population adopts an official censor
board. Such a proposal is before
the city, council, but lawmaker.s
have put off a vote until May 2 in
order that public sentiment may
be expressed on the measure.
in the past citizens of Memphis,
when deprived of seeing controversial/ films by that city’s ccnsbrial Chief,
Lloyd T. Binford,
,

.

merely journeyed

to

phis.. Meanvvhile, it’s

here

tljat

West Membeen learned

Binford’s scathing attack

,

bn RKO’s “Stromboli’’ has been
read into the Congressional Record of March 27 by Rep. John E.
Rankin, (D., Miss.). Rankin termed
Binford ’s statement as “good reading” for every Congressman.

New Orleans, April 25/
Early arrives for I4th annual
convention of Variety Clubs opening here tbmbrfow t Wed.) indicate
that there will be fireworks during
session over selection of a successor to Bob O’Dqnhell, Dallas,
as chief barker.
O’Donnell is reported as retiring.
Looks like letter sent out by
John Harris, of Pittsburgh, sponsoring candidacy/ of Jack /Beresin
for this post, has stirred up a hornet's nest.
Many are said to feel
that Beresin should not jump over
Mark Wplfe of Cincinnati for the
honor. In the mearitime, a move
to “draft” Q’Donnell has rtarted.
Delegates are expected from all
key cities of U. S. for four-day
meeting;
Roosevelt hotel is convention ^headquarters, Registration
is
scheduled a ll-day tomorrow*
with firrt official gathering at a
party tJiat night in hoters. University’s room.
./

i

V “The Commission should know;”
Tobey said, “whether another mo,

nopplistic conspiracy with respect
to the use of Tnotion pictures is

being Jiatched by petaons seeking
licenses of the public airways. A
refusal by motion picture produc-

(Continued on page 25)

Washington, April 25.
Charges are being aired here
that a deliberate shortage in prints
has been created by major distribs

week’s nieeting of the Metropolitan Theatre Owners of Washington.
Theatre Owners of America,
group’s national 6rg, is being asked
to take action.
Tpa will consider a request for

Norman

(27).

man

of

women’s

division.

Entertainment for delegate,s includes participation in “A Night in

Old

New

Orleans ” annual Spring

Fi§sta highlight; party aboard a
Mississippi
river
boat,
cdcktail

party at

WDSU,

La Louisiarie and

brunch

at

toiirS of

Quarter historic spots.

famed
French

Ed Cashman
Norman Cook
Ned Crawford
Gerard Fairie*
Fefe Ferry
Gy Feuer
Harold Freedman
Eva Gabor

;

Gene Kelly
Deborah Kerr
Michael Kidd
Ottilie Kruger

,

Irving Lesser

May-lS.'

At

last

/Teffrey Lynn
Bill Erneist Martin

week’s meet, the charge

among dirtribs was
by a number of exhlbs,
Subsequent-runs are supposed to
follow the deluxers by 21 days but
of “collusion”

voiced

Ilona Mas$cy
Mariai Montez

;

Arnold Moss
Pat Patterson
Dario Soria
George Stevens
Spencer Tracy
Glenn Wallichs

a recurrent / print shortage has
soq^etimes stalled ' availability of
product for as much as 65 days.
In every instance where that occurred, dirtrib excuse has been
some unforeseen difficulty such, as
“trouble in Baltimore.”
To their
way of thinking, exhibs see too
many troubles cropping up: in Various parts of the country which a 11
add up to a print criris in Wasltington; Net result, it is claimed,
has been a relapse into a loiig delay betweeri /first and subsequent
runs aithpugh pix are licensed 21

;

Richard. Farrell

:

Gunnar/A; Hahn
Oscar Hammerstein 2d
Christopher Lynch
Joseph A; McConville
Shirley Potash
Manuel Rosenthal

Carter,

convention chairman, and Jack
Jackson of New York, have recruited .a large committee of local
showmen to handle arrangemeiits.
Irwin F. Poche* top local impresario, is entertainment chairman,
with Mrs. Rodney D/Toups, chair-

Lloyd Bacon
Nate Blumberg
Nelsoini Case

the inclusion of print clauses in its
proposed new exhib-distrib code
of .practices, D. C. squawks will be
taken up when TOA’s executive
committee meets in New York,

;

Thursday

L. A. to N. V.
Buddy Adler

as a way of illegally stretching out
clearances. Complaints to that effect raised plenty Of dust at last

Hmhlight of CO n V e ri t i o n, days behind the first-run district.
which will run through Saturday
(29) will be presentation of HuN;
Europe
manitarian
Award by Variety
J. A. De Seye
Club to an individual who has made
outstanding contribution to human
welfare.
Award will be made at
banquet climaxing meeting.
Business isessions get underway

t

vision tests.

for

m

amendment, just as

;

W

phonographs and records.

radios,

-

:

setup.

Grant plahed to the Goast last
night (Tuesday) and will be back riate Commerce Committee, rein about a week.
leased a letter to FGC ehairman
ay ne Coy takihg produce rs
o
task for refusing to rent films to
Zenith Radio Cofp. for its Phone-

;

understood that the senator has
Supreme Court to refuse a .review ready 'for use at aiiy time his
to tJnited Artists, and Hal Roach
(Continued on page 18)
Studios in the ^‘Curley” freedomWinding upl k n i n e >
bnth
bfrspeech case. U A aud Rdach
ivrangle, Warner Brbs. and collarhave appealed to the High Court
. June 12-14
ite
L 0 c a 1 H-63, International
from a censor board ruling, barring
Paramount’s natiohal conven- Alliance of; Theatrical Stage Em“Curley’' from Memphis -and Sheltion,
the
first
in
10
years,
will
tee
by county screens on the ground
plbyees, reached agreement on a
that a Negro child is shown play- bff June 12-14 at the Ambassador
hotel, Lbs Angeles. Decision for new two-year pact granting a 7%
ing with white youngsters.
The censors argue in their brief a joint meeting with studibites wage hike to about 500 homebffice
staffers.
New pact -is slated to be
that the proper method \vould be to was made this week by Alfred W.
ratified by the local’s membership
obtain ah injunction, or declara- Scliwalberg, Par’s distribution veeat
a
meeting
tomorrow (Thurs.).
pee.
tory judgment, and that the disBig contingent of h.o. personnel,
Local H-63 will use the Warner
tributor was the wrong party to
bring the action—^th at it should headed by Barney Balabaii, com- agreement as a pattern for upcomwith
come frorii an exhibitor who was pany prexy, will make the trip. ing_ negotiations
Universal,
_
.
Conclave will be used to stoke up United Artists, Republic, several
barred from playing the film.
MaboratOries and music companies*
Case, won iii the Tennessee state steam on showmanship drives.
.courts by the Memphis censors, has
attracted industiy-wide attentiori.
It is the case on which the motion
picture industry is testing its
claimed position as a medium of
commiinicatioh protected under the
first

;

raw film. * It also laigreed to drop
from 10 to 5% the excise on all

is

^

has joined

Weismari 3c /Butler. William Jaffe
is continuing to maintain offices
with Grant until he arranges a

,

This would be a break for professional musicians. One of the proball rolling, there appears no doubt
posed increases urider serious conthat he provided the hotfoot which sideratioii afFects video. The comtook the plan out of the moth- mittee is giving strong cohsidera.balls, to start it going the rounds
tion to President TrUman’s recomiof thb companies for. study,
mendation that the 10% tax’ on
Meanwhile, Johnson is moving radios be extended
to television
ahead with plans for his hearings, receivers.
to begin May 15, on his licehslnig
iegislation.
Siich hearings Would

Memphis board
terday

Hollywood.

-

•

MPA

Nip

own practice in
Herman L. Weisman
the firm of Amen, Gans,

also continue his

!

j

j

,

On

biz law firm of Weisman,
Grant & Jaffe has split up. Present offices in New York will be retained by Arnold Grant, Who will

new

harter bill going anywhere.
Last week the committee tentatively voted to cut in half the 25%
manufacturer’s excise on cameras;
projectors and other photographic
equipment, and thp 15% nick on

-

(

Show

I

,

The proposed 'amendment

Washington, April 25,
Motion picture companies opporing a genei^l policy to exclude
antirtrust violators from entering
the radio and television field \Vere
given a rough time yesterday 24
at oral arguments On the question
before the FGC*
Several or the counsel were pu t
oh the spot by commission inenvbers, who suggested that policy of
producers on makihg films available to TV stations should be give w
great weight in passing on qualifi;
cations of applicants, for video stations.
Hardly had the hearihg begun when Sen. Charles W, Tobey
(R., N.H. ) a member of the Intor-

.

WiUiam Satori
Abe Schneider
William Shanks
Buster Shaver
Joseph Szigeti
Robert Taylor
Leopold Terapblsky
Irving

Tishman

Richard Tpdd
Alexander Unisky
Lou Wilson
Lawrence /Winters
Robert Wolff
,

Victor

.

Young

N. Y, to L. A.
William Bendlx

Reg Coiineliy
Phil Gerard
Arnold Grant
Peter La wford
Henry A. Liiiet
Alan Lipscott
.

Groucho Marx

Gummo Marx

Arnold MOss
Mickey Rooney
Manie Sacks
George Sidney,,
Charles Simonelli

John F. Sinn
Stewart Stewart

Ewrope toJN, Y.
Andreas Bjarke
Peter COokson
Robert Cravenne
Ai Daff
Louis Eiliman
:

Frogeraia
David J. Goodlatte
George A. Hamid
/Bruhi Loebel
Piei^*e

Georges LoUreau
Albert Margolies
Richard Ney
Hjordes Ring
Les Whalen

;

1

.

.
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Hany Hhn

Disinclined to
Uhiformity in ‘^reform-’ demandjs -f
of National Allied and Theatre
owners of America has now grown
to a jmint’ where.^ the targets of
the country's two major exhih
groups are almost Identical. While
personality hurdles of top-echelon
officials in these orgs make any-

man

comnilttee

Oovernment’s

for

price

granting a consent decree to
Warner Bros, or 20thFox was: disclosed at last
week’s BKO. hearings before
the Nj y. federal district court
by Philip torcus, ass’t U. S.
attorney general, who heads
the decree wing of the Dept; of;
Justice^ Marcus indicated that
In negotiations With the two
majors only a slash in the
threC'-year period allowed by
the decree for divorcement
would interest the GoVern-

;

distribution

for

changes started calling on major
sales toppers. Although its initial
objective was the widening of flat
rental sales. Cole’s grpup suddenly
took on A drive to slash Competl^

or 20tK SUIling

either

thing like an actual merger just^
a dim possibility, an effective fusing of working' forces towards speciftc objeetivei is regarded as the

next likely development;
Another step^ in the direction of
parallei goals cropped up this week
when Colonel H. A. Cole’s five-

WB

No

^•ment.""'
Iii

delay

tive selling situations.'

:

Cole’s group charges indiscriminate use of bidding is actually
the
number of exhib
uppinig
anti-trust suits instead of Cutting
the volume as intended by the maw
jors.
It is also his assertion that
the request of an exhib for prod'uqt should riot “automatically”
lead to competitive selling by the
.

majors.
Allied, he said, is not
averse to product-splitting where
needed.
.-v
Contention is also made that
the Companies are leaning backwards in favor of competitive bidding because it often leads to restoratiori of product to the chains
as against the small indie; AHmd
is arguing with diistrib heads that
(Continued on page ^4)

arguing against a siiriilar
of three years sought
said:

“Those

WB' arid
riegotiations
( with
20th), as .far as the Governmerit: is concerned, are premr
ised bn a miich shorter time

for divorcement than provided
by this court,”

large-screen

of

,

.

.

that;

;

Howard

Hughes, cpntrblling stpckhold-

out feature of the

er of RKO, may make a sud^
den switch in previous plans
^rtd declare himself retaining
the control of RKO theatres
while selling his interest in the
prOductiori-distrihution c 6 mpany. Industryites canriot understand: why Hughes has been
seeking delays in declaring his
choice if thei question of Unloading his theatre interests in
favor of production a re cutand-dried.
Hughes; must make an ahHis
.npuricement by May 8.
attorney promised the court
that statement by the deadline
date.
It will only be an anhoUncement and nothing else,
since Hughes cannot dp anything tangible to effect it until
RKO splits into two uni ts

last

;

;

.

;

.

Chicago, April 15.
Flat
Spyros
declaration
by
Skouras here yesterday (Monday)
that 20th-Fox “will not supply mo-

Rather than wait for the Federal
Communications (^omission to assign channels for theatre TV, 2Qth
prexy declared^ coiripany has ap-r
proached the .American Telephone
& Telegraph Co. It is now negotiating with AT&T to supply necessary cable facilities until the FCC
grants channels, Skouras said.
His only hedge on the 20-theatre

RKO

hearings

week which resulted

In a fur?
ther postponenient of that fnajor’s
splitup until Hee. 31 of the current

.

'

Aini is to give the new largewebs strong briying power
for events of particular interest in
the area. It also geta around the
need for long-distance coaxial
are not available as
cables; w
yet.: Plan thus speeds up the time
when the big-screen equipment
/
can be operative.
Announcement by at least brte
btlier top chain Of plan for multiple theatre tele installations in a
single city within
a relatively
short time is expected in the next
made., his
Skouras
or
two.
week
disclosure at session here of the
Society :pf ; Motion Picture * and
Television Engineers. V;

with

piqued

Filmes are
the possibility

year.
The three-judge Federal
coubt Svhich holds the whiphand on
diyorcement repeatedly showed its
impatience with the ^burry, hurry,
hurry” pitch of Fhilip Marcu^
Government lawyer who carried
the .ball for an Imniediate payoff on
divorceirient
Since the judges who sat on the

hearing—Augustus N. Hand, Henry
W. Goddard arid Alfred C. Ooxe-^:
have the ;iast say on modificatioris
of the decrees governing all the
defendants,’ the Implication is clear
that any of .these defendants 'Will
be able to push delays if their
financial positions warrant the; request.
At brie point, Judge; Hand
flatly declared that he wpuld not
force
to surrender its thea?
tres now when the company is suffering
a
production-distribution

.

RKO

loss.:'

;

pictures to PhorievisiOn” set
Off an immediate chain reaction,
of heated statements by eXecs of
Zenith Radio, owners of the patAt 11,457,740,
ents on the wired, pay-as-you-see
TV system.
VThe theatre is moving into the
Riding strong earnings during home airid nothing can stop it,”
the past year, 20th-Fox was able to Zenith prexy Eugene F. McDonald,
buck the trend by holding top exec Jr., told reporters immediately
salaries at their previous levels following Skouras’ address before
during 1949. Total paychecks to the Society of Motion Picture and
all
20th officers and directors Television Erigirieers. Skouras pre-r
climbed $207,740 in the past year dieted the tripling of theatre audiwith the overall figure at $1,457,- ences via theatre tele.
740.
Boost of more than 10% in
‘‘What hasn’t occurred to Mr.
salaries were received by Murray
Skouras,” McDonald declared, “is
Silverstone; foreign dept, chief,
that theatre TV and Phonevisiori
arid W; J. Eadie, comptroller and
are almost identical. Except that
ass’t treasurer,
Phonevision will have Wg[ger audiproxy
rise,
pay
Siiverstone’s
ences and be cheaper.”
statement discloses, amounted to
In stating that 2bth-Fox will not
$28,623 with his annual paycheck
for the Zenith setup,
Eadie re.- supply pix
coming- to $138,028,
Skouras stated: “We will protect
ceived $61,878 representing a raise
because our first althe
theatres
of $6,608;
Other salaries were
legiance is to the thousands of
$265,000 for Darryl F: Zariuck, protheatre men who built up this induction topper; $252,$15 for Spyros
dustry; because we believe the
P. Skouras, prez; $118,745, W. C.
will be served best through
public
Michel, exec veepee, and $71,295,
(Continued on page 24)
Donald A. Henderson/ treasurer
and secretary.
A1 Lichtman; veepee; Owed 20th
$123,400 on March 31 for cash advances during the year. Debt is
evidenced by $45,000 in promissory

As to the CxOvernment’s request
for the imiriediate appointnient ol
a trustee to carry out divorcement,
the bench termed the, motion ‘’altogether too summary.’* “We deny
that motion,” Judge Hand snapped
at Marcus, “you mean the liquidation Of the entire company.
It is
entirely too

RKO’s management

will

summary.”

Bench Favorably Inclined
Court Was also cleariv irked at
the Govemirient’s plea for a much
shorter time for the liquidation of
RKO’s minority holdings in the
Metropolitan Playhouses.
Where
(Continued on page 62)

go; to

A. installation was the dis- the company’s stockholders fob apclosure that 2pth would hold a proval of the new court-granted
demonstration at its New York of- extension Of time until Dec. 31;
fices in J une of the technical adr 1950, for the splitup of the major
Vances made in exploratpry work into two units. Stockholder battle
with Radio Corp. of America.; “If on the niove is certain to develop
this demonstration is satisfactory, in view of the opposition to fur(Continued on page 25)
ther delays in cririying out the
Gbyernmcnt consent decree expressed by two minority holders

L.

.

jhjor lyease

^

of

at last week’s Federal district
court hearing/
If time permits, the question

for

come

will

Done as Non-Comniercial
Hollywood, April

25^.

General Motors is negotiating a
major releasing deal for its first

.

notes, payable

first

off a highly-sigi-

screeri

'

.

by the

nificarit switch in major coinpahy
thinking.
Other top chains, like National
Theatres, will choose a single city
in which to bunch their early theThis is a
atre tele installations*
departure from original plans to
set up chains consisting of one or
two TV-equipped houses in various

orM

^

TV

next year tipped

Huffhei Switch?

.

tion

.

There will be no harrying on the
major film companies into a hasty
di vorcemerit by the Federal courts
whether the Govebriirient trumpets
for it or not. That was the stand-

‘

cities;

by RKO, Marcus

j

Chicago, AprU 25.
Spyros SkouraS’’ disclosure here
yesterday (Moriday) that 20th-Fox*s
National Theatres chain would
have a circuit -of 20 houses in the
Dos Angeies area operating with

Majors

‘‘Headfeature,
non-comrriercial
lines,” recentiy completed on the
Hal Roach lot under a $300,060
budgrit, with John K. Ford producing and Arthur Pierson directing.
Film, slated fob screening under

to a vote at the

to
comSteps toward formulating a set
meet of by-laws for the Council of Mo-

pany’s annual stockholder
customarily held the first .Wednes-*
Management is unday; in June.
certain Whether the meet will he
because of Securi.that
day
lield on
tie.s & Exchange Commission regu^
lations on annual conclaves. If the
time bars the step, annual meet
will be held in mid-June.
Special meeting may be called
on the is.sue of .the. added delay on

;

tion Picture Organizations M'ere instituted last Week by Francis Har-

mon,

v.p. of the Motion Picture
Assn, of America, who is acting
Secretary of COMPO.
He is enlisting, for the purpose, attorneys
associated with some of the comporient groups In the projected allindustry public relations organiza-

tion.

Hughes,
the Wolverine banner, is based on a splitup. With Howard
stockholder,
dominant
the theme of free American enters RKO’s
the vote ih: favor
prise and contains no ballyhoo for swinging 24% pf
(Continued on page 24),
merchandise.

GM

'
.

Moye by Harmon ufas to have
Sidney Schreiber, counsel for the
MPAA, confab with Herman Levy,
counsel for Theatre Owners of
America; Abram F* Myers,, counsel for 'Allied States exhib a.ssocia^ion, arid with Robert J Ru biri,
counsel for Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producer.s.
ile
hopes that by having them f am il Uarize themselves with the generai

,

^

,

on demand, and the

organizatiorial setup projected

(Gontiriued oh page 71)

Irir

a predeter- on ASCAP’s music, are technically COMPO, actual writing of the byPayment by film producers to the portionate^ amount of
undei no obligation tb compensate
generalized total.
(Gontinued on page 18)
American Society of Composers, mined
Talks in the MPAA copyright the organization .for perf ormi rig
Authors & Publishers pf an addion this subject are said rights io.sses, major companies faepmmittee
more
slightly
or
tional $560,000.
by company lawyers to be rib viola- vor doing so for sevm‘3i reas^
Lesser-Poe’s 6 ‘turns’ For
year was seen as a likelihood
:

in

British Pic Finance

peal

per

circles

this

tion of anti-trust laws. That’s be-

Sum

week.

in trade
cause the studios would ordinarily
would be. in compensation for loss negotiate a joint deal, but ASCAP
has
s<riup
A; three-Way finaricial
by ASGAP of theatre; performing
prevented froni entering such an
is
been establiriied by independent rights fees, /formerly paid by ex- agreement by the decree.
producer Marcel .Heilman for hiS' hibs. ;
of Previoiik Take
50
Mention of the $500,000 or slightTechnicolor musical, “Happy Go
Figure of $500,000 would repreLovely,” which is bemg filmed 'at ly higher figure follows exploratory
orierhalf of ASCAP's
about
AsvSociated BriBsh Elstree studios sessions by the copy right cornmitT sent
net incorne on performing
at the end Of next month. Finance tee ot the Motion Picture Assn, of previous
rights fees; collected from exhibs..
is being provided by Peter Rath- Ahierica, chairmaried by Edwin P.
from this source prior
vpn, ABP(j and the government’s Kilroe of 20th-Fox. Under thefe- Total take
by
to Justice Vincent L. Leibell’s desigrted
cent con.sent decree
Film Finarice Corp,
;
n 1 948 outla Win g exh b colPeter RathVon’s advaBce will be ASGAP, it cannpt negotiate with cision
yearDavid the film companies .in a group; but lections was about $1,400,0.00
primarily f o rV services.
and collection exBookkeeping
ly.
on
consultirig
Niven, now in Londori, is riarring the latter have beeri
penses amounted to about $400,000,
with Vera Ellen,, who will be pu general polic:; regarding deals with
leaving a net of approximately
loan
from Metro and Caesar the music .rights organization.
payment $1,000,006.
Roriiero.
Bruce Humberstone Since the compensatory
ASGAP accepted a permanent
be
arrived from Hollywood last week for the perf orrni ng rights will
the permade company by company, there stricture againri collecting
,tO :direcf
rights fees from theatreforming
budgeted at $1,- can be no exact celling; on what

London, April

25.
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amount

bOObOO and
directoiv
director.

and John HpwpU as

art to negotiate an
will provide for

ASCjAP deal that
payment pf a pro-
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There are two types of litigation
possible versus the producers, One
is a suit against a studio for “cohtributory infringement.” The .ptlier
is a suit’by an iridiyidual composer
who resigns from ASCAP for that

j

!

Lesser arid Ppe -are understpod to
have set a riew pplipy for their
Producers Representatives, Inc.,
setup of acquiring equities in negaThey’ll handle these for retives,
issue, TV arid l6m.
Lesser returned to New York
from the Coast over the wdeke^^
While there he confabbed vithv/
Walter Wanger, who is riepppd by
PRI, on plaris for regular reloa.se
of “Jpan of Arc” in September.
Pic previously had a roadshow re•

purpo.se*

The

“coritributpry infringement’;
tlie fact

charge could grow out bf
exhibs would be

that

ASCAP

playing

in their theatres
without specific Jicense to do so.
They would constitute the“pHmary
But since they can’t
infringers.”
'

Irving Lesser arid Seyriibur Poe
have acquired an Interest in six
“Lum 'n' Abrier” features made by
Jack VptiOn for RK(i) release some
With this acquisitiori.
years ago.
;

:

music

be sued under the coh^^^hV deci^ee.
ASCAP might turn on the pioin the recent consent decree
ducersi who, by providirig theatres
enriing the Governmerit’s anti-trust
With the music/ would be contribsuit against the Society*
Feelthe infririgement.
While producers, who corilinue utihg to
(Continued on page 25)
to pay for synchronization rights

men

to. It

;sum
is being riiade from ® the overall
an efscreemplay by Yal Guest. Robert is understood, howeyer, that
made by each studio
be
will
fort
casting
as
inked
Lennavd has been
will

Reissue; Vjdeo and 1 6m

insurance

considered worthwhile
against lawsuits.

i

^

i

Priricipal one is that the; '$500,()00,
divvied among the various studios,
would amount to so little that it Is

lease.

Lesser also huddled with client
Collier Youn gpn. distribution; of
his ‘‘Outrage/’ which will ’oe sent
in June.
out
[
.
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RKO

20th -Fox Screen Room
20th -Fox Screen Room
M-G-M Screen Room
20th-Fox Screen Room
20th- Fox Screen Room
Igel's Screen Room
H.

ATLAHTA

1052 Broadway
197 Walton St., N. W.
4G Church Street
2$P Franklin Street
308 S. Church Street1301 S: Wabash Aye.
RKO Palace-Bldg; Sc. Rm. 16 East Sixth Street
20th- Fox Screen Room
2219 Payne Ave.
20th-Fox Screen Room
1803 Wood Street
ParamoMht. Screen Room
2100 Stout Street
20th-Fox Screeh Roonv
1300 High Street
i Max Blurnenthare Sc. Rrn. 2310 Cass Avenue
2pt h- Fox Scree n Roo m
326 No. Illinois St.
20th*;Fox Screen Room
1720 Wyandotte St.
U. A. Circuit Screen Room
1851 S.Westmoreland
20th-Fox Screen Room
151 Vance Avenue
Warner Screen Roorn
212 W. Wisconsin Aye.
20th-Fox Screen Room
1 01 5 Cu rrie Avenue
20th- Fox Screen Room
40 Wh iting Street
20th-Fox Screen Room
200 $. Liberty St.
M-G-M Screen Room
630 Ninth Avenue
20th- Fox Screen Room
i 0 North Lee Street
20tb- Fox Screen Room
1502 Davenport St.
M-G-M Screen Room
1233 Su mniier Street
M-G-iyi Screen Room
1623 Blvd. of Allies
B. F, Shearer Screen Rm.
1947 N. W. Kearney St.
S’Renco Art Theatre
3143 01 jve Street
,20th-Fox Screen Room
216: E. First St., So,
20th- Fox Screen Room
245 Hyde Street
Jewel Box Preview Thea.
2318 Second Ave.
20th- Fox Screen Room
932 New Jersey, N. W.
4

idSTOH
lUfFALO

CHARLOTTE
CHtCAGO
CjNCINNATI

IMPORTANT NOTE!
This chorf ^iyes

the

city,

ypu

the screening

room, the q4dress and
the

tinie.

CLEVELAND
‘

tlALLAS

DENVER
DE» MOINES
DETROIT

mOIANAPOLIS
KANSAS CITY

lOSANGELU
MEMPHIS
MILWAUKEE
MINNEAPOLIS

NEW HAVEN
NEW ORLEANS
NEW YORK N/L
dklAHOMA
OMAHA

CITY

PHILA0ELPHIA

PITTSBURGH

'pORtLAND
ST. LOUIS

SALT LAKE CITY

SAN FRANCISCO

SEATTLE

WASHINGTON

10:30
.^Oeffreif

—

^^hree

•

Skipper Surprised His Wife**
All other pi ctures at 2;3Q P, M.
**

TIME

ADDRESS

PLACE

CITY
AIMNY

2P4M.
2 P.M.
2 P.M.
2 P.M.
1 ;30 P.M.
1:30 P.M.
8 P.M.

1P.M.
2;30P.M.s|c

2 P.M.
P.M.
1:30 P.M.
1 P.M.
1:30 P.M.
1

2R.M.
2 P;M.
1:30 P^M.

2 P.M.
2 p.m:
1:30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
1 P.M.
1 P.M.
li

2

P.

M

,

P.M.
1 P.M.
1:30 P.M.
1 P.M.

and **The Happy

My

A.M,

2 P.M.
1

2 P.M
Years** at

**Asphalt Jungle
**Stars In
Crown,** ^*Devil*s Doorway** and
Little Wpt'ds** at 20th* Fox Screen Rppm, 2311 Cass Avenue* All

other pictures at

Max BlumenthaVs Screen Room,

SEE NEXT page
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Hollywood, April

22.

SOth-Fox release <of Nunnally Johnson
roductloh. Stars Gregory Peck; features
t[elen Westcott. Millard Mltdhell. Jean
Parker. Directed by Henry King. Screenplay? William Bowers. William Sellers;
|rom a story by Bowers and Andre de
Toth; camera, Arthur Miller; music, Alfred Newman; editor, Barbara McLean.
,

.
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.
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.
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Jerry. Marlowe.
Alice' Marlowe .....
Archie ...
. ...
Pablo ... ..
Swede.
,
. .

.

Clark

Cliff

is murdered While
she is alone with him. On trial for
the killing, Miss Colbert does a
.Kenneth Tobey
Michael Branden mental blackout frorii the shpek of
Johniiy .........
Eddie- Parkes all the complications, but Ryan
Barber.
... ... ....
Ferris Taylor doesn’t give up hiS investigating,
Grocer.
Hank Patterson
Jake
Mae Marsh despite the death of a witpess and
...
Mrs. Q'Brien
Credda Zajac his owri near-mutder. Exposition
....
Mrs. Cooper. ....
...
Anne, Whitfield discloses it all as a well-laid scheme
Carrie Lou
Kim Spaldhig
Clerk
.
Harry Shannon, by Miss Colbert’s attorney to drive
Bartender
Hbuseley Stevenson her, insane as revenge for an in...
Barlow. .....
.... James Millican justice done him by her father.
Pete ....
...
.William Vedder
Minister
While there is iriteres^t in how
Ed. Mundy
....
Street Deafer
the story will unravel there is little
susperise of thrills in Ferfer’s di“The Ounfighter” is a socfc ihelo- rectorial mood. Characters never
•drama of the old west, It can sell take on much reality, although in
itself to those who usually pass iip the hands of expert thespians. Jane
Westerns and is a cinch to. please Cowl has a small role as Miss Colthe geiiuine oater fan. It is grade bert’s aunt, Philip Ober does the
ehtertainmeht, told in terse, attorney arid Paul Kelly serves as
wMl-stated terms with relentless the district attorney who has to
pace and intense suspense.
prosecute his friend,.
Dave Bsirbour is the phbriey husStarting with a taut screenplay
and an exceptionally able cast, band who is killed and his pfeSence.
Heiiry King’s direction belts it over results in One sequerice. in which he
With the wallop of a priihe Louis strokes his hot guitar along with
punch. There’s never a sag or off some other instrumentalists. Ferrer
moment in the footage as it goes also plays ari uncredited spot. Elisaabout depicting the character study beth Risdon, a doctor; Dons Dudley
of a lightning draw artirt, the and Vivian Vance complete the
fastest man with a giiin in the old credited players, Uncredited Is WilWest, and What his special ability lard Parker, the inUrdering tool of
Ober.:
has done to his life.
The Jack H. SkirballrBruce ManGregory Peck perfectly portrays
the title role, a man doom,ed to ning production has a slick surface
appearance
that is displayed to
live out his span Killing to keep
irom being killed. He gives it great physical advaritage by Leo Toyer’s
lerising
of
the
Lionel Houser script.
sy mipathy and a type of rugged individualism that makes it real. A Editing keeps footage down to 85
Brog,
hero to some, a murderer to others, minutes.
Peck is a man saddened, by his talent, forced to stay on the riin by
Sierra
all the young gunners seeking to
(SONGSy
make a reputation by shooting
Unlvertal reletiTC of Michel Kralko prodown the great man.
duction.
Stars Wanda Hendrix, Audio
The William Bowers^William Murphy;;features Burl Ives. Dean Jagger.
Directed by Alfred E. Green. Screenplay.
tellers script brings Peck to a small Edna
Anhalt, from novel by Stuart Hardy:
western town for a glimpse of his additional dialog, Milton Gunzburg; camW'iffe and child. There, in the span era (Technicolor), Russell'' Metty: songs,
Herbert, Arnold Hughes, Burl
of a few hours, he lives out what Frederick
Ives;, editor, Ted J, Kent; music, Walter
little time he has left, talking him- Scharf. Tradeshown N. Y., April 24, '50;
Running
time,
tl MINS.
going
finally
self out of lights and
Martin ....
.
.Wanda Hendrix
down with a bullet in his bat‘k as Riley
Ring Hassard.
Audie Murphy
he leaves to Tun some more. Script Lonesome
...
.Burl ives
.....
Dean Jagger
is based oii a story by Bowers and Jeff Hassard
Big Matt.
..
Richard Rober
Andre de Toth, and it is topflight Brent Coulter. ....... ....Anthony Curtis
.
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Eddie. Ehrh'art

.
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1950

.Stanley Clements 'ings..'

.

.

.

Gros,

..

...

. . ,

Faust and the Devil

.

(ITALIAN)

.

Columbia release of Gretfor Rabihovitch
producUph, SUra Italo Ta Jo, Nelly Corradi, Glnb
Mattera; features Theiese
Dorny, GUles Queant, Cesare BarbeUi. Directed by Carmine Gallone. Screenpl.'jy
by Leopold Maschand from, the Gounod
opera "Faust”; camera, V.: Vich, A: Gallea: music, Alessandro Gicogninl; editors,
N. Laztari, F. Tropea. Tradeshown N. Y»,
April 19, *50. Running time, 17 Ml NS.
Mephlstopheles.^ .... ... . .... Italo Ta jo

.William Johnstone
Judge Townsend; ....;. .John R. HamUton
Richard Reilly. ...
Dick Jones
WiUiains. ,
...
.. .........
.Buddy Swan
. .

.'

.

.

Yost

:

.

.

Conrad

... . . . .

4,

Calhoun.
,
Wdlker.
Lieut. Waverly.
.

.

.

.

. .

, .

.

Lieut. Jones.

, .

.

.

,

. .

....

.

....

. . .

.

.

.

,

.....

. .

..

.

Captain Bagby
Specs’ Father.

. , , . . .

...

.

Blnyon,'.

.John Michaels

.

.

Buddy Burroughs

,,

. .

.

John MoGulre

.Jack Reynolds
Conway
. . .Rust

. .

, .

.Tim Ryan

drama; okay

.

• • • • e

Whilst •

plot of the reformation Valantlaa
street Urchins through Siabd

of tough
so patently contrived that it would
proper guidarice
pose a problem .for even the best
,

.

Ve

•

a-.e a

a'ilNjClly

'CvOlTUdji

OiliO

'Alclttd*8L

• • • a • • a •

Martha

The stock

;

. . , ; .

Running

*50.

20,

Colonel Jamison-

draw,:-

.

Tyler.

... . ...... . * . . .Myron Weltoh
... »
.Gene Collins
. ... . . ;
.
. ... i
. , i V.
.Leon Tyler
Major .Tony Triotnas. . . . ... Janies Millican'
Major ..Norcross. /c. .... ... ;. James Seay
.

,

. .

.

.

ish-iriade political

. . ;

.,. .

Danny.

Bfac^.
Specs.

Ycare’*
British-made Ivor
NOvello musical so-so for U. S.
“State Secret** (BL)i Douglas Fairbanks,: Jr.; in Brit-

:

* , , ; . ; . .

.

,

viewed ApfU
MINS. .V

44.

nr

i

.

Stash ... .... .........

.

“West

Dane

Feature^ Stanley Clehionts,

Directed by D, Ross Ledotman; Written
by Howard. J: Green; camera, William
Bradford; editor, James Sweeney. Pre^

Arizona Cowboy?

“The
(ABPG).

Aeademy

Myron Welton, Gene GolUng, Leon

Russ Hayden.

. . ...

.

.

;

Herfii,

Columbia release of Wallace MacDonald
production.

of’ the Brazos** (LipBrisk low-lvdget western with Jimmy Ellison and
'

se-

the

Hollywood? April. 20.

pert).

.

. . , . , .

i

.

.

husband and he

Albert Morin

. . .

obscure

.1

Hi illtary

Ives.

“The

which

fight

marred by

fretjuently

is

angles

act^,

(Songs) (Rep). Average dtialer
for western fans^

.

.

,

. . . .

.

.

...

Camera work on the
quences

bad

CU).

lowercase bookings.

bit

part, are competent,
’

*‘Thc Golden Gloves Story*'
(EL).
Okay fight film for action and juve market,
‘•Military Academy*' (Col).
Formula secondary feature for

.

^

pugs such as Tony Zale in a

Disappointing
'Technicolor oatuner with Wanda Hendrix, Audie Murphy and
‘^Sierra”

..
. . ..

.

Still weak In the thesping department, Allen shows his vocal chords
to good advantage. Of the four
tunes rendered by the singer, three
featured lyrics written by. himself
Teala' Loring as the femme lead'
Gordon Jones as Alien’s side-kick'
and Minerva Urecal as a crusty old"
gal handle their roles capably
James Cardwell and Roy Barcroft
dd okay in the muBtache-twirling
department. Tn directing the productiori, B? G. Springrteen could
have concentrated mote on the
action Scenes, Whhih are slightly on
the weala side. Technically, film
pars other similar low-budget offer-

the cast, including some real-life

(20th).

drama With Claudette Colbert?
and mild b.o. possibilities.

, . .

.

,
, 4,

,

Vc<Iite»Jayt April 26^

Sock western drama for both
the oater and d^riiatic fan.
‘^The Seerd^ury^’ (RKO),
Moderately entertaining melo-

,

.

Giinfighter’*

<‘The

,

. . .

, .. . .;•

.,

Kevin O’Morrison, as the rival, is a few songs? in addition to some
okay in a colorless part. Rest of tussling, gun-play and hard liding

Miniature Reviews

indicated.

is

Plot provides plenty of mclodramatic complications arid, basically,
is sound up to the woak exposition
which throws the entire tale off.
Script is inclined to talkiness but
developmerit does generate some
interest as the mad scheme unfolds

Tradeshowh April 21* ^50 Running time, under Mel Ferrer’s direction. Lat•4 MINS.
„
stood
Gregory Peck ter is tricky and could have
Jimmie Ringb.
Peggy Walsh. .... ,? ... .Helen Westcott more movement.
Mitchell
MUlard
Sheriff Mark Strett.,
Claudette Colbert and Robert
Jean
MLblly
neatly
Karl ^lalden Ryan head up the cast in two
hlac
.....
Just as they
..Skip Homeier contrived characters.
v
Hunt Bromley.
v Anthony Ross are being married the ceremony is
Charlie ;
.Verna J^lton
Mrs. Pennyfeather.
stopped With the annouiicement
Mrs. Devlin;
.... .... . ... EUen Corby
she is already wed. They backtrack
..... .... .... ... Richard Jacckel
Rddie
Alan Hale, Jr. on the supposed weddirig, find it
First Brother
i..' David Clarke
Second Brother.
rec.John Pickard carefully doctiiriented in court
Third Brother.,; .,
ords and with witnesses,; Miss ColBi. .G. Norman
Jlmiiiie
Angela Clarke bert and Ryan then search put the
Mat's Wife ... ;
.

.
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th^ formula
(In Italian; English Titles)
used in?“Milltai'y .Academy.” It’s a
thespers.;
Combining the original Goethe
Story has Murphy arid Mis father staridard tale? routinely presented story of “Faust” with most of the
(Dean Jagger) hiding out in the for the secondary market as a Stirring, trenchant music Gounod
wrote fOR his operatic version of
hills as fugitives from justice. Miss lOwB'rcase feature.
Hendrix stumbles upon their lair,
Howard J. Green’s stoi^ has a the tale, Columbia’s Italian producbut is permitted to return to town. judge sendlhg four toughies to a tion of the deithless legend of
Posses inevitably strike out after military a(:ademy instead of reform good VS. evil is:
of the better
the outlaws. However, the script School where; they belong, to see if atteiripts at translating grand opera
Conveniently arranges a happy they can be made into good citi- into cinematic teijns; Pic naturally
finale wheri a dying member of the zens, Boys break all the rules in will find its only real market in
prisse adiriits to the cririie of which the book, jeer at school tradition the art houses, where it should do
Jagget had been accused years ago. arid honor and are just about to be above average via word-of-mouth.
Story unfolds in straight dialog
On the credit side of the ledger expelled when their school counis some beautiful 'Technicolor cam•selor gets in^a spot arid they turn end through the Gounod arias, and
erawork by Russell Mfetty. Scenes noble to save him. There are no except for the early sequences inof a wild horse roundup are also surprises as the plot plods along volving’ Faust’s courtship of Margood. But Alfred E. Green has to the inevitable conclusion that guerite, it moves briskly and relent-:
turned in better directorial efforts sees the quartet becoming honor* lessly tbward the final defeat of
in the hast.
Several sequences students and color bearers for the Mephistqpheles
as
once
Faust
come off as unconscious satire academy.
again becomes an Old man and Marwhen obviously they were interided
guerite, confident of redemption, is
Stanley dlements, Myron Welton, hurried at the stake. Intial meeting
straight.
Ives is fairly Competerit in potr Gene Collins and Leon Tyler enact of Faust arid Marguerite arid the
a
staridard set of Dead End kids,
traying a prospector. Jagger is
subsequent development of their
crisp arid forthright as a man who mariagirig a few antic chuckles with love are too draggy and Would be
their
misbehavior. James Millican sleep-inducing for
turned to a mountain fastriess after
U.S. audiertces
heirig
wrongfully charged with is their counselor? perfoririing ac- except for a prolific use of English
James Seay, William subtitles. For the rest, however,
murder. Others who stand but In ceptably.
the long supporting cast are Rich- Johnstone, John R. Hamilton and the action is tautly paced, the
ard Rober, Elisabeth Risdon and the others are adequate to the light lengthy arias riever inteifering with
Sara Allgood. Producer Michel demands inade by the scripting and cameras that are kept constantly
Kraike endowed the flim with D; Ross Lederman’s direction.
moving.
Wallace MacDonald’s productiori
strong physical values. It’s unforGirio Mattera brings good looks
tunate that the Iritangibles don’t has the advantage of using the and ari adequate tenor voice to the
Brown Military Academy in San role of Faust, with Italo Tajo barimeasure up.
Gilb,
Diego as the locale, which supplies toning acceptably as the devil.
values the small budget Nelly Corradi is a rather vapid
Golden Gloves Story physical
could not have covered. Lensing Marguerite until called upon to
Eagle Lion release of Central National and other technical credits are suffer following the birth of her
Pictures (Carl Rreuger) production. Stars
Brog,
baby; from then bn it’s a forthright
Janies Dunn; features. Kevin O'Morrison, standard.
Kay Westfall. Directed by Felix Feist.
if not brilliant bit of thesping. Gal
Screenplay. Joe Ansen, Feist; stbry, D. D.
is the only one of the three prinArizona
Beauchamp, William F. Sellers: camera,
Sam Coulter ........ Houseley Stevenson John
cipals who doesn’t sing, Onelia
L. Russell, Jr.: editor William F.
Duke Lafferty
^
Elliott Reid
(SONGS)
Firiechi doing the dubbing ch()re
Dr. Robbins
Griff Barnett Claxtoii; score, Arthur Lange: musical di^
Republic
release of Franklin Adreon
Aunt Susan.
.Elisabeth Risdon rector, Emit Newman. Tradeshown, N. Yv, toroduetton.
capably.
Other roles are relatively
Stars.
Rex
Allen:
features
Sheriff KnudfOh. ..... ....
Roy Roberts April 21, *50. Running timei*74 MINS,
Teala Loring, Gordon Jones, Minerva Urc- minor, with no particular acting
Hogan. ... ........ .... ... .Gregg Martell Joe RUey
Janies Dunn cal, James Cardwell. Hoy Barcrbft. Distandouts.
Mrs. Jonas.
Sara AUgbod Nick Martel
Dewey Martin rected by R. G. Springsteen. Screenplay,
Judge Prentiss
.Erskine Sanford Iris Anthony
Gregg Sherwood Bradford Ropes; songs, Rex Allen; camProduction and lensing are t()p
Jed Coulter .......
.John Doucette Bob Gilmore ........
.Kevin O'Morrison era, William Bradford; music, Stanley
Little Sam. ... .... ....
.Jim Arness Patti Riley
... ....
Kay WestfaU WUson; editor, Harry Keller. Tradeshown drawer, Settings for Marguerite’s
,
Jim Coulter..,;
.:...Ted Jordan Arch' IVard
r
.'Arch IVard N. Y., April 24, *50. Running time, 47 village, the tour of hell on which
Shake Willens
Johnny Behr.:.,
.1. Sanford Jolley
.. Johnny Behr
MINS.
the devil takes Faust, and the conAl.
...........
.Jack Ingram Jerry Burke
.Dickie Conon ReX A:llen
.. ..........
.'Rex .411en cluding scenes of Marguerite’s trial
Mrs. Burke
.Fern Persons' Laramie Carson
.Teala Loring
Bernle Dooling.
and execution are striking and opuJohn “Red” Kullers 1; Q. Barton.
..
... ... .. .Gordon Jones
There’s _only moderate .b.o. pay Tony Zale ............ ...
-Tony Zale Cactus Kate Millican..... .Minerva Urecal lent,
Camera work is superior
Issy Kline
...
.Issy Kline Hugh
dirt in “Sierra.” A clicHe-riaaen
.James Cardw4U throughput making sharply effecidS;
Ring Side Announcer. .. .Jack Brickhouse Slade. Davenport
.Roy Barcroft
story, plus so-so performances by Announcer In Ring. ...
.Dick Mastro Jim Davenport ......... Stanley Andrews tive use of light and shadow, while
Michael McGuire David Carson...,
Wanda Hendrix arid Audie Murphy, Capt. Mahoney
Harry V. Cheshire triek shots necessary to the story
are too iriuch of a handicap for Burl Father McGuire ...... ... Art van Harvey Sheriff. Fuller
.Edmund Cobb line are handled with technical perCol. Jefferson
.Joseph Crehan
Ives and lush Technicolor to overfection. Orchestra of the AccadeSheriff Mason
, Steve 'Darrell
come. Even the crooning, guitar“The Golden Gloves Story” Is Radio Announcer ........ .Douglas Evans mia di Santa Cecilia Of Rome, unAce Allen.
playing Ives wears rather thin after
John Elliott der F. Capuana’s baton, projects
good fare for the action arid juVe Padro Morales
.Chrls-Pih M.'irtin
his sixth number.
Sheridan. .......
.Frank Reicher the Gounod score with the proper
To accept Miss Hendrix as a tom- market. Pic fails to exploit the an- Major
Fogarty .... ... ......
.George H. Lloyd appreciation of its values.
boyish, femme lawyer who prat^ nual Golden Gloves event for a Applegate
;...... Lane Bradford
Carmine
direction
Gallone’s
ticed in the days when mustangs plausible stoiy but manages to unkeeps things moving, except for the
roamed wild on the range and out- fold at a fast enough pace to hold
Republic has added another to previously mentioned early selaws were the proverbial dime-a- attention.
Production
dress
Is its stable of crooning cowboys. quences, and doesn’t allow the
dozen places too inuch of a tax modest with the pic’s title being Newest entry; Rex Allen, has devel- tragic story and weighty music to
upon the imagination Of the aver- forced to compensate for lack of ope(i a following in the west via become static, a usual fault in the
age iilmgOer. Neither her court- marquee power.
his own weekly CBS show and Mer- transition of opera themes to the
roorii work nor her wandering in
Script conventionally treats a cury Records. Allen’s initial film screen.
Rich.
the mountains smacks of realism. yam concerning a couple of ama- opus rates as average dualer enters
Likewise? Audie Murphy, as the teur fighters who are vying both tainment for western fans.
a|
the
Brazos
son of an outlaw, moves through for the same championship
Pic offers a routine yarn with
belt
Lippert release of Ron Ormond (Ira
his role woodenly without a trace and the same gal.
Plot develops the usrial oater ingredlerits. Stoiy Webb) production. Stars Jinvmy Ellison,
of spark Or fire. .But for that iriat- along obvious
lines with plerity of has Allen, playing himself, faced Russ Hayden; features Raymond Hatton.
Fuzzy
Knight, Betty Adams. Dl rooted by
tef Edna Anhalt’s screenplay, based plugs for the Chicago
Tribune arid with the job Of proving his father Thomas Garr. Screenplay,
Ormoiid, Maur
upon a novel by Stuart Hardy, Is N* y. Daily NewSj^ sponsors
of the innocent of sabotage and theft- In rice, Tombragel; camera, Ernest Millor:
so. the cowboy-singer gets in editor, Hugh Winn; music, Walter Greene.
Golden Gloves. Some clips from
At New York theatre, N. Y., dual, wcok
.actual, bouts are inserted to gocDtd
of April 18, *50. Running time, 59 MINS.
Perfect
effect, but the pic’s realism is badly
Shamrock.
Jimmy Fjlisoa
...Russ Ha.vdeuclipped by the hokey story arid un“The
Perfect
and Coronets LUcky
Woman”
Colonel.-.
inond Hattivn
Ray
derlying
sentimentalism
(Rank), tradeshown in New
about the
Deacon: ...
“Kind Hearts and Coronets,”
.Fuzzy Kni)ilit
boxing game.
..' 4 ... ...Betty Adtt jo.*?
Ann
York yesterday. (Tues.), was Re.....
...
..,,
British-made
being
tradeSarn
«...'ro.m T y.Ioiviewed in Variety trom LbriScript revolves around a tough
shown in New York Friday
'Manuel.-;..'.-...
George' Lewis
dori, June X, 1949. Critic Mt/rb
pug with a nasty streak who’s
Gyclorie
(28), was reviewed in VAHiETY
John- C asi (0
tabbed pic as being “good esMarshal .... , ......
.Stanley Price
finally reformed through a licking
4
from London, June 29, 1949.
Rusty
.
Stephen- ( a
«
capist material for the home
in a (ihampionship bout. The fighter
“A sophisticated comedy
Rlcco
.Dennis MoOre
...
trade and should raise a laugh
makes a play for a referee’s daughDeputy ....... .....
surefire for the art house tracle
.(Seorge Chesebro
Stage Driver.
among: the less sophisticated
... Bud Osborne
ter, already affianced to another
in the U. S:^” was the opinion
Jo^
Marl n
•.»;. Jirnniy
U. S. audiences.” Yarn reahlateur fighter who contrasts as a
voiced by reviewer My ro. Story
Attoj^ncy
th
Ooricr v
volves arbiind a robot woman,well-heeled well-bred: gentleman.
Judy.
deals with, a far-removed heir
Judy Webster
created by a professor to obey
The referee’s daughter falls for the
to a Dukedom who disposes of
a set series of coniriiands and
vicmiis type, runs away with' him,
all those preceding his aceesTof the Brazos” is one of
in doing so be a perfect bxreturns h()me in tCars and makes
the first in a series of oatersSvhich
sion to the title and subseample of womanho(yd. Review
up her mind after the two rivals
Jimmy “Shamrock” Ellison and
quently finds himself tried for a
noted, “frivolous plot yields
slug it Out in the ring. As the nasty
murder of which he’s innocent
Russ “Lucky” Hayden are making
a series bf laughs in quick
one gets reformed via a licking, hC’s
for Lippei't release under a fivje-Review also nccoladed Alec
succession arid every obvious
chosen to remairi her mate. It’s a
year
deal. .Billed as the “Irish CowGuinness, who portrays eight
situation is developed in- light
weak finish. ,
boys, ” the duo are to turn out six
different
characters.
Guinfashion.”
As the referee, James Dunn manness is currently appearing on
saddle sagas arinually.
Film, starring Patricia Roc,
ages to inject the role with sincerWhile “Brazos” obviously fall.s in
Broadway in T. S. Eliot’s “The
Stanley Hoiloway. and Nigel
ity.
Dewey Martin, as the badthe modest budget category, it conCocktail Party ”
Patrick, is being released in
mannered boxer, has a rough apr
Pic Is being released in the
tains ample action and better-thanthe U. S. by Eagle Lioni
peal but his role is over-writteii.
U. S. by Eagle Lion.
(Continued on page 22)
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RKO: release of Jack H. Skirball-Bruce
MaVining production. Stars Claudette Colbert, Robert Ryart; features Jane Cowl,
Paul Kelly; Philip Ober;. Elisabeth Rtsdon,
Doris 'Dudley, Dave. Barbour, Vivian
Vance. Directed by Mel Ferrer. Scree'hplay, Lionel Houser; story. Jack R. Leonard, James O’Hanlbnj camera, Leo Tover;
music, Roy Webb; editor, Harry Marker.
20, '50.
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.

.

Hollywood, April 22.

TradeshoWn April
15 MINS.
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The Secret T iiry

.Ellen

.

.

Brog»

v

;

<

.i

characters
have a vivid, earnest life, constantly hitting at the emotions. There
are honest tears in the fihale when
Peck’s wife and son acknowledge
him at his f uneraL Millard Mitchell,
the town iharshal and old
friend of Peck’s, racks up ah unusually fine performance, arid Temembered will be his raging sorrow when he beats up the yoiing
punk who blasts the hero.
Without exception, the performances are strong. Heleii Westcott,
the Wife; Jean Parker, a friend;
Karl Malden, a gabby barkeep;
Skip Homeier, the young triggerman; Anthony Boss, a deputy; Richr
ard Jaeckel, a kid who thought he
could outdraw Peck; B. G. Norman;
the son; Angela Clarke and all the
others in the lengthy cast perform
most capably.
Despite all the tight melodrama,
the picture firids time for some
leavenirig laughter, not from coinedy but from the situations and
characters that mingle with the
gunlighter.
Nunnally
Johnson’s
roduction keeps the teliing on an
E onBst level, free of theatnes and
always compelling.
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TOUe United

PIOffURBS

Artists* recent de-

a greater numWddirig situamove to head
ostensibly
a
is
tions
off exhib lew suits, equally Iniportant is. the; fact that bidding is
increasing' the company’s revenue.
UA, which has experimented with
a few bidding situations in the
past, has discovered, as have most
other dlstribSi that the new method

Although

cision to encourage
ber df/ compsetitiye

of selling gives it at least as

dent Grad Sears, is due back
New York next Tuesday
(2)* from his current visit to
HO
the Coast and Chicago.

planed from

antipathy that
has developed around auction selling. Most exhib orgahizatlpns have
been squawking against the piac^
tice in the realization that it is

who
have

ihg

the

the

;

.

other' coihpanles in not arbitrarily
setting up. bidding situations, Paul
N; Lazafus, Jr.v exec aide to prexy
Grad Sears, said last week. It

/That

old

anti-trust

fever

has

spread to Canada, Aroused over
wUl await a request from an exhib the chances of copping lirst-ruri
dea competitive area before

product, indie exhibs have been
(Continued on page 18)
contacting each other personally
via telephone, telegram and mail
with a view to a concerted antitrust campaign aimed at forcing
at Bat; If
distribs to give; them ah equal
break with the big chain^n funs.
Scora, Col. Strikes Oat
Threats of /damage smts with
claims totalling around $51), 000 ,000
against all major distribs in the
Future of Columbia's produc- Dominion are being voiced by
indie exhibs. Suits Would be based
tion program for operatic themes,
on claims of discrimination by the
in which the studio has a deal with
Gregor ' Rabihovitch, hinges on distribs in favor of the two big
Famous Rlayers-Canadian
the grosses registered by “Faust circuits,

No

On TV

Marked iherease

in thei, appetite of
indies for earlier runs has been
Number of
evidenced
lately.
gripes have been sent to the Justice Dept, in Ottawa.
Claim is that there is a violation
of the combines and restraint of
Reportedly, governtrade laws,
ment investigation is already on

7

is

United Paramount expects to
pay off $21,500,000 of present
during the next five
earnings stay at present
stated, pointing out theatre operations are strictly on a
cash basis—hence, could be; looked
bn more favorably than some other
obllgatiohs

years

levels,

if

he

ette

Goddard-Pedrb

Afmendariz

enterprise.
The UPT chief pointed out that
his corporation’s theatres are not
paying any higher rentals on the

average than / before divorceihent
if boosted rentals had
not resulted since becoming an in-^

when asked

dualer, finished late last year, gendependent setup.
erated new interest in Mex|co, and
Merc; We Go Again—Video!
also served as a shot-in-the-arin
Answering feelers from the sefor the Mexican film industry,
curity analysts; Goldenson failed
Which long has been in the to see why a film
producer would
doldrums. Picture, made entirely
gamble oh a home TV audience
in Alexlco, including editing, dubwhen
his return was apt to be exbing and scoring, was partially
treniely limited. He said that the
financed by Churubusco Go., which
highest price paid for a picture
provided below-the-line costs.
shown oh television so far was

his exteriors there, whichS’equired
six-week location jaunt, embracing
entire company headed by Mel
Ferrer. Troupe is just back, .^f ter
tieing in with practically entire
Mexican bullfighting fraternity in

Tniilets

(Gpntihued'on page 20)

Cliurubusco and Azteca

film’s production.
Republic, to keep production in
In the nierger now under way
pulling power of force, is ready to launch “Torero,” of the Churubusco and Aztec stutelevision trailers, attested to by another bullfighting, film, within dios in Mexico,
will receive
Leonard H. Goldenson, United next week or so, with Robert Stack 30%-331^% of the stock that the
Paramount’s prez, in his report and Gilbert Roland In top roles. new company will issue. Th e two
this week to the circuit’s stock- Studio is sending cbrhpany south studios, largest In Mexico, will be
holders, was discovered by Earl J.
owned by the American major,
(Continued on page 24)
Hudson, head of UP’S United DeEmilio Ascarraga, RKO’s partner
troit theatres, in an aqcidental-onin Churubusco, end Azteca,
Aspurpose byplay while Hudson was
carraga and. Azteca will each re‘Forced’
participating in a television panel
ceive the same amount of stock as
discusrion in Detroit.
On the
RKO.
panel question of what is the most
Exact proportion to each partner
important thing in life, Hudson
is still unsettled because certain
fixed
came out for friendship and cited
Allied
indebtedness will be paid off
Cenlral
No.
Of
in the form of stock. Management
Wamer Bros:’ ‘‘The Hasty Heart”
MinneapoUs, April 28.
hopes to substitute these shares
as an illustration of an off-beat pic
Television, percentage pictures
playing up that theme.
and “forced” sale of films by some for bonds and thereby reduce fixed
Coincidentally,. “Heart” was
the charges.
highlight
Will
distributors
Purpose of the merger is to re-,
playing at one of UD's showcases agenda of North Central Allied’s
at the time and Hudson said so. annual convention to be held here duce competition since Mexico is
Result was that both the television at the Hotel Nicollet May 3-4. NO A now suffering from excess studio
Only hurdle
station’s phone lines and that of officers and directors will be elect- space and facilities.
theatre were plugged up for hours ed for the coming year at the con- that *must yet be cleared is an ofMexican
govthe
ficial
from
okay
with calls inquiring about the clave, and the membership is also
RKO has invested over
fllm. Business in the house there- slated to be addressed by a number ernment.
$1,000,000 in the studio but has
after boomed oh the
entry of industry toppers.
and UP was sold oh the idea of
Touching on the video bugaboo, never obtained a dividend payfurther tests for TV trailers.
NcA’s current bulletin points out ment. Major has been a 50-50
Another instance of a test Was that “Allied .is doing everything pard of Ascarraga for four years.
that of “Thelma Jordan” playing possible to prptecjt^ Its members;
New Haven, Latter’s Para- and has retained special court.sel to
ill
mount house had never outgrossed help secure exclusive TV chahnels
the chain’s showcase in Hartford. for motion picture theatre? ” Lai^
Clips frbm a 16m version of the est info on the TV threat W;ill be
YS.
pic were used by Martin Muilin, di- available, it’s stated, and inde/
Detroit, April 25.
rector of y P’s New England cir- pendent exhibs are u rged to attend
Society of Independent Motion
These films to “learn how to cope” with it.
cuit, for the test.
has launched a
Producers
Picture
NewTash of/ ‘-milst percentage”
were not made especijally for teleto bring its multivisibn; Results were: extraordinary, selling is likely, NC A organ claims, hew, offensive
suit
anti - trust
“do- ihilliori / dollar
it is said, with New Haven doing inasmuch as there has been, a
or-die” fight to win percentege on against Cooperative Theatres of
(Continued bh page 20)
TheaDetroit
United;
and
Michigan
and
“Battleground”
both Metro's
Uni versai’s ‘‘Francis.'* Exhibitors’ tres to a decision. Hekrin^s have
group warns that the.distrib.s’ sales been set for Monday (1) on an
tactics on these pix is just a“feel- application of SiMPP to examine
docuTnehts of
er,’* and more percentage selling certain records and
Indie Production can be expected if the majors' cur- Cooperative,
after
a long lull
made
is
Motion
feht efforts are successful.
Bulletin also lamba.stes “forcing” during which the defendants .deHarold Lloyd/ Is reading scripts
of all
depositions
pictureSi V'hich it holds has been manded and took
foi* a return to Independent film of
every court SIMPP plaintiffs. J. Robert Rubin;
production when his term as Imr branded illegal by
One Minhe- attorney for SIMPP, planes out to
perial Potentate of .,tlte Mystib that’s considered it.
argue for the inspection.
sota eXhib, according to the bulle- Detroit to
Shrine expires In June.
Suit charges mdnopoly in the
Meanwhile, his “Mad WedneS- tin, charged that RKO refused to Detroit Area allegedly resulting in
unless he
day,” produced several years ago sell him “Cinderella”
forced low rentals on indie pix.
also took V StromboU’**
for RKO* is still unreleAsed.

SMPP

Releases till Septemher are already announced.
New lineup iiicludes “Fancy
Pants” and “Union Station” for

December,

/

,

:

BANK CHASES lULU'

To

Los Angeles, April 25,
of America filed suit In
superior court; to foreclose a mortgage on the Benedict Bogeeus proCodefendduction, “LulU Belle.”
ant in the suit Is Columbia Pic-

;

Bank

deniands were modified to
10% when producers “indicated” tures. '
Bank claims the producer owes
they might accept that figure.
When this too was denied, ntem* $324,574 on a loan of $600,000,
made bn Nbv. 8, 19.47.
hers Voted to prefei;; charges*
•

MICK GROUPS

:

,

.

houses.:,

MONDAYIN

around

working

tentative relea.se sked calling for
seven pix between September and

September, “Copper Canyon” and
reissue “Going My Way” for Oc“Tripoli”
ter Lantz and George Pal follb Vy- tober, “Let’s Dance” and
for
ing bogdown of cun’ent negotia- for November, and “Mr. Music”
offeringi
Ghristmas
tions with cartoon producers. Pro-

share,

Mex

,

.

Parambunt

Original SC demand w^is for
15% boost across the board, With
none to receive less than $10
raise.
In case of reissbes, members asked 20% of gross as their

•

plained to the financial / men,
naturally interested in ai^/^n
company, ho w the quality of a theatre bperatidh was more vital to
showing high profit than the actual
number of seats or quantity of

WB

.

10%

economic factors on theatre business today, and the near-term
prospects for UPT. Goldenson ex-

,

_

ducers rejected demand for
increase of all nitnimuins.; v

(24).

Vidod,lFK,

foot.-

;

852
•Screen
plans to file unfair labor practices
complaint with the iNational Labor
Relations Board this week .against
Wait Disney, Metro, Warners, Wal-

Monday

RKO

'

25.

,

,

Hollywood, April 25.
One of the twists in the tieup
Universal-Internaticnal ^will rewith the producer is that all thC: lease seven of its top-budget picfilms are made abroad with frozen tures this summer to help exhibcoin.
If RabinoVitch gets the go- itors over the hot: weather dolahead signal, he will make either drums’ Decision w^as announced
“Tales ^of Hoffman” or “Aida^’ by Nate J. Blumbefg, company
next. “Hoffman” would be lensed prexy, after studio huddles with
in Italy or France while “Alda” Leo Spitz and William Goetz.
is tagged for an Egyptian locale.
Films slated for release during
Third opera would be selected vacation time are “Winchester 73,”
latbr to wind up the six-pic deal.
“Louisa,” “The Sleeping City,”
“Peggy,’’ “Abbott and Costello in
the Foreign Legion,*' “Sierra” and
“Curtain Call at Cactus Creek.’’ /

PRODUCERS

meeting

Remarkable

;

out production credits to Rabino-

vs,

acquisitions,
1,350 certifi-

Robert Rossen set up “The
Brave Bulls” for production in
land to the south,^ and lensed all

vitch.

Hollywood, April
Cartoonists Local

luncheon

.

(Continued bn page 25)

Second pic, “Her Wonderful Lie’’
(“La Boheme”), was conceded to
be k weakie. It was played With-

RAP

new stock
now holds

Hollywood, April 25.
Production again is Mexicoboundi FolloVung a long hiatus of
interest in the southern republic
as a shooting site, there Is a rej^rgence of activity for Americans in
the Latin neighbor,
“The 'Torch, ’’ produced by Bert
Granet for Eagle Lion release as
Peter Rathvph project,
an: N.
started the ball rolling. This Paul-

preeming this
Little Carnegie, N. Y.

will

Certificates

Treks to

Devil,”

give Rabihovitch the
greenlight for another three films.
“Faust” is tabbed as the trial
balloon after uncettaih results on
Rabinovitch’s first two films. “The
Lost One” (“La Travlata”) led off
the series of six projected operas.
Film was a quality offering ^ in
GoTs eyes^ but failed to click.
However, Col’s sales force believes
the pic was not handled correctly
and are willing to mark off the.
profit - and - loss.
to
experience

Col

UP common.

if

In riixing the injunction, the
court so cut the ground from under the legal arguments of Durwood, it was expected by attorneys
this week he would not carry
through with the action.
Durwood operates three houses
in Leavenworth, the top one of
/which is the 1,050-seat Hollywood.
His suit was based on the fact that
the majors had accepted bids from

(Paramount subsld) and Odeon (J.
Arthur Rank).
Reps of the indies Contend they
if “Faust,” regarded by Abe Montague, Col's distribution ve^pee, have been forced to bqpk second
and
third-runs simply because disas a quality operatic pic, piles up
good art house and circuit returns, tribs will hot sell them first-run.
the

week at the

ill

on the unenviable

they allowed
bidding and sued if they didn’t.
Decision was on a preliminary
injunction sought by Ed Dufwood
in an anti-trust action he brought
against seven majors (all except
United Artists) bn bidding in Leayenwbrth, Kas., and against RKO in
^
St. Joseph, Mo;

/

and

Were

spot of being sued

film rentals,, .while disoriginally feared bidbeen gradually expaiidr
number of situations

fansf

est

can be exchanged at any time for Main theme of his talk was the
common without further payment. impact of televisioO; and other

Seeniingly, a major point' in the
With his
court's thinking on the defeision Goldenson
was a side remark by an attorney cates./:
for one of the houses which had
been permitted by th e distribs to
bid against an acknbwledgedly superior theatre; La^er cracked that
his client would have brought suit
if he hadn’t beeh allowed to bidindicating to the judge that the

majors

where -it ap^lms,
liA is jfqUowing^ the practice of

in

;

.

way home;

Paramdunt

United

Theatres will be able to Vetaln only
500 to 650 theatres out of 1,500
houses in old theatre setup, under
Washington, April 25. / divorcement, the new corporation
Lbqhaird H. Goldenson, prez. of expects to hold such theatres that
United ^Paramount theatres, has will, show nearly the same net
upped his stock holdings in the profit as before, Leohard Goldennew chain. Goldenson has bought son, UPT prexy, told the N. Y, Soa block of 506 certificates of inter- ciety of Security Analysts at a

against,'

slated to huddle in Los Angeles with theatre op: Sherrill
Corwin on first-Tuh situation
there.
He’ll also confab with
number of UA' producers and
potential producers, Stops in
Chi for another saies: meet Oh

trib-versus-exhib

tribs,

New Ybfk Mon-

Coast trip combines a ineeting with western branch managers with other sales and
production chofes. Lazarus is

much

-

ding,

*

:..day-(24),.'

The vitoal public invitation issued by UA td theatre operators
last week to reqiiest bidding if they
want a shot at the company’s product reflects the fundamental dis^

up

Distribs yiewed' this week as extremely sigmdcflht the decision last
Friday (21 ) by a Federal court in
Kansas City regarding bidding, it
established the appropriateness of
distribs permitting submissibn of
bids foi* product .by any theatre^
no matter how inferior in size,
standing or location as compared
with the house it Is bidding

in

more.,-'

pusiiihg

Swing

t*aul .N. Lazarus, Jr., exec
,aide to United Artists presi-^

and often a

rental as before

him

t.azarui’

/

,

I

:

(

1

>
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Minneapolis, April 25.
Among major newcomers the
most attention currently is being
attracted by “Ticket to Tomahawk.'* Another ftesh entry, “Wabash Avenue ” looks just good*
Takings generally,' hoWever, have
taken a downtrend, films suffering
alpng with other, business lines
Broadway nearty 100%
here. Adverse factors for the pix holdover; business at first-run thehofites are competition from “Ice atres is holding up fairly well albeit
Follies” into the Arena for a a bit spotty this session. Presence
month - ruh v and /^.drawing huge of so many holdover bills, nipst of
crowds,
'the
Minneapolis^ them in third and fourth weeks,
Lakers’ bisketfeiilj * ^playoff ^gaitte- fUid several days of mild, spring'l&e Weather hurt. This handicap
Sunday.',
^

Baseball

Chicago, April 25.
4
run biz here is perking iip
cbmbihatioii
of
^‘Riding
with
a bit,
High-' and Ftankie Laine onstage
jit Chicago shoeing the way with
“Captain Carey,
strong $58,000;
U S. A.,” i^ih di$k jockey revue at
.smart
$45,000.
l^poksOriOfttal,
“Tlitfae Canto Home” should do
fairly nice;^ll:»00Q: at United Artists.

Holdovers are 8|^tty. “Samson;
and 5^eUlah/V‘ in SOcorid wegk at
Stat^^ak^K ahapcs solid $30,000 at
advanced prices^
“Cheaper By Dozen” is holding to
trim $18;(^0 in third Woods week.

Net

Estiiniit^s Ai-e

Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various k^y cities, are net, l.e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when

;

•

hende the*

plaiyint percentage,;

estimated figures are net id'come.
The parenthetic admission

is

Century

•

‘‘Cheaper By
wk). Still torrid $7, 500 after .hue
$8,500 second stanza.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-70)--“RidIng High'.' (Par) (m.o.).
Strong
$6,000.
Last week, “Undertow”

,

however, as indicated,
includb the }j. S. amusement,
prices,

tax.^

flhe

Tommy Dix

with Edith Fellows and
in person, $38,000.

Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)—
(WB) and
“Destihation Tokyo”
“God Is My Co-Pilot” (WB) (reisLight $6,000. Last Week,
sues).
“Never Been Licked-' (U) and “La-

Courageous”

dies

-$4,000..

(U)

(reissues),

week;^p),000.

:

weel^^^’^Woman
Lena
(Col)
'

of

Distinction”
in person

Home

(RKO)

(2,500;

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 5070)—“The Nevadan” (Gol). Fair
Last week, “Blue Grass
Kentucky” (Mono) and Vaudeville,

$10,0()0.

Pittsburgh, April 25.
Brutal is the only word for biz
this week.
As if things weren't
bad enough generally, baseball
seasdh had to open with Pirates
going crazy on early winning
streak, which is cutting in plenty.
Only partial rays of sunshine are
,

:

High”

and

Penn,

at

Otherin third stanza at Harris.
wise, everything is in the dumps.
Estimates for This

Barry (Skirhall)

“Gun

house

this

duals

to

much more than

Week

(1,100;

45-80)—

Worst

(UA).

Crazy*'

switched

yet

from
Not’

first-run.

$3,000 in sight,

Last week, “Love Happy”

sad.

(UA) (2d wk), oiily $3,500* in 5 days,
50-98)—
Fulton (Shea) (1,750;: 45-80)

—

BooicVelt (B&K) (1,700;
“Barricade” (WB) and “Side Street”
(M-G);v;Looks modest $7,000. Last
week.'^^ellpw Cab Man” (M-G) (2d
wk),4L500.

“Buccaneer’s Girl” (U). Just about
holding the franchise open. Limping to $5, 500. Last week, “Wabash
Avenue’* (2()th) (2d Wk), $5,000 in
Seiwyn (Shiibert) (1,000; 50-98)— 5 days.- "
•Third Man” (SRO) closed SatiiTHarris (Harris) (2,200; 45-80) rday (2;^ .after 4 days of 10th week.
Off td^bw $2,000, House shutters “Cheaper By Dozen” (20th) (3d
Holding up very nicely at
wk).
in defj^Rely. Last week, $4,600 but
Last week, fancy $13,000,
$9,000.
Very profitable long-run;
-•

(B&K)

Sism^akt

74-

(2,700;

Pehn (Loew’s)

(3,300;

45-80)—

Generally
$1.20)—“Samson and Delilah” (Par) “Biding High” (Par).
(2d wk). Big $30,000 at advanced rated among best of Bing Crosby’s
distinction
that
admissions.
Last week, smash but isn't matching
in money. Not too bad at $17,000,
$47,000.
Last week,
United Artists (BgtK) (1^700; 50- but below hopes.
98)—-“Three Came Home” (20th). “Third Man” (SRO), far below
Okay $11,000. V Last week, “Sun- original estimate at $16,500.
downers'' (EL) and “House by
Senator (Astor) (1,750; 50-99) --River'' (EL) (2d >vk), $7,000.
“Father is Bachelor” ((jol) and
Woods (Essaness) ( 1 ,073; 98)— Vaude with Gus Van. Flesh isn't
“Cheaper by Dozen” ;(20th) (3d wk). catching on here and it’ll probSmart $18,000. Last Week, $24;000. ably. come out in aribther week
World (Indie) (587; 80)— “Saints after month's unsuccessful try,
and Sinners” (Indie) (2d wk). Fine May possibly get $8,000, ahd that’s
$4,500. Last week^ $5,200.
Last week, “Mark
not enough.
(Col)
and Grand Ole
Gorilla”
Opry, $7,500.
^

.

.

Stanley

'Dozen' Robust 156,2(1

—

(WB)

“Capt Carey”

Frav.; ‘Ketde' Nice 13G,

Last week, “Riding High”
mild $14^000.

(Par);

50-98)— grind

^‘Conspirators” (M-G) and “Girls'
Schoor* (Col) (2d wk), Slluggish
$6,00()t^vi^st week, $10,000.

(4,000; 50-70)—
(20th).
Good

$16,000.

since

fine $37,000.

Palace

“Wabash Avenue”

98)—“Fran- “Cheaper by Dozen,” which conNeat $7,500. Last tinues to show surprising strength

Otfiihlal (Booth) (3,400; 50-98)—
“Gaptgih Garey'.' -(par) with disk
Fast $45,000. Last
jocke^;

:

Radio City (Par)

(1,500;

cis” (U);(3d wk).

(2d

(U), light $4,000.

“Riding

.

Grand (RKO)

*w^s partly overcome by rain Sunday (23) and Monday (24), giving

WeeE''i

'

$7,500 in third
frame at Crandv Others are mainly
fair to dull. Garrick's reissue hill
of “Destination Tokyo” and “God
Is My Co-PiUot ' is not so good.
EstImaW for This Week
Chicago (BdcK) 0,900; 50-98)—
“Riding High” (Par) with Frankie
Laine onstage. Looks potent $58,
000. Last week, “Dear Wife” (Par)

“Francis”

(3^800; 45-80)
Biz at this
(Par).

down

unbelievable
late,
and only thin
“Stage
Last
week,
looms.
,000
$11
Fright” (WB), $9,000.
big-seater
depths of

(Wed.). Last week, “Desert Vio(Indie) and “Tunisian Vie^
tory” (Indie) (reissues), dice at
$10,000, and enough for holdover.
In ahead, “Without Pity” (Indie)
(5th wk), big $7,000.
RIvoU (UAT-Par) (2,092; 00-$1.80)
--“Comanche Territory” (U) (3d
.Wk-5 days); Still showing sustained
strength at $12,000 but winding up.
Second stanza solid $23,000. “Big
Lift*’
(20th)
opens
tomorrow
(Thurs.) following benefit preem
night (Wed.).
;tory'*

to

—

RKO-Pan (RKO)

(1,600; 50-70)-r-

“Back pataan” (RKO) and “Ma-

:

Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$li75)—
“Cheaper By Dozen” (20th) plus
Fran Warren, Harmonicats topping

:’

stage bill (4th-final wk). Down to
fair $66>6o6 on blowoff round; third
was $78,000. “Wabash Avenue”
|

with Louis Armstrong and

(20th),

his All-Stars, Chico Marx,

Martha

Stewart and Blackburn Twins, the
Continentals, opens April 28,
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.50)—
'<‘Nancy Goes to Rio” (M-G) (4th
wk); Off to light $ 11, 006 or less in
third week ended last night (TuesJ
after only $15,000, under hopes,
,

tecond.
“Annie Get Gun”
(M-G) set to open May 17.
Strand ( WB) (2,776; 55 - $2)
“Damned Don’t Cry” (WB) with
$7,500.
50-70)-^ Kaye band and Nancy Walker top- Peter, Lind Hayes and Mary Healy,
(2,3O0;
State
(Par)
Miguelito
Vmdes orch heading
“Ticket
Tomahawk” (20th). ping stageshow, is doing okay $22;to
OkSy $10,000 or over. Last week, 000 in five days of third stanza at stageshow (3d-final wk); Off ttf,
$29,000
in
third
session after fine
Capitol.
“Nancy to Rio” (M-G), $7,500.
for seconcf blit
below
'‘City Lights” shapes as strongest $34,000
World (Mann) (400; V 50-85)-^
“Conspirator” (M-G) (3d wk). Okay of hewer holdovers, sticking up hopes. Pair of reissues, “God Is
Co-Pilot”
(WB)
“Destination
and
near
second
week
figure at $19,000
$2,000. Last week, $3,200.
for third session at the Globe. Tokyo” (WB) open Friday (28) for
“Comanche Territory,” staying only single Week, sans stageshbw.
Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$l,50)—
five days of third round at the
Rivoli, is steady with $12,006.. “Big “Fallen Idol*' (SRO) (24th Wk)*
Lift” supplants it tomorrow (Thurs.) Down to $5,600 in 23d round endfollowing benefit preem tonight* ed last Monday (24) after $6,000
“Damned Don't Cry,” with Peter for 22d week. Stays on.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
Lind Hayes and Mart' Heaiy head“Tight Little Island”
ing stage bill, is holding well with 74-$1.50)
(U) {l8th Wk). Holding Satisfac$29,000 in third Strand week.
New bill at Palace, “Guilty By- torily With $4,000 in 17th week endBaltimore, April 25.
stander” and vaude, shapes up well ed last. Saturday (22) after $4,800
Trade here is hack to pre-holi- at $19,000. Besides the Rivoli, the last frame. Continues.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95day doldnims this week with few Roxy, Capitol and: Strand bring in
$1.50)—“Third Man” (SRO) (12th
outstanding figures r e p o r t e d. new shows this week.
wk).
Holding to fine $20,000 this
“Daughter^ of Rosie O’Grady” is
Estimates for This Week
round after $23,000 last week.
showing some promise at the StanAmbassador (^iritzky) (1,200; 55- Stays on.
ley while “Cheaper By Dozen” $1)
“Scandals of Clochemerle”
looks sock at the NeW. Others are (Siritzky) (5th wk). Fourth
week
just ambling along.
ended Monday (24) held okay at
Estimates for This Week
$6,500 after fine $7,700 for third
Century ILoew's^A) (3,000; 20- round. Stays on.
Artor (City Inv*) (1,300; 60-$1.25)
60)— “Outridete” (M-G), Fairish
$11,000. Last week, “Third Man” --“Golden Twenties” (RKO) (3d
wk).- March of Time production
(SRO), sohd $14,800.
Hippodrome (Rappapbrt) (2,240; still fairly steady and unusually
20-80)—“Tarzan Slave Girl” (RKO) good for documentary at $10,000;
second was $11,600.
plus vaude headed by Lex Barker
Louisville, April 25,
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20and Denise Darcel. Okay $14,000.
Downtown houses are just loping
?‘Red Shoes’! (EL) (79th
Last week, “Blue Grass Kentucky” $2,40)
this week. Advent of spring
(EL) with Ted Mack's Amateurs wk). Still solid at $8,606 after $8,weather, and horse talk 4h air, is
500 last week. Continues.
onstage, $14,700.
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 55-$1.50) resulting in modest slump hereKeith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20and Redhead” (M-G) abouts; Best Of the lot looks like
60)—“One Way Street” (U). Open- —“Reformer
with Sammy Kaye orch, Nancy “Riding High,” at Rialto, but take
ed today (Tues;) after “Riding Walker topping stageshoW (3d- will be only fair. “Rosie O’Grady”
High” (Par) (2d wk) held well at final wk). Going only 5 days in also is only okay at Mary Ander$8,800 on heels of big $12,400 get- current stanza, with okay $22,000 son.
away. :.
Estimates for This Week
in prospect after modest $33,000
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-65)— for second, much below hopes.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;.
“Singing Guns” (Rep), Bettering “Conspirator” (M-'G), with Russ 45-65)—“Daughter Rosie O’Grady'*
house average at $5,000. Last week, Morgan orch, Joan Edwards, Jackie (WB). Likely okay $7,000 or near.
“Quicksand” (UA) (2d wk), thiii Miles topping stage, opens tomor- Last week, “Stage Fright” (WB),

Raiders” (RKO) (reissues).
Lightweight $6,000.
Last week^
VCinderella” (RKO) (3d wk), fine

rine

for

—

;

,

—

.

—

r

—

:

.

Warner (WB) (2,000; 45-80)
Providence, April 25,
Tokyo” (WB) and
is pulling “Destination
them In for second nifty week at “God Is Cb-Pllot” (WB) (reissues).
Last week, '‘CihMajestm and looks topper current- Fair $7,500;
fine $7,000.
ly. Loew's State is moderate with derella” (RKO) (m.o.),
“Cutriders.'' “Ma, Pa Kettle Go to
Town” shapes nice at Albee.
‘Undertow’
Ink Spots
-Fsilmates for This Week

$3,700

Hi

after

round

first

drew row

(Thurs.).

$6,500.

Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.75)
(Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)^ —“Love Happy” (UA) (3d wk).
Down
to near $10,000 in current
‘'Cheaper By Dozen” (20th). Socko
$13,000 looms. Last week, “Wabash round after fine $12,500 for second,
Avenue” (20th) (2d wk), okay below expectancy.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
45,65)—“Riding High'* (Par), Bing
Crosby pic only f ajr $12,000. Last
week, “Cheaper By Dozen” (20th),

$5,300.

Cheaper By Dozen’-

New

(WB)

Stanley

(3,280;

25-75)^ -—“City Lights” (UA)

“Daughter Rosie O’Grady” ( WB).
Last Week, “Stage
Nice $12,000.
Fright” (WB), $8,300.

Town (Rappaport) (1.500; 35-65)
[“.^‘^Cargo Capetown” (Col). Light
$7,000. Last Week, “Back Bataan”
,

(RKO)

fine $14,000.
State (Loew’s) (3,000; 45-65)—^
(reissue) (3d “Conspirator” (M-G) and “Black
wk). Holding up very well at big Hand” (M-G). Ordinary $10,000.
$19,000 after fancy $21,000 for last Last Week, ‘‘Third Man” (SRO)
week. Stays on.
and “Chinatown Midnight” (COl),
Mayfair (Brandt) (1 ,736; 50-$1.20) $11,000.
—“Guilty of Treason” (EL) (3d
Strand (FA) (1,400; 45-65)
wk). Second stanza ended last Sun- “Cheaper By Dozen” (20th^ (m o ).
day (23) fell to $11,000 after di.s- Good $5,500. Last week, “Red
appbinting $14,600 in first week, Shoes” (Ep (2d wk), oke $4,500.

Globe. (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$i;20)

$7,700.

Up

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65V—
“Ma, Pa Kettle To Town” (U) and
Dyiiamite Pass” (RKO). Nice $13,Omaha, April 25.
000. one day p.a. by Marjorie
Top picture gross in town is
Main helped. Last week, “Quicksarid” tUA) and “Zamba” (EL), “Riding High” at the Paramount
where it is heading toward very
$10,00().
good session. Biggest coin naturalFay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—'‘Red
is going to Orpheum Where
ly
Pony” (Rep) and vaude onstage.
bolstered by. a
is
Good $7,000. Last week, “Seven “Undertow”
stage revue and upped prices,
Sinners” (Indie) (re is s u e) and
Brahdeis, with “A Woman of Disvaude,

:

nice $17,500 at 55-76c scale.

idany houses a smart lift on Sund^^ospecially. First-runs also had
sbmh competitibn from launching
of baseball seasons at Yankee Stadium, Polo Grounds and Ebbets
Field during week.
Biggest
money is going to
“Daughter Of Rosie O’Grady” with
Easter stageshbw at the Music Hall.
Annual Easter pageant was held
over for fourth week with film,
With sturdy $116,600 likely. “Riding High,” with Billy Eckrtine;.
Hehny Youngman and Pete Rugolo
band onstage, is holding nicely with
$70,000 collected for second week
ended last Sunday (23) at the Paramouhti
Fourth week of “Cheaper By
Dozen,” with stage bill headed by
Fran Warren and Harmonicats) is
moderate $60,000 at the Roxy. “Reformer and Redhead, with Sammy

and “China Sky”
mild $5, 200.

(RKO)

(reissues),

;

—

considerably under hopes. “House
(Rep) opens May 1.

By River”

:

;

Slow ; ‘Cab Man*
Easy Champ, Hep $14,OdO

Seattle

Pallace

(RKO)

(1,700;

dW^

1

it.C.NSGr‘3

55-$1.26)—

“Guilty Bystander” (EL) and vaude,
Good $19,000. Last week, “Great
so-so $6,000.
Weather ' te
slow.
tinction,
Rupert” (EL) with vaude, nice
Seattle, April 25.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)^ springlike.'
$21,000, over hopes, with Jimmy
There are few bright spots here Durante pic held responsible for
“Cheaper By Dozen” (20th) and
for This Week
Estimates
this session, with most new entries
“Tarnished” (Rep) (2d wk). Very
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16r showing up in poor style. Espe- upbeat.
Kansas City, April 25.
good $15,000 after hitting sock
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50)
High” (Par). Not so cially disappointing is “Woman of
Theatre row’s average for the
65)-^“Riding
$18,000 opener.
T
-^‘‘Riding High’- (Par) with Billy
*‘Wabash
week,
Last
Week
will be satisfactbry, with
$li,000.
Distinction,” with mild week at Eckstine; Henny Youngman, Pete
Mcirdppllian (Snider) (3,1Q0; 44- big
some good and several bad spots.
Avenue” (2dth), $10,500.
Fifth Avenue. Ace newcomer is Rugolo orch onstage
65)
(3d
wk)*
“Sundowners'? (EL) and
Orpheum (Tiistates) ( 3,000 20- “Yellow Cab Man,” going great at Started Monday (24). Second frame Of former, ‘‘Third Man” at MidOpened
“Great' Rupert” (EL).
land and ‘‘Kid from Texas” at Fox
con- held up well at
“Cinderella*’
‘Undertow’* (U) with stage Music Hall.
$70,000 after big
(Tues.). Last week, “Captain 80)
Midwest first^-run trio shape best,
headed by Boyd Raeburn tinues nifty run on moyeoyer at $100,000 opener.
show
(Par) and “Girl In My
especially the latter. “Paid in Fuir*
Park Avenue (U) (583; 90-$1.50)^
(Mono), so-so $8,500 in 9- orch; Ink Spots, Gil Lamb. Land- Music BOX.
at Paramount and “Stage Fright**
Week
This
bills.
Estimates
for
stage
for
nice
ing $24,000,
for Money'' (U) (3d wk); Do“Run
day run.
QrColiseum (Evergreen) (ly877; 59- ing okay at $5,006 after fine $6,500 at Missouri are both slow.
Last week, “Capt/Carey, U. S. A.”
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)
pheum has a weak number in
,
(Par) and “Gairof Forestif l Indie), 84)— “Ticket to Tomahawk” (20th) for second round, Stays on.
“Intruder
‘Outriders” (M-G) and
“Guilty of Treason.” “Gheaper By
16-65c scale.
and “Kill or Be Killed” (EL). Good
Radio City Music Hall (RockefelIn Dust” (M-G). Mild $16,500, Last $11,000 at
Carey” lers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)— “Daughter Dozen” continues in handsome
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)— $8,000. Last week, “Capt.
week, “Black Hand” (M-G) and
moveover to Esquire,
style on
(Col)
Sea”
of
“Tyrant
and
(Par)
with
(WB)
of Rosie O'Grady”
Xavier Cugat orch onstage at up- “Woman of Distinction” (Gol) and
Warmer temperature is hot help(2d Wk-6 days), oke $6,000,
Easter stageshow (4th-fihal wk).
ped scale fell off after nice week- “Masked Raiders” (RKO). Slow
ing/
(2,349;
(Eyergreen)
Fifth Avenue
Still very sturdy at $116,000 after
Last week, “Cinderella”
$5,500.
end but not too bad $25,0QO.
Estimates for This Week
“Woman of Distinction” smash $149,000 for third frame.
59-84)
fine $7 ,000,
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65) (3ci wk)
and “Military Academy” “No Sad Songs for Me” (Gol) with 65)—
(Col)
16-65)—
..“Cheaper By ’Dozen” (20th)
State (Goldberg) (865;
“Cargo Capetown” (Gol) and
Last Week, stageshow opens tomorrow Thurs.).
Fair $7,500.
(Col).
nice
“Her Wonderful Lie” (Cdl). Good “East Side” (Mr-G). Started today ‘'Wabash Avenue”
(20th)
and
44-98)— “Hid- (m.o;)* Third week downtown,
(Mage)
(594;
Rialto
ff
(Tues). Last week, “My Foolish
(Continued oh page 26)
$12,000. Last week, “Riding High
Opbns today
(EL).
Room”
den
page
26)
on
(Continued
Heart” (BKO), big $5,500.
(Par) (2d wk). nice $9,000.
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Saturday openings topped by

many
St.

of these

Louis, Seattle,

first

day

engagements, including
Kansas

City,

of

second week

cities

like

in

Buffalo,

Worcester and Wheeling. Save

plenty of top time for this business builder that builds, from

Paramount

s'

X <;

s

26, 1980

picture: RROSSfiS

$17,000

0ettoit> April 25.

*

Indinnapolis, April 25.
First-run film biz has spring fever
here this 'week, with showing of
“Cheaper by Dozen'*: only bright
spot in the situation. It is piling
up. big gross at Indiana to lead town
by wide marigih. *'Thif d Man,” at
Loew's, is next bbst, but only fair.

*f

Opening of baseball season an4
>

nice' \veather^ -4vm
slightly this roun^. Hash of hew
trtP Stw?s and plenty pf
ad vaiice bally haf Softened the de^

cut

into

biz

.

product with

.

good. Session* *Tfancis” shapes nice
at the Palms but “Wabash Avenue”
only fair at Fox, .“Cinderella”
is hdlding up weU in secbnd stanza

iiigN.YJ

is

Adamsv;

at.

.

Week

,

.

Circle,

65)— “Three Came Home”

(20th).

Frail $8,000, Last week, “Perfect
Strangers’: ( WB) and “Father Makes
Good” (Indieks $9,000.
Indiana
(SfiSOO; 44r65)—

;

Estimated fotal Gross
This Week /. ,
(Based on 19 theatres J
Last Year
$062i5OO
(Based on 22 theatres.
.

“Cheaper
By ;/ Dozen”
(20th).
Great $17,000. Last;Webk, '<!inderella” (RKO) (2d wk), ftne $9,500;
Loew's (Lpew's) (2,427; 44^65)—
“Third Mg’n^ (SRO) and “Military
^

thedtres.)

m95)-..

(6,000;

.

:

.

Fifitnatea for This

.

.

at

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gamble-Dblle) (2,800; 44-

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year ...
$2,786,960
{Based on 24 cities and 209

.

Fox (Fox-Mich)
‘Wabash Avenue”

“Three Carne Home,”
looms disappointing.

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$2^240»00Q
Based on 24 cities, 201 theatfes, chi^fy first runs, includ-

cUne considetably. VEiding High”
best ht the Michigan with
j ooks

and “State
Pcrtitehtiary’^ (Gol). MUdish $23,Last week, “Cheaper By
OOi).
Dozen” (20th) and “Western Pacific
fine
(2d
wk),
Agent” (Indie)
(20th)

Academy”

(Col). Fair $10,000. Last
week, “Baby Makes ’Three” (Col)

and “Tell to Judge”

$30,000.

(Gol), $10,500.

Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44-65)—“Cin-

Michigan (United Detroit) (4;000;
70-95) -t- “Riding High” (Par) and
“Harbor Missing Men” (Mono).'
Good $22,000. Last week, “Capt.
Carey” (Par) and “Father. Is Bachelor” (Col) (^d Wk), $16,000.
Palms (UD) (2,900; 70-95)
“Francis” (U) and “Square Dance
ka^” (Rep)i Nice $18,000. Last
week, “YellpW Cab Man” (M-Gl)

derella”
in third

(RKO)
week

Oke

$4,000

downtown.

Last

(m.o,).

week, /‘Whirlpool” (20th) with Des-

Washingtoni April

—

25.

is generally oil this week;
partly because of large group of
holdovers.
Biggest total is going
to “Side Street’’ at Capitol, big

draw being Xavier Cugat band

(2d wk), solid $14,000.

“Woman

stage,

on-,
Distinction” is

of

mentalist
$3,500/
tis,

onstage,

act,

thin

April 25/
With mercury soaring to 91 degrees last Sunday (23), natives,
flocked to outdoor amusements,
and tfade at deluxers slowed to
snail’s pace. Week’s biz is way off,
with only “Wabash Avenue” showing
any drawing power of newcomi
,4th ers, v being, nice at the Missouri.
9C,
“Ticket to Tomahavi'k” is just okay
Philadelphia, April 25.
at the St/ Louis. Shubert shutters
Expected up-surge of biz hasn’t for summer at end of current Tun
materialized with trade way oil; at of “Samson and ipelilah,” still nice
most first^runs. The^
in third stanza.,
houses got a brisk Saturday gate,
Estimates for This Week
but fain cut down Sunday receipts.
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
St. Louis,

United Artists (UD) (2,000; 70- disappointing at the Warmer. “The
95)>^“Proundly We Hall” (Par) and Titan” is amazing at the small“Wake Island” (Par) (reissues). seater Dupont:
Light $9,000. Last week, “Three
Estimates for This Week
Came Home” (20th) and “Blue
Capitol (Loe\V ’s (2,434 44-85)—
Grass Kentucky” (Moho), $15,000. ‘Side Street” (M-G) plus XaVier
m
Midison lUD) (1,800; 70-95)— Cugat orch onstage. Strong' $26,000.
“Third Man” (SEO) (2d wk). Trim Last week, “Samson and Delilah”
$14;000* Last week, $18,000.
(Par) (2d wk)/ so-so $22,000 at
Of npvv product/ “Daughter of
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)-^ hiked prices.
Rosie O’Grady” is doing best at
“Cinderella” (RKO) (2d wk); SWcll
50-85)—
Dupont
(Lopert)
(386;
Mastbaum. Not smash, it is giving
$13,(M>0, L ^st- week, $18,000.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,900; 70n “Titan” (Indie). Amazing $7,500 spot one of bigger recent weeks.
for
this
import.
arty
Last
week,
King Cole and Lucky Millinder at
P5i
“Reformer and; Eedhead”
<M-G) and “Side Street” (M-G). “Tight Little Island” (U) (4th wk), Earle with “Mark of Gorilla” looks
trim. “Coitianche
NSH $8,000. Last week, VSun- nice $4,000.
Territory” is
keith^s (RKO) (1,939; 44^80)
sharp at Kariton.
downers” (EL) and “Boy from
v
.

.

.

;

:

—“Cheaper by Dozen”
and “The Nevadan”

Last week, “BucMild $12,000.
caneef’s Girl” (U)/$10,000.
Estimates for This Week
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)
“Outridefs”
(M-G) and “Great
.Moves;/.
“Four Days* Lea^ve” (FG): Sad $5,- Plane Robbery” (UA): Light $11,Little (Ldpert)
(285; 50-85)-^ 000. Last week, “Kid from Texas” 000/
Last week, .“Third Man”'
“Tight Little Island” (U) (5th wk). (U) (2d wk), $6,000.
(SRO) and “Western Pacific^’ (Lip),
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)
Good $3,000 in first week of “solo$14,500.
ing” here. Last Week, $2,800 in “Woman of Distinction”. (Cbl) (2d
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—
wk). Thin $10,000 after $15,000 “Wabash Avenue” 120th) and “Four
day-date With Dupont.
Palace (LoeW’S) (2,370; 44-74)— opener.
Days Leave” (FC). Nice $l6,00O
Earle ( WB) (2,700; 50-99)— “Mark or near; Last week^ “Riding High”
“Cheaper By Dozen” (20th) (3d
wk). Okay $12,000. Last week, hot of Gorilla” (Gol) with King Cole (Par) and “Captain China” (par),
Trio
Lu eky Millinder orch, on- $10,000. V
^
$ 20 000
Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 50-90) stage. Neat $23,000, Last week,
St; Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)—
—“Third Man” (SRO) (6th wk); “Great Rupert” (EL) with George “Ticket to Tomahawk” (20th) and
Steady $9,000 after $9,500 last Shearing, Billie Holiday biistage. “Girl in Heart” (Mono). Okay $13;weak $15,000.
week. Holds.
000 of under. Last week, “Cheap
F o x (20th) (2,250; 50 - 99)
Warner (WB) (2,164; 44-74)
er by Dozen” (20th) and “Boy Indi“Woman of Distihction” (Col). Mild “Cheaper By Dozen” (20th) (2d wk). ana” (EL) (2d wk), big $15,000.
$12,000; Last week, “Stage Fright” Smart $21,000 after boff $3O,O0O
Shubert (Ind) (1,700; 60-$l)—
break-in
(WB), sturdy $16,000.
“Samson and Delilah” (Par) (3d
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50- wk). Fine^9, 000 after $11,500 for
Traiis-Lux (T-L) (654; 44-80)—
“Red Shoes” (EL) (7th wk). Slip- 99)— “Yellow Cab Man” (M-G) (3d second stanza.
ping but still okay $5,500 -after wk). Tapering to $8,500. Last week,
big $1I,0()();
$6,000 last week.
Kariton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-99)
—“Comanche Territory” (U). Nice ‘Rio’ Torrid $15,000 In
Denver Hits goad, ;B.O.
$9,000. Last week, “Ohce More,
Darling” (U)i $7,500,
Toronto; /Cindy’ 12G,
<

“Francis” (U) (2d wk). Okay $13,000 after neat $ 1 7 ,000 last week.

'Hand’ Fast at

—

:

.

Neat

22G^ ^Caet
Boston^ April 25.

Orpheum

State and

“Singing

while

and

"

at

looms

Estimates for This Week
Astor (JaycoxV (1,200; 50 t 95)
“Third Man” (SEO) (3d wk)/ Neat

—

after

$14,000
second.

nice

^

for

$15,000

Skids ;; ‘T®™khawk’ 20G

Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (78();
“11 Tr avator e” ( Indie )
40-95 )
Oke $7,000. Last week, “Bicycle
fair
wk),
(9th
Thief”
(Indie)
$3,200.
Boston (EKCy) (3,200; 40-85)

—

.Denver, Api'ir 25.

Ideal spiing weather over week- Good $25,000 or over. Last week,
flurries following on “Stage Fright” (WB) (2d wk), dim
(24), is mtaking dentin bo.x- $13,000.
‘Ticket to
bitice here this staiiza.
Princess (WB) (450; 40-86)
Tomahawk” is getting the most “Bic5x*le Thief” (Indie) (3d wk).
money but is only fair in four Tidy $4,500. Last week, $6,000.
Elsewhere pickings are
houses.
Randolph: (Goldman) (2,500; 50very slim, with even formerly 99).— “Riding High’’ (Par) (2d wk).
strong' holdovers taking a beating. Down to $9,500. Last week, smash
Estimates for This Week
$11,500.
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,500; 35Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99)
74W‘Key to City’’ (M-G) (4th wk). ‘Third Mari” (SRO) (3d wk). HoldFair $6,000. Last week, $7,500.
ing to nice $15,000.
Last weeki
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35^70) $ 20 000
—“Riding High” (Par) (3d wk).
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-991
Down to mild $8,000. Last week, “Tai-zan Slave Girl” (RKO). Fair
$14,500;
$9,000. Last week, “Singing Giins”
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)— (Rep) $7,000.
“Ticket to Tomahawk” (20th) and
Trans-Lux /’(T-L) (500; 50-99)-—
“Kid Cleveland” (Rep), day-date “Cinderella”
(RKO)
wk).
(4th
with Esquire, Tabor, Webber. Fair Strongest film in town, still great
$12,000. Last week, “Wabash Ave- $13,000 for this stage of run. Last

—

‘

SlowOf Orient” (Indie).
$16,000. Last week, “Ma, Pa KetTo Town” (U) and “Fighting
Stallion” (Indie), $14,000.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)

rages
tl'e

—

—

(700; 35-85)
Opened
(Col).

Last week, “Love
Happy” (UA) and “Strange Gam-

ble” (UA) (2d wk), $3,000 for lO
1

nue” (20th) and “Boy Indiana” week,
Memorial (RKO) (3,500; 40-85)— (EL), good $16,000.
'‘Wabash Avenue” (20th) (2d wk),
35-74)-^
Esquire
(Fo’xl
(742;
Okay $17,000 after $20,000 for “Ticket Tomahawk” (20th) and “Kid

$13,000.

40-

.

,

—

:

2,048;

(FWC)

Wilshire
1,719;

1,248;

Came

—“Three

(2,097;

60-$l)
(20th).

Modest

$41,000. Last week, “Gheauer By Dozen” (20th) (2d wk>,
nifty $40,700;
:

Downtown, Wlltem

Holly wobd,

(WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 60-$l)—“Daughter Rbsie' O'Grady” (WB)
(2d wk). Slow $20,000. Last week,way under hopes at $27,700,
Loew's state, Egyptian (UA) (2,60-$l)^“Outridefs”
404;
1,538;;
(M-G). Mild $22,000. Last week,
“Yellow Cab Man” (M-G) arid “Side
street” (M-G) (2d wk-3 days), $10,fiOO/-'

(RKO) (2,50-$l)— “The Capture”
and “Military Academy”
Dull $20,000. Last week,
(Col).
"Cargo Capetown” (Col) and “CapHiUstreet/ Pantages

890; 2,812;

(RKO)

tive Girl” (Gol), $19,000.

Los Angeles,

Hollywood Para-

mounts (F&M)
—
Carey”

(3,398; 1,451; 40-$l)

(Par) with Pied‘
Bros., others onstage
at L.A. only. Okay $27,000. Last
week, “Riding High” (Par) (2d wk),
with stage bills Roth houses, great
$35,000.
“^Capt.
Pipers, .Rio

United

Artists, Riiz,

dio City, Culver

Vogue, Stu-

(UA-FWOr (2,100;

:1,370; 885; 880; 1,145; 60-$l)-r^“Gne
Way Street” (U) and “Harbor Missing Men” (Rep). Medium $26,000.
Last week, “Ma, Pa Kettle To

Town” (Ul and “Federal Agent”
(Rep) (2d wk-5 days), $11,400.
Orpheum (D’town) (2,210; 50-95)
—“Killer Shark” (Mono) (2d run)
with vaude. Only $12,000. Last
Week. “Vicious Years” (FC) (2d
run), with vaude, $14,200.
Four Star (UA) (900; 60-$l )—
“Rigoietto” (Indie) (2d wk). Slovv
$2,500. Last week. $3,700.
Fine Arts (FWC) (679; $1-$1.80)
—“Third Man” (SRO) (2d wk).
Perking to $7,500. Last week, nice

Toronto, April 25.
With Easter holiday. overr '‘CindereUa” has been yanked from
three of four-house combo but not $7,300.
before racking up a terrific $40,000 for second week. “Cinderella,” held at Odeon for third Heat Sloughs Frisco But
Of newframe, continues sock.
comers, “Nancy Goes to Rio” is
‘Rio’ Smooth at $19,000;
setting pace, with “Kettles” and
“Riding High” holding firm, both
^Tomahawk’
$16,000
Without any cen*:
in third week.
sorship cuts, .“Stromboli” is havSan Francisco, April 2.5:
ing first Canadian showing, With
Heat continues to clip local bo.xjust fair returns.
offices.
Even personals on bperiT
Estimates for This Week
ing day by Dart Dailey failed to
Biltniore (Okun) (931; 36-66)
help “Ticket to Tomahawk” mueh
Satisfactory at the Fox
“Stromboli’’ (RKO);
where it is in for a
$7,000.; Last week, “Flame of Bar- lightweight session.
“Nancy to
bary Coast” (Rep) and “Gangster” Rio” shapes best of new entries,
(Mono), $6,600.
being fine at Warfield;
Danfortli, F a i r I a w n, Humber
Estimates for This Week
(Rank) (1,330; 1,165; 1,201; 38-77)—
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60(Continued on page 26)
85)
“Black
Hand” (M-G) and
“StOrni Over Wyoming” (R-KO).
Fair $12,006.
Last Week, “Cinderella”. (RKO).‘ (3d *wk), pleasing

j

—

./,

Gincihriati; April 25.

.

Zirigy b

saving

o.

music of “Third Mari”
this

Overall
stanza’s
to a longtime

mark from dipping
Other new

bills, on disaplow.
pointing side, ate led by “Cargo
to Capetown, ” with “Side Street”
Holdovers, “Cheaper by
trailing.
Dozen” and “Francis,” ate good
third-rounders;
Estimates for This Week

Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)—
Zingy $15,“Third Man” ($RO),
Last week, “Riding High”
000.
moderate
$9,500.
(2d
wk),
(Par)
Capitol (Mid.States) (2.000; 5575)— “Cheaper by Dozen” (20th)
Good $7,OOQ trailing
(3d wk).
swell $10,000 second Stanza. /

Grand (RKO? (1,400; 55-75)-:“Blick Hand” (M-G)* So-so $7,500.

60.95)--‘’Tick-

26th )
Light
Last week, “Wabash Avenue” (20th) arid “Harbor Missing
Men’: (Rep) (2d wk)j $11,500.
/ Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 60-85)
Last week, “Yellow Cab Mari” -/-“Nancy to Rio” CM-G)/ Fine
$19;000 or near. Last week, “Yel(M-G) (2d wk), all right $8, 00)0,
Keith's (Mid-States) (1,542; 55/ low Cab Man” (M-G) (2d wk),
75 )^**Francis” (U) (3d wk). Okay $14,500.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—
$7,000 or near after plumpi.sh
“Stage Fright” (WB). Good $17,$9,500 second rourid.
Lasi Week, “Riding High”
000.
55-75)—
Lyric (RKO) (1,460;
“Side Street” (M^G) and “Golden (PafM (2d wk), $12,000.
St.
Francis
(Par) (1,400; 60-85)—
Stallion”
(Rep).
Weak $3,500,
Last week, “Mark Gorilla” (Col), “Third Man” (SRO) (33 wk). Held
to $14^000. Last Week,, hefty $17,and “Palomino” (Col), $3,800.
Palace (RKO) (2;600; 55-75) -- •$ 00
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448;. 5.5“Cargo Capetown" (Col).
Light
or
$8,000
hesir.
Last week, 85)—“Cargo Capetown” (Col) and
vCaptive Girl” (Col). Thin $10, 000“Nevadan” (Col), $9,000.
Shubert (Mid-States) (2.l60; $5- Last week: “Guilty of Treason”
75)—“Rugged O’Rlordans” (U) and (EL) and “Boy Indiana” (EL), $14,Mild 000
“I Was a Shoplifter” (U).
United Artists (No.. Coast) (l,207j
Last week^ “Stoiy of
$4,500,
Molly” (Ul and “Urtdertow” (U), 55.85)— “Woman of Distinction”
(Continued bri page 26)
$5,000.
$16,060.

is

2,296;

Home”

FbxMFWC) (4,651;
et to Tom ah a wk ”

(

000 shaping.
Last week, “Out- wk), fancy $6,000.
riders” (M-G) and “Military AcadParamount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—
emy”/ (Gol), $17,000.
“Traveling Saleswomftn” (Col) and"
40-85)
Paramount (NET) (1,700;:
“Mark Gorilla” (Col). Thin $6,000.
•—“Singing Guns” (Rep) and “Har-. Last week, "Woman in Hiding” (U).
Neat and “Gall Of Forest” (Lip), fair,
bor Missing Men” (Rep).
$15,500. Last week, “Riding High’’ $ 8 000
«
(Par.) and “Da^y Crockett” (UA)
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 35-74)—
12(1 Wk), $10,000.
“Ticket Tomahawk” (;20th) and
“Kid Clevela^nd” (Rep), al$o Denr
Pilgrim (ATCf (1,700; 35-85)
“Black Hand” (M-G) and “Side Ver, Esquire, Webber. Moderate
opening
Last week, “Singing Guns”
Street”
$4,000.
Broke
(M-G).
day records with nifty $16,000 in (Rep) and "Harbor Missing Men”
fair
(Rep>,
view.
$4,000.
Last weekv “Love Happy’
/
Webber (Fox) (750; v 35-74).
(UA) atid “Strange Gamble” (U A)
“Ticket Tomahawk” (20th) and
(2d Wk), sad $4,000.
“Kid Cleveland” (Rep), also DenState (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)
^
Champagne Caesar” (UA) and ver, Tabor, Esquire. Fair $2,000
Last week, ’'Singing
under.
or
“Bodyholdv (Col). Mild $13,000.
Last week, “Outriders”. tM-G) and Guns” (Rep) and “Harbor Missing
$1,800.
(Rep).
“Military Academy” (Cc)l)/$l6,()00‘ Men”

Lbs Angeles, Chinese, Uptown;
Loyola,

'$11,500;

85)

—

week, $18,700/

.

Cleveland” (Rep), also Denver, Ta-

(NET) (4;367;
Last
bor, Webber. Fairish $2,000.
“Cheaper by Dozen’: (20th) week, “Wabash Avenue” (20th) and
and VB6y Indiana” (EL> (3d Wk), “Boy Indiana” (eL), good $3,000.
Nice $19,000 after $23‘000 for first,
Orpheum (RKO)^ (2,600; 35-74)-^
Orpbeum (Loew) (3,000; 40r85) “Conspirator” (M^G) and “Riders
U
A)
Caesar”
“Champagne for
of Range” fRKO). Modest $12,00.0.
and “Bodyhold” (Cod. Good $20,- Last week, “Cinderella” (RKO) (3d
Metropolitan

—

(Lip)
and ‘‘Operation Hay lift”
(Lip) (2d wk).
Slim $9,000. Last'

.

I

•

Hills, Hawaii, Forum Music Halls
(Prin-Gor) (902; 512; 834; 1,106;
“Baron Afizona”
2,100; 55-^$l)

NSH

—

.

,

(24).

•first-

i

—

“Singing Guns” (Rep) and “Harbor
About
of Missing Men” (Rep):
$6,500 in' view. Last week, “Riding High”’ (Par) and “Davy Crockett” (UA) (2d wk), mild $5,000.

Monday

^

Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)-^
“Daughter Rosie O’Grady” (WB).

Monday

“The Capture” (RKO) and “Out-

Mayflower (ATC)
“Cargo Capetown”

;

end with snow

—

.

—

.

looks

Guns”

Fenway

,

.

,

second week at Met still
shapes as strongest thing in town,
with “Wabash Avenue” at MemoOf newcomers,
rial still okay,
“Black Hand” at Pilgrinci looms
“Champagne for Caestrongest.
for

sar’^ at

—

,

Hold over : “Cheaper by Dozen”

Paramount
neat

(Col), $11,000.

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—“Urtder/My Skin” (20th) and vaude.

,

Indiana” (EL) (2d wk), $9,000.

okay

and

$10,000.

;

^

(20th)

“Buccaneer’s Girl” (U) (m.o.). Fair
Last weekk “Francis“ (U)

;

—

:

,

'

'

Hidi; 'Guns’ Sing

.

Los Angeles, April 25.
Offish pace continues at firstruns here with nothing Otttdtaiiiding this frame.
Even good isrix
appraisal on sortie entries is: not
“Three ..Came HbhEie’':
helping.
shapes Only; /moderate -$41,000 th
five theatres/ “Captain Carey” is
fairly good $27,000; in two houses,
with Stage bill at downtown site,
Medium $26,OO0 looms for “One
Way Street” in five spots. “Outriders” is about $22,000 and “The
Capture” $20,000, both: mild, and'
both in two locations. On uppedscale run, “Third Man” Is .building to big $7,500 at Fine Arts for
second round.
Estimates For This Wdek
Downidwn, Hollywood^ Beverly;

.

.

(

.

WeditffeBday, April 26,
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Mirfln't Pi«e«/ Triif«lg|ir fquferi

Boff tour
Milan, April

18,

Federico Bey and Pilar Gomez,
Spanish
Latin American
and
dancers now under management
**

.

of Columbia Ariists Mgt, .N.r: Y.
are currently appearing ih Milan
after boff showings in Chhnes,
Nice, Monte Carlo and Sah BemOi
Duo is due in Borne end! of month;
Tour, which lasts until October,
will include Switzerland, Holland,

n

sf i'ISi^LS,
April 15.
Quse and per-

New iRossellihi, De Sica

>

> village
is in
Filni^ to
in ,M^
4fcg,. painting,
Rome, April 18.
‘f^^riing and re'Saint
Francis
of Assisi,” the* France and Egypt, Bey is alsp' depreein’ of
signing sets and costumes for a
Play. Un- Roberto BciSsellini film being made
tiie
new Paris musical reyuiO.
doiibi^ly iBufope’s, if not the currently; near Borne, will be finished about May 15, the director
Woi'ld^i^ biggest show biz enterprise
stated.
Naturally, there will be
fbr tl® season, the Passionspiele
the
technical work to dp after the
sufficient
attracted
has l^eady

son.

Be Ready

irtk^i

the

,

^ecovm

miake a film with William L; Wilder of Hollywood during 1950.
Wilder, who was here in January;
;

;

.

W

;

,

.

steady business 'during the week.
‘•They Were Not divided” Was the
biggest grosser among the British
productions with more than $10,-'

Nasht.
Films are budgeted at
(approximately
50,000,000 francs
$142,000), with finance being pro-

from French
American sources.
vided

as

;

w^^

as

’

'

300.

,

Nasht left for Paris last Wednesday (19) with Henry Caldwell to
prepare the series, and they’ll interchange as producer and director.
Recently they completed In six
days 13 ''Cafe Continental’’' shorts
based pn the BBC-TV feature
which opened on WNBT, N. Y.,
last Thursday (20 )
A:ppearance of Jack Buchanari in

.Estimates for the Week
Carlton (Par) (1,128; 65-$l;60)-^
“Daricing Years” (A; B. Pathe).
;

,

;

*

;

the series will necessitate his absence from the cast of the Adelphi
show, “Castle in the Air,”
Each of the 13 will be a complete revue, and international stars
and acts are beihg inked. Les Compagnons de la Chanson, cun^ently
featured in the new "Latin Quarter,”, at the Lohdon Casino, have
been signed for one of the films
and will make a Sunday to Monday trip from the theatre to Paris,
so as not to interfere with the
show. Series ate expected to be
lensed in six weeks, but will probably not be available for TV distribution in the States until the

>

'

;

;;

‘

Mild Opening week at just under
Helped by Easter vaca$6,200.
Sydney, April 18,
tion but dropped in second week.
Decision of Republic to switch Holds.
horses on Aussie distribution has
Empire (M-G) (3,099; 50-$1.6b)
created a bjg surprise in local industry circles.
Formerly v going —“On the Town” (M-G) and stage
show.
Strong third week at
through British Empire Films,
With top release via Greater ;Union around $20,000, holding up. to
smash
Opening
week figures
Theatres, of which BEF is a unit
under Norman. B. Bydge, the Re- Fourth week continuing firm but
public product now goes to 20th- “East Side, West Side” (MrG) moving in April 24.
Fpx, With key release via Hoyts.
,

^

fall.

got the award for the best Spanish-

miONGHiUR SEASON

speaking pictures.
DanieTTinayre, Luis Cesar AmaSINGERS
Cry Liberty,” a new domestic dori and Hugo Fregonese were OK,
Buenos Aires, April 18.
Comedy by Esther McCracken, who picked as best Argentine directors.
wrote the record-breaking “Quiet Best stories were “Almafuerte,”
Buenos Aires hasn’t proved a
Weekend,” was presented by Lin- "La Cuna Vacia” and “Yo no Elegi profitable venture for longhair
nit k Dunfee at the Vaudeville, Mi Vida.”
Award for the best singers in recent seasons. The ArFriday (21 ) after a provincial tour. adaptation w'eht to “A viyato” (best gentine public seems to have lost
Show, directed by Bichard Bird grossing picture of last year). interest in vocalists; Even Beniaand starring Edwiii Styles and Amelia Bence, Tita Merello and mino Gigli and Tito Schipa haven’t
Instrumentalists, howJoyce Barbour, is a mildly enter- Zully Moreno were voted best ac- sold out,
taining comedy of frustrated farm- tresses, and Narciso Ibanez Menta, ever, drawi
ers rebelli.ig against hampering of- Jorge Salcedo and Alberto Closas
Wilhelm Furtwangler has arficialdom.
rived in Buenos Aires to conduct
Though cordially re- best actors.
ceived, it’s likely to have ai limited
Actresses Golde Flami, Carmen five symphony concerts at the Coappeal.
Valdez and Juaiia Sujo were sin- lon Opera. These, of course, are
Making a West End return after gled out as best supporting players, relayed from the theatre by the
17 years, “The Green Bay Tree” while Patricia Mprand, a beauty municipally-owned Radio Mpmei;^
opened at the Playhouse Wednes- contest Winner from Tucunian, was pal. Top price set this year by
day (19 ) and scored a warm audi- heralded as the “find” of the year the Colon management is $4 (U.S.)
ence ovation and an almost .unani- on the distaff side and Jose Maria for stalls for concert seriesj and
mous press next morning. ObviousT Gutierrez oh the male. Best origi- season tickets and advance sales
ly dated, but retaining much of its nal scores were those penned by for Furtwangler have been excepintrinsic charm and wit, It is adroit- Alberto Ginastera, Alejandro Gu- tionally good.
The current season looks invitly directed by Anthony Pelissier, tierrez del Barrio and Juan Ehlert.
who extracts every ounce from Gutierrez del Barrio, a Peruvian, ing. Poldi MUdner heads the pi^
Mordaunt Shairp’s clear-cut char- did not live to receive his aw^ard. anists, which include Rudolf FirHumberto Peruzzi, Alberto Etche^ kusny, Witold Malcuczynsky and
acters.
Friedrich Gulda. Fiddlers include
The cast of Ave, headed by Hugh behere and Ricardo Jounis got the
awards for the best photography. Henryk Szeryng, already in tovin,
Williams; who appeared in the
Oscars here are known as “Ariels.” and Yehudi Menuhin, who is schedjuvenile lead 17 years ago, and inuled for July. Menuhin’s contract
cluding .Walter FitzgerMdi Brenda
with Bernardo Iriberri calls for a
Bruce, Jack Watling and Henry
high guarantee of. $32,000 (U, S.).
Hewitt, play their parts impeccably. Spanish
R. Fare Hike
Iriberri also has Marian AnderShow, which is presented by Alec
son under contract for August;L. Bea ;:and E. P. Clift, has more
Fatal to Touring Troupes after an interval of 12 years. She
than an even chance of success,
is a top favorite with Argentine
Madrid. ;April 18.
althbiigh it is inconclusive and not
Increase of 33% in rail v’'ay fares audiences.
always satisfying.
pilar Lopez / and her Spani.sh
decreed by the Spanish governout
Ballet are playing to;
^ proving fatal to fourihg houses
Tt ci
mi
t i .
/-II
at the Avenida theatre.
Ghlle companies an over the country.
.Oi
S'

25.

KCEPTP

;

.

;

.

i

;

'

[

to big $2,500 in first weekend and
likely to collect $7,500 in opening
^veek.
Holds,

New

:

$1.60).
i

week

i

Gallery (CMA) (1,376; 45“Blue Lamp” (GFD). I3th
second West End run

in

holding up to modest $2, 400. “One
w^ay Street” (U-I) in April 20.
Odeon, Leicester Sq. (CMA) (2,200; 45-.$1.60)
'’Under My Skin”

—

"Canadian Pacific” (20th).
Second week finished mild $6,900.
‘^Big Lift” (20tli) moves in April
f20th),

27.
'

—

.

;

f

,

.

JapV 2,280

i

Washington, Aprir^ |Te\aiC companies which had le
In a throwback to tha wartime Madrid during Holy .week for prb^
operations of the Office of Inter- vincial toui;:s folded up, About 500
Anieriean Affairs* the U. S. Em- artists and technieians have been
bassy in: Chile has sent a proTec- put put of work. Impresarios found
tion crew in a jeep on a journey it impossible to coyer extra transof more thah 2,000 niiles through portatioh expenses, especially oh
live sbutherh portion of the conn- the usual two-day stands.
try to screen sound arid color films
on educational subjectsi
CANARY FIX; PRODUCT
The two-month trip is backed
Washington, April 25;
by the Chilean Assn, of HouseFoiir new film theatres have been
wives. Cultural Services of the U.
of Chile and Ministry of Agricul- opened in the past year in the
lure.
demonstrate Canary Islands and 14 others are
Films
will
modern methods of canning, new 'either under construction or beihg
There are currently
ideas in agriculture, hOw to keep plahned.
a .Water, supply piire, 'etc.
The {about 200, features .circulating
crew is part of the U. S- Itiforma- through the islands, of which 50%
tion Service and is attached to the are Ameriean,
year ago, 71 ^of the pictures
Embassy. The jeep Carries its own
were Holly wpod product,
ppwerplaht for the equipment.

•

|

j

f
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—
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|

i

i

i

,

yen. The figures include the 100%
(The yen is curadmis.siohs tax.;
rently worth 360 to the American

Uruguayans are Argentina’s many
legit sh0w$,, in comparison with Int
.

Gn

over

here.

the

;

.

:

;

.

.

{
i

i

a

i

Fllttl

COngreSS Set

^

bther
dollar).:,
FOP Berne
a good number of ArgenForeign f 1ms must be Okayed tihes snatch at any chance to weekZurich, April 18/
by Gen, MacArthur's ;Civii Infor- end in 'Montevideo, just for the
inlcmational
Film
Congress,
mation and Education S.ectioh, pleasure of seeing the J a test U. S held last year ht Hamburg; w^^
Films are generally listed at; a films, which have not been import- take place this year at Berne, May
50% rental but the distributor gets ed into Argentina since March; 13 to 21. The l950 meeting will
as high as ,60% on some special 1949;
chiefly be devoted/ to shorts and
pictures.
with
about
Currently the Uruguayans have documentaries,
20
the advantage over the Argentines countries to be represented,
Dr. Hugo Mauerhofer. of the
as tourists, in that their currency
Other Fpreigh News
has strengthened to four times its Swiss Film Chamber, whieh is
On Page 16
present value in relation to the sponsoring, was elected chairman
Argentine peso,
"£ the Congress/
those
hand,

.

!

j
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» meag«
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Pix;

Sparkl|n®rwciKer encouraged
Washington, April 25;
an; imu
However, if ah agreement can,
Japan, now has 2,280 film theatpurists between th^
be reached about a tran.sfer. to Austres in pperation. Tab for Japanese
Countries this -Eastei., intensil.^ ing i,,jx at /•pA/ian roin ih Wpstern Kiprpjjt i-anges from 20 to 80 yen, and
the boom ih Argentina’s entertain- ^
imorove
^-^.j-oects would imp
rove.,
Pro^Pe^sYwpuia.
for Holly wood films from .20 to. 250
Chief attraction: for
ment biz.
;

.

A

|

—

R

:

(1,^

I-

1

.

(CM A)

“They Were Not

45-$i.60).

Divided” (GFD). Continued strong
in second Week at $10,300, after
$11,000 in first stanza. Continues,
London Pavilion (U-A) (1,217;
45-$l;60)— “She Wore a Yellow
Ribbon,” (RKO), "Bride for Sale’'
(rkO). Strong double-bill opened

i

,

|

.

Leicester Sq; Theatre
753;

:

piaza (Par) (1,902; 65-$1.60)—
•'Appointment With Danger” (Par).:;
GUT and BEF.
Third stanza finished around $3,600
Apart from the Rank product, after mild second week hearing
BEF distributes also E-L, Selznick, $4,000. "State Secret” (British
Associated British, Ealing, Allied Lion) in 21st.
Artists, Monogram, Hallmark and
Warner (W-B) ( 1,73.5; 45-.$1.60)
other indie producers’ fare.
—“The Inspector General” ( W-B ).
Hoyts, opposition to GUT, also Socko opening at $20,000 nearly
operated several houses on a Bril- $3,000 up on theatre’s record. Secish jDolicy With the Rank product, ond
weekend equalled opening
of business and picture holding firm
with
the
exception
Loop,
Korda’s London Films, will now go throughout week. Staying at least
all
Hoyts is linked with seven weeks.
U. S.
Inter20th-Fox on a stock deal.
esting point in the London Films’
•
•
n*
i
setup is^that Physical distribution
AUStTiail PiX PrOQUCtlOn
IS
via Universal, which is also
Whether LF
linked vhth Rank.
At Lowest Postwar Level
will finally go to BEF on any new
deal is a moot point presently.
Vienna, April IS,
Understood that the first RepubAfter dropping of bonus plan by
lie topper in the new deal with the Austrian government, and the
20th-Fpx w’ill be “Sand-s of Iwa banks nixing all applications for
pix production
credits, Austrian
.ha.s reached the lowest level rihee
the endihg of hostilities, M. Ehi*;lich,
presideht of the Producers
.
Assn., gave' oiit statistics showing
. ^
on inC vPn®®‘ fbat in 1949 there were 39 pix shot,
while in the first three months
1

;

U Group Trokking
On EducatiohalRwc flunt^ g^if

Opened last Thursday to healthy
start and expected to reach $9,9(10
in first week. Holds.

just returned from an important
mission to, London. It’s understood
that he has fixed up major distribution deals with British producers for the Aussie field. BEF
takes over this month the complete
distribution here of the J. Arthur
Rank product formerly going
through the British division of.
20th-FoX on release via Hoyts. The
Ra:nk product will now get release
over the Greater Union loop, Rank
is a 30-50 partner with Ryde in

.

;

Gaumont (CMA) (1 ,500; 45-$1.60)
^“All the King’s Men” (Col).

Richard Altschuler, Rep’s veeppe, and Reginald /Armour, foreign
topper, Were in this zone three
Weeks ago for huddles With Norman Rydge on a new contract covering distribution by BEF. Apparently, parties couldn’t see eye to
eye Oh terms.
Understanding is
that the link with 20th-Fox is for
about seven years. Altschuler has
since returned to the U. S„ with
Armour remaining to straighten
out additional details. Armour’s
territory now includes the Far
East, Africa, Asia, New Zealand
and Australia.
Gordon D. Ellis, BEF g.m., has

:

i’i-'

London, April

will

-

Town’s souvenir stores are already richly stocked with the fine
wTodcarVing fdr which the Oberainmergauers are famous.
First
thing the tourists notice on climbn
ing the excellent concrete road
into Qberamihergau is the preponderance pf l^g hair and beards.
Haircuts .or sfiaves have been verThe
boten i for almost a year.
Buenos Aires, April 15.
town’s males,^ wlthbut exception
Assn, of Argentine Film Comlook plenty •BibUcaL
Even the mentators has voted on its awards
kids, hundreds pf whom are in the for
1949.
Voting in .general was
cast of the Passion Play, sport long
very much on the lines of the
Ipeks, making
with- aw'ards made earlier in the year by
out a'; carefidSoolcfo^ pants or the Academy
of Motion Picture
skirts, to determine sex.
Sciences. Soho Film’s “Almafuerte”
r Adjiisiad Pays
wais picked as the best, picture of
Reh^i^aisi! imder direction of the year/ followed by “Danza del
wobdcarver who Fuego” (Emelco) and “Apenas un
Gebrg^iijaifl^i^^
runs the Whole Oberammergau Delicuente” (inter-Americana). The
Hungarian picture^ “Valahol Euro(Continued on page 16)
paban’’ (“In. Any Part of Europe’’)
was voted the best foreign picture,
while “Joan the Mad” a Spanish
film, and “Los Novios,” Mexican,
,

Union Film Co. of Rome

New

.

•

in ItalZ
Rome, April 18

said at that time that he would get
started some time in June.
Exteriors will be miade in Amalfi,
village on the southern boast of
'Folies Parisienne'
Italy, and interiors in a studio in
“On the Town” held up big in
Rome, vVnion Films will get the'
its third week (with stage shdW)
European distribution.
with
a nifty gross of $20,000; The
They
will also distribute
ilLondon, April 25.
film,
“La Oscar-winning All the king’s
last American
Series of 13 halLhour featurets/ der’s
Men,”
which bowed in at the Gauunder the general tllf® Pf “Folies Piovra” (“Once a Thief'’), starring
Thursday (13) after powPar isiehne ” with J ack Buchanan Cesar Romero, and are ailsd cori- mpnt last
erful press reviews, started off with
as emcee for the batch, are to bp ridering entering this film at the
a
heavy
weekend
and maintained
lensed in Paris next month by John 195Q Venice Film Feriival.

.

who

Made

.

,

Apri.l 16-

dPld spell' during the Easter
vacation gave the West End pix
boxoffice a much'^needed fillip.
Most theatres had substantial Weekefid <lueues and the Warner showcase in Leicester Square broke its
own redofd by nearly $3,000 with
the Daniiy Kaye comedy, VThe Inspector Geherai.”
This is being
retained lor a run of at least seven
weeks and from the beginning of
May will also ;be playing another
West End house.

to

filming is done, but work goes on
advanll^b.b. tO'sked additional perforina^S atop the 36 on the brigK each day from, eafly morning to
The plav will be late at night, as he is anxious to
nal thwitable.
see the pic completed and make
.given ffUlastly on a twlce-arweek
The
schedule^ iricreased to three shows arrangements for another.
past
two weeks have been rainy
in midseason when biz warrants.
stormy
and
here,
but
weather
cononce-ln-a'decade
the
season
End of
ditions should clear any time now.
is down for Sept. 24, but may be
Although Bossellini has other
prolonged; if sales justify.
pictures in mind for the future, he
Pre^sfeaiion visitors are already
Oberammergau declined to make any formal; andioppihg; in Pn
from nearby Munich and the U. $. nouncement at this time.
“Miracle,” the yittorio De Sica
Army's Germisch recreation area,
film which is currently being made
blit mostly for a few hours’ look
in
Milan, is well, under Way and
;arbund and maybe lunch at the
expected to be finished about the
Aite Post inn, where they can
middle of May. Film is being made
shake hands with this year’s star
in; collabbration yvith Italian interplayer, 37-year-old Anton Preisests and Ijondon Films of England:
runs the hosteliy.
inger,

Oil Pic

London,

The

\^,L.VrildertoCollab
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-
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;

>VARIITV^r LONDON OFPIOO

.Studio Space Augniaited; Pix

London, April

25.

.

Earl St. 3^ohn, head of TwpCities Films, dickering with Philip
King, author of “On Monday

Next,” current

Comedy

theatre hit;

If deal goes thru,
St. John will produce film in conBuenos Air^s, April. 18. f
junction with David Henley, currentiy head of Fosters’ agency’s
Several, new studio sets which
Handling With
film section, and formerly J. Arhave been in construction for Ar- McCarthy
thur Rank’s casting director ^and
picture
gehtina!s ;,major niotion
Associated British
talent scout.
Picture Corp. has just closed .deal
producers over the last two years,
April
25.
for film rights
Paris;
French
with Stanley
are rioW about reaidy for inauguraJohn G. McCarthy, veepee , and of itonald J’eansrSavoy theatre hit,
„
..
Ihtee^ajo^slu-,^.^^^^^^
the
While
tioh,
the Motion Picture “ Young*
dips: Argentina SOnp Film, Epiriwho has
Mincvltgh;
Borrah
America’s ihternationall
CO and Sari Miguel, have Qonsid- division huddled with continental financial interest in the French Pic*
inr
Wfc ‘.Tniir. Hp
here^ tor tlm

for

Blm

rights.

Stppkhwm, Mril 25

A

,

j
i

,

i

.

;

.

;

;

April 30 to survey plans for the
release of a number of transcription series produced by his organiAmong the Towers^ pror
zation.
grams available are the Sir. Thomas
Beecham series, currently runnirig

:

f

;

.

.

Imhas

’

•

.

:

!

j

4

#45%

adhfiisdhhuax
.

;

i

_

stiff

in jFaBMTO
caused a 38%; drop -Ip attends
at Swedish filpi theatres, in addition, out of ji total of 2;484 houses
some 200 altOi^dy haVe b^On forced
London, April 18.
to close andl:it'|tj>nfedWted^^
internationTowers,
Alan
Harry
at
al director of Towers of London, least 500 more %lU||h<^er before
planes for New YorkXand Canada the: summer 'is.:pv^‘

TowersDucin

,

.

•

Trafaliar^ tquar*

l-it. Martinet

INTBBNATIONAfc

I

CBS

Exhibition

the only pha se

Ifih^.t"

.

of the industry j\A'Wch

:

•

is"

it

the chin jfinariiclally; ;, According
to the Economm Researoh institute a -.study bMh®i^iip*df:.194'L
42 and i947-4£^.h.ffiyMinM^^
pri

;

!

Canada, tion costs baye nseii^^^
kroner ($52,000) for an average picture in 1941 to 315,000 kroner
sheds originaliy built as storage
been delayed until la' ? spring, ($63,00()) in 1948.
With L! S. jand Fourre COrmeray, government
or other ^purposes.
WQXR,
Y.,
N^
Despite th^ Jribnetiiry plight of
when it will open on
film imports at-a coiriplete standr film chm^^^
arid will simultaneously become both exhlbitor'iknd
fb®
pictures
Prior, to, letavlng for a w^^^
arid
Argentine
still:
available on stations throughout government haS' fe'if^Sdd. lo,, perrriit
inpriopolizing most of the firstruri Spain and Italy, McCarthy also
increase in adihiSsinb prices.
America;
hoU.ses: in the biggest Argentine conferred with Pierre Frb.gerais,
cities; producers are turning their prez Pf the French film prpducers’
The Towers organization has also As an exairiple of how the producer
attention .to plaris for new studio organization^ and -Robert Crayenne.
cut “The London Story,” sta rfing has been affected by..: this policy,
or enlargement of. Both Frogerais and Grayenne, who
cdnstructiori
John Mills, which is provisionally the Research institute states, is
the fact that J>f 33 pix turned but
Ad-:
existing facilities;
are delegates to. the MPA A
titled “A Story to Rem
I
the US; This series features each in 1941 the average profit bn each
Assured of putright protection
D.
A Vi iQ
'
^
2.
May
McCarwas 10,000 kroner ($2,000), This
New
ver.York
dramatized
30-minute
week
a
*ri
„
/
f 01; nat.iorial productiori also, the
Progpessi vely,
censorship
by
oatstsnding short^storics by compares to an approximate loss
Argentine producers are becpining
.W^f
conn
MPAA
100,000 kroner ($20,000) op
increasihgly internationahminded. Spanish junket by
Mayer. '' OV
^
W. W. every picture iriade iri 1948.
Wells, Arthur Con
seeking out stars from other La^
u
5
first intin^ation wa* given ^'hen
.prm
perriiany
and
Oslo
London,
Larger
j^^Q^g^^g^
tn
urban theatres haven* t’E.
Bates.
countries
inteihationto
focuS
tin
Infont^.tion ^ .Henri
return here within a foricornpleted «
a been **»v
hit -ucaiijf
nearly aa.
as thC
J.uw4?i.a.. 4.V»*4p4«i4''.;vi
as iKigM
hard aa.
th(
wcciv-, Towers
.i-ftlSt.
Last week
J
_ • .TT
al attention, on their pictures, The ^
Teiteen fired
Georee
Hiivst ....
..a... '..l
Teitgen
Censor George
Huyshlght.
Lux-;
smaller rutal houses^ One hihlerseries of 26 programs for
latest plan of this type, has .Jihii
''bh _he considered too easy.
Fields.
that
180starring
Gracie
land
town
reports
its
embourgi
star Hugo del Garril; now .a proThe law for filnr censorship here
Seater grosses 351 kroper when the
ducer, dickering with French pro
j
is that the censorship committee,
[
house sells put ,,Gf .tbis, 131
ducer Addre Paulye to make a
Zealand Boxoffice
which
represeritative.s
includes
kroner go for,4axes.
picture in France teamed with
from every ministry, vyiews the picFrench actress, Michele Morgan.
expenses such^ as ..filjri rerttal, salture and decides if it is to be killed
jaries, etc. Vtakb;j|4t; kroner.' Tlui$:
Del Carril is due to leave shortly
ailogether; only peririitted
aiiogeiner;
permittea 10
to be 1=5=5 rpntimied fi om ipage is ssssx fViA,.n*c «
. ;
I Q
therVs a loSs -^^glkfebner
for Spairi, where he is undbr con''-‘^^^itk^bnei^ b
played non-Gomtnerciai (jneaningj
in
tract to star in “The Black with a
White Soul” for Cesareo GonzalezC
village
final
selection
ion
by
Breakdown
^hfeatlfr^peral
.pf
holdis
attendance
Film, theatre
permitted^ for ah audiences comMeanwhile, the dicker, with Paulve 'ing feniarkably well in' New
.local
*w Zea- meVrialfV or nifi^ for^ adoitl
V vote 6f the star players last No- reveals that 406: houses drg .located
is ill process of negotiatipn
These giyexegular perhiphv while i^nd^Vitho^^off’f^^
in cities.
1946
instance wL^^en Unidirector Marcel Carhe IS expected peak, according to Trevor Towntwice daily
versa! wanted to rCissiie Eric Maria
to meg the picture, which is reBy theatres have only one screen ing
in .iridlvidual scenes.
send, general riianager of theatre I j^ema^que’s old “ Ail Ouiet bn the
ported to be The Key^to Dreanis
April full-stage, full-length daily, 337 give fovi^^^r|,q^
operations for Robert Kerridge’s Westeim Front ” U’s French manon a .story by Carne himself
circuit there: who is currently in ager; Etienne Descc^bey; is him- Veh^arsals of, the ^eigh^ hour play every week
wRl
start,
necessitatmg fuU-tiine tween one aim^; :lh^»fe:^p^brm^
Auckland,
arrived
Y.
He
from
N,
self a member -of the ^mmittee.
attention fronv most Pjaye^, who ances weekly; Many of the latter,
Dr. Enrique Telemaco Susjni has N- Z., Monday (23) and heads for pictirre^^^^^w
swing:
ON^r to the Pa^ioni most of which^^a^^
returned from Eurbpe, in the London Ffiday (28), where he will
"'when
MRomibu/
rGorpsontin^ the p.
when M;
Rom ieu, representing
^ tiavroll Salaries are adiusL have closed, leaving af least 1,500,
course of which he worked out a attend the British Industry Fair
ministry of the .InMor, saia the
lamily heed rether 000 people with; pg
atContinued bbxoffic^ strength in screening was useless becatisetbii;;
deal with the Generai Cinema
Union of France for co-production. New Zealand augurs weir fOr. U. E. department objected to the release, than by prominence of his part. tending films.'of pix with Argentine-French tal- filni cbriripanies because only 25%
3.5MO8 yisdtbrs Goal
This Was protested by Descomeiit, to be made in both Argentina of rental coin now is impounded .|)ey, whO' irisisted bn a screening,
Size of anticipated bookings is
there. Townsend felt that an even
and France.
^resibent;
indicated by opening next month
jected to a screening, siding with of a fuU-scaie American Express
Luis Saslavsky is talking with
Rbraieu.
Finally pescombey was tourist Office in this smal) town;
a French studip to direct a picture
v
^
told that the screening would take Estimates set 350.000 visitors as a
based bn.a story by Jean Gocteau,
place at sbrrie other time, but that tentative goal.
Maybe 100,000 of
At the sa me time the Argentine pix
Toronto* April 26v
h4.s 137.
anyway the picture would riot be these will be Amerieans, and most
industry has decided to subniit'twb efteher, Kerndge chain
The 30th annual report Of Far
permitted to play “because it was of the total will spend at least one mpus Players (Canadian) Corp., as
pictures to the forthcoming festival
I
a pacifist picture and that was not night in the village or environs. presented b.v J. J. Fitzgibbons,
in Venice.
Argentina Sono Film ;<
Avanted currentl>\”
will submit “Danza de Fuego” and
shareholders;
Efforts are made to sell all Passibn president,
the
to
“'^iiiArg.;
Ib another ease, after a French Play tickets on inclusive basis, shows a deClihe in
Cineinatografica I n t e r americana
earnings,
•
119 li
i t
1
picture,
a
titled
Jasbn
production
has selected comedian Luis Santo
town
\vhich
brings
the
customer
of higher operating
Thlr
I nilKQ (inAfl
UUU ‘^No! Holyday for God” (a story evening before the performance solely because
UCflYai liUUIld
l ull RpviVbI
drini's latest picture, “La Culpa la
costs and higher inconie taxes.
showing ; kids capturing dogs to feeds and houses him in hotel or. Consolidated net profits for. 1949
Tu vb el Otro” ( ‘‘The Other Guy
Buenos Aires, April 25.
Was to Blame”).
Last week brought only one raise a fund), had been fully passed private home through day of the Were $3,0714910, or $1.77 a sharer
Beby the committee, Minister Teitgen play, and a foliowing 24 hours epmpared with the previous year,
‘Mourning
release,
film
S.
An entirely new production unit,
Eos Films, has signed a German di- comes Electra” (RKO>, which has took it upon himself to restrict it when cast is resting and visitor 'Is when net profits were $3,286,264,
to adult audiences:
years
over
two
for
from the 8:36 a. nri; or $1.89 a share.
However, the
Lectori Carl Ritter, to direct “Las been held hack
Another case is that of an Anriei- to 6 p. rii. (with two hours for company has built eight rteW theSiete Darizas de la Vida” (“The by censorship. “Don’t Trust Your
atres in Canada, remodelled 11
Seven DanCes of Life”)
with Husbarid': (UA), at the Opera, has ican-made film, the cpnimittee had lunch) performance.
Georges ffigaud, Laura Hidalgo, been doing excellent business passed it for general release, Min;
Depending on quality Of the ac- others and acquired three, driveister Teitgen forbade it except for
Domingb Sapelli, Deneb Renshaw, since March 30.
Qommodation and position of the *hs, thus absorbing mbre than $3 Paramount has reissued ‘For non-commercial release, thus caus- p|ay seat these tix
Pedro Laxalt; Pilar Gomez and a
from $14.50 000,006 of the company’s c^sh reWhom the Bells Toll.” and all the ing the importer a heavy loss.
corps de ballet.
(FPC now operates. 393
l-q $19 foV the works.
Visitors are sources.
Latter case is .being appealed, naturally figured
ballyhoo over .the Ingrid Bergto give up plenty houses across Canada^ \Vitli t he
man-Roberto Rossellini pmance. and the case _or the .lason produc- 'ore for beers, wood carvings and Dominion having 1 ,77$ theatres.
Wiir certainly help to give this tion is going to be submitted to the cuckoo clocks and postcards. The
The 12c drop in shareholders’
Rank’s Gate Studios
In this country ConseiJ d'Etat.
good business.
T Play
PIav itself is figured
fieured to maybe
mavhe dividends is due almost eriti rely to
Rossellini is something of a hero
incoirie
taxes, said Fitzgibbons; $1
break even on its 5,000 seats, w'ith
On Market for $420,000 because Of his pix, which are conUhe towm getting off the nut On the 805,676 in 1949 as against $1,646.makes
sensational,
sidered
which
the previous year; Current astourist angle.
London, April 25.
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studios at Elstree, ac,
„
^
*
guired peijonally
vby
J.
A
Bank at ^e tin^ of his ihiti^ en^be industry as producer
pf relipous_ 01mS| are now on the
J
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market.
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Bergman romance

“simpatico.”
the preems how'adays are
locally-made pix, at the rate of
^ week^ This highijgfi|_s
the local producers’ deterto make hay while the
sun shines and monopolize the

the

The Gate

(‘Beau
‘Beau Sirateirem.W
Sirategem,”, Tivrir
Lyric (52).
“Black Chiffon,” West’ster (52).

“Bonaventure,” Vaude

TV

-

'

'

ability to cope with the role.
slightly built red-haired man W’ith
a mystical face, Prqisinger., in addition to Deirig on the open-air. stage
in cold, rain and even snow for

Ambass, (20).
“FoUes Bergere,” Hipp
(29)
.
^
.

.

“Ka?v?v;”^rhie?;ff WalS%9r'^'
®

.
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Vir
oFrSsft-f
•‘Ltw
Latin Qt;
1950,”
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Casirib

fSde

(3).
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“Ring Rpiind Moon,” Globe
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the National CineIndustry
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Eitct. American MuntHes tor
.

(13);

“Streetcar,” Aldwych (29),
“Traveller’s Joy,” ‘eritcrion (98)

-

'

’

Mex PixveKamber

«Oklahj?mS "felSv^Llni. ft
“Old Vic Rep.,” News (28)
“On Mori.' Next,” Gbmedy (47)

.

"

fiij^^they wiirbe in Madrid tor
conventioii; -The: Spanish filnv inaustry will take the opporto^^^^^
make as corriprehensive
arrange
*
^

(6).

,

.

18,

r e
of Spanr

^
^
blm convention

i

:

-

“Man With Umbrella,” D’tch’s

.

Madrid, April

i

the
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Gonfab for Madrid

jFiliii

On Calvary for
25 mirtufes, clad only in loin cloth preseiit a Triaximum of six pix and
three shorts.
Prizes will be disphysical tributed
to. the. best pic, director.
r
tP strengthen his

.

Nathan D.
motion picSeidelman Back
ture-photographic
branch of the
„
^
T
„
Sani L. Seidelmari, Eagle Lion u. S. Commerce Dept.
During
general export manage
planed in I949, 236 Holly wbod features were
to N, ,y. Irom a hurried trip to released in Havana and grossed
Great Brilain Monday (24).
He $2,108,740 Of the total of $2,664,644
made tlib trek reportedly to check taken in; at the boxoffice for all
on the booking of EL product in new feature.s during the year.
J. Arihur Rartk’.s two big circuits,
The 71 Mexican pix released
the Biitish-Gaumbnt. and Odeon, earned $275,967 at the boxoffice
year,
reports
Gblderi; chief of the

last

Spatllsh-^LBilffUafife
® xjan^uo^c

A

Washington, April 25.
American films had another
Strong boxoffice year .in Havana

tube.

are $7,287;08 3.

plays the

first time, is

must "Garry an 80-pound cross on
and Mexico are the most imporhis: shoulder for 45 minutes, and
tant entries. Each country can
.theri hang crucified

‘‘Fallen Aiigels,”

in

who

(1).

.

.

a

i

“Detective Story,” Princess (5);
“Eliz, Slept Here/’ Strand (26).

two dr thipe years Rank" hais be

from

(20).
(54).

“Briffadooii,” Majesty’s
‘‘Castle Air,” Adelphi (20);
‘^Cry Liberty,” Vaudeville

even if U, s:,
pix are allowed iri agairi in qiianto be some
there
Wilt
have
tity,
for filmdivi.sion of firstrun houses betweeri
the local and impacted films.

Christ,

part this year for the

“Annie Get Gun,” Co^s^m (151 );'

4.1

using these studios; for advanced
TV filhi experiments, and ihstallcd
equipitiient to test the efficacy of
Simultaneous recording on film

The new

;

{Figures show weeks of ruu)

tion

of

stars

and

its

pix and

4

Y,

..

i 2

dislrihii-

exchange

of

directors.
Spanish film industry, with fuM
support pf the government, is (i:>>
ing to enlarge its Sales and gain

;

eince EL has been anxious to learn arid the 17 British flickers took in
details of hbw their pictures have $95,983.
Remainder of the busibeen baridled in Britain.
ness was earned by product made!
SeideJman was gone from N, Y. in Spain, Argeniina, Cuba, France
•bout two- weeks.
and. Italy.

!

j

I

,

berto Gervantosj setTetary.
‘Wild Violets,’’ -iStoll 11).
j
in Latin Amoricay while Sonio of
Jesus Grovas, another top pro- the Argentine pix have not pleased
‘Worm’s Yiew,’_ Whitehall (157).
Young Wives TalCf Savoy (41), ducer, is the Chamber’s ni^n^^Sbr* Spanish, critics arid public.
(

1

.

i

!

J
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PICTURES

Because of recurrent reports bf a Warner Bros, settlement of the
anti-trust suit, both bears and bulls are having a field day
with the WB comirion stock. (Speculating on a favorable deal with a
break foi* the stockholders, there has been sttOrig bullish trading on
the stock for the past couple of months; Result has been greater
activity in Warners than any other film stock.
At the same tiiine, bears are rtill showing interest hi the issue. Sliort
holdings in the past 30 days have crept upward to. a total of 10,575

ContlnUied from pace

Gf^ve warning that the film ih-^
dustry cannot hold np under the
wave of exhih antirtnist suits was
sounded this week by William F*

More Settl^mehts

*

Rodgers,. Metro's distribution v.p.
•^Unless we stem the tide,” Metro*
ite declared, “we are going to find
product arid everything else suffering. Today 1 ani eriiployed as general sales irianager. Unfortunately;
that is the least 1 do, I am so
involved in legal niatters.”

Rodgers- chief hope of a solution'
in ah anibitious arbitration. sysby and for the industry
tinder the sponsorship of the CounOrganizacil of Motion Picture
tions. As for public r^tlons,^--v^
are as weak as we can be,”
is

tern, riiij

Majors

|

will

$l,0fi0»000. to
for the final

.

;;

windup of fife se^

Kiriabark
against the

•

EKO

on the Erlariger

Balaban

brought

:

.

:

.

,

action

in treble damages.
charged conspiracy in Jpr^
venting the' house from geiting product until 73 days
after the Loop first-runs arid

$510,000
It

;

CQMPQ

in

discriniinating
JB&K theatres.

.

of

favor

ture; films.

\

Distrib sales; toppers admit to being disturbed over thO mushrODmJohnson narrowed the range of
Weeks ago. He got ing habit; particularly in the midwest, of inserting local ads and plugs
in
regular shortsV Exhibs thereby pick up some extra coin from the
it; down to the point where his
hearings will delve only into pre- comer merchant While giying the impression that the briefle is being
venting the iridustry from “capi- shown at the “courtesy” rif a local: sponsor. Sales execs say that “it
talizirig on immoral acts by per- has heeri done time after time” but nothing can be doiie about stopping
forriiers” in Order to prOinote their the habit under present licerisirig contracts, It is also pointed out that
Johnson feels keenly the same stunt was frequently pulled on Newsreels before distribs
pictures.
that RKO Went all out to capital- clRinped down under a newsreal contract provision Which bars any
ize on i’afraire Bergmari-Rossel- addluoris or cuts iii the reels, v
his fire several

for

chain

OnO reason for: the slowdown of indie ftlni prodUctiOii is the “ex^
* newer cessive” charge made for stiidio space and equipment on some rental
vari- lots. < That was the statement made by an independent producer, who
than a was teniporarlly cramped'" for cash arid had to use studio credits in
ety
montlli^m^vSii^ 22 issue, order to complete a deal. Stage space and services cost, him $120,000
was althou^ most of the picturevwas shot on location. For deferments,
wheri#V63^ia^
which he had to turn over 171^% of his net profits. In his current picture,
reatfe^g A
woula iriereiy ; liberise the iriter-t^ he soys, he. _has plenty of financial backing and will be able to save
state transportation of motion pic- abbut $200,000 in production costs by putting coin on the; line.

arid murih slm^^^

:

thea-''

di^nhs and the
Katz

;

^1$ an^Wl^y^^
..

William

tre against the companies.

hope that GOMPO will establish
good public relations,” he added.
“As big and as strong as this industry is,” Rodgers said, “I d^'t

believe we can. stand.' up agairist
ail these suits,” Rodgers, who is
di.strib alternate to Ned E. Depinet,
Will urge
prez, in
adoption of an arbitration system
at the next meeting of the group
in Chicagov May 8-9. He believes
most exhibs want correctiori of
.clearance arid run problems rather
than court damages. “We cannot
leave that meeting until.
formed arid eperatis definitely

suit

.

aotbrs/vproducers, dfetrib-

;

ond

shares against 9,350 in the' preyious semester. It represents the largest
short holdings in film stocks.
Only other film shares in which the bears have recently given a play
Short holdings droppejl sharply in the iRst 30 days
is Unlvertal’s.
frorii a previously, 640 shares to a current total Of MOO,

.

pay out $29,0,009

to the Kimbark theatre
;cago .;-as ’the: :price.
ping that actionv
one of the largest yefr;4iiiri9et
follows 'a deal to plai|^^"put

.

!

Indicating the big cost now
saddled on the majors in the
actions
anti-trust
rush of
brought agairist these comsettlement
.jpariies is the latest
damage suit.:v
treble
of a

.

Government

threatened second blast about Hollywood.
Without adiriitting that the Code
anieridihent “would cause him to
cancel Out the hearingiSi Johnson
have hoped for
declared that
that kind 61 result from the first,
have never believed Federal
I
ceiisorship was the ans>ver.*’
He disclosed that he will shoiily ^ introduce, as a substitute for
his nHgiiiallblll, y iVfifeh called for

'

26^ 1950

;

;

:

.

.

to build the gate for the mediocre .“StrOinboli.”
lirii

Catholic War Veterans have dropped the idea of picketing the Globe
theatre, N. Y., Where a reissue pf Charles Chaplin’s “City Lights” is
“I have never been stuck on, a
playing,
after yalrily proterting to Harry Brandt, operator of tfie Times;
“I
licensing bill;” Johnson said,
Square house, 1ft response tq a beef by a
rep, Brandt quipped:
don’t; think censorship is the an“Wh^ don’t you; picket my Mayfair theatre?” Latter showcase is playswer. I believe that self-policing
•fng,” ' he-, .said
anti^Comiriie
film
‘Guilty
Treasoft;”
on
the
of
Cardinal Mindzeiity:
ing
is the right way and. have said so;
.Rodgers is 'inclined to talce Itght“However^ there Will be a bill .case. Brandt brought up the Mayfdir booking to spotlight the neutral
Were mulling a reprise of their picketing
Iv the claims that showmariship is
and we are goirig ahead with plans policy of any theatre.
Chaplin’s “Monsieur VerdOux” when that pic played Broadway.
a dying art. “The most important
Hollywood, 'April 25.
for our May 15 hearings, I plan
people in the industry have a real
Motion Picture, industry is view- to introduce my hew bill, which
Lauding “Border Inciderit” (Metro)^titled in Mexico, “Mercado
sense of what is showmanship,” he irig the investigation of Hollyy is practically complete, before
t-’)^in its second w^^l^ ®t the Cine Magerit,
added, “I-ye seen wonderful cam^ wood’s morals 'by Judge Stephen then, I have had the help of ex- Huiriano” (“Human Market’
lop
paigns run with resounding suc- S. Jacksori without undue excite- celient constitutional lawyers and Mexico City, “Lumiere” (Jorge; Mendoza), pic crick
cess.” To furthe;: showmanship, he
you need not have any fear that daily, said: “Pictures like this murt be exhibited free by the government.
three
rescheduling:
ment
said. Metro is
so as to change the iriind of those thousands of Mexicans who
General feeling is that nO Hol- this will be an uriconstitutiorial
'
yearn to eniigrate to other lands.” Pic discusses plight of Mex minorgional sales meets during May In:
out its bill.-'
•itiesMn the’ U.- S.
New York, Chicago, San Francisco lywood group should stick
“In Order to have hearings, there
chin as a target for ‘‘publicityand one in Toronto In June.
mem- must be a biU or a resolution. So
“Annie Get Your Gun,” Metro's huriting politicians.” As one
it, “our organizatiori is not
piit
ber
my first bill was a ,yery broad bill,
big musical; will play at advanced
Jack- giving us authority to study all
prices in eight Loew’s test erigage- inclined to jurnp through
problems involved arid tp have a
ments, opening May 2, Rodgers dis- Son’S Tioppl”
Jackson met bore Schary last hearing covering the entire iriatThese bookings will preclosed.
Continued firdm ^page 3
ter.”
that
cede fixing of a sales policy and Wednesday and suggested
Johnson promised “important, American Country for the next five until the dollai* probirim was.
any other selling. It is believed this MPIC cooperate in arranging inwith iridustry leaders. well-informed witnesses, who will years. This; represents approxi- solved.”
is aimed at piling up big revenues terviews
In ihls matter, the diplomat
as a demonstration to other exhibs The MPIC delegates took the re^ be able to give more thari ,an opin- inately 25% of total gross that
ion,”
Several will be from the Yank pix register each year, Aft- added,
that they can voluntarily boost quest “under consideration.”
I felt that the greatest
industry.
pther important feature calls for goodwill propaganda that einanates
their scale for the pic and shoot
at bigger boxoffice. “Annie” preeriis
Referring to a demand for can- the unlimited Importation of Amer- from the United States comes
in Atlantri, San Francisco, Clevecellation of the hearings by Sen- ican films into Argentina. There through its motion pictures, and I
fit
land, St. Louis, Dayton, Evansville, Morally
ator Alexander Wiley, of Wiscon- has been a tight system pf licenses hoped that America and Argentina
orwalk and Hartford for a crosssin^ Johnson said he wpuld be glad in effect for the past years with alike would not be shut, off from
s
all
situations^
the-board test of
to have WH^y testify and explain no .films brought; into the country them.” Griffis did not make any
definite statement as to how the
Rodgers would like to see exhibs
his views. Wiley charged that the in the past 13 nionths.
come up with some ^iiatlonal proto
Johnson bill wbuld set up a ’'poThe one big obstacle; still re- film problem is to be solved. He
motional idea before' his company
lice State irionster” and “gestapo,” maining is an agreement on the said that the geftriral economic
Washington, April 25.
lerids finaticial support to local
in a statement on the Senate fioor frozen curfericy either now amassed problem of import licenses and dolColorado’s Senator Edwin C. last week.
campaigns. .Referririg to requests
in Argentina or Which will pile iip lars has not yet been solved.
principle
of
the
endorsed
for backing from local gr^lltt in Johnson
Johnson today called on Senator during the five-year stretch ahead,
Boston, Baltimore and elsewhere, Reconstruction^ F i ft a ft c e Corp.
Wiley (Wise.) to be the Jphnston is asking for Wide latihe said* r We dpri’t want to do it loans for independent .Motion pic- Alexander
first witness in the hearings May tude in the use of this cbiri, while
in 3^ exchanges in 25’ difiEerent ture Production yesterday: (24),
1‘5.
Invitation was made in a hot Cereijb wants the companies to be
waysi We would like to support providing the pix carry the Molimits.
confined to
Continued from pace 9
some idea which has a national as- tion Picture Assn, of America code letter to Wiley retaliating for the
latter’s attack against the bill on
Brightening prospects of a deal
seal and are. made by. actors of
clarihg that situatiOii open foi bidWiley follow lengthy diseussibns which
the floor of the Senate.
Metro how has 10 pix lined up good morals.;
ding.
for tradeshowings ift the next two
Johnson made his point ih a let- had Called the proposed law, un- started oft Cere jo's arrival in this
UA, however, is encouraging
constitutional.
country. John McCarthy; head of
months, Rodgers noted.
ter to Harley Hise, chairman of the
theatremen to request auction
A’s international wing, •parPrimary objective of the hearRFC. The Senator’s lettef quoted
selling by annouftcing that it is
ings, Sen. Johnson said, Would be ticipated in these talks until two
at considerable length from a re
setting up the* machinery to handle
cent story in Daily Variety in to find some voluntary solution. weeks ago when he flew to Europe. it on a large scale.
Its sales force
which Sam Bischoff predicted the As for the Wiley objections, the It Is expected that Stanton Grif- was given the initial word on openSolo Pix
film production sblon retorted: “Obviously, you fis, U. S. Ambassador to Argentina,
make
RFC
would
ing wide doors on bidding at a
Continued from page 3
loans. *T am greatly interested in missed entirely the dangers to and chairman of Parampunt’s exconfab of eastern branch managers
country,* Brandt believes single the production of films by inde- American youth inherent in this ecritive committee, Will join in now
New York weekend befoi'e last.
feature theatres are holding up pendent producers,” wrote John- film (‘Stromboli’). No film can be that he has reached the IJ.S. on a
Lazarus Monday (24) left for the
visit.
appearing
better than dualer flickeries. This; son.
‘T believe they should be wholesome if artists
Coast where he’ll huddle With
For 'a time, Argentine officials
experience, he said, is true in his given every encourageirierit. How- therein have rotten arid notorious
own houses since some of them run ever, if a government agency private lives which have become insirted on a quota of 200 pix year- western branch maftagers'rtovvard
the end of the week to aequainjt
ly instead of the 500-600 brought
double-bills and others single,
makes production loans to them, it public scandals.”
before the dollar shortage ‘hit them with the new policy. He will
“Poiible-bills are doing a great should insist in its loan contract
Oft a voluntary crusade, Johnson
deal to chase the customers out of that the films produced do not exploded^ that "it is“ just dandy the country. However, it is under- be in Chicago next Monday 1 ) for
the theatres,” Brandt declared. “I contribute to juyeriile delinquency. but I don’t hear the fumblirigs of stood. that Cereijb has relented on a similar conclave of mid western
believe we can giye a better show
“No Federal funds should finance one gritting under way.” He cited this stand in favor of the 75% branch managers. Meafttimie, Fred
by combiriirig one feature With a films Which do not qualify for the to 'VViley examples of “Stroriiboli” freeze on future remittances. No Jack, westeiii and southern genei
varied program Of shorts. After
A code seal under the direc- ads in Colorado including: “Sena- dollars have been sent but of the ai saiesmanager, will hold: a meeting for southern branch managers
all, there i$ nothing a second fea- tion of the Breen office. Arid Fedtors say it is red-hot, lurid sex” country In the past two yeats^
in Dallas Saturday, (29).
ture can do for such films as ’Sain- eral funds should not be invested and “Rossellini says it’s wonderJohnston outlined part of the
Although many exhibs objject to
»ori and Delilah,* ‘Francis,’ ‘Cin- in films in which the artists em- ful.”
pact at a meeting of foreign iriariderella’ and ‘Riding High.’
ployed are riotbrious violators of
agers last week. He then trekked bidding because of its tendency to
push
“If the shorts are right, a big good morals, Most sincerely I hope
up reritals, It is welcoriied by
to D C. for further tplks with the
H
picture is helped along by them. that the projected loan to the inArgentine minister; Major shelves a good many iridepend^enls.
bad feature hurts the show, on dependent producers may.be apin Argentine are practically empty gives subsequent-runners who Jvave
the other handv
we proved, arid that it iriay inchide a
of product because of the long ban riot been able to get the product
shpuld not forget that shorts for- clause, in the contract which will
Continued from page S
on imports. Most of the companies arid run they think they can handle
merly were a valuable stepping- afford some pfotectipn to Ameriah opportunity to iriake a stab at
laws can be speeded at the p
off point for future stars. A good -caii youth.”
it.
In some cases they succeed in
^
relations group’s meeting
Chimany of them were developed first
winning pix arid establishing a betcago May 8 and 9.
In shorts/'
ter ;policy. While in. others they
The case for shorts as an answer
Grlftls B. A, to p>
Basis for the by-laws will be in
find the process too costly arid reto the television test has been
outline worked out during the last
Buenos Aires, April 21. ^ vert to former runs. ;
talked up lately by other exhibs.
session in Washington in
Oxford^ Miss.* April 25.
On the eve of his departure foir
In numerous other situations,
It is pointed out that the briefies
Separate
percentage^chiselling December. Draft bf suggested or- Washington,
S. Ambassador Stan- however, distribs Claini there is
meet video bn its owri grbuiid, pro- suits Were filed here in the Fed- ganization was prepared by a sub- ton Griffis
touched bn the pibblem collusion on bidding. Competing
viding the public with a varied eral district court against Homer committee chairmanned by Harry of
American pix In this country. exhibs, rather than fight each
series of subjects and a change-of- J. Williams by Metro, Warner Brandt and then was revised durSpeaking at the University Wom- other to ther detrimeftt of both,
pace. /Sbuthern exhibSi operating Bros., Universal and Columbia. ing a two-hour discussion by all en’s
club, Gfriffis' referred to Yank agree on product spllttihgv
This
mainly; in a single-bill section, Williams pperates the Grenada the drilega^s.
distribs who for many months have practice was coftdeniried as suphave reported better business than arid Pix theatres In Grenada, Miss.
Final draft, which the lawyers been shut off from the impbrtatibn pressing
sqUawk.s
epmpetitioft
in
the average over the country, In^
Each suit charges under-report- haye been askpd to study prepara- of new or current filins on
the per- made to the Dept, of Justice two
terstate chain in Texas, for im ing receipts on percentage pix and tory to the Chi confab, is contained haps
Very tenable theory that the weeks ago by the Society of Indestance, has suffered no relapse in demarids damages to coriiperisate in the iriinutes of the Washington Argentihe
government did n ot wish pendent Motion Ficture.Producrirsi
grosses from brie year ago.
for distrib losses.
meeting.
to pile up additional peso deposits Sampel Gpldwyn and Eagle Li on
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4
picture producers^ cur-
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Motion

Curve

Brit. Prod.

Nahirst Pfliitwar Foctor

^

In the fitst report of a divorced
a campaign
midst of VM. ^“‘-7
M’ently in the
r-;;;;:;;;
nia
chain, United -Paramount
to reduce the cost of production, showed
^ itself
a a financially flourit cpif as
a re none too happy about the adop- ishing circuit.
Easily meeting its
tion of safety base 3.5m film; Even dividend requirements of $2 per
j

•

I

j

fear

Downbeat as a Quite

1950

i

ahd with British sOript, British
next cQupld years^
and Ellis G. stars, British produc6r> director,
Eric Johnston
Arnall, who head the U. S.. nego- and other grades, prpceeded. to
<

make

tiating team .going to England for
the talks that begin May 15, do not
take,
total
a
aired
will save share yearly, UP
want to be pinned down by Wilson
Ip a drive to re-create Gloria though the safety film
undisHibincluding
of
$3,863,000
for quantity
Swanson as a star of the first money in the long run, its immedi- uted earnings of $670,000 from to any commitment
production id Britain. They don’t
water after her 20-year, retirement ate effect Will be to increase the partnership
Operating want conversion of frozen pounds
chains;
from the ikreen, Paramount is cost of raw film by approximately
to hinge on picture making there.
laying down one of; the heaviest 9^. or abc^ $2,000,000 ann^^^^^^
They are aiming to^ widen the uses
publicity barrages in the postwar
months
-

a

film

portra^ng

An*

standing featute In American
tory With which we •were in

way connected?”

buthis-

no
:

''

T-

.

j

During ^the next six
been Eastman Kodak wfll convetft,4s H»^OOidOib$ohi^P
.

Miss Swanson has
hooked: for 54 interviews

era

.

^ihal

ra did
shows, public appearances^ dinners and other affairs in the past

tq which blocked currency can
put,.;‘;\

be

Continued

9

,

better biz than Hartj^rd for the

More Goveremcnt Coin
'-V
:d?iys.London, April ;25.
ability of the old inflammable type
Another
;
received $1,0'72,000 from the sale
She has been quizzed by at least The Du Pont company, currently 61 theatres cluring its first three
Government will soon .make
Use of TV trailerS^&vChlcag^
one newspaper rep of every Ne
supplying raw fUm for the Holly- months oT existenGe..
indusBritish
film
for “The Heiress” also paid off big,
Another. available to the
York daily during that period as wood lots,*is ready to switch -over $411,000 :was picked up hV the sale try another £1,000,000 ($2,800,000) UBers are convinced. In this test,
well as the wire services and most to safety film for release pHnts.
of commercial property in San to finance production, Harold Wil< stills: from the film were used along
Since the
of the, national mags.
In time the shift wilF. m
son, prez of the .Board of Trade,; with a running commentary and
^anciscb/,;.of “Sunset Bdul^ard" huge
b;0,: piill
industry:
the
saving
to
Operating in-the-pocket eariiings, disclosed Sunday (23). He told the background music from the pubdepends to a large extent on how through lower insurance rates, the excluditig: capital, gains, came to Assii. of Cineniat6graph “& Allied
lic domain.
Chicago theatre did
succ^lssfuliy her popularity is re- eliminatioh of fireproof projectipn
$2,083,000 equivalent tO; 91c per Technicians that the coin; will go better business on VHeiress” on
vived, Par’s flackery has prdbably booths in, theatres, special ficeCorp.
Finance
Film
share on the circuit's 3,621,605 to the National
the basis Of comparkble figures
cortcefitrated more on the actress p'roOf vaults in filni exchanges and
shares of common outstanding.
NFFC; which Was set iip last year than any other UP house in the
than any other figure in’ the com- in the cutting process in the stuWith both capital gains and earn- with £ 5,000,000 credit, recently country.^:
pany’s >history.
dios. -At' present^ however, the ings of partnership chains; earnclosed its first year’s books with
Goldenson is sold on TV trailers
bucking /Pdirillo Ban
studios and exchanges cannot get ings t6taled:$1.18 per share. First all
hut £ 600,000 out oh loan and and is currently urging producers
Hopping through a crack in the lower insurance rates until they divvy of 50c per share was made with a potential deficit of .£ 750,000.
to turn them out.
Cpiiviction of
James G. Petrillo bah against the have discarded all the old Inflam- along with circularizing the letter
In reply to beefs that the' enter- UP execs is that the trailers can
use of film track mhsic over tele- niable prints. This will take quitei^etailm^^^^
taihment taxes were excessive, reach a part of the public that is
vision, Columbia fhas planned ah ar while. ;
Gojderispn noted ah ‘‘ihtehse in; Wilson said that profits of distribs
all-out TV: campaign for “Faiist
Eastman started experiments terest” in the downward trend of and exhibs were much too high. not ordinarily lilnigoers. What is
RabirioGregor
with safety film 35 years ago aiid; earnings; ‘Tt seems unnecessary, He hinted that the goyernment also counted on is the fact that pix
and the bevil,^’
can be sold as off the beaten path
vitch’s filmizatlon of; the opera. has spent millions- on^research in if one considers the history of the might cut them unless they were
Gol is using generpus clips Of the its laboratories. About' six years past 10 years in the industry, to voluntarily lowered and productipn On TV while ads tend to give all
films the Same look;
film in a nudiher of programs to ago the program, wa$ speeded up got far afield in search of reasons costs w-ere brought down.
Topping
the
widest-scattere,d
bally the pic’s opening at the through demands by the armed for the decline,” he said; “During
The Briti'sh technicians, many
Little Carnegie, N;, Y,, .this Aveek; services for safety film for air the war and for a time afterward, hundreds of whom have experi- and biggest chain in tffO 'U' S.,
Bah exacted by fhe^ prez of the shipment. Now the company is gasoline was rationed and many enced long spells of uhemploy- Goldenson confirms preiidtiOk^ iniAmerican Federation of Musicians tapering off all production /of in- /orms of recreation and diversion ment, the previous day had heard pressions that if TV is cd|tmi’>into
applie.5 to pix piade ^in the U. S. flammable film.
were suspended, with the result details of the cooperative produc- the b p.; no study of gyd^e^’^Jias
“Faust” was produced in Ttaly
that motion pictures enjoyed a tion plan forum formulated by demohstrated:
demohstrated that fact*^^iiderfacttf ^nder
domain,
With music in the public
virtual monopoly in the;entertain- their union.
stood that UP used tw6;4actQrs in
hence it is:, exempt from the
ment field. I do nht believe that
has
its study, TV saturatioi^i.(%1^6f sets
A non-profit making company
ArnaZ, ftill $et
Petnllo Ukase.
it is either surprising or unhealthy
been registered With a board 61 in a town against total population);
that attendance at motion picture directors, including some of the and
Plugging for a fast kickoff for
attendance lagged behind
Outfit for
“The Eagle and the Hawk,” Pine ^
theatres has fallen from its abnor- tpp craftsmen in the industry, and last year.
No relationship could
Tliomas pic released by Paramal peak.”
Hollywood, April 25.
with Sir Laurence Olivier as ad- be discovered between
saturamount; distrib will send a big
creaand
casting
scripts,
viser
on
decline
in grosses,
tion
and
Desi Arnaz and Lucille Ball, a
troupe of Hollywood players for
tive problems,
domestic combination for a number
people will continue to patronize
personal appearances in Houston
New companyT whi(ch is planning theatres in large numbers. The
of years, have incorporated theif
where the film preems and ip
prosix
program
of
immediate
an
musical and thespian talents into
marginal motion picture and the
seven other cities. Jurt'ket Will be
ductions, is receiving 10Q%" finan- marginal theatre may suffer. The
known as' Desilu ProContinued from page 9
headed by the two producers. It a company
cial backing from NFFC. First picductions., designed to handle mopictures aind the good ther
includes John Payne; Gail Bussell,
which Contrasted with the ture under the new arrangement good
pictures, TV sho^s and Vaude- $24,000,
atres wil retain the good will and
Williani
Bendix, Frank Faylen, tion
average
thereabouts
or
Rushes”
$2,000,000
the
Grow
“Green
be
will
with,
.Associated
the
the patronage of the amusement
Aileen Whelan and Aileen Stan- ville units.
figured for a big picture and from the Howard Clewes best sellpair as. secretary, treasurer and
minded American. Moreover, the
ley,. Jr.- ...
$10,000,000 expected dh “Samson er of last year. Derek Twist, who
Andrew
is
manager
businesg
\yill
possibility
that
televisioh,
Following the film’s opening at
Delilah.”
the
auand
screenplay
the
with
wrote
Hickbx.
strengthen rather than weaken the
the Metropolitart, May 3, personals
Goldenson stated that with UPT thor, is to direct and John W. Gosplace of the motion picture should
will also be made in Dallas, Fort
=“ (which he said had an' average ad sage will produce.
not be overlooked-^
Wprth; New Orleans, Atlanta^.Bal- vaude show, Ppening June 2 in mission price of 371^e) patrons
Phil C. Samuelf who has been
“At the same stage in the develtimprei Indianapolis and San Franr Chicago, followed by stands in generally worried more about what inked as executive producer, has
cisco,
Stars will make special apr N.Y., Buffalo and Milwaukee. Miss was playing at the theatre than been released by- the Rank^ Organs opment of radio, numerous prophair
her
show,
Ball
will
tape
“My how much the admissipn was; Agri- zation from his Two Cities con- ets predated the end of motioh
pearanccs at hospitals and charity
7^
Favorite Husband,” five weeks in cultural areas now generally
As
affairs en route,
are tract.
Among productions with pictures as a mass medium. and
advance; to cover the stage tour. running ahead of indu.strial
time went on,, it became more
sectors which he has been associated are
“Blazing
will
be
Their first film
more apparent, until finally it was
in theafrb take; he cited.
“Hamlet,” “Henry V,” and “Odd^
Beulah from Biitte” wdth Edward
generally recognized, that radio
Asked jjust how serious the de- Man Out.”
Hodiak at Odds With
Sedgwick as associate producer.
cline in boxoffice has been, he said
act Films Ltd. will pay no divi- was a support to the motion pic-
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Holly wood, April 25..
failed ta report for
co.starring Spot in Metro’s “Cause
for Alarm’V with Loretta Young

John Hodiak

m'

that comparisons with early 19^9
were n6t fair for his company because URT biz for 18-2() weeks up
to the middle pir May that year
were the highest ever. He felt
that comparison with later in the

WB

fur i^20p,d0d
Sues
In Operation of Theatre'
Steubenville, Q., April 25.

the
provision .for ture industry. Some say that
true one because
Profits can also be parallri is not a
television,
embraces
unlike
radio,
ploughed back to stimulate fresh
production, and can also be used sight as well as sound. While this

but

dends,

has

profit-sharing.

do not believe that the di$make for a dift’erent
experience. In the sense that both
seek the leisure time of people
within the home, radio and television are Identical.
Just as radio
increased the desire of people, to
see .actors,' actresses, plays and
dramatic presentations in the theatres, I believe that television will
cast,
his audience, since, this would giye
distribution deal has yet do the same.”
No
a better image on the screen than
been arranged and a studio has yet
presently obtainable. He believed
to be selected. The first film will
that with theatre TV bn a regular
be away on location for five weeks,
schedule, film houses would he able
with seven weeks studio lensing to J
to handle big sports events that
follow.
would be too expensive for adveiContinued from pase
Prior to Wilson’s appearance,
tisers to use in home TV.
film director Anthony Asquith, in: rince he’d have no management of
Third dimension pictures; which
his role of pfexy of AGAT, joined stock control of the theatre cii'cuit.
Paramount engineers are how the ranks
of those who are screamBrandt group, which has been
working on, wpuld give theatre
ing out against the importation of sweating out Its efforts to buy the
business a terrific lift, according to
American technicians and stafs. He circuit for 10 weeks, is hoping for
Goldenson.
He told questioners said British Studio techniciahs
final
word from Dietrich and
that drive-ins had not hurt UPT
wanted more than jobs—^they want- Hughes shortly after the May 8
biz much because the company has
ed .useful employment on worth- :deadline4 They think that, once
mPstly first^rurts which are little while
filmS;
Hughes has given the court h is
effected by ozoners, He described
Claiming that h is union never decision oh remaining in producthe putdoorers as appeaUhg to a
desired to be insular In outlook, tioh, he’ll move fast
to unload the
different type pf audience, and ahd
had never objected to the best theatre.
that it hak. cut into some subse- of
the world’s technicians working
Hughes holds almost 1 ,000,000
quent-run operations.
alongside them, ACT firmly be- shares of RKO, representing about
Answering, questions regjarding lieved that this should
be done by 24%. That would have given liim
PhonevisiOn, he said that Par en- some orderly
agreement between about $6,000,000 for the chain unr
gineers claimed they could un- themselves
and the appropriate or- der the deal he was negotiating
scramble the design and thereby ganization in America.
Par ticularly, with a group headed by Stanley
get pictures sent out via this sys- they wanted
assignments oh merit Myer, Cliff Work and Matty Fox
tem for free.
and hot. dictated «as part of the ar- last .year.-;
Robert O’lBrien, UPT secretary- rangements for financing
producRep of the Brandt syndica te
treasurer, was on the platform with tioh*..:
stated that the formula deal which
Goldenson.
Meeting was chairAsquith
asserted
that
U. S.- it is attempting to work out “might
maned by S. B. Lurie, of Paine, fi nanced films, made with
Holly- start out to. look like W6T1 pay loss
Webbeiv Jackspn
Ciirtis, invest- wood scripts,
by Hollywood di-: than $6 and end up w'ith us paying
ment house.
Lurie stated that rectors, producers and; star.?,
some Wall Street brokers had over- fied for British quota, but quali- a Ipt more, or it may start looking
when like we’ll pay mnre and end up by
looked the bullish angle that thef
subsequently shown abroad, the
bur paying less*”
was new blood in the film indus- public often believed they
were
Members Of the Brandt synd icut g
try and that the picture biz had seeing an American picture.
are said to be outside of Show busislopped fighting TV and way joinWhat jvould the Americans ness.
There is also a major bank
ing it.
say,” .8kea Asquith, “it
is so, 1

for charitable purposes.

,

tihetion will

As a contribution to the cboperair
Warner Bros. Theatres of Ohio
and Barry Sullivan, which rolled was sued Thursday (20) for $200, year or pther years would more tive priflciple» higher grade techclearly
reflect
nicians
how
just
drastic
ate to work;on the union
the
Monday (24). Studio said Hodiak boo damages by Capitol Amus. Co.
minimum vate, but will participate
boxffice slump has been.
selected role after being given
Capitol contendof Steubenville.
in earnings. Talks are going on
choice of two starring parts op- ed Warners had violated tbrms of >
’Fheatre TV
with British Actors’ Equity in the
pp.site Miss Ypung in th'e Tpm
UP'T is, looking forward to geta 20-year lease on the Capitol thehope
that similar arrangements for
had
been
production.
He
Lewis
atre which expired April 19 by ting a special TV wavelength for
rehearsing a week and notified allowing the theatre to deterioralfce use in the theatre, Goldenson told deferment can be agreed with the
!

1

.

studio Friday (2 1) he didn’t like
the assighment.
Studio said it “\yill take every
.

possible action to protect

its

po-

sition,” which can mean suspension. Hodiak is under a term cohr
tract. Suspension would be Metro’s
first in

..

many

.

aid failing to maintain its standing
as a first-run house.
Capitol oWns .two other theatres

here and one in Canton.

3t

years against a cpn-

^•Iractee.''

- Hollywood, April 2^.
Ray Rehnahan succeeded Charles

f

G.

MG’i ‘Plymouth’

Pic

Hbllywopd, April 25.
of tlie Pilgrims will be
dramfliued by Metro in “Tile
Pj;^ mpuih
AdVenltire,’’' based on
Ernest Geller’s historical novel.
Book is the Liierary Guild’s selec-

Landing

.

,

tion for May.
pore Scliary will prodiice, With
Willlatii a! Wellmaii directing and
•.

Spencer 'rracy, Deborah Kerr and
Van Johnson heading tile cast.
Helen Deutsch will: write the

Claiice

President

as

of

the

,

:

Gilks, treasurer,

secretaiT*: A^^

:

.

and Fred Jackmain, Arthur Edeson,
Hal Mohr and William Skall, veepees.

New executive board consists of
Lee^ Garmes, Victor' MilneT, Sol
Polito,
Leon Shamroy, Joseph
Walker, John Arripid, Sol Halperin, Milton Krasner, John Seftz
and Arthur Miller.

;

Atlanta, April 25.

>V4TintBr»

Contending that the picui re of-

'

fers

“a,

course

in

slipplifting,”

Christine Smith,” Atlanta’s motion
picture censor, Wednesday (19)
banried Uni versa! - In ternaliohars
‘‘I

Was
U-I

a S^^
officials

iimnedialely

an-

nounced they would appoai Miss:
decision

the Carnegie
Library Board of Direelois, Who
constitute a board of review,.
wSrnith’s

to

•

,

,

j

^Shoplifter’ Beiined

Fair” and .“Hiawatha.

•

American Society of Cinematographers for ti oner-year term. Other
officers elected were John Boyle,

screen adaptation;

l-tpJlyWpod, April: 25:
MoniPgraiii is gping in heavily,
for ilnLers this year with four Cine'
prodiietipns on tire. prograiTi.
In previous years the iiniit xva.s
one.
C'^ulor. films in tliis yeaf’.s lineup
are “Blue Grass of Kenluckj^”
“ymirig Dahiel Boohe,” “Couiily
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Central National Pictures presenti

^
"

.-

Excitement at World Premiere,
Oriental theatre, Chicago

•
A CARL KRUEGER Production with Arch Ward > Kevin O’Morrison Kay Westfall
• Screenplay by Joe Anseh and
*
Sherwood
and introducing Dewey Martin Gregg

Based on a story by D.
Harris

•

D.

Beauchamp

Produced by Car| Krueger

•

Felix Fpist

and William F- Sellers* Associate Producer Sherpiah A.

Oirected by Felix Feist

*

AN EAGLE LlON FILMS RELEASE
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® tightening of action secharacall the
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Story is set to the mythical state
of yosnia,: and a special ,Vosman

MfnoV’V V>amera\*S comnetintly 1

Sf.^fc
captures, tne

..

the

it

:
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Thmrifls
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^
which should help to put

RraKOS

ThPSA
ThP^A asspts
assets helO
helo
a?
pntrv in

o/.fi'ricr

outdoor yisias.
lonpnafifp has bppn invpntod for tho
^
nhiftlnp' <!torv'w5imh producer
Ibevitably it appears to have
ft/S nT.^nWH°a?ifhnrpd in 'associaSlav foundation but is probably
Tombracel has ^ adroit compronuse between EngSpS
an
+hP
.
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Years

Daii«ln|{

shape

the half century;
This
points up the fact of all the interestmg material lying in; HoU^
vaults Waiting to bel^rpughf to life
by eKpert; craftsmen,
'Moski

Jiingfri|i9liiid
Jungfrusund)
(The
Qirl From
irom jungirusuna;
vmc uin
(SWEDISH) V
;
cjinpichnim April
Ahrii !•
1
1.
Stockholm,
Stoc^olm,
AP^
«
d

.

neauy.
feSr^iieaUy^
also ^^®6|ster
gaL friend, -alSf
induced by a trick to accept -an
uniformly
are
BnactmeUtsJohn Gason IS an okay heavy.
honor from the state of Vosniar but good 'Darcy gets able assistance
his arrival nnds ne is oper^ from Serge. Reggiani,: ^s a tough
'•..
•
ating secretly on the president of problem of rehabilitation while

Pa

4<iiigfrua

bis way,

M

npH^r Adam^

.

,

ihcluding a band of
who has just pei-fectecr a cOhipU-' yegS^ wha heCd the Services of
cated; m^od/of si^gery to A^co% some
However,;
the%mates.
goitm or xne
mmaies. tiuwcvci,
Ellison's

r'.,1
the fisticuffs arid
handle
o^ri/i

the net effect of this NinO

There are some indications
that there have been several cuts
in the American version which destroys continuity and transforms
film;

•
.

Tai'anto, Isa Barzj^za and nificanca than a glorified newtSusy Deiair arejnvolyed in the reel*
Its main brilliance liei in its
Delair
Miss
with
frame-story,
neatly delivering three songs in clean associative, rhythmic editing
It moves at an expeit pace, using
the process.
,
,
much of the sociological impact ^ Among the/ ^specialties. Loma time and iriovement for Us transiThe sketches depicting
tions.
into melodrama. Film's possibil- Armstrong, Bari Hmes^and t^^^
in the art hoiises have been jazz combo are spotted for tw'o yoiing lovers In various decades
e
Dun- are brought off father.; pooiiy.
i)un^
procedure, but
wui, it auctt.
numbers; Katherine
sock imiiiMci&,
this proceuuic,
through IHIS
hurt tnrougn
nurc
gtanijg ^ good chance in the Ian- ham and troupe shine in the rope They stand out in a haYSh light
from from the enfolding fealitj^,' Vahd
ooin jrom
uem, both
and a
a'biues
omes item,
dance ana
aance
situations.
|uage Situations.
guage
re- their
as^the ictuumig. aiiu
show; Nicholas Bros. can easily be sheared withb'ut Toss.
lueii touring
Darcy is seen as^mc
Renc uarcy
ttene
lar stair dance, and Excellent music couriferpolnts the
former who knows the score in the do their popular
himself the Borrah Minevitch
Rascals' images, arid the comriieritary can
Mi
having
Wormatofles.
'{m on ancflfllfirkrt
TTp
ell
Anavti
rVavid
ai*a
an institution. He shenanigans are a heavy laugh easily be dubbed Tnto English.
Several numbers from Though of linivei^sal appeal it has
founds a rehabilitation centre where contrib.
local: a definite Gallic slapl* and there
he works on the theory that hu- Italian shows Will
will be disserisiojft^^ as to their
Ham.
mane treatment can eifect a trahs- rooters*
choice of What arid. Who helped

mitigates

•

.

suppo^^^^^

\ne dictator maKes iiie dw^
mond Bussieres, Jean Mercanton, strom, nus AsWom, Jun Moiander, wiuy
detention m^Vosnia a political a. M- JuUen and Janine Darcey.
Dhe^ed. and. scripted by Ragnar
rJindnTi
Anril p.
S
Liondon, April
necessity until the news can be re- Robert Demorfiet has some appeal- ArfvedMon. Camera, Curt Jonssonv^^^^^
lea^d, and the bulk of.the mot dest^^?
in Darcy’s charge.
f£^^S?cia Dai^tQri. Anthony mchoUs.
Directed by Harold.
Leon Jbannon’s directipn is
^
An acceotabie comedv dealinc
rpjjg
Warwick Ward, Jack WWtt^ghain, camescape thfOUgh the intricate spotty and
nnrt fitlp
Gharleg ^lem
ClGrti'iu'
oy Canaries
uties hv
Richard
editor,
Dade;
with
a theme about the Swedish
era, Stephen
the,
police
Of
Vosnia,
net
through
Carlent overcome the language baiTier jiavv with the title from a verv
atory and music, Ivor Noyeiio.
mountain passeS and acrosS the nicelv
^onv London. Running time, ft MINS.
Jose.
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Prince Reinaidt. ...... Anthony Nichoiis
...... . . . r
Frahzei
.

,

^

'

.

. •

.

•
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Kurt

The

l^hllghts of the .filto. These are
the sequences which could be imprOvbd by brisk editing, and would
give thc climaf, at present some-

Martin Ross what protracted,
,TSor
RudlV secretary ............. Geral Case -ancl excitement.

greater

tension

^

!^faric
(Marie of the Port)

T&

Sum

mol"

hi®
British

cifiiflfinnfi
Tn ^^rierica,
America,
situations.
ho Wever it vlooks a dubious. propoeasily outclassed by a
sition, and

4

SAto
cau^

nlaster-

-

Barcelona, Apiril 1'.
Juan Manuel de Rada
roduction. Directed and written” by LUta
ElUcia. Screenplay by Manuel and Antonio
C).fesa release of

,

Machado; special dialog by Jose M.
Peman; camerat Ted Pahle and huiz Capillas; miislc and lyrics. JuSn Quintero. Stars'
Amparlto Rivelles:, Jorge Mistral; features
Msnuel Luna. Eduardo Fajardo. Felix Fernandez. At Alexandra, Barcelona. Running tinie. 100 MINS.

assured
.

,
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(The Duchess of Beriiimeji)
^SPANISH)/.:. /; /^
,/

.

Paris, April fi.
Corona release of Sacha Gordlne production.
Directed by Marcel carne.

'

success

puqiiipsa de
Deiiaiueji

because of the title and its strirs,
Mainuel and Antonio, Machado
such as Ake Soderbiom, Sickan
havq worked but a sentimental, roCarlsson, Inger Jueli Ludde Geritmantic; yarn about thb hahdsoihe
zei and Emy Hagman, who ard^ boxbandit Lorenzo Gallardb, based on
Office names all pver Sc^dinayia.
the real adventures of the Andafhix sio^,
cfnrv i^s
who also
aUo wrote
wrnfp tne
ic very
vprv lusian butlaws who were the terrbr
wno
of travelers in the mountains of
..SOOd;
CsniGrawork. by Curt JonS“
Sierra Morena.
Action is placed
soil' is
outstanding as is Siihe
ill the middle of the 19th century,
a romantib period when ladies fell
in. love with the robbetS' who crip"®uses
the U. S^
>* /•
tufed them;
/
witirt
winq.
The romahtic atmosphere^ of this
.
pic makes it agreeable to 'all' audi-

(FRENCH)

,
.

no means a

film ia by
piecci Dut its

Du Fort

La

Almost half
half the footage has
y Sbensw
^
passed throu^V
MUWU6XX the
carne; dialog, G. Ribemont-Dessalgne.
^
Ivor Novelio has always drawn fore the principal femme charac-' stars Jean Gabin; features Blanchette
Brunoy> Nicole Cburcela Rene Blancard*
linwilling
KrkvnlTi/to
intlTOdUCGd
nmficii
ntiH
thiQ
t©r
is
311
at the British boxoffice, ana this
Romaih. i^uis Seigner,

htoS:uJ L5 S“succes

La

.devs sandrew ri'^uction:
stars. Ludde
Gentzei* Ake Soderbiom, inger Juei; fea*

mniTTSm

'

.

ttto'nef

t

born of testtoQtiVe reac-^
tion not to^r^
to Tun Contrary
confraiy to the po- chateiard’ ^
hoe state, adds a note of humor as odiie
Blanchette Brunoy
Niooie coureg
weU as a touch of romance. .Scenes Mgri. t. .. . . ... ....

m

^

. ;

.

whole stripl of Hollywood musi- '"‘S **'$
aiea
heightened
died ana
and me
the arama
drams is neignieneu
cals;
\
of the by the double escape act across the
Vienna at the
thd beginning of
and
century is a colorful setting,
..
1
.
. i.
FalrbanKS, the role of the
onulently . For Fairbanks,
nroduction has been opulently
the production
mourned. The Viennese waltees American doctor is a natural. This
from Novello’s facile pen have a is an adventurous part, and he plays

^

r_

.

Slimer of Magdalp

.

ences, especially feirimeSf who ^will
fall foY Jorge Mistral's acting as
Dallas, April Ig.
the handsome" king of the. rbad.
^
DirMtor Marcel Canie and star
Generai.riim ProducuM releaie .< Amparito Rivelles plays 'a double
Jean Cabin, responsible for some Ifm"®.; cenunentai Films production, role as a Duchess and the gypsy,
of the better pre-war .Gallic pix, BSSt.’d*S“Ml;aS"KSM*'olS..ri^^^^^
being beautiful and acting well.
are together again.
Hesuit Is a pwmp.:
S',. S?u
a.
Pic is a deluxe produblion. Camera
'
.
mins.
charm of their own with their »* »“ lively, ^Intelligent fashion, well-made film that deals to: adult
work, settings and outdobr, are
""
r
richly sentimental refrains, blend- scoring stroMly^with a subtle wit emotions, and should do well in ”*S
fine.
:
Cuba.
Ing well with the emotional story a"'l ?» unfaUm? sense of humor, art house and sureseater situations. PotSr .' .V.V.V.V., ..’.',^^
Louana Alcanir
.g^iuna
Combo of the pjek of French te_ch- “"J
Alcsnjr
of a broken romance between a
Eduardo
Norega
Dlicilo Sciiza
nicians and ketom |iyes the. film Pontius Pllat«...............Jose
young composer and an operatic 'harming
PU.u.".VV.V.r..^®^^^^ Bayera
haif-Lngiisn gill wno is dragged in an impressive technical polish.
(Duel Without Honor)
star.
,;
:
Film
deals
with
the
problems
of
(ITALIAN)
work,
all
the
author's
Like
of
iDuhhed iit English)
fidelity and infidelity.
Gabin is
Genoi^ JAPril 2.
“The Dancing, Years’* abounds
“The Sinner 6£ Magdala” is the
bjjck-market^r
Manento ^Fiim ’production and release.
Biblical story of the conversion of
with sweet, sugary situations. It's
enroef
Stars Annette Bach, Constance Dowling,
finally finds a worthwhile value. In Mary Magdalene, and the story
sentiment from beginniife to end.
of
Girotti. Roldano Lupi; features
taking his mistress to het^ father s Jesus of Nazareth and His betrayal Massimo
with hardly a breath of humor by
Ave Ninchi. Directed by Canullo MastroAr
funeral *m a little port town he by Judas, through the GrUcifixion clnque. Screenplay. Mastrocinque. Gasit
way of variation.
Instead,
Cataldo;
pare
camera. Gabor Pogany;
long enough to buy a boat, and finally the Resurrection,
sticks rigidly to the safe NovcUo »
music* Ezio Carabella; editor, Eraldo da
a breath it_is
ll"?®’’®
a symbol of his yearning for
format and cashes in on the „, *PW\f®Mtogs.promde. aBreath
The -stoir is weU written, well
Roma. At Uniyersale* Genoa. Running
well
aud
trek
thC
of
alT
thC
Scross
fresh
rplAflCA .
fTtiMavc,
maicin
TTa meets
-mAAt#. the
thA ^younger
vnimcrAr photographed
-c time. 105 MINS.
popularity of .4-v,a
the music.
Tunes
and a superb job of
sister
s'ster ana
and is enamorea.
It .is oniy
onl^y duboing
^
enamored. it
dubbing English .sound'
are put over impressively but fiSSJflenmSI
sound over Mexi‘Muto
MJ/rO.
Aritfinnlifv
wHli little
IIHIa originality,
anH are
arA UrSl-rate ICnSing.
an adventure tO
Until he tods
fiUdS ran
lin movements nnv...
1
htountll
to him
with
“Duello Senza Onore” is a handand
can Up
The camera sehis demanding,: volutoary mistress quences and montage effects blend somely-produced period piece with
helped by a nice ballet sequence.
carrying
with
sister’s
youthearning
on
om
the
'The suave, personality of Denwell with facial closeups and while dialog to match.
Ateorf Vel^ni
Its values are
ful beau. To him.it is a prize jolce, tho ninning«me is somewhat
nis Price .comfortably fits the
long, dampened by an Involved script
but the sullen sister goes _^oft to the story gains momentum as it Which rarely catches fire, but it’s
original Novello rolA
He easily
possible suicide.
despair
despair and possiplo^suicKte.
suggests the yoUng composer who
progresses to the final Rising
Genoa April 4
® of nevertheless a slick job which
7’^ i.iM . chastened Gabin overtakes her to Christ
rises from the obscurity of the
should rate its share of returns.
iTn,.oi.i
iMi
1
offer her
hor security, faith and marVienna woods when his talent jMductfon. sura^L^^M
Tne acting Is methodical. The Tale’s about a scheniirig woman,
Mazzari; -featur^^^^^^
features Anna Nievo, Alfredo riage.
was recognized by a leading star. Nazzari;
dialog
is in part authentic excerpts Qlga (Constance Dowling), whose
„ w a
j
r
This Jattcr part provides on emo- Lriim.
from the Scriptures. The scriptol- selfishness ruins her cousin Bi^y^oinf^ito simoSJmV
tional holiday for Giselle Pre- Camera. Carlo Montuotri, Jr.; music, Sai- IS .excellent^ as the tight-lipped, lows some gruesome but movinc anca’s life and love;
self-sufficient
restaurateur ^who effects. It evokris the spiritual
Ville, and her performance is at
Miss Dowling is fine as the evil
rimotime,
mins.
find# his Values late in life. Blan- tions 6£ the Biblical
ali times in keeping with the demiracles and schemer; Annette Bach makes the
Brunoy plays the sensual, prompts a stirring audience reac- role of the wronged girl believable,
mandsvof the story, changing unPic is an average costumer with
obtrusiyely
fro
^he happy
GrUcifixion scenes
and Massimo Girotti and Rbldano
pleisl^^^^^
S^ndpiK of the dramatic camera treatment. allow
woman in love with the composer, enoug^acL^to
The Lupi contribut reliably as the
of this tvne of fare in local nabe
newedmer. Nicole^Courcel’s musical score is superbly"tondled ineh Involved.
who marries the prince as a f eCairiillo MastrobuY^ts "oveS^^^^^^
impressive thespmg of the sullen with a variation of
suit of a misunderstanding and sii„’- "usuf/'a^®®®
ft
gives cinque's directibn is smooth and
force
Gabor
Pbgany’s
lenslng
splendid.
«n|
movemtor"'
P“”®» hftff^SiUerrare
revelation brings ma
^“Y^u^S^J^eve'at^^^
“
to P»
Medea de Novara, who plays Remaining credits are outstanding
.tofi ‘r?ito?«F
t?®* pic’s oevents, whfch4ake place dur- turito
tricia
Dainton,
an
attractive
Mary
Magdalene;
is
in
fine
,
;
a
production.
Hawk.
the
wife
in®
Roman vUlt nf ^waHUIi
x
.
xv
o
of
and^t the producer and exhibits fine cam^®®'*®
blonde, who comes out well as the
Q^eeJ
QUeen’a eiS «
i****®®*®
toanner.
He of Jesus.
young girl who persuades Price to tover Gouirt'^nttoellf faUs fo? a ^?“®®
Bcrft
°
SQurlciere
give her first refusal In marriage,
damsel
tod’ Christina
(The Mousetrap)
Ce. Sleele
Steel*
fhou^
stiU toiply“to lovo'trit^ iftes'^to peotol.
All8
1?aUna™*’'ASthonV*M^^
(FRENCH)
Criiis Ii the Half Century)
' *'^*** '" ^^**’ '’”’**
®"^ *®®'
the prince, and Srejf Blake’, as
‘°*”F**y
Paris, April 2.
fhetwOTovers
tP^Ncn'^riTiUPKiTa^vt
iFRENCH-DOCUMENTARY)
I^ENCH-DOCUMENTARir)
ma's music effectively sustains
Miss Dainton’s admiring suitiir
Gaumont release •£ SNEG preduciion.
*
At,
Paris,
— April 6;
Directed by Henri Calef, Script. Andre
\/a.u of
marmood. ••• Word
aiiwvs#
va gaavuvaa
mouth ciigu
and AiiaA^
have
IV.C very
V.CX Y little
lAtLiC to
do.
lU flO*
At^
Oo.
Stars Bernard BUer. Francois
of. sepic-ugc. produc- '^GlUois.
Technicolor lerislne is aiiite ®®il"®n®P“®inS/lueen, th(mgh char- nriee appeal will db much to. put *i
Pfi^^^Yly: and' Weakly nip ovGr:
Screen- Pericr; features Lsrqdey. Jean Marchat*
!s
leniififo hiif
awixi
Pic's fraiikness ill the
'
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(MEXICAN)

p,ttoBn« ............... Jeanne MarK«ii
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ad«mate but

directiriu

Seo NaSs3^

Sed®

arid

'

®
treatment of human foibles may AurioL Michel Pctijean; commentary by
ing lack pace. Settings achieve a «aii?
Fresnay,
®
get it Into censorship difficulties.
good all-round standard. Myro.
i?
Frgncols PjerieL
CamwA Andre dS:
jobs. to date.
Alfredo Vareili capMosk.
.^“«*C;,G«orge« Auric, Henri SaUably puts over his stock villain
get; editor. Madeleine Baglan.
At Le
Ralmu. Parif. Running time. 100 MInI;
State Secret
role.
Rest of cast is
if
adequate:
Botta e RiBgiDBta
Natural settings and Homan
Rc
palace
(BRITISH)
(ITALIAN—SONGS)
Pi® dips into old film archives
Ibcatlons add to values and techniLondon. Abril 19.
o
x
2.
Genoav AprU
®®1 credits are
Src average.
come up with art exicting, pro^
British Lioh release of London FUms- cal
’^cfiVH
'^tenvH
,r
-.Vela
Film release of, S?’
Dino De^ Lauren- ybCative rehash of the
Frank .Launder, Sidney Gilliat production;
hichnollhtR
features Fernandel.Suzy
xt:_
Stars Douglae Fairbanks. Ji:.. cW^Johris;
/•
j
£
Delair,
Nino
TaranttT^
^arzlzza,
Isa
Louis
features Jack Hawkins. Herbert Lorn,
Children Of
- ?? =^®®^x®** f^m S inter®L^V®
Karel Stepanek, Walter Rilla. Direction
^^®®
itS YlOStalgic, SOCiOlogll?®***V^"*o
YFRFVrtll
k’
®®t
(FRENCH)
ham. Borrah Minevitch Rascals, -Renato
and screenplay, Sidney Gilliat; camera.
appeal Of the WOrid
World in .retror<»frn
Enrlcp Viarlslo,
Robert Krasker; editor. Thelma Myers;
Victory Films release of Vedtev (Georges
J"®

——

,

ChBOB

Danielle

Godet, Junle Astor, Moloudjl.
Jacques Lemare; music, Jean
Marion; editor. Claude Nicole. At Gau-

Camera.

mont

Palace.

Running time, I5

Paris.

aft I Pp Se
'.Tean Lesourd ....... .. . ... Bernard Blier
Michel Riverain. ... . . . . * .Francois Perler
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Pic ha.s an exciting theme, but
misplaced emphasis and faulty
®5®®I* Good exploitation and WOtd construction don’t exploit it well.
mouth Will make this SOCial Instead bf being a searing study
of a man in torment, it turns into
documentarv a good nrt hniicA
a talky study of /the French law
Di8 indUStlV^ Strikes, the courts/ in actibn.'
Lensed about

.

-

-

music; William Ahvyn; Vosplah, language.
Georgina Shield. At Plaza, London. Api’U
®ao. :Running
18. ®S0.
18*
Running time,
time. 104
104 MINS.

Dernier)
production.
Features
ReneDarcy, Robert Demorget.
Directed by
Joannoh.
Screenplay. M. Bessy.

Leon

S^*'®***®,

W

inf

.

****’’*

•r^fro
Teresa. ,,
Teresa
Col. Galcon. ..
General Niva,
General..
Niva
Dr. Revo.

^2^® APrU
AnrU
April

.Teresa van Kye
.Jack Hawkins,
Hawkins.
...........
... . . v;.Walter
Walter Rilla
.Karel Stepanek
.

.

4
.

J^an-Victor.
Jean-Victor,

——

.

Aj?S

.

Rene Darcy

,.',.
......
1 ....Rene
.

.

Janine Darcey
.Serge Reggiani
.

to?tT?;r.v’.v.'.'.’.v.v.v.'.v.'.^“^

suspense' drama with marked politleal point'.
ical
point. The Ruritanian setting of
“State Sfecret” might be anyWhere
anyV'here
on the wrong side of the Iron Gurlocale of tbpical interest and
tain, a locale
tbin,
an aid to making it a boxoffice hit
in the home market. ;For America!
it has the .strong marquee name of

I

:

]

!

and a story

—

'

(Jilliat
Gilliat

have collaborated on a dramatic

Ft'iirbanks, Jr.i

.

Jorisse.

M
H MINS.
f1.

La •‘Puce’^*.....,...... Robert Demorget

The teaini
team of Launder and

Douglas

Running time.
time,

Jenny....;.,,:....
Jenny..
; > , :

. ;

Buckman:;;::;;;;:::::::;:;i5b«'

W

10 - 50.
19*’

(In French; English Titles)
The ‘^Bbystowri’’ theme, after
several expositions in various corintries, has lost much of its freshness,
but little of its vitality, Subject of
rehabilitation of juvenile delinqueiits is still a worthwhile cinematic endeavor, but in the case of
“Ghildren of Ghfios” d loosely
drawn script and faulty editing
‘

Mascheronl, Frustaci.
At Grattaclelo,
Genoa. Running time, TOO MINS.

,

Wars,/ woman suffrage, the arts. Paris and in the eourthouses, it
>
snort*!.'
crfpnfiflp advances
oHironxme and
nM>i' *.kn does gain an aura of authenticity*
spo^lSv scienutlc
„
x
Some o£n xk
the top performers in ^tom pomb, and intersperses them though its form of chase f ilni
fields of music, dance, and with tlie fads and foibles of the builds iio suspense.
It has two of
France’s leading actors, Bernard
* - day- .pi-e* skBtehes are
*’5'''
9
gether under one title for this With the time Sequences to depict Blier and Francois’ Perier, on
effort
creditable
producer the custbms of the day. The lib- whose fbreign circuit appeal film
by
and their eratipn of Paris, President Wil- could make a good second-Tun
Dirio ‘De Laurentlis,
names will contribute heavily to son’s visit to Paris, assassiriations, entry;
Story concerns a young lawyer,
the healthy boxoffice future -‘Bot- worker police clashes and the Rusta e Risposta’' s h o uld enjoy, sian Revolution stand out in their whose first defebciaht unwittingiy
Filmed with French cooperation, preciseness and new material confesses a murder to hiin, not
essentially a series of spe- brought to the subjects. The pic’s knowing he has been picked up
it's
cialty numbers tied together by a necessarily
kaleidoscopic
style only for rbbbery..
Perier as the; lawyer never gets
thirinish story about a dre^ which allows it to touch lightly, on its
gets lost on a trip from Paris to myriad contents, and thus never a charice tb show his torment, and
Rome. Ferridndel, Italo c6mic„,manages to achieve deeper sig(Continued oh page 23)
;
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Wednesday,

pit?rintBs
Ministry .Stude Repents
For Gypping Theatres

Film
ft-

Toledo, April 25,

Continued from page ZZ

.-r^

La SQuriciere
result

as d

seems to be wooden

throughout. Biier turns in a -fine
job as the victim of circumstances.
Datiieie Oodet, essaying her first
important role, is properly sensual
Leasas the woman in the case.
ing is slick and the editing smooth.
Mpsfc.
is
o.k.
value;
Production

Cocalis’ IQ in

NJ.

Managers of dve Toledo hpuses

^LoeW’$ Valentine,

Rivoli, Loop,

Avalon, and Granada^recently reJulius Joelson, New York circuit
Smalltown and rural exhibitors
ceived letters from a repentant
operator, is negotiating for acthis week are massing against a
containing sums ranging,
quisition of the lO-theatre Aldon youth
hew onslaught of 16m jackrabbit.
circuit in New Jersey with trustees from 30c to $2.
entrepreneur.s;
After
almost va
Of: the 'Cocalis estate.
Should he
The youth^wrpte, “This is only year of .cbmparjative quietude, 16m
close the deal, Poiiaid Jayepeks
an estimate of What I owe, if it exhibitprs, including bpth the mb-''
and A. C. Kilpatrick, current op- isn’t
enough you should let me bile j ackrabbits and pernianent
erators of the chaiii, will step out.
know and I will send more.”
rural installations, have broken but
Understood that Jpelson is close
He explained that he had en- in a new ;rash. Indie exhib Prganito the inking stage pii the acquisizations,
in view of the current box-,
tered the theatres on a child’s

major firoduct is available on 16m
stock, however, leads to, compete
or another, and
tiott in one
sO the Allied and other indie exhib groups are warning their members to alert themselves against
the start of a hew cycle of harrow-

<

w#

;

Ora^e D^Ete
(Summer, Storm)
(FRIJNCH)

tion;:

Paris, April
-

Pathe

rcleaae. of

Pathe.Italia

3,':

produc-

Directed by Jean Gehret, original
tion.
script by MicheU Davey. Stats Gaby Mor-

Odette Joyeux; features Odile Var5ois> Palpetre. Camera, Phllipe Agostini;
music, Marcel Delartnoy; editor, Hoger
Pacaut. At Plaza, Paris. Runntng time,

lay,.

I0.-.MINS.'

Pm

fragile Gallic study of
the struggle, Of two sisters for one
man. It is told in a straightforis

;

.

'

1950

Afirll 26,

*a

ward manner, and is helped by
good acting. However, the uninspired cohceptiort and static direction take an original subject and
reduce it to a mere program filler.
Film was shot in three versions^
French; English and Italian.

who

it. concerns a sickly girl
lives in a romanticized world.

.

.

JaycPcks and Kilpatrick took
over operation of; the theatresi a
part bf the original Cocalis circuit,
Their operation
two years ago.
calls for the payment of a fixed
rental plus a percentage to the
Uiiderstopd that
epcaiis estate;
trustees have heen offering the
circuit arpund to potential ops at
a $167,000 yearly rental.
Joelson heads the J. J. Theatres
the
circuit with 12 hpuses ip
Bronx; two in Manhattan and one
in Maine. Trustees of the Cocalis
Thompson,
estate are James J
EvangolPS T, Hardaloupas and
Monroe Steih
J'ames S. Cocalis.
is attorney repping the estate.
:

She

has been corresponding with an
Ehglish boy for many years, sight
unseen; He copies for a visit and her

Metro to

Prod^

‘Caesar*

realistic sister gets interested in
The' loss of her ideal
the lad.
brings tragedy in its wake.

Next Year

Hollywood, April 25.
Metrp will make “Julius Caesar”
early next year but hp cast has
Pic is given crystal clarity by
No excessive producbeen set.
the expert lensing of Philipe Agor
tion
outlay is expected since “Caestinii
The static cutting gets Quite

Gaby
noticeable and distracting.
I^Iorlay is fine as the sympathetic
Joyeux
propmother, and Odette
erly
ethereal as the romantic
daughter,
Peter Trent, a 3mung^
•English actor; is competent as the
boy, and.brlngs a properly accented
French to his role,. Director Jean
Gehret does not capture the poignancy in the story'l
MosJe.

in in public domain.:
Vadis”
During lensing of
in Rome technicians will do much
sar':’

office

dip and

to

competition from

change,. television and other sources, fpar
The
a high- the narrow-gauge competitipn may
sphboL senior, intends, to enter col- b*e the final straw to eliminate
lege this fall to study for the some marginal commercial houses.
ministry,New 16m "parade is being led

age

of 12,
youth,

when prices
now 18 and

Hollywobd, April 25.
Paramount, which has already

jsunk around $400,000 into the
by electric power utility companies film, has been forced to defer inand indie narrow-gauge distribii- definitely “The Keystone Girl.”
torSj Who are trying to line up in- Studio had set June 5 starting
stallations in the smaller commudate on Mack Sennett^Mabel Nor:

riities

Continued from page' 2

:

.

he haeP reached the

ticket, after

Wiggin (Wiggin & Dana of New
Haven) is the attorney fPr the
plaintiffs.
MFs.^ Mceullough is
ch a rge d
with damaging the
Draper- Adler showbiz; careers by
tagging them Communists.
Talesmen were asked:
“If
Draper and Adler supported Henry
Wallace in 1948, would that prejudice you?” All said they would be
.

;

fair abpiit

weed out

it.

Plaintiffs sought to,

members

of veteran
Prgs as well as yigilante groups,
all

Case demanding $206,000 damages spotlights a new angle in
repent waive of trials in which
Coriiinunism is the focal point.

which no w ha ve ho standapd

mahd

ket.

theatres.

;

One such

outfit asserted that

69%, or 22,021, of the country’s
cities and towns have ho theatres.

Hollywood, April 25.

Wage

liviiig increase.''

scale ranges

seniors doivn
prentices.

to

$55,60

for

(iritf ith

i

:

Memorial

Louisville, April 25.
Through tile: efforts of Arey
Ky., exhibitor,
Eminence,
Miles,
and Ray Mattingly, Louisville theatre equipment employee, Hollywood friends will erect a memorial
over the grave pf David W. ;Griffith
in Mount Tabpr cemetery near
"i

LaGrange.
Screen Directors Guild provided
funds for the memorial, which will
be unveiled May 7.

Running

‘La Terra Trema,” Luchino Vis-

view. It’s doubtful, however, that
the general public, Italian or otherwise, will go for this pohderous,
fragmehtary tale of Sicilian fisher-

men and

their troubles.
Artistically and technically the,
film is an important achievement;
There is unnecessary caricaturization and certain lack of logic with
which Visconti points up class
antagonisms, plus a confusing fragmentary quality. Film garnered a
top prize at the 1948 Venice Fes-

I never neglect the gentle
care that leaves :my skin so much
smoother " says Jeanne Crain.

tival.

Visconti’s directiPn of the Sicilian fisherfolk is a magnificent job;
the entire cast is well chosen and
he’s captured the grim and joyful
sides of their daily lives with stark
realism, aided by G. R, Aldo’s su-

“Here’s all I do Smooth the
creamy Lux Soap lather in well>
:

rinse,

pat with a soft towel to

easy, but this daily
care really works for me!”

first

dry.

|

Hawk.

So

Try these AGTIVE-lather
recommend.
In recent tests by skin special-

facials screen stars

Levey’s English Version
Of italo‘Made ‘Fabioia*
Indie

3 out of 4 complexions imin a short time, AGTIVK
lather gives skin new beauty
—so quickly
YouiMoye, the generous bath
size Lux Toilet Soap, too— so

ists

proved

Levey
Pressburgei^^^^ and

producer

Jules

inked Fredrie
Forest Izard to assist him in prepping ah English version of “Fabioia,” screen adaptation of (Cardinal
Wiseman^s novel, Pressburger has
been associated with Zoltan Korda

'

!

version as well as French, Spanish
and German adaptations.

Holly wood, April 25.
Larry Lansburgh p r g a n i z e d
Odyssey Films, npw indie outfit
bankrolled by Sol Lesser, with a

program of at least a picture a
year.
Starter will be “Lost Island,” based on a novel by Charles :|
Nprdhpff and James Hall.
Picture will be, filmed largely on
Catalina Island, With a camera
crew sent to the South Seas for
Lansburgh
background footagei
will double as producer and direci

,

.

j

tor.

.

fragrant, so luxurious^

and assoeiate prodiicer
and linguist.
Griginally “Fabioia”: was made
in Italian with Michele Morgan as
the star. Levey is distributing that
as director

w’hile Izard is a vvf iter

,

ap-

i

conti’s second directorial effort
(after “Ossessione”), is likely to stir
up plenty of controversy, both from
an artistic and political point of

the spot.

:

from $173.55 weekly minimum for

,

.

perb lensing (which includes the
functional use of deep-focus
photography in Italy ), and by an
impressive soundtrack recorded on

,

Screen Publicists Guild voted to
accept a new basic working conthe major studios,
tract with
running to Oct. 25, 1953; Flacks
without a pact
working
have been
for about a year.
New ticket provides fot a uhioii
shop clause and an 11.7% cpst-of-

But, according to the Indie exliibs, the threat is certainly present. Associated Theatre Owners of
Indiana, for example, emphasized
In a bulletin to member exhibs
that few smalltown and rural the^
atres can exist on their in-town
ooly.
patronage
’‘They
depend
upon the suiToundirig small theatreless towns for a large portion
business,’their
this
Allied
of
group declared, “Neither is the
35m theatre on an equal basis
i

Trema

:W

biopic.

Much of the product
WBliam Morris, which handles
being offered is of high quality Betty Hutton, Paul Douglas and
they
assert,
the
16m
operaand,
Jimmy Durahte, told the studio its
tions would, not conflict with esclients weren’t interested.
tablished theatres, but would rather tend to expand the existing riiar-

35m

“Quo
BPth Draper and Adler have categorically denied the McCullough
background filming simultaheousiy charges of Communist sympathies,
first
for “Caesar.”
voiced by the Greenwich where it can fairly compete with
Last version was Italiari import woman in statements to the press the narrow-gauge operation.”
^
released here in 1922 by George in January of 1949. She repeated
Exhib groups point out that all
^
kleine service.
the allegations several times, it is major distribution companies will
alleged.
refuse to license a 16m booking
Entertainers claim widespread where it can conflict in any way
$26Q;()Q0 Galveston Ozoner
publicity given her accusations has with an establisheid 35m account.
Galveston.
Ear Terra
Galveston Theatres, Ihc., ac- injured their’ income considerably. Majors who go in for 16m distrlb;
(The Earth Trembles)
quired 20-acre site on which con- •They claim a loss of $10,000 each for the most part, are trying to
(ITALIAN) V
struction will start soon on an in cancelled bopkings alone. They confine their bookings tp the wide
800-car ozoner. Will cost $200i()00 also aVer that they are experi- expanses of Texas and other spots
Genoa, April 1.
Victor Film release of Unlversalla pro- and have 200 seats for walk-in encing “unusual” difficulties in ob- where there cannot possibly be
duction. Written and directed by Luchino patrons.
Very fact that
taining further bookings.
any competition.
Visconti. Galnera, G, R; Aldo: music, VlsGOtiti and WiUy Ferrefo; sound, Vittorio
Trentino. Previewed in Genoa.
MINS,
time.

-

gauge competion.

9 out of 10 Sefiill Start ute
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Wright Dopes TV
Continued

On ‘Kettle’ Cues

effort “to move .up the line“
fiat rentals extended to
medium-size and bettbr than lastrun houses.

SullivaD'S Phonerisioa

B]fpa$^B’way

page

froin.

0.0. During

They want

COMPO Meet

Contihued Jrom page I

4

After emptying his pouch-full of
the entertainment darts at the Theatre Owners of tom of the pile is getting near now,
control
Will
business, arid says the need is for Ainerica for that outfit’s supposed •however.
“a sharp analysis of the nature of opposition to PhoneWsion, ComOne of the effects of eebnomy
the struggle.”
mander Eugene F. McDonald, Jr. that has wiped out a large source
Radio,
promoter
Zenith
head
of
of
material is Hollywood’s aversion
Admen's Offensive
There have
of the scheme for telephoned video to costume dramas.
“First of ail,’V warns Wright, film programs, is now making peace always been a quantity Of novels
“the exhibitors have no legal right overtures with the org, Gael Sul- of this type and they’ve provided
to group action against television liyan, TOA’s exec direetpri, will the basis for many big pix.
But
However, they visit MacDonald in Chicago early the studios now consider them too
motion pictures.
will be abte to make a case against in May for a tour of inspection of experisive to make and have been
which the Phorievirion plant. He will be avoiding them. They prefer yarns
competition,
subsidized
would threaten to give national personally chaperoned by the which by their concept are bpen to
adveri;isei:s;\a monopoly of motion Zenith topper.
cheaper production.
They may be
picture exhibition.
Sullivan, heretofore, has been
Story eds, who’ve juSt been
able to drive these free pictures the most frequent target of Macthrough all the publishers’ spring
but of business. But first the «X‘ Donald's blasts which stem from lists
to little avail, are somewhat
hibitors must have the facts.
exhib opposition to any scheme for optimistic that .this fall may see
“The important^ thing wUl be to showing films in homes. More better pickings. There’a a feeling
find put what hatm is being done times than not when the Zeiilth that the war, which has had a heavy
exec has been queried oh what influence in dampening writers, is
to.\them.
“In any anti-trust case^-and I films he has been promised for a starting to wbar off arid the pew
don't foresee any in the near fu- 90-day test of his system, be has generatibn offers promise. Editors
ture-^the exhibitors must be able retortedr “Ask Gael Sullivan, he can give no concrete reasons, how'

0

to Repeating

Sidestepping of a Broadway firstrun by Universal for its ‘*Ma and
l*a Kettle
of a pic-s

Go

to,

Town”

as a test

earning possibilities 6n
a straight opening in the New York
circuits has paid off so well that
the company will route other films
along the same road.
Preemihg
across-the-board in 67 nabe houses,
tJ reports that “Kettle” wil] take
out almost three times, as much
film rental as “Ma and Pa Kettle,”
first in the series. That pic opened
at the
Palace On a flat rental
and then went through the LOew’s
chain dualled with “Johnny Stool-pigeon.”

BKO

TV

,

it Would threaten to drive out of
execs, business those who furnish enterthat as tainment on a pay-as-you-go basis.
much hoopla can be drummed up
“As of now, there are no lawbn a straight nabe preem as with suits pending against anyone in
Broadway preliminaries. Handled this connectibii. It is a lon8-range
Correctly, it is said, excitement can ^matter.”-.
be biiilt Up in the nabes thereby
Wright points to the Informal
eliminating the expensive Broad- warnings by sonie exhibitors to
way engagement for certain types film companies not to sell pictures

cause of high ad budgets.
According to tJ’s sales

<

:

‘

.

company has discovered

of

.pix.v-

“Kettle” bally was backed by
personal appearances of Marjorie
Main, Percy Kilbride, Meg Randall and Richard Long who toured
a number of RKO houses^ Visits
of the stars brought out big crowds
of nabe unsOphisticates whereas
Broadway stroller is inclined to
take that sort of bally in his stride..
Each p, a. had the usual embroidering of kleig lights and cameras.
U found that the opening received as much coverage and publicity
as the downtown preem
would plus extra coverage which
resulted in activities planned for
each 'bo>rough. Only difference was
that, some of the papers didn’t review it—which U figured was just
as well in N. Y. Martin Ragaway,
who wrote the script with Leonard
Stern, was brought in for advance
work. Leonard Goldstein, pic's
producer, also came to Gotham to
work on the kickoff..

to televisiori.
lasting value.

He

dpesn't see any

Abe Montague,

dlstrib veepee for
Columbia, yesterday (TuesJ. AlW. Schwalberg, Paramount’s
sales head, arid Andy W; Smith,
Jr ditto for 20th-Fox, ^ere

fred
,

ed-;Monday..
Results so

;

far; were termed “satReport will be made
before AlUed’s. board meet in
Memphis next month.

isfactory,”

Continued from page 9
.

Under

producership

of

Oscar

Bbetticher.

Ruhio, a Mtexican

Ollalo

pro-

ducer who heads FUmadora; Co.^
would like to know too.” Sullivari, ever, for their optiiriism.
tees off nekt month witii ’'Red
Who knows MacDonald from his
Fact that book sales are off and Fury” in Mexico City. Veronica
Chi days, has as often, denied any
have been no really tremen- Lake will be starred in this, which
instructions to learn, that bit of there
dous best-sellers* as in the past, ivilL be n^ade only in English; Wells
•info.
convince
the eds that they are not Root is now in southern capital
TOAer makes the trip at the- pxLeo Carrillo
there’s a dearth writlrig screenplay.
press invitation of MacDonald, wrong in believing
There is an recently completed an EnglishLatter is now disowning, any idea of strong materiai.
Spanish
film,
by
another namade
of
some
admission, hpwever, that
of a feud arid apparently believes
tive producer, based ori “ife bi
he can win Sullivan over to Tiis the studios’ inabiiity to find the Paricho Villa.
way of thinking "on the future of stories they want reflects a change
in the field
Alforiso
Shanchez Tellb^ who
the film industry. While In Chi; in Hollywoo^as well as
TOAer will also attend the meet of creative writing, Many stories served as production assistant on
bought
been
Which
might
have
Big Steial,” when this
RKO’s
“The
of the Conference of Motion Picsome years ago are no longer con- picture; locationed in Mexico early
ture Organizations bn May 8-9.:|
Pictureappropriate.
last year for few weeks, is projectSullivan is gettihg ready for an- sidered
to have gone beig “The Wetback’' for suihmer
other of bis quickie trips to sundry makers appear
arid production in Mexico. Picture will
boy-meets-girl
stage
the
yond
parts of the country. He planes to
the Variety clubs convention ban- are On the prowl Only for material be made in Ehgllsh, with several
quet in New Orleans Saturday with a different twist and consid- Hollywood names to top casti
quality.
Reason, of Maurice Blnder« Holl 3hvood pro(29); Then flies tb Washington the erable adult
following morning tp speak at a course. Is experience that proves ducer, had §kedded “Tbreadbr” for
Mexican production, but plans fpr
fathers-and-sons tolerance affair that this type pic pays off best;
Broadway has declined as a this; now are iiricertaih^
sponsored by circuit bp Sidney'
reafor
several
of
material
source
Lust.
Robert LlppCrt, however
1$
f
Theu comes an appearance in sons. One Is the baric point that working but deal to produce, a
Little Rock, Ark., May 2^, for the fewer plays are being produced. series of Jon Hall-Frarices Langconvention of Theatre Owners of Ahother Is that such important ford pictures in Mexico; Deal isn’t
Arkansas. His Chi visit follows producers and writers as Rodgers entirely sirt, but, undersjtbod it’s
with the final leg of his trip a trek & Hammerstein and; Leland Hay- ready to go through.,
Murray
to Atlanta, May .20, for the state- ward won’t part with their prop- Lemer, Veepee of company^; wfio
the
milk
wide meet of Georgia exhlbs. On erties. R&H prefer to
Was in- Mexico couple of months
the way home, he will stop off at legit rights for years to taking a ago looking over production sitWashington for a coriference spon- big bundle for screen privileges, uation, is now due to retuni in two
sored by U.S. Attorney General while Haywarid (“Mr, Roberts”) to three weeks, for a more epn^
Howard MacGrath on citizenship. plans flliriing his productions him- Crete survey. While south this
self.'time, he expects to close deal with
Another point is the greater dis- one of studios in Mexico City for
crimination by the studios on what use by Lippert
they'll bpy, just as in the case of
Albert J. Cohen is still another
Film indie who has plans for production
mentioned above.
books,
Continued, from pAge i
eompanles are willing to pay high in Mexico,
He has “The Blue
theatre television; and because the prices, but with the b.o, ve^ se- Flame” on his agenda; and will
.

;

'

.

•

;

;

’

.

.

“The hoirie television receiver,”
he says, “is- one more way of exhibiting motion pictures to an au-

The producers rfre not
dience.
going, to pass up this new market.
The situation in which some stufiios make pictures for theatres and
others make them for television
Will not last. As spon as somebody
figures put a method of profitably
;

tapping this new market, then all
the studios and distributors will
tap it,

“The exhibitors will learn that
they can’t hold back pictures from
television any more than thpy
could hold them back from opppsition theaties or from drive-ins.
Our anti-trust laws bar any such
restrictive practices^ just as they
with
exhibitors
prevented the
roofed-over, theatres from pressurwithhold
ing the distributors to
good pictures from the drive-ins.

day

bell, for

film with Miss Ellen.

Pic goes into production May 30,
with Bruce H. Humberstorie Coming
from Hollywood to direct.

RKO

Stockholders

Coniinued from pago I
of the extension, there is little
doubt that his forces will win the
stockholder okay^ Proxies on the
Deal has been closed between question would carry management
Harold Auten United Ajfists exec^ recommeridatiou that the-- stockand Nat Sanders, head of Film holders back the postponement.
certain
Norietheless,
minority
Renters, InC., for the dUal packaging of UA’S “The Titan” with but substantial interests oppose
delay and will undbubtediy
the
ER’s ” Waverly Steps, 'V a 40-minute
tp cpllect their own proxies
docuirientary.
Two pix will be; seek
in ah effori: to vote down the move.
distributed domestically by UA
One
attorney, Alfred Berman of
following the long run of “Titan,
film treatment of Michelangelo’s the big lawfirm of Guggenheimer
works, in the Little Carnegie, New & Untetmeyer, told the court that
his Outfit rep^ stockholders with
York stireseater.
60,000 shares of common. Another
“Wayeriy” was turned out by the stockholder with 4,000 shares also
British government's Grown Film voiced his opposition
in court.
unit.
It treats of a weekend in
Substantial speculation bn RKO
Edinborough, with the accent on theatrb stbek bbught bn a when
that Scottish city's historic sights. and if ba$is has developed
over
Pic is figured to complement the the past few months. These ih“Titan” handling of the Italian terests are in favor of an
early
•cene.
breakup of the company and will
Certificate of limited partner- throw whatever power they have
ihip was filed this week In N. Y. behind the ppiposition.
by a large group of angels for
RKO decision to seek stockr
•Titan.” Roberi Snyder arid Ralph holdet* approval follows a stateAlswant are listed as general pards. ment of General William J* DonoDr. S. Neikrug is tagged as biggest van in court‘ that in view of opposiBmited partner with a $5,100 stake' tion expressed his company would
•ntitUng him to 15% of the profits, ask stockholder consent.

Auteii-Sanders Package
HA'S ‘Titan’ With Short

'

,

Samuelson and Charles
Group called on William F
Metro sales head, and

Rodgers,

^

;

Just Another OuiietT'

^

“The motion picture theatre tois in the same position as baseexample, Where people are
told to stay home and hear the
Set for Brit Fifanusical game on the radio, or see it on
London, April 18.
television.
The exhibitors cannot
Maccel Heilman, head of Ex- solve theii* problem until they go
celsior Films, is just back from after all the facts.
“For example, the film theatre
America, having signed Cesar Romero, David Niven and Vera-Elleh and the baseball team owner might
to star in filmusical titled “Happy- both be Wiser if they make a deal
Go-Lovely.” Scenario is by Arthur to sell television rights for a game
Macrea and screenplay by film di- ot a theatre! to show for pay
rector Val Guest.
Jack Billing, rather than to let televised version
American, will direct the dances of the game be given away free by
and will also do one dance in the advertisers.”

Niven, Romero, Yera-Blen

Sidney
Niles.

1

tester was to determine
whether a film needs a Times to show intent to eliminate them
Square opening for bally penetra- bn the part 0f the competitors; I
tion prior to its turn through the don’t thirik. they wouid be able to
circuits.
Because ^‘Kettle” is a show^ it against the adveriisers,
family pic peculiarly adaptable for But I believe they might show sUch
network, in a
nabe exploitatlonv decision was intent against a
made to by-pass a Broadway run* basic fight for control.
“it is true that Phbnevisipn also
Experiment Was cued by the fact
that 8 out of 10 filins fail to pay is a threat. But that would be ^a
off a profit on the mainstcm bo- private fight up to the point where

U’s

:

,

Besides Cole, committee consists
of Wilbur Sriaper, Irving Doliinger.

'

.

,

:

theatres through the facilities of

lective now, there’s similar selec- film entire picture in soiitherii
present undreamt tivity by the lots in purchase of state.
Producer made, tentative;
of entertainment both in quantity
or other properties.
arrangements for production when

television

will

and

quality.”
film cbmpanies can’t legally refuse their, films for Zenith’s
forthcoming test in Chicago of
Phonevision, Col. John R. Howland, of Zenith, told the engineers
Coq^inued from page I
at their session last night.
“We have offered to pay every the broad use of the bid system is
producer the same rate for his a misinterpretation of the Federal
film that he would charge any court’s decision.

The

;

.

/

,

.

soriie months ago;
technical crews are imderstood to be Available to American
producers, and several of the
Allisd-TOA
studios In Mexico City “are as fine
as anything in Hollywbod,” according to Bert Granet, who recently
returned to capital city, Labbratory facilities, too, are excellent,
Sudden swing of Allied against it’s reported.
Mexican National Rank also is
competitive selling puts it iii the
same groove with
on one willing to finance Hollywood producers,
partially,
If
they can
more issue. New code being drafted by the latter group would limit guarantee completibri money, Mexthe bid method to those situations ican government is becoming inwhere no other method of peddling creasingly interested in enticing

Good

.

|

other theatre with the same audience,” said Howland. “Our couii-^
selhas advised us that under these
circumstances the producers cannot legally refuse to rent us film.”

McDonald, immediately following Skouras’ speech, revealed that
three other companies had also
refused film.
He named Paramount and RKO, but said he
couldn’t remember the third company. It isn’t Metro, Warner Bros,
or Universal, however, he volunteered.
Metro toppers will meet
with him in two weeks to discuss
sale possibilities,

he

sajd.

McDonald was present
SkoUras' speech and was Warmly
greeted by the 20th-Fox exec.
Zenith chief emphasized that his
company favors theatre TV, explaining that it would help sell
more sets. But, he declaiied, while
it Would prove a boon to theatres,
there aren’t enough events of naimportance to make
what Skouras says it will.
tional,

Y

TOA

.

TOA has American production southward,
loud and often against and is doing everything in its
competitive selling as unfair to the power to make production coriditiorts attractive.
oldtime indie customer.
celluloid is practicable.

sounded

There

off

is

no doubt that

TOA

is

growing increasingly militant, a
developmerit which puts it all the
more in the same camp as Allied.
That trend has been considerably
during furthered by the divorceriierit of

it

<

Conttmied from pag • 3

Paramount from its theatres and or fall to continue his scheme for
partnert.
Understood that some setting Up joirit dbals with proof these now are strongest in their duction uriits there. He
has been
desire to fight distribs

line.

Ditto on

down the delayed in

COMPQ

his intention to gq this
spring because; of a court battle iit
New York With Sir Alexander
Korda on the jointly-produced

TOA and Allied worked closely
do together on the battle for tax re- “Third Man? and “Gone to Earth.’'
peal with a resultarit lessening of
mutual riispicions, In that fight, Selzriick arid Korda have partici^
Gael Sullivan, exec director of pated during the past week in hearTOA, and Abram F, Myers, Al- ings before special master Robert
P. Patterson.
^
lied’s general counsel and board
Selzrtick
paid
approximately
$27,500 for the Brown book, which
ous team.
Moreover, b6th orgs
w^as published last year;
It coneye the Council of Motion Picture
sists of a number of essays in light
Organizatioris with suspicion, ft is
expected that they will cooperate vein bn pleasant relationships bePrbr
closely in keeping COMPO within tween father and two kidri
closer boundaries than desired by ducer has had Samuei Taylor take
4 number of other member groups. incidents frpm the- essays arid
Weave a serebn treatment. Taylor
Besides battling bn competitive
is author of “The Happy Tiirie,”
selling, Cole group is asking
that current Broadway hit produced by
all forced percentage pix be
cut Oscar Hairimerstein 2d and Richout in smaller houses. Cole deleard Rodgers.
gation in their first round of visits
John Hersey’s novel, "The WalV*
a year ago succeeded in exacting
a for which Selznick paid more tliari
switch bn .smalltown houses. Now
$100,000 last npionth, is still being
thb gfpup has lifted its sights, iri
planned for European production.
chairmari, proved to be a harmoni-

:

.

he was in Meidco

Liondori, April 25.
20th-Fox has established a rieW
17-year record bn the Dondori release via the G-B circuit of the
Claudette Colbert starter, “Three

Came Home.”

Takings were 5%
up on the 1933 record Set by Noel
Coward’s “Cavalcade,” for which
upped prices were asked.
Picture also chalked up a gross

19% higher than the 1942
of “How Green Was My
arid

were

27% up on

receipts

Valley”

“Sweet Rosie

.

—

,

^edn^ayf

April 26,

;

.

1

2^:

1950
fact, a subsequent run theTire Idand'
atre in a particular locality, particularly if such a theatre represents a small investment, can and
in
will as long as defendants permit
British Artists, Ltd', will put a
it, bid for the first run of any feaversion of Johann Strauss’
ture and pay and can afford to film
pay a higher rental than the legiti- “Die! Fledermaus” before the camcompletes “Fire
it
eras
after
mate first run
thereby disci’imiIsland, N. Y.,” executive producer
natirig against one exhibitor in faWilliam
L. Taub disclosed in NeW
vor of another.”
“Fire Island” is due to roll
Yoi*k.
Boatwright said the Hollywood within a few weeks as a locationer.
cost
approximately $200,000 in Ilona Massey has the femme lead.
1938 as against, $15,000 spent by
“Die Fledermaus” adaptatibh will
to

and in

From

;

TV

VS.
SS Contiiitted

.

capitarv new blood from entering
the video field.
Qeorge B. Turner, counsel for
Westinghouse
rad i o stations,
argued that an applicant’s record
in radio rather than his conduct
in other fields should, be the determining factor in passing on his

,

'

‘

qualificatiohs:

:

;

;

Theodore Pierson counsel for:
Yankee Network, suggested that
the commission is attempting to
determine the “psychological Capacity” of an applicant to operate
,

a radio statioh in the public in-

i

But the ageneyV he argued,
Ipok into ah apUcant’s

terest.
caniiot

“psyche;’-'-.

William A. Roberts/ courisei for
subsequent repetition. He also DuMont, saw no x'eason why FCC
asked about the consent decree could not set up a special procesigned by Scophony Gorp. of Amer^ dure to determine the conduct facica involving theatre TV projection tor in relation to an applicant’s

equipment
porter conceded that Par was
involved in the 1940 decree and
FCG intended, to
•try the Scophony case all oyer
again, Jones: wanted to know hbw
his
reconciled
position
Porter
against a uniform policy oh antitrust violators With his previous
support of a hlanjcet rule to resti'ict the broadcast of giveaway
programs involving the lottery
laws. Porter said the commission’s
authprity in the latter case is spe-'
Cally drawn.'

John Southmayd, appearing as
for Warners, was quesitioned by Commissioner Frieda B.
Henhock; on the firm’s policy on
counsel

:

j

re jeasipg films for television use.
He, said he didri’Cknow if Warners
;

had determined on a policy. Anyway„ ^he said* the company haa no

Svithdrawh

Sn

application for a
;Video statioh in Chicago; Under
further questioning by Miss Hen^ock; 'Southmayd agreed that the
;^PCG may look Into an applicant’s
-anti-trust record but said he didn’t
know that It is entitled to inquire
into motion picture industry polities.

.
,

Kenneth C. Royall, counsel for
argued that the purpose
bf the Communications Act is to
biViaden rather than to harrow participation ih the field of broadcasting.
There’s nothing to indicate,
he said, that the public service
record of the film industry has
been eclipsed by ony other industry.
Under questioning JiW Miss
Hennpcki he said the commissipn
would have the power to pas bn
any pdssible application by Fox
to acquire the ABG fietWork.
William
Porter,
counsel
for
XiOew’s; told the commissipn that
if it does .promulgate a general
rule respecting anti-trust violators

'liCith-Fox;

be inviting

will

it

aii

enormous

amount of litigation. He agreed
with Miss Hehnock that television
.

medium

a

lls

for film distribution,

Bernard Koteen, counsel for the
Seliine chain of theatres, cited the
extensive social welfare activities
of J, Myer and Louis W. Sehine to

sh^’ “How ridiculous would be
.any rule or policy holding that an
huti-trust violation should in itself
be held to reveal a character inadequacy.
Any such policy, he
;

argued, would shut off “pioneering

-

Miller
remodel the Shrine hall.
He declared Missouri cost $475,000,
and the Electric $250,000 as against
thb Jo, which wks. “foriheriy used
as a rooming h6use,v store room
or hotel,” Misfiouri and Electric
-

charged 60c;; admission compared
with 25c. by the Joi ;
Gburt mado its ruling from the
bench without hearing, aqy testimony by the defendants. John Caskey and E, Compton Timberlake,
New
ebunsel for the majors,
however, did cross-examine Diirwood and his son, Stanley^ present

I

OUTDOOR
REFRESHMENT
CONCESSIONAIRES
/ROW COAST 10 COAST
CfNTL'R r
Ovta

NOWSfieCtALIZING'
IN HEFRESHMENT
SERVICE FOR
-IN

;

:

predicted

‘‘theatre attendance will

that'

b® ^lpl®d

in uppbr New York and one in New
Jersey; He is currently dickering
for Several others.

—
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the movie industry

plores the narrow minds that

it— and

wield these wide powers. And
he shows how censorship,

stop tuking

Wishing

it

out? la

it

punch the ceusora

start

time to
right in

their blue noses?

THEATRE$i

HAU

restrictions imposed upon the circuit by the Jackson Park decree.
Decree limits firstruns in
to two weeks and elimiriates
houses*
ing is that ASCAP wouldn’t have
much chance of winning such a clearahde, Baiaban also cited the
battle' but that it could be bother- fact that 1949 was. not as good a
business year generally as 1948.
•sbrne*',-Balaban also gave the popularity
Seond type of litigation is more
for the
dangerous for the film companies. of television as a reason
decllhe, but said he did not regard
It is based on the fact that, while
it as a threat to the business. When
ASCAP can’t sue an exhib, there’s
he declared,
nothing to stop nbn-ASGAP mem- TV’s novelty wears off
to the
ber from doing so.
composer or “it will prove an adjunct
theatre* as radio
picture
motion
a fibek of composers could, therefore, quit ASCAP and rtart filing ^did/’.;Discussing prospects for 1950*
This Would
suits against exhibs.
disclosed that business for
obviously discourage them from Balaban
first quarter is below that Of
the
booking any picture using the
He expressed conmusic in question and cause severe last year.
fidence that it will increase, howloss to the producer;
better-quality
ever, pointing to
The. $500,000 figure is: seen in
films as one of the Teasbns.
trade circles as a ebmptomis®*
ASCAP* it is believed* wbuld not
Starlight* N. Y.* Ozoner Sbid
accept less than that without a tre^
Starlight drive-in, located at
mendbus battle. And producers Croton, N. Y., sold to company
won’t pay much more without an headed by Murray Briskin*i upper
equally tremendous howl. Feeling New York circuit operator. It has
Berk .&
therefore, that that amopnt capacity for 750 cars.
is,
Krumgoid agehted deal.
might be ^forthcoming.

Continued from page 5

,

bad enough today, would be
even worse if the Johnson
Bill became law.

Don’t miss Lester Velie’s

No Bars on

RADIO CItY MUSIC

ASCAP’sSOOa

three principal factors. iPrincipai
factor in decline, Balaban said* was

within a short time’V via largescreen tele* “His company,” he
said, “proposes to invest millions

J

.Pills

j

.

:

i

;

f

of dollars and; go ahead immedi^
ateiy to prove to the world, to the
television industry, and the false
prophets and skeptics, that television can achieye its greatest
heights through the theatres.”
Denying that “theatres will go
out of business because of some
gadget installed in the homes,”
Skouras asserted: “While I say
that home television .will succeed
and flourish as a complement to
movie theatre teleyision, and tVIII
develop to perform the sarrie great
function as radio does at this time;
I think, to use a baseball figure of
speech, audiehceS will pay for the
professional big-'league stuff, eyeri
though' they can see the sandlpt
performances free of Charge.”
Theatre TV, Skouras predicted,
will eliminate the. second feature
in double-bili houses. Motion pictures, however^ will continue, to be
the basic entertainment, augmented by “the finest productions of all
the greatest talents on earth .
brought within the means of eveiy
citizen in every village and hamwithout any substantial inlet
crease in admission prices.
“For this reason,” Skouras declared, “I foresee a golden era for
the theatres unlike any they have
ever known . , . This will become
the greatest paying audfence in
history, making It possible to pur^
chase the services of the foremost
artists and the finest materials: bf
the times. People in rural areas
will be entertained as the few selected people in New York and
ptber metropolitan areas are entertained today.'*

continued, from pagci 9
Beverly Miller, who had remodeled
a Shrine auditorium and installed
about 1,000 seats. Shrine’s location
was admittedly equal to the Hollywbdds, but Us facilities were not.
ill St. Joseph, Durwood operates
the Electrie (1,600 seats) and the
He proMissburi (1,400 seats ) >
tested that RKO accepted bids

figliting

article

Collier’s,
liiore

He

ih

tells

Fridas
you and

than 3,2 66 , OOd Collier

families of

sOme of the

credible decisions,

censors in

s

in-

made by
ex-

What

are Hollywood’s plans

for meeting this growing
menacb? Be sure to read YOtJ

:CAN^T SEE THAT MOVIE
Censorship in Action. In
Collier’s, put

j

Glen Dickinson, owner of
the Jo theatre* which with 470
capacity was hot only much Smaller bu t inferior in Ipcatipn and

from

*

facilities.

William G. Boatwright, counsel
for DurWood, argued that the defendants’ object in opening the
situation to bidding was to exact
film rentals higher than “would be
offered and paid oh competitive
bidding between comparable theatres normally in competltloh with
each other. ” He added that the majors knew that:
^
^
^‘A theatre which is, in truth
.

25.

..

:

1

AprU

Balabah Ac Katk circuit here lost
$1,144,026 in the past- two years
on its TV station, WBKB, While

earning a net of $2,805^256 for the
year ended last Dec. 31 on allover operations, after deducting
be tagged“Waltz, Wine, Women/’ TV losses* Net came to $10,68 per
Geza Herezeg is authonng the share, as compared to $13.15 per
screenplay. Picture will be made share in 1946. Net for 1948 was
in Vienna, according to Taub, and $3,455*017.
V
Miss Massey will be cast as Rbsar
Figures were reyealed by B&K
Gurrent plans also call for president John Balaban at annual
lihda.
tliie use of the orchestra and ballet
stockholders meeting last Vreek.
of the Viennese Opera.
Discussing decline in earnings uhder those of 1948, Balaban cited

“character can- operating head of the circuit/
( Stanley
was All-AnieriGan tackle
hot be established by fiat.”
on the Harvard football team a
few years back.)
Judge permitted Miller, and
Dickinson to participate in the
proceedings, althpugb not formally
Cpiitiaued from page 5
ruling bn their' petition to intervene. It was Miller’s,: counsel who
as we fully expect it to be,” he dedeclared that his client would have
clared, “we shall immediately orsued had the companies not perder the equipment required tor the
mitted him to bid.
20 theatres chosen for this test;”
Sees Theatre TV Networks
“And if the test bn the West
TURMAK EXITS GAMBLE
Coast fulfills our confident expecLeRoy J. Furman, formerly in
tations,” Skouras cOhtinubdv ‘%e charge
of the Monarch division bf
can look forward to the establishr Gamble Enterprises, midwest cirment'bf four or five cbmpetitiye cuit, and B' former partner of the
networks or circuits in each natu- Monarch chain before it was
acral area or time zone of the counquired by Ted Gamble, baa stepped
try—in New York, Ghicago, Den- out of his port.
ver, Atlanta, Los Angeles—^to sery^
Furman has acqbired a theatre
ice from 500 to
,000 theatres in

TV applications pending, but he
cpnceded it had tried to acquire each network.”
20th chieftain
'TCLAC-TV ’in Los Angeles and had

Chicago,

.

qualifications but

asked whether

To

Tedermaus’

from page

deal with Zenith for pur-'
poses of its duly authorized experiSent would he a significant factor
for lihe commission to consider in
the matter now before it:'2
Fmwer. ^ .FPC chairmati Pavil
Porter, 'appearing as counsel for
:|*arampunt^ was grilled by Commissioner Robert jbnes^ who wanted
to know why the agency should
expect -that / the producers would
pot repeal;., their monopoly practices once they got into television.
Porter replied he assumed the plcture firms' have “learned something” frorh their litigation experi.ehce ojii^nWtrust violation. Jones
jiremindCu^ him of the .motion picture/ consent decree of 1940 and its
to

I

.

Net PMD cmcuLATioN

iiORE^

TO

Avenue,

Yo^

Fifth
The CrowelbColUer Publislnug Company* 640
Magazine. Womans Home Compam<M|
Publishers of Collier’s, The Amcricaii

;

;
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VcJwcwlay, April 2«, 1930

from Film Row
4»
M
“The Count r y Station
NEW YORK
That Goes To Town.” In addiClqis
»

»4-

4 #

station,

The

TOO-seat Iselin theatre, Isefor 21-year peTlod to Gorporation headed by Wilr
liam Infold and Leonard Richman.
plans facelift,
/ inanagcment
,

tion

,

Un, N, J„ leased

Krujngold.
Paraniount feted Tom Lee Lit
tie, operator of two theatres and
S. G.^ as the

Camden,

vet C'xhib began his 36th year in
showbiz. Par handled the honors
because Little has played every;
Charles

Freimart,

Par

since 1915,
h.O; rep,

to Camden for presentation
of a scroll endorsed by the comany’s toppers,
A1 Puren, Par’s
E ranch manager in, Charlotte,

went

:

;,//’

-V

DALLAS

&

SAN FRANCISCO

LpS A^lkLES

Clark, Paramount division
manager for this area, who was
seriously injured In aft automobile
accident near Oklahoma City recently, has returned from the Wesley Hospital there to his home
here, where he is reedvering.
Lincoln
theatre,
for
Negro
patronage, opened here by James,
Butler.
House has a seating capacity of 500.
Haruld Schwarz, of Tower Pictures, has taken oyer Realart distribution here from John Franconi
and Clair Hilgers; Schwara is consolidating
his
Tower exchange
with Realart and will operate under the former ftanie.

,

w

land/ Moline and East Moline.
Henry A. Linet, Phil Gerard and
Charles SimohelU plane to Coast
today (Wed.) for quickie huddles
with David A. Lipton U’s ad-pub
topper, bn promotional plans for
‘Winchester, 73,” “Louisa” and
Contract
awarded to. J. P.
“Sleeping City,” company’s new
releases.
Ad-pub execs expect to Stubblefield Construction Go., to
return• to their h.o, over the week- rebuild Cactus theatre at Pecos,
recently damaged by fire. Mrs.
end^;:

...

'

.

/B'ruce,.

:

W. Anderson
which

PITTSBURGH

of A. W. McCormick, who
died recently of injuries suffered

tate

in an automobile accident while
returning from a Florida vacation.

owner

of.

Penn

theatre, Ambridge, Pa., whose
anti-trust suit against flock of distributors was recently sustained

by the Supreme

Distribiitors,

headed

ins:

Court, has plans

to open drive-ins in Cuba, Puerto
Rico and San Salvador.
William Weiss, McKeesport theatre owner, and his wife flew to
Miami Beach to attend the golden
wedding anniversary celebrations
of their parents, Mr. ahd Mrs. Joseph Weiss.
Sam Eineberg, head of Alexanr
der Theatre Supply Co., who narrowly escaped death in an automobile accident in Missouri several
Weeks ago, has gone to Phoenix,
to recuperate. Fineberg was on the
way there to visit his family at the
time of the erackup, and was confined to the Lebanon, M^., hospital
for some time.
Speer Marpusis, veteran New
Castle, Pa.; exhih, flew to Greece

MINNEAPOLIS

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loews) (3,500; 40-70)“
“Third Man’V (SRO), ah4 /‘‘Harbor
Missing
Men’’
(M6hb).'
Okay
$14,000;
Last Aveek. ’‘Three Came
Home” (20th) and ^‘Youhg Daniel
Bobne” (Mono), $15,000,

Paramount

;

(Par) (3.000; /40-’?O)“

“Daughter of Rosie G’Grady” (WB);
Nice, $15, 000 or over. Last Aveek.
“Ridirig High” (Par) (2d wk-4 days),
'
.-.

$7.500*;

Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70)—
“Cheaper by Dbzen’’ .(20th): : Sock
Last week, “Stage Fright’^

Lafayette (Basil’s)

'

3, 000;"

.

40^70—

“Cargo Capetown” (Col) and“MiliMonlT/'Happy’ j6G, 3d tary
Academy’’ (Col). Oke $10,500.
25.
April
Lari week, “Ma, Pa Kettle To
Montreal;
Cool weather is giving biZ a Town” (UA) and “Tyrant of Sea”
boori at all deluxers cuiTenUy (Col), big $19,500 in 10 days.
Century (20th Cent. ) (3 ,000 40-70
Holdovers in all but tsyp houses -^“Cinderella!’- (RKO). and
“Canine
are still shaping strong. Ace new- Dectective” (Mono) (3d wk): Nice
comer is “Nevadan” giving- Im- $7,500 in 5 days. Last week, big
perial itB biggest, session in weeks/ $15,000*
“LOve; Happy” continues big; in
.

.

.

;

.

.

Orpheum

third

stanza.

$EATTLE

Estimates for This Week
(Continued on page 11)
toew’s (GT.) (2,855; 40-65)—
City Pianriihg Commission disDown to “Tattooed Stranger’* V( RKO) (2d
approved applications for drive-in “Wabash” (20th) (2d wk).
opener.
wk-5 days), $5,000.
theatre for Fairyland Park/ city’s $15,000 after smash $20,000
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 5ii-84)
Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)—
outdoor amusement park.
“Gonspirator” (M-G) and *‘Biaok
(20th) (2d
Dozen”
By
“Cheaper
Roy Cato, manager Of the WarHand”
(M-G).
Fine $9,500. -Last
wick, Fox Midwest circuit contin- wk). Holding nicely at $13,000 fol*
week, ;“4 Days Leave’* (FC) and
ues to take it easy, favoring heart lowing lofty $16,000 first round;
“Western Pacific Agent” (Lip),
34-60)^
condition. Jess White; assistant
Palace (G.TJ“2, 625;
slow $5,300 in 6 days.
manager; currently Tbbks after “Mother Didn’t Tell Me” (20th).
Music Box (Evergreen) (850; 59'.hbuse,-'
0kay:$17,000* Last week, “Nancy 84)
“Cinderella” (RKO) (m.o*),
Ralph Morrow due back as city to Rik' (M-G) (2d wk), $12,000.
Okay $4,000. Last week, I’Man
salesman at Universal exchange
Imperial (C.T.y (1,839; 34-60)— With Horn” (WB) (3d wk); $3,200
next week after several weeks “Nevadan” (Col) and “Bodyhold” in 6 days.
away, undergoing surgery.
(Col).
Great $13,000: Last week;
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2;200; 59^
‘‘Buccaneer’s Girl” (U) and “Daugh- 84)— “Yellow Cab Man” (M-G) and
ter of West” (U) (2d wk), fair $6,- “Side Street’* (M-G),
Great $14,500.
000 Or bver,; Last Week, “Cinderella”
(RKO)
34-60)-^
(3d
wk'6
days), swell
Motion Picture Theatres Assn,
Princess iCX) (2.131;
of Ontario named Stan GosneR as “Ambush” (M-G) (2d \vk). Off to $8,200.
Orpheuin (Hamrick) (2,600; 59veepee and director replacing $^000 after fancy $16,000 first
84)^“Barricade” (WB) and “HBr-*
George Peters Who retired from week
film industry.
Clare Appel is a
Orpheum (C.T.) (i;040; 34.60)— bor Missing Men” (Rep). Fair'
in 6 days. Last week, “Buc$6,500
new board ;.member.
“Love Happy” (UA) and “Prison
Resignation of DouglaB Rosen as Warden” (U A)* (3d; wk). Still big caneer’s Girl” (U) and “Twilight in
Sierra’s”
(Rep), $7,500.
Uhited Ariists’ branch manager at $6,000 after $7,OO0 for second

—

TORONTO

,

Paul World booked “Tight
Little Island” which rah for four
weeks at Minneapolis World.
After tour of Minnesota Aiftus,
Co, circuit, visiting 23 towns, Harry
B. French, head of .Paramount
theatre circuit, says he found a
record amount of confidence and
optimism among his house man-

has brought

St.

Despite

iftost

old berth; Sam Kuhitzky, formerly
at St. John,' N. B,, relieves Heiber
ip
Montreal.
Lou Michaelsoh,
identified with the industry since
1936, named St. John chief:

unfavorable

TORONTO
(Continued on page 13)

Hundreds” (EL). Nice 59-84)^“Riding High” (Par) and
Profession”
Last week, “CinderellB” “Dangerous
IRKC)
(3d wk).' Good $5,000 ini 5 .days
V
(RKO), wow $26,0()0.
after
big
DowntPwii, Oiendale, Scarboro,
$9,200 last week.
‘Chiltern

$1.3,000;

•

'

.

'

'

tral Allied convention May 3-4.
Bert Zats, Paramount booker, in
hospital for appendectomy,

WASHINGTON

exCarter Barron, area topper for
pects to light his new^rive-in just
Loew’s and D C. studio rep for
south of Salem on June 1.
Metro,
will be. first recipient of
The Dickinson Operating Go.
Jaiftes C, Reiriiel, b 0 Q k e P at yariety Club’s
Tent 11 local Heart
changed tag of the Star, Quincy,
Eagle Lion, turned songwriter, Award for outstanding civic
111., to the Glen and has begun
servtune being “My, Heart’s ice. Award will be made
operations after extensive altera- first
at a dinAflame,” and recorded on Top ner May 27, With Metro,
tions. House was originally tagged
and
Loew
Tunes label.
toppers On the guest list.
the Colphade.
Charles Simorieili, tiniversal exThe. Clark Theatres Circuit, opploitatioh chief
lectured
before
CTating the S,tate, Bowling Green/
Mp., Is building a 4b0-qar ozoner classes in public relations at University of Pennsylvania last week,
on the outskirts of the town; $75;- telling
Regina, boUght
of campaign on ‘‘Francis.’’
000 has been earmarked for the
Hi" Art
theatre,
American Legion, Veterans of
Weyburn,
j,ob.Sask., trom R. Sutherland/ who
Foreign
Wars
and
other
vet
The ^Gapitan Theatres CoTp/
Bodnoff also has
groups Worked out fund-raising has retired.
Metropolis, 111., sold its 500-car
deal with William Goldmah to tie Wieyburn’s Sbo theatre.
drive-iri neBr Metropolis to the
Massac Theatres, The., headed by in with run of “Story of GI Joe,”
at Karlton Theatre.
Edward Clark. The Massac organization ope rates the Royal and
Graham Kislingbury, district
Massac in Metropolis.
George Kerasptes, president of
Harris SHverberg, National manager for North Coast Theatres
the Kerasotes Theatres, Spring- Screen Service -manager, back at in Frisco, elected to difectorate of
Califoimia Theatres Assn.
field, Hi., will build a new 600-car work after being hospitalized
for
ozoner near Decatur, HI.
heart attack.
Kenneth Hunsacker and Ray
City tax depariment closed down
McRee lighted the Deluxe, a 22^ Harvard and Mars theatres for
seater, Camp; Point, HI., recently failure to pay takes and renew
Mannie A. Brown, former Bufpurchased^
licenses. No action has yet been falo branch manager for Para*
William Zimmerman, Warren- taken to reopen them.
mount, becomes manager for Film
lon; Mo., exhib, tagged his radio
Local drive-ins reporting thefts Classics here.

PHILADELPHIA

,

RE<y^^

'

— “Dangerous

State (Taylor) (1,059; 955; 698; 694;
33-57)

ALBANY

Profession

SAII

'
\

KANSAS CITY
(Continued on page 11)
$4,000.
Last weekj “Congorilia”

(Rep), $12;000.

Egiinton,
1,140;

Victoria

(FP)

(3d wk)i
$14,500.

Big: $14,000.

(re-

Klmo

(Dickinson) (550; 55-75)^
'’Bicycle Thief” (Indie) (3d wk).

—

Hyland (Rank) (1,357; 46-77)
“Tight Little Island” (U).
Hefty
Last week, $10,000.
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 37-59)
“Riding Hfgh” (Par) (3d wk). Nice
$13,000.
Last week, solid $17,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 38-67)
“Nancy To Rio”- (M-G). Rig $15,000.
Last week, “Yellow Cab
Man” (M-G) (2d wk), $9,000.
Nortown, University (FP) (959;
1,556; 38-67)— ‘Cheaper By Dozen”
(20th) (3d wk).
Nice $8,000. Last
week, $11,000.
Odeon (Rank! (2,390; 48-$1.15)—
“Cinderella” (RKO) (3d wk). Big
$12,000.
Last week, $14,000.
Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 38-67)
“Foolish Heart”, (RKQ):
Okay

(Indie)

issues), $3,700.

Last week,

$9,000.

and “Borneo”

(indie)

(1,080;

38-67)—“Third Man” (SRO)

Healthy $1,560. Last week, $1,700.

—

Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 45-65)
—“Third Man” (SRO) and “Girl
from San Lorenzo” (UA). Topping

—

Academy”

;

—

$9,500;
Laist
week, “Daughter
Rosie O’Grady” (WB) (2d wk), big
.

average at
Outriders”

$14,000. Last week.
(M-G) and “Military
moderate $13,000.

(Col),

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 45-65)—
“Stage Fright’’ (WB) and “Palooka
Meets Humphrey” (Mono). Slow
Last week, “Cinderella”
UvKO) (2d wk), continued good at
$ 11 000
Orpheum (Fox Midwest) (1,912;
of Treason” (ED*
Drab $5,000, Last week, “Three
C^me Home” (20th) (2d wk), fair
$4,500 in 5 days.
Paramount (United Par) (1900;
45^)—“Paid In Full” (Par). Thin
or less. Last week, “Riding
High (P^r) (2d wk), stayed only
6 days, $9,000/ good enough but
not up to hopes.
Tower-Uptown-Falrway (Fox-Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; 700; 45-65 V—
^
Kid from Texas” (U). Sturdy $ 16 ,*
Opo.
Last week, “Cheaper By
Pozen”;(20th) (2d wk) big $17,000.
•

.

,

W
’

$9,000.

Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 38-67)—
“Kettles Go To Town” (U) (3d wk).
Okay $6,500.
Last Week,
big
*
$9,000.

Toyland’ 1st

FRANCISGO

BUFFALO

’

(RKO) and “Prison Warden” (Col).
Okay $13,000. Last week, “Borderline” (U) and “Golden Stallion”

^

CHICAGO

(Sterling) (1,350; 50-$ 1)

;;-“Gun Crazy” (UAl) i2d run) with
Kay Starr onstage. Big $10,000,
Last week, /‘Chaiif Lightning’^
(WB) (2d run) plus vaude, $4,800;
Paramount (Evergreen) (3*039;

shifts

UA’s Canadian sales organizaGeorge Heiber moves in
from Montreal to assume Rosen’s

.

111.,

Palomar

tion.

,

agers.

many personhel

'

in

.

LOUIS

’

inaking $484,000
project,
total
raised by the club.
Peter Campbell coinpleting new
450-seater at Wailhalla, N. D., and here to join International Film week.."
will open it May 25/
Distributors as general manager

I

'

>

*

JSalem,

“Daughter of
doing nicely

is

at Paramount. ‘’Cinderella’’ still is
stout in third Centiiry week.

KANSAS CITV

weather conditiOfts in years, busilast week to visit members of his ness has held up well, he says.
Mary Diane Seibel, daughter of .^Alfred
family, whom he hasn’t seen iii 30
G. Swett. named manager
Ev. Seibel, Minnesota Amus. Co.
..years.-',"
bf the Madison, here, according to
Marvin Saniaelson, formerly with ad-publicity head, directing and Charles A. Smakwitz, zone
mantVB in Cleveland, joined company’s playing leads in radio..
ager for Warner’s N. Y. 'state CirDale Cowle, North Star Films
local theatre department as booker;
cuit.
Swett managed theatres in
from
injuries
salesman;
recovering
replaces Dave Wald, who resigned
Falmouth, Mass, St. Auguriine/
to go with 20th-Fox as salesman in suffered in collision that complete- Fla., and in Maine
and NewiHamply wrecked his auto.
Erie territory.
Committee handling arrange- shire.
Bob Munn, one-time., salesman
Colonial
Little
theatre
ini Johnshere with Eagle Lion, Warners ments for Northwest Variety club’s town plays host
reps from nearand Selznick, became a West Vir- annual banquet for past chief bark- by community to
theatre
organizahonoring Ted Bolnick this
fiinia exhib; leased the Grand in ers,
tions at a Tri-County Regional
Moundsville from Albert ^mythe. time, is; headed by S. D. Kane and Conference early
in June. JohnsPete Nemec named manager of Bill Elson.
Metro to have Chief Mata/ and town, Amsterdam, Ilion, Mayfield
new Hi-Way Drive-In now under
Top Challe here to plug “Annie and Glpversvllle sent reps to outconstruction at Garrplltdwn.
Get Your Gun” during North Cen- lirte program for the conference.

Loren Gluster,

sock at the Center.
Rbsie O’Grady” also

^

Northwest Variety club presented University of Minnesota With
$80,000 check for heart hospital

;

ST.

Buffalb; ^prit 25.

Not much rirength'-'&rb thi.s
week albeit “Chbaper by Dozen” is

IWB) (2d wk-3 kdays), $4,500.

-by

it on chin, biz is expected tp sufr
fer further from daylight saving
time, starting April 30.
Nothing
has been done about it to date,
except to send but special trailers,
stressing comfort of coriyentional
theatres in comparison with driye-

‘DOW FAT ISG

>

-

M. I, Dubose leased the Avaftt
building at Dilley for a fiyeryear
period and has begun a remodeling program.
The Strand at Kilgore sold by
the East Texas Theatres, Inc., to
Kilgore Developers, Inc.,, who will
tear down building to make room
for office building.
House has
been shuttered for several years,
J. P. Ward named manager of
Del Norte Driye-Iri at El Paso. For
past year he held similar post at
El Paso Drive-In, where he will
be succeeded by. J. T. Garty.

Liberty theatre, Wellsville, O., aC-^
quired thp Beaver at Beaver, Pa.,
ruhning his string of holdings tp
live, Other houses are the Liberty,
Midland; Freedom, Freedom, Pa.,
and Skyline Drive-In, Wooster.
Beayer was acquired from the es-

Ball,

under lease to Griffith

Theatres.

George Davis, one of owners of

Harry Norman

is

owner of building

is

.

Barison, acquired western rights
to the old Hedy ILamarr picture,
“Ecstacy/’ lipw titled “My Life.”
With film exhibs already taking

;

BUFF;

$18,000.

Cihema

Ed

,

,

;

;

Duke

assistant sales manager EdWa rd L.
TValtohj headed for Chicago and
Rock Island, 111., this week to at;tend world preem of company’s
Pictiire
‘Rock Island Trail.”
o r r ib
opens day-and^date t o
in
pavenport.
Rock
(Thurs.)
f Is-

m

in
also

of portable loudspeaker units tRat
are clamped on cars. Chi police
last week arrested five men who
had been smuggling units, out of
Sky-Hi Drive-in here.
Katz
John Balaban, Balaban
president, appointed a member of
Illinois board of directors of United
(Continued on page 13)
Cerebral Palsy .A$sh.
Arthur Stern’s newly-formed*Tri- (Col). Weak $7,000 or close. Last
angle Amus. Cor p^ moves into new weeicj “Johnny, Holiday” (UA) (2d
quarters on North Michigan Ave., wk-5 days), $5,000*
in same building with Essaness
(Ackerihan-Rosener)
Stafedbdr
.circuit;
Mountain”
85-$l)r—“Glass
(370;
RKO branch office holding a (EL). NSH $3,000 or under. Last
(re(Iiidie)
‘‘Major
Barbara”
“Herb Greenblatt Sales Drive,” week,
May 6 to 26 in honor of district issue), $2,700 in 10 days.
manager Herb Greenblatt.
Clay (Rbesner) (400; 65-85)^
“Titan” (UA) (2d wk). Off to $2,800,
Last week, big $3,600.
Larkin (Rbesner) (400; 65-85)—
Stratford /Pictures; Mbiio^am “Saints and Sinners” (Indie). Oke
subsidiary, wilL handle playdate.S $2,000* Last week, “Sunshine Follift Ihis country for the
Richard lows Rain” (Indie), $2,40O.;
Todd starfer, “For Them That
Geary (1,550; 6()-$1.80)—“Bicycle
Trespass,” filmed last year in Thief” dndie) (7th wk). Down to
England.
$6,000 after oke $7,000 last week.
TWentieth-Fox will reissue “The For 8th and final stanza, house,
Hound of the BaskerviUes,’^ Sher- goes to 85-$r.20 scale and contin'lock. Holihes yarn filmed in 1839 ubus policy. :
with Basil Rathbone and Nigel
.

C., planned affair.
James R. Grainger, Republic’s
exec-veepee and sales chief, and

K,

prograiiis

:•

.

ofthe company

release

/

Z i m m e r m-a it

broadcasts those* starting from St.
Charles and Washington, Mo.
Jones Enterprises, Inc.; owner
of the Flora drive-in, on outskirts
of Flora, HI., lighted the ozoner.
A $22,000 open air theatre in
Salem, 111,, as a memorial to the
war dead of town^i will be built
in the William Jennings Bryan
Park there..'--^. ;.. .
Rollen E. Robinson, Sandoval,
111,, lighted his Hollywood ozoner
near SandovM*

peal consummated, by Berk and

in

Originating

to

WaiTenton,

Kew

« drive-in

'

Hollywood, April

25:

Hollywood,

April 25/
LeBarbn and N o 1 i
On completion of "Dark City,”
Gurney formed a new indie filmcurrently in production, Hal Wallis
ing
^

William

unit,. Wellington Productions,
Inc,, to make a series of features,

starting with ‘‘Babes in Toyland,”
based on the Victor Herbert stage
musical.
Picture will be made in Technicolor this summer on a budget of
$1,000,000. Producers are angling
for Jane Powell as femme star.
.

will take a siesta until October.
His contract with Paramount callsfor four pictures in 1950.
Of these, ‘‘My Friend Irhia Gbes
West” is completed and “City” is
bn the last lap. The other two,
starting with “Quantrell’s Raid-./,
ers,” are slated lor fall and early >
winter shooting.
.

'

^9diiies4a]r, Apvil 26, 1950;

'IHarch
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pattern
fllmsMlve,

+4.8%
—1.3%
—16.2%
—15.7%

evolved for TTY/ be it
Coast-originatffig
6r from New
York; one thing is now a certainty
-^simulcasting is but of the picture.
In contrast to the AM-TV philosophy evolved at NBC a couple years
'

back, inspired principally by the

web’s then exec Veepee, Frank
Mullen, that radio and video can
and must live happily together
through the simple expedient of
simultaneous program projection;
the short-lived era of simulcasting
has all but faded.
Two of the major /‘holdouts’’
currently playing the AM-XV simulcast circuit— ‘We, the People” and
“Firestone HoUr”^both bn NBC,
are expected to faU in at the
season’s end with the now accepted
premise that it’s next to impossible
to evolve a qualitative formula that
will fit into the simulcast scheme.
Separate By Fall
When the fall curtain goes up,
it’s Ahticipated that “We; the People” and the Firestone-sponsored
musical stanza will return to radio
and TV, but as distinct entities and
separate productions, much in the
manner of “Stop the Music,” “Original Amateur Hour,” “Suspense,”
“Aldrich Family,” “The Goldbergs”
and the other programs getting a
double spread, but each as individual productions, That would
leaye Arthur Godfrey’s “Talent
Scouts” as the lone big league
simulcast entry.
Initial thinking was that in the
process of doubling up for simultaneous sight-and-sound aiidioiices,
the sponsor could automatically
reduce his talent-production cost in
half. But in practically every instance thus far it’s been established
that simulcasting has worked to
the detriment of the programs,
both as a strictly audio attraction
on the one hand and as a visual
display on the other.
Virtually
everyone
associated
with major league AM^TV production is reconciled to the fact that
they’re playing around with two
different, techniques; that shows
geared for radio invariably make
poor TV fare unless properly
adapted to the video medium. Arid
,

A

brass-tacks,

dollars-and-c6iits>

survey of radio’s effectiveness yis-

..

newspaper advertising in proto
ducing retail Sales has been made
William Sr Paley, CBS board
for the Emil Mogul agency, N. Y.;
Which shows that AM does as well chairman, left Over the weekend
or better thah the dailies. Study, for the Coast) where he’ll remain
conducted b^Biesearch Analysts) Is for a few days before shoving off
for Hawaii for a rest.
sigMiicant'-i'n this period When TV
While on the Coast, Paley will
advocates are running down AM’s
a-vis

look Over the web’s newly-acquired

selling ;powSira

ll^ort .Was made for the Canadian .Fur Corp. of: Newark and
N. y.i Which, after a score of years
in radio left the medium five years
ago, After ai: year without broadcast ads; Canadian returned. But
in January; ’50, it again began to
have its doubts regarding AM’s effectiveness and considered shifting
all its coin to printed media) on
the theory that newspapers give
better results in pronpioting adver.

TV

sites.

:

tised items.

:

Study was therefore made, in two
par^; (1 all customers who bought
coatS' during November, ’49, were:
sent. ^questionnaires x>n why. and
how they made their purchases;
and (2), all customers during
February were queried in person
Result showed
by interviewers,
that in November newspapers and
(Continued on page 44)
),,

NBC

has decided to turn over

coast-to-coast

network

its

facilities

Monday

It now looks like Lever Bros,
may throw a monkey wrench into

NBC to sew up Bob
an “oWned-andToperaited”
property under its. record-breaking
$3)000,000 package deal.
the plans of

Hope

as

The NBC-Hope

negotiations have
Over a contemplated
change of heart qmthe part of the

hit a stalemate

Lever hierarchy, who may abandon
their plans to drop Hope and hold
him to his contract, which still
has four years to go. Meanwhile,
Lever Bros, has until some time
this summer to make up its mind. vice versa.
NBC’s unprecedented offer to^
bind Hope to the network, embraces purchase of the stock in his
corporation for $1,000,000 (a deal
similar to that worked out between CBS and Bing Crosby ) plus
a five-year contract which would
pay Hope $10,000 a week, whether

for a half-hour pickthe opening of
Metro’s “Annie Get Your Gun.’’ In
terms of network-pix relations, he works or not It would tie
the NBC collaborative assist is al- for TV as well as AM.

next

up

to

most unprecedented.
Behind the move is a

when Metro and CBS have been
doing some feuding dver cast cred-

NBC

feels the tie-in is a natural at this time.
It’s no secret that web execs
Would like to envision a star-span-

Audition Spree

With GreUistreet,
Felton Stanzas on

:

Nielsen Top 10 list, with a blaclp
drape covering the portrait of the.

Situation
alogous tb

is

t

Idea for the ad was conceived by
prexy Frank Stanton.
The CBS
switchboards) Incidentally, were
jamnied the _followirtg day with
calls seeking the identity; of the

he

somewhat antime

the

Perry

for an NBC show.
Columbia agreed to the deal oh
.

the basis that the.
Niip

Como

would redound

as

Chesterfield

(>ver the past couple of years,

portrait

i

ter Winchell.

build-

/to

whose

was veiled.
What :makes it even more Itonie
is that the- No. 6 spot was not occupied by NBC, but by ABC’s Walperson:

Como was under contract to
CBS and Was bought by Chesterfield

who was

single non-CBS exception,
in sixth place.

Stanton dispatched the following

CB$’

communique

credit.

to

WW

in

Miami

Beach:-

“Dear Walter:

“I

don’t know whether or not
you saw the attached advertisement which appeared this week in
the New York Times and Herald
Tribune (also Chicago Tribune,
Variety, Hollywood, as well as

New

York, etc.),
“But I do know that a lot of
other people saw It, because qiir
CBS switchboards were jammed
all day with people calling up to
find but whose portrait was covered.

CBS, which has served notice,
along .with the ABC network, that
it plans to pull out of the NAB,
is deferring action pending a meeti
ing of the Affiliate Advisory Board,
which convenes May 11-12.
Some of the affiliates, apprised
of Columbia’s contemplated withdrawal, have requested action be
held up pending a kickarouhd of
the subject at next month’s meeting.

“As you no doubt know, this porWas yours.
“And I want to add personally
that it was with real regret that
your frame was drapedv because I

trait

remember the meetings we
my office late at night a
year or sq agO;
“This experience proves once
again that no one can succeed in
hiding Winchell from his public.
“I thought you would be interested in knowing about the calls
concerning your ‘portrait,’ and my
well

had in

\

Robert Kintner, ABC prexy, dis
closed at Chi last week during the
for being, as alNAB convention that he still wants congratulations
ways, one of radio’s biggest.”
to bow out of the assdciatloh, but
apparently is waiting for CBS to
take the lead.
Meanwhile, a committee repre
sen ting the

NAB

will wait

on the

two networks next month in a bid
them around and stick it

to bring
out.

NBC

at 7 Strip?

With

signs currently pointing to
convention as a “do nothing” meet,
Lucky Strike dropping the Frank
checked out of Chi with the asserSinatra ‘-Light Up Time” on NBC,
tion that they were planning an
Miles Labs is considering taking:
early exit.
over the 7-7:15 p.m! cross-the^
board segments, although the program it Would put into the spot
hasn’t been determined.
Miles sponsors the cross^theboard “News of the World” strip
BENNY,
in the 7:15-7:30 time following
Annual Peabody awards for ra- Luckies show. Acquisition of the
dio-televilsion programming will be new period would thus permit for
made in conjunction with the N, Y. a contiguous rate structure.
Radio Executives Club luncheon
Meanwhile, NBC is reported
May A.
making a bid to woo over the
V
As usual, the IT. Of Georgia Campbell Soup-sponsored “Club
awards committee is keeping the 15” from CBS. It, too, is a 15identity of the recipients under minute strip.

ED

.

m, FORD

Lewis did summer duty for Arthur
Godfrey dri his Chesterfield-sponsored morning show and: also pinchNBC is negotiating a deal with hitted
on Godfrey’s Wednesday
Maurice Evans for the latter to do
night TV stanza.
a half-hour weekly light comedy
summer,
Lewis will not only
This
Mr.
and
“Hollywood
entitled
reprise the Godfrey stints but also wraps.
Vine.” Audition script has already
Jack Benny gets one. So does
summer reChesterfield’s
head
up
been prepared by George Axelrod
Crosby, Ed Wynn and Ford Motor Co., latwho will write the series. Dick piacement show for BingFlanagan
ter for sponsorship of UN sessions
McDonough, of the NBC produc- along with the Ralph
on CBS-TV.
orch.-.-•

.

first

.

.

Up With Three-Way

net-

had a similar show riding on NBC
series. The legit actor is cur—a showcase that projected many work
rently appearing on Broadway in
personalities into the bigtime,
Bernard Shaw’s “i)evirs Disciple.”
“Hollywood and Mr. Vine’’ deals

m

with a professor of ancient history
married to a glamorous film star;
if Evans and NBC get together on
a deal it’s planned to give the
show a teeoff Within the next few
weeks,--

Sidney Greenstreet will be auditlpned by ABC on the Coast in
a rtiystery-adventure, “The Ney,’’
produced in association With Jack
Bertell.
Stanza is part Of an
For Ifew CBS tmzzer
auditioning spree which ABC proCBS last week auditioned Joey
gram veepee Charles Barry is Im
Adams for a radio quiz show called
cepting on both coasts.
Ray Knight, who conducted the “Rate Your Mate.”
old “Cuckoo Hour,” one of radio’s’
Format parallels somewhat the
first whacky programs) will be Grouchb Marx “YsOU Bet Your Life”
tried out playing the title r Ole show, with the accent on the gags
in a straight whodunit, “William^ rather than the "“quizzing aspects.
the Conqueror.”
Also in the. Web plans to give it an early kickoff.
(Continued oh page 44)

On

the basis of present nego-

tiations,

Sammy Kaye may wind

up

.

.

.as

programming on CBS.

gled Metro-sppnspred revue going
into the Sunday evening 6:30 to
7:30 period to get off the “opposite tion staff, will direct
Benny’’ hook.
Years ago Metro
This would be Evaiis’

ABCen

Out

Looks Like Robert <). Lewis is
headed for a permanent career as

NBC,

Ad

dailies last week.
carried portraits of the nine Columbia persohallties and programs in the

Some of the indie station delewho characterized last week’s

official substitute for

“let’s-be-

good-to-Metro’* bid bn the part of
NBC to romance the film company
and invite it back to the NBC kilocycles.
Particularly at a time

its,

him

Yprk,

.

becomihg

CBS spread in the New
Chicago and Hollywood

full-page

Interesting sidelight of the
pacting of Ralph Flanagan, the
orch leader, as Chesterfield
summer repladement for Bing
Crosby on CBS is the fact that
Flanagan is RCA’s “baby.”
RCA has been pouring top
coin into the Flanagan band
building,: with CBS, to all
intents and purposes a rival
organizatibh,
beneficiary.

David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman, and some of the NBC echelon
reportedly did a fast burn over the

gates,

;

trailerize

Th<e Beneficiary

final

;

Mbiitli0

$17,854)000
16,789,800
10,186,300
4,493,950

ABC

.^18%

$16,847,650

First

GBS

$6,1 13, 800
5,830,850
3,470,400
1>414,600

#

^

• f • •

^

Sales)

Cumulative figures on gross time sales fbr the four major networks covering the first quarter of 1950 show CBS as the. oiily
web ih the plus column (4.8%) in comparison with '49 billings,
with ABC encountering the severest drop during the first three
months (16.2%). Mutual’s first-quarter billings represent a 15.7%
.

setback over fhe same period last year.
Siimilarly for the March period, ABC, in the face of its rising
television stock and report to the stockholders of a three-month
profit; shows a minus 18.0 in contrast to March, ’49, gross time
sales, while Mutual's March figure is 20.6 under the same period;
.

last year.

CBS’ March billings are
the same stride as* in ’49.
tive, NBC is 1.3 under ’49.

.

with a three-way -radio-TV
spread In coming mOiiths,
Kaye’s “So You Want to Lead a
Band?” is currently being adapted
for a video version, with NBC
The
shooting for a June teeoff.
bandleader’s “Sunday Serenade”
program, currently heard on ABC,
isiay shift over to CBS as tfie summer replacernent for Rinso’s
(Lever Bros.) Amos ’n* AndX
show, with Kaye curi'ently nego^
Ryan
tiating with Rutbrauff
agency/
NBC is also muillng a talent hunt
show, either for radio or TV with
Kaye enlisting the services of th*
top disk jockeys, who
nattori’s
would serve as the local talent

&

,

ahead of last year, with NBC hitting
However, on the three^month cumula-

4.7

Total fpiirTweb billings for the month are $16,847,650, representing a 4.8 drop over last year. Oh the cumulative side, total
billings amount to $49,325,51$, or a 4.3 decline in contrast to '49.

scouts. There would be also a tiein with local theatres for eliml'hatloh contests.

i

;

;

M

.

Wednesday, April

mAnio

.

'

‘

*

On

25.

>

monitors.

.

:

.

.

pears a strong Ukelihbod that this
fall will And Edwards’ other NBC
show, ”Truth Or Consequences,”
occupying the Tuesday CBS time.
In that event, "Life” would become

The broadcasting comthe Uhr American Activities Committee.
panies pbedienUy fulfill all the directives of the secret police, The
smallest suspicion of feeling for the ‘Beds’ or sympathy for the
progressive organizations deprives a person forever from access to
the' microphone.’^

WWJ, owned

.

,

a. casualty,

;'V:

,

.

G

.

ning News, had informed the. Com*
mission its policy in the Chrysler
strike is not to grant time for
discussion of the issues unless
both the union and management
"agree among themselves, in advance, that they wUl jointly make
use of such facilities, and that both
parties jointly and simultaneously
request the use of WWJ's faciliStation said that Chrysler
ties.’refused the offer and therefore it
decided to withhold its facilities
altogether.

On

.

Washington, April 25v;

FCC Chairman Wayne Coy

yes-

terday proposed a measure to the
Senate Commerce Committee to
prohibit the franismission of horse
racing betting information by ra-,
dio, television and other interstate
;;
communications.;
Testifying before a subcommittee headed by Sen, Ernest W. McFarland (D., Ariz.),; Coy^ favored
.

:

f

Sen.

GM nck$2 Sttitimef

.

home game

;

WONS

fit

Springfield Club

Springfield.

.

about 25 miles
Baseball regulations on the broadcasting of games
call for a 50-riitle separation from
is

from Hartford.

park to station transmitter.
had not gotten a waiver
from the Springfield club on the
airing of games when the Massachusetts teanv played at home.
Schedule of WONS calls for

ball

WONS

broadcasting of

all

jgames of the

Boston

teams of both leagues.
not carried live are to be
carried recreated.
Station is devoting both af tern opn and evening
sessions to the ball games, seven
days a week.
WONS had been advised as early
as last Wednesday (20) that it
couldn’t carry any Boston games
when Springfield played at home.

SEALTECT IN BIG SPOT

Games

,

WHpH

:

[

,

.

thought the prosecuting attorneys
should be called before the committee to explain why they Can’t
enforce state aiid municipal antigambling laws,
Capehart wanted to know why
the Atty, General is trying to "pass
the buck” to the FCG ort the antigambling question.
FCC general counsel Benedict
Cottone said the Justice Dept, be
lieves the Commission can pass

-

,

I

•

As.'

.

(Continued on page 44)

position of affluence.
.

The advances
income
only

in the consolidated

statemeht

broadcasting,

(covering not
but Columbia

Records and other subsidiary enterprises) are attributed chiefly to

a 4.8

Mpis. Newscaster Signi

Unique Pact; Can Take Oil

%

increase In network radio
billings, although several other factors enter into the picture. These
include the more healthy Columbia
Recording situation in contrast to a
year ago, the web’s tightened TV
pperatipn, plus the fact that CBS
effected eepnomies of nearly $1,000,000 eaiiy last year, but^ which
only how show up on the financial
statement.
•ords.;’’
CBS’ gross income; for the three
Involved in the case are three months (less discounts and comfreelancers,' Keri
Roberts,^^
Ted missions) .ariiounted to\$21;805,390,
Brown and Hal Tunis, whprn the compared with $18,802,093 for ’49.
union charges were paid the regu- The .net income for the period was
lar staff rate of $10 per commercial $1,626,750, which contrasts with
half-hour instead of the freelance, the $855,764 net for the first quairrate of .$15. Reason for the higher 'ter:ih/49,', /
outside fate, AFR A points out, is
that it prevents stations from hiring
freelahcers and eutling down oh
their regular staffers. Announcers
on staff are burned at the deal alGrove •Laboratories will pick iipi
legedly made with .the three free- the tab for 'The Shadow” on the
lancers, because they make their entire. Mutual web, starting Juhe
coin less on their base pay than 11, taking over the eastern hookup
on their commercial fees, while of 5Q-odd statiohs which D-L-W
Roberts, Tunis and Brown took Goal had been backing for several
over about 414 hours daily.
'.y^ars.'.

^

•

the FCC ‘‘have long
ard Diamond” fpr a summer tide,
sought to set the policies.” ;
latter gets the Wednesday time,
He
testified that. reiiance of the
with the Donlew airer being shiftCommissioner on staff for re-_
;^cd to a new time segment;
search, legal opinions and other
information “somewhat facilitates
this^ objective.
However, the necessity for the staff converting the
full membership: to either views
and the fact that the full membership has a voice ii^he selection of
the staff not only prevents such
small groups from dominating the
Commission/ but gives each ComCBS’ first-quarter statement for missioner an opportunity to proindependent advice from
195(), issued at last week’s stock- Gure
hplder meeting, showing a net in- members of the staff in whom the
individual Commissioner has concome for the three-month period fidence.
practically dpubling the ’49 figure
“Tp put into the hands of a
(earning per share is 9.5c compared chairman, appointed by: the President,
the power of ‘full superto SOc), reflects the web’s cuiTent

National Dairy Products is prepping a big spot campaign to replace
"pordthy Dix,” cross - the - hoard
morning soaper; which Sealtest
dropped oh NBC a few weeks back.
Drive Wiil be in additidn to SealInformant was legal department of test’s bahkrollirig of, "Kulka, Fran
at Boston, originating point and Ollie” one night weekly bn
of Bpstori games. According to NBG-TV.
Halph Kiein> program director of
Move will parallel Borden’s deciWONS, no notification had been sion to get but of network radio in
given to station’s listeners of this favor of selective spot radio, which
ruling.
Station had waited until resulted in its exiting of "Couhty
Sunday to determine whether Fair” pu CBS, Peeling is that the
Springfield game would be rained scattered
distributioh
of
dairy
put.
A last-minute check deter- products requires use of spot ad- Request by Bertram Lebhar,
Mbs wanted to get put of the
inined that game would be played, yertising Which conforms to mer- WMGM. manager, for a meetfcg split-web situation, but although
and notice ^was read over the air chandizing patterns, rather than with the AFRA local board w^s de- D-L-W had the show optioned, it
that, due to "baseball regulation.s, the broad coverage of network nied Ifist week and the case goes to didn’t have national
distfibution
iairei’s.
fame couMn’t be carried.
arbitration.
and couldh’t take the whole net.
:

giving'<*th€

FCC

.

AM

The

the

'

ing with lotteries for charity.
In discussing: the amendment,
Crowley pointed oiit that giveaways entertain the same principles as ’"involved in "games or
schemes of chance,” namely, "a
prize, cohsideration, and chance.”
upon, the questions on, a case-tbHe points out that in a giveaway, case basis. He pointed
to difficulthere is a prize awarded for iden(Continued on page 44)
tifying a song, etc; there is consideration in that the listener must
be tuned in bn either the
or
televised show, and finally there
in
is the element of chance, the one
chance that your phone number is
going to be selected.
Crowley also, stated that he be
lieves interstate commerce protection isn’t valid, because, in the case
Arbitration proceedings by the
of a phone Cali, the "contract to American Federation of Radio
engage in the contest is made Artists; against WMGM, N. Y.
when the; Greater Cleveland listen- which get Under way this week, are
er picks up the phone here, and epnsidered by arinoUheers as an
acceptance is made here.”
irnpprtant move to stop the trend
of indies "trying to pay off their
disk jockeys in phonograph rec-

Hartford, April 25.
here to carry
a dpubleheader Sunday afternoon
Braves-Philadelphia
of the Boston
Phils game created qUite a furore.
'More than 1,000 calls were registered at the station and the Hartr
ford Gourant, a few minutes after
the game was scheduled to go off.
Station was forced to cancel the
aircast, which originated at Boston,
because of an International League

Failure of

opposed

'

their business.
Sen.; Honier Capehart (R.i Iiid:),
told Coy he liked the Commis-

_

On

of

!

.

games Of chance. The amendrhent
would ease restrictive clauses deal-

chairman

C. Johiidon (D.v Col.)

'

state,

on

(24)

‘

,

sult of proposed legisiation, now
in council Committee, aimed at
amending the City’s statutes on

yesterday

‘Beal,^
:power over the staff, on.
General Mills, which has nego- such a. step would te^d "'to\&
tiated the multiple summer pack- feeding the tendency of a;sjmall
age deal with NSC, has thus far group of sehipr staffers ‘t<i/|endecided on two fit the web shows deavor to formulate polidj^
khe
^"Night Beat,” which preems May agency and to rup It.’*
/
1 under the GM banner in the
Appearing before* the Senate
Monday night at K) slot, and Brian Committee on ExpendituFes conDpnlevy’s "Dangerous Assignment; sidering H 0 o e r reorganization
V
which goes into the Wednesday plans, Johnson, who is chairman
of
night 10; 30 time, effective May 3.
the Senate Commerce Coiiimitte^,
However, when Rexall picks up said that staff
members
at' ^s^
sponsorship of Dick Power’s "Richagencies as

j

FFPC

Edwin

la

is in effect in New
local statiohs, according to Joseph sion’s bill better than one submitwas not accepted by
H. Crowley V chief counsel in the ted by the Justice Dept. But he
the FCC, which insisted that
said he was not convinced that the
Cleveland Law PeP^broadcasters have obligatiohs to
Crdwley’s ruling, involving both objective cannot; be achieved by
give "balanced presentation.”
local enforceineiit authorities. He
local and network shows, is a re-

York

y

:

Law

because

VI

Washington, Apr ik 25,

legislatibh to prohibit interstate
those circumstances, NBC would be transmission of gambling informabut urged that Congress
left holding the ba|g on .two 'half- tion
"spell out in clear; unmistakable
hours.
"This Is Your Life’’ rides out, its language” what the broadcaster
closing cycle on CBS.
Edwards can and cannot; do; The Commiswants a summer vacation, so Philip sion bill, he said wmuld not interMorris is buying a musical stanza fere with the broadcast of the
Kentucky Derby and other races
as a- filler:
but would cut out information On
betting odds.
Coy said he thought the time
has come for the federal government to assist the states In stamping out gambling. The FGC proposal, he explained, would go a
Cleve.
Officer Sez long way toward wiping out the
Cleveland, April 25. V bookies Who depend on information on betting odds to carry on
Giveaway prograths are techni-

April 13, the
Commission took WXilB, New
for
a campaign in
task
York, to
behalf of a National Fair Employment Practices Commission. Station’s argument that issue was cally violating phio;and Cleveland
not controversial in community, statutes when they are carried by
Previously,

MusIc^ABC

;

.

cisiori.”

V

Although Philip Morris, via Milton BioW agency, has bought the
Tuesday night time on CBS for a
switchover of Halph Edwards’ "This
is Your Life” from its Wednesday
night tenancy on NBC, there ap-

Originally that Was Philip Morris’
plan, but it appears that Procter &
Gamble, which sponsors "T or G’’
Saturday nights on NBC, is holding
off on its filial decision whether to
tet “T or C” go by the boards.; If
does relinquish it, as is
P Ac
expected, it Will cue a quick graboff by Philip Mortis for the CBS
by the Detroit Eve^ time in place Of "Life. ” Under
.

.v

ah average the radio advertising P'gencies present -their' listeners with about loo features, plays and stories pn detective subjects
per day. The heroes are murderers, sadists and gangsters.
"The greed of American radio services is well known,
"Millions of ordihary people in the United States regard their
radio with contehipt and loathing.; The unbearable vulgarity of
radio advertising, the wild howls of the jazjzj the stupidity of the
radio play, the false political commentaties, provoke the indignation of all honest people of the United States/
"Still more ferocious is the censorship exercised by the FBI and

Stop the

attention
of last
in Which it said that
June
"where the licensee has determined that the subject is of suf-'
ficient import to receive^' broadcajst attention, it would obviously
not be in the pubiic interest for
spokesmen for one of the opposing points of view to be able to
exercise a Veto power over the
entire presentation by refusing to
broadcast its position.”
Since the issues in the Chrysler
FCC s a i d.’, ”are adstrike,
.
mittedly of public importance
it seems clear -that the policy of
with
this
connection
in
station
the
prinmatter is contrary to the
ciple set forth in the (June 2) der

directed

statement

:

;

On

MUSICAL DIRECtOR

it.

policy

the American broadcasting

;

;

harry SALTER

WWJ

its

how

of

'

42-weOk

'

Commission

'

"American broadcasting, like the American screen, vreacti6nBu;y
press and literature, is bptsoning the politloally backward and uncultured people with the virus of chauvmism and mUitaiism.^^^^T^^
radio network spreads a frenzied propaganda of raciiM b
y
-I
atomic neives, and war hysteria^
"The standard radio plays, the so-called ’soap operas’ are. devoid
of talent to the last degree. The American radio do«sn’4t lag behind Hollywood in the productiph of low quality radio films, fhe
only difference between the two is that the television prbgi'aihs' al;e.
hot only calculated to debauch youth but also to deceive the bhyers.

Petroitl

to

The "explanation”

system operates; decljyrcd in part:

.

on

'

ties Comniiittee,
American station and network operators can learn hq^ Russians
visualize them in some highlights pi this recent broadcast over
Radio Moscow, as monitored here by official U, S. GoVerntnent

For the sejC 9 nd time wi^in a
Week, FCC has called a radio station on the* carpet for prie-sided
Hollywood, April 25.
editorialization and restated Its
H. J. :Heinz Co. will sponsor
broadcasters
that
requirement
"Ozzie
and
for a second
Harriet”
must take affirinatlve steps to pre- year on ABC.
sent both: sides of controversial
After June 16 show it will, take
'issues.'
H-week vacation, instead of usual
Acting on a complaint by the
13, returning to air Sept. 7 for a
United Autb' Workers that WWJ,
rum
refused to sell Or grant
them time to present their side
of the Chrysler strike, the Commission advised .the station its conduct in the case -'is. not in accord”
Agency rewith FCC policy.
to review its action
quested
and submit “a turther statement”

i

Washington, April 25.
The Russian people are being taught that American broadcasting
quality,”
a greedy tool of the
is "corrupt,’’ "reactionary,” "low
Instigators of war, spreading "war hysteria and race hatred’* and
is under the rigid censorship of the FBT and UnVAmerlcah Activi-

Carpet for One-Sided View Slant
Washington, AjprU

.

Minneapolis^ April 25.

George Grim, WCGO newscastercommentator, signed a new exclusive three-year contract with the
station/ which has unique provisions; for radio.

Veteran
radio

(he

of /some 22; years in
started at
at
is an invet-

WGGU

Coney Island) Grim
erate

traveler.

Contract

provides

he may take off for anywhete at
any time and resume br6adca.sii.ng
pn his return. He has a morning
news show and a night show of
comment;
Fpreign travel has resulted li
'

i

some

700; foreign broadcasts, Gri in

has done pn-spot reporting Troth 57
foreign countries. .He did a series
in 1936 on Hitler’s iTse/; covered
entry of AmerlGan troops^ to .Berlin, Greek civil war, birth of India
.

and Pakistan, Italian elections/ and
the first war crimes tinals;
In the past 11 V months. Grim

made 170 talks In 87 towns, to
86,000 people, on varipus subjects
of foreign development. Since Nov.
21, he made 92 talks in 52 towns,
driving back to Minneapolis after
each/ He hires a driver so he can
tffke off his shoes and sleep ori the
way home, in preparation for a
6:40 a m. get-up time.

I
.V.

T

’S,

;>

Lo.

the boys stopped kidding themselves, TV iS here.
The wise AM broadcasters know it and aren^t running away
of the ihevltahility of radio's decline
frrnu
f They' re^
dp to the bo^office till. But they want some
arid MiaSt 1^^
the future arid ari association that will blueprint
at?&vtiirte

as SO

‘If;

^

many

Washington, April

r

those''safe8riiards.:^\

believe

iri

that :dld a singularly

IVey

/WhUe

the wake of 'last week's Chi co^venthe big;' vital
that the NAB has outlived lts useperhaps the time has come

much abqb<f^fhe

effective

•

Percy Faith has been set" as sum.hereahou®®f ,.>adiu.th^^
mer replacement for Goca-Cola's
mulling i|^Vi|itbfilty
Edgar
Bergau show on CBS, for 13
the^^
ing/the fate cards to off^^ loss of
to do an honorable fadeoUt.^^
revenue arid' riighttlme listeners, weeks starting Sunday, June 4.
Aifer will feature 45-piece orch
it's no secret .video has cut into
If, as many believe, there is an acute, need for a new associaguest vocalists.
a fter dark biz with advertisers be- plus
tion (an idea already sparked by some iridie elements t^ho admit
more video coriscious
cpiriing
that the nab hasn't the ariswe
its problems) perhaps the
tougher
little
it
a
making
thereby
tipie is ripe for some let'S-face-it reappraising and fast actiori.
for the boys who only have the
sell.
Harry Bannister, out Detroit, may have been prophetic AM, band to
Although nothing definite has
iriv.his action nearly a year ago when he pulled out of the NAB.
gone into effect, oiie powerful loOrie of the keener minds in radio for many years, Banhister is
cal station has already revamped
shovring the same pioneering enterprise in TV. He knows what
its rate Card upping daytime rates
video can do to the AM phase of his operation. He, too, wanted
with compensating
about 50%
some safeguards for the future in protecting his
interests,
downward scale for evening spots,
and is only awaiting the proper
but Couldn't find them in NAB. He didn't even bother Idoking
time to unveil them. New schedfor the TV answers Within NAB, for it was anything but a wellkept secret that the association had missed the boat by a good- ule will be practically the reverse
WNEW. N. T., is preppingi a 90of card, as it now stands with lush
half-dozen years in recognizing video's impact.
night spots now available for the minute Thursday, night (940 :30
Carrying the oyer^
The
boys are worried about AM; not TV* They are com- price usually paid for morriing or series of shows
By the same all title of “Weekend Holiday,”
afternoon shows.
peting media, no matter how many ostrich -like protestations
a new dimeneffect
adds
Which
in
token the advertiser will pay riipre
to the contrary, They need help in guiding theiri through turbuprogramfor daytiihe coverage than he did sion to the station’s block
alerted
an
strictly
AM-consciousness
association
ie|i^|Qas^:a
by
previously which could quite log^ ming concept, in this instance the
Will
layouts.
project
^mew^pktteimfiu plus a revival of what Ed Kobak characterized
back-to-back
call y force some small accounts
variegated formats instead of adas ‘'good« old-fashioned fightirig meetirigsJ’ If the answer lies
off the air.
hering to a single-type formula, but
ill a new arid more spirited associatiori, it merits the attention
However, as one spokesman
de.signed to promote out-ofall
Of the whble
industry.
pointed put, reversal of rates
home listening (a campaign being
should help station's reyenue with
carried on by station), alerting
daytime class A charges in effect
New
motorists'^ to; Metropolitan
from early mbrn until six p.m. York traffic conditions and “sellproviding much more time in the
ing" New York to stayrat-homers.
higher bracket than is now possi‘‘Weekend Holiday" marks the
ble with class A charges varying
initial
programming venture of
from: 6 p.m. to 11, and in some
Pack since hiS elevation to
Pick
than that.
tiOri

H

:

made

public a report of a
survey in San Ftaricisco 'Which
found that “deplorably lew pro-;
grams designed for children" ar«
broadcast by 4he city's eight sta(Tue$i)

:

-

.

.

and that’ the yorirtgsters “turn
Shows to fill in the iack.”
Survey was blade by Children’s:
Committee of Radio Listeners of
Northern California, it found that

tioris

to adult

W’sPack

.

25.

To focus attention on scarcity
of children’s program On radio,
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy today

Ap<^

:

'Frisco radio stations devote less
than 3 per cent of broadcast time
to kiddie shows, although children
spend more / hours at the raidip
than in the clissroPm.
Committee report recommended
that some of the better children's
shows now off the air be brought
back, particularly such programs
as“ Ad Venture Parade," ‘‘American School of the Air," “Land of
the Lost," “Tell It Again,^' “Story

,

'

AM

,

AM

to

Order" and “Aunt Lolly."

,

recommended

further;

It

/

that

good childreri’s
programs
on
Saturday
niPrning be alleviated and redis“Cohgestipn"

the

1

of

tributed to early evening hours.

*

AM

Bbstoh, April 25. ^
Hev. Billy Graham, an evangelist
the sawdust trail In this

Week, took a body blow
films/’ radio programs
and eomics which appeal to the
^‘baser instincts of Americans." He
charged them with being the
a’jrea

Often that two such
as
toppers
Frank White, president of Mu-

last

It isn’t

at /‘cheap

network

rival

On the preniise that everybody
He’ll
director.
at h ea rt is a program de Velope r
show. May 25 (Thurs- arid in
a bid to eriePurage employday preceding. Memorial Day ) with ees to think about company prol>
the Auto tJlUD of N. Y.-sponsored lems,
NBC prexy Joseph H. Mc‘‘Travel Time" getting a reviyal for
Cpnneil last week passed but a
the 9 to 9 :30 period. From 9:30 to memoraridum
inviting everybody:
10 “Subway Weekend" will be feato come up with program ideas.
turned with the accent on what
In addition, the network is of:/*
Gotham has to offer for those vaca- fering incentive bonuses
ranging
tioning on; the ‘‘subway time." Stajfrom $5 to $500 for suggestions.
tion, for example, will pass out $5
A
Suggestions Committee has been
or $10 to couples who will “do the
set up and program ideas deemed
town" on the coin and, in turn, Will
worthy of
consideration will
air their splurge, thus inviting rebe turned over to Torn McCray;
corded inserts ori the spots they've
TV
ideas will gp to Carl Stanton,,
visited.
and those worthy of eonsideration'
At 10 Allen Edwards will do a
for programming on a local, leyel
15-minute comedy gab session
will be turned over to the q. & Oi
called ‘‘No Lost Weekend," with
stations pperation.
the closing 15 minutes devoted to
NBC feels the program suggesboating, yachting, fishing news and
tiPri idea will be, a morale buildtips, etc., with newspaper tie-ins.
er within the organization.
will

cases for sTiorter periods
In any case, video is?being met
by local radio execs with a ‘‘let's
face it"^ attitude and they are by
no means, throwing in the sponge
but are concentrating on stronger
pitches to the adyertiser.

What • Cbokin

^hitting

tee off

,

\

.

delinquency and
though he named no
grams,

radio fraternity via cross-the-

specific pro-'
attack stirred up much re-

sentment

of local
arid pic execs.

-

faithful"

gimmick

take: as

doing

;

Branch Rickey, owner pf the
Brooklyn Dodgers, last week modihiS original contract, which
puts further restrictions pn the
General Foods sponsorship of the
PodgerS’ S a t u r d a y afternoon
games on the CBS network; Origalso
Effective May 12, station
inally it was agreed that games
expand its public service epritrib
could be carried by, all affiliates,
traffic conditions by utilizing a
on
where there was no conflict with
blimp to “case"
home games, thus ruling out only Pouglas Leigh
highways in the metropolitan area
those cities boasting clubs in the
will also tie iri with police cars
and
Chicago,

White and Ream were

some

dlirig last

.

sotto

fied

Voce hud-

week.

anyone

of

two leagues

seeking publicity, Lawrence cited
the strict censorship exerted over
radio programming, whereas many
things printed in newspapers and
magazines are taboo oh the airwaves. Lawrence also stressed the
Washington, April 25.
fact that many youngsters running
afoul of the law blame radio shows
When William B. Ryan takes
(Continued on page 44)
over May 1 as general manager of
NAB he will be required to keep
Justin Miller's inner
off prexy

Ou Miller Domaiu

Amateur Hour’ In

(St.

Louis,

/that

home

out-of-town

Scope Pf Ryan’s authofity was

Square Garden, N. Y., the
pightpf June 15, with an additional 90 minutes of eritertainirierit
:',supplemeriting the ABC network
Reeinack COrp.. which
program.
packages the show is shbotiTig f or
son

an 18,000 attendance, with proceeds going to New- York Found^
ling Hbspitah

Program,

which

wiil

featufe

guest names as well the tyro performers, will wind up ‘‘Airiateiir
Hour’s" ’49-'50 series pf 17 broadcasts around the country sponsor-

ed

by

civic

charitabie

or.gaiiiza-

schedule, but Rickey

no) dice.

CBS

prez.

and Edwin

S. Friendly,

ii.sual

vecpee of the New York WorldTelegram-Sun, were named dircc-

,

broodcast. with three-time winners
Von the show coming up for the
finals that night.

R

hiatus.

R

riiay revive “Call the Polthe.
substitute
perennial

Ac

lice,"

tors-al-large.
Katz will represent

show

ad agenCie.s
and White .will be One of the radio
spokesmen on the Council board.
Stanton is vice chairman Pf the
executive committee and Friendly
is yice ch ai rm an pf the nominating
committee. New Jersey publishers
Charles E. Moreau, also appointed
to the board, is the first weekly
newspaper executive to get the

A & A, Or buy Sammy
‘Serenade’ but figured it

fur

Kaye’s

would snare a bigger summer audi-.
ence by putting the show in the

revealed in a letter sent him last
Lpea I 802, American Federation
defines the
Monday time instead Of A & A’s
\veek by Miller
is drawing up papers
Sunday night at 7:30.
post as“primariiy an inside job" of Musicians,
R Ac R called off the time switch
supervision to fight the court order restraihencompasses
Which
when it discovered, that, despite
members from picketing
over all departmehts Of NAB ex- ing it.s
general, irripressipn that Sunthe
NS. N. Y., Yankee Stadium,
cept the president’s office arid the W1
day evening during the siimmef i.s
whence the CrPsley Broadcasting
general counsers.
Jisteriing time, it command.S
poor
a
Corp. indie originates its baseball- port;
In addition to his administfative
a bigger aiidience thari the Monday
arid night clubs from which
carts,
of
charge
duties, Ryan will have
niche.
some disk jockey stanzas are aired.
“securing and retaihirig" inembers
jJVIotion by the station for a peEmafor NAB. As former general man^
Consultant
nerit injunction is skedded to be
WWRL, N. Y. Will hike its rates Garlih
ager pf the 50 kw KFl in Los An- /
heard Monday (1) in N. Y. Cpurtty eflective May 1 because of its
Phillips J. Carlin, former program
geles, he is expected to prevent
before that
and
court.
of
Mutual
supreme
veepee
Indie, recently
power increase.
possible network and other defecUnion yesterday (Tues.) sent an gra nled a boost by the FCC from program tPpper of the ol4 Red and
tions from the NAB fold. As direcrequesting a 250 to 5,000 watts, is riow airing Blue networks, has been hired as
tor-at4arge of NAB until he re- affadavit to the FCC
would have Avith its added power from a, new programming co n s u lt a n t by
linquished the post last Week in hearing at which WINS
license transriiittef at Secaucus, N. J., and WPA'T, Paterson, N. J; Aii;hUr C,
view of his disconnection from the -to show cause why its
Tuners ha.s Upped its broadcast sked ohe Schofield has been added as pubbe should not be revoked.
broadcarting field, he cah
vice
director,
the WINS ihoiir daily, npw beaming from licity - promotion
counted on to exert strong influ- charge that dropping of
Elaine Starr, who becomes an acthe loss of 7 a.m. to 12 midnight.
ence in keeping the clear channel brch will “result in
excc.
every
count
fourpractically
a
Tran.smitter includes
live talent on
stations in line.
Carlin will create new: airers
tower directional setup and a twoRyan 's contract with N AB gua i- station in. the TJ. S/’ ;
building on a 12-acre plot/ and coordinate those already put
story
at
$25,000
Richard
Mcterni
prexy
three-year
Local
802
a
antees
y
under the aegis ef Hetman
(jon
remain at
per annum, subject to termination Cann termed the court order “a Studios hnd offices
Bess, program-sales y.p.
\
damaging blow against all labor." Wopdside, Queens.
(Continued on page 44)
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which havei netted $300,000
for locar charities.
“Ainateur Hour’s” first annual
scholarship, and trophy will be
awai'ded by emcee Ted Mack as
the .culmination of f he Gardeii

tlOiis.

Summer

&

Ad

town.

vs. WINS ORCH OUSTER

:

Sleuthing, Finds Sun. Nite

Ryan, agency on the
Frank White, Jos. Katz
Lever Bros. Rinso account, which
sponsors Amos 'n' Andy on CBS,
Council has put in a tentative bid with the
Named to
network for purchase of the MonFrank K. White, president of day night at 8:3() periPd. This is
Mutual, and Joseph Katz, preXy Of for the eighth week summer stretch
the Katz agency, have been ap- during which
Arthur Godfrey’s
pointed board members of the Ad- “Talent Scouts"
(sponsored by
vertising Council. Frank Stanton,
Lever’s Lipton Tea subsid) takes its

CBS’ Cincinnati affiliate, WKIjlG,
tried to hOok pn to the Podgers
ballcasts in view of the fact that
tl*e Gincy Reds have such a heavy

sanctum and “will not ordinarily said
be expected to engage in speechmaking or ‘outside’ public relations

R & R Does Some Private
Outpulls Moil, in

away-from-home games are

carried by the club's

*

Ruthrauff

activities."

The Old Gold-sponsored ‘‘Original Amateur Hour” plays Madi-

AM

for alternate route suggestions, etc.

Boston Philadelphia).
Rickey, however, has since put
the clamp ori all Cities with major
league clubs, in View of the fact

.

j

•

I

lunchtime habitues were doing
double
a “w.h^^t’s ' cookin'?"

,

Blast got so much newspaper
coverage that Graig Lawrence, gerieral manager of Hub's WCOP, cancelled out a sustaihing fiye-miriute
spot at' 6:30 that night to step
into the breech himself to defend
Hub radio, specifically, and American radio in general.
Claiming that an attack upon radio: is such a surefire space-getter
in dailies that it has become the
*‘old

I

Pact oh Ballcasis Of

table lunch chinfests.
Hence, it wasn’t surprisi ng
that the N. Y, Berkshire hotel

bigwigs

radio

new

,

tual, and Joseph Ream, exec
veepee of CBS, expose them^
selves in broad daylight to the

factors to
imimorality.
Al-

contributing

program

station’s

,

strongest

/

•

i
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'

;
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Vcdnegjiay, April 26,

j950

Washington, April 25.
B, JJuiyipnt told the FGC today (Tues.) his company
built
tested
'model
cabinet
VCoIor. receivers for the CBS
and
has
System to sell, on reaching vpliimie productiori, at from $500
.,to"$60d,^
An exhibit, introduced into evidence by PuMont research direci)r. AlliJh

^Holly wood.

Editor, VAriexy:

Reaction of the video industry in
Gotham to the speech by Joseph 1.
BrOen, administrator of the Mo-

.

..

been out here visiting Coast
television stations and seeing what,
I’ve

,

tor,

the video folks are doing in the
hlriis vs., TV and Coast vs. New j*
York cbaxial-cable issues,
In my opiniim, many television
Chicago; April 25.
Art unofficial review board, com- station pperators here are pverppsed of nine educators. Clergy^^^^***'^* ‘s^^Ah least ‘they .ra. not
had nothing special to tell them. meii, clubwomen and business men,
all **1® lp®^l talent available.
Admitting that they’ve got a. prob- has been formed here to rate TV
They
^are -originating absolutely
lem in protests against gore and shows. The group Will view iurnothing
new. They prefer to sit
say
rent
shows
material,
videoites
blue
the
and issue a iribnthly rethat they have more useful guides port evalirating programs for the* «hd show the -horrible
copies isent out* from ^New York,
in their own radio experience guidance of fairiily audiences^ V
and wrestling
Although the board emphaswes
than in Hollywood’s, Reason; they
explain, is that TV’s unique quality, it has no power of censhorshM- it" are the toprated shows.
The established pix stars, and
is that it enters the home, and that plans to censure shows it conthe continuity acceptance editors, siders unsuitable for family view rve talked to several, are begin
ning
to have doubts, of course. But
..ing.;
;;
have
of the networks
ample exthe TV operators arc not scouting
perience on what is acceptable
dozens
of talent schools in their
the
within the family circle: It’s felt
own bailiwicks; they’re creating nothe visual element doesn’t change
vriew^formats.
codes
the basic policies in the
It seems to me that the TV inhf the NAB arid the various webs.
dustry will tend more and mbre to
At the Closed session
the eastern seaboard as video proprogram veeriee Jules
121),
ducers here fritter away their gold-;
Seebach reportedly pointed but
en opportunity to assume prbducthat submitting scripts in advance
tion Picture Assn, of America
code, at the American Television
Society and his “closed session”
talks with TV, toppers last week, is
generally negative.
The telecasters feel that Breen

Td

,

i

.

|

i

;

.

!

i

‘

I

j

.

ThomaaT, Goldsmith,

.Cabinets 46. inches high

.

Jr.,

.

pictured

handsome blond
The recbj^lh Milll

and 39 'inches Wide.

a 121/6 inch tube and a 27V^ inch color disk and is desigined^^Sr
receiption bf CBS 6 me color transmissions employing the; Ji eld .
Aequential' aystem.'
Oii the basis* of a lQ,0G0-set volume, the company
l
cost of production at $470 arid recommended retail selling price
of \ $1,125, but Dr. DuMbpt said such voluriie is sma4h ipr the
televisiori industry arid that the cost would be about half bn auainirtg large volume.,-''
"
puMont's disclosure on 'its preparations for building cplbi'
was in contrast with an earliCr exhibit of a pi^ho-^ized^ converter
for CBS color which was intended to throw cold water 'ori>fthe
CBS system. The stunt, however, backfired when the CQmhftisbtoriK-* / n
ers walked but belrire a dempStration could be put bn.
'

^

;

.

-

»

i

'

,

AM

f

;

won

tion leadership.

of broadcasting to a ce ntral code
Live netwojrk video will be exadministratibn outside the networks would be “impractical and tended farther into the hinterland
t”
since so much TV is done with the coiripletion of the' Chicostly
at the 11th hour. Seebach s posi- Qmaha f micrOwaye ; relay
span
tion is significant, because WOR- skedded for ApOn after Labor Day
(along with WFIB-TV, Phila- according to Americaii Telephbhe
delphia) has subscribed to the arid Telegraph Co. officials last
prexy •Week.
A code and it Was
AT&T also reported the
Theodore C. Streibert who| intro- Ghi-New York microwave liuki supduced Breen at the AtS session. plementing the Cable, will be ready
However, Seebach said that; an for test transmission iri/aboUt six
overall code of standards would weeks.
provide a useful guide,
The Omaha extension with cable
Such a guide, Sitreibert told the spur lines will bring live net proATS, is being studied by a com- grams to viewers in Iowa, Kansas,
mittee of the National Assri. of Missouri, Nebraska and Minnesota
Broadcasters, with the Television who previously had seen only kine
Broadcasters Assri. invited to par- versions. Tapping the net
Strei- will be WHBP RookKlanrt'’
ticipate in its formulation.
bert stressed the need for a code TV
censorit
because, he said, without
and
a’ni* KMTV.’ Omaha:;
ship can come very readily and en-

Edward Lamb,
(Owner, WtuN, Oolumbus, O., and

'

;!

:

I

.

tail

many

^
j

DaveS? WOtTr
WOW-A

N

WNBT

WOP

that

paralyzed

,

NBCs

^

,

“S Th^rbact

’

«rtiie

fn

said that he

I

Ihterria-'
'

Screen union served
....

stations

and

riotirie

'op

nets.':'thaf'’it

SAG

betweefthe

“^“"d-th^lock

Kwsa;^

/The Omaha

didn’t presume to tell the telecasters how to run their industry,
but would only relatfe some of his
experiences in the film code’s 20year existence. He emphasized tlie
fact that the code was iricepted to
protect the industry’s great investment in pictures, which might suffer, at the boxoffice or Under ceh.sorship shears if voluntary selfr
He
regulatipn; Wasn’t in effect.

basis yesterday
With the current contract
expiring April 30, both sides are
pressirig for a quick settlement to
avoid another disruption of net-

con-

When

Y.-Omaha microwave link

j

completed, it will carry
video shows each way:

two

is

s^bd

SAG, which has demanded ^x-

^sive

control over vidpix, saiid,
that the filiri actors and extras
Washington, April 25.
Radio Manufaejurers. Assn, has them in collective
work programming;
bargaining
with
^
...
'employers.
employers. We ’
presidency to Lt.
®^®^ 3"^^
Members pf the National ASsn.;
that in any
of Broadcast Engineers and Tech; Oeri. Lucius Clay, former military
they will reaffirm tbat
nicians
Nothing ‘fie
pulled ~ the
the 4A’s
unexpected governor
may do
4A's m
gpvernor of U
U. S zone in Germaiw
German.,
alter that fact.”
stoppage Monday in order to
a
*
a 'in?;
^
understood
RMA
board,
which
The
a showdown oh the union’s de 4A’s resolution, stressing
it had offered, to mediate all
mands for a 10% --wag^^S a'nd has been Holding meetings:
Canwider jurisdiction over television ada, is prepared to tfiay the Genri issues In dispute With the screen
personnel. Formally unauthorized eral '$50;000 a year.:^' The position griilds^ said the latter rejected all
by the uniori, the NABET meriibers has never carried a salary. ;
proposals tri settle deadlocks by a
(?lay, who is now livlrig in tem- 75%
sat on their hands at the control
yOte of joint membership
boards at ABC’s and NBC's key Porary retirement in
Georgia, meetings, SAG opposes the memoutlets in New York, Washington
would take over .the functions of o®*’ship vote plan because it and
Glevelarid, Chicago,
Denver and Bond Geddes,. executive Veepee, ^i?® Screen Extras Guild have
,
San Francisco.
SCO.
Union spokesmen who will soon retire after 23 years ^5®-*
members while the
service. ^Present preXy is Ray- T^^ unions have some 25^000^
inued on page 42)
(Coritinued
mond G: Cosgroye, whose term exTVA, however, is still “keeping
pipes June 1.
door open” to the film guilds
Cosgrove’s prb-RCA testimony Recording to TVA exec secretary
before the FCC color television 5®®*‘ge Heller. Latter invited the
hearings, it’s believed; may be in- SAG officers who attended the
volved in the RMA move to get
(Continued on page 42)
Clay, who is; not Identified with
any segment of the manufacturing
industry.
Cosgrove was formerly
(executive yeepee of Avco, parent
New Orleans, April 25.
firm of Crosley Broadcasting Co.
WDSU formally dedicated its and Crosley Mfg; Co., makers of
*

!

Spreading
L’vllle’
viue
mng to L
Louisville, April 25;
Bell System
m is starting work on
i*» whirvh will hn'nanbf«
a coaxial cable
which will brihgnet^
work TV programs to Louisville,
Gable, which will cover 121 miles

i

i

!

LDuisville. and Indianapoexpected to be in service Jiy
October.
Construction is also under way
on a radio relay system between
;

Indianapolis,

.

j

—

Dayton

|

|
'

-.

.

;
'

originating in New York studios
will he able to, be aired by Louispresident of the ;Ville’s TV stations without delay.
At present, network TV shows are
network of Cuba, is rioW in received
by kinescope for transthe IJ. S. with enginers and^ pro- mission. Wave-tv and whAs-tv
ducers who are being trained in will divide time for network
American television techniques so shows. (
j

i

:

,

Goar Mestre,

GMQ

i

;

‘

-t-

TV

sets and- other electrical appli,11® reportedly received salary and bonuses totalirig $250,000
government officials, civic and a year,
Howeyer, he recently
business leaders and radio execs' broke with Victor Emanuel, Avco

new

radio and television center
*
J
ast jiioht
night (941
(24) «;ifh
With Aifiz
city, state
and

DealBringaWBKB,B&K,
;

,

•

i

i

Chicago, April 25.
A,t«refcv«,jr deallias shaped up

attending.

'

Itu^oS

WBKB

-entau^

'

m

in the RMA offer to
(Continued on page 44)

IS.

Irtvolved

•

at

Shoyr Postponed

Moss Hart’s; “Answer Yes or No,”
which had, been skedded to preem
as an NBCrT V co-op bn Sunday

'

r)£ioianb

trlbutors, Chi

Admiral distributor; j
Amateur shows will be held at

;

(30) in the 10;30 p.m. slot, has been,
postponed, diie to Hart’s ijlriess.
Show is to be sponsored in

®1

n-H’tha

ei|tv”‘and

'

“

When

*'’®

Saints

.

u

;

)

,

Appliance Pi$tributora.

.

i

i

,

.

!

'

*

•

•

Victor Herbert’s
.Naughty Marietta.’’^^^ Also regisvocally .were Sorigmastcrs
Quartet.
Only seribus epntribu
tions were by the Tulane-Newcomb
a Capella choir, which registered
nicely and helped balance the pro^ grams*.
gram.
'Advice covers siich matters as
Also making major contribution [“What to
’KlS^tp-^tTlo

I.

j

Come

Jack pardoub
Russell, who impressed

.

;

^o get to use
kinescope recorders which,
take the 35 millimeter band until
they can install 'their own.
to get the; broad gauge
i
‘
Proauction of Religious [ treatment was Alan Young and the
results are all that have been hoped
3'®'®''*®*'* P™8rarts,’’ a pri
what to televise and how’to handle for. Harry Ackerman, radio arid
TV program head for CBS in Holjust been issued by the National lywood, inspected the first print
of Catholic Men. The es- oh 35 and fairly beamed. Said he:
^
sense of a survey
Quality is: vastly irnpiroved over
lasting several
i ey.iasung
months,^ it is angled particulariy at. 16m,
grain is iinef and Jab
Catholic lay arid clerical groups. processing almost comparable
to
Nevertheless,
with
very
few picture film.?’
changes here and there, it would - In other words; Golumbia
ber*
serve equally Well iri advi.sing lieves if they won’t buy
this type
Protestant and Jewish groups oh of TVR there’s no use
wasting any
the handlirig of religious TV pro- more tirtie
on offrth e-tube record*:

^^LA s

J

I

various B&K houses, with winners
New beihg shunted: to the weekly
halfYork by Da vega Stores and Emer- hour TV show, which Will be trailipn TV, via Ben Sackheirn ag^ey. enzed on B&K screens. ApplicaShow will have. Quentin Reynolds, tion blanks will be distributed at
Arierie :Ffarice$ the 600 Adrniral retailers.
Rii^sel Crouse,
First
and Kitty Ca r 1 isl e Mr s Ha rt as. /theatre show is skedded for early
permanent panel mernber.s, with in May, with the tele show planned
husband and wife teams guesting for the following week. Winners
on each broadcast. * Among guests /of
pf the video elim.ination
elimination will rebooked are Bennett and Phyllis ceive a week's paid billing at the
Cerf and the Fredric Marches Ch icago theatre.
(Florence
Eldridge).
Airer is
Jack Herbert will ffmcee both
packaged by West Hobker-Fred- thnatf e and TV
with
efick Productions, with Wayne Allan Pishburn producing for M. M.
Wirth producing and Joe Cavalier Fisher fie Associate?, agency for

^^®

handc nf ^ Qh

th inkirig r unf

important to the networkers that
thp’re moving Ed Wynn to ari-

top artists were feawith Harry Wisnier, ABC/:
sportscaster, emceeing- AccOnt wa^
oh tbp liahfAr cidA
Station’s

tured

,

way the

CBS and

they’re doing soniethirig about it In fact it’s
so all-'

!

Stunt, a series of amateur hu^^^^
nabe theatres with winners
appearing on a weekly video show,;
IS seen as boxoffice hypo as well j]
as strong proriiotion for the WBKB;;
stint sponspred by Appliance Dis-

That’s the

:

.

B&K

Hollywood, April 25.
they won’t
buy it On 16 maybe
‘
th;., 'wli on
«" 35. Itmespope."’T!
that
If

"

cSSrSnies were highlighted by
the „^w
waters from seven seas and the
and local Admiral TV distributors,
Half of the houfIt:
J *to w the
believed
be;
which IS u
first long
program, “Dixielaiid Jamjoint promotion scheme bringing bake ” was
"'“ aired
bV fhp
Ann nrtairea.hy
the ABC
together pic exhibitors and T¥
^

theatre chain, tele station

,

.

.

,

being coiiriected to New York by
cable through Toledo:
Programs

that his Havana video operation
can go on the air by December
with up-to-the-minute methods.
-^pur eng i n e e r s are being
trained at NBG for a period of
four months. In addition Mestre
and his program director afe making a swing through eastern TV*
Cities (Philly, KilmingtPn, Baltimore, Washington and Norfolk) to ;
absorb methods used .at small
compact TV operations, which they:
(Continued on page 44)

i

w

I

Iis; is

Day tori and

’

I

i

between

I

.

.

‘

.

(Gontiriued on page 45)

;

to

(Tues.).

relay' system

19 booster towers.

sists of
ther N.

•

directirigk

AFL

,

,

Breen’s Experience

(

sibly will doom our
tlonal; the 4A’5.”

“exclusive bargaining ageht ^foic
actors in motion picturjps ” In re^
ply TVA says
had
a
similhr notice on, the webs soni
e
months back, which the nets
Ignored.

union were put on an

'

TV

’

is

obstructions.

At the ATS Breen

Latter coridemned the 4A^J^aclivM
as a “jurisdictional raid ^bri
film guilds” and an “iiie)|ril '!swail .V
7
It added that the riiove T^quWe pol-'^

studios,

radio

operaOpns for a couple
I

a rtists^ arid Broadway chdte ‘iriefe'
bers) and the Scr^n ActBrs* 6ulT^'"‘

'

Spurred by a sudden sltdpwri acr

!

Wet

!

f

Sign Exclusivt

;

,

'

'-

!

t

WNBC

,

,

S

pact with
and WNBT, covering both radio arid tele, by Ted
Cott, newmiariager of the NBG key
stations..
The breakfast gabbers
will also launch a
video
show, titled “Closeup” after their
syndicated column; to be aired
Monday-th rough-Friday f ro m 6: 30r
6:55 p.m.v starting August 15.
McCrarys last year did a video
magazine stahzal “Preview,” which
Philip Morris backed for 13 w4eks
atiH thpfi
f
then Hm-nnoH*
dropped.

.

WGH

4X

y

Tex and Jinx McGrary have been
inkied to a new five-year exciusive

.

TV
MPA

Television Authority which last
j u risdictipn by
the Associated Aetprs and Artistes
of America to organize the entire
video field, will open negotiations
with the rietworks and advertising
agencies for both live and filmed
TV. May, A
Jurisdictional
wrartgling:
still
continues between the five TVA
unions (representing radio arid legit actors, musicar and vaudeville

week was gra nted

W Show;

y

WlCU,Erie,rPa:)

;

—

:

;

(Continued on page 45)

F

(ConUniied on jpage 44)

:

.

,

ing.

Were

it

that Janies Petrillo

had established a musicians’ scale
for film, they would have forgotteri
(Coritinued on page 44)

’

.

v

:
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Television program costs have
practically lieid their 0wn during
the iash9!i6atv«despite a itremendous
iset)Circulation» iugher fees
hooin
paid talents iand .%riters^ and an increase in the number of sponsored
network shows. All these factors

TrcAlieyi

,

•«

Ride

Teleyisionyi faced 'more^ and khofe
with the rodlizaiion that lack -of
scripters is yits .*No:< 1 problem^ ’Is
taking a cue from the Bert Lahr
dictum, ‘‘Never' <imlnd- the
dians get the writers under cbiir

TV

Oevelahd, April 25;
city’s trolley system

This

t

has a deficit of $140,677 so far
this year, compared With a surplus of $63,152 for the Same
period last year, and ail allegedly becadse customers are
staying home to watch video;

were expected to boost production
costs, bpt^l^Cprding to Variety's
cost estinj^l bn network sponsored
programV completed this week, the
average price increase 'has been
kept^dovm^ to approximately $500
per
ilmour show. (See chart on
page '38).
Networks attribute their success
in maintaining a tight rein on costs,
both fpr their Own house packages
and shows brought in by agencies
or outside producCi^, on their new

TV was blamed

—CBS TV noW

•

tract.”

mem?

The transit official made the
“Trolley Sbng” a blues number when the system reported
a deficit of $23,275 for March.

productioh-line techniques for sets,
props, etc. Thus, while l^e writer
of a half'-hour dramatic show can

draw down an average $500 per
script as compared to the $250 he
might have received last year, the
nets^^avj^/ been able to save that
amounV^pr^^mqre bn the total Cost
-'
throiigh; W-use of '•.ibts
-fets and props,
bett^ aeqlss'fbr coa
costumes/ and
tr^c^g^j^hd generally trimihing
:

.

•

,

Chicago, April 25.

productipprCpstS.
It remained for the closing day of
What increases are apparent this the NAB convention last Wednesy^ar .ar^^aitirtbuted for the most day (19), which was
devoted tb
part “''tb the standard escalator
televn|ion, to spark the annual
clauses ^in ,most contracts, which powwow
with its most provocative
pair for, the talent, writer and proand practical session. But by that
ducer. tb‘ receive higher pay each time
many of the delegates
’

,

TV V '‘Chevrolet

timb^the^ dption

Is

had

NBC- ready checked

lifted.

Theatre,” for example^VcbsV $8,000 last fall, while
the price 'currently Is up to; $6,500.

al-

out.

Discussions of video production

methods and impact brought comment froni
area delegates to
ABC-TV’s “Paul Whiteman Revue” whont TV rural,only
was
an ominous
went for $10,000 last year, while cloud
on the distant horizon; For

now tip to $11,500. Same holds
true ^fbr ”Stop the Music,” i.ouis
G. CbWan package on ABC. Show
was '"ibid at $5,250 per half-hour
last year, gnd now Costs $6,500 per
half^hburi
Number of Co-op Prograins
New facet to TV program sales
it’s

AM

operators heard such
statements as one made by Jim
Moran, Chi auto dealer who Is currently spending $7,300 a week On
local tele shows:
"I was never in
radio but now that I’m in TV I
wouldn't spend a dime in
ad-

instance,

,

vertising/’

Heavy emphasis of panel talks
separate speeches by Hal
Roach and Robert C. Tait, Stromberg-Carlson prexy, was on keeping tele shows clean. Roach got a
big hand with: VTV biz is only as
good as the shows produced. Keep
’em clean.” At the luncheon session Tait warned that the indus-

CBS-TV, Herb

.

.

’

PROCKIER’S TV

;

;

j

sponsor:

up the tab for eight 30-min- Lahr

TV

when

can interest a
Auditions of the Bert
show are making the
it

ute ielepix in the "Fireside The- agency rounds; ditto on the upeomirig Ben Blue TV’er.
atre” series:
Producers Sidney
Smith arid Prank Wisbar guri the
BEAUTS FOR TV
.

t

PHIIXY'S

4.

Philadelphia, April 25,

j;

has sporisOJred 32 15-miriTlie Ju nior Chamber of Gompick "Misf)
contest ,to
ule and 11 30-minute telepix pre- jmerce's
viously turned put by Smith and Greater PhiJadelphia for 1950” will
on
WCAU-TV;
over
WiA’bar.
NeW deal With soap firm be televised
:

,

re- alternate

Sunday evenings.

Preliniinary rpurids Will be held
auditorium, Mriy
pro(Jucers collecting extra coin for in the
I'c-rpi;!;
6, May 20 and June 3, The finals
Initial, pact pr^^yi*^®^
one showing. Films are budgeted :\yill i)e staged June 10 in the
•t ah average of $12,000.
iRellevue'Stratford Hotel ballroom.

WGAUTV

“Lorie Ranger” vidpix aired since October oh ABG-TV, is now
causing many of its obtletk to. burn because bf a new pitch: Sponsor is asking the stations tp re-run the first series of "Ranger”
films at one-half tire frozen rate.
The
concept is that since stations are hard up for stanzas
during the surriirier it will give them the first cycle to rebroadc*a.st.^
at 50% of its present rate, in addition to the new cycle;; which
win be^paid for at the full frozen ratCi
Unusual angle is that Dartcer-Fitzgerald-Sample has approached
various station representatives suggesting they help the agency line
up their client stations;, even though as a network operation the
reps don't get a slice, of ‘‘Ranger” coin. However, since the vidpix
minutes, D-F-S is poihting out that the stations and their
run 28
reps can pick up some dough through the sale of one-minute spots
after the "Ranger.”
Reps, nevertheless, are griping at the offer. They opposed the
"Ranger” deal when it first was broacried and this year they
squawked at Procter & Gamble’s; similar setup for its ‘’Beulah”
vidpix, also slated to gb on ABC-TV.
One of the poirits in both deals to which the tele stations object
is the fact that although the order Is for two years, spon.soi s warit
protection for the optioned third year, wfien rates will bri limited
to one-third the freeze figure. Position of the bankroller and. the
/net is that since the order is tor a firm two years, guaranteeing the
stations good piogramiriing, the backers are entitled io rate, protec"

-

'

also turn-

W

.

GM

.tion.:

is

ing out a series .of“T-Man” films
Walter Abel, S.am
for NBC-TV.
ahamaker and j Edward B rbrn berg have top roles in the pix.:
Story material stems from U: S.
Treasury Dept, files. Piocktci. in
addition, is considering .a mov«

its

thinks it’s, got the right!
formula for Shriner in expanding
its catalog of comic TV entries.
Show will; be done live from New
if arid

Meantime, Procktei’

I

Mills, which, last June stirred up a hornet’s nest with its
request (granted by many stations) fbr two-year freeze of rates for

per.?onalities.

York

I

:;''sorship,

General

:

agairi

38 days, with

the basis of 30,expected to be sold
in the next five years, firm wbuld
realize $22,500,000. If a portion of
the total were sold for over $25(1
at retail the take would /be greater.
Of course, such computations are
based on the assdmptibn" that the
bulk of production, if CBS color
is authorized,: would be color sets.
It’s quite jpossible that manufac(Continued on page 44)

I

in

crack at a big-league Videp entry
(GBS is
via eblumhia auspices.
readidng an audition of a varietyrevue half-hour show built around
Shriner as a homespun Indiana boy
being played off against New York

Holly wood, Api’il 25.

.privilege Svi thin

On

ly $4,000,000.
OOOiOOO sets

'

Shririer ik getting a

j

nm

Assuming sets would be marketed at an average price of $250
(Teletone testified it would make
color sets to retail for $200) and
that 5,000,000 sets are made next
year, Columbia Would collect near-

i

]

a

a'^buck;

.

'

one showing with,

up

DICK DOAN,SCHAFFEL

—

CBS

calls ,fpr

biiilt

sets retailing

I

:

PAC

On

AT 6G EACH

I

May

under

its patto $250;
company would take in 75 cents.
On sets bver $250 it would collect

'

Despite the faet that he did a
fast fade on his fivernights^a-week
Philip Morris capsule show on

.

riew films

color receivers

ents.

is denied by Columbia, allatter admits that it did
order a camera from RCA, but oh
The "Big 10”. conference ban on
the CBS color principle:
Latter television
of football games didn’t
went for $27,000, in contrast to produce any
joy among local exRCA color’s 80G.
hibitors who have been complaining of 'TV opposition. In fact, they

WE

KFI-TV

Gamble

though

to

>

little help from Holat this stage, but that the
time may come w'heh film producers will furnish pix for weekdaiy tele Use and concentrate on
CBS will buy Its^ own Coast
(Continued bn .page 42)
video station) within the next 30
days. At the moment it’s a tossup
whether it will be Earle Anthony’s

&

this

color

Company might

dence last week at Commissioii
hearings by Adrian Murphy,; veepee
and general >exec, disclosed that
CBS Would, collect 25c. to $1 on all

On

lywood

pick

,

On "Colgate Theatre.” of the 69
stanzas aired in past year and a
halfi 23
originals, 31 were
adapted from short stories, eight
from plays and seven from radio
scripts. Growth in, the number of
writers how working for the me
dium is pointed up by the fbet that
34 different scribblers were used.
Kendall Foster, TV director of
the William Esty agency, which

FCC

bn the

$30,000,000
during next five years topugh royalties on new color receivers.
Testimopy introduced into evi-

;,0BS-TV and Maggl McNellis*
Private Wire” also
relocating a.t Columbia
the

tions.

.

!

is

could expect

Will

getk the nod

television decisioiL
collect $20,000,000

to

;

‘‘It is high time,” he said,
taste.
"that something is done to stem
the tide of criticism from prof esaioual and habitual do-gooders.”
Roach told tile tele men they

Procteiv

NBC-TV

^

.playing with dynamite and
must” set up standards of good

A
or Don Lee’s KTSL.
high CBS spokesman says it will
be One dr the other.
Although it’s been variously reported that the sale ot KTSL
hinges on a "package” disposition
of all the properties involved in
the Don Lee estate, the fact is that
the station can be had on a single
purchase deal.

back from

j

and

try

make

trek:'

actually insist it’s a further blow.
Exhibitors point out that Under
the new ruling there’ll be TV of
the Minuosota and other ConferMartin Stone Productions is ence games by film after 6 p.m. on
handles “Man Against Crime,”
Sundays
following the actual play.
shelving
several
proposed
packages
"Colgate Theatre” and "Ed Wynn
arid instead is going to conceritrate Thus, they figure, they’ll lose out
(Continued on page 45)
on
potential trade because
ori
mm’chandising and licensing
operations: With the shift in em- many People who saw the contests
phasis, Dick Doan, who had been in person on Saturday will want:
slated to produce the Central Park to watch them again Sunday iiight
Cleve. Station Silenced
morning stanza on WNBT, N. Y., on TV and the countless thousands
which
has since been nixed, and inP^ P^o®ont at the games will be
IFMinutet Due to Bari
Hal Schaffel, production chief, are Slued to their television sets then,
bowing out of the organization.
“Vf pointed out that Sunday
‘South Pacific* Tunes Several others in the outfit are also nights .used .to be the. besf of the:
week for the theatres boxoffice and
due to leave.
Cleveland, April 25,
WS was silenced 12 minutes Storie .v/ili continue producing every hand.being "threateried on
while telecasting the Cleveland ‘‘Author Meets the Critics” on
Skating Gliib carniyal’s "South Pa- ABG-TV arid ‘‘Howdy Doody” on;
cific” skit.
Station announcement NBC-TV, and work oh "(/punsellbrPIC
said
that
Richard at-Law,” stilf under cohsideratiori
producers
Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein, by ABC-TV, although dropping
SERIES
projects.
With
"Howdy
II, refused to okay use of the mu- other
Jackie
sic.
Rest of show was ubstopped. Dopdy,” Peewee
Reese,
Bernard Prockter, indie package
Robinson,
Wendy
Barrie,
Sonja
Musical opens tonight (25) for a
producer, is preppirig a -series of
two-week stay at the Music Hall, Henie and artist Peter Hunt under 26 films for TV. Initial picture is
contract. Stone feels the merchan- scheduled to go into production
with preem sold out for months
It’s general R-H policy not to dising and subsidiary rights field is around the end of May with Alvin
vmit: broad Use of their "Pacific”, more lucrative and less of a gam- / Boretz scriptin?
permit
Each 30-minute
scripting.
ble than indie packagingv
songs.
pic will be a complete/story in itself,
Prockter revealed in New
York Monday (24), and individual
{
budgets will approximate $6;000.
Series is interided for local spbn-

AM

cropping up this year is the number of co-op programs offered to
af filiate stations by the Webs. ABC
has its "Hollywood Screen Test”;
NBQ sells both "Leave It to the
Gi^‘ls-' and "Who Said That?” via
that method, while DuMont is offering most of its house packages
on that basis to affiliate outlets.
General method is to charge the
(Continued on page 38)

wjints to

{

^the

cry is going up that the
agreements with -scribes guarantee-,
"femmes are fickle.”
ing them a set number of assignWendy ; Barrie made the
lUents during a year. While not
double move from DuMont to
tying up the Writers exclusiyeiy
ABC-TV to NBC-TV and Kathi
to the web, plan wOuld help take
Norris switches Monday (1)
Columbia off thb story hook and
from DuMont to NBC-TV.
assure the authors of a market.
At the same time the sci'ibblers
are being vi^ooed in other ways,
Coin paid for scripts is increasing,
to the point where some big league
story smiths under contract to Hollywood studios are penning video
yarns under assumed "nommes de
tele.” Gripe of somb tale spinners,
who once coihplained; they were
barred froni studios and control
rooms, has faded, with the nets
how permitting writers to follow
shows from dry rehearsal to actual
broadcast as a helpful training aid.
RCA has already embarked bn
Charles Underhill, CBS TV pro- the sale of color cameras, based on
gram topper, told Variety this the RCA color system, at a price of
week that the writer is kingpin in $80,000 apiece. Initial batch of 20
the teevee picture because "the is being: put through, with NBC
solid middle ground Of television ordering six of them, for its^OWn
Is the dramatic series,” With more use and taking orders for the rethan 30 shows in this genre now mainder of them from 14 affiliate
bn the air. Because most topflight stations at the 80G price tag, on a
vnfiters feel that an original hour- "when and if” basis.
long tele yarn could be expanded
At last week’s NAB convehtion
with a little extra wbric into a in Chicago there were reports that
salable legit play oy film scenario, CBS had ordered one of the RCA
TV Is leaning heavily on adapta- color system cameras. However,

tor the loss

by transit system board
her Victor Cohen;

-

^

Washington, April 25.
for CBS if the firm

It’S big: Chips

‘^Fickle Femmes
With. Faye Emerson making

theatrical

i;iito.

•

pj’oductibri.,

filhi

iiowevef, his plans in that field

a

l

e

hebulbus at tlie moinent and.
may not cry.stallize for several
months; Prockter cu rrentjy packages the Pail Ma]l-.sporisored “Big
Story” on AM-TVv
a;

bit.

.

'

to

Omaha.

Api-il

26.

First concrete local evidence that
televisioh is really cutting into
films
comes from a, relurried
.

Nebraskan.

He is C. P. Knudson. of Hasting.s,
who Is back from Long Beach: Cal.
!

5
i

his Lee Theatre,
competitioriL was too
him and that attendance

where he sold
Says the

much

for

had been

TV

falling steadily.,

,

.
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CLUB 15
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CARNATION

Heard fv«r/ Sunday Night, 8:^-9:dC

GMT,

in thn

following CounUios;

NETHIRLANDS

,

.

.

.

MtiUl

Thurs. Nighfs> 7;30-7:45, fST

'GERMANY

(oil

1,948,117

"

"

AUSTRIA

CBB Nolwork

in

i

.

1,000,000

EIRE

185,159

SWITZERLAND

899,315

LUXEMBOURG
ona

in

Sunday Nights, 10~W:36, CST

5,737,582

.

BELGIUM

Canada

HOUR

900,000

FRANCE

CBS Notwork

''

T,375;0()p

zones) 7,821,838

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Tuts*

CONTENTED

UNITED KINGDOM, .10,890,540 Receiving Set*

CAMPBELL SOUP

.

"

CBS. Network
and the

i

42,468
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RUSSIA, ALGIERS, DENMARK,
SPAIN, ITALY, TUNIS,
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RAmOf REVIEWS
MAN
AND Am
With

14

lAND, SGA

SEX OFFENSES IN WASHINGAND THE MACHINE ^
TON, D, C,
Ben Grauer, narrator; Guy
,
Mor»
With Joe Wershba, narrator; plus
Grey
Repp; Ken Williams»

Writer: Lister Sinclair
Director t Andrew, Allen
9 p.m.
$0 Mins.; Sun.

various civic authorities as guests
Scott Tennyson, Kermit
Murdock, Larry Blydcn, Peter Producer: Larry Beckerman
Mins.; Tues. (11), 10:30 p. m.
Griffis
30
Bill
Francis,
Ivor
Capell,
MBS> from New York
Sustaining
producer: Wade Arnold
IJnited Nations Radio, in cooper
Washington
WTOP,
Director; Jack Kuney
ntion with the Canadian BroadcastRadio moved oh to touchy
Haiiam
inc# rnrn
and Mutual Broadcast- Writer; Lou Hazam
(11) when WTOP,
Tuesday
ground
4 p.^
ina
nvnvided
provided listeners with *a 1 25 Mins., Sat., (22),
ingj
Washington’s CBS amUate, airod^
genuinely entertaining documen- Sustaining
Sex Offenses in Washington, P. CNBC, from N Y.
tary Sunday. <23) in “Land, feea
As the atomic age tends to awe But despite the fact that^the suhtranscriDed
B-nour xraiisciiu?:u|
and Air.” (Dne-hoiir
and
ject
^is normally avoided, hy broa^
war
of
menace
with
its
people
anWith the sixth
progiam tied in with
station s^^direct and
^ the In- destruction, so do the maninioth casters, the
analysis oL the
forcefiU
invented
has
man
which
inachihes
Aviation Organs
k
wrt^tinhal Civil AviaX
ternational
make him wonder prevented anyone from labehng
begin
to
ization,
\\di6ther the machine age is taking the program other than a public
adea behind the show was to^ap- over.
begins to question service documentaiy.
Man
evening
prise the American and Canadwn when he sees a fiurm tractor
Moreover, the / late
public how North Atlantic cpun- operating automatically, hr a new broadcast time of 10;30 p. m. was
tratis^
rnake
to
Vtries have joined
mammoth calculator answer diffi- an ideal slot to reach ati audience
Atlantic flying safe by assigning cult mathematical problems elec- of parents; yet avoid the younger
impressionable
whose
some 25 weather ships to patrol tricallyi in double-quick time. He elemeut
lO stations in' the Atlantic sea wonders whether the machihe age minds might have been unduly afProgram
This vva^ vadtt^ably
lanes.
is no longer the servant of man fected by such a show.
contplished by dramatizing the but his masler.^^^^
was narrated-in a “spirit of rey
Coast
Joe
staffer
shipboard routine of a>U.
news
WTOP
by
These intriguing questions were
Guard Cutter on weath^ duty
discussed fascinatingly 6ri NBG’s Wershba.
Greenland
««cA«;r
fniiir
between
Strait,
pavis
“Man and the Machine’V program
and Labrador.
V
the second of two
Saturday (22),
To the credit of wrUer Lister “Living— 1950”as documentary ex- but after
^
ex15-odd
Sinclair there were lio phony draOf the
impact of
the
of
aminations
acripv
the
matic effects woven in
machine on U. S," life the past half Pprts in the
forced
plane
of
a
rescue
a
as
such
no .better off as to a
It was done in lively, f®*'®J.
century.
ton*

Sustaininff
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m

sea or similar catastrophic
Insteadv the cutter s
r incidents.
humdrum routine Of supplying
w^eather reports, furnishing aircraft with radar fixes and standing
by oh station for possible rescue
proWork or other emergencies
vided plehty of drama in itself;^
.the
was
interesting
Particularly
descriptioh of the crew s off-duty

down

_

at'

coUoquiftl fashion, so that

as

clergy^ vdjjAred

e^®h the

«

t

•

University,

u "i
held

at CmhoUc
that- psychiatry

sstiray if It ssserts ^‘mental
illness is the chief cause of sex

gots

that

SS»

com-

^sa^
crap games must have brought back
Normemories to ex-servicememdialer^ and years of manual wmk^^There inan. Qerstenfeld urged^ that we
frowned
is
bones
machine
is
.one
such
at Hatva^,
While rolling the
take a “curative and Meupon by U, S, d^vy jegulatmn^ and, another in Schenectady. The y^ntiye” approach to^
offerer
has t^jt

.

us©Q on© tO
.Wflyy. Ii8is
the .practice occasionally
approval of individual captains.: Di"- questions about plane Hights, :mis^^
so ex- si|e targets, etc. But j^phasis on
alog of the byerall aifer

%n^he

m

fiian

'

pertly

done' that
well haye

might
aboard a weather

hidden mike
been installed uses of such a machine^ and

:.a

its

,

r€fiV'

©iitir©lv iiDon

said,
thOj

jg

person

first

to;

to

Show’^
with its hour-long presentation of segment, the program had
some
Richard Brinsley Sheridan’s “The gifted performers* who,
however
School for Scandal.” It boasted a were badly spotted or
matter-ofcast headed by Leueeri McGrath factly handled, to give
off art unas Lady Teazle, Ian Keith as Sir
inspired' effect.
Jack Carter, as
Peter Teazle and Philip Bourneuf enicee, is ehergetlc
and
highas Mr. Snake, and with such espresstired, punching hard but hot
tablished legit vets as Ernest Gpsalways
surely.
Chi
segment
lacked
sart, Dorothy Sands and Richard
the wit and finish of the N. Y. side.
Waring in supporting roles.
[Carter’s gags were corny, in the
No small credit for the polished -'main../. Vproduction belongs to Marc DahHis guests were good. Virginia
iels, who not only exercised art exO’Brien waisn’t too attractively
pert, exacting directoriid skill, but
garbed
or gotten lip. but she filled
in his video treatment achieved a
her specialty nicely In her deadpan
flawless balance of transpa^tion,
rendition
of “Virginny.” Theiperthat showcased Sheridan and his
comedy Of ill manners with the sonabie Donald Riehards sang some
snatches appealingly from “Finiadditional benefits of a fluent and
ari’s Rainbow.”
Show, however,
more imaginative TV staging.
hit the bigtime with Eddie BrackThe movement that the cameras en’s Veiy amusing pantomime of a
permitted in, picking up the ihul- baseball pitcher and Victor
Borge’s
even ma
;

.

tiple sets, for

examA®,

plausible the rather formal asides
in the
standardized legit ^revivals of
thik
with
sheridim. Coupled
fluidity were performances that
of
were PoUshed, to a fine degree
®
The wonder is. with
perfection.
iitHp-'ppheap^fll
Dahana wan
nme andrenearsai timeiels’ overlap on ^productions that
even so -able a group of actors
could achieve a one-shot that could

TV

me

lators \vhich answer, the most difHe maintained
offenses;’;*
ficult of scientific* mathematical,
these sins were deliberately
medical or cheniical' problems, in -rnitted hv fheir nerDetrators.
spUt-second, time,;

ref ereiw^^ to

Frequent

Was

;

,

toutirie.

it

never pedantic or dull, -Serious
problems Were treated briskly and
lightly, without sacrifice of int^rity^ oiuneaning,;
Most of the discussion revolved
around the new mammoth calcu-

TV Theatre” last Friday by the lengthy commercials, com(21) treated video viewers ing at one time at the rate of three
one of the most delightful dra-r a half-hour,
matic -productions of the season
In the Chi “Jack Carter
“Ford

night

W^^

should turn for insight as to the

—

gifted fooling

around a piano. The

De Marios were a neat

adagio

dance duo, and the Maschinos a
fast-tnOving, fascinating aero quin-

Camera, woric ort both the
dance and aero sequences rates
special mention. So does direction

tet.

of the N. y. segment, Including the
crowd dahees, choreography, etc.

:

own

<Cbnilniiing its use of legit pei>

any time-per- fbrmers; “Philco Television Play-.
house’’ presented a suspenseful
fected legiter.
with some supernatural
it was, too, probably the most drama
overtones in “The Man in the
costly
and
costumed
elaborately
“Ford Theatre” production to date. Black Hat” Sunday (23). Cast iriHere, in faet, was evidence of TV cltided Broadway narties Robert
Webber, Virginia Gilmbre, Les Treat ite most piature level
mayne and Tom Pedi, Production
alsb used the talents of Nplsbn
With Columbia Records picking Olnasted in the double chpaci,t'y
hold

its

Witji

;

:

up the tab for the last half-hour, of adaptoi^ a\iJ titl^^ rolis^
competently handled of “The Show Goes ^Onj” Robert
Adapted fromiMhe tochael i^escleverly inte*
Q, Lewis went slightly overboard sier meller, story was that of
.
V
.
xv
j j
a
HOLLYWOOD STAR PLAY^
grated the recorded comments of
night (20) exploiting that
habitual gambler, played by AVebHOUSE
^ Rawlmbutter -up - the - bankroller g a g
luck
of
bad
ber,
whose
streak
was
Herb
Stewart;
Hymene
With James
of the Washinj^on Social
Lewis* moreoveri tended id oveiv
Bron.
son> narrator; Normain BrokeniSociety, and ^Federal Judge .Alex- ggjj[ the product witii his homey- broken by a mysterious stranger
shire^ announcer
ander HoltzOff Into fne overall pro- type pitches for Columbia’s 33rpm in a black hat and who several
.
^
Writer's: Bpbcrt LibbptL - Frank THE GOVERNOR REPORTS
gram, ^thal, iL was a di^ifiod system. Lewis was evidently fore- tiines finds his life saved by the
latter’s intervention. Plot involved
Burt.
With Gov. Allan Shivers, Capt. session that probed _ scientineally ing nis usually effective natural Webbers fetiding with Tremayne,
Producer-Director: Jack Johnston
and never sensationally.
delivery.
N. W. Jackson
club owner and gambler,
ilht
30 Mins.“; Mon., 8 p.m.
15 Min., Mon., 7:15 p.m. CST
As emcee, Lewis had also better oyer debts and the affections of
EMERSON DRUG CQ.
KABC, San Antonio
guard against the frequent repe- Miss Gilniore, with Webber finally
KANSAS CITY BLUES
CBS, from Hollywood
tition of sucli cliches as “fabulous*” realizing that what he fears and is
A folksy report on affairs of With Larry Kay
(BBD&O)
Filling the spot vacated by Tn- government, with a touch of Texas. [MUEHLEBACH BREWING CO., That’s wonderful,” etc., in inter- trying to escape is Death—In the
is
viewing the guest talent-buyers.
ner Sanctum,” this new^senes
hikory and a lesson on how to get COOK PAINT & VARNISH GO, He also fell into trap in chatting person of the black-hatted Olmsted.
a
WHB, Kansas City
Pedi, as the restaurateur’s finger
dishing Up a slick brand of drathis
made
up
license*
driver’s
a
(R. j. Potts, Calking A Holden) with a traveling Salesman and man, rubbed but iWebber and then
matic fare starring top names .ot
talks
radio
tms
of
dredging
thefamiliar
farmer’s
first
of
a
new
sefies
up
the
Format
coverage
of
Play-by-^play
p£.
Olmsted, the philosophical, poetrythe film capital.
hirer; which is transcribed from for wbich the Texas State Network Kansas City Blues In the Ameri- daughter innuendos. Nothing, came quoting minion of Death, ushered,
Hollywood, is hewing to standard is giving free time. Programs can Assn, is under a new setup out of his reaching for a laugh and him to his fate!.
mystery, meller and comedy dra- are’nt supposed to be political in this year; with new sponsors and Lewis would have done much betWhile not one of the series’ best
mas With the main accent being nature. First airing, originated here new* station, but with the same ter by exercising the originality of vehicles, the drama had impact
placed on the cast Values. Liiieup at KABC where Gov. Allan Shivers voice, that of Larry Ray, at the passing hy the whole subject;
and
an interesting production. ParPast five seasons Ray has
These
flaws,
only ticularly effective was the backhowever,
for upcoming shows includes .Such had gone to participate in the an- mike.
names as Broderick Crawford and nual pilgrimage to the historic been at KGKN* Arthur Capper out- slightly detra;cted from an other- ground music, provided by. the
let here, but in February moved wise solid variety session.
Joseph Gotten.
Par- Norman Paris tno. Group, Which
Alamo shrine.
oycr to WHB, Mutual affiliate, ticipating acts included t number h’ad a literal raison d’etre as the
Initial stanza placed James Stewthe airings includes with a new policy emphasizing
Purpose
of
hicktqwn
of
a
role
art in the
of standout peiformers.
Bobby ensemble for Tremayne!s cliib,
advice
their
citizens
Texas
asking
sports there.
postal carrier who stumbles across
Lucas, 17-year old Negro crooner. played
hauntirig
a
repetitious,
on state affairs as well as to anVirtually unknown in this area scored
strongly
a murder plot, by accidentally
with “Black theme reminiscent of “The Third
any questions the people may when he began here in 1945, Ray
opening ai letter. Although short swer
Magic” while Jack Russell showed Mail’s” moving zither and had a
half
About
affairs.
these
have
on
on action^ script wove an interest- of the opening show was devoted now has a large, steady and loyal big musical comedy possibilities similar effect in creating a mood
following. Reason is simple enough, with his version of “A Cow, A
ing character portrait for Stewart.
of impending disaster.
to a question and answer discus- for Ray has what it takes—a store
Titled “Nor Gloom of Night,” yarn
Plough and U Frau.” Holly Harris
Jackson,
N.
-W.
Capt.
with
sion
disbelief
general
of lore and statistics, knowledge also registered With a novelty
was based on the
driver’s
the
of
chief examiner
of the game and figures associated
in Stewart’s suspicions until An
license division of the Texas Dept, with it, Of late he’s improved on vocal although that bump routine SATURDAY night SUNDAE
actual attempt was made on^his
was out of place on video,
producer: Ed MacMahon
of Public Safety.
Prohirelings.
culprit’s
the
some of the finer touches, holding
life by
Director: Paul Ritts
Governor has a pleasant speak- down the excitability, repri^^^^
duction Was firstrate with Jeff
Last weekend’s (22) session of 30: Mins.; Tues., 8^8:30 p.m.
Alexander’s orcli furnishing excel- ing voice and entire airing was in the score and details frequently, nbC’s “Saturday Night
Revue” WCAU-TV, Phlla.
style which Texans go addmg on the color about
informal
an
lent background music.
;
was definitely top-drawer tele, with
“Saturday Night Sundae” is a
Plugs for the Bromo Seltzer for. He also told his radio audithe
fcw lapses mote than offset by lively juve talent show, sbt up by
m£rA than any other segment of
product had the usual electronic ence that he would talk about the more
gome
superior
presentations.
As
voice with the loconiotiye pace as State Prison next week and invited
and obviously very
usual, thc first-hour viewing from a talented
the trademark with Norman BrOk- people to send in their questions by-play reports^ and th®ir apprpv- Chicago
was cbmpletely outdone earnest group of high school teenehshire making the silky pitches. and he would have a guest from al IS .widespread in this case.
hv the
fViA subsequent
suKcAniiAnf oh minutes
miniifAe from
fr^ArA
by
agers, who are prepared to do anyHerm.
the State Prison System to give
Moving of the broadcasts to N. Y., ’which In the 90
main
SJtltSWPT*®
+
was a big bite for the sta a reVue that Broadway comprised thing they can to put the program
could
envy.
originate
at
airings
will
Future
IRON CURTAIN FORUM
tion, making a $90,000 package for
oyer.
Show was prevlousiy teleWith Julius Firt, Stefan Korbon- the executive mansion at the State the season, including club fees, air Latter session (“Ybur Show of
Shows”) had Melvyn Douglas in a vised on Saturday night, but w.'iS
Andy.
ski, Bogdan Raditsa; Joe Mi- Capital in Austin*
time, Ray, ;promotion, line charges
return engagement as emcee, to do moved to the Tuesday evening slot
chaelsi modcratpr; Guy Wallace,
and technical details. It
ob- a smooth, glib
job; Sid Caesar and because, of a shakeup in Sateve
announcer
viously too large fOr a local or
CORRAL
ON
THE
Imogene Coca for the backbone of programming*
BARN
Ed MacMahon.
30 Mins ; Sun , 9:30 p.m.
With Dave Denny* Anna Marie regional sponsor, and so was of- the session, and such guests as Jan WCAU-TV staffer, is In charge of
Sustaining
fered in three segments. MiiehleThomas
Peerce,
Mata
the
production
Hari
and. Mar
and
and furnishes tl'e
WFDR^FM, New York
Mins.; Mon;-thni-Fri., 11 a*m. bach Brewing and Cook Paints guerite Piazza for fillips.
kids with script and a skein of plot
Idea behind this stanza is vto 45
have taken up twenthirds of the
Pariicipating
Miss Coca and Cabsar engaged ott; which to hang the variety bits.;
analyze hews from the other side
package,
with
the
other
third
be
Actual work, however, is done by
The com- wptr; Albany
of the Iron Curtain,
ing devoted to public service—and in two stock burlesques, one the
Hillbilly dpo, who for a time open for a
funny bit about a French perfum- the group, which calls Itself th e
mentary is given by three. Middle
later sponsor.
show
all-night
over
of
the local
Europeans: Julius Firt, pre-war presented an
Station is making itself a mecca ery salesmari trying to win oVer an Television Guild
Czech editor Who left Rrague for the 50,000-watter; are now ;fillihg for baseball broadcasts this seasori, arch XJ. S, tourist customer, the branch of Junior^ Achievement.
the U. S. zone of Germany; Stefan three slots:, the 11 a.m., spot, 6-8 also carrying Mutual’s “Game of olber thq sharply satirical picture
Show is strong on song and
Or
u/AH#1intf tearing dance, weakest in the comedy deof a ooiinlA
Korbonski, a Pole who fought the aim., and 12 M.-l am, (tran- the Day;»
couple Af
a .wedding,
at n
bride, groom and the whole affair partrifient, although there is some
Russians in 1921 and who escaped scribed).- Their songs, plaintive,
apart.
from the Soviet police in ,’45; and romantic, lachrymosal and humor-r
Miss Coca also did a gem gobd-natured shenahigans istaged
of a ^lo bit as an unhappy torch in the drug-store setting.
Bogdan Raditsa, prC-war Yugo- oiisv will entertain devotees of the WAYNE HOWELL SHOW
Only
singer; Caesar had two solo bits, laugh act was a recording takeoff.
slav press attache at Athens who genre. The advertising of a vari- 30 Mins.; Sat., 5 p. tin.
one a very amusing takeoff of a Youngsters all run through their
was condemned to death by Tito, ety of articles— apparentiy for some DYNAMie STORES
is WNBG, N. Y.
kid at his first dance, and then seen respective routines with zest, and
•Although this is billed as a forum, sort of a mail orders house
long, inteiTUpting: and tiresome.
five years later, and the other a the group Works well together in
It is more a symposium among
i Sternfield Godley)
Dave
similar
Denny
sings
ballads
generally
point
best.
This
disk-spinning
a
of
men
session pre- so-^so monolog as a Russian; officer simulating drugstore hangout; atThis New York session
of view and, of course, united in Anna Marie Thomas is also a sided over by Wayne Howell looms
a mosphere, dancing to the jukebox,
smooth Avarbler, alone and in duet. as a half-hour stage wait. It’s a better integrated
their antipathy to Communism.
one.
than Chi’s chatting in booths, etc.. The teen_
_
Stanza caught Sunday (23) coVr The casiialness and the impromptu collection of triphammer high- with finer assisting talent, too. to
agers built the set and apparently
ered the dosing of the U. S. in- are overdone: longer off-air prep- pressure commercials urging lis- gubrite PiazzalentherlOvely so- worked hard at rehearsals, as there
formation bureau in Czechoslo- aration and closer routining tenei’s to call for immediate; delivr- prano to the “Something to Rc- were ho fluffs. Different youngIt ery on a television set.
vakia, the church laws in Poland would tighten the broadcasts.
Except meniber You By” sequence; Mata sters get breaks in each show, and
and the Yugoslav attitude to Tri- seems probable too much 'air for the 'announcement of the name and Hari did a smooth buiTesque of while the others who are not on
este. ’frio of speakers were steeped time causes a letdown; Pair sing of the record, there’s nothing else in Indian fakir dance, and Met act as backgrbund*
tenor Jan Peerce made a solid
in the political hi^ory and cur- well when they get down to busi- in the gab line.
At end of prograih, boy in t he
Neither is' the collection Of bis- impression with a distinguisilied
Yents in Central Europe and the ness, this being particularly true
Cast made an effective spiel asking,
Balkans and lent their personal of Denny, He emphasizes requests cults anything that will- entice rendition of “Vesti la Giubba” Ac- for
a sponsor. The comer drugreeoilections and knowledge to the will be filled and invites listeners diskbphiles; The 10 records play- cent this session was bn humor
store angle would make program
to .studios.
Plugging does riot ed bn preem were unimaginative- to make it a very funny show
discussion of current issues.
a natural for soft-dririk mahufacly selected.
'measure up to singing.
Jaco.
Jose.
Some deadening effect was created iurer or Ice-creaitt firm. Gayh.
ship.

.

Gdb*

'

possible effects on ^eur^social^M^^^
a ,dr3^
What mi^t haye
a
proved
discussion
academic
intellectual parlor game,
lively,
and a' credit to all concerned.
'
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REflEWS

TElMVlStOTi
FAYE EMERSON

IT’§

Producer: Hardey Frlcberg

With Barbara Welles, emcee; Marie Wttk- Joluii

Director: Ollle Barber
15 Mins.; Sat.» 10:30 p.

After Watching leading cigaret brands perform on television,
reviewer rates ILucky Strike as best all-around marking ciggie.
They handle difficnlt formations and precision steps with greatest
of case. Parade work backed by martial music makes sock viewWhen caught (22) all Luckies peiiormed without a hitch.
ing»
Bound to be in there when Ciggie Marching awards are made.
Cbesterfleld is rated as best dancing cigaret, This popular corif
tender sends ciggies before cameras with gay and delightful routines, executing steps that more expensive cigarets wouldn't attempt, When seen, Gavotte, Galpp and fiourree were flawlessly
performed. tJnderstood Chesterfield demands same strlct discipline' from their clgs as Music; Hall from Rockettes,
Unlike Luckies and Chesterfield, Camels feature package formations instead of individual clgs. Routines are naturally slower due
to heavier uiiits, but overall it makes for a pleasant evening. Pack?
ages leap about iO-inch, screen scurrying every which way, leading
viewer to expect them to spell out something like C-A-M-E-L, but
Instead they Just form a masi of solid packages entirely filling the
screen. Trade has it that Camel is dickering with Balanchine to
form haUet to step in front of Lucky and; Chesterfield,
Philip Morris has Without doubt best smoke patterns.
Most
educated of all ciggies^ smoke spells various Words, all correctly^
doesn’t
in
go
for terpsichore or parade stuff, sticking enMorris
tirely to snioke work.
P.M. won’t have to tak® back; seat when it
comes to smoke formations.
Caught Fall Mall dance stint. For a lohg cigaret, Pall Mall can
do practically any of intricate formations. Chpreography is big
time. Tall cigarets move gracefully and their acrobatics are way
above par in ciggie ensemble business. When viewed, second Pall
Mall from left in third row was having difficult time keeping
abreast—no doubt a new member of group,
Although ho cigdrette stood still long enough to be smoked, this
reviewer envisions hew fields for tobacco steppers which may spell
doom for human chorines; Quite likely that in neat future a
Broadway musical may feature a chorus of Lovely Luckies or Cute
Camels, etc. And the next time Lucky Strike “goes to war,” this
will not be an advertising slogan—these cigarets will be marching
—we will see them in full uniform as they parade down Fifth
a\^nue to the port of embarkation. Yes, warh Will be fought with
these dahcing and marchihg tobacco nien, which is a good idea.

m.

ARNOLD BAKERIES
NBC-TV, from New York

I

1
-

this

(Benton

SMART TO BE THRIFTY WATGff

Powera*^ others
Director; Mende Browii
30 Mins,; Wed,-Fri., 12:30 n,m,
R. H.
CO,

30

WOR-TV, N,Y.

Silitaliiliiir

DfreMon CImnoe Thoman

Ba

contiriued ppo-

tester notably fPriifi educator quar^
ters> that teievisioii has done practically nothing to elevate video’s

educational standards, especially
among school children, NBC. has
inaugurated this Sunday afternoon
half-hour program called “Watch
the World.”
The gesture, hoW^
ever, is at best a timid one, for
NBC has riot c one o c t e d ah
educational p r o g r a
primarily
grooved for children. Nor has it
come up with anything new.
.

m

While It’s^^ to
rietwork
has introduced in this initial try a
of different subjects and
treatments that lend themselves to
further experimentatiori/ the pro-

number

gram as shown last Sunday (23)
was neither particularly exciting
nor novel The rather Superficial
treatment of half a dozen odd and
Unrelated subjects (the mining of

AM

copper in Chile, early training of
circus performers’ children, pleasures of sail boating, etc, V, tied

.

.

•

by John Cameron Swayze
emerged as nothing

together

:

as

'

,

.

Swi,* 3:30 pJn.

Dm New York
the face of

NBO*TV/

Ratings are a girl’s best friend.
(Grey Agency)
When her present slot loses its big
Barbara Welles, who handles an
inherited audience (due to the afternoon cross-the-boaird women’s
sumhier hiatus of “NBC Saturday show for WOR, N. Y., makes the
Revue”) Faye Emersom will wend switch to video with ease. She's
her way back to CBS-TV* Mean- ringmaster of “It’s Smart to Be
while NBC has a glib ad glamotnv Thrifty,” nevy half-hour daytinm
ous gabber in Miss .Emerson. Show' stanza which Macy’s. department
caught Saturday (22) opened With store is sponsorlhg Wednesdays
the announcer paging her and the and Friday’s Via WOR-TV.
camera shooting her empty chair,
Yor Friday’s (21)^^
Miss
then picking her up as she peered Welles had Marie Powers (“The
into another iihage-orthlcdn.
It Consul”) as her gUest, Aside from
was a slick trick that lent a fedl- celebrities, the format brings in
Ing of spontaneity and pointed up sundry Macy buyers to relay purher effervescent personality.
chasing tips to. potential customers
Of. course, effervescence can be ahd also passes along tips on
overdone, and the wide range of homemaking.
subjects she covered- Charles TreMiss Powers, as could be prenet, the circus, spring hats^ forgetsunied, related high spots of her
me-nots, Milton Berle’s cancer career
arid Integrated a few plugs
drive marathon, etc.—seemed to for
“The Consul,” her current
indicate fiightiiless as well
as show.
Miss Welles, the
exuberance.
Then there was a viewer, kept the repartee interat a
superfluity of Superlatives.
Oiie homey, cihitchat
ieveh .reminiscent
r--the
Word
“wonderful”—Miss of her
show.
Emerson used 13 times during the
“Hpw to Choose a BIou.se” conquarter hour, which adds up to
a monotony of gee-whizz.
(Her veniently iritroduced a flock of
low-priced
blouses available at
guest, Lilli Palmer, added five
This sequence was a
“wonderfuis.V) Talk with the “Cae- Macy’s.
logical one, but somewhat quessar and Cleopatra” star was devoted mostly to G, B. Shaw and tionable was a scene in which
included some interesting anec- models displayed “After Five”
dota of the playwright by Miss fashions that cost between $23 and
Palmer, who made a poised and $35. Noonday horisewife viewers

,

Swayae; Jolia

SUwii, YBeril rotiberi
Frdi&c BcGall

MACY &

Bowles)

8c

ii

narrator,

more

than resurrected
libi*ary
and capsule travelogs.
Granted that there was no atmpt to preach or teachi neither
was there any attempt to present
will have an academic lhtere.st in the Subject matter in a provocative
articulate guest.
fashion calculated to garner the
Miss Einerson, in an ^attractive such garments, but they’re hardly rimppet
trade. In essence, “Walclr
the customer segment that wiU
Ceil Chapman flower-print gown,
The World^’ r was riothing more
proved a Warm hostess and ex- rush down to Herald Sq. to place than an
old-fashioned newsreel
their orders;;:
plained that the show was on kine“Thrifty,”
which represents without benefit of current topics
scope to permit her visiting h^r
or
headline
news. In terms of the
first invasion of the TV
native Beaumont, Tex.
Commerr Macy’s
adolescent,
field,
it
also is WOR-TV’s initial older
failed
to
cials for Arnold bread and rolls
penetrate deeply enough bn any
daytime
program.
Session
origiwere simply and cpnvincingly denates from an eighth floor studio topm really to intrigue, whereas
livered by a femme announcer.
in the store Itself and in general for the younger element the scope
Bril,
it’s a Weil produced layout that was too broad.
One distinct, worthy sequence
manifestly
will have little trouble
STAGE 13
in snaring a wide slice of the showed Johu Slban^ the mtist, at
With Alan Bunce, Peter Capeli
wprk
arid piit through the paces
femme
viewing audience. Gilh,;
Writer: Draper Lewis
of an Interview with an NBC reDirector-Producer: Wyllis Cooper
porter. Here, agairi, though there
3() Mins.; Wed., 9:30 p.iii.
was an attempt to cover too much
TELEVISION MATINEE
Sustaining
on the ririgle subject. While the
With Pete Boyle
CBS, from N. Y;
Producer: Roy Neal
was good, the bnee-overFiiliiig in the spot vacated by Director:
Bemle Squirei
treatment of flashing the
the Joey Faye show, “Stage 13” 30 Min^, Thurs., 3 p.iii.
ar fist S work acros.s the screen was
promises to develpp into a good PHILADELPHIA GAS
totally inadequate, even: for an
WORKS
chiller series. While not; attempt- WCAU-TV,
eye trained in art.
Pbila
ing anything novel in the video
(FdUlkner^Arndt)
®^tempt at “educatioriaJ
conception of dramatic presentaAs part of WPTZ’S determined TV IS ^commendable, but it needs
demonstrated an
'

.

/

•

:

;

;

.

THE CLOCK

FACE THE FUTURE

Director; Herbert Swope, Jr,;
Produeer: Laurence Schwab, Jr.
SO Mijns.; Frl., 9:30 p.iii.

With Vivian Farrar, emcee; Candy

EMERSON

^

Jones, Beverly Roberts,

^
^

Garter

Mornlhrsiar; Carter. Harmon>
Jan Struther
Producer: Martin Goodman

^

^

‘
^

NBC-TVi from N. Y.
Foote, Cone * Belding)

30 Mins,;

(

Fri.,

7:30 p.m.

one of the stand- Sustaining
ard story-teUihg sessions oh NBC- WPIX, New York
Idea of this trilent show is to
TV now sponsored by Emerson
and switched into; a new time seg- give youngsters aii assessment of
ment has .accomplished these steps their abilities by a board of exwithout any loss of dramatic im- perts. However, unless the panelites are completely candid in their
pact '/
critiques; the goal of the stanza
Premiere session in its new en- is not fully realized,
On the
vironment (21), displayed a tight preeiri Friday (21) the panel didn’t
yarn, with a good deal of Suspense nave the realistic
approach to the
elements. There was an economy required degree
and therefore tion, preem show
of cast and movement to provide didn’t do the teenage
neophytes ability to make maximum use of
a tightly sctipted yarh which per- fill! justice;
They were helpful its resQurcjs via smoothly flowing
mitted much of the story to be in many instances, however,
and production, minute attention to
told by the camera;
generally encouraged; the youngdetails
and expert
A cast of three persons told of sters to proceed with theii* careers. background
handling of cameras and lighting.
a man pi*ofessing himself to be a
Panel on the kickoff consisted^! Theme of this series, while probmedico informihg a young lady of. “Mrs. Miniver” author Jan
ably increasing the reservoir of
that an escaped maniac was on the Struther,
former model Gandy superstitions among viewers, has
prowl in the neighborhood. The Jones, N. Y, Times music critic also deriaonstrated its steady salecamera hinted that the mahiac put Carter Harmon, art teacher Car- abitity oh both radio and TV.
on a goOd disguise in posing as the ter Morningstar and theatre speKickoff program (19) was an
MD; From then on in, it Was a cialist Beverly. Roberts. While the eerily supernatural yarn that was
question of the audience wondeiv panel covered many fields, three of
with enough atmosphere
covered
ihg how soon the homicidal ten- the four amateurs were in the
to obscure the Weaknesses iii its
dericies would make themselves ap- musical field arid the fourth was
Story, which revplved
structure.
;.-parent.
a p 0 e t e s s.
Producer should around two men who disappeared
Camera work and sets were on broaden the airer’s scope, perhaps completely after acquiring an una high level and directipn 'was ex- having a young artist bring on defined key to the universe, was
cellent.
Commercials didn’t im- paintings or Sketch, during the handicapped by its narrative strucf‘The Clocki”
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local

getting

^

A

illustrator

of

bow

to

eahg'Vt Jncluded
Carlton s maitre _ de-

..

the ; Ritz
cuisine Joseph

a

top

simulcasting

of

,

I

arid,

and follows their customary:
good jobs of previous years. Both
men know the Indians well, and
over the past years have biiill lip
lislied

,

Show Was

)

Simuleast this
year does away with last years
situation when video fans tuned iiv
audio to get the Dudley-!

AM

'

Graney combo,

of

lens, in press box, to
the third base side, gives viewers
this year an additional advantage

1

emcee.
Miss Fields, .still Britain’s favorite, has a vivacious TV per.soriality,
Her songs, both ne\v and old, were
put over with Teal zest, and there
was the inevitable cartwheel to
wind up her dominating act. Comedy offerings of Duggie Wakefield
and Archie Glen registered unea.sily

bodied^.

warWing of^Erm

!

upiw^red in

a.

classic

s

and

failed to get the laughs,

.Production qualities Were
>v.xc un.y
only
modest; lighting was uneven, and
the camera too static.
Greater
iunes,;; mobility will help, but the ulti,

j

;

manner mate success

of the series depends
feeling and sin- on the standard of guest stars
There are also gah sessions available.:
Myro.
with Doris Brown, who reguiariy
essays the narrator’s roJe on the SONGS OF ROMANCE
“Lucky Pup” show, to give Feeney With Ed Mason, Nancy Findley,
some breathing space,
George
Sam Selman
S.ihackiey’s organ music provides Producer-director: Mort Dank

with

'

sultieient

cerity.

;

-^

.

•:

1

the. backing.

.

CST

15 Min., Fri., 6;15 p.m;

There are some rough edges in KEYL, Sari Aritoniq
show.
For exaniple,:; Miss
A quarter-hour telecast of .songs
Brown's role needs better defini- in a rorilantic mood makes, up tlie
Altlioiigh she lends some foririat of this program, aired weektipn.
conversatioh and feads a poem arid Jy from KEYL,
Participarit.s are
'.’•At.'
^
,

the

•

i’

n-'i

2

•

«.

.

t'

A

2

•

•

.

although

panning by
constant
Zoomar tends to irritate. Other
two cameras are/placed along third
and first base lines. Plan to build
platforni Under press box and behind home plate will be a decided
boon
shot-wise;
although c rew
now is atop each play.
Dudley and Grfiney have shown
defi^ ability to Coordinate play ^-byplay description with camera and
yet _ not letting their
audience
suffer.
Al Hoegler, who directs
audio, also serves as statistician.
Harry Denis ties up production
with ;sparkUng ribbon.

loosely scripted arid the

between acts was too obviously contrived.
Without Miss
Fields it would have been tough
going for Nat Allen, who not oniy
wield.s the baton, but also acts as

I

,

(BBD&O)
Jojy. Feeney. «ie Irish tenor,
provides a pleasant capper for the
s programming.
His full-

.

Zoomar

it

link

:

WJZ-TV, N. Y.

WQV

Camera team whipped up by
Bernard London, formerly of New
York, has acquired a fine touch
at each of the three caiheras. Use

show

attempt to establish a connecting

j

SCHAEFER BEER

;

a vast following.

the

lilt

entertainment.

'

With Doris Brbwn, George
Schackley
Producer: Larry Algeo
1.5 Mins., Fri,, 11 p.m.

j

Mike work by Jimmy Dudley
Jack Graney is well e.stabr

side.

to

,

j

AM

With Gracie Fields as guest,

was able

from mediocrity and translorm

JOHN FEENEY

composition.
Vivian Farrar, teenager herself, THE KNOTHOLE GANG
made an ingratiating and poised With Happy Felton, Bob Shawley
femcee. Panel members, while a Director: John Morstman
bit uneasy, were understanding of 30 Mins.; Friday (21), T p m,
the young talent.
Latter were CURTISS GANDY CO.
eager, asked serious que.stiohs on WOR-TV, N. Y.
their careers and in some cases
(C, L: Miller).
showed promise.
Vfirtl.
WOR-TV has put Happy Felton
at bat during the half-hour preROSALIE ALLEN SHOW
ceding' its pickup Of the BrookDirector: Fred Stange
lyn podgers’ home games at Eb1 5 Mills;; Tues.-Wed., 8:30 pim
bets Field. The prergame telecast,
running approximately 30 rninutes,
WPIX, from N. Y.Except for picturing Rosalie Al- is situated in the ball park and
disk has Felton interviewing kids selen, recording artirt and
jock, arid an instrumental trio in lected from school, athletic and
T h o u g h show is
Gif'civic clubs.
program
TV
this;
western garb,
market,
f ers nothing that necessitates its slanted towards a youthful
that it will dra w
doubt
little
being a visual entry. Airer’s 15 there’s
minutes, of running time confines a large viewing audience amOiig the
sets on
itself to Miss Allen’s vocalUng and Older folks who turn their
before actual game time
the trio’s playing.
Program has Felton questioning
Chances of show drawing new-

tlieir

-

into a vigorous, breezy half-hour’s

'.

!

of

in

Artist
:

Delaquerre; Joan
Larto^ ^ home economist, and
Dons Potts,
femme auto - racing
plugging
the Phila. Gas Works refrigerators
and stoves, are sparingly used ^arid
pleasantly
voiced, ’ and
demonstrated by a girl model.
Gagh.

i

favorite sport during home games.
Vf XEL, iie wcomer to the city took
on the television; WERE, the

Wednesdavs

bbC-TV, London

1

j

,

;

and an

nSlncr?'**'
jiswners.

would-be ture. Adroit manipulatioh of the
model to do a mannikin stint, camera ahgleS around the tw'o
Jose,
stanza.
which would involve the panel- leads, Alan Bunce and Peter
ists in other specializations and
Capeli, managed to lend the qualCLEVELAND INDIANS SIMUL- also take the series out of the ity
of dramatic action. Bunce and
ruri-of -ther dial ma j brbo wes form at.
CAST.--Capeli, moreover, projected their
With Jimmy Dudley Jack Graney
Lens work could stand consid- parts wUth such persuasion and in150 Mins: 2 p.m. daily
erable improverr||ent. Single cam;- tensity that the play achieved a
ei-a w'as used on gal pianist plaj^STANDARD BREWING CO,
bigger impact than was warranted
ing a Chopin fantasy, although by the static scripting.
Were; WXEL, Cleveland
one of the panel Cameras could
(Gcrst)
Wyllis Cooper, director-producer
have been sWimg to that part of of the series, is effectively preface
Opening two stanzas of simul- the studio.
Additionally, placeing each, show with a dry challenge
cast assures Northern Ohio fol- ment of the five experts at a
to viewers to come up and see the
lowers of the Cleveiand indians single table made for poor picture spooks in his closet.
Hcriu,
or

artist

repute, Boyle has a bbnafide in It was a luckv break fbr thic
t rest in his guests- and lheir> vaudhd slrie§lhat1t was

;

pede the dramatic impact of the prpgrani

drive to woo the afternoon femme
more development,
audience, Pete Boyle’s “Television ‘mtch^The World” as presently
Matinee” is an affable spot of chat- edited doesn’t offer any stiff comter, guest personalities and cooking petition to “Hopaloiig Cassidy’’ or
hints by chefs from the city’s lead- the more exciting suspense kgas.
ing hotels and clubs;
Rose,
Still new, the; program hasn't
achieved a definite format as yet
DIP
and in the, direction .anp camera
Fields, Duggie Wakework hasn't quite made up its mind.
field, Arbhie Glen, Nat Allen
Boyle, however, :is an erigaging
orch, others
personality, whose enthusiasms are
really the ^MqCoy.
w'ellknpwn|30 Mins., alternate

fans for: the hillbilly songstre.s.s
But program
are practically nil.
will probaJ>iy pull some of gal’s
more loyal followers garnered via
her RGA Victor recordings and her
disk jock broadcast.
Among the numbers rendered by
Miss Allen on the preein shpw^
;

.

were “Have I Told You LatMy
That I Love You?’’ and “Have You
Ever Been Lonely?” Singer, who

AM

accompanies herself on the guitar,
also offered a little yodeling to add
to the Sagebru.sh atmosphere. Gal

.

I

is

backed by her own

trio.

the kids as to their athletic prowby
for a degree oi; spontaneity, it as they unfold, unhindered
ess, testing their ability, introductone to t
studio announcements,;
ing them to the Dodger players gives an erratic,
the 'telecast
foUoWs
Nancy Findley is heard both in
Feeney
and gifting them with various
Derby'’ and pn solo and duet with Ed Mason,
pieces of baseball gear. Qn preem of the“Holler
a robust voice arid
initial stanza came on several Mason has
the
interFelton
(2D,
i
r
day
F
show
p.iri,
makes a nice appearance, and Mis*
viewed three young members of minutes after his slated 11
well. Music i.s prooff
Findley
scores
drive
likely
to
is
This
Start.
Boys,
League.
Athletic
the Poiice
announcements vided by Sam Selman at the pianp/
all pitchers; were pul into compe- listeners since spot
each
week with Mary
many
alternating
lead
“Derby”
may
after
the
tition with each other, while soino
‘XIHIT
Dodger players; judged
of the
which of the trio was standout.
Plugs for the Curtiss Candy
products, handled py Bob Shawley,
pioduct is soldv
tied in with the proceeding!;.
,
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soM

to be

tfc6

0e tMn^

a bett#

true. It there’s

better soap,' a better cigarette, a better
at

a better

price,

we want

car,

audience of the second network, emd

a

faindiesm0re,d^^^^

aaj/t/iMtfi'

to be told— and sold.

To sum
And in a Market as big and rich as America, sue-;
cessful selling
tising — in

means

advertising

.

.

.

m^

G

reyealed in ’the.
2b,O0O>QOO

will

be

an increase of

more

pbople^^^*^^^

ah inereaSe, of

families;

and

real income. Net-

work Radio, too, is bigger;
fahiilies

is,

12,0()0,000

more radio

and neaidy twice as many sets as in

«'

b

*

•

t;

«

t

.

. ;

NBG is No.

1 be-

•

*

. .

•

;(aSprOyed%B,M.B.)hayethelargest combined
weekly ahdience

m

all

America — larger than

any pthef network or any Other adyertising
hiediurii.

an additional fact --

is selling

seryices for adyeHisers,
vi

iri

than Network

BlOOER-iThe stations of the NBG Network

ufacturer apd seller of products or sevices, you
yitally interested

that is bigger,

.

BUflER^ NBG
bh

m

^

1940,

ifyouareaihan-

will

in

cause NBGis Bigger, iBusier, More Economical
»

that Market

w^

RadiO r- and Of 011®

cost.

how mu(^h bigger

ibyou

more poWerfulf m^^

.

Just

it ttjOf

a big way, you can use ho

good Myer-

a medium that reaches the

people at the lowest

^^870^0

more products and

day ahd night — and ih

949, ady ertiSers jny ested

more money i n

NBG

than in any other network.

proyed by Radio’s owh Gensus, tbe BroadGast

Measuremeht Bureau

in its Study No. 2:
;

NBG.

:MORE;ECeMOMICAt~N6C today
homes reached-

reaclws fhe bigijest weekly mi(Mence^:m^^^

costs considerably less per lyOOO

work

than it did. 1,0 years ago — and NBG today reaches

radio.

more people atiower cost than any other hatiOhal
The eombihed total Weekly audience
the statidns of the

NBG Network

listening to

adyertising medium, including the other
is

35,430,000

networks.
families (daytirhe) and 3'?;750,d0b (nighttime).

That’s 3,dOOd}OQJaimiiiMmore thdu the:

Today, more than ever, to

f^ Sertice

W

sell

America you need

1950

April

T

ELEVISION’S
markets

circulation

(New York,

Los Angeles^ Boston,

in

of these ten niillion people

eight major

tdevision Station, AN liich hithese eight rnarkels

Chiciago, Pliilaclelphia,

CleA' elan (I,

Washington and

* a,

t

Schenectady-Aibany-Troy) surpasses the circu-

E. Jlooper, Xon-Der: JQ49 estimates 3,34 iieiLers

NBC

tlie

Television

More important than

Station

WNBT

Chicago

455,000

WNBQ

Philadelphia

428,000

los Angeles

462,000

WPTZ
KNBH

Boston

339,000

W1BZ.TV

Cleveland

200,000

WNBK

Washington

118,000

WNBW

70/000

WRGB

circulation, however, are

people. In these eight major markets there aie

over 1 0,000,000 television y ie wers^

Aiid

7?io^/^

important to

tlie

The most powerful infliieiice

^

advertiser

Ilelevision

L225;b00

equivalent of the total

of families in iTietropolitan Chicago.

p.erTl'-set.:

Circulationt

NewJ[York

number

.are:

Rcseorrh Dept, estimptes^ April, 1950.

lation of the nation's largest inagazine ])y over

1,500,000. That’s

is their favorite local

is sales.

of the buj'ing habits

Schenectady-Alboiny-Trby
Tpicil

. .

.3,297,000

SPOT SALES
NEW YORK

»

CHIC AGO

CLEV

EL A N D

HOLLYWOOD

S

AN FR A N in S C O

.

.

.

!
1

;

Wcdnes Jayy AprH 26, 1950

RADIO-TELEVrSIOiV

40

WJZ

44

t»

»

f

*

4
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NEW YORK

IIS

.Trevq
April 30, making it a six-day week of microphoning.
WLIB show opening Harlem
Frazee into “Aunt Jenny” sequence,
Edythe
studios at the Hotel Theresa to be carried by State Dept
J. Meserarid (ass’t neWs director of WOR): off on ,European vacation.
.ABC’s Sigmund Spaeth returns bn May Id to N. Y. from Hawaii
.Richard Hogue, with
where he pertned a tube, “Honolulu Luau”.
Music Corp. of America since January, has rejoined ABC spot sales,
Imad
of Schwab & Beatty
becomes
Perkins,
who
AM-TV
vice George
Jack Barry transcribing NBGs “Joe DiM^ggio Show” In Philly this
WHLI, Hempstead,
week as airer kudos the Athletics’ Oonnie Mack
planning plane-to-ground reports on highway traffic conditions
v..
announcer Jack Lazarc to wed Betty Groif on Friday (28).
ABC sales veepee Fred M. Thrower passing the stogies for his new
daughter.
Jack Lait; will get $1,000 per shot for his upcoming ”Gonfidentiaily Yours” series bn NBC.
N. Y. Mirror managing ed has already taped his commentaries for four broadcasts ... Red Barber 'w«is
stood up by baseball commissioner Happy Chaitdler on the CBS seriesl
“You and Baseball” Friday (21), because the ex-Senator was watching
the Yankee-Washingtoii opening game; Barber ad libbed around his
v Advertising Council is stepping up a special
guest’s non-appearance
radio drive to aid in shipment of CABE food packages to West Berlin,
to start next Monda (1). Radio and newspapers’ advertisers are asked
in view of recent political events, to give drive special space in their
pubservice messages
Tito Martinez Delbox, Latino- American radio
producei^ and correspondent, left over the weekend for the Coast where
he’ll open a production office
.Lqwcil Thoriias due back from Cali.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

^

.

Chicago, April 25.
Television’s
potentialities
in
areas other than the commercial-

.

.

.

Hugh Tferry (KLZ) in for feW days after Ghi NAB convention
Robert Robh checking out as account exeC at N. W. Ayer to take over
public relations for Calkins, Holden a? Carlock, McOlinton Sc Smith /.
Crace Johnson, ABC continuity acceptance chief, treking to Norway
Gamble copy
Ruth Farquhar, who handles Procter
Tuesday (2).
Sidney Freeman
for Blow, appointec^speCial assistant to Milton Blow
.G. W.
upped to north central division manager for Fred Ziv Co
Anderson, Jr;vhas switched from Cecil & Presbrey to Suilivatt, Stauffer,
/Florence Morris, ABC booking
Colwell & Bayles as accouht exec
manager, planes today iWed.) for European respite
continuity chief, moves oVer next week, to Benton Ac Bowles
Warner M, Wilsoii, ex-Fo6te, Cone Ac Beiding (Chi), new
copy dept
accouht man at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample in Gotham ... Warners dickering with Miltoh Cross to narrate 'a feature-length Warner-Pathe film
.Ted Kelly shifted
tentatively tagged *‘50 Years iefore Our Eyes”
Allan
from Cecil & Presbrey to McCahn-Erickson -as time buyer.
Jones and Irene Hervey may be the first Americans to dO a husband;wife stanza for the British Broadcastihg Corp/ Deal hinges on success
of their turn in their British Isles toUr, which starts next month
press dept., left Friday (21) for year’s
Jack Findlay, TV editor of
tour of Europe, with Barbara Frbst taking over the post,
.Ann Lorl^ added to “BackHarold Huber new to ‘^David Harum*’.
“Lorenzo Jones,” daytime serial produced by Frank
•tage Wife” ./
arid Anne HUmmert, this week begins its 14th yOar on the air.
Ed and Pegeeii Fitzgerald resume their Sunday ayem broadcasts for
.
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ized entertsiirimerit field were outlined,.here last week. Thomas E.

Courtney, Muntz-TV prexy, speaking to a group of industrial leaders, predicted a closed circuit tele
communication for business and
educational uses will be the next
nriajor development of the medium.
In the sariie connectiori, the u.
of Illinois disclosed plans for linking its Chi branch with downstate

.

.

.

;

campus

,

.

.

;

,

fornia' by: week’s- end."

!

.

.

.

.

Champaigri via cabled

/

/^

Courtney said that induStriat tele
will in the near future outdate
expensive central sales meetings
arid!
conferences, / Speeded exchange of ideas^ plans and, specificatidris will reduce overhead and
make for cheaper goods, he pointed

;

•

.

WOR

in-

video by 1952.

.

!

mHQiLywQop

Stoiy is around that one oL the networks offered John 'Guedcl $2,000,000 for his radio package layout but it wbnt by the .boards because out.'.
Earl Miiritz; exec veepee; a!lso
of tbo many contract involvements. His properties comprise PiUsbiiry
predicted wide use of iridustrial
House Pa rty People Are Furiny arid Groucho Marx. On the first two TV, citing possible adoption
by
he is an equal partner with Art Liriklcttcr and also a half partner with stock exchanges as an exairiple. He
Groucho ./ ./ Someone asked Bob Ballin if Hallmark Playhouse was pay- fore^aiW present ticker’' and teletype
being supplanted by direct video
ing off. He squelched, it with,
Bros, has to turri out a mllliqri
•

,

^

^

transmissiori f rorii excha nge floors.

greeting cards a day to keep up with dealer deiriand”
.Ken Dolan is
asking $50, pod for picture rights to /’Beulah” now that a couple ;Of
studios are interested
taking time out from directirig
Radio News .Club
‘‘Lassie” to take his sverisk routine on tour
couidnT decide Who was the town’s, best newscaster so they cglled
it a draw between Bob Garred and johri Wald
CBS couldn’t spark
any sponsor interest in “Young Love” after a! year so the time gbeS to
Beyorid This World,” science fiction series to be directed, by Bill
Robson
Fariny Brice will be off for 22 weeks this summer with the
time filled by Garmeri Dragon’s “Stra what Concert’^ \ Ralph Rose
has detached himself from CBS prpduclibn staff to peddle a few program ideas of his ownV
Grace _Gibson, Australia’s transcriptipA
queen, installed Boh Reiclien bach as Holly wriod manai^r and both are
shopping around for scripts and program ideas for waxing in Aussie
Robert Young goes to Louisville to play the lead in Cavalcade’s

Shown at the meeting Were plans
for a six-inch tube set for use. in
SchooirbOms or other forms of
group instruction. Set will yeceive
a closed circuR signal and Would
permit one instructor to work with
classes of several hundreds, greatly cutting dowri per-uriit costs.!
That educational institutions are
making plans for this use of video
was reported by Dr, Wilbur
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

;

.

.

“Sword/of. Kentucky.”

.

Schramm, Dean

gif

Corriiriunications

at Un' 6£ Illinois^ whbsc^ department
has been exploring! possible adbp-

tion of tele to extension course
teaching. University has conducted
experimental
demonstrations of
closed circuit teaching at its medical
arid
dental
colleges, and last
during latter*s hiatus
week! the engineering college per-

/,..,

CHICAGO

IN

.

.

.

Paul Harvey will fill in fPr Robert Montgomery
this sumtner from his ABG, cow*tientary program
John Keowri, for- formed sinillar
demonstrations.
merly program manager arid assistant professor of radio at Tiilsa IT.,
joins Chi NBC staff as director
Tom Moore eniceed special
and MBS airing of State Street Council’s “Mother of the Year” awards
Friday (21).
Schwimmer & Scott has re-sighed the Keeley Brewing
Via Hiked
Budgets
Co. account, with C; L. Miller agency takipg bilfing
, Jean Tymec is
new member of WIND publicity staff,
Nancy Wright
Foreign language radio is getting
chirper,
has announced her erigagement to Phil Agnew, freelance musician./.
a hypo via increased spending by
Howard Neumiller,
music librarian, begins 20th year on
Ronzoni spaghetti, Berio olive oil,
staff
Pauline V. Powers, teacher of blind students at Chaney School, Gem oil and Medaglia D’Oro coffee,
Youngstown, O., was honored as best teacher of 1950 by “Quiz Kids” all handed by Emil Mogul agency
Sunday (23)
Don McNeiil, ABC’s “Breakfast: Glub’^ erricee, given
Ronzoni has lipped its budget in
distinguished service citation by Chi Assn, of Commerce arid Industry Boston and New Haven, Gem has
Roy McLaughlin, WENR g.in., back at his desk after 10-day bout added Pittsburgh to its list of
V.
with virus X
Art Mercier, WBBM anriouncer,. sold two sports ar- markets and Medaglia D’Oro has
ticles to The Outdoorsman
Myrtle. Stahl, WON education directbr, hiked
its
coin
for
WQV/ and
vacatioriing in /Florida.
.May 13 issue of. Collier’s spreads story of •WHOM, N, Y. indie outlets. Berio
“Breakfast Club” planned and planted by Chi ABC’s publicity staff
/.
is also adding to its foreign lanMarion ^Sheppard moves from WBBM prQgrairi' departmerit to music guage biidgeL
library staff and is now in charge of all music clearances
The Temptones, iristru mental group, .seeking new name via contest on
‘?T6m
Moore Show^.
Bill Rllis is new chief of WBBM page department
Collier’s is picking up tab for Billy Leach’s new Friday eveiiing .quarter-!,
hour stint on WBBM - WCFL is airing LaboP^ League for PoUticai
Education’s transcribed show, /“What’s the Answer^’, moderated
by
Al Hamilton
Sue Hork of iVBBM loca^ salei staff to marry Bill
McCrellias May 14.
,VT6.p. Tunes With .Treridler” featuring Bob
Trendler, arranger, and ypcalists Paula Rae arid tony Fontaine, debuted on
Monday (24).
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Then you,

Certai n stations grariti ng

should

summer

too, should grant big

make

it

summer

discounts.

discouhts probably

o yeqr-round habit because

cases, their winter ratings are

in

below the summer

ratings.

WCPG-TV

Code of Standards For

most

holds the leading position in yiewer popu-

in
Adoption of a code of standards
for the advertising, selling and
St; Louis, April 25.
After the last broadcast Saturday handling Of television set service
(22), KWK. the local Mutual out- came a step closer last week when
let, tossed its FM brand of broad- the
Better Business Bureau of
castihg out of the window and be- New York brought together reprecame. the fifth St. Louis station to sentatives- of .18. TV service organabandon, it.
Robert T, Convey, izations. BBB announced that subpresident of KWK, said that “pub- stantial
agreemerit
had
been
lic acceptartce of this medium has reached on most points in
the pronot been widespread and cohse- posed code. which is now being requently ;;I feel that the service vised for submission next week
to
gendered, is regarded as too limited the trade.
to justify the coritlnuatibn of FM
Ad code was cued
by an iribroadcastirig.’V
creasing riuniber of complaints reStations contintiing FM in the garding the sale and servicing of
St.. Louis area are KXOK, the local sets.
When the final draft of the
ABC outlet owned by the St! Louis edde is appfoyed it will be pro-

TOMMY

,

larity In the Cincinnati

mqrket--accordihg to

ev^^^^

recognirod survey.

RIGGS

!

'

No-^WGP 0-TV has
countSt
in

not nor will not grant

Our leadihg

summer

position, plus the higher

summer than winter of

setsi

dis-

average

in juse> hasri't put U 5

Afsisted hy

ijri

|

iq .the 'position

of the young

man

above.

Star-Ti hies Publishing
owner of a p.ni; rag;

WTM

-

/ and Hit Cokiady Sf.oogtt df

Vided.^ to. all TV manufacturefs,
service organizations! and advertis-

Co.,
also
V, East

Louis; KFUG, the Concordia irig media/
Semi nary /station in St. Lou is Cpu n/
Among the pointk covered in the
ty, and KSLH, the St. Louis Board
proposed standards are: definition
of Educatipn station thrit began and extent of advertised
service,
operation last week.
what advertised prices include
KSD, owned and operated by the mention of extra charges', claims
St. Louis Post-Dispatch
led the regarding speed of service, “free”
parade of the local stations tossing replacement of parts as an, inducein the sponge for its
broad- ment to buy a service contract, nacasts,
it was followed by WIL, ture of parts
replacements, inacand WEW. Failure to find riurate claims by a dealer that
his
sprinsbrs for
broadcasts is be- service is the only one available;
lieved to be the reason
has and responsibility for performance
been dropped here, although no of sets converted from
a smaller
station has publicly anriouriced it. to a larger picture
tube.

County Radio

i

.

rind

Suffarri,

St.

.

TV

How

Oponing

in

ThaatirO: in

York

:

May

!

'

ALAN WINSTON
Atsociofo biroctor

i

|

.

i

FM

WCPp-TV

WEWS. Cleveland

Chahnel 7

IS another
Scripps-HbWard

Affiliated Witii the
,

Cinti. Post

^^epresentei^Y^th|^RANHAh|^^

,

OHIO

TV

Station r- 1st
In tho markeL j

.

.Piraction:

WltLIAM MORRIS AGRNCY

KXLW

FM

FM

Managemant;

RUSH JERMON
Naw York,

1S5 i. 44th St.,

N. Y.
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Televiewers in

thiis

twin-city audience join to

award top

honors to the national prewIng company’s television
commercial, as produced on film hy National screen

from Te/e^«/We'f Second
Popularity Poll is further proof that national
SERVICE produces a technically perfect film comthat tempts the audience and s 11s the product No
the nation’s top advertisers, agencies and TV
have come to depend on national screen service

SERVICE. This concrete evidence

Annual
SCREEN
.

^V>"4

mercial

wonder
w
V
Sv-?-:.

.v.v.

'

ii

stations

!

for outstanding television film commercials!

.*.•

-rt
The advertiser
'm

mWNAL

y.y

npWING COPANY

a:

The agency

mm: AND

CilAPPELl, INC.

The producer!

NATIONAL SCPEN SERVICE

fm'

From

coast to coast^
nati6naL screen service
provides 31

offices,

%/4

four lab-

oratories and; two studios, to

y
V.y.

;

.«

//

gx

•;

'WL
sioh commercial fiJm needs !

SCRVICC
pmit§0§r cf Ffitimsmr

Mesfdts
dities,

Second AHtmd AurpeyM Progfamt dnd Pematf>e Weekly Televimm
tondnded by

Nem-Magazine

for

Wmbington,^

Baltimore,

.

RADlO-tilLBVlSION

It

have done much fo improve

the

standard
speech.

Hollywood, April
is

offering

25.

1

pf television weekly thpn any outStation moved
let in the country.
to the top Saturday (22) with the
addition of six hours to itf weekly

's Tliclie

.

beaming

total.

KLACrTV

telensihg a total of 92

is

Sub for

now

hours and book

15 minutes each week.

KLAC: TV opehed up

.

Summer replacement
of

-Gregory

Wednesday

at 9 Satur-

^

for

Hood,”

•Case-

ABC

riigh^ half-hour mysis “The Cliche .Club.”

,

Notice cancellirig Earl Wilson'a thrice-weekly itanza on WJZ, N. Y
only a few days after It started Mondriy lit), may involve personaiitv
Nixing of tlm-shoWi which had just, been moved from
differences.
WINSr reportedly stems from the syndicated coltimnlsVa alleged “snub’’
of Harvey Fokrass, son of X^uis h Pokrass, chalrmam of Tele-King
Corp., which backed the series from Monte^i in the Belmont-Plaza
Incident occurred In Billy Reed's Little Club, where
hotel, N. Y.
Wilson is said to have failed to greet Pbkrass .flls, presumably because
of the: dim lighting, with Pokrass reportedly taking offense. Lelarid k
How« agency, which set the deal, is in the middle^
/
t'ele-King, however, says It nixed the show because it didn't fit in
Because
a
plans.
Of,
two-week
merchandising
With its
cancellation
clause, program exits after the broadcast Saturday (29).

V

'

is “official”

tery show,
Bill Arison and
New program was okayed as a susa variety-record show. Arisbh re- tajnar by ABC execs following an
mairied before the canieras fbr auditionL last Week. It moves into
three hours. Mike Roy moved, in ‘'Hood's”
8:30 p ni. slot .]May 10.
from 12 to 1 o'clock with a cooking
'

day morning with

American

of

George W.. Srall, professpY
of speech and dramatics, stated,
that “duririg the past 25 years
radio has given America,
the first time in history, a commbri speech and in so doing
has strengthened the unity of
our country,” But, he added,
there is one word commonly
mispronounced, and that word

-f

more hours

;

Is Official

Cleveland, April 25,
A speech professor at Fenn
College says radio announcers

KLAC-TV

V

Apra 26, 19S0
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This

;

A

,

Almost to A man, points out
gabbers say
prefessor,
“ohrfishul”—-as if the “o” were
a stressed syllable followed by
a single consonant; as in omit.
“Instead,” he hastened to add,
“the way to pronounce the

the

Recent disclosure/pf ownership In WERE; Cleveland, shows
^
is a “Who's Who” pf mty's political

station’

roster

Among the neWer stockholders, who /pitched in to help WERE get/
additibnal capital, are Mayor Thomas. Burke and Paul Brown, coach pf
professional football Browns/ Other ^stockhbldefs include Ray T.
the
Idea behind “Club” has moderaprogram. Roy has been on MpnMilleiv Democratic leader and former mayor; Robert jv Bulkiey, former
uud has tdr Waiter Kiernan telling short
day through
U/ S. senator; Thorrias M. Carey; collector of inlprnal revenue; Samuel
added the extra day to haridle par- stories. Panel of four individuals
word is an unstressed syllable,
David, Cleveland service director; Dan W* Uuffy, Democratic leadev
Roy's, week- then attempts to guess wh at cliche
ticipating sponsors,
pfonpunced ,‘uh-fishel’,”
Alexander L.^ peMaioribUS, Republicari bigWlg; :Ben C. Green arid Felix
is
Members
contained
in
the
yam.
day layout has been sold but for
Matia; preserif and former men'bbr respectively, of the Election board
some time and Saturday’s venture of the panel are Carol Lynn HegCharles A. M:ooriey, school board member; Aivariiley Johnstone, head 6f
gen, Readers Digest staffer; author
kicked off to fUll house.
the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, And a host of other political
Louis
Browns
Pact
Hill,
N;
Yi
Ed
Agnes
Rogers
and
Following Roy at 2, KLAC-TV
as well as business arid sports executives;
Sun; assistant
inserted a 75-minute disk jockey Wbrld-Telegram
Largest stockholder, 27%/ ft Miller, whose law partner* Don Hornprogram. Platter pusher is Dick city editor.:
heck, with An investment of $38,800; IS the attorney for the Gleveland
Following that statiori
Haynes.
St. Louis, April 25.
Indians.
Latter group, along with the Browns, shifted their broadcasts
beamed a 60-minute feature film.
While the management pf the St;
from other stations to WERE this year,
Bob McLaughlam one of station's ST.
Louis Browns has yet to announce
Commerited one wag: “W^^® is ^^^velarid* politically speaking.”
platter pushers, took over at 4: 15
the identity pf the bankroller for
with a 75-miriute layout featuring
the play-by-play of its game durBecause of the dispute between the networks and the National Assn,
unpublished sonkS,
ing the current Campaign, it has
of Broadcast Engineers arid Technicians, Ed and Pegeen Fitzgerald
Washington, April 25.
There is a possibility that KLAGgone ahead and lined up two local
Emphasizing the need and de- stations to air the proceedings. moved back pronto into their N. Y. apartment in the Hotel Pierre.
TV will also, bring Jim Hawthbrnb
in on Saturday nights for an hour sire to provide an additional TV Last week, dpAls were consum- They had planned this week to originate from their Hay Island (Coriri j
program to sign' off the operation: station in St Louis, despite the mated with WEW, the St. Louis U. hpme.^. :/
Ha Wthbnie now has a five-day freeze, the Park Plaza hotel ap- (iridependent) station to carry the
The breakfast team Is broadcasting from the hotel or will be able to
week program running frbm 10 to plied for video authoHzation last day games, and kwk» the local shift to the WJZ studio in the event the NABET strike gets serious.
week with the FCC.
11 riach evening.
Mutual outlet, for the hpctuvnal
William Gargart has started taping two of his Mutual “Martin Karie
Application filed by Bernard Ko- contests.
teen, of Cohn arid Marks, asserted
The first local gairie of the Private Eye’V shows each week In order to build up a backlog that will
that St. Louis and Pittsburgh are Browns Saturday (22) was telecast enable him to shoot i film version of the airer for Sol Lesser iri Hollythe pnly cities among the first 10 by KSP-TV, which also did the wood during the eight-week hiatus of his NBC-TV “Kane” show this
iii^ populatiori which have only one
same for the Cardinals When they summer,
Star's new non-cancellable contract with^U. S: Tobacco will run 60
TV statiori. All the Others, it opened the season Tuesday (18)
stated, have at least three.
with a night game with the Firates. weeks from Monday (i), includes 44 telecasta arid nets Gargan $250,000
St
Park Plaza is owriied by the ko- KSD-TV will telecast a majority of Negotiations are Under way for Walter Gibson to write a Kane novel
St. .Louis, April^ 2^^
piar family which /also operates the local night gamYs of the Comic book based bn the charaeter has sold 250,000 riopies arid another
issue is set for publication.
Transit Radio, now in operation, the Chase, Forest Park arid Brans- Browns.'
bn more than 1,000 buses and cOmb hotels. The Kbplars told the
WLIBj N. Y;, will open Its lifW studios In Harlem Saturday (29) with
street cars in $t. Louis, is being Commissipn they spend $500,000 a
a two-hour broadcast at 5 p,m., featuring Juanita Hall, Billy Eckstine,
geared for einergency mobilization year for appearances at their hoHazel Scott, Sarah Vaughan, Joe Louis, Jackie Robinson and other
plans of the St. Louis police de- tels of stage/ screen arid .radio
spoils, Civic and community leaders.
partment, following a recent meet- Stars. This talent, they said; could
New studios are In the Hotd
Contiriued from p%se 31
ing attended by public and: civic be brought tp a wider audience weekend films for exhibitors; He Theresa'.;
Since/ Hariy Novik took^ 0
biggies. Under the plan, buses of through their pFppOsed TV station. said if Hollywood won't let TV^
as
generai
manager of WLlB, indie
^
the Public Service Co. would be
have big namAs, video is the me- has been slanting its airers to Negro and second-generation Jewish
audiences.
New
cross-therboard
utilized for a widie variety of purr
programs to start Monday (1) include
'
Pittsburgh
Dave Tyson has dium to develop its own stars. He Harlem Frolics,” aired at 7-7:45 a m., with Lorenzo Fuller pianbiogV.;poses.
pointed out that Hollj^Pod has
Equipped with radio receivers landed another commercial "pn $^00,000,000 worth of “photo- ging, singing and spinning disks; Joe Bostic, Amsterdam News colfor North Pole Ice Cream
Vmnist, conducting a news Series at 7:45-8 a;m.; “Harlem Serenade,”
now furnishing musical and news WCAE
Co., quarter-hour three afterhoons graphic things” (props, sets, etc.), With Bostic, 8-9
a.m.; “Breakfast at the Theresa,” a femme-angled stanza
broadcasts' originating at KXOKover which the pic Industry has
He’ll Spin platters
a week.
FM, the local Transit Radib sta- Duque.sne Brewing Co. hais picked no moriopoly arid which can be put conducted by Ruth Ellington James, 9-9:30 a.ni.; arid “The Negro
Sings,^’
i’ecordings. of Negro artists, 9:30-10 a, m;
tion, the buses would be directed “Boston Blackie”
as the summer to use by TV;
to cope with; any emergency.
Lt. replacement for its big; Saturday
Tait’s suggestion that the public,
Cbl. Curtis Brpstron, head bf the night musical
perhaps
“Welcome
getting
a bit tired of pure
show,
inspector's office of the police de- Aboard,” on KDKA;
Beer outfit entertainment, might readily acpartment, is iiii charge of the liai- spbhsOlred “Blackie”; once before cept a irior© educational type of
DuMont web is aririg its “Starlit
fori plans.
Peoples Pittsburgh bank bank- tele show, waR picked up by Roach,
Coiitiitued from paffe .30!
Time” Sunday show: from two
f’ollirig newsreel clips of outstand- who said his
company is already
on
hours
to one hour, 7-8 p.m stai t50 Vears
making plans for purely educa- 4A-S board meeting Wednesday
St. Louis-Wed Howard,
"is®
every Saturday evening
(19) to the TVA board rrieeting the ing Sunday (30).
Airer will com.gabber has departed for Ghicago
tional TV films.
announcer,
Gordie,
to join NBC’s video network.
Idea that om local shows are following day. The invitation was bine the two 60-miriute segments
He Rege
now
sharing the narrator chores
ignored by SAG prez Ronald Rea- into one compact vehicle starring
has been, replaced on the station’s
with Bill Beal on daily video Pitt doing the r e a.l experimenting, :gan..
Phil Hanna and Bill Williams/
while nets are sticking to standard
weekly quizzer, “Beat Your Wife” Parade
Dolores iCish, of
Issues between the east and /Web V^ill nOw begin airing at
by Curt Ray. Jack Nprwine, who staff, and> Bill Casper, football star forms, was developed by Burr;
was a gabber at the statiori in at Clarion State Teachers College, Tillstrom and Bob Swezey, of Coast unions will iriost likely even- 6:50 p.m. on Sundays with “Time
1929, has replaced Howard on the will be married late next month on WDSU, New Orleans, Swezey ad- tually be settled by a National for Reflection:’'
WARD, net’s Gotham, key, has
gabbing staff.
vised to “think less of the quick Labor Relations Board election,
the Bride and Groom program.
buck and more of final production deciding factor being whether the replaced Kathi Norris, who moves
on Monday (1), witli
and/ the dollar will follow.” Good film Actors vote to uphold the Rea- over to
At the 4A's ses- Sydney Smith pri “Your Tele
local shows can be produced with gan viewpoint.
adequate material at hand and at sion, EdWArd Arnold; former SAG Shopper,” daytime crOss-the-bOard
for profitable selling
reasonable Cost, provided imagina- topper And one of the founders of hour.
“ is used, Swezey
Actors Equity, took a stand differsaid/
ing from Reagan’s.
With Amold
proposing that the 4A’s resolution
be tabled, Reagan demanded the
motion’s defeat.
WILMINGTON
Last Tuesday night a petition
Continued from page 30
DELAWARE
contended that the men were tak- Was circulated among the casts of
Broadway
shows urging the Acing time out to; write put their
Equity council, which met
grievances as provided for in the tor
If You Paid.bv'tr $30
later that: night* to avoid; '‘fatriciunion; agreement. *
/
In Social SacUrity' Taxos
While ABCIJ supervisory person- dal folly:” Although SAG denied
In 1440 or ryo
ta|nel were able to intervene in time inspiring the petition/ TVA sources
HARRISBURG
REAI»IN($
FPI* COmplafo pafailt COnlact:
to prevent anything more than said they have proof it was stai*ted
slight impairment of prograimhirig by the screen representatives.
PENNSYLVANIA
PENNSYLVANIA
^ NI A
r i N ns. T l. V a N I a
I LTON
ASI N, P
A irieeting wAs scheduled for
®^cl6ucyj NBC radio was knocked
17 1. 42nd St.,
last night
off the air for a total of 10 minutes midnight
(Tues.)
York 17, N Y.
at
and its video operations were Which the Equity Council was to
Murray Hill 2'0274.
blacked Put for almost two houi’s. explain its 20-5 vote in fayor, of
ABC; does not work: the TV lanes the 4A’s resolution and the implion 'Cither Monday or Tuesday cations of the petition after which
it hopes the signers would withnight.
NBC was forced to Cancel tWo draw their names from the petir
video sho\ys scheduled tb go on
during the sitdown, “ Judy Splin^I’s
at 5; 15 p. m. and “Howdy
HaFtford-rr-Two, local radio sta.:
Doody” at 5:30 p.m. NBC, however, tions are carrying games of the
managed
major
to
leagues this season.
reach
a temporary
'.IOnly
LANCASTER
WILMINGTON
agreement with NABET which one carried last year. WONS is
airing
home
permitted resumption of videocastgames of Boston Red
DEL
ARE
Pf NNS Yil V A N A
Sox and Boston Bi'aves.
iii ing at 6 p.m.
This
Network reps, /Ernesf de la Osso series was carried last year by
13.31 S, VVaba,|i Av*.. Chicago 3, III.
of New Britain.
of NBG and Joseph MacDonald
of has shifted
its affiliation to New
ABC, went into immediate huddles
STEINMAH STATIONS
York
Iii with NABET
Yankees who Are. being
TV JOB
chiefs with the asCloiir R. McCoMough, Managing Dirtetor
ethered over facilities of the New
Youni .main, 36 -T«leviiion School Grad'iAtc.
si.stance of Federal Mediation ComBritain daytimer.
MOko •pportunity with SUtlon, PaokaBer*' or
missioner Walter A; Maggiold and
.A|onoy at Writer, Produotlon Trainee, or
.c:4\
IttpratanUd by
ASSOClAm^^^
Produter^t Errand Bay.
Studied niodi urn two
New York regional director of
Veari.
-I
Owni six mtney<makina prooram
Dayton, o.—H. Peter Lasker,
the
inediatibn
service,
ideas,
Chicago.
Lbi Ar\ger«s
Now York
and mere arowini.
San Prbhciiico
Has own tyPfi*
Frank general . manager,
announced
writer
apand televiiion library.
Famity mao,
H.
Brown.
Bargaining
sesgiori pointment
honost, contoientlous.
Salary
Will travel.
of. Frank Hall Fraysur
continued through Monday night as
secondary tt fppertunlty.
promotion
director of WLW-D,
yJ'/ZK.
and late Tuesday afternoon.
•OX V-13S0, VARIETY
^
Dayton’s Crosley tele station,
1$4 W. dith $f.. Now York It, H. t-'
;
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picture on the $ets iilongr the coaxial way. All Hollywood is awaiting the verdict of the down casters
on the next Young’ and Wynn kin*
nles,
If that doesn|t do it then
film—the picture studio kind—it
must be. Out here they figure TV
must come west eventually ahd
even a bad kine can’t stop it

I

;

Nothing But Money For Faley
S

Continued from paN:e

s
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‘

at the camera and the rewould continue to
,
black; and white sets with built-in ceiver.
which
has hot yet submitted data
color,
CBS
compatibility for
size on
what additional royalties it
unlimited
permit
would
screens (Columbia has displayed w'ould collect if its single tri-color

:

i

RCA

16-inch color set hut admits
larger screens would involve .problems V, However, the Coihnrissioh
has received ’testimony by Dpiiald
Finf; editor of Electronics, and a
member of the Johhson committee
to advise the Senate' on the color
question, that pnce color
'thorized the public would prefer
c6joiV$ets, particularly if the price
^differential was smail.

a

'

^

’

Youngsters gave an appeal on a
program, lJut don’t overdo them.
Dabor laws prohibit young-

Mm

.

.

;

sters under six from participatihg;
inteiligent participation begins on
Experilevel.
the eight-year-old
_
...
,,

,

pirortioted

[S

According to agency prexy Emil
Moguh the study proves cbnelusively that radio can do prbmbtioiiai selling. Canadian wiil therebudget for
fore increase its
next year. Cbmpany how spends
about $85,600 annually on WNEW
and, $65,000 on five other stations.
Interestingly* analysis bf the
sales (which could be bcokeh down
accurately because different items
were advertised in the dalles and
bn the various; stations) showed
that radio; brought; in a betterspending customer,, the broadcast^;
prompted unit safe being about
15^0 aboye that- induced by display ads. Reseafehers also found

AM

|

lariyirr.;;

^i'exy Frank Stanton testified lusher network headquarters.
last week the investment W'oUld be
CMQ-T^
have two
04
in the bucket” to what camera
chains and three field
the firm hoped to realize from in- chains and wilF broadcast via a 5

specially

.

draws an audience, use him* regUr

CBS

its

items.

“When you have someone who

1

V

ABC

ffws:

^

WNEW

to be
outpullinfe the Other outtheir strange sur- lets, accounting for 57% of the tp:
roundings; 12 to 16 year olds—-a rti^, tal yoiiime, although it had only
iculate
16; and upwardsr-^depend- 46% of the Iradio budget.
able and usually keenly inter-

®

I

swamped

trarismitter with a threeturnstile antenna atop

bay super
his Radio

m

WEB

has lined up union and em

ployers portions of

new

Its

series

of labor-management programs.
On
Tuesday (2) the National Assn of
Manufacturers Will take over the
10:30t10:45 p^m. segment (on which
,

j

ps

SET (OR

27;

Prontpttbnai Selling

transmission, is authorized.
Coinpahy has applied for patenU^
covering the tube, interlacing, wave ^ mt a continued front page 30
dot
forms in transmission, inter^^
gives information about
scanning, ^and
visual aids. Some of the highlights
p«ratus used
l»th the,
and of the 13-page pariiphlet:
Color Television, Inc., system,
•;
f
u

kw RGA

in

dailies

tial

m

pare

radio pulled about equally and in
February r a d i o butpulled the

tube system, employing dpt sequen-

v

Continued’’ from

:

Whatever the; return, there’s no
doubt that the ?4.2Q0, 000. Columbia
Contiiiued from paf e SO
invested up to 1947 hi Dr. Peter
Goldmark’s color wheel., system feel will offer greater application
Gubaq., conditions than the
woul’d yield liandsome dividends, to

creased earmngs
Murphy’s testimony showed that
on coloV setk; retailing at $500
manufacturers would pay $5.60 in
royalties to RCA and $J to $1.66
to Columbia, RCA has basic patents on TV; receiver apparatus and

Radio Sales
;

by

alternates with the ij. S. Cham
her bf Cbmmerce) and the CIQ win
gb into the 10:45-11 p.m. period (on
which it alternates with the AFJ
Each group gets an eight-week
stretch on the show
The
stanza will be ‘‘High
School Students Quiz Indlisirv"’
It

>

NAM

and will originate in a

different

section pi the coUrttfy each week
featuring an Industry represehla-„
five whb will be queried by teenagers. ' May 2 ihdustryite guest will

NAM

be Ira Mbsher, fofmer

presi-

dent..

CIO

aifer will present Robert

R

Nathan reporting the news and
commenting pn-ifegislative and economic deyelppmerttS/
Gofliss’ Looks Set for Fall
Helen Hayfe probably will not

;

;

Latter will
Mogul, jy;h 0 represents some return to radio this year, with the
Gentro.
ested.*’--:'.'
have three studios for video. Be-i
hard-headed c I i e n t s (including “Electric Theatre” repiacement;
Schedule Barney’s, National Shobs, Esquire “Corliss Archer,” Skedded to reDramatic groups.
cause Cuba lacks a filiii industry,
Mestre is mstallihg complete 16 m topflight groups Only. Beware the Polish), told Variety, “We aren’t turn to CBS bii Aug. 27 after is
group.
dramatic
Makb a letting puf accounts take money summer hiatus which started June
amateur
facilities, including cameras, de25.,
collects royalties from all major velopers,
print ers^ animation rule to use only exceptional talent, but of
or other media to go
Miss Hayes bowed out of “Elecstick to it.
set manufacturers, except- DuMont tables, fettering equipment, ®tc.
into TV. AU money ihat BPes to
tric Theatre” last fall, foilowing
and^ Zenith, with Whom it is en^ Kinescope recording units will,
‘Ceremonies,—By their very na- video has to be fresh coin/’
the death bf her daughter, Mary
gaged in patent litigatiph, Hazel- also' be Used, in order to repeat ture, these make good watching for
However, Mogul feels, use bf
tine Corp. also eollecti fees from programs later aihd to exchange the most part.
They have the radio must be nibre cafeful these MacAifhur.
some licensees^
them With other Latino countries color, movement-^yes, and drama days. The Canadian Fur alf cam—without paraUel in religious paign is almost cxciuslvely in dayCBS patents relate to the u§e getting into TV.
of the field; sequential system at
Mestre said bt is spending /Services. Be sure you have the time, to counteract.; tele’s evening
the transmitter and the receiver $500,000 for tele .equipment and proper 'ecclesiastical permission for inroads. “We have to have better
Conitliiued from pace 29
and to the color wheel apparatus plains within five years to ;^have an whatever you plan in this fleld.^’
selectivity of /programs and sppts,”
island-wide network of satellite
And who doesn’t Mogui said, “and w© are Working for misdoings, With the public los‘‘Problems.
We feel ing sight of thb; fact it’s St riel ly
stations,
costing
an additional have them?
/ Naturals for the more closely with talent.
radio priest-coun$eIor approach
that the most important ingredient a pitch for sympathy and leh iciicy.
$500,066 siiriijar to bis
Rev. Graham’s claim that KTIS,
setup.
With its tralnsmitter 300 the family group situation, Watch in commercials is bellevability, and
feet above sealevel, the Havana ‘The Goldbergs/ It’s not as sim^ while we want aniiouncers; to avoid Minneapolis, of which he is prez,
does not cafry any of the uhnamed
station should reach a potential pie as it looks but it can be done.” the verbal TNT, We feel .ma
Novel stanza has been wrapped audience of 1,406, 000.
“Cathollb films of prof essioiial them must increase the sincerity crime programs he blasted, and is;
By the
one of the most popular stations
up by Ed and Pegeen ritZgerald, December kickoff date, Mestre quality and faithful interpretation of their delivery.”
in that City; Was refuted by LawMr; and Mrs. team of WJZ-AM a’nd said, there will be around 1,000, are scarce. There are promising
rence, citing Hboperatings which
TV, N. Y , to capiiabze on the 2,000 sets in the area," with the cir- signs that this condition may not
placed it seventh in audience lis*
growing zither trend. Titled “Fitzr culation depending bn t Wo factors: be permanent, but right now the
tenership among the nine stations
Zither Time,” show is being pack- price of receivers and px’ogram supply leaves much to be desii’ed.
Auditions
there.
aged by ABC for a cross-the-board, quality.
,
AlWaiys preview your film
o
Continued from page 27;
Lawrence wound up his rebuttal
3Q-minute daytime Strip on the net,
well in advance. Make sure that
stating,
that
listeners
determine
AVith the Fitzgeralds backed by
you have station approval and works are audition waxers for
zitherist Franz pietschinann. Latclearance bn all music used in the Happy Felton in a daytime audi- which radio shows will survive, giving a rundown of shows on Hub
ter disked the “Third Man Theme”
ence participation strip; ‘‘Beat the
zither tunes for
About the only thing not cov- Deadline,” a partlcipationef in logs for that evening, whiGh is
Records.
Conilhved from paft 39
ered
in the pamphlet is now to ap- which contestants play cub re- probably the first time any station
Commercials also get the soft,
has recognized publicly that other
twangy zither treatment, which the about kine long before now/ NBC pi'pach the local telecaster and ask porters, with Art Baker emceeing;
stations exist in the area.
and Frank Cooper’s package based
breakfast team feels puts them is considerably more 4llm-minded him for free timb.
on * Gene Fbwler's “The Great
over more; effectively than verbal than the Paieymen and is sprpekslugging.
Mouthpiece.”
Several sponsbrs are eting most of its auditions.
Barry is also trying to build
Availing itself of. Paramount’s
nibbling, including an anti-histashows around the web’s personalimine manufacturer eyeing the hay KTLA equipment, CBS will conties.
Ed and Pegeen Fitzgerald,
fever market, Fitzger^ds 'will get tinue to use the gear until its own
Continued from page 29
Continued from page 30.
now breakfastcasting on WJZ,
is set upi
$2,500 weekly for the stint.
When Klaiis Landsberg,
Clay is the possibility that the N. Y;, are being auditioned in a by either party oii one year’s noheadman
Ackerat
KTLA
advised.
Program, which may be live or
Association may be readying itself network cross-the-hpard airer that tice. Expenses of moving his famtaped has already been recorded, man that the 35ih recorder Would
be otherwise occupied on Satur- to come arbund to build sets for will use zither musical backing. ily and furniture from the Coast to
with Hildegarde as guest
Washington are paid by NAB.
days, Ackerman thought enough CBS color (again a.ssuming a prpr Walter Kiernan, at present airing
He will exorcise supervisory conIn that for Philip Morris in a daytime
of the change te move Ed Wynn to CBS decisibn by FGC ).
a night when the apparatus could cafe, /Crosgfove’s adamant position shpw, will be tried in a nighttime trol byer finances, Income, expenditures,
accounting, audits and
against
the
CBS
color
system stanza, “Cliche Club” in which
be utilized, which happened to be
Thursday.
So it is that L. A. would, haunt him if he were to stay he’ll quiz a panel on bromidic preparation of budgets. He will
be
allowed one fulltime assistant.
prexy.
Color televi- phrases.
Ted Malone will get a
lookers Will get Wynn on another on as
Ryan’s autliority is considerably
sion took up an important part of tryout as narrator of a dramatic
night at another hour.
^
broader
thau that given to A. D.
board
sessions
last
week
scries
based
at
on
his
travels.
Barry
For two years now the engineers
have been trying, to lick the kine the Chantecler Hotel in Adele, is also hunting for a suitable Willard, Jr., whose office of .e.xecutive
veepee
was eliminated last
vehicle for Patt Barnes.
bugs but without too much suc- Quebec.
year in a “streamlining’^ of the orIt’s regarded as significant that
cess.
The east may look unkindly
ganization.
on the Holly Wood recording but Fee Chairman Wayne Coy Is
what L; A., gets out here from scheduled to speak before the!
>
T ^
CQUrttsy of M-C^M
bdek there wouldn’t Win any or- RMA convention June 8 in Chicagp.
Thjs will be Coy’s first ap'THE GREAT RUPERT'
II
chids from Winchell either.
f
Continued
from
page
28
I
For Goorgo Pal Prodi.
The cost per print will run about pearance before the - television
THi CAF^ei. SHOW
Eyory Friday NItt, f:30 E.S.Ti, NIC
$200 more bn the 35m kine but manufacturers. An FCC decision ties in enforcing criminal laws reAgencies -r Networks
CBS would be willing to gamble on color is expected by summer. lating to gambling through the
M9l.: LOU
Packoge Producers
10 times that amount to get a good
courts.
:
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CLAYTON

Capehart asked whether,

FCC measure

SUMMER ADVERTISERS
DESERVE winter TYPE SHOWS

passed,

is

a

if

station can go to court to appeal
a Commission fetion. Coy replied
that it could but, he said the measstaff to dominate the Gommissibn ure ^spells out what the station cannot
^btoadcast.
by securing the ebnfidenOe bf but
Sen, McFarland complimented
one member in each agency. It
also permits thefe, with the assist- the Commission on a staff report
ance of the oiie member who is it submitted bn the extent of comdesigiiated as chMrman, to control ifiunlcation facilities used in disthe opinions end research material semiating racing information. Whoinfee available to all the Commis- ever prepared the report, the Senator said, “Did a Very good job.”
..;sioners.”\
Quoting a Wise-crack among

Continued

;

;

froiii

now

the

for Radio
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“THLSEfliEB BOOK’’

,
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Our Successful t ranscribed Hdlf-Hour Feature
Dramofic Show Is Reody for Your Sumiiier
Clients at Reduced Rotes.
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Write for Audition Samplb Today

SECOND FUNNIEST MAN
INTHEWOMtO''

1

,

MINUTE,

TV FILM COMMERCIAL
TV A 0 VERTISIN 6
FILM FOR tow

television.

Coyle- s

New

WCAU

Post

Philadelphia, April! 25

Jsmes

F. Coyle*

member

of.

the

WCAU

directing a commercial representative for
Before joining the
Milwaukee WCAU-,TV,
Journal station, has been appoint- station’s staff, Walls was an aced TV supervising director at the count exec for General
Outdoor

I

FOR

$150.

4-1147

responsible to the people.'»»•

Colby ^LeWis

J

JUdson

sales Staff for 23 years, has
been named to a specially Grea ted r333 $. Wobash Ave., Chicago 5,
post in commercial sales developmeht, covering both radio and
SUMMER HOME for RENT

staff

23 WEST 47" ST., N.! II

Managar: NEAL REE OMAN
1474 Broidway, Now York

•

quasi-jfeicial agency stuffs that
“Gommissloners Come and goy but
the staff remains forever,” the
Senator declared the Hoover prpposui wpuld.be a substantial step
toward permitting domination of
an admfelstrative agency “in the
hands of men who are neither apppinted by the President nor confirmed by the Senate and are not

Gordon Wails has been named
RADIO TRANSCRIPTIONS'

'

;page 28

vision’ over the staff makes 1 1 pos^
sible for such a small group of the

'

ifof

avallab.lo

and teloviiion

radio

of

station.

of

the

WTMJ-TY,

Advertising Go., in Philadelphia.

BUDGET ACCOUNTS

FILMACK

BEAUTIFUL OLD HOUSE.
thlru'

2

acrpi;..

Mud

Gt. 3 oi*Ui BfiTi
Labor 0*71 r*0efioraled bran-

Island Watiir.front: overlooking

mldriuno

.

furnlehoO, Chryslor a.'r.tomo.
Oiii, cool, 2 Ore plano.t, 3 ballis 6 brilronnis,
ran he partly elosed off dowiiMairi bediao'”
pi*'’*'''':
aiid
screeiiod
shower,
maidfirooms,
tlfillly

.

.

.

Inrrft

roimii
tiirrace,
library, hlUlard
beathouso, private dork end bes"''tf*
shaded,
Flneiit legation, 5 minntrj
Call Bayshore 337* or urokrr.
.

nar.aQe,

Well

.

W«idn«»i4 «yf Aprtt lfi,

1950
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TV

portions of "Dixie Jambake"
rates a bow, as did the script by
Edward G. Dorrity,
continuity chief. Edgar B. Stem, president of WDSU, and Egbert D. Swezey, g.m., hosted guests at buffet
dinner following dedication rites.
Luiz,

WDSU

Screen Cartoonists Guild* at

April general membership meeting,
will no longer be permitted to work for non-union
ruled that members
According to the SCG the decision was ’‘aimed at the fly-by^
itudios.
to the industry who is trying to cash in on the telenitfht newcomer
in the ahimatioh field*'
Guild claims that self-styled
boom
vision
producers with "offices in their hats" have been unfairly competing
its

.

.

.

studios.
with established

Rosa Gonzales Vldela, wife of the Chilean president, made her tele
debut on CBS-TV’s ^‘Vanity Fair" Friday (21). Chile's first lady told
commentator Dorothy Doan they hadn’t seen video until their visit to
and the medium so fascinated her husband that the previous
jy,
nigiit he had kept several dignitaries waiting while he watched tele-

Continued from page 30

X

.

When the web s makeup men gave her a heavy facial treatment,
Senora Videla quipped, "They’re trying to make me an Evita Feron,"

ready had censorship and the
Louisiana law was no longer bperative.;

-V'.;.;

VARnsTV’s

of top-grossing features shows a wide variety Of
Continued from -page 31
themes and no destruction of draShow," Said that in order to get use more experimental works, Un- matic impact or artistic merit. On
new writers the agency tells vari- derhill feels, which should beep; the Italian film, "Bicycle Thief,’!
ous publications for the literati Of video from growing stale.
Breen said that it had beeh denied
In its hunt for, materia^, the a seal because of two disputed sehis shows’ market requirements,
plots (of CBS exec said, video will have tO quehces, not because these were
it asks for outlines of
whi^h 100 are received weekly). beat pix to the punch in getting immoral in themselves, but tfi^t if
If these fit the stanzas’ needs, and literary properties, as it has done they .were passed similar Scenes
some cases. However, while would have to be okayed in other
if the writer’s credits in TV or in
other media indicate he has abitity, some creative writers will permit .product.;:';
telensing
of their works as a good
first
treatment
fOr
a
an assignment
This last point was considered
others fear this may inconsistent by some video men,
Arill be made, Agency reserves the showcasing,
right to turn oyer this treatraeht hurt chances of V sale to the who raised the question “whether
to a more experienced Writer if studios.'.'
this inflexible rUle doesn’t hamper
"There are not yet any perfectly artistic quality."
this isn’t tailored to video reqUiretrained TV writers as such,!’ Foster
;merits,
Breen underlines the great savbelieves, "because the medium is ing that the Code administratibn
Only Few From Radioites
still too new. However, there are
has meant to Hollywood, pointing
“Only a few radio people haye
come through with good first TV many who are doing fine; jobs." out that it has screened 10 ,000; feaAmong those he cited were George tures and ah equal number of
scripts," 'Foster said* "But most
Gertrude Fass, Jack. Behtkover, shorts and has worked on some
radio Writers are prolific and think and
He declared that
the tight time-terms that tele True Boardman; William Kendall 50,000 stories.
ill
Clarke, William L. Stuart, Law- an administration was heeded, to
uses, Playwrights find it difficult
rence Klee, Margaret Wilder and provide uniform application of
to condense their stories into a
the standards, t h a t individual
half-hour." While film scenarists Lee Roggow,
judgment by producers didn’t
have the Same, problems,
wOrk. He stressed that "the code
scripts are generally workeq^ut
has worked and today yOii couldn't
well visually
And some good work
VlfDSU
sell the picture industry off the
has been, done by short story
;

list

;

;

;

'

,

to

young

Underhill said, who
as a stepping stone
the more lucrative pastures of

literateurs,

want to use
to

code."

Continued from page 30

.

TV

Hollywood and Broadway. While
there is no training course as such
for writers, CBS’ script department
has extensiye story sessions to -help
scriveners. The pressure of getting
new material may force the nets to
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Owen plays her 25th TV role when
she appears on NBC’s VBig Story"
Friday (2$) ... Estelle Loring,
London
"$top the Music" vocalist, has re-:
Shakespeare’s
birthday
celesigned to understudy Janet Blair
in the national company of "South brated Sunday (23) with a TV proPacifio."
ABC7TV hasn’t set re- ductibri; of "Othello” with Aiidre
placement yetv
Singer Jimmy Morcll playing the 'Moor arid Joan
Blaine returns to the show tomor- Horikins as
Desdemoria. lago was
row (Thurs.) after a vacation
Evelyn Eliason is new TV script Stephen Murray and his Wife,
editor for ABC, vice Rod M ac- Margareita Scott V
Successor tb
.

.

.

,

agor
*(iCi‘or(iing to

.:

the unique, successful "Dance of
Salome," a specially derigned TV
dance-drama is "Eve of Saint Agnes,!’ based On John Keats’ poem,
which is being aired May 1. Choreography is by Celia Franca arid
production by Christian Simpson.
Svetlana Beriosoff leads the cast of
20 daricers

-

tn

.

.

.

a year

m

news

.

,

•

reason

.
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Was the WDSU concert orchestra,
Detroit-^The United Foundation, Lcish, now freelartcirig.
Which provided a neat background
an organization which combines all
for the talent under the direction
of the charity drives in Detroit,
of Johnny Reinlnger. The dedicaMbllywood^
has kudosed WDET-FM, the UAW
tion show was a top production job (CIO) owned station, with its CharJai Alai will get a long term
all around, with George Weist, ter Membership Award in recog- siesta from telensing over KL ACt
ABC-TV production director at the nition of the station’s contribU- T v when 13-week coritract expires
helm. Announcers were Gay Bat- tiohs toward the success of the in four weeks. Station is dropping
son and Roger Wolfe. Camera work foundation’s first drive last year.
the Mexican sport because it has

are
///.y/

.

•

.

.

Denying the charge that the
code had placed a "dead hand on
artistic creation,’’ Breen said {hat

The webs are looking

failed to stimulate commercial interest here and because of poor
Beach for reception
Aahmead ScotPa
a rest, with Ken Buckrldge, asst, ‘‘Your Witness” takes an eightweek
hiatus
from
KECA-TV. Prodirector of ‘*Ford Television Thegram is set to resume again on
atre” taking over directorial reins June
.
17 ;
Olan Sbule handling
on next p r o d u c t i o n, "Father two new programk over KTTV—
"Home Magazine of the Air" and
Malachy’s Miracle."
Dick WilAbe Vigoda added to ABC-TV’V "Home Workshop”
kinson's "Mystery Is' My Hobby’*
"Buck Rogers" show Saturday; will he filmed by the Raymond
Barbara Booth scripting Morgan agency.
(29).
Film will star
>
the "Hazel Scott Show" on Du*r Glenn Langan and Norman Field
Eleanor Wilson will ap- ... Baldwin Chevroiet is picking
Mont.
pear (1) with Jeffrey Lynn and Joy up the tab on KTTV's "Adventure
Gcffeh in ."Studio 1" presentation Theatre,” kicking off with a "Ren;
of "Mifacie in the Raih,’’ adapted frew of the Mounted” pater
by David Shaw from short story Robert Lehman has been added to
"the
Don
Lee
TV
staff
as
writera
by Ben' Hecht.
Comic Jack
Gilford to star in "The Play’s the producer; Robert Adams^ Jr-> as
Russell
Thing’’ Friday (28).
Brewster an assistant producelr
Morgan, TV director of Compton Hicks set for 13 Weeks on "You Be
the
Jury”
beaming
over
KFI-TV
agency, left for Coast last WeekBernle Ebert is taking an Inend to produce new films for
Gamblers "Fireside definite leave of absence from
Procter
fie
Stokey-Ebert
Enterprises to go
Theatre*"
into production Work in
Y.
Ruth Lear Baer has checked in Though not working for hisN.
Owii
with Jay Strong, TV package show fiiTii in N. Y.,
Ebert will continue
producer,
Franklin Pulaski, to carry the cudgel for S&E
while
who
emcees
"TV Telephone there
;KEGA-TV has Obtained
Game,’’ cinceed the Sunday mofn«r
exciusive coverage rights to the
irig preeni
of Doubleday Book
Western Open Championship golf
Show on WNBT. ... Glenn Dicus tourhament
at Brentwood Country
has juve lead on "Lamp Unto My Club. Matches will
be held beFeet" religipso show on CBS-TV tween May -18
and 21.
Haities
next Sunday.
yandiveer will oversee production
Stahton Osgood, CBS-TV pro- on the remotes
Don
Otis show
duction coordinator and former
been sold to Star Furniture for
RKO exec, asked by^Doubleday to has
$275 a week. Tab includes time,
write book on contributions; of arid talent
for the KLAC-TV vastage and films to TV ... Jan riety
layout.
to Palm,

.

.

said that the film code was sucr:
Cessful, because since it was put
Into effect only one State ’(Louisiana) joined the seven which al-

.vision.

writers."

New York

Marc Daniels

Mat ch PCLSE; new

yci k report
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British Sheet Sellers
(Week ending April 15)

London, April 19.
.Leeds
... •
.New World
Jealous Heart
You Were Coming. .Chappell
Chattanoogie Boy . .Pic Music
Dear Hearts .........Morris
Down in the Glen . Wright
Connelly
Can-Can Polka
Ntusici *.*•»

IVlusic,

.

.

to Distribufe

*

My

For Cprid in

were used

to

promote dims ever

since soundtracks came, to the fore,
finding,^ a

Cbral Records, Decca distrib, has
the pouglaS Distributing
Gorp. as its new distrib outlet for
the New Ybrk area. Cosnat pistributors formerly handled the
Coral label in Ni Y."
Coral currently has a total of 38
distribs handling its disks throughout the U. S. ai^d Canada.

'

W

:

items.

•

BY

The Tower Isle hotel in Jamaica,
BWIv aud the. jamaica travel agencies are pegging a tourist campaign dii the Irving Eields Trio’s
disking of “Take Her to Jamaica”
for Victor, Associated with plugs
for the side, disk jockeys in New
York, Los Angeles and Chicago
are ruhnihg. a contest for dialers,
with the best letter on “why I want
to go Jamaica"' earning free transportation and a cuff 0 one-week
stay at the Tower Isle hotel.
Rainbow Records and RKO have
made a joint deal for plugging
“Ohuckawalla Swing/’ from the
new John Ford picture, ‘‘Wagonmaster,’’ which RKO is distributing^
Film Company and diskery
are splitting costs on distributing
-

Albany, April 25:

Via a pocket veto, Gov. Thomas
E. Dewey has killed a bill which
would hsVe. made New York musicians, who work for non-profit institutions, eligible for unemploy.benefits. Bill was. aimed at

ment

'

:

giving social security coverage to
rnusiciahs Working for such outfits
as the New York Philharmonic Society and similar longhair organizations in other cities.
Local 802, American Federation
of Musicians: conducted a/big drive
to get the bill through both houses
of the legislature. After 30 days,
it automatically became dead. The
bill also included /technical emexploitation kits to retailers and ployees of the non-profit institudisk jpekeys containing the record tions."
and display material from the pic.
Eddie “Piano” Miller and the
Wagpnmaster Ghorus recorded the
number fpr Rainbow.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Surt v
s

.

SecumiitZ
Best of All

.

i

.

Connelly

v/

^
.

.

.

.

. .

.

same bright-type vocalizing that
hit^on “Bake a take." It's sfleffi
without, however, having standout
novelty originality in view of all
the straight two-beat material on
the market.
Ginny Gibson and

Bobby Sherwood's orch also give a
happy version of this number on

Mercury, backing, with the Dixie
classic, ‘‘Muskrat Ramble."
Miss
Barton switches tempo ori“Horiey-.
moon," a cute hammock-swinging
bsll&d.'

Helen Forrest: ‘T Wish I Could
"American Beauty Shimmy Like My Sister Kate"Modemalres,
Rose’! has a trickily clever lyric “More Than X Should" (M-G-M).
and rhythm smoothly handled by JMiss Forrest Impreisses on a couple
Sinatra. It looks Mg. Reveriie is of chaiige-of-pace tunes. “Shimmy"

. .

,

.

.

.

.

Sinatra:

’

Maurice
...
Bon
My Thanks To You, .Noel Gay
Leeds
I Said My Pajamas
.Moms
Enjoy Yourself
Wood
Dixie.
About
True
It
Is
Cheriy Stone ... ... .Fields
C’est Si

-

;

.

.

;

:

.

Foolish. Heart,

.

and
"Kisses
‘When the Sun Goes
Tears"
Down;" :"American BeaUty Rose”" Just An Old jstone House" (Golumbia). Any one of the first three
sides has a good chance; Duetting
with Jane Russell, Sinatra sells
“losses" with a bouncing vocal
that should earn plenty of jock and
juke attention. “Suii Goes Down
is a solid oatune lOping against a
fine blues background furnished
by Alex Stordahl's orch and the

Frank

Garden of Weeds. .Box & Cox
Harry Lime Theme Chappell
Soiig In Our Heart .20th-Cent.
BUnch of Coconuts Box 8c Cox

named

the record industry is
hew source of income via premium
plugging deals on current pop
tunes which coinmercial firms are
iatchihg on to as part of their ad
campaigns. Recent flock of such
tiepins range from tourist agencies
to carpet companies,
Mercury Records and Laurel
Music have negotiated a major
plugging deal with the Mohawk
Carpet Go. and NBC radio and
television in; behalf of Laurel's
plug tune, “Buffalo Billy.” Deal,
Which stemmed from the fact that
Roberta Quinlan, star of the carpet company's video alrer, “Mo;Reg Gonnelly, head of Campbellhawk Showroom,'' disked the nuin- Connelly, Britisb' publtshing flrni;
ber for Mercury, involved the cbmr
is buying but the 40% in the Irwin
pany's distrLbutiOn of 2,000 *’Buf^
company, another British
alo Billy" records to all disk jock- Pash
eys' video and radio outlets, The publishing
house,
not
already
disks will also be spotlighted: in owned by C-C. pash, ati American,
Mohawk's jretail agencies:
who has beeii operating his firm
RCA Victor and Simon & Schus- in England since the pre-war peter, book publishers, have entered riod, wants to sell his 40% share
a deal to cp-proniote
C. Han- and return to the tJ:S. Gampbelldy's book,
Treasury of the GonneUy already owns the other
Blues/' and the Victor album/ “W.
G. Handy Tunes," played by ErsConnelly, who wUi sail back to
Album and volume England May 24, leaves New York
kifie Hawkins.
of Handy's blues numbers are be^ for a 10-day visit to the Coast this
ing billed as “Two Masterpieces week.
of Music" by book and record
stores cooperating in the campaign,
Retail outlets are making sales
tiedns and; price deals on both
'

,

HERM SenpENFEtD

By

,

Use of platters for promotional^
purposes Is on the upbeat; via tieins between diskeries and / adver- Dougiaa
tising ageneids repping various
products and. services. While disks

Hop Scotch Polka, i ... .Leeds
.Dreyer
Clear Blue Sky.
When World Forgotten Carolin
Why Is It ...... Cinephonic
Breaking My Heart. .Sterling

Mitch is colorfully vocalled after a dea fair sentimental item;
Miller's orch backs the latter two ceptively slow getaway and builds
sides but Miller's stylistic tendenr into a solid side; Bottom deck also
dies are only evidenced in “Rose/ has a big chance to register, “More
Roberta Quinlan: “Buffalo Billy”- Than -I Should" is a fine ballad
“I Never Had a Worry in the tastefully handled by Miss Forrest,
WOrid’' (Mercury). "Buffalo Billy/ Russ Case's orch accohips.
Pick Haymes: “Rdses”-"I Still
a juve item in western garb, has a
great potential. It’s a parlay Of a Get a Thrill" (Decca). This vercute idea and catchy rhythm for a sion' of “Roses" coiild cut into the
walloping novelty appeal. Miss play Sammy Kaye's orch is getting
Tommy Mercer, vocalist With Quinlan gives it an excellent work- on this number for Victor; It’s a
two
out with fine production support smooth cut with hardly a trace of
the
for
past
Eddy Puchin
supplied by Jerry Murad's Har- the original hilLbilly flavor. Flipyears; is. taking over tbe Puchin
monloais and Jan August. Miss over, a standard by J. Fred Cobts
orch when it winds up a run at the Quinlan's initial/'cut for Mercury, and Benny Davis, might carry this
fine
WedgU^pod jRoom of the WaldOrf- this side should catapult her high disk high on the hit lists.
hit lists. Backing is a well- ballad that hais all the perennial
Astbria hotel, N. Y., on May 21. in the
in
pop music,
values of the best
executed ballad,
puchih leaves shortly thereafter
Wanna Be “ThriU"; is strongly sold via
Andrews Sisters:
for aii extended European vaca- L6Yed"-“I’ve Just Got to Get Out Haymes' excellent vocal and another deluxe orchestration by Gor’
"
of the Habit" (Decca). Two toption/
don Jenkins. Four Hits and a Miss
“I Wanna Be Loved,”
Mercer will front the ll-man rating sides.
lend valuable choral support on
an oldie going gack to the early
both sides.
outfit, Which will carry the tag
30's, could Come back big on the
Eddie Dean: "DeyU's Desert
“Eddy Puchirf presents, etc." Band basis of this cut. It gets a warm
will have ai completely rewritten solo treathient by Patti Andrews Land"-“You Want to Divorce Me”.
Every so often a hilllibrary, taking it away from the backed with close vocal harmony (Mercury).
Duchin piano style and the society- and a lush arrangement by Gordon billy or western tune strikes atoff the Wellsweiving
tention
by
arrangements Jenkins.
crew category/
Flipover, in a lighter
It happened with
beaten path.
are, cun’ently being rehearsed for vein, has equally click possibilities.
the
“Riders
Sky"
and again
in
a May 26 opening at Roseland ball- Andrews Sisters ride this numwith “Miile Train." It might haproom, N. Y. If the band clicks ber’s smart lyric with a smooth pen once more With “Devirs .Desr
with Roseland customers it will beaL
King Cole: "Mona LlSa"-“The ert Land/' a dramatic tune closer
hold that stand for the entire
Maybe too
ly akin to “Riders."
Greatest Inventor of Them All"
summer,
close and too soon after: to .make
Lisa,'* originally
(Capitol).
Idea for Mercer’s takeover of launched by Charlie Splyak's orch a mark. But it’s a fine number on
the orch stemmed from the front- oil the London labM, gives Cole the its own merits and Eddie Dean
ing job the singer itirned in at the type of material that he needs. gives it a firstrate interpretation.
Waldorf during a recent iUness of Cole, ' working without his trio; Reverse is a typically twangy item
Duchin’s Which kept him out of gives this worthwhile number a in marked con&ast to the musical
the room for a week, How the crew sincere, softly rhythmic treatment content of the other side.
Ray Anthony Orch :“The Girl That
does under Mercer will condition for a big impact. It’s right for lots
I Mafr^’-“They Say It’s Wonderful"
whether he will continue to head of juke and jock spins. Backing
(Gapitol):
Capitol hai been giving
with
a
theme
it in the fall, or whether Duchin has a modern gospel
Cole’s heavy play to the Ray Anthony
will take it Over again on his re- bouncy commercial twist.
orch as its trump card in the cur.

.

.

.

.

.

:
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•

'

,

:

N®w

;
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“Mona

and Les Baxter’s orch and
rent revival of interest in dance
chorus neatly assist,
These sides are samples
Eileen
Barton : ‘Dixieland JBaU”- bands.
Duchin will form a hew crew at
of this orch’s fine takeoff on the
Honeymoon
You
“Honey Won’t
that time,
On that feeds on - top,- rhythmically-clean
With Me” (National).
Music Corp. of America will Dixie kick, Miss Barton climbs all style of the late Glenn Miller.
vohandle the
over “Dixieland Ball’’ With that Ronnie Deauville handles the
cals on both sides in topflight
turn from abroad.
establish
himself

Mercer can

If

before

trio

then,

‘

;

style;

Week of April 22

Albiam Reviews
Joe Bushkin:“I Love a Piano"
Bushkin, one of the
most creative keyboard artists to
(Atlantic).

L
I

1

AmnN.Y.Citynea
Alleging discrimination against
live music, Local 302, American
F ederation of Musicians, petitioned
the New York City Planning Commission last week to revise its
zoning, restrictions
against
the
Operation of, cabarets in ceriiain

2.

•4;

.

5.

IF

KNEW YOU WERE COMING xeXRobert). ..... .V.

I

.

.

•

(Knickerbocker)

(3)

MY FOOLISH HEART

t.

DEARIE

J

8.

ENJOY YOURSELF

o

9.

CHATTANOOGIE SHOESHINE BQY

(2)

v,

. . •

(Santly-Joy).

...

....

Bros.
•

.

•

Aecording to

(Laurel)

**

local’s brief,

current zoning laws are contributing to musicians’ unemployment by
preventing .certain bars and restaurants, now using jukeboxes br
piped musicy from employing live
footers,
That would put them in
the cabaret category.
Stephen C. Vladeck, Local 802's
attorney, requested the Gbmmission to extend the meaning of cabarets to .-places now designated as
restaurants and bars, if the Commissiph refuses this, he asks that
restaurants
and
bars
playing
canned riiUsic be designated as

,.

, ,

.

j

(Ryss Morgan,
i Gordon Jenkins.

, , , .

.

,

**^^^*^’*r*^*:^**
. . 0

.M-G-M
Decca

Stafford^MacRae......,, Capitol

iGuy Lombordo. V.
.Decca
2)om Day, ... ^.....Columbia
, . .

... ....

.

Decca

(11)

eroaby:

- We

QUICKSILVER

.Decca
.Decca

yCrosby-Andrews

(Morris)

(2)

Coral

Decca

.Decca

[M^rman^Bolger

(Morris)

(7)

.

.

,

I JQllly

.

(7)

.

.

.

.

A

^

,

.

SENTIMENTAL' ME

emerge from jazz circles, has executed a fine long-playing set for

.

.

;

.

.

areas.

.Mercurj/

. . . .

Gibbs
V. .Coral
Koros
. . . . . . .
tendon
THIRD MAN THEME (4) (Chappell) ;
.... ...... ........ j
[Gny Lombardo;,
: Decca.
“*’••
•• • • ’ ’
MtJSIC, MUSIC, MUSIC (13) (Cromwell) I,;. .... ....... ...
|
(Eddie Miller...,,.
Rainbow
IT ISN'T FAIR (5) (Words-MusicL...;..
Sammy Kaye.
Victor

6.

I

v.

I Gcorgiia

t

Atlantic.
subtle stylist with a
versatile attack, Bushkin extends
his interpretive range in this set
from Cole Porter'i“So in Love”
to .“Four Hand Boogie Woogie,"
always retaining his individuality

reaching for trademark
Eight other numbers in
the album are “I Love a Piano"
“But Not For Me,” “One F6r the
Road," ‘Tt Never Entered My
Mind," “Dancing On the Celling/'
“I Can’t Get Started," “If I knew

without
effects,

You Were There" and “Oh Look
At Me Now" latter two being
Bushkin's own compositions; Biishkin plays with drum and bass accompanimeht.

Platter Pointers
Shaw displays his virtuoso

,

j

,

.

.

.

/

.

. .

,

.

Columbia

Artie

PADDY'S LITTLE GIRL

(Beacon)

• * •

• • • • • • • • • • • • •

(
•
•

BON (Leeds)/
BEWITCHED (CiiappeU)
C'EST SI

I

Mills
Rhil Regan

. . ,
*

4

.

• .«

.

.

.

Decca

.Victor

.

doJynny Desmonds

.

IBiU Snyder.

.

.

.

.

.

.

cabarets.

clarinet in a couple of 12-inch sides
with the New Music String Clarinet for Columbia.
Compositions
are a pseudo mix of longhair and
pop ideas that are interesting even
Bobby
if they don’t quite jell
Smith's orch has a solid cut of “Da
Dai
Strain"
(Apollo) ... Lorry
Ralne: has a likely side in“D 0 Qr-

.Tower

.

.

.

way to Your Heart’! (Uhivefsal)
Mindy Carson ; ...
CANDT and care (Oxford)
j
Victor. ±
V > Out of the RKO film, “Wagon
Arthup Godfrey .... Cotumbid
Ferehtz Reelected
Master,” Rainbow has a cute counMAN AROUND THE HOUSE (Morris)
I>inah' Shore:......... Columbia
t try dance number in “Chuckawahs
of Detroit Local
RAG MOP (11) (Hill & Range)
Bros. ./
Swine" with Eddie '‘Piano'' IVIfile'
/coral
.......
Detroit, April 25.
v
and the Wagon Master chorus
Flanagan ......... .Victor
I
THFRF'U
KO TOMORROW
TAMAWnnw iioV
THERES NO
Ferentz has befen reelected
Dick Noel impressively vocals
(18) vb
(Paxton)v
Tony Martin ......... Victor
prerident of the Detroit Federation
.Bing
‘‘Mist" for, Columbia
I SAIl) ME PAJAMAS (13) (Leeds)
v.
... ; ... .....
Martin-Warren
of Musicians (AFL) for a two-year
Victor
Crosby gets oh the two-beat kich
GpibS WBEE ANGRE WITH ME (Century). ,;......
Whiting-Wahely
term. He defeated Fred Grissey, I
with ‘^The Dixieland Band" (DecCapitol
ca)
Georgia Gibbs
bandleader and chairman of the
Vic Damone
sitting BE THE WINDOW (Shaplroi):
.Mercury
With two more firstrate sides m
federation’s executive board; 1,171
(Billy Eckstme..y... .. .. .M^O-M
“I Don't Care If the Sun Don’t
to 945. The new term is the Sixth
OLD PIANO ROLL BtUES (Leeds)
Jubilaires
Myself a
.

; . . . . . , . . .

; .

;

. .
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.

.
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;

.

. . .

.

. .

. . .

,

.

.

;

*

.

.

,

.

.
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CHOO'N GUM (HVC)
PETER COTTONTAIL (Hill-Range)
I ALMOST LOST ME MIND (Hill-Rauje)
SUNSHINE .CAKE -(Burke-yH).

Eduard Werner, now tburing
Europe with the Scandinavian
symp orch, was reelected v.p. by
a vote of 1,194 to 907 for his opponent, Jack Wieck. George Clancy
was. unopposed for secretary-treasurer.
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•

«.

•
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.

. .

for Ferentz.

; .

, , .

0.0 f 0 •

Capitol

Teresa Brewer; ..

.

• e

e:

• , . . « • *

........

as......

Gene Autry
Fran Warren

,

.London
Columbia

, *

. . . , . .

.

. . .

number
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Shine" and “I'll Get
On
Choo-choo Train" (Coral)
the same label, Billy Taylor Quar.

.

.

.Victor

gives a solid Ihstruniental
rhythm treatnient to“My

i,

Stood Still'' / . . Mickey Kat*
does a Spike Jones carbpn of
“Happy; Pay-Off Day" (Capitol)
Dale Evans renders “A Heart of
Stone" neatly for Victor /; 0 •

tPisure* in parenthe«s indicate

hS9* f , t

.

. . d •

tet,

‘
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24^^

19S0

Since that' historic day in
his

works performed for

restaurant in

'

oitcnESTiidkS-iHirsic

when

Victor Herbert heard
Shanley's fashionable
attorney Nathan Burkan helped

.1914,

profit

-a

New York and

at

form the American Society of Composers, Authors and Bub-r
lishers, the course of ASCAP has never been one sweet lyre.
Herbert, Burkan, et al,, realized that not a dime was collected
by cOrnposers of the works emanating from behind the potted
palms—a device used in those “lobster palace” days to Camoufiage musicians (shades of James G. Petrillp! )
realized
made it possible for ShahleyW^^
that their music
Ilector’s* Reisenweber'^ to charge fancier prices, and they were,
Jquicfc to convince the U. S. Supreme Court that the Ameficah
songsmith’S melodies were worthy of their

4:

Before record assembly of 800
writers .and publishers attending
the. annual business meeting of the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers yesterday
(Tues.), ASCAP’s board of directors unveiled the new pattern
which will govern the distribution
of the Society’s income under the
second Federal consent decree.
The meeting was held at the plaza
hotel, Ni Y., prior to thO start of
ASGAP’s annual dinner-ehtertainr
ment in the evening.

None possibly envisioned that the then few paltry thousands
would appreciate to the hear $10, 000,000 anhual dividend mark
And that ASCAP Would become thcv
in a third-of-^a-century.
staff of life for hundreds of American tune- and .wordsmiths,

H wood^s 5(H)G
Preliminary meetings of film
attorneys in New v York have
resulted in aii estimate that
Hollywood producers will pay
$500,000, or slightly more, to
A SCAP in lieu of the se at^
taxeis formerly paid by film
.

:

theatres;.
:

Details in the Film: Section.

'

:

their publishers.
Or that ASCAP-s pool pf copyrights, as
a central cplleetion. agency, Would be the life^bldbd also of
gigantie radio, film, televislpn, nitery and other entertainment;
industries whose basic appeal rests oh a continuing wealth and
replenishment of that wealth Vpf popular music,
The tr. S. Government has seen fit twice to curb ASGAP's
scope as a colleetion agency but coheedes the merits for t^^^
existeifce and continuous prosperity of the Society.
Result is
that ASCAP, with its annual meeting just past, and capped by
a gala fraternal fete last night (Tuesday) at New York’s Hotel
Plaza^ is at the crossiPad$ anew on several mattefs.
When
millions are involved there follows the Inevitable problem of
administration, and disbursement of that incomeV each and every

and

As presaged by' the decree’s accent on performance as the payoff
key, ASGAP’s board proposed the
setup Of three categories to de;

termine annual ailpcations. These
will be;, (1) Current performances
in a single year which will rate a

20%

of ASCAP’s disbursements; (2) sustaihed performances
over a fiye-yeaf average which Will
rate a 60% cut; and (3) accumU:
lated earnings (coveririg availabil-

on ah equitable basis.
The life-blood of ASCAP is the sohgsmith. The life-blood of
the songsmith is ASCAP. The Society is the little white father
of hundreds of American songwriters whose numbers have
swelled from around the 1, 000 mark to 2,119.
This has created the basic economic crux of ASCAP at the
The more writers, the thinner the spread. The
haves want to maintain the status quo; the hayemOts want to
increase their shares until they too have more.
Yesterday afternoon, at the closed business meeting of ASCAP,
president Fred Ahlert and other officials and board members
detailed some of the new techniques proposed for future songsmith payoff
The Government has edicted a larger payoff on an actual
performance basis.
The veteran songsmiths accent the so-called “Inequity” of
such pattern by pointing to tune writers such as Walter Donaldson, who was virtually “written out” for the six or seven years
before his death, and that under the present scheme the newcomer, who might click with a sudden (and possible one-time)
sock tune such as “Bake a Cake,”. “Riders in the Sky,” “Mule
Train” and “Nature Boy,” could possibly eclipse and/or usurp
the vet^an, whose wealth of accumulative works over the years
made possible the very existence of ASCAP. To this, the newcdiher argues, “Just because you help build the house, must you
get rent-free for life?”
To this Comes the couhter-argument,
“Is ASCAP going to become a bandleaders* society, Object to
;

^

result

and imposed certain

restrictive regulatloris

oh ASCAP,
future

the province' of thC Society now Is to best shape its
within the framework of the Governmental decree; This can
be done, /and unquestionably win be donei
ASCAP is at the crossroads of still another grave milestone
in its career;
But it is also on the threshold of newer arid
greater horlssons.

seniority)

duction

is

j

AM

|

>

Revenue tripled in 1949, hit^
ting $397,163.77 as against $122,153:93 for 1948.
casts.

Definite selection of a president
slated for tomorrow (27), when
the ASCAP board Of directors
meets to vote on Ahlert dr his sucIn
cessor.
order to continue
Ahlert in office for a third tei’m;
a two-thirds vote by the board Is
necessary to rescind a ruling
which states that a president cannot succeed himself more .than
oiice.
If the board fails to reach
the necessary two-thirds on the
election itSelf tomorrow* Ahlert
stays in until a majority yote is
reached at a later sessionMusic fraternity is strongly divided oh the issue of a third term
for Ahlert, wilh the majority of
publishers favorihg his continuarice in office, and most writeri
being just as vehement in demanding a new president.
Most pubs
feel that Ahlert has done a good
job and that it would be wrong to
change horses in midstream, considering the transitoi^ period 4he
Society is going through as a result of the consent decree.
The
writer faction, on the other hand,
believes that there are several
writer board mdmbers who would
make a better president than
Ahlert, and also that rescinding of
the only-twp-terms rule might set
a precedent which would be: particuiarly dangerous at this time,
,

!

•

what M4th ASCAP being still under a Dept, of Jurtiee spotlight,
Pubs Favor Ahlert
CPritroversy has mounted in ihtensity during the past couple of
Berlin, April 15.
weeks.
Several pubs have stated
Tdny Pastor’s oldie recording, flatly that Ahlert will be jreelected
(Continued
on page 50)
“There’s Yes, Yes in Your Eyes”
(Columbia),, is No. 1 on the local
disk hit parade called ;“Schlager EGA*
IN
der Woche.”
It has been tops for four successive weeks over RIA (AmeilcaiiBoth RCA Victor and Decca are
controlled German radio) network. racing to get but their similar
tributes to the late Kurt Weill in
the forrn of an album of the com-

GERMANS SAY ‘JA’ TO
PASTOR TES, YES’ DISK

;

.

Hollywood, April 25;

Growing Cpast

teleVisibh prohelping offset the sharp
decline in AFM revenue caused
music origiiiaby skidding
tions, officials of AFM; Local 47 revealed herev Tooter’s take dropped
another $142,056.83 in 1949, about
Television’s Upbeat
the sairie as the 1948 decline.
Revenue for 1949 totalled $4,FeOrs that some toprating songwriters, who have been Inactive in 692,04j.77 from radio as against
However,
recent years, would be: nicked $4,834,100.60 in 1948.
badly by the new payoff system television revenue for the year hit
were partially allayed in the elabo- $123,349.73 as against $19,000 the
year.
There was, of
ration of the plan’s aclual opera- previous
tion niade by ASCAP prexy Fred course, ho tele revenue in 1947.
Local’s report indicates that $1,E. Ahlert. He assured the assemr
bly that ho radical demotions 250,851.37 of the radio revenue is
would be made in current classi- from sidemen employed by sta^
Local
fications with the worst case in- tioiis oh an annual basis.
volving a drop from, the AA to the commercial programs paid $145,bOO.93
and network commercials
BB category. He didn’t explain
originating here accounted for $2,this, however.
898,987.70.
It
was pointed up, moreover,
Sidelight bri the report iS the
healthy g rb w t h of
that the
zooming revenue from taped broad(Continued on page ,49)

and

.

year,

the whims and caprices of recording artists, radio singers, orchestra leaders, nianagers and everybody else, who, because he
or she Is In a key position to achieve quantity performances,
can have a singular qualitative’ effect on how many plugs the
new songs can receive?”
There are many more such arguments pro and con^ The riew(International Business
conier is content that “the IBM
Machines) payoff system will be good enough for me; if I, don't
dividend
from ASCAP.”
produce, I don’t deserve to get a large
The veterans argue that “something must be Wrong when th^
old fashioned writers find themselves unable to get their pew
songs placed and plugged; maybe the publishers are just con^
tent to sit back and let the youngsters work out their own angles,
cut-ins and payolas. But we’re too old for that.” (Pact is that
since the decree it has. been noticed that a Lew Brown and an
Irving
Caesar seem to be disk-jockeying arpund more, tplkr
iiig song lore and song material, new and old, more and more;
This hiay be part-answer to the youriger crop’s old complaint
about “the ‘country cliib set’ resting oh their ASCAP laurels”).
Realistically, of course, the veteran songwriters with continuously, active catalogs are still in good shape for top payoffs.
The desultory effects on ASCAP’s virility may niore vividly
bear Oh the newcomers wllOr if inhibited by this soj-called “IBM
system,” will pass up the serious rhapsodies and kindred works,
even though there ^ a modest provision for the “serious” or
standard;; composer.: ;
The final result of all these pros and cons, of course, is that
ASCAP must not become a victim of internal wrangling and
external suspicions. ASCAP is too Vivid a creative force in the
American creatlv
of things to become needlessly tangled
up in its pwh wrangles. The best defi to the •'suspicion that
ASCAP’s present position today is the result of a diylde.-and-.
conquer offensive, inspired by certain antagonists tothe Society,
is to remain more cohesive: than ever.
It’s lip secret tp anybody, least :bf ail ASCAP, that its Continuing legal battles x)n
many fronts, embracing many stutes and finally resulting in;
another Pedefal decree, has hot .displeased certain theatre
owners and broadcasters. Radio quite ppenly formed its own
Broadcast Music, Inc., us a combat weapon to ASCAP’s power.
With the Gdverhmeh t having achieved a non-moriopolistic

cut

which w i 1
acebunt for the remaining 20%;
.New system will, be put into effect
for the qiiarterly payments due
next October with the five-year
average to be caiculated oh performances between .1945 and 1949,
ity

A publisher comhiittee of Max
Dreyfus, Herman Starr and Saul
H. Bourne met Monday (24) in
New York with a writer delegatioh
eomprised of Ray Henderson, Otto
Harbach and Deems Taydr for a
final preliminary confab on the
most hotly discussed topic of the
moment in music cirqles—the retention or refutation of Fred E.
Ahlert as president of the American Society of Cpiriposers; Authors and Publishers when his secOnd term expires April 30, Monday’s pub-write coriimittee powpow produced nothing tangible
as to a probable successbr for
Ahlert or the possibility of his reelection, and resulted o^Iy lu fur-,
ther pro-ahd-con discussibh,
is

^

crossroads.

47

Joe: Gsida

Billboard,

is

returning to the
his. post as

I’esuming

editor of that trade weekly; after a

year with

RGA

Victor.

Starting

DECCA

Camden, on the promotion end,
he Was transfered several moriths
ago to head Of the artists & repertory division. Charles Grean, one
of his four aides, will assume the
a&r post vacated by Gsida who
leaves RCA under friendly circum-

in

opera, “Down
Decca’s set, Which
wa.s supervised by Weill shortly
before his death, will feature Alfred Drake, currently appearing in
the Broadway musical, “Kiss Me,
Kate.
Drake was recently inked
by Decca’s Dave Kapp to an exclusive recording pact.
Victor’s Red Seal album, will be
sung by; the cast which sang the
poser’s

stances.
Victor’s

RACE

next-to-last

in the Valley;”

pop setup will otherwise remain unchanged although
it’s understood that Manic Sacks,

Ted Lewis
Decca

artists relations chief for both Victor and NBC, will be spending
more time in the record division
tliah he has since joining the com-

Alburn

the \ne-xt coriple weeks an
“Ted Lewis’ All

titled

Greats.”

pany

within

is finally releasiiig

,

Collection

-

album
Time

was ma^e be-

:

Grean’s staff
ill
January.
comprise Hugo Winterhalter, fore the recording ban of several
never
Henri Rene and Dewey Bergman years ago; but the company
got aroiirid to marketing the plat- score on an NBC television show
with no additional manpower being
The cast will include
in January.
ters.
put on to fill Gfeah’s present
\Villiem
Bell,
McGraw,
Its interest in the albiiiTi report- Marion

will

post;

Prior to stepping into the top
Grean leaves ; today
:spbt,
(\Ved.) fov a one-week vacation in

a.&r.
•

Florida.

;

:

;

edly \vas restored following Lewis’
appearance on a number of disk
jockey shows.
Listener response
was said to be heavy. Meanwhile,
it’s understood that Columbia will
also climb ion the Lewis band-

Kenneth Smith, Ray Jacquemot
and Richard Barrows. Peter Her-

mand Adler
and chorus.

“Down

will

direct the breh
;

;

/

in the Valley” in a bne-

act opera bailed on

American folk

Weill wrote the music and,
its own music;
Lewis album, chiefly composed, of Arnold Sundgaard did the libretto;
New York
bandleader’s Dixieland rtuff It vas inltlaUy staged
which he waxed for the label years in July,: 1949;
"
ago;.:
/

wagon shortly by releasing

ROBBINS DEAL NEAR
,

FOR WOOD CATALOG

the

iiit

i

•

;

'.

,

•

:

:

Negotiatiohs underway for J. J.
ic Sons to acquire the B
F. Wood catalog had not been cdneluded yesterday (Tues.), but the
deal was expected to be set within
a day or two.
Wood, a standard house located
in Boston, features a “library edition” comparable in value to that
of G. Schirmer and Carl Fischjpr.
Robbins; who has several standard
catalogs along with his pop music
publishing activities, has been injterested in buying the Bbstoh house
for some time.

Robbi ns

-

lyiUls

Reps

Biitish Ca.

lit
;

^

.

1

.

Aliils

Music moved further

the serious music field last

ihto

week

type of disk joqkey— of
jockey—has been born in

A new

pianqlG

i

the: wake. of the current disk popularity of authentic piaho foil mu-

when it became sole selling agent sic. WVNJ, Newark, has dug lyp a
in the western hemisphere for Al- player pianor circa 1915, on which
fred Lengnick & Co., Ltd. British its, disk jockey, Allan Saunders, is
firm^s catalog is composed largely pumping out tunes recorded bn the
of educational, standard and sym- bid paper foils.
phohic music..
Fad
start ed a cou ple of
Under the deal. Mills acts months ago bn the basis of Abbey
as Lenghick’s reps in aU areas with Recbfds’ ‘'The
Old Piano Roll
the exception of Canada;
Blues.”

Was

;

ORCilBSTRAS^MrSlC;
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continued from page 47

Despite
business,

upbeat in one-highter4'
band agencies are laced

•

•

Ageiits have told the bandsmen
that it will do the industry no
good if bandleaders persist in
high guarantees and are unable to
produce a sufficient amount' of
business to cover. 3eyeral promotions of that kind, they’ie toidj
and an operator is dut of busi,

'

ness.^'^.

.

Simultaheously, agencies have
impressing prbnaoters with
the necessity of upping percentages.: finder the lower guarantee,
it’s stressed, a band should be rewarded for any business attracted
to the spot. According to percenters, dates that have already been
played indicate that this system
wiil V work out well for all coneemed. Under the percentage ar^
.

most bands have taken
out their usual fees and at the
same time sufficient good will has
been generated among maestro, operator and agency, so that little
difficulty is seen in getting repeat

dozen new

artists and. groups.

growth,

ASCAP

received; during

Decca

The top 30 songs of the week (more

on

in cose of tics) , based

the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Populaf
Music Broadcast over Radio Networks. Published by the O0ce of
Research, Inc., pt. John G. Peatman, Director
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^laddy s Little
l^earie.

.

.*

Opirl
.......

Enjoy Yourself

.

.....

.

. ,

.....

...*.

•»»/•••

*

.Beacon

. . ^ .^. . .

. .

.... Ijaurel

..........

.

....

Famous
Harms

.

.... ... ....
..v Morris
Girl That I Marry— tv Annie Get Your Gun”.
;Berlin
God’s Country
...
..... ...
...... ..URobbins
Have 1 Told You Lately That I Love You
Duchesk
>
Hpop— i)cc— ]Doo.'
.... ^lorns
...
I Dqn’t Care If the Sun Don’t Shine
Famous
>
I Don’t Know Whether To lAugh Or Cry Over You Porgie
I Got Sun In the Morning— t**Arinie Get Your Gun” .Berlin
J

.

;; ....

.

...

.

,

.

* .

. . .

. .
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.
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Knew

«

XiCeds

If I
.Robert
You Were Coming
4 ...
It Isn’t Fair . .....
.... . . Words-Music
..... ...
It’s So Nice 'To Have a
Around the House . . ... Morris
.

:

.

;

Man

Music, Music, Music
;
> ...
My Foolish Heai’t— t”My Foolish Heart”
.

Rag kfop
'

l^ain

,

..

• . .

. ..

.
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CromweU

.

Sahtly-Joy
. ......
..... ... ... 'Hill 9c Range
.... ^([iller
Knick’b’ck'r
.> . V. . . . . . , .

......

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

li.

..

Sentimental Me ;.. .1
..... v
.
Stay With the Happy People
Morris
.... . i . .
. . . ... .
Sunshine Cake— t “Riding High” . . . ...... ..... Burke-VH
There’s No Tomorrow
...
.Paxton
.... ^
. ,
Third Man Thenle—^t“Third Man’* ..... . . v. . • • • .Chappell
.

;
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.

.

.

.
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The remaining 20 songs of the week {more in case of ties),
based on the copyright Audience Coverage Index Survey of Pppular Music Broadcast over Radio Networks, Published by the Office
of Research^ Inc, , Dr. John G, Peatman, Dire^^
But Me I Love You/,
.y... .Campbell
Bye Bye Baby— ^“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes’^. .... Robbins
Leeds
csit
Si.
Bon
...
C
Bid Anyone Ever Tell You Mrs. Murphy
Johnstbne-M
Don’cha Go ’Way Mad ....
Advanced
> v.
I Gotta Have My Baby -Back
.Peer
I’ln Gonna Paper All My Walls With Love Letters
Goday
In Santiago By the Sea
Life Music
...
;
...
; ;
>
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
... Leeds
.
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Old Piano Roll Blues
.On thC' Outgoing Tide
.
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St.

.

Germain des Pres Montand
.

Barbara

Freres Jacques
Caveliers du Ciel ( Riders In
the Sky) Neuf Compagnons
.

.

.

.

.
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;

;

La Chanson de

De Chanson

Paris: Sablon
.

:

the recent Dorothy Kirsten switch
in the reverse directioh.
Melchipri who last recorded oh
the M-G^M label ih line with his

fiimusicaL chores fo^ the

Leeds

•

during

Opera

the

War

years.

A

Met

for the last /24 yeairs»
the tenor is ankllng that institutibn at the end of this season following a tiff with the Met Opera’s
Latching on to the current
general manager Rudolph Blhg.
march-beat kick by pop bands, Melchior is slated to buttress
Range has made a deal wi|h Decca’s longhair and light classiHiU
the John Church publishing ccimr cal catalog.
Cbrraling of .Miiss SteVens by
pany to put out a special lyric for
RCA’s aftists relations chief Manie
John Philip Sousa’s “Stars and Sacks was the latest in the series
The Church of longhair fence-jumping deals
Stripes Forever.”.
company holds title to the march made since Sacks, went from Cobut Hill
Range will handle tfie lumbia to Victor at the outset of
this
Other artists ih“
disk company clearances; ;
year.
Sousa’s number begah picking eluded Gregor Piatorgorsky, who
up momentum: on basis of the in- switched from Columbia to Victor,
strumental verrion made by the and Pablo Casals and Sir Thomas
Ralph Flanagan orch on the RCA Beecham, who Joined Columbia
Victor label*
In the wake of a from. Victor.
Sacks? corraling of Miss Stevens
strong reaction to the Flanagan
cut, Victor has decided to wax it was regarded as evening the score
with Dennis Day on Vobdl and the for the latter company in light of
Dorothy Kirsten’s moveover from
Freddy Martiii: orch.
dth^r major diskeries are also RCA to Golumbia. Sacks’ success
in winning over Miss Stevens was
faliihg in lino, with Columbia
surprising in view of the
slated to do the number with the doubling
Percy Faith orch and ;choir. Decca singer’s close friendship with GodColumbia’s exee
Lieberson,
dard
is pencilling In two sides, ’ with
Fred Warihg’s orch bn one and vice-prexy. Buring her stay with
Guy Lombardo teamed with the Columbia, the sole company for
she has recorded, Miss
Andf
Sisters on the otheir. which
star:

I

&

'

,

;

:

:

;

from collecting fees from
e\vs
theatres playing music, live dr
recorded, which was not taken off Mercury Records is getting on the
number
with Frankie Laine while
the film soundtrack. Ahlert also
indicated that ASCAP would press Gapitpl is planning to do it with
for deals with bus, airplane and Margaret Whiting accomped by
railroad terminals which purvey two male vocalists.
canned music. Treats of tripledamage exhib suits against ASCAP

Pan Glossary
have been removed, Ahlert said,
by the $245,000 settlement recently
As
Promotion
made with the Independent Thear
“Lingo pf Tin-Pan Alley,” 22^
tre Owners of N. Yi ( Harry Brandt page glossary of
music biz slanggroup);
uage by Arnold ShaW, is ;being
ASCAP’s board also revealed distributed by Broadcast Music,
their new point system for evaK Inc,, to radio
Stations throiighout
Tin

-

uating performaiices in the logging procedure. All performances
of pop tunes are to be given one
point except for newly-written
theme sdngs and jingles which will
rate oncrtenth of a point. Tunes
established
b e for e becoming
themes will rate the full point.|

the epnutry* Shaw compilation of
publisher, piugger, musician, etc,,

;

made 140 sides and numerous albums. She is slated to
cut both operatic and pop disks
Stevens

for Victor,
Victor’s snagging of Miss Stevens
once again focused attention on
deals reportedly being pitched up
to Binah Shore and Frank Sinatra,
two; top names in Columbia’s rosIt’s not exter of pop singers.
pected, however, that either artiR
will tip their mitt on Which way
they will go until their pacts With
Columbia near the expiration date
at the end of this year. NO moves
will be made until that time iii
order to protect the current posi^
tlons of both Miss Shore arid Sin;

.

I

\

ratified:

by

the

membership

;

who will vote by ballot to be
Extraordinary resurrection by the ”StOp the Music” program Of a
mailed out in 10 days.
1929 oldie has put the spotlight anew on “Japanese TOyland,” by Jesse
Membership report revealed that Greer,
Ray Klages and Harry Carroll; which was first done in the latASCAP now has a tPtal of 2,521 ter’s VMusic
Box Revue;” Shapiro-Beriistein published the score and
members, 2, ll9 of whom are writthe STM radio show may spark a 1950. revival. “Japahe.se Toyland”
ers, the rest being publishers, Durthe “mystery melody” on “Stop the Music” and so identified this
07
1

Sunday

ASCAP

membership.
to
Probably the smallest pressing in music history is Dana’s 50 platters
memDuring last year, 28
bers died but. in many cases, their of a nuraber yclept “Polka, Polka, Polka,” etched by Gene Wisniewski,
done in Polish, Plattejry has
widows, assumed their membership it’s nothing but “Music, Music,
privileges.
sent the disks to 50 jocks around the country and is awaiting reaction
Besides Ahlert and Finkelstein, before putting the master beck on the presses for quantity output*

mitted
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Wonderful— t“Annie Get Your
a Tulip
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In the Middle of Texas.

When You Wore

My
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Patterson,

SliapiroK
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.

speakers inciuded Judge Robert P.

•..Disney.;-;

. .
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^

j-Lornbardo

•
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Life Music

Simon House

Gun’?. Berlin
Feist
..... Feist
.
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Crawford

:

terminology Originally: appeared in
the
December,: 1949, issue; of
“Notes,” quarterly journal of the
Music Library Assn.
Booklet has a statement by Carl
Haverlin, BMI preridehL bn the
Serious Works
2
inside front cover, announdng it
Serious compositipns of five min- as “a BMI servlce to the music
nilhois Jacquet’s recording conutes or oVer will get six points per industry.” Inside back cover lists tract with RCA Victor has been
performance, with longhair numi- the outstanding BMI tunes of the. extended two years. Under terms
bers Of lesser length getting a past 10 years;
of the deal, saxophonist Will cut
proportionately lesser rating.
Shaw, formerly ad and publicity future sessions both with his
Choral music running 30 minutes director for Leeds Music, is how sextet and a 17-piece band.
or more will likewise get a six gerieral professional manager for
Jacquet originally signed With
point rating.
Victor in Pecember, 1947.
Duchelss Music, a Leeds subsid.
Innovation in the point system
will give cue music and hack-"
ground scores for films one-tenth
of a point per performance. This
is a concession to the Hollywood
composers of film scores, who
Golumbia Records teed off Its radio and television ad campaign last
have been complaining of an Thursday night (18) on Robert Q. Lewis* ”The Show Goes On” with a
roundhouse swing at RCA Victor’s 45 rpm disks. The latter’s product
ASCAP brushoff.
Herman Finkelsteiii, ASCAP at- was all but mentioned by name. Handling the plugs for Col’s 33 rpm
detailed the. proposed disks, Lewis heSvily accented the idea that “one speed is all ypu need”
torney,:
amendments to the Speietiy’s con- for a complete musical system and repeatedly remarked that the spindle
required
under, the holes bn the Columbia disks were standard-sized as against other disks
stitutipn
consent degree. All proposals must with “strange kinds of spindle holes, if

be

.

ASCAP

special counsel,
provisions of the

Recent appointment of Joe Thomas, jazz saxophonist and composer,
head Decca’s blues and rhythm department has caused a confusion
identities.
of
Decca’s Thomas is not the Joe Thomas who formerly
^
Latter Joe
I?/! was the tenor sax man with the late jimmle Lunceford.
ASCAP’s dinner was attended by Thomas is currently Tecoj:*ding for King Records in Cincinnati.
top echelon radio execs/ visiting
fotejgn publishers and Washington
Frederic Myrow. Tl-year-bld son of 20th-Fox composer Joseph Myrow,
legalites, Harry Hershfieid toastma.stered the affair with Peter Sold a; piano concerto to
1
Titled “Palm Canyon,” the piece had its preem performance last
Donald acting as emcee for the
week when the Beverly Hills, Cat;, Junior Symphony programmed it.
special floor show.

who reviewed the

to

consent decree.

1

'

:
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&

M

•^^^P^VO'B

. *

parent

Metro studio, formerly recorded on
the Victor and Columbia labels

^

.

;

.

.

;

.

.

X Said^.J^fy ]Paj ariias..

.

.

Victor, and Columbia, Becca has
come up with the' inking of Lauritz
Melchior, opera-film star, to ah ex^
elusive disking pact. The MelchlorBecca doai follows in the wake
of Rise Stevens* moveover from
Columbia to RCA last week and
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. . . .
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Witmark

.'.-.Chappell
.

.

.

.

Disney

^

...

#

Candy and fJake
.... ...
Chattanoogie Shoe Shine Boy ...
* . * .
Copper Canyon t**Copper Cahyoh** ...
Cross Your Heart. ......
•

.

BMI

of Aprii 1440, 1950

A Dream Is Wish Your Heart Makes^t'^Cinderella”
Ask Me No Questions
....
...
.*

,

.

.

.

.

;

ASCAP

.

.

heightened

’

stable;

i

•

.

into/ the

:

Coral pacted rate
.of
acceleration^
ASCAP
fact, has been
the rest, Including George Cates eXec$ expect television to pay almany agencies have completed former Ruse Morgan arranger, who most $1,000,000 to the Society for
spring and sunimer routes lor most is .organizing his own band; Bill this year’s licensing fees;
of their bands.
Bickel trio; an instrumental rhythm
Films to Make Up Looses?
Agents have declared that it’s: combo; Fred Hall, Boston vocalist;
Ahlert predicted; that ASCAP
been comparatively simple to get Rosa Shaw, a gospel singer; and would recover all it^. losses from
batoneers’ cooperation.
After a Don and Lou Robertson, pop team the theatre seat tax ban via deals
lean season, they’re ready to listen from the Coast. Lou Robertson, directly with the studios. Ahlert
to any feasible plan that will keep incidentally, was a member of the also pbihted but that nothing in
them working/
original Dinning Sisters team.
any
court
decision
prevented
to the

price, in
so successful^, that

.

.

Getting

longhair talent rivalry, marked by
top^ name shifts between RCA:*^

;

The Blenders, a recently formed the first quartier of 1950 alone,
more than it did during the whole
vocal group, was the only addition
of 1949: from TV. At the .current

Campaign io lower

.JOeAV-itched-.

April 20.

Ma FaUte. Dauberson
Piaf
L’Orgue Des Amoreux
La Petite SiizPn Yves Montand
Clementine ;
Yves Montand
Carnet dess Frites.
.Montand
Yves Montand
Ma Prairie

Est-ce

W9

'•

dates;

Week

t

BAN^

Mts

(Col) Latest

Best Selling French DisUfi

waa predicted they would

4

raiigement,:

Survey

Kbtim

;

been

•

m

IN

'

:

•

WEEKEND POUCY

songwriters dropped in rating, Rreceive
the same, and possibly a greater
ilSBURY
payoff in light of ASCAP’s expandExcept for the opening week, ing income.
Highlighting the steadily ClimbWheii Harry JameS* orch goes in
ASCAP payoff, double -A
for an eigjht-day nin. Convention ing
writers received only $10,000 in
Hall, Asbury ^ark, will operate
1942 as compared to $18,000 to
weekends only this summer. Deci- 1945, and a slightly higher figure
sion to run weekend
made be- currentlj%.;';
Finaneial: report reveals that
Clause of presisUre of other busiriess opeFated by the Hediker Bros,^ ASGAP’s net payoiff during
was $7,651,000, a drop ^rpf' over
promoters of the terpery.
$500>000 from the' 194 dividend of
James is slated to start his en- of $8,178,000. That dip hpWeVer,
gagement July li Other barids her resulted entirely from the loss of
Ing v set include Balph Eianagan, coin, from the theatre seat tax
Sairimy Kaye and Frankie Carle, Which was illegalized by a Federal
with their dates as yet unassigned. court ruling last ybar. The 1949
Rediker Bros., who also operate gross reached $10,601 ,000.
a swimming pool in Asbury Park
Breakdown of tiie 1949 income
and a jewelry concern, previpusly
ran full-week dance promotions in figures, moreover,; showed a promising future for ASCAP’s exchequer
Asbury.
resulting from the commercial advent of video. While ASCAP garnered absolutely nothing from
liiscdi Adds Vocal lliiih
video in 1948, it collected $186,977
from that medium in 1949. During that year, radio also shelled
out $7,900,000 to ASCAP, dr mote
DcTCca and its subsid, Coral Hec*^
than $346,000 in excesig pf radioes
ords, expanded theiSr talent rosters 194^ieid.
last week with pacting of a halfAs a result of ; video’s rapid

with a double-edged problem of
protecting both bandleader arid
ballroom operators. In the heavy
sales coiripalgns; that accompanied
the wave of spring selling, percenters have sold rndhy maestri
the necessity of getting a lower
guarantee plus g percentage, generally around 50 to 60% of the
gross, in order to protect the operator.

ASCAP’s ineome via exploitation
of such new media as television
would allow distribution Of more
coin down the line. Even if some

:
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.

—

;

.
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RfrAIL SHEET BEST SELLEBS
(Mmical-Hiatorical Rwiete: 1800-1950) * *******

Compiled

for'

By JULIUS RiATTFELO
'

Reurv^
the complete VARIETY Musical*
w
r^ntjce^Kall^
incv
f
Historical Sang Cavalcade later this year at around $4 a copy
Orders may be placed now
(price will be determined later)
(Copyright,

VdriBly/ bc.

All;

sales,

i

Attenfion

it

be reproduced

horoby

York
foa

that thit material

0|r ih. -part,

rating for this

and

and may not

National

Ratinr

.

The ‘‘Variety Music Caval.

cade”, will be published in book

this Last
wk. Wk.

this fall by Prentice-^Hall
at $4 with additionar material
to augment the Musieal^His-<
torical Cavalcade Which hhs
been running serially in these
columns. The new text will in-

form

,

Publications, Inc.

Buttons and Bows (film: Paleface).
w., m:, Jay Livingston and
Bay Evaiis. Famous Music Gprp.,

,

Title

;

Cuanto le Gusta (film: A Date
With Judy), w., Ray Gilbert, m.,
Gabriel Ruiz. Peer international
Corp., cop. 1940 by Promotora Hlspaho Americana de: Musica, Mpx..
ico :City; cop. 1948 by. Peer Inter-

^
national Corp.
A Fella With An Umbrella (film:
w., m,; Irving
Parade),

Easter

1948

Hair of Gold, Eyes of Blue; w.,
Sunny Skylar; Robert Music
v
Co., cop. 1948.
:
^

and Publisher

“Knew You Were Coming”

elude a cross-reference on tito enable easy tracing of
the proper year; credits, etc.
Julius Mattfeld, the CBS mur
sicologist, has updated the text
which will include as much of
1950 as possible before publi-'
cation deadliiie. Abel Green,
editor of Variety, haa added
other pertinent information to
make the book as complete
and practical a reference for.
radio ahd film studios, television, disk jockey and broadcasting prOgrami buildersi and
the like. There will also bo an
Opera Cavalcade along with
all-time Best Seller$.

“My

Foolish Heart” (Santly-Joy)

>

The “Variety Music GavaL

;

Haiiiited Heart. (Inside U. S. A.)v
m., Arthur
Howard Dietz,
W.,
Go-, Inc.,
Ghappell
Schwartz.
cop. 1948 by i Arthur Schwarz and
Howard Dietz.
Here ITl Stay (Love Life), w.,
Alan Jay Lernef. m., Kurt WellL
Go., Ihc., cop. 1948 by
Chappell

being brought out as
a separate volume In response
to considerable demand for
this work between hard covers. It may be ordered in adr
Vance through Variet.Y.

cade”

&

‘Tt Isn^t Fair” (Wprds-Muslc)

,

is

,

:

.

.

.

13

.

.

.

Dream

.

.

8

,

,

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

^

.

.

.

.j.

.

Wish” (Disney)

Is a

....

.

Piano Roll Blues’^ (Leclds) ......

.

10

.

Music Corp., cop. 1948 by Twenti- lean people.”' He added he “would Meyer, Stanley Adams, Paul Curibe recreant to; all my concepts of ninghain, John Tasker Howaid
eth Century Music Corp.
citizenship” if he shrank from and A. Walter Krainer.
Kramer. Several
A tree in the Meadow, w., m„ good
Campbell-Connelly, seeking office.
publisher board members have
Retd.
Billy
;

went

Skvl^

midnight. :Jan,

musu Ghem Watts. Mayfair Music Corp.^
raoirose Music
boesser. Melrose
FranK Loesser.
a Most Unusual Day (film: m;, Frank
Publi pnn
Susan Publiby .Susan
cop. 1948 hv
Corp., ron
cop. 194fi-4R.
1 946-^48.
Date With Judy), w., Harold Pnipn

m., Jimmy McHugh,
Adamson;
Once in Love With Amy (Where’s
Robbins Music Corp., cop. 1948.
w.> m,, Frank Loes(film: Romance On Charley?).
It’s Magic (film:*
Gahii.
Sammy
Edwin H. Morris & Co., Inc.,
ser.
the High Seas), w-.
M. Witmark 8e cop. 1948 by Susaii Publications,
m., Jule Styne.
Inc.

into

reienuon, se^um. snapes up as oi
of the stormiest in a long time,

at

effect

when the con-

1.

(He switched 15 months jateiv
laieiy.
lately.
Sode^^^^ has
oocieiy
Society
uaa no g;m.
nus had
since the death of John G. Paine
Food
prices, on a 100% base,
You
of that
Hal Cotton, m., Ken Griffen. The had soared from 88 in 1939 to 203 position
havlhg been taken over
Biltmore Music Corp., cop. 1948. early in 1948.
by
the
^president
and
four-nian
a
“Du
song
Winthrop
German
the
Rockefeller,
son
on
of
(Based
Veteran ASCAP-ers
w., Ger- John D. Rockefeller, Jr., married committee:
kaniist nlcht treii sein,” w'.,
hard Ebeler, m., Han$ Otten; pub- Mrs. Barbara (Bobo) Sears, a would like to see a general manGerhard Ebeler Verlag, former model and daughter of ager in the Society, but feel, that
lished by Gerhard-Ebeler
^1
^
1
C\
T
A
A«P«
^^
^
^ ^
Lithuanian
immigrants, They septhere is no one around for the job.
Cologn^ cop. 1935).
Petrillo.
later)

•

cations. Inc.

Dear,
Be True, Dear.
Can’t B^

w.,

,

|

.

A Little Bird Told Me. w., m,;
Powder Your Face With SunHarvey O; Brooks. Bouine,. Inc,, shine, w., in., Carmen Lombardo
You Say^the Nicest Things^ (As
cop.: 1948.
and Stanley Rochinski. Lombardo
the Girls Go), w., Harold AdamManana—Is Soon Enough for Music, inc., cop, 1948.
Sam
w., m., Peggy Lee and Dave
rhaiip^t* i^aync,
ftavne or
nr 5®“- TO m., Jimmy McHugh.
nance loaiiei.
Saore n*in^A
J
T
^Q±a by
uv Jimmy
.Timmv
Fox Pub. Co., cop. 1948
uayannej. . jLnsii'umcniiii picuc. ui,, Tvyr^^Wiiorh anH RnrnlH
Adamsnn
McHugh ani Hirold Adamson.
The Senale unanimously apSiatinw. w., Bob Russell. bl.,
provbd the State Dept.’s request
^

:

4

.

^

4

4«

I

.

arated lwo years later.
By the heaviest majority in the
three years of the Truinan admm.
istratiori, the Republican-controlled
Senate passed a bill to cut Federal
Income taxes by $4,800,000,000. The
vote was 78 to 11. It later passed
for additional funds to enlarge the the House, 289 to 67.

.

.

1

.

.

It’S

Co

;

.

“ChattanoOgic Boy^- ( Acuff-Rose)
Daddy’s Little Girl” (Beacon)
“Third Mail Theme” (Chappell)
“Sentimental Me” (Knick’bock’r).
“Bewttehed” (Chappell) ... v v
“Said My Pajamas” (Leeds)
“Candy & Cake” (Oxford)
,

&

Sons, cop. 1948.

v

..

. ,

A

(Rob’t)

*MUsic^ Music, Music” (C.Tortiwell)

ties,

cop. 1948.

m

.copyrighted

Music Cavalcade- Book

Buddy;
w.;
Alpliabet Song,
Kaye, Fred Wise and Sidney Lippman* Laurel vHusic Go., cop. 1948.
Baby, It's Gold Outside (film:
ni.
\v.
Neptune’s Daughter),
Frank Loesser, Edwin H. Morris
Susan
by
& Go.v lnc„ cop. 1943

Berlin.
by Irving Berlin.

1 2 cities

comparative SHles

!

m.,

Feist, Inc., cop,

it

.

The

-^ you're Aderablei

Leo

shoMg

i

to the

ccijfod

either wholly

leading stores in

froiii

and

.

New

With VARipVf

Survey of teUtil sheet tnitsic
based on reports obtained
i

RigHtf

Inc., cop. 1948.

My Darling, My Darling (Where’s
Charley?); w., m., Frank Loesser.
Edwin H. Morris & Go., cop. 1948
by Susan Publications, Inc.

9”'
s?c

ick

^nc^^bn

“Voice
Voice

1^

of

America”

The Navy announced

programs

corn con
RussianSimerica/MUsic Pub
Kat^e).

w\,

^

.

suitable

'

1_

ASCAP member

•,

I

.

would

'

of

If

the

Society in particular and the music

Hoho-

Bikini atom bomb tests, had been
scuttled in the Pacific off the Mariannas.
A torhado which originated in
Texas and ripped across the country took 53 lives and caused mil-

,

So in Love (Ki^Me,
^9

in

1

have the time to give it, and the
feeline is that an uuibmei,
outsider howiio\\
eVer Qualified as an exp’riitiv<»

.

General Dwight D. Eisenhower
announced he would not accept the
nomination “even unBuxtol
m., Cole Porter. Buxton_Hill
Mu- der the remote circumstances that
fie Corp., cop. 1948 by Cple^Por- n were tendered me.”
General
Nature Boy. w., in., Eden Ah- SIC
(Selling Agent, T, B. Harms of the Army Douglas MacArthur,
Jcr.
bez.
Crestview Music Corp., cop. ter.

son. m;, Bomey Bergantine. Kansas City, Mo.; Blasco Music, Inc.,
cop. 1948.

No

J

It’s

Mvsie ly

JESSE GREER

Co.).
inreplytosimilara^pealsbyRe-lionsofdollarsworthofdamage;Tokjm
The Night Has a Thousand Eyes
(film: That publican groups, said in Tokj^o
This Is the Moment (film;
Paul G. Hoffman, president of;
of
The Night Has a Thousand Lady in Ermine), w., Leo Robin, that he was willing to run for the the Studebaker Corp., accepted the
Eyes),
Miller presidency “If called by the Aiher- post of Economic Cooperatibn Adw., Buddy Bernier,
m., m., Frederick Hollander.

Progroni Today Yoitorday'i

1948.

(

'

(filni:

ministrator in charge of the
t

pean Recovery Prbgram>

!ary of $20,000 a year.
few hours of being sworn In, he
ordered the Immediate purchase of
[$21,000,000 of relief supplies for
France, Italy; Greece, Austria and
the Netherlands.
(Continued Next Week)
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NATIONAL’S

After a long layoff on disks,
Rudy Vallee has been inked to a
recording pact by RCA Victor, with
:
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Terrific

- NATIONAL #9109 -

EILEEN BARTON
Th« "Bake a Cake" Gal
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.^ NATlbNAl #9110
DANNY aHOLL
Singing Star of "Texas
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will do four kiddie
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and four pop
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Who’s

1841 Broadway
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MlLiS MUSIC. INC.
Ulf Broadway, Nbw York

Continued from page 47
i

without

question;

while
some'
writers haxe expressed theihselves
just as firmly to the contrai'y. Only
point of agreeihent between the
factions has been that a writer
should be ASCAP pirexy, due to 1
the fact that a publisher handling
a business does not have the tljne
to devote to the job; also, a writer
preside^nt ttiakes a better nubile relations,

Y^
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-

•

It

PROGRAM THE NEW
WEbpiNG STANDARD
bOROTHY STEWART'S
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New
•^ow York 23, N.
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YOU'Rr iN LOVE
With EVERYONE

York.
Victor has alsb inked Jack Berch,

Dqrlin’"

PARACHUTEr

Honeyniboh With Me'

slated

NM

.

MY MAMA

which he was affiliated when he
had his band during the I930’s.

GIVE

ME

ifiimiMLlU

it’s felt; Tv

Writers on the board have' come
up with six candidates who will be
hominated at tomorrow’s meeting.
Six are Edgar Leslie, George W.

LAUREL MUSIC CORI
1A1 f Nroadwoy. N. Y. IT

tTeiinefiday, Aptll 26^,

19Sd
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according to actual
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urged

’

ke§p ample stocks of these records

to

on hand, or to reorder prOrhptly when
current stocks begin, to approach.; the

:

-spld^out'* stage;

i *

Oil

.

:

desidnates that record is
one of liC A Victor’s ^‘Certain
Seven** — ajnpng the leading ^
numbers on the trade paper best selU
iug retail sales charts^ Obviously, sure
.

;

,
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L7J

things!
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Cpqsf to Coast
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Chinese Mule Traia
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Hodh Dee boo
On the Outgoing;

20-3741--(47-3741)+

.

Fran Warren and Lisa Kirk.,

EDDIE FISHER WITH HUGO WINTER^
HALTER’S ORCJH;

204681-.(47-3204)+

.

.

.

.

.

^

20-3608-^(47-3204)+

.

Where

A

in the. Woriil
Little Bit independent

20-3764^(47^3764)’»‘

Perry Goimio

LISA KIRK AND THE HONEYDREAMERS
Faith and Determination
Me a Little Bit 20-3765~(47-3765)*

Tony Martin and Fran

Love

It

©

Bonaparte’s Retreat

My Scandinavian Baby
BILL LAWRENCE

20^376$-^(47-3766)’^

20-3613— (47-3119)+

Ralph Flanagan

Little
20-3767^(47-3767)+

,20-3609— U7-3115)+

.

©

The Flying Red Horse Polka,
Leicester Square Rag 20-376^-^(47-3768)+

Cw!^

HERE COME THE DANCE BANDS AGAIN

CHARLIE VENTURA

. .

.

* .

Quicksilver

21-0315— (48-0315)+

.

.

.

.

.
.

,

.

.

,

.

,

.

. .

for

Me

Tears On Her Bridal Bouquet
21-0317— (48-0317)+
The Unfinished Rug

<TRANklE CARLE PLAYS FRANK
LOESSER’*
the Daiice Bands Again
P-280 (WP-280)*
:

‘FATS’ WAIA.ER>'

the Dance Bands Again
P-28i (WP-281)+

'‘FRANKIE CARLE’S SWEETHEARTS”

'

..

...

.22-6042—^50-002e)*

(WP-283)+

,

.
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.

.

.
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initial
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than
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consufner

carefully in order to maintain stocks
consistent with demand.
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Count Every Star

Roses
Sons of the Pioneers

Wintbrha]
Hugo Winterhalter

20-3697— (47-3697)*
one. The Operator* Pick.
Billboard. April 32.)
(Number five, The Operators Pick.

fNumber

BUlboard. April

The

©

22.)

(Number

t(venty-two. Most Played by thb
Disk Jocks. The Billboard, April 22.)

o

If You Were Only Mine
Let’s Go to Church Next Sunday
Morning

Como

.

.

.

20-3737— (47-3737)+
The Disk Jocks

eight.

Pick.

The

Billboard. April 22.)

o

.

("The tune's nonsehsicaUy happy, with a

theme and title that should get « fast asThe Victor version
sist from juke dps.
combination of perBUlboard
catchy job."

likely

lor a
April 22.)

Spaghetti Rag
Frankie Carle
(Number

six;

.

.

,

.

20-3719— (47-3719)+

The

BlUboard. AprU

Juke Box Annie
Eddie Cantor, Lisa Kirk and
Sammy: Kaye; 20-3751— (47-3751)+

Possibility..

21-0306

...20-3763-^(47^3763)+

.

a

...

Symphony of Spring
Hugo Winterhalter
(Number

<*”rhe standard ^Mipe,* shows. Clomo at his
heartfelt best, in a. glowing performance.
moving fast via the Whiting- Wakely
pop-country version is done;: in straight
ballad style aimed at the crooner market." BUlboard Possibility, Aptll 22.)

deploys
formers

^

(Number one. The Country and Western
Disk Jocks Pick. The Billboard. AprU 22.)

The

Flip,

K*

YP

a7i excellent chance of enter.ing the topselling hit category. The
trade is advised to watch these records

Perry

P-283

20-3582— (47-3078>*

and stand

11

THE BLUE SKY BOYS

Series)

o
mm

average

0316— (48:0316)+

Come

20-3693.^(47-3217)'»
.20-3693^(47-3217)+

./;

H
*

Nol No! Don’t Ring Those Bells!
(I Don’t Wanna Get Married)

KRUPA PLAYS

.

Walking Blubs

•®i

Dust

MONTANA SLIM

(Here

.21-0300—
21-0300— (48-0300)*
(46-0300)+

No Tomorrow

25-1158— (30-007)+

COIJIVTRY

<<GENE

.

mm

SONS OF THE PIONEERS

Series)

. .

Johnny Moorey Three Blazers/.

WESTERN

Come

. i

20-0157— (48-0168)+

:

(Here

.

,

Sammy Kaye

The Little Shirt My Mother Made

•V.

Elton Britt and Rosalie Allen

SIX FAT DUTCHMEN
The Okey Dbkey Polka

Wagons West

•

Freddy Martin

P b P SP E €1 A i. T Y

Rollin’

,v*

Tony Martin

21-3770—(47-3770)+

Helena Waltz

.

Music! Music! Music!

There’s

Dark Eyes
You’ve Got a Date With the Blues

........ ... 20-3724—
20-372*—(47-3724)+
(47-3V2i)*

Angel With the Dirty Face
Should 1 Cry

Eddy Arnold

THE THREE vSUNS

9

'Joshua;^

"why

Be Honest With Me
Tell the Truth

.

W arren

Sammy Kaye

20-

20-3:47-Tr(47-3741)+

Isn’t Fair

HERE COME THE DANCE BANDS AGAIN

GENEKRUPA

V. V

My Pajamas

Said

I

tide;

.

RetaUers Pick.

The

22.)

TIPS: Vaughn Mohroe’s “Over and
Over” and Tony Martin and Fran
-

Warreri’s“Have' 1; ToM
That t Love You.” ^

YoU Lately
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OH KAMO ASK HKE
Toronto, April 25.
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MERMAN-R. BOLGER

E.
11

castinif CorpV, latter perpetually in
the red under the present State-

owned system.,
Murdoch takes the stand

that

musicians bn radio Station payrolls
have not had. a raise In 11 years
but that Other radio personnel
from actors and announcers to en^
gineers, have received union increases.
Meanwhile, Murdoch is
making a Canadian junket to the
Coast, during which he will line
up local unions of musicians for
the radio pay tilt. He will present
his findings when the Petrillo
hierarchy hold their mid-suminer
convention this year*
Canadian musicians in radio are
now being paid $6 a half-hour on
audiehce or sustaining Shows $8
on commercial shows. They may
play several radio shows a day.
Murdoch wants new Tate to apply

(Decca)
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originating stations

all

across

Canada; but danger is that the
CBC, with its three Canadian ria-

lY

tiohaV networks, may cut
musicians’ usage.
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station susdemand of

Walter Murdoch, head of the Canadian musicians’ union. Sugges^ted pay increases will be fought by
independent stations across Canada but particularly by the three
networks of the Canadian Broad-
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FLANAGAN YOUNG MAN WITH

in RALPH

A HORN

Loaf Myitftry Tune of
"Step the Music" I AM)
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oentlemen prefer
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RAH

Harry Jamos, Doris

Ralph Flanagan

Pay

Broadway Cait

Victor

Columbia

Columbia

•

Capitol

(Shoplro-Beriiitein

ON THE
SUNNY SIDE
OF THE

(Based on Points Earned)
Points
157
89
85
72
62
38

Coral
Capitol

1

Z
.

!

Mercury
Abbey

i

'

Single Records/

75c Each (plus tax)
•

I

;
’

.

Points
26

...

2

...

1

17
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9

1

8
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Music by .
Paul Nero, former violinist with
Paul Weston’S preh, is cutting eight
sides for CJapitol Records with his
own small combo.

.

JIMMY McHiii^f
SHAPIItO>BERNStElN

With

Shibe Park, home of the PhilaHollywood, April 25.
delphia Phillies and Athletics, will
Third niajoi^diskery to enter the
see ah unlade competition this religious record field,. X^olumbia
summer’T-and it won’t be between has lauhched a series of regular
the two teams either. Hot dogs and Waxings of standard hyms by riaine
peanuts, traditiohal commodity for artists.
Program debuted with a
the baseball iani will have to. vie pair of sides etched by Diiiah
With; of all thihgs, a hew kind of 3hofe and Gene Autry.
ballpark product—^slieet music.
Decca and Capitol have been..in
Elliot Music Co-^ has arranged the religious field for some time,
for copies Of its publication, "The former with its Faith labeL Faith
Eightin^ Phiis,” to be sold at the apparoiitly was launched as a Tepark. Number, written for the .sult of the Bing Crosby "Silent
Philadelphia Phillies by maestro Night’’ platter.
Capitoi got a
ElIioF Lawrence and Bix Reichner, smash start in the religious field
has bebii adopted by the club as last July,; pairing Jo Stafford ahd
its "official song.’’
Gordon
a waxing of
A recording of the tune by a "Whispering Hope,’’ which is still
quartet of Philly players will he selling strongly.
put out by a local Philadelphia
plattery.
Vocal, group consists of
Jay & Cee Music C6rp. chartered
Willy Joiiesv 3d baseman; Richie
to conduct a recording and
Ashburii,
centerfi elder;
Granny tainment business in New enterYork,
Harnner, shortstop, and Dick Sisler, with capital
stock of 100 shares,
Irftfielder. Plans are in the works no par value.
Directors are Jacob
to have the. tune waxbd^ h^ a ma- G; Zaks, Joan Weiss
and Elizabeth
.
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And now

business.

(Mercury)
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or peace,

always found accommodations for
Our friends in show
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Joe Glaser
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LOVE A OIANO*

Joe's
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Atlantic

Reeeff

Half on hour of tantHulijgkt piano mosie bf Jho Bushkin

Trio.
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The strand theatre, N.
anotjer^ha^^in

elated for

starting With the

Witte /ob iteoss;

With RavaKa as Steady

May

.'•'

t™
Y.,

Is^-

5 show, fl^^^

oUmnier

i nlS

signed for that spot. Rest of the
include name acts, including Denise Darcel and Jack Duranti
The Stiftnd apparently plans to
buiid its own personalities by hav- [
ing the emcee stay over for subse. ^
the: only
ohly
Ravazza is ;the:
quent bills. Ravazza
given a
performer who has been givpn
bill:
Others
Mayfil^l.
May
5
the
for
contract
Contractfor^he
are
S™. on a flat two^weck basis. The
10 show will be topped by
May 19
bV the
wUh Tommy
Xavier Cugat band, with
Dorsey to follow June 9.
•orie-time:i
that^Ravazza; •orie-time:;
It’s likely that^Bavazza;
strand
bandleader, will baton the Strand
hoiisR
hand and will rfelinouish
relinquish the
house band
baton when nartie maestri hit the
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he
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^
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Hollywood,
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around Bobby Short,

colored
his cPlOi;ed
Yank
piamst-singer, plus other Yank
pianist-singer,
Coiitinental ^leht.
talent. .
and CodUnemal
He sails ¥®y
4 on the lie de
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N. Y: cafe Stand
Mule, tradi^on died in
^ce Ws blick at the now defuhct Talking
Betty Hutton
years ago, {J'® —
some
Martinique
La
Arwe Barnes
^®'^*'®®d on stage to become the
for $35Q;
$350;
a
n e was booked
wnere he
Mianon share where
first woman ever
grace the tal^
aAa
Glaser fDAI
<nA| I VD litfDDV^
Marcus ..Glaser
C97 01)0
AHA
nCDRV’ $97
L

$Z7,UUU
management of Low*
has taken ^management
;
SSte
Hite and Stanley, and booked v
f a I\1V
IT
IN
N
H.^^S
Milwaukee,
Tic-Toc,
the
into
them
rATTDT ADHIiDC ATItNT
rAIIDT
AfliMT
N.II
IN
Aul!il$ r
1
1 UkI|.|uKiJ;
UKil.fcKu- ftUCI*
May 1.
1.' Oriental has set. the fol,,
oc
April xo,
25>
Hayeii,
Hayen, Apni
New Haven.
Bros
lowing talent: May 4. Mills Bros.
n 1i /*
>rA
nrTkllJ
t llhlA
a
A
n*A DlnnAV
nrTil lIIMA
llhTA Air
playing
playing its first
Johniij
Johnny
johnny
Derby,”
Derby,’’
“Roller
H^li
18.
Carson;
Carson:
May
III
KIvr
A
Y
l.l
Nil
Mindy
18,
and
MindY
9^11
|U Rjil'Jl | L|lNU f Desmond and Frail YVarren;
*
Jun<
Warren; June
stand here on a 10-day run endv
.
;
.
Los Angeles, April 25:
Arm ifig last week, pulled approximately:
1. Eileen Barton and Louis Armi
house
Iti s
rulmg in
a significant
significaht ruling
In Supe- strong’s All Stars.
rruJof.,..
Viiovso
a
30
000 payees into the Areria.
"•' -y«Theatie apparently plans a^morei
Glarence Hansen
court,
hurt, Judge Clarence
;
Scaled from 75c to $2.5(), gross
Bd Fred Goodman to return
reached an estimated $27,000, Con^
with /'OT®
spnality ^headliners
commissions 11(11
collected in
9,548,
{||av Nil*
Aril Vaiifin
f
ifeiac
sidered Okay for an initial stopNiforiT
VailllA
iiliAQ
bands, House is alsp expected to
LlOeS
iflUUC
¥21106
WlterV,
HtCA
llUvIjfj
a two-year period, to his
use units when available.
^
•
singer.
client. j\rt
Art
singer.^^: Court
Lund,
Luod.
ii*|
D.ui.^
Aa
'layoff arrangement' in this set,
Aet |i
Roi, IKtac*
Rata Ao
Ae
Tlie Strand theatre stm'ted this declared
functioned ilSh
'ed
Goodman
AS
liOtC
rOV HlkCSu IidlC
Fay
ASK
up is iriteresting in that it sideseason with the Cugat band, and doubly
manager
_
busiriess .manager
Lund-S busijiess
^
y as Luhd’s
a
ni
tracks
Sny tendency toward cookeO Ao ifor 0 MiOWI
then went into musical tabs for and talent
nc 3>/,U4
hold
agent, but did not hold
alent agehL
| amt AS
J SIlOWS ing up games in advance. Deal
^ -4* 101
stage fare. When that type show a state
as an artist’s
rep.
artist s rep;
e license js,
provides that two competing teams
^ vuyr
Pitv
Am-il 18.
is'
ao.
City, Apru
Mexico
mexip®
was. no longer available, house
le IS
:^P“v
.Case
is expected to set precedent
reqelVe a total of 20% of the net
reverted to names and bandshpws. for artists’ riianagers who; double
are
tfie
they
that
eontendihg
This figure is then
game
financial
employment poorest paid in the Mexican en- __|u winner loser bn a 60-40 baand
The Roxy theatre, N. Y., some as
tertainment business, minor Mexiyears ago qA^^topted to/ build its
V
a defiriite inprovides
which
v ir v'v—- 7 --'
own pertonalities by protracted
can nitery talent and vaude-reyue
Oninn a battle on each
the. Nationdisked
have
girls
runs at that house. Ravazza was
^^^®
Pef siaii Room^s FcLcelift
one of those having a long tenure
al Actors Union to get them pay
mr,- HntPi Pla7A»^ PpKifln Room
^individual olavers are Paid off
1
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jn^^^al^oast Friars Frblic^p^^^

first

S^^iS^\l^hu5Srd L^

'
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j

;

want^^^ to

musical

Karl and

^

j

Dolan

ti'pm the show-stopping impact of
Lanza^s opiatic offerings in
^?‘®V^dst pf a first act that in-

^

j^g^l lg

,

^

I

®”d ® womaii provided the top sur-^"™®'5^dded third

addc4 to

let

t

j

bili will

for June Date

HaymeS

the Du.
George
state Fair, Aug 28
Dolan, who operates the Morro line replaces Dorothy Dor.
Club Gala, Hollywood, and Do- 1 ben ponies in the Chez Paree, ^lune
Sid Harris : Is booking tlie
|^^,g Supper Glub; Frisco; is due 9
in New York this week ern route Glover Leaf -Club, ^pux Fall^ S,

Key USlCai

are to install a permanent emcee.
rari Pava77a has already bceh ]
Carl

for Dick Haymes and
sam Levenson to go into the Copay for Se J^e "15
the* nresent time hitch
tlie Levenson dbal Is cornices
^
antinathy three shbws nightly sked.

—N.Y^Opa
^

fo^lKng^witli^^

Plans Goasl

JoG
;l40s Angeles, April 25
and curves dealt twin
Classicism amd^curves^^^
ciassi^cism
deatli blows to toditlon^SaturSa?
traditloh Saturdav
night (22) as a longhair offering

S

aceSrSto

of the d
ot
disis-

entertainment world
to the annual show, which has he retdfpre relied pn wig and falsies to
relieve the all-male atmosphere.
Recreating her fiimuSical “Annie’’
role from “Arihie Get Your Gun,”
Miss Hutton did a bouncy. exu-

taff side of the

^
^

080%, Get a^G
» *nute microphone hanging
limply^bn the apron. Cemiftg after
halba-dozen numters ta vwhicK varmu-s Friars sought vainly^ to hitle
bulging muscles under feminine
trappings; the Hutton /turn had a

—
stunned an audience already jimp
Trpm a parade of talent that looked
like a cavalcade of showbiz,

moment Morris

the

S^iS.
pulUhg down

Stoloff

exciting Overture

yer-

Headliners in night sputs can ..average taient skater
siimrner shuttering be- 1
The Strand relinquishes its gin„iug late June. Designer Henry command as high us $U5 », night. $7,500 for a iO-mprith season. In c?J.®,,.^®®Wa^ncr
anu^lhpnm^^
stageshow policy for two weeks, oreyfuss will supervise the renor hut the rank and file only get $5:S0- 'addition to the payroll
starting Friday (28), with a jpair of vation which will put the acCeht $6-78 each per mght, foe which ;piayers get living expenses, tran-s-*
triumphantly
Friars^
produced a
shows,
'
Warner reissues—“God Is My Cor: on modern Persian art
they must dp two to three
phi-lation, and all medical care, rePilPt” and “Desiinatipn. TPkyp,’' ,
Celeste Hplm is scheduied to Their pay is decreascd.by numer- landless of whether or hot later ^1Stcand is alto going in for an head the bill when room reopenis vO^? ®9sts-r-agents, fostumes, cos- jg necessitated by their Derby acffitfanHA
additiPnal exploitation on the May arpund Sept. 28. with a benefit Emetics, tips, and unipn .du^.^
Gardner, captain pf Pne pi dknee breaVei: Ail
15. shew with a Charlesten centest. 1 fer the Travelers Aid Sneiety.
SpOlS OOP I pay tpem regUldliy.
2^ SjjUjj.
,,
t»onr«canfAa_
The line gnrls--“segundas tiples’’ fracture here, with indications of films lecit vaude burlesaue nite/
Spprt
lineup,
pTlhe
month
put
1950
Huru's
H*r**S What
Varl..,, Wodnttday, April 19.
Voriofy,
!».; 1950,
U° $2,02 tor .tnree. firew considerable favorable, com" Vies, radii tellvisiin, and evem
that, their pay IS
provide lively
Three Juggling Jewels, femmes, .provide
m
Am
f»»rt
VOmpUTUny
dpeiier
opeOer with their slick cluh
club and hoop juggling,
j.
shoWS. Double that pay for Sun- mptut IomIIv with outlook for a
tI!’
i.V
i
i.
,
It was the longhair division thqt
wherein they manipulate
with closing numher,
number, .wherein
noiioays
IS puset oecausc
uays^and
date,
on
a
return
gam
gufistantial
providing
a
coiorful
colorful
luminous-treatfed
lumlndus-treatfed
hoops,
/
nrovided the shOwstODoer of the
P«Opl«
“•rtp"
rourou-.
four
make
/appearance
appearance
Gals
nice
and
they
must
finale.
dp
on those days
Freddy Cohen is in charge of nrsi act. ijanza xur««
®
wiiil
won a« pegon „,ui;
worked out weU:
weU.
tines are “worked
ehnwe
THav Hpmnnd
41! ns a
the traveling unit.
the glorious singing voice that teed
1 950
N»w York Port, Sunday/
14/1950
Sunddy* April 14,
nnv Tnd^Ho.ihiA ^that
Sav
A. How
«ay^ About
v
The Three Juggling Jewels, Gladys Tucker.
off again the Inevitable comparl‘i®
for f
fete days. Claiming that their
Denise Wathon^
*l*ilp|pp
Wathon, and Nellie Markow. open the
RICKARD REPS HAMID
abn to Caruto His “Vesti La Giubbin with a neatly integrated juggling routine.
I
which they execute with a skiUful exhibition
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of split-second timing.
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N, Y. Doily Mirror* Friday. April 14. 1950
A quick start comes with clever manipulations.
and variations by the Three Juggling: Jewels

01
.iFWFtS

‘

.Ili lll|p|

using Indian clubsv
ciubs^ etc.

,

Our cholfehoe, os pubfishad in.
JUGGLING JEWELS. 34-30 54tk

Billboard, Alov. 24* 1949 ,
St..

Woodsidt. N. Y.
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Jack Collier, manager* of Hamid’s
The Orioles, vocal group, schedr Boston office
Spot >vill use names during the
uled for a week’s stand at Apollo
theatre, N. Y.,

May

26,
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name-value only by the onstage
:

Gilbert,
LC^De^enaJCSMe

HLT-cmeN(A»lttt«f

MARSHALL.

W.

in the date

PRKSIOilNT

k

Um on telegrams apd day lettera is STANDAJIP TIMES at point of orign.

HD8dO NL

LA8 VE6AS NEV APR 11=

HERSHfiY MART1N=
1C

G08P

ICA BEVERLY HILLS CAL1F=

WIPE RLCliVED REGRET CAiiNOT^^ A
tCMpLEt ELY SOL D OUT DWR NG MODER NA
I

I

.

SltlpiUdloaniiii

Tuna o( reoeipi ia STANDARD tTMB nt peiot of dsatinatiOQ

tal-

ent collection.
Some of the hits of previous
years were revived,; Jessel bringing “Frof, Julius T. LarberntarclK
er” back for tl^p third time to hit
the roarihg finale. The Burns and
Allen rbutine was done again-^this
time with Broderick Crawford as
Grade. And the “Then I Wrote”
sequence, this time tagged “Singing Through the Yearsy”; gave tunesmiths Shelton Brooks, L. Wolfe
Ishaiiii

Jones/

Hugh and Jean

Jimmy

^Schwartz,

Mctheir

chance at the spotlight. Missin^i
however, was- the usual tribute to
the Friars’ first Abbot, George M.
Cohan.
The problem, as always, was
;

“Who’s Gonna Open the Show;”
It was solved by a song and production number of that name written by Wolfie Gilbert and Bdi Oakland.
It
was only the first of
several speciail-hiaterial bits.
There was “Sugar Throat Burns, 'L
^
great new
ihtroducing
“that
(Continued biv page 58!
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Andrews Si$ Pacted For
Chi,N. Y. Yaude Stands
Hollywood, ApriL25.

Andrews

Sisters

t6e

off

five

weeks of vaudates June 30 with a
two^week stand at the Chicago
Cost5 of putting on a show at
some of the top N. Y. cafes almost
equals the tsost of a legit show.
Because of hiked costs of costum-

production, music arrangements and special lyrlcsi when

Theatre, Ghicago.

;

A

Ohi Bistros Tsigged For
$98,707 in Unpaid Taxes

ing

Chicago,' April 25.
Bistros here were- tagged for
necessary> some niteries spend as
overdue taxes, by the state revenue
high as $46,000 to get a display dept. Claims were for a total of
This is in addition to wlrolling.
$98,70'? diib from 23 hiteries* Auiries of performcfs;
diting of 12 additional clubs is yet
Cafe men now pay as high as to be computed. Audit was ordered
$400 per .costume and some use as by the revenuers, last Jahuary,
many as four production numbei^ after the Illihoi$> supreme court
Consequently, the
in the layouts.
ruled cldbs liable for the 2% sales
of coutouriering a dozen line.

split week at the Paramount,
Buffalo, precedes a fortnight, at the

Hollywood, April

(telephotte) bfell raug and
Hover of Ciro’s arid Larry
Barnett of Music Corp. Pf AmerIn DiscriiQiiiatioii Suit ica
came out swinging—verbally.
Spokane, April 25.
Hover led off with a smash at
After 15 hours of deliberation, wiis^t he* labeled “high pressure
a jury awarded $250 damages to tactics.,”
Barnett countered with
Negro singer-pianist Hazel Scott “absolutely ridiculous.”
which found that she had been
It Was a .Coart version of the

York, opening July ,21.
Girls trek-back here after the Roxy
date to prep the fall Campbeirs
Soup show.

LA

battle

that

when

five

eatery oWriers, had atteriipted to
show that Miss. Scott was denied
service because she demanded to
be served ahead of others.
Suit was based on a Washington
State law enacted in 1909 which
forbids racial discrimination in
public places. Restaurant’s violation occurred in ' February of last

reported that
a prie-u'eek
postponeirient of a 'Deriise Datcel
date at Heller’s Carousel, the

.

fillies

ani a

set of showgirls can
sizaole swath into a boni-

tax,

Rulihg affected 60 spots and reyersed a circuit icourt decision of
face's bankroll.
pec., 1948, upholding exemption
GoStuming costs have risen 'con- claims Of club owners.
siderably in the past years. Shows
Los Angeles, 'April 25. „
that could be costumed in 1940
Vaudeville is about to die again
for $8,000 now cost several, times
in
three
fifstrun
filiri houses, the
that amount. Garb costs frequentOrpheiim and the two Paramounts,
ly run to more than $30, OOO.
one in downtown L. A* and the
recent months, the Gopacacut a

.

:

In

has had an arrangeSpecially designed
rented for th^ run
nre
costumes
of a shOWi Spot saves on the overall costs by this arrangement, puring the three-month run of a show,
the Copa pays out in rentals a
figure that is much less than origGostumcr
inal cost of the finery.
makes a profit on subsequent rentals to other cafes.
Lou y^alters, Latin Quarter
boriiface, rents costumes from his
shows to other niteries, with some
sold outright after a show.
pespite higher cost of production, the current tendehcy in cafes
is to Shorten the run of their shows,
which lessens the chance of com-r
plete amortization on the first run.
Majority of N. Y. spots as Well as
-

larger cafes in other, cities, find
that an average of 30% of the patrons are repeaters. For that reason headiiners and supporting acts
have to be changed with greater
frequency, and tendency now is to

productiohs also.
overhaul the
This applies to niteries which costume their own shows. Spots hiring costumes change with greater
frequency since there are no
amortization costs to write off.

Atlahtic City, April 25;
60,000 delegates to attend
lOO conventions the next
five weeks will give resort amusement busihess a big shot in the
They will augment the
arm.
usual spring yacationists Who are
here in more than usual numbers
this’ year.''

Startihg this week w'ere the NaConferenee; of
Socia1
Workers bririging 7, p0() arid the
League of Women Voters with
some 5,000 mpre. They will be
followed by others in a Conventipri
calendar pammed until the* end of
June, when the big summer rush
gets underway.
./Hotels, cafes and other spots are
making a strong play for the’ coriventioneers arid spring visitors,
but are Ayithholding their heavy
budgets for the early July rush.
tional

HEIU’ LOOKS SET FOR
GOO&RDN IN SYIMEY

City Commission members here
are pondering a petition signed by
more than a score urging that the
license of the Paradise bar be
cancelled.
Should it be granted, it will
mark finale to the spot which
once was knpwri as the oldest
In years
nightclub in America.
gone by no^ one considered his
without
;c6mplete
Vacation here
at least one visit to this sepia
spot known for its high caUbre
Negro shows and its name bands,
which included all the fampus
ones of the erai
Three seasons ago the policy of
riame bands arid big shows was
dropped when the club’s owners

he charged.
with MCA,

The Orpheum, operated by SherG. Corwin, revived vaude last
August arid did well with a four-aday show until the first of this
year He -has served notice that
the house will turri to a straight

Barnett, MCA’s national band
arid act director, said Hover has
had “everything In the world sub-

rill

;

toosas

Possibility, of ice

,

last

week when the

special

,

;

.

ad-

committee

I

Fanchon &; Marco
stage show at’ the Hollywood Paramourit last week and owrier of the Karisas City Mohawks
hockey teairi, petitibried the audiwill do the same at the downtown
engagement.

closed

its

torium board for the ice rink, pro
ppslng to. play all home games of
the_ hockey team thcTe and to periodically bring in travelling ice
shows.
Both hockey and ice shbvvs now
play the Pla-Mor Arena, privately
Owned. The Pla-Mor seats 5,000,
the Auditoriuni over 10,000. Tobin
offered Auditorium rental of; $1,100
per night, and offered to pay
enough iii advance to cover cost of
installing machinery.
Board gave as its reasons that
building is not suited to installation of the equipment, and also reluctance to compete with private
enterprise. Ice events, would claim
about 50 nights of the arena Schedule, and this time is not available
now, according to Glarenc? Hoff,
manager of the Auditorium.
Aiiditorium will have its first
ice show iri June, but this will be
“Holiday on Ice” carrying its own
portable equipment.

Parampurit two weeks hence. Both
houses Will revert to straight pictures.

MCA

was told
.

:

Chicago April- 25..
Sophie Tucker and Joe E. Lewis
will, headline the June 2 show at
i

Then Hover came up with a
claim that
had. tried blockr
booking, forcing him to sign a epntra'ct for Jean Sabien before he
could get a chance to book Lena
Horn e arid Frank Sinatra Hoy er
played Sabion, but he said the only
(Continued- ph page 58)

MCA

.

Palisades Park, N.

J.,

Wth

Tees Off Season

New Rides, ’Kiddie

Land'

Palisades Amusement Park at
Cliffside Park, N; J., lifted the curtain on its 1950 season last Saturday (22)y the first outdoor amusement spot in the east to tee off this
spring.
Despite chillier weather
than the last week in April is supposed to produce, first day atteixdariee went slightly In excess of
55,00(), as against 35,000 for the

MOSS EMPIRES PROFIT
FOR ’49 IS |4SS,7El|
London, April

^^§a^q^rt°?s^d^^^SiV*^^dear^"ieli
through because Hover" wouldn’t
sign a “no service during per-

formance” clause;

,

6

i

1

.

SOPH ANN JOE E. TEAMED

;

.

disapproved a;
plari to iristall ice rink equipment
in the arena.
William J. Tbbiri,
visory

mitted to him.”
One of the big mixups in the
verbal slugfest was over why Carl
Brisson hadn’t played the Sunset
said he had
signed a contract arid made ail
arrarigemerits only to discover several days before the scheduled
bpemrig that
hadn’t returned
the contract. He added that when
,

the large Muriy Auditoriurii faded

policy toy 9; after Phil
Spitalny and 'his Hour Of Charm
Orchestra close a Special week’s
film

Aprils
shows playing

City,

18.

opener last year.
Temperatures
accompanying Palisades’ 1949 dewere, however, considerably
colder than those of last Week’s
preem.
I^st of $435,760.
Irving and Jack Rosenthal, operAs the past year niarked the ators of the park, 'came up with
company’s golden jubilee, a special $25(),000 this year fpr overall renojubilee bonus of 5% was paid oh vation and painting, installatiph
ordinary stock, together with an iof a new thrill ride, the Flying
interim dividend of 5% and a final Saucer, and building of six new

Moss Empires, ..which controls:!
the London Palladium and a string
of major theatres in London and
the provinces, announces a net
profit for the year ended bec.:31

!

i

but

i

|

;

•

j

i.

1

|

s

!

payment of 1()%.
rides in the kiddieland section of
;
The 51st annual general meeting the park. Total number of rides
of the company will be held '•in and attractions i$ 140 this year.
Lou Walters, operator of the
10.
rspread around eight midways,
Latin Quarter, N. Y., is planning London May
JL
Main concentratiori of the Rosena steady run of European acts at|

Acts for N. Y. Latin Quarter

|

;

i

already signed
Mens. Choppy and Les Zoris for
hAs set the
the July 2 display
that

spot.

thals in readying Palisades for the
new season was on creation of as.
complete a setup for the rrioppets
Figuring was based
as possible.
on the large number of “war

He’s

|

Foim Hurricanes and Gino Donati
for subsequent shows.

Montreal,

April 25.

:

A

;

:

I

^

.

.

:

,

keeping the

cabaret

'

i

roorn

shut-

B’KLYN

’

—

Gas

the skater's tour in Canada, of zany rides, take-a-chance conand who still has a contract with cessions, fun houses, et al, PaliContinued on page 58i
Miss Scott for next year, will go
of

Felli Circus Gfkis

Harrisburg, Pa.; April 25.

!

Seven femme pertorinerfs with to the Coast May 15 to discuss
the Hamid-Morton Shrine Circus, next season’s plans with
‘Mce
al (lez, DeMarcos,
performing here last week, nar- Capades' ” owner, John H. Hartis;
Beiizell as Package
rowly escaped death When a gas
According to Gorman, who has
leak filled their trailer with poi- barnstormed
-Sensations’’ across
A package consisting of MiguCsonous fumes.
Canada for the; past few months: lito Valdez’s band, the Detoreds
Three of the girls, all members without touching a major city, the and Mimi Benzell has been set by
of the “Sky Revue,” were rendered show grossed nearly $ 1,000, 000, Willard Alexander for the Cocoanut Grove, L. A;, for five wceks befrom admissions, pro.
uncDnscidus and had to be given garnered
^
They grams and noveltiesv : Cast of 60 girining May 16.
first aid by a physicianv
Miss Benzell. is managed by Jack
were, Pat Parrish* Pat McFarlarid travelled in. planes, buses, trains,
and unit’s manager* Peaches Mc- sleighs and played to 800,000 1 Bertell, while the other tw:o arc
handled by Alexander.
eustorriers.
Neal.'
j

V

i

*

'

21)

'

•*-*

BIlL

Paramount theatre, Brooklyn,
engagement, they will tour
Canada, playing dates in Winnipeg, will spot* ariother one-night vavider
tonight
(Wed);
Hamilton and Toronto.
BIU comprises Esy Morales Orch^
Lads begin a two-week engagement at the jVfonie Carlo Club, Nicola Pabne, Son & Sonny, and
Pittsburgh, Friday '>rt28L
Hepny Youngmam
[
.

“Unless you’re 100%
they vtry to iriurder

.

Deep Blver B<^ys are set for a responsible.”:
tour of England beginning June 17
— V
with a two-week stah(V at the PalPrior to the over-

his trouble with
the fact that Ciro’s
wants to book independently, to be
“wide open” for attractions from
any sriUrce, **They don’t like that,”
frOiri

Barbara Ann SCott, Olympic babies” who have how reached
Walters is slated to sail for
age, a juve paEurope May 9 for about five weeks figure skating champion, closes,.amusement park
j
j
cross-country tour
of
to gander acts for his bistro. His present
the Rosenthals
ficientjy
large
by
idea is to get a batch of fresh acts “Skating Serisations’’ 10 Chicouand other park and carnivar opjs
_ _
Sunday
__ 130)
_
for the cafe. Walters has imported timi, New Brunswick,
^ountry^^ merit
piaries to LO^^eley to oiieri throughout
acts from time to time, but: stariparticularattention and financial
ihg with the current show which for a month’s date with “Ice
at Palisades
new show rtartirig
bows formally tonight (Wed.) at- Capades”
now includes 20 rides and other atfound they were loring plenty. tempt will be made to have one May 4.
smaller
them
of
tractions;
most
Tommy Gorman, nianager arid
With the exception of a few fpeble new foreign act on every bill;
and less violent editions of the
«tries they nover Uied to attract
British comic Toriimy Trinder^ is owner of the Ottawa Forum arid
a me>^h®r of (he Arena Assn/ of aduit thrillers;
the crowds with names rigain, headlinirig currerit stanza.
In addition to the normal lure
America w'ho has been in charge
they continued operating the bar,

Petitioners declared that now
“people patroriizihg bar are of the
lowest mentality and if .a crime is
cpminitted, they could not be held

seas

MCA

Hover said

steriis

you”'

,

ladium, London;

-

.

Some

who

okayed

agency turried around and booked

:

nearly

MCA

filna policy...

the Chez Paree, Ghicago, their first
date oil the same bill in this town.
They previousiy^ played together
about 10 years ago when Ben MarSydriey, April 18.
den, then qperating the Riviera, Ft.
The Olsen-Johnsori show ’’Hellz- Lee, N. J., spotted this duo on the
apoppin* ” Should chalk up a good bill with Harry Richman.
These
run at the Fmpire here for Harry headliners also played the Colonial
Wren, in associatiori with J. C. Inn, Hallcndale, Fla., which was
Williamson Theatres;
Show has also bperated by Marden at that
been a major winner in Melbourne time.:'
and in New Zealand arid Tasmania.
Miss
Tucker was
originally
HaVry Gould is producing.
Ghicago, April 21.
slated to play the Chez oh May 5,
of
In
none
For
piker.
Sydney
Wren
has
the
run
Bamum
was
a
but relinquished thait spot as a
,
the late showman’s wildest dreams brought in a local radio faveV Roy favor to the cafe’s operator and
Rene wag formerly agreed to the June 2 stand in orcoiild he have foreseen the devel- Rene (“Mo”).
opment of a personality through a a topper in burlesque. He’s pres- der to permit Frank Sinatra to
new media likely to cop $5,000 per ently under contract to Colgate- open on that date.
With Rene are radio
It's not Bill Palmolive.
day for 30 ^veeks.
Soph is current at. the Chase
(“Hopalong Cassidy’*) Boyd’s split, personalities Hal Lashwood arid Al hotel, St. Louis, for three weeks
U. S. acts include Reg arid follows with the Town Casino,
of the gat? receipts alone which Thomas.
Dorothy Jean, Chax'lie Buffalo, for 10 days before, hitting
is making him the moderh Midas, Thorpe,
Whittier and Dave Higarth.
it’s the tiein concessions, which, if
the Chez where options .call for
Chicago is any criteriph, will gross
her services up to six weeks.- Miss
the cowboy star anywhere from
Tucker is planning to rest for the
$1,000 to $3,000 nightly. The ma- A.C. Sdlons Pondering
remainder; of the summer followjority of patrons, it goes without
ing the Chez run.
saying, are idoli^ers of the screen
Petition to Close Cafe
and television, character and the
Atlantic City, April 25.
juves at opening night, numbering

over 5,000, either were garbed in
Happy togs or bought souvenirs,
ran^ng from a quarter to $1.50.
Paper cowboy hats blossomed like
spring flowers and Scarfs and ties
wei'C top seileTS, too. Such approbation bespeaks a gold mine;
All this is ip face of what is just
a public hello tp his worshippers.
Boyd comes out on his horse, Topper, and after parading arouiid the
ring comes to halt in the center of
the Chicago Stadium. He does a
thahk-you-for being so kihd-to-me
speech and asks the kids to say
hello back to him.
They almost
tear the roof Off the arena. However, all this is not showmanship,
and while it might pay off in centers like Chicago, where Boyd*S
personal appearance in conjunction With a newspaper promotion,
Vvas hampered by extreme cold
weather,' in centers like New York,
(Continued oii page 58)

Jackie Heller,

after

othpr in Hollywood. Complrint is
that the theatres can’t get enough
firrirurt films to support a vaud-

,

ment whereby

started in Pittsburgh
riitery operators
an-

nounced they Were uniting in an
unofficial ban on MCA acts.
The
Sriioky City beef originated with

year...

,

bana, N. Y.

:

denied service in a Mt. Pasco,
Wash., restaurant because of her
Mr; and Mrs. Harry Htz*
race.

•

costs

H. D.

'

.

3

25.

The

Hazel Scott AwardeidI $250

New

Roxy,

j

;

I

;

i

I

Wednesdair, AprM 26, 19S0

VAIJttEVILLB
Aiiderson Suit
Contintied from page 1

the Thousand
of
“Arine
Days/' had been plagiarized from
play,

will, call

tain resort bookers next week,
set regulations for the ensuing season; Among derhands to be made
by union will be the ihciusidn of

|

tp.

.

:

contracts designating
perform erS as employes and bookers asi the employers.
/
a

clause in

.

,

A

battle

e xP e C

is

t

e

4 to be
,

on

latter. Hackett was served with
pnpers^ in the action just before
Concord; N. H., April 25,
dine * and- 1 sailing oh^ a jEurdpean vacation,
Hampshire’s
dance spot$> ;which are forbidden Hackett neve; actually brought any
by state law to serve, liquor, ap-.j gQ|j. ^gjiinst Anderson.
parently will not be curbed in
Although Hackett's accusations
their now flourishing business of
were expressed verbally to reportr
furnishing ginger ale And other
ers; the libel suit was brbuj^t on
mixtures for patrons who br^
f

In

I

'

1

.

;

after cpmpiaining that $28.35
.

too

•

wrights produced the Anderson
Urama, in association with Leland

;

‘

'

•

Some

years before, Hackett received a “substantiar' settlement
from Sir Alexander Korda and
ynited Artists on a plagiarism
claim based on alleged similarities
between his books and the film,
“the Private Life Of Henry VIH/'
starring Charles Laughton;

.

Taverns

year’s Operation indicates that the
eight-act policy has been successHbuse is shaping up as an
ful;
important showcase^ since several
f^cts have been picked up by other

.

Glen Island

,

Warder
Atlantic City

was

drinks they
beaten with clubs
eight

Sol A. Schwartz, RKO Veepee in
charge of theatres, and booker
Patiny Friendly are planning to
hold the entire show over; It will
be the first time since stageshbws
came back to this house that a
described by the CQps \as cb*owner program has gone into a second
of the hitery Hari-y Boshes and .syeek,;.;,
David Field.
Palace theatre revived stage
shows May 19 of last yebr and first

t

flye-inilo

to bo
lodged within five miles of spot
they’re working.
It will substitute “reasonable distance” in the

for,

were brutally
the^baSis of written allegations pre- and tossed but. The victims, John
yibusly” made by the novelist in a, H. McManus and Robert Geddes,
statement to the Playwrights’ Co.: have been hospitalized.
in support of his claim; The PlayArrested are irvihg AVarshawsky,

:

will waive the
rule; calling for psrf^^

much

.

planning a series of special events
in connection with the initial anni.
Guest perforirners are being mulled
and exploitatioii dept, is planning
special events for the occasion.

.

.

Headliners that played the palace in its heyday will combine on
the first anniversary show of the
RKO Palace, Ni 'Y., May 18. Belle
Baker, Smith Rc Dale and Cliff Ed-

wards (Ukelele Ike) have already
been si^ed. Circuit toppers are

Chicago; April 25;
Police arrested three employees
of the French Casino, last week*
when two customers^ claimed that
;

|

'

AGyA

Operator,

[leyn,” plus a dramatization of the

uniQn\s demand
th a t a 11 acts nnist be signed by
edtff weekpr
tln^
^p
J
In addiUon to
end they Work,
must stipulate their Qwu booze.
pact
contracts,
The statutes ban the consumpplace of eniployment, and employT
If a tion of liquor purchased at state.er nVust adhere to sehedule.
booker i.s withoift suitable talent controlled stores, in public places,
at the Thursday deadline, union but Bay Tarbpx, a, state Jiquor
will ask that a wire be sent the acts conimissioner, who is in charge
specifying hotels to; be worked and ot the enforcement provision; nas
flatly declared that this phase bt
salai^v ior each stand.
As a concession to the bookers, the law is Vunenforceable.’

over the

staged

t

books,
two of his (Hackett's)
“Henry the Eighth*—A Personal
History” and ^‘Queen Anne Bo- Chi

of Variety Arta riieeting of iiioun-

American Guild'
ists

yaude houses on Broadway and
have bought a number of

cafes

contract,
a

Bookers are expected to put up
row bn being designated as enibecause of liability for,

pioVers

to
AtlanUe City, April 25.
Trouble any night spot cab get

social security tax.
However, union points put that under
into when it serves liquor to a
preyailihg conditions, many talent
home here this past
buyers $ell packages to the hotels minor hit
and make a. profit bn the entire week.
deal, and are thus the employer.
A few weeks ago a soldmr from
'

facts’

Contiuiied from

pasfo

1

;

-

;

all

the ex-soldier knocked down.
flja*'

;

•
•
•
•

.

.

.

—

"HOW TO MASTER THI

•

MONIES"

CERI-

(ro-lssuo)

— $2.0O

NO

copy—

por

C.O.D.'s

PAULA SMITH
200

W.

Dtpt. V

54fli St.

NEW YORK

c

!

.

!

Choir.'"'

blows were exchange, and European company, called Senfic,
His which Was able to shag the excluhead hit cement curbing and He sive manufacturing aind distribur
suffered a skull fracture, from tion rights because of their posesvvhich he died a short time later. sion Of this color prbeess.
The
This Week five night spots piain plant of Senfic is situated outwhich served the Fort Dix soldier, side of Paris, where it is putting
held bn a manslaghter charge, and out 2OO,0O() records a mohth; With
who gave his age as 19, got notices production prepared to go to a
to appear at the ABC headquarters maximum
Of 400,000.
in Newark and explain, phe of the
Senfic, in turn, has granted the

later

FUN-MASTER
Nos. 1 thru $5 ® $1.00 oa.
•
(Ordar In Sequenet Only)
SPI6CIAL: First 13 fllas for $10
All 3S filos for $30
3 Bks. PARODIES, por book $10 •
MINSTREL BUDGET
$25 •
HUMOR-DOR FOR EMCEES $25 «
4 BLACKOUT BKS., oa. bk^v$25 •
or all 4 diff. Vols. for $$5---

•

i

;

branchts of thoiitricali

ORIGINAL Show-Bix Gag

:'Tha

'w h

Fort Pix and an; ex-paratrooper
The Tights to produce and disbar. When tribute this record,
had an argument in
pri a worldthey met on the street an hour wide basis, have been tied up by a

COMEDY MATERI At.
For

h features a special
hymn cbmposed' for the Holy Year
and sung, by the Saint Chappelie

side,

19

;

spots is a top beachfront hotel,
the Traymore, which conducts its
bar oh as high a plane as is posAll face the penalty of lossible;.
ing their license for some days.

West- turns after seeing their work at
between
Negotiatipns
chester couiity officials and firm the Palace; dittb television.
of Carr & Bole to! for a lease on
Glen Island Casino, New
the
jackson UnitV 1 -Niters
Rbchelle, N, Y.> dirte-dance spot,
A unit built around Bull Moose
^
t
began a
t®ii through Monday (24) night, Jackspri airid his band
second southern tour of piie-niters last
C&B forfeited A deposit.
White week/ In addition to Jackson’s
bid by Steve B^
seven man crew* troupe iricludes
Plalrisj is rioW being considered..
Vocalist Mabel
Scott,
comedian
the
Casino
was
Operation of
Dusty Fletcher, dancer Latraine
dropped by Howard " Gill arid Knight and Tops and Wilda, terji
Michael DeZuttO, last season, after ack'
V
Se^veral saiient factors
Package was built by the Moe
17 years.
prompted decision, including high Gale office.
prices, of bands; incerased advertising budget made necessary by
the completion of the Hutchinson
River Parkway, which drained off
from
the
traffic
considerable
Shore Road where the Caiiino: is

exclusive rights for distribution of
this record to ah outfit which plans
to sell this' record directly by mail.
It’s in the midst of planning a campaign in Catholic and foreign lan-

A

-

',

'

,

and uncertainty’

located,

mer season.
The Gaslno

of

surii-

iriany
years
for
has been one of the more imIt
portant resort dance spots.
had been considered one of the
of
incubators
because
best
band
hewspapers
in
America.
guage
Disk sells for $3, insurance pre- the remotes emanating from there.
•One of the complicating factors
paid; a dollar extra for airmail.
in .the- deal is that concession
%
rights to the adjacent beach go
PALLAS NITERY
with the lease. For several years,
y
Dallas, April 25,
operators depended on returns.!
The Sky Club will have its re- from the concession to carry the
dpening here on Friday (28), casino operatiori. Last yeer, howJohnny Cola and Dixieland band
eveiv the polio scare killed the
will hje featured nightly, except
beach business during August.
'

‘

.

BOBBY SHIELDS

NEW
.

^

Wednesdays; when Johnny Hix and
There is still a possibility that
western band will take over.
Dale Belmont, songstress, will Gill & Bril efo iri ay return to the
Casino.^^^^^^
T^^^^ heve told W. G.
f emcee the floor shows.
takers are
if' no
officials that
found, they would renegotiate. In
that case they’re likely to get a
Saranac Lake

Concluded

Y.,

April 25.
enjoying a

,

NEW YORK
and the

top clinic report.
Birthday greetings are in order

him

Ruth Wood.
Sophie Medes, ex-Roge rite arid
former cashier of Utica theatre,
Utica, N, Y., in for a vacation and
check-up drew an all-clear to resume work;

those legendory
Mortimer,

strictly iri-bed-routine as result of

FOSt.ERr Laiidon

THE SILHOUETTES

During several years; Gill and

Union 4-ploco ontorlailning danco unit.
Availablo aftor April 30. Bas» doubloa
on Vocal. Drumy oh VIbox. Sax on
Ljvoly group.
Novolty and M.C.

Boieto paid out $39,b()0 in rentals
Among those now
marked progress with all privi- based on a percentage of the gross.
leges are Mabei (legit) Burns, Helen Giiararitee during those seasons
Pelechowicz, Ted Hooper, Sam was set at $25,000. In recent seaLaBalbO, Bob Pasquale, John Ros- sons minimum rental dropped to
enberg, George (Elephahts) Pow$ 15 000
ers, Ben Schaffer, Sam Kelley arid

Joe (UA) Phillips.
Laura (Loe w’s) Sloan to join the
“up gang” for meals, result Of a

Wtek qf Ssa

HARRY

Mgt.:

better deal.

By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N.

at

This

Quetn Mary" to Englond

Plenty of itylo, showihahship.

MR. LANCE
47-33 3»th St.l L. I. C., N. Y.
ST. 4-2549

.
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Critics Said:

Shields;

Insfant

.a n

Click

sdtiricol

At Lptin Quarter
.

xhbw dt Lou Woltiirs'
Latin Quat*r wot stolen on opening
night by a young man whose ndnie
wasn't even on the progrdm— Bobby
Shields, about whom: I roved after
catching him at a Leoh B Eddie .celeb
night..

.

Re

will

now

quently.

.hopipen.’'^

Bobby

whose forte is o
of d reefered jive artist
AnyWeiy, the audience, ^ which hdd
been mdre than enthusidstic for
everyone in the almost tvvp-hour
show, exploded when Shields did his
;

Shields,

.ci

shdri, dork, en-

it's

art

audition,

on pretendeqUehing. the

bond, even referring to a little note
book for his ptdper key, etc. Does
a couple of take-offs with a nervout’
exuberdnee reminiscent of Frankie

It was. one of those things that
only happens in a blue moon, but
ildoes. it. makes you thrill and
tremble to realize thot Broadway is

can

;

ergetic youngster, edrhes

proceed tp be-

mirdcles

.

"The socks came from the addition

ing

W

was one of

ft

pf Bobby Shields, d young man:
around town who's been .COUght fre-

star.

the .place

let

bAILY MIRROR.
:

when
still,

dnd wouldn't

instant clicks.

Th«

come o

'

off.

stuff

.

Laine.

His

basic style is stnccatd,
beating 'em in a hit-'em-on-the-head
fashion."
Bill Smith,
.

Shields,,

BILLBOARD.

co.^icature

’

OPENS

28,

".

.

.

Shields,

A young

sihger-comjc,

Bobby

who. be-bops all over the
a nice response.”
Kahn, VARIEry,

joint to get

ADAMS, ^Newark

:

After a seven month siege
.

.exercise;

Thanks to Harry Biackwell,
Bowling Green, Ky., Nate Mulroyv
Chicago; James Lee, Worcester,
Mass.; Joseph Vaughey, Denver,
and George Roberts, Boston, for
taking time out to cheer up many

Women’s
strel

Show

DirecHon:

fit/tre

II
ii

m
m

MARCUS liOEW

of the ailing garig.

League held

Thea^of^

of

a major setback your columnist
got a good clinic repoTt that ups
him for meals, pictures and iriild

Cooperative Bowling
it's first annual Minat the local Pontiac

theatre to a packed house. It was
directed by Morgan Callahan who
also was an end man. Among those
scoring in specialties were Charles
Dunham, A1 Crane, Bob Stringer,

John McNaughtori, Marion Hale
and Audrey Murray. Henry Leis
arid
orchestra gave show nice
backirig.

Ted Hobper, Sam LaBalbo, CharKaufhold and Johnny Nolan

lie

GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.

The

took time out-of-the-san to partake of a lobster dinner at the
Elks^ club in celebration of Ted
Hooper’s birthday.
Write to those who are ill*
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me presemawon oi ine nag'
by Maine color guard, with four

ItLSuar

he^^did for the N^ Y. Daily News
i^pr^slv?'*rt^
last year. For free, It’S okay, but
whew the tap ranges from $1.20 to 2fe“^sFin5ina Crowd'* TOcJadds aS
$3 the kiddies, and parents want “?®^
simple to the first and third ring have
riittta
a little mor^which 1is
^
chiittpanadjust with a feW stray Indians and prancing ponies as
Circus 2 ees go through assorted tricks in
forts.
cowboys and burning
the
at
pitch
terrific
their
blonde
center,
with
curmaking
thO
a
is
juve trade; ind except for Satur^ vacebus trainer getting the O.o.
price
from the ^daddies. Gals this year
days and Sundays, cuts the
Working against a $6 top seem prettier and show more of
in half

>

&e?w‘’pSS* With
that

M'^g

m

mor^Wch

-

Nohpy^

With proper presentation^

IS

new

interest in the

color,

mlffht Dosslblv be un5) that
a

,

qlTicials are trying to htt each metropolitan video area to cash in on
star’s follow^
ing.
Boyd is. said to have a third

Continued from pare 35
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tremendous western

‘Hopalong’ Boyd Gallops

J.nov

,

^

^

setup^.

of the personnel; has

Continued from past 99
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service ai, nioaeraw pncea^ aim aaneeame oeais oespite play'
with the Casino the open4lr-spot tag In oyereoats.:
Takfag advantage of the cutreht
***®* Is billed *!» «bsttag $150,000
to produce with 1,000 people, cgjp- ^nd taere for the initial weekend craze, for Square dancing, PalU
show Works outside .of was Henry Busse, ^W»th ’ Johnny gades has effected a tleup this year
S®®’ ^‘?®
the regtaar stadium, consewently Me^er,,inusical director for the with Pepsi-Cola, which will spohcmw Mt^nat^ sor a series oi,weanesday
“eavy
“®t
^ draw. ihbe.
ofj Wednesday: night
I®***®*
ing.^ Scheduln caUs fot fop outfits square
iqiate dances
danCes at the
thr6astao.
Casino. Prow
„ imi
ll
weekends iintil
until Decoration^^^
Decorat^^
Pay, motion on
V,
"••",.•4
p
:
the
part
oh
pkrt of
of the softsoft.
a fuU-weel^stand
full-week. stand for name drinj^
^whep
,whw
drink
firrh
firm' also includes Palisades
CvAliA
goes into effect. _
qrchs goes^
hrjhs
admission:
admission premiums oh
rrailU
on the pur^
play for two shows, daily, chase oY
of < Pepsi at New York and
and
continued irom
from page
tmee m
M -. —I 14. 3£ands
«?k
c®mmu^a
p.m.,^ at the outdoor New Jersey stores.
Q and 8:30
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femme,

W^^

Jolmson,^^^^^^

Cloths work in four of the 21

but nothing much is ^cgluald Gardner, and Alan Mow^>;thout a het
Acts ai«
As a circus, this 1950 edition Of novel or new, with the exception bray; the ‘‘Wiyes of the Guys of the
the merged Barnes Bros.-Cole Bros, of Happy Kellem, .who works ala Friars” production number that
tJfHni ThR
presentation falls short of the Emmet Kelly and gets steady opened the second act; and the f
V^rVirm
’’Fiorodora,” P««as joi
.
mammoth Ringling BrOs. oxtrava- chugles. Only other buft^n who sock first-act finale, ’’^orodora,”
.
^®*b»ah outfit had, ^
on production and registers singly is Bobo Barnett, which found such beauties as Jack
gaiiza. both
a
.,5
chill
the
tombattin|
rough
time
tqmbattin|
tlm«:
.Ws
dogs.
Bermy. BUrt
Benny.
Burt Lancaster, WiUlam
®“»l
the real
^th 16 ga^^^ Is. a Lundigan. Robert Mltehum,
Mltchum. Red
Bed |--sssss-as^iesastaass^^
5--=---i-sjSe==a======»
flavor of the old fashioned cimus, Aortal baffet
v
^
Skettoir and Keenan Wynn stagSkettoii
if hits the mark. V unfortunately^
..i,
du® .to union ^mtaup^ and Jate^a^^ a solo bar act. Inste*^ of four teg and dancing with the sextet
NitBrtf hont
Deptw
oepi.
NitBrV
"•W'if
'''KV
rivals, opening night Friday ( 21 )
Three ring simultaneous
c..t..u.4 trem p...
was not much more than a run- working, of Liberty v horses pays
” =s=Sil
®*r« ,,
LntasOKeeS^^^^
through rehearsM to music. It s off for rapt attention.
* nafi»^^rt*§rpitAn times
^
nas se®"
h* has
n?
Horne or
Horne
or
seen ^‘ss
Miss Jiorne
M^k Stevens:
Stevenr. Dailey
and Skelton wp®? he
expected that with additional reAero work, bordering mainly on Mark
hcarsal, the show will tighten Up. the contortiSn^iderSf
WoSg
However, it could use,, more high- and Canton troupes seems solid, Jb®t sent the customers out roarwlre thrill acts, although the WOT'k but the center work of Van De
same stunt
of the Wallenda Family is- sock, Veldes, who d^
Programmed, but missing, were
r..
b of
question
with seven man and femme pyra- as Unus. Dprita Konypt does a Al Jolson, Jiinmy Durante and
mid stepping across the tight rope Ane job with her dancing horse. Janies Barton,, the former forced ^1***“;,®
Lethargic Lions
ga^p provoking, Ihcidehtally,
is
but by laryngitis. With them, the
;".>Tarrg>ii
j^Cobs works with a show might have lasted another
As It was, the audiehct h«. declared, MG A ^turned around
gi'oup oftigers and lions> but they hour.
and sold hm’ to the (^coanut Grove
are somewhat lethargic. However, found itself surfeited.
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high pole, thriils as she sways
back and
Hannefort Family
preceded the, starring attractibn and
while Tom Hanneford nerhabs is
not the comedian tha^ PoSaies
was, he gets belly laughs with his
stumbling efforts and his sure
somersaults on the percherons.
Rest of the family^ George Jr. and
sister get
Sr., Assisted by yoM
mighty mitt for their bareback
rMihg,
The Idalys, another iin.^i^atipn, make a strong impres-
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booked in Freddie Bartholand Monica
Moillca Boyer
p
rei to fill
nu the
flU
me
breach;
hreach.
Incident $tems from ban against
mcA hv Avp inrai rinh awmavc
hastily

m

|

Dai-cel from Carousel t^
VoguB Teirace. Although Clark
wanted August when MCA made
him available, he consulted colleagues first, and they asked him

Denis

[

to cooperate in the Gontinnued boycott.

Which he

did.

Then, when

the^ New York^Friar^^^^ May Johnson came
through with
organization. Theatre an availability on
August, Monte
^ets ite usual carno snapped him. up,
At first
^^® J*®^
ticket _salos.
wind of this,
snapped him
•Kop.: ; put. .i/
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^eatre, N. Y., rolleda^p a $13,00a
gross,

which iricludS^ticket sales
from the souvenir
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bookings exclusivelv
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StaRdord. Montreal.

HIS TRICKS ARE SHIEER GENIUS .
—-Will Davidson. Chicago.
.

POLISHES OFF HIS PERFORMANCE WITH MAGIC HANDLING
OF THREE CIGAR BOXES THAT’S SENSATIONAL/*
A
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-r-Ciiicdgo KuiiRiflif
Biinday
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EUROfEAN IMPORT;
IMPORT,
... BELA KREMO,
KREMO. A EUROPEAN
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'Apriinili: CAPITOL, Bew-rork
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CHARLES TRENET

MCA
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JUGGLERS., YOU ARE
6F PEOPLE DON’T LIKE JUGGLERS.
A LOT OF
ARE CHALp”
LENGED TO WATCH BELA KREMO OF ZURICH
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Hover to submit an offer and Hover
fhfr^
had refused to do so.
bis drolleries with a Wcyclc P^ano
njaygH i^ioerace
Liijg~a«g^ lasi ucioOctoaccompaniment for Dennis Day . nover piayea
®fter tickling the showbiz orowd
^®hat
^nat
nnotto
paM*
^ STr!
asides on the woes of television; Benny, Burns and Errol n®tt, denied it. ,Ho\er added ;toat
Flynn in a soiig and dance routine J"‘b®race was the last act he^ had
that
found Flynn war hi ing beokedthroughthe^ageucy.claim“Mother”; Donald O’Connor With gK be hao^ booked Janet Blair, an
Jessel in a talking mule sequence, MCA act, directly, bypassing MCA
in which Jessel thanked Senator Rod flying tq Chicagb to make the
Johnson for the teat-end assist;
Said Barnett “That deal was set
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, who
socked over parts of their nitery up and made right in my office in
i-outine and then fled—the only New York
cast members who had to get back
"'“k
P*“i
‘®u
Pitt
BistrO OdS WlV/l
lU PlblfU
^ver Part of the emcee I
Wakely and Andy
Paiaf
Hn Airntit
Plainsmen who ^ introed
l\0W
rlafCS Uu Agaill
the Harry Ruby-Joe Cooper tune,
Piitfthnrffh Apiil
Artrii 25.
Pittsburgh,
Sugar Throat Burns”; Harpo
Music Corp; Of America s bum
Marx, who cayorted with “Jacqueline” Smith; Roy Roberts, whose at Alan F. Clark, OMmer of Monte
Buffalo BiU impersonation brought Carlo here, for turning down Jan
on LO Hutton; and the impressions August when that agency subby Kent Goodman and Frank fitted him, but okayirig pianist
Fontaine, who scored tremendously when he came through May Jbhn-

go through some Jack Cole
I
dances in East Indian fashion, 10
elephants*? work the three circles
with pachyderms getting a big reception for their finale.
Roman
riding stint with 16 paired horses
fails to come off as Jackie Lewis,
regular ;rid,er got hurt in rehearsal
.
substi^te couldn’t, do the with his sweepstakes Winner.
RJ'b.
2025 N. Ar9Yl*
stahdup stuff. As the show opehAnd Edward ArholdV: Edmund
ihg
night
taehf
Tab
tag"
ran abdS^taee
about three hours
h?urs
Hollywood 28. Corffe
Gwenri'^
Bobihsoh, and
and S
a half, the
the ia?tyt
last act; “Cimese”
%mes^® Jimhiy
Stewart who did the spadetroupe was omitted.
oiHltted.
®" iPtroductiOns.
V
iSOG Production Outlay
VsOG
O^®'*
\
Joseph Santley, ; With
After May 7 circus moves to 4^®®®,^
ACTS, GAGS, SCRIPTS. I
Joe
Brow
Brpwn as associate, th^
Barry Joe^Brpwn
the
Olympia, .Detroit,
Olympra,
stand, May «®rey
Detroit, for stand.
fARODies, seectxi. sonOs
|
Ite merry way until
ran its
J^oii® i*an
11 , and does two and three-day frolm
1950 CATALOG FREE
I 11,
accomplishing
Ohio
coming
into
ih
before
stands
Metoriaj
LargiBBt s*teciion of Comedy
in Showbill
Washington for five days, Newark its basic aims of pleasing the peoWe eiio writ* materiBi
*•
and then New York, After the Pie and balancing the budget.
•'-V . u utslMUAM
^Jhe/Friars^ realized a wow $78.si«.K
c.
Sfffi
northweftTn*^^
T.i.ph<>n.: Hiiiiw. OMI
witAh^
299 .T™"* ,“’® . ®"®-'?:8>‘* stanf
exception
tne
ot
soutn,
^
' "
$48,000 coming from the souyepir
a journal and tee ^remaindMjfrom
II.
.
M ill.—
>
ticket
sales at $12^ topv
Off the
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®
^o*tatmn to the
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succeeds. ' Con :^neano
points in his failure to succeed in
doing a forward somersault on
the low wire.
While a bevy of
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Violinist Isaac Stern,

who capped two fine

.

.

—Ray

Hunt, Chicago.

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENcV, INC.

Theatreif,

Inc>,

.

Operator s of

the house.

^

Acts contributing services to the
affair
included
Milton
Berie,
Evelyn Farney, Lou, Wills, Jr,,. Sam
LeVenson, Di. Gatarios, .the; Far-

Herbert Coleman, Maxie
Rosenbloom, Slate Bros., Al Kelly;
Fran Warren, Joe Phillips, Benny
Fields, Don Hey wood Choir, Sarah
yaughan, Billy Eckstine, Henny
Youngmaii; Jojah Edwards; Robert
Alda, Eddie Fisher, Leonard Sues;
Eddie Davis, Archie Robbins/ Jan
Bart, Mel Allen and N; Y. Yankees

c«.if!"’Soc*

rells,

pitcher Alii® Reynolds.
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ed songslress,

tees off.with a jqbwiet
Wanli.
Palmee^
”1 Don’t Care If the Sun Don’t
Paul Winik & Edna Mae, Boh
Washington. April 22.
ShirieV* and picks up “That Old Douglas,
Larry- & TfudV Leung,
(242,' with Feeling*’ for lush^ reception. HowXavier Cugit
Ladd Lyon (2), Joe- Termini, RoTAtoSfJvXia, Jams Curry, Dul(hna, ever, she gets the junior crowd berto & Alicia,
GaudsmUh Bros,
AbhyLaner Wally Brown; **SHe beating out rhythm when she (2), 4 Skating Macks; **Guilty Byrocks with “Oklahoma Blues,” but stander** (PC
SireeV’ (M-G).
reviewed in Va)
“With My Eyes Wide Open” is riety Feb. 15, ’50.
®
topdrawer* entertain- somewhat anti-climactic and could
It's strictly
“Goodie, Goodie,
dropped.
be
session,
current
Capitol
the
The
at
Palace
bills
have been getment
Goodbye” is a. strong, bow-off.
ting an increasing' /proportion of
with Xavier Cygat troupe bringing
Carney
Alan
is also working unLatin*Amerismooth/
the
standard acts to give strength to
to town
der a haridiGaPi doing only about the talent structure at this
can tunes, the hep showmanship
five minutes, but acquits himself
yauder. Of course, attempts to eleand the knowhow in timing and in
neat fashion with some quickies vate the talent level is a difficult
prbductioh which haye put them
and his dialect turn of the old task for the house bookers in light
on top,
time
labor leaders, which isn’t the
The Cugat personality projects strongest closer, Swish ending is of the house’s moderate budget.
He shares the spot- a little overdone, too, especially For example, on the current sesPleasantly.
sion, the Gaudsmith Bros, were
iVht with individual members of for the juVe attendees.
booked the night before the show
and backgrounds seV
his orchi,
Frankie Laine paces:, through was slated to open.
advantage
the.
tp
is.
of
it*
when
“River Saint Marie” to start the
The newer turns are] corice nshow. Result is a well coordinated, youngsters off to such swooning
trated at the start of the show. Efwell paced hour, following the con- and yellirig that hasn’t been heard
forts of Paul Winik and Edna Mae;
ventional format of name band here for some time: Follows
with Bob Douglas, and Lprry rind Trudie
p.a.’s. There are individual stints,
ariother f astie, “Georgia,” which Leung are described under NOw
a few specialties, arid the straight while received Well, might be. sliced
Acts.;-.
orch numbers. What puts this some to eut running time.
Froiri his
Ladd Lyon’s familiar aero work.
notches above most bandshows are current library
does
“Cry
pf
he
With aid of a stooge coming up
the little: ‘extras,’* knitting the; the Wild Goose,” which
mounts
from
the audience, makes a good
succession of humbers into a unit to
sock finish:
In ail amazing impression; Joe Termini, vaude vet,
and lendin.g constarit interest and switch, he does “Lucky Old Sun”
registers
like a top-echelon’ trouper
novelty. There’^s the steady side- and
captures spiritual quality of With his musical novelty turn. His
line accompaniment of Puleina and
the number;
Singer rpeks back, assaults on various instruments
her male parinerr who beat out the with “Shine” and runs off to ;sQlid
bring a strong laugh quota.
rhythm bn their " ‘‘rattles” and applause.
Encores with “That’s
Roberto and Alicia are skilled
sticks, and spell it \with their feet
Desire” and “Suniiy Side of flamenco dancers with a graceful
My
and hips, each pn different sides the Street,” Carl Fischer, Laine’s
routine
along classic lines:
They
There’s
slick
stage.
Cu- arranger and pianp
the
of the
accompanist hit top response with, their folkgat arfartg|fmenfs, showing variety
does a slick job- with the ’68irig work and further ingrritiate^ themand imagination, and Spotlighting and Morey Feld sets a
good back- selves with their rhumba.
The
groups of instruments. Above all. ground On the drums; LOuis
Basil Gaudsmith Bros., in the next-tothere’s the smbothness arid a ppeai
orch also backs capably. Zab.e,
closing
slot, seem to be an essence
which;
though
the
music
Latinof
of pure vaudeville; This vet turn
Airierican ip essence/ is tailored to

Or^

heard. to fine effect on “Let It
and them duals with John Greers
saxophonist, ifor a ballad, “I^ll
Never Be Free.’* Standrird vaude
act of Apus and Estrelljta Is nicely
spotted with comedy, song and
dance. Teddy Hale, a nimble, tapster, offers a wide range of terping
and is similarly well received,
Nat“King” Cole is obviously the
main event with the stubholders.
Faniili;$rity/>with. the trio’s recordings provokes advance outbursts pf
applause for virtually, every numCole does the lyrics and is
ber,
heard in ‘‘Yes Sir, That's My
Baby,” .‘T Almost Lost My Mind”
and “Cuba Libre,” with, of Course;
a wildly received medley of. his
sock hits :-^“Nature Boy,” “Fly
Right,” “Paper Moon” and “I Love
You.” There is a riumber spotlighting Jack La Stanza the bongp'
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on a tariibourine by an ingratiating Philiopine lad.
Straight orch numbers, always
highlighted by the maestro’s fiddle,
arid such combos as an additional
trio of fiddles plus an accordion,
a quintet of
a group of brasses,
clarinets,
included' variations of
subh Pop south of the border tunes
as ‘‘Siboney.’’ *‘La Paloma
‘‘Begin the Beguine^”“Cachita” and a
few typical rhumba numbers. “Sabre Dance,” as a guitar solo. ‘‘Ticb
Tico,” s^ked by the trombonist,
and a trumpet solo with accent
on the high notes, all Dlea.‘?ed the
,

spite

Toronto, April 21.

.

the fact

that

lustre de-

they’ve

beeri

Johnny Coy, Brooks Si Sherry, doing the act for years. Efforts are
Lee Marks; Whittaker: Bros, (2), well appreciated here.
Jiftiyrty
Cameron, Irene Cooke, f Four Skatirig Macks close the
Charles Gregory Girls
Ar- bill with a standard assortmerit of
18
chie Stone Mouse Orch; "Holiday tricks topped by a double neck.(

) ,

•

swivei.

in -Havana'* (Col).

For the first time in Several
AVeeks, the Casino is housing a mediocre package that is sparked only
by the sortg4eam of Brooks
3

&

Jose.

:

Sti-

without bringing them

feet. Each solo,
gettirig in Its 'own right,

their

to
atteiition-

was deftly

barked by the full orch.
Tato & Julia, terb team, are eyefilling in their colorful costumes
as they go through their effective
‘‘tropical”
dances.
Their
Latin
boogie woogie was more Harlem
than Latin, but clicked -iwith the
customers. Possibly the familiar
has. more appeal here
than* the
.

exotic..

^

James Curry prefaces orch\s ‘‘Begin: the Beguine” with some strictly
comic takeoffs of the Cole Porter
much to payees’ delight.
Wally Brown, featured comic;
changes the Latin Pace with his
swift routine of garbled patter. Hi.s
nonsense, which consists of never’
quite
finishing
a
sentence
pi'
thought before going bn to the
next one, registers well. He has a
bceathless quality about his gab,
plus an amazed mariner and some
really funny gags. The blui.sh tone
of his humor, though of the obvious
tune,

type,

A

Song about “trtfe
more it’s gonna
do the thing.s you used

clicks.

older you get the
cost you to
to do” makes

the

me entendre
Brown.'

V,.’

of the doufor

irio.St

wraps up

arid

1

Sonqsmiihs, Myron Florin. WilSherry and a juggling adt, with the fred DiiBois, Savina. Fmvnk PanuS
line girls giving a nice assist. As Orch; "Under My Skin** ( Par )
headliner, Johnny Coy turns in a
ballet-tap routine, notable for time-^
The qualits of the current laybreaks, particularly for his “Tea out, the last at this house Until
for Two” interpretatiori, blit got early Fall, falls below standard set
sparse response when caught. His by
preceding
ones,
and only
“Tapdancer’s Nightmare,” in a George DeWitt, a comic, in the
green light, showed fine technique next-tb-clOsing slot, evoked audibut little customer pull.
ence ripproval. The layout also
Lawrence Brooks arid Victoria leans heavily "to the musical side
Sherry cop the customers’ top with only DuBbis, a juggler and
kudos for their duet riinribers, in :Saviria, a femme tan-acro dancer,
which they blend voices powerfully and DeWitt spacing the musical pawithout the aid of a mike. The two rade./
in everilng clothes, the blonde Miss
Even PeWitt warbles ri few bars
Sherry in a tasteful, revealing as he gives: impreshes of Como,
white satin gown, are the epitome Monroe and Torme, but scores with
of class, and show effortless range burlesks of sOrip operas and whoin“There’s No Tomorrow” opener,. dunits in addition to some zany
“Show Boat” arid ‘‘Sohg of Nor- chatter.
way” medleys. Had Ip beg off.
Frank Panus’ tooters open sesLee Marks has no trouble"with .sibn with a neat Latin-AmOrican
his V juggling of clubs and balls, medley and close with the “‘Ramsome bn-a teeter-board and a huge part Street Blues.” Marvin Shiner,
rubber ball; and the Whittaker who copped cori.siderable publicit.v
Bros, get Over nicely on their With his “Peter Cottontail” recordclowning song-duets arid mitations iriET.' does that trine in addition to
of Fred Allen, Jack Benny/ Dennis .“Why Don’t You Haul Off And
Day, Bing Crosby, President Trii-. Love Me?,” “Love Sick Blue.s,” ac“
man arid Churthill.
companyi rig: self on guitar for nice
But really sustaining the bill returns:'
For
this week are the line girls.
Wilfred DuBbis is a clever jugfull-$tage pperier, they do a mili- gler, workinri with tennis racquet,
tary drill with tall flag-.standards hoops, etc. Highlight is balancing
to“I Love a Parade” and “Strike a tennis ball on forehead while
Up the Bandj” plus a, neat flag- juggling racquet and balls. .Myron
waving finish, and Irerie Cooke on Florin, accomplished accordionist
for a dramatically-sustained warb- With the band, is; giver), a solo spot
For finale, girls are and clicks with “Lover” and “TicO
ling firiish.
back for a ‘‘Red Grow the Roses” Tico.”
production number, with Helen
David Smith, m.c., teams up with
Talbot doing a neat tap specialty; two other personable lads to form
Irene
and
the Songsrhiths and gets a mild
anck Jimmy Cameron
mitt for a medley from “Show
Cooke back for sock vocalistics,
MeStay.
Boat,” “ITl Get Along Somehow,”

,

.

:

massing plane connections, still
score with their running splits and
one unison work in cane dance,
hefty hand.
/
B^tti Page* making her first Ibstage appearance in several
has found jpoise and knOwhriw since last around. WeU-strick:

'plelsed

routines.

.

.

Boyd Raeburntsrband

'

fU s
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3

01’

on stage
cakewalk by:

3 n d motlier )

two-S^‘

the

opening

show'^:aSdlen<ic;

ih

'

ed umcycles and bikes.

H
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respo.nse with the familiar “Shadrack,” a satire on grand opera with
a swing ‘‘RigOletto.’’ and a boff fin-

Brqcj.

llul i

ieli
i.sh

11
TVTirri^lWith “Saturday
Night
Fish Fry*
Lads have plenty
fire and sell in top fashiori.

•

•

that rocks house.

Baltimore, April 23.
of
Lex Barker, Denise Darcel. Jack
E Leonard; Sylvia Mnnon & Co.
(3
Leroy Bros. (2). .16 Lombardi
House Orch (12) : "Tarzari arid the
.

Reed.

;

,:'

,

)

Orif^iital, €lii

,

Slave

Girl**

(RKO)

Chicago, April 20.

^Mafty Hogan, The Roulettes

(3),

Betty Sc Jane Kean,
“Make Believe.” and “Old Man
Personal
appearance
of
Lex The NoV-EUtes, Carl Sands House
River.” Then with, two of the boys (“Tarzari”)
Barker, and Denise 0.rch; “Captain Carey, U. S. A.**
banging tambourines in minstrel Darcel, both in the aecornpanying' Par),
style the trio scored on “Swa- film
“Tarzan and the Slave Girl”)
nee/’ “Ida:' “My Old Kentucky piby ides the marquee pull for this
Orientars new bill is solid enHome.” and “Side By Side.”
layout but'it’s Jack E; Lepnard who tertairiment, but faulty slotting of
Savina, art agile, youthful looker gives it stature and conSiderabie acts made show seem a hit overwith shripely gams, offers tap arid price. Rotund: comic is one of the long.
Yocali.st; Bill Farrell, Who
acrO routine. Panus’ crew backs u p‘ most improved talents playing this had the bobbysoxers out in force,
Sahu
acts in neat style.
•long-esfabli.shed vaude .standby in is in the Number 2 spot, grouping
years. His material is fresh, his de- Jane & Betty Kean arid the; NoVKrtiriis
livery arid timing sure and hLs sppt Elites, two comedy acts, In 3 and 4
of legit vocalizing and surprisingly ] spots respectively.
Philadelphia, April 22.
Putting FarKing Cole Trio, Lucky /Millin- good hoOfery a sure bet for a beg- rell In the 3. spot would have made
der’s Ofek f 13 ) APUs & EStrelita, off. Utilized here to emcee the act.s for smoother effect. A band numAnnisteen Allen, Teddy Hate; ‘ Jun--^ in addition to holding down a spot ber coming after Farrell’s stint
Bill

^

Farrell,

'

;

'

rple Jvm**
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roller-skat•

Contrast marks the new Earle
routine for
show, with Lucky Millinder’s men also well Pointed with Contiriertlal maxinium returns.
Stint features
blowing their wares lustily, for the Cb'>rm and a way With a .song.
man and girl doing -spins, with
Oheky openina is pro
opening half and Nat “King” Cole’s
other lad takirig solo spins. Single
practiced performed
quieter rh'ythnis and insinuating Sylvia Manon & Cp..
With
spins
unusual
comedy in the latter part of the three-way adagio standard, which . grace arid smOothne.ss. Duio Work
and sets vveJl, bul unfortunately.; most of
.session. The Millinder band (five draws strong:“esponse
reed, five brass and three rhythm ) matters .well .for “hri Leroy Bros;, spins
same..
arc
basically the
opens the pr'OceedingsS, Despite a to follow with skinful m-^nipula- closer is sock* howeyer, With irtale
Impressions .of spinning both partners at same
great d«al of horseplay the band lion, of puppets..
dispenses listenable but Ibud tnu-.: Krupa and Durante are hiaihlight.S'ffj^g “^
sic, with Such item.s a.s:“Lammasse packing pleniy Of appeal and enpgj,j,g)j g^ve the bobbysoxers a
Boogie,” “Huckiebuck” arid “Sabre ter^mment: jVIiss. Dar^l
After a couple of Jok
Dance.” 'rhis last is a drive ar- with h^er song sesh in EneUsh and
“All Of Me”
rangement featuring three Instru“God’s
Country,” lad asks for
“nd
f
RoOney,
piano; h??
mentallsts— Ray
requests; Had the femmes shrlekSin
wn’
Berriie Peacock, sax, arid Little
Isn’t Fair” and hi#
Skeezix, trumpet
Parcel builds to potent applause, f^ioepf “You’vp
Chanced” ueep,Deeij
You ve cnangea.
Annisteen Allen, who elicits wolf Leonard sends them, out haOpy. <
(Continued on page 62)
Btirm.
Biz all right
calls from the pack out front is
;
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accorripa^

nies acts effectively and in own
session top with “Malaguerta.”
Orpheum management clearly
sold on this type of show but is
experiericirig difficulty in getting
the right acts. Would probably use
a show a month of this kind if
rivailable.
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Clifford

i

^

;Berry Bros., working as a diio
m^stead of a trio, due to one brOth-

^

.

:

’
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;

^

^

pause during five min- „
ulesbn stage. Cedric & Algy amnse
with their chatter and broad ‘‘a!’ J
accents as they .show off some ^
standard aero routine.s. Fair work
without' a

;

.

;

^

(

,

•

^

'

Band-vaude Combinritibn doing
ail right bn Orpheum stage. Gil

i ’hi
Chicago, April 21.
Lamb is earning heaviest laughs
Berry Bros. (2 )
Patti Paqe, with his eccentric dancing and
Alan Cafney, Frankie Ldive with chairacter comedy. Best is impres^(iH Fischer and Morey Feld, Louis .slon of a bebop fart in a theatre
Bast^ fjpyjg
.“Riding High** where barid is playing his style of
(Par),
Satire on radio comriiermusic.
cials also gbqd: for rierit response
This cbmbinatiph of Bing Crb.sby from 'audience.
®ri the screen
arid Frankie Laine
Ink Spots click with Bill Kencn the stage should, garner top ny’s ‘‘if I Didn’t Care,” as .expecL
rys*riess.
From the bpening bars ed. Spots used a new kind of
Jt .If I Knew You Were Coming” droning
obbligato to the solos.
oy the band whole show builds to
Ginny Powell crack.s over rt;ifty
crescendo pitch which has the song session with “If I Knew You
juves
J^prhjug
screaming
arid Were Coming” and “I Gan Dream.
J'mstling when LairiC walks ohv Can’t I:” Piero Bros.,; club and
Although first show ran pverboard. warid manipulators, have added a
un vocalizing, it Undoubtedly will few Comedy bits to their routine.
hC^orrected.
Kids and aduits go for their clever

.

.

j

.

.

Berk & Hallow received a nice
hand for off berit taps and chal^
lenges, keeping up the footwork

,

,

,

'

;

I

(

’Lowe,

;

j

;

Ink Spots, Git Lamb, Ginny Powrhumba, brings down the curtain
Boyd Raeburn'
Piero Bros.
ell
on an entertainment bargain.
Orch; Undertow** (U). /
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Orplieiiiii^ Oinalitt
Omaha, April 21.
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The Cugat finale, with the inchihuahua running on
ensemble doing a spirited

;

i

*

evitable
stage arid

::

j

•

;,

and “Summit Ridge Drive” for
sornewhat better reception,
aithough it's their finale “Beguine”
that evokes the loudeSt yetUrns.

I

.

'

,

“

April 22.

George DeWitt, MerVin Shiner,

.

gailerie.s

iricluding Shaw on licorice stick*
tees off with solid session on “Ly/
onia’:
for
polite
appreciatiorii
Further down on bill they offer
slick arrangemerits of “Stardust”

;

1/00

St. Louis,

'

,

'

.

Pespite these surefire ingredients
payee response at show caught was
comparatively lukewarm. The Cu^
gat rhythms may bb too sophisticated and too polished for the typical
Saturday matinee audience here.
At any rate, best; bet for mitt action seemed to be the Cugat humor
and a Hawaiian number beaten out

'

.

.

anyone’s' taste.,

\

Artie Shaw and his recently reorganized band, makirig its HarlCm
debut as headliner of current bill
at this colored vauder, is, perhrips,
a questionable booking for this
house. Not that Shaw and. his tootlers are not as solid as ever; it’s
merely a case of playing a spot
that caters to a more blatant brand "
of instruirieritatioh.
Ofay eornbo, comprising; fouir
rhythm, ipur brasses and five reeds,

:

-

its

“

\

Hadda Brooks, -sultry songstressv
handling own .gecoraps' oh piaino,
generates audience excitement on
such torchy items as '‘Trust Me,’’
“Don’t
You Think I Qughta
Know?,”. “Out of the Blue” and
"I
Hadn’t
Anyone^ Tiir You." IWoSt
rirphciim, I.. A;
are reprises of former and cur^
Los Angeles, April. 19..
rent disclicks 'and set her for. nice
Wally Blair,
Edith
;
Clifford, vattycakes.
Jackie “Moms” Mabley, longtime
Adolph Sc Clara Del Bosq, Reggie
kym^, Cedric Si Algy, Neal Stan- fave. here, really romps .off with
Her outlandish, attire
ley. Berk & Halldw, Lomas, Capeh the .show.
,& King, Rene Williams House Orch $ets ’em at walkon, and she holds
them all the way with sly, sexy
(9); "Killer Shark**' (Mono).
gab in free; and easy delivery,
clownantics with Shaw and a couCurrent lineup stresses novelty ple of comic songs. Offs to solid
and earns okay feturns from the appiause.
vaude regulars.*^; A musical horSe,
Remainder Of bill includes: Billy
tagged Serenadb II, is the highlight and Anri, tap teapi; Google Eyes,
of the eight turns. He’s a sixryear- teenage male blues singer,
and The
Old Arabian palomino stallion with pelinquertts* dance group, all rea good ear for notes as he plays viewed under
Acts:
New
,Edba.
“Pink Lady”. and“Swanee River”
with his nose on a string of beils.'
Paloiliar, Seattle
He :ailso terps in rhythm. Sending
him through his paces are Adolph
Seattle; April 21.
Sc Clara Del Bosq.
Colleen Carpenter, Hank Bussey,
Lomas* Capen & King close the Helene & Tommg XaROse, Stan
bill with 14 minutes of clowning Krainer & Co,, Delta Rhythm Boys
that sold well at show caught. Boys (5 ) Ray Watkins House Orch (B) ;’
do a Durante takeoff, complete ‘Chain Lightning ** (
)
With proboscis:
kid
-film
edWr
pokes in a number tagged ‘5Hoppy,
Delta Rhythm Boys really put
Roy. and: Gene,” have their fun
is bill over in an act that is
With psychos in “Oh Miania. O Pho- socko all the way. Stari Kramer’s
bia” and wind up with impressioris marionets also score and balance
of the Marx Brothers.
of show adds to; overall inipact.:
Neal Stanley has a good string f; Opener Colleen Grirperiter poh
r
off some riice tap and preciof impersonations and puts therri
over cleverly. Best is his kiddie sion routines, winding with a rouhorror show featuring Greeristreet tine to “Pine Top Boogie'r fpr nice
and Lbfre,/and Akim Taniiroff arid /returns. Hank BussOy* mikes in a
Junior. Neat novelty is offered by bit of everything—tricks, patter,
Reggie Ryriial Who earns his living] songs and dance for a nice inter
with a paddle bail and good chat- lude. He works in an ea.sy manner
ter.
He uses rip to three paddles and sells nicely.
Helene, “ths girl with the radio
and Winds up by catbhing the. balls
/ mind,”
answers
the
questions
tin his mouth.

'

appears never to lose

(FCK

drummer, called
Bongo” that
gets nowhere. Most impressive lilf
is the finale VCalypso Blue.s,” ih
which Cole recites the tragi-comic
plight of a Trinidad riative stranded in New Yorki Cole’s shOvvihanship: arid his hold oh his audience
are always -in evidence. House
practically full at Sriturda.V afternoon show caught..
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Casino^ iToronto

Mojfris**

Jitly
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Jackh
Artio Shaia Band
MattleiL Hadda Brooks^
ic ; Ann,
<^odle Eyes, The
‘Delinquents :(4) j **Afnazon Quest*’
.
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*
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Racli.
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MOHlr OUH BBVIEWS

V^dneadayy ApPil 2d, 1950
deeded In convulsing the 'paying
guests to a degree that they were

Thing Called JLove V “Got Ydu UiiClro’Ry ttoliywoofl
der My Skin," “If It Isn^t Pain
Hollywood, April ID.
Then It Isn’t Love" jund “Then She
Crystal White? Dean martin A
Myrxis, Betty^ Jane Watson ^ Holds My Hand."
Capable piano
Dick Stobile’s Orch
Leiow,
Jerry
Melba
and
Jerty Austen, Stanley
backing is supplied tty waltei*
Tied Robbins Orch (5 ) ; cob( 12
Ralph Lane orchs; $3-$i
Fleischer.

V*

Hoom;*

X.biidoii

Londbn, April 19,
loath to let him depart.
Mary Raye k Naldi, Reid Twins
Holtz’s local appearances have
Carroll
Gibbons*
orch; no mini’
it’s
a
between,
and
far
been few
long time since his last visit here, mwm.
)
he has never played a Minneapolis
After ail absence of more than
supper club before and he has been
This is tlidt^hill. that smoothes out of the radio spotlight for sev- 10 yeats, cabaret comes back as
an
the
all
adfied attraction at the Savoy
it
was
that
So
Hover
of
the wrinkles
forehead—and slices Coast night- more surprising .to. And the rope^ New policy developed by -Carrol
Gibbons
since his recent appoinitime television ratings;
^
to hear requests for specific ment as entertainments’ director
The return of those merry zanies, Snd
stories being caUed but from the bowed in last Wednesday night
Martin and Lewis, is pulling everytables. 'Mt prbbably all sums up (19)' with an American act, Mai v
body in town into .this Sunset Strip that the
Naldi, supported by V
LapldUS and other Holtz Raye
nitcry. The ropes Went up early
yarns' have made an Indelible im-‘ pair of British femme acrobats.
opening night And will probably pression on ai considerable public
The
class
dancing of Miss Rave
be worn out before tlie ll-day and that the comedian hasn’t lost
Naldi is perfect for the new
stand ends. The. regulars, the casuby
being
pqwer
vor
drawing
fans
policy.
Miss Rriye displays ra i e
als and the almost-nevers ar? all
comparatively inactive.
elegance arid grace. Which is also
With expert timing and' the boff maintained by partner. Intricate
talent for dialect that have helped routines are performed with
de{s Y*deSi^e for g^^^
to make him ;a topflight performer, lightful ease.
Act is 20 minutes
nart of it is to find the an- i*^
pf perfect rhythm, enhanced by

(HOTEL PIERRE)
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mxms.

Parker, playing a return
with her
pleases
^engagement,
Jerry
and
Watson
of such tunes as “This
warbling
Bettv Jane
Austen are an unique pah of vo- Can’t Be Love," ‘T Don’t Stand a
calizing young maiTicds who look .'Ghost. Of a Chance," “Bewitched"
almost' type cast in their best ro- and I’ll Remember April.” Ruth
niantic stance forward. They are Davis, also, in the chirp depart
actually a post-“Oklahoma!" shoiy ment, is reviewed under New Acts.
Bill Russell and Have Rogers,
biz, a^< well as marital pari n
the ingenue ahd the baritoiie hav- house, regulars, alternate at the
ing met during the Chicago run keyboard. Both score solidly. Busiof the Rodgers & Hammerstein mu- ness Off.
^
sical. The latter had first spotted
Miss Watson during^ her ®gle at
Moiii’l
Dell

,

.
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^
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BelleViie fAisiiiai

j

the “Laurey" role; playing it for
Jpe Hbmard, Cblphti/ Htos. ;(2)
18 months on Broadway,; in Lohdon
(where she created the role for Nora Toomey Trio i Landre A
jEngiand). and ori tour. It was also Vcl^, Jdcfc.5Wnto».,EtJ«.l
at the Pierre’s Gbtillipn Room that

I

'

'

,

.

maestro Stariley Melba first urged
Austen to come bn from the audience for an ad lib duet with his
wifej^ but not tintU recently have
they teanted as a nitery act.
This marks their dotliam debut
as a team and they do handily
with musicomedy repertoire that
embraces Romberg, Porter, Gershwin and Rodgers; including a non-

SlQn, OyCj .^.l.

:

;

sense “talk, talk, talk" ybit, plus a
lullaby which is more intimate and
subjective thari sufficiehtly socko
for even the class saloon trade.
their
While an admirable tribute
first baby, the song is a highly personalized thing which might be
viewed as slowing the otherwise
tOi

effective pace. They’re a very personable pair and ideal for the class
boites. They have top calibre yah
ues ill voice, looks and khow-how;
her full-range sbprario wisely side-

;

steps the micepphohic amplification
when it comes to the high registhey shape up as a
professional and .entertaining duo.
Myrus,
with
his
mentalism,
marks his nth return to the Gbtillion Rbont. It’s his secohd bowback in this season, and he holds
the Pierre’s record for return
dates. His “ihindreading" is everastounding and, whatever the Code
or key, his is indeed an unusual
routine. Per usual, Stanley Melba
paces the show, besides batoning
the No. 1 band, alternating with
the Ralph Lane combo for the
Latin And waltz sets,
Abel.

ters; aiid in toto

win?

for
pitely," #«!
rsifealir**

.
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wbnf mav Ua
lankinff
be lacking

mat®al

Is

,

t
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more than made_up
_ The

for In smart .showmanship,

tWftiniJnP

[
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The long

association pays off

handsomely in

fine backgrounding
'for Martin’s voice and^ okay effects
4-Via
erode
KtoKllA’c crew
Ai^Aiir also
alc/t
on the
gags.
Stabile’s

snares dansapation chores
with Tico Robbiiis irhumbeat crew.
neatly

Kap.

Tawn CaRiiio^ Buff

comedy

in deadpan and slowmotion is a cinch in this bbite. The

(FAIRMONT HOTEL)
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time.

Buffalo,

a sly hillbilly
the way.

April 25.

is

revue

expected to respond with urrder-

Spot

parts.

!

are a comedy team
wood, arid with more
do okay on the cafe
.

I

f

I

.

:

'

I
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dmn, dependent mostly on

Gypsy tune suited to her hoydeh- ing throughout.
In a sort of after-dinner manIsh delivery. To round out the
45-miriute stanza encored with “Pe- rier, Cohen opens with some rem-

dialog.

^Parttwo.of

^'^llseyes.

prattf alls for
the act lacks
gagged-up dialog

put the
audience iniscences of his days in the garthe Samson and
Play- ment industry. Then he goe.s into P^^J^P^riy
Helilah
travesty gets yocks.
soirie
restaurant scenes dealing
Frankie Rapp, who has been
with
waiter-customer
repartee.
He
Miss Serrano Could restrict her^rprind the local riiteries
tallcs about riiothers,
wives, and
self to six or seven numbers, infairtily troubles and delights. His parlier this season, is an amiable
stead. of, the nine she does, for betclown
with a keen serivse pf cbmedy
ter pacing. In. all arbund appeal voice has an appealing quality that
a soirietimos Sizzling line of
makes the audience want to: listen
Miss Serrano is surefire.
His antics were loudly
to it; his Yiddish .and Irish yarns
Accompaniment at piano bjv are filled With near-perfect iiu-/^PPl^po®P
Johnny Potbker is firstrate. Music
Andy
(New Acts) opens
Rohbrts
3*^ces,
arid
his
facial
expressions
u
w ? Heckscher
rr
y,
by Ernie
orch is also are hilarious. He has the facility
show, setting a fast pace for
I’cd.
^PP^:
fdr reininding you of people you fh® proceedingSi
Bxirtoxi,

qena,"

an

Argentinian

m

participationer, and “Cahta
era,’’ an effective qifickie.

I

,

;

j

;

;

'

,

I

;

;

'

1

Fauciion
!

^ Arnold*^ X.V«

Del Casino, Dell

Davis; minimuixi

A

Parlzer,

$3-1^4.

rent preseritation at the eastside
spot.
In additibn, talent fills the
ricatly.

Topping

is Del Casino, person^
able youthful tenor, who fits in
nicely with the decor of this iri-

ropiii.

:

After working about

he begs

a half-houi’,

Hinger enhances

off

.

Miilu. Terraces BfplR.
(Hotel NICOLLET)

,

practically steady offering of

time

-

graciously, using the
Rxitli
opportunity to bring back the
dance team of Lyda k Yanni, with

snappy show tunes sparks the curbill

I'kribw.;:

at

Leon &

.

Eddie.'s

I

'

his

balladeering with neat introdactory
His songrtering, confined

chitchat.

!

mostly to romantic numbers, is
handled well and ha.s; a pleasing ef
feet on the femriie patrons.;
Act opens dramaiticaUy with

|

,

;

•

:

room

in coiriplete darkness, while
Casino, aUired in tux, offers “Aa
You Do.sire Me.” Follows, with

_

,

Can’t Give Anything
Anything But Love,"
My Foolish Hearty* “What Is This

Minneapolis, April 22

Loxl Holtz, D'Angelo k Anna;
Cecil Golly Orch, With Mildred
in New
Lyda & Yahni open; show with Stanley (12); $1 .cover, $2.50 mini- arid has some crack support from
music-hall routine, put use a ballet mum.
little Benny Hayden, who’s the fall
style of dancing. Audierice seems
guy In everything. He’s
a sad
to find the riuniber a bit strange,
Lou Hoitz’s superlative skill as little kisser that pays off got
in yocks.
but receptiori is good. Lbuisa, sing- a teller pf funny stories doesn’t Later he teams With his partner,
er, thericoiries bn fbr a string bf diininish With the years. Age arid Joe Haller, in a
sock session of jitpop songs, She has a high, clear re-telling of the Sain Lapidus and terbugging In which Hayden’s
the
vpicb and .pleasant stage, mariner. other yarns that have been the bewigged dame. Clown billed
simUnfortunately, the audience didn’t combdian’s stock in trade for years ply as Tanglefoot gets plenty
of rehelp her any^ talking to the point don't lessen their mirth-provoking turns with, his
jirotesquerles and
where it was hard to hear her.
qualities, judging by the enthusi” Dick Bernie handles
straight
Then Cohen cpmes bn for his astic reception and laughter in eVi- m.c.'ing rieatly as wellthe
as being a
stlnt, and brings back Lita & Yanni dehce. at the supper show Satur- solid
hand in the skits.
for a lively, high-kicking Greek day night. The customers actually
Femme likewise carries Weight.
dance which proves a solid closer, demanded the old ones, calling out Ginger Hariripn
smashes
over
Paiil Marr, Toom booker, docs a for them, aiid Hoite complied. At seVSaV
songrin'he/bwnaMo
competent job of introing the acts, the same time, however, he tos -od ad on the dancing end Tfiifh Sot!
Fnc
Mel Cole orch does a nice back- in a feW new stories. Along with tS* and Char Dewev scoiS heavilv
ing job.
sombWmusing songs, theyarnssuc-^
Cham

whoin he worked

,

^

I

,

Ruth Fqster, Joe Halter, Benny and arms. awkwardly, warbles brasHayden, Dick Bemie, Tanglefoot, sily tries too hard via gestures
Char Deivey, Herman Middleman's and grimaces. Choice of material
for the most part is also UrifortiiOrch .(5); $2-$3 minimxwis
nate.
The lovely Rodgers^-llart
Package show headed by Bobby “Lover" hardly lends itself to a

sketches end good vaude, it runs
for better than an hour and there's
hardly a weak spot ini it.
For pinkus, It’s a pushover. He's
been out on the cafe belt for a
lorig time with a unit like this, and
last played Pittsburgh before the
war at the old Yacht Club, which
was then run by present owners of
the Carousel. He did a good job
for them then and repeats it npw?
Skits are strictly corn, but that’s
becbine a very salable commodity
in the better bistros of late, and
the Pinkus gang knows how to pgddlp it properly. Northwest Mountie
bit, with the lads in long red flanriels, is a howl; so’s the, magic bit,
in which feverish activity On all
sides produces one tiny trick, and
the
inevitable
slapstick
movie
starid-in bit, so widely copied in
recent years, and the glee club are
big laughSi too;
Pinkus solidly centers the fun,

!

and an Hungarian

slow- tempoed

I

Pinkus ’’punches but lot of laughs fast, hot, shouted arrangement;
and lot of entertainriient, too, and While “Old Matt River!’ requires a
unit’s a Ayelcoirie relief for a change voice of far greater quality than
from the staridard nitery layouts. Miss Leslie’s.
Singer is backed by a piano-hassCombining burlesque, fast-moving

;

herself;

Up

^

|

„

'

,

sax, concerns itself with bop
distortions of things like “Strike
the Band," Interlaced with some

er’s

,

,

!

Win

;

I

•

1

'

circuit.

working - over of
further standards! like “Body and
Soul’’ and “All the Things You
Are.’’. Getz carries the major solo
load with $kx conceptions that are
curiously iri-and-out as to musical
Carousel, Pitt
imagination;
Dana Leslie has much to learn
Pittsburgh, April i9.
**Laffs for Your Mdney’* xvith regarding ho^' to sing and sell a
Bobby Pinkxis, Ginger Marinon, number.; Gal uses her body, hands

[

,

(New Acts)

solid reception.
Stan Fisher, harmonicist, whams
with his versions of Classics and
pops, all iri showmanly rtiariner for
sock returns.
Frank Linale and
orch handle backgroundings in
neat alyle*
Lari/.

:

.

Clicks all advantage especially on old reliables like “Sunny Side of the
Street."
from HollyStan (Getz, foursome, comprised
Work should of piano, drums, bass and the lead-

number.

Gilbert and Miller

is

standing, is achieved with impact dance session chores with the Julib still featuring' main line attracNewt,
tiohs, Ted Lewis returning for a
by Rosita Serrano as' she weaves Reyes cbmbo.
seasonal repeat next week.
Curthrough Chilean,; Peruvian, Mexitently
-the biU offers an hour of
can and Gallic numbers. Using her
Ciii
OurdeiiR^
pleasant entertainment Which i§
wide-range coloratura to good efevidenced by the fact that the
Chicago, April 21
fect and her appealing pid.gin EngMxjron Cohen, Lydd k Yn^nti, placb has been picking up scores
lish stage chatter (helped along
and fainily group
by a fetching Nina Ricca costiiriie ) Louisa, Mel Cole (D^eh (4) inin- of wome
parties.
imtirri; $2,50; cover, 50c.
Miss Serrano scores heavily with -s.
Bono’s Band for the show and
her Picaronera (“Sweet Cakes")
house line of five girls
tune, a Peruvian folk item as ah
Current layout at Vine Gardens
opener; and sbeks further with Te is sparked by Myron Cohen. Two ®fl“ Leiiny Page s ^emceeing arc
jtaindard
fillers—and as good as
Quiero. a Mexican song with ef- preceding acts are cut- short and
come in their respective
fective whistling and guitar accom- the attitude of the audience indivS«
panimeht. . To complete her first cates they’re waiting for Cohen tb
,
,
^
I^ohglas and Marion Hutunit of melodies does .“Piga]e’.’ (in come on When he does thev’re
fi'ls week’s top liners, _ the
French ) to a big hand.
not disappointed. For while the au f
Other numbers are “Recontenta dience seemed for the most part chahloosey d p j n g^^ her standard
yocal routine for stSrter and segUEstoy"
(“I
Tremendously a pre-sold one—mainly composed
comedy with husband—
Happy’’ ) a Chilian melody; “Huaso of those who had seen him in New i”?
Latter,
tornier Coas^^^^
Florida
he had the Douglas.
y el Laszo" (“Lasso Song"), writ- York or
packed housq. yocking and applaud- script Writer^ is a deadpan cometen by

Vine

.

:

Jack Douplos. Marion Hiitton,
Kamarova productions remain the
Rosita Serrano,
Ernie Heck- big
selling point and are sparked Andy Roberts, Frankte Rapp; no
schefs Orch; cover, $1.50, $2.
by the singing of Jack Stanton and cover or minimum.
The indefinable Equality of pro-; Penny Carol, with Ethel Lynne
Witb the price of the meal the
jectioh,
which foreign language showing well in her banet-terps.
Bix Belair’s orch handles the CO- J sole tab, the Town Casino is still
sirigers murt have if the audience
minute
neatly and splits a top buy in these
J 9.

BirdlRnd^ Xv y.

;

Musical showbacking is handled
by Dick Stabile, who has been
working with the team for some

ex-

.

•

j

and doing some

customers a cleai\ uninterrupted
view of the performei,^.
It
is
lowered for the dancing. Mi/ro.

;

l

pert fumbling aloft. Payoff comes
when she starts sw'inging and at
the peak does some ter r if stints
for clincher.
teaih of Landre and Verna
Terp
*
It
J
^ tA,. _
_
follow this act and although they
take a few minutes to get attention,
build to a solid climax, with nifty
spins and lifts.
Calgary Bros,
repeat their drupk routine to good
receptioh aiid general knockabout

The rising floor provides an
ideal platform for acts, giving all

Hot Lips Page: Otch (7), Dana
ness, grace and polish. Cecil Golly Leslie;^ Stan Hetz Quartet;
ddxnisorchestra does its usual bangup aion 98c, minimuxxi $2..
job playing the show and for customer dancing and Its M^^
Page coriibo Is always a good
Stanley vocalizes most pleasantly,
lure for the jazzophlles, arid busi..''.ilces.
ness. at the pl)enirig (20 ) of this
new Birdland lineup was indicative
5 ;0^€lock9 Mlahil Beaeli of the admissions the sppt, can expect during the next several Weeks.
Mlahii Beach, April 22,
Music-making here eschews the
Cracie Barrie; Gilbert k
Stan Fisher, Frank Lindle Orch; no commercialism being Iricreasingly
displayed of late by band and yoxhininiuM or cover.
cal talent at Bop City, progenitor
Despite end of the so-called “sea- of this type of jazz citadel, aiid
soh” soihe weeks ago, there are underscores heavily the breakneck
tempi and Wild solo side of jazz
still plenty of tourists in town, and
Ned Schuyler, is keeping up the at- purism*
Sparked by Page’s superior trumtraction pace at his mid-beach im
timery. Current lineup is satisfying pet, his group-^tenpr arid alto sax,
trombone, drums, bass and pianoT—
iare.
r.
.Gracie Barrie always pulls, a blasts through a succession of
goodly amount of biz. The trim Staridards that becOriie largely unsongstress has established herself identifiable after the first chorus.
as
a slick comedienne. Niftily Solos are. uniformly fine, particugpwped and coiffed, she sells her larly (during the evening caught)
special
material of or' naaximum Page’s “Caravan"; horn work and
howls and impact. Working in as- an alto passage on “How High the
sured, quietly effective manner, Moon." Leader’s vocal talents are
her session highlights “Galitzianer in. the Louis Armstrong gravelRhumba," “Anatomy Award" and voiced tradition, showinwo good

:

street clothes,

:

:

j

Me

id

i

,

.

second accompaniment.
Reid Tivlris. are fast working
acrobats with a familiar routine
Well timod arid neatly performed!
split

his trials and tribuprodube yaks. He sings
j
the hillbilly and other songs that
jjaye been in his repertoire for
'years and that have verses which
are on the ragged edge ot proT
[prietjr,- but which garner plentiful
He’s on for about 40
laughter.
minutes before begging off.
D’Angelo Ac Anna, attractive
ballroom team; invest their 'glides
and whirls vdth the utmost smooth'

^

.

I

Venetian Rooiiio
San Francisco, April

;

opening night.’— and got more
j yfl;
after a socko year and heads yp jaughs in ad lib retrieves.
Some
the current layout with venerable of
material unquestionably
Jbe Howard, who opened this spot gagg, bdt Martin and Lewis readily
a year ago.
1 turn the quip oh themselves
the laughsHoward whams over his faves their material to k^
with gusto, opening with the entire per-minute average high.
cast and then taking a solo slot
Yirm foundatioh Of the turn i.s
to sing such vintage items as the familiar material which is still
Out to the Ball Gamer
“Take
greeted with delight. Best of the
MS
T
e
4.U
,,Let Me^Gall You Sweetheart".and newer stuff includes Jerry Lewis’
“I Wonder," Howard is entertain- punchdrunk fighter and Ezio Pinza
inent plus all. the way^and scores impfesslons^and a sock satire on
alike with oldsters and teenagers -Mule Train " Dean Martin’s plush
during the song-fest. in whjch lie yocaliziiig is delivered with more
to
reprlSes
cake-wall» routine
“Goodbye My Lady Love>’’
on such numbers as “No More TbNora Tobmey trio supply thrills morrbw.’’ Pair Work together perwith a trapeze number that clicks. fectly, pinpointing each piece of
gimmick act with Miss Too- business to convince even hardened
It’s.
mey Coming on stage to try tlie Skeptics that they lead the list of
swing at the request of partners comic teams.
who have previously run through
As a quick opener, Ciro’s is using
a few minor tricks, Act is given a crodancer Crystal White, who is
impetus with gal wearing ordinary out of her class in this spot,

.

;

iv,

‘fhf

:

rhythm combo which does
accompaniment chores ade-

gilltar
its

quately;

Ric/i.

ShIns Cfialel.

riit

(BISMARK HOTEL)
Chicago, April

20.

Gypsy Markoff, Harry Rodcay,
Johnny Aladdin Orch (5);
miixn $2.50, cover 80c,
.

Swiss

Chalet

layout

coiitinuc.s

yodeler Harry Rodcay and
johnny Aladdin orch and has .sing'

>dtli

n
er-accoi*dionist (jypsy Markdi)
feature spot. Miss Markoff’s vivacious appeararice goes oVer
With mlddleTaged crowd. She appears
in
rainbow-colored
vivid
gowfl; replete with gypsy necklace
i

;

and earings.
Unfortunately, her'* act does not
with her!look.s. Slie

qriite coriipare

plays the accordion exeellently, hot
her singing is mild, and conibioation is npt enough to suriairi entire show. ;
However, voice is sexy and in
the style of .the current French
faves, and she goes over nicely.
Her aecordiori playing is anotlieimatter; though. Liszt’s “Hungai’iah
.

Rhapsody Noi 2"
opener,

her
over

closejp,

exciting

an

is

’’Ritual Fire

Dance” and

“Bumble Boogie;"

go

solidly.

She slrigi the “River Seine," «
medley from “South Pacific," and
“Diamonds Are a GliTs Be.st
Friend.”"

Harry Rodcay, / young yodcrieiy
shows rriore poise in his seGpnd
:

month

at the Chalet.

..

Chaii>:

-,

'

:

;

;

,

.

1950

April

,,!;' 1

;

,

n

BnisHT CI.1JV RSTniiFs;
I

||l««|diawk» Chi

gregation contributes a brand of
Latin Qnarlar^
dansapatioti that’s a blend between
Chicago, Apriil;21*
Was^hington, April 18.
torrid aiid sweet.
Tommy Although band leans on brassy Daryl tiarpa*s “Something Neu?”
"The HodrirC 'iOiip**
Morton, Jesse Elliot, Mimi Kelly, side, it leaves nothing to be de- revue, with Mariia Paige, Tommy
Joelson, Ray Hyson, Ray sired 'musically. Crew opens with it Olga Diaz, Ricci RodriqueZy Ma
r mn
Arnett, Bobotewik tc Bobby Barry, ;‘That’s Plenty,
during which Mc- rUt Cardos, Jeff James, -^Barbara
MpI Erens, Sherman Hayes Orch Kinley displays his ability^ on the James, Los Chicanos (4), Daryl
Mitchell
Written
Perry
no ) lOith
He also joins vocalist, pale Harpa Qrch (9);. coper $i, $1,50.
Mervyn Nelson; drums.
tind directed by
Nunnally, a looker, in a novelty
Morton;
costumes
Broadway and Daryl Harpa
^horeoaraphyr
tune, “Go .to Sleep,” which nets
haven’t met yet, but one of these
nnd scenery,
plenty of laughs and applause.
they will and it’s going to
days
arranoementSt Clare Gruhdman,
Connie Haines’ singing finds a
This
happy hunting ground in the Blue prove mutually advantageous.
In the present era, which seems Room. A dynamo of vitality, the affable young maestro with a yen
nostaloverboard
for
to go places, has assembled a packlo jiave gone
revivals of song hits vivacious Connie stops the show age with plenty, of noise, pace,
gia with the,
such^muslcals as completely. The room sparkles flash and a strong Latin flavor for
of yesteryear^ and
when she wai’bles such tunes as
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,” such
the Latin Quarter. Trouble is that
the Blackhawk “My Fbedish Heart’! and “It’s Won- it is somewhat disorganized and
as “Lend An Bar,”
derful.” After a jump version of
take
reviie
to
over
intimate
dangling
has an
“How He Lies/’ Miss Haines sings overiong, and has some
and trimtned,
tlie bistro phase of the revival.
“I Can't Give You Anything But ends. Tightened up
This rousing hour^ong show apt- Love,” with Pixieland overtones Harpa will have himself a colorful,
writcostumed revue, strong
ly called, ‘The Boarin" '20s,”
the
first-nighters
en- handsomely
that had
on the Latin-American and jungle
ten and directed by Mervyn Nelson, thrailed.'
cafegbers fare, as done
idiom, interesting ePhough to cover
is perfect
She opens With a song naming deficiencies of some of .the ialeht.^
by a topflight group of young talpatron^ in the room, and then holds
General theme brings an Ameriented stars from Broadway musispotlight for a. half-hour. After can sailor into a Central Aniericau
the
cals. tindoubtedly, others, spanning
a flock of encores, she begs off carnival. There are several dances
if
and
will
flourish,
decades
later
With ‘‘Old Man Mos^^^^^^
and vocal solos, culminating in a
they use similar type talent should
succeed. While the book isn’t the V Comedy is capably handled by a huniber with jungle drums;, two"
strongest part of the tab musical, pair of .hillbilly zanies, Homer and ihen and a girl dancer bowing to a
individuai talents surmoiiht this in •Jethro, Who play guitar and man- heathen idol after a Sizzling dance.
They satirize; Orch comes through loud and
fine fashion. As a frame both lo- dolin, respectively.
cale and scenery are based oh Chi- “Donkey Serenade,” “Muslc; Mu- rhythmic tliroughout.
/
Full of
sic;
Music”
and
“Room
;Marria Paige, vocalist," and Harcago' spptSi'
revolves around Roses” for hilarious results. Their .pa’s wife, is a dark,: slender type
buffoonery and instrumentation are with pienty, of zip in her singing
the homespun gal, the fickle town
and torsb-tbssihg as she delivers
banker, her boyfriend, and the .socko.^”'
Evalyn Waring and: Prigo, ball- Spanish numbers of. “A Little
vamp, could easily be scrapped, but
serves as well as most revue room duo, earn plaudits with their Love” and “the Screwball.” Latter
it
librettos.
There are 10 scenes, terping. They are :niCely eostumed could be improved by following
painted on circular silks, which are and work well together, displaying with a chorus in: English translasome nice routines,
?
V- tion of the lyrics, since most of
[adequate for bistro floors,
McKinley emcees show capably, the folks have no idea of what
After choral prologue Mimi Kel/about, .Jeff
the banker, Bay and his danceable brand of music “Te Patina’! is all.
ly pleads With
plays the sailor, / comfoson, ‘‘Don’t Ever Leave Me,’‘ keepis the floor crowded during the J'ames who
bines tap dancing with: some nice
ivhile {.vamp Lynn Joelson beckons dance sessions.
leaps and does an apache dance,
the playboy. In next skit, the dance
.Capacity biz When caught;
with
a Spanish flavor,
marathon, Jesse Elliot socks across
Jarnes.: Maria Cardos is. standout
Bobo Lewis and
’‘Preamiand.”

Wash*

Mh

.

MARLA STEVENS

Songs
^
20 Mins,
15 Mins.
Mayfair Room; Chi
Towii
Casino, Buffalo
^
This is a first for. Roberts as n
Blond, personable young miss
has been making the roupds of the single. He comes here fresh froni
better bistros for the past thPee a two-season vocal stint / with
months, starting at the. Flamingo, Skitch Henderson’s band;
Lad has a fine personality and a
Las VegaSr then the Beverley Club,
New Orleans* and is how current modest, disarming style which ingratiates
him immediately.
He
in this swank room of the Blackstone hotel.
She has the voice, packs a smooth baritone and facile
appearance and poise but falters delivery. In voice and physiquO,
he is qjso highly photogenic.
in her arrangements.
Programming mi: g h t be imShe has gbod pipes and diction* proved, His “Wrap
Your Troubles
but her material is bver*^arrahged;' in Dreams/’
“ivhat Is This Thing
Perhaps in a production number, Called Love’^
and
“With
a Song
would
in
an intime in My
it
score, but
.

'

.

:

:

,

'

“You're My Thrill.” Dismounting,
she gets on the rhythm side with
‘‘Any Thing Goes.”
Miss SteYens enebres with ‘‘RidIn’
High.” Her final number,
“Lifnehouse Blues,” shows warmth
and pathbs hot evident in her

velop a singular style.

the MAXINES'

comedy tearti, get
chuckles as femme warbles ‘‘You're
Creani, in
Coffee,”
the,
Ray
Arnett, as a gOb who plays around
ivith the vamp, does neatly in the

w^

;ap

department,

V

Bay Hyson expounds on dangers

$1.50, $2.50/;
j

naive girls in the worid and
Elliot scores with ^‘Diamonds
\re a Girl’s Best Friend,” Harking back to the old Chicago Rialto
youngsters run through a series of
iinpressions; the strongerf being
Kyson as J ohn Bteele singing ‘‘A
Pretty Girl,” Mimi Kelly as Helen
Morgan, and Fannie Brice in “rm
An Indian” by Miss Elliott. Top
honors go to the “Rain” routine
with Miss Joelson tnakihg a' striking Sadie Thompson, Tommy Morton also scores with fine balleting
as the preacher. “Putting On the
Bit?” is a mild and pleasing respite
but the finale, depicting the ’29
5f

The three men and girl
.work in gay South American dress
separately.

:

the

biit

A MiLLER

Coniedy^Songs
25.^MinS;

.

Five O’Cldok Cliib; Miami Beach
Gilbert and MiUer are the latest entry In the singer-comedian
diios that have come up since
Martin and Lewis’ click.
Based
bn current aef; they have the potentialities, though need plehty Of
Work before they’ll be ready for

Zabe.
•

I

the top brackets. Hollywood pair
as Currentiy constituted are okay
for vauders and cafes looking for

Upcoming acts.
Both names have
,

exploitation

values, Gilbert via his songwriting
credits
(“You /Belong To

My

:

,

:

Current installation, following and,; if part of their act is elimi(18 nated, they’ll do better. Pepe, most
record breaking
run
weeks) of The Vagabonds-Jan Mur- versatile of the troupe, dbes s
ray-Rose R.iarie package, is in a strong drums solo, but an accordipn
tough spot, but. comes vthrough, number falls flat. Dancing is built
thanks to th zingy tapstbring of around tbe girL Lupe, and includes
young Freddie Lane and the vet a samba, el Poro and el Bambuco.
krtoWnbw Of Frances Faye, top-i Their act gives a strong sense of
Latin-American authenticity.
Daryl Harpa has done 12 colbr
Miss Faye is in rare form as. she
pianos and sings her way through TV shows for RCA* in eonnection
standard collectioh of pops and with the color demonstrations for
Specials:
Ad libs with aud as she the Federal Communications Commoves from comedy to straight mission and is due for another bunnumbers and keeps giggles coming. dle of color video shows for RGA-

,

Vliss

:

Heart,” “Baia/’ “Sooner or Gater,”
‘•Zip-A*Dee-Doo-Dah/’ etc.) Miller
With Dead End types in pix.
dad (in comic costume) the female;
Act consists of Gilbert’s projecIt features the style of whistling tion 6f the hits with which he’s
that has been dorte for years by the been associated, With his vocalisArnaut-Gautief-TGauclsmith family, tics okay though presented in a
to which the /Maxines belong. Bit constantly moving style around
is nicely done now, but could be the mike that diverts aud concen-

woven in and
The Diazes and

dancer,

Clover €liili9 iHfaiiii ; but of theme.
Rodriquesi are the other dancers.
Miami, April: 22;
When caught, the /Ghilean quarFrances Faye, Copsey & Ayres;
Ward Donobani Freddie Lane r Car- tet, Lbs Chicanos had not yet' bebn
lyle Line il ) Frank Stanley Orch; fitted /into the revue; and were pn

My

naturals,

.

GILBERT:

,

,

:

Bobby Barry,

are

:

Mui^ical Novelty Act
3 Mins.; One
Colonial, Albany
Mail of father-daughter duo for
25 years was half of Npvello Bros
who did a tumblmg and violin act.
He retired for five years and returned to the foots with his blond
offspring, Best part of the turn is
the finale in which they whistle a
lovebird mating story, the girl taking the part of the male and the

:

tor.So

'

and romantic moods.
At bpening, early diners forced
him to beg off;
Burton,

earlier/ times.
With less attention
to elaborate lyrics and more to the
torch ballads, soprano! should de-

;

as a

Hearf’*

it doesn’t project as Well.
selection
and toangenients of
Former bahdsihger sits atop the “God^s Country”
and “Take All of
grand for such numbers as“Rain Me” could
be improved upoii for
or Shine,”“That Old Feeling,” and
something in the more melodic

location

,

[

ANDY ROBERTS

Songs

.

But

tration.

built;--

Act opens with

•

man

this

can .easily be

straightened out;
Miller sets up
Comedy eharacter bits, uffth the
best a drunk sequence. An AfroCuban idea that can be built
into a top howler.
Lory.

in tuxedo

playing comedy violin. Girl comes
oil in a white slash-legged costume
to twang a string instrument and
go into a yaketty-yak scolding of
her dad, who’ answers only in pantomime;
Business gets laughs, THE DELINQUENTS (4)
but seems out of character for a Dancing
young lady of her beauty. Inter- 10 Mins/
spersed is a little iifiusical tumbling Apollo, N, Y.
The Delinquents, Negro dance
and a hillbilly square dance. Then
the mating portion; which contains group of three men and a girl* are
both novelty: and laughter; She is in the interpretative idiom. Their
eyeful and fofmful. Turn, M^hich act, a Harlemese version of an
NBC. NBC’s local TV Station, might be re-routined; met a nice apache; coiild be tagged VMayhem
Had to beg off.
seeking
a
slot
reportedly
WNBW;. is
on Lenox Avenue.’’ Gal essays a
reception in sixth slot.
Jaco.
crash, is Weak. Scenery is adequate
Lane is an acro-dancer -who gets for him for a local show.
Lowe.
lady of the evening who drops into
considering limitations of room. them from first flip and keeps the
an
after-hours’ joint for a libation
GOOGLE EYES
Costumes are authehtic. Musical mitting. coming steadily as he
between assignments.
Two guys
Songs
arrangements by Clare Grundman builds with his spins and leaps.
follow
her in and, via the dance,
7 Mins.
are sprightly.
Carlyle's dance ideas call for
London. April 17.
battle ensues as to Who gets the
girls,
line
Apollo,
from
his
N.
y.
work
plenty
Bigley,
Edmundo
Ros
Isabel
Sherman Hayes; with 10 m^ri,
This colored teenage lad, re - gal. From then on they’re tossing
does nifty job on. difficult score; who conie through okay. Unbilled Rumha Band, Arnold Baitev it
portedly a fave in New Orleans each other around in the tussle,
Leader has to peek over scenery male dancer handles the leads Bagetelle Swingtet; rio minimum.
with undersized w'ai ter accentubistros, is making his vaude debut;
from time to tinie in order to cue capably.
Youngster is dy- ating comedy aspects in trying to
Isabel Bigley bowed into cabaret at this -house.
his men. Hayes also does top job
Copsey and Ayres are returnees
break it up. / Bruisers pitch him
on dance tunes, With pert Perry here and do Well With their stand- after a long nin as the singing .star namic; as far as perpetual motion around,' top;
Mitchell handling vocals.
ard Indo-Javanese dance ideas, of “Oklahoma !” She is a refresh- goes, and socks across a brace of
Zabc.
Foursome are accomplished both
numbers,
“Mighty
Man”
and
lopped by the “Frankie and John- ing/ personality with talent and
in ballet and aero stuff, but are
ny” routine to j iye music. Ward glamorou.s appeal. Material was not “Rough and Rocky ROad,” for/ still to Obtain necessary polish.
Donovan is a haridsome lad with cbnsistentlv at the ton level, but pileasant response.
However, they kicked up plenty
Montreal, April 19.
warmth and sincerity puts her
Raucous delivery in the gravel- applause and laughs midway on
Mac Barnes with Garland Wil- an over-stylish approach to hia war- her
over
She
covers a voice idiom/ plus continual pranCr
in fine style.
add
would
Simpler
delivery
bllng.
son, Jane
this bill.
Edbai
Vin^son, Will Skinner
wide range ir. numbers. “The /End ing; gets over with audience here 1
Lary,
to impact.
Ofch; Tninmwnw, $2, $3.
of a Love Affair.” which she in- but coiild be modified fpr Other
DOUGLAS
BOB
troduced to the West End, Was a type of/ houses.
However, pleas- Songs
CIil
Silver Frol^
To a room generally known
sock hit.
aht personality and salesmanship 10 Mins.; One
around town for the rather EuroChicago, April 20,
Act is cleverly staged by John! should carry him in similar spots, Palace,-' N./pean offerings of boniface Carol,
Gene Baylos; Evelyn Brooks, Nasht with; hiftv lighting effects.
Y| /••..
Edha.
Bob Douglas had considerable
the entry of Mae Barnes for the Billy it Joyce Reedy, Dick Hyde,
Each ' number is introduced to
schooling in cafe production singcurrent sesh both surprises and Selma Marlowe Dancers ( 6 ) Monprovide an overall effect of charm BILLY
ing some years ago. His current
A ANN
scores with the regulars. Doing her chito Orch (4 ) Bud Prentiss Band
and galetv. New and old tunes are Dance
showing at the Palace marks; his
initial nitery stint in Montreal, she
minimum $3.50, coner 5bc.
(4
Intermingled with happy
fir.st major .showing in N. Y. yaud8 Mins.
appeals at all times with her
Comprising “Good Morning.” .“Bye,
ers; and he impresses as having
Current bill is a mixture of good Bye, Baby” and “YoU Can be Apollo, N Y
Btraightforward warbling and easy
Personable sepia couple make potentialities for name .status.
manner. Fighting- a heavy cold that and mild, with lesser billed acts Happy’’
and excerpts from “Okla- neat
appearance
Dongla.s is good-lpoking and has
IS not doing the
and
display'
best
returns.
scoring
pipes any good.
homa!”
plenty know-how on cleat and a big baritone voice which he uses
Miss Barnes opens with“Must Be
Gene Baylos, headliner, has
Miss Biglev. who is In for at least rhythm
to
routines.
ad,varitage
Knows his way
Love” and recdption is sock from; sonic weary material and some in/
four weeks, has the technioue and
there, in. Her husky,, qiiiet piping, .sldy Miami Beach qiiips which are
Working mostly in tandem, they around a ballad for good allnolish needed for such sploV per*
around results,
does well with“Them There Eyes” way ovei* the heads of the local
JosCi
forinances;
She’s well siipported sock across a fast tap precision fbr
and "What Will the Neighbors Say” gentry. His panto of a tired bus
bv Arnold Bailey’s Swingtet and opener, segue into a rhythm and PAUL WINIK
for a:nifty .begoffv
A EDNA ' MAE
wind with sertii-acro eccentric for
travelei' is gbbd but lacks sock, Edmundo Ros’ Rhuniba Band;
nice returns. There are some slight Dance
_Newcomer Jane Vinson, a self- ending, .However, be ptit over
snatches of solo stuff by each, 9 Mins.; Two
effaclng youngster: wit li a trim set some hilarious squelches at hock*
Palace, N;- Y...
Tl tf-To©* 3loh f r©f il
merely as breath-retrieyers.
pi gams and plenty of talent, opens •lers. '/
Paul -Winik and Edna/ Mae have
\
“FOLLOWUP)
halletrterping to “Dancing in
Act as constituted -is okay .for been around for.
Evelyh Brooks, brunet singer, of.some time. YouthMontreal. April 22. / this type, vauder
/ /.
./
the Dark” and returns for an eii- fers tunes such
and Intermediary ful looking .vets Ivaye a smooth,
as “Tenement
combination of, Edith Fel* cafes,
eore with a blues aiTangemeht that Syniphbny/’ a bh dramatic and
/ The
Edba.
style of terping. which embocUe.s:
lovys and Tommy / Dix, *('ith their:;
('licks vyith the patrons, Costume
;•
bverloiig. She registers better with
softshoe, tap and ballet.
.They
IS effective,
and judging from ;heavy novel treatment of “Lady Is a youthful appearance and^ fresh ap* RONALD ROGERS
give an Coverall good impressibn,
Phoning when; caught,, she could Tramp.” Tvvo youngsters, Billy and proaclr to siich. oft'heard material Songs
Which, is heightened by-, the ease
as “Dearie/-’ “So In Love” and a
**(|d a couple of Qumbers to routine
joyce .Reedy, get. tlie show off to
12 Mins.; One
/of Ihcir style.
out losing payees', attentipn. a: fine start \yilli whirl wind tapster- medley of “South Pacific” tunes' Colonial, Albany
Winik is. an especially .skilled
them st a ndout / over the
Will Skinner’s combo does reVue ing... They get hefty applause for makes
Tall;
davk-haired
band.<iome,
and
dancer,
.sho.wing
up/
when
best
hemore blase 'types whoi liave played
tunes and dance sets in Okay fash- flying splits.
Ronald Rogers has a fine: baritone. does Ihe. / ballet
interpolations.
this cafe /rccehll\/
1.0 M,
'.Newti:
Selma Marlowe pancers, one of
Opening with , “Enjoy /Yourself,” Announced as having played re-; Duo are good for Vauders as well
a.s cafes,
the best dressed and nifty-lopking Which / is breezy and fast. ..they cenily at Radio City Music Hall
Jose.
/
lines in the bistros, also, score. Six switch to.‘,‘ So in Loye” in., straight he ppens vvith ‘Wrigley, U.'S.A;.”
HIh© Roqiii* X- Ow :
and
then
“I
Got
Plenty,
ofsmall
Nothoh
steps
cleyer.
THE
gals
vvork
TWIN^
out
SHANGHAI
fashion .and/ then mix it up with
(RGQSEVELT/ HOTEL)
in/” and “pie Man: River.”
For. Balancing
Contortion Act
New Orleans, April 19.: floor to “I‘ve Got Wings Qh My :“I Gab Do Anything’! frprni “Annie an
_
encore, does VToot, Toot, Toot/ 15 Mins.; Full
Ray McKinley Orch 14
Con- Feet’’ and “Manhattan Serenade.” Get Your Gunv” giving them a
Dick Hyde, does excellently as chance to really cook. An aria from sie.” He had to beg Off.
Colonial, Albany
Haines, Jtomer St Jethro;
n
A story in human courage is
Rogers' voice is resonant, .so
bin Waring & Drigo; minimum, emcee and also as pro? uctwirwn^ “Don Giovanni” seems out of place;
er,especial]yonLullabyofBroaa- but :they recover heatl.v with the much SO that he makes a mistake boldly, written, each time twin
?2.50,
•/•'
in tivsing the mike in a theatre; of brother and sister present their
tried-and-trusty “Pacific” tune.S;
iWay/’ /..
This
Both have strong set of / pipes the Colonial’s size. He/ .should at fine balancing turh. Seriously iniswank spot comes up
Bud Prentiss continues to show[yffh another lively show, and while btick neatly, with
Score from “South j It red i n an aerial' mishap a; y ear
his four-piece and well-groomed Miss Fellows has r lea.st lower it.
JniloWs Standard pattern, is top- orch, and Mpnehito combo takes good flair for comedy, without be- / Pacific” might be tapped by vo- ago and still wearing a cast on
S.
cali.st,
gives
who
evidences of £u- her right hip, tlie small, attractiv*
entertainment all the way.
over, in fiiie fashion for the rhum- ing too obvious; which is refreshThe versatile Ray McKinley ag- bas,
Zabc.
ture development,
Jaco,
ing.
Newt
(Continued bn page 62)
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Wedneaday, April 26^ 1950
Palace, and nabes Variety
Johnny Thompson.
and Uptowit are only theatres
Steve Murray
Airline Trip
Gerrl Gale
Hotel weyiin
ing stage facilities. All other dowii*
Joanne Florlo
Rudy Barron Oro
town 'theatres, plus the; 60 nabes
Joe LaPorte Ott
Latin Cuartpr
Continued from page SO
will be utilizing lobby Units plus
D'Aqulla Ore
Tommy Trlndor
Barton
Park
Eileen
Avt
diskers with all participating iiuits
Flroska
Del Casino
Orleutalg Clil
OF APKIL S«
.
plansi
the
assured, according to
Ruth Davis
Linda Lombard
powerful voice arid animated stage
Kanazawa 3
Glenn Abbott
with at least one live- act a weekReyes
Trinl
.
Riylara
btlow
Indkttt
blllt
manner
with
npinlna
put him over well.
ilay
of
ihbw
Numiralt In connfctlon
Lucienne 4c Ashour Vagabonds
Theatres will riot up prices, and
whothor full or tout yirook
Jane and Betty Kean keep audiSzonys
Rose Marie
the
give
will
films
radio
and
both
circuit
(PM
Pinchon
Indopohdontf
Marcor
(1)
Indlcatos
porontfiosis
i!)
Lettor
Ralph Young
Jan Murray
ence guffhwlng with jumble of
(R) RKOi <S) ttallf (W) Warnopj
<L) Lotw; (Mi mom; <P) ^Paramount)
entire project a iriajor promotional Songs, impressions, minor
Naaman Ders
Kathryn Lee
(WR) Walter Roado
skits and
Pat •Terry
Art Waner Ore
blast.
dances.
After Jane opens with
Le Ceq Rouqp
Arden Line
'Walter Nye Ore
Oscar Calvet Oro
Members of the radio committee Impreshes of Mae West and MarPalace
(I)
24
Del
Mondl
(P)
DlympIO
Oro
.Orc
Pupi CamPQ
Jack Towne
NEW YORK CITY Arwoods
include " Charles Hunter, WJW; garet Truman, Betty walks bn in
Eugene 4t Kortz
Jack Desmond
Penthouse
Loon A Eddie's
Capitol (li) 2f
Morris 4c Collins
Arthur Taylor
Jiinmy Husson
BUI Tabbert
Eddie Davis
Pinky Hunter, WHK; Brook Taylor, fantastic outfit which is supposed
Russ Morgan Ore
Tattersall 4c Jerry
Frances. Derry
BlUy Gilbert
Rubin Blau
Joaii Edwards
Irma Henrique
WJMO, and Andorn. HepreSenting to represent the well - dressed
Rolling Stars
Jacqueline Dunbar
Dolly Dawii
Bela Kretho
McQuire 4c Warner Kirkwood 4c
8 Molinoffs
Shirley Cook
A Allyn ^ Hodge
Goodman
Jackie Miles
Bella Smaro
the pic industry are Max Mink, woman. After some mugging, she
Edwin
Heath
Roy
Allen
MINNEAPOLIS
Lorlng
EsteUe
Music Hall (I) 17
Southern Sis ...
Palace; Knox |=>trachait, Warners; strips to dancing outfit for comedy
HACKNEY
PORTSMOUTH
Radio City (R) 20
Ronnie Graham
Patricia Bowman
Johnny Crawford
Empire <S) 34
Royal (M) 34
Ink Spots
Julius Monk
Frank Murphy, Loew’s; and San- taps for solid rejturns. Duo follow
Macombe
Robert De Voye
Frpnkle Howerd
Gordan Ray Gls
GULanib
Patricia Prylie
with gag-filled autobiography, and
Baer 4); Rosonbloom Norman Paris S
ford Greenberger, independent.
Jackley 4t Jee
Steve Conway.
B Raeburn Ol'o.
Rudy Cardeiiaa
Roy Sedley
Vorsalllos
then do ^‘South America,
Charlie Clapham
Beryl Orde
Glnny Powell
Boylan 4c King
Rex Ramer
/Musicians local has given, the Away.” While Jane sings Take it
Johnnie JohnstoB.
Bros
Ritchie
4c,
George
Wendy
Dddnan
Pelro
Donald JoKhston
straight
Gordoh Andrewi
Emile Petti Oro
project its biessirig. Stagehands version, Betty drops Into
Branaoh 4c Pygram
NEWARK
M.eiria Minzt 4c F
Ray Raymond
Monte Carlo
Panehito
audience
Ore
Adams (I) 20
3 Robertii
Bob Andrews
Corps de ballet
Dick Gaspare Oro
and other allied locals are to render and eats fruit off Spanish hat she’s
Villaao Barr
Freddie Harrison
Suma Lamonte
Artie Shaw Ore
Sym Ore
La Playa 6
Herman Ore their verdict this week as to rise wearing. Comes back
Kvamda 4c Kama
Skating Colorados
Bobby Shields
Rockettes
He 1 Fifth A vs iLehny
for takeoff
Bill Long 3
Jose Moreno Co
prince of Wales
Susan. Miller
Glee Club
Consensus is on Louella Parsons radio program
of stage facilities.
Walling 4c McHugh Jack Rivers
.•
<.....
HEREFORD
Chester Fredericks
-d) '34
Palace (R) 27
Downey 4c Fonviiie David. BUght
stage
not,
It
agree.
wilT
they,
too,
Jimmy
BRITAIN
Edwards
NEW
f or additional kudos and solid bowKemble (I) 24
Maxellos
Hazel Webster.
Palace (I) 28-29
Joy Nichols
G S Ford
Villafo Vahitiafd
Herbert & Saxon
shows will be broadcast from off.:
Old Knick
Dick Bentley
Michael & Arnova
T & B Waters
Alfonse Berge
Weavers
Paul KUliam
lobbleSi and other lobby stints will
Lew .Fitzgibhohs
Jenny Hayes
Wallas Eaton
Clarence.
(5 to fill)
Williams
Nov-Elites are a strong closer.
Pat Deitnie
SCUNTHORPE
Margaret Hastings
Burt Twins
Paramount (p) 24
be carried out. Turntables have Trio, consisting of bass, accordion
Hazen dacobson
Waldorf-Astoria
Savoy (1) 34
Bedlni & Melino
Walker 4c Hi]l
Billy Eckstine
for
CHiarlotte Ray
Downey
Morton
State
theatre,
in
placed
been
Troy
Se
Sheridan
Norman
Cecil
and
Lynn
Walters
guitar, open with fiirioiislyPete Rugolo Ore
Johnny Silver
Eddy Duchlii Ore
Joy Brennan
Bunnell Sisters
Ron Swayne
Bobby Lane & C
forthcoming dance session.
paced “Twelth Street Rag.” FolA1 Cooper Ore
Mischa Borr Ore
Morey & Eaton
Mickey Reid
Leslie Richards
Henny Youngman
*it is time we took an active, low^ with impressions of TV stars,
Bill MUter
PAWTUCKET
Betty Lloyd
Roxy (I) 21
Center (IV 20-30
Joe O'Reilly
Smilestohe
Louis Armstrong \
CHICAGO
then a skit as the Marx Brothers.
not passive stand” declared
Beauties
Jimmy IngUs
T Mack's Amateurs
Combo;
dorn, “arid if people want to see, Bass player is featured on Comedy
On Tour
LEEDS
Cass St Keegan
Chico Marx
Blaekhawk
Harper Flaherty
,2. M's'
PHILADELPHIA
Empire (MV 24
Martha Stewart 4c
Roaring Twenties” Bob Fitzgerald
as well as hear in a sight-sound version of “Big Noise From WinneCarman (0 24
Harry Lester Co
Irene Dickson;
Blackburn Twins
Mimi KeUy
Skating Blvdeara
format, we certainly can give it tonka” to end with hilarious takeTraitgers
3 Ashtons
Terry O'Brien
Continentals
Tommy Morion
Jack Raffloer
off bn hillbilly singers. Number is
Walters Jr
B. 4c M Konyot
Neinacs 4c Violet'
BROOKLYN
them.”
to,
Ray
Hyson
Buddy Rust
Adamsons
Regon St Royal
May Moxah Girls
parOmount (P>.
zany and goes over solidly.
Lynn Jolspn
Jerry Mapes
(1 to fill)
LEICESTER
SHEPHERDS BUSH Jesse
24 Only
ElUot
Masters
Frank
Ore
Earle
(W) 20
Palace (S) 24
Empire (S) 34
Nicola Paone.
Marty Hogari, Ghl disk jockey,
Ray Arnett.
Palmer House
L Hampton Ore
Billy Cotton Bd
Charmlah Innes
Henny YoUngman
Bobo Lewis
doesn’t do much aside from IntroWill Mastln 3..
Victor Borge
Flying. Cromwells
BiUy Milton
Son and Sonny
Bobby Barry
Curley Hamner
David Powell
irig the acts.
Carl Sands orch
Valettos
Grace Mars
Esy Morales Ore
Perry Mitchell
Raymond Chase
Kitty Murray
HaU 4c Flsmn
Decampe 4c Dodge
BALTIMORE
Sherman Hayes Ore M
backs difficult show ekpertly.
Abbott Ders
Syd Amoy
ROCKFORD
Pop White 4c S
Royal (I) 21
Continued f'om PH 1
Blackstono Hotel
SBB
Chan,
Palace
Ore
28-30
George
Eddie
(I)
Meaton
3 Renowns
;p'NeU
Little Esther
Marla Stevens
Evers & Dolores
Peggy Cavell
Johnny Otis
2. Pirates
Bhtrmah Hotel
Dick LaSalle Oro
former U. S. diplomat; who is han2 Lancasters
LIVERPOOL
George Robey
Step Bros
"CoUege
Chtk
parte
Ihh
Ray & Harrison
Empire (M> 14
SUNDERLAND
Pox & White
dling the American fund raising.
Story”
Billy Vine
Hiianil
Johnny O’Leary
3 Oxfords
Lockjaw Jackson
Empire (M) 34
Phyllis Gehrig
Gertrude Niesen
Lee La.wrehce
Tracey McCleary O Bobby Joyce &
Alfred Marks
*‘Trage(iy,” which will deal with
Miami, April 23,
Don Weismuller
Vanderbilt BTos
L & F Preston.
Ginger
State (I) 27-2f
Freddie Fiinton
Chi'istine Nelson
is to bring a
Tony
Fontaine
Christ,
of
Edtoards,
Maureen
the;Passion
Cliff
Cannon,
Boss 4c LaPlerre
ST LOUIS
Finlay Bros
3 Olympics
Carmen Albino
Ceo Davidson Ore
Kermond Bros
Fox (FM) If
“message Of truth arid morality” to Don Rice, Ddlinoff Sc Raya Sisters,
WilUe CarUsle
Jack MOntez
Norman Fields
Holslnis
Mervin Shiner
Morris 4c Cowley
Stanley Bros
Victoria Palace Gls Ralph Lewis
wel- 3 Ivanovs, Les Rhode House Orch;
Frank Wagner
was
concept
Film’s,
world;
the
George DeWltt
Max Bygraves
Harmony 4
3 Welles
Ward Garner
Chet Roble
30-3
Savina
comed by Godfrey, who reportedly **Young Man With a Horn*- (
)>
Chevalier Bros
^ LONDON
Kenneth Remo
Mary F Kincaid
WUfred DuBols
i^lladlum (M) 34
Kim Yen Soo Co.
Eileen Green
SWANSEA
Jerry Marchand
is interested in^the revival of faith
3
Songsmiths
Tony
Martin
D 4t D Paige
CUff Norton
Empire
(M) 34
Billy
Chandler
'Ore
inDivertirig
fare
on
Subscriptionis,
here,
tap
of all religions;
Rosemary Clooney
Mabk Triplets
Margie Taylbr
Carolyn Gilbert
Frank Randle
Hotel Bismarck
Reg Dixon.
Yvette> Elysia & J Copfars
Les Weinrott
cideritally, are, priced at $1Q per though none of the acts are of
Hal Swain
Gypsy Markoff
Joan Branden
Leo De Lyoii
BRADENTOWN
Vera Gahan
Swing Sis
show-topping caliber.
investment
oriier
to
favor
Harry
share
Rodpay
“in
J 4c R Arnaut
Palace (P> 27 Only 2 Kays
Ore
Snyder
Rita Shearer
Johnny AUadih ore BUISilver Frolics
Bamberger 4c Pai._ Jon
ST PETERSBURG
Asylum of Horrors
Cliff E(iwards* krtbwhOw with an
by people of modest means,”
Boden
La Plaza (P)
Warren Latona 4c S Mandalay
.
CAMDEN
H Rdgewaier Beach Gene Baylos
Singers
Tovaiich Tp
To,wer$ (l> 21-30
28 Only
T(>tal production cost of ’‘Trager audience, and effortless ease on
Eric Thorson
Jerry Brandow^
Kay
Sothern
Asylum of Hoirors Palladium Tiller
the ukulele and catalog of songs
Don Francisco
Ruth Chlo
Steve Condos
Gus
Aubrey
and
at
estimated
$2,200,000
dy” is
Gills
SARASOTA
Grace Drysdale
Charles Sheldon
Dick Hyde
Hal .Mack
he’s been associated with sets him
Florida (P) 24 Only Skyrockets Ore
Haywoods
slightly more than half that amount
Lathrop 4c Lee
Marlowe Ders (8)
Dancing Demons
for healthy returns.
Asylum of Horrors
Bobby Sargent
MANCHESTER
D Hild Ders (12)
Bud Prentiss Ore
A J' Powell
is being raised by public subscript
SIOUX CITY
Hippodrome (S) 34 Stan Stafford
Yeoman Bros & P
Don Rice scores handily with his
Bernie Cummins O Monchito Ore
Orpheum (R) 37-30 E 4c D Waters
CHICAGO
tion in various Countries. Principal comedies. Utilizing stooge
Hotel Stevens
Vino Gardens
Jimmy
Clitheroe
from au4 Evans
S 4c M Harrison
Chicago <P) 21
Joan Hyldoft
Myron Cohen
A Wazzan Tp.
promoter of the venture is Georges dience, he offers up a melarige of
Hank Siemon
Billy Russell
Frankie Lalne
Arnold
Shoda
&
Yani
Leta.
WEYMOUTH
Alblns
Jane
Alan Carney
de la Grandiere, who produced 'the clowning arid gags that garner maxMorgan
3
Louisa.
Alexandra
Bob Dupont
Avril Angers
Patti Page
Douglas Duffy
Mel Cole Oro
prize-winning French-macle film, imum laughs. Plenty of it is off
Cardens (I) 34
Keaton St ArmAeld Edric Connor
Berry Broff
Reg Varney
Ben Yost 'White
Johnny Lawson 3
“Monsieur Vincent.”
Oriental (I) 20
the cob, but they go for it heartily.
Benny
Hill
Guards
MARGATE
B & J Kean
Vocals of pert Maureen Cannon,
3
O'Doyle
Bros
be la Grandiere last year had a
Artje Dann
Royal (I) 34
3 Nov-Elites
Eileen Bishop
comprising zirigy versions of the
Gautier's
D 4c J Sherry
Bill Farrell
Picture
on
with
the
Motion
deal
6 Corps de Ballet
Steeplechase
P 4e S Sherry
Helene & Howard
better
pop tunes, registers. Lass
Assn, of America whereby that orCo
SPRINGFIELD
Dorothy Penny
3 Roulettes
Court Sq (I) 27-30
Frank Richards
Cbas. Sands Ore
WOLVERganization would partially finance knows her Way around a song and
Continued
from
61
page
Hamiltons
Gipsy Ronda Lee
FORT MYERS
HAMPTON
the picture in return for the distri- satisfys for hefty returns.
Elsie Turner
Arcido (P) 1 Only Lorraine. March
Hippodrome (I) 34
Dolinoff and Raya Sisters walk
2 Conways
Iv.e Benson Ore
Asylum of Horrors Whitaker Bros
Chinese girl hobble-hops onto the bution rights of the completeii film.
off solidly with their novelty terpAlexander 4c.
HARTFORD
Sherry Belles
Billy Ray Co
stage and goes through a difficult However, negotiations fell through
Santos
State (I) 29-30
NEWCASTLE
Toinmy Truman
ing and shadow ideas. Tee off aeroroutine as top mounter and under- when the association’s members
Benson 4c Mann
King Cole. 3
Empire (M) 34
Alex James 4c I
Wilfred Mae 3
Cynthia, dc Gladys
C Thornhill Ore
Jenks 4c wmiams
Boy, small, wiry, and could riot agree as to the methoil of bar work of the Ivanovs sets a
stander.
WASHINGTON
neat pace for the bill. Les Rhode
LAKELAND
Ryan 4c McDonald
Reading 4c
smiling, does a number of solo distribution.
Capitol (L> 29
Polk (P) 29 Only
V 4c L Constance
Grahtley
and house orch are okay bri the
Binnie Hale
Asylum of Horrors. Cathalas 3
tricks.
Don ArthUr Co
backgroundings.
Lary,
Boylan 4c King
30 Only
Joe Church
WOOD GREEN
Duo work in slov/ motion, perPat. Henning
Harry James Ore
Boris
Empire; ($V 34Dior Dancers
LOS ANGELES
Don Saunders
Hal Monty
fectly timed.
Some of the stunts
WEST
PALM
Orpheum (1) 24
Raymond Smith
Johnny Denis Co
are performed on the floor; others
Senator^ Pitt
BEACH
RObydelis
NORWICH
Venus Rosemary
Palms (P) 2 Only
on a stairs leading to a table, and
Anita Jakobl
Hippodrome <i) 34
Andree
Pittsburgh, April 22.
Asylum of Horrors Eltham 4c Sharpe
Arthur WV'avd
Flack 4c LuOas
Continued from page i
One
of the last and
table itself.
pus Van, Charles (Slim) TimWILLOW GROVE Marianne.
Gloria Maniieri
L Loyal 4c Mickey
most spectacular feats is a oneblin, Chester Fredericks & Bobbie,
Park (I) 30 Ortly
Jack CliffordMerry 3
Zio Angels
Danny. Shaw.
2 Olympics
D 4c S Stephens
YORK
hand stand by man on two small RKO, requested three years* trus- Liphdm Trio, Kay Marshall; RiitStanley Burns
Fred "Pansy”
Magyar Ballet
Empire (I) 34
Finale teeship and the Dept, of Justice ons Cahines, Johnny Marino House
to end.
Sanborn
DeCosta 4c Lenore Lale Anderson
Gordon 4c Colville pipes, placed end
Fred Lightner
has man contortioning to the countered for ^8 months, court Orch; **Father is d Bachelor*'
D & D Remy
NOTTINGHAM
Anna Mac
MIAMI
3 Welles
Empire (M) 34
Patricia 4c Colin
wings, while she rides on his finally set a SO-morith deadline. (Col),
Jack Radcliffe
G Wynne Evans 4
Femme comes back, Judge Coxe, on this question, destomach.
Robert Wilson
8 S Fisher Girls
BRITAIN
George Elrlck
Norman Vaughn
leaning on canes, to take bows clared himself “unable to see why
Third VaUde layout here is
Agnette 4c Sylvlo
Singing
in No. 8 spot all this is so urgent.”
with
partner-^three
Alhambre
(M)
34
ASTON
house’s best yet, It looks like vaDouglas Maynard
Barnstormers
Hippodrome (I) 34 Roy A Hoy
He wears
night act was viewed.
Helen Norman
Piccadilly Nudes
To
the
Marcus
contention
that
riety,
plays that way and is. Gus
Derek Roy
Smeddle Brosblack pantaloons, with upper body the court has no power to grant Van gives the hill
Stanelli
Jimmy^ Robey 4c J
a name and
7 Valants
bare; she sports wine-colored ones any delays in carrying out decrees, class as well.
Dickey Blair 4c F
He does the
e.
Erikson
Kenny Noble
and a two-toned halter. Running answer from the bench was that chores and ingratiates himself
3
Cottas
Denestor
Del
time might be shaved.
Rbna Ricardo
Valencia Girls
nicely on several appearances be^r
‘we
reserved
jurisdiction
the
on
Charles Cole
BIRMINGHAM.
decrees as a whole, and that in- fore coming down to his own closHippodrome (M) 34 8 Sophisticated
Ladles
Cheerful C Chester
cludes the time eiement.”
“That ing spot. Van's in by that time,
3 Imps
Ken Morris
10»K CITY
*fact is seized on by the Govern- but there are dividends. None of
Charles Stephen
Fred Ferrari
Gangiip
Radio,
BOSCOMBE
Hayes
Arthur
ment when the Government thinks the old magic has disappeared, and
Hippedcome (!) 34.
Edwiua Carol
•irdlans
in his silk topper, jauritily carryD’ Alonso Ore
Continued from page 1
a situation is changed,” Judge Hand
Arthur Lucan
Len Marten
Dana Leslie
Havana-Madrid
ing a cane, the vet cleans up with
Kitty MeShahe
Grip 4
Eddie Cooper.
TrJnl Reyes
retorted to Marcus.
his songs of the present and the
Mariotti 4c Wehman Wilier Neal
(leived by $id Andorn, WERE, who
Chet Amsterdam
San Juan 3
Strong pro-defense stand by the past, especially
BRIGHTON
Jack Hotop
3 Brahms
Clavel 4c Farrar
in a group of them
was appointed
chairman of
Hippodrerrif (M) 34 Hot Lips Page
.Gene Anderson
Fausto Ore
court was a .surprise to spectators. that he arid the
late Joe Schenck
Vernon
Sis
Harry Richards
Biid Powell
Hotel Ambassador radio’s committee, the pro ject calls Another
surprise was the unher- first rattled off. ^What those old
Max Miller
Charlie Parker 8
12 Tiller Girls
Jules Lande Ore
for
radio
to
Send
half-hour
shows
Karloffs
BLACKPOOL
Blue Angtl
alded appearance of three stock- giants of vaude had they’ve never
Hotel Biltnioro
Salici Puppets
onto stages where theatres have
Palace (I) 24
Chas. Trenet
Harold Nagel Oro
holders in court, two to request im- lost."
Jackey
Staig Bros .
Stuart Ross
'.f.
facilities to permit staging and
Hotel Edison
J Hubert Watson
Haval 4c Byl
Eadle 4c. Rack
mediate splltup, the other in iavor
Rutons Canines get the show off
Henry
Jerome
Ore
direct
Donald
B
Stuart
broadcast. jWhere such fa^
Greta Malatorp
Nancy Andrews
Hotel
New
Yorker
the
delay.
to
a
of
fast
and
sbid
pleasant start with
he
has
Iris Sadler
Gigo 4c Nino
John Kelly, Jr
ciiities are riot available, theatres
Ving Merlin Ore
Joan. Hinde
Frogmen
received a number of letters from, some tri(*ks that put them billy a
H Chittison. 3
Hotel Plerro
will utilize lobbies to stage acts.
BRISTOL
CapellinysPortia Nelson
shade
or two below human beings,
Myrus
minority stockholders protesting
Empire (I) 34
Tower Circus (I) 34
Bop City
Also, lineup calls for disk jockeys
Betty. Jane Watson
and then Kay Marshall comes on,
Macari Dutch
.Charlie Cairoll
the sti’irig of postponements.
Sarah .Vaughan
Jerry Austen
Serenaders
Paul Co
trimly arid attractively garbed, to
Woody Herman O Stanley Melba Oro to have prominent role in eriticirig
Marcus
claimed
that
RKQ
obMayfair
Debutantes
Ernie's Se'alions
dare Society
both patrons to theatres, and to
Ralph Lane Oro
Val .4c Monte
Gilbert Houcke
tained advantages in its decree that sock over, some tunes witli a nice
Harry Belafonte
Ralph Teferteller
airways.'''
Casto Bros '4c M
Pierre Alizes.
Thelma Carpenter
Hotel Plaza
other majors did riot get. Neither flair. Gal hris some special stuff
Rosa
Jacques 4c Maryse
Cliff Jackson
she sells well and knows her way
Tie4hs include such acts as disk- Warner Bros,, 20th-Fpx
Evelyn Knight
Ian McLean
7 Ashtons
rior. Metro,
Copscabeno
Beatrice. Kraft
with a coiriic lyric. She’s a riative
DERBY
ers
Roberto Chiesa Co
prcimoting
mystery
tune
(ionFrank Sinatra
he
said,
can
Bob
Grant
engage
Ore
in
.another
Grand
34
(S)
3 Peters
Pittsburgher, and sister of betterLarry Storch
tests with melodies being selected
Mark Monta Oro
Piddingtons
Baiidy’s Animals
branch of activities without court known Eugenie
Fred 4c Sledge
M Bergere
Baird.
Lale. Andersen
from .Hollywood productions; a okay, but RKO can
Knie's Horses
Patricia Adair
Emery Deutsch
Marcus conSandy Lahe
GoetachisChester Fredericks, assisted by
.3.
Lorha
Lynii
two-hour
Tuesday T: 30 p.in. dance tended, and General
Hotel RooSovolt
Fayne St Evans
Dorchesters
William
Donoagile Bobbie, is still a sock hoofer
Russ Emery
Rudy Vallee
Eddie Gordon 4c N
session in the lobby of Loew’s van hotly
Laconas
M Durso Oro
denied, that Hughes hes and works hard;. His labors bear
Larry Green Ore
Flying Comets
Jlmiiiy Scott
State,; With a different diskei' on
Aivares
Ore
Phelan
3.
no
FINSBURY PARK Diamond Hofstsheo
bona fide intention of carrying fruit, howeveiV and he’s ovei* big.
Annettes
Hotel St. Moritz
duty each Tuesday; WHK’s “Say but divorcement.
Empire (M> 24
Clrcusettes
There are plenty of laughs yet, al*
Roberta Welch.
Rex Roper 4c Pat Walter Dare Wahl
Balcombes
It With Music” Mutual morning
Gloria Leroy
Leo Pleskow
Radio Revellers
George
Little Jimriiy
W. Alger and Albert Put- though a bit moss-backed now, in
W. C. Handy
Erwin Kent
stint to come from State stage,
BOURNEMOUTH Hamilton 4c Vassi
naiii were named by the court as Charles ( Slim ) Tlmblin’s drawling
Billy Banks
RamoniOrc
New Royal (I) 34: Jimmy James Co
plus a series of
half-hour trustees to
Irving 4c Girdwood Noble Slssle Ore
Bunny Baron
take over RKO’s 10% blackface monolog, although spine
^ Hotel Bt Refit
Chic Morrison Oro
JuUe Wilson
stanzas, and acts from WTAM, arid
Robb Wilton
the
Billy Nelson
interest
in
Metropolitan’s
140 of his stuff is a little blue for
Rigoletto Bros
Laszlo 4c Peplto
Terry Thomas
Chuck O'Neil
WGAR.^
Jack Spoons
Milt Shaw Ore
houses. They will seek a purchSser family trade, and Lipham Trio are
Harry Arnold
Mbns. Eddie Gray
Frank Evans
three kids With some showy acroHotel Shelburne
Ivy Luck
GLASGOW
Stations riot having programs for this stock;
Both formerly
Tommy King
Juanita Hall
Empire (M) 34
Bridie DeVon
that can be staged with a viewer served on the industry’s arbitration batic tricks Who need phly to acHarry Meehan
Louise Howard
Josef Locke
Jphn Perosina
quire -a little more polish to go
.Billy Banks
L 4c E Roberts
SWifty
Sandy Powell
interest will handle the disks. appeals board.
Harry Armstronf
Norman. Wallace
Yvonne 4i Dolores
lUbert Burdoii
places.^ As act stands now, it’s a
These include WJMO, WJW, and
Geh. Donovan cited losses of bver little
II Ghlto
Cy Coleman 3
Jack Lotinga
Karina
too* stiff and formalized.
Roslta Rios
Hotel Statior
Les Raynor 4c B
Peter Webster
WSRS, Diskers from other
$5,000,000 by the stiidio in 1948;
That brings the show to Van,
Los Gitanos
Vadio 4c Hertz
Ray Anthony Ore
10_ Eleanor Beam
outlets
also
will
participate.
in
$3,000,000
!49
and
Pilarjn
Girls
Sweet Serenaders
Tavirs
Hotel taft
$1,000,000 for and after he takes over, it’s ’way
Loew’s State; Warners’ Allen; the first quarter of ’50^
Sarita Beitera
•RADFORD
GRIMSBY
Lopez Ore
C6heh>
ln»

RKO-$

Old RdumaitiiR
Sadie Banka

Hotel Warwick
,
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Scribes Discuss Problems
•

to revise the elecsystem of Actors Equity may
be made before the annual eleci'here is untions a year hence-

Panel discussion bn craft problems of playwrights will be hbld
Monday night (X) by the .New|
Dramatists’
Committee, 'at the
ANTA Playhouse (formerly Guild
theatre), N. Y.
Guests who will
Speak on various aspects of the

An attempt

tion

derstood to

be increasing

ATPAM

Re-Qect$

about

.

it

Or group
to initiate

enough
steps and carry
carOd

through the effort;
Those in favor of niodifying the
present setup believe that it is
antiquated ahd hot suited to the
They,
needs of the membership,
have two major complaints. One
is against the liominating procedJ
ure, which involves a ‘^regular-’
slate of candidates chosen by an
official liominating committee. The
other is the voting setup, whieh
gives the ballot to a large, segment
of the membership no longer aclive in the theatre .and in many
cases living in actual retirement,
The noniinating committee sys-^
teiii, it’s argued, tends to increaso

producer Leland Hayward,

Ijhan;

senti-

di-

rector Elia Kazan and scenic designer Jo Mielziner.

jnent among the membership for
Frank Smith, president; and the
such a move; but hot even preliminary steps could be taken before entire incumbent slate of officers
the coming election, scheduled for were re-elected without opposition
June 2; After that, possible action last week by the Assn, of TheatriManagers.
might depend on whether; any in- cal Press Agents

dividual

The strtuS of' the Dramatists
Guild’s minimum basic agreement
with 4he League of N. Y, Theatre
probably won’t be clarified before
next falL At that time arguments
Oh appeals of the “Ring Case” are
schedhled to be heard in U^ k. circuit court of appeals; Both sides
are appealing the N. Y. supreme
court 'decision of last summer> in
which the minimum basic agree-

subject include playwright Moss
Hart, author’s agent Harold Freed-

Its

Concert promoter Benjamin F.
Kutcher and legit producer John
Wilberg were named defendants

The New Dramatists’ Cbmmltteb,
including about two doien playwrights who have had scripts prbdheed. on Broadway or under op&
tion, is sponsored by the Dramatists
Others continued in office another (ruild and the Playwrights’ Go.
year ihclude Wolfe Kaufman, vicepresident; Milton Weintraub, secretary-treasuref; and Oliver Say^
lOr, business agent.
The election
was held Thursday afternoon (20)
at the union’s annual membership
Bring Return^^w

in

in N: Y:

.filed

week hy actress
She briefly ap- ment was declared, illegal. role of KutcherThe Guild
appealing to upset

lart

Janice Kiiigslow,
peared in the title
Wildberg’s road
production Of
“Anna Lucasta” last fall.
Uom-?
plaint states that the producers
publicized her without her consent
and invaded her rights of priyacy
by permitting another actress to

the supreme court Ruling and have
the agreement legalized.
Carl E,
Ring, .the plaintiff in the antiis
the
Guild,
monopoly suit against
seeking to reverse the court’s de-

;

.

May

rtieeting.

a $250,000 suit

Federal court

cision denying himi damages:
It’s
name;...
expected that an attempt will be
Kutcher labeled the action a made to Carry the appe^irs eburt
Apparent success of tworfor-ones
“nuisance’* suit in New York yes- decision, whichever Way it goes, to
.

appear under her

Elected’ to the board of governors were Morris jacobs, Saiil Abra-

;

ham, Warren O’Hara, with Ray

.

Broeder ahd Harry Shapiro as al- with “Clutterbuck” may bring terday (Tues;). He said that Miss
ternates, representing the riian- about renewed use of the gimmick •Kingslow withdrew from the show
agers* group; William Fields, BOn during the coming summer. : It last October after two; weeks: with
Kornzweig, with Frank Goodiriari,
the Company because, of prior
Barry Hyams and Vince McKnight had previously been assumed in ebnimitments.
According to an
as
alternates,
representing the Broadway managerial circles that Actors Equity repfesentative:/ simic6me-on
the
bargaih
was
no
longer
pressageqts’ chapter; Louis Cline
lar claims by several other players
and Francis Robinson with Edgar effective, since it had failed to were settled at a hearing last fall.
hypo business for various; shows Also, it is pointed out; all actor
factionalism vend: political cam- Wallach and Frank Lea as alterlast season and earlier this season.
contracts carry ai clause requiring
paigning among the membership. nates, for the road agentSj and
Use of the “twofers” appears to arbitration of all disputes. The
This is contrary to the driginal in- Joe Burstih and Ben Chasin, With
been
major
ini
the
have
a
factor
for
union
had hb knowiedge of Miss
Rolland
as
alternate^
William
teiition of putting the nominating
boxoffice spurt of “Clutterbuck” in kingsl6W?s suit.
process bn a non-partisan basis in the Yiddish group;
recent Weeks, when the show hbs
which the good of the union as a
gone as high as $14v500 after
wholev without regard tb political
curious
shrinking under $8,500.
philosophy, would he the; deterangle bn the situation 1$ that since
mining factor in selecting candithe
cut-price
arrangement was
dates.
Under the present system,
started, sale of the regular-price
factionalism has steadily increased
seats has also risen.
and despite unibii rules forbidding

the U. S. Supreme COiirt for final
determinatioh.
Although the N. Y. supreme
court d;ecirtoh outlawing the mihh
mum basic agfeemeht applied drily
to the “Ring case,” the Guild has
subsequently riot attempted to enforce the terms of the pact, but
has drafted a standard niiriimunt
contract which it “recommends’*
for the use of its members iri dealing with managers.
Meanwhile,
the
is /reportedly
organization
seeking a formula to ensure irianSgerial observarice of its minimum
contractual
terms
simuland»
taneously, to prevent the defection
of its existing membership and attract additional rriembers,
The, ‘-Rinjg case,” which is th«
center of the situation, irivblved a:
damage action against the Guild
on the basis of the failure of a
.

•

;

,

,

:

.

i

;

A

;

electioneering

it,

and intense.

is

widespread

Although some of the latter
boost has undoubtedly reflected a
g^eneral improvement of business

/

More important, the nominating
cpmniittee setup tends to be undemocratic, as it often weights the
official slate too heavily in favor
pf the dominant faction, so the
minority elenient has considerable
less than proportional representation. Thus, a relatively slight shift
in sentiment within the union caii
(Continued on page 68)

Art additional profit of $30,000
last week froni

oh Broadway, part of

“Goodbye, My Fancy.” The coin
was from an insurance policy oh
the health of Madeleine Carroll,
whose' illness last fall caused the
cancellatioh of the comedy’s road

natiohai festival for regional theatres
is again being studied by the American National Theatre
Academy.
Such a project is tentatively
planned for the late spring of 1951
and would be presented in the
Guild theatre, recently acquired

&

ANTA, The idea would

by

than with serious plays.
tive influence, however,

productions, One to Russell Lewis
Howard Young for a Coast tour
and the other to George Brandt for
a subway circuit run, possibly with
Faye Emerson starred. In addition,
there will probably be income
from the management’s share of
stock and later- amateur royalties.
Also, the producers and backers
will participate in any future film
play.
sale of the Fay K^

Such a

‘SILK

Advance preparations for such
an annual event will probably be
discussed by. Robert Breen, ANTA
executive-secretaryv with Margaret
Webster, whose Shakespeare reperr
tory troupe is currently completing
its second season’s tour, and Margo
Jones, who Operates the Theatre ’50
in Pallas, and others familiar with
the theatre on a regional basis.
Other plans for. the Ghiid theatre
will probably be formulated by a
committee which Syill sift the numerous suggestidns being received.
The committee, hot yet named, will
be headed; by Breen and producer.
Cheryl Crawford. Letters asking
for ideas bn the subject will be Sent
to various people who might be
interested in the pl'ojech
V Eirst legit booking for the theatre will, be a revival of ShaW'S
“Gettihg; Married,” to star Sir
Cedric Hardwicke,
Jane Cowl,
Arthur Treacher, Ralph Forbes and
John Buckmaster, with Hardwicke
direetingi
Roger L. Stevens will
produce it and give any profits to
ANTA. The show will try out for
two weeks during May at the Ann
;^bof festival, then come to the
AN'PA playhouse for a summer

legit

show,

“Stovepipe

Hat,’’

iii

.

declared the minimum
break-even level of around $14,basic agreement was illegal.
500, it is netting about $3,500 a

nega-

is

week:'

The London production of the
play, presented by Sherek in association with the British Arts Council, opens May 3 with a cast in-

The. other show to try “twofers”
recently was “The Man,” a melodrama. It had received only luke-

‘Blonde$’ to Pay Off Its
cluding Rex Harrison, Margaret
“Twofers” also Leighton^ Ian Hunter and Gladys
Effective June 5, Heniy
didn ’t $tir any excitement for the Boot,
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes;
recent “Mr. Barry’s Etchings,” Darnell arid Margaret Phillips restarring Lee Tracy. And they place Alec Cfuinness and Irene Continuing, at eapaCity at more than

warm

notices.

failed to save a half-dozen
shows last season.

THREAD’ FOLD

pr

Worth

so

,

in the

Broadway

edition.

$48,200 a week at the Ziegf eld,
N. Y. „ is due to earn back the bal-

In fact, prior to “(jlutterhuck,”
the last plays to get any boxoffice

would tend to
INVOLVES 45G LOSS
foster closer relations and better
iinderstahding between Broadway
“With a Silk Thread,” which
and the non-commercial theatre, folded Saturday night (22) after
it’s figured.
Specifically, the com- 13 performances at the Lyceum,

tres.

A

the lack
of a boxoffice name in the cast.
As a usual thing, a star is essential for the success of “twofers.”

festival

mercial theatre could see representative work being done by the
regional groups, while the chance
of a Broadway showing would
prove a stimulus to the non-coitiinercial outfits.
In particular, it
should encourage aictors, directors
and authors in the regional thea-

Week

;

,

it

be to

bring representative groups from
over the U., S. to present their
productions of notable hevv plays.

all

the dirtribution last
dividend,

;

&

The pb^ibility of an annual

may stem of With
a

.

brings the total profit to
about $60,000 bn the Richard Aldrich-Richatd Myers production,
which involved an investment of
$65,000, plus about $30,000 for the
touring edition..
Further returns are expected
from the lease of the two physical

tour,

it

$15,000
the balance
from better Word-of -mouth com- of the $40,000 investment iri “The/ which the plaintiff was a heavy Iriment from patrons who have seen Cocktail Party’^ was paid off, with vestor and ultimately became the
the show Avith crowded hbuses. A a small additibhal profit. The Gil- producer.
Ring claimed that the
capacity audience is aiways a bert M;iller-Henry
Sherek produc- show’s flop was the result of his
more enthusiastic audience than a tioh Which cost approxim ately being prevented by Guild rules
scanty one. Moreover, it Improves $30,000, is now actually abbut 16,- from
making rieciessary script
$
the show and thus tends to stimu- OpO in the clear, the balance rep- changes, arid fie charged that the
minimum
late favorable comment.
basic agreement was iii
resenting cash reserve.
illegai restraint Of trade.
The
The fact that “Clutterbuck” is a
The T. S. Eliot come dy-dr am a
comedy is probably an element in currently in its 15th week at the Na y. supreme court ruled that the
play’s
failure
due
Guild
was
not
to
its seeming success with “twofers.” Henry Miller, K. Y,, is consistehtly
As a general rule, the bargain de- playing to capacity grosses of al- restrictions, and it dismissed the
At the same
vice works better with laugh shows most $21,600 a week. V With a claim for damages.
time, it'

was distrihuted

stbmina

from

‘‘twofers”

ance of

SETUP ON THE COAST

Yesterday,”
“Haryey,”
Decision,” “The Heirearlier,
“Angel in
ess” and, even
N. Y., involved a loss of approxi- the Wings.”
mately $45,000. The Elsa Shelley
drama, presented by her husband,
Irving Kaye Davis, cost around
^0,000 to bring in, plus about
It
$8,000 in bonds and deposits.
For Legit; Eyes Filming
received unariimously unfavorable
Hollywood, Aprir 25.
atreviews and played to meagre
tendance. Financing for the presNew legit production company,
entatioh was reportedly supplied which will handle new scripts with
by Davis and his wife from profits an eye toward ultimate film profrom the London production of her duction, is being formed here by

“Born

“Command

Program

its

production cost some

The Hermari
around May 10,
Levin -Oliver Smith musical is makirig an operating profit of almost

were
Hollywood, April'^SS.
of; twO operas, and two

$12, OOP a week at, the present pace.
Distributipri pf $40,000 was made
last week, bringing the total return so far to $120,000.

light operas in Hollywood Bowl
this summer will tee off long-range
musical production plans of James
A. Doolittle, currently associated
with the Coast staging of “Light

The production cost $208,000, including a profit of almost $1,800
bn the tryout tour, but excluding
almost $25,400 in bonds; and de:

Up the Sky” at Las Palmas theDoolittle presented“La Traatre.
Vitata” at the Bowl last summer
and took it on a short but profitr
able Coast tour.

As of last week, it had
earned back approximately $190,The show pays a theatre
000.
posits.

rental of 30% on the first $20,000
Producer has sign e d Rich ard gross, plus 25^ on the balance.
Tucker to star in “La Boheme,” The authors get a total of 8% royearlier play, “Fick-Up (jirl.”
millionaire oilmarl Bob Calhoun
which bows Julyl 7 at the Bowl for alty, whi-ie the director and choreDavis is already preparing the and thesp Fred Clark, Plans call
a three-night stand prior to torir- ographer each gets 2%, Subsidiary
presentation of a new play by his for local tryouts and possible road
ing the Coast; On Atig. 14, Doo- incpine: inGliides 10% of the proauthoressTwife, “Tomorrow Is a Se- toiirs of promising scripts with
ceeds from the sale of record alprbduCefs retflihing film rights for little will open a rejuvenated bums.
cret.”’subsequent ien sing as inde- “yagabond King” at the Bowl with
Nadine Connor arid Gordon Macpendents.;
Rae in trip roles. This prod uctibri
.

i

.

Organizatioh will get underway
after Clark finishes current stint

Celler Sees

also will tour after the local date,

with Doolittle figuring on a mini“Light -Up the Sky,” which is mu rii four-week trek up arid down
.in
expected to make a short Coast the -Goast.',-''
Jeroihe Robbins will accoriipahy tour after it winds up at Las
Two remaining productions, one
the N. Y. City Ballet Co. to Britain Palmas here.
iriore opera arid one iriore light
this summer, dancing in London
opera are yet to be selected. Once
with them for about two weeks of
the summer Season is gone, DooTroupe Norwegiaiii Stars in N.Y,
its 12-week Eiiglish tour.
little plans to keep rolling on a
will introduce several of Robbins’
Tb Gander the ShoTrs schedule calling for approximately
ballets to English audiences.
Andreas Bjarke arid Hjordes six musical productions annually,
British trip is main reason why
Ring (Mme. Bjarke) aiTiVed in all rnounted locally and with local
Robbins, who was resporisihle for New York last week as- represen- casts insofar aS possible.
the dances in this season’s “Miss tatiyes of the Bergen National
Liberty” legiter, turned down bid Theatre, in Norway, of which
Fontartne’s Doctorate
to stage the choreography for the
Troy; N. Y., April 25.
They’ll remain
they’re co-stars.
new musical, “Guys arid Dolls,” about three weeks, seeing the
Lyrih Fontarine, currently starring with her husband, Alfred
due to go into rehearsal in July. Broadway shows.
Lunt; in “I Know My Love,” on
Robbins is; liOW on the Coast, conUpon their return: to Norway, Broadway^ will be awarded the
fabbing with Paramourit on possias honorary degree of doctor of letrehearsals
begin
will
Couple
the
dancand
choreographing
bility of
ing in film version of “Look Ma, Willy and Linda Loman in the ers at the 33d commencement exrun.
Subsequent all-star revivals I’m Dancing.” Terper staged the ;N^orwegian production of Arthur ercises of Russell Sage Gollege
(for women) in Troy, June 4#
Miller’s “Death of a Salesman.”
*re also planned .for the house.
daiices for the legit version.
iri

On Shiibwt trust Probe

i

get into fullscale hearirigs oii tile
alleged Shubert niprioply in the
legit theatre arid bobking situation.

;

Coller, deeply bogged down in
and liquor matters, believes
that at best he may be a^
to hold
only one session in New York,
some time this spring. Arid even
steel

.

^

f

'
\

,

,

1

Washington. Apri 1 2.5.
Chances are dimmer that Rep.
Emanuel Geller, heading a House
investigation Into monopoly, will
;

'

.

1

Curbed

»

this could be elimmated by the
time element.
However, the Celler probe has
no corinectioii with the drive of
the Anti-'Trust Division into the
same matter. That will continue.
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$4

Verneuil-Holm Play
In Strawhat Preeni
'Affairs

of

Louis

the

State,”

fVerneuU cpmedy-drama to star
Celeste Hplm/ will '^probably have
;

a strawhat break-ln before
regular pre-Brpadway tour. It

its

is
Olney, Md > AprU
tentatiyely slated to premiere Aug.
Olriey theatre here, dperat^ by
A
tiijilo-ani
7 at Richard Aldrich’s Falmouth
Kichard Skinner and Evelyn Frey- ptreolcar iUIlalgaill
Goonamesset,
Mass,; J
playhouse,
man as producers, with Skinner
Staififed tlV Maitll
pacted
has
_
manageri
and play the week of Au|i. 14 at
general
the
Daniel Mann, who withdrew as the same manager’s Cape playits staff for the coming season,
Harry Ellerbe will be directory S, director of the Goodrich-sponsored house, Dehnis, Mass. Its regular
Syrjala; designer; Robert Ullman, “Celebrity Time’^ television series tryout tour is to include New
publicity head; WilUani Armitage, effectiv with last Sunday night’s Haven, Bpstoii and PhUadelphia
stage manager and Porter Van (23) show, wiU handle the refreshes* with the Broadway opening set for
the
Zandt, Osst, stage mmager.
of
anialgamated early October.
staging
Season will open Friday, May ^g^eg^car Naniei Desire” comJohn Haggott will probably diis
Skinny
weeks.
18
run
and
26,
which Opens May 23 -for a
quitting hvs post, as company man^^^ three-week run at N; y: City Cen- rect the Richard Krakeur production, which is being financed at
P°P prices. Uta Hagen and $50,000 and may be brought in for
^^^is weekend^ to
tfniP “
Quinn Will play the leads about
fuir tSie^tO^the ^trawhMtel^
$30,000, including bonds. /
the engagement, .^ith
recruited
from the
plwere
SVer on tlie Bob Rldntgojnery ductions of the Tennessee
Wilhems
TV shoW^
play that have recently been on Derwent in
originally,
toiir.
“Streetcar”
was
Albany’s First
staged by Elia Kazan.
J
^
Albany, April 25.
After the “Streetcar” assighAlbany will have its first summer
Stock in more than 20 Wears when ment, Manh has no commitments*
Sarah Churchill opehS in “The but IS considering several scripts
Kansas City, April 25
Philadelphia Story’^ at the Colonial that have been sent him since the
A pica fpr a national theatre
May d, Susan peters will follbw opening of the Theatre Guild pro“Gome Back;. Little was vbiced last Friday (21) by
in “The Glass Menagerie.’V Siibr duction,
sequent stars and plays ,wiU he Sheba,’’ which he directed. Mean- Clarence Deny eht, president of
while,
he’s
assisting Kazan at the
aiinounced later.
Equity, when he spoke at a Univ.
The Colbhial, playing Vaudeville; Actors’ Studio, N. Y,
of Kansas City convocation.
and pictures since last September,
presented summer stbck for a
If England in its austerity could
season in the: early l920's. Leading
set up a theatre authority, cerlady was Judith Anderson, then
tainly the U, S. can do it, Derwent
just over frbm Australia. .Last
overred.
And there is no doubt
Summer stock here was at the
about the need for the orgahizaCapitol, now the Playhouse, in the
tion, he added. The agency could
late ’2()s.
St.
be acebinplished under a ministry
With Thomas MitcheU in the Of fine arts, or a department of
Kalainazob June 27 Bow
leading part; the recorded edition theatre, right along with cohiKalamazoo, Mich,, April 25.
of “Dea^ of a Salesman” was cut hierce, apiculture, interior and so
The I^^lj^JzoO yiUage Players
New York by oh..'their
fifth
will open
summer v^a- Decca. Although the entire sesDerwent is in KahsaS City to
son June ,27 at the Barn theatre,,
>'trnc,'
play Shylock in the “Merchant of
oh Highway Mn96, between here
Venice;”, May production of the
star was forced^
and Battle Creek. The profession^
Uhlv. of Kansas City Playhouse,
al. hon-Equity troupe will offer
Running May 1 through May 6,
Arthur
Miller
drama
in
St.
Louis,
changes
Stock schedule with weekly
of bill and probably including tWo where the road company is cur- play is the itiajor undertaking of
the
Playhouse during the season.
tryouts, continuing through Labor rently playing the second week of
Day week. There is a permanent a fortnight’s stand. His under- Blevins Davis, president of Ballet
Theatre and board member of the
acting company of nine.
study substituted,
.

;
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The postwar summer theatre 4
booni^ which hit a record high last Frank Bryan.
year, appears likely to taper off Runs IX weeks.
this

received/ by

questioriatres sent out to about 250
strawhat producers, firiancing for
these siiriirtier ventures isn’t as acccessible as it has been in the past
few yeai^v Reports also point to

Betty Ebert, production assistant
and press contact.

Blpp^Sarden after he was unJJJ/'

arr^ge

for^ the session
Sunday night or after midnight
Sunday. In the former case, the
session would have extended into
Monday, which would have required the payment of aii addi17AI) l
IN
IN f
tional day’s rate (amounting to a
“The Gainsborough Girls,” first week’s salary). In the latter case,
play by Sicene designerrcostumer some of the actors refused to work
Cecil Beaton, has been acquired by at /that hour without extra pay.

ANnnN
fUK liUnUUn

^9

,

“Devil’s Disciple.”
The former,
closes next Saturday night
<29 ), will again have Sir Cedric
Hardwicke“i star, but Paulette
Goddard is being sought to succeed
LilU palmer as co-star. Miss Goddard will appear in the play in
strawhats this summer; The question of a tour for “Disciple” depends primarily on Maurice Evans,
who has not yet. indicated whether
he will remain with the Shaw re-

which

:

.

VlvaL.

'

TO

‘CONSUL’

Initial

payment of

resenting

25%

BACKER

mitted into the United Scenic Artists’ union and is again permitted
to work on legit productions. Before entering the service he ar^
ranged, the lighting for numerous
Broadway shows,
Prior to the war, lighting techniciaris weyC not subject to jurisdictional iimitatiohs, so Feder did hot
belong to any union. While he was
in the service, however, jurisdiction oyer the actual setting up of
llghtirig, subject to direction by
the scenic artist, was taken oyer
by. Local 1, the stagehands/ That
.union has a' clpsed shop, arid it refused to admit Feder to membership when he returned from the
;

$25,000, rep- war,.'Since, that barred him froiri
of the investment,
worMng backstage, he went into

Was made last week to backers of
“The Consul.” Producers Chandler
Cowles and Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.,
expect to make a second distribution of a similar amount in about
10 days.
The GiamCarlo Menotti musical
drama, produced at a c6st of $53,.000, plus $16,000 in bonds/ is curr
rently playing to SRO grosses of
•bout $28,300 and making an op^
erating profit of around $8,000 a
week. It i$ due to get into the black
in. about two more weejes.

the industrial

field,

where he has

had considerable

success. Recently, however, he applied for membership in the designers’ union,

passed

the

required

examination

and was admitted. Although he

now

is

permitted to design ScenC]^
and cdstumes as well as devise
lighting, ha will cohcetitrate bn the
latter, and will continue his activities lii the industrial field. He also
intends studyirig for an engineer.

degrea.

.

six weekSrDlxfield :
Child, 126

Summer
W.

64th

theatre

Edwin

;

N. Y. C. (E.)
10 weeks.
Harrison t Deertrees theafre; Robei-t
H. Harris, Suite' 2ill, 1270 6th Ave.,
N. Y. C. (phone; ei 7-2641). (E.) Opens

Opens June

St.,

Runs

26j

.

,

.

'

-

.

.

;

.

shows Under canvas has gairted tre^
mendous headway sirice St. John

successful season with his
Music Circus in Lambertyille; N; jy,
laist yeah:
In the following list, the suirimer
theatres are arranged according to"
State and town, with''the name, address and phone riumber added, if
known/ Equity-bonded spots are
indicated (E) and non-Equity (N).
If letter is omitted, it’s not Imown
whether "or not barn will operate

3,/'-R.uhs 14: weeks.;

Surry: Playhouse; Charles O. Carey,
W. 22d st>. N. Y.. (E.) Opens Juiit
Runs 11 Weeks. Guert stars;,

264

Terirell’s

26,

'-MARYLAND

'

under Equity

Braddock Heightsl Mouiitairi. theatre;
James Decker, 412 Madison Ave.,.

.

N;.Y.

e.'.'(E.).^;.'

Luther vine:

theatre;

Opens May

.D6ri

Runs

29.

Olney ; Olney theatre; Richard Skinner and Eyelyn Freyman, 37 e; 60th
St.; N/ y.
(phone:
8-8232). (E.)
Opens May 26. Runs 18 weeks.

Other

jurisdiction.

.

Hilltoii

SWanri,^ Jr. (E.)
16' weeks."'

MASSA.CHU.SETTS

'

.

Boston; Summer theatre: Lee Falk,
235 E. 45th St:, N; Y, G. (E.) Qpens

locations will be added as reports
arrive from the hiriterlands.

Runs

late June.

CALIFORMA

.stars.'

Weeks.

lOrXi

Guest

.-v.

Los Angeles:. Greek theatre; Gene
Bostoit: Copley Plaza Hotel; Alan
Maon, 2700 Ko. Vemniont (phone: NO praier.' (E.j
2-8115).
(Ei)
Opens July/ 3. Runs 10
Boston: John. Hancock Hall; Franklin
weeks.
Trask, Plymouth, -Mass, (phone: Ply in*
/ San /Mateo: Hillbarri theatre;
Robert outli 3349).
(E.)
Runs year-round.
Brauns, P. O. Box 543, San Mateo, (N.) Guest stars.
Brewster: Summer theatre; Lewis W.
Opens June 30. Runs nine weeks.
Tustlii: Holiday Stage; Harold Tur- Miller, 12 Elm St., .Westfield, Mass. (N.)
Cambridge.: Summer theatre; Albert
ney, 4060 Marathon St., Los Angeles
(phone: NO 2-1283). (E.) Opens J'une Marce.'Chtd:bam:. Monoirioy; Mary B.. Wins26.
Runs nine weeks.
;

.

..

•

McDaniel, Robert Fallon, John
Mantly and Wray Davis, have been
brought in through Davis arid
ANTA to work with the U. players.

.

:

.

Opens June

IbW.
(E.)
'weeks.'

COLORADO
Arnold

Denver:

Elitch
Gardens;
Gurtier,. 4620 W; 38th Aye.,

Denv^

Runs

29.

10

Coonamessett: Falmouth playhouse;
Richard Aldrich 1430 Broadway, N Y.
,

.

.

Glendale 4771). <E.)
Opens (CH 4-1056), (E.) Opens July/i. Runs
Runs 10 weeks.
nlne-10 weeks. Guest stars.
Dennis:. Cape playhouse;
Richard
Greeley:
Little
Theatre
of
|thc
Rockies; Helen Langwortliy, c/o Colo- Aldrich,: 1430 Broadway, N. Y. G.
(phone:
CH 4-1056). (E.) Opens July
rado State College 8f Education. (N.)
I.
Runs nine-ip Weeks. Guest stars.
Opens' June 19. Runs eight weeks.
Buxbury: Summer theatre; Franklin
CONNECTICUT
Trask, Plymouth, Mass, (phoiie: PlyihCanton: Show Shop; Stanley Cob- outli 3349).
Opens July. 5, Runs
(E.)
ieigb::.(E.y
12 weeks.
Clinton: Playhouse; Charles Quigley,
Duxbury: Playhouse; Al Moritz, tl2
[,119 Ni Paliri Drive, Beverly Hills, Cal.
E. 29th St;; N. Y. C. (E;)
(E.)
Opens June 27. Runs 10 weeks,
Fitchburg: Lake Whalom playhouse;
- Guilford:
Chapel Playhouse; Lewis Guy Paimerton, Wellington hotel, N.Y.
Harmon, 547 Riverside Drive, N.. Y. C.. (phone: Cl 7-3900). (E.) Opens June
^hone: MO 2-7897.) (E.) Opens July 1. 20. Runs 13 weeks.
Runs nine weeks. Guest stars.
Gloucester:
theatre;
Bass Rocks
Mass,
Trask,
Plymouth,
Ivory ton: Playhouse; Milton Stlefel, 15 Franklin
Canterbury Rd;, Great Neck, N. V. (phone:, Plymputh 3349). (E.) Opens
(Phone; Great. Neck 2^7310). (E.) Opens July 3. Runs 12 Weeks. Guest stars.
Holyoke; Mountain Park Casino;
July 1. Runs 10 weeks. Guest stars.
Jean Guild, 176 Lincoln St.; Holyoke,
Litchfield: Summer theatre; Leonard
(phone Holyoke 2-9020). (Ei) Opens
Altobell, 15 W. 67th St., N. Y. C. (phone:
June 19. Runs 12 Weehs.
EN 2-3345).
(phone;

SALARES

EQUrFY; UPS

.

would star on Broadway next fall.
However, they have acquired “One
Voice,’’ by radio writer Elaine (ijarScenic Artists Union
rington, for Broadway presentation
Lighting technician Abe Feder,
next season.
Also on the management’s slate who has been kept out of the thefor next .season are tours for its atre since returning from war serv
two Current Broadwaiy productions, ice with the Army, has been ad
“Caesar
and
Cleopatra”
and

V

.

guest director. A number of other
professionals, including Mary Jane

with the tburing edition of
Chicago,' April 25.
“Salesman” playing the midwest,
After
prolonged
negotiations
arrangeinents Could hot be made
Equity, the Chicagb Lake
fly to New York early enough With
gmiday morning to complete eight Front Fair signed a new pact for

hQurs» recording before midnight,
it
figured essential to
pj^y the part for the
j)eCcO
album, since his name
mont).
should hypo sales and he is already
Aldrich, Myers and Fleischmann
identified with it via his extended
Will not renew their option on “Litappearances in it on the road.
tle Glass Clock/’ the Hugh Mills
comedy in Which they had hoped
Gertrude Lawrence (Mrs. Aldrich)

Amphitlieatre*

MAINE.

.

FA1I

Richard Aldrich, Richard Myers &
Julius Fleischmann for presentatlon in London in fhe fall. Myers,
who has been vacationing in Paris,
Is currently in London to awahge
the presentation, for which the author will do the decor. The
was preyiously under ^ptmn to H.
M. Tennent, Ltd. ^Hugh- Beau-

Iroquois

the more solvent bperatiOns tC'?
Ac- July ,4. Runs nine weeks.
turning to barns this year.
Kehnebtinkpprt: Playhouse; Robert C;
cording to the latest informatiori Currier (phone: Keririebunkport
472).
149 playhouses haVe (E.) Opens June 27. Guest, stars,
gathered,
already indicated their desire tor
Ogiinquit^ Playhouse; Mrs. Maude
seersucker patronage. Of these, Hartwig, 78,Dartmouth St;; Forest Hills,
98 plan to take but Equity bonds; N. y; (phone: BQ B-1653.) (E.) Opens
June 26. Runs 11 weeks. Giiest stars.
This number falls 10 short of the
Old Orcliardi Beach: Summer theatre.
159 haylofts tahuiated at this point Franklin
Trask,
Plymoutli,
Mass.
last year, which Was 30% higher (phorie: Plymouth 3349) (E.)
Operib
than the 1948 count taken at the July 3. Runs 12 weeks. Guest stars,
Peak's; Island/ Playhouse; Ed Gould,
same period.' However,, < included
among the 149 theatres sla'ted to 9110 Ave.. A., Brooklyn (phone: Df
(E.)
light up are six tent operations, 2-0052.)
Skowhegan : Lakewood theatre; Melfive of which are making theii^ bow
vllle Btirke, Dauphin hotel,
C;
The presentation of (phone: TR 7-2200.) (E.) Qperis Y.June
this season.

American Natioiial Theatre &
Academy, has been brought in as

snd

22,

(E.)
'.

:

:

director

Opens June

(E.)

KENTUCKY.

/

dications pointing to a considerable
Boqthbay ;
Playhouse,
Sherwood'
drop in the number of strawhats Keith, 217 Third ,Ave., N. Y. C. (phone'
’
operating this year, as compared to OR 9-0646). (N.)
Camden:
Camden HUls theatre'
the approximately 250 during 1949.
Judgirig by some of the returris iHerschet L. Bripker,: 4 Middle St.'
Orbno, Me. (N.) Opens July 18. Runs
Variety in reply tb

^

‘^technical

Upped production

LoulsvlUe:
and operating costs have begun to
Georgb cans.
show their effect. With advance in-

,

Handley

summer.

the industrial pageant.
hike for a seven-day

tiai

performances

28

Substanr

members froiri $60 to -$^5
ular merilhers from $75
Raise will add $17,000 to
roll, with Fair authorities

arid reg-

to $95
the payclaiming
in cast to

For

the four-week rehearsal
rehearsal
pay jumped
from $30 to $40. Exposition is set
period,

Open June 24
Labor Day.

to

arid

25'.

•

.

,

.

...

week with
jumped chorus

that cuts will be made
offset additiohal costs.

June

run through

.

,

.

;

:

(E.)
Opens June 12. Runs
Guest stars.
I^w London: Music Circus; Milton
Stiefei, 15 Canterbury Rd.. Great Neck,
Gertie Lawrence Doodles
N. Y. (phone: Great Neck 2-7310). (E.)
Opens June 19.
Norwalk: Tent theatre; James Westfor
pending
erfield, Ben Boyar 6c Mrs. Katherine
Gertrude Lawrence, who is set Shea. (E.) Opens June 19. Runs 12
to star in the musical version of weeks;
“Anna ,and the King of Siam,” be
Norwich: Suirimer theatre; Berbert L.
.

12 weeks

^nna’

R&H

prepared by Richard Rodgers Kneeter, 204 Central Park Sriutl/; N.Y.C.^
and Oscar Hammefstein jl, for (p|hone: PL 7'^1597). (E.) Opens June
presentation next spring, has no 26; Runs 11 weeks. Guest stars.
defiriite plans for the interim.; She
Ridgefield
Nutmeg theatre Edith
would like to accept orie of Several Mayer, 124-16 84th Rd., Kew Gardens,
London stage offers; Or she may N.-Y. V;'first do a Hollywood film and then
Somers: Playhouse; Herbert Wells
go to London for a limited ap- (N.)-,
SoiithbUry: Summer theatre; Jack
pearance in legit.
Only virtually certain item is Quinn, 23 Church St., New Raven
(phone N.H. 5-1029) (E.) Opens July
the star’s plans to make her usual
.4.
Runs nine weeks.
irig

,

:

;

;

:

.

appeararice this suin^^
at the
Stamford: Summer: theatre; Franklin
strawhat theatres operated by her
Trask, Plymouth,
husband, producer Richard Al- outh 3349). (E;) Mass, (phone: PlymOpens July 3. Runs
drich, at Dennis and Falmouth, 12 weeks, Giiestv stars.
Mass. She recently conipleted., a
libibiivllle: Group 20 players; George
screen edition of the, 'Tennessee L, Stanton, l50
Ridgewood Rd., IV.
Williams drama, “Glass Menage- Hartford 7 (plione: W. Hartford
2-2098);
rie,”, to be released by Warners.
(N.)
Opens June 27. Runs 10 weeks.
Westport; Country Playhouse; Lawrence Langiier, Armlria Marshall, John
Biishneirs New Aide
G.. Wilson, 23 W. 53d st., N.
Y. G.
Hartford, April ;25.
V
(phone: GO 5-6170). (E.) Opens June
Francis LV Quinlan, Connecticut 19. Guest
:

HyaiuniS:

Cape

:

Cod Music

Circus;

Richard
Aldrich,
Broadway.
1430
N. Y. C. (phone; CH 4-1056). (E.) Opens
July 1. Runs rilne-10 Weeks. Guest
.stars.,

Hyanuls: Sumriier theatre; Franklin
Trask, Plymouth, Mass, (phone: PlyinoUth 3349). (E.) Opens July 3i Runs
10 weeks, Guest stars.

Manomet: Beach theatre; Franklin
Trask, Plymouth; Mass., (phprie: Plym-.
puth 3349). (N.) Opens Jiily 3. Runs
12. ^weeks'
Marblehead: Playhouse;
John R.
Foley, William B. Cowen, jr/ and Kiirt
Winters (phone: PL, 3-8139).
Martha's Vineyard Playhqu.se; Frank(phono:
lin Trask, Plymouth, Mass,
Plymouth 3349). (E.) Opens July 3.
:

weeks Guest stars.
'rt^fts College. Arena theaJohn R. WoOdfuff; Tufts Cbllege;
(N.); Opens July 5. Runs seven weeks.

Rriria 10

Medfordi

tre;.

Moiisori: Castle Players; Frederick._S.
(N.)
Hall, 6 Cazeriova St., Boston
Opens June 28. Rups 10 weeks,
Nantucket: Straight Wharf theatre;
'

Charles

'

Hewitt

(phone;

TR

3-3550).

.'(N.)

,

FrahkPlymouth, " Mass. / ( phone
3.
July
Opbns
Plymouth 3349)
(N.)
Rubs 12 Weeks.
Franklin
Plymouth: iri'iscllla Beach;
Trask, Plymouth, Mass, (phone: Plym'outh 3349). (E.) Opens June 7. Runs
14 weeks. Ouest Stars.
stars.
Provlncetown: Playhouse; Virginia
newspaperman, has been named
Westport: Music,-. Circus;. Lawrence Thoms and Catharine Huiitlngf on; 78
assistant
riianager
of
Brishnell Lahgner. Armlna Marshall, John
C. E. 56th St. N. Y. C. (PL 3-2210). (N.)
Memorial.
Wilson. 23 W. 53d $t„ N. Y. C. (phone: Opens June 30.
Replaces Albert W. Coote, who GO 5-6l70.> (E.)
Somerset: New Yorker’s Sumnier theresigned to
atre; Alan Lee; 4216 N. Sacramchtq.
GOP camILLINOIS
paign aide.
Marengo: Shady Lane Playhouse;
fCoDtinued bit page 68)
;

,

,

.

become
.

Oak

lln

Bluffs: Rice Playhouse;

Trask,

;

.

.

.

;

.

'

,

"

r

.

.
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‘BRIGADOON’ SOCKO
The jollowing are the comparative Hgurea based on Variety's
week (the ^7th week of the season)
and the corresponding week of last seasoni
bqxofftce estimates for last

.ThisSfasoii

BROADWAY

.Last
;

Season
28

25
.
Number of shows current.
1,029
1,103
Total weeks played so far by aU shows. V*
’‘$695,000
$623,400
Total gross for all current shows last week
$25,595,200 $26,115,600
Total season’s gross so far by all shows .
52
65
Number of new productions so far.'. ......
.

.

.

ROAD

,

i Excluding

.

;

,

25
Y5
Nuihber of current touring shows reportvd
914
Total weeks played so far by all shows ...
1,068
’<‘$528,400
gross
reported
last
road
week.
$372,650
Total
$18,247,450 $21,998,400
Season’s Vtotal road gioss so far; ...
.

.

.

S28.350

m PirrSBURGH

Pittsburgh, April 25,.
Playing return engagement last
week at Nixon, at a lower top this
time, “Brlgadooft” was a smasheroo again, picking up. sock $28,

350
final

and selling out completely
few performances. Shbw was

September, 1948, When it stayed
here for fortnight,, and dropped to
$3.90i including Federal and city
amusement taxes, on the second
trip around.
At that, it did only
a few thousand short of j;he recordbreaking take of the original book-

Business felt the inevitable post- (79th wk) (M-$6r 1,509; $37,800).
holiday reaction last week bn Ray Bolger show roll,s along to ad,

Broadway.

|

praises

all

went back,
sing fantasy’s

critics

ovef

and everything else had withstood
time and long traveling. Summer
opera company held up announcement that “Brigaddon” wbuld be
the Fourth of July attraction this
season in order

W^k

libt

to hurt the

''/::

‘‘Riverside Drived' opened okay
The Cass reopens Monday (1)
for 10-day stay at the Harris, and with “Miss Liberty” in for a fortr
advance fpr “Oklghbma!” which night.
retumed to the Erlanger Sunday
(23), was heavy. “Two Blind Mice”
comes into the Harris May 6, and
“Miss Libe^ty*^ comes into the
Shubert May 22.

Estimates for Last

Week

Baltimore, April '25.
Katharine Cornell, in “That
Lady” at Ford’s last week came
000
“Kiss Me, Kate,” Shubert (31st up with a modest $14,200, Local
Dropped to crix were respectful but hot enwk) (2,100; $6.18).
thused in their reception of the
$ 21 000.
“Lend An Ear," Great Northern Kate O’Brien Opus.
Slipped
(4tk wk) (l,5O0; $4.94).
CJurreiit week is dark, with hott^to $20,700 after $22,500 last week. ing at all on the calendar. Might
“Madwoman of Chaillot,” Erlan- be the Windujp of a very slim
ger (6th wk) (1,334; $4.33). Closed season.
six-week stay (22) with neat $20,.
500.
.

;

,

“Oklahoma!”

Erlanger

(

1 ,334;

$4.33). Came in Sunday (23) to big
advance.^
“Riverside Drive,” Harris (1>000-

;

“As You Like It.” (13th Wk) (G$4.80-$6; 1,064; $27,000,) Also eased
a bit; about $21, 306..

1

(April 23-2Whi/ 6)
Blackstone^
^‘Borschtoapades”

~

even: at around $12,000; opens tonight (Wed.).
“Tickets, Please,” Coronet (R-

“Caesar and Cleopatra,” National $4.80; 1,603; $84,006). Grace and
(CD-$4.80-$6;
wk)
1,172; Paul Hartman in a new comedy-!
(18th
Attendance sagged for song-dance offering presented by
$30,060).
the second succesrtve week, so the Arthur Klein; show Was financed
management decided to close the at $50,060, cost about $50,000 (in-

Boston, April 25.
four houses alight, lart
Mreek,: the
Hub’s legit season
looked better than it :'haj5 since
mid-winter, The only opener was
“Abi Gezunt,’’ Mol^^^ Picon Yiddish
musical in for five performances
at the“ Opera House, but. the others,
“Mister Roberts,” “Miss Liberty”
and “Tickets Please,” maintained
good takes as general biz around
town gained during school holi“That Lady” bowed last
days.
night (24) at the Plymouth for one
Ballet RUsse de Monte
week.
Carlo opens May 1 at the Opera
House,
with
other
prospects
through. June.
Estimates for Last Week
“Abi Gezunt,” Opera House (1st

.

.

,

revival next Saturday night (29); cluding bonds and ran break even
production may. tour in the fall at approximately ^16,000; opens
with Sir Cedric Hardwlcke and a tomorrow night (Thurs.)."
,

new femme

lead; broke even last
at about $17,066.
“Cmtterbuck/* Biltmore (20th
Wk) (C-$4.80; 920; $22,600). Felt
the general decline, biit made an
operating profit; topped $12,000.
“Cocktail Party” Miller (14th
wk) (C-$4.80; 940; $21,600). Goes
along to sellout business (standing
room is now sold); almost $21,600.

week

.

.

“Come
Booth

Back,

(10th

wk)

Future Dates
“Bfigadoon,”
ter;

May

2, at

“The Liar,” May

hurst; “StreetCaf
May 23, at City

Show,”

June

City Cen-

10, at

Broad-

Named

Desire,”
Center; “Peep
at unspecified

13,

theatre.-

i.

Sheba,”
Little
(D-$4.80; 712;

Slipped from the pre$20,000).
vious week’s hefty level; about
$14,800.

“Death of a Salesman,” Morosco
Musical show (63d Wk) (D-$4.80; 914; $23,800).
starring Molly Picon brought In Also felt the prevailing downbeat;
Philly has two legit attractions
“Brlgadooh^* -r- Shrine MosQh^t
pertormances.
okay biz on a five-pefformance nearly $18,000,
this week for the first time since
Richmond (24-26); Playhouse, Wil- schedule
at a low bA. scale, to
“Detective Story/* Hudson (57th middle. March.
“House on the
mington (27-29).
touch about $10,000. Ballet Russe wk) (D-$4.80; 1,016; $2,675). Slid Cliff,”
comedy - thriller which
Amer- follows here oh May 1.
“Death of a Salesman”
opened at the Locust last Monday,
BRIGHT 76,11.;
to
$16,300.
MIL
Davidson,
ican. St. L. (24^9);
“Devil's Disciple,” Boyale (9th Is holding oyer for a final session.
“Miss Liberty/' Shubert (2d
waukee (1-6).
week) (1,709; $4.80). Take for sec- wk) (C-$4.80-$6; 1,036; $27,500). Also on hand is “The Liar,’’ musiTHINGS’ IMPS,
Nixon, Pitt. ond
“Diamond Lil”
of three weeks good $33,700. Four-star ShaiW revival eased with cal adaptation of an old Italian
(24-29); Erlanger, Buffalo (36-4); Final week Is current.
Los Angeles, April 25.
classic comedy with Alfred Drake
the field; $21,700.
(5-6).
Syracuse
Empire,
Pair of strong openings this
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,*' as the librettist and Edward Eager
“Mister Roberts,” Gbionial (7th
week is expected to offset two dull
Ryman Aud., Nash- week) (2,500; $4.20). Still doing Ziegfeld (20th Wk) (M-$6; 1,628; as the composer.
“Harvey”
openings and the fold that marred ville (24); Memorial Aud. LouisOnly two more legit shows are
Still going clean at all
sock biz with seventh week around $48,244).
last week’s local legit scene. New- ville
skedded for the season. “Cantor’s
Aud,,
Municipal
(25-26);
performances; over $48,200.
$28,300. No end in sight.
comers are “ Tsk! Tsk! Tsk! Paree,” Huntington, W. Va, (27) Municipal
“Great to Be Alive,” Winter .Boy,” a new Jewish’ show with
“Tickets Please,” Plymouth (2d Garden (5th Wk) (M-$6; 1,510; music, at the Locust, May
new Olsen & Johnson revue which Aiid., Charleston (28-29); Aud.,
$, and
Intimate $42,000).
maintained Michael Todd’s new “Peep-Show,”
blew into the Biltmore Sunday Newark, Ohio (1); Ohio,. Mahsfield week) (1,2()0; $4;20).
Business
revue okay In second about the same level as the previ- May 24. at the Forrest.
Hartman
(23), and “The Chocolate Soldier,’’ (2); Ohio, Lima (3); Shea’s,'' Ashtaweek, about $17,000. Moved out ous week, with theatre party bookwhich teed Off L. A.; Civic Light bula (4); Aud., Rochester (5-6).
Estimate for This Week
Sat. (22) to make way for “That ings again a factor; $36,306.
“House on the Cliff/’ LOcust
Opera's 13th year at the Philhar-,
“House on the Cliff” —r Locust, Lady.”
monic Aud last night ( 4 ),
“Happy Time/' Plymouth (13th (1st week) (1,580; $3.90)* With its
Phila. (24-29).
$29,019). widely
divided
Last week’s foldo was “Of All
notices,
Ernest
(C-$4.80;
1,063;
wk)
“Kiss Me; Katc”-^Shubert, Chi.
Things,” which never got out of
off a little, but still had Truex-Fay Bainter starrer got a
Tapered
the red ink in its four-week and 124-6).:.:'
little
over
$9,000 in the first of
lots of profit; almost $27,700.
Great North“Lend An Ear”
three-day stand at the tiny Cen“I Know My Love,” Shubert two sessions; tryout folds here this
tury.
However, show may be re- ern, Chi; (24-6).
(25th Wk) (CD-$4.80; 1,391; $33,000). week for “repairis."
vamped and taken east where
LyWithered a bit in the seasonal
“Madwoman of Chaillot”
some interest has been evinced.
b.o. drought; about $21,500.
ceum, Minneapolis (24-29); AmerSt. Louis, Aprii 25.
Last week’s openers, “The Unin- ican, St. L. (1-6).
“Kiss Me, Kate/' Century (68th
“Death of a Salesman,” playing
vited Guest” and American Negro
Also
wk) (M-$6; 1,645; $46,650).
“Man Who Came to Dinner”
first date locally, registered a
its
Repertory Theatre, got off to bad Victory, Dayton (24r25) Hartman,
felt the dip; $43,900.
neat $21,000 for the first of a twp$65,0(10 IN ST.
starts.
Music
Box
Stars,”
the
in
Virginia,.
Wheel“Lost
Columbus (26-29);
Week stand at the American.
Estimates for Last Week
(25th wk) (M-$5.40; 1,012; $26,600).
St, Louis, April 25.
ing (1); Colonial, Akron (2); Shea’s,
lavish with Flickered
were
Crix
“Angel Street,” Belasco (1st wk) Erie '(3); Avon, Utica (4); Erie,
around
off
a bit to
Four-performance stand of thji
their praise, singling but Thomas
($2.40; 1,036). First offering of the Rochester (5;-6).:
New
$22,600.
Metropolitan
Opera Go*.,
York
Mitchell.
American Negro Repertory Thea“Member of the Wedding,” Em- winding up Saturday (22), was a
Maurice Schwarts Harris, Chi.
tre got off to bad start despite (24-29); American, St. L. (30).
pire (16th wk) (D-$4;80; 1.082; financial success at an estimated
okay notices.
First four nights
Shubert^ Bost. ‘Streeb^r’ Husky $24,400
$24,000)* Has gotten capacity or a $65,000 gross.
“Samson and De^
Miss Liberty”
about $1,006, below costs.
shade under every week since it lilah,” Which wound up the engage(24-29); Cass, Detroit (1-6).
“Good Night, Ladies,” El Caplalmost
$24,500.
opened;
Colonial
ment,
the
ini
was
top
fave, drawing
“Mister Roberts”
In .3d
Wash.
tan (4th wk) ($2.40; lyH^i. Nosef^- Lost,': (24-6)v
“Mister Roberts,'' Alvin ( 113 th 8,000 payees. House was scaled to
Washirigton, April 25,
dived to $3,500.
$34,276).
(CD-$4*80;
wk)
1.360;
Erlanger, Cri.
“Oklahoma!”
$16. ../
Third aiid final stanza of “Street- Longest-run show in the list goes
“Light Up the Sky,” Las Palmas (24-6),
Average attendance for “MeisDesire,” s t ar r i n g along piling up record, grosses; tersinger,” “Tosca” and “Rigoletto’*
(2d wk) ($3;60; 388), V Socko $7,000
“Silver Whistle” -r- Curran, San car Named
Jiidith Evelyn brought Gayety Its nearly $29,300*
for first full frame.
was 6,506. Operas were presentFrancisco (24-6).
“Of All Things,” Century (5th
“South Pacific,” Majestic (54th ed in the Convention Hall of the
Music Hall, top gross since its conversion to
“South Pacific”
legit, a husky $24,460. This topped wk) (M-$6; 1,659; $50,186), It’s al- Heni-y W. Kiel (Municipal) Audiwk) ($3.60; 382). Folded Sat. (22) Cleveland 124-6).
after four and a half weeks. Final
Er- previous week’s solid take of $22,- ways Ghristmas-New Year’s week torium, which has a seating capac“Springtime for Henry”
11‘ame another $3,500. below costs. langer, Buffalo (24-29); Royal Alex- ,-306.
this Rodgers-Hammerstein ity of 10,000.
for
“Three Blind Mice,” starring powerhouse; all the theatre will
Total loss around $24,000.
andra 11-6).
Douglas,
opened'
Monday
Melvyn
“The Banker^s Daughter,” New
hold at over $50,600 agmn.
“Streetcar Named Desire” -Globe .doth wk) ($2.40; 299). Be- Court Square, Springfield, Mass; night to a mild advance. Tallulah
“Texas, Lil Darlin*,’* Hellinger Woolley-^Diimer^ 15
low cost again despite three-iiight- (24-26); Bushnell Aud. Hartford Bankhead in “Private Lives” fol- (22d Wk) (M-$6; 1,543; $42,000).
IVpwkee, Des MpineR Split
8.
May
lows
only operation, About $1,600.
Dipped a bit from the torrid pre(27-29);
His Majesty’s,^ Montreal
Milwaukee, April 25.
“The Uninvited Guest,” Coronet 11-6).-'..
vious week; over $29,000.
Monty Woolley in ’The Man
(1st
“The Consnl,” Barrymore (6th
wk) ($2.40; 2.55),
Mixed
Plymouth^ Bost*
“That Lady”
Came
Who
to Dinher” took in
notices
$28,200).
(M-$4.80-$6;
1,066;
"(24-29).'
wk)
greeted
(20)
Thursday
12G, St
performances
opening.
Getting the standee limit at ail $15,500 in seven
Slow $900 for first ^“The Liar? -r- FoiTest, Pliiila.
St. Paul, April 25,
the KRNT theatre,
'.split
between
three nights.
perforrhances; $28,500.
(24-6):
Playhouse pes MoineSi and the Davidson
“The
Iiiiiiocents/*
“Song of Norway,” .produced by
East
Webster-Shakespeare
'Okla.!' 26G, Col.
H.S. Aud., PaWtubket, R. I. (24); St. Paul Civic Opera Go. four days (llth wk) (D-$4.80; 819; $18,740), here,. Show played foriher engage(25); last week, grossed an ertimated Drooped from the strong previous ment Monday-Tiiesday tl7:-18), comMass.
Wellesley,
College,
Columbus, April 25.
ing here Thursday (20) and playweek; nearly $13,400,
Oklahoma!,” at the Hartman Klein Memorial, Bridgeport (26); $ 12 000
here last y/eek, grossed arOuhd Vassar Club, Poughkeepsie (27);
“Velvet Glove/' Golden, (17th ing through Saturday (22).
Proceeds of Sunday matinee
Comedy is current at the Hartokay $26,000 In eight perform- Plaza Theatte, Schenectady (28). were donated to the local opera wk)
$18,127).
769;
(CP-$4,80;
Columbus, after playing
ances.
fund through free services of local Shrunk a bit, but in the black at man,
Shubert, N. H, (29).
V
union
Monday-Tuesday
(24-25)
musicians
and
stagehands,
$9,200;
at th®
Show is at the Erlanger, Chi,
“Yablokoif” lYiddish Co.)
this week,
“Where’S Charley?” St. James Victory, Dayton*
municipal auditorium management.
Plymouth, Bbst. (S-^e).
$3.10).

Opened Thursday

(20)

and

looks like mild $4,500 for first four

V

'

'

.

,

;

With

^‘Borsoht p Capades,” Blackstone
(5th Wk) (1,358; $4.40), Wlth”last
week” notices drew splendid $23,-

:

:

.$3«50.

,

$33,-

P

M

;

(22).

1,214;

-

.

day

.

Wk) (D-$4.80-$6;

•

Nixon b.o., but it was unnecessary.
Nixon currently, has Mae West
in “Diamond Lil,” aiid that’ll be
historic playhouse’s finale.
Next
Monday (2) the wreckers go to
work on theatre and an all-aluminum skyscraper will be raised on
l-the: site;-'

“Wisteria Trees,” Martin Beck

(4th
proportions Satur- 000).

*

commenting on

,

ditional profits; $37,200.

Eased with the trend; almost
In general, how- $31,000/:“With a Silk Thread,” Lyceum
ever,^ grosses were markedly below
(D-$4.80;
(2d
995; $22,500).
wk)
.those for the preceding stanza,
Easter Weefc^ The total gross for Never had a chance; folded: Saturall 25 shows last week was 80 69% day (22) after T3 performahoOs;
of capacity, a drop of 2,36% from finale grossed about $2.600.
the previous: Week.
/: Openiitg
There was one closing last Week,
“Peter Pah/^ Impierial (D-$4l8(h
and another is scheduled for this 1,400; $35,700. Revival of the BairThree productions open rie classic starring Jean Arthur
week.
this week and another is on the and Boris Karloffs presented bp
card for next week;
Peter Lawrence and Roger ll
«
Estimates for Last Week
Stevens; production was financed
/ Keys: C ( Comedy),
(Drama), at $100,000, cost about $110, 600 (iiv
eluding
bonds) and: can break eve«
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
at about $24,000; opened Mondap
C (Operetta) .
( Musical)
Other parenthetic figures refer, night (24) to six raves and two onrespectively,\to top price, number the-fence reviews;
“Phoenix Too Frequent” and
of seats and cajfacity gross. Price
966;
includes 20%. amusement tax, but “Freight,” Fulton (Dr$4.80
grosses are net: i.e., exclusive of $23,228. TWo orie-acters by, Christopher Fry and Kenneth /White,
tax*
“Arms and the Girl/* 46th St. resp^etiyely, presented by Steven
(12th wk) (M-$6; i;3 19; $42,006). H. Scheuer and Bernard W. CarNanette Pabray-Georges Guetary son; .venture was financed at $40,show reacted to the seasonal ebb; 000, production cost about $38,000
(including bonds) aiid can break
$35,200.

ing.

to

Attendance was'’ Very
light the first part, of the week, but
perked the last few performances,
reaching boom
day night (22).

how well production, performances

Chicago, April 26. 4-Chi legit scene cpntiriues on
rOcky keel, with the exception of West-‘LiF $20,100
“Borscht - Capades,” which sticks
ly
At
around for another week; closing
Detroit, April 25.
Sunday (30) instead of the 23d.
Second presentation of season
“kiss Me, \Kate”: shutters May 6,
going to St. Louis. Business Slight- of “Diamond Lil” brought estimat^‘Madwoman
ly below last week,
ed $20,100 to the 2,600-seat Shuof Chaillot” closed strong SatUr- bert.
Top tab without taxes was

\

.

scaled at $4.55 on original visit in

and came away

Week.

‘i^eat’

•

i

First-string

’Easter

But

week)

Chi. (24-29).

M
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mmi
Pan

and sometimes erotic im*
pression—but no, show. Program at
the Broadway doeM't
title, and there’s no credit line for
music sung ot Compositions danced

exotic’

rRFViVAL)

“rWR.

Pel.; Lawre

Ballet

i./ ste«i.s j.io-

J. M. Barrie fantasy in three
Stars Jean Arthurr Bor^^^^^

Auction Of

^

--

—

.

-

-

The

irieve him. She sings two numbers
(one a reprise) arid her acting as
Dorothy Willard arid Thbipas Hammond well as her dusky good looks helo
presentation of musical In two acta (seven make her the standout she crirtainly

•

Monte

Ballet Kusse CIO

Gado

leatures^Marcia sHenders^^^

scenes) with book by Ed.Ward .Eager and
Alfred Drake adapted from the come^
Melville Cooper, first among the
by Carlo Gpldonl. Music by. John Mundy,
with lyrics by Eager. Features Melville featured players, contributes good
Cooper/ Paula Laurence. Philip Coolidge; cOmic touches but his
part lacks
Joshua SheUy. Dennis Harrison.;^ Qlenn
Better supplied is
Burris. Russell Gdllihs. Stanley Carlson. opponunities.
Barbara Ashley. Rarbara Moser. Karen Paula Lawrence, as a very curveLihd^en. Jean Handdlk. Staffed by Ner- some maid; who clicks solidly
In
rls Houghtoni musical director. Lehman
Engeli choreography. Haiiya Holm; setting two songs and some broad comedy
costumes. business. Barbara Moser arid
lighting. Donald Oenslager; coatumes.
and lighting,
Karen
Engel
Lehman
Motley; orchestration by
Liridgren are pictorially attractive
and Ben LudlowV Jr. At Forrest, Phlfa.,
and able as the romantic leads, and
April 24, '50.

(MET OPERA HOXJSE^

N. Y.)
Yvette Ohauvire, guest artist
With the Ballet. Russe de Monte
Carlo in its current N. Y. engagement at the Met Opera Hoiise,
has Stirred Up a lot of comment,
Terper, former
largely mixed;
premiere danseuse of the Paris
Charles Taylor chcstra soundcd insufficiently re* Opera Ballet, first came here two
Michael
Mrs. Parti'S ••••v*v ':
hearsM opening night to dissipate season ago when the French
: j-?j*fi5fJJ“JJJ
troupe guestcd at the N. Y. City
wendv/ ..;!!Ii^!!ii’.;Mu^cla Hendefsort^^^^^^
.... .... Boris Karloff;
Mr. Darling
Miss Diinham has a host of tal* Center.
dancers
in
crew;
ehted
her
the Ballet Russe, the bai-;
Sa®**
any the mates; They do mtle danc- l^ha has introduced^ ^'Mort du
TSSies;- :: ::::::::::::::::
1 V .1
.....
Slightly
the choreography Miss Dun- Cynge,*’ which Serge Lifar origin-rnUlp jHePDWn Uoi;,* cimnlvinir thipim Kpin^y rir<>ffv'
Curly_
v v'
kAv.
Viai*
acts.

Presented OS a theatrical reMusic vue, the production is a scries of
associate director. Wendy Toye.
Uhrelated dance Or song numbers,
some of them entertaining, but
iw^oJchestruUoiw!
ordinatioh. Trude Rittmanr conductor, BeA with the sum total dull. There is
no Sustained eXCitementrWhile long
5n tnn
f Norman sheUy lead stretches intervehe. The oiv
-

^
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Gondolier
Gondola Passengers.
r

'

,

W

. .

.

.

i*.

.

.

..

, . . . ...

.

Fisherman. .......
Florihdo Pallido; ;

:

.

.

l.iar

Philadelphia, April 24.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

h^h^ gone Parisian And exotic,
.

.

.

.....

scholz

. . . . . . .

at
at-the,
-the expense of artistic integrity,

Serving

m

Men
Wench
<

.

.

.

.

..

Leonardo Cimlno and the earlier portions
of the show;
Martin Balsam

JuUette;”
she also danced;
: .Lee^WllcoX
As it now stands it winds up in
several other Ballet Russe works. Serving
> Pennls Harrison
Lelio BisognoSi .....
something of a blaze of glory but
Mile. Chauvire . :was
........ .Barbara Moser
Rosaura..
it’s
dubious, even with its touches
Llndgren'
.Karen
nervous opening mght, and new to Beatrice ... ... ...
......
®4ay ^lutb. of novelty arid its lushly mrilodious
bTeigbbor
the Company (with whom she had A,
Flower Vendor ...... .Margery Oldroyd score, whether it Will satisfy enough
.Walter Matthau
rahearsed bnly^ne week). Jn some Spaghetti Vendor. ..
especially
.Leslie Litomy- present-day ’customers
subsequent performances her style Letter Carrier;. ..... ... .Stanley
Carlson with its lack of dance specialties
.... i.s
QppmAfi to otash with the Others Ottavio Ossimorsl....
... .Paula Laurence and the absence of soicko song
Cplombiha.
hits.
Pahtalohe Blsognosl . v .Melville Cooper
Waters.
.Philip. Codlidge
Doctor- Balanzonl.
eschews bravura, and contraists 2hd
.Raymond. MacDonald
Gondolier^
sharply with the eagbr, tense qual. Capt. of Venetian Guards. Robert Pehn
Tskt
Edward Bryce
dancers. But, .In ad. 1st Guard ...
«y
... .William Hogue
Los Angeles, April 2J.
.....
to beiiig a gifted dancer. 2hd Guard.
;
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St5&;
Noodier.

John Deunis

\

Wiumm.

cpokson Vi

Mairshau

ome JRobbins

could do With those

gine^

‘
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Still

*7

sSmier*"
MCTrnWds; stephiinie Augwatine. Eie.n«r

riS”‘"Ronni. Abi. Kenneth
Riley, wuiiam Sumner

.

.

.

Bahia wpUi^.
“e®t

*’?•

in
pulsating in

IS stlU

fhythmsrwhile

Peter Lawence arid R. L. Stevens
have pulled off^ something; of a
?ther number^ ahe. merely
tour-de-force with their revival of
the J. M. Barrie 46-year-old fanbit, wim li^ss Dunham and
house”
They’ve
given
tasyv “Peter Pan/’
the play ‘a brilliant production, Yanoye. ^^tlcens doing a Florida
swamp
shimmy.is
a nifty.as^^^^
which with skURul direction and
20 s,
perfect casting, mates a. delightful nost^gic hjrkbaclf to the
I
ouinv
escapistevemng in the theatre. De- f raming
suCh
as
,The
numbers,
new
production
show's
spite
$100,000
eSst and heavy $24,000 tveekly nut
It should pay oft
^ Ppriant.
nas some qi
Li.Ag xa
Involving, as it does, a multitude
-

;

m

.

.

.

Mete

HfS ^ ^l7reSd%rtWt

it

in

UI
^

j-

,

ftf
I niintllli
Ilf Tniirinff
1 0UriD
J

rflClIlC
*
J
*

sK"8o
Man Right

Mtisrini •£
thoroughly enjoy them-

et

Juliette”

matic daiice theatrci with
distinciiishiriff

a noble abslst.

&“ot

Outa

My

Hair,”

Costello’s

l^lpsa

eVeSf ®ll^®"b®“^
han?"5
Singing is satisfactory
while
her
salty
humor
and lustigifted^ouiig bws w^
create- a , vivid impressipn;
various lost children. The kids act,
^whitlow lends a pleasant
sing, dance and cavort like prof es- Robert
personality and good tenor to the;
sidnal adults.
Leonard Bernstein’s: music score role of the impressionable young
joanrie lieutenant who falls for the
Is a treat of its own, and his six
songs, especially “Who Am I?” arid Polynesian lass, played by Norma
Galderon/ an eyeful. Ray Walston,
/‘Peter. Peter,” are firstrate;
the scheming, loud-rniouth seaBron.
hee, plays him with a flayorous,
amusing gusto although on the
ing, sweet mother; Joe E. Marks,
as a ffentie riirate and an octet of

:

;

KatlieHne IlUnhaill 4k Cq«
^?aude

Choreogi-aphy and direcUon by Miss

vlaiU'cSno.^A?
April
/

19,

'

60

r>

'

.-'

"

Bsxt.er, as the
,

i£€i

'

1J'SS

,,

-c

u

which

suffered from
success, first-night nerybusriess that quickly
5ri*rihers,

triuiriphs

P®®‘f ®®^®"

“«•

years.
Distance from
to orch pit is 45 feet,

®i®‘’*

proscenium
which puts
‘he '.rch*' and audlenee far away
from the dances. - lee show only
closed at the Center a week before the ballet arrival, so there
W?S no opportunity .to .make any
changes, even if management saw
.

It

ov^p
^
such time, management has no
.

(and;

certainly

didn’t

have the time) to rip out the, apron.
which it’s estimated would cost

anywhere from $100,000

to $200,-

000.

ballet run);
*

and a wood

floor is

.

Miss

tour.

Dunham

vance.
Approximately $73d,000 at the same time such action v’ould
has brought back in mail orders had t<) be refunded; bring the dancers down
far
front.
Rwllcw.
Bron.

lot of atmosphere and color, an

.

.

world prerim here at the Forrest
theatre topight (24) after a Couple comedy director. Edward Clarke LUlev;
conductor, Harry Sukman. At
of preview: break-ins last week musical
Biltmore, Los Angeles, April 23, '30; 93.60
"

.

-

-

I

,

-

top.'.--

Cast; Marty May; Chig Johnson. Bill
Shirley, Helene Stanley, June Johnson, Patricia Denise, Marion Colby, George Zoritch, J. C. Olsen, Nina Varela, Billy Kay^
Phil Terry, Maurice Mailiard, Leo Anthony, Robert Rbaselat, Diana. Mumby,
Catherine Johnson, Susan Scott. Priscilla
AUey, Gloria Stone, Carol Lehard, Jeanile
Jones. Carol Cole. Richard Cahill. Rlctiard
.

orate as well as tasteful productiori usual Olsen & Johnson buffoonery
setting being Venice; In the to make this revue top rihtertain16th century with two revolving ririent. French from the title to the
stages used bn occasion but the program, it departs from the exsame overall seitirig. Donald Orins- prictrid Olsem Johnson mrilange to
laiger has provided the stunning offer butstandirig production numsetting and lighting and Motley de- bers and some tunes with definite
appeal.
signed the costumes.
Brought iri for around $55, 000,
With this gorgeous Setting,; the
show recalls two other riiusicals “Paree’’ should earn its money
on Coast jaunts lorig before
back
with Italian Renaissance backgrounds, “Fioretta” and the illr thri expected fall bow on Bfbad way.
fated “Dagger and the Rose,” but A little scissoring is iridicated but
in favor Of “The Liar’7 it should the tailoring process won’t be dift ibe noted that Drake and Eager iri l-cult.'Familiar O & S uriabashed corn
their book, aind particularly the latinvestigations
of
f eiiiiivirie
ter in his lyrics, have kept the and
piece from getting too heayiiy pre- anatomy are held to a miriinuirii
tentious. The libretto is kidded and bolstered with topnotch numoften and some lioVril uses are bers that will appeal to non-O & J
made of the orchestra pit as well fans. Some pf the best numbers of
as a neat method of closirig the the defunct Coast; musical, “A La
Carte,” were purchased from the
first act curtain.
The score has few if any num- briginal producers to give “Paree’’
bers that look bound for iriodern- some of its highspots. Among them
day hit parades but most of Mun- are a tremendous snowriiari ballet
dy’s tunes are melodious arid all of nuriibef, a cat ballet and a ribEager’s lyrics are clever. There are ticking “Song of the Flowers,”
many numbers reminiscent of Gilr whammed deadpan across the foot-:
bert and Sullivan, most partic- lights by Marty May and Chic Johnularly the English pair’s “Yeomen son. There are yooks to the Pullof the Guard.” There are ho dance man lavatory and stateroom num^
riumbers at all and no big choral bers. A sock nextrtor closing, in
numbers, most of the songs being which a Paris sewer set becomes a
rendered by thri principals, of moonlit garden simply by switehwhom by the way there are unusu- ing spotlight colors, drew an ovaally many, with 12 getting program tion: from the moment the set
credit. Most likely to succeed of changri was revealed, .
Tiihes with possibilities include
the turies is “Out of Sight, Out of
Mind,’’ which is reprised effec- “No Mari Like a Snow Man,” “The
“
tively, with
’Twill Never Be the Poker Polka,” ‘‘I’m Gonna Make a
Same” (at the very end) and Fool Guta April,” arid “T’m h)
“What’s in a Name” and “Truth” Doubt About the Grintleman?
next in line. A very lovely madrigal,
Johnson is his usual gal-ogling
and several Comedy ditties led by self, aiid Marty May; siibbiiig ipy
“Stomachs and; Stomachs,” “Spring’’ the injured Ole .(Dlseri, scores
and “Gleonice” are als() on the solidly with heat deadpan delivery
credit side.
\and slick timing,/ June Johnsou
Riot deals, as title' indicates, with deftly handles most of the f e inirie
a ypung Italian nobleman who sim- cOmichores. Bill Shirley’s rDbust
ply can’t tell the truth and who is ybicri and easy liniariher sells the
involved in numerous love affairs, songs liriatly, arid pert Heleiie
duels and bouts with the police as Stanley clicks in several spotsa result. Because he uses three or There’s some excellent ballet by
four nom de plumes and because George
Zoritch
and Patricia
all the names are Ibrig, it is diffir Denise,
and Nina Varela again
cult to keep all the characters shows shows off a firie voice under
straight.
trying circumstances. Balance of
Dennis Harrison, a personable, cast delivers strongly.
talented young man; plays the prC^
Not in the "HellzapoppinV groy®*
yariCating romantic lead excellent- ‘’Paree” is h fine, well-fOun(lea
ly, One gets the idea that Alfred revue; it would be good eritertainDrake had hiiriself in mind when meiit riven without GAJ. As is, it
adapting this character, Harrison has a healthy rrin ahead. Kophas a fine sense ef humor, sings
well, Is graceful and engaging in
^Harviey^ fiVzGf Atlanta
his
loVe-making
and
scores
Atlanta, April 25.
throughout.
“Harvriy * staryirig Jsmes Dunn,
However, it is left for ri yburig
woman who doesn’t- come on the did a not-sb-good $6,500 in threestage until the last quarter-hour to day, four-perfonriance stand .s*
really catch the audience’s fancy Tower theatre, ending that spot s
and stop the show, cold, She is Bar- legit season Saturday (22) night.
bara Shley who plays the role of
Starting Sunday (23) Tower rethe hero’s vengeful gal from back sumed its film policy until/ fall
home who comes to Venice to re-^ shows Start hitting the rOsd.
:

'

.

’

;

•

According to,, Russell V;. Downirig. Radio City exec veepee, mariagement is undecided about the
house’s future plans, not kriowiiig
at this time whether it will house
ice shows again in the fall, turn

.

American

. .

;

fit.

Hoiise Is Used each springvte^^^^^^^^^
.
Singing of c.horus boys and girls short
opeTa season (as it wiU be
:was excellent except .in opening again following the thfee-week

Katherine

A

.

.

'

l^iid down over the ice floor’s sand
general European
and pipes.
Dunham is back on
For the ballet, thri
Ppening drew Rodgers & Ham- management added a plywood suri
Broadway with her troupe of
daricers and singers after a two- jperstein, Leland Hayward, Joshua face oyer the woodOn floor, which
year absence. Engagement is lim* Logah, Jo Mielriner and their the dancers have found very sat-

and

. .

“the

classic

commander; intention

Robert Emmett Keane, the navy
fnd the planter’s two nafive children, Maria Migrines (with
Dun- Julia Migenes as. her doiible) arid

BroVdwa”"??,'*”:;

Flushed by her Parisian

.

These have been

^

^

til

^

,

Hellzapoppia Enterprises production of
revue in two acts (15 scenes). Stars Chic
Johnson and Marty May; features Bill
Shirley,^ Helene Stanley*. June Johnson,
Patricia Denise, Marlon Colby. (Seor^e
Zbritch, J. C.: Olsen. Nina Varela; Billv
Kay, Phil Terry, Maurice MalUard, Leo
Anthony, 6 Mighty AtoiiiS, Robert Ro.s<
selat, and. Les Hiilt CJhanteUses. Sketches
by Olseii and Johnson; additional dlalug,
Eddie DaVls; music, Victor Young; lyric.s,
Edward Heyman; dlrcetlon. choreography
and staging. Ernest and Maria Matray;

.

;

TIiAktre
/rriVTiTR w v>

AH

Impersonation

fro/ Pe^Hiflians’^arundS^^ 5ie,S®l^e

ley.

.Lawrence Weber

...

smooth-runriing,
Mile. the operiing a
herself nicely-timed affair, With final cui>

'

tS
Arid

he‘t™pfcr°"'‘’”'’"

fn hcitiff riri^Hv and a talented
actress has a lovelv sindne voice*

S

.

There are numrirous assets in
this Edward Rager-Alfred Drake
libretto and In John Mundy’s atr
troupe is also preseritiug two re- mospheric score but, contrary to
Wyatt, Brahm Vandeh Berg, Eric Freer
vivals in “Pririce Igor” arid “Les most contemporary musicals. Act II man, George Day, Ivor Boden, Jack Ziik,
“Igor” is standard old- is immeasui^bly superior to Act I, Charles Young, Steve Kbchanskl, Teddy
Elfes.”
Kiss, Bette Evans,. Dolorls Delson. Cecils
Charming
ik;
a
RUss stuff. “Elfes”
and the show’s most erilivening irio^ Descent,
Donna Stephens, Sandra AnnMi(:hel Fokirie abstract creation, merits come within thri last half- sen,' Marilyn June, Harry Snow. Robert
Stephens; Hampton White, John Macin which the male dancers get a
V-.:.
.Adam."..
chance to shine, and iri whichj
In the first place,; ^pducers Doi>
Mary Elleri Mpylan shows herself, othy Willard and Thomas HamAll taste, imagination arid good
Bron.
a first-rank ballerina.
mond have given the show an elab- showmririship are blended with the

S7S7S‘’esUcla™y7i!om

Katherine

. .

:

U ^erfdaicinl in Ltefflefd, dul
lenuine Ae^ v
n rt°
?>«««“ with to the peculiar setup down front.
lisht ^hif obvious relish for the his
resonant,
warm-toned bass stage has a deep apron made: of
Jlouhm
rSe heme
inflcHm^^ Mars voice and sympathetic portrayal
being intectious.
dpuble-rqle
steel arid con crete which wa«; built

acts. Stars

.

Which undoubtedly helped make

oSlhmf

o^

.

.

.

its

“Romeo

renertoire

she has a fresh^ gaminish, charming style of her own.

Karloff, alternately playing
bewildered, gentle father of

selves.

two

. .

. ,

;

Lr«>ti"gs.“.;£ig'ss-

srtK"'"'

In

.

.

:

Tskr

. . . .
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iKir^
Marchart

.
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and her appeal
and stature have steadily grown
gery Oldroyd and Ronald MacDonald-:
the Ballet Russe stay,
.Barbara Ashley
Cle'onlce Anselmi.
“Gynge” i^ a corriy ballet '‘about
^ s^shot by a huntsman, hut
‘“The Liar,7 musical adaptation
provided a good shbW, and is a of Carlo <^old6ni!s classic Italiari
go6d addition- to the generally comedy of two centuries, back, had
a striking figure,

iS|LrSSgiS”h

Hurok 'presentation

.

>

.

.

lusty, admirably-keyed performance that brought a salvo of
u*
AV
huzzahs from a sellout erriwd at
Public Music Hall
Toulined years ago,, with management and
considerably
roster
changei but
bv Janet Blair and Richard^East1
* ^:
trounri can hold
"® 'J“V*WPe
«s own With its artistic stature apparently
flow its
un,„,paired. Troupe, led by Nora
7
Kaye, Igor Vouskevitch, Antony
gotj, Miss Blair and Easthani form
rnaH»*;n^lninrA«S7»>^fn
them
p»„ hniH. ® sturdy, refreshing team in their
If
William Dollar’s “Jeux,”
a;difflcult.^elusive.rolej.quarely in
Broadthe palm of her dainty mitt. Garbed
and Ezio
as a raggedy boy, with a som^^^^^
.tjeux,’’ a work for three dancregular boy^^
straggjy
is a boring trifle about a flirtaBlair
the
loVri-troubled
jyiiss^
mair^
as
iqve
xrw
irouDiea ®rs,
cut, the actress brings the right
fjou on a trinnis court and chrirriquality of other-world airiness to nurso from Little Rpek, Ark., hqs
a part that could easily go boom, the buoyancy of Miss Martin
Her 5?"3
and makes the play a treat. That the musical s gay humor.

S;

,

.

.

:

.... ....
.Walter Matthau
4th Guard
Travelers: Willigin Hogue, David CoUyer;
Edward Bryce, Maryhelle Norton, Mat-

teac^^ by Jean Arthur ^and

Dunham & Co. in revue
Si^^LMwoori

.

.

.

3rd Guardi

Boris^Karloff who car^ oR^a d fficult bit of whimsy, perfectly. Play,
of course, is the fantasy of the little
elfin boy who refused to grow Up,
and who took a group of nursery
children away*with him to Never
Never Land to show them a heap.
of a ^od time before he brought

’

,

>

.'

&%. i

Apr 24. :
Cleveland, April
Hainri
The Rodgers & Harinriersteih
credit..
excellent songs, share full credit
*‘South
national company
c<
‘‘South Pacific” national
But mam kudos belong^ to the^^^^^^^
its tour here tonight (24)

somi

. .

.

Y

which Ralph
Alswang, who did the sets and
lighting; Motley, the costumer, and
who cpnl;ribconl;ribLeonard Bernstein, Who
arid some
score^and
uted an^evocatiye
an ^evocatiye score^

the

*

.

.

triinat'il.'v;;7

b7a mlxla dniXt

Bron,
J
Selections.
mairig pirates,
nirates: fairies and mere,
mere of .selections.
inaids,
mortals, the successful production
is a tribute to director John BuireU
^
iin
and his associate Wendy Toye; Xat- Wail
Kldiii'^^I^Qflliaill w||;||||
ff UdlU
ter’s special province was the dlfRcult wiring-flying business. Procolor
full
of
duction is lavish, and
111 vl6T6UUIIl 110601

.,3K
to 80 will

.

.

;

.
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sMils sunk

cast

.

.

bus>
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and atmosphere,

.
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In which a group

ite

;

the show
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being the Old numbcrs from
.ainham revues (all of

The “Patucada,”

navi.. Jav

—^1

m

'Vith the best things

.

.

.

.

*

Tiger LUy ,. ............. Gloria Patrice
Ronnie Aui
Big Chief Panther- ....

,

.

.

,

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

v
Gl.enn
.RusseU Collins .ations.".
Brighellu ..... .\ ..... ;
... . ; . • . . .Joshua Shelley
ArlecchlnOi
”The Liar” needs a lot of work
..... Jean Haiiddik
Innlweper's Wife,.
.
.... .Walter F. Appler arid, most of it should be dorie
...
Innkeeper
on
;

Jukes.
Jukes

Hogue Glenn Burris, Joshua Shelley, Stanley Carlson, Philip CooUdge arid
Russell Collins all turn in /creditBurris able character or comedy
impersori-

Margery Oldroyd
;and Edward Bryce
.William Myers
..

,

.

.'William.

.

.

.

;

•

.

,

,

.
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Name and a portion of the address of the London Hospital for Sick
Children, reoipient of all the royalties of ‘Teter Pan/v was included
in the pi'Ogram for the current Peter Lawrenoe^Poger L. Stevens revival of the play at the express permission of the Playbill Co. Exception was granted heoause the hospital is a charity Institution and, it
was hguredi someone might want to forward a donation. The Playbill
approved the listing of Kirby’s Flying Ballet of England, which supplied the equipment for flying iTean Arthur and others in the show, but
refused to okay the address of the firm. That followed Playbill policy
of permitting the listing of firms. providing equipment dr service for |
shows, but nixing addresses, Lengths to which some managements go
to arrange angles on such credits was illustrated in connection with
another production recently when an attempt was made td arrange
dry cleaning establishment. TuiTied out the firm had
mention Of
agreed td clean the costumes for the show, a musical, at a discount
listing. >for
pijogram
return
in
•

Among

“Black Chiffon,” the London hit

due for transfer to Broadway in
the faU with Flora Robson continuing as star, will end its West End
run shortly for it limited tour of
the provinces

.

.

at

Hilda Simiris,

.

Martha Grah9m in First
Paris hate June 27

whb/went

to London to play her
original title role in “Anne Lucasta,” has remained there and is
appearing in a production of Irwin Shaw's ‘‘Gentle People” ; .
Herman Shumlin, who will be associated with Leland Hay ward, and
Sir Laurence Oliyier in the Broadway presentatiori next fall of
“Daphrie Laiirebla,”; planed to London last week to arrange -detailsi
Dairie Edith Ryans, currently starring in the Jariies Bridie play, ;wdll
be in it here
The latest plan
is to present a Coast editibn of the
“ANTA Album” in Hollywood next
spring, about six weeks after the
regular edition of the show in New

Paris,

been signed for a two-week engagement at the Champs Elysees
June 2Z 'This will
mark daricer’s filist European trip.
.Ferdinand Lumbrosb; local imr
presario, Is presenting; Deal was
set Up by Charles Green,, of Conhere, starting

.

.

-

.

.

.

solidated Concerts Gorp;, Who is
Miss Grahani’s tJ. E. tour manager, Craig Barton will accompany
groujp as personal represerttatiye,
with prospects: of dates In England,

Hbllandj

;

.

.

.

;

,

.

.

.

.

.

.
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S. A. Productions has been formed by prodiicei>composer Arthur
Schwartz and legit investor Harriet (Mrs. Paul) Ames to develop legit,

radio rir television ideas for productiori. The setup is a limited partnership, with Schwartz and Mrs. Ames as general partners and Mrs.
Ames as sole limited partner with art investment limited to $15,000 in
any calendar year. The firm has no immediate production plans, hut
is primarily seeking material.
Any actual productions would have to
be separately financed.
Besides pfesenting and cbmposing the songs for the “Inside U.$.A.”
legit revue, Schwartz recently produced a similarly-titled television
series for Chevrolet.

.

.

Omaha

On

m

London, April 25;
Ronald Jeans has cbmpleted
pmahans will vote this fall oh new play; titled “The Goldfish
an additional bond issue of $2,794, Bowl,” which has ;been acquired
French for Firth SheppOQ to build the proposed new au- by' Stariley
hard production, with playbroker
ditorium accordirig to
original Eric Glass having promoted the
plans.
With $3,540,000 already deal. Jeans is now writirig an-

.

Gabler,’* and John Gielgud iii two
of the more e x c i tin g episodes
from Shakespeare’s ‘Richard II.”

j

a collector’s item for the discriminating iheatregoer.
Rose.
it's

.

;

.

Hollywood, April 25.
Prophet Without Horibr,” new

<‘i

play by Doris Gilbert, daughter of
spngwriter L. Wolfe Gilbert, tries
put tpmoiTPw night (26) at Theatre
Americana, Altadena; Plot epncerns ppliticai machinations.

.

,

.
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Infringement $riit against the
authors and producer o£“State of
the Uriiori’* wai' tossed out yesterday (Tues.) by Judge Siinon. Hi
Giasgow, April 25,
A hew permanent National Sym- Rifklnd in N.Y. Federal court- In
phony prehestra fpr Scotland will dismisring the actioh,^ the Jurist
eommented, .“I; have not the
be formed before next winter*
Aim is to launch an orchestra slightest doiibt that the plantiff’s
of first-class players who can play claim is the product of nothing
at the Edinburgh International but hope.’*
Suit brought last year by Rose
Festival arid also take part in
broadcasting and recording. Out- Silverman MillStein, said to be a
correspondent:, charged
Washington
fit will have backing from the Arts
the Union’* was; an
Cpuncil of Great Britain.
r
V that “State of
infririgement on her script, “A
Lady Goes to Congress.” Named
ward llambletoii has scheduled a as defendants were .Leland Hayfall prpductipn of. Victor Wolfson’s
ward, producer of “State of the
“The Summer Hoiise” *
Gy Union,” and Howard Lindsay and
,
Feuer, co-producer with Ernest
authors of the
Martin of the forthcoming “Guys Rus$el Grouse,
Bellamy
and
returned over the comedy hit in f hlch Ralph

New

.

.

manager was Wulter Davis and
general music director, John McLep Sbloman handled the
massive job of the seating arrangements, while other credits were
manifold and too numerous to
mention here. As usual, the behind -the -scenes operations required precisiori, and got it.
Mimi Benzell, .operatic soprano,
arid Bob Fosse and Mary Ann
Niles, dancers, headed a click preliminary entertainment for which
Mickey Alpert was brought out of
retirement to emcee neatly.
Mariiis.

.

Wolfie Gilbelrt^s DaugMer
Has ipky Debuted on Coast

,

.

became stymied other play, sequel to his successwhen it was found that there had ful “Young Wiye.S Tale;” current
to be skimping on the new struc- Stariley French hit at the Savoy
ture owing to rising building costs. tlieatre,with JoanI Greenwood and
Naunton Wayne already skedded
at its disauditorium commission
it can go ahead with
Plans for a complete project as
originally outlined. This calls for
a building to house a regular
2,600-seat legitinate type of theatre, a* convention auditorium and
•n arena, the latter to seat 6,600.

I

.

;

Voted, the project

posal, the
feels that

j

.

Author’s agent Harold Freedman
returned last week from Hollyr
Wood, where he sat In with Mary
Coyle Chase on script confabs on
the film version of Her legit .coinedy “Harvey”
Frank Morse,
formerly business manager for
Henry Miller and subsequently for
Gilbert Miller, Is in Emergency
hospital, Washington, with injuries
received when h$ Slipped and fell
If Ray-,
boarding his houseboat
mond Lovell fails to receive a
waiver under the .\ctors Equity
alien rules to appear in the Roger
Stevens revival of Shaw’s “Getting
Married” he’ll plane back to England this Week.
Walter Hampden, co-Staf with
Grace George in “Velvet 'Glove,”
leaves thd cast May 13 to appear
in the film version of “First Legion.” the Emmet Lavery play
about the .Jesuits. and faith healing.
If .business holds rip, a replacement will be engaged and the
“Giove” run continued * . • T. Ed,

si-

for the lop roles.
Lee Sliubert lias allowed option
of “On Monday Next,.” the Philip
King hit at the Comedy IhCatre, to
lapse. Show was to have been presented on Broadway by Shubert in
conjunction with Emile Littler.
Littler now is asking for extension
of option,

.

rit in

.

Fall Vote
25.

.

.

:

.

yyith a virus infection, is a patient MacCrae.-:
in Lenox Hill hospital, N. Y.

Costlier lAuditoriuni
Omaha,; April

V

;

Jane V Ray is directing a cast
“Longitude 49,” by Herb Tank,
was given a tryout last week by .which includes Michael Zaccone,
Nita
Daily, Paul Befrere, Uiarvey
Freedom Theatre, at Czechoslovak
Beatrice Lillie, Johnsoh, Janies Neiisori and Jean
Hqusel N. Y.

Radio announcer Ben Grauer, with a $400 sUce, and Howard S. Cullman, with $800 invested, are among the 11 backers^ of the. Steyen H.
Scheuer-Befnard W. Carson double-bill productionv “Phoenix Too FrequehtV and “Freight,” openirig tonight (Wed.) at the Fulton, N. y. Only
other show business stockholders in tlie $40, 000 venture are the'' presehteirs themselyes, Scheuer having put up $11,250 and Carson $18,400.

.

“The Southeast Cbrner” sketch,
written by Joseph Santley, was

Jinimy Little, Norman MacKay,
3. scenes from
“Victoria Regina”; Fredric March Maurice Kelly, Jack Blair and Edand Florence Eldridge in Act 2, die Sinclair.
General stage directors, for the
Scene 2 of the Ruth Gordon play,
“Years Ago,” and reGreating Act 2 sliow Were the Collies: Lytell, the
of Thorton Wilder’s “The Skin of Shepherd; Walter Greaza, Boy, and
our Teeth”; Eva LeGallienne in the co-Cpllies, Jack Whiting arid
Act 2,. Scene 1 of Ibsen’s “Hedda Eddie Foy, Jr.
General stage

on

.

...

.

Friday (26) to

My 'Dbor.’t"

Hayes in two Act

Sc

.

’

.;

,

.

preparations for the London
production of “Carousel.'*
The
Richard Rodgers will go over in
time to attend the opening, after
which the two couples will visit
Paris.
They’re due back June 21
in New York
Basil Rathbone,
set to star in Shepard Traube's
production of “Giaepnda Smile” in
the fall, thus has no intention of
appearing in Jay Robinspn*s announced revival of “The Green
Bay Tree,” in which the presenter
will act
Robert Alton will probably stage the dances for“Gall Me
Madam,” the Irving Berliii-Howard Lindsay-Russel Crbuse musical
to be produced by Leland; Hayward, With George Abbott directing and Ethel Merman .starred.

.

standpriint,

from the success

again a sbeko vignette as re^*
The
Choice Of “Cocktail Party” as a peated by sCven members.
in
innovation
groiirid-breaking
actors Who played it, in order o;t
waxing for posterity Broadway’s their appearance, were Jack Whitdramatic successes was a particu- ing, David Jordan, Ivart Slriipson,
larly fine one, for here, essentially, Roy Atwell, Reginald Mason, Wilis the type of play thj^t doesn’t
Lyliarii David> and Bert Ly tell.
depend on either personalities or tell, Shepherd of. the Lambs,
Its entertainment value
action.
staged the sketch.
lies in the power of the dialog to
Junior Lambs Larry Robbins,
hold arid intrigue; and it is none
the less effective in the recording Kevin Joe Jonsori, Fred Wayne
medium than in a visual preserita- and Charles i.'eck, Jr., got laughs
Perhaps it won’t meet with with “Four of a Kind,” while the
tion.
the same wide public acceptance Wham humber---one that can vie
as has been accorded the Decca- in a Broadway reVue-^was “Off
Coiumbia “original cast” series of Times square/* with words and
contemporary BtoadwAy musicals, riiusic by Happy Felton and Mac
but when one realizes the enor- Perrin. It was staged by Felton,
mous catalog of “talk” plays avail- who also played the bartender in
able for the Long Playing transfor- the little har“off Times Square/^
mation, .It cannot but excite the where sailors and dames congreimagination,
Eddie Foy, Jr., as a zootThe ANTA album, like “Cock- gate.
mopped up, and others
suiter,
tail Party,” is a parlor treat for
stbod out in “Times Square”
who
playgoer. , It Irithe: fartidious
Blakely, George Hag*
Gene
were
cludes such top moments in the
contemporary theatre as Helen gerty, George Hall, Les Tremayrte,
history.

.

iriersteiris sail

Y.,

e,

in a projected ANTA “Album
of Etars” series highlighting top
dramatic moments of Broadway

bum

The American Natibnal Theatre
Academy is representing the
U. S. Air Forces in clearing the
rights for plays for presentation
by the service
The Oscar Ham-

which will be co-produced next
Season by Kermit Bloortigarden and Arthur Kober, has been a long
time reaching Broadway. One of its earliest productions was in Pittsburgh at the Carnegie Tech Drama School dozen years ago and critics
there raved about play at time arid couldn't understand why some pro
impresario hadn’t picked It up. Leads in that classroom version were
played by couple of students, Thelma Schnee and Thomas (Koehler)
Hume, both of whom halve since played in number of Broadway shows.
Recent pfesehtation of “Innis” by Plays and Players club of Philadelphia revived interest ill work, which resulted in Kpber acquiring it
end bringing Bloomfiarden in with him.
Innis,” Irish fantasy

Scandinavia
Featured dancers

and

Italy

•

.May;'--5-6;

God

“Great

,

,

:

.

and riiusic done especially for each
Gambol,; as in past years, and in
their place wa;. the click material
of past Gambols. Added to the^O;
were several superlative talents
by individual entertainers, and trie
result was al show that kept the
crowd to the last/

‘

.

.

the; original sketches

r

.

,

;

Gone were

^ck

.

.

ganiZatiori.

,

.

*

Saturday
nual spririg Gambol
night (22) at the Hotel Astor, N. Y.,
arid the feSult was one of the
socklest entertainments ever produced by; the actors-showmen or-

‘

.

;

'triedrand-true iriaterial at its

Unfortunateiyv from a financial
the Gambol was far
it was in other
this Summer,
with Miss Graham arC;, Eric HaW- years; Its ticket gross was approxiMay G’DonneU and Pearl mately $13,000; The program got
kiris.
another $15,000, which is about
Lang..'
half what it was a year ago, The
“midway,” or the rear-pf-the-ballf 4
rbom games-of ^charicp got another
$2,000. The bar did about $1,000.
Net for the whole affair was
Beneficiary was
listening
around $5, OOO.
Offer
the Lambs Welfare fund,
After, the usual Larnbs opening
In Oecca Legit Series songs,
the eritertairinient was
Decca has done a singulariy marked by, the Indiana Hqbsier
effective job in its doublerpronged riipnolog of Herb Ehririer who Was
excursion irtto the dramatic legit never in better form as lie kept
field, with its recent release of
his audience in titters fbr almost
T. S, Eliot’s “The Cocktail Party,”
a- half hour, Jimmy Savo was also
recorded by the original cast cursiriash with the pantomime and his
rently playing at the Henry Miller
and the initial al- ineyi table “River, Stay Away FrOni
N.
theatf

.'

;;

.

.

25.

Martha Graham and hep U. S.
modern dance troupe of 15 have

,

,

the 24 listed backers of the Jean Afthur-Bpris Karloff rePan” aia Betty Bean, a representative of a British
music publisher, $500; attorney Morris Ernst, $1;000,* and as representative of an undisclosed client? $25,000; a newspaperman. Dart Gillmor,
$2,200; Souvenir program publisher Arthur Klar, $2,500; co-producer
Peter Lawrence, $2,825; attorney Walter H. Liebman, representing
’
co-producer Roger Li Stevens and several associatesi $30,000, and York, r
Stari Brody will pressagerit the
Ilarold W* Solpmoni assistant district attorney of New York, $550. The
Carlo
Opera erigagemerit,
production was financed ’at $100,000.; The hmited paitnersh
agree- San
opening May 17 at the Center,
ment provides for no overcalh
N. Y.
Producer, Richard Myers
due back about June 1 from vacaAt a meeting backstage just before, the recent closing of “Howdy, tion in Paris
It. Lieb.; Walter
Mr. Ice of 1950,” at the Center, N. Y.? co-producer Arthur Wirtz hinted riiari has Succeeded John F. Wharto members of the company that he and Son j a Hehid may not present ton as attorney for the American
another of the skating shows. Explaihing, that receipts have steadily National Theatre 8c Academy
dwindled in recent seasons, he asserted that it would no longer be Herman Levin & blivet Stnith,
profitable to invest the necessary $30o, 000 to do a neW production. producers, of “Gentlemen Prefer
He and Miss Hehie would havh liked to reopen the recent show' about Blprides,” are planning next seaJuly 1 and play through the balance of the summer, the peak attend- son presentation of Sean O'Casey*^’
ance period fOr the skating spectacles^ but union regulations would “Gbck-a-Doodle Dandy” arid s
have required them to pay for the interveniiig layoff weeks, which Harbld Rome-Arnold Aiierbach rewould be prohibitively expensive, he said^ The. ice show used. 23 vue, .“Bless You AU’V > Toni Ward
is withdrawirig, eff
May 1,
musicians, at ah estimated weekly payroll of $3,300.
from the William Morris atgency
pesp;ite Wirtz’s suggestion that the skating series might 'not be relegit department i
Max Allehsumed, the ;“HbWdy” settings have subsequently .been placed in storage tuck, general manager for Kerand this costumes are being held at the theatre pending a final deCisibn. mit; Blobirigarden, vacationirig in
with
actress-wife,
Florida
his
Death of Muriel Starr during a performance of “Velvet Olove” last Maureen Stapleton.
Wednesday (l9) involved unusually trying circumstances for other
Scene designer jane Berlandina
members of the cast. Because a police surgeon incorrectly filled out convalescihg at home after major
“Heritage,” historical
the dbath. certificate, the New York City medical examiner refused' to surgery.
permit the actress' body to be mpyed from the theatre, so it was placed drama about Sophia Smith, foundin XValter Hampden's dressing room, where it remained for the balance er of Smith College, will be preof the niatinee and throughout that evehing's performahce. Hampden, sented there May 9-12 and June
who had to shift; to another dressing room, co-star Grace George arid 1-4, in connection with the instituGeorge
others Were somewhat unnerved by the situation, but got by without tion’s 75th anniversary.
jpowell, assistant professor of theindlcatioh to the audience.
atre, who co-authored it with stuMiss Starr, fi2, suffered a heart attaclTand died in the wings durlrig dents in the theatre department,
the second act.
Her part was eliminated for the rest of the per- will direct. He, is the author of
formance. Her uriderstudyi Virginia Low, went oh that night, but the ‘The God Innis,” which Kermit
part. has since been eliminated.
Bloomgardeii has optioned for
Brbadway production.
Albert
The estate of Henry dames gets rio royalties from the Broadway Dekker takes over the male lead
in “Death of a Salesman,”
6
May
production of “The Innocents,” which William Archibald adapted from
succeeding Gene Lockhart, who
the author’h hovel, “The Turn of the Screw.”
Reason is that the leaves for a short vacation
and
U. S. copyright on James* works was allowed to lapse. However; the then for picture
commitnierits.
copyright on James*, writings is still in effect in flngland, where pro- Mary Hunter 1 e a Ve s tombrow
ducer Peter Cooksbn is currently making arrangements for a presenta- (Thurs.) for Dallas to confer with
tion of the iheiler. Since Archibald has no agreement with the James Charles Meeker regarding plans
estate, he will have to work out a deal to share his British royalties for this summer’s Starlight Operwith the’ heirs. That ihay be ;mpre difficult now that “The Innocents” etta season there, which she will
has beeri produced on Broadway to favorable critical reviews. Similar direct.
The Dramashop of
Inst,
of Technblogy Will
situation may arise in case of a deal for the film rights tb the play, Mass.
since HO agreement covering them was reached with the James estate. present “R.U.R.” at Cambridge,
vival of “Peter

April

$

By NA’T KAHN
The Lambs Club retumed to

'

,

.

;

.

Dolls,”

weekend

from the Coast With
Michael Kidd, who will choreog
Producer Anthony Brady
show ;
Farrell has bought a three-story
house in East €4th street*
.

.

and Ruth Hussey were cb-starred.
•The action, which asked for a
declaratory judgment, was dismissed by Rifkind on a motion by
the defendanti,

ApHI

LEfilflUIATB

ContliiueA from pago

49th

N, Y.

St.,

Chicago. (E.) Opens June 15. ftuns 16
weeks. Guest stars,
playhouse;
Berkshire
Stoekbrl^gc
Opens June 19,
William Miles (E.)
Runs il weeks. Guest stars,
y
Wellesley; Suininer theatre; v Eldon
tphotte:
Wellesley college
Winkler,
July,
in
Wellesley 3-0320),;. (E.); Opens
Runs six weeks. Guest stars.
Westbofo: Red Barn theatre; Robert
1
Opens in May, .Runs
(E,)
Daggtettt,
.,14. weeks!
Worcester ; Playhouse Guy Palmerton. Wellington; hotel, ir. Yv (E.) Opens
..May 19. Runs 16 weeks,.

W.

Rosen, 111

PL

Summer

Bradford :
N. Y, ( phone: Deane,

7-73,00)

46th

Opens June

(E.)

,

St.,

RE

Opens June

(N.)

7-6196);
10 weeks,.

^
eight weeks.
Alvina
Playhouse;
Mere:
'Eagles
Krause, 1600 Hunman Ave., Evanston,
P.
Opens July 9. Rims nine
111.
(N.)
24
'Weeks.'
,

'

'

Runs Runs

26.

.

Cazenovia: .Summ.cir theatre; John
Samuels, 15 Euclin $t;, Bpstoh,
(bhone; TA 5-0897
Runs 1() weeks.

,

22.

Charles

theatre;

Bryn Mawr: ..Bryii .Mawr College
Summer theatre; Frederick Thon, Bryn
MaWr College. (N,) Opens June 20.

12.

Dolton Landing: Barn playhouse; Joe
Crosby, 125 E! Tlst^St., N. Y. (phone:

:

Opens June

(E.)
Carlisle 819),
15 weeks.

Runs

iM.

,

jeimerstown: Mountain, playhouse;
James B; Stbdghtbn (phone; Boswell
Clayton: Summer theatre; Dorothy 3512). '"(E.)'' -.
Talbert & Martha Manners. (E.)
Mt. Gretna: Playhouse; Charles GoghClinton Hollow: Goode ;theatre; RegiT lan. 226;W. 11th St.i Nv Y, (E.) Opens
nald Goode, Clinton HoUoWf N. Y, June 8. Runs 14 Weeks.
Mountaliihoihe: PPqono playhouse;
(N;)
(piinton ’tJorners 4306) .
( phone:
MICHIGAN
Rpwena Stevens; 406 E* 49th Sti^
15 weeks..
Ann Arbor; .Ilrama season; Lydia Opens June 7, Runs
N;
Y. C. (phone: Pti 5-9383). (E.) Opens
Cboperstowh;. Duke’s Oak theatre,:
Mendelssohn theatre. (E.) Opens May
Opens June 19. Runs 12 weeks Guest, stars.'
Randolph Sommeryiilc; (N.)
15. Runs five weeks.
Moylaii:
HedSeroW theatre; .Hedged*
East Jordan: .Center Stage ’50; .Mari- June 30. Runs. TO Weeks.
Partnership, Moylan, .Pa.
Derby: Lake Shore playhouse; Lewis row Theatre
lyn Lief 6e Bernice Loren, 13 Cornelia
(phone;
6-2482). (N.) Opdhs APilV
4-5385). (N.) T. Fisher, 9 Green Way, Buffalo 22
St,, N. y, C. (phone:
8. Runs 32 weeks.
\
Opens
Lincoln
.226$);
(N,)
(phone:
Opens June 27. Runs 10 weeks..
New Hope : Bucks County playhouse;
.

•

;

1

•

:

.

:

:

.

.

.

.

:

ME

WA

.

.

.

;

Runs li weeks.
East Hampton: John Drew

June

MINNESOTAN.

20.

..

theatre;

Bamberger,

Theron

Broadway,

1430

Gilmore,
Paul
Duluth:
Comedy;
(phone: LA 4-7151). (E.) Opens
Forrest C. Haring: 152 "W. .94th St.. N.Y, N. Y,
Cherry Laiie theatre, 38 Commerce St.,
June 2 Runs 15 weeks;
(phone: CO 5-7M0.) 1 e.)
NN. Y. (n;)
Royal
theatre;
Grrove
Nuaiigoiar
East Rpehestef Famous Artists play•

'

Vienna, April 29,
Robert Stolz, whose new operPrater”
In
“Springtime
etta,
(Fruehlirtg im Prater) it a b; 0
Opera
Nuremberg’s
at
smash
House, planes to London May 9 to
Bolton
on
Guy
work with librettist
ah English vewion of Uie musical.
Prince Littler will produce the
piece at London’s Coliseum theatre
\
next season.
,

MISSOURI

Municipal

Louis:

St,

Kennedy,

ll E. 44th St.,

6:^0671

)•.

Opera;
N. Y!

i

(

.

.

;•

:

.

:

Merrhnack. PlayhoU.se; Nick
St. Paul’s ^hool, Concord,

WH

New

Hampshire., (N.) Opens June 29,
Hampton: Playhouse; John Vari &
Alfred' Christie; 21-57 Hazen St., Jack-

•

.

Son Heights,. N.Y.
keene: Summer theatre; Beatrice.
Booth Colony, 70 Bradford Ave., Keene.
.

revived

'Rtbut.

,

,

monic Symphony

Chmc Whit May

‘Dmcula^ Fails To
DraiYj

;•

..

Backer Quits

.Pittsburgh
Stadium;. Civic Light
Minheapplis, April 25.
Opera Assh., 509 Triangle Bldg., Plttsr
The scheduled spring tour of
bur^ (phone:. Express l-n66):; (E.)
through northwest small
“Dracula”
Opens June 12 -Runs nine weeks. Guest
towns by the Old Log Civic and
stars.','.'.!.group was
Reading Green Hills theatre George strawhattef theatre
terminated by! Wayhe
R. Snell, loo W. Spring St, Reading, abruptly
Pa. (E.) Opens June 13. Runs. 12 weeks. Fish, wealthy local drama patron,
:

.

.

.

.

;

:

.Guest

;

who was

stars!.'

RHODE ISLAND

backirtg

it.

Only

live

.

Lake Wlnnipasaukee: A1 Wilkes;

P. O.
1,38, East Lynne, Cohn. (Ev)
Neiv London: Players; N. W. Weldon,
Jr., 417 ;E, 52d St., N. Y; G; XN.)
Peterborough : Playef s> Edith Bond
Stearns:' 69 Charles St., N. ,Y. C. (E.)
Opens June 28! Runs 10 weeks.
Tamworth: Barnstormers; Frahcis G.
Cleveland; (E.)

;

.

;

&

•

.

&

:

•

.

;

(WEIUMAN STUDIO,

N. Y.)
Producers Chris Selbel and Mike
Stewart have come up with aft offBfoadway revue where the good
Outweighs the bad. Show has a
number of spots that, might easily
make the grade on Broadway.
Present production, enhanced by a
youthful exuberance on the part
of the performers, makes for pleas-

The reason, ant entertainment,

stands were played.

.

Box

.

Stolz’s
at the

Barrington: Edgewood Sr, Gollege; Fish said, was financial losses.
William R. Lbughery.
Fish took .it on the financial chin
Matunuck: Theatre-by-the-Sea; Al
once before in the capacity of an
Jones, c/o Lambs Club; 130 W. 44th
Stewart,.''
angle
when he came to the rescue
Hyde Park: Gouhty playhouse; .Rich- Stv, TL Y;, (Phbne: tjj 2-1515;X
Sara of “The tDesert Song,” enabling it
Gasiho
theatre;
Newport:
ard Hafrity
Billy Matthews.
KeUka Park: Keuka College play- Stamm, 1674 Broadway, N, Y. (phone: to continue its tour into the east
Cl 8-4498). .(E.) Dpfens June 26; Runs after its Coast sponsors, Lewis
hbuse;. H. F. Archibald.
Lake Placid:: Drama Festival; .Irwin; 11 weeks. Guest stars.
Yoiing, had announced its closing
Providence; Victory theatre; Alaha following its Minneapolis engageiMscator, Drama ^Workshop, 247 :W. 48th
(E.) Gray Holmes, 160 Broad Street, Provi- ment because they apparently had
St, N. Y. ((Phone: JV 6-4800).
Opens July Ijk Runs! six weeks. Guest dence. (E,)..
run out Of funds. That venture

(E.)-

:

Murray

St., Syracuse
(E.) Opens
(phone Syracuse 3'‘0462)
July 3i Runs eight Weeks. Guest stars:
playhouse;
County
Elmira Chemung
Ernest W. Mahdeville, 32 Broadway,
Opens
(E.)
4-7245).
N: Y. (phone:
July 3. Runs 10 weeks
playArlists.
Fampus
Fayetteville :
house; E. R. yahdebortcpeur. (8c Murray
Syracuse
Sabina
416
Sp.
St.,
Bernthal,
(E;) Opens
(phone: Syracuse 3^.0462).
July 3. Runs eight weeks. Guest stars.
Fred
Fishkill:
Dutchess Players;

Wauamaker;

.

&

Bernthal, 416 So, Sabina

phone;:

.(E.)-,

-NEW'.HAMPSHIBE
Concord

John house; e!r. Vadeboncoeur

N, Y.)

The commercial chances for this
John F. Matthews adaptation of
Franz Kafka’s “The Trial” are very
weak. Yarn about a bank execuV
live placed under arrest by an undisclosed power without having
any charges filed against him is

;

:

.

;

The Scapegoat
(PRESIDENT theatre,

too expeflmental in nature for the
average
BrOadwaV theatregoer
Play winds up with the execution
of the bank .executive because of
ope etta, “Wild Violets,”
Stoll; Loihdon; after the musical his refusal to cOhfOss to being a
completed a is-week tour of the criminal,
'
is
Scott Hale, Robert H: Fuller
Stolz, incidehtally
provinces,
also negotiating for a French pro- and Robeft Carficart top the list
Erwin
duction of his ’^SpriuKtime In Pra-^ of capable performances.
The Drater.’\ He plahes to NeW Vork July PlscatOr ably dire6ted.
Workshop’s
class
matic
in
design,
20 to Conduct his. annual “Night
In yiehha ’ at Lewisohn stadium under the supervision of H., A.
fitted the play with some
July 29 with the N. Y. .Philhar- Coiidell.
interestmg sets.
Orchestra.
.recently

Littler

.

VA

1950

2<(«

(Phonb: GI $-9251).
(N.) Qptni Juh« 26. Runs 10 weeks,
Bolling Springs; Allenberry plsy«
house; Charles H,. B, Heinze ‘(phone?

W,

mje

.

Stewart’s sketches, and lyrics
show imagination and talent, while
accompanying music by Leo Schumer^ Shelly Moweli, Irma Jurist;
Ludwig Lenel and James Reed
LaWlor, Iri most instances, is easy,
bn the ear. Jean Sincere, Jane
White, Dorothy Greener and; Pat
.

Carroll turn in bright performances a$ do most of th'fe cast.

John Sydow bandied! direction
Alice TCmkin’s choreneatly,
Box stars.
Iheatre-^^^
TENNESSEE
cost him arpuiid $25,000: although ography occasionally makes for inGrand Central Station, N. Y. C,
Overton
Open
Air
theatre,
Memphis:
Mahopac: Putnam County hl^yhbuse;
(N.) Opeii.s June 29. Runs eight Weeks. Jill Miller, 141 E; I7th St, N, Y! Opens [’Park; Vietbr Morley, 130 W. 44th St., it was pnly of several months* teresting viewing> but there’s too
Whitefleld: Chase Barn playhouse; July 4. Runs; 10 weeks.
N. Y. (phone: LU 2-1510). (E.) Opens duration.
much of it.
Luey Chase Sparks, Chase Farm, WhiteMalden Bridge: PlayhPuse; Walter July 3. Rims eight weeks., Guest stars..
Whitefield i76-R 4
field,. N H. (phone
•'TEXAS..'"
Wood, Malden Bridge, N. Y! (phone:
tli« Green GrnHB
(E.) Opens July 11. Runs eight weeks. NassPau 11 F
pallasi Starlight Operetta, Fair /Park
(N.) ppens July 1.
23).
(MASTER THEATRE, N. Y.)
'NEW' JERSEY
Casinoi-i Charles .R. Meeker, Jr. (phone:.
Runs 10 weeks.
Andover: Grist' Mill Playhouse; RpbMt Kiscb Westchester, playhouse; Dallas TR 7-9865)!^ (E.) N
Put On! by the Abbe Practical
Cbntiiiiied from, pagb .63
trt.E. Perry, •(£;) ^
Houston: Music Hall; Robert Altfeld
Barton H. Emmet, 190 010 Lake St.,"
Workshop for three performances
Atlantic City: surf Playhouse; Gail White Plains, N; Y. (jmone: LO O. (E.)'::'!"
last weekj “Tread the Green Grass’’
political
change
the
complexion
of
Hilison, 5 Yudor City Place, ^N, Y, C. 9-0455). (E.) Opens June 19. Runs 11
''VERMONT
has little to offer Broadway. La(phone: Mtr 9-3100), (E.)
Brattleboro Summer theatre; Harry the nominating committee from
week$! puest stars.
beled a folk fantasy with! music,
Bound Brook Fbpthill playhouse
Opens one extreme to the other;
Rochester: Henrietta Hayloft; Arthur Young, Brattleboro; Vt. (E.)
the play, written by Paul Green,
Cliaiiotte and Stanley Klein, 359 Beech- Conescu (N.)
Opens July 4,' Runs 10 July 15. Runs seven-eight weeks. Guest
With six iriembers of the nirieadapted and staged by Herwood Ave., BoUndbroOk, N. J, CN.)
weeks,
star's.'
man committee elected by the was
bert V* Geilendre. Spasmodic moMiddlebury: Green Mt. playhouse; membership (the
Saratoga ..Springs: Spa Summer theCape May; Tlieatre; T. C. Uphanti.
other three are ments of captivating drama are
Opens June 26. Runs 11 weeks. atre; John Huntington, 433 W. 21st St., Raymond Hodges. 813 W. Franklin St.,
(E.)
(E.)
Open§ Richmond,. Va; (phone:, Richmond 6- named by the council) they are bogged down by a talky script.
Cedar Grove: Towers theatre; Harold N. Y; (phone CH. 3.-1245)
able to control the noininatiOnS. Yarn deals with the conflict beE. Lawrence, 401 Main St. (Phone: OR July 3. Runs eight weeks. Guest stars; 4722), (N.) Opens July 4* Runs nine
The last two years illustrate how tween good end evil within a
3-1935). (N.) Ppens July 6. Runs nine
Sea. Clift: Summer th^tre; Thomas weeks.
Weston,: Playhouse; Harlan F, Young, the present system can swing from young girl.
.weeks..
G. Radcliffe, Jr.. 129 E, 55th St.. N., Y.
Clinton: Music Hiall theatre; Eddie (phone: PL 5-0067). (E.) Opens June 4 Arlington St., .Cambridge, Mass. (N.) one extreme to the other; without
beirdre Owens, as the girl; Ma rc
Opens June 29. Runs 10 weeks; (Will an apparent jriajor: shift Of sentiRich, 214 W. 42d St., N. Y. (phone: PE 13. Runs 12 weeks. Guest stars.
Raven, representing an evil force,
6-8221).- (Ew)
Skaneateles: Summer theatre; Wal- play split week with Wpodstbek, Vt.) ment withiii the membership;
Last and Douglass Pailchirst, play's
Winooski St Michael’s College playLake Hopateong: Lakeside theatre; ter Davis, 332 E. .53d St., N. Y, C. (Ej,
year, all six membership repre- commentator, hold down the ma.hbUse;. Henfy G. Fairbanks, St. M1-John Fields, 140 W. 42d St., N. Y. Opens Junb 13. Runs 12 weeks.
(phone; LO 3-3639), ,(E.) Opens June
Smithtown Branch: Old ToWn thea- chael's College, Winooski, Vt.. (E,) Opens sentatiyes elected to the iloriiinat- jor assignments capably, Eugene
Runs six weeks. Guest stars, Ing cortimittee were .identified as Broadnax’s music is butstandiiig,
27, Runs 10 weeks.
tre; Robert O’Byme, 321 W. 74th St.; July 4.
liberals, while this year all six while Robert O’Bynie and Gloria
Lambertvllle: Music Circus; St, John N: Y; (phone: TR 3-9241.) (E.) Opens
-WISCONSIN:'
Monty directed competently.
(E!)
Lake Geneva: Liizerh Garden theatre; were regarded as conservatives.
TeivelL phone AL 5-1425)
June 27, Runs 10. weeks. Guest stars.
Mill
Mllburn:
Paper
playhouse;
Somers: Westchester Musical; Robert Roland E. Wilcox Associates (phone:
In each instance, the nominating
rraiik Carrington (phone: Short Hills Penn & Mortie Halpern,. 113 W. 57th .Lake Geneva 2349). (N!) Opens June committee picked some
candidates
29.
:.7300):. '(E;)-:'
Rvms 10 weeks.
St., N. Y: C., (phone: CO J-7946). (E.)
from the opposing faction for the
Princeton: McCarter theatre; Herbert Opens June 16. Runs 12 weeks, Guest
official slate (apparently with the
Kcnwith, 3 Weehawken St., N. Y. (E.) stars.'-'
idea of heading off the formation
Opens, mid- June. Runs 12-15 weeks.
Glen:
Summer theatfej
Walkihs
’s‘
of an independent ticket). Even so,
Red Bank: Summer theatre; B. F. Charles Deane (phone; Watkins Glen
the miriofity element in the Union
Kutehei’, 1545 Broadway, N. Y. phone: 375)- ..(£)•/•' V
Chacuii Soloii Sa Faiiii
JU 6-0660).. (E.) Opens in July. Runs
had to be content with less than
Whii^ Plains: .Carousel, theatre; Har(To EacK. His Choice)
in
eight week. Guest stars.
old Bromley.
proportional
representation
or
Paris, April 15.
Cape Town, April 18.
Sea Girt: Millstream playhouse; WarWoodstock: Playhouse; Michael LinVietix Colombler presentation ot clra*
make the effort: to organize and
ten A. Hhghes, 109 Atlantic Ave,, Man- enthal, (E;) Opens in July. Runs nine
ma In ;.l\v6 :acts. (eight scenes) .hy Jean
Problem of paying author’s campaign
for
an
independent
Megln. Dii’^ctlon, scenery and costpnu.s
asquan,. N. J. (phone; MA 7-3531). weeks.
royalties for American plays proticketv
Rather than attempt the by Rayihond Hermahtier.' Incidental niuOpens J.uly .4, Runs 10 weeks.
NORTH CAROLINA
duced in South Africa, under
sic by Georges pelerue. At Theatre
Spring Lake: Ivy Tower playhouse;
Tuxedo
Lake Summit playhouse; present dollar restrietipns; has latter,' the conservative forces last Vieujc Colombier, Paris.
year conducted
Rea John Powers, 1508 Central Ave*. Robrpy Farquhaf The. ’Vagabond Play.....
an undercover Marla
.Muriel' Chaney
caused
the
Cape
Town
Repertory
...
.Monique. Henna nt
Union .City, N! J. (phone: UP 7-^00). ers, Pliiell as playhousbr Pinellas. Interwrite-in campaign,' which failed to Valeria
1st NoVic*
Elisabeth Hanhn
Society
hit
to
on
novel
a
method
(E,)
Opens July 4. Huns 10 weeks,
Fla.
elect any candidates but aroused 2iid Novice
national Airport, St. Petersburg,
.! ..
Isabelle.. Lobhe
of settling with Moss Hart for his
BaSileOpens June 27. Runs 11 weeks.
N;NEWMEidcO
(E.)
Charles Clmrras
considerable bitterness.
Sister Aurora
;.
vFrancoise Moreau
“Light up
the
Sky” recently
Santa Fe; El 'Tea trq; Ann .Lee, Somf
OHIO
Eye AFRA Setup
Francesco. NoSueira: Jcan-Claudc M iel n'l
brero playhouse, Phoenix, Ariz, (E.)
Cain P’ark; City oVi^ned produced here.
Cleveland
....
.Bernard Mus.sen
Those opposing the nominating Lazare ..
Opens 'July 4. Runs nine, weeks. Guest and operated, 3445 Washington, CleveSociety
•Pedro
has purchased three committee
.....
Plei're Pian.il
setup would prefer to Pia
..Man'se Pai let
.'stars.'
Opens June 20. water color paintings of typical have some
land; Heights, O. (N.)
.....
jeai) A
system along tlie gen- Gonfalo.
NEW YORK
Runs eight weeks.
Cape Town scenes to send to Hart eral lines of
Plcnnilt
Esteban .. ........ ........
Batavia* Horseshoe Lake theatre;
that used by Equity’s Leon BOLcs. ...... /Raymond.Guy
Frederick
G. in lieu of dollars, Which would not
Huron,:
Playhouse;
Hernia ntior
Russell,
Frank E..
319 E. MainNSt,, Ba- Walsh, State H., Bo wlihg Green, O.
affiliate union, the American Fed- Bishop
Elan Layigne
be allowed" out of the country eration
tavia (phone: Batavia: 815).
(N.)
of Radio Artists. It has no
(phone; Bowling Green 3632). (N.)
under exchange regulations. nominating
Blauvelt: Greenbush tiaeatrq; Harry Opens. June 25
Jean Megin (who is still in his
Runs seven weeks.
cpniniitteC and no ofWhether other, authors will be as ficial
-PENNS YLVANIA
or 'Tegular” slate. Any mem- 20s) has written a moving, poetic
agreeable
is
doubtful,
leaving ber
AllerttoWn: Hayloft theatre: Don Mv
may.be npmiriate(i by petitipn play in this story of the Portuguese
nun who, through her sincere be) ief
Dickihson/ 235 E. 22d St,, Ailehtowh, local producers with the headache steried by a specified number
of
in God, defied the authorities of
Pa. (E.) Opens June 10; Runs Id weeks, Of finding dollars tpljay perform- members
in good standing,
in
Rarnesville: Kenley Players, Lake- ing rights fees for current Amerthe Church when their tenets did
general, this has ^couraged iridewood Park: John K. Kenley, c/o L. ican drama.
not agree with her convictions.
perideht nomiriations and the elecCutler* 28 W. 46th S't., N. Y. C. (EO
As a struggle between the inditiori Of candidates on an individOpens JUiie 3. Runs. 15 weeks! Guest
yidual erinseierice and organized
Good
Swap?
'.
ual, rathef: than frictiorial, basis.
stars.'
"Vclericalism,
the pla.V points up
.South African water colors are
Beach Lake Cosmopdlitan Club theAnd it terids to give rtiore equita- the elements of bigotry
and supei still in transit; arid haven’t arrived
atre; ilse Stahley, Hotel. Fprre^, 224
ble representation to the various stition, devotion and heroism, in
yeCaccbrding to Hart.
elements Within the union;
such a struggle, without, ho:ve \'e
Playwright said that: therefore
The opposition to the voting set- stressing too obviously the good
he wasn’t sure whether he'd made
up, under which inactive arid re- and bad of either side. Moreover,
a good trade, or riot.
tired actors rritain the ballot; is Megin has succeeded in niaking his
NEW MILLION DOLLAR PIER, ATLANTIC CITY
based on the belief that this play essentially dramatic; without
Hi®
a.k, electorate re
p r esc n t s an the rhetorical preaching that
'
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THEATRES AVAILABLE^

!

I

HiRPODROM E Has RlOb
—
READY TO OPERATE

PERFECT CONDITION

Seats

. .

LAROE $TAeE

Also

PANDORA,
fRSC

ariachforiistic

.

SO() Seats

July

AOMISStON TO FliR

.

CpntQct

JUNS

idtlH

io

sii^. isTH

BEACH AMUSEMENT CORP., MlUION DOLLAR

AfLANTlC CITY,

OR UjPNE ATLANTIC

PIER,

CITY 5-?S8S

,

.

Seattle Symphony
Orchestra, is sailing Friday (28)
for Europe. He'll direct live concerts of his former Symph, the
ductor. of

seAsoi4;

point-of-view
and
impedes
union
progress.'
It’s
claimed that this element is no
longef familiar with the theatre or
tpe heeds of Equity.
It’s coheeded that there W()uld
Manuel Kosenthal, eon- be difficulty in working out gen'8

Joseph Szigeti is sailing Saturday!
for a six-month concert tour
of Europe
Claudio Arraii left
last Thursday (20). for his 17th
South American tour, returning in
the

rule to cover the situation.
But one suggestion is that sucW a
requirenient might involve! the
length of time since the member
French' National Orchestra, during had appeared on the stage or
"atJuly-August.
tended a membership riieeting.
:

.

eral

subject implies.
This is partly due to the acting,
which is on a very high level,
Muriel Chaney is outstanding as
the nun^ Maria, and gives a i)evformance that is inspired. JeanClaiide Michel is excellent as li®
1

,

governor who attempts td save
Maria, and Raymond Hermantitn’
The
is fine as the bishop’s Vicar.
rest of the cast, even to the. snialh
Hermanliev ^
est role, is good,
costutnes: and scenery are sinvple
.

and

.effective.

Fred.

,

We4ne«dl«iy, April a®,

0

1950
up

written

in^ the

June

issue of

,Holidsy..

:'v
.

“The
Hughes* novel.
Giant* Awakes,”, based bn the life
of Samuel Gompers, will be issued
in two months by the Borden PubRupert

•

tiH'SfQrtimer’s No. >

writing output. He is a practical
journeyman writer who lives by
his typewriter, and he tells his
readers how in simple, straightforward and: realistic language.
As *such, “i Sell What I Write”
is one of the better contributions;
It is certainly a “must” manual for
the newcomer writer, and also of
value, both on the how-tb and the
frank and breezy style, to the esAbCl.
tablished wordsmith.

.

Wltll th«!ir second book, "Ghiftag0_:-<;3onlld«ntial,” iii the bestseller lists (over 60,000 copies),

Jack Lait and tee Mortimer are
readying the third, of their
Sides” on the cities, the subject
being Washington. It will be nonpolitical ill the main, although inevitably it must touch on such
light of being the nar
phases^

SCULLY’S

j
t

;

By

\

lishing Co.

Albert Q. Masel, in his Collier’s
piece on “Runyon’s Last Story-^By
His Friends— details some revealing inside stuff on how Walter
Winchell, Leonard Lyons $nd Dan
Parker started and are furthering
the
Damon Runyon Memorial

SCRAPBOOK

FirRnk Scully

Bedside Mahor, April 22v
of the advantages of being too sick to listbh to the avalanche of
CBS on Sunday is that you may^ be sufficiently recovered by Monday
to listen to some of the sweetest convalescent music this side of Stv

One

i

.

'

J

:Cecilia..

NBC

responsible for most of this, what with its “Railroad. Hour**
and “Telephone Hour,” which play back-to-back on Monday night, but
there's a gdod deal of it around in other places; too.
So if you’re
pooped out by Sunday oyer-indulgenee, turn to what Goethe called
“molten sculpture;” to give you the relaxation yoii heed on Monday
night to get relaxed for the proper amount of sleep you need for your
is

Fund.
Limited Editions Club celebrating itb coming-of-age. (21rt) anni'
versary
with dinner at Hotel
tibn’s,. capital.
Regis, N. Y., May 11, plus inauguLait, editor of the N, Y. Mirror,
of
the Aldine Awards. First
ration
New
World
Protestant
who pegged Mortimer as a prosubsequent weekend ruriarouhd;^
Protestant Publishing Corp. has “‘Aldus” to Bruce Rogers On his
tegee some 20 years ago, actually
I tuned in on the “Railroad Hour” betcausc Gordon MacRae and
There will be 21
80th
birthdiay.
wrote “Chicago” in three weeks, purchased the Protestant Voice^
soiree. Marian Bell were co^rtarring in a tab version df “Madame Sherry.”
working 3-4 hours a night with his pitbUshed periodically in Fort other awards made at this
“Madame Sher^/tchierie, was
arid
first- musical.
Sterling,
Dorothy
Kid book by
trained stehog who took most, of Wayne, Ind„ the last nine 'years,
The Man 'Who /Deserted Vaude
--y-v
Lait does and after Aug, 1 will publish it ex-Time. staffer, and mag phptog
it down oh the machine.
Ehrenburg, bought by DouIt was a big step from two-bit Orchestra seats in vaude houses to a
75% of the Writing; Mortimer in New York as a national weekly Myron
will
be
by
Junbleday,
picked
up
buck-plus and the second balcony at; the: musicals. Though far too
gathers the material; but both also newspaper, to be known bs The
young to have opinions at the time, 1 wad at least fainiliar; with the
employ a researcher. Mortimer 'is Protestaht World. The Protestant ior Literaiw Guild.
Photographer Vivian Cherry, a gravitational laws and kneW from experience that nipst Broadway
the film and nitery critic oh the Voice will continue publication in "
miJsiformer
in
dancer
Broadw^^y
Fort Wayne Until that time.
stars would run oiit of money at some time and gi'ab a few vaude date$
-Mirror.:'
Robert W. Searle, exec secretary calb is collaborating with Hr, Ed- :t6 tide. them'. over./;Their first book was “New
'CYork-rConfidehtial” and the pthers of the Protestant Publishing Corp. mund Ziman on a picture-and-;text
it wos one of the. despairs in our. family circle that every time any
book on child psyehology, to be
to follow! wiir include San Fran- hab been named editorv; and James
effort was made to inject a little legit culture into nle 1 would
published
by Gaer.
E, Craig, formcfr chief edilbrial
cisco and New prleanis.
John D. MacArthur, publisher pf “Oh, I saw her in VaudeviHe.’’ And I had, too.
Writer Of the New York Sun, Will
Theatre Arts, hab resigned as presThe
newseditor^
managing
be
Mystery Writers* Poe Awards
I saw even Ethel Barrymore in “The 12 Pound Look/’ one of Barrie’s
ident of the Bankers Life &
,,
t
* tit
With Bela: Lugosi -in the audi- paper will be guided by a cOr- ^
less whirnsical potboiler^
But she neveiv showed any glamor for me ^
porate board, of 300 persons, a Casualty Insurance Co., of Illmo,^
ence, purloined lettuce salad and
either
in vaudeville or ph the legit stage cpniparable tp one hight iii a
of
deyote
full
time
to
the
mag;
to
an exCelery Queen dressing bn the naahaging board of 45, and
lobby
I was picking UP a musical comedy ticket, and she poked
Playwright
when
^
cotnmittee of 12.
'Vlmenu and Occasional blood-cuT- ecutive
her head in the boxpffice and asked for hers.
V
Dr
Homer R Gettle Foit Charles MacArthur, is editor,
dlirig screams interrupting the af."Hadio Plays for Young People,’’
.1 looked on her then and X 'look, on her now as the; most beautiful
wS-iie, one of the publishers of
fair, -the Mystery Writers of Amercollection of 15 adaptations by Wal- thing I ever saW. She was dressed for a night ht the theatre and: as, far
sale
was
made
said
the
the
Voice,
ica last Thursday (20) presented its
the original ter Hackett from story classics hy as I could make put she was alone, I was, top. But I was going up to
annual Edgar Allan Poe awards. for a little less than
The such authors as Charles Dickens, the second balcony, and she to h box. La vie est dure;
of $165, OOO.
Edgars wCrit to: Alan Greene, best “considerafion’*
Twain,
James Fenimore
support Mark
Funny how We can reihember every detail of .some things and forget,
first
mysteiw nbvel, “What a plan to raise $2;000,b00 to
Robert Louis Steven son all
journalistic venture will Cooper
too much of pthers. Without looking at any .reference book,. 1; could
Body”; RKO’s “The Window,” best the new
and Louisa May Alcott, Will be
said.
continue,
he
tell you that “Madame Sherry” played at the NeW Amsterdam 'theatre
mystery film; Robert Arthur and
publi.shed May 4 by Plays, Inc., of
and
that It opened in the Summer of 1910, /
Dave; ICogan, for Mutuars “Murder
bv Experts,” best radio whodunit;
CS'rX.Moschna Was /•His. Name'.
“Ellery Queen’s Mystery MagaThe guy who wrote the music had a ha nie something like the guy
music critic and columftlst fhi- th*. w k- Metro dim producer,, has
and
the
zine,”
,to^
contribution
for
seven- S^tten a cook book, labelled “The who made the harmoriicas—^Hohher or Hoschna. Otto Auerbach did
mystery Short story Joseph Henry The Boston Herald, Off on a
which the book. And it played a year. It was as gemutlich as a Saizburg
a roving assignJackson, for best fact-crimer, “Bad week junket on
published next _ fall. Pro- hofbrau house;
1 remember Lina Abarbanell as little Yvonne and
Lisbon,
Madrid,
including
Company ”; N/ Y. Times, reviewer ment
du^r
s^w
fe
is now workmg.on an- f even better I remember
Ralph Herz, vyho played Uncle Theopolis.
Anthohy Bbucher, for best Criti- Rome, Paris and London with a
Left-Oycr
r
Elizabeth Murray and Dorothy Jardon still stand out, but who played
in
cism; John Dickson Carr, for his stopofl at the Bach Festival
featuring fave recipes Edward Sherry? I
Pi-^es
couldn't
remember if I were to hang for it. That’s
bipg of Sherlock Holmes, and SidHollywood stars,
HeTl be working .with Francis
the part Gordon. MacRae sang so .beautifully in .the radip^version.
:rtey Kingsley, for hiS’ play, “DeBeekman
Hill Review, a nabe
”
cartponist,
page
Daiil, Herald ed
(jone. are the old. familiar faces.
Lina Abarbanell is casting for
tective Story
paper taking in the district from
Program included Skits lampoon^ on a series of illustrated pieces in 48th to 57th street, from First to Dwight Deere Wiman, but where are the rest? I ran into Dprothy
page
We kept in touch but I recently
ing radio, video and film treat- a light vein for an editorial
Fifth, avenue, N^ Y., is scheduled Jardon in Hollywood: a few years ago.
meiits of mellerS and a satiric pri- .layout.
For the rest
to make its bow next week. Sheet; last track of her and all efforts to find her today failed.
I
suppose,
vate eye film produced by Henry
to
quote Joe Laurie, Jr„ they’ve gone “upstairs;”
Which wilt run less than 10 pages,
Scully Scans Nags
Klinger, 20th-F6x associate story
Will be published and edited by
His Hert Stood' Still.
Given aiiy racing sheet carrying Mimi Pulaski.
editor.
What a deft, comedian that.Ralph Herz w^s!; He Had a line that has
past performances and a Copy of
in an unusual move, N. Y. state never left me.
“This brotherly and sisterly .love,’’" he said; “is truly
Stan: Gordon’s “The Starting Gate^’ attorney
general
Nathaniel
L. touching.” ill So many words it has
Radio Newsmen in Italy
as much life as a paper flower,
and “The Handicapper,” anybody
Included in a, group of radio who plays horses and still doesn’t Goldstein has launched an investi- but worked^ over and polished with his timing it
had everything.
newsmen who are touring Europe know how to divide, can now pick gation to determine whether false
•With
no
intent
to
be
disloyal
to
Lina
Abarbanell, arid since it is imrumors circulated about the N. Y.
this year are David Robinson of
long shots. The trick apparently Herald Tribune
possible to be disloyal to the character who played Edward Sherfy
being
up
for sale;
AP,’ M. Pe Villarosa Of II Pro- is to watch the fatigue-factor
are part of a systeniatic campaign (since I don’t remember him), t still have to hand it to Marian Beil.
paper; among thoroughbreds.
Italian - language
gressQ,
Favorites
Emile Hill, WQV; Gene Rayburn, can win just so Often and then a against the daily, in violation of: She gave a radio performance thiat made. her sound like a girl who bad
just been released from a convent and Couldn’t hold back the songs in
the law.
WNEW; Leon Levine, WCBS; all of combination
circumstances
of.
:her h-eprt.New York, and Basil Cardew, makes them tire and they lose.
Daily Express; Courtenay Edwards, Then the long shots come in.
I’d never seen her in “Brigadoori,” and with no likely, commutation
Daily Mail; Cyril Birks, Eyening
Dan Parker has held for years
of the. sentence to_ a linen, prison, which is my present lot. I’m not
News; Jack Frost; Daily Telegraph, to the opinion that one Should
likely to see. her in a Los Angeles production of that Old Shaviaiiand Geoffrey Sutton, T r ay e 1 never play the horses unless he
Continued from page 1;
Strauss eclair, “The Chocolate Soldier.”
Topics, all of London.
can afford to lose. Nevertheless,
They covered Rome last week he thinks that Gordon’s lightning some organization which the jjidusShe sang “Every Little Movement” and though hundreds, thousands
after doing several days in Naples. calculator is the bert. friend a horse try failed to help might be blown have sung it through the years, she gave it a meaning all her own. She
up by the press into another public did about as well with “Uncle Says I Mustn't,” and a duet reprise
player ever had. He believes Gorsung
relations
holocaust.
Both the by her arid MacRae was done as delicately as an Easteri iily.
Bettger Bestseller Hassle
don’s are the most valuable time
Red
Cross
and
March
of
thnitv
In
there,
histoo,
Jhe
a
lists
in
was
Weet
trouper, Isabel Jewell, who remains all
Controversy on bestseller
charts ever compiled
has been stirred up again, this time tory of racing. That’s going back have beeii extremely reluctant to that her name implies, and Ted Osborn, who played Uncle Theopolis,
be lumped in \yith other chanties. the Ralph Herz part. 1 don’t know why they!* named the
by Prentice-Hall. Publisher points a long way.
character
out that “How I Raised Myself
It’s"^30 years since this reviewer ] They provide the move sensitive that.
There’s a big crater in the moon bearing the name; but the crater
from Failure to Success iii Selling,” had his bpihions respected around points,"
in turri must haye been named after somebody on this earth.
by Frank Bettger, an ex-ballplayer, Belmont.
But to do it required
There is also the thought, howNext Week: Lilac Time
With ever, that the industry might do
has already sold over 100,000 copies working 18 hours a day.
Just how far back toward the dawn of history “Madam Sherry” goes,
cuts, better public relations-wise by a
and is now only cracking into the Gordon’s statirtical short
I don’t know.
George Edwards had produced a British version, which
|
N. Y. Herald Tribune’s non-fiction winners could have been picked concerted drive once a year if the had run in
Loridon before Woods, Frazee, et ah, brought it to New York.
be.stseller column.
in less tj^me thap it takes to be
were appropriately intro- I suppose it Was spawned originally in the Vienna woods or in .some
^
Reason for .the book’s slow ap- served a hot-dog behind any grand- puced. There would also be con- back alley of Budapest. With
the iron curtain loWered, all that’s lost
pearance in the chart is fact that
to U5 now. And any attempt to find out may get me hauled before one
it has been sold chiefly on a mailIn fact, if track followers Vvould
Busme.ss
of the yarious vigilante committees of reforrried communirts which are
^^
order basis, with the publisher buy fewer hot dogs till they’ve seu
S
whatever
it was ^called, .seemingly now running the country.
having spent $100,000 to promote, questered $5 and can buy a copy
Before I’m dragged off to a concentration camp protesting my irinothe $3.95 tome, GontentiOn is that of “The Starting Gate,” the day of which might focus considerable
cence, t hereby toss a bouquet to Marian Bell, Gordon MacRae, Isabel
the bestseller lists are an inade- busted horse players might be good publicity on the industry,
While
there’s
no
inclination
to
Jewell
and Ted Osborn for cannonballing down the track in the “Railn\!Pr.
The
book
like
the
looks
quate representation of the public's over.
question the charitable motives of road Hour” arid bringing back a memory till it iTved with such reality
Scully,
purchases, particularly with the look-of-the-mOnth.
industry leaders in the drive, I could feel it breathing over my shoulder.
growing use of rnail order nierthere’s some feeling in grassroots
Kolodin’s Expert 'Guide*
chandising.
Doubleday, for inslance, is a heavy user pf direct
In the third edition of “The exhib circles that the campaigns
f roiii one yeafly drive could theri at the Strand, Hartford,, on May 3
Music”
selling (on which the publisher, gets New Guide to Recox-ded
are used as a fneahs of personal
a bigger margin), and has been by
Irving Kolodin Ipoubleday; pobucity. Generally, however; the be allocated among all; approved will go to the Cerebral PalSy
elickinji via radio and television $4), he goes fui'ther than just giv- opposition is based on the slieer arid Worthwhile charity endeavors, Assn.
Plan.s for the event were
'
Stanzas.
ing you a complete list of intei’Campaigns. Metror insuring a large amount of inoney: worked put by Warner ad-pub
for each one.”
national recoi'dings
politan Theatre Owners of Washveepee Mbit Blumenstpck in coKo^^^
music,
Jiilcs Archer’s Click Book
ington, a TOA affiliate,’ for inPperation with Corinecticut’s Goy.
One of the best hbw-to books is
Palsy,
BpnidsY
RdigioUB
Ghester
Av Bowles.
[
Singe,
Archer’s “I Sell What I n;e,fts'^on“thg:composQf.
lently xn the capital.
Meanwhile^ the N. Y. Catholic
and/pr musician is hot only in- t^oncui
Charities Set ta Roll
It! is a forthright reporr
It!
swell reading;
„
job by a. professional writer. fbx'rnative but
Independence
Savings
Bond Charities lias begun an appeal for
brought the opposition
Rembusch
$2,175,000 Pf which the film inInstead of a lot of academic palaver is not only a hturt for any referto the drives into the open with a Drive as. well as fund-raising camliberal
a
it
giVes
library
but
ence
dustry’s quota is .$35>000. John J.
on “how” to .do this or that; Archer
The author telegram addres.sed to Bob Hope, paigris for sundry otlier criuses O’Connor, Universal Pictures veemusical education.
case-histOrie^s* his own Career vdth
of gained further steam in the film
over 80 instances On how ideas were manifestly knows his music and who is .serving as co-chairmart
Bond; Drive, pee, is chairman of the iriotion
Allied iriduslfy this week.
to the long the Gerebral Palsy Drive.
conceived, written and merchan- his recordings right up
Bert Sanford, of
from May 15-Xuly 4; will be aided picture unithe
this
Besides
records.
down
Hope’s
request
playing
pjez turned
"dized.,.ABC Vending Corp., is vice-chaira list that he also serve as a co-chairman, by some 13 publicists and admen
that
write,
so
how
to
knows
He illustrates bach case by
rrian of the group while ex-Po.stiptere.st- nembusch’s Avire stated;
in riatioriwide key cities who. will
title and the ultimate purchaser. of recordings makes such
/master Geneuai Frank C. AValkeir
"Sorry cannot accept co-chair- Serve as regional a^-pub chairinenv
He gives generous Credit to the ing reading, that; you d
Zim- ,panship United Gerebral Palsy,
United Cerebral Palsy Assns., and George Schaefer are treasurer
practical
know-how of literary stop until you reach jEfrem
arid
respecAssistant treasurer,
agents in general and his own baljst— which IS oni the last page. Assn. Poll of Allied units reyeals Inc., pushing a: $5i000,06b camJOe Laurie, jr, I ipajority feel Independerit drives paign fund, has named Gael Sul- |.tiveiy;;'
agency (Gideon ‘Kishorr of August
Rounding out current industryLenriiger ) in ^particular.
are being overdone to a point, livan, exec director of the Theatre
CHATTER
It’s a practical work (Fell; $2.50)
where they are becoming ineffec- Owners of- Airierica» as Natipnal wide drives is a campaign in beHarisori Baldwin, of the N. Y.
^
of the National Jewish Hoshalf
because: it doesn’t set its sights in
In
additipri,
Exhibitor
Chairman.
T.voibal answer: ‘Just fintual.
any literati dregm world. / Archer 2jjcs, in HOilyiyood on a lecture
^|“3ros^ ^?n' miadle ot liCP.A head Leonard H. Golden- pital at Denver. George Skoutas
approaches the practical basis that
S.
'Too spn also announced appointment Of Skoura.s Theatres and B
soon.
|f you write: you want to achieve
Agnes Newton Keith, author of
drives can kill/ of H. y. (Rotus) Harvey, prez of MosSi N. Y. circuit operator, have
a market, and. it should hot be cir- “Three Came Homej” ib Holiyr uiany independent
the
co-chairmen
of
named
been
Of
(Zionference
Pacific
the;
Coast
It is my /opinion rniotion;
ciimscriWd by the New Yorker or wood as guest of Claudette Gol- goose;’
Iridependent, Theatre Owners, as Aniusemerit Division of the 5lst
i/picture chaiuty drives mUvSt be cq^
^/Osmbpolitan ^there are plenty of bert.
.anniversary celebration for the ingiant yearly motion Sullivan s eP-cbai:rriian:
Louis
tour
of
European
[ biried into one
Recent
5^”^^ vgpod markets (from cohProceeds of Warners’ “Colt ,45” sHtutlOm
Yield
iCssibh
Armstrong arid his combo will be picture community drive.
'
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tf

Wednegjiayy April 26^ 1950
Switzerlandrfollowing his thesplng
stint in Columbia’s serial, “Pirates

do- a comic of the
actor

Groucho Marx may
•artoon

In Zurich the

High Seas.”

to Paris

Al. Daff

be^ns a flve-and^one-half- days in London.
month European tour in “Aqua
Moira Shearer

strip.

Maxwell Anderson operated on Parade of 1950,” of which he’s
Lenox Hill hosp.
<
producer.
Metro star. Spencer Tracy in
Buddy Adler, producer of Cot(Arn from the. Coast on a short lumbia’s “No
Sad Songs for Me,”
visit.
in from the Coast Friday (21; to
Phil and Frances Dunning celer mtend the film’s upcoming preem
T>rate their 31st wedding ahniverat the Music Hall and o.o. Broadsary today (26).
way legit talent for “The Hero,”
Jane Froman well enough to re^ Which he’ll produce for Sidney
sume video and nitery bdokings Buchman Enterprises.
via the Morris office.
Kaufman, exploitation man
Barney Balahan personally host- forBen
universal, went to Philly with
liig a series of screenings of ‘‘Sunsix Indians to plug “Comanche
set Boulevard'' for top industryTerritory” and came back with a
•Ites.'

to

at

Roland

atre.
Sir Cediic
for divorce
Pickard,
'

-

..

Wilson, Toots Shpr
Harold Ross, editor of; The
Yorker, newest members of

and*

New

'Lambs,
William Perlberg, 20th-Fox producer, due east in early June for
the graduation of Billy, Jr., from
the Taft SchOoli
David J. Goodlatte, managing
director of Associated British Ciriemas, Ltd.; due in today (Wed.) on
Queen EUzabeth.
Rosemary Canaiyan, violinist with
Ving Merlin's “Enchanted Strings’
at Hotel Ne w Y orker> re-booked for
solo concert at Town Hall.

&

-

John
in

current

New

.

Lynn

charges

George

at

_

Paramount;
Joan
Crawford

.

Judy Canova in from New Orr
leans where she received the key
to city from Mayor Morrison.
Jimmy Durante cancelled his
at London Palladium because of Lou Clayton’s illness.
Maureen O’Hara will appear as
a soloist at a benefit for the Military Order ;bf the Sacred Heart.
Edwin Marin off to Miami to huddle with' Jose Noel about, a picture
to be shot in the Dominican Repub-

bopking

:

wich, -Conn.
The Ziegfeld Club, the group Of
Follies aluninae, giving a public
tea-dance at the Roosevelt Hotel,
Sunday, May 7, to raise funds for
the isabella Home.
J oseph Ai McGonyille, prez of
Columbia Pictures International,
sailed on the Queen Mary Satur-.
day (22) for a periodic survey of
the European market.
By Victor Skakriip
Albert Margolies returned over
Several bars are featuring bur^
the Weekend from four months in
England handling publicity on lesk dancers from Paris.
There’ir only be four CopenWarner Bros
“Gapt Horatio
hagen summer revues this year,
Hornblower,’’ filmed there.;
Bing Crosby, who arrives in as against six or eight in recerit
London May 15, will deliver two years..-.
“Dear Rtith” (Par), at Alexandozen autographed golf balls to Sir
Alexander King; Scottish exhib, to dra,, received the same praise as
the
legit production at the Ny
be auctioned off for eharity.
Fanny Holtzmann^ the theatrical
attorney and art enthusiast, is now “Pinky’* (20th) at Dagmar, and
exhibiting her paintings, in Eu- “Letter to Three Wives” (20th) at
ropean galleries and museums. Metropole, two biggest Hollywood
She’s been painting a little over hits -in town.
Biggest sheet music sellers are
three years.
waltz,
“Stemningsmelo^
Alan Lipscott, writer on the Danish
‘Life of Riley” radio, show, trained dien,” and the tunes from “Annie,
back to the Coast yesterday (Tues-^ Get. Your Gun.” New Danish film, “Susanne”
day) after a five-day visit to New
York and Philly.
Trip strictly tNordisk), a triumph for young ac-

.

Henry Mears in town to gander
the film studios for the Cinematographers Assn, of Britain.
Rita Johnson returned to film
work for first time since her neaif atai acciden t 1 8 mbnths ago

,

Erwin Straus, son of composer
Oscar Straus, currently handling
the piano and soIoVqx chores at
Bob Force’s Town House, Green-

to
fiiui

husband, Mohty Banks.

'

New

planed
scout

.

;

pies, Flo Ziegf eld’s old private office in the
Amsterdam The-

to

.Soiig.”
Gracie Fields pranied in fbr her
first visit since the death of her

'

'•atre.'Bldg..--;;'-.'.-

D.,

“Pagan Love

‘

Max; Wolff and Bobby Feldman's
talent agency occu-

S:

bumed her
hands, but not seriously, in acci-.
dent at home;
Vice-Pres.
Alben Barklev m
town r to speak for the United
Jewish Appeal.
Arthur Freed returned from
Honolulu; where
he
launched

;

new TV and

Sherman

Lair, to be sold at auction in June.
Cecil B. DeMille tossed goingaway luncheon for J. Arthur Rank
Failcon’s

;

directs ."..

acquitted of
slugging newspaper

Rudolph Valentino’s bid home,

'

.

locationerv

MCrrick
of

Rapid City,
locations..

j

Edgar Ulmes

Dip.'’

..

•

^

photog,

i

’

York

Benny the

:

visibm..

!

Gibbs set Lionel
Dahziger Bros

the

v.-

•

Helen Gerald in tbwri after two
years of eastern radio and tele-

,

Stander

•'

Eddie Cantor back after nationwide tbUr for United Jewish Appeal.;

'“

U

:

I

^

former Warner con-

Sam

;

:

h.o.

ankled

land.;

:

.;;yerse;r

“St.

;

:

:

tractee, inked her first indie film
deal last week w^
she joined the
cast of Laurel Films’ “Mr.
ni-

Agent

:

;

Lang

Jennings

Jaffe agency after eight years
George JesSel will emcee Screen
Directors Guild’s anhual dimier
Irving Bacon playing his looth
screen role ip “Cause for Alarm “
Virginia Mayo checked in at
Warners after three months in Erie-

'

resigned to
join organizatiori of Ljoin Farnol,
former C^oldwyn pub-ad chief.
Sir Harry Lauder’s estate valued at £358,971 ($L005,li8 at cur^
rent exchange), bulk of it eventually to Greta Lauder, his niece,
Ed and Pegeeri Fitzgerald practically forsaking their Hotel Pierre
Winter home for the summer at
Hay Island, Cohn., starting next

:

skate in “Ice .Capades.”

.

:

staff past three yeaPs*

/

.

“Therese,”
week.
Father Fred Jose, former Mexican motion picture; star and singer,
arrived in Rome as a Holy Year
Pilgrim.
Cdhstance Dowlihg has just finished an Italian film, /‘Whirlpools,” which has been dubbed

6,

:;

;

Smith, of INS,
interviewing Count Sforza wedding ahni.

Kingsbury

"•
eatries and nlteries ’In one night;
hotel.
between the bandleader’s dance
Ross and La Pierfe play return,
one-nighters, and Wound iup for date at the Londbb Palladium on
breakfast at the Blocks* Engle- the Lena Home program for two
Wood, N. J., home. Next day Jones weeks, Sept; IL
^
By Maxlme de Beix
had an Easton, Pa,; one-nighter;
(33; Blvd. Montparnasse)
John Wildberg producing a play
Florence Odets (Clifford’s sister) titled“Keep Your Head’' and reStan Laurel in Paris.
associated with disk jockey Art hearsals are scheduled tp start
.Lucette Garon back from RiViFord in creatihg U. S. careers foV here next mmith. /
crd.
French picture starlets Daniele
Filmstar James Hayter, who t*eBorrah Minevitch back from
Delorme and Nicole Francis, whom ceiitly played the lead in one of London;
Ford has under contract. Miss the “Trio” episodes, In hospital
Harry Tattleman of MCA in and
Odets formerly assistaht story ed with a broken leg.
out of Paris.
of Universal and more recently
Revival of “Trilby” at Bedford
Margaret Gardner preppihg a
with Rodgers & Hammerstein of- theatre was farmly received, with Riviera Cason.
f
flee.
Patricia Burke and Abraham SoJules Stein to the RiViera fdr
faer Scoring in leading roles.
huddle With Rita Hayworth,
George and Alfred Black are
Hildegarde at the Barbizoh essending over a British cast to stage tate of the Frank Jay Goulds.
“The
show
columRat
Trap,”
by
First Chinese talker in Paris,
“Abraxas,” the ballet on “Faust,”
nist Jack Davies, bn Broadway.
.“Forbidden City,” shown by Asstill SRO every performance.
J. J. Shubert looking at new toria Films.
/
Greta Kellef in town to wax six
West End plays and discussing a
Tour d’Argent’s Claude Terrail
sides for Telef unken records.
Horace ^Heidt at Titania Paiast deal for the; presentation of a brahehing out with a snack bar
opposite George V,
25 for a talent show broad Broadway production in London.
The King and Queen wiU attend
Jean Cocteau airing an internacast.
premiere
of
Wilcox’s
“Odette
G.C.” tional broadcast with Tamara ToutBetty
Kaye booking Jimmy
June
aidingvKing
6
Geofge’s
penr
manova
on his forthcoming ballet,
Brobk’s band from Paris into HarSion fund for actors and actresses.
Phedre.”
nack House.
Jerome
Whyte;
production
manThe
John
Wildbergs’ junket to
International
Ice
Review is
packing them in at Spoil halle of ager of Theatre Guild in for cast- Barcelona, and Majbrea set hack
ing
conferences
On
“Carousel,”
a few days until the couple obthe Funkturm.
1,700 persons paid over 16,O0() due at the Drury Lane in about tains visas,
The John McCafthys driving to
marks (MrOOd) to hear Beniamino two months.
Louis Ellimah, head of picture Spain with the Gerald Mayers,
Gigli at Titania Paiast on April 15.
Berliners awaiting preview of theatre circuit and vaudeville the- while the Fay Altports and Gene
20th-Fox’s “The Big Lift” which atres in Ireland, to New York oh Van Dees return to Lbhdon.
Was filmed here; It; is expected to the Garonia for two months’ looksee and vaudeville talent hunt.
be at Titania Paiast May 20.
John C. Wilson here to discuss
Mr. and Mrs, Homer Saint
Gaudehs and Gofdoii, Washburn in with John! Gielgud the Broiadway
production
of “The Lady’s Not for
By Geeno Carr
Berlin to confer with Mateo Lettunich of the State Department Burning,” in the fall. Intends to
Sara Montiel, starlet of Madrid
visit
Paris before returning to
theatre and art division over posstudios, left for Mexico to Work
sibilities of having a German rep- New York.
Lew and Leslie Grade closed there.
resentation at the Carnegie InstiGrand Ballet de Monte Carlo to
deal with Louis Elliman to become
tute, art exhibit this summer.
appear June 2 for a run at the

.

week,".Jariis Paige,

Cornel WJlde laii up ^with an
eye infection
in
Jean Hersholts celebrated 36th

Bobby Breen in town to open at
the Colony restaurant and Astor
club for four weeks;:
Julia, cUn'ent hit at
Darvas
the Bal Tabarin, booked for the
3^51 “Latin Quarter,”
ang, continental mime
Cilll
blue-eyed blonde wife. He met her daneer, teturns to Arts Theatre
into English,
at a dinner foy. the Injuns two Club May 16 for three weeks.
Warner Leroy, sbn of Mervyii
Weeks ago ahd married her SatKing Cole Trio booked for Eurourday (22).: She’s Verne Reider, a pean tour including England. Open Leroy, is visiting Rome with his
parents,
who are here, for the film,
singer and teacher
at Empire, Glasgow, Sept. 26,
Mrs. Leroy and
Spike Jones and his Wife, hosted
Mary Raye and Naldi to star in “Quo Vadis.”
by the Martin Blocks, saw “South top tele show, “Cafe Gontineiitale,” daughter, Linda, stayed ovpr in
Pacific’’ and did a half dozen top
May
doubling from the Savoy Paris.-

W

with virus

infection.

cities in Italy for

•

The

Warren Logan; On GOldwyn

Leonard Bernstein, dff to Florence and other

and others.
hospitalized
John Erickson,, non-professional with
Ju kidney trouble.
Hardwlcke being sued
who
wiU. play the lead in the pic
Harbata *Ann ^ Scott signed tu
by actress Helena
arrived: in Rome last

:

Earl

gfter«m few

to Paris on loan
Petit’s l^llet company.

Beale at the Keyboard Night Club,
Actress Betsey Furstenbetg left
by ship from Naples for New York.

“Brlgadpon” celebrating its first
Italy,
anniversary at His Majesty’s the

.

.

.

•

.

lic.

.

.

•

summer.
Mihneapolis Symphony oreh conMexican director Tito Davison cluded concert season.
the
G.EA, studios in
MPlly Picon’s local concert enMadrid and huddling about direct- gagement set back
from Api'ii l5
visiting

'

.

By Keh Frpgley
Grace Hayes back in town at- ing a pic here.
Valencia Film, owned by Teddy
tracting the late crowds to the Red
Villababa, resuming end of April
Rooster.
under
direction of Saenz de Her-:
Players
Club
fe-opened
featur/
ing oldtime sileht movies under edia, Who will produce “Las Peurtas
del
Paraiso” (“Doors of Parainew tag, The \Bowery.
Modernaires doing good biz at dise”).
Director Luis Arroyo is planLast Frontier’s 250-capacity Ramona Room with H^irry Farnow ning a pic with only two persons,
Ana Mariscal and Jose Suarez,
booking and supervising show.s.
;

Gene Autry, Roy Rogers, William Boyd and several other top
western stars invited to ride at
head of Helldbrado parades during town’s annual event, 'Helldorado Week, May 1L14,
Biggest dance team draw here
tress
AstridVilliaume
and direcvacation.
>
in years was Gower and Champion
Jrish tenor Ghfistopher Lynch/J tor Torben Anthon Svehdsen.
at the^ Flamingo with their panWho flew to, Ireland Saturday (22)
tomimic creations/ Martha Raye
due to death of his mother, is due
and Billy Daniels are current in
back Monday (1) foi* concert comthe refurbished Flamingo room.
mitments, including a Firestone
By Ted Friend
Air Force band and squadron of
broadcast May 8.
heat wave sockirig all cadets from Las Vegas Air Force
Hy Gardner, humor-columnist bizRecord
herd.
Base greeted Ella Ldgah at airand radio commentator, to be
Edward G. Robinson in to spark port when she arrived for engagesaluted as “Humorist-of-the-Week”
Jewish Welfare drive.
ment at Hotel Thunderbird. She
at the National Laugh Foundatiort
Tony Buttita advancing for Ed- follows Mindy Carson, whose voGagwriters Luncheon at Trader
win Lester and Civic Light Opera cals kept the Navajo room packed
Toiiijs tomorrow (Thursday).
Lowell
Thomas originates his for two Weeks.
Hildegarde and her manager, ^
^
CBS newscasts from here while
Anna
SosehkO, met bossman Frarir visiting
with son, Lowell, Jr.
cois Duprez of the Hotel George
Dan Dailey, Charles Kemper and
;V; on their S/ S. America crossing,
Betty
and wound up in that Paris hos- charityLynn up from L A. for Fox
By Hel^ McGill Tubfls
preem of “Ticket to Tomatelry instead of previous plans.
Igor Cassini i$ at! the Excelsior.
hawk.”
Clifford C. Fischer and Hans
Binnie
;BarheS left for San
Meyer Davis back to N. Y. folLederer are not brothers-in-law, lowing
his symphony batdnriihg of .Remo.
as reported.
Latter is leaving “Happy
The Gf over Whalens sightseeiiig
Birthday” in honor of maFischer’s International Theatrical
in Rome.
Agency to go on his own; Fischer estro Pierre Montevix, leader’s
Filmman Russell Arnett is at
brother-in-law.
is currently in Paris o.o.ing the
the Flora,
local talent scene.
Alan Curtis off to Switzerland
Bruni Loebel, European istage
for a week.
and screen player,' arrived from
Henry HCnigson off to Naples
the continent Sunday (23) to take
By Don ReOd
for a few days.
in the world preem of 20th-Fox s
William' Foreman’s hew AutoJohn
“The Big Lift’' at the Rivoli today Vue Drive-Ih, hear Tacoma, opens vacation Brahm returned from a
in Austria.
(Wed.).
She makes her American this week.
Mel Ballerino; !M-G casting difilm debut in the pic;
“Death of a Salesman” with rector, at the Excelsior.
A1 Sindlinger, former Audience Thomas Mitchell into the Metro- - The Joe
Kaufmans off to San
Research and March of Time politan, May 18.
Remo first, then to Spain.
exec, “ju.st resting” after disconArturo Toscanihi will conduct
Roger Fawcett of Fawcett Puhtinuing Radox raidio rming $ui*vey concert by the NBC Symphony orlicatloils Is at the Excelsior.
in Philly as a losing proposition. chestra, in the Auditorium, May 8.
Lidia Fostini sailed from Naples
Continuing his $2,500,000
Ben
suit
Yost
GuardsiHah
into for New York and Hollywood.
against Hooper and Nielsen, how- Georgian Rooni of the Olympic
London Film’s Peter Moore back
ever. .;
hotel, with Frances Langford set in Rome from a trip to
Milan,
Buster Crabbe planes to Zurich, to follow.
I
Fred Palmer succeeds Charlie
^

^

:

:

:

'

.

-

'

-*

:

;

.

;

Lou Holtz and D’Angelo

femme

lead

6?

.

Anna

at Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace, the $1 cover restored after

being off for two weeks.
Jack Benny show at St; Paul
Auditorium for!, one-high ter May

in Barcelona.
Definitely arranged that Maria
Felix will film in Paris in May

as

7.

Sigmund Romberg and his concert orch drew capacity at University of Minnesota Aud.
Carl Brissbn follows Mindy Carson into Hotel: Radisson Flame
Room for fifth engagement there.

titled “Eternally Yours.”
Pic will
be done at the nCw Iquino Studios

19,

exclusive

Twin City engage-

ment, scaled at $4.80 top.

“La Couronne
Noire” (“The Black Crown”) by
iii

Cocteau. Director is Argentinian
Luis Salavsky, cameraman Michael
Keiber. Locations also will be in

By Lary Solloway
North Africa.
at
Milt
Mexican comic Ruben Melo has Bar of Ross filling' comedy spot
Music.
been contracted by Ge$areb GonGiro’s will reopen in July aftef
zales for the pic that Jorge Nesix- week hiatus.
grete will do in Spain iii the near
Louis B. Mayer and Wife here.
future; El Chicote, another wellHe
will confab with Nick Schenck.
known Mexican comicv is also
Copa City On auction block to
commg.

Jq. Spftiii In

in films

.

and

May

to

work

stage;

i

,

•

May

to

•

^

:

Les Rees

Teatro Albeniz, Madrid.
Burton Holmes at Lyceum April
Grades, lioW have two
Don Diego, Spanish orchestra, 21-22
houses in Ireland, the other being
at present in Paris, will be at the
Herb Otis Trio and Art Hodes
the Opera HdUse, Belfast,
Casino of Juan les Pins for the into Dome.

,

’

By^

sole hookers for his Theatre Royal,

Dublin.

By Joe
;

satisfy > mortgage., claims for niore
than $100,000.
Jayne* Manners now at Kitty Davis’.
Art Green aircast into the

spot from
WMIE;"-'.:.

Harison

11

to

12:30

via

a;m.

Roney Plaza off icialiy shuttered
Griteriori theatre; Durban, be^
for summer this t week, though
ing rebuilt and renovated for use
Walter Winchell and James Per
as legit house.
trillo are .still there.
Springbok Radio also testing
Lester Sachs and fraii at the Jatwo of its transmitters,' readying
cobs hostel, which closes foi* sumfor opening May 1.
mer
on May. 1. Has date for guestBlack Watch Band big success
shot Oil Ed Gardner’s “Duffy’s Tavopenirtg performaneps in Cape
ern” in Puerto Rico.
Town of Soiith African tour.
Dennis P|?jce, English filmstar,
.

.

m

due end

Apj^il to

appear

African film to be
Organization.

in

South

made by Rank

Producer Thayer Soule and cameraman Glen Hbwitt here from
y. S. bn twb month visit filming
travelogs oh South Africa.
Barton Mumaw, American clancer, recovered from foot injury
and
now appearing in key cities with
Austrian Bodenwiesser Ballet,
Lourenco Marques Radio testing
new 25 metre trarismitter berihied
to Cape Province, ;at present weakest area of receptioa from L. M.

By Florence

S.

Lowe

The

Plaza, rieW ,^am 'Rbth center city rirt house, unshutters this

week
“Bicycle Thief” due for
'

•

a

Na-

Club viewing May 3
before its Trans-Lux ruii,
A. Juliaii Brylawski and Frank
La Falce, of Warners, and Joseph
Brecheen, RKO exchange boss,
headihg town’s Industry commutee for approaching U. S. Savings
Bond Drive.
tional Press
;

.

1950

Wednesday, A|>rB

Bailey.

John

t

At one time he played In following a stroke. He was a film
Soiisa’s
hand and salesman with Columbia Pictures

Philip

’

toured Europe with Buffalo

branch at Indianapolis.

Bill’s.

Wild West Snow% He was director
of Wilmington’s Municipal Band
for a number of yeats:
Suryive’d by wife and four sisters.

MURIEL STARR •
by a long engagement with EuMuriel Starr; 62, character ac- gene O’Neiirs “Apha Christie.”
tress, died of a heart attack April In more recent years she appear19, back-stage in’^the John Golden ed in “Over 21” and in summer
theatre, N, Y., during matinee per- stock at Stockbridge, Mass., and
formance of “The Velvet Glove,” Bucks County Playhouse, New
in which she l^d been appearing. dope, Pa,
Miss Starr took the part^of Sister Athan&sius in the play, starring
SAMUEL G. WAGNER
Grace George and Walter HampSamuel G, Wagiier, 49, muden. She died as the second act, sician and attorney who played in
in which she did not appear, was Stanley theatre orchestra while
^
bn.
studying for his law degree more
Her greatest success took place than 20 years ago, died in Pittsduring the. first World War period burgh April. 15, Wagner and his
in Australia, where she appeared wife, the former Qprothea Mansin theatre’s named for her in Melr mann, enrolled in law school tobourne and Sydney, in “Within gether while I’earing five children
the Law/' “The Chorus Lady,” and Were admitted to the bar in
"Madame X,” “The Yellow Ticket,” 1939.::,
and other plays.
An oboe and English horn playSome of the other plays in which er, Wagner was y/ith the Pittsshe had appeared were ?‘The Bird burgh

ETON

•

•

CHARLES CUMINO
York.

-

CHARLES SCHRADER

Charles Schrader, 75, for; 25
A graduate of the Cincinnati years
orchestra leader at the old
Conservatory of Music, he entered
F. Keith’s theati*e', Philadelphia,
B.
radio as pianist in an instrumental
city,
died
in
that
April
20.
trio on WKRCi. Cincy, and turned
came to this country
announcer b«fbi*e joining Crosley’s Schrader,
12,
Germany
age
from
the
at
ofdramatic staff for leading parts in
.

MENIIY

1946

.

and later became

of the Germania Sym-

phony Orchestra.

GOLDSON

April 26fh,

IN

violin

Iii 1901 he was named musical
director at Keith’s and held that

•

FOND MEMORY

Harry (Po|9 and Al Goldson

“Famous Jury

Trials,”

“True De-

Mysteries,” “True Story”
and “Life of Mary Sotheim” series
on WLW. In 1940 he filled comedy
stooge role of Professor Snodgrass
on Red Skelton’s “Aval 9 n Time”
weekly show which* originated dn
before transferring to Chicago:
His next step in radio was to
/
Oklahoma City as program director and news bureau chief of WKY:
Returning to Cincinnati in 1947

WLW

.

.

,

,

Mine. Flagstad's return, the GerRozelia Nagel to Gordon Forbes, man repertoire is being enlarged
Boulder City/ April 15. Bride is ::at the expense of the Italian dr
in music dept at 20th-Pox; he’s
French wings, with certain singers

in story dept, of same studio.
and was promoted to city sales
Irma Cartright to Weir Ailen
manager of that office; later pro- Davenport, Des Moines, April 12,
moted to brfThch manager of the [.Both are musicians with 'station
new Jacksonville branch upon it’s WHO; in that city.
opening in 1949.
Hy Hazell to Edward Jenkins.
5urvived by Vife, a son, five London, Abril 11. She’s radffi and
sisters and two brothers.
pantomime star.
Polly Bergen to Jerome Courts
LEE F. HARVEY
land, Las Vegas, AprU 18. She’s ai
Lee F. Harvey, 55, manager of singer; he’s
ah actor.
the Towers theatre, Camden, N: J..
Bernice
and former, actor with the old Beckerman,Lois LebOwitz ,to Ma rtin
Waco, Tex., April JO.
Lubiii Film Co.; which once had
Both are members of the Dallas
studios here,
!

.

OSCAR
Oscar F. Hild,
.

F. HILD
49, president of

She performed in concerts^ and
oratorios throughout the east and
midwest in the early 1900s and remained active as a voice teacher
and coach until she became ill in

Local 1, American Federation of
Musicians since 1931 and a menv
ber of the AFM executive board
for the past decade, died in Cincinnati April 24 from a paralytic

February.

only survivor.

Sori is

strOkCi

MARY jMLEEHAN

high
blood pressure for the ^past four

He

had

been

suffering

Mary Meehan,

77,

who

with her

months and resumed uriiori duties brother, the late William A; Meesix weeks ago after a prolonged han, presented a top dbg act in muconfinement to his home. Hild was sical comedies Hhd yaudeville for
season about 25 years, died April 23 at
They
heC home in Troy, N. Y.
Opera.
showed Russian wolfhounds in the
Hild held an honorary doctorate “Ziegfeld Follies” and Karl Carearly
the
in
“Vanities”
of music from the Cincinnati Col- roll’s
lege of Music.: Last year he filled 1920’s:
ah appointment by William Green;
The Meeliahs retired from the
American Federation of Labor stage around 1925.
chief, as Its representative to conferences;: in Europe of the United
jiAME$-:V.:^BEA.GH ,
Nations Educational, Scientific and - James y Beach, 60, Ipngtime
:CulturaiOrganization.
clown, died. April 20 in Bridgedaughter, two port, GohhA .Whefe he had Jived
sons, a sister and a brotk®r.
after retiring from long association
With Ringling-Barnum & Bailey

planning

hi$

seventeenth

as head of the Cincinnati

Summe”

:

'

.

;

JESSIE BUSLEY
Jessie Busley,. 60,
;

actress,

•?

xirCus.'-

Known

died

^

in Bridgeport as

:

“Mickey

the Clown,” Beach worked as store
Just before last
Santa Claus.

]

,

1

'

:

I

v

j

I

,

I

BIRTHS

j

three

I

Mr. and Mrs. Will Geer, son,
Santa Monica,' April 15. Father is

productioris (‘‘Don Gar-

Dutchman/’ “Fleder-

maus”) next year.

.

This sea.s6n the Met staged one
new work, “Khovanchina.” The
Met’s 1948-49 statement showed a
deficit of $172,000, while the ’49-50
statement, not yet released, wUl

Bill
Morgan,
Mr.' and
Mrs.
daughter, Des Moines, April 13.
Father is an announcer with sta-

WHQj

hew

los,” “Flyirig
I

a screen actor.

tion

there.

.

j

MARY

^

|

production of “Oklahoma!”,
Norman LoWenlilr. and Mrs.
stein, son, Burbaiik, Gal., April 13^1
Father is. business manager of the
society of Motion Picture Art Di-

CHARLeFIl KIRBY

'[

I

Mr.

73,

Mrs.

arid

the artists let go;^
The 1950-51 season

Frank Thomas;

r

son, Pittsburgh, April ll. Father’s
a salesman ‘for Hanna Thestre
Service*
motherv former Helen

'

WARWICK deeping

nese and Ramori Vinay. But there
will be a ieW iriajor surprises in

i

rectors;

:

Warwick Deeping,

definitely be back, as will Ferruccio Tagliayini: Giuseppe Di Stefano,
Salvatore Baccaloni, Licia Alba-

!

.

Charles A. Kirby, vice-presiderit
arid secretary of Universal Internatibnal Films, Inc., foreign disUniversal r Internaof
tributors
tiohal Pictures, died in his home
at Forest Hills, L. I., April 24.
Kirby had been with U-I Since
Surviving are his wlf«>
1921.
dauebter, and two brothers.

l

worked Oh Pitt’s
Film Row, too.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Howard,
Wey- daughter, Burbank, Cal* Mother
Klingensmith,

Nov.: 6 an d run until

will

March

open
24.

:

20th l%roll

,

BritLsh

S

Coiitlnried /rVm page
died at his home in
Prbbr is Priscilla. Lane of the films,
bridge, England, April 19.
balance deductible from his salary
ably best known for his bestsellers
Mr; and Mrs. Robert $. Law- at $400 weekly.
“Sorrel and Sbn’v and “Rope's rehce, son, Hollywood, April 21;
All incumbent directors are up
Row,” niany of hiS' Works had been Father is a stage director.
the annual Stock:
Mr. and Mrs.; RIchman G. Le win ? for leelection at
made into filmsi
holders
meet. May 16. Two rc.soluson, Lufkin, Tex:, recently. Father
Survived by wife.
by minority
.proposed
f
ions,
both
KTRE
is general manager of station
stockholders In the face of manthere.
ANNA MAE ELDRIDGE
will
opppsition,
be voted
agement
Mr. and Mrs. Don Hart, son, St.
Anna Mae Eldridge, 56, former
at her Louis, April 4. Father is manager on at the conclave, phe would fix
film actress, died April i
of St. t^uis branch of American a ceiling Of $10,000 yearly on penhome in Van Nuys, Cal.
sions paid under the Tetirement
In the. silent picture era Mrs. Guild of Variety Artists.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Wilson, son, plan, other calls for reduction in
Eldridge played numerou;? leading
is
a
roles with Lewis Stone and with Hollywood, March 18, Father
salaries over $25,0Op should eai nher brother, the late Henry B. radio writer.
rigs or dividends be .reduced.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kebbe,
Walthall*
Proxy discloses that $700,000
Father
:.son. New York, April 18:
paid as attorrieys' fees and exwas
:Father, 62, of Charles Jaiiofl, is an NBC Wniter-dlrector; mother pen.ses in the course of the siockcontact man with Leeds Music and is actress Hilda Palmer^ sister of holder litigation agairist Charle.s P.
Joseph Janoff, of the N. Y. World Lilli Palmer.
Theatres cl.ii-i,
Mr. and Mrs. Geoffrey Toth, Skouras, National
Telegram-Sun, died in New York,
Father is arid his aides several years ago.
son London, recently.
April 13.
netted 5(5119.far
has
Company
so
a writer; mother Is Irene Prado r,
settlement of
60. died at Fort legit and television star, and sis- 000 as a resuit of the

novelist,'

j

.

.
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;
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j
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15,

'

ter of Lilli Palmer*
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Mr. and Mrs. Fred Keller, .son, -likely show a much larger loss, due
Buffalo, April 18: Father is Exec to the heavy expense 6h“Khovaht^e Producer at WREN-TV.
china:”
Yet Birig feels his three
YUILL
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Friedlob, hew productions won’t involve the
Mary Yuill, former actress, who daughter, Hollywood, April 18. Met in too heaivy deficits. He also
in private life Was the wife of Mother is Eleanor Parker, film admitted
that the dropping of a
Charles Heizmann, hardware man- star; father is film producer.
few expensive stars will help trim
ufacturer of Reading, Pa., died in
daughTed
Dariotis,
and
Mr.
Mrs.
the budget, although not being a
that city, April 17.
Father is major factor.
ter, Chicago, April 18:
Prior to her marriage she had head film buyer for Alliance TheArtists’ roster and repertoire for
appeared on Broadway In produc- atres of Illinois.
next season won't be announced
tions of the late Florenz Ziegfeld,
Kilty, son, until after current Met tour, “so as
Mrs.
Jack
Mr.
and
the Shuberts and others. Survived
London, recently.V, Father, an ac- riot to embarrass anyone.” Despite
by husband and a daughter.
tor-singer, is male lead in Ldtidon conflicting rumors, Jan Peerce will

April 20, in New Yotk.
Miss Busiey, who had been
starred or featured iii maity fa- Christmas he had a heart attack
mous plays, was born In Albany, arid was bedded since.
Wife, former bareback rider
and made her debut with the. late
Mae Boyde, survives.
Robert B. Mantell' in 1888.
Actress began a long association
CHARLES E. TOOPS
with Charles Frohman in “CharCharles E. Tpops, 84, Circus musiley’s Aimt” at
Standard theatre, N. Y., in 1804.
She was in cian, died Apihl 19 in Wilmington,
‘The
_ , Great Waltz,” “The First O: Todps had; played iii Circus
Herb Kaufmann,
Lady’V aniT “The Women” before bands of John G. Robinson and
Barnum
& Harrison; indianapblis, April
Bros:
going in films# which was foliowed Birigling
^

go as a result.

i

,

,

.

bei rig let

TheiT will be no more Wagner
done next season ttian thi.s one,
Bing pointed out:
The Met vvjil
give 20 weeks of opera in N. Y.
next year, as against 18 weeks this
season. ^ There will be 23 Wagnerian pertormances (out Of a season’s total of 150 presentations),
as against 21 this season.
Bing
estimated about 40 German produCtioris. next season (including 23
Wagneriari, “Fidelio,” “Rdsenkavalier” and “Magic Flute”), as against
Symphony Orchestra.
85 Italian and French presentaVerne Reider to Ben Kaufman tions. This, he felt, definitely anin Philadelphia, April 22.
Bride swered charges of German slantis light opera singer* and teacher;
irig..
grOom is. field rep for Universal.
Bing is likely to increase the
Met’s annual budget (and deficit)
by the fact that he’s putting on

:

April 17.

.

actor-director.

E. B. “Jack” Price, 58, Warner
Bros, branch manager in Jacksonyille, Fla., died of a stroke in that
city, April 18. He joined Warners
as a salesman in Atlanta, in 1947,

post fdr^25 years. He retired from
the music busine$s 20 years ago to
died April 19 in Philbecome an inspector for the Phila- adelphia.
Departriient of Health.
delphiaL
He also had been associated
Four brothers survivci
with the .Stanley Co. in Philadelphia and the Savar Co. in South
Jersey for the last quarter cenJOHN NOLAN
the
head
of
tury
as a theatre manager.
Nolan,
J'ohn
58,
purchasing and booking departDEWEY WRIGLEY
ments of the Comierford Circuit for
Dewey Wrigley, 91, cameraman
the past 15 years, died April 18 in
Phoenix, Ariz. He had been resid- for 30 years, died of a heart attack
ing in California and Arizona dur- April 20 at his home in Hollywood.
ing the past months because of He was under contract at Paraihount for 18 years except during
poor health.
Nolan had a long career in the the war when he served abroad
pix industry. He had been eastern with the Navy photographic unit.
Wrigley Was one of the founders
sales manager for 20th-Fox and
later repped same company in of iATSE cameramens’ local 659
and
served a term as its president.
Australia.
Surviving are three sisters.

under name of Bob Duane, he and
his wife did ai piano-singing act on
In 1948 he performed
WSAI.
ELIZABETH t. WILSON
briefly on WLW-TV and in recent
Mrs: Elizabeth Thompson Wilson
months was an entertainer at Club
78, former concert artist and yoice
Melody, Cincy hilltop cafe.
of Samuel T.
Surviving are wife, parents and teacher and mother
Wilson, Columbia Dispatch theatre
a sister.
and music critic, died in Columbus

.

No

Policy Shift
Bing stuck to 4iis statement that
he re-hired the controversial Kirsteh flagstad solely because “she is
a great singer who ought to be
heard in the greatest ppera house
is a film actress; he’s a producer; in the world.’’
He denied that her
Marjorie. Ann Redmond to Jack re-hiring affects or shifts the MetV
Weston, ^New: York, April 21. Bride general policy on repertoire, and
is a radio-TV actress.
He’s a legit scoffed at Tumors that because of

i

tective

times, .with two casts alternating,
one headed by Dorothy Kirsten, the
other by Ljuba Welitch.

WGAE

Paula Wall to Roy Ward, Eureka
Springs, Mo
April 16. Bride is
assistant to Charles Suber in Chi
branch of .General Artists Gorp.
Georgette Windsor to Manuel
Reachi, Mexico City; April 15. Bride

:•

j

sons ago as .“Rosalinda.^’
The operetta may be given as many as 2b:

Charles Niizum,

Va., April 22. He’s
in Pittsat

burgh.;'

JACK PRICE

!

He studied
a memher

New

Ciimino studied music at the
Royal Conservatory of Music at
Naples and came to N e w York in
1914 when he joined the orchestra
of the Metropolitan Opera Co. In
1917 he became aisSociated with
the San Carlo Opera. He is survived by a daughter;

sister,

Duane Snodgrass, 38, radio; and
nightclub perfprmer, died April 21

'

Carlo Opera, died April 20 in

••

in Cincinnati.

screen actMss.
Rita Estep to

:

•

DUANE SNODGRASS

.

'

:

'

.

FRANK

Charles Cumiho, 56, orchestra Wheeling, W.
Frank T. Smith, 54,C veteran
newspaperman and long-time radio manager and violinist of the Sah, an announcer

of
editor
Pittsburgh
SunrTeleShe was in “A Man Or Honor” at graph, died in that city April 15.
the Weber’s theatre in 19it ahd at He had been suffering from
a heart
Daly^s in ”The Truth Wagon” in ailment since 1941 and for last few
1912. She. also played in “John years had been unable to go to. the
Hawthorne” at the Garrick theatre office, but continued to compile
here. In 1935 she returned to the the radio logs for the paper and
stage in “Behind the Evidence” at assemble notes oh broadcasting "at
the casino theatre, Newport, R. li home:
Miss Starr had roles in “The
Smith was virtually born to
Star Wagon” in 1937, “Case His printer’s ink, his father, Okay
tory” and “On the Rocks” in 1938 Smith, having oWned and edited
and in “Johnny Belinda” in 1941, the Dally Oil Review in Sisterville,
_
W. Va. He leaves his wife and a

Danny Kaye

.

.

.

SMITH

“The .Flying

Said, and
both the Federal Power Cdmmisto make his decision in mid-June,
sion and the Federal CommunicaWife# 53, of Scot cbinedian Dave when the comic Will know definite-*:
tions Commission, died in WashWillis, died recently, in a Glas- ly Whether his film and vaude comington, p; G., April 20: He had
mitments permit,
been in. ill health for some -time gow nursing home.
:y
‘‘Die Fledermaus,” ihcideritally,
and developed pneumonia:
McNinch served nine years on
will be given iri its original verthe power commission and two
sion, as done in the European opera
years on the communications comRuth Warrick to Cari Neubert, houses, and not ih the truncated
Hollywood, April; 23; Bride is a Broadway 'Version seen a few sea.mission.^-'

addition to his wifer he leaves two.
sOns and four daughters.
T.

.

:

.

PRANK

r

;

'

;

•

:

Slymphony brchestra for
of Paradise, ”“The Easiest Way,"” several seasons and before that
>‘The Thirteenth Chair, “East of with the St. Louis Symphohy,
Suez” and “The Garden of Allah.” However, he dropped music after
She also had toured New Zealandi beginning his legal practice^ In
South Africa, India, China and
Japan between the' two World
Wars.
Born in Canada, Miss Starr appeared at the Belasco Theatre,
N. Y., in 1909 in “Going Some” and
toured in “Dear Old Billy” in 1911.

*

’

•

,

:

.

BOWERS

•

•

Frosch, the
Eton J. (Eddie) Bowers who, in
comic jailer, who appears in a non1922, established CFCA, Toronto,
Millard
Downey,
projection6(L
that city’s first broadcasting staSingiug role in only the third act of
ist at Palace theatre# Chicago, 4ied
tion, died April 19 in Toronto after
“Die** Fledermaus,” Bing said .this
a stroke. Five years 'after launch- there April 19i
offer Was made in all sincerity.
ing The Toronto Dally Star station,
It’s a
oh which the whole
Max Vasold, 81, stage carpenter third act*^ part
he became associated with the late
depends, he said# and
Edward S. (Ted) Rogers in the at the Erlanger theatre, Chi, died Kaye haS; been attracted: by iU
founding of CFRB, Toronto, now in ChiOago April 15.
artistic merit as well as the pubthe largest independent station "in
Ueity that Would ensue.
Canada,
He retired four years
Mother ? of Christopher Lynch,
The fee the Met cQuid pay would
ago.,--,.
Irish concm*t tehor, died in County
be
howhOre near What Kaye makes
Survived by two sisters^
Limerick, Ireland; Saturday (22).
in his regular fields, but that’s no
barrier: Blnjg* denied that any of
It. McNlNtH
;
Qrlb. F. Overstreet, 64, studio
Prank R. McNirich, 77, of Char- techniciah with Parambunti for 25 the old guard at the Met had been
Scandalized at the offerv Kaye, is
lotte,; N. C;, former chairman of years, died April 18 in Holly wood.
still considering it, he
is

'

•

j;

,

Mother-in-law# 67, of Spyros P.
•
Skouras, prexy of 20th-Fox, died Dew production of
ih Sicily, April 18, while on a va^
Dtffchman.”
cation Hiere. ^Survived by husbah.d
:* As to .the
offer to
and daughter, Mrs. Skouras^
to play the role of

j

.

'

i

that suit:

^
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